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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1870

THE DOCTOPt'S MIXTUPiE.

CHAPTER XVI. AN AWKWARD MEETING.

On the nest day the young lord began
to find himself bored, and hearing there

was a regiment quartered in the town, said

he would go in and "beat them up," to see

if he knew any of them. He returned at

lunch-time, having " beat up " Colonel
Bouchier, who he found "had known his

father' '— that very common link of ac-

quaintance, like some useful nag which jogs
between two distant posts.

The band played, it seemed, at three,

so, with a yawn, he said he would stroll

in and see what that was like. He then
set ofiT. The day passed by. Miss Jessie

paid a visit to Mr. Leader in the librai'y,

and was shocked to find him there. She had
thought she would have it all to herself.

She had been thinking over the wonder-
fully interesting things he had been telling

her last night. It grew dark—came to

dressing-bell—to dinner—but the young-

lord had not returned. His mother sud-

denly recollected Colonel Bouchier—his

father's old friend. The colonel had kept
him to dine; that explained it all. The
dinner passed over. Katey appeared, shy,

and almost cowed. The poor girl at times

felt her courage and resolution quite aban-

don her. It grew to ten, eleven o'clock

;

and it was not until past one o'clock that

the young gentleman got to his bedroom.
At breakfast next morning he was plied

with a shower of questions. He must have
had a very agreeable party ? How did he
like the officers ? He was a little embar-
rassed, as Katey alone noticed, laughing
before ho answered. "Oh, the officers were
uuconunon nice—that is, the colonel and

VOL. V.

a man they called Montague—a very good
fellow." But where were the rest of the
mess ? " Oh, they weren't asked. I never
said I was dining at the mess. I never
thought of such a thing."

A nervousness came over Mrs. Leader.
"And where did you dine, then, Lord Sea-
man ?"

" Oh, didn't I tell you?" he said. " Well,
the colonel introduced me to such a first-

rate fellow, who was smoking a cigar at

his rooms. Mr. Cecil Leader knows him,
and so do you, Mrs. Leadei^," he added,
slyly-

" JSTo— not that—Doctor Findlater ?"

she said, with a sort of horror.
" That Doctor Findlater ? He's a very

good fellow—tilled my case with smuggled
cigars, and insisted on us all dining Avith

him—such a dinner as he gave ! And there

was a parson that sang and made us all die

laughing. And then he has a daughter

—

I beg your pardon, Mrs. Cecil—that's the

prettiest, liveliest young girl I ever met.

Lord, how we got on !"

The consternation, the stupefied looks at

this news, may be conceived ! It was a

most awkward situation. If Katey had
been absent, some attempt at showing him
the heinousness of his conduct could have
been made. But the young man went on
recklessly :

" Why don't you have him up
here ? They are Mrs. C.'s relations, and, as

Doctor Fin says, are now your connexions,

Mrs. Leader. He says that's the common
sense of the thing ; that it's like the ostrich

sticking its head in the sand, and thinking

it's hid all the time. He is the pleasantest,

most genial creature, full of stories, and so

gentlemanly. Quite a wrong view you gave

me, Mrs. Leader. As for the daughter. Miss

Polly, I fim quite in love with her. She'd

be the handsoracsb trirl in London."

105
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[December 3, 1870.] ALL THE TEAR ROUND. [Condacted by

Lady Seaman said austerely, " You are

talking folly, child. You should recollect

that this subject is not very suitable here."
" What nonsense," said the young man,

eagerly. " Are not the famihes connected ?

Isn't Cecil Leader here Doctor Fin's son-

in-law ? As the Doctor says, you might as

well try and wash the spots off a cat's tail.

Oh, how I laughed last night !"

Mrs. Leader was looking a little wildly

from one face to the other, murmur-
ing something that was unintelligible, not

knowing whether she ought to smile or

not. Katey was looking at him with a
friendly good-nature which she could not
restrain.

" Put such nonsense out of your head,"
said Lady Seaman. " It is very bad taste

of you under the circumstances. Mrs.
Cecil Leader knows the footing her father

is on with the family, and she must excuse
me if I tell you that gentleman is not a
person you should know."
"Oh, I have no quarrel with him, mother,"

said the young lord, carelessly. " And he
knows everybody about here."

After breakfast he said he would take a
gun and go "potting about the country."

It was a bitter, sharp, miserable day,

but Miss Jessie and Mr. Leader appeared
muffled up, and ready for a walk. He was
going to show her their little court, where
the magistrates sat, and which she was
" dying to see." He was rather sheepish
as he announced this plan, and actually

blushed.

As he was going out, the voice of Mrs.
Leader was heard to call after him sweetly,
" I want to speak to you, John dear, in

the boudoir a moment."
Her husband made a muttered pi'otest

:

" Oh, it will do when I come in. What's
the use of going now, and keeping Miss
Forsythe waiting." But he went, never-
theless.

" Surely you are not mad enough to

go out such a day, with your weak chest,

making yourself ridiculous, besides, with
that girl. Everybody is laughing at you
for making such a fool of yourself You
know you are not fit for these young
pranks."
"Now don't worry me," said he, fret-

fully. " You are always worrying me. I

can't stay. I promised to go."
" Yes, always after some trifle. And

what are we to do with this Findlater,

\^'ho, remember, I tell you, will try and get
hold of this boy for that low girl of his ?"

Much put out, Mr. Leader clepai*ted, pro-

mising to return soon. The foolish httle

man, u.naccustomed all his life to hear
words of compliment, or to have his stories

listened to, was quite enchanted by the
zest exhibited by his new friend.

After they had gone her ladyship gra-
ciously signified tliat she should like a
drive. " To be sure, dear Lady Seaman.
I will drive you myself." And presently
the amazed lady of quahty came down to

the door to find a dainty little carriage and
skittish little ponies, and the engaging
chariotress, in a light hat, with a fairy-like

parasol-whip, and all the charming cha-

racteristics of sweet seventeen. A smile

came to her guest's face as she took her
seat, and they drove away. How many
plans, how much of " laying heads to-

gether" took place in that little drive * A
perfect hatching of a conspiracy, with low,

earnest voices.

They drove into the town, as her lady-

ship wished to buy a cap "cheap," and
Mrs. Leader believed something of the kind
could be got at M'lntyi-e's. As they were
driving away out of the town, past one of

the little lanes near the Doctor's house,

they saw two figm^es, and Lady Seaman
called out

:

" Bless me ! who on earth is that Seaman
is with ?"

The figures heard the sound of the

wheels, and turned to look. That action

revealed our blushing Polly, quite scared,

like some tender fawn who has been brows-
ing, lifting nervously her pretty head as

she hears the distant barking of the dogs.

She made as though she would spring

away over the fields, and escape. The
young man coloured, then cried out

:

" Don't go. It's only my mother."

The carriage was now up to them, and
Mrs. Leader had to pull up her ponies.

" Of course you know Mrs. Leader ?

Mother, this is the young lady at whose
father's house I was telling you we had
such a jolly night—Miss Polly Leader."

The lady bowed stiffly, and Polly dropped

a sort of stage curtesy.
" I thought you had gone out shooting,"

said his mother, without noticing " the

gii'l." " Here, get up into the back seat,

and come home."
" Oh, I can't, indeed. I've an—ap-

pointment in the town ; and you wouldn't

have me leave a nice young lady alone in

the fields ?"

" Oh, papa is at the band," faltered

Polly, really frightened at the two terrible

ladies. " I can easily get there."

^
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"Not at all," said he. "I'll go with

you-" And, in truth, the sound of military

music could be heard where they were
standing. " I tell you what, why shouldn't

you drive round and see it ? It's great

fun. All the town is there."

At this moment were seen the figures of

two gentlemen approaching. How had it

happened ? Was it that our Doctor had
seen from afar off the glittering equipage,

and was attracted by it, in the hope of

something turning up ? Or was it that he
had seen "the situation," and what could

be made of it ? With him was Captain

Molyneux.
" I declare here is the Doctor himself,"

said the young man, in mischievous enjoy-

ment of what was to follow. " He does not

know that it is you who are here."

Mrs. Leader knew not what to do ; her
impulse was to drive on ; but she did not
want to seem afraid before Lady Seaman.

" Oh, really this is unbearable," said

that lady.
" You down here, my dear Lady Sea-

man ?" said the captain, taking off his hat.

He knew nearly all the " figure-heads of

society," as they might be called. "Ah,
Miss Polly, and you here ? Nice work this.

Your father won't approve of this."

The Doctor made a respectful bow to

Mrs. Leader. " Ah, captain, she's think-

ing of the pleasant evening we had the

other night, when his lordship amused us
all so much. Eh, Polly pet ?"

All this was so much toi'ture for Mrs.
Leader, perched up high, in a very awk-
ward position. She was, besides, con-

scious that the Doctor was gazing, with a
sort of scofl&ng air, at her finery and gene-
ral costume.

" We need not stay here, dear Lady
Seaman," she whispered. "Do let us go."

" Come, Seaman, we'll take you home.
I want to speak to you. Really."

" Oh, never mind dressing, my lord, and
all that," said the Doctor, eagerly. " We
don't stand upon ceremony at our house.

Polly will excuse the wedding garment—

I

mean, of course, always excepting on the

grand occasion." And the Doctor and the
young lord roared at this joke, while Cap-
tain Molyneux smiled.

" Oh, you can't dine out to-day," said

his mother; "it's quite rude—not good
manners to your host."

" Oh, nonsense," said he, sulkily. "It
would be worse ill manners to throw over
an engagement. Mrs. Leader has plenty
of the family to entertain."

" I am sure I don't want to stand in the

way of Lord Seaman's movements," said

the Doctor, maliciously, to Mrs. Leader.
" Mrs. Leader knows that in my little hos-

pitality is the only opportunity I have of

secu.ring the pleasure of his company."
The two ladies had to drive away, frus-

trated in their schemes. It looked, indeed,

as though things were turning out ill for

their little plot.

" My dear Mrs. Leader, it is all for your-

self," were the last words of the noble lady
as they drove up the avenue. " If your
husband is indisposed to exert himself, or

allows himself to be laughed at by a low
fellow like that, why, it is not my affair,

but yours. If it were my case I should
settle it off-hand, and not listen to any
more such nonsense. If my husband were
afraid to act for the interest of the family

I should take it on myself"
Mrs. Leader, entering the house, allowed

these words to sink into her soul, and her

compressed lips showed that she had taken
a resolution.

CHAPTER XVII. A SKIRMISH.

Over dinner that day there was quite a
blank solemnity, owing to the late events,

though there ought to have been joy and
good spirits, from the invalid's coming down
for the first time, and joining the family at

dinner. He was greatly changed, with a

wild, shifting look in his eyes, and with a
singular ii'ritation and fretfulness, which
his wife had noticed was growing on him
steadily. Mr. Leader and his companion
came in late, after a most delightful day
and charming expedition ; but at dinner no
one was in a humour to rally him, as per-

haps he wished to be rallied. To him his

wife assumed a stern, offended manner,
which disturbed him not a little, and to

Katey she was specially hostile.

After speaking of their drive, Mrs.

Leader said: "But I suppose we shall

have to give up driving about the place at

all. We cannot be secure an instant from
intrusion."

" I think Mrs. Cecil Leader," said the

guest with affected respect, " might Avithout

difficulty contrive that you should be saved

from intrusion of this kind. I am sure her

relations would listen to her."

"Are you speaking of my father ?" said

Katey, coldly. She had heard of the adven-

ture before. "I implore you, madam, to leave

that subject alone. It is as painful to me to

hear him attacked, as for you to hear him
defended."

^
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The servants were out of the room. The
hostile ladies looked at one another. Lady
Seaman then said

:

"You see, Mrs. Leader, there are sub-

jects which we are not to talk of at your

own table."

Here Cecil struck in angrily. "Well, it

is hard to have her father brought up thus

for abuse. They're always nagging at him
here. I believe she hates the ground he

w^alks on."

Mrs. Leader looked over at her husband.
"You are privileged as an invalid," she

said.
" Oh, I want no privilege," he said.

"But I think you might let her fa.ther

alone. He's a good fellow, and liked by
every one that knows or meets him. Only
there are special reasons in this house for

running him down."
Mr. Leader, with both ladies looking to

him, now interposed. " Don't say any more,

Cecil. You must consult your mother's
wishes."

" Mother," said the young man, " no,

not quite. There's been very motherly
conduct going on about me."

" He wishes us to leave the room, Mr.
Leader allows me to be spoken of any way,
in my own presence."

Mr. Leader, emboldened perhaps by the

wish to make a figure before Miss Forsythe,
said:

" I must beg, Cecil, that this will cease.

It is very unbecoming of you. I can't have
it at my table."

" Then you shouldn't allow our con-

nexions to be abused at your table."

"Cecil, I implore you," faltered Katey.
"Nonsense, they think I've grown stupid

and don't know what's going on, or am to

keep my mouth shut. It's a shame, so it

is. Such plots and schemes, and when I

am so ill, too."

"Will you allow this, Mr. Leader?"
" I can't have it, sir. It's most un-

warrantable, making such charges ; so dis-

respectful, too. You should not speak so

at my table."
" That is a mild rebuke," said Lady Sea-

man. " I must say, Mr. Leader lets you
oflPvery ea.sy, Mr. Cecil."

" Either he or I shall leave the table

unless I receive an apology, even before
Lady Seaman."
"Apology!" said Katey, excited. "You

must be laughing at him. Recollect he has
been ill ; and is it right or generous to ex-

cite him in this way ?"

"I'll make no apology to any of them.

never fear, Katey," said the young man,
rising and pushing back his chair. " I'll

not stay here any longer."

He then left. Katey remained for a
moment.

" It is not fair," she said, in an imploring
voice, " to work on him in this way. Recol-

lect what an illness he has had, and you
are taking a serious responsibility."

Mary Leader had remained silent up to

this. Perhaps she thought her previous

interference only did harm. She felt, too,

the scandal of such recrimination in pre-

sence of mere strangers, such as the Sea-

mans were, and was inexpressibly hurt at

such an exhibition. When Katey left the

room she left also.

The ladies looked at each other,

"This is growing too bad," said Mrs.
Leader. "You see what Lady Seaman
thinks."

" Well, I should prefer not to give an
opinion ; but if my son treated me in that

way, he should not do it twice."

"There !" said Mrs. Leader.

"My dear sir, you see the case is plainly

this. I don't blame the young* man, but
this is evidently their influence. He is hope-

lessly enslaved to them; they are using

him as a lever to harass and annoy you

;

and depend upon it, in this attack on your
wife, he has been prompted, or put up to it.

You heard what he said so bitterly about

a plot ? Depend upon it, this Doctor has

put that into his head. This is but the be-

ginning, and I warn you, unless you take

some step in self-defence, you will be foster-

ing an enemy in your house."

With these words she rose and broke up
the council.

That night there was a second council

held between Mr. and Mrs. Leader. Like

most weak people, he had suddenly veered

round, wishing to win a cheap reputation

for decision.
" Oh, I must say this has gone quite too

far. He should not insult you at ray table.

What Lady Seaman said was very true

:

that Doctor has got two emissaries of his

in the house, whom he works on. And I

really am bouiid to take some step to assert

my authority."
" You say that," said Mrs. Leader ;

" but

they can treat you as they like. You would
let me be insulted again to-morrow."

"Oh, that is quite a different thing, I

really cannot be treated as a cipher in my
own house. Cecil certainly must apologise

to you, or inciir my serious displeasure."
" What rubbish you talk ! Do you want
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every one to be in screams of la-ughter at

yoTi ? What good will an apology do me,
with that low, impertinent wife of his always
in the honse, urging him on to insult me ?

I cannot bear it. I will not stand it. Have
Ton no sense of the respect due to yourself,

that you would let creatures of this sort,

who have been insolent, who snap their

fingers at you, relying, I suppose, on the

certainty that after your death everything
must come to them, and so they can out-

rage their step-mother with impunity ?

Have you no shame before these people,

who are doing so much for us ? What a

contempt they must have for you—you
whom they would make a baronet."

Mr. Leader was overwhelmed, and, in

truth, not a little ashamed of himself. Per-

haps that petty, mean motive influenced

him, that his own poor little authority had
become enfeebled, and that here was an
opportunity of showing that they were all

"in the wrong box," and that he still had
power in his own house. So he said, " Of
course I shall take measures to keej) up my
o-nm respect and yours. I have no notion

of being treated in this fashion."

"That is all very fine talk. What can
you do ?

" I can at least reserve the power of

disposing of my own estate in my own
hands. That will be a check on him, and
insure that he will behave with respect to

you and to us all."

Mrs. Leader said nothing, but that very
night went into her boudoir and wrote a
letter to Messrs. Amos, the family solicitors,

to come down the next day. Even that

concession was a great deal, and she flew

to Lady Seaman to announce it. Mean-
while eleven, twelve, and one o'clock passed
by before the young lord returned.

VERSAILLES AND THE TRIANONS.

All eyes, for some time past, have been
directed towards Versailles, the,more so

that it is a spot familiar to the great majority
of excursionists. Few persons not pressed
for time visit Paris without going to see

Versailles ; but not one in a score, perhaps
not one in a hundred, of the multitudes who
throng to Versailles, ever see the Trianons.

Even the park and the parterres ai'ound

the chateau are comparatively unknown,
except to persons who have gone there on
a " grand waters" Sunday.
The reason is plain. The inside of the

palace is so interminable, that, before you

have " done it," on consulting your watch,
you find that it is time to rush back to Paris

and dine. Few people dine at Versailles

twice ; for one reason, amongst others, that

the dinners there are sometimes what the

French call " tres sales," highly salted ;

that is, dear. The first and last time I

dined at Versailles, two peaches at dessert

were charged two francs, at the season

when they might have been bought for a

couple of sous in the streets of Paris. One
way of seeing all, at leisure, is to take lodg-

ings in Versailles for a week or a fort-

night ; but that amounts to an undertaking.

To make sure of the Trianons, the first
[

tiling is to ascertain the days on which
they are open to visitors. Before the out-

break of the war, Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Saturdays, from twelve till four, were
the appointed times. I mention these

details because it is impossible that the pre-

sent state of things should last, and that

Paris and its appendages should not be

reopened to the civilised world ; when that

desirable consummation arrives, it will pro-

bably be the endeavour of those in power
to put things as nearly as possible on their

former footing. On this account I beg to

remind you that there are two railways

from Paris to Versailles, of wliich the most
convenient for strangers is that following

the right bank of the Seine, and start-

ing from the station of the Western Rail-

ways, Rue Saint Lazare. Trains leave

Paris every hour, at the half-hours, from
half-past seven in the morning till half-past

ten at night. Return trains leave Versailles

at the hours. The jom-ney occupies foi'ty-

seven minutes. On grand occasions, besides

the above, extraordinary and supplementary
trains are started. For visitors residing in

the hotel region of Paris, the simplest plan

is to go to the omnibus ollice in front of the

Bourse, and there take, together, omnibus
tickets to the station and railway tickets to

Versailles and back. This simple aiTange-

ment avoids a great deal of trouble. You
will perceive that, by giving these direc-

tions, I take it for granted that, after the

thundei'-cloud has passed away, Paris, Ver-

sailles, and other historical spots, will be

more run upon than ever.

Say you leave Paris at half-past nine, or

even half-past ten, it gives you time to

stroll through the listless streets of Ver-
sailles—I speak of their usual and week-
day aspect—up to the palace, and through
the park, to enter the Trianons soon after

the opening of their gates. You can take

a hack carriage to convey yon thither ; but

--^
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visiting them on foot gives a corrector idea

of the vast extent of this suggestive domain,
besides allowing time for observation and
reflection. A pedestrian could not fail to

note that field, producing more scarlet

poppies than wheat, Avhich lies between
the big and the little palaces. In my blind-

ness, that brilliant June afternoon, I could

see in it only bad farming, which was
strange so close to a temple dedicated to

the glories of France; whereas, second sight

should have shown it as an omen of the

seas of blood so soon to be spilt.

If you really mean to see the Trianons,

on entering the palace gates, you must
resolutely turn your back on the miles of

galleries and acres of pictures that entice

you within. Leave them for a rainy day,

if yet unseen ; or, if seen, refrain from re-

visiting them to-day. It is impossible not
to recal them in imagination. There is

the theatrical chapel, wdth its tribune, and
galleries, and graduated seats of honour,
which has recently been desecrated—bigots

would say—by the sound of Lutheran
liymns, and Lutheran preaching. Never-
theless, I have seen churches in Germany
in which Protestant service was celebrated
during one half of the day and Catholic
service in the other, without any sense of
pollution being felt by either set of wor-
shippers. There are the long suites of
rooms, where, at this present writing,

wounded Prussians gaze from their beds at

the pictured triumphs of their adversaries.

There are the commemorative saloons, on
which Louis Philippe spent large sums of
money from his private purse. There is

the Council Chamber, a portion of which
Avas once the royal Cabinet des Perruques.
Louis the Fourteenth changed his wig
several times a day. He had a wig to

hear mass in; a wig for after dinner, to

help digestion; a wig to hunt in, and a
wig to put on after hunting; a wig to
sup in, and possibly a wig to sleep in.

There was held the council into which
Madame Dubarry intruded, seating herself
on the arm of Louis the Fifteenth's chair,

and where she one day snatched out of the
king's hand a packet of still unopened let-

ters and threw them into the fire. There
is Louis the Fourteenth's sacred bed-cham-
ber, containing his doubly sacred bed, at
the foot of which, when he left Versailles, a
valet de chambre slept, to guard the said
bed inviolate. The bed is still surrounded
by its balustrade, which no one might pass
without the king's permission. When the
President de Norion approached that bed

to talk of state affairs with the ailing king,
the Due d'Aumont, first gentleman of the
bedchamber, pulled him back by his robes,

and said Where are you gom o- ? Get
out. People like you don't come inside

the balustrade, unless the king calls them
to speak to him !" In this very chamber,
and on this wonderful bed, died Louis the
Fourteenth, after a reign of seventy-two
years. Everybody knows one ceremonial
observed at the death of the kings of France.
The first gentleman appeared at a window
looking into the Marble Court, and thrice

shouted " Le roi est mort !" Then breaking
his wand of ofl&ce, and taldng another, he
shouted, " Vive le roi !" What followed has
been less frequently mentioned. The same
functionary fixed the hand of the palace
clock on the hour at which the monarch had
breathed his last sigh, where it remained
motionless until the death of his successor.

This custom was observed for Louis the
Fifteenth ; but after him, out of all the real

or titular sovereigns of France, Loiiis the
Sixteenth, Louis the Seventeenth, Napoleon
the First, Napoleon the Second, Louis the
Eighteenth, Charles the Tenth, and Louis
Philippe, the only one who died on the
throne was Louis the Eighteenth, and at

his death this ceremony was observed for

the last time, on the 16th of September,
1824. There is the Salon d'Apollon, for-

merly the throne-room, in which Louis the

Fourteenth received the submission of the
Doge of Genoa, who, when asked by the
courtiers what he found most extraordinary

there, answered "To find myself here."

But a similar reply, I think, has been put
into some other mouth on some other

occasion. There is the former Cabinet of
Agates, from one of whose windows Louis
the Fifteenth, seeing Madame de Pompa-
dour's funeral pass, made the strange re-

mark, " The marquise has very bad wea-
ther for her journey." There is the same
wretched monarch's bedroom, in which
he died horribly of confluent small-pox.

Everybody rushed away, to escape the in-

fection. On leaving the royal chamber, the

Due de Villeguier ordered M. Andouille,

the king's head-surgeon, to open the body
and embalm it. " Of course I shall," the

other replied. "But w^hile I am operating,

your oSice requires you to hold the head."

The duke took himself ofi" without saying

a word, and the body was neither opened
nor embalmed.

There are there heaps of historical re-

cords and memorials, almost as many of

them false as true. Witness David's cele-

^S^
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brated picture (of which there are four

originals), famihar to the pubhc through
engi-avings, of Bonaparte crossing the Grreat

St. Bernard. The artist preferred to treat

this subject poetically rather than as a

matter of fact. I^apoleon wished to be

represented calm, mounted upon a fiery

steed. I!^ow he actually crossed the Great

St. Bernard on a quiet mule led by a

guide.

Versailles, for nearly a century and a

half the habitual residence of the French
court, dates from Louis the Thirteenth.

Fond of hunting in the neighbouring woods,

he, or at least his courtiers, got tired of

sleeping in a wayside inn or a windmill,

and built at first a small pavilion, whose
site is still pointed out. Afterwards, he

wished for a real habitation, which grew
and grew into what it is now. After the

first revolution, Versailles ceased to be

the abode of kings. The Convention made
an inventory of the furniture, and sold it.

The Bonapartes never cared much about it.

I^apoleon the First neglected Versailles, and
called it at St. Helena a "ville batarde,"

regretting even the small sums of money
which he had spent in keeping up the

palace. The vast museum it contains is in

gi-eat measure the personal work of Louis

Philippe.

The Trianons are two miniature palaces

or boxes, built as escapes from the heavy
grandeur of Versailles, when its royal

occupants happened to tire of their dignity.

They are Le Grand Trianon and Le Petit

Trianon ; but at first sight you would say

that the big one was the little one, and the

little one the big one. The Grand Trianon,

with the pride which apes humility, is only

a rez-de-chaussee, a ground - floor, while

the Petit Trianon has a basement, a first

floor, and an attic, all outwardly visible.

The delights of both are their gardens and
pleasure-grounds

.

The two Trianons are to Versailles what
Sir Walter Scott's hill cottage was to

Abbotsford—a retreat to which he could

retire, taking his work with him, and leav-

ing Lady Scott to entertain the blue-bottles

in the great house, and who, as Mr. Carlyle

said, were really blue. This feeling that

the Trianons were refuges of royalty, is

manifested by the fact that Charles the

Tenth fingered there before his final de-

parture into exile. Louis Philippe, too,

after leaving St. Cloiid for ever, made a

farewell halt at the Trianons. The last

sovereign of France probably bade them no
adieu, because he expected to revisit them

in ti'iumph, and increase their treasures by
some new trophy. Man proposes !

Even before Versailles was finished,

Louis the Fourteenth had bought some
ground in the parish of Triarnum, and
built on it, in 1670, a little chateau, which
Saint Simon called " a porcelain house to

go and lunch in." A few years afterwards

the royal whim chose to convert it into a
palace. The building of this palace fur-

nished an instance that wars were then de-

clared with as little reason as they are

now. It all arose out of the size of a

window.
Louvois, who was then all-powerful, di-

rected the public works, as well as every-

thing else. One day Louis the Fourteenth

perceived that one of the vnndows, still

unfinished, was narrower than the others.

Louvois, presuming on Ins influence, bluntly

declared that it was not. The king said

nothing, and walked away.

A few days afterwards, when they were
there together, the king called Le JSTotre,

the famous landscape gardener, and ordered

him to measure the window. Le Notre
hesitated, being equally afraid of offending

either the king or the minister, who had
already come to high words about the

matter in dispute. Louis insisted ; it turned

out he was right ; the window was several

inches too small ; upon which he gave Lou-

vois an awful scolding before the courtiers,

the workmen, and the lookers on. Louvois

went home in a rage, and told the friends

who tried to comfort him, that " he would
soon put things to rights, and give the

king something else to think about besides

bricks and mortar." And he kept his

word. He stirred up war by the affair of

the double election of Cologne (reminding

us of the candidature to the throne of

Spain), and aggravated it by carrying fire

and sword into the Palatinate.

The inside of the Grand Trianon is in-

teresting, from bearing still fresh the marks
of its date. There are the stoves of the

period, surviving the girls of the period,

who once warmed themselves before them
;

the thennometer graduated according to

Reaumur's scale, before the centigrade had
become authoritative ; the royal bed en-

closed by rails, like an altar, before which

devotees might worship. Almost shock-

ing by its incongruity and its contrast is

a marble group symbolising France libe-

rating Italy, presented to the Empress
Eugenie by the ladies of Milan. Curious

arc the chaises a portcurs, the sedan-

chairs used by Louis the Fifteenth's queen,

^=
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Marie Leczinska, and other great and nn-
happy ladies of that day. A year or two
ago, the grand dames of Paris tried to

renew the fashion of chaises a portenrs.

Worth inspection is the Salle des Voi-

tures, or coach-house, close by. To enter

it you are required to produce an order

from some high official. I found a franc

to answer the purpose just as well. Here
again you have Marie Leczinska's and
Marie Antoinette's sedan - chairs, fancy

sledges, and amongst them the Dubarry's.

Two of the riders in those fine vehicles

perishing by the executioner's hands. You
have Bonaparte's carriage when he was
First Consul, which has not been used
since the day when, after her divorce, it

carried the Empress Josephine to Mal-
maison. The day of the dissolution of their

marriage he retired to Trianon, while she

was sent to Malmaison with a plaster to

salve her wounds after the manner of Lord
Bateman's rejected bride

:

She came here on a horse and pillion

:

She shall go home in a coach and three.

Charles the Tenth's coronation carriage

servedfor the baptism ofthe Prince Imperial.
"We also behold Napoleon the Third's wed-
ding carriage, wonderful on account of its

enormous size; it is a house on wheels.

What yards upon yards of robes and furbe-

lows its occupants must have worn to fill it

out ! I iorget how many thousand kilos the

green-liveried showman told me it weighed.
It must have been drawn by horses of two-
elephant power. And to think that I had
no suspicion that last June afternoon that

its owners would so soon be bygones. Not
even yet had the Italian joke appeared:
" How much will the war cost?" "Due
Napoleoni."

The inside of the Little Trianon is not
shown, except by special order; but the

truth is there is nothing to see in it, unless

you take interest in such things as the

traces of the trap-door by which the tables

at Louis the Fifteenth's petits soupers were
sent up into the dining-room, to avoid the

compromising attendance of servants. But
the grounds are open, charming, and con-

taining some remarkable specimens. I

particularly advise you to see a cork-tree

which grows behind the orangery. There
is also a Swiss village very well done (not

flaring, exaggerated, or in tea-garden

style), containing houses in which quiet

people might make themselves very com-
fortable, and all by way of a park deco-

ration. Indeed, so well adapted is this

pleasure-ground for a place of entertain-

ment, that, in 1797, a Versailles cafe keeper,

named Langlois, hired the Little Trianon
to use it as a public garden. He set up
a restaurant in it, and gave fetes with
illuminations and fireworks. It was from
this garden that Garnerin made his first

balloon ascents. The furniture of the Little

Trianon had been sold by auction, which
accounts for its not being a show-place

VILLAGE SCAMPS.

In every village there is the village

scamp, as surely as there is the village

pump, or the village ale-house. He may
be of various kinds, scampishness being
multiform in its manifestations, but he is

certain as an institution, in what way so-

ever he may present himself, the com-
munity not yet being known that has not
its black sheep among its white ones.

The village scamp of one kind is the

cleverest man in it—a man who can turn
his hand to anything, and who consequently

turns it to nothing for any length of time,

or to any stability of profit. He lives by
anything rather than by steady work,
though sometimes, when a virtuous fit is

on him, and he is not " out on the ram-
page," the " loose," or the "spree," as the

vernacular of the place may have it, he will

undertake a delicate job for the parson or

the squire, and " do it as well," says his

employer, enthusiastically, " as any man in

London could." This kind of scamp is a

mechanical genius born, if only poorly

bred, a man who has educated his hands
up to the highest point of deftness of

which he is capable, and who has grafted

half a dozen finer branches of his business

on to the original rough, poor root. Per-

haps he is a toolmaker who has taught him-

self all about clocks and watches
;
perhaps

he is a watchmaker who has got to learn

the principles of the microscope and the

spectroscope, and ^Y]lo has improvements
of his own on each—not carried out ; per-

haps he is a carpenter, or only a vulgar

joiner, self-erected into a clever cabinet-

maker, a delicate machinist,aclearand vigor-

ous wood-carver ; whatever he is by trade

he is sure to be more by capability, and he

is also sure to have, beside his manual skill,

a natural aptitude for geometry. He can

also do anything whatsoever that wants
nice manipulation, clever adaptation, and a

dash of original genius ; and, with his almost

intuitive perception of figures and dyna-
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mics, not only understands liis employer's

most intricate plans, but adds improvised

ideas of his own. " Tlie best workman I

ever had," says his first master, shaking
his head. " Lord bless ye, he could do
anything he were put to; but the drink

took him, and now where is he ?"

Where, indeed ! In the ale-house, or

the skittle-ground, idling about with his

hands in his pockets, dirty, ragged, un-

kempt, and penniless; with faculties that

would have insured him a competency and
an honourable position, if not an absolute

fortune, if he would have used them,
through "the drink" and idleness together

going straight to the dogs and the work-
house. His parson alternately rates and
encourages him, according as the bad fit

or the good is on him ; the master em-
ployer of his special trade tries him again

and again, and is always glad to give him
a job when he will take it ; but the ale-

house and the skittle-ground, idleness and
loafing, are stronger temptations than work
and honesty, respectability and comfort.

They are the nets into which his shuffling'

ill-shod feet have strayed, and from which
they will never clear themselves again ; and
he lives and dies as the notorious scamp of

the village, if also its best hand and its

cleverest head.

Twin brother to him is the intellectual

scamp, the self-taught smatterer of first

principles, the dabbler in science, whose
forte is pedantry and whose foible is uni-

versality. He is generally a man of a vene-

rable not to say touching appearance ; with
a fine head and a good-looking face

;
plau-

sible, glib, well bred for his position, though
perhaps a little too unctuous when not too

familiar ; a crafty beggar and a successful

one, getting what he wants without seem-

ing to ask for it, and so clevei-ly insinuating

his desires, so delicately suggesting his

needs, that you take credit to yourself for

your keenness of perception in discerning

them, not to speak of your generosity in

supplying them. He is a man who cannot

do much with his hands, which are, as a

rule, fine and delicate, and more like the

hands of a London pickpocket than the

hands of a country workman ; but, en

revanche, his tirade is in his head. " He
knows a vast," the neighbours s&y, with
pride in their intellectual ne'er-do-well

;

" he knows a'most everything." That is,

he knows a few fine words, and as much
science as an ordinary schoolboy of sixteen

;

and ho makes the little that he does know
go a great way, and do quite an heroic

amount of service. He is specially grand
in his terms, if not always correct, and
scorns the vulgar names for things, if he
can in any way compass the technical. He
talks of the "axes of certain strata," and
when he speaks of a " parallelepiped"

—

which, however, is a white elephant he
does not seem quite comfortable with—he
looks at you from under his shaggy eye-

brows to see how you take it, and in ex-

pectation of your admiring surprise at his

range of learning. He tells you to find

out the state of the tide by " adding four
and a half to the moon's south ;" and he
makes a hazy demonstration of the law by
which you, being short-sighted, need con-

cave lenses, and he, being aged and fiat-eyed,

needs convex ones. But if you care to push
him closely you will find his science to be
about as substantial as those gossamer webs
which lie on theautumn grass, a transparent

veneer which will not bear handling. If

you get him out of the groove he has made
for himself and travelled in for all these

years with so much local credit and self-

contentment, he is done for, and his learn-

ing has evaporated like smoke. Still, he
has just the outsides of things, and " in

the kingdom of the blind the one-eyed is

king."

The scientific scamp, like all other clever

scamps, has been a man of many fortunes,

and has undergone an immense amount of

undeserved misfortune : if he is to be be-

lieved. He has filled vaiious posts in his

time, and, according to his own account,

has been wrongfully dismissed from all

If he is a seaside scamp, he has been in the

coast-guard service, but he has no pension
;

if in a mining district, he has been agent,

overseer, paymaster: but he lost that

through envy, treachery— anything you
like rather than defective arithmetic in tho

matter of receipts and payments ; if in an
agricultural district, he was my lord's

bailiff", surveyor, steward : but here again

evil tongues came in between him and his

prospei'ity, and he was obliged to give up
his service, all along of some nameless fel-

low's lies and wickedness. But he bears

no malice, not he; for though my lord

smiles with good-humoured reprobation, or

frowns with angry reminiscence, as it may
chance, when he speaks of him as " that

clever old scamp who ouglit to be now in

jail if he had his deserts," the scamp
speaks of my lord with quite touching

affection ; and the lofty magnanimity with

which he forgives that unjust dismissal

of his, and owns that " my lord is a good

IP
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man at bottom, tliotigh lie is easy to

be led," is really heroic. Meanwhile, he

lives from hand to mouth, no one knows
how, though he will be sure to tell you in

your first conversation with him that, but

for just the smallest little accident in the

world, he would have been a rich man by
now, and owner of such and such a valuable

property hard by. He is almost always

the heir to something or some one, if all

people had their dues ; and though he is

but a poor man, as you see, and glad to

drink your health in a pot of beer, if you
will give him sixpence to buy it with, he

is a gentleman by rights, and you can take

his word for it. He afiects extreme dis-

dain for the class among which he lives, but

you find him night after night di'inking

with the lowest boor of them all, if only

he may di'ink at his expense ; and he will

let the poorest day-labourer in the place

stand treat for him. The more ignorant

of the villagers sit at his feet as a second

Gamaliel, and notliing pleases him more
than to lay down the law among them, and
receive their homage of belief. He makes
their wiUs for them, and writes theii' letters,

whereby he picks up a few pence from time

to time. He is " good company," they say,

and for the most part debonah- and oblig-

ing ; but in his heart is a well of bitterness

that every now and then bubbles up to the

surface and expresses itself in speech and
look ; and he lets you see how inwardly he
hates both his life and humanity, desj)ising

the clods to whom he feels so immeasurably
superior, yet to whose level he has sunk
himself, and envying the class to which he
cannot attain. His family is the worst
educated and worst conducted of the place

;

his wife the greatest slattern, his house
the most sordid and ill-found; and the

man who perhaps has been a schoolmaster

among his various avocations, who can
quote Latin and prove a simple equation,

has not taught his own children to read or

write, or fitted them for anything but the

rudest manual labour. And even in this

they see no example in him from which to

take a copy. A grain of honesty mixed
up with this man's cleverness would have
changed the whole current of his life ; but
just as idleness ruined the clever mechanic,

so want of principle and want of honesty
has ruined him.

Then there is the scamp of the more
conventional kind, the village poacher par
excellence, a man of great physical strength,

of energy, and daring, and lawlessnesss ; a

man not bad at heart, and who would have

done well in some rough Border state, say,

where he would have been in harmony Avith

the conditions ; but whose energy here,

coupled with his love for hares and phea-
sants, gets him into continual trouble with
the authorities. He may have a dash of
something better in him, if it only had the
chance to come out ; or he may be an un-
mitigated rufl&an, who poaches on the
squire's preserves as being an easier way of
getting food than by work. But if the first,

he is generally a gooS jDractical naturalist,

and the fidus Achates of all the growing
boys of the place. He knows everything
they want to learn, and he is never grudging
of his knowledge. He shows them where
the water-hen has her nest, how to draw a
badger, where to look for the otter up the

stream, and what are the best flies for the

month ; he can imitate most of the cries, and
his owl's hoot is perfect ; he is a good mole-
catcher ; rats are his playthings and his

dog's; he is the best earth- stojDper in the
neighbourhood, and fish come to his hook
when no one else can get a bite. As he is

too independent on the one hand, and too

fond of the public-house on the other, to be
made gamekeeper—which is the only con-

ventionally respectable post he could fill,

on the old principle of drafting smugglers
into the j^reventive service—he devotes his

whole energies to poaching, as the trade

most in harmony with his nature ; and it

is more by good luck than merit if he does

not, some dark night, add the winging of

a gamekeeper to his list of shots " straight

from the shoulder." Ifhe be a mere ruffian,

as may well be, he is almost sure to do
something desperate before the game is

played out : but if there be any better

stufi" in him than mere ruffianism, if his

faults come rather from the misfitting of

circumstance than from original moral obli-

quity, he may be made something of before

he cUes. If caught young he makes a good
soldier, though constitutionally inclined to

insubordination, and often in the cells for

drunkenness ; or if he have the good fortune

to find his way to America or the colonies,

he is by no means a bad " pioneer of civili-

sation," though it must be confessed that

the civilisation he carries with him is

somewhat of the roughest, and requires

nice discrimination to distinguish it from
savagery. Kept at home in a small country

village, he is the nuisance of the neigliboui'-

hood, the demoraliser of the young, and
the despau" of the local bench ; eminently
" matter in the wrong place," and, as such,

offensive to the nostrils of clean, well-shaven
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respectability. But lie miglit have been
better done by, if government and social

politics had been wise enough to understand
the nature of the living material they mani-
pulate.

Besides these, there is the village Lo-
thario, who passes his time in sweetheart-

ing, and to keep company with whom is as

much as an honest girl's character is worth :

often a reddish-haired, mean-looking fellow,

who makes one wonder what the women
see to like in him ; and there is the mere
scamp who is nothing but a scamp, and
who, if he had been in London, would have
been a thief by profession ; and the stupid

scamp, the sottish fellow who can do nothing
that requires either brains or nicety of hand-
ling, but who works only at low and repul-

sive day-labour when he works at all, which
is seldom—the man who is more an animal
than a man in nature, in condition just be-

tween pauper and criminal, and sure to end
in one or the other, and horribly ignorant and
poor—a man who is the dread of the guar-
dians, the bete noii'e of the magistrates, and
the opprobrium of our civilisation alto-

gether. And there is the village wit, who
sings a good song, has the reputation of
being a " fine dancer," who makes verses
and says smart things good enough to laugh
at, has an admirable temper, "is no one's

enemy but his own," and is the life of
every convivial meeting. His shoulders are
broad ; and they need be ; for there is not a
bit of mischief, not a " lark" in the district

of wliich he is not assumed to be the author
and mainspring. When the whole village

saw " He is not dead but sleepeth" scrawled
over the shutters of one of their tradesfolk

notorious for his- sloth and late hours of
opening, there was no question as to whose
handiwork that was; and when he cajoled

a foolish woman with more money than
sense to marry him on the strength of his

fine estate, "in Spain," his neighbours ap-

plauded him for a bit ofsharp practice that

jmt a few hundreds into his pocket for a
time—only for a time ;

" nobody's enemy
bat his own," having the faculty of getting
rid of money as quickly as water runs
through sand. They pitied the poor woman,
perhaps ; but caveat emptor applies to

matrimony as well as to sales, aiid folks

ought to look out when they make bargains,
and test their crockery before they buy it.

When of the worst sort of his kind, this

manner of scamp is close on the heels of the

swindler. In fact, he is often substantially

a swindler, by his extraordinary fondness
for passing himself ofi" as a gentleman

when away from home. As one we know of,

an honest gardener's clever but shppery
son, who ran off with a pretty girl, superior

to himself in station, and by dint of bound-
less audacity succeeded in making an im-
pression on a certain innkeeper—in York-
shire, tod !—for the sorrowful proof, when
too late, that pleasant manners do not pay
for beef and mutton, and that " Honour-
ables," who speak with a provincial accent,

are more loss than profit so far as the bar
and the best parlour go.

Then there is the pious scamp, whose
faults the parson alone does not see ; who
sings psalms with unction, helps in keep-
ing the choir up to the mark, goes to

church regularly and busies himself with
showing strangers into vacant pews, holds

the plate at the door, and finally adopts

the office of clerk, or is formally installed

into it, as the ecclesiastical arrangements
of the district may decide. It is a mys-
tery to all how he makes his miserable

little business, at which he never seems to

work, pay so well as it must, especially

with his numerous family to keep, and with
but a poor sickly, down-trodden-looking
wife to help. And many a sharp thing is

said of him and the pot of gold he has
foiTnd under the rainbow. But he wisely

remembers that hard words break no
bones, and that those have most cause to

laugh who win. He has got the length

of the parson's foot, say the neighbours,

jeeringly ; and having that measure in his

pocket, he lets them jeer. He is useful up
at the parsonage, where he is a kind of

local jackal in the matter of parochial

information ; for he knows every one's

history, and every one's business, and he
is not backward in telling what he knows.
And then he is a pleasant fellow to talk to,

always respectful in liis manners and re-

spectable in his appearance, knowing the

worth of a clothes-brush, and religious in

his use of soap and water—quahties and
practices not to be despised in the man to

whom a gentleman gives his countenance.

Besides, whatever may be suspected of

him, nothing is known ; for he has the art

of washing his dirty linen at home, and of

covering ugly places with a plaster not

easily seen through. When his daughter

goes wrong, and his son gets into trouble,

and his own tamperings with morality and
the Ten Commandments ai'e oozing out,

he keeps a dead silence to the world, and
maybe, by his discretion, tides over the

evil for a time. Only for a time in all

probability; for sooner or later he trips so

--¥
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that he cannot recover himself; and his

true character conies out before that

friendly tombstone, which covers so many-
sins and makes them look like virtues,

settles down on him for ever. But the

art with which he has made his scampish-
ness look like respectability for so many
years, almost deserves a better fate; and
if success would have transformed him
into an honest man eventually, one would
have wished him success. But it would
not. It would only have been a premium
on his hypocrisy, and in all probability

would have converted a plausible scamp,
who had everything to gain by appearing
what he was not, into a cunning rascal

who had everything to lose by showing
what he was.

TWO POINTS OF VIEW.
I.

The woodmen were toiling with axe and wedge,
Between the fir-tree rows,

The midges were dancing, dancing, dancing,
Until the evening's close.

Said the gnat that led the waltzers there,
" Look at those foolish men !

They work while we take our pleasure.
Let's go on dancing, then."

II.

The picnic over, the dance went round,
The bugle blew clear and the fiddle began

;

Quoth the ant to her train of workmen small,
" Industry see is unknown to man."

" We'll hoard our pile of hard-earned corn,
Then we shall be rich when they are poor

;

If summer's the time for them to waste,
Summer's the time for us to store."

HOLBORN RACES.

A FEW numbers back a view was given
of a more primitive and innocent stage
of horse-racing, as it obtains in a com-
paratively savage quarter of the sister isle

;

where it is pursued for the honest and
healthy love of horse-flesh, and horse-
spirit exhibited in generous rivalry.* It

must be owned that this almost Adamite
state of innocence was dwelt on invidiously,

and with an uncomplimentary reference to

other parts of the kingdom, of higher pre-
tence, but corrupt and degraded. It seems
now tliat in thus severely glancing at the
favourite sport of the English nation, there
was a certain hastiness and unfairness. A
too great ardour on the side of right often
misleads, and on that occasion the present
writer was carried away too far.

The truth is, the great English pastime

» See All the Yeae Eound, New Series, vol. iv.,

p. 465.

is comparatively harmless and innocent.

I am now inclined to believe that these

stories of wreck and ruin—even that reck-

less gambling known as " plunging,"

—

are sheer inventions. These things are

delusions, possibly bugbears, devised by
nervoiTS parents. A convincing proof of

this theory is to be found at the Holboen
—or 'Olborn—Theatre, for both titles pre-

.vail. A splendid steeple-chase takes place

at that Temple of Momus every night,

attended by enormous and excited crowds,

whose dehght and enjoyment cannot be
restrained within bounds. I can see that

this hearty relish is based upon recognition

and recollection : the reproduction is so

amazingly accurate, that the stirring chord
is touched, which has so often responded
in the case of cabs, conflagrations, railway

stations, and the like. There is a sponta-

neousness in the greeting", which proves

that a familiar friend is recognised. Thus
the truth of the Shakespearean " holding

up the mirror to nature," is once more
triumphantly vindicated. Horses, or more
appropriately 'orses, and jockeys, are clearly

nature, and therefore proper to be reflected

from the stage, even in such a dull and
wavy sheet of glass as the 'Olborn. The
most loyal admirer of the drama now run-

ning must admit that nearly the whole
attraction centres in the steeple-chase. That
contest will bring " nightly thousands" to

the house, and thousands of a yet more de-

sirable kind to the treasury. But its most
glorious homage comes from the side of

morals ; for, as before remarked, it vindi-

cates British horse-racing triumphantly.

The story itself, whose natural interest,

as we have intimated, quite pales beside the

"Race," shows how "young Tom Shutte
"

had got into bad company, and into the

possession of " a forged bill," now nearly

due. He is, however, the owner of a great

steeple-chaser, Jack - in - the - Box, who is

"favourite" for the Canterbury military

race, and is to be ridden by his owner.

A villanous friend has laid heavily against

the horse, and will be ruined if he win, and
is thus obliged to devise an infamous scheme
for having the owner of Jack -in -the- Box
arrested. Mark the diabolical ingenuity of

this ruse ! On this ungentlemanly and cruel

arrest of the rider, the horse, of course, can-

not start, all the available riding talent of

the regiment being already provided with
"mounts."
The scene on the course at Canterbury,

under such circumstances, was interesting,

in the highest degree, as may well bo

'^- =p
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imagined. Quite a flutter ran round the vast

multittide as we saw "the saddling-room"

—to the very reality, as we may presume
—with an excited tlirong of some five-and-

twenty people, circulating in a highly arti-

ficial manner, no doubt assumed to keep
down that nervous flutter Avhich always
comes on before a race. It was strange to

see how nicely representative Avere the ele-

ments of this throng, there being two sol-

diers, two policemen, two or three coun-

trymen, two or three betting-men, with a

Punch- and-Judy artist, an acrobat, and
other recognised constituents of a race-

course crowd. A better behaved crowd we
are bound in honoui' to admit could not

have been produced in all England ; and
even their betting seemed not to travel

beyond the harmless limits of a few half-

crowns. One objection, indeed, we might
offer as to the words " the weighing-room"
being an accurate description of the scene,

as all that was visible in reference to weigh-
ing was that title inscribed over a doorway
0. P., which appeared to be formed of

canvas, according to the custom on race-

courses.

But the saddhng-bell has rung—a bell

which, at the conclusion of the race, seemed
to have been disposed of as door-bell to a
private house in the farce that followed

—

and already we hear the restless hoofs of

thorough-breds, sounding hollowly on what
seems to be the wooden floor of an adjoin-

ing apartment. Three jockeys cross the

stage with saddles on their arms ; and after

them, led by grooms, defile three racers, one
of whom is "the crack," Jack-in-the-Box.

I simply state here that I believe the

stories aljout this noble animal's viciousness

to be the grossest libels, especially the

story told by his groom of his having
kicked a boy rider in the stomach that

very morning, an injury likely to termi-

nate fatally. A quieter, better behaved
animal could not be desired ; and the very
fact that with all his drawbacks of figure

and breeding he should have established

himself as first favourite, is sufficient

testimony to his gifts. I should not have
liked to have hinted such doubts in that

vast assemblage, so much under the do-

minion of prejudice, and who were, more-
over, bound to express their partiality from
having put their money on him, even in a

figurative sense, at the doors ; but, even to

unprofessional eyes, it was plain that he
and his two companions were more in the

"draught" line, and though, of course,
" bred," as all living horses must be in

some shape, still the claim of "thorough"
breeding seemed to go a little too far. In
the intervals of training it was more than
probable that they earned their corn by
honest toil. Thei-e is no disparagement
meant in this, and it seems to me rather

to add to what might be called their kudos.

Just before the race began, a little inci-

dent occurred of more than usually dra-

matic sort. The unprincipled adventurer-

having succeeded in his schemes, had an-

nounced to the bewildered crowd, publicly,

that the favourite was not to start, adding,

it seems to us, with a superfluous men-
dacity, a strong reflection on the honour of

the owner, stating, in so many words, that

he had sold the race. But a young lady,

who seemed to come from the stand-house,

here stepped forward, and made a spirited

speech in reply, defending the absent, and,

to the cheers of the mob, maintained that

the horse would run. This statement was
uncourteously contradicted by the unprin-

cipled man, and as vehemently supported by
the young lady, in whom the absence of any
false modesty on such an occasion could not

be too much commended. It was a most
striking instance of nicely timed corrobo-

ration that, on being required to make
good her words, she had only to point

to the saddling-room, which opened as if

by telegraphic agency or machinery, and
out of which emerged a new rider—the

gallant young Mr. Jessamy, a mere boy,

who had never ridden a race in his life, but
who, being in love, would do anything to

please the young lady. Was there ever
such a Deus ex machina ?

The course appears to have been laid

out with great judgment. We see over
the fair champaign country, technically

called " stiff." And certainly if om* steeds,

after the day's severe traction over the

rude causeways of the metropolis, can
" stay" over such a course, we must, of
course, retract what has been said in re-

ference to their pedigree. At a distance

there appear to be formidable jumps; but

here, at home, there is an elaborate leap

of a curiously involved and artificial cha-

racter : a sort of entry between two canvas
banks (0. P.) blazing with jets of gas on
the ground, which seems to us a meaning-
less increase of the risks of steeple- chasing,

and which entry is barred by a canvas
hurdle. I have no doubt that this ingeni-

ous combination of difficulties was arranged
by the committee of officers who laid out

the course. But still the canvas hurdle

was no more than a foot high ; and there

'^
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seemed to be some few twigs and leaves

tacked on to liide tlie unfamiliar canvas

from tlie equine eye. There are plenty of

artful sportsmen wlio are very clever at

devising breakneck jumps ; but I doubt if

tliis clever but risky idea of a row of gas

jets under the furze bas occuiTed to the

most enterprising clerk of the course.

It might have been a mere coincidence,

but it was very strange to discovei', on ad-

journing to this fresh portion of the course,

that the whole of the crowd we had seen

before had adjourned with us ! There was
not one more, or less ; the two soldiers, the

two policemen, the two betting men ; we re-

cognised all their features. This constant

companionship gives a pleasant feeling ; we
know we are not strangers to one another,

and there is a corresponding sympathy.

But we have no time for these nice specu-

lations, for the cry rises, " They are off!"

Off, indeed ; as we could see about six feet

from the ground afar off, of com-se in strict

obedience to the laws of perspective, where
a string of horsemen, neatly cut out in

pasteboard, seemed to be propelled along

a slit by some hand moving unseen behind.

But how is this ? Only three horses were
led up and down, and only three riders

certainly went in to weigh. These three

have multiphed, a la Falstaff, into half a

dozen horses of buckram, or what seems to

be buckram, or of pasteboard. And turning

to our racuig-card, or playbill, we see eight

horses and riders set down. This shows a

want of concert between the histrionic Dor-

ling and the military committee.

But indeed this wonderful race is over-

flowing with exceptions. Our vulgar ideas

of a course were, that it took a shape some-

thing approaching the circular or an oval.

Bat one is puzzled by the novelty of the

present attempt. For when next our

horses are seen, they cross the scene by a

slit lower down (ergo nearer to us) and
moving in the same direction, still westward
ho ! Now as we have not moved from the

imaginary stand-house where we took up
our position, the only theory for the shape
of the course is, that it copies the flourish

of Corporal Trim's stick, of which a cut is

given in Tristram Shandy; that is, the

riders are coming closer and closer to us,

by taking a series of eccentric rings much
like the flourishes of the ladies' curl known
as a " foliow-me-lad." We have not time
to follow this speculation, for by the shout-

ing and the looking out towards the wing
we know they are coming round the stage

Tattenham Corner, which lies somewhere

towards the prompter's box. The relays of

horses, graduated in size according to the

distance, have done their work, and from
hearing the sound of struggling hoofs upon
boards, with which the coui'se has been
most unsuitably laid down at this critical

point, we know that the final struggle is at

hand. Oh ! what shouting and waving of

arms, as here trots in leisui'ely the favourite,

ambles quietly up to the great jump,
leisurely clears the canvas hurdle, gas and
all, and wins !

The second horse walks up in the same
contented manner, and stops short at the

jump ; while to our amazement we see

the rider deliberately let himself down
over his animal's shoulders. This was a

heavy " cropper," we are informed. Away
with in future the vile slanders about
" Fordham calling on the mare," or "Hol-
man fairly ripping up "the Doctor's sides,"

or a " severe struggle at the finish," when
both animals were much distressed. These
are, so to speak, and without any disrespect

to female old age, mere old women's stories.

Here, with our own eyes, we saw how a

great and severely contested race could be
finished with perfect humanity and gentle-

ness, and how each horse could literally

have it " all his own way." So, too, with

those bugbears of loss of life. Surely when
a jockey pulls up his horse at a fence, and
then glides down over that horse's shoulder,

on to what seems a blanket, no doubt acci-

dentally dropped there by a spectator ab-

sorbed in the race, such vulgar charges,

repeated over and over again by the enemies

of steeple-chasing, are refuted in the most
triumphant manner. Finally, at the close,

the 'Olborn introduced a novel but not un-

picturesque feature, the gTOuping the three

horses with their faces to us, their riders

on their backs, and each horse's head held

securely by two grooms in full dress, the

police, soldiers, and crowd forming a back-

ground. This might be intended as a sort

of graceful apotheosis, and was certainly

effective.

The purport of these remarks has been

to vindicate a peculiar British sport from

undeserved obloquy. Here we may see

racing pure and undefiled, and pui'ged from

the hackneyed stories with which enemies

and slanderers are too fond of disfiguring

it. If any one doubts the accuracy of this

description, let him go and see for himself,

and send his sons without fear to the great

Isthmian games of his native country. It

may be objected, on the other hand, that

this is not a faithful representation. But
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then its rapturous reception and recogni-

tion, as a faithful picture, by the " nightly

thousands," place its accuracy beyond
dispute.

SIX MONTHS IN THE EAST.
AT JERUSALEM.

LiPMAN WooLF is a proselyte and a guide.

He is spiritually our superior, and socially

our servant, and his manner blends the two
conditions very curiously. The six pounds

a day we have contracted to pay our Jaffa

dragoman. Alee Sulyman, entitles us to be

provided with comj)etent local guides, and
Lipman, who is a Gferman Jew by birth,

and a Jerusalem Christian by conversion,

is told off to attend to us during our so-

journ in the Holy City. He is a well-in-

formed, intelligent man, and by no means
devoid of eai'thly cunning. When, for ex-

ample, he found that the stock phrases of

a certain school of religionists fell flatly

upon our ears, he assumed a jaunty tone,

and touched on the most sacred matters

with a familiarity which was at once sneak-

ing and profane. It was as if he said :
" I

sin vicariously, and as a matter of business.

These four Englishmen are not touched

when I refer to my own spiritual expe-

riences, and seem to resent my abusing or

mocking at infidels and Jews. It is clear,

therefore, that they are unregcnerate, and
do not appreciate the privilege of associat-

ing with interesting converts. The story

of my inner life has no charm for them.

They are worldly enough to prefer his-

torical or topographical information to that

relation of my own spiritual backsliding and
ultimate repentance, wliich is so deservedly

a favourite with the right-minded and the

good, and I must, therefore, under protest,

and at a moral sacrifice w^hich I trust

will be remembered when we settle ac-

counts, affect the jocularity I believe to

be germane to their fallen natures." Ee-
primanded with some sternness for pre-

suming to speak flippantly to a venerable

rabbi at the Jews' Wailing-Place, and for

unseemly talk, Lipman saw his mistake,

and settled down into a useful guide, who
was willing to do oui' bidding without ob-

truding advice, and to answer our questions

without volunteering- opiaions as to the

ultimate destiny of unbelievers. He was
not a prepossessing companion, even after

exercising this self-denial, and in all his

descriptions of the ajjocryplial sites of

Jerusalem, seemed to calculate how much
we were willing to swallow, and to season

his discourse accordingly. The man's
vrhole bearing seemed to speak of emolu-
ments or privileges gained by the profession

of rehgion, and set us speculating upon the

direct and indirect advantages to be gained
by an "interesting convert" who makes
modern Jerusalem his dwelling-place. A
slouching, waddling gait, large flat feet,

which shuffle one after the other, as if in

the acts severally of evasion and stealthy

search, shoulders rounded by a frequent

succession of lazy attitudes, hands and arms
which hang listlessly at his side, as if pro-

testing against being employed, a convex
figure, which told its own story of good liv-

ing, and a seedy black frock-coat, a striped

waistcoat, baggy trousers, and a wide-awake
cap, none of which would have been inappro-

priate in Holywell-street or Houndsditch,
made up the figure introduced to us by
Alee as " Mistre Woolf, good guide for

Jerusalem." In Lipman, too, we had the

spongy nose, the juicy lip, the keen, ex-

pressive eye, the pendulous cheek, the dai-k

curly hair, the full chin, and the greasy

complexion to be seen among one type of

Israelites at home ; and as we started for

our first ramble through the city, it was
with a curious feeling as to our companion's
identity with the conventional Jew, as

drawn in Punch.
Mr. Disraeli makes one of Tancred's com-

panions direct him to Bethany as uncon-
cernedly as if "he were showing the way to

Kensington," and the author of Eothen de-

scribes the strange effect upon the mind of

discovering Mount Calvary to be " on the

fii'st floor" of the Church of the Holy Se-

pulchre. But nothing short of a visit to

Jerusalem can bring the strange conjunc-

tions to be met there thoroughly home, and
when Lipman asks us to excuse him for " a

quarter of an hour, that he may go up to

Zion with a small parcel," and assures us

we " shall be able to walk round by Brook
Kedron and the Valley of Jehoshaphat to

Gethsemane and the Mount of Olives,

from the top of which he wiU show us

Moab, the Valley of the Jordan, and the

Dead Sea, and to be back at the hotel in

time for the six o'clock table d'hote,"

the announcement almost takes away our

breath.

We start in regular order soon after-

wards, the proselyte leading : and after

limping over the sharp stones which fox'm

the pavement of the foul and narrow
streets of Jerasalem, and passing through
some of her fcxjtid covered ways, find our-

selves outside the city, and ai'e soon

=EP
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scrambling down a steep pathway en-

circling' its walls. Lipman talks all the

way in snuffling tones, pouring out a flood

of traditions, and eyeing us curiously after

delivering himself of each. He is very
severe upon the Jews. They are the

idlest, the most ignorant, and the most
untrustworthy of the natives of Jerusalem.

They live upon charity most of them, and
are abject and superstitious. On Friday
afternoon Lipman will take us to their

Wailing-Place, where we shall laugh to see

them crying over what they say are the

walls of their Temple, and praying that the

ancient grandeurs of the chosen people

may be restored. It is quite funny, Lip-

man thinks, to see tottering old men with
white hair, women who are grandmothers,
accompanied by their kinsmen and kins-

women of all ages, deceiving themselves in

this way, sometimes putting a written

petition to Jehovah in the open crevices of

the old wall, " which I've taken away my-
self at night, and sold as curiosities to

English gentlemen, when the poor people
thought an angel from heaven had taken
it ;" and then to tliink of his, Lipman's,
ever having belonged to such an unen-
lightened set ! Would we buy one of the

petitions he speaks of to take away as a
relic ? He has no doubt he could find one
after next Friday, and then, his quick in-

stinct and habit of sly watchfulness en-

abling him to read in our faces the disgust

and indignation we felt, he suavely changed
the theme, and showed us that we were
already in the Valley of Jehoshaphat, with
the tomb of Absalom, of Zacharias, and of

St. James in front of us, and thousands
upon thousands of rude graves on the

mountain-side to our right. We know,
both from reading and from external

evidence, that the monolith surmounted by
a pyramid, and ornamented by an Egyptian
cornice and Doric frieze, cannot be the
pillar which Absalom " reared up for him-
self during his lifetime," but we follow the
immemorial custom of the Jews, and cast

stones into the tomb to mark our repro-

bation of the rebellious and unfilial con-

duct of him whose name it bears. The
day is hot, and honest Lipman is a laggard
when we come to scale the hill, and his

generally " unbuttoned" and untidy look

increases. We are on Olivet now, and
Jerusalem is before us in clearly cut out-

line—a raised picture on a bright blue
wall of sky. We have passed Gethsemane
— a small walled-in garden, with some
very ancient olive-trees and fornaal modern
flower-beds, guarded by a holy father, who

unlocks the garden-door to strangers, and
sells flowers, and points out delves in
the rock which mark where the apostles

were found sleeping by our Lord, and
accepts backsheesh, all in the spirit and
with the manner of the janitors of sliow-

places all over the woi'ld. There was not a
touch of reverence, not a spark of feeling in
his talk. It was all hard, dry, business-like,

and commonplace, and we turn our backs
on Gethsemane, and continue our walk up
the Mount of Olives with a bitter feeling

that the ground we tread on at least is

real, and that it is only in the natural
topography of the Holy Land that we shall

be safe from imposture and the craft and
subtlety of man. There is little atmo-
spheric haze in Palestine—all is bright and
clear, and the perspective in landscape is

not well brought out in consequence. But
this, which has been complained of as an
artistic defect, is a wonderful aid to

strangers who are striving to master its

localities.

When we have gained the summit of
Olivet, Lipman perspiring painfully, and
with his glib utterances interrupted by
grunts and groans, not from its steepness,

but by reason of our rapid pace, we put
him under close cross-examination, and
request him to limit his conversation to

replies. Where we are, on the summit of

Olivet, is just half a mile from Jerusalem,

as the crow flies, and some two hundred
and twenty feet above it, and with no-

thing to intercept the view. Acting on
the advice given in Murray's admirable
and copious handbook, we ascend the little

minaret of the village of Tur, which crowns
the mount, and from it drink in impressions

which will be life-long. Looking down the

mountain's sloping sides and past the olive-

trees dotting them, is the dried-up bed of

Brook Kedron ; while the ridge of Zion ; the

ravine ofHinnom; the Mosque of Omar, with
the beautiful enclosure of the Harem ; the

so-called fortress of Antonia ; the Golden
Gate, walled up to prevent the fulfilment of

the Moslem prophecy that Jerusalem shall

be retaken by an infidel invader, who will

enter by it; the dome and heavy squai-e tower
of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre ; Akra,

which is now the Christian quarter—the

English church looking fresh and new, by
contrast with the buildings near ; the Jewish
quarter on the steep face of the hill of Zion

;

the white dome and minaret of the tomb of

King David : are all in view. Looking to

the south of the valley of Hinnom, Lipman
jjoints out the Hill of Evil Counsel, the

ruins on which, as the Jews insist, are those
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of the villa or coiintiy house of Caiaphas,

the high priest; while to the north the high

tower of ISTeby Samwil, the ancient Mizpah,

alone breaks the lines of undulating hills.

All these were included in our first view
from the top of Olivet. Passing along

one of the narrow paths of Tur, and fol-

lowed by the large-eyed ragged children of

the village, and gazed at shyly by half-

veiled maidens, who wore immense necklets

and head-dresses of silver coins, in one of

which a five- shilling piece of our own Wil-
liam the Fourth held the central or

honoured place, and we turn our backs on
Jerusalem, and looking eastwards see Moab
and the shining Avaters of the Sea of Death.

We are now on the opposite brow of the

mount to where we stood last, and in the

far distance, extending to the north and
south as far as eye can reach, is a huge wall

of dall red mountains, destitiite of vegeta-

tion, and with their rugged watercourses
and harshly scored sides defined with won-
drous clearness in the evening sun. They
are the mountains of Moab, and between us

and them, and shelving down from our feet

for ten miles in a succession of bare hills

and sandy desolate valleys, is the Wilder-
ness of Judcea. Beyond this lies the plain

of the Jordan, with the course of the river

and its junction with the brilliantly blue
Dead Sea, marked out by the dark green
foliage on its banks. We were told sub-

sequently that we were especially fortunate

in the weather, on this our first experience

of this most impressive view, and that it

not unfrequently happens that the traveller

has to ascend Olivet many times before he
is successful in insuring the glowing gran-

deur we revelled in. There was not much
talk as we descended, and made our way
through St. Stephen's Gate to the hotel

again. We were as men who had seen

almost too much. The profusion of ancient

sites, and of the names sacred from earliest

infancy, taxes the mental digestion to the

uttermost, and we were eager to refer to

our Bibles—the best of all guides to Pales-

tine, and to which all others are subsidiaiy

—and to ponder quietly over the stirring

sights of the day.

There is a bookseller's shop in Jerusa-

lem, the back window of which looks upon
the dried-up Pool of Bathsheba, in which
tradition says the fair wife of the uiifor-

tunate Uriah was seen bathing by King
David from his castle-tower hard by. We
purchased at this shop Mui-ray's Guide,
in two volumes, and Dean Stanley's Syria

and Palestine. With these and our Bibles,

together with Miss Martincau's wonder-

fully minute and graphic record of her
travels in the Holy Land, we were almost
independent of Lipman, and were, in fact,

frequently able to put that worthy right.

It is difficult to imagine a purer pleasure

than that dei-ived from reading again, on
the spot, the sacred story, and then com-
paring yom* own feelings and reflections

with those of the illustrious travellers who
have been before you. After each explora-

tion of Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, it

was our rule to retire to our rooms, and
there, over books, and maps, and journals,

to work out the experience we had acquired.

We did this resolutely day by day, and were
thus withdrawn to a considerable extent

from our fellow-guests at the hotel.

This was an advantage, for what we saw
of them at meal-times did not inspu'e us
with a desire to improve the acquaintance.

A Jerusalem table d'hote is of the earth,

earthy. In dishes, serving', and appoint-

ments, it is as that of the second-rate inn
of a second-rate French town. There is

nothing offensive, and nothing specially un-

palatable in the repast, and the orthodox
routine of soups, entrees, joints, poultry, or

pigeons, with a wine-hst to select from, and
bottled Bass at command, is served by
civil waiters, who speak EngHsh. It is

only the company, and its cackle, which
jars a Httle upon nerves which are highly

strung. A gentleman, with the mournful
look of a man waiting for remittances,

takes the head of the table, in virtue of

his being the senior guest present, and
favours all near him with a flood of washy
talk on subjects which we know all about,

or can read up in our guide-books. He is

a tall thin man with a lined face, wrinkled
caverns under his eyes, and a solemnly

pompous manner; insisting much upon the

recondite knowledge he has acquired during

a ten months' stay in Jerusalem, and on
the impossibility of mere birds of passage,

such as the majority of the people present,

taking any interesting information away.
By a beautiful compensation, no human
being is so constituted as to be deprived of

self-esteem, and to this gentleman it is given

to pride himself upon having remained for a

certain number of months in one place, and
to have, if his conversation be any criterion,

learnt, thought, and understood as much as

a milestone would in the same time. The
American family, who have been travelling

for the last year, and who do not propose

returning to New York for twelve months
more, who have seen India, besides touching

at San Francisco, China, and Japan, scarcely

deign to answer the poor Impecunious, for
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tlie father and leader of the party has had
private talks and smokes with the land-

lord, and knows exactly how much the for-

mer owes, and how florid and illusory have

been his expectations upon each mail-day.

Mail- day, by the way, is a misnomer, as

there is no regular post in Palestine, letters

being received and sent by favour of the

consuls only. At the table d'hote, too, is

an English squire, who has ridden from

Damascus, attended only by his dragoman,

and who is regretting the necessity which
compels him to hurry home. Also several

French couples ; a Spanish nobleman and
his son; more Americans, some of whom
appear to consider success in securing a

competent and honest dragoman as the end,

rather than the means, of a tour in the Holy
Land ; an English family who are starting

for the Dead Sea and the Jordan at six in

the morning, the young lady members of it

being eloquent on the comfort of life in

tents, of which they have had an experi-

ence of some weeks ; our own party of foui",

the members of which are closely questioned

as to the reality of the success of the Suez
Canal, and have to explain minutely that

ships have really passed through it. There
are, too, some rich young men irom Man-
chester, who make our meditated journey

to Jericho the occasion of questionable jests,

who tell stale stories from the Oxford Art
of Pluck, and who would, as it seems, be
capable of inditing a comic guide to Pales-

tine and who strike us as objectionable to

the last degree When the dealers in relics

are admitted after dinner, we are glad to

retire. These hawkers of dried and pressed

flowers from Gethsemane and other holy

spots ; of paper-knives, work-boxes, and
rosaries made cut of wood from the Mount
of Olives ; of phylacteries which have been
worn by dead and gone Pharisees ; of holy

parchments, which arc warranted ancient

;

of crucifixes for Catholic visitors, and Testa-

ments bound in olive-wood for Protestants
;

of Jordan water in hei'metically sealed tins
;

of Palestine walking-sticks, watch-guards,
models, buttons, slippers, capes, and fancy-

work—have one striking peculiarity. They
are all gentle-mannered, soft-spoken, and
well-educated. The abundance of religious

and charitable institutions in Jerusalem, and
the subscriptions from various sourceswhich
flow into it, place a good schooUng within
the reach of all the professors of Christianity

we conversed with ; and it was rather me-
lancholy to speculate upon the efiect on the

mind and character of the relic trade these

highly educated young people followed.

There is abundant chaffering in the hotel

drawing-room, one sharp old lady driving

a hard bargain for a crucifix, refusing to

take it unless its owner would throw in

some beads, warranted to have been blessed

on the Holy Sepulchere by the priest in

charge, which the dealer did eventually, on
the elderly pilgrim advancing sixpence on

her original bid. Everything ofiered for

sale has, or professes to have, some imme-
diate connexion with one or other of the

holy sites of Jerusalem; and "Calvary;"
"Will give you a pound;" "The place of

the Last Supper;" "But you must let me
have the Virgin's tomb as well;" "How
much for the Judgment Seat and the group
from Gethsemane, if I take the two ?" grate

on one's ears unpleasantly, as photographs,

models, and relics, are passed from hand
to hand.

We spend a whole morning at the Mosque
of Omar, to which we gain admission by
a firman, obtained by Lipman from the

Turkish governor the day before, and are

edified by our guide's talk concerning the

site of the Temple, and by the lazy con-

tempt with which we are regarded by the

Mahomedans reposing on the bright sward
of its enclosure. There is nothing so beau-

tiful in Jerusalem as this shady, spacious

retreat. Hei'e we see the Sacred Rock
which, says the Mahomedan tradition, the

angel Gabriel held down by main force as

it was rising with the Prophet to heaven,

and which was tapped in our presence to

prove that it was suspended miraculously

in mid-air ; the reputed judgment - seat of

Solomon, and the far-famed Mosque El-

Aksa. Be sure that we went laboriously

through the argument for and against the

site and outline of this mosque being

identical with the Basilica of Justinian,

and that after much argumentative effort

each of us retained the opinion he held

before the discussion began. The summit
of Mount Moriah is in the centre of the

splendid Mosque of Omar, and when its

green silk canopy is lifted and it is seen

rude and unpolished as when Abraham's
hand was stayed, the contrast between it

and the ornate structure enclosing it, is

solemnly impressive.

We devote another morning to the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre, where Lipman is

unctuously indignant at the evil behaviour

of the pilgrims who sleep within its walls

at Easter time, and smiles with such offen-

sive incredulity at the stories of the placid

old Latin monk, who shows us round, that

we have to order him to wait outside.

Then the whole painful round of apo-

cryphal anecdotes is gone through. Nearly

^.
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the wliole of Jerusalem, as it is shown
now, is an outrage upon Christianity, and
an insult to common sense. But it is, by
reason of the awful associations it claims,

in the Chiu"ch of the Holy Sepulchre that

the lying traditions become most distress-

ing. The crown of thorns, framed and
glazed, and hanging on the wall as if it

Avcre a jjicture ; the silver-mounted socket,

in which the cross of our Lord stood, with
other sockets on each side of it for the

crosses of the two thieves, seen in a kind of

ornamental loft, gained by steps ; the Holy
Sepulchre itself, standing in the centre of

the rotunda, a tasteless, tawdry fibric like

a gaudy cage, and with pilgrim after pil-

grim crawling on bended knees, and press-

ing lips and forehead in an agony of de-

votion to the cold slab of marble within
;

the Chapel of the Invention of the Cross,

where the Empress Helena discovered and
had dug up the three crosses, the nails,

and the cro^vxl of thorns ; the Chapel of

Golgotha ; the altar erected to the penitent

thief, and countless other " inventions"

—

are shown the traveller. It is all very
shocking and veiy sad, and as we repass

the Mahomedan soldiers who are on guard
at the door of the church—to protect the

Christian worshippers of various sects from
the results of quarrelling among themselves

—and note the half-smile Avith which they
claim our backsheesh, we feel once more
that of all the melancholy and fallen places

on God's earth, Jerusalem is the most me-
lancholy and the most fallen. For you
cannot shake off or escape from the impos-
tures which hem you in, and the stranger

can no more visit a sacred site without
hearing lying traditions from some one
interested in their preservation and ac-

ceptance, than he can go over St. Paul's

Cathedral without contributing to the funds

of the Dean and Chapter. One day we have
a gi'ave discussion with an aged priest

as to whether the cock crew on a stone

pillar in a yard, or on a wall outside it,

the venerable father throwing great energy
into the controversy, and condemning the

wall theory with holy zeal. We had read

in Murray that tradition was divided as to

which of the two places was the true one,

but the priest regarded all doubters of the

pillar as um'egcnerate, and became posi-

tively fierce in his denunciations of our

supposed heresy.

We had heard, before our visit, of Maho-
medan fanaticism, and of Christians being-

insulted in the streets, but we made a point

of being out afc all hours, and we did so

during our stay without I'cceiving a sijigle

act of incivility. Some of us buy absurdly
useless brocades from Damascus, as stiff as
boards, and with enough gold wire in them
to make a respectable bird-cage; others
give their attention to photography, and
find among the works of a resident opera-
tor, Mr. Bergheim, some excellent speci-

mens ; and all purchase relics of various
kinds from the conventional holy places.

When we visit the Jews' Wailing-Place,
we have a striking illustration of the
social anomalies of Jerusalem. For cen-

turies it has been permitted to the chosen
people to weep outside the wall of their

Temple, the stones of which are worn
smooth by their tears. Their Avoe was
as real and bitter when we saw them as
if their loss were recent, and men and
women of all ages prayed, and wept, and
read prayers, self-absorbed, devoted, mise-
rable. One poor woman, a widow, left her
book of prayers in a cleft in the rugged
wall, from which it was taken openly, and
under om- eyes, by a Turkish slut, who,
with half a dozen of her disreputable sister-

hood, had come down to the Wailing-Place
to gird at the Jews. Wlien the o^^^ler of

the prayer-book returned and discovered

her loss, a tei'rible wail was set up, and all

the Jewish women present having been
consulted, lifted up their voices and wept.

We had sent Lipman away, thinking his

presence might be offensive to the fellow-

worshippers he had abjured, and were com-
pelled to despatch a messenger for him be-

fore we could ascertain the merits of the

case. The prayer-book had been captured
forcibly as a prize, and would only be re-

tui-ned on the payment of a fixed ransom.
The Jewess had not the money herself,

and a collection was being made, when we
offered to pay the sum demanded for the

restoration of the book. There was no
pretence of right, be it observed. The
Turkish girl chose to make a raid on the

property of the Jew, and the latter meekly
acquiesced to the terms on which she would
be permitted to buy her own book back.

The subscription pi'oceeded slowly, and
when we agreed to pay what was asked, we
found it was one thing to claim black mail
from a Jewess, and another to find a Frank
traveller ready to pay it. The she-robber's

terms inci'cased upon the instant, and Avhen,

after much noise and objurgation on the

part of Lipman, we tendered the advanced
charge, the precious volume was first for-

mally spit upon and a handful of dusl

thrown on it, after which it was, with a yell

of derision, thrown ignomiuiously on the

gruun<l. ' Why couldn't we have ajipHed to

^
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the Turkish jioHce," we asked, " and so had
the thief punished ?" " It would have cost

far more in backsheesh than you have given

to the woman," answered the astute Li^D-

man, " and taken up very much of your
time besides. You would have had to

give backsheesh to the khavasse who took

her up, to the jailer who detained her, and
to the cadi before whom she was tried, and
you would not then have got the book with-

out waiting many days and giving more
backsheesh still. Is it not better to have
what you want without all that trouble ?"

For once we thought Lipman right ; and
as we left the Wailiug-Place, we were fol-

lowed by a chorus of blessings from the poor
Jews. That the secret wish of the heart

might be ours ; that the sun might shine ever

brightly on those we love ; that our garners

might be always full, and our children nu-

merous and dutiful ; that we might reach

OMT native land in safety, and bring joy to

our mothers' hearts ; that Jehovah might
be ever on our side against our enemies, in

remembrance of our goodness to the widow
—formed the burden oftheir prayers, which
were dehvered with a noisy fervour which is

indescribable. The women were unveiled,

and their streaming eyes, their gay turbans

and flowing robes, their Oriental faces full

of passionate fire, the imagery of their lan-

guage, and the poetry of their gestures

when they crowded round us, and with up-

lifted arms vociferously invoked Heaven on
our behalf, made a series of tableaux not to

be forgotten. But for our intervention,

they insisted, the widow's holy book woiild

have been mutilated, or kept by the infidel,

a statement which Lipman confirmed. We
saw enough of the Jews resident in Jerusa-

lem to believe in many of the accusations

brought against them of worthless idleness

and deeply-rooted mendicancy. But we
can recal no pleasanter experience in Pales-

tine than the fervent gratitude of those we
helped at the Wailing-Place, and their out-

spoken blessings made us think tendei'ly of

their shortcomings, and have been often

recurred to in more distant lands.

"WHO WAS HE?"

In the year 18—, an English gentleman,
accompanied by his daughters, four in

number, bright-haired, bhthe, and comely,
embarked in the grey of an early autumn
morning on one of the steamers which ply
between Ratisbon and Vienna. Tlie Maria
Teresa, fresh from her recent ablutions, lay

with still wetted deck, patiently awaiting

on the heaving wave the gathering together

of her passengers, some of whom already

stood shivering over their carpet - bags,

looking wistfully the while towards the

streak of orange light wliich promised
warmth and sunshine by-and-bye. The
present, however, being but chill and raw,
they soon dispersed, and dropping down
one by one into the cabins below, whose
smouldering stoves made artificial sum-
mer, remained ensconced in those lower
regions. An old gentlewoman, with a high-

bridged nose, bravely raising itself above
the folds of a venerable chinchilla boa, was
next interred by the steward, under the

title of Princess Kaunitz, in the depths of

an antiquated glass caleche ; a lean sou-

brette of the same early date, armed with
knitting-needles and a progressing stock-

ing, took her place amongst the wadded
cushions at her mistress's side, and the

steamer's preparations for its voyage seemed
complete.

The young English ladies, however, still

remained on deck. They had, they said, no
notion of being smoked up in the stuffy

cabins below, and so they took their seats

on one of the benches, and allowed the

river wind to toy freely with their golden,

auburn, and flaxen tresses, and uplift their

blue and green travelling-veils, till they
fluttered like pennons on the breeze.

There was now but one remaining pas-

senger beside the English family left on
the deck of the Maria Teresa, as she bustled

away from the shore, and plunging heavily

into the centre stream, began to plough
her way through the many and perj)lexing

currents of the great Danube.
The left-behind passenger was also a left-

behind kind oflooking man ; a pale, shabby,

yet gentleman-like personage, who hugged
himself in the folds of a faded military

mantle, swathed about his person after the

Italian or Spanish fashion, and from over
the top folds of Avhich the wearer's eyes

looked forth with an expression strangely

made up of indolence and curiosity. The
English party had chosen places on a bench
rather apart from the surrounding ones on
the steamer's deck, and to this retreat the

curious, idle eye of the stranger soon fol-

lowed them, resting on the little group as if

he were far too lazy ever to take it off again.

At length the young ladies having simulta-

neously left their places to gaze more nearly

at the eddying river, the stranger also rose,

sauntered indolently across the deck, and
carelessly throwing himself on the bench

'^'- .p
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they had just quitted, addressed to the

gentleman of the party, who still remained
seated, some passing remark, nowise start-

ling from its originality, but courteously ex-

pressed in French, and having immediate
reference to the exceeding beauty of the

weather.

From this moment the solitary passenger
contrived to attach himself exclusively to

the little English group, yet in a manner
so wonderfully unobtrusive, so courteous,

and so gentleman- like, that it would have
been impossible to have taken offence, or

even to consider it in the light of an im-

pertinent intrusion, and all the more so as

the stranger invariably and unmistakably
directed both his conversation and his

attentions, not so much to the ladies of

the party, as to the elderly gentleman
himself,

-Are there many elderly gentlemen, of

any country whatsoever, who would not

—

unconsciously to themselves perhaps—liave

entertained a more favourable opinion of

the mysterious personage for so doing ?

In conversation the stranger was pecu-

harly agreeable ; rich in the reminiscences

of a chequered life, passed, it would seem,

to use a somewhat hackneyed expression,

between court and camp, and giving un-

mistakable evidence of a perfect acquaint-

ance with the highest circles of society,

both at home and abroad.
" England," he said, " he knew well.

His wife" (he was now a widower) " his

wife had been an EnglishAvoman, the

daughter of an English nobleman. Yes ! he
knew England well," and here he sighed

heavily behind the top fold of his military

mantle.

At twelve o'clock the steamer's bell rang
out wildly, to gather together its passengers,

who had by that time nearly all returned on
deck, and frantically pressed all to partake

of the greasy dinner prepared for tliem be-

low. This announcement, however discor-

dantly conveyed, brought with it, neverthe-

less, a happy change, and a general new-life

kind of sensation seemed to rise in each in-

dividual, just as the awakening sap revives

the slumbering tree. Every one hurried

Iiis or her steps, with more or less self-pos-

session, towards the stairs that led below

;

and it soon became evident that a linger-

ing sense of decency alone prevented many
from actually running to the ladder. Even
the venerable glass calcche gave up its

princess, who, together with her antique

attendant, struggled down the narrow way,
and was soon lost in a group of higli-

hatted Tyrolese, whilst the English party
followed the general movement, and also

prepared to descend the cabin-stairs.

"Would milord dine so early?" then
mildly asked the solitary passenger of his

new acquaintance. Mr. D. had already had
occasion to assure the stranger that he
had no claim to any such title, but the
latter having answered him in return that

his perfect resemblance to a very dear
friend of his who rejoiced in a similar dis-

tinction, rendered it difficult—nay, impos-
sible—to address him otherwise, the matter
had been given up as hopeless, and "milord"
he remained up to the very gates of

Vienna.
" If milord were decided to go below,

and to dine accordingly," observed the

stranger in a resigned tone of voice, " why
then, early as it was, and contrary to his

usual habits, he too would go below, and
would dine."

The party accordingly went down toge-

ther, and took their seats at the long,

narrow table, but some weak white wine-

and-water and a slice of apple were the

sole results of the excursion as far as the

stranger was concerned.

And so the hours wore on. The morn-
ing tints of mother-o'-pearl in the sky and
on the eddying waters had now changed
to the more decided blue of the mid-day.
The grand old river bore its freight rapidly

along, sometimes between shores steppe-

like in their flatness, in their grey, desert

colouring, and in the occasional touch of

savage life imparted to the scene by some
shepherd figure wrapped in untanned
skins, or by a herd of wild, uncouth horses,

flinging, like Mazeppa's reckless steed,

their streaming manes to the liver breeze

;

sometimes between high shelving banks
on either side, up which the red-barked

pine, climbing higher and higher on its

natural amphitheatre of rude rock, lifted

its topmost branches in sharp relief against

the deep blue sky. In such passages the

fresh river breeze, busying itself here and
there, would often waft from the shore a

gold or scarlet autumn leaf, or some light

fragment of forest moss, and lay them softly

on the boarded deck of the Maria Teresa ;

and still the muffled stranger Avould talk

away pleasantly and engagingly on many
a subject, and sometimes, with infinite

tact, would allow the conversation to drop

for an interval, until it became evident

that its renewal was desired by willing

listeners. Nor did the military mantle

invariably display its much faded foUls on
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the same bench with the grey travelHng-

dresses of the fail- youug EngHsh ladies
;

but its owner sat always within call, as it

were, should the elderly English gentle-

man have any information to ask respect-

ing necessary arrangements for their fur-

ther voyage, or the young ladies any
inquiry to make concerning the legend and
past history of some ruined tower or castle

fragment on the receding shores.

At the fall of night the steamer landed

its passengers at the usual halting-place

for such as preferred sleeping on terra

firma. The inn, which called itself "hotel,"

was a pooi'-looking place enough without,

and the English family had but slender

hopes of meeting with much comfort

within. To their no small surprise, how-
ever, they were immediately received with

that marked attention usually reserved for

peculiarly honoured and expected guests,

and things within wore a much more com-
fortable aspect than things without. The
landlord himself walked up-stairs before

them with a lighted wax-taper, the fire

crackled and burned briskly within the

huge stove of shining green ware, the

supper was ready, the freshest trout, the

crispest fried potatoes, were on the table in

a twinkling, and the sheets, with their

garniture of cotton lace, showed by their

snowy whiteness that they very rarely in-

deed left the shelves of the good wife's

walnut presses.

When the English party returned to the

steamer on the day following, the muffled

stranger was, notwithstanding the early

hour, already seated on its deck, on the same
bench on which they had seen him last,

and looking as if he had never left it. He
raised his slouched sombrero courteously to

the ladies, and hoped they had passed a

tolerable night at the inn. It was but a

poor place he added, " un miserable trou,"

but he had sent on a word to the landlord,

and he trusted he had duly attended to his

recommendation. {His recommendation !

thought the young ladies, " Who then

Avas he?")
Towards evening the Maria Teresa, at

some signal from the shore, stopped sud-

denly in her course, and lay trembling on
her wheels just opposite a small village at

the Avater's edge. On the narrow strand,

waiting apparently for the steamer's pas-

sage, stood a little group of gentlemen,

with a serving - man and his charge of

carpet-bags. A caleche which had brought
them to the river-side drove away as the

boat from the steamer neared the land,

and the party having embarked in it, were
soon transported to the deck of the Maria
Teresa. The elder of the two gentlemen,

who now joined its other passengers, had a

feeble step and a somewhat dejected aspect,

and wore a seal-skin cap with broad ear-

flaps, which almost concealed his counte-

nance ; but his companion, a man not

much past the prime of life, carried his

handsome head aloft, and seemed well

pleased to display features which, in their

chiselled regularity, and frank, soldier-like

expression, reminded one forcibly of the

busts and portraits of the bon Roi Henri.
" The Prince de Polignac and the Due

de Grammont," quietly observed the mys-
terious passenger, as they stepped on board

;

and in another moment the foreign embrace
of intimate acquaintance and friendship

was exchanged between himself and the

new arrivals. The whole party now with-

drew to a retired corner of the deck, and a

long and earnest conversation ensued, on

political subjects the young ladies thought,

from certain expressions which once or twice

reached their ears. Be that as it might,

the conference lasted until the steamer

reached the final landing-place close to

Vienna. It had now long since grown
dark, and the old and feeble ex-minister of

Charles Dix, and the courtly descendant of

the De Grammonts, had in some way or

other disappeared from the deck of the

Maria Teresa in as sudden and unexpected

a manner as they had arrived. But the

mysterious passenger had not forgotten his

friends. " Now mon cher milord," said he,

suddenly appearing at liis side, " I know
you are worrying yourselfabout the douane,

and the searching and pulling about of

your carriage, and all the rest of it, and
the douane of Vienna certainly is prover-

bially inquisitive and perplexing ; but leave

it all to me, no one shall disturb or dis-

tress yoii. I must join my fi'iends to-night

;

but au revoir, to-morrow, I hope." And
with that he disappeared amongst the

lights and people on the landing-place.

The English family had now to wait

patiently on board the steamer until the

tedious operation of disembarking a heavy

travelling-carriage was accomplished, and
then getting into it (post-horses having

been put-to by an orange and black pos-

tilion in full imperial stripe), prepared to

encounter, a little fui'ther on, tlie petty

tyrannies and provocations of au Austrian

custom-house.
" Laissez passer la voiture de monsieur !"

shouted forth the head functionary of the
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bureau of investigation to an under func-

tionary of the same, who was in the act of

applying a scahng-ladder to the topmost
carriage imperial. " Laissez passer la

voiture de monsieur!" And the favoured

vehicle rolled on untouched !

The next morning brought, according to

his promise, the mysterious stranger to the

hotel at which the English family had taken

up its quarters. " Now," thought the head
of the little party, as he laid down his

Galignani's Messenger, and rose to greet

his visitor, " now I really must inquire

the name of this obliging gentleman, and
find out what and who he is." And indeed
it was more than full time to ask the ques-

tion, but a certain indefinable something in

the stranger's whole mien and manner had
hitherto rendered it peculiarly difiicult to

put a question, at all times, and under any
circumstances, sufiiciently awkward and
distasteful in itself. Besides, the terms of

extreme and even affectionate intimacy on
which he evidently stood with the illustri-

ous legitimists already mentioned, seemed
to vouchsafe satisfactorily for his position

and respectabihty.

In the mean time, the stranger, standing

in an easy attitude with his back to the

well-lieated stove of shining white porce-

lain, welcomed his new friends to a city

with which it appeared he himself was long

and intimately acquainted. The society,

he said, the society of the higher circles,

was peculiarly agreeable, and had a charm
and a prestige all its own. He would be

proud and happy to be the means of intro-

ducing milord and his amiable daughters
to certain petits comites d'elite to which he
possessed the "open sesame." The soirees

of Prince Metternich were most agreeable

and interesting, but perhaps the young-

ladies inight prefer the bals 2^a,res of the

Princess de C. The English family really

felt gi-ateful to the mysterious stranger for

his kind and flattering oQ'ers, but begged
to decline accepting them, as, indeed, they

were not prepared for anything of the kind,

having little else in the way of toilet

with them than theii' travelling-dresses.

The stranger, -wdth much good-breeding,

forbore to press the matter any further,

but when about to take his leave, he re-

membered that there was to be, that very
evening, some garden fete at a fashionable

place of resort in the suburbs of the city.

Perhaps milord and his charmantes demoi-
selles would not refuse to partake of tliat

sans facon kind of diversion, requiring

neither toilet nor preparation. They would
have an opi^ortunity of hearing a celebrated

band, and the best and newest dance-music,
and of witnessing the bourgeois of Vienna
in his true element, whilst enjoying the
favourite and national amiisement of the
waltz, and doubtless also many distin-

guished members of the upper classes

would be there as lookers on at the festi-

vities. It was generally a picturesque and
animated scene, and as such he felt sure
the young ladies would enjoy it. He him-
self, he added in conclusion, would have the

pleasure of joining them, and would be
happy to do the honours of the gardens,

and point out to their notice any persons
of note amongst the crowd.

This last offer was gladly accepted, and
the stranger took his leave with a smiling
au revoir ce soir ! As the door closed after

him, paterfamilias again took up his news-
paper, but he did not read this time—he
soliloquised. " Too civil by half !" thought
he to himself " There must be something
under it," and he glanced in the direction

of his fair daughters, who were now swarm-
ing about the stove like a cluster of bees,

stroking its warm white china surface with
their still whiter hands, and earnestly dis-

cussing the expediency of substituting

certain white gauze capotes, with pompon
roses, for their sober travelling leghorn
bonnets, on the approaching occiision.

The evening hours came round. The
English family left the hotel at the ap-

pointed time, and, on arriving at the gar-

dens, its members were careful to seat

themselves in a conspicuous central spot,

so as to be the more readily discovered by
their obliging and expected cicerone.

It was, indeed, as he had said, a fair

and joyous scene. The night was blue and
beautiful as midsummer's brightest, and
wonderfully mild. The stars above, and
the coloured lamps beneath—the crowd of

dancers lightly passing and repassing be-

neath the lit-up acacias—the exquisite

strains of the German waltz, that seductive

music of the senses, with its Avild, pas-

sionate outbursts, and its imder- current

of deep, tender feeling—all was fancy-

stirring, fascinating, and new ; so much so,

that the English party, sitting delightedly

beneath the acacia-trees, hstening to the

strains of the delicious music, gazing after

each fiiir-haired Austrian as she whirled

past them in the giddy dance, for a time

forgot both expected cicerone and ap-

pointed hour, and when they suddenly re-

membered the latter, the chimes from a
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neighbouring convent told tliem it had long

since passed !

Surprised to have as yet seen nothing

of the obliging acquaintance who had so

eagerly desired to do the honours of the

evening, they now looked round in all

directions for the tall, spare form, in the

faded military mantle. It was nowhere
to be seen. They then left their seats, and
walked up and down for sonae time in the

most frequented parts of the gardens. Still

no sign of the friend of the Polignacs and
De Grammonts ! And so another hour

passed by.

The elderly English gentleman now
cheerfully proposed to leave all expecta-

tions, and the gardens ; but the four young
ladies unanimously confessed to a lingering-

fancy for exploring its more distant parts

before they left. They sauntered about

accordingly, here and there, amongst the

illuminated alleys ; now up one blinking

avenue, where the coloured lamps were
beginning to sputter and quiver iu their

little glasses as if quite indiguant at being-

kept up so late ; now down another, in

wliich they, as it were, would stand it no
longer, and had already gone to bed, and
so on, until at last the party came suddenly
on a solitary bit, that most solitary of all

possible solitudes, the back-ground bit of

a public garden ; there, where the busy
waiter shows his face but rarely, where the

coloured lamps are but sparingly suspended
to the dusky branches, and where the far-

OiF laugh, and bustle, and music of the

crowded haunts penetrate but faintly, like

an echo of such things in the medley of a
dream.

Here, quite unexpectedly, in a species of

arbour, furnished with the usual round
marble table and bench of stone, and lit by
one dreary little violet lamp, they found the

object of their search !

Seated by the table, his elbows rested

on it, his head was buried in his hands,

his face was buried in his hair. Nothing
short of an intimate acquaintance with the

very peculiar tournure of the mysterious
stranger, and with the no less peculiar fold

of the faded military mantle, could have
enabled any but the most practised of all

possible detectives to identify the courteous

and agreeable jDassenger of the Danube
steamer, the confidential fi-iend of the Po-
lignacs and De Grrammonts, with the de-

plorable, forsaken-looking being now before

them.
It was impossible to think, for one

moment, of disturbing any one in such a
phase of complete mental abstraction. The
discreet English family forebore to attempt

it. Their approaching footsteps had not

been heard, and they succeeded in effecting

their retreat in silence, gently and cau-

tiously treading on the grassy edges of the

gravel-walk, and pausing to look back once

more from the end of the avenue at their

strange, mysterious friend, they beheld him
still sitting precisely as they had left him,

his head buried in his hands, his face bm-ied

in his hair.

And from that moment to this, through

all the intervening years, never have they

seen him more. In vain did a natural

curiosity prompt unceasing inquiries re-

specting- the mysterious stranger during

the whole month which the Enghsh family

spent in Vienna. In vain was the minute

description of his person, dress, appearance,

and manners given over and over again to

every creature they knew, or ever met. No
one had ever seen him—no one had ever

seen any one at all like him. The mystery

remained a mystery to the last. The un-

known traveller had left no card, and, as

we are already aware, the elderly English

gentleman had neglected to ask in time,

" Who was he ?"
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THE DOCTOR'S MIXTURE.

BOOK III.

CHAPTER XVIII. NEW GAME FOR THE DOCTOR.

'Ro wonder that he was enjoying himself.

The Doctor was giving one of his charming
little dinners. There were present Colonel

Bouchier, Captain Molyneux, Billy Web-
her, young Lord Seaman, but not Captain
Montague, who had indeed been asked, but
who had coldly declined, hearing the sort of

party it was to be. "Oh, if you are going
to have one of the rollicking symposia, I

should be quite out of place." And the

next day he wrote a note to Polly to beg she

would be good enough to send him back
some books of poetry that he had lent her,

which included the one containing the

marvellous lines which had so amused her.

Notwithstanding this loss, it was the

gayest of little parties, of which Polly was
the queen. Never had she looked so radiant:

a bouquet of gentlemen all clustered round
that gloAving flower. Where was that

honest dislike to the dangerous Captain

Jlolyneux, whom she now received with a

sort of pout and pretended anger ? The
young lord made no secret of his admira-

tion for her glowing charms, and told her

plainly that he had never seen any one so

handsome. Already dreams of coronets

and a splendid presentation in London

!

Dreams not so incorporeal, after all, con-

sidering that she had earnest, as it were,

in the highly successful match of her sister.

But the handsome captain was not a man
to be put aside easily, and lie seemed
rather to resent the approaches of the

new "young puppy." He had that cool,

weighty manner, which presses heavily on
the object, and cannot be ignored. He had
age and experience ; the young lord felt

VOL. V.

the inferiority of youth, which knows not
the genteel art of giving a stroke without
being rude. Polly herself was a little dis-

tracted from her sense of being flattered by
such attention, that unconscious preference
for the handsome captain struggling with
her sense of business. For, to say the
truth, this impulsive girl would, if she
could, have consulted her own inclinations

in every case ; but her longing for a settle-

ment, not her will, consented.
" How you are setting your little cap at

that Flibbertigibbet," he said to her coolly,
" but it's the idlest of games. The boy
hasn't an idea above his cricket-bat or

billiard-cue. I am afraid he is low enough
to have said as many sweet things to the
barmaid of the Red Lion."

" What do you mean ?" said Polly, flush-

ing. " Please don't mention me and bar-

maids together !"

" Why not ? A barmaid is a fellow-

Christian ; and, let me tell you, a very dan-

gerous fellow-Christian sometimes, if she

is pretty. The next fancy ball you go to,

go as a barmaid."
" You are saying all this to provoke me.

I know you are."

"Why should I not, as you have an-

nounced that yovi are to hate me ? Though
I. don't think you do quite as much as you
did."

"You stupid man!" said Polly, blush-

ing ;
" don't you see I am only trying to

keep up a decent appearance with you for

Peter's sake ? Go away now."
" Yes, and leave you to carry out your

designs on that boy lord. If you wcmld
take the advice of your warmest admirer,

whom you hate," he added, with a bow,
" you would not waste time on such a cub."

" I know what you mean," said Polly,

angrily. " It's very rude of you to say .'-o.
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It's as niTicli as saying that I am trying to

take him in. It's very free of you to speak

in that way to me !"

" How do you know that it doesn't come
from a thing called jealousy, and that I

might be much distressed to see you handed
over to a cuhling of that sort ? I would,

indeed, though you don't think it. Blame
me, hate me as much you like."

Polly began to pout, poor weak, untrained

child ! She was not displeased.

Meanwhile, Peter Findlater had the

young cubling in hand, listening to his dis-

quisitions with the greatest interest and a

smiling attention.
" They've settled it all for you, my lord,

up yonder— your mother and my good
Mrs. Leader. A splendid match for the

daughter ; they'll be taking the measure of

your cor'net for her brows."

"Not if I know it," said the young
gentleman, winking. " I'm too wide awake
for that."

" Oh, I see," the Doctor said, lost in

wonder and admiration; "you didn't want
to be rebellious or to refuse to go on with
the scheme, but to let facts speak for them-
selves ! That's like a true man of the

world. I see how it is."

"Exactly," said the young lord; "no
use going against the grain of the mother.
Let her find it out for herself. You know
I can't afford to marry except amongst the

tip-top swells. You, as a man that knows
the world so well, must see that. I have
to look out among the nobs of the party

—

fish out some high-and-dry Lady Mary or

other—you see."
" Of course, my dear sir. But the

gossips here have all their spy-glasses on
Leadersfort at the present moment, and
swear that a certain noble lord has been
enticed down here. But I needn't tell yoti

—you have made out the little game
before this, the hoodwinking that poor
Leader, making him a tool in the nefarious

plot against my poor fellow, Cecil. To be
sure, you saw what was going on."

" Didn't I ! But they'U not get much
help out of me, that I promise you."
Having done this capital stroke of busi-

ness, the Doctor "left well alone," and
tarned to his other friends, Billy Webber
and the colonel. The good spirits of the
night were now being fast wound up, a
certain boisterousness set in—those "small
plays," of which we saw a specimen at

the beginning of the present history. Such
peals of laughter— such true schoolboy
eujoymcat! It was no wonder that his

lordship, only recently a schoolboy him-
self, was perfectly enchanted. There was
that flow of roystering spirits for which
the Doctor's house had such a deserved
reputation—that enjoyment of pure fun
and honest laughter. The hours passed
by ; from eleven till twelve, and even until

one. All this while every one remained.
Captain Molyneux included, who seemed,
notwithstanding Polly's loudly pronounced
hatred, to be making great advances in

that young lady's regard. He proclaimed
openly during the night, that what he
was anxious about was to remove this ex-

traordinary hatred in Miss Polly's mind.
He appealed to every one—to the Doctor
himself—was it not very hard that she

should entertain such feelings towards
him, and was it not fair that he should
try and remove them by all means in his

power ? Here Polly pouted and laughed,

and said he was only wastuig his time

;

that she wished he would leave her alone,

and indeed it was high time he should go
home. On which Captain Molyneux would
sit down beside her just to argue the

matter. Then came up the traditional little

supper, so ajspetising and snug, with the

hot components, and a mysterious jar of

what the Doctor called "Pin's D.D.,"
which was indeed called for and insisted

on by the colonel and others, and which
letters, it was whispered to the young lord,

stood, in the Doctor's peculiar tongue, for

"Devil the Duty!" AVhat songs at the

round table ! Billy Webber entrancing all

by his tender Love thee. Dearest, which,
though heard for the hundredth time, de-

lighted the colonel and the other rude souls

present. It was two before they rose to go.
" I say, my dear boy," said the Doctor,

taking the young lord aside, and putting

his arm round his shoulder, " see here.

You can't go hammering at the castle-gate

at this hour ; the draw-bridges will be all

up. They are very strict."

" I never thought of that," said the young
man.

" But I did," said the Doctor. " And I

tell you what, my lord, if you will do

us the honour, there's Katey's old room,

sweet as the flowers of May, and sheets

like a prairie, over which you can expatiate

till your limbs are tired. It's only a

stretcher, I know—I mean, of course, a

four-poster ; but still, such as it is, you are

heartily welcome."
The young man hesitated. It was very

tempting. A cold drive home ; then ring-

ing, knocking them up. Some mischievous
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tliought, too, of " worrying the women"
by his absence; so he consented.

" I say," said the colonel, as he walked

home with Captain Molyneux, "Fin has

got his fishing-rod ont again, with the

other bit of bait on it."

" Yes ; but the fish won't bite, and I'll

take care he don't."

CHAPTER XIX. THE DOCTOR MAKES A FRIEND.

Up at Leadersfort, when the family found

themselves again sitting into the small

hours, waiting for the young lord, and
when again it was known, next morning,

that his lordship had not even then re-

turned, something like consternation was
abroad. Mrs. Leader was in her guest's

room at once, and a sort of agitated council

held. Mr. Leader was sent for, and pre-

sented himself with a sort of guUty bearing.

The guest was really angry.

"I wonder," she said, "how you can

tolerate this sort of conspiracy against

your authority— allow a low creature like

this to do what he pleases. Here, now, he

is trying to get hold of my son, I declare !"

continued she, in great agitation. " I

shouldn't wonder if he managed, with that

girl of his, to entrap the foolish boy. Some-
thing must be done, Mr. Leader."

•" Oh, it is very improper, and very

wrong," said the unhappy Httle gentleman
;

"going quite too far."

Lady Seaman looked at him, waiting for

him to go on. " Is that all ?" she said,

contemptuously. " Surely you will take

some step to protect your family ? This

Doctor is a most unscrupulous and clever

adventurer, and has laid out that he and
his gang shall take possession of this place.

You will be helpless in his hands."
" But what am I to do ?" said the be-

wildered Mr. Leader.
" AVell, if you ask me, at once take some

step to set them at defiance. Show them
that you do not care for them."
"Of course," said he, peevishly. "I

a,m quite sensible of all that. They have
behaved outrageously. I shall know how
to assert myself Yes, their attempts

ought to be put down in a summary way.
It is going quite too far."

" And you saw the way Cecil treated

you last night," said his wife, "set on, of

course, by that man."
All these stimulants had their cflTect.

About four o'clock that day the Doctor, in

the highest spirits, was coming out of the

Leader Arms, when a brougham from " the

Fort" drove up, out of which stepped a gen-

tleman with a black leather bag, " smell-

ing strong of the office," the Doctor

thought. Then he recognised the face as

that of the sohcitor who had come down
to Folkestone, and, as he said, "felt a

scrape along his heart."
" Ah, Doctor Findlater," said this gentle-

man, " we have done better this time."

And he tapped the little bag. " I haven't

a moment to lose. Must start for home."
This was a blow indeed. Old crab face

yonder had scored a point against him.

The horde of scheming women had at last

succeeded in intimidating the poor, shiver-

ing little apology for a man. What was to

be done now ? After all his trouble, all his

slaving, if he was only to succeed in marry-

ing his daughter to an invalid pauper

—

this would be but a poor finish.

He felt rather ashamed of himself.
" Well, Peter, you're a poorer creature than

I took you for. But I am not done. I'll

pickaxe something out of my head yet
!"

Indeed it was necessary for him to take

some speedy steps ; for, to say the truth,

he was beginning to be much pressed for

money, harassed and hunted by the trades-

people, who had, indeed, given a respite on
the news of the great match that had been

accomplished, but who, if they once learnt

that any hostile steps had been taken,

would set on him like fox-hounds. But in

truth our Doctor, as the reader will have

guessed, has been all this time living on
his wits—which are at best but a series of

bills drawn at short date, and which must
be taken up. What else had he been living

on all this time ? He had neither money
in the funds nor estate.

The Banshee had long since passed out

of the family, and as for the little office he

held in the infirmary, why, as he often

said, " Leader's butler there" had more a

year. But his practice ? Well, somehow
these jovial country doctors do not enjoy

extensive confidence ;
people prefer the

stupid, silent men, who cannot even make
one laugh. But, worse again, even the

frail support on which he was leaning was
giving way, and it was now said in the

town that no money could be got from the

Leader family in answer to many pressing

demands. This was now beginning to be

remarked as something very odd, though

of course it was obsequiously accepted

;

still, from M'lutyre's, where there was a

bill ofone himdred and odd pounds, down to

the local grocer, to whom only ten pounds

was owing, no one could get any money.

The Doctor's security being thus looked
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on witli suspicion, he himself naturally

shared the fate of his warranty, arid was
beginning to be baited in the place.

Some step must be taken. So returning

home, and lighting one of the havannahs,
he shut himself up in his room to think.

Half-an-hour's council—yes, that was the

only chance. He set out in the morning
for Leadersfort. He got into the demesne,
walking through the woods, under cover,

as it were, and advancing cautiously to-

wards the garden. He knew that the ladies

used to walk there after lunch. Keeping
still concealed, he presently heard voices,

and saw, on the broad walk, the three

ladies walking up and down, no doubt
chuckling over the morning's victory. The
Doctor waited very patiently for half an
hour, when his wishes were gratified. Of
a sudden that butler, whose salary exceeded
the Doctor's, came out to Mrs. Leader with
some message, and that lady followed him
obediently. When she was gone, the Doctor
emerged, met the others face to face, and
took off his hat.

The great lady drew herself up for battle,

ready to engage him. Mary Leader was
not in the least startled.

"I am so glad of this meeting," he said,
'* as it gives me an opportunity of speaking
to my Lady Seaman."

" To me, sir ?" said that lady, haughtily

;

" I have no wish to consult you on any
matter."

" It is of importance to yourself and to

your family," said the Doctor, with infinite

humility, " and I think you would not be

sorry, my lady, when you have heard what
I have to say."

" Perhaps you had better hear what
Doctor Findlater has to say," said Mary
Leader. " I am sure he would not trouble

you if it was not important."
" Well, what is it ?" said the lady, strug-

ghng with cui-iosity and dignity.

Mary Leader then went away.
" It's about your son. He remained at

my house last night. He wants to come
there to-day again. He says he will come
back after you have left, and stop a month
with us."

The lady turned red and pale. " You tell

me this. It's scandalous, disgraceful
"

"Whisht!" said the Doctor, "just a
moment. Now this looks serious, doesn't

it? Well, it ain't for me, I needn't tell

you, and we don't want it. D'ye see, my
lady?"

Intelhgence slowly came back to her
eyes.

"You see," he went on, "it comes to

this : when a man sees that there has been
a set made against him, a sort of solemn
league and covenant to put him down,
why, ma'am, he can't have human flesh,

and blood, and bones, if he doesn't do his

best, and stick at little short of nothing.

I've not been well treated by this family."
" I don't really see. Doctor Findlater,"

she said, more mildly, " what I have to do
with that."

" Well !" said he, " I don't know. They
are a poor sort of rustics, these Leaders,

and couldn't manage anything by them-
selves. This last stroke showed your
genius, madam." And he made her a bow.
The lady was pleased in spite of herself.

" I really don't understand. Doctor Find-

later
"

" Oh, the odds are too much : a man
must take care of himself. I have had to

do it before," the Doctor said, with great

meaning, " when I was put to it. A young
man that I was attending took such a

fancy to me that he settled an annuity on

me for life by bond ; ay, and held to it in

spite of all his family. I was put to it

then. That young man yonder took a

similar fancy to us, and I made him hold

to it in spite of all they could do. Well, I

was put to it there. And in the present

case, if I am put to it It's worth re-

flecting upon, Lady Seaman."
The lady did reflect. There was weight

and force in what the Doctor said. She
said at last

:

" Upon my word, this is very curious."
" Cm'ious or not," he said, "here's Mrs.

Leader coming back, so yes or no ? I know
what they've been at to-day, but that's no
matter. But you could get me—to—see my
child. I don't like intruding, you know.
Yes or no."

" Well—yes," said the lady.

Here was Mrs. Leader aghast with as-

tonishment, ready to drop with genuine

rage. " What does this mean ?"

" My dear," said her friend, suddenly,
" this gentleman had a little private con-

versation with me about my son."
" I had no wish to intrude," said the

Doctor, bowing, " and I merely Avished to

see Lady Seaman. Just one word more with

youi* ladyship in private. Tell her the whole

thing at once, and above board. That will

be the readiest way. Secure me access to

my child," he added, " and from this day
you need have no further anxiety about

your son."

The Doctor withdrew. Mrs. Leader still

^-
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all agape and not understanding, listened

helplesslj to what was to come next. Lady
Seaman at once frankly tells her " how
it is." She had helped Mrs. Leader so far,

and with success, the latter must now help

lier without fa9on, and put aside any pride.

The man had got hold of Seaman, who was
such a fool, there was no knowing what
might happen. So she had thought it best

to temporise. "And so,my dearMrs. Leader,

we must have the man to come and go
whenever he likes."

Mrs. Leader started back. " I'll not have
him in the house to insult me. Never."

" Do as you please," said the other, coldly;

" think it over at least."

The ladies parted rather angrily. But
Lady Seaman had an ally who was to be

of use.

SIX MONTHS IN THE EAST.
THE WILDERNESS OF JUD.fflA.

The Cave of Adullam is rarely visited

by the Eastern traveller, and Alee had
never been there in his life. He had no
doubt but that he could find it, he said,

and pilot us safely afterwards across the

Wilderness to the rocky plateau near the

desolately-placed convent of Mar Saba, on
which we had ordered the tents to be
pitched for the night; but, to avoid all chance

'Of miscarriage, he would hire a Bedouin
familiar with the ground, to act as guide.

The day is lovely. The German waiter at

the hotel, when we were scanning the

cloudy sky in the early morning, had re-

marked, " It will be fine—it never rains

here except when the sky is black in the

"West," and had reminded us of the sacred

words, " When ye see a cloud rise out of

the West, straightway ye say there cometh
a shower, and so it is." His remark was
volunteered while we were at the inn-door

inspecting our steeds, and seeing that they

were supplied with European saddles. For-

merly it was necessary for the traveller

who wished to escape the rough torture of

:a Turkish saddle—an instrument which
makes an uninitiated occupant feel as if he

wci'e balancing himself on a garden-I'oller

:studded with knobs, and which, by the

shortness of its stirrups, jolts his knees
agreeably into his mouth at every step—to

purchase his own harness before starting

for Palestine. This is still the best plan

for a fastidious rider, for although we
escajied the annoyances inseparable from
using the saddle of the countr}-, we were
never out for many houi'S in succession.

without some portion or other of our
harness giving way. There were stirrups

of rope ; bridles, the several halves of which
were sewn together by thread ; leather

seats, which turned round of their own
accord ; slender straps, where the holes

merged into rents, and which came to

pieces from old age ; and belly-bands, com-
posed apparently of some tinderous sub-

stance, which crumbled at the touch. If

it had not been for Alee's readiness of re-

source and unfailing cheerfulness, I doubt
whether we should have had the courage
to proceed on our day's journey. But
our dragoman's demeanour and assurances (

carried all before them, so we started

gently, out of deference to the frailty of

our harness. There were as many Arab
helpers and hangers-on assembled in the

narrow Jenisalem street to see us off as

if our departure were an event of public

interest. Bare-headed, bare-footed youths,

in gaudy discoloured robes; ostlers, who
were remarkably like Joseph's brethren in

the picture-books of childhood ; venerable

old men in beards, who reminded one of

Fuseli's phrase, " patriarchs of poverty ;"

all murmuring softly " backsheesh," or

charging at us vrith the same fell word by
look and mien

,

We leave the city by the Damascus
Gate, which is close to our hotel, and
skirting its walls, traverse the road over-

hanging the Valley of Hinnom, and so,

past the modern English burial-ground and
the Potter's Field, we are soon on the main
road to Hebron. The sun gains power
every minute, and the lizards and chame-
leons are darting rapidly in and out of

the stones exposed to its rays. On the

bank rising from the opposite side of Hin-
nom, stands a row of neat modern dwell-

ings, which would not look out of place in

the neighbourhood of Battersea. They are

the new almshouses erected by Sir Moses
Montifiore for indigent Jews, and are all

occupied. But, as was our invariable ex-

perience in Jerusalem and its vicinity, the

real and apocryphal traditions crowd upon
us so quickly, that we have difficulty in

mastering the externals of each. On that

lonely and blighted tree, seen high up to the

left yonder, Judas Iscariot is said to have
hanged himself It is close to the ruins of the

house of Caiaphas the high priest, and on
the naked crown of the Hill of Evil Counsel,

which rises abruptly on the north side of

the ravine before us. The Potter's Field

consists of a broad natural terrace half-way

up this ravine, Hinnom bolow it, and the
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house of Caiaphas above. The photographs

and pictures of this spot make it gloomier

than it appears in reahty, by reason of

their almost invariably bringing its harsh

rocks and ancient burial-places into pro-

minent relief. By these means that ac-

cursed and blighted look is given it which

accords so well with its shocking traditions,

but which is, as we decided, misleading.

The Potter's Field is more fertile than the

rest of the ground near. The olive flourishes

on it, and the view over the valley and
towards Zion is comprehensive and pic-

turesque.

The plain of Rephaim, where David
conquered the Philistines, is before us,

and leaving the towers and spires of Jeru-

salem on oui- left, we cross it, and after an

easy ride of about a mile come to a well

surrounded by rough stones, the story of

which reminds us that we are on the road

the "Wise Men followed when they were dis-

missed by Herod, and were on theu* way to

the new-born babe at Bethlehem. When
stooping to draw water here, they saw, it is

said, their guiding star mirrored in its

waters, and followed it. "We are in no mood
this morning to dispute or affirm any such

tradition. "We are bound for the Cave of

Adullam, and are full of speculation as to

the chances of our reaching it, and of what
we have seen and left unseen in Jerusalem.

We had visited the Leper Colony the after-

noon before. This wretched place is close

by the Zion Gate, and consists of small

cottages, built apparently of wattle and
dab, and with their backs to the passer-by.

Neither door nor window in this colony is

allowed to look upon the public street, and
it was as if one were walking through a

thoroughfare both sides of which had by
some freak been reversed. The miserable

lepers must not offend the senses of those

whose business or religion takes them
through the Gate of Zion, or to the Ar-

menian Convent, or the Tomb of David,

hard by. So they are shut off in the way
described, wi^etchedly poor, but intermarry-

ing among themselves, and perpetuating a

race given over to disease. They are al-

lowed to leave their houses. Basking in

the sun on the opposite side of the road to

us, were three male and two female lepers,

who begged by signs, but did not venture to

approach us, or to leave their place. Their
flesh was not white as we had expected, but
was covered with ulcerous sores and swell-

ings, reminding one of the Avorst examples
of scrofula aggravated by dirt, climate, poor
living, and neglect. We threw them some

small coins, Lipman telling a woman who
was nearly blind the position of those which
fell short, and giving her permission to

crawl to the spot and pick them up after

their excellencies (ourselves) had left.

It is while we are talking over this

experience of the day before, discussing^

leprosy and the means taken to alleviate

its horrors, asking Alee's opinion, and find-

ing that he has a profound contempt for

the medical art, that we come to the con-

vent of Mar Elias, and to a rock by the

wayside, which is said to be marked mira-

culously. Against its stony surface Elijah

reposed under the shade of an olive tree,

when flying from Jezebel, and here aaigels

supplied his wants. We dismount and
examine the impression which is shown as

that left by Elijah's form, and pronounce

it singularly unlike what it pretends to be

;

while Alee looks to the straps, and ropes,

and bandages which do duty with us for

harness. There have been one or two
breaks in it already, and George, in the pro-

fundity of his horsey knowledge, has in-

sisted upon exchanging his steed for the

pony belonging to one of Alee's staff. We
have ridden leisurely, and it is not more
than three-quarters of an hour since we left

Jerusalem. Now, however, the white and
shining city disappears altogether from

view. We pay but scant attention to the

grey walls of the convent of Mar Elias, for

Alee warns us thatBethlehem is in sight, and
that we are approaching what Jew, Chris-

tian, and Mahomedan agree to be Rachel's

tomb. Bethlehem looks like a fortified town,

and its vast block ofconvents—Greek, Latin,

and Armenian—strongly built of stone, and
commanding the plain of Moab, resembles

a feudal castle. The road we are on now
deviates to the left, and would take us to

the village in less than an hour. We have

determined, however, to defer our visit to

Bethlehem, and so take the bridle-path,

into which the highway to Hebron resolves

itself. We have to ride in single file, and
over slippery blocks of stone, for the road

gets more and more rugged, and we are

dependent solely upon the sure-footedness

of our horses for our safety. After leaving

Rachel's tomb : in which we find a wander-

ing Bedouin devoutly prostrating himself

in prayer, and which consists of a vene-

rable stone building with three sides, and

a niche, or Mahomedan praying - place :

the scene becomes wilder every moment.

The bridle-path is as the dried-up bed of

some tempestuous torrent, and our horses

clamber rather than walk over its gigantic

=¥
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masses of smooth, slippery rock. Moun-
tains stretch np on each side of us, and
form a vista of grey stone so thickly studded

with smaller blocks of the same hue, as to

resemble a crowded graveyard.

We have read of the countless wild

blossoms of Syria, and of the brilliant carpet

they form ; but here we see no vestige of

leaf, or shrub, or flower. It is all cold stone,

and of an unvarying neutraj grey, which
makes the landscape appalling in its deadly

want of colour. Upon its rocks the hot

sun beats down fiercely, and the horses slide

as often as they walk. The main road be-

tween Jerusalem and Bethlehem had been

rough enough, but there had been signs of

cultivation on either side. Where we are

now is as bare as absence of soil can make it.

As our party went stumbling along, its

members made an amusing contrast to the

beings familiar to friends and relatives at

home. The sheik made not the slightest

concession to chmate and circumstance.

He dressed as nearly as possible in the

habit of his political life. This he did con-

scientiously, wearing white shirts, with

good stiff turn-down collars, tightly-fitting

light kid gloves, neat boots, and trousers,

waistcoat, and coat which would have done
honour to the Row. A stifi' black felt

seaside cap, round which was twisted a

handkerchief, not with flaunting ends,

but tightly fastened down like a white

hat-band, was the only thing about him
which difi"ered from his ordinary dress in

London, and throughout our wanderings
the sheik might have been taken as he

stood, and transferred to the Steyne at

Brighton, without suggesting incongruity.

Edward was nearly as conventional, though
in a different way. Constantinople, Egypt,
and the desert had played havoc with the

faultless raiment he brought from England
;

so, before leaving Alexandria, he bought
at one of the European shops which
abound in the Frank quai'ter of that un-

savoury city, one of those suits of ready-

made slop clothes which look so charm-

ing on the wax figures in the Minories.

After a few days' rough wear on horse-

back these shrank and gave way, became
baggy where they should have been tight,

and contracted where ease was necessary,

and long before our travels Avcre over our

friend's attire became a painful subject to

touch upon. An ordinary felt sloucii hat,

with a streaming puggaree, completed it,

and formed an efficient protection for head
and neck. To picture George to your.self,

you must have seen the virtuous young

farmer in a Surrey melodrama; be inti-

mately acquainted with the get-up of the
rustics who enlist on market day, and wear
their colours ostentatiously ; and have
stayed at the house of a trainer of English,
race-horses. Besides combining the cha-

racteristics of the three types quoted, he,

the only hunting man in the party, rode by
preference what looked in the distance h'ke

a rat, with his feet nearly touching the
ground on either side. A light-coloured

hunting-hat with inside ventilators, and
decorated with an Arab keyfea, which
streamed gaily in the wind, and a bucolic

shooting- suit, made up his costume. Your
servant wore a yachting-jacket and trousers

of thin blue serge, recalling the " bold

smuggler" from Wliitechapel, who used in

former years to whisper hoarsely in your
young ear of bandannas and cigars. He,
further, tied up his head in Eastern fashion.

First a white skull-cap, and over this a na-

tive fez, then a thick layer of white wraps,

and lastly the keyfea of striped silk, and found
this accumulation to make a capital head-

dress, and an efficient protection against

the sun. We had, before leaving Egypt,
reduced our baggage to modest compass,

and when beginning tent-life we left much
of what remained at the Jerusalem Hotel

until our return there. Two large travel-

ling-bags held a complete change of clothes,

and all necessaries for the four ; so that if

we were caught in one of the pitiless moun-
tain storms of Palestine, we could make
ourselves comfortable at night. In addi-

tion to these were the waterproofs and
overcoats, which Alee carried, with the

lunch, on his saddle or in its bags, and our

stock of clothes proved ample.

We dressed for dinner every night.

That is, we put off" the clothes we had
ridden in for those in our bags. Alee's

staff of Arabs, with the bedding, tents, and
baggage, had always gained the rendezvous

before us, and a sponge bath and an entire

change before the meal of the day, were
welcome luxuries after spending long hours

in the saddle. In short, our life in the

Wilderness was, in every particular, more
like travelling in civilised lands than we
had believed possible. Wherever English-

men arc in the present day, the form and
colour of their dress—I am not speaking

of its texture—is pretty much what it is

at home, and the Arab contractors for food,

horses, and shelter, are such masters of

their business, and have gained such expe-

rience of our national habits, that we
found our departure fi-om every-day cus-
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toms to be far rarer and more unimportant
than we bad anticipated.

Our guide to the Cave of Adullam turned
out a fraudulent impostor. He was a
Bethlebemite whom Alee had engaged after

due inquiry, and we thougkt from the very
first that he looked too picturesque to be

useful. A heavy crimson turban, long black

curls falling over a swarthy face and neck,

moustache and pointed beard, but no whis-

kers, dark gleaming eyes, stout white linen

trousers so full as to seem petticoats, a

sheep-skin jacket lined with bright scarlet

cloth and worn inside - out, bare brown
calves and feet, the latter thrust into red
slippers, a large knife in brass - bound
sheath, a long single-barrelled gun across

the shoulder, a habit of singing barbaric

ditties at the top (or bottom, for he was
very gruff) of his voice, and a jaunty
devil-may-care air— such was our false

guide. He was picked up in Bethlehem,

was hired solely for the Cave of Adullam,
and undertook to pilot us thither, and to

Mar Saba afterwards, it being stipulated

that we were to go to the latter place direct.

With this understanding we started again,

the villager leading, and Alee lingering

for a few minutes to complete the pur-

chase of some Bethlehem wine we had
commissioned him to buy, to supplement
the rapidly decreasing stock of sherry and
claret we had brought from England. Let
me remark, in passing, that we found this

" wine of the country" to add a new pang
to the terrors of thirst. It tasted like a

decoction of the skin, stone, and stalk of

the grape, from which every drop of juice

had been excluded, and was never touched
without a succession of shudders and wry
fiices.

Onward rides the handsome vagabond
our leader, singing always, and canter-

ing or trotting as it pleases his wayward
will, and with scant consideration for

the poor old dappled grey he bestrides,

and presently he leads the way at a smart
pace dowai a rugged glen, and we pass

through a miserable little village, from
the doors of which savage Bedouin faces

look out, and where every house is in ruins.

A few begrimed vessels of tin ai'e the only
furniture these dilapidated huts contain;

and the all-covering abyieh. or robe of coarse

camel's hair, is the sole garment of those

within. Few things change in the East,

and "raiment of camel's hair," with a
" girdle round the loins," comprise the

ordinary and sufficient dress of the men
of the Wilderness. We scour barren plains,

and pass up rocky defiles, looking now and
then to our pistols, and not unfrequently
stopping for Alee and the Bethlehemite
to exchange civiKties with some wander-
ing member of the wild Ta' amrah tribe,

who starts from behind a rock, or gallops

down upon us from afar. The character
of this tribe does not stand high, but we
find its members inoffensive, and when we
resolve to climb the almost horizontal

path leading to the summit of the Frank
mountain, the Bethlehemite— who as we
discover subsequently has never been over
the ground in his life, and has already
taken us miles out of our way— philo-

sophically remains below and holds ami-
cable converse with half a dozen of the Ta'
amrahs, all armed, who emerge one by one
from the square, small black tents which
are clustered at the mountain's side. The
genuine Bedouin's tent is always black and
always small ; and there is a strong family
likeness among the children of the desert,

their owners. " Riding up the dome of St.

Paul's on horseback is the only pursuit I

can compare to our ascent of the Frank
mountain, for it was slippery, unprotected,

and inconceivably steep," is recorded in my
journal. This mountain is, however, the

only eminence in the Wilderness of Judeea

which stands out conspicuously, and wewere
amply repaid when we reached its summit.
The ruins on the mountain-top, consisting

of a circle some seven hundred and fifty

feet in circumference, sruTOunded by the

remains of a stout wall with four heavy
round towers at the cardinal j^oints, are

unmistakably Roman. But history is silent

concerning them, and tradition is as wild
and contradictory as ever. This solitary

mountain was held by the Crusaders for

forty years after the fall of Jerusalem ; it

is the site of the fortress and city of Hero-
dium, erected by Herod the Great, and to

which his body was brought for burial from
Jericho ; it is the Beth-haccerem, or House
of the Vineyard mentioned by the prophet

Jeremiah, as a well-known beacon station

— all these things are said. What en-

chanted us was the comprehensive view we
obtained of the ground over which David
roamed with his followers, and evaded the

mighty Saul. This Wilderness of Judcea

is the very spot for one at odds with
authority, being full of strong natural de-

fences, and so bare as to make it impos-

sible for any host to creep up unobserved.

Neither tree nor shrub is visible. Low-
lying rolling mountains, like vast billows

of stone and barren soil, stretch round us,
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one behind, the other for miles. Adullam
lies hidden behind yon stony crest ; that

precipitous chasm which makes so rude
an opening in the rocky hill-side runs below
its Cave ; the mountains of Moab, crimson,

rigid, and stern, the sheeny waters of the

Sea of Death, dazzlingly blue ; the build-

ing on a ridge beyond Jerusalem, which
the Mahomedaus declare to be the tomb of

Samuel ; and the cairns formed by the

wandering Mahomedans, each of whom
adds a small stone on his first beholding a
holy site, are all gazed at in turn. But it

is the deadly barrenness of the vast and
solemn Wilderness, and its obviously un-

altered character since the scenes of sacred

history were enacted in it, which impress one
most strongly. We have before our eyes

exactly what David saw, and yonder simple

shepherd-lad, singing to his flock, is per-

chance spending his morning as David did.

We descend, and after another hour's

ride up the hills and over the dales of a
pathless solitude, losing our way often

through the pestilent incompetence of the

Bethlehemite, we are scrambling on foot

down the steep circuitous path which leads

to the entrance to Adullam. We have col-

lected three or four Bedouin followers, in

the course of our devious wanderings, and
the Bethlehemite, who is quite untouched
by the reproaches we have translated to

him by Alee, recognises some fellow-vil-

lagers who have come over here for—how
strangely it sounds !—partridge shooting.

They all insist apon accompanying us. Alee
has tethered the horses on the plain above,

and confesses his fear that they vsdll be
stolen while we are in the Cave. The men
with us are armed, and are more numerous
than ourselves, so we hit on the expedient
of buying their swords as relics, a trans-

action which is accomplished after much
chaffering between Alee and the vendors,

and one of these, in its common brass-

bound wooden scabbard, hangs before me
as I write. The swords bought, A'ee leaves

our Bethlehemite, with many throats and
pointings to the pistols, in charge of the

horses, and we clamber along- the narrow
ledge leading to the mouth of the Cave.

It is infinitely difficult and rugged, and
consists of a tortuous path a few inches

wide, which twines along a jagged precipice

five hundred feet high, on the other parts

of which there is not footing for a wild

goat. It is dizzy work, but we keep our
eyes on the wall-like rock which stretches

above us, avoid looking into the chasm
below, and move slowly onwards, continu-

ally using both hands and feet. A huge
block of stone has fallen across the broken
pathway close to the entrance to the Cave.
We clamber over it—not without the sort
of help the Arabs give strangers at the
Pyramids, and which consists of butting
you from behind, while half di.slocating

your shoulders by tugs in front—and are
at the opening to a small grotto, which
leads to a natural winding gallery some
thirty feet long. We pant and squeeze
through these, doffing most of our cloth-

ing, on Alee's advice, and find ourselves at

last in a noble natural chamber one hun-
dred and twenty feet long, and from thirty

to forty-five feet wide. This is the Cave
of Adullam. The candles we have brought
with us are attached to the walls, and
the arches and stalactites of the lofty roof

are seen through the darkness, irregular
and dim. There is ample space here and
in the recesses round for several hundred
men ; and when we consider its all but im-
possible approach, the ease with which it

could be defended from the attack of what
would be an overwhelming force elsewhere,

its comparative nearness to Bethlehem, and
weigh the evidence for and against the
accuracy of the site, we come unanimously
to the conclusion that tradition is in this

instance right. Here it must have been
that David longed for " the water of the
well of Bethlehem, which is by the gate,"

when the village was garrisoned by the

Philistines; and along this cleft in the

rock the three " mighty men " came after

they had broke through the enemy's lines,

obtained the coveted water, and were
bringing it in triumph to their chief.

There are several nai-row passages branch-

ing out of the great Cave, one of which
runs for forty yards, and takes the ex-

plorer to a pit ten feet deep, into which he
must drop, and there creep on all-fours,

and finally crawl for seventy yards more,
when he reaches another immense natural

chamber. This is the end of the Cave, so

far as European travellers know, though
the Arabs insist that subterranean passages

extend from it for miles, even to Tekoa and
Hebron. When we emerge into the blessed

sunlight again, dusty, heated, and out of

breath. Alee .spreads his snow-white cloth

and produces lunch. The Bedouins watch
us from a distance, and we eat, drink, and
smoke in a small cleft in the hill which
overlooks the Wady and the terrible defile

between Adullam and the outer world.

It is not until after a long and pleasant rest

that we set forth afrain, and that the Beth-
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lehemite's fraudulent pretence culminated.

He had been paid beforehand by Alee, mak-
ing this a condition of accompanying us

;

and on our gaining a mountain-path, which

we remembered to have ridden along in the

morning, attempted to give us the slip. He
had understood that he was engaged to lead

us back by way of Bethlehem, he said (a

palpable falsehood), a proceeding Ayhich

would, if we had allowed it, have landed

him at home, and left us with the worst

pai't of our journey to perform after sun-

down. We were resolute against this, and
determined, while finding our own way
across the Wilderness, to keep our faithless

guide with us as a punishment. He pro-

tested vehemently, and tried hard to sneak

off. But we were better mounted than

he, so we surrounded him, and kept him
prisoner. One or other of us always had
him within touching distance, and when
he eased his mind by yelling, we shouted

our loudest in return ; when he waved his

gun wildly over his shoulder we smiled, to

show him we were used to it ; and when he

stuck spurs into his steed we quickened our

pace, so that the distance between us should

not increase. We were lost in the trackless

Wilderness, which was no longer stony, but

a succession of barren moors. Alee, how-
ever, once more proved himself equal to

the occasion. There Avas not a vestige of

road or pathway, the impostor would only

direct us towards Bethlehem, and there

was every prospect of our not finding the

tents, and of having to spend the night in

the open, without food or shelter, and with

jackals and perhaps a stray hyena for com-
pany. But, after hours of what seemed
like purposeless wandering, Alee recognised

a landmark. Soon after this we gained our

tents, with their smoking, savoury dinner,

and their welcome fire. The impostor became
quite cheerful when he found we were the

stronger, and at the close of the day presented
himself for a bonus of backsheesh, with the

beaming confidence of a man who feels his

acts and intentions to have been so meri-

torious as to call for extra reward.

A LOST LITERARY ART.

We seem to have lost the art of writing

epigrams. It may perhaps be added that

we were never conspicuous in this respect

;

yet at one time we made at least a decent
figure, whereas now we doubt if there is a
good epigram-writer in the English lan-

guage, or even a bad one, so completely

has this particular kind of literature de-
cayed. In making the remark, we may be
understood as using the word " epigram"
either in its modern and restricted sense,

or in its ancient and larger signification of
" a writing on," " an inscription," such as

were associated with offerings in the tem-
ples of the pagan divinities. Similar sen-

tences were afterwards inscribed on statues

of gods, heroes, &c., and on public build-

ings ; and ultimately any terse little poem,
giving expression to a single and not com-
plex sentiment, feeling-, or reflection, came
to be called an epigram. With us, how-
ever, an epigram must be a pungent sally

of wit, with a sting at the end of it—in

fact, a sarcasm very finely pointed and ex-

quisitely polished. The Greek epigram
might be that ; but it might be many other
things as well, and was as often amiable or

pathetic as bitter. "It was adopted," says

the preface to the first English translation

of the Greek Anthology (1806), "by the

lawgiver to convey a moral precept, and by
a lover to express a tender sentiment, but
most of all by those who wished to per-

petuate the afiection felt by the living for

the dead ; and as very little can be done
in the compass of a few couplets, the prin-

cipal aim of each writer seems to have been
to do that little with grace." Greek epi-

grams, ordinarily, did not exceed six or

eight verses, though they would occasion-

ally run to much greater length ; and then*

simplicity was often so extreme, that with
the French an " epigramme a la Grecque"
means an epigram devoid of point. With the
Latin writers, the epigram was generally

much sharper and more bitter than with
the Greeks ; indeed, it was sometimes
actually brutal in its severity ; and it is

noticeable that with ourselves this form of

composition is commonly used as a weapon
of ofience. Even in the restricted sense,

however, we have no epigrams in the pre-

sent dsiy. Assuredly our times offer abun-
dant uifiterial for the epigrammatist; but
the epii:vammatist is not to be found. The
immense amount of so-called comic writing

that is poured forth every week at the pre-

sent day has led to a degeneration and
vulgarisation of the art. The whole thing
has become base and mechanical—a manu-
facture, instead of an inspiration. Jokes are

contracted for, farmed, supplied to order, as

per sample. The keenness of the edge has
gone with use ; the steel is hacked and duU,
and often wielded by a clumsy hand.

During the last century, we had several

very fair writers of epigrams of the sharp
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and bitter kind. Garrick and Quin were
famous for this sort of impromptu, or

assumed impromptu ; and the power to

produce such verses seems to have been
regarded as a necessary qualification of the

man of wit. The early part of the present

century had its epigrammatists also. Cian-

ning, and the other contributors to the

Anti-Jacobin, possessed a great facility in

this respect ; and although the periodical

alluded to belonged to the closing years of

last century, the writers were young men,
and earned their chief distinction at a later

date. Then came the brilliant wits and
poets of the days of the Regency and
Greorge the Fourth, many of whom could

throw these stinging little darts about with
much effect ; but the Victorian era has for

the most part been barren enough in the

particular branch of literary art wliich we
are now considering. Of the gentler kind
of epigrams, such, as the Greeks excelled in,

we have not many specimens in the English
language, excepting such as have been
translated. Ben Jonson wrote a whole
book of epigrams, and seems to have con-

templated publishing others ; but those we
possess are chiefly satirical and savage, and
many do not at all answer to our concep-

tion of an epigram. The best of the com-
plimentary poems is that On Lucy, Coun-
tess of Bedford, which is certainly most
delicately Avrought. The verses on the

death of the poet's youthful son have some-
thing antique in their character ; but the

handling is clumsy, with the exception of

two exquisitely touching lines, to which,

we cannot but think, it would have been
better if the whole composition had been
confined :

Eest in soft peace, and, ask'd, say : Here doth, lie

Ben Jonson his best piece of poetry.

Herrick—who, though an English clergy-

man, had very much of the ancient pagan
in him—has left us a great many epigrams

;

some pointless, some coarse beyond ex-

pression, and some of the purest and most
fascinating beauty. His epitaph on his

maid-servant is very Greekish in tone and
manner; full of a certain depth yet conti-

nence of pathos, and as delicately scented

as the flower it mentions :

Underneath this turf is laid

Prudence Baldwin, once my maid.
From her happy spark here let

Spring the purple violet.

Of modern Englishmen, no one has

written epigrams of such a pure Hellenic

beauty as Walter Savage Landor, who liad

so imbued himself in the Hterature of anti-

quity, and had lived so long under the

southern sky, and surrounded by the classi-

cal associations of Italy, that he seems to

have lost all his Anglo-Saxon uncouthuess,

and to have acquired the peculiar graces of

the ancient civilisation. It is unfortunate

that some of his compositions of this nature

should have shown the objectionable quali-

ties of that civilisation also ; but we gladly

pass away from these considerations, and fix

our thoughts on such gems of feeling and
perfect workmanship as the little poem on
Rose Aylmer, a lady to whom Landor had
been attached, and who died, while very-

young, in India

:

Ah, -what avails the sceptred race,

Ah, what the form divine !

What every virtue, every grace !

Eose Aylmer, all were thine.

Rose Aylmer, whom these wakeful eyes

May weep, but never see ;

A night of memories and of sighs

I consecrate to thee.

Lamb, writing to Landor, said of this poem
that it had for him a charm he could not

explain, adding :
" I lived upon it for

weeks." The charm is, indeed, difficult to

define
;
yet it is there—intangible, but in-

tense. Exammed in detail, one might find

a touch of commonplace in the opening

lines ; but the conclusion is exquisite, and

the whole trembles with the very music of

emotion. The same writer's Dying Speech

of an Old Philosopher, written in January,

1849, when he had still nearly sixteen years

to live, is also admirable in its calm, human
dignity and coui'age

:

I strove with none, for none was worth my strife :

Nature I loved, and, next to Nature, Art

:

I warm'd both hands before the fire of life

;

It sinks, and I am ready to depart.

Among modern translations from the

Greek and Latin, one of the best is Leigh

Hunt's version of Martial's epitaph on the

child Erotion

:

Underneath this greedy stone

Lies little sweet Erotion ;

Whom the Fates, with hearts as cold,

Nipp'd away at sis years old.

Thou, whoever thou may'st be,

That hast this small field after me,

Let the yearly rites be paid

To her little slender shade.

So shall no disease or jar

Hurt thy house or chill thy Lar

;

But tl'.is tomb here be alone

The 0Yi\y melancholy stone.

This charming little poem, like all the best

of the pagan utterances about death, has

an indescribable aroma of tender regi'et,

lingering, as it were, about the inevitable

decrees of Nature, and sweetening tlie bit-

terness of mortality. If such modes of

regarding the great mystery open no gulf

=5^
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of immeasurable being beyond the narrow
portals of the grave, they bring no terrors

either, but sound like a hushing and affec-

tionate voice out of the common motherli-

ness of earth. And, indeed, there is nothing

ofmaterialism in such thoughts. The shade

of little Erotion hovered about the " melan-

choly stone" that covered her handful of

dust, and might in time float up, a winged
Psyche, into the Elysian fields.

To Leigh Hunt we are also indebted for

a paraphrase of an epigram by the Greek
poet, Meleager, of which the translator says

that he always seems to scent the very

odour of it, as if he held a bunch of flowers

to his face. It is certainly supremely beau-

tiful :

A flowery crown will I compose

:

I'll weave the crocus, weave the rose;

I'll weave narcissus, newly wet.

The hyacinth and violet

;

And myrtle shall supply me green,
And lilies laugh in light between :

That the rich tendrils of my beauty's hair

May burst into their crowning flowers, and light

the painted air.

The great body of Greek epigrams is

that of the Anthology. An "anthology,"
strictly speaking, is a collection of flowers,

and it is used metaphorically to denote a
set of short, choice pieces, culled, like a
nosegay, from various sources. There are

Latin as well as Greek anthologies, besides

many in the Oriental languages, such as

Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Indian, Chinese,

&c. An admirable epigram is translated

by Sir William Jones from the Persian

poet, Firdusi—admirable for the feeling

which dictated it, and for the point with
which it is expressed :

Ah, spare yon emmet, rich in hoarded grain

!

He lives with pleasure, and he dies with pain.

The collections best known to the western
world are those in the Greek tongue, made
at various times by various persons, and
since combined into one work. An English
translation in prose, with some metrical

versions added, is published in Bohn's
Classical Library. Some of the pieces

seem to us moderns singularly trivial and
pointless ; others, again, are delightful for

their simplicity and grace, and for the
beautiful translucency of the thought and
the expression. The Greek epigram, from
having been, as we have shown, originally

inscribed on votive ofierings, on temples,
and on statues, has a kind of clear-cut,

sculpturesque character, very pleasing for

its effect of completeness and definition.

Many of those in the Anthology are like

pictures cut on gems. A healthy percep-

tion of beauty was the happy portion of the

Greek ; and it is noticeable that, although

he was often immoral, he was seldom gross.

You cannot say the same thing of the

Romans. Even Catullus, despite his poetry,

and the somewhat Hellenic tendency of his

mind, is often abominably coarse ; and so is

Martial. Certainly, the Greek Anthology
itself is far from irreproachable, considered

on moral grounds ; but it is not externally

revolting—at least, judging by the English

translation to which we have alluded ; and
it contains much that is blameless as well

as beautiful. We add a few specimens :

A Pious Offering.—Ye lowly dwellings, and holy

hill of the Nymphs, and rills under the rock, and pine,

a neighbour of the water, and thou, Hermes, son of

Maia, the saviour of fruits, and Pan, who keepest the

rock pastured by goats—kindly receive these slight

cakes, and this bowl full of wine, the gift of Neoptole-

mus, the son of iEacides.

—

Leonidas of Tarentum.

A Phatee for Funeral Eites.—Ye shepherds,

who tend goats and fine-fleeced sheep while walking
over this back-bone of a mountain, pay, I pray by the

earth, a slight but agreeable tribute to Cleitagoras, for

the sake of Proserpine underground. Let the sheep

bleat for me; and let a shepherd on the unpolished

rock pipe gently to them while feeding ; and let a

person of the place in earliest spring cut down flowers

in the meadow, and adorn my tomb with a garland ;

and let him bedew it thrice with milk from an ewe that

has fine lambs, by holding her udder full of milk over

it, moistening even the base of my tomb. There are

favours paid to the dead, and there are returns made
even by the dead.

—

The Same.

A Virgin's Petition.—O thou [Cybele] who takes*

thy course around Dindyma and the peaks of Phrygia,

burning with fire, mayest thou, O mother most vene-

rable, cause to grow tall the little Aristodice, the

daughter of Seilend, to Hymen and to a marriage; for

which I have strewn many things before thy fane, and
near thy altars my virgin hair here and there.

—

The
Same.

A Loveb's Conceit.—With her eye has Didymd-
caught me: woe's me ! I melt, like wax by the fire,

on seeing her beauty. But if she were black, what
then ? Nay, even charcoal, if we warm it, shines like

rose-buds.

—

Asclepiades.

Cupid Sleeping.—Wlien we arrived at a grove in

deep shade, wo found within the child of Cythera, like,

as to his mouth, to ruddy apples. He had neither an
arrow-holding quiver, nor a bent bow ; for they were
hanging on wide-spreading trees; and he was slumber-

ing, fettered by sleep, and smiling among rose -leaves ;.

and brown bees above him kept going to his wax-shed-
ding lips, for the sake of getting honey.

—

Plato.

An Invitation to Repose.—Here, throwing your-

self, wayfarer, along the green meadow, rest your limbs,

rendered soft by laborious suffering, where the pine-

tree, agitated by the breath of the zephyr, shall soothe

you while listening to the music of the tettis [a species-

of grasshopner or cricket, the same as the cicada], and
the shepherd on the mountain is playing on the pipe

his mid-day tune near a fountain, and in a thicket, under
a shaggy plane-tree, is avoiding the heat of the autumnal
dog-star; and to-morrow you shall pass the grove. To
Pan, who says this to you, be duly obedient.— Uncertain

Author.

A great deal more might be written on

the subject of epigrams. The object of

this article, however, was not to exhaust

the topic, but to suggest that a very pleas-

^
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ing form of poetry might be once more cul-

tivated to the advantage of onr literary

mannei^.

RAIDS OVER THE BORDER.
THE LAND OF SCOTT. PART II.

The King's, now tlie Queen's Park, to the

rear of Holyrood, covers an area of about
four miles, and includes Arthur's Seat, and
the bold precipices of Salisbury Crags.

There is a carriage drive round the base of

the crags, which affords a fine view over the

city. Why or when the mountain acquired

the name of the great mythological king of

the Ancient Britons, has never been satis-

factorily explained. The derivation of the

apparently English name of the crags is

equally obscure ; though in all probability

the English city and plain, and the Scottish

cliff, received their appellation from some
Celtic word or tradition in those remote ages
when the whole population of Britain was
Celtic and Cymric. Few cities possess so

extensive and romantic a pleasure-ground,

combining such hill and dale, such wild and
sylvan scenery, and from " the topmost
top," eight hundred feet above the level

of the sea, such a magnificent panoramic
view of land and water, and far-stretching

hills on the outer verge of the horizon.

In the bygone days of imprisonment for

debt, Scottish debtors, when reduced to

the last extremity of impecuniosity, were
free from arrest within the limits of the

King's Park and the Abbey of Holyi'ood,

and had in consequence a far pleasanter

Alsatia than fell to the lot of similar un-
fortunates in other parts of the world.

The place is still a refuge for those who,
not knowing the elementary rule of life

—

the making of both ends meet—find them-
selves at issue with the law and their

creditors.

But Arthur's Seat and the Queen's Park
have nobler memories than these. The
place is consecrated to song and romance.
Who has not read the pathetic ballad of
" Waly ! waly !" a composition that has
drawn tears from many a gentle and
beautiful eye, and will do so yet again ?

It is difficult for any traveller, who is or-

dinarily well read in this class of liter-

ature, to walk up Arthur's Seat without
recalling the mournful history which the

ballad recounts : that of Lady Barbara Ers-

kine, wife of the Marquis of Douglas, re-

pudiated by her husband on a cruelly false

charge, and who, in the agony of her un-

merited disgrace, Avandered, not crazed,

but nearly «o, through the glens and up the

steeps of Ai-thur's Seat, drinking of the

water of St. Anthony's Well, wishing that

she were dead and gone, with the green

grass growing over her, and exclaiming

piteously

:

Oil, waly ! waly ! and Love is bonnie
A little time, -while it is now.

But when its auld it waxeth cauld,

And fades away like morning dew.

Here, too, on the road up the hill, are laid

some of the most touching scenes of the

Heart of Mid -Lothian, interwoven with

the love and the sorrow of the beautiful

lily of St. Leonard's, and of the homelier

affections of her true-hearted sister Jeanie

Deans. Here also was, and is, a well

called " Tod's Well," whence Edinburgh

in the bygone days, when water was a

scarcer commodity than it ought to be in

any well-regulated municipality, supplied

the city with as much of the pure element

as sufficed for that primitive and unsani-

tary time. It may be mentioned that, as

aqua vitte in Latin, eau de vie in French,

and usquebae in Highland Gaelic, seve-

rally mean the " water of life," so "toddy,"

of which the Scotch at home and abroad

seldom lose the love or the flavour, seems^

if we may believe an allusion in Allan Ram-
say's poem, the Morning Interview, to have

originally meant water without any whisky

in it. Speaking of the adjuncts to the

breakfast-table, the tea brought from the

eastern, and the sugar brought from the

western hemisphere, Ramsay says that

Scotland brings to the feast " no costly tri-

bute," but

Only some kettles full of Toddian spring,

and explains the passage by the statement

in a foot-note, that " Tod's Well supplies

the city with water." The custom in

Scotland, in the whisky trade, to invoice

whisky as aqua, lends strength to the sup-

position, and tends to disprove the alle-

gation of the dictionaries that the word
" toddy," is derived from India, where it

signifies a kind of arrack.

The view from Salisbury Crags, by day
or night, in fine weather or in foul, is one
of the finest in Gi-eat Britain. That from

the top of Arthur's Seat is unrivalled.

Below stretches the ancient city, with its

Castle on the Rock, like the crown upon
the forehead of a qiieen, and a little to the

north, tlie new city, .symmetrical and pala-

tial, crowned by the Calton Hill and its

clustering monuments; among which its

mock antique of twelve Grecian pillars in
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iron, stands beautifully conspicuous, and
beyond the broad estuary, or Firth of the

river Forth, with the islands of Inch
Keith, the Bass Rock, and the Isle of May,
stretching away to the eastward towards
the Grerman Ocean. Across the Firth is

the county of Fife ; and far away to the

north-west the mountain summits of Perth,

Stirling, and Dumbartonshire, among which
Ben Lomond and Ben Ledi rear their sum-
mits to the clouds. To tlie south he the

three Lothians, famous not alone for pic-

turesque beauty, but for a perfection of

scientific agriculture ; surpassable, perhaps,

but as yet unequalled in any portion of the

world. Almost immediately under foot, dis-

tant about two miles southwards, is Black-

ford Hill, which Scott has commemorated
in Marmion, as when looking from it to-

wards Edinburgh, he sees the glorious land-

scape spread before his sight, and beholds

has " own romantic town," where, if canoni-

sation were to the taste, and accorded with

the faith of oui' days, he would certainly be
enrolled among the noble comjoany of the

saints.

From Edinburgh is no long distance to

the Tweed. There are several routes, each
equally picturesque; and it is one of the

advantages of Scottish travel to a well-

read stranger that you cannot go wrong,
turn which way you will. My companion,
with a strong and all-pervading reverence

and love for Sir Walter Scott, decides to

go to Melrose and Abbotsford. We go,

accordingly. We pass on the rail many
famous spots, for the country is thickly

strewn with history and romance. Among
others must be cited Dalkeith, Dalhousie,

and Cockpen. The last mentioned is the

scene of the immortal ballad, in which the

elderly laird, whose mind is too much
taken up with afiFairs of the state to be
able to afford much time for wooing, puts
on his wig and cocked-hat, girds on his

sword, and mounted on his nag, proceeds

to pay court to the thrifty and industrious

Mistress Jean, the daughter of the neigh-

bouring Laii'd of Clavern Hall Lee, " a
penniless lass with a long pedigree." How
he is discomfited, to the sore surprise of

the business-like wooer, who, knowing his

wealth in kyne and sheep and broad acres,

thinks this particular^perhaps over parti-

cular—lass, or indeed any other, must " be
daft to refuse the Laird o' Cockpen," is

excellently well told in the ballad.

Passing Newbattle Abbey, the seat of
Lord Lothian, and the modern castle of

DaUiousie, the seat of the marquis of that

name, we catch glimpses of two very dif-

ferent buildings, strongholds of the days
of Border feud and chivalry, when every
great noble was his own king, lawgiver,

and judge ; and did as seemed good in his

own eyes, until somebody stronger than
himself arose to contest the point with him.
The first of these that comes in sight is

Borthwick Castle, built in 1430, with a
soHdity that would have enabled it to brave
the inroads of time and the elements for a
thousand years. It was to this place that

BothweU carried Mary after their ill-omened

marriage. It was here, too, that a plot was
afterwards laid by the Scottish nobles under
the Earl of Morton, to seize upon the royal

couple. Mary, when alone in the castle with
only six or seven retainers, received a
friendly hint of the conspu-acy, onlyjust in

time to escape in the disguise of a page, and
join her husband by a bypath over the hills

at Blackcastle. Thence they made their

way to Dunbar, and one of the many sensa-

tional episodes of the Scottish Revolution
was played out, to be followed by other

acts of the mighty drama, infinitely more
startling, of which to poor Mary the chmax
was a weary captivity and the headsman's
block. The castle suffered greatly at a

later period from the guns of Oliver Crom-
well, but still stands, venerable and strong

in ruin, a remembrance of the bad old

times departed, when might, hot right,

was king of men ; and when the chaotic

forces of oppression and resistance, force

and fraud, light and darkness, superstition

and free inquiry, were all strugghng, fus-

ing, fermenting, fizzing, cracking, bui'sting,

exjjloding, and finally assimilating into that

great Cosmosof rational liberty which Scot-

land and England alike enjoy, and in the

accomplishment of which Scotland most
indisputably had her full share. Before

parting with Borthwick Castle, let me note

that in the " manse," or parsonage, as it

would be called in England, was born the

historian Robertson, a writer whose works,

though somewhat out of date in our day,

are models of classical English.

Crichton Castle, two miles further south,

has memories of its own, which to the

readers of Marmion will be pleasantly

familiar. It dates from the time of James
the Second (of Scotland), having been
built by Sir William Crichton, guardian of

that monarch, and chancellor of the king-

dom. It contains the remains of a dun-
geon, remarkable for its name of the

Massie More, suggesting, as it is very similar

in form, structure, and arrangement, some
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affinity with the Mazza Morras—or great

dungeons of Spain. Crichton stands on the

banks of the Httle river Tyne, that falls into

the Firth of Forth at Tyningham. This
fortress in its time has had many masters,

among others the Earl of Bothwell, at

whose attainder it fell to the Scotts of

Harden, now represented by the Dukes of

Buccleuch. From them it passed into

other hands, almost equally celebrated in

Border strife. The story of Lord Mar-
mion's temporary sojourn in the castle

occupies a considerable portion of the

fourth canto of Sir Walter's poem, though,

perhaps, the most interesting passage in it

is that which describes the existing state

of the ruin, and the pleasure which the

poet himself took in surveying its " turrets

rude" and "tottered keep," and in. tracing

the mystic sense of its mouldering shields,

and of its scutcheons of honour and pre-

tence, quartered in hei-aldic fashion.

As we roll along, the scene begins to lose

its sylvan character, and the bare green hills,

dotted with sheep and cattle, give proof of

rich pasturage ; of milk, of buttex', of wool,

and of hides. The little shallow stream,

that so frequently glimmers in the sun-

shine as we pass, and which in winter
claims to be and acts the part of a veritable

mountain torrent, is the Gala, renowned
in Scottish song for " the braw lads that

live upon its braes, and that tread o'er the

moss among the heather," when they
go a wooing the equally braw lasses. The
song is of no merit; even Robert Burns
could make nothing of it in the way of

improvement ; but the au' to which it is

wedded is divine, and particularly took the

fancy of the great composer Haydn, who
wrote upon a copy of it, in his imperfect
English, " This is one Dr. Haydn favourite

song." The Gala runs a very tortuous

course, meandering almost as capriciously

as the Forth, and after feeding the busy
cloth mills of the thriving town of Gala-

shiels, discharges itself into the Tweed near
Abbotsford. The vale of the Gala was
formerly called Woedale. or the Vale of

Woe, in modern times comipted into

Wedale. Stow-in-Wedale is the name of

a village near the boundary line between
Selkirkshire and the Lothians, which was
formerly the residence of the bishops and
archbishops of St. Andrews, in the days
before Scotland abjured prelacy. Beyond
Stow is the pleasant castle on the hill,

called Torsonce, from the Gaelic Tor-sonas,

the " tower of good luck."

As we approach Galashiels the face of

the country shows more and more the
traces of wealth and comfort, and Gala-
shiels itself, with its tall chimneys, or " lang
lums," explains at a glance that a prosperous
manufacture is carried on in this cosey nest
among the hills. Here upwards of a million

of pounds of wool are annually converted
into the beautiful fabric known to trade
as " Tweeds," for men's attire, and into

tartan and other shawls, rivalling those of
Paisley, for the comfort and adornment of
the ladies, not only of Scotland, but of
every part of the civilised world. There
is a population of between six thousand
and seven thousand, continually increasing.

Most of the mills are worked by the abun-
dant water-power aflTorded by the Gala,

and a few remote from the river by steam.

Manufacturing towns are seldom pictu-

resque; but Galashiels is a notable ex-

ception.

At Bridgend, below Galashiels, runs down
into the Gala a burn, which ought to be
dear to all lovers of romance, who remem-
ber the adventures of Father Philip with
the White Lady of Avenel. The burn is

the scene of that famous, but to Father
Philip most bewildering chant. Merrily

swim we, the Moon shines bright. From
this point we soon rattle into Melrose,

which Scott's genius has converted into a
kind of Mecca for his literary worshippers.

As we are of the number for the nonce,

we look with becoming reverence upon the

shrine, and sally forth, duly refreshed, to

make our pilgrimage. There is httle of

note in Melrose itself, the Kennaquhair,
or Don't know Where, of the novel

;

but the Abbey, per se, were there nothing
beside to visit, would be worth a long
joui-ney to any pilgrim of the right sort,

with the proper amount of antiquarian and
poetical lore to excite his imagination and
his memory. Sir Walter has recorded, in

a well-known passage, that any one who
would " visit fair Melrose ai'ight, should
visit it by the pale moonlight," a recommen-
dation which, according to the old sene-

schal or guide who did the honours of Mel-
rose thirty years ago, and long before the

advent of the bonnie lassie who now fills

his place, he did not himself think worthy
of observance. " Sir Walter," he used to

say, " never visited Melrose by moonlight,

unless it were the outside of it. I can
testify that he never got in, for I had the

keys, and he never either asked for them
or had them." But that signifies nothing.

Genius is not obliged to look at everything

which it porti'ays ; and if it cannot invent,
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or see what might be, and what is, without
looking at it, it is not genius at all, but
handicraft and workmanship—mere manu-
facture, without an inner and living spirit.

Melrose Abbey, where the monks made and
ate good kale, " on Fridays when they

fasted," and who never were at a loss for

good wine and ale, as long as their neigh-

bours had any which they could beg, bor-

row, or steal, has so often been described,

as to render it difficult for any new foot

to go over the well-worn ground, and find

a novelty. What impressed me most amid
the beauties of the symmetrical ruin (pity

that men's evil passions should make ruins

of such places, before time and "decay's

effacing fingers," are ready for the work),
was the fragment of stone over the spot

where was, and some say is, deposited the

heart of the great Robert Bruce ;—next to

"Wallace, the hero most heroic in all the

magnificent muster-roll of the worthies of

Scotland. There is nothing to guard the

spot from the foot of the passing traveller,

nothing even to draw his attention to the

place; no" siste viator, heroem calcas
!"

inscribed upon the wall, or elsewhere, to

warn him not to desecrate the dust of the

great departed. The body of Bruce is

buried in the church of Dunfermline ; the

whole church is his monument, mth its

beautiful square tower, and the words,
" Robert Bruce, King of Scotland," taste-

fully intermingled with the delicate stone

tracery at the top ; but the heart found a
resting-place here in Melrose Abbey, when
the attempt of Sir James Douglas to

transport, it to the Holy Land was inter-

rupted, and, for all that any one appears

to know to the contrary, prevented. The
guide-books say, " that here was deposited,

in its final resting - place, the heart of

Robert Bruce, brought back from Spain
by Sir William Keith, after the ineffectual

attempt made by James, Lord Douglas, to

carry it to Jerusalem." Scott says that

Bruce's heart, " the flower, the soiil of

Bannockburn,"
Beneath that ugly, shapeless stone,

Unhonoured, nameless, lies alone.

Is this the fact ? If it be, it is surely not
honourable to Scotland that "an ugly,

shapeless stone," as Sir Walter truly calls

it, without a fence or protection of any
kind, and without the slightest inscription

to attract the attention of the tourist and
the traveller to the spot, should remain
subject to the wear and tear of the feet of

the irreverent, the unthinking, or the igno-

rant.

It has for three centuries and upwards

been the fashion to underrate the services
rendered to humanity and civilisation in
the lawless middle ages by the monks, to
laugh at their superabundant love of good
cheer, to sneer at their hypocritical pre-
tence of virtue and sobriety, and to repre-
sent them as the lazy drones who lived
upon the hard work of better people. But
all this is wrong. The monks were not
lazy. They wrought hard; were good
farmers, good gardeners, good shepherds,
good brewers, good vintagers, good artists,

good architects, ripe scholars, and, in the
main, devoted the wealth which their

astuteness and rapacity may have first

acquired, but which their skill and in-

dustry developed and augmented, to very
noble purposes. They fed the hungry,
they clad the naked, they sheltered the
homeless, they held their heads high in

the presence of the great and mighty of
the earth, and taught them that " a man
was a man for a' that," and that the
poorest and the meanest were the children
of the Church and of God, as much as
the wealthiest and haughtiest, and dared
them, on penalty of future wrath in this

world and in the next, to act the part of
wolves and worry the sheep-folds of the
Almighty. I who write am no Romanist,
no upholder ofthe faith, as intei^reted bythe
venerable pope and his cardinals, who dwell,

or recently dwelt, at Rome ; but I am Ca-
tholic enough, in a vnder and a nobler sense
of the word, to admit with gratitude the im-
mense good that was done, when such good
was sorely needed, by the monks of the
middle ages. Every monastery in those days
Avas an oasis ofpeace in a desert of savagery.

There may have been human passions and
human frailties at work in the oases—and
where are they ever quiescent but in the

tomb ?— but all the play and fermenta-
tion of the passions, violent as they may
(or as they may not) have been, were
subordinated to the great task which the
monks set themselves of succouring the

poor, refining the manners and improving
the behaviour of the rich, and in keeping
alight the lamp, not alone of the Gospel, as

they understood it, but the lesser lamp of

secular learning. They performed, to a
great extent, the part now performed by the
press in the days when there was no press

;

and for that alone they merit the respectful,

if not the grateful, mention of posterity.

From Melrose to Abbotsford is a short

drive of two miles, and we take in our way
the old Border town or Peel of Darnick,
which has been in the possession of the
family of the Heltons for four hundred
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years. It is almost, if not the very last

of its compeers, and in a perfect state of

preservation. Tlie old Border cliieftains

built for security ratlier than for ease

;

and Darnick Peel has lost its security

—wliich no one in our day would en-

danger—and has gained in comfort by
the modernisation of some of its apart-

ments. But the modernisation has not

been carried so far as to destroy the old

characteristics of the feudal period ; and
the Heltons of to-day can dine in the

same banqueting-hall which sufficed for

their ancestoi's, without rushing, like

Border warriors and reivers in old days,

to the Border and beyond it, in search of

the fat cattle and sheep of the Englishers.

The new lairds of Darnick—new, though of

the old race—pay their butchers' bills, and
their good wives no longer serve up a pair

of spui's as the dish of honour at the table,

to tell them that the larder is empty, and
that they must boot and saddle, and away
into Northumberland, before she can serve

them another dinner. Darnick tower is for

the present in good and reverential hands,

and remains an almost unique specimen of

a civilisation—if such it can be called—that

has long since passed away.
The Tweed, as we approach Abbotsford,

is neither very wide nor very deep. But
this is a summer fact, that ceases to be a

fact, when the wintry rains make havoc on
its bed and banks. At such times it runs,

not only a deep and broad, but a very

rapid and, as the Scotch would say, " a

drumly" river. The Tweed, as everybody

ought to know, forms, but for a very few
miles of its course, the boundary between
England and Scotland ; and at Abbotsford

it is no boundary at all. There are parts

of Scotland south as well as north of the

Tweed, so that a man may be born on
what is called the English side of that

river without being an Englishman at all.

The first view of Abbotsford is not cheer-

ful. It lies low upon the river bank, and
receives as little of the genial sunshine as

if the situation of the house had been ex-

pressly chosen to exclude it. Abbotsford

has been called " a romance in stone and

lime ;" but the romance lies in its history,

and that of the great man who built and
furnished it, and all but ruined himself

in the effort, rather than in itself, or in

any beauty connected with it. The ori-

ginal name of the farm and the lands

adjoining, for which Scott gave a price far

beyond the value, was Cartley Hole. It

was a bare place at the best ; and at the

time of his death thci-c v/as uut a tree

growing upon it that he himself had not
planted. The woods are now thriving and
luxuriant, and Abbotsford sleeps in a shady
nest, somewhat gloomy and disappointing,

it must be confessed, when seen from the

exterior, but warm and snug within, and
full of tender and ennobling memories of

its founder.

The interior of Abbotsford is an inte-

resting but a mournful sight ; and most
mournful of all, the study where his teem-
ing brain, his gentle heart, and his indus-

trious hand produced his best novels ; the

laboratory of the literary alchemist, where
he turned inferior metal into gold ; the

sanctum of a genius as copious as it was
beneficent. Here is the cosey arm-chair in

which he sat, here are the books of re-

ference which he consulted, the pictures on
the wall on which his eyes were accustomed
to dwell, and more mournful than all, be-

cause to some extent painful (at least they

were so to me), the clothes and the hat

that he usually wore, still as fresh as in

the time—fifty years agone, or nearly

—

when, his literary work done for the day,

he received his friends at luncheon, or

roamed through the comparative wilder-

ness, which it was his dearest wish to

convert into an earthly paradise. I de-

sired to sit in the great novelist's chair

;

but the attendant who showed the rooms,

a buxom and well-behaved Scottish lass,

pohtely but very firmly refused permission,

on the ground that she had been expressly

forbidden to grant the privilege to any-

body. " The chair," she said, " would soon

be worn out, if every one who came here

was allowed to sit in it." I respected her

orders, but I sat in the chair nevertheless,

not simply with the consent and approval,

but at the request of the owner of Abbots-

ford, and the present representative of Sir

Walter. Our party enjoyed, moreover, the

additional privilege of inspecting many in-

teresting and valuable relics of the de-

p:.-ted, which are kept carefully under lock

and key, and are not shown to the mass of

tourists. For this courtesy I was thankful

then—and am thankful now—and carried

away from the place a more grateful sense

of the benignity of Scott's genius, and a

higher respect for his character, than I

entertained when I first entered, though

even then it would have been difficult to

persuade me that my admiration could have

been increased, or my love made greater.

For some time before approaching Mel-

rose or Abbotsford, the Eildon Hills, with

their picturesque triple summits, have

been in sight. Tlicse hills are associated
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with the name of another Scott and an-

other "Wizard of the North," a wizard

supposed to have been one in the Hteral

rather than in the complimentary accepta-

tien of the word. Every reader of the Lay
of the Last Minstrel, and of Scottish legen-

dary poetry, is familiar with the traditional

character of Michael, or Sir Michael Scott,

who was really one of the most learned

men of the thu-teenth century, much too

learned for the cojnprehension of his vulgar

countrymen, or of any of his contemporaries,

except the monks of Meh'ose. One of

these monks, it may be remembered, tells

Sir WiUiam of Deloraine, that it was his

fortune in a far foreign clime to meet " that

wondrous wizard," who by a wave of his

wand at Salamanca, could cause the bells

to ring in the Cathedral of Notre Dame at

Paris, and who, moreover, had taught him
the mystic words by which he was enabled

to cleave the Eildon HiUs in three, which
words to repeat would be a fearful sin, and
which, even to think of, without repeating,

required a treble penance. The tradition

of the country records that Sii* Michael

was once upon a time much embarrassed

by a spirit, for whom he was under the

necessity of finding constant employment,
under the penalty of being torn to pieces

by him. He commanded him to build a

cauld, or dam-head, across the Tweed at

Kelso. The job was accomphshed in one
night ; and still remains, says Sir Walter,

to do honour to the skill of its infernal

architect. Sir Michael next ordered the per-

tinacious and over-industrious fiend to split

the highest summit of the Eildon Hill into

three peaks. This work he also performed
in one night in the deftest manner. The
wizard was for a moment puzzled by the

perilous zeal of his servitor. " Make me a

mile of rope out of the sea-sand," he said

at last ; and the demon set to work forth-

with, and remained working at the im-
possible task to the end of Sir Michael's

hfe, thus adding another to the many exist-

ing proofs in song and story, that it is, as

Coleridge says, " very easy to circumvent
the devil." Sir Michael was an astro-

nomer, and like most of the students of

the stars in his day, an astrologer also;

which explains the reason why the appel-

lation of a wizard was fastened upon him.
One tradition records that he and his magic
books are buried in Melrose Abbey ; another,

that he was interred in Cumberland.
Among the spots celebrated in Scottish

romance in the near vicinity of Abbotsford
and Melrose, are " Cowden Knowes," and

" Ercildoune," where lived Thomas the

Rhymer. Every Scottish lad and lass used

to know, and many of them to sing, the

tender pastoral song. Oh, the Broctai, the

Broom, the bonnie bonnie Broom, the

broom of the Cowden Knowes ; but in our
time, the more's the pity, Scottish songs

have grown somewhat obsolete, except

among the peasantry, in whose hearts and
on whose lips they still floui'ish. Thomas
the Rhymer appears to have been a con-

temporary of Sir Michael Scott, and his

name, after the lapse of more than five

hundred years, is still mentioned with vene-

ration by his countrymen. He was known
both as a prophet and a poet, which in fact

all true poets are and ought to be. Hjs
poetry has gone down into obHvion : but

some of his prophecies, quoted by later

writers, and preserved in tradition among
the country people, are still current. Ercil-

doune, or Earlston, is a little village on the

Leader, two miles above its junction with

the Tweed. " The popular tale of the

neighbourhood relates," says Sir Walter in

a note to his contributions to the Border
Minstrelsy, " that Thomas was carried off

at an early age to Fairy Land, where he
acquired aU the knowledge which after-

wards made him famous. After seven

years' residence he was permitted to return

to the earth to enlighten and astonish the

world by his prophetic powers ; still, how-
ever, being bound to return to his royal

mistress (the Queen of the Fairies), when-
ever she should intimate her pleasure. Ac-
cordingly, while Thomas was making merry
with his friends in the Tower of Ercil-

doune, a person came running in with fear

and astonishment, and told that a hart and
huad had-left the neighbouring forest, and
were composedly and slowly parading the

street of the village. The poet arose

instantly, and followed the animals to the

forest, whence he was never seen to return.

According to the popular belief he still

' drees his weird' (undergoes his doom)
in Fairy Land, and is expected, at some
future day, to revisit the earth."

THE OMNIBUS DINNER.

It does not seem a very opportune time

now to talk of Paris and dining in the same
breath. Nevertheless, I, an old habitue

of Paris, relegated by the exigencies of

a state of siege to this side of the Channel,

cannot help wondering—as I sit in Lon-
don dining-rooms, and see mountainous
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joints of all kinds wheeled in colossal state

from table to table, and served out with a

bounteous carving-knife, as though the

supply of beef and mutton were illimifeible

—what sort of repast is now being served

up at the various places of prandial resort

wiiich I was wont at one time or another

to frequent in the French metropolis ; for

there are few kinds of them which I have
not visited at one time or another. A sus-

picion of horseflesh always haunted me, per-

haps unjustly, at some of tl:i£ cheaper restau-

rants in Paris ; but that suspicion must
now be turned into stern reality, not only at

these, but at such places as Vachette's and
Vefours, and what may be the state of mind
of the chefs de cuisine at the high-priced

restaurants in Paris is really a curious sub-

ject for speculation. How do they take

the siege ? Do they take to the cooking of

horseflesh in ragouts, eminces, and cheval

a la mode without a tinge of disgust ? Does
patriotism spur in them the genius of in-

vention to unprecedented efforts of in-

genuity, and enable them to astound their

accustomed and besieged diners with new
triumphs of the culinary art over rebellious

materials; and will they, as the siege pro-

gresses, and as the unhappy inhabitants

are obliged to descend to still lower orders

of quadrupeds, frightful to enumerate, con-

tinue to deliver desperate battle with all

the resources of Ude and Vattel, and their

own to boot, against the ungrateful viands,

and extend to unheard-of limits the con-

quests of the casserole ? Every one has

heard of the delicious sauce of legendary

fame whose eulogies a Frenchman pro-

nounced in saying " avec cette sauce on

mangerait son propre pere," and it may be
that some inventive genius of the white

cap, jacket, and apron may pi'oduce a sauce

with which we might eat anything except

the granite of the Parisian quays and
bridges. In the siege of Paris by Henry
the Fourth, leather became at last an ob-

ject eagerly sought for comestible purposes,

and it may, alas ! be so again ; and, if

such be the case, as the supply of ready-

made boots and shoes in Paris always

seemed to be immeasurable, there will be

an immense deal of work both for cook

and chent before they get through the store

in hand. Fancy dining at the Cafe Anglais

off" cuir de Russie a la sauce Tartare, or a
bottine en chevreau sauce piquante ! And
the countless restaurants at two francs at

the Palais Royal, how do they endure the

siege ? It was only possible for them to keep
up their establishments, even in ordinary

times, by early attendance at the halles, and
by buying en masse large heaps of supplies

from the provinces. What are they doing
at the innumerable cremeries and laiteries,

which used to be found in every street

in Paris, and where the workman could

get his bowl of cafe au lait and his hunch
of bread in the morning for about four

sous ? All the newspaper correspondents

have yet told us about the distribution of

food in Paris during the siege relates to

the well-to-do people who can pay for their

viands, even at the advanced prices ; but

how fares it with the artisan of the Fau-
bourg Saint Antoine and La Yillette, whose
work is stopped, and who has no money to

go to market with ?

In the siege we have before mentioned
—that of Paris by Henry the Fourth

—

huge caldrons were estabhshed in the

streets, from which the poor came and got

helped indiscriminately to the broth and
the substances of which it was. made. The
broth was made of beef first of all ; when
the beef was used up they descended to

horseflesh ; when the horses were used up
they descended to asses ; and when the

asses were used up, they came down, not

only to dogs and cats, but to vermin of all

kinds, stewed down with such herbs as

were to be gathered about the ramparts

and in the streets. Then they made broth

of tallow-grease and leather, as we said,

new and old ; but even then the broth

grew thinner and thinner, and of course

more nauseous every day, till at last the

poor were found dying about the streets,

one hundred, one hundred and fifty, and

two hundred at a time. Yet it may be said

that never were the inhabitants of any city

ever put upon short allowance, who so

well knew how io make the most of what
they had as the Parisians. Some of the

results of their dexterous management in

this way have often appeared to me mar-

vellous, and after paying we always had a

sense of having dined gratuitously at the

expense of our host. On looking back over

my past experiences in this line, none ever

struck me as more remarkable than those

I occasionally made at certain dining-

places in Paris which we will call, for the

sake of distinction, the " omnibus dinner,"

and to one of which I once introduced my
friend Featherwing.

Featherwing and I had made various

gastronomic explorations in Paris, but we
had never yet explored the omnibus dinners

together. We had investigated the hazard

a la fourchettc, where you dig with a big

^= --'S"
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fork into a pot, and bring out what you can
with one dive for a sou, and bestowed the

results of our winnings on httle gamins,

waiting outside the door. We had even
once really dined, among a mass of blouses,

at a place where a big man with his shirt-

sleeves turned up, and with bare arms,

wielded by turns the fork and the knife

and the ladle, over a large row of bright

smoking saucepans before him, and exhorted
his customers to the attack of his viands

with the cries :
" II y a du boeuf, messieurs,

II y du mouton roti, il y a des haricots

blancs, et mess-ieurs il y a du maccar-r-r-

oni." We had dined more than once at

Duval's Etablissements de Bouillon, where
you dine on little marble tables without
tablecloths, and where you are waited

upon by trim serving-maids in uniforms of

clean white caps, clean aprons, and brown
stuff dresses ; where the soup is excellent,

and the food plain and good ; and where
you may dine for about thirty sous if your
appetite be small ; but where, alas ! if it be
large, your dinner will cost you as much
as at a moderately high-priced restaurant.

We had dined together at pretty nearly

all the restaurants a prix fixe ; and as for

all the restaurants of the Boulevards and the

Palais Royal, we had dined at the greater

part of these until we knew the Christian

names of all the waiters, and the proprietor

would sometimes shake us by the hand.
Well, to-day our fate was to go together
for an omnibus dinner.

Why do I call it the " omnibus dinner?"
for this is a private appellation of my own,
the dinner in question being known by
the name of Maison Sophie, Maison Blond,
<&c., in the Rue de Mail, Faubourg Mont-
martre, and other places. This fancy tei-m

came into the head of a friend of mine
who happened to go with me to one of

them, and is apt enough, as the dining
takes place at a number of tables in a large

room, all of the same size, and all laid out
in the same way. The guests drop in one
by one, or by twos and threes, in desultory

fashion, at any time between about half-past
five and eight, and take their places at any
of the tables until it is filled up. And
when it is complete, gastronomic motion
commences for that table, just as an omni-
bus starts when it is full. The stream of
incoming diners continues to flow in, and
to go on filling tables two, three, four, five,

and six, till all are complete, and each table

starts as soon as its places are all occupied.
As soon as table number one has come to
an end of its dining process, the diners get

up and leave, and a band of handy maidens
come swiftly down upon it, remove plates,

and dishes, and napkins, and all signs of

the finished repast, and in the twinkling
of an eye table number one stands forth

arrayed again in snowy linen, and provided
with fresh napkins, clean plates, clean

knives and forks, and spoons. The baskets

of bread are replenished, one fresh pint

bottle of red wine is put down by each
plate, thehors d'oeuvres, radishes, olives, cu-

cumbers, &c., are renewed, and table num-
ber one wears again a vii'gin aspect for a
few moments, as though it had been inno-

cent of diners as yet for the day.

When Featherwing and I entered on this

occasion, a lady, who decidedly ought to

command a very high figure in the way
of remuneration on any stage where a
walking duchess may be required, bowed
us a welcome, and conducted us ele-

gantly to table number three, which was
in process of filling up. Table number
one, I observed, was busily engaged with
the roti, while table number two was well

on with its vegetables. Our arrival at table

number three was evidently a relief to a
gentleman in front of whom we took our
places—a faint gleam of satisfaction, as of

summer lightning, ran over his features ; he
was manifestly a-hungered, and wanted to

begin. I think he noticed my eye upon
him, however, for when the next addition

was made to our party, he took a paper
out of his pocket and tried to read, as

though the matter did not affect him.

However, his affectation of unconcern did

not last long, for, before the next arrival,

he dropped his paper, leaned forward

and bravely took some radishes and eat

them, looking us in the face. His move-
ment was contagious, and single assaults

were made on the hors d'oeuvres at other

parts of the table, till such time as table

number three was complete. A neat-handed
Phyllis came and surveyed us, just like an
omnibus conductor does his insides ; she

saw we were complete, then retired towards
the kitchen regions, and reappeared like an
Angel of Plenty, bearing, not a cornucopia,

but a soup tureen in her hands. Our
Angel of Plenty had a Grecian profile, with
blue eyes, and blonde hair, turned back
something after the fashion of old Gi-eek

statues. She put down the tureen at a

vacant place at the side and in the middle

of the table, which is reserved between two
chah'S for the dispensing of the viands, and
then said interrogatively to Featherwing,

who happened to be next her, " Monsieur,

^'-
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foulez-fous dn botage ?" Feathevwing, an
impudent fellow, replied at once, " Un beu,

Mademoiselle Gretchen, s'il fous plait."

" Alsace, of course," he said to me. " I

see half the serving-girls here are Alsa-

tians, and most likely all Gretchens."

Gretchen showed some white teeth as she

passed Featherwing his soup, and showed
still more of them as Featherwing whis-

pered something to her in a confidential

tone ; but Gretchen was too much bent

upon business to listen to Featherwing's
nonsense; she passed the soup right and
left, and over the way, sometimes dodging
behind the chairs and plumping down the

soup before you, then back to the ladle and
the tureen, till the tureen was a mere
"marine" of a soup tureen, and then she

caught it up and took it away, not, how-
ever, without saying, before she left, " Mes-
sieurs, foulez-fous encore du botage," and not

without giving a look at Featherwing, with
a grasp at the ladle, as though she would
like to hit him with it, but not very hard.

" They put the girls on for the soup, and
the vegetables, and the dessert," I said to

Featherwing, " but the proprietor himself
carves the boeuf and the roti. Here's the

boeuf brouglit by another damsel. I hope
you like boeuf in the pot au feu form—the

pot au feu, you know "

" Stop," said Featherwing. " I know
what you are going to say. What chou-

croute and sausages are to the German,
what the puchero is to the Spaniard, what
the polenta is to the Milanese, what mac-
caroni is to the Neapolitan, what the cous-

coussou is to the Arab, is the pot au feu

to the Frenchman."
" I wasn't going to say all that," I re-

plied. " I was merely going to say it is

the French national dish."

"And a very good dish it is, too," said

Featherwing. " And as for economy, why
it is the cheapest thing going. I'd back
myself, too, to make pot au feu against

anybody but a Norman paysanne. Ah, if

our people knew how to make it, they'd

save a lot of money ; but it isn't so easy to

make as you think."
" No," I said, " the true pot aufeu is tlie

product of a whole day's care and watchful-

ness on the part of a good housewife. She
must begin early in the morning by slicing

her vegetables, which "

" Come" he said, " you are going to give
me an article by Timothy Trim, in the
Petit Journal, on the pot au feu. I know
it; bat the groat secret is, as he says,

never "

" To let it boil," I said.
" Confound it," he said, " leave the pot

au feu to me, it is my property. I have
half a mind to make myself the apostle of
the pot au feu among our people, who are
still heathens in the way of cookery, with
their barbarous broilings, and bakings, and
roastings, and dropping half their food in

the fire, or steaming it out in ovens. I often

think of buying a saucepan and a big knife

and a ladle, going about in a cook's white cap
and apron and jacket, and giving lectures

during the summer months on all the village

greens in England by turns—lectures on or

over the pot au feu."
" Do it, Featherwing," I said, " and the

idlest man of his age may do his country
more service than half a parliament of

busybodies."

By this time the bouilli was placed
before us, and, after a gustatory essay,

Featherwing's verdict was, "Not so bad."

When the next course came on, which con-

sisted of vegetables, sorrel with hard-boiled

eggs, and asparagus, the sorrel gave Fea-
therwing another opportunity of dilating

on the benighted state of the British mind
with respect to cooking.

"Sorrel," said Featherwing, " with an
oeuf a la coq hard boiled, beaten up like

this, is a dish which I really believe has
never yet been eaten in England ; and as

for mussels—why, when I asked Bloker one
day, the stockbroker's son, to try them at

Vachette's, he shuddered as if I had asked
him to try a dish of lobworms ! I, how-
ever, insisted on having them for myself,

and tried to coax Bloker to try one on the

end of a fork, but he turned pale, so I was
obliged nearly to finish the whole dish my-
self, to prove to him that I liked them, but
I fear the example was lost upon him."

After this came on the roti, filet de boeuf

or mutton, carved from the joints before

us, with crisp, clean, well-dressed salad of

endive and lettuce. The salad gave Fea-

therwing another opportunity of touching

on the merits of mallows and dandelion,

unknown, he averred, in the form of salad,

to the English public. When the roti was
disposed of, a dark - haired, pretty - look-

ing girl, whom one or two habitues of the

place addressed as Justine, placed the des-

sert on the table. There were bowls of

strawberries, cream, preserves of cherries,

apricots, and cheese. While Justine dis-

pensed these dainties, the mistress of the

house came round and collected the fares.

"How much?" said Featherwing.
" Thirtv-si.v sous," said I.

"^
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" What, wine included ?"

"Yes."
" Why, it is just eighteen-pence. Well,

I do believe you could not dine so well

anywhere else in Europe for the money ?"

"And yet," said I, " they say they make
more money at these places than at the

high-priced restaurants. It is the num-
ber."

"And the management," he added.

As we went out we observed the tenants

of tables one and two had been entirely

replaced since we came in ; and tables four,

five, and six, and others, were all full, while

the deck was being rapidly cleared at the

scene of our operations. A bow from the

duchess, and we go down-stairs.

Suck was the omnibus dinner ! How
has it fared during the siege ?

MARKED FOR THE KNIFE.

About two years before the startling

revelations respecting the dissecting trade

in Edinburgh had placed the legal supply

of " subjects" upon its present satisfactory

footing, there occurred to my elder brother,

at that time a delicate boy of about four-

teen, a singular adventure, involving such
a shock to his nerves as, the doctors be-

lieved, very much hastened his death, which
occurred in less than a year after it.

We then resided in a large white bouse,

with a row of poplars in front, close to one

of our canals. Within a stone's throw of

our hall-door was a lock and a lock-house,

and then followed, in the London direction,

one of the longest and most solitary levels

to be met with in the United Kingdom.
The canal, at a point about seventy yards

from the lock, makes a slight deflection.

The consequence is, that neither the lock

nor our house are visible from the long,

straight level that follows, and which is

closely fenced between tall hedges and old

trees.

My brother had been ordered walking
exercise, and my father generally appointed
the path beside the level I have described
for his walk. The traffic, never very active,

was, at that time, in a state little better than
extinct. Not more than two or three boats
passed in a day, and chiefly owing to its

perfect quietude it had been chosen for the
walk of our solitary invahd.

It was now summer, and the hour of his

daily walk was from five to seven ; the
earlier hours of the afternoon being pro-

nounced too hot for exercise.

On the evening in question, he set out
alone. His usual walk was to a point two
miles up the level, where there was a stone
block, on which he used to sit and rest a
little before setting out for home.
While he was taking his ease on this

stone bench, and listlessly looking up and
down the long and deserted reach of water,

there emerged, a few hundred yards to his

left, from a sequestered path, a singular

figure, which approached slowly and passed

him by, with only the narrow tow-path be-

tween them. It was moving in the direction

of our home, and was that of an emaciated
man, with a complexion dark as very old

box - wood, limping, as it seemed, pain-

fully, very much stooped, and with a big

angular hump upon his back. His hair

was long and sooty black, he had promi-

nent dark eyes, under thick black brows,

and his face and chin were stubbled with
a week's growth of beard. He was lean-

ing heavily on a long stick, and walked
with a kind of hitch, which resembled a

spasm, and gave one the idea that each

step was accompanied by a separate sting

of pain.

The face of this man expressed extreme
weakness and sufiering, and might almost

be that of a man dragging himself away,
with a mortal wound, to some spot where
he might lie down and die in quiet.

He had a long and heavy bottle-green

coat, which had grown to be, indeed, a

coat of many colours, for over the thread-

bare and greasy ground it was overlaid,

with fantastic and extraordinary industry,

with a tesselation of patches, of every

imaginable colour, in which yellow, and
red, and blue, and black were discernible,

under a varnish of grease, and toned with

a variety of dirt ; and even these patches

were patched again, and had broken here

and there into rents and fissures, and
bunches of shreds and tatters. Round his

body was buckled a broad discoloured

leathei'n strap, and he wore a wide-leafed

felt hat, with a rather conical crown, brown
and grimed by time and ill-treatment.

This figure, with long gaiters of rabbit-

skin, and shapeless "brogues," limped past

my brother without taking- the slightest

notice of him, and uttering now and then

a short groan, as if of suppressed pain, he

excited the wonder, and in some degree the

compassion of the boy.

He watched the progress of this man,
who was moving with great difficulty, and
with many halts, in the direction oi our

home. It was not until he had got on
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nearly a quarter of a mile, that my brother

got up, now quite rested, to follow in the

same direction.

As this strange, crooked man with the

stick got on, he appeared to grow more and
more exhausted, and at length he tottered

into a little recess at the edge of the path,

and fell helplessly on his side among the

bushes.

The boy quickened his pace, and as he
approached the spot, he passed the head of

a naiTOw lane, in which he saw a donkey
and cart standing. The cart had in it,

upon some straw, a piece of old carpet,

from under which emerged some folds of

coarse canvas, like a part of an old sack,

but he could not see any one in charge of

this conveyance, though, being anxious to

obtain help, he called repeatedly.

Despairing of succour, he went on, and
reached the point where he had seen the

man fall. Here he found him. He had
crept a little further in among the bushes.

He was supporting himself feebly on the

ground upon his elbow, his eyes turned up
as if he were on the point of swooning, and
he moaned faintly.

The boy's courage almost failed him

;

but the sick man seemed to perceive him,

turned his eyes upon him imploringly, and
extending his hand toward him, so evidently

signalled for aid, that my brother could not

help drawing near.

The fainting man then told him, in a

whisper, that if he would take his hand
and draw him gently toward him, he would
perhaps be able to turn himself a little, to

his great relief.

My brother did give him his hand ac-

cordingly, and the fainting man, instead of

taking it, seized his arm above the elbow,

with a gigantic hand, in a grip like a vice,

and jei'king him under, sprang over him,

thrusting his other arm round and beneath

him, so as to pinion him fast. He had
carried in his hand the end of the belt

which he had removed from aroiind his

own body while waiting for his prey, and
with a dexterity acquired, no doubt, by
long pi'actice, in a moment, with the now
disengaged hand, he drew it and buckled

it round the boy's arms and body at a

single jerk, with a pressure so powerful

that he could scarcely breathe, much less

disengage his arms.

In another moment, with his knee* on
the boy's chest, and one broad hand
•|)!accd right across his mouth so as to

stifle his screams effectually, he hitched

round what had saemed to be his hump,

but what proved to be, in fact, a bundle,
from which, with the other hand, he took
out, with the quickness and neatness of a
skilled manipulator, two things ; one a sort of

cushion about eight inches square, covered
with chamois-leather—I have that horrible

relic, no doubt intended to aid in the pro-

cess of suffocation, still in my possession

—

the other was the renowned pitch- plaster.

My brother had not an idea what he in-

tended, for the disclosures in Edinburgh
had not yet enlightened and terrified people

of all ages throughout England.
The miscreant kept his face close to his

victim's, with his powerful eyes fixed on
his. His dark lean features and long beak,

and the tliick hair that hung forward like a

sooty plumage round it, and the long sinewy
neck that arched over my poor brother as

he lay at his assailant's mercy, gave him, in

the fascinated gaze of the boy, the appear-

ance of a monstrous bird of prey.

I dare say this ghoul had an actual power,

such as many men are said to possess, of

controlling the springs of action, mental
and bodily, by some occult power of the

eye. To my brother it seemed that it

needed a perpetual and desperate struggle

of will to prevent a frightful trance from
stealing over him.

For a moment the wretch's hand was
slightly raised from the boy's mouth. He
intended no doubt at this instant to intro-

duce the pitch-plaster, which was to stop

both mouth and nostrils. But my brother,

now struggling frantically, uttered two
piercing yells, which compelled the mur-
derer to replace his hand before he had ac-

complished his purpose. He was evidently

now transported with fury. Up to this he

had been operating as methodically as a

spider. He looked so fiendish that my
brother fancied he would cut his throat, or

otherwise despatch him at the moment.
His plans, however, were different. He

had no idea of losing sight of his interests,

much less of his safety. No principle of

his nefarious trade was better estabhshed

than the absolute necessity of leaving no

trace of actual ^nolence upon the persons

of his victims. Even the knee with which

he held his prey was padded so carefully,

that this young boy's breast did not exhibit

the slightest contusion, although for so long

under a pressure which held him at the

verge of suffocation.

Rapidly, and with more success, the vil-

lain again essayed his final sleight. One
dreadful yell escaped, and the deadly pitch-

plaster was fixed on mouth and nose, and
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another sound or respiration became im-

possible.

The leafy bushes above and about him,

the figure, the face of the spectre, began to

swim before his eyes. He saw the man,

still on his knees, rise with a start and pause,

with eyes askance, and his dark hand to

his ear. In the next instant he had disap-

peared.

In his struggles the boy now rolled from

the lair in which he had been attacked into

the clear light upon the open path, where

he lay perfectly insensible.

When consciousness returned, which was
not for some minutes, three men were

about him, drenching his head with water,

and all endeavouring to extract a word of

explanation, but for long after he could

not speak a syllable, nor, for some time,

even hear distinctly what they said.

Not a moment was lost, so soon as he

was able to describe what had happened, in

directing pursuit, wherever any results

were the least likely. All my brother could

say as to the point towards which the assas-

sin had directed his flight was that, as his

sight failed, he thought, though very indis-

tinctly, he saw him pass away obliquely in

the direction of the lane in which he had
observed the donkey-cart.

It must have belonged to an accomplice,

who was there by arrangement. Every-
thing had been prepared to carry away the

body of the poor fellow, which would have
been secured in the sack, enveloped in the

carpet, and covered with straw, and thus

secreted in some lonely lock-up yard, until,

at dead of night, it would have been con-

veyed to the dissecting-room. The boy's

hat thrown upon the water would have
turned inquiry off the scent, and induced
delay.

The strap, still buckled with cruel force

about the poor fellow's arms and ribs, the

chamois cushion I have mentioned, and
the pitch-plaster fixed over the lower part

of his face, were the only "properties" of

the villain left to indicate his visit.

The cool old assassin had carried off

every other trace of his presence, and he
and his comrade, taking the donkey-cart

with them, had decamped with a celerity,

and managed their disguise with an art

which, as matters then were, and with a
fall hour's start, had baffled pursuit.

No doubt with the police force now at our

command, the result might have been dif-

ferent. As it was, no clue whatever was
discovered ; and this w^as positively mar-

vellous, considering the marked peculiari-

ties of dress and of person that belonged to

the culprit. The persons best acquainted

with the ways of our criminals at that

period were of opinion that the strange de-

tails of the dress, the gait, the hair, the com-

plexion, and the distortion of the figure,

were parts of an elaborate piece of masque-
rading.

There was some controversy as to the

object of the projected crime. It was
not until the terrific exposure at Edinburgh
had made all the world horriby familiar

with the machinery of that peculiar species

of murder that all debate upon the matter

ceased, and the pitch-plaster was accepted

as conclusive evidence that the body was
intended for sale to the surgeons.

No doubt these poachers on a great

scale were thoroughly skilled in all the

finesse and strategy of their contraband

art. The regularity of my poor brother's

solitary Avalk, its favourable hour, and

the easy suggestion of drowning as the

cause of his disappearance, had all been

noted, and the enterprise was, as I have

told you, very nearly accomplished, when
an unexpected interruption saved him.

My brother was ailing at the time this

dreadful attempt was made upon his life.

He survived it little more than ten months,

and the able physician who attended him

referred his death to the awful shock which

his system had received.
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THE DOCTOR'S MIXTURE.

BOOK III.

CHAPTER XX. A DEFIANCE.

It had been a troubled morning for Mr.
Leader. He was sitting with his daughter
complaining a good deal of a bad night
which he had passed, pains in the side, &c.,

when word was brought that Mr. Amos,
the London solicitor, was waiting.

Mary's eyes turned on him searchingly,

and she stood up saying :
" They have

not at last persuaded you into this mon-
strous piece of injustice ?"

He answered her testily. " Now don't
begin all this woiTy over again. I declare
I am persecuted to death among you all."

" You would not wish to be persecuted
by your own conscience. I cannot stand
by and see you persuaded into a thing
which your own heart is against, and which,
on your death-bed, you would regret."

He was silent. Then said : "It is too
late now, and must be done. I have given
my word about it. Besides, they were most
impertinent to me—Cecil and the rest—and
he must learn that I am head of this house,

and must be treated with respect. After
all, there is nothing final in this," he added,
earnestly. " I can leave it to him still. I

only reserve the power."
" But listen," said Mary, " and this is

the last time that I shall protest. I learn

now that all this is being done for me, in

some way, for this marriage with Lord Sea-
man, which can never take place. What,
then, is the use of such a cruel step

"

" You are going beyond what you are
entitled to do. I won't be worried any
more— leave me alone !"

How changed he was now ! Was it a
sense of illness coming on, or the curse of

the power of wealth developing in him ?

Mary Leader saw there was no more to be
done. The solicitors came in with their

great sheepskins spread out, rustling and
crackKng on the table, and refusing almost
to receive the signatures and the ink which
they were to retain so long.

It was not long after this ceremony that
Lady Seaman sought him and told him her
story. She showed him how important it

was tor them all that the Doctor should
now be kept in good-humour : in short, if

his terms were not acceded to, she would
really be oHiged to leave, and all the plea-

sant little plans and hopes they had been
indulging in would come to nothing.

" Indeed, I think so," said the little man,
in a confidential way. " I never found
much harm in him ; but you see Mrs. Leader
has such strong views in this matter. I

think—wouldn't it be better to leave it as
it is ?"

She urged him again and again, but
Mr. Leader was in too much awe of his

"lady" to be persuaded. He argued with
reason that enough had been done for that

day. All that could be obtained from him
was a promise to talk it over with that

dreaded lady. She, however, had retired to

her room—was not to be seen, and an
attack of her "tantrums" was confidently

reckoned upon.
When, however, Katey and Mary were

sitting together, the latter charitably try-

ing to give comfort, as slie knew tliat her

father, though he had gone thus far, would
go no further, and that he was good and
just, they were surprised by the sight oi'

Mrs. Leader standing before them.
" Are you accountable," she asked of

Katey, "for this new plot of bringing your
father into the house—have you set Lady
Seaman on this scheme ?"
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" ISTo," said Katev, calmly. "I know
notting of it."

" Because I have come to tL>ll you tliat

lie may now come or go, just as you please.

All your joint schemings will do notliing.

The estate is youi* father's, to do as he

pleases with ; and he shall dispose of it

now in a way that will disappoint you all."

" Papa will do nothing unjust or dis-

honourable," said Mary. " I know him too

well ! As for me, I shall have no j^art in it."

Mrs. Leader turned on her with uncon-

cealed triumph. " You shan't be ti'oubled

—never fear. That foolish project is at an
end. To give you such a fortune would be

throwing it away, indeed. Now we shall

take care of that, I promise you. Your
father and I shall dispose of it. Not one

in the family has head, or sense, or capa-

city. It all rests on me, and shall rest.

And you are all perfectly welcome to join

your forces, and get all the adventurers in

I the parish to help you. After this you
may take jouv own course. I shall carry

out my plans in spite of you all."

Katey had listened to this malignant
proclamation, first with wonder, then with
horror, and finally with scorn. She an-

swered promptly

:

" No, you shall not, since you threaten

us so wickedly. "Weak as I am, I am strong-

enough to protect him and myself. Neither

am I afraid of you ; and since it is you who
have come here to challenge me to this in-

decent contest, I am ready to accept it. You
little know my strength !"

" What ! you attempt to speak to me in

this way ?"

" Yes ; but I shall say no more. Neither
am I bound to bear more from you. From
this time I shall begiu, not with ' schem-

j

ing,' as you are pleased to say, but with
open fight. I tell you, I prophesy to you,

that you shall not carry out the wicked
scheme of plunder that you have announced
to us to-night

!"

Mrs. Leader was astounded, and some-
how felt that her enemy had already gained

j

an advantage. She had not counted on
this insolent resistance.

" Take care, don't go too far. As it is,

you have finished your stay in this house.

I should be a fool to let one who has
spoken as you have, remain. Yoti shall go
to-morrow—you and your husband."

" No," said Katey, calmly. " That, too,

I shall dispute. Mr. Leader will not send
him away to-morrow. You may test the
rest of the struggle by that one little

point."

Mrs. Leader, who had determined to

show only a lofty contempt, was betrayed
into saying: "We shall see!" Ttis was
committing herself to the issue, and was
undignified.

Thus that scene ended.

But by dinner-time, when the " assembly
call " of a country house sounds, there
was again quite a fresh change in Mrs.
Leader— with one corresponding in her
husband. The latter was more timorous
and abject than he had ever been : though
that might come of illness of which he had
been complaining all through the day. But
Mrs. Leader was grown insolent, haughty,
and exultant. Over her was an air, as

though she said, " The game is now in my
hands," and my Lady Seaman, though dis-

pleased and cool, wondered not a little at

the absence of obsequiousness. Perhaps
the servant.s—notably the lady's-maid

—

could have told of a scene of more than
usual vehemence during the dressing for

dinner, when the miserable little " lord ot

the soil " was hectored, and shrieked at,

and driven into a corner. He came out so

humiliated and broken, tliat it really seemed
as though he had sufiered from some long
illness.

At dinner, however, he brightened up a

great deal. Miss Jessie took him in hand
and prescribed for him, made him tell her
fresh stories of Judge Badminton, and de-

liver the speech of Pender, who "got otf

"

somebody, with such brilhant effect, on
that circuit. But it was evident he was
not quite well; to all, at least, save the

exulting Mrs. Leader. It was, indeed, a

stiff", solemn entertainment, for Lady Sea-

man and her daughters were displeased

and angry at the complete frustration of

their plans ; and though the lady was of

the '' forager " order, and inclined to settle

down at free quorters wherever she could,

she had signified her intention of leaving.

Katey, but not her husband, was present,

and over all there was a sense of restraint.

The young lord, in decency, had not gone
to dine with his friends in the town, and
was sulky. Miss Jessie alone " kept the

ball rolling," and with her little flatteries,

gradually worked Mr. Leader into great

good-humour.
That night she had taken a fancy to

know something of astronomy. Where
was Charles's-wain ? the Great Belt, or

was that the name ? She would give the

world to know something about these

things.

When the gentlemen had gone up to

u-
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'•join" tlie ladies after dinner, and had
sat m tlieir little council for a short time,

suddenly Mr. Leader appeared, muffled in

a great-coat and comforter, and, in a shy,

awkward way, said: "If you would like,

Miss Jessie, we could go out on the long

balcony round the bedrooms, and I could

show yon the stars and Charles's-wain."
The young lady was in ecstasies at the

proposal, and ran to deck herself out in

astronomical uniform, glad of the oppor-

tunity—as erery woman would be—to

muffle her head in a becoming hood. Mrs.
Leader looked on scornfully ; but the little

man's head had been rather overset by
flattery. So they went up-stairs together

out on the balcony, he caiTying a telescope.

We now turn to our friend the Doctor,

who had returned home, a little agitated

with the excitement of the game he was
playing. As we have shown, he felt that

it was high time it should finish, if he w^ere

to win at all, for his enemies were hardly
letting him shuffle his cards. He had
heard from good authority that Mr. Ridley,

his eternal foe, had been grubbing and
splashing "in the sewers and gutters,"

trying to fish up something nasty about his,

the Doctor's, life ; and it was rumoured he
had been absent, engaged in the search.

The Doctor had an 'avannah in his

mouth, and a second tumbler of " the

inestimable" fi'iend and comforter, D.D.,

to which, in truth, his persecutions were
making him apply much too often, to

judge by the permanent wateriness of his

eyes. He used to sit a great deal by him-

self, communing with this sole true friend,
" faithful midst faithless found," and re-

peatedly applying to it for advice and
counsel. Indeed, to do the Doctor justice,

he missed sadly the quiet influence of his

Katey, and he had many twinges about
the cruel sacrifice he had made of the

fresh, gentle girl, who had been " the light

of his house." Polly he had helped to

make selfish, and her foolish head w^as

now overflowing with a jumble of brilliant

schemes, in which the success of her sister

only encoui"aged her.

Through that night, which was a Satur-

day night. Doctor Findlater sat on in his

study, communing with his D.D. He was
thinking and thinking again of what As^ould

be the result of his day's battle. " I'll

stake my wits on it," he said to himself
' Oh, it was masterly, Peter ! A stroke of

genius ! By the holy Four Courts, I'll bet

that I've set them all by the ears, for my
lady took the bait like an old pike."

He was expecting some communication,
and this made him restless. The hours

rolled on, and he then fell asleep. When
he awoke he found himself very cold and
stiff, and his lamp out, which had made
him sleep the longer. A cuckoo-clock in

the hall—a quail and cuckoo one rather,

birds which divided the labour of sounding
the hours between them—gave out its note;

two o'clock !"

"Well, well," said the Doctor, "after

that!" He found his way up to bed, all

shivering, and lay down. But as he was
turning round to sleep, he heard the sound
of horses' hoofs, which came nearer, and
stopped. Then the little wooden gate at

the end of the garden flapped—"always
as good as a postman's knock," the Doctor

would say—to be presently followed by a

loud ring. He had started up in a second,

and had opened the window. "What is

it, what's the matter ?"

" Oh, you're the Doctor ?"

It was his old enemy the London menial,

offensive even at such a crisis.

" Then you're to come up to the Fort.

Mr. Leader has been taken suddenly very

bad. You'd better not lose a moment !"

" All right," cried the Doctor, drawing

in his head. " By the whole Dublin Phar-

macopoeia, here's events setting in with a

full tide!"

CHAPTER XXI. ILLNESS IN THE HOUSE.

As Doctor Findlater described it later,

you might have thought there was a ball

going on at the castle, so many lights

were seen dancing about, up and down.

When he entered the hall the servants were

hurrying past, and oh, what a triumph !

Mrs. Leader herself at the bottom of the

stairs, with terror in her face, was the first

to greet him.
" Oh, come up quick," she cried. " What

are we to do ? Go up and lose not a mo-
ment."

The Doctor ran up, three steps at a time,

remembering with horror that " his throat

was open," and that he had foi'gotten his

neck-tie; then into the sick man's room,

where there were hghts flaring, and many
figures.

Mr. Leader was lying on the bed in a sort

of collapse, half shrieking with pain, ghastly

pale, his face streaming with dew, and,

even in that short space of time, shrunk up,

through some extraordinary process, to half

his size. There was a yellow tinge in his

face that gave the Doctor a hint of what

was wi'ong. His daughter Katey, with

=^
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hands clasped and tearful eyes, was there,

as well as Mary Leader.
" Now," said tlie Doctor, in a low voice,

"clear the room. You're all in the way
here. I must be alone with the patient.

Have mustard and hot water ready, to any
amount, d'ye hear !"

They fluttered away in a frightened drove,

and even Mrs. Leader, who had then en-

tered, he coolly turned back, his hands upon
her shoulders.

" Now," he said, when alone, and gazing
fixedly at the unhappy man, " let us see."

The Doctor had had some rough ex-

perience, and knew the rude shapes of

disease, such as they show themselves
among "the common people " in the hos-

pitals. The gaspings across the chest told

him of something "brunkial," and a few
adroit questions put to the servant who
had been sent for him, as they drove along,

brought out what the patient had been
doing, namely, making astronomical obser-

vations, on a raw night, in the balcony.

Further, he recalled his wasted look of late,

and feeling the patient over, as if he was
some cushion, he came on a tender spot

down the side, which prodiiced a shriek.
" All right," said Peter aloud, " I know
where I am now—congestion generally."

In a moment he had rung the bell, had
written directions to be sent up to his little

surgery ; had ordered all sorts of things

—

hot brandy, which he tasted—hot mustard
and pepper, which he took on sheer faith,

and set to work. Mrs. Leader, readmitted,
looked on. She was in a fever of anxiety.

" No danger ? Any danger. Doctor Find-
later ? Surely there is none ?"

The Doctor answered very deliberately :

" Much ! so much that I hope you have
telegraphed for a greater doctor than I am.
I won't take the responsibility, I can tell

you!"
"You know Doctor Farmer is away?"

(Doctor Farmer was the great county
doctor, who served nobility and gentry all

round.) "But we have sent for Doctor
Speed, our London physician."

"Oh, he's coming, is he?" said the
Doctor, coolly, " all right then." Doctor
Speed was the physician who had reversed
Doctor Findlater's treatment of Mary
Leader. "Well, you understand th' eti-

quette of til' profession
!"

In all justice, no man ever worked
harder than did the Doctor through that
dismal night, until the grey dawn began
to glimmer, until the patient began to
grow "easier," and cease from further

short shrieks of agony, and finally sank
into a doze. Then servants were put to

watch, and the Doctor was shown to a
handsome room, where he was to have a
short slumber. As he lay down again to

rest, it was with an ejaculation :
" Oh,

glory ! This beats the Fair of Ballyscal-

lion ! Here I am brought back in triumph
like a Roman general, and they must have
me whether they will or no !"

There was no rest that night for Mrs.
Leader. That haughty Avornan was nearly

beside herself with anxiety and terror.

She could hardly be said to have any
regard for her husband ; but the truth was,

all arrangements as to her interests were
in a shocking state of confusion. She had
no jointure settled on her, and though his

life had been insured for a large sum, the

interest on that would be a mere " drop in

the water " compared with her necessities.

One of the grand features of the new settle-

ment of the estate was to be a handsome
jointure for her. All this hung suspended
on this miserable illness which had come
so wretchedly mal a propos. So she lay

awake all that night and morning; her

nerves wrung, and her face all changed
and contorted by the suspense.

At last day began. The family began to

collect again. The Doctor had been with
his patient, who was bad, very bad still.

A most serious, dangerous congestion, of

which the Doctor said

:

" I'd as soon as not have a pair of tongs

between me and it. God send Speed soon,

for I might just as well be comfortably

calculating the longitude." Then to her :

"It's very, very serious, I can tell yon,

ma'am."
" Then you have been treating him all

wrong. I know you have. It serves us

right
"

" Hush, now ; I'll take none of that at

such a crisis. It's a very ticklish case, as

your London friend will tell you Avhen he
comes. There are diseases that would
beat me, and him too, and we're both not

ashamed to own it."

So that morning rolled by, and the Doctor
was master of the situation, because the

only one in the situation. All these hours

Katey and Mary kept watch , soothing with

their gentle touch ; while Mrs. Leader en-

tered and went out in a miserable restless-

ness, not knowing what to do. Ki last

came the welcome sound of wheels.

The servants flew to the door, and the

London doctor entered in that straight-

forward way, without asking a question
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at the hall-door, which his brethren are

so partial to. The London doctor was a

-cold, "dried" man, highly fashionable, and
was physician to a royal duke. Like the

inhabitants of a fortress about to be re-

lieved, Mrs. Leader suddenly changed her
manner to Doctor Findlater, and showed
an exulting confidence she could now feel.

Our Peter, a little nervous perhaps, met
,"his colleague," as he called him, in the

hall. To say the truth, the former had
not much of a medical air, and the stranger

received him coldly enough, rushing on
steadily up- stairs, past the skirmishers,

Mrs. Leader and others, who were seeking

to "explain things" to him. He made
straight for the sick-room, drew aside the

bed-curtains, and took his survey.
" What are these things ?" were his first

words, as he unrolled some of the Doctor's

blisters, mustard, &c.
" Oh, sir, 'twas critical, I assui'e you,"

j^iaid the Doctor. " Five minutes more and
I believe the last puff would have been out

of him. I'm all for the fluegistic treat-

ment, you know ?"

" No doubt," said the doctor, hastily

removing these "things," with the same
•curious look, as though quite foreign to all

his past experience. "We must discon-

tinue all this. Understand me clearly. I

don't think the man will recover; still
"

"So I said from the beginning," an-

swered the Doctor.

In due time both came down to where
Mrs. Leader was waiting nervously. How
•often the physician has thus to play fore-

man of the jury coming out of the room into

a breathless court. Happily he does not an-

nounce his verdict so plainly, and Doctor
Speed only said :

" If he has a strong constitution he may
get through it. But it is hard to say any-
thing at present. There must be great

—

the greatest—care ; and, please, the most
accurate attention to my prescriptions."

Unconsciously he glanced at his coadjutor.
" Yes, there must be great care," repeated

the Doctor—our Doctor. Somehow he was
very uncomfortable, as all such men are in

the prescHce of stern men, when their bon-
homie and jokes—and some would add
their humbug—are wholly out of place.

Doctor Speed then got pens and paper,

and sat down to write. With what reve-

rence are these scrawls received, as though
magical or an incantation ! How tenderly

regarded by daug' or and wife, and sent

away by specially careful hands !

The Doctor had gone to tell his Katey

the news, and the London doctor, pointing

his pen after him, said abstractedly, " The
local practitioner P"

"Yes," Mrs. Leader said, "we were
forced to send for him—there was no one
else."

" Oh, I see. At all events, these direc-

tions must be followed strictly, reversing

all that has been done. I hope it is not too

late."

" Why, there is no danger, is there ?"

she cried, almost wildly.
" My dear madam, there is danger in

every case ; even in a little cold."
" Couldn't you send us down some pi-oper

person ? This mountebank is so ignorant."

The London doctor said he would

:

dined, waited till five or six o'clock, saw his

patient again, pronounced him " something
better," and then went away. Even as he

parted with them, he seemed to feel inse-

cure about Doctor Findlater. " I have set

down the minutest details," he said, "and
they must be followed."

" Of course I'll see to it." Peter could

not shake ofi" his awe of this cold creature.

The worst was, it was conveyed so plainly

to Mrs. Leader. He rallied in the hall.

" I am afraid, doctor, we're not all fours

on the fluegistic treatment ?"

" I dare say not. I don't know it
;
good

morning !"

No wonder that Peter sent his blessing

after him, as the carriage drove away.

Mr. Leader was in great agony, hardly

able to speak above a whisper, often shriek-

ing with pain. They watched all through
the night, every one sitting up, lying on
sofas and floors in adjoining rooms, that

dreadful bivouacking, in short, which sets in

on such occasions. Mrs. Leader was excited,

restless, wretched. Already she was looking

at Katey and the Doctor with an uneasy

and suspicious ah'. As it came to ten

o'clock she spoke to the latter bluntly.

" Now, Doctor Findlater, after to-night

we shall not require your services. I am
sorry to tell you so, but Doctor Speed is

sending us down some one from town, who
will caiTy out his views."

" Oh, indeed ! Well, we'll see about that

in the morning."
" Oh, not at all. He spoke very plainly

about it : he said you had made great

mistakes ; we can't run any risks, it's too

serious."

She could not resist, in all her trouble,

giving him this stab ; but he saw the

venomous expression, and guessed that she

had invented it.

^= :p
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" No," he said. " Excuse me, Mrs. Leader,
I owe that to your ill-nature. When he
comes the day after to-morrow, I'll put it

to him in your presence, and we'll see what
he'll say."

Mrs. Leader showed alarm at this test.

" At all events, I dismiss you. I don't

choose you to come here any more. I am
tired of these discxissions. We mean to

choose our own physicians."

"You may, madam, for yourself, but
Mr. Leader may choose his ; take care that

ho, doesn't wish me to stay. At all events,

I don't stir till a successor comes. A duty
is cast on me to see another medical man's
orders carried out, and no impleasantness
nor sensitiveness shall stand in the way of

that."
" Sensitiveness !" sneered Mrs. Leader.

The Doctor carried but the soul and body
of a man. He groaned ; it was very liard

work fighting every inch of the ground.
That night he got his "little stretcher"

laid in Mr. Leader's room. The patient

appeared fo be something better under the

new doctor's treatment, but was talking a

little incoherently. His feeble, dim eyes

had settled on Katey, and seemed to find

a pleasure in resting on her fair face.

When he saw the Doctor's face behind hers

again, a feeble smile came over his face,

and he niurmtired half his name audibly,
*' Fin "

" Go to bed, Katey; you must, now. I'll

take the duty now. You duu't mind me;
you'd as soon have me as a strange doctor,

wouldn't you ? That jelly-fish of a man
that came from London ? Well, I must
take poor Katey away if I go myself, and
Mrs. Leader has given us notice to quit."

The answer to this artful speech was a

look of alarm and a squeeze of the hand.
" Ah, my woman," said the Doctor as

he lay down on his stretcher, " this night,

I suspect, begins the battle-royal between
you and me. I know what you're afraid

of, and what you'll be at. But you don't

stir me. No you don't, and I bet my head
I don't leave this without persuading my
poor friend yonder to do what's right for

his children, and what's proper for the
good of his own soul !"

Nor was the other combatant without
her thoughts of defiance as she tried to

seek uneasy sleep. " I know his low high-

wayman's game," she said to herself. " But
he shall not stay." Then she became a
prey to the wildest alai*m, trembling all

over. " Oh, what stupidity to have left it

so late ! And all my own doing ! If any-

thing should happen, what is to become of

me then ? No, all will be right, if I have
this wretch removed ; and he shall be, if I

have him dragged down-stairs by police-

men !"

Thus was the battle getting ready round
a sick man's bed.

FAMOUS OLD SIEGES

The Prussians have won their battles

with such extraordinary I'apidity that th en-

sieges have, in comparison, seemed linger-

ing and slow.

There is reason, as some imagine, to

suppose that sieges will, in future, become
less sanguinary than of old. What the

old sieges were like we will attempt to

show by briefly sketching the chief fea-

tures of five or six of the most cele-

brated. As nothing can well surpass their

horrors, it is possible that in future such

climaxes of war may be shorter and
sharper, and that the suflfering may be, at

least, spread over a briefer period. But
while ambition is still ambition, and man-
slaughter manslaughter, Avh ether the war-

cry be France or Prussia, the weapon Ger-

man or French, we have little hope of

philanthropy doing more than mitigating

such cruel catastrophes.

One of the most remarkable sieges in

the second Punic War was that of Sagun-
tum. The first Punic campaign had ended
with the Carthaginians surrendering Sicily

and Sardinia. The second campaign, com-
mencing 218 B.C., was fought in Spain,

where Amilcar, Hannibal's father, had
gone, taking with him his boy to teach

him hatred against the Romans. Amilcar's

successor, Hannibal, at once marched
upon the Saguntines (people of Arragon),

allies of Rome, and besieged Saguntum.
This city, on the site of which, by the

river Palancia, Murviedro now stands, was
famous for its figs and for the earthenware

cups it manufactured. Hannibal, then a

mere youth, opposed at home by Hanno,
and a faction antagonistic to his family,

and which accused him of perfidiousness in

breaking treaties with the Romans, pushed
on the siege with great vigour. He urged
his swarthy African soldiers to increase

their exertions by himself working in the

trenches among them, and by helping for-

ward the mantlets and battering - I'ams.

The defence was stubborn, and stones and
arrows were replied to by arrows and stones.

After, it is said, eii;'ht months' siege, Han-
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nibal demanded cruel terms—tlie Sagnn-
tiues were to leave their city to be de-

molished, surrendering up their arms, and
carrying away only two suits of clothing.

Many of the citizens, in their despair,

finding the walls giving way, now lit a great

funeral pile, and after burning all their

wealth, threw themselves into the flames.

While this horrible sacrifice was actually

taking place, a tower which had been much
battered suddenly fell. The Carthaginians

instantly stormed in through the breach

;

and Hannibal, sounding the trumpets for a

general assault, carried the city. With the

relentless cruelty of those days, he instantly

ordered that all Saguntines found in arms
should be put to the sword. Most of the

inhabitants died fighting, or barring them-
selves up in their burning houses with their

wives and children, perished in the flames.

Hannibal, nevertheless, secured greatwealth

and many slaves. The money he appro-

priated to war purposes ; the slaves he
divided among the soldiers ; and the house-

hold stnfi" he sent to Carthage.

Years later, when the Romans g-irt up
then" loins to fairly conquer Spain, one of

the greatest events that marked the war
was the fifteen months' siege of Numantia,
an almost impregnable city on the Douro,

near the site of the present Soria, in

old Castile. This fortress of the hardy
Iberians was built on a steep hill, accessible

only on one side, surrounded by forests,

and partly moated by the Douro and a

lesser stream. It had only a garrison of

eight thousand fighting men, but these

were Spanish veterans, skilled in the use of

bow, spear, and sword. Several consuls

had attacked Numantia before Q. Pompeius
sat down before it with thirty thousand
foot and two thousand horse ; but disease

attacked his army, and he was compelled

to offer terms disgraceful to Rome, to

which his successoi', however, refused to

accede. Soon after, another consul all but

surrendered to the victorious Numantines
his army of twenty thousand men. The
Romans, enraged at these repulses, sent out

in 133 B.C. their greatest general, Scipio

Africanus, with four thousand volunteers.

He found the army discouraged and de-

moralised, and at once reshaped it with a

strong hand. He turned all the sutlers,

diviners, and priests out of the camp ; for

vice and superstition had tainted the whole

force. He then sold all needless waggons
and beasts of burden, forbade any soldier

more cooking utensils than a spit and a

brass pot, ordered nothing to be eaten but

plain roast and boiled, and counselled every
one to sleep as he himself did, on the bare
ground. Having thus hardened his army,
he trained it by long toilsome marches,
countermarches, trench digging, and wall
building, and then laid waste all the ten-i-

tory from whence the Numantines drew
their supplies. With a force of sixty thou-
sand men, and recruited by Jugurtha from
Numidia with some elephants and light

horse, Scipio formed two camps, and sat

down for the winter to starve out the stub-

born but now straitened enemy. The town
was three miles in circumference ; round this

area Scipio raised six miles of towers and
ramparts, so that only the river-side re-

mained open. To stop any divers or boats

coming that way with provisions or intelli-

gence, the Romans fastened tree trunks,

spiked with sword and spear blades, to

ropes, and let them whirl to and fro in the
rapid current, so that to pass them be-

came impossible. The Numantines made
several gallant sorties, but hunger now
began to strike them down quicker than
the Roman sword. In this cruel emergency
a man named Retogenes, and five brave
friends, ventured on a daring attempt
to bring the Druacians, a neighbouring
tribe, to the aid of the sufiering town.
These six men, with six servants, went at

night to the Roman camp, carrying broad
boarded ladders. With these they rode
over the Roman works, slew some of the

guai'ds, and dashed across to the Drua-
cians. Getting no help, however, from their

scared kinsmen, the brave fellows rode on to

a town called Lutia, where the younger men
agreed to join them. The elders, however,
sent secretly to Scipio, who, marching
forty miles with incredible rapidity, arrived

at daybreak, and demanded the sm^render

of the rash young men. Four hundred of

them being reluctantly given up, Scipio cut

off their hands and returned to his camp.
The Numantines at last grew hopeless, and
ofi^ered to surrender, but the stern Roman
would gi-ant no conditions. The famine
grew worse and worse : first, they ate

leather and weeds, then rats and vermin,

and even human flesh. Again they oflfered

surrender, but claimed a day's respite. On
that terrible day the leading men of the

place slew themselves. On the third day
a starved band of half-dying people came
out of the gates. Scipio selected fifty for

his triumph, sold the rest for slaves, -and

levelled the city. Four thousand Spaniards
had kept the Roman armies at bay at

Numantia for twenty-one years.
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One of the greatest steps in that long

career of unjust conquest and cruelty, whicli

at last made Rome mistress of the world,

was the arduous but successful siege of

Carthage, 148 B.C. Blow by blow the

dreadful enemies of the African power
had cloven their way to their great rival.

The third Punic War began by the con-

suls leaving Rome with eighty thousand
foot and four thousand horse, who had
stern orders from the senate not to re-

turn till they had removed Carthage out

of its place. The Africans, tormented

by civil war, began by the most degrad-

ing concessions. They surrendered five

hundred of their noblest youth as host-

ages, and brought to the Roman camp
two hundred thousand suits of armour,

vast sheaves of spears and javelins, and
two thousand catapults. Still the Romans
were unsatisfied. They required the Car-
thaginians to leave their city for demoli-

tion, and to move ten miles inland. This

was the last straw : the maddened people

rose in despair. They at once released all

their slaves and enrolled them as militia.

The temples were turned into workshops,

and men and women, old and young, toiled

in gangs night and day at the fabrication

of arms. Every day there were made one
hundred and forty bucklers, three hundred
shields, five hundred javelins, and one hun-

dred catajDult darts. The city, situated

within a bay and on a peninsula, was
twenty-three miles in circuit, and contained

seven hundred thousand souls. The pe-

ninsula, forty-five miles in compass, was
joined by an isthmus, on wliich stood the

citadel, three miles broad. Towards the

continent there were three walls, thirty

cubits high, defended by towers rising two
stories above the walls. Between the

towers were barracks for twenty thousand
foot, four thousand horse, and three hun-
dred elephants. The two ports, in the

inner one of which was the arsenal and the

admiral's house, were barred by chains.

In their first attack, the Romans were too

confident and contemptuous. Three times

they were diiven from the walls, and
once their fleet was almost totally destroyed

by fire-ships. At last Scipio ^milianus
came and began the cruel work in earnest,

first reforming the Roman army, which
had become a mere army of prowling and
quarrelling foragers. Having at last taken
the isthmus, he there pitched his camp, and
built a wall before it twelve feet high, to

bar out all provisions from the continent.

To equally block up the port and stop

all food coming by sea, Scipio raised a

huge mole at the mouth of the port; but
the Carthaginians, full ofenergy, at oncedug
out a new passage and launched fifty fresh

galleys, ^milianus, however, soon after

destroyed an African army coming to the
rescue, and subdued all the neighbouring
country. In the spring of 145 B.C., Scipio

at last struck the wedge home. He
stormed a breach near the port, and forc-

ing his way into the great square, fortified

himself there that night. There were three

steep streets leading to the citadel to force,

and the roofs of the houses lining those ap-

proaches were covered by archers and men,
who hurled javelins, or threw down tiles

and stones. These houses were cleared

one by one, a desperate contest taking
place on the roofs, till at last Scipio ordered
the three streets to be simultaneously set on
fire. Wounded men, old women and chil-

dren, threw themselves from the roofs, or

perished stoically in the flames. The Roman
soldiers spent six days and nights in level-

ling the ruins and burying the dead. Scipio

hardly allowed himself time for sleep or

refreshment. Polybius describes seeing

him seated on a mound, with tears in his

crocodile eyes, repeating those lines in the

Iliad, where Hector foretels the destruction

of Troy. Conqueroi'S, however reckless,

are apt at times to give way to momentary
outbursts of sham pity. Napoleon once
wept at seeing a dog howling beside his

dead master (one of some forty thousand
harmless human beings that day sacrificed

to the emperor's insatiable ambition). In
later times, leaders scarcely less guilty have
found comfort for their wounded feelings

on such painful occasions in short texts of

Scripture and biblical telegrams. To what
the great peacemakers do or say history is

indifferent.

To return to the siege. On the seventh

day the citadel surrendered, on condition

that the lives of the soldiers were spared.

There first, according to Orosius, came out

twenty-five thousand wretched women, then
thirty thousand half-starved men. The Car-

thaginian general, Asdrubal, to the indig-

nation of every one, privately surrendered.

Nine hundred Roman deserters, hopeless

of mercy, shut themselves in a temple of

^sculapius, and then set fire to the build-

ing. The Carthaginians who surrendered

were sold as slaves, all deserters taken

being thi'own to the wild beasts of the

amphitheatre. Scipio gave the plunder of

the unfortunate city to his soldiers, except

the gold, the silver, and the off'erings in the

temples. Thus Carthage fell ; but Carthage

was soon revenged, if it be true, as some
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of the Roman historians contend, that from

that moment covetousness and luxury began
to corrupt the old stocial Roman virtues.

B^^t the siege that seems to epitomise all

the horrors of such contests, forming, as it

were, the last crowning scene of a nation's

tragedy, was the siege of Jerusalem by
Titus, A. P. 70. The city then contained,

according to Tacitus, six hundred thousand

inhabitants. Josephus has well narrated

the sufferings of his countrymen, not

merely from the Romans, but also from the

savage factions of the two rival chiefs,

Simon and John^thc former of whom held

the upper city, the latter the Temple. Their

followers tore each other to pieces up to

the very moment that the Romans broke
through the walls. The mode in which
Titus conducted this memorable siege fur-

nishes a good example of the manner in

which the Romans conducted such opera-

tions. His legionaries, having established

their camps on Scopas and the Mount of

Olives, began to burn the suburbs of Jerusa-

lem, cut down the trees, and raise banks of

earth and timber against the walls. On
these works were placed archers and hurlers

of javelins, and before them the catapults

and balistas that threw darts and huge
stones. The Jews replied from the engines

which they had taken from Roman de-

tachments, but they used them awkwardly
and. ineffectually. They, however, were
very daring in their sorties, endeavouring

to burn the Roman military engines and.

the hurdles with which the Roman pioneers

covered themselves when at work. The
Romans also built towers fifty cubits high,

plated with iron, in which they placed,

archers and slingers, to drive the Jews
from the walls. At last, about the fifteenth

day of the siege, the greatest of the Roman
battering-rams began to shake the outer

wall, and the Jews yielded up the first

line of defence. Five days after, Titus broke

through the second wall, into a place full

of narrow streets crowded with braziers',

clothiers', and wool-merchants' shops; but

the Jews rallying drove out the Romans,
who not having made the breach sufficiently

large, were with difficulty rescued by their

arciiers. Four days later, however, Titus

retook the second wall, and then waited

for famine to do its work within the city.

The Jews began now to desert to the enemy
in great numbers, and all these wretches the

Romans tortured and crucified before the

walls (at one time five Imndrcd a day), so

that, as Josephus says, " room was want-

ing for the crosses, and crosses wanting for

the bodies."

At this crisis of the siege the Jews, un-

dermining one of the Roman towers, set

it on fire, and did their best to destroy all

the besiegers' works. Titus now determined

to slowly sta,rve out his stubborn enemies,

and began to build a wall round the whole
city. This wall, with thirteen forts, the

Roman soldiers completed in three days.

Famine, in the mean time, was ravaging
the unhappy city. Whole families perished

daily, and the streets were strewn with

dead bodies that no one cared to bury.

Thieves plundered the half- deserted homes,

and murdered any who shewed signs of re-

sistance, or who still lingered in the last

agonies of starvation. The dead the Jews
threw down from the walls into the valleys

below. In the mean time, the Roman sol-

diers, abundantly supplied with com from
Syria, mocked the stai'ving men on the

walls, by showing them food. The palm-

trees and olive-trees round Jerusalem had
been all destroyed, but Titus, sending to

the Jordan for timber, again raised banks
round the castle of Antonia. Inside the

city the seditions grew more violent, the

partisans of John and Simon murdering
each other daily, and plundering the Temple
of the sacred vessels. A rumour spreading

in the Roman camp that the Jewish deser-

ters swallowed their money before they left

Jerusalem, led to the murder, in one night,

Josephus says, of nearly two thousand of

these unhappy creatures. Again a part of

the wall fell before the battering-rams, but

only to discover to the Romans a fresh ram-

part built behind it. In one attack a brave

Syrian soldier of the cohorts, with eleven

other men, succeeded in reaching the top of

the wall, but they were there overpowered by
the Jews. A few days after, twelve Roman
soldiers scrambled up by night through a

breach in the tower of Antonia, killed the

guards, and, sounding trumpets, summoned
the rest of the army to their aid. The
tower once carried, the Romans tried to

force their way into the Temple, and a hand-

to-hand fight ensued, which terminated in

the Romans being driven back to the tower

of Antonia. The Jews, now seeing the

Temple in danger, and the assault recom-
mencing, set fire to the cloister that joined

the Temple and the castle of Antonia, and
prepared for a desperate resistance in their

last stronghold. In this conflagration,

many of the Romans, advancing too eagerly,

perished.

During all this fighting, the famine with-

in the city grew worse and worse. The
wretched people ate their shoes, belts, and
oven the leather thongs of their shields.

^=
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Friends fought for food, and robbers broke
into every bouse "where it "^'as known that

corn was hidden. Josephus even mentions
a Avell-known case of a woman of wealth
from beyond Jordan who ate her own child.

The walls of the Temple were so massive as

to resist the battering-rams for six days,

so Titus at last gave orders to burn down
the gates. At last, after a desperate re-

sistance, the Jews were driven into the

inner court, and the Temple was set on fire

and destroyed, in spite of all the efforts of

Titus to save it. When the Jews first saw
the flames spring up, Josephus says, they

raised a great shout of despau', and sixteen

thousand of the defenders perished in the

fire. The Romans, in the fury of the as-

sault, burnt down the treasury chambers,
filled with gold and other riches, and all

the cloisters, into which multitudes of Jews
had fled, expecting something miraculous,

as their false prophet had predicted. Titus

now attacked the upper city, and raised

banks against it, at which about forty

thousand of the inhabitants deserted to the

Roman camp. The final resistance was
very feeble, for the Jews were now utterly

disheartened. The Romans, once masters

of the walls, sjDread like a deluge over the

city, slew all the Jews they met in the

narrow lanes, and set fire to the houses.

In many of these they found entire fa-

milies dead of hunger, and these places,

in their horror, the soldiers left unplun-
dered. The Romans, weary at last of slay-

ing, Titus gave orders that no Jew, unless

found with arms in his hand, should be
killed. But some soldiers still went on
butchering the old and infirm, and driving

the youths and women into the court of the

Temple. The males under seventeen were
sent to the Egyptian mines ; several thou-

sands were given to provincial amphi-
theatres'to fight with the gladiators and wild

beasts ; but before all could be sent away,
eleven thousand of them perished from
famine. Altogether, in this cruel siege,

there perished eleven hundred thousand
Jews. This enormous multitude is ac-

counted for by the fact, that when Titus

sat down before Jerusalem, the city was
full of people fi'om all pai-ts of Judsea, come
up to celebrate the Feast of Unleavened
Bread.

Let us go down the ladder of time a few
centuries later, till we find these grand con-

querors of the Jews themselves besieged by
Alaric and his Goths, 408. As stern and
ruthless as Prussians, the Goths at once cut

off' from Rome the supplies of food, till

famine and plague could silently do the

work of sword and spear. The rations of

bread sank rapidly from three pounds a day
to the merest pittance. The rich strove to

alleviate the general suffering, but in vain.

Some wretches fed, it is said, on the bones
of those they murdered, and even mothers
destroyed their children and roasted their

flesh. Many thousands of the citizens

perished, and the cemeteries being in the
possession of the invaders, the bodies re-

mained unburied. The plague broke out,

and new forms of death appeared. In vain
Tuscan diviners promised to draw light-

ning from the clouds, and burn the Gothic
camp. In vain the Roman ambassadors
warned Alaric of the danger of the despair

and fury of such a multitude.

The grim chief only smiled, and said:
" The thicker the grass the easier it is to

mow."
At first, greedy for spoil, and contemp-

tuous of Roman weakness, Alaric de-

manded all the gold and silver in the city,

and all the rich and precious movables.
Finally he withdrew his savage troops, on
receiving a ransom of five thousand pounds
ofgold, thirty-six thousand pounds of silver,

four thousand silk robes, three thousand
pieces of fine scarlet cloth, and three thou-

sand pounds' weight of Indian pepper, then
very scarce and dear. Never since Hanni-
bal marched from Capua had Rome been
so scared.

That taste of plunder only provoked the

Gothic appetite. In 410, Alaric, provoked
by some treachery of the emperor, en-

tered Rome at midnight by the Salarian

Gate. The Christian Goths respected the

churches, but the Huns and the escaped

slaves slew and plundered wherever they

went. After six days' license they cari'ied

off waggon-loads of jewels, robes, and
plate.

Attila, the next devastator of Europe,

spared Rome, at the intercession of St. Leo,

but Genseric, the Yandal, devoted fourteen

days to loading his African slaves with the

spoils of Jerusalem and the gold and silver

of the Ccesars. In 537, the Goths were
again swarming round Rome, and the cele-

brated defence of the city by Belisarius pre-

sents many features of interest.

The great general had a circle of twelve

miles to defend against one hundred and
fifty thousand barbarians. Against these

Belisarius had only thirty thousand citizen

soldiers, and five thousand of his veterans

hardened in the Persian and African wars.

On the ramparts, to aid his archers, were
the balistas (great cross-bows), that threw
arrows, and the onagri, that slung stones,
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and on the walls of the mole of Hadrian
he had piled ancient statues to hurl down
at the enemy. The Goths spent eighteen

days in preparing their attack, in collect-

ing fascines to fill the ditches, and in mak-
ing scaling-ladders for the walla. Their

four battering-rams, of enormous size, were
each worked by fifty men. They had also

huge wooden turrets, drawn by oxen, to

form movable forts for assailing the walls.

The Goths advanced to the attack in seven
columns. The archers of Belisarius, at

his desire, shot the oxen that drew the

towers, and so rendered them for the time
useless. The first day of the attack the

Ooths lost thirty thousand men, and in a
sortie the Romans burnt the formidable

towers. In subsequent sallies five thou-

sand of the Gothic cavalry perished, and
the courage of the citizens grew with suc-

cess. Belisarius, first freeing the naviga-

tion of the Tiber, now dismissed from the

city all the useless mouths—the women,
children, and slaves. Active care was
taken to encourage the people, and to pre-

vent treachery. Twice every month the

ofiicers at the gates were changed, and
even the pope himself was sent into exile

on suspicion of having corresponded with
the Goths. The barbarians were at last

worn out. After a siege of one year and
nine days, they burnt their tents, and re-

treated over the Milvian bridge, having lost

at least one-third of their host.

Again, in 546, Rome was tormented by
its old enemy the Goth. Totila besieged
it, and its garrison of three thousand sol-

diers was powerless to break the blockade.

The pope had purchased an ample supply
of Sicilian com, but the avaricious gover-

nor seized it, and sold it to the richer

citizens. "Wheat soon rose to famine
prices, and fifty pieces of gold were de-

manded for an ox. Gradually the people
of Rome were reduced to feed on dead
horses, dogs, cats, mice, and nettles.

Crowds of starving creatures surrounded
the palace of the governor, and requested
cither food or instant death. To these

suppliants Bessus replied, with cold cruelty,

that it was impossible to feed and unlawful
to kill the emperor's subjects. At this a

poor man, with five children, threw him-
self into the Tiber from one of the bridges
in the presence of all the people. To the

rich Bessus sold permissions to depart, but
most of these cowards either expired on
the highways, or were cut down by the

Gothic cavalry. On Belisarius attempting
to relieve the city, Totila erected a bridge

with towers on the Tiber ninety furlongs

below the city, and this bridge was de-
fended by a boom and chains. But Beli-

sarius attacked it with his infantry and
two hundi-ed large boats guarded with
high bulwarks of loopholed planks. These
boats were led by two immense barges
bearing a floating castle higher than the

bridge towers, and stored with fire, sul-

phur, and bitumen. The chains yielded to

the impetus of the assaulting vessels ; the
fire-ships were grappled to the bridge, and
one of the towers, containing two hundred
Goths, was consumed by the flames. But
in spite of this first success the attack

failed. Behsarius was not supported by a
timely sally, and soon after Rome fell into

the hands of Totila. The conqueror de-

molished one-third of the walls, and threat-

ened to burn and pull down the great

monuments of the city, which barbaric

resolution he would have carried into efiect

but for the intercession of Belisarius.

Let us conclude this summary of great

sieges by a brief description of that of

Constantinople by the Turks in 1453. The
Turkish army was estimated at two hundred
and fifty-eight thousand men, and their

navy amounted to three hundred and twenty
sail. Constantinople, a city of between
thirteen and sixteen miles in extent, and
containing a population of more than one
hundred thousand inhabitants, was defended

by a scanty garrison of seven or eight hun-
dred soldiers and two thousand Genoese.

The Turks boasted some enormous cannon,

which, however, could not be fired more
than seven times in the day. The Sultan's

soldiers laboured to fill up the ditches

with hogsheads and tree trunks, dug
mines, employed battering-rams and cata-

pults to aid their cannon, and reared

against the walls wooden turrets with
which to scale the rami^arts. After many
repulses at sea, Mahomet transported his

fleet by land from tlie Bosphorus into

the upper harbour, and constructed a huge
floating battery. The Greeks tried to set

this on fire in a nocturnal attack, but their

foremost galliots were sunk, and forty young
Greek officers were massacred, in retalia-

tion for which cruelty the Greek emperor
hung the heads of two hundred and sixty

Moslem captives from the walls. The
Turks at last ventured on a general assault,

and, after a siege of fifty-three days, the

city fell into their hands. In the fir.st heat

of victory about two thousand Greeks were

put to the sword. The body of the last

Greek emperor was found under a heap of

slain. About sixty thousand of the Greek

citizens Avere sold as slaves, and, what is of

=P
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more importance, the Byzantine libraries

were destroyed or scattered, and one hun-

dred and twenty thousand manuscripts.

Gibbon says, at this time disappeared.

LAST WORDS.
Darling, 'tis all in vain,

No eager helping of the tender hands
Can ever knit again the failing strands,

The slow waves wash in twain.

Hush, love, no passionate prayer,

No wistful watching of the weary eyes,

Can bring noon's radiance back to winter skies,

Spring's glow to autumn's air.

My little day is done.
The weakening pulse, the feeble fluttering heart,

Have nearly throbbed their last : we two must part
We two, who were but one !

I will not say to-day,
" Would I had loved you better." May be so

;

But all my heart could give it gave, I know.
The last hours glide away.

And you—you shall not weep ;

Tears cannot stay me, and I want to rest

My living head upon your loving breast.

Time comes for woe, for sleep.

You will have time for soiTow
When the grave closes o'er my head for ever

:

We may not watch t'ne red sun sink, together,
Perchance, mine own, to-morrow.

Now while the world goes by.
While blossoms bloom and fade, fruits form and wither,

And winter's ice benumbs the summer river,

Babes smile and old men die.

Unheeded and unheeding.
Let life, and time, and death their records leave;

While you and I, on this sweet autumn eve,

Our life's last page are reading.

Talk of the past, my love,

O'' the sweet days while yet you wooed your bride ;

Of gloaming lingerings at the dim seaside.

Of walks through glen and grove.

Tell how the great waves crashed
In long low thunder music at our feet

;

How far below our favourite woodland seat

The bright beck danced and Hashed.

Listen ! I heard a clang,

Mellow and musical of far-off bells ;

How softly through the golden air it swells !

Just so the joy-peal rang.

From the old tower at home.
When we two started on life's path—ah me !

' I'was well we had no prophet's eyes to see

How soon the end would come.

Hush, hush, dear ! had I known
Death lurked still closer, think you I had sought
For turu or stay ? Nay : it is cheaply bought.

Such year as ours, mine own.

Look at the pretty bird,

There mid the fallen rose-leaves—in my dreams,
When, shy and sweet as April's earliest gleams,
Fresh hopes within me stirred ;

I used to think, we two
Would love to show such pretty sights as those,
A bird, a butterfly, a crimson rose,

To eyes of baby blue

!

Well, it will soon be past

;

And you will plant bright flowers upon our earth,
I, and our wee bud blighted in its birth.

We gathered violets last

Good-night, love. I am tired.

How the old hill, with all its forests crowned,
Smiles on the wealth of sweeping uplands round
By day's last glory fired !

SIX MONTHS IN THE EAST.
BETHANY AND BETHLEHEM.

Ragged Httle Arabs turned " wheels" at

our horses' feet as we rode into Bethany,
crying at the same time, " Dis way Martere

( Martha's ) house, master ! backsheesh !

Mairee ! Martere ! backsheesh ! dis Lazaire's

(Lazarus's) tomb ! backsheesh !" There
were at least a dozen of these ragged,
bright- eyed little imps, who grinned, and
touched their foreheads, and held out their

hands for coppers, exactly as the so-called

Arabs of our London streets used to do
while running at the sides of omnibuses
before "turning wheels" was prohibited by
the police. Yet the Dean of Westminster,
when writing of Bethany, says : "It may
be worth mentioning—what I have not seen

elsewhere described—that about a quarter

of an hour's walk from the village are the

ruins of what the Arabs call the house of

Martha. In the midst of these fragments
the rock rises into a block resembling the

back of an animal with its head buried in

the earth. This is said to be the ass on
which Isa (Jesus) rode. 'He rode it to

Martha's house, and ihen turned it into

stone.' " The shrieking, tumbling little

rascals by whom we were beset, fur-

nished a singular illustration of the care

with which the works of preceding tra-

vellers are studied by those who follow

them into the Holy Land. The house and
rock, which had not been described until

the publication of Dean Stanley's book, are

regular show-places now, as was proved by
the confident air with which these childrea

accompanied us through the hamlet, led

the way to the places whose names they
had learnt, and ran after us crying " baclc-

sheesh !" long after we had turned our
backs on Bethany. They knew no otlier

English words than the ones quoted, and
had picked them up just as the mendicants
who swarm in Jerusalem have learnt to say
" How are you ?" This phrase fused into

a single word thus, " Ooo-aire-eue !" with
each syllable elongated into a plaintive

chant, has, when droned into your ears

without cessation by the aged, the decrepit,

the blind, and the deformed, a crushir.gly

melancholy eSect. It is as if some liideous

parody of your own tongue had been in-

vented in which abject misery should ap-

propriately moan out its appeals ; and as

the phrase i.-', always accompanied by out-
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stretclied hands, it evidently means to

those using it what " Please remember
the blind!" does at home. The Bethany
cry was quite as repulsive, but more gro-

tesque. The children had certainly no
other idea of the names they used than that

Frank travellers, for some mysterious reason,

took an interest in the most tumble-down
ruins in their village, and that these same
travellers were occasionally to be coaxed
out of money gifts when pertinaciously

followed up
"It is useless," to quote Dean Stanley

again, " to seek for traces of His presence

in the streets of the since ten times captiu'ed

city. It is impossible not to find them in

the free space of the Mount of Olives." Of
the three pathways which lead from Jeru-

salem to Bethany, that along which we rode

is indisputably the one of the entry of our

Lord, for it only answers to the require-

ments of the narrative. We crossed the

sloping shoulder of Olivet, and had passed

over the ground where, on a memorable
day, the two crowds—one from Bethany
and the other from Jerusalem—met. Yonder
stood the gardens from which the branches
and palm-leaves were cut to be thrown
down as a carpet on His approach ; there

flocked the " multitude that was with Him
when he called Lazarus from the grave" the

day before. Here, where our horses are

stumbling, the people " spread their gar-

ments in the way;" there, on the rocky
ledge, where we stopped to look at and buy
a curious relic in gold, which two wild-

looking Moabites professed to have found
in a distant cave the day before, " He, when
He beheld the city, wept over it."

The village itself is a squalid, wretched
place. A dirty Arab of middle age stood at

the opening of what is shown as Lazarus's

tomb, and beckoned eagerly to us to come
in—at the same time offering candles for

sale ; but we had not the heart to dismount
and enter, and the knave muttered what
sounded like maledictions as we rode slowly

by. Where was the use of our passing

down the long, winding, ruinous staircase

into the small chamber, or of our going to

the other and smaller vault where the body
is said to have been laid ? The situation

of the tomb, in the very centre of the

village, does not correspond with the Gospel
nan*ative ; and its intei'ior has, we read,

no appearance of antiquity. So it was
infinitely more congenial to our mood to

gaze silently upon natural features which
we knew to have remained unaltered since

our Lord's time than to be saddened by one
more example of credulity and superstition.

We hoped, too, that by declining the con-

ventional sights of Bethany we might rid

ourselves of our unwelcome and repulsively

noisy train—a hope which was not fulfilled.

So closing our ears, as far as we were able,

to the yells and laughter of the children,

we applied ourselves steadily to the view,

elucidating it by frequent reference to the

authorities we carried among us. From
where we stood we looked down the long
and dreary descent to the Jordan valley,

and knew that along its rugged pathway
Christ came when He returned to Bethany
in obedience to the summons of Martha
and Mary. Yonder, He was met by Martha,
with the agonised cry, " Lord, if thou hadst
been here my brother had not died." He
came from those distant hills which rise so

grandly out of the plain; and the dark
ground between us and them looked pre-

cisely as it does now when the bereaved
sisters scanned it with streaming eyes for

the Master's approach. These things are

real, and the shocking incongruity of our
immediate surroundings, the desolation and
degradation of the city we have left, the

false sites and lying traditions, all fade into

insignificance as Ave gaze upon glens, moun-
tains, and defiles, which are without traces

of the habitations or handiwork of man.

The village of Bethlehem is as prosperous

as that of Bethany is the reverse. Stone-

masons were busy as we clattered down
the precipitous alley, which is its main
street ; the people we met were well clad,

and the terraces and gardens near are in

the highest state of cultivation. In no
part of Palestine are the characteristic vine-

yards of Judaea, with their watch-towers

and walls, seen in greater perfection, and,

though the beauty for which the Bethlehem
ladies are said to bo celebrated was con-

spicuously absent in those we saw, it was
refreshing to meet with female faces which
were not hidden behind an impenetrable

veil, and to know that the turbaned heads

and flowing robes of their lords belonged
to men professing the same faith as our-

selves. The Bethlehemite Christians have a
reputation for shrewdness, industry, and
thrift, and the striking fertility of their

enclosures, and the care with which they

plant and keep up the lands on the moun-
tain-sides, make an agreeable contrast to

the sterility of the country around. But
Bethlehem is a terrible place for the tra-

veller who longs for quiet during his ex-

amination of its holy places. There is a

broad tei-race or plateau leading up to the

group of convents and the Church of the
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Nativity, which commands a glorious view.

On this a sort of fair is held, where the im-

portunity and chaffering which is so dis-

gusting at the entrance to the Church of

the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem are ag-

gravated and multiplied.

Bethlehem drives a busy trade in beads

and relics, and the doors of the Temple are

its chosen market-place. All pilgrims come
here. The roads or pathways from Jeru-

salem, Hebron, Jericho, the Jordan, and
the Dead Sea, all lead to this teri'ace, and
if you come through the village you are

spied as you emerge from the steep and
narrow street, and are hemmed in by a mob
of would-be vendors long before you halt.

There is a general resemblance between the

articles offered for sale and those hawked
about the Holy City ; but the carvings on
mother-of-pearl, forming what are known
as "Bethlehem sheMs," are more elaborate,

and rosaries are cheaper and in greater

variety. A bright-eyed, handsome lad, in

a scarlet cloak, and with white under-robes,

seizes my bridle, and shakes huge bunches
of coloured beads in my face with his dis-

engaged hand ; one of his rivals holds my
stirrup, and whispers, " Me better as him
—sheap" (cheap), as I alight; and the

moment I am on my feet, a chattering,

gibbering crew fasten on me, and implore,

demand, threaten, and persuade. There
is a passionate earnestness, a fiery deter-

mination about this crowd which has no
parallel in my experience of traders. Each
member of our little party was set at with
the same vigour, and overpowered by num-
bers in the same way. There were other

strangers present. A string of footsore

pilgrims slouched along, among whom we
recognised some of our poor Russian fellow-

voyagers. These had their arms and wrists

newly marked with sacred symbols by the

professional tatooers of Jerusalem ; and their

manner was as unobservant and dejected

as ever ; while their long garments of un-

dressed sheepskin, their fur caps, and huge
boots, steamed again in the hot sun. They
all bought beads and relics ; some to sell at

an enormous profit to devout neighbours
at home, and others to keep as protections

against ill-fortune to their dying day. A
fresh-coloured young English clergyman,
in black kid gloves, a high-church waist-

coat, and a white tie, ambled gently off as

we arrived ; his wife (newly married, we
opined) and her mamma, who were on in-

ferior animals, lagging perforce behind.

We had ridden far, and were heated, dusty,

and dishevelled; and the trim and neat

appearance of this rather superciHous young-

priest roused some such feelings as were
experienced by Hotspur when he met the

fop on the battle-field. We decided, to

our own satisfaction, that our friend had
not brought his mother-in-law to the

Holy Land from choice, and that the old

lady, Avho lost her temper with the relic

vendors, and called loudly after him for

protection, was an incubus rather than a

delight.

The faithful Alee succeeds in pushing

back our enterprising assailants after a time,

and we immediately cross the threshold

of the oldest monument of Christian archi-

tecture in the world. We stand in what
remains of the noble Basilica erected by
the Empress Helena in the year 327, a

building which was repaired last as a

church by our English king, Edward the

Fourth. \Vhile we are talking with the

good Latin father, who expatiates upon the

cruelty of making this grand nave common
to other sects of Christians as well as

to the only true church, the clamorous

hawkers from outside sidle up to us one

by one, and in the sacred edifice itself

renew their noisy attempts at sale and

barter. Turning from them indignantly,

we are about to disavow all complicity in

the outrage, when we find the worthy
monk looking on with complacent approval,

as if the profanation inseparable from the

fact of Greek and Armenian Christians

being permitted to worship under the same

roof with himself, had exhausted his power
of horror, and made smaller sacrilege seem

venial. A Jew pedlar is not generally

inert in the pursuit of business ; a Yankee
dealer in "notions" has the character of

being smart ; a loud-mouthed cockney bet-

ting-man, eager to complete his book, is

sufficiently clamorous and tiresome ; and
guides and dealers in curiosities prey upon
tourists in all parts of the world. But the

Bethlehemite relic-dealer combines the dis-

agreeable peculiarities of all these, and in

offensive pertinacity and ostentatious greed

for gain, excels his sordid brotherhood all

over the world. We have to ask the monk
to give us refuge in his convent before we
can shake our persecutors off, and there

try to forget our troubles while discuss-

ing some excellent lemonade, and criticising

the highly-coloured lithographic portraits

of Bomba, king of Naples, the Emperor
Francis Joseph, and their respective con-

sorts, all in the bloom of their first youth,

which decorate the buttery walls.

Some conversation with the holy man,

our host, chiefly on the miracles falsely

claimed by the Grreek and Armenian con-
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vents next door, and the painful humiliation

implied in the opposition monks being per-

mitted free access to the sacred sites, and
v/e are handed over to another Latin father,

and wdth him descend a narrow passage

hewn out of the solid rock, at the end of

which is a door leading into a large oblong

vault. We enter and find it glimmering
with many lights, and profusely decorated.

There are pictures of mediseval saints in

heavy gold frames ; silver hanging lamps,

which give forth a faint fragrance as they

wave to and fro ; coarse oil - paintings,

flowers, carvings, and marble, all seen

dimly, and all having a painfully peep-

show and theatrical air.

The peasant pilgrims from Russia are

bere when we arrive, gazing open-mouthed
and stupefied as their spiritual director

drives them from place to place, pointing

out the claims to sanctity of each, with the

emphasis and authority of a lecturer at a

mechanics' institute. At the far end of tbe

vault is a small semicircular recess, paved
by a marble slab, with a silver star let into

it. The pilgrims crawl to this on their

stomachs, press their lips to the cold stone,

and mutter prayers, oblivious to all around.

They are as men and women who are

stunned. Their minds cannot grasp the

situation, and each batcJi has to be prodded

I

and tugged at repeatedly before it can be

!

persuaded to rise, so that the entire party

j

may kiss the stone and oS"er up thanks-

j

giving in turn. It is a strange and pitiable

sight. There are many small silver lamps
1
waving over the star, and by the light of

I

these we read the inscription in Latin

:

j

" Here Jesus Christ was born of the Virgin

I

Mary." The pilgrims who have crawled

I

and kissed, look at this, and hear its pur-
' port, bewildered. The priest with them is

!
of course from the Greek convent, and our

i Latin guide declines to approach the shrine

I until it is purified from his rival's presence.

j

We keep, therefore, in the recess known
as th.e Chapel of the Manger, and gaze

from there at the Russian prostrations and
prayers, while the two priests exchange
looks of mistrust, defiance, and contempt.

But what are those stolid figures, who keep
guard with fixed bayonets, one on each side

of the much-kissed marble slab, motionless

as the effigies they resemble in the dim,

uncertain light ? Alas ! they are Maho-
medan soldiers placed here by the Turkish
government, partly on the principle on

which a British sentry does duty in the

regalia chamber of the Tower of London,
but chiefly to prevent Christian animosities

attaining a dangerous height. They looked

superior and contemptuous, and grounded
their arms, and relieved their throats, and
changed their posture for convenience sake
without once glancing at the worshippers
at their feet ; and in the manner which is

universal among military sentries whether
you see them in St. James's or Syria. The
tradition that assigns this as the spot
upon which the most awful of the associa-

tions of Bethlehem centre, differs from the
other holy places in Palestine in one im-
portant particular. It is of older date than
the visit of the Empress Helena ; and it is

known that almost from New Testament
times "a cave near Bethlehem" was fixed

on as the place where Joseph and Mary
lodged, and where our Lord was born and
laid in a manger. Their taking up their

quarters in a cave was attributed to there
being no room "in the village," a devia-

tion from the sacred story, found in the
Apocryphal Gospels, and which was be-

lieved in remote times by Christians and
unbelievers alike. But there are grave
reasons for doubting the claims of even
this, the best authenticated of the conven-
tional holy places. During the time of

the invasion of Palestine by Ibrahim Pasha,
the Arabs took possession of the convents,

and on stripping this subterranean cave of

its gilding and marbles, they are said to

have found an ancient sepidchre on the very
spot, and " it is possible, but very impro-
bable, that a rock devoted to sepulcliral pur-

poses would have been employed by the

Jews, whose scruples on this point are too

well known to need comment, either as an
inn or a stable."

We pause for a few minutes before the

reputed birthplace, to enable the Russian
group to visit the remaining grottos with-

out our overtaking them, and are again

struck by the immobility of the sentries.

Frequently on duty here, they see the

simple altar-table above the silver star

used by the various Christian sects in turn,

and know how cordial is the hatred sub-

sisting between each. What does Hassan,
the Tui-kish private, think of it all ? How
does Christianity present itself to his un-
enhghtened rniud ? Himself taught by
his prophet that both the making of

images and the painting of pictures are sins

before God, what is his solution of the

stone-kissing, and the bowing, and what
his private estimate of the pictures, statues,

effigies, and ornaments which multitudes

come from beyond the seas to gaze at and
adore ?

We are taken to the marble trough whicli

represents the manger, and told, with a

^.
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clmckle of triumpli over the despoiled Ar-

inenians and Greeks, that the original

manger was carried to Rome many years

ago, and is now to be seen in one of its

churches. We are then shown the station

of the Wise Men, and are taken, still under-

gronnd, to the cave which formed the study

of St. Jerome, as well as to the Altar of

the Innocents, over which hangs a painting

representing the murder of the twenty thou-

sand children by the order of Herod. There

is no sort of doubt that St. Jerome passed

a great portion of his life in the cave which

bears his name. From here he wrote the
" treatises, letters, and commentaries which
lie poured forth from his retirement to ter-

rify, exasperate, and enlighten the western

world." But this kind of authenticity seems

of little value. Bethlehem's other associa-

tions fade into insignificance by the side of

the awful one which draws pilgrims to it

from every quarter of the globe, and which
makes its name memorable wherever Chris-

tianity is preached. As we mount and ride

slowly off, we gaze over fields in which Ruth
gleaned when she returned to Bethlehem
with her mother-in-law, Naomi, and trace

the road which the prophet Samuel tra-

versed when he brought his horn of oil to

the house of Jesse, the Bethlehemite, there

to anoint David. But even such names as

these seem of minor import now. They are

dwarfed by other and more soul-absorbing

traditions. For it is the knowledge that

where he stands " the good tidings of great

joy" were first spoken, that here " gloiy to

God in the highest, and on earth peace, good-

will toward men," was proclaimed, which
cleaves to the heart of the stranger in

Bethlehem, merging every other considera-

tion in awe, and sending him forth softened

and humble.

MILITARY TALKERS AND DOERS.

The relative degree of value to be at-

tached to Talkers and Doers—each con-

sidered as a separate class—is a subject

which has been already more than once

handled in these pages.* Hitherto it has

been chiefly in relation to matters con-

nected with art that the proceedings of these

two sections of society have been brought

before the reader's notice. This, however,

is hardly doing them complete justice ; their

respective merits being conspicuous in rela-

tion to other concerns of a Avidely different

nature, and this same propensity on the

* See All the Year Eodnd, New Series, voL iii.,

pp. 271, 637 ; vol. iv., p. 180.

part of one set of men to talk, and of an-

other—and much smaller—set to do, being

manifested in connexion with rehgion,

education, philanthropy, and political eco-

nomy, quite as often as in relation to ques-

tions of an exclusively artistic nature. On
all the above-mentioned points, and on
many more, it is the custom of the talking

fraternity to lay down the law for the

benefit of those comparatively un-gifted

mortals who can only do.

The Talker, when discoursing on these

and other topics, has a way of " putting
"

things quite clearly and rationally which is

intensely aggravating.' His plans are so

simple and reasonable, so distinct in direc-

tion, and at the same time so exceedingly

difficult in the carrying out ; this carrying

out, by the way, being a part of the business

with which he never meddles. He merely

gives directions. " Let," he says in hold-

ing forth on some such subject as popular

education, for instance, "let a house-to-

house visitation be instituted by a set of

paid officials in wliose discretion and ability

implicit trust can be placed; let strict

inquiry be made as to the number of resi-

dents between the ages of six and sixteen

in each house ; let the parents be required

to prove that all such are in the habit of

receiving regular instruction, and in any
case of default let such a heavy penalty be

inflicted as shall be effectual in checking

all such neglect of education for the future."

On every subject our Talker is ready thus to

hold forth, nor do any practical difficulties

in the carrying out of his orders stand in

the way of his authoritative " let." " Let

all children throughout the length and
breadth of the land be compelled to attend

school." " Let all public-houses be closed

after ten o'clock at night." "Let a vir-

tually prohibitive duty be imposed on the

sale of spii'ituous liquors of any kind and

sort." It is thus that the Talker issues his

orders. If you, the Doer, cannot carry

them out in practical detail, so much the

worse for you, and for society.

But perhaps the subject on which of all

others the Talker loves best to hold forth,

is that which has just now unhappily got

such a strong hold upon us all—the sub-

ject of war and fighting. Whenever
there is anything doing in the fighting-

way, the Talker comes to the fore. If a

military expedition is about to be under-

taken, if in any qiiarter of the earth

British rule is to be set up, and native

power to be put down—whatever the force

of the obstacles which have to be over-

come, whatever the nature of the opera-

=^
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tions -whicli have to be carried on—he
always knovrs exactly how all ought to be
conducted in order to the attainment of a

successful issue. His imperative mood
comes out strongly on these occasions. Be
the military operations in connexion with
which he has to offer a suggestion what
they may, he is never at a loss. Suppose
it is a question of a native insurrection in

one of our distant dependencies which de-

mands public attention, he is in a position,

quite unhesitatingly, to tell the authorities

how they ought to act. " Let," he says,
" a careful census be prepared of the popu-
lation in each of the districts supposed to

be inhabited by the disaffected ; let the
ryots (the Talker loves a native word)
be compelled to furnish a report of the
number of coolies in their employ, and let

a requisition be issued, compelling each
one of them to join himself to some one
section of the forces sent out by the British

government. By this means not only
would a large body of troops be got
together, but it would also be made to

appear which among the ryots were
favourable to the cause of order and which
not."

The native rising involves the necessity

of a military expedition into the interior of
the country, which again brings the Talker
to the front with all sorts of practical sug-
gestions for facilitating the carrying out
of the enterprise. " Let," he repeats, using
his favourite formula, " let each man re-

ceive, at starting, a certain allowance of
meat, of biscuit, and of rum, all divided
into rations, each sufficient for a single day.
Let him have provender for his horse
similarly apportioned. Let his saddle be
so contrived that on being removed from
the horse's back it shall form into a camp-
bedstead, with mattress and blanket com-
plete. He should, of course, in such a
climate, be provided also with a portable
refrigerator, and, above all things, with one
of the patent charcoal filters, which have
alv.ays proved so serviceable where the
water has been of inferior quality." The
suggestions of our Talker are indeed both
numerous and varied. " It is well known,"
he says, " that the natives have been taught
from infancy to regard crocodiles with a
superstitious terror altogether unconnected
with the positive capacity for inflicting

injuiy possessed by these rapacious crea-

tures. Let a sufficient number, then, of
these formidable reptiles be got together
and thoroughly tamed, and let them be
trained to precede each of our regiments
as it advances towards the enemy. Depend

on it that at the first glimpse of the object

of his alarm every one of the native in-

surgents will be seized with panic, and will

turn and fly to the nearest place of refuge,

where he thinks he may find shelter from
his deadly foe."

But the military Talker is good at cri-

ticism as well as at suggestion. He is

well up in the literature of war, and can
quote his Vauban, and all sorts of other

military authorities, to the confusion of

such unfortunate Doers as incur his dis-

approval. " There is no doubt," he will

say, on passing judgment on some recent

passage of arms, " that in this case a very
grave blunder has been committed. That
an officer in the position in which Creneral

Shako found himself after the affair at

Unterken should allow himself to be sur-

rounded by the enemy, and should, in con-

sequence, find himself deprived of his

communications, is contrary to every law
of military tactics of which we have any
knowledge. ' Whenever,' says Todleben,
' a commanding officer perceives that the

troops under his command are in danger
of being cut off by the forces of the enemy,
it behoves him,' &c. &c." Or, not satisfied

with criticising the past, he will give

directions as to the line of conduct which
the general is to pursue in the future.

"Let General Shako," he says, or writes,

for he is as fond of talking with pen and
ink as with larynx and tongue—" let the

general intrench himself within the strong

position, which everybody knows would be
afforded by the Altenberg range of hills,

taking care to be provided with provisions

and ammunition enoiigh to last him for at

least six months. Let him thence send out

detachments of troops, and carefully re-

connoitre the neighbouring forest country,

with a view to such a vigorous sortie as

may disperse the enemy from the imme-
diate neighbourhood of his camp."

It is tlius that the Talker lays down the

law—wliat time the Doer, this much-
patronised General Shako, is contending
with difficulties of which nobody but him-
self can have any knowledge, including

insufficient supplies, antagonistic natives,

impracticable roads, and other embarrass-

ing impediments.

One more illustration of this particular

section of our subject, and the military

phase of Talking and Doing may be di.s-

misscd.

At a meeting which took place in the;

course of last spring at the United Service

Institution, in Whitehall-yard, a discussion

was held, in the course of which this sub-
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ject of military Talking and Doing was
ratlier curionsly illiastrated. The topic

under discussion at this meeting was mili-

tary labour, and the propriety of employing
private soldiers in all sorts of occupations

unconnected with their militaiy duties,

both with a view of utilising tlieir spare

time, and also of averting the bad conse-

quences of their having too much leisure

at their disposal. During the debate which
took place after the main business of the

evening had been concluded, the meeting
was addressed by both military men and
civilians—professionals and amateurs—one
of the latter, in the course of the discus-

sion, venturing on ground which it is always
dangerous for the amateur to tread, and
touching on a point of an entirely technical

nature—the utility, namely, of sentries, and
their value as maintainers of order in times

of peace. The speaker contended that the

number of soldiers employed on ordinary

sentry duty was much greater than was
necessary, and mentioned as an illustration

of his position that he had seen an officer,

with a guard of twenty men, on duty at

one of the entrances to the barracks at

Dover. This disjaaragement of the value

of sentries naturally provoked a consider-

able amount of discussion among the pro-

fessional men who were present at the
meeting, and the importance of the work
done by sentries, and the necessity for their

presence in such numbers at the Dover
barrack-gate, were strongly urged by more
than one of the military men who assisted

at the discussion.

It was reserved for a great Doer to set

the whole matter before the persons as-

sembled there ui conclave in half a dozen
sentences. At a moment when a pause in

the debate took place, a gentleman, whom
no one at first recognised, was heard asking
permission to make a very few remarks on
the subject under discussion, and stating,

as an excuse for addressing the assembly
without having first given notice of his in-

tention to do so, the fact that he had had
some amount of experience in military
matters, at home and abroad, and would
perhaps, in consequence, be able to say
what might have some useful bearing on
the matter in hand. He showed—and the
clear perception of a Doer was conspicuous
in his words—that the whole education of
the soldier has reference to the exceedingly
brief period of his being actually engaged
in battle. The tendency of his remarks
was to prove that for this crisis, Avhich

might be an afi"air of only a few minutes,
the whole previous career of the soldier is

simply a preparation. The profession of

arms is not exercised every day as other

professions are, but now and then, and at

very rare intervals. For those rare occa-

sions the whole of the remaining portion of

the soldier's life is simply a preparation,

and of such preparation the discharge of

similar duties to this of mounting guard

—

which the civilian thought monopolised an
undue share of the soldier's time—was a
most essential part. The engaging in such
work—not sentry work alone, but other

occupation of the same kind—is a part of

the education of the soldier. He practises

vigilance. He keeps his hand in, so to

speak. He learns his part, and rehearses

it continually, and we all know to what
extraordinary completeness and certainty

in actual performance the multiplying of

rehearsals invariably leads. The soldier's

great drama that he acts in is such an
important one, and the part he has to play

is so difficult, that we cannot doubt of the

necessity of these perpetual rehearsals. It

is so indispensable that the soldier should

be thoroughly " up" in his part—a part

played so often on one occasion only, and
on the success or failure of which so much
hinges.

It was this which, on the occasion to

which reference is here made, the profes-

sional man—who proved to be no other

than Lord Napier of Magdala—sought to

explain to the amateur who objected to the

sacrifice of the soldier's time, which seemed
to him to be involved in his continual prac-

tice of the duties of war in time of peace.

The discussion furnishes an admirable ex-

ample of the hopelessness of any attempt on
the part of those who are unacquainted with
all the ins and outs, all the technicalities

which belong to the actual working of any
profession, to pronounce an opinion upon
practical questions connected with it.

It is hardly possible just now to leave this

subject of Military Talkers and Doers with-

out dwelling for a moment on the remark-
able confirmation of our theories as to the

relative value of the two classes which has
been furnished in the course ofthe warwhich
is just now being carried on between France
and Prussia. During all the earher portion

of this struggle there has been certainly a
prodigious amount of Talking got through
on one side, and of Doing on the other.

With what prodigies of Talk was not this

war inaugurated on the French side ? With
what " brave words" did the nation's leader

take the field ? The enemy was to be
stunned by the sharpness of the blow which

"^^ =P
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was to be inflicted. This was to be tlie

first part of the programuie. Then fol-

lowed the tall talk about " baptisms of

fire," and the like, till the Sedan collapse

came. Still the big words prevailed,

though the big deeds were wanting. "Paris

puts its faith not in barricades, but in its

ramparts of citizens' hearts." " France
requires martyrs, and Paris offers up its

two millions of victims." " Let us make
a pact with victory or death." With
these and the like phrases we are all as

familiar as with that strong assertion of the

colonel of the Pontifical Zouaves that he

would die on the threshold of the Vatican,

succeeded by his evacuation of the pre-

mises in question sound in wind and limb.

Thus have the French "unpacked their

hearts with words," while their adversaries

have been diligently occupied with deeds.

Talking and Doing this, surely, and on a

erreat scale.

HOW IT HAPPENED.

This is the way it came about; and
mind ! you are to believe me and no one

else : certainly not Cousin Lotty or Aunt
Julia, for they were not fair witnesses, as

you will hear.

We were all staying down in a very wild

and remote country place on the edge of a

magnificent common, far away from any-

thing like a town or railway, and we were
going to stay there for the summer. Aunt
Julia and Cousin Lotty had just come from
France, where they had been for a few
weeks ; and though they seemed to us a

little affected, and as if they liked to give

themselves airs—why ! Cousin Lotty used

to speak with a strong foreign accent, and
they were never tired of saying what French
people did, and said, and thought, and all

so much better than the English—still, as

we were living very cheaply, they were
glad to join us ; and as they were our aunt
and cousin we all did our best to get on
well with them. The " all" meant mamma,
Minnie my young sister, myself Emmy,
and Uncle Robert, mamma's brother, who
hved with us. Aunt Julia was poor papa's

sister, a widow like mamma; Cousin Lotty

was six-and-twenty ; I was nineteen, and
Minnie three years younger.

Uncle Robert was very badly off; so was
mamma; but we had a,nother uncle whom
Ave had never seen— poor papa's eldest

brother ; Aunt Julia's brother too of

course ; our Uncle Tremlett, a rich man of

whuse vei'j- name we were in awe, for he

made mamma an allowance, in fact sup-

ported us all, papa having died suddenly
and left nothing ; and I believe he did not
much like having to make it, though he
did not grumble now, and was punctual to

a day in his cheques. But he had grumbled
very much at first, and mamma had never
forgotten it. Poor mamma ! I am sui'e she
did not like to take the money. But she
could do nothing else. She was in wretched
health, and Mary and I were too young to
work for ourselves, when all this took place
that I am going to tell you of—at least

Minnie was if I was not. Besides, Uncle
Tremlett would not hear of my going out
as a governess or anything like that, and
mamma naturally obeyed him in all he
wished.

As I tell you, Minnie and I had never
seen this uncle of ours, nor indeed had
Cousin Lotty ; for he had quarrelled once
with Aunt Julia, and as he was not a man
to forget a thing of this kind, he did not
take any notice of the daughter. Mamma,
I knew, was in mortal fear of him ; so was
Uncle Robert. Dear Uncle Robert ! Let
me tell you a little about him before I go
on with my story. He was—what can I

say to put it gently ?—not quite right, you
know

;
perfectly harmless, and so sweet

and good, and with such a beautiful face !

His hair was long and white and wavy ; his

face was thin and pale ; he had large, light,

grey eyes that were generally cast up, and
he always looked as if he was seeing angels

or saying his prayers. And so he was.

Even his poor, weak, wavering mouth,
with that simple smile on it like a child's,

was beautiful ; and I am sure his nose,

keen, and high, and bony, was the hand-
somest you could see anywhere. He was
proud of his nose, the darling. And so, if

he had not as much intellect now as other

people, he had more beauty and goodness
;

and he had once been cleverer than other

people. He had gone out of his mind
when a young man, partly from over study

at college, and partly from a love disap-

pointment, just as he had taken orders

and expected to be married immediately.

I don't know how, but Uncle Tremlett Avas

mixed up in this matter somehow, and his

very name was enough to make Uncle
Robert wild with terror or convulsed Avith

giief. So Ave never spoke of him. He had
lived Avith mamma since he came out of the

a.sylum. She was his favourite sister, and
he Avas very fond of Minnie and me.

Well, you may imagine our state Avhen

Uncle Tremlett wrote to mamma, saying

that ho' was cominy to pay us a visit at
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Woodham, where we were staying, and
that he was going to bring his adopted
son, Hume Cardew, with him. We had
never seen this young man—" Uncle Trem-
lett's lubie," as Cousin Lotty called him

—

and we were naturally very curious to see

him ; especially as we felt that if Uncle
Tremlett had wanted to adopt any one, he
might have taken one of us. But though
both Minnie and I wanted to see him, we
were nothing to Cousin Lotty. She wor-
ried one's life out about this Mr. Cardew,
wondering what he was like, and how
much he would have when Uncle Tremlett
died, and if he was in love with any one,

and all sorts of speculations of things with

which we had nothing whatever to do. I

declare I got quite tired of hearing his

name ; and then Cousin Lotty used to say

such rude things to me. She once said

that she was sure I would set my cap at

Mr. Cardew. I was so angry with her ! but

I am so stupid when taken suddenly that

I could not answer her as I should have
liked. All I could think of at the moment
was :

" I have no cap to set. Cousin Lotty,"

which I said very indignantly. And then

she laughed, and her green eyes looked

like a cat's, for she half shut them as she

drawled out, with a strong foreign accent

:

" So ! we affect the petite ingenue, do we?"
I wish great girls might slap each other

as when they are little.

Aunt Julia was very vexed that Uncle
Tremlett did not write to her instead of to

mamma, but it was not our fault, so she

need not have been so cross to us. Uncle
Robert was at first furious, and we were
sadly afraid we should not be able to

manage him ; but he soon got out of that

state, and went into one of the most painful

melancholy, shutting himself up in his own
room, and refusing to come out or to let

any one but mamma or me go in. How-
ever, we had to make the best of things,

and we all put on our nicest faces and
pleasantest manners, when, in the soft still

summer's evening, a carriage came rattling

up to the door, and we flocked out to re-

ceive Uncle Tremlett and his adopted son.

I scarcely know what I, for one, expected
to see in Uncle Tremlett. In consideration,

I suppose, of his reputation for severity

and general bogeyism, I had a vague notion

that he must be a tall, authoritative-look-

ing man ; but he was not. He was a
small, thin, dapper little man, almost pain-

fully neat, and with a constant smile. Not
a smile like dear Uncle Robert's, that was
a habit of mind, but a fixed, made-up
smile, that looked like a mere trick of the

face. Not that it was a bad face; it was
kind in a way, but it struck me as being
neither candid nor quite sincere ; and it

looked mean, too, though he was really

kind-hearted I am sure, and to us generous.

As for Hume Cardew, I scarcely know
what to say of him. He was, he is, the

handsomest fair man I have ever seen, and
the others thought so as well as I. He
seemed to feel a little awkward at first,

and his position among us was awkward
;

but that soon wore off, for he was too much
a man of the world to let us be uncom-
fortable because of him. My uncle was
very kind to us, so far as a soft voice, a

quiet manner, and that eternal smile went

;

but I felt he was taking the measure of all

of us girls, and tiying to find out what we
were like. He paid the most attention to

Cousin Lotty, and after her to Minnie ; least

of all to me. He spoke to me only once
during the evening, but he watched me
till I Avas crimson, and so awkward and
nervous I scarcely knew what I was about.

As for Hume, he devoted himself to

mamma and Aunt Julia, and I don't think

that on that first evening he knew one of

us from the other, or could distinguish

Cousin Lotty with her golden chignon,

from Minnie with her long, straight,

brown hair falling down to her waist, or

me, with my black rough head, from
either. Not that my hair is quite black,

only it is very dark brown, and will curl

and stick about as if it had been frizzed.

As, of course. Uncle Robert would not

come in, we had Uncle Tremlett and Hume
Cardew as our only gentlemen, and had to

make much of them accordingly. Not
that I approve of flattering men just be-

cause we are women, but Aunt Julia used

to say that I was bold and unwomanly
when I talked like that. I do not think I

was so bold as Cousin Lotty when she

used to pay gentlemen such attention, and
say such flattering things to them that

really they did not know what to do or

where to look. I have seen Hume so much
embarrassed by her that I have quite pitied

him, and done all that I could to help him
by saying the most disagreeable things to

him I could think of; but I did not mean
them, and he knew that. He use(|,to pre-

tend he did not like it when I sriubbed

him to counteract Cousin Lotty's extra-

ordinary flattery, but I think he did after

all. " Miss Pert," or " Little Fire and
Fury," as Uncle Tremlett called me when
he got to know me better, and was in a

good humour. But it is better to be both

pert and furious than as Cousin Lotty was,
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witli green eyes and a flattering manner,

and tlie habit of speaking against every one

as soon as they were out of hearing.

Uncle Tremlett and Hume Cardew stayed

a long time with us, and during all the

time Uncle Robert never appeared, nor did

Uncle Tremlett ask for him. Mamma was
sadly perplexed what to do between her

brother and her brother-in-law, her charge

and her patron ; and I am sorry to say that

I accused her in my own heart of paying too

much court to Uncle Tremlett, not because

she liked him best but because he was the

richest, while she left the one she did love

to get on without her as he best could.

Minnie and I used to go and sit with the

poor darling as often as^we could, but

Minnie, of course, being so young, had
not much will of her own, and if Uncle
Tremlett or Hume Cardew asked her to be

with them, why she left Uncle Robert to

himself, and did as she was told. But I

was older, and took my own way more.

I remember one day especially. We
were all going on a charming excursion

—

the excursion of the neighbourhood—and
Uncle Tremlett had been quite excited

about it. Even mamma was going, and
only Uncle Robert was to be left. I went
into his room to wish the poor dear good-

bye, and I found him in tears, weeping-

like a child. He did not often do this, but

when he did it was very painful to witness,

and all the more so because of that usual

habit of his of being rapt away in a

vague unfounded happiness which, how-
ever mournful it was for us to see, was a

very heaven to him. I threw my arms
round his neck, and smoothed down his

dear silvery hair, and asked him to tell me
why he was so unhappy, and why he was
crying ; and after a long time of coaxing I

got him to confess that he thought we had
all gone without wishing him good-bye,

and that he was lonely and did not like it.

And he did not like being left, he said, as

if he had been a child. He saw ugly faces

and hori-id sights ; and ever since that

fiend (he meant Uncle Tremlett) had
come into the house She had not once been

to see him as She used ; She had kept in

lieaven away from him, and had left him to

the demons.
" That fiend came between us once

before," he said, flinging up his hands
while I wiped away his tears ;

" and now he

has driven her away again : and not only

her, but all of you, even you my little

Emmy, that I love so much !"

"No, dear; not any of us, and certainly

not me," I said coaxino- him; and Ihen 1

added impulsively, " I have come to stay
with you to-day. The others are going;
and when they are fairly off" you and I will

have a nice walk on the common."
You should have seen his pleasure at

this ; but I don't know why, as soon as I

had said it, a great lump rose in my throat,

and I had to turn away that he should not
see my eyes get wet. I had looked forward
to this day with so much pleasure, but
still I could not leave the poor darling

alone ! I knew that Cousin Lotty would
make out that I had done wrong in stay-

ing behind, and she would say that I had
"motives"—that was her phrase; and I

knew that she would monopolise Hume Car-
dew. I could fancy her leaning across the

carriage to speak to him, looking up into

his face and hanging all her weight on his

arm in that odd way she had. Of course

she was quite at liberty to do this if she
liked. I only hoped she Avould not preju-

dice him or Uncle Tremlett against me.
As uncle's adopted son, I regarded Hume
almost as a cousin, and naturally I did

not want him to hate me merely to please

Cousin Lotty.

When I went back to the drawing-room
to tell the rest I was not going with them,
I little knew the storm that would break
out. Uncle Tremlett was farious. He
called me insolent and uudutiful, and de-

clared he would disinherit me—cut me off"

with a shilling : and i am sure I had never
given it a thought that he would leave me
even that. Mamma was frightened and
scolded me too ; Aunt Julia made the

worst of it she could ; and Cousin Lotty
said in her most unpleasant voice :

" Dear
uncle, do not you know that this is Emmy's
way ? She enjoys herself in making her-

self a martyr, and attracting the regards of

an assemblage. It is her foible—the v,'ay

your very unselfish, very conscientious little

people have," she added with a little laugh.

Hume was the only one who kept silence
;

and he walked away to the window, so

that I could not see his face. But I was
firm. Poor Uncle Robert ! How could 1

have deserted him ! it would not have
been right ; and the party went -jff' with-

out me—Lotty driven in the dog- cart by
Hume, " as Miss Tremlett will not go,"

said my uncle grimly, " else that was her

appointed place." Did not Lotty glare,

and did nut I clK:ke ! and my uncle sitting

with mamma, and Minnie, and Aunt Julia

in the carriage as sweet to them as ever,

perhaps more so, but to me—I could not

help thinking of the old saying, " If looks

-uuld kill !"
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I was very nearly crying as they drove
away ; but I thought that would be too

absurd, so I pressed back my tears and ran

to Uncle Robert, and made the poor dear

as happy as—as I was wretched.
When they came back Uncle Tremlett

would not speak to me, and the next day
mamma said something about his taking
away what might be considered my share

of the allowance he made her, and my
going out as a governess. He would not
let Hume Cardew speak to me either, but
told him ofi" to Cousin Lotty whenever he
could, while he fondled her and Minnie
ostentatiously, and never so much as

looked at me. I was very sorry, for I had
an odd kind of liking for him ; not the

tender love I had for Uncle Robert, but a
mixture of gratitude and fear and respect.

I did not like his being so angry with me.
But because he had all the money I could

not even try to make friends with him for

fear of being misinterpreted. As it was, I

was once almost put in the wrong when I

was going to do a little service for him, he
not being in the room, and Cousin Lotty
took the chair from me, saying, in her half-

French way, " Ma chere, you cannot hold
with the hare and hunt with the hounds.
You have chosen your parti, and you must
content yourself now without Uncle Trem-
lett 's money !"

And I am sure that he heard her, for he
was at the door when she spoke, and came
into the room before she had quite finished.

I was much astonished that Uncle
Tremlett should have shown so much, dis-

pleasure for such a trifling act of dis-

obedience ; if even you can call it so : I

do not ; for I do not think I owed him so

very much obedience. I did not then know
that if poor Uncle Robert feared him, be
hated Uncle Robert as people do hate
those whom they have injured. He had
injured him for life, ruined his propects,

destroyed his intellect, and of course he
hated him ; and now he hated me for

having dared to do him a kindness against

his OAvn, as he thought, superior wish. He
could not get over it, and did he not make
me suflfer

!

The most painful thing, however, at this

time, was his behaviour to me about Hume.
When they first came he had thrown us to-

gether so much that I was often made quite

uncomfortable, it was so marked, besides

making Aunt Julia and Cousin Lotty
furious with me ; but now he would not
let him come near me, if he could help it

;

and I must say I did feel in disgi'ace when
I saw Hume forbidden to speak to me, as

if I was something bad and wicked, while
Lotty was put forward for everything, and
Uncle Tremlett was never happy if Hume
was half a minute away from her. " Hume,
your Cousin Lotty wants you ;" " Take
your Cousin Lotty, boy;" "What lovely

hair that Cousin Lotty of yours has, and
what a sweet, obliging disposition !"

Every word of praise of Lotty seemed
somehow to tell as blame of me, and I was
more miserable than I care now to re-

member. But Hume was not quite the
cipher Uncle Tremlett wanted him to be

;

and though, as he owed him everything
and as much if not more duty than a real

son, he did all he could to please him, yet
he had too much self-respect to be a slave

or unjust ; and he would not hurt me by
anything like neglect, though he could not,

if he had wished it, pay me too much at-

tention.

One day he met me alone in the garden.
I had been crying, because I was very un-
happy. Uncle Tremlett had been speaking
at me all the morning, saying to Cousin
Lotty how much he admired her sweet
manner, and how he disliked pert, self-

willed girls, and how he hoped that when
Hume married (Hume was not in the

room) he would marry a girl who had her
temper under control, and understood the

grace of obedience, and was well-mannered,
had been abroad, and had fair hair ; in fact

Cousin Lotty herself.

And then he said, " It will be a good
thing for the girl whoever she may be ;

for if Hume marries with my consent he
will inherit as a son would ; if without it,

not a shilling !"

And then Lotty laughed quietly, and
looked at me with her eyes half shut and
very green.

Of course it was nothing to me whom
Hume Cardew married ; but I was hurt at

Uncle Tremlett's unkindness, and cried ac-

cordingly. When Hume met me he seemed
much distressed to see my red eyes, and I

was quite as much ashamed to show them.

Besides I could not tell him why I was so

unhappy. It looked so babyish to go away
and cry because one's uncle was cross. I

was comforted however after this meet-
ing, for Hume was so kind, so good ; and
there was something in his manner diffe-

rent from his usual way of speaking to

me. I cannot explain exactly what it was,

but I don't think he would have spoken
to Cousin Lotty as he did to me. I re-

member to this hour his look when he took

my hand in both of his, and said, " Don't

be down-hearted, my little cousin. All will
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come right in time, better tlian we dare to

hope now, either of us."

1 puzzled myself greatly over this speech.

Who did he mean by us ? and what were
we to dare to hope ? However, his words
and manner made me much happier than I

had been for many days, and I think they

all noticed the change in me ; and I think

too, that both Lotty and Uncle Tremlett sus-

pected it had something to do with Hume,
for he suddenly got almost as cross to Hume
as he was to myself, and Cousin Lotty was
really too horrid, in the way in which she

snubbed me, and flattered both him and
Hume.
A few days after this Uncle Tremlett

became very ill. No one knew what was
the matter with him at first, but we all

saw that it was something very dreadful.

We were far away from any town and could

get no one to nurse him. Mamma, an in-

valid herself, and poor little Minnie were
of course unfit ; Aunt Julia and Cousin
Lotty were as helpless as two babies in a

sick-room; one could not let Hume take up
an office that seemed so entirely suited for

women ; so there was really only myself to

undertake the charge. And as poor Uncle
Tremlett was very ill indeed, if did not
much signify who it was, so long as there

was some one to attend to him quietly, and
see tliat everything went right. So I in-

stalled myself head nurse, and Cousin Lotty
laughed at me to Hume, and said I was mak-
ing a fuss, and that I did it to show off. I

don't quite see where the show-off was !

When the doctor came he looked rather

grave at us all, and on the second visit he
told us that Uncle Tremlett had small- pox.

You may imagine the despair and conster-

nation of the house. Aunt Julia and Cousin
Lotty left at once ; they never waited even
for the carriage to be sent, but went away
as if the place was besieged. The doctor

ordered mamma and ^linnie away ; but
Uncle Robert, who had an obstinate tit on
him, would not stir ; and Hume too re-

mained : I too. There was no one else to

attend to the house or the poor dear invaHd,

at least for the first day or so, until we
could get a nurse from London : and as I

had already been under fire I had got all

the damage I could, and of course could
not go to mamma for fear of carrying the
infection with me. There was nothing for

it then but to stay at home and make the

best of it. And the doctor said I did my
jjart very well, and nursed as if I had been
used to it. And Hume was satisfied with
me also : which was a comfort, as he was
Uncle Tremlett's son—or like his son.

The disease ran its course, and uncle did

not die of it, but he did not get well. I do
not know what else went wrong, but some-
thing did, and he got weaker and weaker
instead of better when the fever and the

sjiots went away. One day it seemed as if

he could not live many hours. He was
very, very weak, but quite sensible; and
he called me to him, and asked me to for-

give him for his harshness. I thought my
heart would have broken, and yet I dared
not show that I felt anything, for fear of

agitating him. All I could say was, " Don't
dear uncle, don't ! Ton were right to show
you were displeased with me, if I vexed
you, though I did not mean it."

" No, I was not right, little dear," he
said, very tenderly, very faintly. " I would
not have minded but for the old hate. Any
one else but him !

'

'

I did not know what he meant, so could

only stand smoothing his wasted hand, and
trying my best to calm him. But I learnt

afterwards that he meant Uncle Robert,

and that it was that sad old story he was
alluding to, which I will tell you presently.

After a long time of silence, the poor
dear opened his eyes again, and said :

" I

wanted Hume to like you, Emmy. I liked

you at the first ; aud if her son had mari-ied

my niece, it would have pleased me. I did

what I could, and now 1 fear it is too late.

I made him take to Julia's daughter in-

stead."

I looked down at this. I thought that if

this was all his sorrow, poor man, he might
soon be comforted ; for Hume had told me
that he didn't like Cousin Lotty, and I

pitied her when he said that. I did not

pity myself when he added that he did like

me. However, this was not a time to think

of one's own happiness, so I said nothing

of it, but petted uncle a little, and quieted

him, and then he went to sleep ; and Hume
came in and sat with me, watching him.

The next day he was even weaker, and I

was really afraid to be left alone with him,

expecting he would die on my hands ; but
the nurse said he would not, and went to

lie down, and so I sat and waited and
watched.

Suddenly he opened his eyes, and asked
for Uncle Robert. I was frightened but
of course obeyed him, and went to the door
to call a servant. Here I stumbled over

Hume. He had been waiting in his own
room, which was close to uncle's, to be at

hand if he was wanted ; and he volunteered

to go for Uncle Robert, though he had
never seen him yet. For all the time that

he and Uncle Tremlett had been with us.

V
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Uncle Robert had shut himself up as I told

you, going out only at dead of night when
every one else was in bed : so he had not
seen or been seen by either. Hume never-

theless went to summon him ; and presently

I heard a scream, and then a loud sob-

bing. I dared not leave the dying man,
though I was in torture, afraid of Uncle
Robert and for Hume : indeed, I did not
know what I was afraid of. But after a

long time of mingled sobs and a soothing,

low, kindly voice—Hume's—I heard foot-

steps coming up the stairs, and Uncle
Robert appeared, leaning on Hume and
looking up into his face with that expres-

sion in his own which meant "seeing
angels"—the sweet old raptness back
again. They both came to the bed, Hume
all amazement, uncle all mild ecstasy and
radiance. Uncle Tremlett lying like a man
already dead, quite still and as if breath-

less, his small pinched face and wasted
hands looking so pitiful, so heart-breaking !

Neither of my uncles looked at each other.

"That is right," said Mr. Tremlett
faintly, not opening his eyes. He seemed
to Icnow everything now without seeing it.

" And he is her son ?" breathed Uncle
Robert, he too not looking at his ancient

foe, but at Hume.
"Yes," said Mr. Tremlett, "and since

his death, and hers, mine."
" Mine too," said Uncle Robert with

his sweet vague smile.

Poor Hume ! I thought he was more
than a little embarrassed at this reduplica-

tion of fathers ; but he was very tender and
good to the dear crazed brain.

Then Uncle Tremlett made a faint move-
ment with his feeble hand.

" Shake hands before I die," he
"and say you forgive me, Robert."

" I forgive you, from my soul, James.
Why not? Is She not always with me ?"

said Uncle Robert smiling, but the tears

were fast falling from his eyes, though they
had their ecstatic look too.

"Hume, my boy, my Mabel's son, your
hand," said poor Uncle Tremlett, yet more
feebly; "yours, Emmy, little angel-girl."

We put our hands into his, hejoined them,
and his lips murmured, " God bless you."
He smiled and looked pleased .when

Hume leaned over me, and took me 1^0 him
and kissed me.

I can tell you no more ; there was some-
thing very dreadful then—a noise, a some-

j

thing ; don't ask me what : all I know is,
|

that I found myself on the sofa some time

late in the evening, with the nurse and
doctor, and Uncle Robert, and Hume—my
Hume— all about me, and I very ill, and
feeling very odd. But I did not have
small-pox, only a kind of neir^ous attack

that did not last long ; and when I re-

covered, well ! I would have gone through

a hundred times as much to be so happy !

So this is exactly how it happened ; and
in no other way. Aunt Julia and Cousin

Lotty at the first cut me, but now that I am
married they have thought better of it, and
have come round to me again ; and I for-

give them all they said of me. They cer-

tainly did say awful things ; and Lotty,

once, more than hinted that I had poisoned

Uncle Tremlett that I might marry Hume,
whom he would have disinherited if I had
while he was alive, and whom he had ex-

pressly forbidden to think of me, " having

other views for him." But I knew that

was not true. Hume, the son of the only

woman he had ever loved, or that Uncle
Robert had ever loved, and whom he had
induced to break oiF her engagement with

Uncle Robert in the hope of winning her

to himself—but you see he did not, for she

married Mr. Cardew instead—Hume was
destined for me from that first evening, if

he would take as strong a liking to me as

Mr. Tremlett himself did. For, being

Uncle Robert's favourite niece, it seemed
in some way to atone for his base conduct

to him in those early years, at least in his

own mind ; and I knew that he died happier

reconciled to his old victim, and leaving

one of mamma's daughters, and his niece,

safe with Hume as his promised wife, and
consequent heiress to his own fortune.
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THE DOCTOR'S MIXTURE.

BOOK III.

CHAPIHR XXII. THE DOCTOR SCORES.

With the morning that battle -vvonld

begin.

The patient was a little better, but still

in acute agony. His eyes again sought
Katey, and his hand closed on hers ; and
when the figure of Mrs. Leader appeared
at the other side, an air oftrouble came into

them. All that day he groaned and gasped,
and occasionally dozed. Mrs. Leader was
perpetually coming in — always on the
watch. The Doctor's deputy—for so she

considered Katey—could not be disturbed

from her position out of consideration for

the sick man. There was a twinkle of

triumph in the Doctor's eyes as he looked
towards Mrs. Leader, reminding her of

what he had said last night, that he and
his daughter should stay or go together.

At night, with a dull lamp burning,
Katey still kept her watch. Mrs. Leader
had insisted on relieving her ; but the sick

man grew troubled, and once more she had
to send for the poor girl and restore her to

her post. This fretted the lady of the
house, and she again determined that the

moment her husband was at all better,

ejectment should take place ; already, feel-

ing her inferiority in numbers and perhaps
strength, she had written to her brother to

come back with all speed. The fashion-

able friends were still there, but had fixed

a day for their departure. The Doctor
had already not only softened Lady Sea-

man towards himself by his own agreeable

gifts, but in her presence had given a
warning speech to her son.

" While I'm here, my lord, the little

homestead is as shut up as a prison. ISTo

admission except on business. We're the

most particular family in the parish ; so

mind, if you want to offend me, you'll go
on paying visits there." This was said in

a very stern and decided way, and the young
man understood pei'fectly by that time that

the Doctor was not a man to be trifled

with. Lady Seaman, therefore, credited him
with sincerity, and was his friend.

Now arrived Doctor Speed again ; who
inspected, felt, reflected ; said " no doubt

"

many times, and dechned to give any
opinion till he was down in the drawing-

room, when he announced that " the malady
was taking its course." He could say no-

thing decisive. Meanwhile he had brought
down Mr. Macfarlane, a short, keen-eyed,

wiry Scot, with an elderly head on young
shoulders, who was all " in his (Doctor

Speed's) mind," and who would see that

everything was carried out as he directed.

" Then," said Mrs. Leader, eagerly, " I

suppose Doctor Findlater need not re-

main nozu ?"

" Not unless you wish it," said the doc-

tor, dryly.
" Quite so," said Peter ;

" then I resign all

responsibility over to the new physician.

Well and good ! Well and good !"

" Quite so," said Doctor Speed, whose
face seemed to say, " Well and better."

He was to remain as usual till about five

or six o'clock. There was certainly an im-

provement in the patient : he could speak

with less pain. Our Doctor w^ent in to him.
" My dear sir," he said, " you're not to

talk, but to listen—mind now. I've come
to tell you, Mrs. Leader has got a brand-

new doctor for you, vice myself, resigned

—

and who'll take care of you far better,

though he is only halfmy age. Her brother,

too, Mr. Randall, will be here to-night, so

you'll have none but friends about you."

«^ isa^
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Mr. Leader put up kia jaundiced face,

and, in a husky whisper, said :
" But she's

not to leave me—Katey ?"

" Oh, all in good time—by-and-bye. I

fear I couldn't leave her in this house.

She goes with me."

A strange look of pain and worry came

into his face, and he whispered, anxiously

:

" Don't, oh don't let her leave me !"

" Now don't distress yourself. The new
doctors say you're not to." And having

thus "sown the good seed," the Doctor

went down-stairs. He met Mrs. Leader,

who was just coming up, a little uneasy.
" You see I'm going. But if you want

me back again you must come for me."

She turned scornfully from him.
" And I'm taking my child with me.

I'll not leave her to the cruel mercies of

certain parties, now that her sole friend

and protector in the house is laid low,"

added the Doctor. " I wish you good

morning, ma'am."
Mrs. Leader was a good deal disturbed

at this too ready compliance. She knew
there must be "schemes" behind it. But
still the delight at getting rid of Katey
overpowered all other considerations.

But when the London doctor went up to

the patient, about three o'clock, he found

him worse, much flushed and agitated. His

quick eye soon discerned that something

had gone wrong. He bent his head to listen

to the patient, who was saying

:

" She must not go. Don't let them send

her away."
" Certainly not. Some servant no doubt.

What is her name ?"

" Katey, to be sure. Don't let her leave

me."
The doctor ascertained who Katey was.

He sought her, and said to her gravely that

he hoped she was not going away.
" I have to go. My father requires it.

He has been ofiended at the treatment he
receives here."

" Well, he may go : but there is no
reason that you should. No matter; I'll

speak to Mrs. Leader."

He walked boldly into that lady's bou-
doir.

" We must not let this lady leave," he
said ;

" it is essential that she should stay

—mind, essential."
" But she will go ; her father insists

on it. I am sure I don't want her to do
so

"

" Mr, Leader will fret himself into a re-

lapse. It must be done, that's all about it.

I am astonished that any diihculty can be

made. You have had some family diffe-

rences, I suppose?"
" It is not I, indeed. Her father insists

on her following him."
"Yes, I see; to spite the family—I un-

derstand. Well, you must get him back,

that's all about it."

" Never !" said the lady. " He is a low,

ignorant fellow."

" Oh, nonsense ! I tell you he must be

got back, or I give up ihe case, and your
husband will die in twenty-four hours."

Mary Leader was at the moment in the

doorway, and entered impetuously :

" Of course it shall be done. If Katey
will not stay without her father—and I

hardly wonder at it after tho treatment he

has received—he must be sent for. Shall

I order the carriage at once ?"

Mrs. Leader was quite borne down by
this vehemence.

" Of course," she said, " Doctor Speed,

whatever is necessary for his state—though
I can hardly believe that it turns on a man,
whom you have siTch a poor opinion of,

being in the house."
" My good madam, this is a plain matter

of common sense : we are only wasting

time. Order the horses at once."

Mary sat down without a word and wrote,

sending the brougham with the letter. In

due time it returned.
" There," said Doctor Speed, who had

been soothing his patient, " she is not to

go. For here is her father back again."

But no, it was only a reply to the note.

Doctor Eindlater presents his compli-

ments to Miss Leader, and begs that she

will remind Mrs. Leader of what he said, on
leaving Leadersfort, as to the sole terms on
which he can consent to return.

N.B. He is expecting his daughter, Mrs.

Cecil Leader. He hopes that she will not

be detained.

Mary handed it to the physician. " I

don't understand it," she said.

" Perhaps I do. Miss Leader," he said.

" I hardly wonder at the man's standing

back. What does all this mean, Mrs.

Leader ?"

She read impatiently. " Some more of

his impertinence! It is unbearable. I'll

not submit to it. Let her go, then !"

He shook his head. " Oh, we can't trifle

with these cases. Now please do whatever

is necessary."
" What ! go myself and fetch him ?

Never !"

tXr
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The doctor smiled. " Well, that is a

little too miich. But if Le won't come
otherwise—suppose you go, Miss Leader."

Without a Avord that young lady went
down to the carriage, and drove away.
When Peter, looking round the edge of

his curtain, saw the "petticoat," he danced

a regular jig, or even war-dance, but was
much taken back when Mary entered.

"Now, Doctor Findlater," she said, "I
want you to be good-natured and reason-

able, and to do something for me. You
are too sensible to think of pushing your
advantage further. Come back with me,

won't you, as a favoui' ?"

The Doctor looked at her with a comic
smile. "I see," he said. "Well, here

goes." And he went down with her, got

into the carriage, and then drove away.
The Doctor was really good-natured and
sensible, and, if thiis appealed to, was not
likely to press his advantage too far. But
he reserved a little stroke, in petto, for the

time he should meet Mrs. Leader.

CHAPIEE XXIII. BY THE BEDSIDE.

Up drove the brougham. The Doctor
descended triumphantly, and was preceded

in by his captor. There, in the dining-room,

were Doctor Speed and all the august party

assembled at a very late lunch, or early

dinner. It was intensely gratifying to his

" amoor proper."
" I declare I am as good as a noble

Roman," he said, as the servants prepared

a seat for him, and he unfolded his napkin.
" No one can call me a Shylock after this, or

say I was insisting on my bond." And he
looked straight at Mrs. Leader. That lady

took no notice. He went on : "I declare !

To think that I should be pi-escribed, as a

prescription at my time of life. Why, it

beats the Encumbered Estates Court."

The London doctor listened quite amused.
He was coming round to like this Doctor
Findlater, who, notwithstanding all the dis-

mal circumstances, was exceedingly enter-

taining, and told some of his best stories.

Mrs. Leader listened, silent and cold. She
was looking forward, in thought, and in

troubled thought, to what was to come of

all this.

At last the London doctor went up to

have another look at his patient, whom he
pronounced to bo neither advancing nor
going back—to the family ; but to his con-

freres, Mr. Macfarlane and Doctor Find-

later, he repeated his old verdict: " I doubt
if the man can hold on. It will spread to

the heart, and then the liver complication

—

however, go on with the treatment." He
then departed, crumpling up a little slip of

paper, which Mrs. Leader presented to him,
and which was his second cheque for one
hundred pounds.
Now the reserved, canny Mr. Mactarlane

came into office ; a man that economised his

words and thoughts as he did his shillings
;

and thought before he spoke whether yon
were worth expending so much " pheezical

exartion" upon. The Doctor, on that night,

painfully studied him, to see how he could
be approached, but could make nothing of

him— a " dried-up, flaky, unsympathetic
chip." But from that hour the Doctor
did not flag, and laid himself out, with a
patient and untiring energy, to discover

the weak place. Determined, however, as

he said, to give " a handsome quid" in return
for the quo extended to him in the shape
of house-room and entertainment, the Doc-
tor exerted himself energetically, and, with
all his powers of entertainment, rendered
himself quite a popular character with the

guests, and Lady Seaman smiled languidly,

but approvingly, at his quips, stories, and
I'epartees. The young lord was dull and
sulky ; he did not understand the Doctor's

altered manner, who seemed to be half

sneering, half laughing at him.

It would be disagreeable to dwell much
on the stages of that long sickness. In
truth. Doctor Speed had tolerably correctly

summed up the matter. " The man can't

last." But all through he seemed to cling

to Katey, and he was never easy or tranquil

but when she was near him, reading to

him. Mrs. Leader said nothing all that

evening, and seemed to accept the situation.

But she was expecting relief; and next

morning Mr. Randall Morrison was found,

by those who came down late, seated at

the breakfast-table. The Doctor gave a
little start, and Mr. Randall looked at him
with a smiling nod, as who should say,

" We are now going to change matters."

On the ladies going away, this gentle-

man spoke to the Doctor, and others that

remained, in a quiet, confidential, but as-

sured fashion. "You see, with so many
people in the house, all about this poor in-

valid, we must really establish some order,

and regularity, and subordination. Now,
we have thought it best, Mi^s. Leader and I,

that as you and Mr. ]\Iactarlane are the phy-

sicians, you should have control-in-chief,

and decide on Mr. Leader's state—whether
he is fit to see people, or whether he is

likely to be tired of seeing people, and
other matters of that sort. There must, of
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course, be no disputing wlaat you decide.

I am sure you see the propriety of tliat,

Doctor Findlater."
" Oh, I never undertake to decide what

is or what is not propriety. There are

such contradictory opinions. But I warn
you not to be crossing the grain of the

sick man, or fretting him. Mr. Macfarlane

can tell you what happened yesterday.

And then Doctor Speed laid down a dif-

ferent principle altogether. But that's

neither here nor there, of course."

Mr. Morrison stared at him. " You ai'e

hardly right," he said. "We have to do

with what is here ; nothing, of course, with
what is there. However, this is the deter-

mination we have arrived at, and I am sure

every one here will co-operate with me in

carrying it out."

The dry Scotch doctor was allotted a
little room off Mr. Leader's, which became
a sort of sentry-box, where he kept guard
over the patient. Katey alone was allowed

the entree, and could come and go as she

pleased without challenge.

It was late one night, towards eleven

o'clock, after the patient had had a restless,

uneasy day, when Mrs. Leader had passed

in and out a good deal. Katey had been
reading and talking to him all the greater

part of the day, and had come on duty again

at ten o'clock, after a hasty rush into the

town, to look after things there. Mr.
Leader, " grown as yellow as an Australian

sovereign," stupefied with violent jaundice,

had been dozing and dreaming, while

Katey watched.

How many things had she to think of

in that lonely vigil—the secret, desperate

schemes that she knew were being hatched
against her and her husband, the responsi-

bility of duty towards her father, whose
next extravagance she began to be doubtful

about, to say nothing of the strange rumours
that were spreading through Tilston of dis-

coveries, and of strange stories, to be re-

vealed by-and-bye. Then, there was her

sister Polly—a bright, but fooHsh child;

and she recalled her light manner, and how
often in her visits she had found her sitting

with that dangerous Captain Molyneux,
and whom she longed to see married to

some steady man, and placed out of harm's
way. Never were so many cares on so

young a head.

As she thought and thought she heard
the sick man groan, and, looking round,

became conscious that his eyes were fixed

upon her. He caught her by the wrist.

" That is you, my dearest Katey. Where

have you been ? Why did you not come
before?"

" I have been here, dear Mr. Leader, for

the last two hours."
" Then don't leave me again ! I wish to

do what is right, God knows I do. But
I cannot stand their persecution longer.

They wear me to death."
" Who, dear Mr. Leader ?"

" Oh, you know—he and she. They in-

timidate me. All this weary day they have
been at me. Why don't you save me from
them ? They want to destroy me here and
hereafter, and, oh Katey, I fear they will

make me do it
!"

" Don't distress yourself. Now, you pro-

mised me you would not," said the amiable
Katey, who never even thought of indulg-

ing her curiosity, and asking what it was
they were to make him do.

" If I have only strength left me," he
went on, " they shall never prevail on me
to do what is wrong. Never. But I am
so weak and shaken; and there is the

danger."
" Don't think of it anymore to-night,"

she said, soothing him.

"But they will come again to-morrow,

arguing and imploring of me to do this.

I cannot stand it. As it is, my soul is

tortured for what I have done."

At last Katey said :
" But what is this

thing that is so dreadful ?"

" You know very well. Surely there is

no danger of my life—the doctors don't say

so. I have suffered a great deal, and it would
be very hard 1 will not do it," he said,

vehemently. " I will not damn my soul,

and leave an injustice after me by leaving

my own son a beggar."

"Poor Cecil!" said Katey. "He has

done nothing to deserve this persecution."
" But I want—I want," said the sick

man, raising himself, and beating his

pillow passionately, " I want to be saved

for the future. Who can keep them from

me ? They will come again and again, I

know they will. I want to undo the mis-

chief I have done, and you must stand by
and help me, Katey. But they are all too

strong for me."
"Indeed, no," said Katey. "You are

only agitating yourself. Never think of us

to-night, at least. To-morrow papa will

do something."
"But if they persuade me. I am so

weak now. If they begin it again. I can-

not be always struggling. They are too

many for me. Suppose," he added, with a

sort of piteous earnestness, " suppose they

eg. '-^
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should force me to this, would you think

me the most wretched, basest creature ?

But be indulgent—what can I do ?"
.

" Do !" said Katey ;
" do what your own

conscience tells you is right, and nothing
against that. It is hard for me to speak
on such a subject ; but if you ask me, I

might say that there has been enough done
in the way of severity to poor Cecil."

" But not more than he deserved. You
don't say that I have acted wickedly or

unfairly ? You know that he went against

me, defied my authority. I should mark
it to him in some way."

" But it was a heavy punishment for the

offence, if such it was. Disinherited, dis-

graced, beggared! And all this—forgive

me, dear sir, if I say this—I know, oiot

from your own heart, or on account of any
anger you might have, but because it was
urged, cruelly urged, upon you."
He turned away his face restlessly.

" Yes," she went on, growing more ex-

cited ;
" your heart was too good, too

generous, to feel any bitterness, or to

magnify that into an injury. Nor do I so

much accuse others, but only consider

this—she was not his mother, and could

not have a parent's feelings. Such a one,

and her friends, would naturally look to

theii^ own interest, and take a far harsher

view than a father would."
" Well done, my little pleader," would

her father have exclaimed had he been
listening ; and even the manner, sweet and
earnest, was more irresistible than the

matter. Her little speech, after all no more
than a remonstrance, had a vast effect.

" Don't think too hardly of me," he said

;

" when I recover I shall repair all. As it

is, Cecil is taken care of. And they shall

get me to do nothing more—never. Only
if I had some support. But I shall make
up for the past."

After that he at last got to rest, while

Katey continued her watch, half excited,

half fearful of her own boldness, and think-

ing that she had spoken too much, and gone
too far.

Mr. Randall Morr-ison brought about a

great change in the tone of the house. Ho
introduced a steady resolution, and quite

took the command. The Doctor he seemed
to be always confronting, with "a cold

eye," and a hostile watchfulness; and it

was curious to see how completely Doctor

Findlater dropped his jovial bantering in

the presence of this enemy : feeling clearly

that it was of no use, and superfluous.

]^rr. J\Iorrison seemed to establish a sort of

understanding that it was by his permis-
sion, or at least approbation, that all access

to Mr. Leader's room was tolerated. And
he even seemed to require an account of
the business that brought any one there.

Doctor Findlater secretly resented this

behaviour, and often said to himself. " Bide
your time. Fin ! bide your time, my
boy !" A very efficient ally in this "police
work," as the Doctor would call it, was the
Scotch Doctor Macfarlane, who seemed to

grow every hour more close and impe-
netrable. The Doctor tried him in every
conceivable way, with good stories, jokes,

deferential asking of an opinion ; still more
deferential adopting of an opinion ; but aU
in vain— a grim smile was the highest

result. Yet, with a buoyant effrontery,

the Doctor never would accept these re-

buffs ; but under shelter of his daughter,
would enter the sick-room, and sit there

cheering the patient. The unhappy Mr.
Leader remained, for a time at least, with-

out getting better, or at least without
getting much worse. Sometimes he was
dull and stupefied, as the heavy humours of
his illness mounted to his head, sometimes
cross and peevish to a degree—sometimes
troubled as to the state of his soul. The
Doctor tried to cheer him ; but after he had
been with him about two or three minutes
the Scotch " superintendent " entered and
feared that " they were fatiguing the pa-

tient," and grew imperative, and the
Doctor had to go out. Nothing would
soften that cold, thorny nature.

A STRING OF GHOST STORIES.

The writer has, in common with many
others, great curiosity in all matters con-

nected with the supernatural.

Without desiring to pi-ove logically that

it is often more difficult to doubt than to be-

lieve, the writer cultivates a mind in abey-

ance, ready to believe what is supernatural,

on the same proofs, and with the same faith,

as what is natural.

Direct ocular evidence, or the strongest

circumstantial evidence, being the rule in

courts of law, nothing is hereafter stated

on the warrant of the writer that would
not be considered good legal evidence. The
facts come direct from the witnesses them-
selves, and were by them related to the

writer.

Sir W. S. was a general officer, well

known in the Indian service. He died
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lately at Florence. His widow is alive,

and she related what follows :

They had been living for many years in

India, with a sister, to Avhom Lady S. was
tenderly attached. Both had arranged to

return to England about the same time,

but Lady S. left first, much against her

wish. Her sister was to follow as soon as

possible. On reaching England, Lady S.

anxiously looked for letters with news of

her sister's plans. In this state of anxiety

she dreamt one night that her sister ap-

peared before her, in long white traihng

clothes, dripping with wet, her face ghastly

pale, her fair hair, which was remarkably
long and beautiful, falling around her, save

on the right side of her head, which was
closely cut.

The dream was so shocking, and so dis-

tinct, that Lady S. became greatly alai*med.

She carefully noted the date of its occur-

rence. Her anxiety to receive letters in-

creased. They came at last. Her sister

had embarked shortly after her, and died

at sea. By her own request a portion of

her beautiful hair was cut off before she

died, to be sent to Lady S. She was buried

at sea at the precise hour of Lady S.'s

dream.

Captain Campbell, of S., is well known
as a spirited writer on Indian field sports.

He and his wife were staying with me in the

Highlands of Arg-yleshire, when he related

the following circumstances

:

S. Castle, his family place, stands on
the coast of Kintyre, that wildest part of

Argyleshire facing the sea. It is a regular

feudal stronghold, small, square-turreted,

placed on a pile of rocks, lapped by the sea.

Behind rise barren hills in long monoto-
nous lines, broken below into grass-fields,

divided by walls, or dykes, as they are called

in Scotland. There are no trees, nothing
but the clouds, the hills, and the sea. Under
the old castle, along the shore, nestle a few
grey hovels. These, with the grey castle

above, form the village of S. ; a place that,

even in summer, chills one with its sug-

gestive look of Avintry blasts and roaring

sea storms.

One special autumn morning Captain
Campbell started to shoot grouse on the

moors far away beyond the hills. His path
lay along the shore by a little pier and a
low wall raised as a barrier to the waves.
Under this wall lay moored the fishing-

boats of his tenants, who, on the borders of

Loch Fyne, look to the famous herrings of

those waters for their support.

As he passed this low wall he saw four

men, well known to him, preparing their

nets for a start. The day was boisterous,

the wind moaned along the shore, and
the white-crested waves rode in, angrily

sti'iking against the wall. Captain Camp-
bell halted for a few moments to speak to

the men and to wish them a good haul.

All day he was out on the moors, inland.

The wind had risen, and stormy gusts of

rain swept over the water and the land. As
he returned he again took the coast road,

although it was further round. He felt,

he said, a strange necessity to do so, he
could not explain to himself at the time.

The sea was now very rough and lashing

furiously against the low wall ; the sun was
setting in a bank of lurid clouds opposite.

Leaning against the wall, as if resting, the

sickly sunshine Lighting up distinctly their

forms and faces, which he fully recognised,

he saw the same four men with whom he
had spoken in the morning. Being late,

he did not stop, but merely bade them good-

night in passing, and scarcely noticed that

they neither raised their caps, nor replied

to him.

As he entered the enclosed court of the-

castle, his wife ran out to meet him, ex-

claiming, " Oh, Campbell, how thankful I

am you are returned ! The most dreadful

accident has happened. The boat, with

So-and-so on board (naming the four men
he had just seen), has capsized in a sudden
squall near the shore, lower down ; they

are all drowned, and their poor wives are

almost mad with grief!"

"Impossible, my dear!" replied Captain

Campbell ;
" I have this instant seen those

very men by the low wall at the jetty."

" Seen them!" ci'ied she. "It is but

an hour ago their bodies began to drift on
the beach, and one still is missing, but the

morning tide is expected to bring it in !

As the boat capsized in the bay it was all

distinctly seen by the watchers."

Then Captain Campbell understood that

the forms he had seen were the wraiths of

the drowned men, standing there to bid

good-bye to the laird, and he went down
to the village to comfort the widows.

At Walton-on-Thames, close to the river,

was a villa, long the property of the T.

family. It was the favourite residence of

a certain eccentric countess of that house,,

known as "the bad countess," who was so

fond of the place that, being of a violent and
strange temper, she declared that she would,

after her death, haunt the house should any
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one dare to destroy or alter it, specially

should they meddle with her own private

room. In the course of years the villa

was sold to wealthy people, who entirely

disapproved of its small size and gloomy
rooms, and, mimindful or ignorant of the

threats of Lady T.,_ pulled down most of

the old house, and built a very fine modern
mansion in its place. This family, im-

mensely rich, whom we will call S. R.,

were happy, merry people, with many sons

and daughters, hajjpy and merry also.

Visitors always filled the house ; the rooms
Avere large and spacious, the furniture new
and showy ; in fact, it was the very last

place in the world to be connected with

the supernatural. Yet, very soon after

the new villa was built, Mrs. S. R., the mis-

tress of the house, came to be aware that a

particular bedroom, forming part of the

old house, was haunted by the countess on
one special day of the year. Year after

year the same appearance of a little old

woman, strangely dressed, occurred to dif-

ferent visitors occupying this room, until

Mrs. S. R. could not doubt the fact. The
room was, of course, used as little as pos-

sible, but, one day, some American friends

landing unexpectedly, and making a sudden
A'isit to Walton, were, for want of space,

placed in it. In the night, before the fire

had gone out, the husband and wife were
aroused by the door opening, and an old

woman appearing, dressed in an antique

costume. She crossed the room, stood for

some time looking at the bed, and then dis-

appeared before either of them could follow

her. Not in the least prepared for a ghostly

visitor, the Americans got up, and tried to

trace the figm-e, but quite in vain. The
next morning they asked Mrs. S. R. who
cduld possibly have entered their room in

the middle of the night, describing the

strange dress and appearance of the visitor.

Mrs. S. R. started and turned pale. She
remembered that very night was the date

of the yearly appearance of Lady T.,

which, in the sudden arrival of her friends,

she had forgotten.

The following incident occurred in Rut^
landshire about twenty years ago, and was
related to the writer by the wife of one of

our bishops :

Mr. and Mrs. E. were then young people,

and the future episcopus Avas glad to accept
a country cui'acy near his father's residence.

A small house Avas taken in the parish on
a four years' lease. After six months' re-

sidence, Mrs. E. one Suadav morning ac-

cidentally remained at home during church
hours, and was sitting in her bedroom. All
the household had gone to church save the
cook, who was in a distant part of the
house, cooking. Under ]\Irs. E.'s bedroom.
Avas a drawing-room, AA'hich was only par-

tially furnished, and therefore rarely used-

It was at that time locked up, the windows
fastened, the shutters shut, and the blinds

draAvn down. Suddenly Mrs. E. was dis-

turbed by hearing a confusion of noises in

the room below ; the door slanmied re-

peatedly, the AvindoAvs thrown up and
down, the blinds noisily pulled, the furni-

ture drawn about the room, in fact, every
evidence of the presence of a large and
noisy party. Mrs. E. at once rang the bell,

which was duly ansAvered by the cook.
" Who on earth is in the room below ?

Who has unlocked the door?" she in-

quired.
" No one, ma'am," replied the cook ;

" no
one is in the house but myself, and I am
busy in the kitchen."

" Impossible, go down and see ; there

is a large party in the draAving-room."

The cook went and returned.

"The door, ma'am, was locked; I un-

fastened it ; the windows and shutters are

shut, the blinds down, the furniture un-

moved."
Mrs. E. dismissed the cook, and pondered.

Some time after this she sat more in the
drawing-room, the season being summer.
When alone there she heard the same noises

in the room overhead, that is, in her bed-

room ; chairs were dragged about, the fire

(when there Avere no coals in the grate)

violently poked, and the sound of feet were
plainly audible walking in and about the

room. Mrs. E. had not the courage to

investigate these noises as the cook had
done, but when she did go to her room
everything was in its accustomed place.

At first these noises were of rare oc-

currence ; as time went on hardly a week
elapsed AAithout their occurrence, and Mrs-
E., though by no means a nervous woman,
felt really uncomfortable. Noises, too, came
to be heard in other parts of the house,

and the servants became alarmed. There
Avas a small room, intended for a school-

room, near the offices, where the servants

sat ; at one end was a window and on the

left side a door ; along the AA'indoAV side of

the Avail a curtain, drawn at night, covered

both windoAV and wall. The serA\ants were
sitting in this room one eA'ening by candle-

light, Avhen the curtain rustled in a manner
to draw their attention, and as thej looked.
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behind it was distinctly seen by all the

impress of a form, passing between the

curtain and the wall, and holding off the

curtain by the left arm. As this unseen

form passed the opening of the curtains a

hand appeared for an instant on the dark

stuff, and a moment after all those present

were conscious that a something which
rustled in moving had passed out of the

room by the door from the curtain, and
that the room on that side become intensely

cold. The servants all saw and heard this

visitation. The lease of the house being

nearly ended, theE.'s left it. Mrs. E. says

that nothing would have induced her to

remain there any longer, for that both her

husband and herself believed that the house

was haunted.

The writer cannot of course guarantee

what the servants saw ; but, as forming a

sequel to Mrs. E.'s story, it has been related.

What follows is given in the words of

the lady herself, Miss Jones, now Mrs.

Harford, of Stapleton Manor-house, near

Bristol.
" I live in a large, rambling, old house in

the country, built some time in the four-

teenth century, according to a date found

on an old beam in the roof some years ago

by a workman who was employed to repair

it. The two lower floors are wainscoted,

and a blow on the walls causes a hollow

sound, suggestive of places of concealment,

which doubtless would be discovered if the

panels were removed. The house has the

character of being haunted. Indeed, strange

and unaccountable noises are at times heard
in various parts of it. Singular hghts have
also been seen, not only by the domestics,

but by visitors. I shall, however, confine

myself to one instance, of which I was a

spectator. The bedroom, which I still oc-

cupy, where this circumstance took place,

is on the third floor. It is a large room
with bow windows, and at that time con-

tained two beds. An invalid sister and
I shared the larger, and another sister

occupied the smaller bed. We always
burned a night-light in the room. At the

end of October, in the year 1854, 1 was one
night awakened suddenly by some noise,

and being perfectly awake, I saw a female

figure pass slowly across the foot of the bed,

going towards the windows. It moved so

deliberately, that I had time to consider

who it could be, while it was before my
eyes. A slight figure, and a fair sad face,

dressed in a white cap, and apparently a
white night-dress. It was sufficiently like

the sister in my bed to make me think it

was she, as I had no idea of its being any-

thing supernatural ; and I only thought she

was taken ill. But I checked the intention I

felt at first to speak to her, as she had a

great dislike to being watched, and turned

round, not to have the appearance of doing

so, when to my surprise and alarm I saw
her calmly sleeping by my side. I then got

immediately out of bed, and carefully

searched the room. The door was bolted,

and I looked behind the curtains. This

room is papered, and there was no place of

concealment where any one could hide. I

then saw that my other sister alSo was
quietly sleeping. I did not like to wake my
sisters, fearing to alarm the invahd, but I

mentioned the circumstance the next day,

though, of course, no one could offer any
suggestion on the subject, as none but

myself had seen the figure. Some years

afterwards I again saw the same appari-

tion standing by my bed, and apparently

gazing at me. I was then alone, and im-

mediately started up, when it disappeared.
" I afterwards heard that a new servant,

who had arrived at the house only the

previous night, had seen a similar figure,

and I believe on that morning. She had
risen a little after five o'clock to get

through her work, when she heard a door

open near to which she was passing, and
saw a female figure dressed in white come
out of the door, and pass along the passage

leading to my bedroom. It was about five

o'clock that I saw the apparition by my
bed, but being in February, the morning
was still dark. When the housekeeper

heard the girl relate the circumstance, she

tried to persuade her that she had seen one

of the servants coming out of the room

;

but she persistently declared it did not re-

semble any one in the house. I have not

heard of the same apparition having been

seen by any person since that time, though
noises still continue to disturb at times the

members of our household."

C. Abbey, In Cheshire, the ancestral

seat of the C. family, is the next scene to

which the writer will invite the reader's

attention.

The old part of this fine old mansion has

been made into bedrooms and offices, not

being in keeping with the splendour of

modern requirements. Thus, what used to

be called the " coved saloon" was first de-

graded into a nurseiy, and is now used as

a bedroom. When the late Lord C. grew

old, this room, in which he had played as a
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child, was occupied by his niece, Miss P.,

who before her marriaj^e resided in the

house. Lady C's dressing-room was only
divided from the " coved saloon" by a short

corridor.

One evening Miss P. was alone dress-

ing for a very late dinner, and as she rose

from her toilet-glass to get some article

of dress, she saw standing near her bed—

a

little iron one, placed out in the room away
from the wall—the figure of a child dressed
in a very quaint frock, with an odd little

ruff round its neck. For some moments
Miss P. stood and stared, wondering how
this strange little creature could have en-

tered her room. The full glare of the
candles was upon its face and figure. As
she stood looking at it, the child began to

run round and round the bed in a wild
distressed way, with a look of suffering in
its little face.

Miss P., still more and more surprised,

walked up to the bed and stretched out her
hand, when the child suddenly vanished,
how, or where, she did not see, but, ap-
parently, into the floor. She went at once
to Lady C's room and inquired of her to
whom the little girl could belong she had
just seen in her room, expressing her belief

that it was supernatural, and describing
her odd dress and troubled face.

The ladies went down to dinner, for many
guests were staying in the house. Lady
C. thought and thought over this strange
appearance. At last she remembered that
Lord C. had told her that one of his earliest

recollections was the grief he felt at the
sudden death of a little sister of whom he
was very ford, fourteen years old. The
two children had been playing together
in the nursery—the same " coved saloon,"
running round and round the bed—over-
night. In the morning when he woke he
was told she had died in the night, and he
was taken by one of the nursery-maids to see
her laid out on her little bed in the " coved
saloon." The sheet placed over her was
removed to show him her face. The horror
he had felt at the first sight of death made
so vivid an impression on him, that in ex-
treme old age he still recalled it. The
dress and face of the child, as described by
Miss P., agreed precisely with his remem-
brance of his sister. Both Lady C. and
Miss P. related this to the writer.

Dr. Gason, a physician resident at Rome,
a very old and esteemed friend, told tho
writer Avhat follows :

" I was called to attend an Eno-lish <i'n-\

in Rome, Miss P., living with her aunt,

Mrs. Evans. From the first I saw it

was a case that must end fatally. I be-

came greatly interested in my patient, and
attended her more as a friend, at last, than

as a doctor. When she became worse my
wife and 1 took turns to sit up durixig part

of the night, so as to allow Mrs. Evans to

have some hours' rest.

" I was sitting, about two in the morn-
ing, in the salon of the apartments occupied

by these ladies. Like many small apart-

ments abroad, the bedrooms opened from
this central room. On my left was Mrs.

Evans's room, where she then lay asleep.

On the right was my poor patient's room.

Both doors were open to enable me to hear

the one, and to call the other. I was sit-

ting in the furthest part of the salon, which
was lighted by a lamp. I was as wide
awake as I am now. I had just turned up
the lamp, thinking that it grew dim, when
I saw a figure dressed in white pass out

from Mrs. Evans's door into Miss P.'s room.

As it slowly moved along the other end of

the salon from where 1 sat, I did not dis-

tinctly see the face or features, but the un-

usual dress, and a shadowy look about the

figure, which glided rather than walked,

surprised me. I concluded, however, as 1

sat looking at it in the somewhat dim
light, that it must be Mrs. Evans who had
gone to look at her poor niece, dressed in

some bedroom toilet new to me.
" But, as she did not return, I rose and

looked into her door. Mrs. Evans was fast

asleep in her bed. I then went into Miss
P.'s room, who lay in a troubled doze.

" I was shocked at the sudden change
in her appearance since I saw her an hour
before. Death was in her face, which had
from white turned now to an ashy grey
colour. About five o'clock I called up her

aunt to take my place.
" On retiring about ten o'clock in the

morning, I could not help questioning Mrs.
Evans as to whether she had gone late

into her niece's room. ' It was not I,' she
replied. ' 1 never moved from the time I

lay down until you called me.'
" When I went into Miss P.'s room, she

was sinking rapidly. She clasped my hand
with all her remaining strength, and began
speaking quickly, but very indistinctly. 1

understood her to say, ' Oh, Dr. Gason,
I am so glad you are come

—

I can die now
—1 have something to tell you—a white
figure in the night—the figure of

Oh, do try and understand me—the white

figure ' These words were repeated

--^
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many times; but the poor girl spoke so

low, and slie breathed with such difficulty,

that it was impossible for me to catch her

meaning. Most painful was the struggle

to tell me what was on her mind. To the

last she held my hand, and her lips moved,
but no sound came from them, and in half

an hour she was dead."

Mrs. P. is a family connexion. She was
living with her husband at their country
place during the autumn of a certain year.

She was in good health, as was her husband

;

no trouble or agitation harassed her mind:
she lived in luxurious ease, rich, quiet, and
contented. She is, moreover, rather of a

reserved and silent temper, not in the least

sensitive, or imaginative, or outward.

Mr. P., a complete country gentleman
(and a very affectionate husband, be it said),

was in the full enjoyment of the sporting

season ; he hunted, shot, and fished, and
farmed, and gardened; he was, indeed, as

jovial as heart could desire.

One memorable day Mr. P, went out
early to shoot with two friends. They
went to a distant cover, and were not ex-

pected back until late, so that Mrs. P.
dressed herself for dinner, and sat in the
drawing-room, opening from the hall, ready
to receive them. There was sufficient light

not to require candles before dinner. The
gentlemen entered the house by the stables

and offices, so that Mrs. P. neither saw nor
spoke with her husband until he came
down dressed for dinner with his two
friends. Mr. P. introduced them to his

wife, and they made suitable apologies for

being late. ^Vlaile they were sitting round
the fire talking, Mrs. P. remembered that
she had left her pocket-handkerchief on
the toilet-table in her room, and went
out to fetch it. The drawing-room led
into the hall, and in the hall, opposite the
entrance-door, was the principal staircase,

large and broad, with a spacious landing
half-way up, lighted by high windows.
On this staircase Mrs. P. saw a gentleman
ascending ; his back was towards her. He
was dressed in a velvet suit of such a
pecuHar form and pattern that Mrs. P.'s

attention was specially attracted. He
slowly mounted the stairs. She paused
in the hall to observe him, wondering who
he was, and why he was so dressed. As
she stood, the gentleman passed into a
small dressing-room on the landing, to the
right of the large windows, called " the
yellow dressing-room," Mrs. P. followed
him up- stairs, got her handkerchief, con-

cluded that he was another guest picked up
oiit of doors, and returned to the drawing-
room. Mr. P. turned to her, and said, as

she entered, "My dear, are we never to

have dinner ? We are very hungry. Will
you not ring the bell?"

"Had you not better," said she, "wait
so as to give your other friend a little time
to dress ? I have just seen him go up- stairs

into the yellow dressing-room. He wo-re

such a curious dress. I want you to tell

me Avho he is."

Mr. P. turned very pale, and looked
strangely moved. At fii'st he did not
reply ; then he turned to her, and said, in

a sharp angry manner, veiy unusual with
him, "You must be out of your senses.

What are you talking about ? Pray ring

for dinner at once. Let me hear no more
of this stuff about the gentleman in the

yellow dressing-room. My two friends here
ai'e our only guests."

Mrs. P. began, in a low voice, asseve-

rating that she had seen some one, who
was then in the yellow dressing-room,

begging Mr. P. to go up at once, and con-

vince himself. But he checked her by so

stern and strange a look that she dropped
the subject, and they went to dinner.

At night, after the two guests were gone,

Mrs. P. said, " My dear, why were you so

savage before dinner ? I ideally did see most
distinctly that strangely dressed gentleman
on the stairs. I so particularly noticed

his velvet dress—a kind of plum-colour,

with steel buttons, and such an odd cut."

Her husband again looked agitated and
angry. " I beg you earnestly," said he,
" not to revcT-t to this subject ; it is a delu-

sion—you must see I do not like it."

Mrs. P. felt there was some mystery she

could not fathom. Her husband's manner
was roug'h and unusual, he looked pale, and
was silent and dull. The subject dropped.
She went into the yellow dressing-room,

however, found everything untouched, and
heard through her maid no one had been
there.

A couple of days after, Mrs. P. drove to

a rather distant part of the county, to visit

some relations of Mr. P.'s. She had often

been there before ; but now, as she sat in

the dining-room at lunch, she became at

once conscious that among some family

pictures hanging on the walls there was
one of a gentleman in a plum-coloured

velvet suit of antique cut, jorecisely similar

to the figure she had seen on the stairs.

Turning to her hostess, "Whom," said she,
" does that picture represent ?"
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"A common ancestor," was the reply.
^' The picture, indeed, ought to be in your
house, as your husband is the head of the

family, but it got into our branch by mar-
riage ; and, perhaps, on the whole, it is

better that it should be here."
" I ask you," said Mrs. P., "because two

days since I saw a gentleman in our house
exactly resembling it, with that odd coat,

and no one saw him but me ; and I cannot
understand what became of him.

'

'

" Pray," whispered the cousin, " say no-

thing about it. I thought you must have
known that there is a tradition that when-
ever the head of our family is to die, that

figure is said to appear; but, indeed, I

don't believe it (seeing Mrs. P. turn very
pale), " I have no faith in such things.

Thank God, we are all well. I wish I had
not told you. Do not mention it, however,
to Mr. P., for it is a painful subject with
him, I believe."

]\Irs. P., not being, as I said, imagina-

tive, was not (as she told me) as much
alarmed as might have been expected.

She thought it strange, specially iu con-

nexion with her husband's instated, angry
manner. On her return home she found
Mr. P. in his usual health; but that veiy
night he was taken suddenly ill, and in a

week from the time she had seen the figure

on the stairs, he died.

Mrs. Brook related to me the following-

particulars, in presence of her daughter

:

She and her family were living at South-

ampton, in a small house, somewhat out of

the town. Her establishment consisted of

a butler and two maid-servants. When-
ever she spent the evening out, she took

the house-key with her, and desired the

butler to place on a table in the hall a

-candle and some matches, and to go to bed,

so that her return might not disturb the

rest of the family.

One evening some friends accompanied
Mrs. Brook to the door, and having seen

her safe inside, took leave, and left her.

The moon was shining, and it was a fine

night.

While Mrs. Brook was holding the

matches in her hand, and in the act of

lighting the candle, she saw a man come
down the staircase into the hall, opposite

to where she stood, still busy fighting the

candle.

Thinking it was the butler who had
awaited her return, she said :

" Oh ! how
can you be so foolish as to sit up, when
you know I have ordered you to go to

bed, and do not wish it ? Why did you
do so ?"

As she spoke the figure slowly moved
along the hall, and began to descend the

kitchen stairs.

Not receiving any answei", and the candle
being now well alight, she looked up more
attentively, and wondered to herself why
the butler did not speak, and why he wore
a cut-away coat and brass buttons; for,

from the dimness of the candle and the

uncertain moonlight, she noticed nothing
otherwise singular in his appearance. As
it was late, she went up at once to

bed, leaving her door open in order to hear
the butler return up-stairs to his room.
She undressed and went into her daugh-
ter's room, who was awake. " I cannot
conceive," said she to her, " why James
should have sat up for me to-night against

my express orders, and now he is staying

the most unaccountable time in the kitchen.

I must go and wake Jane" (the maid), " and
make her go and see what he is about. It

is very odd."

The maid was called and asked to go
down and look after James. " James,
ma'am !" said she ; "he is in bed ixp-stairs,

and I am sure he has not moved, or I

should have heard him over-head and on
the stairs, I am such a light sleeper." Miss
Brook had heard nothing either. Mrs.
Brook was aghast.

" There was a man in the house, then,

for he passed close to me in the hall ; I did

not look at his face, for I was lighting my
candle, but I took it for granted it was
James. And the odd coat, too. There is

a man concealed below, and we must make
James get up at once."

James was found fast asleep in his bed

;

he had never stirred. He got up and went
down- stairs, followed by Mrs. Brook and
the maid. The doors were all barred and
locked, the windows fastened. Every hole

and corner was searched, no one was found,

not a chair even had been moved. Mrs.

Brook began to feel uncomfortable; the

singular dress struck her, and something

strange in the motion of the figure, which
in the hurry of the moment she had not

remembered.
At last, tired out and very much fright-

ened, they all went to bed. Next morning
a policeman was sent for, and Mrs. B. de-

scribed the whole occurrence and the ap-

pearance of the figure. " Oh," replied the

policeman, " that was the ghost—many
have seen that ghost in this house before.

He walks down those stairs from the top

=P
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of the house. Years ago his master mur-

dered him below, at the foot of the stairs

near the kitchen, and his body was found

there. If you take up the matting you will

see the stains of blood in the flooring, which

no washing will remove." Mrs. Brook did

see some dark marks on the spot indicated.

She left the house almost immediately.

THE SORTIE FROM NAUMBUKG.
TRANSLATED FROM UHLAND'S BALLAD, " THE

HUSSITES BEPOEE NAUMBUEG."

The Hussites came down on Naumburg,
Jena way and by Kamburg ;

On the Vogelwies with fear,

We saw nought but sword and spear,

Near a hundred thousand.

And as they round poor Naumburg spread,

Our women cried aloud for bread.

Hunger pinched us and thirst too.

For a pinch of cofifee you
Paid your sixteen pfennings.

Just as want of all bereft us,

And each hope had long since left us.

The master of a little school

Had a thought (he was no fool),

"Let's try," he said, " the chilcken."

" Children," said he, "you are young.
Pure, and sinless, free from wrong,

You shall to the Hussite camp.
Bad they are, yet not one scamp
Will dare lift a sabre."

Grimly all the Hussites smiled.

Cherries gave to every child

;

Then Procopius drew his sword.
" Face about," he spread the word

;

" Eight about from Naumburg."

That blessed day to celebrate.

We still hold our yearly fete.

And the cherries laughing bring
To the tents where we all sing,
" Freedom and Victoria."

SIX MONTHS IN THE EAST.
CHRISTMAS DAT.

We did not sit round a yule log and tell

each other Christmas stories, because the

punkah was flapping in our faces and the

thermometer stood at eighty-seven degrees.

The scene has changed from the Holy
Land to the Straits of Babel Mandeb, at

the bottom of the Red Sea—a name and a

vicinity which speak queerly of AH Baba
and the Arabian Nights. The good friends

and pleasant companions who journeyed
with me in Palestine have gone their several

ways : Edward to cheer a dear invalid's

last Chi'istmas Day by dining with him at

Nice ; the sheik to visit relatives ; and
George to hurry back post-haste for Eng-
land to consume that plum-pudding, in the

bosom of his family, which we had jestingly

declared to lay heavy on his soul all the

time he was away. In point of fact, George

spent the festival in a railway carriage on
Mont Cenis, where he was snowed-up, an
unsatisfactory termination to much tele-

gi-aphing beforehand, and to unceasing

studies of the various routes home ; but he
has said since that his dry biscuits, washed
down with cognac and snow-water, had
quite a Christmasy flavour, and that the

French bagman and the Itahan officer who
shared his compartment, proved excellent

company. All this I learn later. For my-
self, I have hurried away from Jaffa-, leav-

ing the Austrian Lloyd's boat, which
brought me ofi", at Port Said ; have come
up the Suez Canal for the twentieth time

as far as Ismailia, and, after spending a

day and night at Cairo, have sailed from
Suez for Bombay. We, a goodly com-
pany of the outward bound, are about to

spend Christmas together on board one

of the Peninsular and Oriental Company's
steamers ; are to arrive at Aden on Christ-

mas Eve, and, after staying there the

night while the ship takes in coals, are

to resume our voyage early on Christmas

morning. Fresh from the land and the

sites which gave Christmas and its sacred

associations to the world, I feel as if I had
been now thrown into the midst of an ex-

traordinary conjunction of places, people,

and seasons. Arabia, Nubia, Abyssinia,

Jiddah, Mocha, the Red Sea, and the

Indian Ocean— these be strange names
for a Londoner to hereafter associate with

the festival to which he has looked for-

ward annually in England, for as long as

he can remember. It seems as if I were
called upon to take part in some fantastic

vision, in which all the stories I have read

of Oriental travel, and of out-of-the-way

Christmas gatherings, were to be combined.

By an excellent prevision, and one for

which I hereby tender my thanks to the

directors of the Peninsular and Oriental

Company, everybody on board is to be

made to feel that Christmas is a festival.

It is all very well for refined philanthropists

to preach about the wickedness of asso-

ciating our enjoyments brutally with food,

but what else can the motley crew who
work our steamer have in common with us

or with each other ? Quash ee, the half-

naked Seedeeboy stoker, who fives on curry

prepared by one of his brethren, and whose
chief delight is to lie basking in the sun

from which we shrink, his head uncovered

to its fierce rays, and his shiny black car-

case grilling on the heated metal Avork

about the engine-room—Quashee rejoices in

having a double quantity, or three pounds,
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of rice served out to him. After consuming
the whole of it, he and his nnmerous fellows

steal and hide each other's grimy skull-caps,

or give or take sly blows such as would fell

a bullock, and chase round and round the

iron bars forming the open space about the

funnel— their favourite playground—and
jabber and show their white teeth as if the

P. and 0. notions of Christmas reminded
them of the hospitalities of their native

kraal, and as if the large monkey-house in

the Kegent's Park had served them as a

model for a gymnasium. Ching Rung and
the other cleanly Chinamen, in snow-white
pinafores and trousers, who man the cap-

tain's gig, look askance at the greasy See-

deeboys, and squat, models of neatness,

on the forecastle deck, while they mend
and darn their linen with scrupulous care,

and tell stories of the small-footed beauties

of Hong Kong. There are with us, too,

several sets of native seamen from Bombay
(each set working under its own " tindal,"

or ganger), whose lean legs, cased in tight

cotton pantaloons, look like sticks of seal-

ing-wax, so thin and brittle are they

;

an Arab pilot, who spends his life on P.

and O. steamers, and who tells you quite

calmly that he has a wife at Suez and an-

other at Aden, and that he likes the Aden
one best, because she of Suez. is growing
old ; natives in smart uniform of blue

and white, whose special business it is to

stand " at attention" on the deck until they

hear the cry of " Sepoy!" when they hasten

to the passenger who calls, with a light for

his cigar ; and English quarter-masters,

who are dressed hke the model seamen of

the British stage, who are rarely called

upon for hard work, that being left to the

native seamen aforesaid, and who look so

smart and active, that you long to set them
to a course of hornpipes. All these, thanks

to the genial traditions of the great com-
pany, keep Christmas in their several ways,

and are taught to think of it as a season

for rejoicing. The saloon critics—severe

men for the most part, but honourably just

—comment on these things approvingly, as

inspiring a higher conception of directorial

human nature than is commonly enter-

tained ; and as we glide by the jagged and
desolate mountains of Arabia, and approach
Aden's volcanic peaks, it is agreed that the

company's venial errors in the selection of

sherries and clarets Avill be forgiven it, in

consideration of the hospitable homage it

renders to the time. The ship's bells toll

out the half-hours shrilly, and are the

chimes which herald our Clu'istmas Eve

;

the gorgeous tropical sun sinks behind the
opal sky in a ilood of glory, " leaving," as

has been beautifully said, " a rosy path, as

if the Sacred tread were fresh upon the

water ;" then the firmament grows radiant

as orb after orb glitters forth, and night
is upon us, and Christmas has begun.

It is now that we drop anchor off Steamer
Point, Aden, and welcome the pleasant

portly figure of the Peninsular and Oriental

Company's agent on board. I look out
eagerly for the friend with whom I have
promised to spend the evening at the mili-

tary cantonments three miles off, and learn,

alas ! that he is smitten with fever. He
and a brother officer went out shooting

on the mainland of Arabia a few days
before, taking with them a couple of ser-

vants. All four succumbed to sunstroke,

one of the party had died, and my friend

lay seriously if not dangerously ill. A sad
greeting for Christmas Eve, I muttered to

myself, as I made silently for my cabin—

1

was standing, travelling-bag in hand, at

the top of the companion-ladder, and ready
to descend it joyously when I heard this

distressing news—but the hospitable gentle-

man at whose house my friend was laid up
insisted upon my coming on shore to sleep.

Thus it was that I spent my Christmas Eve
in an Anglo-Indian bungalow—the first I

had seen— with a drawing-room seventy

feet wide by ninety feet long, and sleeping

chambers with fixed Venetian blinds in-

stead of windows, through which the bois-

terous wind rattled the night long. The
spacious bareness of this establishment, the

strange look of hall- doors and windows
left wnde open through the night ; the nu-

merous dusky, white-robed figures loung-

ing about the vast corridors and ante-

chambers ; and the unceasing clatter of

the heavy sun-blinds against the balconies

outside, made a combination of sights and
sounds which impressed me greatly.

An affecting visit to the sick-chamber

—a distant apartment, selected thought-

fully as being far from the hum of the

household; some exquisite ballad-singing

in the drawing-room, duiing which eyes

fill with foolish tears, and some one I know
experiences a strange nipping sensation

about the heart, for it is Christmas Eve,

and these same ballads had been heard
from dear lips at home; some temperate
conviviality ; a quiet but hearty inter-

change of good wishes, and we retire,

thankful for the agreeable change implied

in sleeping on shore.

There is an early service next morning

^. --^
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at tlie little churcli in the arid hollow below

the rock on which our friend's bungalow is

perched ; and we read from tablets on that

church's walls of gallant fellows who have
died at Aden, and whose comrades and
fi'iends have erected these memorials to

their masonic and other virtues. We wonder
how these dead and gone brethren spent

then' last Christmas Day on earth, and
whether they looked forward to future

anniversaries to be kept with those they

loved, as ardently as we are doing now.
There are some attempts at Christmas de-

coration in the choir and nave, and the

building differs from an ordinary English

church only in the addition of punkahs
;

while the elegantly dressed congregation,

the sublime language of the familiar service,

and the half-dozen carriages outside, which
include a private hansom—the only one in

Aden—all speak eloquently of home.
We hear bitter complaints of the horrors

of "coahng" and the impossibility of sleep-

ing through it, and receive rueful congratu-

lations on our absence when we rejoin our

friends on board the steamer, and j^ass the

compliments of the season to one set of

laggards after another as they come up on
deck. Dusky native youths swim round
the ship regardless of sharks, diving for the

coins thrown to them, and looking like

overgrown newts in some giant aquarium.

The mail steamer from Calcutta came in

two hours ago, and these lads swim from
our ship's side to it and back again, de-

livering notes and Cliristmas messages,

until our anchor is lifted and we steam out

of Aden harbour, with eyes fixed wistfully

on the homeward bound.

The day has begun well, despite a

freshening wind and a tumbling sea, which
plays havoc among the ladies. The pro-

fessional diver who came with us from
Suez, and who could not be left at Shadwan,
whither he was bound for purposes con-

nected with the lost Carnatic, by reason of

our passing that island at night, is sent off

in a boat to the steamer for Suez, and
hopes audibly that the blundering ill luck
which has made him miss trains, put him-
self on board the wrong ships, and drop
his money, clothes, implements, and cre-

dentials, at intervals during his journey
from England, will be exorcised by the

hearty wishes for a merry Christmas which
are shouted—for much, diving has made
him deaf—as he leaves us. The painful

question connected with the friendless

Levantine clerk was virtually settled by a
subscription in the saloon yesterday ; but

the formal announcement has been reserved
until this morning, when it is proclaimed on
the quarter-deck as a welcome bit of Christ-

mas news. This wretched " stowaway" was
discovered somewhere in the recesses of
the hold when we had been two days at

sea, his only excuse being that be was
starving in Egypt through the termination
of the canal works; and that he had
friends and the prospect of regular em-
ployment at Bombay. His case was adjudi-

cated on by the captain, with the purser
as public prosecutor, and the man who
discovered the culprit as chief witness, and
the stern sentence provided for such cases

hadbeen duly passed. The stowaway had ac-

knowledged his guilt, pleading extenuating
circumstances, and crying for mercy. But
the coui't had no power. The man had
come on board, knowing that he had not a
stiver wherewith to pay his passage-money,
and placidly resolved that the company
should be at the cost of keeping him ; so he
was to be sent back to Suez in the first

steamer leaving Aden, and to be handed
over to the authorities and punished for

his fraud. But happily for him Christmas
intervened ; and the saloon passengers,

headed by a benevolent colonel, determined
to pay his passage and to give him his

chance in India. I am afraid we helped
a scamp. But the claims of the season

carried all before them, and the sleek and
supple Greek—he was an educated man,
who spoke four languages, had a plausible

manner, and what is known in Old Bailey

circles as " th.e embezzling face,"—pro-

fited accordingly. He became a full-blown

passenger, and rather patronised such of

us as questioned him afterwards. When-
ever the kind-hearted colonel addressed
him it seemed as if the stowaway be-

came possessed with a gentle melancholy
as one saddened by the out-of-jointedness of

the world ; though I often heard him lead-

ing the laughter on the forecastle deck,

and the quality of his attentions to Mrs.

Shekarry's pretty English maid made one
long to kick him—hard. Still, we all made
a point of believing in him, excepting the

captain and the purser, who took a pro-

fessional view, and old gentlemen asked
quite tenderly if he were well cared for now,

whether he had as much pudding as he

could eat, and if there were anything else

he wanted to make him happy on the

voyage. In short., he became the most
popular man in the class to which he was
relegated, for that was composed of mere
commonplace, honest people, who had paid
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their passage, and who were under no
obligation to ns.

The Shekarrys were newly married.

He had obtained leave from his regiment

in India a few months before, and had
been over to England for his bride ; a

vivacious, pretty little lady, who had her

own clique at the saloon-table, and who
would, I promise you, be an acquisition to

the balls, picnics, and junketings of the

Anglo-Indian station which was to be her

new home. Shekarry—known as Jump-
ing Tom in his regiment—was a model for

an athlete, and, besides being a mighty
hunter, was up to many a pretty trick in

which hardness of muscle and suppleness

of limb were requisites. He performed for

ITS sometimes, and when night came on,

and the oppressive heat of the day had
yielded to the fresh southerly wind, lamps
were slung to the poop bulwarks, and the

ladies sat in a row, while Shekarry and
other strong young men twisted themselves

into strange attitudes, and writhed, and
tumbled, and tied each other into double
knots on the deck. But the shooting of wild

animals was Shekarry's speciality. There
were a couple of young guardsmen on board
who were going to remain twelve months
in India for the sake of the sport to be
found in its jungles and forests, and it was
really pitiable, according to Shekarry, to

find how ignorant they were of all it was
essential to know. They do any good !

They bring home tiger or bear skins ! They
hunt the elephant ! Well, they might of

course, everything was possible ; but in

Shekarry's opinion they were far more
likely to be swindled by the natives they
hired, to be led an unprofitable dance
over the country, and to return home
soured, and declaring sport in India to be
a delusion. " To do any good, sir," She-
karry assured me confidentially, and quite

as if I meant to throw myself voluntarily

in the way of wild beasts, " to do any real

good, you must sleep in the jungle withoiit

a tent, and deny yourself a fire at night,

for the smoke scares animals. Tour ser-

vant must carry with you suits of clothes

as nearly the colour of the shrubs and
underwood you are among as possible ; and
your beaters must be practised hands, who
know that you fully understand their busi-

ness, and will punish them if they shirk

it or endeavour to impose upon you. Even
when you've taken care of all these things,

it's not always easy to get a chance at a tiger.

Game's getting scarcer and scarcer in India"

(with great pathos this) ; " and places

which I remember as a safe find for

tigers, bears, and antelopes, are now not
worth the cigar I'm smoking. Tou have
to go several days' journey from them
before you come upon a trace of big game,
which is, alas ! getting more and more
diflSculf every year!" By "big game"
Shekarry meant the savage and powerful
brutes we see in menageries; and while
I admired timidly, and at an immense
moral distance, the prowess in the field

which entitled him to speak thus aii-ily, I

wondered a little at his selection of an
auditor, and that he did not see the dread
with which the mere thought of such terrible

wild fowl inspired me. But our Christmas
dinner is waiting, and if you accompany me
to the saloon yoii will see that it has burst
into blossom in honour of the day.

Festoons of fresh green leaves decorate

its bright satin-wood and mahogany walls,

recalling far-away English country-houses,

family parties, and Sir Roger de Cover-
ley. The clock over the sideboard, by
the captain's chair, ticks from behind a
handsome framework of foliage and fruit

;

apples, oranges, and bananas hang from
branches with which they have no botanical

afiinity; a " Merry Christmas," and "Speed
the Good Ship," are inscribed in leafy

letters of gigantic size over the cabin-doors
;

and glistening berries, rosy tomatoes, and
gay artificial flowers, are interspersed so

artfully with natural leaves as to make the

floating hall a very bower of Christmas
festivity. The chief steward, genial man,
has done it all, but how ? The combina-
tions we could understand as being within

the reach of decorative science: but Ave

had been simmering in the Red Sea for a
week ; the whole of the dreary cinder called

Aden did not hold shrubs or trees enough
to furnish forth such a display as this, so we
asked by what miracle the scorched timbers

of our ship had been made to bud and
bring forth Christmas fruit. The sudden
change made us young again. We were no
longer world-worn travellers, each carrying

his or her weary burden to the hot shores of

Hindostan, but joyous playfellows who be-

longed to that remote period in history, not

the less real because it pertains to the world
of Fancy, when Christmas was an omni-
potent, glee-compelling potentate, whose
snow and holly were unfailing harbingers

of gentleness and loving-kindness among
the children of men. A more wondrous
feat than this timely blossoming was never
performed by magician, and we asked each
other blankly, but delightedly, how the
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thing was done. There was fine fun, I

promise you, in the theories hazarded and

the guesses made. One old Anglo-Indian,

who plumed himself on his experience, told

the wildest " crams " in the driest way.

A garden was kept up by the P. and 0.

Company on the main-top, in order that

we outward-bound passengers might enjoy

Christmas sights on Christmas Day. Our
good friend, the captain, had a green-house

in that snug mid-deck cabin of his, in which
his faithful Bombay servant dug and delved

the year round, under an oath of secrecy
;

there was a plantation in the hold, and a tro-

pical garden under the engine-rooms ; every

steward was a florist by profession, and
compelled by the terms of his engagement
to grow plants in a hat-box in his berth,

which hat-box was filled with rich mould
by "niggers" at the company's expense:

such were the stories that wicked Colonel

Simkin whispered to pretty Miss Gigells,

who had never been "out" before, and
was now going to keep house for her rich

bachelor uncle, a civilian " high up " in

Madras. Speculation ran wild until the

captain told the secret. He was too gallant

to resist the importunities of some fair

querists who implored him to enable them
to decide a wager of gloves, and gave
" Moses's Wells " as the place from which
the verdure came. A few miles down the

Gulf of Suez, and on the opposite coast to

the port, is a spring in the desert, round
which flourishes an oasis of trees and
shrubs. The ship's steward had sent over

here slyly the day before our steamer left

Suez, and a boatful of thickly - covered

branches, and clusters of leaves, had been
brought back before the passengers from
England had joined her. These were kept
in ice all the way down the Red Sea, and
when brought out to mingle with the fruit,

as we have seen, looked as fresh as if they

had been gathered the day before.

The steward's efibrts in honour of Christ-

mas were ably supported by the confec-

tioner and the cook. The confectioner, in-

deed, fairly took us by storm. He sur-

rounded us with kindly wishes, expressed
in the sweetest way. Graceful devices in

sugar adjured us to make merry; a pro-

sperous voyage was invoked in elecam-

pane ; absent friends and their liappiness

were prayed for through the medium of

sponge-cake and sugar-plums ; home and its

treasures formed the foundation of an im-
posing superstructure of mince-pie ; while
the compliments of the season, and wishes

for a speedy return to England, were in-

geniously conveyed through the medium of

transparent jellies and shapes of gorgeously-

coloured cream. There never was such a
symbolical repast. The dinner-table was
one huge incentive to keep Christmas
jovially ; and what with Egyptian turkeys,

both roast and boiled, Abyssinian geese

and chickens, English mutton, and Scotch

beef, the fare was as appropriate to the

day as if it had been served in Belgravia

or Yorkshire, and this long before the

introduction of the cook's masterpiece,

the massive puddings, round and hard as

cannon-balls, and wreathed in spirituous

flames of blue. The talk grew brisk, and
there was something touching in the re-

solute avoidance of all subjects calculated

to damp the common joy ; for though we
all knew we were " making believe'* very

much, it was a point of honour with us to

each keep our skeleton in his or her own
closet, and to smile and chat as if the past

had left no sorrowful traditions, and the

future were one of assured joy. Yet I ven-

ture to say there was a handsome cargo of

anxiety on board. Remember that we were
outward bound. Many of us were leaving

children at ages when, above all others,

they need a parent's care ; some were re-

turning to duty, after sick leave, and were
doubtful whether the stock of health they

had accumulated would not be speedily

shattered by the climate which had already

laid them prostrate ; the deep mourning of

some showed them to have been recently

bereaved ; and others, like little Mrs.

Shekarry, were spending Christmas from
home for the first time, and felt that

however dehghtful the new life might
prove, a complete severance from the old

happy associations was not to be thought

of without a pang. There were with us,

too, one or two men who looked back upon
a vista of frustrated hopes, and who were
about to begin the world anew ; as well as

dried-up humorists, who took the buffets

of fortune in a comic spirit, and told end-

less stories of the regimental and ofl&cial in-

justice they had suffered from.
" I hate Europe, sir," said one of these>

as if he were speaking of some petty vil-

lage ;
" a beastly place. Never want to

see it again.. Not fit for a gentleman ta

live in, and they dock you of your allow-

ances, too, directly you land there ; and
besides that, nobody knows you ! Why
have I gone to the expense and trouble of

spending my leave at home if I dislike it

so ? I'll tell you. To be fitted with a new
set of teeth ! Couldn't get suited in India.
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Paid away, from first to last, I dou't know
how many hundred rupees, and felt as

if my month were a dice-box, the teeth

I'd bonght were so loose, and rattled so.

That's the business which took me to Eng-
land, or else I'd never have gone until my
regiment was ordered home—never! Yes,

I'm capitally suited now, and have as

good a set of artificial grinders down in

my cabin as any man on board. Why
don't I wear 'em? Not here, sir" (with

immense expression), " thank you ! The
meals are served too briskly for that, and
I should be nowhere in the race. You
can't eat quickly with new teeth, and the

young fellows would have me at a disad-

vantage ; so I shall just keep them locked

up till I join my station up country, and
can practise privately

!"

Other figures troop up as I recal this, to

me, strange Christmas Day. That ship's

officer, with whom I quaffed moselle, grizzled

a little, and on the border-land between
young manhood and middle age; does he
suppose I did not read his secret ? Pooh,

pooh ! men don't hang up those pretty speci-

mens of accomplished female handiwork in

their cabins, and relieve the tedium of un-

interesting talk by gazing sentimentally at

home - made works of art, unless there's

something in it. I furnished the uninterest-

ing talk, so I ought to know. " Tremble not,

sister, I too have erred !" said the Scotch
baillie to a weeping penitent ; and the plea-

^antest of companions confided his honest

love to me, without knowing it, before our
friendship was many hours old. That other

ofiicer, whose aquihne features were swarthy
as a Spaniard's, and whose gleaming teeth

and bright hazel eyes always played in

unison when a joke was in the wind, how
thorough was his good-natured wonder at

the flightiness of the landsman who stood

by him on deck, wrapped in amazement and
awe at the glories of an Indian sunrise !

The old trader who had announced pub-

licly, on approaching Alexandria, that he

should "have a scrub" on shore, and of

whom it was currently reported he thought

it unnecessary to wash at sea ; the married

couple who were overheard indulging in

ferocious quarrelling, and the baser half

of which had been remonstrated with by
the Indian officer who occupied the next

cabin ; the poor lady who gave way and
became abjectly lackadaisical in sea-sick-

ness, and who, mistaking the yachting

jacket with gilt buttons worn by a Avaggish

passenger for the doctor's uniform, asked

for a fVesh prescription for the Imndredth

time, and swallowed obediently three quart
bottles of stout before breakfast, to have
her flushed face pointed out by the cruel

practical joker as a physiological curiosity

for the following twenty-four hours ; the
curiously exclusive pair, of which the gen-
tleman was querulous and an apparent in-

valid, and the lady buxom, blooming, and
strong ; the pair who were ridiculous in the
ship's eyes by reason of their playing the
game of turtle-dove in public, and of its

being known that they had each petitioned

privately that they might be relegated to

different cabins ; the two gentle, soft-voiced
ladies who were going to theii- husbands at

far-away stations, and who were divided

between grief for the children they had left

and joy at the prospect of re-joining their

lords ; the highly objectionable young man
who would obtrude his conversation where
it was wanted least, and who boasted to a
hostile damsel in perfect good faith, " Ifyou
knew my father's position, and how rich he
is, you'd be glad to talk to me ;" the military

officer who was gallantry incarnate, and a

philanderer from his youth up, who always
looked the swell of the period let him dress

how he would ; the brave, kindly gentle-

man with the frank eyes, who was return-

ing with his wife to complete his term of

service before claiming his pension, and
who, when on duty, exercised a beneficent

sway over a district as large as Ireland

;

the insignificant little man who rose sud-

denly into celebrity by singing sentimental

ballads with unexpected sweetness ; the lank

and haughty civilian with the"Dowb" name,
who had distinct theories as to his own im-

portance, but who was without any other de-

finite ideas ; the pale and wizened old-young
married lady who wore her mature hair in

well-oiled ringlets, monopohsed the piano,

warbled infantile sentiment, and made and
exhibited sketches on the faintest provo-

cation, wherein the "water" was stronger

than the "colours;" the young nobleman
bound for Calcutta as aide-de-camp to

Lord Serang, whose features and expression

were in themselves a patent of nobility,

and who was a modest and inoffensive lad

enough, in spite of the terrific toadying he

endured—the toady-in-chief known among
us pleasantly as the " Flunky," a brawny
person with staring eyes and a strident

voice ; the fat, inert, and sallow military

doctor, Avho looked the incarnation of liver-

complaint, and whose favourite occupation

was sprawling on his back on his 2)rivato

couch of wickerwork ; the bright young
Bombay merchant with the delicate wife,

<^
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wlio supplied all comers witli amusing
books and clioice cheroots; the rank and
file of passengers, men and women in wliom
it was difficult to discern the qualifications

for inspiring interest, but who Avere as

precious to their own cu-cles, believe me,

as your worship is to yours ; the moody
dreamer who, when we were playing a

Christmas game, in which questions and
answers had to be put and given, in quota-

tions from well-known EngHsh authors,

startled us all by replying to a merry
query in a gloomy voice, and apparently

with personal application : "I am he, neg-

lected in my youth, and miserably poor,

who strove and suffered, and still strove

and sufii'ered, until I hewed out know-
ledge from the mine where it was buried,

and made rugged steps thereof for my
worn feet to rest and rise on" — such

were some of the party which sat under
the punkah that Christmas eventide. Of
the actual palpable lovers who were with
us in the flesh I say nothing. We knew
them. Not a squeeze of the hand under
the shawl it was pretending to arrange

;

not a sympathetic interchange of glances
;

not a timid, furtive, conscious look at the

bystanders, but was noted instinctively. So,

when the quarter-deck was Ht up, and the

violin and other instruments were ranged
in file—the P. and 0. Company used to

support a band on each large ship, but this

has been put down in the interests of the

shareholders, and we had to be satisfied

with impromptii music—there were certain

couples who were not expected to dance
apart, and who fulfilled the popular antici-

pations to a nicety. The captain (a bache-

lor) danced twice and sang once, winning
all hearts, but thinking secretly, as way-
ward fancy whispered, of some Christmas
of the future in which a bright English
home, with closed cm-tains and a blazing

hearth, to say nothing of one gentle loving

face, stood out so vividly as to exclude the

noisy quarter-deck, and convert the sur-

rounding Arabian sea into a familiar village

green. As for the younger ship's officers,

and the officers belonging to other ships

who were with us as passengers, their uni-

form buttons glittered through the dark
night like clouds of fire-flies, so ubiquitous
were they in then- agile gallantry. The
colonels, the captains, the collectors, the
commissioners, the magistrates, the mer-
chants, the lawyers, the speculators, the
lord, and the competition wallahs, were
almost as enthusiastic. The latter, who
studied cabalistic black letter volumes all

day, arid who were currently reported to

be perfecting their knowledge of Hindos-
tanee slang, looked more delicate, and less

like " lasting" than many of the bluff

people who had been " out" half a lifetime,

and were naturally less demonstrative than
the rest of us, because they were more ham-
pered with dignity. But even they unbent
for all that, and long before the mysterious
whisper went round that some of the largest

soup tureens ever constructed were to be
seen in the saloon as curiosities, and that
the inquisitive in such matters declared
them to be filled strangely with a com-
pound of lemon, spirits, sugar, and hot water,

and ready for all comers, the success of our
Christmas party was assui-ed. There had
been talk some days before of amateur
theatricals and charades, but the project

fell through for want of a leader with
knowledge of the stage, and we agreed
complacently that it was better as it was.
We had tried story-telling, too, but after ex-

huming a couple of " Old Joes," who had
been long and deservedly mess-room fa-

vourites, this form of amusement was given
up. There had been, in short, little organ-
isation, and no programme, but as that

stalwart ornament to the Dubbabad Irre-

gulars, the gallant Pugree, remarked breath-

lessly, mopping his heated forehead mean-
while with his handkerchief, when hearts

are in the right place it is not difficult to

make impromptu amusements go well.

The strongest and most devoted merry-
makers, however, tire in time, so the quarter-

deck gradually thins, and a comparative
silence falls upon the ship. Then, as the

solemn orbs shine out more brightly, as if

to mutely remind us of the Star of Bethle-

hem; as the sea rises, and the welcome
wind whistles its lullaby through the cord-

age, and the timbers creak and wail, sa

does our Christmas fade away, to take its

place side by side with those ghosts of

past anniversaries which each man trea-

sures in his heart. Among the few who
linger on deck are two figures iu deep
mourning, who are leaving the bones oftheir

only son in an English churchyard ; and
then' attitude makes one speculate as to the
reflections of the rest of us around.

The Silent Land and the well- loved

figures which wait for, or will meet u&
there; a shaded chamber, and a face sweet,

yet awful in its changeless serenity and
beauty; the little baby who was laid in the

stable of an inn, and the unfiiiling Love and
Mercy given to the world ; a future in which
men shall recover their dead youth, dead
hopes, and dead innocence, and become as

little children—such things as these were
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perhaps spoken of by the voices of the night,

and stilled all other talk. I know that when
the latter was resumed after a long interval

of quiet musing, it was in a cheerful, albeit

chastened spirit, not unsuited to the season.

What seemed utterly impossible was that

any one of us should hint aloud of the un-

certainties of life, of the perils of chmate,

of trials hidden in the future, or suggest

that it was not a delightful situation, and
one to be greatly coveted by the non-

travelling world, to have panted for air at

sea and in the tropics on Christmas Day.

WINTER SHOOTING IN PRUSSIA.

I HAD hardly been residing a month ir

Coblentz before Herr D., a gentleman of

the town whose acquaintance I had made,
called on me (knowing my fondness for

field sports), to inform me that the members
of the St. Hubert's Society in that town
were going to open the season on the ensuing

Wednesday, the 4th of November, and to

beg me to do them the honoui* of accom-
panying them. Hen" D. was enthusiastic

about the game that would, no doubt, be
found in the forest—enormous wild boars,

he protested, splendid red deer, agile roes,

crafty foxes, s\\'ift hares, dodging rabbits,

and, if snow only fell at the right time,

probably a stray wolf or two. He was to call

for me in his carriage at seven a.m. on the

morning fixed, and drive me out to an old

robber castle, the place of rendezvous

;

finally, with many injunctions to be punc-
tual, he took his leave.

Now I ought to premise that in Germany
the right of shooting belongs, not to the

owner or occupier of the land, but to the

town or village to which the district ap-

pertains, and to the parish authorities. The
St. Hubert Societyof Coblentz had only been
in existence for two years. The shooting

had previously been in the hands of a club

composed prmcipally of officers who, when
their lease had nearly expired, finding that

there was but a small chance of its being

renewed, shot down everything they could

find. By this means they had so reduced
the stock of deer that in the new lease,

which was for nine years, a clause had been
inserted to the efiect that for every doe
killed during the first five years, the

society should pay a fine of ten thalers

(about thirty shillings of our money), and
as the average cost of a deer in the market
is only about seven thalers, the fine was
intended, of course, to protect the does, and
prevent the extermination of the breed.

Herr D. ' s talk roused my imagination ; but as

in my frequent rambles tln-ough the forest I

had seen but few traces of game, I resolved

not to overburden myself with many car-

tridges, but only to carry ten for hare, ten

for deer, and three (loaded with ball) for

wild boar, which, indeed, proved to be quite

enough.
The morning came, clear and bright. I

was delighted to see the dayhght, as my
night had been rather a restless one (some-

thing after the fashion of one on the eve of

a memorable 31st of August, some years

ago, when I had just taken out my first

certificate). I was roused from a delightful

dream, in which I had killed a buck (royal),

and a wild boar, right and left, to find the

servant knocking at my door, and my watch
pointing to six o'clock. Up I tumbled,

lost no time, and was soon ready for break-

fast, which was ordered for half-past six.

Captain S., of the Eighty-first Hussars,

having chanced to be passing through
Coblentz, I had obtained an invitation for

him, and persuaded him the night before

to stop and accept it, and promise to

come and breakfast with me. He was
punctual, as most militaiy men are, but
complained bitterly of being obliged to

get up so early. A good breakfast, how-
ever, soon put the gallant ofiicer in better

cue, and, having stored a good supply of

provisions in our pockets for luncheon, we
lit our cigars, and stood at the window to

look out for the expected carriage, whichy

from the repeated injunctions I had re-

ceived on the subject of punctuality, I ex-

pected every moment. Presently the clock

struck seven, and hearing the sound of

wheels in the street, we seized oxu' hats and
guns preparatory to rushing out, not to

keep Herr D. waiting. The noise increased,

and presently, to our intense disgust, lo I

and behold an early milk-cart, di-awn by
three large dogs, with the urchin in charge

perched on the top of the big tin cans, dashed

past the window. After that, we waited very
jjatiently for a long time, enlivening the

moments with talk of various countries

and their spoi-ts, for Captain S., although

rather inclined to be languid, is yet as

ardent a Nimrod as may be found in a.

long day's march, and had many a story

to tell of his sport in India, tiger- shooting,

pig-sticking, etc. He was especially indig-

nant at the idea of shooting a boar.
" Bay Jove, old boy," he said, " if a

fellah was to do such a thing as to shoot a
pig in any part of Indi.a where it's possible

to ride 'em, he'd be cut by the whole sta-

tion
; yes, bay Jove !"

--^
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But all things must have an end, and so

had our waits, but not before we were well

into cigar number two. Just as the clock

was on the point of striking eight, VL-p drove

Herr D.'s break, containing himself and a

party of six other (sportsmen I cannot call

them, so I will give them their German
title) jagers. Their get-up was inimitable.

Let me try to describe that of Herr D., the

gentleman seated opposite me in the break.

He was a huge putfy man, about six feet

and a half high, and nearly as much in cir-

cumference, with rings not only on his

enormous fingers, but also on his podgy
thumbs. To begin at the top. He proudly

wore a theatrical, green Tyrolese hat, gar-

nished with a large cockade of ribbon, the

said cockade being ornamented Avith a

plume of woodcock's or some other bird's

feathers ; the plume was supplemented with

a tuft of deer's far, implying that the wearer
hadbeen fortunate enough to kill oneofthose
animals ; under this green tower appeared

about half of a fat, jolly, red, clean-shaved

face, the rest being hidden by the united aid

of the hat-brim and a huge woollen com-
forter, which, wound several times round
the throat, so encroached upon the red face,

as only to allow, as if by a favour, room for

a big German pipe to obtain access to the

mouth. The coat seemed to be some sort

of uniform, dark grey with green facings.

Every one of the party, also, wore an
overcoat of dark green or blue, to assimilate

with the colour of the woods, dark trousers,

with either long boots reaching high above
the knee, or, as in the case of my fat friend,

woollen gaiters buttoning up to the thigh.

But this was merely the foundation for the

proud superstructure of game-bag, gun-
sling, cartridge-pouch, various straps, and,

shade of Nimrod ! a muff—yes, actually a

muff!—not one made like those English gii'ls

use to keep their dear Kttle white hands
warm, but a huge, misshapen affair, con-

striicted of fox or hare skin, with pockets in

it for brandy-flask, &c., and slung round
the neck by a "braw" green cord, with large

tassels.

The game - bags, also, were wonderful
works of art, consisting of huge leather re-

ceptacles for foxes, into which poor Reynard
was to be poked head first, with his brush
hanging out in front, then other parti-

tions, I suppose for hares, and outside

these large fringed nets, containing various
parcels, among which tobacco, and sausages
of various hues, from white tlii'ough many
shades of brown to black, were everywhere
predominant ; outside these came broad
flaps to keep ofi" the wet, while the upper

edges were supplied with rows of loops, in-

tended probably by the sanguine jagers to

be strung with birds ; under the flaps, and
over the nets, were rows of tubes for car-

tridges, or, as I noticed in the case of one
man, for short sections of cane with a par-

tition in the middle like the old-fashioned

charger, having powder at one end and
shot at the other ; one gentleman, who was
armed with an old-fashioned brass-mounted
gun, wore a powder-case of cow's horn
slung by a green cord. Very careful were
these brave jagers of their personal comfort,

for each man had a walking-stick which,

by a clever adaptation of the carpenter's

art, became a seat at the owner's plea-

sui'e. Their guns were all doubles, many
of them breechloaders, and, in Herr D.'s

case, having one barrel smooth and the

other rifled. Of course we Enghsh were
deeply impressed by all these preparations,

and also by the loud talk of the number of

head these worshippers of St. Hubert ex-

pected to kill that season, interspersed with

anecdotes of what they had done and not

done since last year.

When we reached the rendezvous, we
found a party of twenty-two guns as-

sembled, and, being fresh hands, we were
much patronised; in fact. Captain S. thought
rather offensively patronised, for he was
actually told how to carry his gun, an in-

dignity that he felt deeply, ejaculating,
" Confound their impudence ! Bay Jove,

I've carried a gun a thousand times to

their once, and now they tell me how to

manage it, bay Jove !" I, too, came in for

advice in another direction, for one aged
individual expostulated with me for having
my cartridges loose in my pocket, but I

shut him up most completely by informing

him that I had carried them so for the last

twenty years without having met with an
accident, and at the same time I pointed

out to him that his own gun, loaded and
cocked, had both barrels looking most in-

quisitively at my ribs, and that if it was to

go off nothing but a miracle could prevent

my being the recipient of its contents.

Upon this he retired, and I saw him no
more, except once, Avhen he missed a hare

with both barrels, and I offered, much to

his disgust, to go into the wood to bring

the^dead animal out for him.

There were also at the rendezvous about

a dozen beaters, with as many dogs, of all

kinds, from the German Dachs, which might
be sold by the yard, they are so long in

the back, yet so short in the legs, to a good-

looking but evil-doing pointer, reputed to

be English, and for which his owner told me
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he had lately given eighty thalers (twelve

poTinds). Of course I praised the beast's

looks, which pleased his owner very much,
but, at the same time, I could not help

thinking that the brute would have been

dear at eight thalers if one were obliged

to keep him.

We made but a short stay at the rendez-

vous, but soon started off for the forest;

at its very entrance the old gentleman
who acted as the captain tmmed his face

to a rock and called out a number as we
filed passed him. This, I thought, was a

very fair way of allotting us our various

places, as he did not know who was passing,

and did not call the numbers consecutively;

this ceremony being repeated at each divi-

sion of the forest, all of us had the same
chance of the best places.

My station in the first beat was, as they
all told me, the best in the place for roe-deer,

so I prepared accordingly. It was a lovely

spot ; the paths winding round the face of

the hill, with a well-wooded bank in front of

me ; behind rose almost a precipice with a
noisy little stream at its foot ; on the other

side spread a small meadow, surrounded by
high and thickly-wooded hills, while in the

distance, beyond the course of the stream,

I could see the Rhine, that, swollen by the

recent rains, rolled foaming and eddying
along, under a bright November sun. The
head and shoulders of a green-hatted burly

jager, who stood preparing for doughty
deeds against the savage denizens of the

forest, made a fine foreground. There was
a short pause, occupied by our captain in

placing bis men, and by my neighbour in

filhng and lighting an enormous pipe ; then
came a shrill whistle, which was answered
from a distance by the most diabolical row
I ever heard. The beaters had commenced
their advance, and as each of them carried a

large clapper, the noise they made, mingled
with the shouts of the men, and the yells

of an unfortunate dog, who was being

"warmed" by a good thrashing, was enough
to startle any ordinarily constituted mind.
But, in spite of all the noise, nothing

came near me ; my neighbour, however,
was more fortunate ; he was an old retired

major, who prided himself on his know-
ledge of the French and English languages,

and lost no opportunity of showing them
off. He thus described what had happened
to him

:

" I was to load my pipe, and have my
gun not ready, when crash, pouf! a great,

roe shump into the road, pouf! and he
shump out again. Shusht so, pouf, pouf

!

and he ffonc."

" But why did you not shoot after him,
Herr Major?" was my not unnatural
question.

"Ai, ai. He go too quick, mein lieber

freund ; he go like de Blitz ! Ja so !"

Just at this moment up came the cap-

tain, much excited. The beaters had seen
a very fine roe, which they declai-ed to be
the finest ever known in the forest. " Had
the Herr Englander seen it?" No, he
had not, but the Herr Major had, and he at

once proceeded to tell his story over again,

with such variations as his fancy dictated,

as he pointed to the tracks in the road as

proof of his story. The captain, however,
in a rather surly tone, said that he would
much rather have seen the dead deer than
his tracks, and, cursing the major and his

pipe, led the way to another beat, where
we were to find lots of wild boar, or ought
to, as, according to the major, there were
more wild boars than hares in the forest.

Finding that the major was inclined to be
communicative, I presently entered into

conversation with him, and he told me the

following anecdote of a wild boar.
" I was living some years ago in the

south of France. A wild boar, ha^^ng
done great damage to the crops, a large

hunting-party was got up to kill him, and
I was invited to form one of the company.
The woodmen, or charcoal burners, or some-

body, had left a great gap open in the wall

that divided two hunting-grounds, and it

was through this gap that the boar used to

come. Near this spot I, as the guest, was
placed, it being expected that the boar

would make for it directly he was roused,

and in order to make it safe, it had been

blocked up with some new, inch-thick,

strong ehn plank. As I listened to the

noise of the beaters the boar made his

appearance, going at a good pace for the

gap. I did not fire, as I expected that

when he saw the obstacle he would halt,

and give me a fair shot. But to my sur-

prise, instead of moderating his pace, potz-

tausend ! he increased it, and dashed right

through the planks like a cannon-ball,

smashing two of them, and going off' into

the woods on the other side as if there were
nothing unusual the matter, but that he had
been accustomed to smash planks from his

youth."

I thanked the slow-firing major for his

story, and asked him if the German boars

were savage, but he told me that, unless

wounded, they would run away, and that

they were so swift that they were seldom

brought to bay by the hounds.

The next beat was blank, and the one
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after that, but in the fourth, as I was
standing motionless at my post on the side

of a hill in a fine open forest, I saw a hare
come hopping very unconcernedly along at

about ten yards' distance from me ; but as

there were two jagers in full view below
me, and the hare was going straight to-

wards them, I thought I would not shoot,

but would see what they would do, and so

let her pass. Xumber one, as soon as he
saw her, sprang up from his walking-stick

seat ; on this number two, also seeing the

hare, gave a yell, dropped his pipe, and
blazed away both his barrels at the hare,

which so frightened, or rather astonished

her, that she actually sat up and looked at

him. Such an opportunity was not to be
lost, so number two blazed away both barrels

in his turn, the first of which made her
squat, and, after the second, she quietly

jumped up and went off at that peculiar

trotting pace hares sometimes assume. Both
then rushed to the spot, each sweai-ing

that he had hit her, but finding no mai-ks

of fur or blood, they began mutual recri-

minations, number one abusing number
two for the yell, which, he said, caused the
hare to stop, and made him miss her, as he,

thinking she was still moving, had fired

where she ovight to have been, while num-
ber two abused number one for jumping
about and disti^acting his attention while
he was in the act of shooting. In short,

words ran so high that at last number two,
who was a woodman, strode home, and was
seen no more that day.

Soon after this my fat friend the major
arrived in a great state of heat, mentally
and bodily.

" Never were such a set of stupid fel-

lows ; never was such bad luck. He had
been told to go ever forwards, but there
was no one near him, and he saw eleven
roes cross the very spot he wanted to stop
at, yet no one was there. Never was such
a set of stupid fellows !" &c.

Words rose high, then all joined in

abasing the unfortunate woodman, who,
fortunately for himself, had decamped, or
perhaps he might have come off but badly
amongstthem all. Ourlast beatrecompensed
us, however, for all our previous bad for-

tune, a fine roebuck and an enormous hare
being the victims. The roe, however, was
hit in a most unfortunate place, tor the
jiiger, not being able to see the head, had
fired at the tail, and distributed a double
charge of buck shot, with the utmost im-
partiality, on each side of that ornament,
bringing down the buck, but spoihng the
haunches. This consideration, however, did

not detract from the exultation with which
he placed a tuft of the fur in his hat, nor
from the evident pride with which he looked

onus as we crowded round the fiillen animal,

and alternately praised the jiiger's skill and
envied his luck. No other game helped to

swell our bag, except a kind of grouse,

which some one shot in a tree. So, as night

was coming on, we now all repaired to a

small inn on the borders of the forest, and
sat dowu to some excellent coffee and bread-

and-butter. The game was sold by auction,

the deer fetching seven thalers, and the hare

one thaler, which money went to the funds

of the society. On counting my cartridges

when I reached home, I found I had brought
back the whole twenty-three, but if I did

not fire a shot, I still had had a most enjoy-

able day, and cannot speak in too high

terms of the kindness of the members of

the St. Hubert's Society, who had treated

me as one of themselves, and given me as

good a chance of seeing and shooting the

game as they had had themselves.

My next day's shooting was in severer

weather, and was crowned with a nobler

result.

I had been out in the morning to Ober-
werth, for the purpose of determining the

degree of cold, on which subject I had had
a conversation the evening before with

Herr Wehmar, the engineer to the Rhine
Navigation Company, who told me that he

had been sent to make some observations

below Coblentz on the road to Andemath,
and had been driven home by the cold, so

I took my thermometer and determined to

find out for myself the degree of Fahrenheit.

I went on to the ice, for the branch of

the Rhine between Oberwerth and the left

bank of the river was frozen so hard that,

at the sides, the ice rested upon the bed of

the stream, and the English chaplain, who
lived on the island, was having a lot of

coal brought over from the main land in

waggons ; Herman, the civil old ferry-

man, looked like a frozen-out Charon, his

occupation being gone, his punt fixed hard

and fast into four feet of ice, and himself

reduced to acting as a tout to an enter-

prising individual who had started an

establishment on the ice to let skates and
chairs, and provide hot coffee. I had a

chat with him while my thermometer was
making up its mind as to the degree of

cold, which it at last did, by marking
twenty degrees, when I found it would
not go any lower ; I started off for the

town, and walked along, wondering whether

I should ever have the luck to shoot any-

thing in Prussia. I was roused out of my
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brown study by meeting Herr Stalilehr, tlie

captain of the hunt, accompanied by his

inevitable dog, Waklman, which animal,

by-the-bye, was also known by the name
of Master Stahlehr, as the old bachelor

loved it Uke a child, and literally gave

it a share of his bed and his board. His

face— Herr Stahlehr's I mean, not Mas-
ter Stahlehr's—reminded me forcibly of a

half-peeled walnut, the dark green hood
answering to the rind, while his face was
as brown and wrinkled as any walnut that

ever was grown in Prussia. I could see

at once, both by the sparkle of his eye

and the way in which he was puffing out

the smoke of his huge pipe in short quick

jerks, that there was something up, and he

soon told me what it was, for his first words

after the usual " Morgen, Morgen," were,
" I have been sending everywhere for you,

Herr Englander. There are two boars

marked down on the Ganz-Kopf; make
haste and come on with Herr H., he has

promised to call for you as he passed. We
rendezvous at the Foresters at two."

Herr H. came in due time, and, hurry-

ing up the street, we overtook and joined

company with the main body ofjiigers at the

gate. Great was the change that had taken

place since I last passed that road, less than

an houi' before. Then I wasmoody and cross,

the shouts and laugh of the people flitting

about on the ice, on their ringing skates,

seemed to mock me, and, as the Americans

.say, " I felt bad ;" but now all was changed

;

the same sun shone, the same ice glit-

tered, the same lads and lasses glided about,

or formed in groups on the ice ; but their

laughter now awoke an echo in my heart, and

I shouted out the burden of the old German
hunting-song, Wass treibt den Waldman
nach den Wald, with lusty lungs and a

happy heart, and the ice-rangers stilled

their merriment for a moment to listen to

the loud chorus, swelled by the voices of

twenty jolly jagers.

We soon reached the tui'n into the hills,

and I was astonished at the intense force

of the frost. A sprmg that in summer had

purled and babbled by the side of the

upward footpath, being frozen out of its

wonted channel, had flowed over the track,

and formed a perfect sheet of ice at a very

acute angle, we were therefore obliged to

sling our guns and haul ourselves up hand
over hand by the help of the small bushes

which grew out of the crevices of the rocks

at the side, for owing to the path being at

the bottom of a deep gorge there was no

climbing out. Most of the party had passed

ia safety, when it came to my turn. I

got on very well till I was nearly at the

top, when my feet suddenly slipped from
under me, and the bush to which I was
clinging giving way, I slid rapidly down
the hill, amid the uproarious laughter of

the whole J^arty, until I was stopped by an
under-forester at the foot of the glacier,

about thirty feet down. " Never mind," I

shouted, as I scrambled up, and rubbed my
knees and head, for I had received a tidy

blow on the latter from my own gun,
" never mind; we say in England that it is

lucky to tumble up hill. Mark me, I shall

kill a boar to-day." The laughter broke
out fresh at this, but all took a schnaps

to the fulfilment of my prophecy, and I,

making a second and more cautious at-

tempt, at last succeeded in surmounting
the glacier.

As we drew near the forester's house,

our voices, which had been raised in many
hunting and other songs, were hushed, as

the wild boar has very quick ears, and we
were now not more than a mile from the

Ganz-Kopf.
We had not long to wait at the house,

for soon after our entrance the captain,

punctual as usual, looked at his watch,

and, after showing it to the party to prove

that time was up, gave the word "Vor-
wiirts !" and led the way in solemn silence.

Our places were portioned as usual, and
I did not at all like the look of mine. I

was posted on the extreme right of the

line, under a large oak-tree. In front of

me was a small open space, beyond which

rose the hill covered with thick brushwood

;

behind me was a deep ravine, at the bottom

of which a noisy little brook was wont to

flow, which now, however, was transformed

into a thick sheet of ice, strong enough to

bear a waggon. This ravine was too wide

for me to jump, and too precipitous for me
to hurry down without tumbling ; and as a

steep hill rose beyond it, and the oak-tree

was too large for me to climb, I had a very

poor chance of escape should the boars

take it into their heads to act on the ofien-

sive; but I had not much time to think

over probabilities, for I had no sooner

taken in the capabilities of the locality for

attack and retreat, than I heard Herr
Stahlehr's horn give the signal for the ad-

vance, and then arose the horrible row
incidental to all German shooting parties.

It had not begun long, and the chain of

beaters could not have advanced more than

one hundred yards, when there was a fear-

ful yell from one of the component hnks of

"Schwein ! Schwein !" and the uproar was

doubled. The poor pig tried to break the

«?= -^
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left of our line, but was there confronted by
Herr Tinkler, who had already this season

shot at (and missed) thirteen boars; Herr T.

saluted him with a double shot, which had
only the efiect of causing him to change his

direction, and hurry along the line rather

faster than he had before tried to break it.

I soon heard him crashing through the

bushes like a charge of cavalry, and to my
delight he made his appearance in the little

clearing in front of me, coming straight to

my tree as if to pass it and take refuge in

the ravine ; but when he saw me he changed
his mind, and with a savage grunt turned

his head again to the right. But as he

turned, being then about five yards from me,

I made him a present of two ounce bullets

of lead, and knew by his squeak and the

unsteady gait with which he went off, that

he had received one at least. Soon after I

saw my friend leaning against a tree half

way up the hill beyond the ravine, and
knowing that he was hard hit, I dashed off

after him ; but the brute seemed to have as

many lives as a cat, for I tracked him nearly

two miles, and instead of growing faint

with the loss of blood, it seemed to do him
good. His footprints still showed that he
was going at a great pace, so that when I

met a forester, who told me that my boar

was picked up and carried into Waldish, I

was glad to hear it, and at once left the

trail and followed him to the village, where
I found a boar indeed, but not mine. An-
other of the party had also been successful

and had killed his pig. I began to grumble
and accuse the forester of deceiving me,
declaring that had he not called me off the

trail I should have found my boar dead

;

but he soon quieted me by saying " Er
kommt gleich," so I was comforted and went
with the rest of the party into a roadside inn

for our accustomed coffee and bread-and-

butter. While we were there a jiiger, who
had himself missed boar number two, and
was rather jealous of me, took it into

his head to doubt the fact of my boar being
hit at all, or if it were, that I had done it.

But I had many a champion, and Herr
Stahlehr himself actually took the pipe out
of his mouth to ejaculate " Ach Gott in

Himmel, if the boar passed so close to the
Herr Englander, he is but a dead pig, for the

Herr can shoot straight." and my foe was
completely extinguished by the sound of a
noisy procession up the road, and the en-

trance of the head-forester with the news.
" The other boar, Herr Stahlehr." So we

turned out into the cold to see it ; and
there lay my boar on the snow, with the

mark of two balls, one close behind the

shoulder, and the other further back, and
from the size of the holes it was decided that

no other gun than mine could have made
them

;
yet such was his tenacity of life,

that though both balls had gone through
him, he had run nearly four miles before

he fell dead. I had my tape with me, and
at once measured him. He was six feet one

inch from the tip of his snout to the end of

the tuft that decorated his tail ; three feet

four and a half inches from the tip of his toe

to the top of his shoulder ; four feet seven

inches round the chest, and his tusks stood

three inches out of his jaw. I heard after-

wards that he weighed two hundred and
twenty-three pounds. "We had to wait a
short time till a hand-truck was procured to

carry the game back to Coblentz, and while

waiting we fortified ourselves for our nine-

mile walk home with a huge pot of warm
wine mixed with sugar and spice, for which
I and the other successful Nimrod had the

pleasure of paying. At last the truck, or

rather sledge, arrived, and the boars being

placed on it, and half a dozen villagers hav-

ing harnessed themselves to it, we started

homeward.
This was the last day I had with the St.

Hubert Verein ; for a sportsman and a

lover of nature, nothmg can be more enjoy-

able than a winter's shooting in the German
forests. The Germans are kind, friendly,

and quick to show httle kindnesses, and
though sometimes they have a rough out-

side and a cold manner, they have large

hearts, and will never give you good words
instead of s'ood deeds.
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THE DOCTOR'S MIXTURE.

BOOK III.

CHAPTER XXIV. MR. MACFARLANE OVERTHROWN.

It was when the Doctor was going home
one night, furious at the rebuffs he met
with from the imperturbable Macfarlane,
that he said very often he would be "a
match for him," and would find his weakest
and most contemptible corner yet.

The next day, when he was going up " to

see his dear child," he took something in

his pocket for one of those he called his

parishioners. At lunch that day he ex-

tolled in the most extravagant terms the
merits of his D.D., its softness, oiliness,

sweetness, and fragrance ; it might be given
to infants as " mother's milk." A spoonful

of it down the windpipe would call back
the departing spu'its. He often brought it

to his parishioners, and physic was really

nothing to D.D.
" And why should you call a good spirit

of the kind D.D. ?" asked Mr. Macfar-
lane. " These are queer letters."

"They stand," said the Doctor, with
great gravity, "for the 'Doctor's Delight.'"

" Whatever the delight," said the other,

dryly, " it cannot rival the Scotch Glenlivat.

I have tasted nothing like it since I left

Scotland. There you have the true mel-

lowness and strength combined ; and in

my ain country it was considered unri-

valled—some of the older kinds particu-

larly."

This not rhapsodical praise was eloquence

for Mr. [Macfarlane, and our Doctor looked

at him with curiosity. " I happen to have
some that I am taking to a parishioner,

and we might divert it from its original

purpose, and have it in here to taste,

eh ?"

" I should not care for it," said the other,

dryly. " I never drink anything but Glen-
livat."

The Doctor said no more. Later, as he
was leaving the patient's room, he passed
through a little ante-room, and took a
small bottle out of his pocket, and showed
to his friend, dilating on its merits—praise
which was coldly received. After a short

delay the Doctor went away. When he got
home, he discovered, or said he discovered,

that he had forgotten the precious flask.

Wlien he came the next day it was
where he had left it. The ante-room was
only to be reached through Mr. Leader's

bedroom. As soon as the Doctor saw an
opportunity he " slipped in," held the

bottle to the light, smelt, tasted, and laid

it down again, with an exclamation of im-

patience. He " forgot " it again that day,

only he placed it in a less conspicuous

position. On the next day he looked

again, and saw with delight that the level

of the liquor had descended from the coi*k

about an inch. There was always a little

copper kettle kept on the fire, or hob,

for the sake of the invalid, a fact which
the Doctor noticed, and had, pei'haps, sug-

gested.

The Doctor noticed some fresh matters
;

and, among other things, a change in the

manner of Mr. Leader to him. There was
a sort of timorous shrinking away and
restraint, especially as Doctor Findlatcr

grew affectionate and soothing. Consult-

ing with his Katey, the Doctor found that

she, too, had observed nearly the same
symptoms. " Oh, Peter, I am afraid he is

taking a dislike to me, perhaps from seeing

so much of me !" Mr.s. Leader and her

brother also had an air of insolent triumph

in their eyes, which they luirdly cared to

conceal.
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That night, Mr. Macfarlane had under-

taken to keep watch, and. estabhshed him-

self carefully by the fire in the ante-room,

Mr. Leader had been "low" all the day,

and was now restless. Mr. Macfarlane had

the evening papers, a little cold fowl laid

ready, and was apparently going to make a

snug cosey night of it, though he was con-

sidered in the house a sort of ascetic. Katey
had gone to rest, not a little disturbed

about her father and some contemptuous

hints which Mrs. Leader had dropped.

The wretched and perhaps unholy sacrifice

which she had made of herself, came back

on her, as she thought of the miserable in-

trigue going on about her, the chilling

bondage into which she had sold herself.

She could not sleep ; and, as the hours

wore on, the gathering gloom of future pro-

spects seemed to weigh yet more on her.

Her room was directly under Mr.
Leader's, and, as she pursued her dismal

meditations, suddenly she heard a crash

over head and the sound of trampling feet.

In great alai'm she jumped up. Mary
Leader's room was next to hers ; and as

she went out she met her friend, who had
just risen, alarmed by the same sound.

Both hurried up, for both were courage-

ous women. Mr. Leader was still asleep,

tossing in some uneasy dream ; but in the

ante-room, stretched on the floor, his feet

in the fender, his arms extended, an over-

turned chair beside him, was the figure of

Mr. Macfarlane, vainly striving to rise.

The air reeked with the fragrance of hot

mixed spirits, and on the table was the

bottle of the Doctor's D.D., quite empty!
Thus had his plan succeeded, and thus

was Fin once more, as he would say him-

self, " at the head of the poll !"

The unfortunate gentleman was drawn
away out of danger by the two girls. They
need not do more, as he was now in a

deep slumber : D.D. resting heavy on

his chest. It was close on morning, so

they had not long to sit up. By that time

Mr. Macfarlane began to recover, and
staggered away to his bed. But Katey,
with early dawn, despatched a letter to her

father, begging of him to come: for Mr.
Leader was indeed complaining, and wanted
aid.

At eight o'clock Doctor Findlater had
arrived, glossy and " fresh as a four-year-

old." When he was told what had hap-

pened, he showed no surprise, but a smile

played about his mouth.
" "What a pity you forgot that flask,

Peter dear !" Katey said simply.
" A pity for the flask !" said the Doctor,

taking it up. " Now, dear, you haven't
breathed a word of this to mortal? Nor
you. Miss Mai-y ? All the better. We
don't want to ruin this poor porous vessel

out-and-out. There's no need for that ; be-

sides he's safe in my hands, if you'll kindly

leave him to me." Almost as he spoke,

Mr. Macfarlane entered, wonderfully re-

stored already, and but for a certain " blood-

shot " in the eyes, quite his natural self.

When he saw the Doctor he faltered. The
latter surveyed him, smiling quietly. " Just

leave us, dears ; we want to have a con-

sultation over the patient. Sit down, doc-

tor." And Peter's fingers closing on the

fatal D.D., moved it out of the way, giving

it a shake en passant. The two sat for half

an hour.

When the family assembled at breakfast,

the Doctor was in the highest spii'its, while

Mr. Macfarlane was singularly humble and
deferential to him. Desperate as were the

odds against him and his cause, Peter

Findlater was well nigh a match for them
all.

CHAPTER XXV. A ROCK AHEAD FOR PETER.

But in these days the Doctor seemed to

be drifting among rocks so numerous and
crowded, that as fast as he got rid of one,

another as dangerous was to succeed. It

was on this very day that Mr. Webber
came rushing up to the castle and desired

to see Doctor Findlater.
" Oh, Peter! Peter, my poor boy!" he

said, when they were alone in the study,
" here's the stirabout spilt with a vengeance
—I knew there was something going on
from the curl on the nose of old Ridley."

" Ah, speak out," said the Doctor, " and
don't go driving round by the back way.

What is it?"

Then Billy Webber proceeded to explain.

" They had made a committee—with turnip-

nosed Ridley for chairman "

" Committee, and for Avhat?" asked the

Doctor, turning pale.

" Why to hunt up—to hole and corner it

—investigate charges—yes, that is the word
—its scandalous

"

" Charges against me?" cried the Doctor,

What d'ye—what do they mean ?"

" They're going on about you holding an
appointment at the hospital, and old Ridley

says the guardians and ratepayers owe it

to themselves
"

" I despise 'em," said the Doctor, furi-

ously. " Let them do their worst. Let

the two gangs—the gang in this house, and

the gang in the town join together—I defy

them, and shall beat them."

^
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" But, Peter, the worst is, they have been

fishing up proofs and papers. That Hickey

has been away hunting up this and that.

My goodness. Fin, what will you do ?"

" "What meanness—what ineffable mean-

ness ! Grubbing this way behind a man's

back for any wild oats he may accidentally

put in th' earth. But, Billy, I'll be even

with the whole crew !"

" And fancy that cur, Shipton, is one of

them—and says, ' he is always for inquiry,

and for eliciting the truth.'
"

The Doctor was quite speechless at this

treachery, which was yet so like his lord-

ship. The clergyman, "old Clarke," was
also of the committee, with others upon
whose corns he had trodden on various

occasions. All were anxious for the truth

to be investigated; while Mr. Ridley had
hinted at some transactions, the very na-

ture of which made it highly improper

that the Doctor should continue in office.

The latter was terribly disturbed.
" They want to ruin me," he said, "and

they'll do it I I can't fight them all
!"

He might well be in trouble. Never since

he had started on his wonderfal career

did our Doctor stand in such peril. What
had been taking place all this time was
something of this sort

:

The unrelenting Ridley, whose dislike

and contempt for the Doctor had gone on

steadily increasing from the first day,

when he had been coolly put down by
the Doctor, had ever since proj)hesied

"a bad end," that "the fellow would
blow up one of these days;" and had
busied himself in writing letters to all

sorts of people in the districts where
the Doctor had lived, asking for informa-

tion. Among others he had heard of the

old general who had been on a visit to

Lcadersfort, had seen him, and had been pro-

mised by him, "with chapter and verse,"

a minute account of that most unfortunate

transaction in the Doctor's life ; but this

promise was attended with a reminder

tliat the " Leaders had behaved to him in

anything but a straightforward manner,

and that it served 'em right; and the

thing had best be left as it was." Leave

it as it was, indeed ! He'd root that

•scheming Doctor out of the place Avith-

out mercy. By a sort of accident he had

hit upon another muddy pas.sage of the

Doctor's life, which was likely to be more

damaging still. A clergyman in Ireland

told him of a maiden lady, one of his

former parishioners, whom the Doctor

liad persuaded to place three hundred

pounds in his hands for investment. This

poor lady kept a school which the Doctor
attended, and where he made himself most
agreeable by his popular manners. But of

this by-and-bye. The Doctor was to be
informed sooner than he imagined of all

that was against him.

When he reached home he found a letter

on the table, which contained the following

extraordinary communication

:

Sir,—It is my duty to inform you, that

for some time back a number of rumours
highly unfavourable to your character and
antecedents have been in circulation in

the town. It was felt necessary that such

should bo duly investigated, as it would
be highly improper that a person hold-

ing the office you do in a public institu-

tion, and besides in daily communication

with the leading persons of the district,

should be the subject of such discredit-

able reports. I have, therefore, simply

to ask you whether you are willing to

submit to a close investigation by a com-

mittee, which has been appointed, or

whether you would be inclined to save

such a painful inquiry by a prompt re-

signation, and withdrawing yourself from

the town. It may help your decision to

know that the committee is in possession

of important evidence as to these matters,

Avhich you can hardly dispute.

I remain, sir, yours,

Ed. Ridley,

Chairman of the Committee.

The Doctor crushed the letter up in his

fingers, and flung it on the floor. " Hunted,

hunted ; always to be hunted ! They've

got me this time. Oh, ye shabby EngUsh
beggars

!"

He was plunged a long time in reflec-

tion. Then addressed himself: " Ah, Peter,

you must be a poor, soft lad if you're not

a match for these wooden-skulled pipe-

stoppers. You'll baulk 'cm yet, I'll go bail."

The Doctor little knew how hard his

enemies had worked, burrowing, as it were,

under ground. Mr. Ridley was deter-

mined to root him out of the place.

Hence those whisperings and appointed

meetings of the committee, and that new-

born anxiety "ofwhat we owe to ourselves ;"

and, finally, Mr. Ridley's own departure

on "private business," which was, in-

deed, to hunt up evidence. His success

was beyond his hopes. Through assistance

given by Mr. Hickey he bad found out the

old spinster whose earnings the Doctor was

said to have disposed of so improperly,

and had arranged matters with her. But

a more effectual discovery still was made

^
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at the ancestral seat of the Findlaters, near

Macroom, County Cork, where, alas ! the

Banshee, that old patrimony of the Findla-

ters, was found never to have been in their

hands—for centuries at least.

On the day that the letter was sent to

Doctor Findlater, Mr. Ridley had laid some
stirring news before the " Committee."
For Miss Peck, the spinster, who had
long since lost all sight of her deceiver,

had written to say she was coming to

Tilston in a couple of days, and was ready
to confront the knave, and pursue him
criminally, if need be. It was time, there-

fore, to apply the match to the mine ; and
accordingly the letter was at once sent.

The only one who opposed this step was
Lord Shipton, who nervously implored of

them to take care. " He is such a ready,

versatile scoundrel ; depend upon it you
will be no match for him. I declare you
miTst be cautious."

Alternately very dejected and very fu-

rious, the Doctor took his way up to the

castle, thinking what he should do. On
his Avay he met his friend Colonel Bouchier,

mounted on the strong dray horse that was
necessary to carry his bulky figure. The
honest colonel, the warmest admirer Fin
ever had, at once reined up his horse, and
heard the whole story.

" I know it all, my dear Fin," he said.

" That mean Shipton, and the rest, have
been at it this long time. But anything
I can do for you, in any shape, command
me. What's this about an old woman I

hear they've hunted up— Peck, I think '?"

The poor Doctor coloured, for a wonder.
" They have found her, have they ? Oh,
then I may as well give up. My heart's

broke, my dear colonel."
" Nothing of the kind ; it shan't be. Tell

me all about it."

The Doctor here opened his heart as to

this unlucky deposit. He told the whole
" out of the faee." How, thinking to do
the best for the poor old soul, he had put
the shares into the Munster Railway, of
which he was director for a time, and which
had gone to smash, as every one knew

;

with infinite details, to wliich the honest
colonel listened with deep sympathy.

" My dear fellow, is that all ? I'll help
you, any way. Surely after their getting
the old woman over here "

" Lord !" cried the Doctor.
" Yes. But I'll go and tackle her my-

self; leave it to me. Only promise me
that. You'll have no trouble with her, I

engage to you, either about money or any-
thing else." And the good-natured colonel

set his horse in motion, and rode away.

The Doctor invoked genuine blessings on
him, turned about sharply, and strode

home.
After his lunch he got his hat, and set

out on a long walk to the next town, to see

an advising friend. It was late in the

evening when he returned, and a reply

reached Mr. Ridley a little later.

Findlater v. Ridley.

Sir,—Tlie matters aff'ecting my client,

Mr. Findlater, of Tilston, and alluded to in

your letter of to-day's date, are of so

serious a complexion that he has placed the

whole affaii' in my hands. I have advised

my client to take no cognisance of the pro-

posal you have made to him until such time

as he shall, on advice, find himself prepared

to have the matter sifted to the bottom
before a competent tribunal, in an action

for libel. Such proceedings we intend

taking against you personally, and we shall

hold you, and your committee, jointly and
severally accountable for every further step

taken in this matter.

I remain, sir, yours,

Thomas O'Reardon.

This bold challenge would, as the Doctor
calculated, stagger them for a while, " gang
of pipe-stoppers " that they were. Indeed,

the conspiracy had been worked up to a
serious pitch; and in the Leader Arms
there were many conversations about what
was impending over our hero. It was
surprising how few ranged themselves on
the side of the man at whose table they

had sat again and again, over whose D.D.
they had smacked their lips again and
again, whose 'avannahs they had smoked,
and whose welcome greeting, conversation,

and merry jests they had accepted. Rathei-"

it was not surprising, and only quite after

the usual course of things.

The Doctor himself had, indeed, once laid

it down jocosely that he knew a man who
always looked upon a dinner eaten as an
affront. "You see," said the Doctor, "it

puts you under a standing obhgation, and
you saw his three courses and dessert re-

proaching you in the man's face every time

he met you." Those who really remained

foithful were the officers and Colonel

Bouchier, who pronounced that it was a

shame.
" Yes, Mr. Ridley," said the colonel, in

the Leader Arms. " I say it's childish

work getting together these old women's
stories about a man's past life. Which of

us, I should like to know, would like to

have a policeman's bull's-eye directed full
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on. I tell you plainly I'll not help you one
bit."

" But this is a very serious thing, Colonel
Bouchier. Very serious for us all here.

We could not associate longer with a man
of that sort."

" We!" repeated the colonel, contemptu-
ously. "You're not over particular in

these parts, that I can see. Findlater is

good enoiigh company any day for the
people he's likely to meet here. I know
we think him good enough company for

ourselves."

"My dear colonel that may be. At
messes you take things rather roughly."
The colonel coloured. " I don't know

about that. We have certainly had that
old Shipton, and we were not over par-

ticular there. It's the shabbiest thing I've

heard for many a day. I've seen him
guzzling at Fin's table over and over again,

and now he turns against him. You may
all do your worst, but I will stand by
Findlater."

It was refreshing to hear this honest
warmth, and some faltering waiters on
Providence were at once decided by it.

But this was before the receipt of the
professional letter on the Doctor's part.

CHRISTMAS UNDER A CLOUD.

When obstinate misrule, combined with
military mishaps, had brought the affairs

of Charles the First to such a pass that
parliament was master of the situation, the
foes of festivity were masters of parliament,
and did their worst to drive merry-making
out of the land, as though mirth were a
cardinal vice. Not content with forbidding
the celebration of the ancient holidays, the
Long Parhament actually ordered Christ-

mas Day to be obsei'ved as a day of fasting

and humiliation. It came about in this

way. Unmindful of the countryman's
argument :

They need not^ bid a monthy vast,

Vor if zoo be these times do last.

'Twool come to zeaven a week

the Lords and Commons ordained that the

last Wednesday in every month sliould be
kept as a fast day. In 1G44, Cliristmas

Day liappcnod to flill upon the last Wednes-
day in December, a circumstance of which
the Assembly of Divines reminded parlia-

ment, so that the day might be kept " as

it ought to be ;" and in obedience to their

demand, an ordinance was published com-
manding the keeping of a fast uj)on Christ-

mas Day.

To prohibit holiday-making was one
thing, to enforce the prohibition another.

There were plenty of Englishmen who did
not care a straw whether they were ruled
by King or Commons, who cared very much
indeed about being left to enjoy themselves
in their own way, and who were ready
enough to give forcible expression to their

feelings. In 1G47, as Christmas-tide drew
near, certain London shopkeepers, who had
paid dearly in previous years for attempt-
ing to ignore the festival, procured an order
that the militia of London and Westminster
should prevent such "inconveniences" hap-
pening again. The lord mayor also re-

ceived instructions to prevent Episcopalian

clergymen preaching upon Christmas Day,
instructions which that official, who kept no
Christmas himself, was delighted to carry

out. The prentices and porters of Leaden-
hall, too, afforded him an opportunity for

displaying his zeal. While Lord Mayor
Warner was deep in militia business at the

Guildhall, on Christmas morning, word
was brought that the Cornhill conduit had
been dressed with evergreens ; and holly,

ivy, rosemary, and bays set up on the top

of a tall building in the middle of the

thoroughfare. The city marshal and his

man were at once despatched to pull down
the green gauds, but that worthy pair found
it was not to be done so easily. The
marshal himself was very roughly handled,

while his man had to run for his life, hotly

pursued by the prentice lads of Leadenhall.

Escaping them, he fled to the lord mayor
to tell of his discomfiture ; whereupon
the scandalised magistrate mounted his

horse, and with the sheriff and a party

of halberdiers rode to the scene of action.

As soon as the halberdiers began to remove
the evergreens, " the boys of sixteen

parishes, that came thither to be merry
with their lord mayor," set up such a
shout that the lord mayor's astonished

steed took fright, and coursed through the

street in such wild fashion as to upset his

rider's dignity, besides jmtting his bones

in jeopardy, while the delighted mob threw
up their caps " to see my good lord mayor
begin the Clnnstmas play." Some of them
were seized by the halberdiers, and sent to

the Compter fur a day ; but Warner seems
to have been defeated in his attempt to pull

down the obnoxious bi'anches, for we are

told that, failing in that design, he fell

upon another, and searched the city for

superstitious pies and })orridge, ransack-

ing pots, robbing ovens, and stripping spits,

to the great edification of the righteous,

and the chastisement of the wicked—his

=P
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own cook included, she being found guilty

of some Babylonish baked meats. For this

Christmas performance one rhyming assail-

ant of his lordship declared it would be
pleasant to see him swinging in his scarlet

robes upon the gallows tree, a fate another
desired for all such holiday marrers, sing-

ing:
Long be tlieir legs, but sliort their lives,

To pray it is most meet

;

And that by twos they may in gyves
Dance " Trenchmore" in the street.

That we may see their cunning pates
Exalted yet on high,

Above the bridge or city gates,

Amen ! amen ! say I.

The City shops remained closed, their

owners fearing the mob more than the par-

liament. Most of the churches were closed,

too ; some ministers, however, were bold
enough to mount their pulpits ; one of these

was served with a warrant before he had
finished his sermon, and several were taken
into custody next day. At St. Margaret's,
Westminster, under the very nose of the

Commons, not only was a sermon preached,
but the church was decorated with ever-

greens, to answer which grave offences,

churchwarden and clerk were brought
before the committee whose duty it was to

examine and punish such delinquencies.

The churchwarden excused himself on the
ground that he opened the church at the
request of the parishioners, who, having
met to consider how they should spend
their Christmas, had come to the conclu-
sion that as few would work and none open
shop upon Christmas Day, they might draw
people into church to hear a sermon, who
w^ould else misspend their time in taverns

;

as to the greenery, for that the sexton was
responsible. The committee had still an-
other grievance, and asked why a preacher
who had always been against parliament
was selected to hold forth on the occasion ?

To which Mr. Churchwarden replied, that
the clergyman in question had, not long-

before, pi-eached at Chelsea, before some of
the members, and if he were permitted to

preach at Chelsea, he could not see why he
might not do the same at Westminster.
The committee, struck by this arg;ument,
let the argumentative churchwarden ofl'

vnth an admonition.
In the country, folks were so determined

to have their Christmas sermon, that in
many places the church doors wei^e guarded
by armed gentlemen, until the minister
descended from the pulpit. In Ipswich,
the few who paid no honour to the day
"were violently attacked, and the mayor
suffered much indignity. Some of the dis-

turbers of the peace were arrested and scut

to prison, which only increased the tumult,
and, by a singular fatality, a man named
Christmas was killed ; or, in the words of
the reporter— who might have held his

own with any modern penny-a-liner—poor
Christmas " had a period put to his natural

life." A still more serious hubbub was
raised at Canterbury, where the crier had
proclaimed that a market would be held
upon Christmas Day. So httle regard was
paid to the announcement that not more
than a dozen tradesmen took down then'

shutters, and they, upon refusing to put
them np again, had their wares scattered

right and left, and their shops closed for

them. In vain the mayor and his ofiicers

tried to quell the riot ; one man, being
struck with a cudgel by the mayor him-
self, knocked his worship down, tearing

his cloak and damaging him generally.

As soon as he recovered his feet and
his breath, the mayor read the Riot Act
(or the equivalent of the period) amid
the derisive hooting of the mob. The
people then moved off to the High-street
and started a couple of foot-balls, while
the authorities endeavoured to take theii-

prisoners to jail; the populace, however,
followed in their wake, broke the head of

the governor of the prison, rescued their

friends, hunted the mayor and aldermen
into their houses, and then amused them-
selves by smashing the windows of every
one opposed to Christmas keeping. Next
day, being Sunday, all remained quiet, but
at noon on Monday the riot broke out afresh.

One White, a barber, had been appointed
captain of the guard set to watch the city

gates ; he bade a man stand, upon which
the latter called him a Roundhead; then
White drew a pistol, fired, and the man
fell. Through the city ran the news that

a man had been killed, and forth rushed
the people armed with clubs. The gates

were pulled down, and raising the cry,

"For God, King Charles, and Kent," the

men of the county flocked in to aid the

malcontents. The mayor and aldermen dis-

appeared ; the bellicose barber was dragged
out of a hayloft and severely mauled, and,

in attempting to save him, the sheriff got

his head broken in two places; "it was
God's mercy his brains Avere not beaten

out, but it should seem he had a clung

pate of his own." All the j^risoners in the

jail were set free, the magazine at the

town-hall robbed of its arms, and aU that

night the rioters were lords of Canterbury.

Next morning some of the leading citizens

intervened, and upon their guarantee that

no man should be troubled about the matter.

T
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the arms were given up, and order was
restored. Parliament, however, set the
agreement at naught, and determined to

make an example of the offenders. A com-
mission was sent down to try the leaders of

the Christmas party, but the grand jury-

men would not find a true bill ; neverthe-

less, the commissioners were instructed to

persevere, but before long the Kentish men
rose in arms and gave such trouble to the

parliamentary forces, that, fearing the in-

fection might spread Londonwards, a gene-

ral indemnity Avas granted, and the too

enthusiastic lovers of old customs escaped
scot-free.

Year after year the parliament continued
to set an example to the nation by sitting

upon Christmas Day, but the example did

not prove contagious, at least as far as the

Londoners wei'e concerned. " The malignant
citizens were not filled with grace, but with
meat, and were drunk with wine, but not

filled with the spirit." Whether their

rulers liked it or no, the people would make
merry at Christmas-tide somehow or an-

other. The prentices of London, never
famed for patience, did not quietly acquiesce

in the loss of their time-honoured holidays,

but so badgered parliament with remon-
strances and petitions, that at last an ordi-

nance appeared, declaring the necessity of

apprentices, scholars, and servants having
time for recreation, and ordering that they

should have reasonable recreation in the

second Tuesday in every month, as they

were used to have on their old festivals

;

any difference on that score between master
and man to be settled by the nearest justice

of tlie peace.

Christmas, despite the efforts of its foes,

was only scotched, not killed, for in 1G52,

while the House of Commons was sitting

upon Christmas Eve, a terrible remonstrance

was presented, praying it to abohsh Christ-

mas Day altogether. Parliament repHed
by resolving that the markets should bo

kept the following day, that no solemnity

should be observed in. churches, and that

shopkeepers should be protected in carry-

ing on their business. These resolutions

seem to have been limited to London, and
were effectual in one respect, for Evelyn
records, in his diary, " Christmas Day. No
sermon anywhere, no church being per-

mitted to be opened ; so observed , it at

home ;" but, according to the Weekly In-

telligencer of the same date, an open
shop was as rare as a phcBnix or bird

of paradise, while taverns and ale-houses

were crowded with customers. A very

difierent story is told, however, by Taylor,

the water poet, who put forth an ener-

getic protest on behalf of the old festival,

in the shape of The Complaint of Christ-
mas, printed at the charge of the author,
who frankly owns "he will refuse no gra-
tuities of words or deeds from anybody."
Despite this confession of neediness, Taylor
speaks out as though he was not afraid of
offending the hot, jealous brethren who,
with a " superbian predominance," sought
to keep Christmas out of old England,
where he had hitherto received the warmest
of welcomes. The poet puts his complaint
into the mouth of the jovial merrymaker,
and mournful is the tale he tells. Coming
fresh from the kingdom of Christendom, in

which he had been received with mirth and
merry cheer, Christmas landed in England
on the 25th of December, expecting his

wonted entertainment at English hands.
But, alas ! the case was altered. He
found the whole frame of the kingdom
turned topsy-turvy. He gazed about him,

and saw churches with steeples, and houses
with chimneys, but heard no jocund bells,

and saw no smoke to assure him that there

was such a thing as a fire in the land. No
sign, no token of holiday-making; the

shops were all open, the markets full, the

watermen rowing, the carmen loading and
unloading, the porters staggering under big

burdens, and all the tradesmen busy at

their callings. After walking through
streets, lanes, and alleys, till benumbed
with the cold weather and colder entertain-

ment, Christmas went up to a cobbler,

hammering away in his stall, and asked

him what Old Christmas had done to deserve

such treatment ? The cobbler replied it

was a pity Christmas had ever been born,

being, as he was, a papist, an idolatrous

brat of the beast, an old reveller sent from
Rome, but now " he praised the Lord and
the godly parliament that their eyes were
opened to see their anti-Christian error,

and that now the clear sunshine of the

Word had, by the operation of the Spirit,

illuminated their understandings, and en-

lightened them out of Egyptian darkness."

In vain the astonished wayfarer reasoned

with the son of Crispin, who bade him
cease prattling, as he hindered his repair-

ing an alderman's shoes. Disgusted and
dismayed, he turned his steps country-

wards, meeting, on his way, a disestablished

parson, who poured into his ears a melan-

choly story, only intei-rupted by the sudden
appearance of a tumultuous multitude,
" more clamorous for the redress of real

grievances than fifteen parliaments could

satisfy." Grocers lamenting they sold no
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fruit and spices for plum pottage, mince-

pies, and other cookery kiclcsliaws ; while

mercers, drapers, silkmeu, tailors, shoe-

makers, cooks, and traders of all sorts and
conditions, cried out they were undone by
the banishment of their old friend and
benefactor. Apprentices, kitchen-maids,

butlers, bakers, and brewers' draymen,
came cui'sing, crying, and stamping be-

cause they were cheated out of their Christ-

mas-boxes. Plough-swains and labourers

ci'ied out against being deprived of the

harmless sports, merry gambols, and dances
wherewith they had recreated themselves

once a year—all extinct since the merry
lords of misrule had been suppressed by
the mad lords of bad rale at Westminster.
Nay, their madness had extended to the

very vegetables. Holly, ivy, mistletoe, bay,

and rosemary were accounted branches of

superstition. To roast a sirloin of beef,

to touch a collar of brawn, to bake a pie,

to put a plum in a pottage-pot, to burn a

big candle, or to lay one log the more upon
the fire for Christmas' sake, was enough to

make a man be suspected and taken for a

Christian, and punished accordingly; till

poor Christmas was fiin to cry in despair :

" Can any Christian or Colchester man tell

Old Christmas where he is ? Is this Eng-
land or Turkey that I am in ?"

Cromwell vetoed church preaching al-

together, but when Christmas came round
there were always found some ministers

prepared to set the great Protector's orders

at defiance. In 1657, it was thought
necessary to issue an order in council to

the effect that, whereas by several or-

dinances of parliament the festivals of

Christmas, Easter, and other feasts com-
monly called holidays, had been taken
away; it was specially recommended to

the lord mayor and aldermen of the City

of London, and the justices of "Westminster
and Southwark, to take care the said ordi-

nances were duly observed, and the for-

bidden solemnities prevented. Evelyn,
like many others, thought to celebrate his

Christmas Day in orthodox fashion, all

ordinances to the contrary notwithstand-
ing, and came up to London to hear Mr.
Gunning preach at Exeter Chapel. " The
sermon over," says the diarist, "the chapel

was surrounded with soldiers, and all the

communicants and assembly surprised and
kept prisoners by them, some in the house,

others carried away. It fell to my share

to be confined to a room in the house,

where I was permitted to dine with the

master of it. In the afternoon came
Colonels Whalley, Goffe, and others from

Wliitehall to examine us one by one

;

some they committed to the marshal, some
to prison. When I came before them they
examined me why, contrary to the ordi-

nance made that none should any longer
observe the superstitious time of the
Nativity, I durst offend, and particularly be
at common prayers, which were but the
mass in English ?" Evelyn condescended
to argue the matter with the Whitehall
colonels, his eloquence so far availing him
that the saintly soldiers dismissed him in

pity of his ignorance. "These," says he,
" were men of high flight and above ordi-

nances, and spake spiteful things of our
Lord's Nativity."

Christmas was not to be much longer
under ban. When, three years afterwards,

Mr. Pepys went to church on Christmas
morning, he found his pew covered with
rosemaiy and bays, and had the plea-

sure of hearing a good sermon. After
dining off a good shoulder of mutton
and a chicken, he went to church again
with his wife, to be sent to sleep by a dull

discourse from a strange parson ; for which
he made amends a day or two afterwards

by making himself ill with too much eat-

ing and drinking. The following year he
and Mrs. Pepys indulged themselves with
cakes and ale at a tavern in Moorfields,

where his ears were regaled by the smg-
ing of wenches with their wassail bowls

;

a tolerable proof that Christmas once more
asserted its sway, and that its devotees were
justified in singing

The vicar is glad,

The clerk is not sad,

And the parish cannot refrain

To leap and rejoice,

And lift up their voice,

That the king enjoys his own again

;

for not only did King Charles enjoy his

own again, but King Christmas, after

nearly twenty years' exile, again made
merry with his loyal subjects.

IN THE FIELD WITH THE
PRUSSIANS.

A BATTLE-FIELD.
It was a bright October day, no cloud

obscured the clear blue sky, and Versailles

looked her best, as she basked in the sun.

To be sure, the black and white flag of

Germany floated overhead, and a park of
Prussian field artillery filled the Place
d'Armes ; but the good people of Ver-
sailles had long been accustomed to such
sights, and although many a mournful look

was cast at the sombre flag, and many a sigh

was given for the time when the gay tri-
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colour sliould once more take its proper
place, the good townspeople knew their in-

terests too well to show any signs of hos-

tility to the foreigners. It was past noon,

and the grandees of the German army,
after lunching at the Hotel des Reser-

voirs, were tranquilly enjoying their cigars.

Prince Hohenzollern had mounted his black

charger; the Prince of Wurtemberg stood

beside his spotless snow-white Arab, but-

toning his glove preparatory to a start ; the

very wind seemed to pause and listen.

The frightful roar of a heavy gun broke
the spell. At the first discharge I held my
In-eatli. The little butcher - boy with his

basket stood suddenly still, and, with head
forward, in an attitude of the utmost at-

tention, listened. Young ladies, starting for

a walk in the palace gardens, stood irre-

solute as to whether they should proceed.

Their minds were soon made up, however,
as the heavy " boom, boom" broke the tran-

quillity again and again, while little white
clouds, marking the descent of bursting

shells, floated away over the trees. Hark !

what is that distant trumpet note ? It comes
nearer, the bugler stops exactly opposite

me, and putting the brass trumpet to his

lips, blows the warning note of danger. A
minute's pause, then his message seemed to

work like electricity. The grandees threw
away their choice cigars, buckled their long

swords tightly round their waists ; some
returned to the Reservoirs, to drink a last

stirrup-cup ; others mounted their steeds,

and darted off to head their regiments ; a
few stood still, to listen to the heavy thuds
of the great guns from Fort Valerien, or

to grasp some friend's hand preparatory to

a parting which, perhaps, would be for ever.

The Place d'Armes was instantly alive

with a swarming mass. Soldiers poured into

it from all sides. Each man knew where his

division, his regiment, his company stood
;

there was no noise, no confusion. Each man
was in his place, not one seemed missing.
" Fix bayonets !" " March !" and the serried

ranks of mighty Prussia, with their hel-

mets, bayonets, and shining accoutrements

glistening in the sun's rays, their standards

unrolled and their drums beating the ad-

vance, marched with firm step, to meet, in

many cases, an agonising death. There was
no flinching, no bravado ; each seemed im-

pressed with the sort of work he had to

do, and seemed to have made up his mind
to do it ; the tightened lip and the fixed

eye were all that told their resolution. The
townspeople shuddered as they passed ; and
many a fair French girl turned pale as

she, no doubt, thought of Francois, who

had only left her side three months ago,

and would now have to meet these dreaded
" Prussiens." Then came the field artillery.

Each gun followed by its eight artillery-

men, six sturdy horses trotted the cannon
along; then rode by the cavalry, the dreaded
Uhlans in the van, and, following in their

wake, the dashing dragoons and the pon-
derous cuirassiers. One splendid-looking

Landwehr ofiicer caught my eye as he
passed. I had often noticed him before;

he had a face on which calm courage was
indehbly stamped, and his form was hercu-

lean. To-day his bright glance was, for

some reason, dimmed by sorrow. I know
not what emotion brought it there. I felt

di-awn to him irresistibly. I followed liim

with my eyes till his black helmet had
faded in the distance.

The town cleared rapidly of troops ; only

a guard was left at the palace, and a few
pickets piled their long needle-guns before

the gates of the town. There was a buzz in

the crowd which lines the St. Grermain road,

which hushed suddenly at the sight of a
small cavalcade of Ulilans. On they came,

with lances erect, their little black and white

pennons fluttering in the breeze ; then ap-

peared a large open chaise di-awn by four

horses. The king and General Moltke were
inside, grave and engaged in earnest con-

versation; they scarcely noticed passing

salutes. Following the carriage came the

king's stafi", composed of officers dressed in

all the varied costumes of the great army.

Next rode the grooms, each leading an
extra horse, and a squadron of Uhlans
brought up the rear. Again the crowd
became excited, and as the sound of battle

seemed approaching, cries of " Vive la

France," and " a bas les Prussiens," echoed

through the streets and avenues, but again

the storm lulled, as another body of horse-

men appeared over the brow of the hill. It

was the Crown Prince and his staff". They
rode quickly by. I followed, as two of the

officers were friends of mine, and beckoned

me to accompany them. We galloped to a

spot from whence we could see the battle

spread out like a map. Massed on the

slope of Mont Valerien stood a large body
of about twelve thousand French. They
stood immediately under the guns of the

fort, and were flanked on their left by two

or three compact, but smaller, clumps of

troops. In front of these, at the bottom of

the green slope, in a south-westerly direc-

tion, the French attacked with great spirit

the line regiments of the ninth and tenth

Prussian divisions. The Prussian outposts

and advance-posts were driven in on the

-s^
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main body, and the French tactics seemed

directed against the village of Bongival,

which lies close to the Seine. Between
this and Garches, which is situated on

the other side of this tongue of land,

and also near the river, the sloping plain

is dotted by woods, which extend for a

considerable distance back towards Vau-
cresson ; in these woods the Prussians

stood to meet the French onset. The onset

was made in a curious but pkicky way
down the slope: before the skirmishers

came two field-pieces and a mitrailleuse

;

these dashed at a gallop, bump, bump
over every obstacle ; then with a quickness

that did their drill great credit, the horses

turned the muzzle of the guns towards the

enemy, and the gunners pounded away into

the woods to their heart's content. It

was hard work, however, for the Prussians

stand like walls even when without cover,

and are particularly stubborn when under

protection of woods or houses. The rattle

of musketry was incessant ; it was like

a continuous volley, the smoke of which

seemed to emerge from everything around.

The French ti-oops posted on the hill, under

the Valerien guns, never moved an inch the

whole day, but kept firing incessant volleys

at the Prussians posted to the right of

Bougival. The artillery seemed also to be

doing its work, for ever and anon the rattle

of the volleys was drowned by the awful

boom of the heavy fort guns ; while through-

out the infernal music ran the newest battle

sound—I mean the horrible rat-ta-tat-tat-

tat of the mitrailleuse. Simple as the

sound may look on paper, there is some-

thing liorrible about it ; something quite

distinct from the noise made by any other

weapon.
At about half-past thi'ee the French

seemed vigorously to be pushing on ; they

were making for a ridge which was the

stand-point of the Prussians. Where was
the deadly Prussian artillery ? Presently

the French seemed to catch sight of a new
enemy on their flank, for they stopped,

and with a crab-like motion appeared
to be drawing slowly backwards. The
hidden enemy at last emerged ; it was the

Landwehr of the Guard. Shoulder to

should they pressed on. The French re-

treated in disorder ; a whole body of them
threw away their arms and fled, There
was a dash of cavalry into the smoke,
and out again, up a hill. Two or three

horsemen fell, but the two cannons and
the mitrailleuse were taken. The Ger-
mans, having repulsed the sortie, now made
a retrograde movement. It was about

half - past four. The dispirited French
turned round once more, and seemed in-

clined to renew the contest, some of the

reserves coming to their aid ; but General

Kirchbach was too wise to allow his

Prussians to be cut to pieces by Mont
Valerien projectiles, in following up their

advantages. The French sullenly fired a

few shells after the enemy, which illu-

mined the gathering gloom, and returned

to their capital, their forts, and their ram-

parts, to teU the excited Pai'isians of their

individual deeds of prowess, or to mourn
over the strength of the iron girdle which
encircled the city.

The last volley had been fired, and the

night set in cold and dismal enough. I

followed some ambulances to the battle-

field, procm-ed a lantern, and started alone

to tend the wounded and dying. Slung at

my waist was one of my large saddle-bags,

which contained charpie, bandages, in-

struments, &c., a bottle of bi'andy at each

side, and a large flask of water, completed

my equipment. I shall never forget the

chill that crept over me as I came nearer

and nearer to the field of slaughter. I

made my way through the woods. Hearing-

somebody groaning heavily, I screwed up
my courage, and walked towards him.

When I approached I found it was a poor

wounded Prussian, Avho took little or no
notice of me. He was beside himself with

pain. I asked him where his wound was.

He said it was through the stomach. I

took out of my bag a bottle of laudanum,

poured out fifteen drops, and mixed it

with a little water in the cup of my flask.

It was taken thankfully, and without a

question. I then wrote on a card, in Ger-

man—" wound through abdomen, tiuctura

opii XV." This I put on the top button

of his great-coat. Then I applied some
charpie, moistened with water, to the

wounds ; told him to remember his card,

should he be taken to another doctor,

and wrapping him up as warmly as I

could, I left him to attend to others. They
were easily to be found—to the right, to

the left, and in front, the German cry of

"Herr Jesus !" was intermingled with the

distressing French groan of "Mon Dieu,

mon Dieu!" Some were sitting, some lean-

ing against the trees; some called for water,

others for help. I almost wished that I had
been wounded too ; it was so dreadful not

to be able to help them all at once. One
poor fellow, shot through the breast, could

not speak ; but while I was attending to

his wounded comrade beside him he kept

pulling my coat-tails, and whenever I turned
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round he, in a beseeching manner, pointed

to his wound. There was something so

sad in this mute distress, that it power-
fully affected me. Near him sat a French-
man who had been making such an awful
howl, that it made me doubt the severity of

his wound. I found he had only received

a ball in the calf of his leg. It was easily

extracted, but had I been taking the man's
leg off without chloroform he could not

have made more noise. He stood pain very
badly, and the contrast to his poor German
neighbour, who was fast sinking, was very
great.

I now came to a little clearing in the

wood. Just as I stepped into the open a gust

of wind blew out my lantern. I had no
matches. I crept cautiously along, but it

was pitch dark, and I could not see an
inch before me. I had not gone many
yards when I stumbled over a body ; I

spoke, there was no answer ; I put my
hand over the face, it was cold ; I got up,

and again I stumbled over a second body.

I felt for matclies in a dead man's pocket;

to my delight I found a pipe, and of course

matches. I lighted my candle in the

lantern, and then holding it above my
head I surveyed the scene before me. To
my dying day I shall never forget it

;

stretched out like a fan, with their feet

towards a common centre, lay eight men
near the middle of the clearing ; between
them and the side of the wood I had just

emerged from, were the two corpses I had
stumbled over, and in this little space

five others lay dead also. I was horrified
;

fifteen dead men, and I the only living

person near them ; oh ! how dreadful was
that silence ! I shivered from head to foot.

Just as I was lowering my lantern, after

^dewing this ghastly spectacle, one of the

supposed dead in the centre moved ; it

brought my scattered senses back again. I

Avent to the wounded man ; he had received

fi frightful scalp wound, and looked, from

his face being covered -with blood, almost

unearthly ; his eyes rolled in their sockets.

I felt for a fracture, but could find none.

I spoke to him ; he answered. I asked

Mm why he did not go away ; he j^ointed

to his knee ; I ripped the trouser open, his

knee-cap had been completely blown away.

I dressed his wounds, took the great-coat

from the knapsack of a dead man lying

near and wrapped him in it, for he was
shivering with the cold. As I was leaving

he said, " Ah, that was a fearful bad shell;

we are only half of what it hurt, the rest

have crawled away." Of the seven others,

six were stone dead. The Mont Valerien

shell had indeed done its work ; the other
still lived, but how ? I will not harrow
your feelings by answering the question

;

his lips were blue ; he murmm^ed " Wasser,
wasser;" I handed him my flask. I knew
nothing could be done for him. At that
moment I saw the gleam of a light coming
towards me through the trees. Two
krankentragers, or sick - carriers, stopped
in the wood to pick up a wounded man.
I went to them and told them of the
men in the clearing, and they promised to
return at once. I now thought my Avork
was done, and making my way towards the
road leading to Garches, I came to what
seemed to be a field ; many lights were
flitting about, and wounded men were
being carried to the village. I saw a light

stationary at a spot not far distant, and could
hear the thud, thud of a pickaxe. I knew
what that meant, and turned away ; helmets
and knapsacks were lying about in all direc-

tions. I then passed some vineyards, where
there had been some heavy fighting. From
the amount of debris all thewounded seemed
to have been taken away, but many dead lay

about. I had now almost got into the road,

when out of the darkness I heard a low call

for water ; I hastened to the spot, and in a
ditch I found a man lying on his back,

breathing heavily. I gave him water,

then set about finding out where his

wound was ; his shirt was hot, wet, and
i-ed ; I tore it open ; in doing so I knocked
my lantern over. As I relighted it I saw
the man's face ; it was ghastly pale, and
death was there, but I knew it, and uttered

a cry of horror. It was the Landwehr
ofiicer I had seen that morning in all the

vigour of manly health, and now, only ten

hours afterwards, I was to find him dying.

I plugged the great hole in his chest lightly

with charpie moistened with water, took

a Frenchman's great-coat and wraj^ped him
in it, and left him there to seek a couple of

krankentriigers. I was away about twenty

or twenty-five minutes ; to my horror when
I returned with the men, the handsome
lieutenant was dead, and his coat and
waistcoat wore gone. I looked round, then

ran down the road for five minutes towards
Garches to catch the robber who, if he
had done nothing worse, had robbed the

dead, but could see no one. I returned ; the

two krankentriigers were standing by the

corpse. I examined the neck ; there Avere

no marks of violence, so I hoped tlie bright

spirit had fled before those vultures of the

battle-field had rifled the poor corpse.

.

Yes, such is war. Can anything justify

the causes of such a scene as I have tried

'^
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to portray ? Yet, what I can tell is scarcely

one-twentieth part as horrible as the awful

reality ; the scenes haunt me even now
like an ugly nightmare, and are ever before

me. If this is enough to cause sadness in

one, who has only tried to alleviate such

sufferings, what ought to be the feelings of

monarchs who wilfully or thoughtlessly

inflict the horrors and unspeakable miseries

of war on their fellow-men ?

A SLEEPING HOMESTEAD.
The meadows slumber fair beneath the moon,

While wakes the watchful river at their feet.

And all the air is filled with odours sweet,

The breath of flowers that shall unfold full soon.

In mazy mystery the forest hides,

And straggling trees have caught a sylvan grace

;

The sleeping farm-house shows its placid face

Between the shadows where the grove divides

Still are the sparrows nested in the thatch.

And still the callow larks beneath the brake

;

The startled doves with tender coo awake
As bays the moon-struck mastifl' on his watch.

Now warmer light upon the welkin lies,

And deeper night intensifies the peace ;

Only the river moves and will not cease

Its swift, up-searching glances to the skies.

By blooming white-thorn and by climbing rose,

I know the nook where dreams the maiden sweet

;

Honest her heart as sheaves of goodly wheat,
Fairer her face than any flower that blows.

I know the chamber where the old folks rest,

With hearts at peace and all their labour done ;

Where ruddy children sleep till shines the sun.

Where breathes the baby, warm in mother's breast.

I know the barn where safe from midnight chill

The weary beggar snores amid the hay,
Waiting the first red warning of the day
To grasp his staff and cross the distant hill.

God hath the simple homestead in his eye.

And sometimes in a solemn hour like this

He sheds about it dreams of promised bliss,

With mellow moonlight from the summer sky.

NEW YEAR'S DAY IN SCOTLAND.

A STRANGER arriving in some Scottish

town towards the close of December could

not fail to be impressed by the fact that

something quite unusual was disturbing

the canny folks of that said town, which,

let us say, is the " grey old metropolis of

the North." And if he made further in-

quiries regarding it, he would soon learn

that the festive appearance of things was
due to the near approach of the New Year.

On the greasy pavements is an unitsual

amount of orange-peel, and through the

hazy fog you can see an unusual amount
of dainty cakes in the confectioners' win-

dows. Buns of all shapes, sizes, and
qualities ; and endless cakes of short-bread,

ornamented with thistles and mottoes in

candied orange-peel, such as Here's a
glide New Year, or Hoo's a' wi' ye ? Era

a friend. Era ye ken wha, and so on, are

everywhere prominent, and customers are

not wanting to purchase these good things,

considered by every family •— unless the

very poorest — quite indispensable to a

proper " keepin' the New Year." At the

greengrocers' doors are hanging the bunches
of laurel, holly, and mistletoe, and in the

butchers' and poulterers' shops the festive

beef, geese, and turkeys with which we
are all familiar, as the sine qua nons of

Christmas cheer. The never frantically-

busy streets of Edinburgh are more than

ordinarily alive with an easy, sauntering,

gravely-festive throng of idlers. Most of

the younger holiday-seekers are indulging

in comestibles, and in and over all prevails

an undoubted odour of whisky and oranges.

Altogether there seems more than enotigh

of whisky drinking, and somewhat more
than the run of drunken men do penance

at the police-court in the morning. In

the evening, especially if you live in the

suburbs, or in the country, within easy

reach of a town, you will be alarmed by a

noise and singing outside the door, the ex-

planation of which is afforded in the an-

nouncement of the housemaid :
" Please,

sir, the guizards hev come; shall I give

them anything ?"

The guizards, or gisers, are the Scottish.

representatives of the old English mum-
mers, who are again lineal descendants of

the masqueraders of the Roman saturnalia.

For some weeks before, the village boys have

been carefully rehearsing some favourite

Scottish ballad, and now that the New Year
time is drawing near, they gather in bands

of twos and threes, and go round the better

class of houses in improvised masks, sing-

ing these ballads, with many quaint antics.

They are generally accompanied by an
attendant, armed with a broom, who is

called " Bessie." Bessie's duty is to sweep
the floor, and to make herself as amusing
as possible, in return for an equal share

in the proceeds of the entertainment. The
reward for this performance is generally

a halfpenny, or if it be very near the New
Year, perhaps a piece of cake.

Christmas Day is a festival not much,

observed in Scotland, though within late

years, among the better class of people, es-

pecially in the towns where an imitation

of everything English is rapidly gaining

ground, it is beginning to bo observed as a

feast day, and "the Christmas holidays" is

now the common term applied to Avhat, in

former times, were called " the New Year
Play Days." Boxing Day is quite unknown
in Scotland, though the "boxes" are much.

•^ =^
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too valuable an institution to be always
passed over by those whom tbey concern,

and under the name of handsels they are

duly inquired after a few days later. Hog-
manay is the 31st of December, and then
children are from time immemorial in-

formed that if they go to the corner

they will see a man with as many eyes

as days in the year. Whether the word
was derived from the Greek n'yta /xrivr] (the

holy moon) or from the Scandinavian
Hoggu-nott, or fi'om the French, au gui

mener (to lead to the mistletoe), it will

hardly do to inquire too closely in this

place. However, without attaching either

a philological or a theological significance

to the day, housewives in country places in

Scotland are occupied for a day or two
previously in preparing for Hogmanay.
Tlien the children of the poorer people go
about from door to door either with a large

pocket fastened to their dress, or with a

sheet-shawl, or plaid, so folded about them
as to leave a large fold in front. Each
child gets an oat-cake, or a piece of cheese,

or sometimes, if the donor be very liberal

or the children especial favourites, a sweet
cake, and so from door to door they go
until in the evening they have a plentiful

supply of homely New Year cheer to

carry home to their family. This is the

original custom, but now-a-days, like many
other customs, it is dying away, children

going for their Hogmanay to the houses of

their friends more as a custom than from
any desire for the gifts then distributed.

At no time, however, were these Hogmanay
cakes ever looked iipon as eleemosynary.

They were rather looked upon as a right, es-

tablished by time-honoured custom. When
the children come to the door they troll

out some old rhyme, which would afi^ord

plenty material for antiquainan research.

Thus one of them is :

Hogmanay
TroUoIay.

This may seem a mere scnseles rhyme
without meaning, imless we adopt the sug-

gestion of some antiquaries that it is a cor-

ruption of the French—Homme est nc

—

Trois Rois la— (a man is born ; three kings

are hei'e)—in allusion to the birth of Christ

and the visit of the Wise Men from the East,

Avho were known in mediosval times as the

three kings. Another rhyme very com-
monly used is

:

Get up, glide wife, and sli.ik' yor feathers,

And dinna think that woo* are beggars

;

Tor woo are bairnsf cnme oot to play,

Get up and gie's oor hogmanay.

* We. t Childrrn.

Another is suggestive of the dry humour,
but, at the same time, pious vein of the
nation :

Get up, gude -wife, and be nae sweir,*
And dalet yer breedj to them that's here ;

For the time will come when ye'U bo deed,
And then ye'll neither need ale nor breed.

It is not always, however, that the impa-
tient troubadour can stay so long as is re-

quired for the recitation of the above verses,

and a much more frequent couplet is this

:

My feet's could, my shoon's§ thin,

Gie's my cakes, and let me rin

!

On Hogmanay night in the town, as on
Christmas Eve in England, the streets and
shops are crowded Avith festively-inchned

people a-marketing against the morrow's
dinner. Family men give a supper-party
to a select lot of friends, warranted as of
the right sort. The express object of the
invitation is to sit (which means also to eat
and drink) the Old Year out and the New
Year in. And this is done with all honour,
being, if there are many young folks in the
party, as often danced in as not. Then, as

the clock "chaps" twelve, friend congratu-
lates friend, and wish each other " a gude
New Year, and mony o' them."
Then with great formality the door is

unbarred to let the Old Year out and the
New Year in. By this time the het (hot)

pint is produced, a hot spiced compound
of which, it is needless to say, the national

beverage is the chief component. Of this

all the guests partake, and it used to be
the custom in Edinburgh for parties armed
with this instrument of hospitality to sally

forth into the streets, which were then
more crowded than at mid-day, to first-foot

their acquaintances, or treat to a glass of
this any acquaintance whom they met, by
whom they were in turn asked to taste.

This led to much joviality as well as—it

must be confessed—to much drunkenness
;

but New Year, like Christmas " comes but
once a year," and though paterfamilias and
others mentally and audibly vowed, when
they woke up early on the fm'cnoon of the

1st of January, that this should be their

last bout of first-footing, regularly as the

year came round they forgot then* vows,
and were as jovial at it as ever. Now-a-days
this—in towns at least—is almost entirely

gone out of fashion, except among the

lower classes, or with some wild young men.
The wassail bowl, of which the het pint

was the Scottish equivalent, has also to a
great extent gone out of fashion—at least

as an element of first-footing—the cruder

bottle of whiskey supplying its place. Let

* Be not unwilling, f Deal, J Bread. § Shoes.

--^
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ITS issue forth a few minutes before twelve,

and walk down the South Bridge until we
come to where the old Tron kirk stands

at the intersection of the North and South
Bridge, and the High-street and Lawn-
market in Edinburgh. There are a goodly

number of people in the streets, many of

whom have obviously been spending the

last day of the year in the method in

which, to all appearance, they will spend
the first. As we approach Hunter-square,

there is a large increase in the number of

jovial mortals, who are bent on offering

us spirituous hospitality backed with the

irrefragable logic of that being " ISToo Yeer
time, mon !" and rotmd the church is as-

sembled a crowd of from five hundred to

a thousand persons, waiting until the clock

—which the town authorities have kindly

left illuminated up to this time—shall pro-

claim that a New Year has commenced.
All eyes are now on the clock—the hands
approaching the mystic hour of midnight.

The noise is hushed when one stroke is

heard, and until the twelve sound out.

Then friends shake hands with friends, and
everybody who has had the self-denial to

keep it concealed until now, pulls forth his

bottle, and presses one and all to partake.

It may be remarked that owing to the

Forbes M'Kenzie Act all the public-houses

have been closed an hour ago. When
they were open to all hours, the as-

semblage at the Tron kirk was even more
popular than now. In a very few minutes
the crowd separates in a very orderly

manner ; decent family men of the work-
ing classes compare notes with each other

as they go home to ^Yish the wife and bairns

a happy New Year, regarding the crowd at

the Tron in this and former years.

The old folk go ofi" to bed, but many of

the young ones will not be there for hours
yet. Each gu'l is expecting the first-foot

from her sweetheart, and anxious to be the

first to open the door to him, and much
quiet stratagem is sometimes spent in the

endeavour to outwit her, and get the old

grandmother, or some dooce serving-lass

to be the first to meet the kiss-expecting

lover. Quieter folks will put off their first

footing until morning, but in nearly all

Scottish families the first - foot is looked
upon as a matter of no little importance,
and notes will be compared among neigh-
bours in country villages as to who was
their first-foot-luck or ill-luck, according
to the character of the visitor. It is very
unkicky to come empty-handed; accord-
ingly all such visitors are provided with

a bottle, which it is expected that all those
who are up shall taste, while he in his turn
is regaled with similar New Year cheer.

A red-haired person, or a splay-footed one, is

also an exceedingly unlucky first-foot: these

are carefully guarded against. Often it hap-
pens in remote country houses that for days
there are no visitors, and that the first-foot

is not unfrequently the wandering " gaber-
lunzie," or beggar, who is, however, invari-

ably informed of the fact, and treated to a
drain and other good cheer, in accordance
with time-honoured usage. Until within
the last few years a curious first-footing on
a wholesale scale was the custom in the
remote and somewhat primitive parish of
Deerness, in the Orkney Islands. Large
parties of old and young, of the commoner
class of people, would assemble in a band
on the last night of the year, and go on a
round of visits throughout the district. At
each house they would stop and sing a long
song, apparently the work of pre-Reforma-
tion times, and so full of allusions to the

Virgin, that had the strictly orthodox Pro-
testants who sung it landerstood the allu-

sions, they would have been shocked. After
this, they made a rush into the house on the

door being opened, and were plentifully

treated to such cheer as the house afforded.

This was repeated from house to house,

until the singers must have made a tolerably

(or intolerably) large supper ! Any fai'mer

who was passed by in this New Year's sere-

nade, looked upon it as the greatest slight

that could be oftered to him. The verses

were sung to a tune of their own, and may
be found not incorrectly given in that curi-

ous repertory of Old World stories—Cham-
bers's Book of Days.
New Year's Day itself in Edinbixrgh is

one of boisterous eating and drinking.

Crowds perambulate the streets from early

morning to night. A universal holi-

day is observed. People who are not
drinking are assuredly eating oranges.

All the fish-barrows are carefully cleaned

out, and the proprietors dressed very
sprucely, for the sale of oranges. One of
tliesc hawkers, whom I had the curiosity

to question on the subject, assiired me
that he will often sell on a New Year's

Day from five to six large crates of oranges.

The Scottish people do not visit each
other much on New Year's Day, in this

respect difiering widely from the Ame-
ricans, among whom that is the great day
for exchanging visits. These visits in

Scotland are confined to members of the

family, as is also the New Year's dinner.
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It is, however, a jovial time, and many old

family fends are her.led np that day over
the roast goose (the invariable dish) and
the whisky-toddy, which must of necessity

follow. A dancing-party generally winds
up the day, and the members retire to bed
at a much earlier hour than they did the
night before. New Year has now tolerably

well ended, but still it would be looked
upon, in old-fashioned families, as a great
breach of courtesy if a piece of cake or wine
was not offered to visitors for some weeks
after the New Year's Day, and intimate
friends or neighbours will invite each other
in to partake of their cakes. The first

Monday of the New Year is called Handsel
Monday, and on this day the " boxes," so
well known to English householders, are

called for. It is rarely, if ever, that any
one would think of asking for them before
that date. It is also often observed as a
holiday, and the rural marksmen have
frequently a shooting match, or " wapen-
shaw," on that day. In some part of the
€0iintry New Year, old style (12th of

January), is still observed, and to this

year the common holiday among the rural

population is Auld Handsel Monday, that
is, the first Monday after the 12th of Jan-
nary. On that day Scottish farmers used
to treat their servants to a good break-
fast, with copious libations of whisky
and ale, the rest of the day being a holi-

day, usually spent in visiting friends. At
Bui^ghead, on the southern shore of the
Moray Firth, about nine miles from Elgin,

a, strange Druidical custom called Burning
the Clavie, a sort of iuiage composed of com-
bustible materials, is observed among the
fishing population on New Year's Eve (old

style), a desci-iption of which ceremony may
be found in the work already mentioned.
Nearly every trade has its traditional num-
ber of days which they observe as New
Year's holidays, these hohdays being nearly
always spent in a right royal debauch, the
tailors being popularly supposed to carry
off the palm both in the intensity and dura-
tion of their New Year's spree. Such a
saturnalia is this, that in Scotland they arc

commonly called the daft, or foolish days

;

but even the daft days come to an end, and
the people resume their quiet sober charac-
teristics. A popular rhyme, composed
before the Reformation, has reference to

this:
Yule's come and yule's gane,
And vrc hae feasted weel

;

Sac Jock maun to his Hail again
And Jenny to her wheel.

Unless, indeed, it be prolonged as far as

that of a gentleman whom the writer ob-
served, one warm July day, making his
most unsteady way down one of the steep
streets of the New Town of Edinburgh. He
had obviously dined, and the salmon had
had the usual eflTect upon his memory, for

as the old gentleman wiped his perspiring
brow, I overheard him continually ejaculat-

ing to himself, in a reproachful tone of
voice, "It's been an awfu' New Year ! It's

been an awfu' New Year !"

THE JERICHO THEATRE.

Daringly ambitious, undeterred by fail-

ures, and feeling acutely the humiliation
of being a new district without historical

associations, yet in wealth and substance
vastly supei'ior to older quarters, with all

then- pretension, Jericho lately determined
to have a theatre of its own. There was a
fine feeling of elasticity in this resolve, for

the failure of the Jericho Rooms * was still

recent. Not that we could go so far as to say
that the "municipality" contracted a loan,

or that the " town" built a theatre, as they
do in foreign countries. No. It was all

private enterprise that built the Theatre
Royal, Jericho. "When we say private

enterprise, a nicer accuracy might requii'e

it to be stated that it was a well-known
public builder of the district ; and when
we say built, the phrase should be rather

"conversion." He converted an existing

building. A simple methodist chapel hatl

been as much a failure in its own line as

our Jericho Rooms ; and it was a curious

compensation that while the Jericho Rooms
were eagerly offered as eligibly convertible

into a chapel, the chapel should bo as

eagerly proposed as eligible for conversion
into a theatre.

It was curious to pass by and see the alter-

ations going on, so gradually and silently.

All the work was from within. The place

bore its au' of sanctity to the last. The
Voltaireians of the district said, pleasantly,

that little or nothing would be required to

make the alteration ;—that already there

were players, boxes, pit, histrionics of all

sorts, taking money at the doors, and, above
all, very bad acting. But the building

itself seemed to offer protest; its gloomy
porch, its peaked tympanum, rigid as a
cocked-hat, its austere white walls, gaunt
railings, and stiff flight of steps—these still

asserted the old profession. When they

* See All the Yeab Eound, New Series, vol. iv.j

p. 301.
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came presently to break a door high up in

the side wall, and run up a ladder-like stair

outside, labelling it " Gallery, " the incon-

gruity was more glaring ; the aspect of

things was not improved when over the

centre door they daubed, " Boxes," and
over the right, " Pit." Grrim Covenanters
passing by shook their heads. Nothing
would change thg look of the building. A
bright coat of paint all over, and a row of

lamps flaring outside, only made the in-

compatibility complete.

The theatre was duly opened. Though
absent at the time from Jericho, I felt

deeply interested in the success of the ex-

periment. As no accounts reached me of

its success, I had some forebodings. After

two months I returned, and went eagerly to

see how the theatrical tree had taken root

and flourished. The doors were open, with

the old inviting look, as though a night

service were about to commence. The bills,

hung on the rails, were in their accustomed
place, only with a Mr. Tinmouth substi-

tuted for Mr. Howlet. It was all lighted up
as it had been before ; but a row of flaring-

lamps on the crest of the portico imparted
an air discordant with all sacred associa-

tions. A glance round made it plain that

the architect had been unable to shake him-
self free from the influence of the genius
loci. At every turn he must have felt the

old associations obstructing, or, at least,

diverting his almost sacrilegious enterprise.

For the private boxes bulged out over the

stage like circular pulpits, and when the

manager appeared in one, and craned his

neck out to have a good look at the state

of the gallery, we almost felt as if we ought
to make responses.

The decorations of the Jericho Theatre
are rather of a homely cast, room paper
garnished witli bead mouldings, a ready
style of ornament to be noticed even in

more pretentious theatres. The house
contained one gallery for boxes, another
overhead for the unwashed ; a row of hard
benches below, by an almost Eastern shape
of compliment, entitled the " Stalls." The
number of private boxes was amazing, the
flanks, as it were, of the house being set

apart for the wealthy aristocracy, who pre-

ferred, at a moderate cost, to be secure
of their haughty privacy. Disdaining the
haughty privacy, and feeling secure of more
entertainment in the open publicity of the
box benches, I took my seat there and looked
about me.
The audience was certainly limited, or, in

theatrical phrase, the " kind patronage"

was of the scantiest kind. Time was when
the Reverend Mr. Howlet could fill every
bench. Now there were about a dozen in

the boxes, as many more in the pit, two in

the stalls, and twenty in the gallery. Mr.
Howlet would have smiled grimly, and
talked of a judgment.
A careless eye, even, noted at once some

proceedings which gave a family air to the

personnel of the establishment. A little

boy of six years old took the tickets, and
sold play-bills and oranges. A portly

woman came frequently from behind a

mysterious curtain, which seemed to lead

into a stage box, but in reality led by wind-
ings to the stage, and patted the urchin

with a maternal air, while various young-

ladies, scattered over the seats, looked on
with an obsequiously affectionate air, as

though dependent on the matron in some
way. Later on, in the private box, a vision

of a nurse was apparent, with a baby, who
was always being shown the stage and
actors as a sort of lullaby, or dramatic
Daff'y's Elixir.

In the orchestra a harp and violin did

all the work between them; with much
energy, and with never flagging spirit.

Without music, too ! as to put to shame
those pretentious and crowded enclosures

which the greater theatres affect. It

stopped just as we entered and secui-ed a

central seat, while the curtain rose on
act the third of Leah, the Jewess, with
Miss St. Lucy in " Miss Bateman's world-

wide impersonation." Here were to be
noted some novelties. Miss St. Lucy was
respectable, and did her part accurately

and inoffensively, but every one about her

—the notorious villain, peasants, &c.—in-

dulged in a sort of dramatic franc- tireur-

ship, coming on and going ofi" as it suited

them, and exhibiting powers of extempore
composition which would have excited the

envy of many a public orator. The dressing

of the characters showed fertile resources

in the management, and a happy ingenuity

in turning present advantages to account.

Thus "a villain" of any county or degree

had merely to tuck up his trousers inside

his Wellington boots, tie a shawl round his

waist, bare his throat, and there he was !

A governor (in a serious part, not in a
farce, where he was dressed as " governors"
of the present day are) got his frock-coat

edged with a yard of tinsel, submitted his

cap to the same treatment, tied a sash of

blue calico round his waist, and there he

was ! In these days of "fashioning soldiers

out of your raw material," with co-existing
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difficulties as to uniforming Mobiles, a few
moments' consultation between the stage-

manager of the Jericho Theatre and the

government at Tours would, I am con-

vinced, have solved that most perplexing

question. Our energetic official can mould
an ordinary " Jerry" hat into any required

shape in the twinkling of an eye. A few
pins are all that is needed to produce a tri-

cornered, or cocked-hat. An ordinary coat

buttoned tight, with a cross-belt, does all

the rest.

The scenery was scarcely more ambi-
tious. But, after all, a little reflection

shows us that every incident of human life

must take place either inside or outside a

house, either indoors or nnder the canopy
of heaven. A shrewd manager will here

seize on this pi'inciple, and skilfully apply it.

Thus at the Jericho Theatre we are not be-

wildered with elaborate and tedious " set

scenes," as I believe they are called. But
we alternate between an interior, whose
walls are so happily indefinite in their

decoration, that the most critical builder

or upholsterer might be defied to decide

whether it was the cabin or the cot which
was before him. It did equally for the

dungeon wall, the drawing-room associated

with bloated luxury, or the tyrant's cham-
ber. The hues were undecided, being
neither gay nor grey, but a kind of a deep
" no-colour," as Mr. Carlyle would phrase

it, which did happily for anything. So
with the out-door presentment, which was
neither street, nor trees, nor green fields,

l)ut something so general as to pass for any
of the three according to choice. But we
cannot give the same cordial approbation

to the fixshion of shifting the scenes, which
did not roll upwards in a slow graceful

fashion, as if wound up, but were raised

slowly in sudden jerks, as though men were
dragging them up in handfuls, as it were.

And this, indeed, I believe was the literal

arrangement, saving rollers, &c., though in-

volving a certain crookedness of motion, as

tl"te hands on one side showed more alacrity

tlian the other. This system was revealed

one night through the excessive slowness

and languor of the motion, when the gentle-

men in the gallery called impatiently on the

operators by name, bidding them " get on."

When the tragedy was over, a little pro-

clamation had to be made which would
bavo delighted the heart of the Reverend
Mr. Howlet, had he been—highly impro-

bable as it was—present on the occasion.

A gentleman came forward, whose appear-

ance it was no undue harshness to call

seedy, and gave us unwelcome news about
what he called " the ballot" (pronouncing
it like secret voting). " A most hunfort'net
hincident 'ad hockerred. Miss Maringle
was unable to appear in the ballot that
night. It was no fault in the management.
She could not appear through indisjsosition.

Fortunately," he added, looking nervously
at the wing, " there Avas one present who
could prove that he was speaking the
truth." This extraordinary diffidence and
distrust of public confidence in his own
veracity, seemed highly curious, and sug-

gested the idea that the speaker had found
the audience scornfully incredulous on
former occasions, or that he had at least

been proved publicly utterly untrustworthy,
or perhaps had been exposed before pit,

boxes, and gallery. All these solutions ap-

peared consistent with his strange manner.
" Mr. Kino," he went on, edging towards
the wing, " would vouch for him. Mr. Kino,
whom they all knew, the enterprising pro-

prietor of the ballot, knew well that Miss
Maringle could not appear that night."

On this he drew forward a stout, horsoy-

looking gentleman, who seemed very re-

luctant indeed to make his appearance.
" Now, ladies and gentlemen, you will hear
what Mr. Kino says," and he fixed his gaze
nervously on the platter-like face of that

spirited gentleman, who was uneasily con-

sulting the crown of his hat. A nice

diagnosis showed the true state of the

case—pecuniary difficulties as to what is

called "the ghost walking." Kino had
determined to expose the whole thing, but

when appealed to thus publicly, the common
honour of the profession forbade exposure.

The manager knew human character better

than Kino did, counted on that loyal feel-

ing, and not unprofitably. For Mr. Kino
was heard to say :

" I am wery sorry, ladies and gentle-

men, about the disappointment, but Miss
Maringle really cannot appear."

" You hear, gentlemen and ladies," said

the much relieved manager. " I knew Mr.
Kino would corroborate me. He says he

is sorry, and—I am sorr^-, and we are all

sorry. The ballot will now proceed with-

out Miss Maringle, trusting to your in-

dulgence." And he pushed off Mr. Kino,

though I could see that the latter was
doubtful as to whether he had made enough
of the occasion, or had asserted himself

Avith sufficient dignity.

I went very often after this to the Jericho

Theatre, which, at every recurring visit,

seemed to be staggering downwards on the
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broad road of decay. The management
seemed to change about once every week

;

the audience to diminish steadily, and the

proportion of " orders" to increase. So that

the presence of a paying visitor in the boxes

seemed to cause a rush of such officials as

there were, to make sure that the bona
fide shilling was. not intercepted or stolen

before it reached the management. The
strength of the orchestra was reduced, and
the hai'per now had it all to himself It is

conceded that things do not go on long in

this fashion, but it was amazing how long

the Jericho Theatre lingered. Suddenly
the end came. I lately passed through the

congenial slums in Avhich the theatre had its

seat, and found it encompassed by a great

hoarding ; huge scaffoldings were being-

carried in on men's shoulders. At last

the crisis had come, or was it prosperity ?

Were they levelling it to the ground, as Mr.
Howlet would apply the text, leaving not a

stone upon a stone ? What did it mean ?

Why, this. It was a company, limited. It

was to be touched by an enchanter's wand,
and in a few weeks to emerge from its

lowliness and rags to be an exquisite lady

of fashion ! Here was the solution. It is to

be the Royal Boudoir Theatre ; carriages

of Mayfair and Belgravia are to crowd the

approaches. What will the Reverend Mr.
Howlet say to all this ?

MADAM GROWL'S GHOST.

I'm an aid woman now ; and I was but
thirteen, my last birthday, the night I came
to Applewale House. My aunt was the

housekeeper there, and a sort o' one-horse

carriage Avas down at Lcxhoe to take me
and my box up to Applewale.

I Avas a bit frightened by the time I got

to Lexhoe, and when I saAv the carriage

and horse, I wished myself back again with
my mother at Hazeldeu. I Avas crying

Avhen I got into the " shay"—that's Avhat we
used to call it—and old John Mulbery that

drove it, and Avas a good-natured fellow,

bought me a handful of apples at the

Golden Lion, to cheer me up a bit ; and he
told me that there was a currant-cake, and
tea, and pork - chops, waiting for me, all

hot, in my aunt's room at the great house.

It was a fine moonlight night, and I eat the

apples, lookin' out o' the shay Avinda.

It is a shame for gentlemen to frighten

a poor foolish child like I Avas. I some-
times think it might be tricks. There was
tAvo on 'em on tlie tap o' the coach beside

me. And they began to question me after

nightfall, Avhen the moon rose, where I was
going to. Well, I told them it was to wait
on Dame Arabella Growl, of Applewale
House, near by Lexhoe.

" Ho, then," says one of them, " you'll

not be long there !"

And I looked at him, as much as to say,
" Why not ?" for I had spoke out when I

told them where I was goin', as if 'twas

something clever I hed to say.
" Because," says he—" and don't you for

your life tell no one, only watch her and
see—she's possessed by the devil, and more
an half a ghost. Have you got a Bible ?"

"Yes, sir," says I. For my mother put
my little Bible in my box, and I kncAV it

Avas there : and by the same token, though
the print's too small for my aid eyes, I have
it in my press to this hour.

As I looked up at him, saying " Yes,
sir," I thought I saAV him Avinkin' at his

friend ; but I could not be sure.

"Well," says he, "be sure you put it

under your bolster every night, it will keep
the aid girl's claws afi"ye."

And I got such a fright when he said

that, 3'ou Avouldn't fancy ! And I'd a liked

to ask him a lot about the aid lady, but I

Avas too shy, and he and his friend began
talkin' together about their own consarns,

and doAA'ly enough I got down, as I told

ye, at Lexhoe. My heart sank as I drove
into the dark avenue. The trees stands
very thick and big, as aid as the aid house
almost, and four people, with their arms
out and finger-tips touchin', barely girds

round some of them.

Well, my neck AA^as stretched out o' the
winda, looking for the first view o' the

great house ; and, all at once we pulled up
in front of it.

A great Avhite-and-black house it is, Avi'

great black beams across and right up it,

and gables lookin' out, as white as a sheet,

to the moon, and the shadows o' the trees,

tAvo or three up and doAvn upon the fi'ont,

you could count the leaves on them, and all

the little diamond-shaped winda - panes,

glimmering on the great hall winda, and
great shutters, in the old fashion, hinged
on the Avail outside, boulted across all the
rest o' the windas in front, for there was
but three or four servants, and the old lady

in the house, and most o' t'rooms was locked
up.

My heart was in my mouth Avhen I sid

the journey A\'as over, and this, the great

house afoore me, and I sa near my aunt
that I never sid till noo, and Dame CroAvl,
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that I was come to wait upon, and was
afeard on already.

My aunt kissed me in the hall, and
brought me to her room. She was tall

and thin, wi' a pale face and black eyes,

and long thin hands wi' black mittins on.

She was past fifty, and her word was short

;

but her word was law. I hev no complaints

to make of her ; but she was a hard woman,
and I think she would hev bin kinder to

me if I had bin her sister's child in place

of her brother's. But all that's o' no conse-

(j^uence noo.

The squire—his name was Mr. Chevcnix
Growl, he was Dame Growl's grandson

—

came down there, by way of seeing that

the old lady was well treated, about twice or

thrice in the year. I sid him but twice all

the time I was at Applewale House.
I can't say but she was well taken care

of, notwithstanding ; but that was because
my aunt and Meg Wyvern, that was her
maid, had a conscience, and did their duty
by her.

Mrs, Wyvern—Meg Wyvern my aunt
called her to herself, and Mrs. Wyvern to

me—was a fat, jolly lass of fifty, a good
height and a good breadth, always good-
humoured, and walked slow. She had fine

wages, but she was a bit stingy, and kept
all her fine clothes under lock and key,

and wore, mostly, a twilled chocolate cotton,

wi' red, and yellow, and green sprigs and
balls on it, and it lasted wonderful.

She never gave me nout, not the vally o'

a brass thimble, all the time I was there

;

but she was good-humoured, and always
laughin', and she talked no end o' proas
over her tea; and, seeing me sa sackless

and dowly, she roused me up wi' her
laughin' and stories ; and I think I liked
her better than my aunt—children is so

taken wi' a bit o' fun or a story—though
my aunt was very good to me, but a hard
woman about some things, and silent

always.

My aunt took me into her bed-chamber,
that I might rest myself a bit while she
was settin' the tea in her room. But first

she patted me on the shouther, and said I

was a tall lass o' my years, and had spired

up well, and asked me if I could do plain

work and stitchin' ; and she looked in my
face, and said I was like my father, her
brother, that was dead and gone, and she
hoped I was a better Ghristian, and wad
na du a' that lids.

It was a hard sayin' the first time I set

my foot in her room, I thought.
When I went into the next room, the

housekeeper's room—very comfortable, yak
all round—there was a fine fire blazin'

away, wi' coal, and peat, and wood, all in

a low together, and tea on the table, and
hot cake, and smokin' meat ; and there

was Mrs. Wyvern, fat, jolly, and talkin'

away, more in an hour than my aunt would
in a year.

While I was still at my tea my aunt
went up-stairs to see Madam Growl.

" She's agone up to see that old Judith
Squailes is awake," says Mrs. Wyvern.
" Judith sits with Madam Growl when me
and Mrs. Shutters"—that was my aunt's

name— " is away. She's a troublesome
old lady. Ye'll hev to be sharp wi' her, or

she'll be into the fire, or out o' t' winda.

She goes on wires, she does, old though
she be."

" How old, ma'am ?" says I.

"Ninety-three her last birthday, and
that's eight months gone," says she ; and
she laughed. " And don't be askin' ques-

tions about her before your aunt—mind, I

tell ye
;
just take her as you find her, and

that's all."

"And what's to be my business about

her, jDlease ma'am ?" says I.

" About the old lady ? Well," says she,

" your aunt, Mrs. Shutters, will tell you
that ; but I suppose you'll hev to sit in the

room with your work, and see she's at no
mischief, and let her amuse herself with her

things on the table, and get her her food

or didnk as she calls for it, and keep her

out o' mischief, and ring the bell hard if

she's troublesome."
" Is she deaf, ma'am ?"

" No, nor blind," says she ; "as sharp as a

needle, but she's gone quite aupy, and can't

remember nout rightly ; and Jack the Giant

Killer, or Goody Twoshoes will please her

as well as the king's court, or the afi'airs of

the nation."
" And what did the little girl go away

for, ma'am, that went on Friday last ? My
aunt wrote to my mother she was to go."

"Yes ; she's gone."
" What for ?" says I again.
" She didn't answer Mrs. Shutters, I do

suppose," says she. " I don't know. Don't

be talkin'
;
your aunt can't abide a talkin'

child."

"And please, ma'am, is the old lady avcII

in health ?" says I.

" It ain't no harm to ask that," says she.

" She's torflin' a bit lately, but better this

Aveek past, and I dare say she'll last out

her liundred years yet. Hish ! Here's

your aunt coming down the passage."
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In comes my aunt, and begins talkin' to

Mrs. Wyvern, and I, beginnin' to feel more
comfortable and at home like, was walkin'

about the room lookin' at this thing and at

that. There was j^retty old china things

on the cupboard, and pictures again the

wall ; and there was a door open in the

wainscot, and I sees a queer old leathern

jacket, wi' straps and buckles to it, and
sleeves as long as the bed-post hangin' up
inside.

" What's that you're at, child ?" says my
aunt, sharp enough, turning about when I

thought she least minded. " What's that

in your hand?"
" This, ma'am ?" says I, turning about

with the leathern jacket. " I don't know
what it is, ma'am."

Pale as she was, the red came up in her
cheeks, and her eyes flashed wi' anger, and
I think only she had half a dozen steps to

take, between her and me, she'd a gov me
a sizzup. But she did give me a shake by
the shouthei', and she plucked the thing

out o' my hand, and says she, " While
ever you stay here, don't ye meddle wi'

noiit that don't belong to ye," and she
hung it up on the pin that was there, and
shut the door wi' a bang and locked it fast.

Mrs. Wyvern was liftin' up her hands
and laughin' all this time, quietly, in her
chair, rolling herself a bit in it, as she
used when she was kinkin'.

The tears was in my eyes, and she
winked at my aunt, and says she, dryin'

her own eyes that was wet wi' the laughin',
" Tut, the child meant no harm— come
here to me, child. It's only a pair o'

crutches for lame ducks, and ask us no
questions mind, and we'll tell ye no lies

;

and come here and sit down, and drink a
mugo' beer before ye go to your bed."
My room, mind ye, was up-stairs, next

to the old lady's, and Mrs. Wyvern's bed
was near hers in her room, and I was to

be ready at call, if need should be.

The old lady was in one of her tantrums
that night and part of the day before.

She used to take tits o' the sulks. Some-
times she Avould not let them dress her,

and other times she would not let them
take her clothes off. She was a great
beauty, they said, in her dny. But there
was no one about Applewale that re-

membered her in her prime. And she was
dreadful fond o' dress, and had thick silks,

and stiff satins, and velvets, and laces, and
all sorts, enough to set up seven shops at

the least. All her dresses was old-fashioned
and queer, but worth a fortune.

Well, I went to my bed. I lay for a
wliile awake ; for a' things was new to me

;

and I think the tea was in my nerves, too,

for I wasn't used to it, except now and
then on a holiday, or the like. And I

heard Mrs. Wyvern talkin', and I listened

with my hand to my ear ; but I could not
hear Mrs. Growl, and I don't think she
said a word.

There was great care took of her. The
people at Applewale knew that when she
died they would every one get the sack ; and
their situations was well paid and easy.

The doctor come twice a week to see

the old lady, and you may be sure they
all did as he bid them. One thing was the
same every time ; they were never to cross

or frump her, any way, but to humour and
please her in eveiything.

So she lay in her clothes all that night,

and next day, not a Avord she said, and I

was at my needlework all that day, in my
own room, except when I went down to my
dinner.

I would a liked to see the aid lady, and
even to hear her speak. But she might as

well a' bin in Lunnon a' the time for me.
When I had my dinner my aunt sent me

out for a walk for an hour. I was glad
when I came back, the trees was so big, and
the place so dark and lonesome, and 'twas

a cloudy day, and I cried a deal, thinkin'

of home, while I was walkin' alone there.

That evening, the candles bein' alight, I was
sittin' in my room, and the door was open
into Madam Growl's chamber, where my
aunt was. It was, then, for the first time
I heard what I suppose was the aid lady
talking.

It was a queer noise like, I couldn't well

say which, a bird, or a beast, only it had a
bleatin' sound in it, and was very small.

I pricked my ears to hear all I could.

But I could not make out one word she
said. And my aunt answered :

" The evil one can't hurt no one, ma'am,
bout the Lord permits."

Then the same queer voice from the bed
says something more that I couldn't make
head nor tail on.

And my aunt med answer again :
" Let

them pull faces, ma'am, and say what they
will ; if the Lord be for us, who can be
against us ?"

I kept listenin' with my ear turned to

the door, holdin' my breath, but not
another word or sound came in from the

room. In about twenty minutes, as I was
sittin' by the table, lookin' at the pictures

in the old yEsop's Fables, I was aware o'

'^'-
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something moving at the door, and lookin'

lip I sid my aunt's face lookin' in at the

door, and her hand raised.
" Hish !" says she, very soft, and comes

over to me on tiptoe, and she says in a
whisper :

" Thank God, she's asleep at last,

and don't ye make no noise till I come back,

for I'm goin' down to take my cup o' tea,

and I'll be back i' noo—me and Mrs.
Wyvern, and she'll be sleepin' in the room,
and you can run down when we come up,

and Judith will gie ye yaur supper in my
room."
And with that away she goes.

I kep' looking at the picture-book, as

before, listenin' every noo and then, but
there was no sound, not a breath, that I

could hear ; an' I began whisperin' to the

pictures and talkin' to myself to keep my
heart up, for I was growin' feared in that

big room.
And at last up I got, and began walkin'

about the room, lookin' at this and peepin'

at that, to amuse my mind, ye'll understand.

And at last what sud I do but peeps into

Madame Growl's bed-chamber.
A grand chamber it was, wi' a great

four-poster, wi' flowered silk curtains as

tall as the ceilin', and foldin' down on the

floor, and drawn close all round. There
was a lookin'-glass, the biggest I ever sicl

before, and the room was a blaze o' light.

I counted twenty-two wax- candles, all

alight. Such was her fancy, and no one
dared say her nay.

I listened at the door, and gaped and
wondered all round. When I heard there

was not a breath, and did not see so much
as a stir in the curtains, I took heart, and I

walked into the room on tiptoe, and looked
round again. Then I takes a keek at my-
self in the big glass ; and at last it came
in my head, " Why couldn't I ha' a keek
at the aid lady herself in the bed ?"

Ye'd think me a fule if ye knew half how
I longed to see Dame Growl, and I thought
to myself if I didn't peep now I might wait

many a day before I got so gude a chance
again.

Well, my dear, I came to the side o' the

bed, the curtains bein' close, and my heart

a'most failed me. But I took courage, and
I shps my finger in between the thick

curtains, and then my hand. So I waits a

bit, but all was still as death. So, softly,

softly I draws the curtain, and there, sure

enough, I sid before me, stretched out like

the painted lady on the tomb-stean in Lex-
hoe Church, the famous Dame Growl, ofAp-
plewale House. There she was, dressed out.

Tou never sid the like in they days. Satin

and silk, and scarlet and green, and gold and
pint lace ; by Jen ! 'twas a sight ! A big

powdei-ed wig, half as higli as herself, was
a-top o' her head, and, wow !—was ever
such wrinkles ?—and her old baggy throat

all powdered white, and her cheeks rouged,

and mouse-skin eyebrows, that Mrs. Wy-
vern used to stick on, and there she lay

grand and stark, wi' a pair o' clocked silk

hose on, and heels to her shoon as tall as

nine-pins. Lawk ! But her nose was
crooked and thin, and half the whites o' her
eyes was open. She used to stand, dressed

as she was, gigglin' and dribblin' before

the lookin'-glass, wi' a fan in her hand, and
a big nosegay in her bodice. Her wrinkled
little hands was stretched down by her

sides, and such long nails, all cut into

points, I never sid in my days. Gould it

ever a bin the fashion for grit fowk to

wear their finger-nails so ?

Well, I think ye'd a-bin frightened your-

self if ye'd a sid such a sight. I couldn't

let go the curta.in, nor move an inch, not

take my eyes off her ; my very heart stood

still. And in an instant she opens her

eyes, and up she sits, and spins herself

round, and down wi' her, wi' a clack on
her two tall heels on the floor, facin' me,

ogglin' in my facewi' her two great glassy

eyes, and a wicked simper wi' her old

wrinkled lips, and lang fause teeth.

Well, a corpse is a natural thing ; but

this was the dreadfullest sight I ever sid.

She had her fingers straight out pointin'

at me, and her back was crooked, round
again wi' age. Says she :

" Ye little limb ! what for did ye say 1

killed the boy? I'll tickle ye till ye're stiflM"

If I'd a thought an instant, I'd a turned

about and run. But I couldn't take my
eyes off" her, and I backed from her as soon

as I could ; and she came clattcriu' after,

like a thing on wires, with her fingers

pointing to my throat, and she makin' all

the time a sound with her tongue like zizz-

zizz-zizz.

I kept backin' and backin' as quick as I

could, and her fingers was only a few inches

away from my throat, and I felt I'd lose my
wits if she touched me.

I went back this way, i-ight into the

coi-ner, and I gev a yellock, ye'd think saul

and body was partin', and that minute my
aunt, from the door, calls out wi' a blare,

and the aid lady turns round on her, and I

turns about, and ran through my room, and
down the back stairs, as hard as my legs

could carry me.

'iP
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I cried hearty, I can tell you, when I got

down to the housekeeper's room. Mrs.

Wyvern laughed a deal when I told her

what happened. But she changed her key

when she heard the aid lady's words.
" Say them again," says she.

So I told her.

" Ye little limb ! What for did ye say I

killed the boy? I'll tickle ye till ye're

stiff'."

" And did ye say she killed a boy ?" says

she.

"j!Tot I, ma'am," says I.

Judith was always up with me, after

that, when the two elder women was away
from her. I would a jumped out at winda,

rather than stay alone in the same room
wi' her.

It was about a week after, as well as I

can remember, Mrs. Wyvern, one day when
me and her was alone, told me a thing

about Madam Growl that I did not know
before.

She being young, and a great beauty,

full seventy year before, hed married

Squire Growl, of Applewale. But he was
a widower, and had a son about nine year

old.

There never was tale or tidings of this

boy after one mornin'. No one could say

where he went to. He was allowed too

much liberty, and used to be off" in the

morning, one day, to the keeper's cottage,

and breakfast wi' him, and away to the

warren, and not home, mayhap, till even-

ing, and another time down to the lake,

and bathe there, and spend the day fishin'

there, or paddlin' about in the boat. Well,

no one could say what was gone wi' him
;

ovij this, that his hat was found by the

lake, under a haathorn that grows thar

to this day, and 'twas thought he was
di'ownedbathin'. And the squire's son, by
his second marriage, by this Madam Growl
that lived sa dreadful lang, came in for the

estates. It was his sou, the aid lady's

grandson, Squu'e Ghevenix Growl, that

owned the estates at the time I came to

Applewale.
There was a deal o' talk lang before my

aunt's time about it ; and 'twas said the
step-mother knew more than she was like

to let out. And she managed lier husband,
the aid squire, wi' her whiteheft and flat-

teries. And as the boy was never seen
more, in course of time the thing" died out
of fowks' minds.

I'm goin' to tell ye noo about what I

sid wi' my own een.

I was not there six months, and it was

winter time, when the aid lady took her

last sickness.

The doctor was afeard she might a took a

fit o' madness, as she did fifteen years be-

foore, and was buckled up, many a time,

in a strait-waistcoat, which was the very
leathern jerkin I sid in the closet, off my
aunt's room.

Well, she didn't. She pined, and win-

dered, and went off", torflin', torflin', quiet

enough, till a day or two before her flittin',

and then she took to rabblin', and some-

times skirlin' in the bed, ye'd think a
robber had a knife to her throat, and she

used to work out o' the bed, and not being

strong enough, then, to walk or stand, she'd

fall on the fiure, wi' her aid wizened hands
stretched before her face, and skirlin' still

for mercy.

Ye may guess I didn't go into the room,

and I used to be shiverin' in my bed wi'

fear, at her skirlin' and scrafflin' on the

flure, and blarin' out words that id make
your slcin turn blue.

My aunt, and Mrs. Wyvern, and Judith
Squailes, and a woman from Lexhoe, was
always about her. At last she took fits,

and they wore her out.

T' sir was there, and prayed for her

;

but she was past praying with. I suppose

it was right, but none could tliink there

was much good in it, and sa at lang last

she made her flittin', and a' was over, and
old Dame Growl was shrouded and coffined,

and Squire Ghevenix was wrote for. But
he was away in France, and the delay was
sa lang, that t' sir and doctor both agreed
it would not du to keep her langer out o'

her place, and no one cared but just them
two, and my aunt and the rest o' us, fi-om

Applewale, to go to the buryin'. So the

old lady of Applewale was laid in the vault

under Lexhoe Ghurch ; and we lived up at

the great house till such time as the squire

should come to tell his will about us, and
pay off" such as he chose to discharge.

I was put into another room, two doors

away from what was Dame Gi^owl's cham-
ber, after her death, and this thing hap-

pened the night before Squire Ghevenix
came to Applewale.

The room I was in now was a large

square chamber, covered wi' yak pannels;

but unfurnished except for my bed, which
had no curtains to it, and a chair and a

table, or so, that looked nothing at all in

such a big room. And the big looking-

glass, that the old lady used to keek into

and admire herself from head to heel, now
that tliere was na mair o' that wark, was
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put out of the way, and stood against the

wall in my room, for there was shiftin' o'

many things in her chambers ye may sup-

pose, Avhen she came to be coffined.

The news had come that day that the

squire was to be down next morning at

Applewale ; and not sorry was I, for I

thought I was sure to be sent home again

to my mother. And right glad Avas I, and
I was thinkin' of a' at hame, and my sister

Janet, and the kitten and the pymag,
and Trimmer the tike, and all the rest,

and I got sa fidgetty, I couldn't sleep, and
the clock struck twelve, and me wide

awake, and the room as dark as pick. My
back was tu.rned to the door, and my eyes

toward the wall opposite.

Well, it could na be a full quarter past

twelve, when I sees a lightin' on the wall

befooi'eme, as if something took fire behind,

and the shadas o' the bed, and the chair,

and my gown, that was hangin' from the

wall, was dancin' up and down on the

ceilin' beams and the yak pannels ; and I

turns my head ower my shouther quick,

thinkin' something must a gone a' fire.

And what sud I see, by Jen ! but the

likeness o' the aid beldame, bedizened out

in her satins and velvets, on her dead

body, simperin', wi' her eyes as wide as

saucers, and her face like the fiend him-

self. 'Twas a red light that rose about

her in a fuffin low, as if her dress round
her feet was blazin'. She was drivin' on
right for me, wi' her aid shi^ivelled hands

crooked as if she was goin' to claw me.

I could not stir, but she passed me
straight by, wi' a blast o' cald air, and
I sid her, at the wall, in the alcove as my
aunt used to call it, which was a recess

where the state bed used to stand in aid

times, wi' a door open wide, and her hands

gropin' in at somethin' was there. I never

sid that door befoore. And she turned

round to mc, like a thing on a pivot, flyrin',

and all at once the room was dark, and I

standin' at the far side o' the bed ; I don't

know how I got there, and I found my
tongue at last, and if I did na blare a

yellock, rennin' down the gallery and almost

pulled Mrs. A¥yvern's door ofi' t' hooks, and

frighted her half out o' her wits.

Ye may guess I did na sleep that night

;

and wi' the first light, down wi' me to my
aunt, as fast as my two legs cud carry me.

Well, my aunt did na frump or flite mc,

as I thought she would, but she held me
by the hand, and looked hard in my face all

the time. And she teltme not to be feared
;

and says she

:

" Hed the appearance a key in its haud ?"

"Yes," says I, bringin' it to mind, "a
big key in a queer brass handle."

" Stop a bit," says she, lettin' go ma
hand, and opcnin' the cupboard - door.
" Was it like this ?" says she, takin' one
out in her fingers, and showing it to me,
with a dark look in my face.

" That was it," says I, quick enough.
"Ai'e ye sure?" she says, turnin' it

round.
" Sart," says I, and I felt like I was

gain' to faint when I sid it.

" Well, that will do, child," says she,

saftly thinkin', and she locked it up again.
" The squire himself will be here to-day,

before twelve o'clock, and ye must tell

him all about it," says she, thinkin', " and
I suppose I'll be leavin' soon, and so the

best thing for the present is, that ye should

go home this afternoon, and I'll look out

another place for you when I can."

Fain was I, ye may guess, at that word.

My aunt packed up my things for me,
and the three pounds that was due to me,
to bring home, and Squire Crowl himself

came down to Applewale that day, a hand-
some man, about thirty years aid. It was
the second time I sid him. But this was
the first time he spoke to me.
My aunt talked wi' him in the house-

keeper's room, and I don't know what they

said. I was a bit feared on the squii-e, he
bein' a great gentleman down in Lexhoe,

and I darn't go near till I was called.

And says he, smilin' :

" What's a' this ye a sen, child ? it mun
be a dream, for ye know there na sic a

thing as a bo or a freet in a' the world.

But whatever it was, ma little maid, sit

ye down and tell us all about it from first

to last."

Well, so soon as I med an end, he thought

a bit, and says he to my aunt

:

" I mind the place well. In old Sir

Olivur's time lame Wyndel told me there

was a door in that recess, to the left, where

the lassie dreamed she saw my grand-

mother open it. He was past eighty when
he telt me that, and I but a boy. It's

twenty year sen. The plate and jewels

used to be kept there, long ago, before the

iron closet was made in the az'ras chamber,

and he told me the key had a brass

handle, and this ye say was found in the

bottom o' the kist where she kept her old

fans. Now, would not it be a queer thing

if we found some spoons or diamonds foi--

got there ? Ye mun come uj) Avi' us,

lassie, and point to the very spot."
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Lotli was I, and my heart in my mouth,
and fast I held by my aunt's hand as I

stept into that awsome room, and showed
them both how she came and passed me
by, and the spot where she stood, and where
the door seemed to open.

There was an aid empty press against the

wall then, and shoving it aside, sure enough
there was the tracing of a door in the

wainscot, and a keyhole stopped with wood,
and planed across as smooth as the rest,

and the joining of the door all stopped wi'

putty the colour o' yak, and, but for the
hinges that showed a bit when the press

was shoved aside, ye Avould not consayt
there was a door there at all,

"Ha!" says he, wi' a queer smile,
" this looks like it."

It took some minutes wi' a small chisel

and hammer to pick the bit o' wood out o'

the keyhole. The key fitted, sure enough,
and, wi' a Strang twist and a lang skreeak,

the boult went back and he pulled the door
open.

There was another door inside, stranger
than the first, but the lacks was gone, and
it opened easy. Inside was a narrow floor

and walls and vault o' brick ; we could not
see what was in it, for 'twas dark as pick.

When my aunt had lighted the candle
the squire held it up and stept in.

My aunt stood on tiptoe tryin' to look
over his shouther, and I did na see nout.
"Ha! ha!" says the squire, steppin'

backward. "What's that? Gi' ma the
poker—quick !" says he to my aunt. And
as she went to the hearth I peeps beside
his arm, and I sid squat down in the far

corner a monkey or a flayin' on the chest,

or else the maist shrivelled up, wizzened
aid wife that ever was sen on yearth.

" By Jen !" says my aunt, as, puttin' the
poker in his hand, she kecked by his

shouther, and sid the ill-favoured thing,

"haeacare, sir, what ye're doin'. Back
wi' ye, and shut to the door !"

But in place o' that he steps in saftly,

wi' the poker pointed like a swoord, and
he gies it a poke, and down it a' tumbles
together, head and a', in a heap o' bayans
and dust, little meyar an' a hatful.

'Twas the bayans o' a child ; a' the rest
went to dust at a touch. They said nout
for a while, but he turns round the skull
as it lay on the floor.

Young as I was I consayted I knew
well enough what they was thinkin' on.

"A dead cat!" says he, pushin' back

and blowin' out the can'le, and shuttin' to

the door. " We'll come back, you and me,
Mrs. Shutters, and look on the shelves by-
and-bye. I've other matters fii'st to speak
to ye about ; and this httle girl's goin'

hame, ye say. She has her wages, and I

mun mak' her a present," says he, pattin'

my shouther wi' his hand.
And he did gimma a goud pound, and I

went afi" to Lexhoe about an hour after, and
sa hame by the stage-coach, and fain was
I to be at hame again ; and I niver saa
lad Dame Growl o' Applewale, God be
thanked, either in appearance or in dream,
at-efter. But when I was grown to be
a woman my aunt spent a day and night
wi' me at Littleham, and she telt me thei'e

was na doubt it was the poor little boy
that was missing sa lang sen that was
shut up to die thar in the dark by
that wicked beldame, whar his skirls, or

his prayers, or his thumpin' cud na be
heard, and his hat was left by the water's

edge, whoever did it, to mak' belief he was
drowned. The clothes, at the first touch,

a' ran into a snuff o' dust in the cell whar
the bayans was found. But there was a
handful o' jet buttons, and a knife with a
green handle, together wi' a couple o' pen-
nies the poor little fella had in his pocket, I

suppose, when he was decoyed in thar, and
sid his last o' the light. And there was,
amang the squire's papers, a copy o' the

notice that was prented after he was lost,

when the aid squire thought he might 'a

run away, or bin took by gipsies, and it

said he had a green-hefted knife wi' him,
and that his buttons were o' cut jet. Sa
that is a' I hev to say consarnin' aid Dame
Growl, o' Applewale House.
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THE DOCTOPi'S MIXTURE.

BOOK III.

CHAPTER XXVr. ONE CONSPIRATOE BAFFLED.

The very nest morning, almost before he

had done shaving, the sound of wheels was
heard, and Lord Shipton's old carriage

was at the gate. Out jumped my lord, in an
ancient white hat, with "a rag of crape"

round it, meant as motirning for some one
—or possibly to hide stains or damages.

"Down comes his bunting," cried the

Doctor, flourishing the razor. " You scurvy

old haberdasher, I'll have it out of you
yet!"

He kept his lordship waiting a long time,

then came out. His lordship ran up and
caught at the Doctor's hand. "My dear

Findlatei", I have not lost a moment. You
have set yourself right before me, at least,

by the bold, manly, open stand you have
taken. I said to them all :

' That's con-

vincing; it's conscious innocence !'
"

Our friend looked at him with a half-

contemptuous, half-amused air.

"Ah," he said, "you don't cut a hand-

some figure, my Lord Shipton. You're now
more in keeping with that old hood of

yours outside. But, however, the matter

is out of my jurisdiction ; it's all O'Rear-

don's. I've given him the cart blanch. Oh,

you'd better write him a note about it in

black and white."
" My dear Fin, between friends

"

" It's not between friends," said the

Doctor, fiercely, " and my dear Fin isn't for

you. I've my back to the wall, my Lord
Shij^ton, and mean to strike out at such

mean curs as Ridley and his gang. As for

you, you've not disappointed me, nor have
I been taken back at your behaviour. It's

^

neither more nor less than what was ex-

pected of you."
" Time will set me right with you, I have

no doubt."
" Some of the party will be set right

witli me, my dear lord, never fear. My
friend O'Reardon Avill look after that. But
now isn't it a pity you're such a Paddy-
go-over-the-bridge ?"

" Ah, ah ! very droll. Always humour-
ous. But how ?"

" Why, when it was giving way under

him, he couldn't make up his mind to go

back or forward, and so it broke in two,

and he went down—a sort of little par'ble,

or a-polly-ogue."

Lord Shipton coxild take nothing by his

visit. In vain he came at last to apolo-

gising abjectly ; he had such terror of

losing any money at law. He disowned his

associates. He had been drawn into it, &c.

All the Doctor would reply was :
" Commit

your thoughts to paper, if you have any
wish to communicate further."

With a very rueful and yellow face, the

stingy lord chmbed up into his old vehicle,

and drove away. He was terribly afraid

of the Doctor and his schemes. Besides,

the man had no sense of restraint, and
would stick at nothing. But, on the other

hand, Ridley was always hurrying every-

thing on in such a way, and dragging other

people after him ! And as soon as he got

home he sat down and wrote a letter to

Doctor Findlater, which that gentleman

might well call " ahnost too satisfactory."

My Dear Findlater,—Through a mis-

conception my name has been mentioned to

you as associated with certain proceedings

set on foot by tlic Honourable jSIr. Ridley.

I am particularly an.xious that you should

not imagine that I have any part in this

110
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matter, nor do I believe any of tlie absurd
rumours that have been going about. Your
character, my dear Findlatcr, is too well

established to be affected by suck things,

and has no greater admirer than myself.

Yours,
Shipto^.

The Doctor laughed as he read, and then
with a light heart went up to see how
matters were going on at Leadersfort.

Here was the owner of Leadersfort, newly
promoted to wealth and power, and likely

to receive the honours of title, lying like

some poor pauper, prostrate, miserable, and
virtually abandoned, with the consciousness

of this cruel struggle going on about his

sick-bed. Greedy, interested faces, fussing

and suggesting ; and under the conventional

phrases of affection, "Now dear," "Don't
excite yourself, love !" he felt there were
concealed ruder and rougher ends, and an
eag'er, interested longing for him to do some
act which would suit his tormentors. The
richest and most powerful find themselves
in this dismal press-room, waiting for the

great executioner to come to do his office,

and so the unhappy lord of Leadersfort

found himself laid there suffering great

pain and cloudiness of sense. Nor was he
allowed peace or rest from importunities.

This morning entered suddenly his wife

and her brother, with the news of the

Doctor's coming disgrace. Of his wife's

brother Mr. Leader had always a sort of

awe and alarm ; that cold voice and colder

gaze making him cower and shrink. Now,
when he was shaken and helpless, it had
double the effect on him.

" It's only right that you should know
it," said Mr. Morrison. " It is what sister

and I have said all along. As it is, our
family will be disgraced for ever." Then
he proceeded to relate all that had been
made public, with a chilhng minuteness,

certainly not softening it, while the patient

listened half scared.

"It's bad enough as it is," said Mrs.
Leader ;

" but it would be terrible if this

wretch acquired a footing here, and, after

being driven out of decent society, found a
refuge in this house, and made that un-
fortunate Cecil his victim."

" But she—she has done nothing. Why
should that poor girl be punished ? I can't

be expected to treat her in that way."
Mrs. Leader laughed scornfully. " Done

nothing ? Isn't she devoted to him

—

bound up with him in everything ? "Was
she not engaged to a fellow of her own

standing, and didn't she give him up for

what seemed a far better venture ? No,
no ; they are all the same. They would
strip you as you lie sick there, and as they
have stripped others ; and, were we not
here, would reduce you to a poor, helpless,

impovei'ished creature."

So the pair continued. Alone with her
husband, Mrs. Leader continued to harp
on the same string. " The result of this

investigation may actually bring in the
police on us ; a terrible disgrace for a good
family like ours. Will nothing," she added,
impatiently, "rouse you from this infatua-

tion, and let us not all be made the prey of
this scheming family, who are now to be
exposed at last ?"

At this moment entered Katey, who
heard these last words.
"Scheming family to be exposed!" she

exclaimed, in a low, deeply-wounded voice.
" Always that cry. For shame ! Not even
at this bedside can I restrain you."
"Ah ! But it is true this time. It can-

not be glossed over now. This is no ru-

mour. It has all been discovered—your,

and your father's, disreputable life. With
such crimes against you how dare you in-

troduce yourself into an honest family !"

Katey was aghast. Though she believed

heartily in her father, and though the worst
she could have accepted about him was
indiscretion, or some wild freak, still there

was something so exulting and so distinct

about this charge that she trembled. The
clouded eyes of Mr. Leader were turned
to her.

"I can trust no one," he said, queru-

lously. " You and yours have brought dis-

grace upon our family."

"What have I—what have we done ?"

"You will know by-and-bye," said Mrs.
Leader, exulting. " The people of the

place have taken it up. They have tracked
that man from place to place; all his

frauds have been discovered; and they

have the proofs here. Yes
;
you may well

turn pale ! The time has come when even
Mr. Leader gives you up."

" If this be true !" said he. " Oh, it

was shameful to have deceived us, to have
forced yourself into our family, and to di.s-

grace it. Go away. Don't speak to me

;

you worry me !"

"But it will be cleared up ; I know it

will. All his life we have been exposed to

accusations of this sort, and they have been
triumphantly refuted—always."

" If these can be disposed of you will

all be very clever indeed. This time you

"^
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will hardly clear him. There is chapter

and verse for everything."
" I can see," said Katey, with a trembling

voice ;
" this is a new attempt. I know

whence it comes, and implore of yon, dear

sir, not to listen ; to wait, at least, until we
know of what we are accused."

" Take her away ; don't let her harass
me. You are all worrying me to death
with your disputes and bickerings. Take
her away, and let me rest."

"You hear?" said Mrs. Leader.
Katey drew herself up, and, looking at

her steadily, left the room. She had long
had a presentiment that some such crash

as this would arrive ; for she suspected
that the ways of her father had not always
been across smooth, well-mown lawns. But
that he had done anything criminal, or even
unworthy of " the blood of the Findlaters,"

was an idea that never even occurred to her.

Her father now arrived, jubilant, trium-
phant, after his successful " sortie," as he
called it, and was first met by Katey, all

in tears, and yet with a scornful, defiant

expression on her lips.

" Oh, Peter, Peter ! they have been slan-

dering us. again"—she was too delicate to

say you—"and they have persuaded him
of the truth of these stories."

"Oh! is that all?" said the Doctor,

smiling. "Oh, we'll soon set that to

rights. 1^0 duck's back had ever the same
capacity that Peter's has, in letting calum-
nies slide off it. Where's the great lady ?"

The great lady was coming down ; the

rustle of her dress was heard, and she

stood before him.
" You still show yourself here, I sec. I

think you ought in delicacy to stay a-way,

with those charges hanging over your
head. It is hard that our house should be
the one exposed to tliis intrusion while all

the others are shut against you."

"Oh! how cruel; how base!" cried

Katey, " to insult my father in this way."
" Hush, Katey ; let the lady finish. All

in good time."
" Oh, understand me," went on Mrs.

Leader, cahnly. "I don't wish to raise

any discussion, or to make any opposition

to your proceedings. You have forced

your way in here, and have made good
your ground. I was speaking of what
might be expected from a person of ordi-

nary feeling. You are at liberty to go up
and see how Mr. Leader will receive you."

The Doctor made no reply, and Mrs.

Leader swept from the room. The Doctor
smiled comically.

" She says what is true, Peter," said his

daughter, earnestly. " He is turned against
us too, and, I know, will not see or speak
to you."

" Ah, poor old man ! We'll see about
that." And presently Doctor Findlater

went up leisurely, with his daughter.
Mrs. Leader met him at the door. " You

can go in," she said, "if you like."

The Doctor entered. He found no diffi-

culty now with the obsequious Macfarlane.
" You had better not, I think," said the

latter. " He has taken a strange tm-n
against you; he says you have disgraced

his family."

The Doctor, however, entered placidly

with Katey.
"Don't come in here!" cried the sick

man, impetuously. " I won't see you, or

speak to you. Go away. Some one turn

them away. I am harassed and worn to

death with every one."

"My dear sir," began the Doctor, "I
am innocent of all."

" I don't blame you or her. But I must
have peace. Go away."
The Doctor retired. " My dear Katey,"

he said, in a grave and altered voice, " the

poor fellow is going. He can't last long.

I know that look in his face. I have seen

it many and many a time. Where's this

Macfarlane ?"

He went to consult with his brother

professional, who agreed with him in his

view, and urged that the London doctor

should be sent for. This was told to Mrs.

Leader, who, in great flutter and alarm,

issued the necessary orders, and then went
to confer with her brother. The Doctor

then took his way home ; and, as soon as he

had cleared the precincts, his face changed,

and sank inwards with a soi't of gnawing
dejection. " We're too near the wall," he

said. "I declare my heart's broke with

this up-and-down work. Woolsack o' th'

Immortals ! What will we do if the man
dies; and there is death in his face !"

When the doctor arrived from town,

and, after seeing his patient, came down
to give bis opinion, it was waited for with

a nervous breathlessncss that was truly

genuine. Yet he would not travel out of

his conventional phrases and forms. " Wc
are not doing so well to-day. There is

rather a change for the worse."

"But no danger?" said Katey; "no
immediate danger?"
"No physician can decide those things

off hand. IMrs. Leader, would you come
into the study for a moment ?"
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There was sometliing very impressive in

his manner, which awed even that cold,

selfish woman.
"Will you let me ask you, has Mr.

Leader arranged his affairs ?"

" N—no ; far from it," said Mrs. Leader,

in a low voice. " Why, do you think ?"

And she stopped.
" That very soon the opportunity may

pass by ? Yes. There is really no time to

be lost. He should be informed of his state

at once."
" But," said she, almost faltering, " he is

still collected, and able to
"

" Perfectly collected, but in another

twenty-four hours he may be wandering.
He is quite equal to arrange things now

;

but, as I say, another day, and the humours
will mount to his brain. It is a pity that

important matters should be left over to

such a time, but it is always the way."
The doctor was leaving the room, when

Mrs. Leader, who had remained over-

whelmed by this news, called him back.
" He must be told this : who is to do it?"
" You, his wife ; his clergyman ; Mrs.

Cecil perhaps best of all."

" Perhaps worst of all," said the lady,

angrily. "We can't take such duties on
us, nor can we be expected to do so. It is

too painful and diflBcult a duty."
" Then ask that Doctor you have here.

He is the very man."
This physician spoke to her Avith uncon-

cern ; as he afterwards said, he never
met so cold and business-like " a second
wife."

" Doctor Findlater—that low buffooning
creature ! You can't be serious. Doctor
Speed. Ko, I would ask you to go up and
break it to him. It is really your duty."

" Certainly. Our whole life is made up
of duties nearly as painful."

He went up-staii-s. Mrs. Leader followed

softly, and hovered on the landing, not
Avith any purpose of listening, but drawn
to the spot by a sort of agitation and rest-

lessness she could not master. The doctor
entered quietly and stood beside the bed-
side. The sick man was tossing and groan-
ing, as if in an uneasy dream. His face was
literally of a bright mustard colour.

"You do not feel youi-self better, then,

my f'ear sir?"
" Oh, no ! I don't think I shall ever get

better."
" It is a very serious malady, or compli-

cation of maladies, from which you are

suffering. It requires the sti-ongest con-
stitution to get through such a thing.

Yours, my dear sir," added the doctor,

slowly and meaningly, "is not strong."

The other raised himself, and looked
fixedly at the physician.

" You don't mean ? But I shall be
better when this crisis is over. You're not
telling me there is danger ?"

" As I said the other day, there is danger
in a cold. But, my dear friend, it would
be only the act of a prudent man to arrange
your affairs."

" Yes, that is the cry I have been hearing
all this time. I get no peace. Oh ! it is

cruel all this. If they had left me in my
old position, I should have been healthy
and strong now. I have had no peace or

pleasure since I came into this wealth. And
between them all I am reduced to this

pass."
" My dear sir, don't worry yourself.

These sort of maladies take all kinds of

turns. I am only advising you to a mea-
sure of prudence, just to settle your affairs :

it will not take five minutes, and it is sur-

prising how much will be off your mind. I

declare I advise thus for your good."
Mr. Leader looked at him wistfully. " I

believe you, indeed," he said. " But, five

minutes ! You don't know what confusion

and worry this will lead to. One set want-
ing me to leave my estate this way, another
that

"

" If I might say anything
"

" Yes, do," said the sick man, eagerly.
" It would seem a very simple and ordi-

nary course. Your wife to have a pro-

vision, the estate to pass to your son and
that amiable girl, his wife."

" They have disgraced me—displeased,

defied me. I will not be made a cipher of."

The doctor unconsciously repeated the

words, as he looked at the figure before

him, lying sick almost to death. The other

saw the look. Then came a sudden re-

vulsion.
" I would wish to do what is right. God

knows I would ! But they will take ad-

vantage of my weakness. I will not be let

to follow my conscience, and do what is

right. I feel no such anin>osity to these

people. It is the worry and struggle that

is killing me, and they don't care."

The doctor soothed him. " There shall

be no worry or harassing of you. Would
you take my advice, send for your clergy-

man—purely as a matter of business
"

" Oh ! I am not so bad as that," said

the patient, relapsing into peevishness. " I

shall send for the clergyman when there is

need."
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" At all events, do what you think right,

and be afraid of no one."

Thus had Katey's strange sweetness and
fe.scination gained her even this new friend.

CHAPTER XSVir. POLLY REBELS.

"When the Doctor returned home that day,

and went "down the town," as he called

it, to have a " chat at the club," he met
Captain Montague, between whom and the

family a sort of coldness had set in. This

gentleman saluted the Doctor in a very
grave and even distant" manner, which the

Doctor, then very sensitive, at once set

down to the effect of th' reports. " I must
give this Jack a set down, and straighten

his curled-up nose for him." He was saved,

however, this painful operation, by the

ready confidence of the officer, who turned
back with him.

" I wanted to tell you," he said, " if you
cared to know, that I have had nothing to

do with these late attempts to injure you.

You might like to know who arc your
friends, and who are not, so I wished to tell

you that I don't believe a word of them."
The Doctor was a little touched by this

testimony from so cold a man, and wrung
his hand warmly. "Thanks forthat speech,"

he said. "It's all jealousy. But to-morrow
or next day it will be all cleared up ; when
I slap an action for libel at the parties

concerned. But all in good time. By
the way, I'm sorry we don't see so much
of you of late. I am afraid Polly has been
prancing too much with her tongue. I tell

her she ought to have a severe bit between
her pretty teeth."

" By the way, it was about Miss Polly I

wished to speak to you—if you wouldn't
be offended," said the captain, gravely.

The Doctor felt his heart " shoot up like

a spring mattress" at these words. " Polly's

turn at last," he said to himself, and through
his brain rushed a number of conflicting

thoughts : he must show his papers : make
all clear : not good enough for the girl

:

i
yet it might be better to take the ball at

the hop, instead of waiting. But he was
presently set right.

" It is my duty to tell you that the

matter has begun to be seriously remarked.
Molyneux is a man of notorious character

—a dangerous man, whom no young girl

should be seen witli. I would really re-

commend you to take care. I know you
will take my caution in good part."

" 'Deed, then, I will not. Captain Mon-
tague," the Doctor said, tiring up, and irri-

tated at the disappointment. " I think it's

free—uncommon free. Wlvy, it's reflecting

on my child and her bringing up. God
bless me, sir ! what d'ye mean, sir ?"

" Oh, if you take it that way, I shan't

say a word more."
"Biit I do take it that way, and every

way too ! Slur'ing the char'cter of my
daughter ! I declare, sir—why, what d'ye

go on—I call on you, sir, distinctly, for

support of your insinuations."

Captain Montague was still very grave,

and not in the least put off his balance by
the Doctor's bluster.

" I have too great an interest in your
family to let myself be offended by any ex-

pressions of yours. I merely tell you this :

the man boasts of his influence, and hints

at walks and appointments which I know
are mere inventions. However, I have
given my hint, and shall say no more."

There was another change in this volatile

Doctor.
" Ah, my dear Montague, not one of us

is up to Polly and her tricks. She's the

most sportive, funnisome thing that ever

stepped. I own I am not up to her yet.

But we're behind the scenes, at home.
She's just making a hare of the man. My
dear Montague I take it as very friendly of

your telling me, and if I was a little short

with you
"

" Oh, you can be long or short, as you
please," said the other, coldly; "of course

within hmits. And I dare say your view is

the right one. Good-bye."
The Doctor " smiled him off," then grew

grave and angry, and hurried home. " This

is a pretty how d'ye do ! The foolish, ridi-

culous chit ! to be wasting her time and my
capital on such a fellow. She hasn't just

two grains of Katey's sense. I'll give her a

good, sound blowing up. Wliy, she's no
better than a slip of a foolish school-girl,

and never thinks of the serious business of

life. Never."
Poor Polly was not so accountable for

that ; she had had " no schooling," and it

may be questioned whether the Doctor's

instructions would have helped her to the

knowledge of the serious business of life.

The general reign of D.D., and the un-

restricted "run of the house" for officers

and gentlemen, the daily appearance at the

band, the little visits to the barracks, in

short, a restless and never flagging " set-

ting one's cap" at every suitable object,

without the least disguise—if this were the

serious business of life, she was indeed ac-

comphshcd. Alas, for poor Polly ! She
had the finest natui-c, full of a generous
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spirit, but "no ballast." A strong, cold,

severe, but just and affectionate soldier,

would have been tlie man to educate her as

a wife. "A cruel snaffle," as the Doctor
would say, but only for a time. By-and-
bye, when the Du Barrys shall have seen

iresh quai'ters all over the kingdom, and
the conversation at mess shall turn, as it

otten does, on the class of young ladies

disrespectfully known as " hacks," that
name will suggest our Polly's, and traits

and stories, more false than true, will run
up and down the table.

Entering the house, the Doctor shouted
up-stairs for Polly to come down to him,
but no one answered. This put him out,

and getting his hat, he set off to look for

her. A sort of presentiment struck him.
He never returned from his visits to

Leadersfort till late : perhaps the girl had
reckoned on his being absent. Heaven
knows ! He went in next door, and asked
for Captain Molyneux. He was out also

;

they said that he had gone up for a walk
in the park. The Doctor set off in pursuit,

taking long strides, and breathing hard.
There was a shady row of trees near a

brook, and our Doctor, having ascended to

the top of a gentle hill> which commanded
a great range of view, very soon made out
two figures standing under the trees, at the
edge of the little stream. Doctor Findlater
crept round, and, in skirmishing fashion,

kept under shelter. As he drew nearer he
saw indeed that it was his daughter Polly
and the insidious Molyneux, who seemed
to be saying things of deep interest or com-
pliment. In a moment Doctor Findlater
was beside them. Both started, and Polly
gave a half-scream.

"This looks nice!" said the unexpected
intruder. " 'Pon my word it does." Then
with sudden sternness :

" Get home at once,
girl

; you're wanted thei'e, and it's where
you should be. Go !"

Polly flew away like a roe, whom the
hunter's first barrel has barely missed. The
Doctor watched her till she was out of
hearing, then folding his arms across his

chest, said :

"Now, sir!" -

Wcli, Doctor, what do you look so

Wicked for ? It was only about a ball.

You've scared that poor child out of her
wits."

"I have just heard," said the Doctor,
speaking very deliberately, " some anec-

dotes about you, sir; how you've been
amusing your friends with boasts about my
child. If true, it was a scandalous, un-

gentlemanly act. But I can hardly credit

it. If I found the shadow of a stick of a
shintilla of evidence to that effect, I'd make—miy man rue the day he was born !" said

the Doctor, making his conclusion general.
" Quite proper ; but don't gesticulate

so violently," said the other, laughing

;

" people will think we are going to fight a
duel in this pretty meadow."

" To be sure, then. Just take a warn-
ing from me. Captain Molyneux. You've
come to the wrong inn this time, d'ye mind.
Your patronage won't be admitted. In
plainer English, we're not going to furnish

food for gossip for you. So now you're

served with notice : and give me and mine
a very wide berth in future."

" What big tragedy words you use," said

the other, insolently. " No doubt they
have gossip enough in this place to engross
them at present."

" Yes. But you. may not have heard
that I am dealing with the gossipers ; so

take care I don't make you a party. But
this is trifling—you've got a gentlemanly
warning—and I never give a gentlemanly
warning twice. Don't come across the

path of the Findlaters again. The signal-

man has shown the red light ; so it's your
own fault if you're found on the hne again.

Good-bye !"

The Doctor retired " off," as he would on
the stage, with the most good-humoured
and engaging smile in the world, as " if he
had been asking the man to dinner;" then
strode away home, swearing to himself, as

his custom was. In his own house again,

he roared for Polly; and when she did

not answer, drummed at her door. As he
threatened to break it in, it was opened
suddenly, and there stood the proud co-

quettish beauty, her cheeks reddened with
mortification and anger, and her lips pout-

ing, and warranting Sir Anthony Absolute's

raptui-ous description of Miss Languish.
" You hussy !" said the Doctor, furi-

ously; "how dare you disgrace me, and
waste the precious time, fiymalcing with a

fellow of that sort ? I am ashamed of you
—so I am !"

" And how dare you insult me before a

gentleman of his sort ? I ahall go to the

ball ! I'm no child, I can tell you ! It's I

that have been disgraced !"

" Don't speak to me in that style

!

Your poor foolish brain is about as soft as

the jam in that cupboard there. There's

an imbecility about your movements. I'm

ashamed of you ! Look at Katey, what
she has done !"

^ =5*
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" Look at Katey ! poor lost Katey ! a
fine spectacle to encourage me. I won't be
sold into a fine family that, as Captain
Molynenx says, despises ns all. I'd sooner
far have a gcutleiuan—one that really loved
and esteemed me "

" Hold yonr tongue, you brazen thing

!

It's immor'l to hear you ! I tell you what,
let me catch you speaking a word to any
blackguard like that again, and I'll have
you locked in your room for a week !"

'• I dare you, Peter ! I dai-e you !" said

the young girl, in great excitement ;
" use

any of your brutahty to me, and I'll find

those that will protect me."
" Brutality ! Why you're mad, or idiotic

!

How dare you attempt to ' bird ' me in

that way ? By all the living busbies
"

" Yes, you're good at youi" low oaths,

Peter; but they don't intimidate me."
" Just get in there tiE you're cool, or till

I send some one with a pail of water to

dash over your head," said he, dragging
the key out of the inside of the lock,

violently slamming, and then locking the

door. " What in the name of all that's

holy is this new devilry that's got into

her!" He had not time to investigate

this rather nice inquiry—a reflection which
his own rough knowledge of the world
would have helped. According to a phrase
often used by him, that " running helter-

skelter among the oflBcers " was never
known to improve a young woman. " What
ball is she talking of?" he thought. But
presently came a matter of seiuous im-

portance. Colonel Bouchier cantered up
on his great horse, and entered with en-

thusiasm.
" I have news for you. Fin, my boy—

I

saw the old woman this morning, and
worked hard for you. Egad, sir, I made
love to her for you. But 1 talked her over,

and gave her something—which you will

pay me. Fin, when you come into the Ban-
shee—and she's ofi'home again delighted."

" My dear colonel," said the Doctor,

much moved, " I don't deserve this—indeed

I don't. You are the truest and warmest
friend ; indeed

"

" Not at all. You'd do as much for

me."
" No," said the Doctor, sadly, "I couldn't,

unfortunately. I wish I could, from my
soul. I haven't the mammon of iniquity."

" Hush ! you would. And the best was,

just as I went away, an attorney sort of

fellow came in ; and I suspect he was sent

away."
" With a fine specimen of entomology in

his ear," said the Doctor, smiling. "Well,
Heaven be praised for giving me such good
friends !"

"You're a good fellow yourself, Fin, and
deserve luck."

BISMARCK.

Otto Edwabd Leopold vo?i Bismarck
ScHCENHAUSEN (the man of " blood and
iron," as he is usually called by his unap-
peasable enemies the German Liberals, from
a certain defiant speech of his in which he
spoke of the proper way of dealing with
the opponents of Prussia) was born on
the 1st of April, 1815, at the place in Saxon
Prussia from which his family derives its

name. The Bismarck race, originally from
the March of Brandenburg, in the heart ol

Prussia, has produced soldiers for cen«

tui'ies, and is probably a family of longei
standing in Prussia than even that of the
present king, the Hohenzollern being in

the eyes of the prouder " Junkers " mere
transplanted and parvenu " burgraves " of
Nuremberg.

In Prussia, beyond any other part of

Germany, feudalism stiU flourishes, and to

render this bygone institution still more
galling, there has been grafted upon it the
military arrogance encouraged by Frederick
the Great. Combine with these two causes

of aggressive pride the uneasy self-assertion

of a new nation, and you have, as the pro-

duct, the modern Prussian nobleman in his

ofiicer's dress, with his insolent contempt
for all who do not wear swords, or boast

twenty quarterings on their coat-of-arms.

Of this pride of class, profession, and nation.

Count Bismarck is the very incarnation. It

remains a problem for the future how far

united Germany can become free under
such a rule, or how civilisation and true

progress can prosper and advance under
such a minister.

Although the son of a chcf-d'escadron.

Count Bismarck's early ambitions were not

towards the profession of his race. He
served, however, as a matter of course, his

obligatory year in the army, and having
studied at Gcittingen, Berlin, and Greifswald

(where he fought, as his son says, some
fifty duels), he became a lieutenant in the

Landwehr
;
just sufiiciexit training to enable

him to comprehend in a general way most
military operations. Aiming at an admi-

nistrative career. Count Bismarck studied

civil law. In 1841, as an avowed aristo-

crat of the extremest and most overbear-
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ii]g and aggressive type, he became a

member of the Diet of the province of

Saxony, and, in 1847, of the General

Diet, where he at once came to the front

and defied the party of progress. An
enemy to all change and freedom. Count
Bismarck, at thirty-two, preached blind

obedience, deference, and submission to the

kaiser. His speeches were always antago-

nistic to the spirit of the age, and opposed
any relaxation of the old fetters of absolute

power. Thus, in 1847, he argued that all

great cities should be swept from the face of

the earth, because they were the centres of

democracy, and what was called constitu-

tionalism. He also told the Diet that the

sacrifices of the war of 1815 had not given

the Prussian people the right to claim a con-

stitution, the monarchs of Prussia reigning

not by the consent of the people, but by
the grace of God, and that all the king
chose to accord would be an act of spon-

taneous liberality. A political writer, not

unfriendly to the man, has thus described

his career of Conservative agitation from
1847 to 1851

:

" He was the leader of the Conservative

party, using that word in its most absolute

and anti-sympathetic sense, the chief of the

Extreme Right, the champion of all the

privileges, interests, and pretensions of

the feudal party, the defender of seignorial

jurisdiction, the most obstinate antagonist

of democracy and parliamentarism, the

most zealous apologist of divine right and
aristocratic immunities."

In a speech dehveredin 1850, Count Bis-

marck declared boldly that the mission of

Prussia was to subordinate herself to Aus-
tria, in order to fight by her side against

German democracy ; and, in the same
speech, in his usual reckless and challeng-

ing way, he called the occupation of Schles-

wig-Holstein, "a stupid adventure," into

which the miserable policy of 1848 (the

revolutionary year) had drawn Prussia.

He concluded by denying that Austria had
ceased to be a German power because she

happened to have the good fortune to have
Sclavonians subject to her. " On the con-

trary altogether," he said, "I respect Aus-
tria as the representative of an ancient

German power."
In 1848, dui'ing that fierce outbreak of

oppressed and deceived men, when the in-

surgents of Berlin carried the dead bodies

of their murdered brethren by torchlight

past the king's balcony, Bismarck turned

away in scorn and anger from politics ; but

he reappeared in 1849, and led the last

charge on the defeated patriots of the na-
tional party, Avho still generously, but
foolishly, trusted in the Prussian king and
his respect for constitutional rights. Aus-
tria and Prussia had, after a sham quarrel,

just contrived to help the Elector of Hesse
against his oppressed subjects. Baron
Manteufiel, the Prussian prime minister at

Olmiitz, made his nation pay an almost
abject submission to Austria. At the Diet
of Frankfort, Prussia, the rising rival of
Austria, played the part of vassah Count
Bismarck was just the man for Manteufiel,

and followed out to the letter his principles

of subservience to the Hapsburgs. His
convictions were known to be vehement,
his mind was recognised as prompt, un-
fiinching, and vigorous. The government
wanted a partisan so clever, so unfaltering,

so careless of money, no struggler for posi-

tion, and his intellect once acknowledged,
he soon took his diplomatic degree. In
May, 1851, Bismarck was sent to the re-

stored Diet of Frankfort, as first secretary

of legation; and three months later was
promoted to the rank of ambassador, in

the place of Herr von Rochow. This post
the count occupied for eight years, till

the spring of 1859. Daring this time he
sloughed off his old opinions, and suddenly
turned an anti-Austrian of the extremest
school. With the Austrian ambassador,
afterwards the Austrian prime minister,

Herr von Rechberg, Bismarck had ceaseless

diplomatic contentions, which even culmi-

nated on one occasion, so the rumour went,

in a physical collision, the result of which
history however has not recorded.

The causes of this change are not known.
Bismarck himself always attributes them to

what he saw and heard of Austrian policy

during a visit to that most mischievous
friend of tyrants and despots. Prince Met-
ternich, at his seat at Johannisberg. Per-

haps, after all, we may honestly take the

noblest and justest view of this change
from Count Bismarck's own words, which
are well worth quoting

:

" Sixteen years ago," he says, " I was
living as a country gentleman, when the

king appointed me the envoy of Prussia at

the Frankfort Diet. I had been brought
up to admire—I might almost say to wor-

ship—Austrian policy. Much time, how-
ever, was not needed to dispel my youth-

ful illusions in regard to Austria, and
I became her declared opponent. The
humiliation of my country, Germany sacri-

ficed to the interests of a foreign nation,

a crafty and perfidious tone of policy

—
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these were not things calculated to give
me satisfaction. I did not know that the
future would call upon me to take any
important part in public affairs ; but from
that period I conceived the idea Avhich, at

the present day, I am still working out

—

the idea of withdrawing Germany from
Austrian pressure ; at any rate, that part
of Germany whose tone of thought, reli-

gion, manners, and interests identify her
destinies with those of Prussia. I speak
of Northern Germany."
The real fact is, to use plainer language

than Bismarck, even at his frankest, dare
adopt, the young diplomatist, with his vi-

gorous sagacity and fast-developing ambi-
tion, saw that the time had at last come to

wrench the empire from Austria, whose
policy had grown utterly effete and mis-
taken.

As Frederick the Great first saw that
Prussia was strong enough to enlarge her
frontiers and assert her power, so Bismarck
was the first Prussian to see that the time
had come for the Hohenzollern to displace
the worn-out Hapsburgs. His Prussian
ambition soon got the better of the ideal

imperialism of his youth. Austrian arro-

gance, fresh from the triumph of Olmiitz,

roused the gall of the proud Prussian.
Prince Schwartzenberg had been rash
enough to say openly, in the drawing-room
of the palace :

" II faut avaler la Prusse
d'abord, pour en suite la demolir." The lesser

German princes derided " the smallest of the
great powers," as Prussia was called, while
Bismarck bit his lips, and revolved grim
projects in his big turbulent brain, projects

with bitter results to the mocking duke-
lings and princelings of the petty Ger-
man states. The humiliation at Olmiitz
is said to have killed Count Branden-
burg, the minister who carried the Berlin
coup d'etat in 1848 ; but it only roused
the stronger nature of Bismarck, armed
him, and made him inexorable in the in-

evitable conflict. Stirred by a new am-
bition, and seeing his opportunity, this

daring and strong-willed man addressed
himself to the task of raising Prussia, and
depressing Austria for ever. In 1856, he
stood up for the duchies against the empire.
In 1858, ho wrote against the Zollverein

as far too republican, and advocated a cus-

toms parliament, in which Prussia might
be more absolute.

At the commencement of the Italian war,
German sentiment and old clanship all

but dragged Prussia into an alliance Avith

Austria. The prince regent (the present

king) alarmed at the victory of Magenta,
began to fear an invasion of French repub-
lican doctrine into his feudal dominion.
He even went so far as to mobilise six corps
d'armee (two hundred and fifty thousand
men). Tet still, with his old ambition, he
proposed to the Diet to place two other
corps d'armee under his command. Austria,

dreading Prussia's aggrandisement even
more than French successes, instantly for-

bade this, told Prussia her duty was to take
the field at Austria's side, and declared that

she would not surrender even a Lombard
village. This pride was crushed at Solferino,

and the hasty treaty of Villafranca followed

from Austria's fear of her home rival. An
Austi'ian journal, indeed, publicly confessed

that Austria would rather lose three Lombar-
dies than afford Prussia an opportunity of

extending her power in Germany. All this

time Bismarck was away as ambassador at

St. Petersburg. From that city he v/as

constantly urging on Herr von Scheinitz,

the minister of foreign affairs at Berlin,

the necessity of breaking with the Diet,

where all the wishes or wants of Prussia

were stifled by the Austrian majority. He
says in one letter, " The word on our flag

should be Prussian not German. I should

desire to see the former word on our flag,

only when we have become united to our
German fellow-countrymen in a closer and
more effectual bond." He expressed much
alarm at the meeting of the Austrian and
Prussian sovereigns at Toplitz, when it was
supposed Prussia had guaranteed her assist-

ance if Venetia were attacked. He wanted
proof of Austria's friendly disposition, and
said in his rough, picturesque way: "One
hand washes another ; and when we have
since seen the lather of the Austrian soap

we will willingly return the service."

A year after this Bismarck met the king

at Baden-Baden, explained his views, and
at the king's wish set them down on paper.

In his scheme the daring innovator boldly

asserted the necessity of a firmer consoli-

dation of the means of defence, more pliable

customs, and a national representation

which might be thoroughly Conservative,

and yet win thanks from the Liberals. In

October, 1861 (a month later), Bismnrck
again saw the king, and by the time of the

subsequent coronation, when the Prussian

king put the crown on his own head in

child-like belief of the obsolete doctrine

called divine right, the untiring statesman

had elaborated liis scheme of reform.

The new chambers were not tractable.

They looked on the project for reorganising
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the army as a mere step to tlie suppression

of the Landwehr, and as only a means of

increasing posts of honour and emolument
for the sons of the nobility. The new army
was, they thought, to be a nursery for more
of those intolerable junkers. The budget
was rejected, but the king, dismissing the

ministers, replaced them with still more
servile tools. At this crisis the king be-

thought him of Bismarck, his unflinching

adviser, and invited him to enter the mi-

nistry ; but the time was not ripe for the

great Mephistoi^heles of modern Germany.
He had once, in earlier days, lingered in

Paris till a snubbing from his superiors,

and an ominous whisper of " pas trop de

zele, monsieur," had hurried him back to

his office in Russia ; but the roads were all

open now to the favoured man, who be-

lieved, or loudly pretended to believe, in

divine right, and Bismarck chose the Paris

embassy for himself. One summer he stayed
in the French capital, a constant intimate

of the emperor, as he was, later in the year,

in still greater privacy and closeness at

Biarritz, and even when in the autumn of

that year (September, 1862) he was called

to Berlin to conduct the ministry, he re-

turned for a short time to Paris to take
formal leave.

During the next three years and a half,

this strong-willed man trod down the Liberal

opposition, with arrogance and contempt.
He dared not tell them his real reasons for

maintaining a great army, and chafed by
their resistance to his schemes, he did not
trouble himself to conciliate them. He saw
the king must either conquer or fall, and
Bismarck resolved he should be victorious.

The Liberals, not understanding his great
views for Prussia, saw in him only a friend

of the hero of the coup d'etat, and a parti-

san of feudalism and large standing armies.

The chambers were twice dissolved, a
tlurd time the deputies were contemptu-
ously sent home, and Bismarck and his

colleague, Herr von Roon, the minister
of war, treating them with open scorn and
defiance. On one occasion, when a speaker
moved that the ministers should attend the
sittings in order tohear the grave complaints
that had been raised against them. Count
Bismarck coolly stepped forth from an ad-
joining room, and said that the ministers' at-

tendance was quite unnecessary, as what had
been going on among the gentlemen could
bo heard well enough in the room where
he had been sitting. Another time he told
the deputies plainly that when ministers
thought it necessary to make war they

would do so with or without the deputies'

consent. The minister of war also denied

that he was amenable to the president's in-

terruptions. Then came severe laws against

the press, and a persecution of all resist-

ing ofl&ciais. Even the Crown Prince, ob-

jecting to the restrictions on the press, was
obliged to remain from court, and deputies

were prosecuted for attacking ministers in

parliament. Bismarck was supreme. In
fact, it was Charles the First and Strafford

over again ; but this time the plotting paii'

kept their heads firmly on, and won the

game. There were provocations enough in

what they did for a hujidred revolutions.

Internal opposition being thus crushed

out, Bismarck began to seek causes of

quarrel with Austria. To Count Karolyi,

the Austrian ambassador at Berlin, he
boldlyproclaimed his aspu'ations for Prussia.

He complained that Austria refused her a

proper position in the Bund, and planned
coalitions against her. Austria seemed al-

ways to act, he said, as if Prussia could not

resist attacks from without, unless aided by
Austria. The audacious minister now, in-

deed, began to boldly claim for Prussia a

right to preponderate in the internal affairs

of Germany, and finally had the irritating

audacity to put before the aghast Count
Karolyi the alternative of Austria either

transporting her political centre to Ofen,

or of seeing Prussia in the ranks of her

enemies, on the occasion of the first Euro-
pean war. Events were fast coming to a

crisis, when, in JSTovember, 1863, the King
of Denmark suddenly died, and matters

took a new turn.

The war of Schleswig-Holstein fur-

nished Bismarck with fresh opportunities to

first fool, then humble, Austria. He first

persuaded Austria to defy the Diet, oust

the pretender, the Prince of Augustenburg,
and occupy the duchies. The second cam-
paign, ending with the invasion of Jutland,

placed the duchies at the disposal of

Austria and Prussia, the latter power
eventually cuckooing its fellow-robber out

of the whole. War between Prussia and
Austria naturallyfollowed. Bismarck loudly

accused Austria of cherishing warlike de-

signs against Prussia—a shameless accusa-

tion, which no one believed. He had
already, in 1865, with deep instinct, said

to the Bavarian minister :
" One single

encounter, one decisive battle, and Prussia

will Imve it in her power to dictate con-

ditions." At first it was thought impos-
sible that Prussia would venture on such
a fratricidal war. Gradually the Liberals

--^
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learnt to bear tranquilly the humiliation of

the old empire, and to learn that here, at

last, was a step towards a real and lasting

German unity. The result was that short

campaign ending in the crowning victory

of Sadowa, and the proved superiority of

Prussia. Bismarck, with his usual dexterous

frankness, then appealed to the Liberals to

withdraw their opposition for a time, and
to think of German unity, and victory

over Austria, alone. He could not do, he
said, with less than five hundred thousand
bayonets. He pleaded the difficulty of con-

^-incing a king opposed to modern ideas, and
surrounded by ultra-aristocratic influences.

The king could not forget the dangers and
humiliations of 1848. He had been cruel

against the Baden insurgents in 1849.

Moreover, the king was averse to war with
Austria. "' I pass my life," said Bismarck,
" acting as a buffer between the king and
the Liberals." In 1867, the differences of

Bismarck and his less progressive col-

leagues were proved by the dismissal of the

minister of justice, for liis unwise prosecu-

tions of parliamentary speakers.

And now a word or two about Count
Bismarck's personal characteristics. Ifews-

paper correspondents have photographed
him for us often enough, with his charac-

teristic bluff, jovial manner, and his white
cuirassier cap with the yellow band. His
dress, like his policy, is somewhat defiant

and reckless. A contempt for appearances
is shown even in his hat and necktie. " Some-
thing about him," says M. Bamberger, one
of his keenest French critics, " reminds
one of that mixture of insolence and good
humour—the German student—with his

bumptious, pugnacious, jovial, and yet in the

inmost recesses of his soul, somewhat sen-

timental nature." There is a good deal of

crafty shrewdness and prompt dexterity in

Count Bismarck's looks. A gleam of the sar-

donic and malign mars an apparent frank-

ness. The features are strongly marked
with good-nature and with firmness. The
pouches under his eyes tell of a stormy
youth, and of the Teutonic potations for

which the astute minister was once re-

nowned at students' feasts. That fair bald

man with the bunchy moustache has the

air of a nobleman and courtier, but there are

still in him traces of that temper that galls

his opponents, and which, in 1849, led the

count to challenge the editor of the Klad-
deradatsch (the Berlin Punch), a paper to

which he was afterwards supposed to con-

tribute skits on the Austrian diplomates.

Count Bismarck is no orator ; but ho

rules his audience by the vigour of his

thoughts. One of his admirers described
him, in 18G6, as having a clear and audible,

but a dry, unsympathetic, and monotonous
voice. He stops frequently and interrupts

himself, sometimes even he stutters in his

struggles for words to match his thoughts.
His attitudes and gestures are awkward
and uneasy. But as he warms he con-

quers one by one all these defects, attains

greater lucidity and precision, and often

rises to a well-delivered, vigorous—some-
times too vigorous—peroration. Latterly,

power and success have given him con-

fidence ; his words still come fitfully and
reluctantly, but there is a certain charm
to the listener, in, as it were, seeing the
forging of the speaker's thoughts ; his

slowness and earnestness give a greater

weight to his speeches than rapid fluency

could secure. " Sometimes," says M.
Bamberger, " he presents his subject in

sharp, happy touches, pressing into his ser-

vice similes from real life with wonderful
audacity, and in a cool, unprejudiced kind
of way, overthrowing tenderly revered tra-

ditions by reference to stern realities. It

should be added that his style, although
very quiet, is not deficient in imagery. His
bright and clear intellect does not despise

colouring, any more than his strong con-

stitution is free fi'om nervous irritability."

He talks like an ancient Roman, with in-

finite vigour and verve, and with epigram-
matic picturesqueness. What could be more
terrible, yet strong, than his avowed re-

solve to " let Paris stew in her own gravy ?"

How cleverly he retorted on Jules Favre,

who had called Strasbourg " the key of the

house," with the question, " Which house ?"

What could be more delicious than the quiet

irony with which he described his conver-

sation with the same gentleman ? " We
began by reviewing the characteristics of

past ages." Here, for once, is a German bit-

terly practical. Bismarck's favourite boast

that he has " set Germany on the saddle,"

is met by the bitter but natural question of

a clever English Liberal, apropos of the

infamous arrest of Dr. Jacoby, " but lias lie

taught her to ride ?" A remark attributed

the other day by a correspondent to the

count's secretary, evidently owes its origin

to the astute chancellor of the German
Confederation: "Whatever happens," he

said, " we shall at least treat Paris with a

bouquet or two of shells." Even in the

Metz intrigue, a characteristic sentence at

one of the back-stair interviews is attributed

to Bismarck : " The empress remaining in

=5^
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England, and showing no signs of life."

What a leader-writer Bismarck would have

been ! Perhaps some day, a fugitive from

free Germany, he may turn his hand to a

fresh profession. One card this wily Ma-
chiavelian always carries ready, and that

is " frankness." He has, by his own ac-

count, no secrets, no mental reservations. He
will explain to you the circumstances which
have made him seem a reactionist ; he will

tell you why he was so long unable to ex-

plain to the Liberals his motives for keep-

ing a standing army. Still, somehow, this

obtrusive frankness always reminds us of

that empty drawer upon which the profes-

sional juggler always so insists, and in which
lie is never tired of rattling his wand.
To see Bismarck to perfection, tbey

say, you should see him in parliamentary

committees. There he is alternately win-

ning and genial, reckless and defiant. He
rattles on brilliantly and rapidly, sprinkling

his conversation witb many foreign words.

He has infinite tact under the air of levity.

Once, while ambassador at Frankfort, his

special enemy, Herr von Rechberg, called

a council of the members of the Diet at his

house, and insolently received, them in his

dressing-gown. To pay him offin his own
coin, Count Bismarck immediately drew his

cigar-case out of his pocket, took a cigar,

ofiered a second to his neighbour, and light-

ing his own, said with playful nonchalance :

"You have no objection, dear count ?"

This was the most complete and perfect

rebuke he could have given. One day he
drew an olive leaf from his cigar-case (he

is a great smoker), and said to a member
of the Liberal party :

" I picked that at Avignon to offer to the

Opposition, but the moment has not yet

come : I shall keep it for some futm^e time."

He is always making these indirect over-

tures to the Liberals, either from sincerity,

or because he dreads a reaction. At times
he has uttered regrets. After Sadowa he
told a friend, that the sight of the ghastly

battle-field had robbed him for some days
of all enjoyment of the triumph. Writing
about the constant suspicions of his ene-

mies, he once said :
" The inquisitor is most

stern to those on his own side, friends who
have long drunk from the same cup are

more unjust than enemies. .... and I

pine for my house on the Quai Anglais
(St. Petersburg), with its quieting out-

look on the ice of the Neva." His im-

patience of all opposition has made Bis-

marck confess that he does not .feel any
aptitude for internal affairs, his reckless

strength being unable to adapt itself to the

restrictions of law and individual interests

in a highly civilised community. Surely
there is no other living statesman who dare-

tell his country, as Bismarck has cynically

done, that it was perhaps too advanced to

bear a constitution.

But Providence is stronger than Bis-

marck. France is struck down, but the
love of liberty no sword can reach. Only
the good this strong man has done will

live. The march the half-million of Teu-
tons has made, will only be to carry back to

Germany a desire for wider liberty, and a
hatred of dead feudalism. Bismarck may
crush Paris, but he cannot stop the sun, or

freeze the illimitable ocean. Great thoughts
will spread in wider and wider circles till

they inundate the old world, and as they
rise those irresistible waters will some day
make little of Count Bismarck and Frede-
rick William, though they be girt with
twice five hundred thousand bayonets.

The most interesting exposition of Count
Bismarck's political creed was that pub-
lished by M. Vibort, in the Siecle, in June,

1866. It was published, it is supposed, Avith

the count's own permission, and no doubt
paints him with reasonable fidelity : cer-

tainly as he then wished to appear to the

French people, whose jealousy the victories

of that wonderful Sadowa campaign soon

began to rouse. Bismarck's alarming frank-

ness overflowed in the whole interview.

M. Vibort had been told that the Prussian

minister was inaccessible, living retired in

the recesses of his study, shut in with
doubly-locked doors, only going out to see

the king, and secluded even from his most
intimate friends. Not many weeks before,

Ferdinand Blind, a fanatical young Repub-
lican student, had fired five barrels of a re-

volver at him within a few paces, yet the

minister's study-door was not even bolted.

Bismarck instantly, with finished polite-

ness, took M. Vibort's hand, led him to an
arm-chair, and offered him a cigar. M.
Vibort began boldly by expressing the

French sympathy with the expulsion of

Austria from Italy, and the establishment

of united Germany ; but he asked how
Bismarck, while upholding the regenerative

virtues of a national parliament, reconciled

that doctrine with the despotic way in

which he had treated the second chamber
at Berlin. " France did not admit the

possibility," said the interviewer, "of any
intimate union between absolutism and de-

mocracy."
" A la bonne heure !" replied the frank

statesman, " you go at once to the root of

thing's. In France I know I am as un-
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popular as in Germany. Everywhere I am
considered responsible for a state of things

that I have not created, but which has been
forced upon me as upon every one else. I

am the scapegoat of public opinion, but
that does not much trouble me. I pursue
the course which I believe to be beneficial

to my country, and to Germany, with a per-

fectly easy conscience. As to the means,
I have used those which were within my
reach, in default of better. Germany is

given up to the spirit of individualism.

The sentiment of individualism, and the

necessity for contradiction, are developed
to an inconceivable degree in the German.
Show him an open door, and rather than go
through it, he will obstinately determine to

force a passage through the wall at its side.

No government, whatever it may do, will

ever be popular in Prussia. People shouted
at the victories of Frederick the Great,

but they also rubbed their hands together

at the thought of being delivered from their

tyrant. Nevertheless, with all this antago-

nism, there coexists a deep attachment to

the royal house. They all cry from the

depth of their hearts, ' God save the

King,' and they obey when the king com-
mands."
M. Vibort suggested that discontent

might one day grow into rebellion.

"The government," said the "inter-

viewed' ' minister, " does not believe this is to

be feared, and does not fear it. Our revolu-

tionists are not formidable. They exhaust

their hostility and invectives by attacking

me I have never acted otherwise,

simply because I could not ; with Austria

opposed to us an army was imperatively

necessary, and all the infl.uences of birth and
education led me to the side of the king,

who clung to the idea of military organi-

sation as firmly as to the crown, because
he was convinced, heart and soul, of its

indispensable necessity. No one could

make him yield or vacillate I en-

tirely agree with his views. I am still

working out the idea of withdrawing
Germany from Austrian pressure

devoting myself heart and soul to the idea

of a Northern Germany under the asgis of

Prussia. To attain this end, I would
brave all dangers, exile—the scaffold itself

I said to the Crown Prince, whose educa-
tion and natural tendencies incline him to

the side of parliamentary government,
' What matter if they hang me, provided
the rope by which 1 am hung bind this

new Germany firmly to your throne ?'

In the conflict, I have remained by the

king—my veneration for him, all my ante-

cedents, all the traditions of my family,

made this course my duty. But that I am
either by nature or from principle an ad-
versary of national representation—a born
enemy of parliamentary governments—is

u perfectly gratuitous supposition

Should the day come," concluded this re-

markable man, " when, my task being ac-

complished, I shall find it impossible to re-

concile my duties to the king with my
duties to niy countiy, I shall know how to
blot myself out of political existence with-
out denying the work I have done."
A correspondent of the Gaulois, who re-

cently had a long interview with Bismarck,
who was very confidential, but afterwards
imprisoned his visitor at Mayence, has de-

scribed the chancellor's lodgings at Ver-
sailles as mean—empty bottles served for

candlesticks, and the table was covered
with beer jugs and wine decanters. The
wine, Bismarck was anxious to testify, was-
" all paid for."

THE SWING.
It stands, no beauty on the lawn,
Though beautiful to mc,

The rugged, crooked, gnarled, stunted;

Blossoming apple-tree.

I love to see it rich with blooms
Or white with feathery snow,

Eipeniiig thoughts as well as apples,

Out of the Long-Ago.

Twelve summers up the stream of Time;
It seems but yesterday ;

I made a swing from its sturdiest bough.
In a morn of merry May.

And from it swung my love, my life,

In the flush other sunny youth;
And I wooed her shyly, won her bravely,

\Y ith all her love and truth.

And now I swing another as fair.

She's nine years old, or ten,

And she lauglis, and sings, and shouts, " Papa !

Swing me again ! again !"

And I swing her again and kiss her.
" Don't kick at the stars !" I cry,

And she crackles with laughter, and says " I will,

If you'll swing me up as high !"

Gnarly, crooked, rugged, stunted,

Blossoming apple-bough!
I do not know in the wide, wide world
Another as fair as thou !

Three loves, three lives, three spirits of Hope,
Amid thy leaves arc hidden.

And thy fruit is a fruit of Paradise,

Pleasant and unforbidden.

FOREIGN INVADERS.

If we have anything to bo grateful for

in this island home of ours, for the present

at least, it is our freedom from foreign in-

vasion. To us the desolating tramp of an.

inpouring, ruthless host is unknown, and
wc pass the years untrcmbUngly, confident

(ovcr-conHdent it may be) in our .security
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from external attack. When we take up
onr Times at the breakfast-tahle, the last

item of intelligence we expect to find is the

news that the enemy has effected a land-

ing, turned the heights of Dover, and
strongly intrenched himself, preparatory

to an advance on Canterbuiy. And, in

addition, that two other corps have been

equally successful in eluding our Channel
fleet, and have secured a base of opera-

tions, the one in Mount's Bay and the

other close by Harwich. We can watch
the corn waving in rivulets of gold, as the

gentle breeze sweeps over it, without a

thought that alien requisitions will deprive

us of the growing loaf. We have no fears

of half a dozen Uhlans riding clatteringly

to our porches, with a peremptory demand
for quarters,and an intimation that a thou-

sand or two will dine with us on the morrovr.

The October brewing in our cellars may
sleep itself into invigorating strength, with

no risk of Bavarian swillers to tap it into

Avakening. Even the cart-horses of the

farm deport themselves sedately, with no
dread of being yoked by foreign hands to

a twelve-pounder or a mitrailleuse, or of

being eaten by hungry warriors.

Pass through our smiling country ; look

at our manses and our villages, mingle with
the peace-reared, ruddy population, and
think of stern war striding in those homely
tracks. Think of fields of corn, and twin-

ing hop-gardens, being ridden down and
trampled by thousands ofinvading soldiery.

Think of orchards scathed and seared by
the burning breath of cruel, relentless

battei'ies ; think of outcast families, driven

into the wide world—with no hope, no
future, but that of charity—and thank
Heaven that we have been so long spared

these miseries.

But with all this the invader is among
us : our ancient foe is upon us. By Dover
and Folkestone, by N"ewhaven and South-

ampton, come the invading hosts. " Leicess-

tarrre-squarrre" resounds with the tramp
of soles of foreign make, Soho has been
given up to the occupation of the enemy,
and Regent-street trembles with the step

of the boots of France. Our towns and vil-

lages are besieged, our houses occupied, and
our larders ravaged. We are invaded, and
by a host that would shame the ISTorman

Conquest, and yet Ave lie idly by, and never
heed.

Do you know, good readers, that this

foreign inroad means penury and starva-

tion ? Do you know that this happy land
of ours is the enforced resting-place for

thousands of indigent guests ? Do you
know that now is the time to bury the
historical hatchet, and let it sprout into a
carving-knife to cut wholesome rations ?

Never has there been seen so swift a
stroke of misery as that which has fallen

upon France. But a few months ago, an ir-

responsible peasantry w^atched the growing
undulating crops ; the quiet routine of the

calm summer country life was unbroken

;

and now, the plough furrows its way
through the graves of dead kindred, and
the stern hand of a triumphant foe gives

blood-red seed to the sower. Villages have
been obliterated, and their former sites are

only traceable by heaps of charred and
blackened bricks. Field and hedgerow, the

farmer's landmarks of his estate, have dis-

appeared, and the spots where vine or corn
have grown are lost in a trackless waste.

Froin the ruined homesteads comes a
clamouring crowd, needy and hungry, to

our shores—their roof shelter has gone, and
from many even the means of procuring
the commonest necessaries of life. We
must comfort and care for them. For too

many troubled years we were enemies—we
now know the blessed advantages of being

friends. We must show them that the

housekeeper's room, and the British purse-

holder's strength, are fortresses that will

bear a great deal of sapping. We islanders

may stand a siege of kindness that will

mock any of those that have brought our

neighbours to these straits.

Stroll with me to the Latin quarter of

Soho, vrhere in nearly every house the in-

vaders have effected a lodgment, from the

ground floor to the attics. The blanchis-

seuses de fin are starching, ironing, crimp-

ing, and plaiting from early morn till late

at night, for our neighbours have come to

us, many of them, with but a scanty supply

of linen, and the shirt and jupon of yester-

day must be renovated for the duties of to-

morrow. Brisk marketing goes on during

the early hours of the day. Surely we
might be in the neighbourhood of the

Halles Centrales. See those women wdth

baskets on their arms and nothing on
their heads but the plain white cap, with

the tiniest of fluted borders. Watch them
as they go into the boulangerie francaise

and come out again Avith a loaf a yard

in length, follow them to the charcutier's,

and hear them clamour for boudio, and
cotelettes froides aux cornichons. Look
at them, hoAV they peer into the slenderly

furnished purse, and hesitate over the price

of a coveted luxury, a luxury perhaps that

^= ^
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may be purcliascd for almost the smallest

coin. Ah ! jioor women, many of them
have hiTsbands fighting and starving in he-

leagnered fortresses, or, worse still, eating

black bread in some German prison camp.
The "maudite monnaie," which puzzles

them so in bartering, must be carefully

economised, for where is more to come
from when that is gone ? The luxury is

left u^ntouched, and a spare meal, made up
with but Httle meat, suffices the craving of

the day.

Soho, amongst others of its French
peculiarities, abounds in restaurants and
estaminets ; not grand halls of white and
gold, with marble tables and crimson velvet

cushions, but modest little retreats where
the shop has been turned into a salle a

manger or cafe. In one of these I have taken
my dinner for days past, and so well am
I known that I have a numbered ring,

napkin, and pigeon-hole all to myself This

is a great advantage, as my napkin has had
time to dry, and I escape the peril, as I

spread it across my knees, of an attack of

rheumatism, which the damp cloth, distri-

buted to chance customers, makes im-

minent.

My restaurant is perhaps one of the least

pretentious of the many humble dining-

rooms in its vicinity. The expenditure of

half a ci'own would elevate the reckless

spendthrift to the rank of a millionaire,

and I believe if any one were to go as far as

three shillings, the dame de comptoir and
the gargon would lose themselves utterly

with excitement. I like my restaurant,

and am on the very best of terms with all

its stafi", even to the chef, who, after all the

dinners have been cooked, has occasionally

joined me in a petit verre. This is how
I came to frequent it.

Rambling one afternoon between Lei-

cester-square and Oxford-street, I came, to-

wards nightfall, on a well-lit, mushn-cur-
tained window. In yellow paint, upon the

glass, I read the announcement, " Cafe
Restaueant," "a la carte ou a prix fixe."

Here was just what I wanted. I was fast-

ing, and it being the dinner-hour, I should

not fail to meet numbers of the refugees

of whom I was in search, at dinner. The
room was crowded, and that peculiar

odour which pervades the French cuisine,

greeted me as I entered. But one vacant

place remained, at a table where already

were seated three persons, two ladies and
a very, very old gentleman. My dinner

ordered, I turned to look about me. One
step from a London thoroughfare, and I

was in the midst of France—I might have
been in the Rue de Pologne, instead of in

the street of the Greeks, in the district of

Soho. Well, I dined modestly as became
me, having in mind the companionship in

which I found myself, and altogether was
well served for a very small sum. Certainly,

I might reasonably have taken exception to

the soup, which was a thin yellowish liquid,

very tasteless and very hot, but, with the

assistance of a great deal of pepper and
ketchup, I tried to convince myself that the

consomme had a flavour after all. Besides,

the two ladies at my table—mother and
daughter, as I afterwards discovered—dain-

tily sipped at the scalding fluid as if they
were satisfied, why then should not I be
content ? The elder lady did the honours
of the simple repast, which, instead of

being ordered for three, was served for

two only, and the way in which she pre-

sided, made me feel, that though not of the

pai'ty, I was dining in excellent company.
And we had wines, too, or I should say

wine, on our table, and I, gourmand that I

was, drank greedily an entire bottle, while

they simply coloured the water in their

tumblers from a modest pint shared between
the three. When the gar9on brought
madame the note, the confession of poverty

was made ; the cost of their dinner, for

three people, did not exceed the sum I paid

for the very modest meal I had been con-

tent with.

Let me endeavour to describe my table

companions, and then judge if the growing
interest I felt in them was remarkable. The
old gentleman I took to be somewhere about

seventy. He had a long, drooping, white

moustache, and his grey hair, still thick,

was cut close to the head. Eyes full of fire

scintillated from the deep shadow cast by q,

massive brow. The features were hand-

some, and sharply cut, and taking from his

face the furrows of time, one might sec

in it the reflex of madame, and, in a lesser

degree, of her daughter. The stooping

shoulders took somewhat from his height,

which, in his younger days, must have

been that ofa life-guardsman ; the rosette of

the Legion of Honour decorated his closely

buttoned coat. I was ready to wager he

had been a soldier. Madame, his daughter,

might have been forty, but there was an ex-

pression of trouble and sorrow in the coun-

tenance that, perhaps, added a year or two to

her appearance. She was very dark, and a

very handsome likeness of her father. The
girl, who, strange to say, was extremely

fair, bore a striking resemblance to both
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in feature. My knowledge of the relation-

sMp whicli bound them grew from the

conversation at table. That they were of

good—perhaps gentle—birth was unmis-

takable ; that they were struggling to live

and pinching themselves from necessity

was also apparent. After the coflee, taken

without cognac, the two ladies rose, and
with them the old gentleman. Instinctively

I felt that I should rise also, and bow as

they retired. Bow I certainly did, and
both mother and daughter made me a

salutation as they withdrew. Monsieur,

after conducting them to the door, re-

turned and resumed his seat, and was pre-

sently joined by a ruddy, good-humoured-

looking person, who might have been some
ten years his junior. The new comer, who
Avore spectacles and a black velvet skull-cap,

was a totally different sort of individual

to my ancient chevalier of the Legion of

Honour. He had all the characteristics of

the bon bourgeois type, and, to tell the

truth, I inwardly resented the intrusion,

which seemed to mar the picture I had
created in my mind—it was a bit of vulgar

colour which destroyed the harmony of the

composition.
" Would monsieur permit the cloth to

be removed?" This Avas to me from my
chevalier, and in French.

" Undoubtedly ; it is what I should my-
self desire."

" Monsieur est Franjais ?"

" ITo ; I have not that honour." And
then I felt immediately that, in my desire

to be unusually polite, I had said something-

awkward.
" I congratulate monsieur ; it is no great

honour now."
And the two settled down to dominoes

and cigarettes, and I to studyinc: the dif-

ferent groups.

Presently came in a vendor of French
journals, which were eagerly purchased by
those who could spare the somewhat pro-

hibitory sum demanded. Others contented
themselves with the " Situation" and " I'ln-

ternational," published in London for the

use ofthe Gallic colony. Now the room was
filled with smoke and eager voices, arguing,
disputing, and canvassing the scraps of

intelligence, and loudest above the clamour
could be heard the passionate exclama-
tions of a knot of young fellows who might,
it seemed to me, have been better employed
in shouldering a musket \\ ith the army of

the Loire. And so evidently thought my
chevalier of the Legion of Honour.

" Hearest thou, mon ami, the vacarme

que font ces brigands la ?" asked he of his

companion, " for me, I would rather have
to do with Prussians ;" and with a good
round old-soldierly adjective at "ces criards

faineants," he continued the game.
I kept my place so long as my friend of

the red ribbon kept his; when he left I

followed soon, for to me the room had lost

its interest with his departure. Another
evening, and another, I found myself seated

at the same table and in the same com-
panionship. Madame and mademoiselle

had now a pleasant smile for me, and a
"Bon soir, monsieur!" as I took my ac-

customed place. As for the chevalier, he
and I were getting on famously, and had
gone so far as to clink together our glasses

of the thin red wine. I longed to coax

the old gentleman into a modest debauch,

to supplement the vin ordinaire with a

bottle of something more generous ; but

madame's bearing, though charming, for-

bade such an experiment. At length

arrived my opportunity. The ladies, as

usual, had left after coffee had been served,

and no velvet skull-cap came to take the

vacant place. The old chevalier rolled

cigarette after cigarette, and lit and tossed

them aside with impatience. Now for it.

I would establish closer relations with

Monsieur.
" Monsieur will perhaps permit me to

be of his parti this evening ?"

" Ah ! but you are too good, ca pour-

rait vous ennuyer."
" On the contrary, I am quite at mon-

sieur's service."

Jules brought the dominoes. I whis-

pered him as the chevalier rattled the

numbers, and Jules positively remained
for an instant speechless with astonish-

ment. I had asked for a bottle of Pomard.
A consultation followed with the dame de

comptoir, and then Jules tucked up his

apron, and rushed from the house. Surely

he had not gone to fetch the police ? No.
Just as we had finished our first game, Jules

reappeared with the coveted Avine. The
cellar of my restaurant is not rich in Bur-
gundy, and so my Pomard had been sought

and obtained at some neighbouring restau-

rant of greater pretensions.

It required some pressing to induce

my friend to join me, il avait prit son

cafe—and Pomard was a vin capiteux;

but, finally, the ruddy Rubicon Avas passed,

and the old chevalier sipped at his glass

Avith much contentment. Very soon Ave

dropped our game, and got to good, honest

talk. I Avas right. Monsieur de B. had
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sei'ved "when Frencli soldiers did not dis-

honour the flag." Monsieur had reached

the gi'ade of colonel before accepting his

retraite : "Ah, il y a vingt ans depuis pa."

He had campaigned in Africa with Chan-
garnier, Lamoriciere, and, ma foi ! le Due
d'Aumale. Monsieur de B. was not an
ardent Imperialist, though his gendre,

niadame's husband, had been decorated,

after Magenta, by the emperor. Yes, his

son-in-law had taken part in the present

disastrous war, and had been one of the

earliest victims. Le pauvre garjon fell

wounded and a prisoner into the hands of

the Prussians at Mars-la-Tour ; they had
since heard that his left arm had been
amputated ; he was chef de bataillon de

chasseurs a pied. " Monsieur, je suis hon-

teux, that I find myself here ; I am still

vigorous, and could take a musket with the

Mobiles, or at least I might assist to drill

them. But, que voulez vous, I must have

a care for mes enfants, for we have no home
now." And here the old soldier faltered,

and a tear trickled down a furrow in his

cheek.
" Ah mais quel misere, monsieur, we

who have never wanted, we who had a

charming j^roperty on the banks of the

M''osclle. Our harvest has all been requi-

sitioned, the grapes have either rotted or

been gathered by the Prussian soldiers,

whose officers occupy the home we have
fled from. But, a la guerre comme a la

guerre, nous autres might have done the

same, beyond the Rhine. Ah, monsieur,

my daughter and her child suffer honibly
;

they have been used to luxury, and see how
they feed in this place. It is terrible, I who
say it to you, monsieur ; they are always
hungry, but we dare not eat our means at

once. For me it is nothing ; I am an old

soldier, et je ne doit pas me plaindro. Why
should I, is not mon gendre a prisoner, ]a bas

en Allcmague ? And badly wounded too.

Do you know, monsieur, that we live in two
rooms, bien mesquin et bien bon marche,

for we must send to Alphonse a portion of

the little we have brought away with us.

Le Seigneur alone knows when we shall get

more. Monsieur, j'ai le coeur gros, I can

drink no more wine, I must go to my
daughter and her child." And hastily the

ancient chevalier, as though fearing some
exhibition of weakness, saluted me and left.

I have not seen him since—Poverty may
have closed even that humble restaurant

against him. And in this Latin quarter

are many Avhose penurious condition keeps

them irom the cafe doors, and who starve

and suffer in the wretched holes to which
their misfortunes have driven them.

It was but the other day, that walking
down Tottenham-court-road, I fell in with
a group that could not but in the first

instance excite my attention, and after-

wards my compassion. A young French-
woman, neatly but poorly clad, with spot-

less white cap upon her head, gave her
arm to help the shambling gait of an old

man, whom I heard her call, "Mon pere."

Clutching her dress on the disengaged side

was a tiny, toddling figure, almost identi-

cally costumed with the mother—une petite

femme, every inch of her, with nothing
infantine about her, but the great wonder-
ing black eyes, set in the dimpled baby
face. Their way seemed mine, and I

lingered on the track. At every green-

grocer's, at every butcher's, the group
halted ; the grandfather and his daughter
eyeing with indecision the tempting vege-

tables that might daintily season the scanty

pot au feu, or debating the cost of the piece

of beef which should furnish the soup for

which they hungered.
" Mais mon pere," said the woman, after

a minute examination of a well-stocked

front of meat. " Mais mon pere, je n'y

comprends rien, qu'cst ce que ca veut dire,

le chifFre neuf, et la lettre d ?"

" Demandez done ma fille," touchily

replied the old man. " Demandez done, il

ne s'agit pas de nous promener tout la

journee, sans rien manger ; moi je creve de

faim."

Here was my opportunity. With a salu-

tation, such as I had once learned to make
use of in myold Parisian days, I begged they

would let me help them in their difficulty.

The figure nine and letter d, the meaning
of which to them Avas as unknown as Co])tic

or Parsee, I explained, and for the first

time in my life, I found myself cheapening

beef. Ah, well ! Though theirs was but a

slender purse, the butcher was a kind-

hearted man, and these three invading

mouths found some employment that day.

Madame told me that her father, herself, and
little one were from Bougival, " Ou se trouve

actuellemeut ccsmechants Prussiens," that

"Mon Dieu!" they had been driven from

their home, " en emportant absolument

rien," not even the most simple of neces-

saries, not even " de quoire faire un paquet,"

not even "that," and madame forcibly

illustrated her meaning, by making the nail

01 her thumb crack between some very white

teeth. Her husband was a Mobile in Paris,

and she and "vieu.-c papa, avec la petite,"
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had gathered what little money they could

and had come to seek a relation in London,

whom they could not find. He was gone,

no one knew where, and their means were

rapidly following him. "Ah! monsieur, ce

n'est que le bon Dieu maintenant, qui peut

nous venir en aide," andmadame cried and

crossed herself, drawing "la petite" nearer

to her side, and, with many thanks for the

shght service I had been able to render

them, they went on their sorrowful way.

We are told that France has brought all

this suffering upon herself, and that, as she

has sown, so must she reap. But is an entire

population to be made accountable for the

ambition of a governing few ? Ai-e women
and children fit victims for the bloody

Moloch of war ? Are the old, the weak,

and the helpless always to suffer for the

sins of emperors and marshals ? Must the

innocent always be whelmed in the ruin of

the guilty ? Alas ! In France, at least,

it must be so for many weeks, and months,

and even weary years to come. What
gigantic misery must reign in the desolated

fields and towns of that most unhappy
country—misery that ready and most gene-

rous help from without will scarcely be

able even to mitigate—can be known only

to Him, who, for reasons wise, though in-

scrutable to us, permits such things to be.

But here, in this rich and peaceful country,

we can do something—much even—to help

these poor fugitives in our midst. Let it

be remembered that help, to be useful, must

be promptly rendered, and let our help be

given at once.

USELESS WARNINGS.

IzAAE Walton tells us in his discourse

on perch, that "if there be twenty or forty

in a hole, they may be at one standing all

catched one after another, they being like

the wicked of the world not afraid though
their fellows and companions perish in

then' sight."

The inapitude to take a hint on a matter
literally of vital importance, which is here

attributed to the perch genus, is not by any
means confined to that rash and fool-

hardy tribe. Certain specimens of a race

the members of which ought to know
better—the genus homo—are also liable to

be taken in in the same manner, one after

another, to an extent which is simply amaz-
ing. It appears positively to no purpose
whatever, that the invariably unfavourable

issue of certain proceedings is set plainly

before a particular section ofmankind. The
trap, which they have been told, over and
over again, will snap down upon them if

they venture into it, is still not set in vain
;

the hook, which it has been carefully ex-

plained to them lies concealed inside the
dangling bait, is ignored and set at nought,
till it is suddenly foujid to be firmly em-
bedded in their jaws.

Foremost amongst the examples of this

curious incapability of taking warning
I should place that extraordinary readiness

which a great many men evince, to fall into

the clutches of those knights of industry,

who practise what may be called, for want
of a better designation, the " ready-money
swindle." This particular form of impos-
ture—the shallowness of which is only ex-

ceeded by that of the mental capacity of its

victims—is worked something in the follow-

ing way.
A couple of gentlemen, endowed by

nature with a greater capacity for spending
money than for earning it honestly, appear
in some public place—a carriage belonging

to the Metropolitan Railway Company, or

a river steamer, or where not—and engage
in a conversation which invariably takes

sooner or later what may be called a finan-

cial turn. One of the confederates — he
who is best provided with conversational

powers—generally begins to tell his com-
panion a long story varying with " the

taste and fancy" of the narrator, but always
coming to the same point in the end. The
narrator has just inherited a very large

property from an eccentric relative, or a

commercial scheme in which he had long

been engaged has suddenly developed into

an enormous success, or he has just returned

from the colonies, gold-diggings, diamond-
fields, or other wealth-producing regions

with a huge amount of ready money in

his possession. This last is the one point

in the narrative which never varies. The
teller of the story is always the most for-

tunate of men, and the best provided with

ready money. Another unvarying element

in the transaction is, that some third person

who happens to be by, and who is a total

stranger to the other two, is always ap-

pealed to, or in some way or other brought

into the conversation ; and the most extra-

ordinary part of it all is, that this stranger

always does fall into the conversation, and
yields himself up as an implicit believer in

the teller of the story, whether that gentle-

man describe himself as a diamond-finder,

or a gold-digger, or a residuaiy legatee, or

whatever else his imagination may suggest.
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The attention of the unfortunate gnll once
secnred, all goes as merrily as marriage
bells. Gnll is invited by the rich gentle-

man to adjourn Avith himself and friend to

some tavern, -where they can partake of a
friendly glass. There is something—the
rich gentleman says—about Gull that he
likes ; he wishes for Gull's better acquaint-
ance, and thinks that he can put him in the

way of a pecuniary transaction which will

turn out an exceedingly profitable one.

Gull at once agrees to the proposal of
the "friendly glass," and the three repair

to a public-house. Here the rich gentle-

man, to prove what a very rich gentle-

man he is, and that the story which
he has told of his recent good fortune is

all true, pulls out a quantity of sovereigns
and bank-notes, which he duly displays be-

fore the dazzled eyes of Gull, and which he
then hands over to his friend, begging him
to take the same to that "party" he knows
ofwho controls the funds of a certain invest-

ment, to have shares in which is to insure

the acquirement of a large fortune. During
his fi'iend's absence the rich gentleman en-

larges on the splendid nature of the invest-

ment, and frankly and cordially advises

Gull, if he has any money about him, to

do as he— the rich gentleman—has just

done, adding, in answer to some inquiries

concerning his friend's trustworthiness,

which Gull—who goes in for being par-

ticularly shrewd and wide - awake—has
thought it necessary to urge, that his

friend is a man who may be trusted with
{ untold gold, and that he has entire confi-

dence in him, which he begs Gull to observe
he has just proved by intrusting so large a
sum of money to his friend's keeping.
The friend now comes back in high glee.

He has seen the "party" and made the in-

vestment. It was lucky he went when he
did, though, as the subscription-list was
just closing, and after to-day it would not
be possible to get " on" at any price ; on
hearing all which the rich gentleman ex-

presses delight and gratitude, and once
more urges Gull to invest, liberally pro-

posing, if Gull will put down all he has
about him, to lend him what may be
necessary to make up a certain sum, less

than which it would not be worth while to

invest. To this proposal Gull, after a little

hesitation, attributable to his profoundly
cautious nature—on which the other con-

gratulates him—consents, and hands over
his money (supplemented by a small loan

from the rich gentleman) to the obliging

emissary, who acts in this case as a kind of

benevolent go-between, and who goes off in

a hurry with the money which he has just

received, expressing great fear lest he may
not be in time. After this worthy has

taken his departure, the crisis is not long

delayed. The rich gentleman very soon

begins to express anxiety at his friend's

not reappearing, and volunteers to gooflFin

search of him, biddmg Gull remain where
he is till he returns. Of course neither he

nor his confederate ever do return, and the

ingenuous Mr. Gull sees neither his newly
gained friends nor his newly lost naoney

any more. This is an instance of only one

of the forms in which this particular

swindle is worked. It has many other de-

velopments. Sometimes the rich gentle-

man proposes a game of skittles for a large

amount ; sometimes he asserts that he can

show a larger sum of money than anybody

else, and dares our friend Gull to enter

into competition with him. The result,

however, is in every case the same.

Now does it not seem almost incredible

that any human being, not absolutely an
idiot, can be duped by such a shallow trick

as any one of these, even on the very first

occasion of its being tried ? But when one

comes to think that now, after the dodge
has been worked over and over again, and
over and over again exposed, people are

still constantly taken in by it, one certainly

does get at last to take a very hopeless view

indeed of the intellectual condition of a

large portion of the human race.

Another instance of this same inability,

on the part of certain individuals, to profit

by the experience of others, is furnished by
the curious case with which a cheat of an
altogether difierent order, whom we will

call a shop- swindler, manages to cheat the

proprietors of some of our large City and
West-end businesses out of their property.

A case illustrative of the proceedings of one

of these " professors," and one which is

sufficiently typical to merit quotation, oc-

curred the other day. The professor—

a

lady in this case—walked into the place of

business of an eminent jeweller and watch-

maker in the City at eleven o'clock in the

forenoon, and asked to see several articles

of jewellery. Her request was granted, and
after a display of not more than the usual

amount of indecision, a gold watch and
chain, and a diamond locket—the whole

worth about one hundred and fifty pounds
—were selected for purchase. So far all

seems straightforward enough. It is after

this ])oint that the proceedings assume a

circuitous character. The ladv begins bv

=P
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requesting tliat a shopman may be sent

with her to her residence to receive pay-

ment for the articles chosen, a proposal

which the subordinates shrink from con-

senting to on their own responsibility,

and which is referred to the decision of

the proprietor of the business. Upon this

individual our professor at once begins to

practise all sorts of cajolery and mystifica-

tion, showing him the card of a clergyman

of his acquaintance to whom she professes

to be related, and making out as well that

she is well acquainted with a certain neigh-

bour, with whom the head of the firm is on
intimate terms. This gentleman—concern-

ing whom it is narrated that " he was com-
pletely taken off his guard by the artless

and simple manners" of his visitor—is at

last induced to comply with her request,

and in due time she drives off in a cab with

the valuable property in her possession, but

accompanied, as she herself had wished, by
one of the shopmen. Not a very difficult

undertaking this, hitherto, nor requiring

any very special gifts for carrying it out.

The crucial moment is, however, to come.
Passing by one of those large haberdashery
and linen-drapery establishments, of wliich

there are several in different parts of Lon-
don, and which is provided with two en-

trances, one in a main thoroughfare and
the other in an adjacent side street, the

lady with the "artless manner" stops her
cab, and informing the young man who
accompanies her from the jeweller's that

she has a purchase to make inside, tells him
that she will not keep him waiting in the

cab many minutes, and then prefers the

modest request that she may be allowed to

take the case containing the valuables with
her into the shop. On what pretext she

bases this last demand does not appear in the

published accounts of this most remarkable
case

;
perhaps she represented that she was

about to select a dress to be worn with the

jewels, and wished to see them together;

perhaps she professed herself to have be-

come so much attached to her new purchase
as not to be able to bear it out of her sight

for a moment ; but, whatever she alleged,

the astounding fact remains on recprd that

her demand was complied with, and that
she was allowed to get out of the cab and
enter the establishment with the two en-

trances, with the case containing the valu-

ables in her hand.
The sequel need not be recorded. Of

course, the artless one did not rc-appear.

Of course, she made her escape—^jewel-

case in hand—by the side eutrance ; and,

of course, the young man, after waiting for

a certain length of time in sanguine ex-

pectation of the lady's return, became
alarmed, and found out his mistake, and
returned to his proprietor with the mourn-
ful intelligence that he had been most
elaborately " done." " This is not the first

occasion," the report of the case concludes,
" on which Mr, has been similarly

robbed."

Nor have other tradesmen in a large

way of business, as a rule, fared better.

There is hardly any large and prosperous

establishment in this metropohs which has

not more than one such instance of success-

ful cajolery recorded on its annals. The
way in which the cajolery is effected varies,

no doubt. Sometimes the devoted goods

are sent to a house where the gentleman

who occupies the drawing-rooms, after de-

manding permission from the messenger,
" to show them to the sick lady in the next

room," passes gracefully through the fold-

ing-doors into the back room, which has a

door giving on the staircase, and is seen

no more. Sometimes the goods are ac-

tually paid for, but with a cheque which,

when the time comes for turning it into

hard cash, proves to be wanting in some
element essential to the right constitution

of such a document. Sometimes the swindle

is effected in one way, sometimes in another.

In three respects only are its characteristics

always identical. First. There is always

some unusual request made. Second. The
maker of such request is always especially

conciliatory in liis manner. Third. There

is always some story narrated of that intri-

cate and elaborate kind, to which we give

the familiar title of " rigmarole."

Of course, the fear of offending impor-

tant customers by injui-ious suspicions,

must make the responsibility of deciding

"whom to trust a sufficiently onerous one

;

still, one cannot help thinking that the pro-

prietors of these great business establish-

ments might easily exercise a greater amount
of caution than they do, and profit to a

much greater extent by an attentive perusal

of the metropolitan police reports. One
other illustration of the uselessness of

warning in particular cases is required to

make our list complete. The accidents

which are so continually reported in the

newspapers, as resulting from an insane

propensity which some people show to

point guns at their fellow-creatures, furnish

such an illustration only too readily. The
stories of disasters resulting fi'om this

most inexcusable and idiotic notion of a
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joke are appallingly numerous, and so uni-

form in tlieir character, that it almost seems
as if a certain number of tliem miglit be
kept ready-written at the offices of our dif-

ferent newspapers, waiting for the inevitable

moment when they are sure to be wanted.
About these stories, as about those otliers

with which we have just been occupied,

there is—as has been said—a dire uni-

formity. Some young fellow, gifted, pro-

bably, with what the phrenologists call a
small cranial capacity, walks into a room

—

oftenest a kitchen—in which the young
woman with whom he keeps company is

sitting at work, and seeing a gun propped
against a wall in the corner, takes it up,

points it at his mistress in fun, and, in fun
still, and, of course, " knowing that it isn't

loaded," pulls the trigger. Then, when the
poor girl, " to whom he was to have been
married next week," falls over on the floor,

mortally wounded, he finds out that the
gun was loaded, and, in the fulness of his

dismay and misery, is ready to charge it

once more and send the contents into his

OT/n foolish brains then and there.

This miserable tale, like the rest, has its

slight variations. Sometimes it is at a
friend of his own sex, and not at his sweet-
heart, that this foolish creature points the
gun ; sometimes he does not point it at all,

but, playing with it, and pulling it about
in an imbecile manner, "knowing," of
course, " that it is not loaded," it goes off,

and some one, who happens to be within
range, is killed, or else maimed for life.

How many such dismal narratives as

these has not every one who takes in a
newspaper read and marvelled over, and
with how much of mingled indignation
and wonder ? Indeed, these two feelings

arc crdlcd forth by each and every one of

the instances of insensibility to warning
which we have been considering. We
wonder, and are angry, when we read
about any of them, and say to ourselves, or

to those about us, " Good Heavens ! How
is it that people are such fools ?"

Such outbreaks of wrath are, however, of
little wortli, and it would be to much more
purpose if we could manage to extract, from
the mass of such records as those Avhich

have been quoted above, some one or two
conclusions which might turn out to be use-

ful, instead of useless, warnings, and be of
service to that large section of society

which comprises the easily-duped, the rash,

and the fool-hardy. To all such, and to all

others whom it may concern, the following-

safe rules are strongly recommended :

Always be shy of talkative strangers, and
quite determined to decline any proposals
of a social nature which they may make.
Always mistrust long narratives and in-

tricate explanations, when they tend to
bring about the transfer of property of any
kind from yourself to the narrator.

Always
_
regard every gun with which

you come in contact, as loaded, and highly
dansrerous.

A PERTURBED SPIRIT.

Theee have been many goblins much
more awful than the one which incessantly

tormented a series of worthy pastors in the
village of Groben, but there never were
any so intensely and so persistently dis-

agreeable. The goblin in question did not
aspire to the performance of any grand and
terrible feat. Of such aspiration his paltry

soul—if he had a soul—was incapable. He
Vv^as a lubber fiend, in the strictest sense of
the word ; as stupid as he was malignant

—

a Puck of the worst sort ; a Robin Good-
fellow who had degenerated into a Robin
Bad-fellow. It was his ambition to be
handed down to posterity as the greatest

supernatural nuisance that ever afflicted

the sub-lunar world, and his ignoble hopes
were reahsed. Of the situation of Groben
some of our readers may possibly be igno-

rant. We therefore state that it is not
very distant from Jena, and that the duty
of its pastor is to administer spiritual in-

struction to a congregation of simple pea-

sants, resident at the western extremity of

the Thuringian Forest.

Dull boys are sometimes distinguished by
a power of application which greatly coun-
terbalances their dulness, and enables them,
in the long run, to surpass their more
precocious comrades. In like manner, the

goblin of Groben, not naturally or super-

uaturally bright, was -wonderful for his

perseverance, and it was by slow, not to say

painful steps, that he ascended the summit
of that bad eminence, which he after-

wards occupied to his own eternal infiimy.

He believed, like ]Mr. Wordsworth, that a

star looks brightest when there is only one
in the sky; so, although he was doubtless

as old as the Germans of the time of

Tacitus, he did not care to risk his noto-

riety by rushing upon mankind too soon.

Had he manifested himself in the age of

Faust and Mephistopheles, or in tlioso

immediately preceding, he would have been
lorst in a crowd of fiends and spirits, all

^
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miicli brighter than himself; so, in spite of

a burning desire for mischief, he repressed

his longings, and bided his time. He seems

first to have revealed his existence shortly

before the close of the Thirty Years' War
—that is to say, about the middle of the

seventeenth century, when the old super-

stitious beliefs of mediteval Europe were
on the decline ; but even then he cautiously

felt his way, and refrained from display-

ing his full power. It was not till the

eighteenth century, the age of Voltaire,

that he put forth his strength in bad
earnest. He then so distinguished him-

self from ordinary village goblins, that he

became the subject of a learned book.

We will begin with him at the beginning,

that is to say, in the year 1646, when
the then pastor of Groben, Johannes Rodi-

gast, was greatly annoyed by the visits of

a mysterious grey monk, who somehow or

other contrived to enter his study without

noise, and seated himself cosily before the

fire. The monk neither talked himself

nor listened to the talk of his unwilling

host, who found that his hints on the pro-

priety of a speedy retirement were utterly

disregarded. Weary of the intrusion, Jo-

hannes Rodigast at last boldly asked the

monk who he was, whence he had come,

and what he wanted, adding some words of

solemn exhortation. These words were so

far eflB-cient that the monk vanished, but

unfortunately his figure was not to be

erased from the memory of the pastor, who
took to moping, and after moping for

upwards of thirty years, put a violent end

to his own existence.

Weighing the case with impartiality, we
find that we can scarcely hold the monk
responsible for this terrible calamity. He
went away, when exhorted with a due

measure of force, and if the pastor fretted

himself for more than thirty years after-

wards, it is hard to see a close connexion

between the alleged cause and the alleged

effect.

The goblin, who of course is identical

with the monk, kept himself quiet during
the long i-emainder of poor Rodigast's life,

but he was only preparing for more showy
exploits. Probably he was amazed at the

success of his first paltry feat. To dress

himself like a grey monk, and to sit down
sulkily by a fire, was no great achievement
after all.

The immediate successor of Rodigast in

his sacred office was Adam Dimler, one of

those prudent men who meet a difficulty

with a compromise. He in his time was

honoured by the grey monk with a visit,

but, instead of having recourse to exhorta-

tions, he simply moved his books and his

desk into another room, and allowed his

visitor to retain the chosen apartment.

He was thus in no worse predicament than

many a scion of an ancient race, whose
ancestral residence is said to be haunted.

The door of the suspected room remains

shut, and the inhabitants of the mansion

are probably comfortable, till some un-

lucky visitor arrives, and cannot be accom-

modated save in the Blue Chamber, where
he meets some horror, which he describes

to his host at breakfast, and is at once de-

licately warned that he had better keep his

information to himself

Heinrich Stemler, the immediate suc-

cessor to Simler, was subjected to sundry

annoyances, but their precise nature does

not seem to have been recorded. For the

next pastor, Jeremias Heinisch, the goblin

had reserved his main force. The miser-

able stratagem of donning a monk's habit

was not to be tried again. It had partially

failed already, when practised upon Adam
Simler, and Jeremias Heinisch was a man
who, though an oi-thodox Lutheran mi-

nister, boasted of his utter disbelief in

spiritual manifestations. Jeremias Heinisch

would have set down the grey monk as an
optical illusion, and have gone on prepar-

ing his sermon for Sunday as composedly

as if he had been alone in his study. If

Jeremias Heinisch was to be hit, more
practical means were required.

The new pastor had built himself a new
cattle-shed iii his court-yard, and on the

roof of this edifice stones were thrown, by
an unseen hand, for five successive days in

the June of 1718. The stones were not

large, but they came down with a prodi-

gious rattle, and it was a singular circum-

stance that they were always thrown in

the daytime, never at night. The thrower

loved notoriety, for whenever a crowd of

persons surrounded the house to witness

the performance the shower was continued

with redoubled vigour.

All this annoyance was set down to the

account of some naughty boy by the strong-

minded pastor, who laughed at the super-

stitious fears of his flock, and thus the only

man in the district who did not believe in

the ghost was i^i'^cisely the man whose
house was haunted. He had two enemies

to contend against—the human thrower of

stones, whoever he might be, and the crass

ignorance of the peasantry, who had not

forgotten the sad fate of Johannes Rodigast.
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To secure the former lie set a strict watch
about his preraises, himself being the prin-

cipal watchman ; to convince the latter, he

caused some of his own people to throw
stones on the cow-shed from a place of

concealment, intending, at the end of the

performance, to come forward and explain

to the appalled spectators the natural

means by which the apparently super-

natural phenomenon had been produced.

Both plans failed. On the one hand no-

body was caught, on the other hand the

stones thrown by the pastor's order were
seen during their passage through the air,

whereas the other stones did not become
visible till they had actually touched the

roof The pastor, however, held his ground,

and, still convinced that some mischief-

makers of the village were at the bottom
of the nuisance, spread a report that he

was about to commence a strict judicial

inquiry, and that the offenders, if dis-

covered, would be subjected to severe

punisliment.

This last stroke of policy seemed to be
successful. The stone-throwing left off,

and for five weeks not a rattle was heard
on the roof of the shed. The pastor was
naturally in high glee. The mischief-

makers had been rendered harmless, and
the voice of superstition had been hushed.

One r.ftenioon, towards the end of July, he
walked complacently through his fields,

chatted with his reapers about his own
superior enlightenment, and hinted that

they should feel proud of a pastor who
had kept so completely aloof from vul-

gar error. Ah, for some time to come
that was the last bright day for poor
Jcremias Heinisch. As he approached his

homestead his servants came rushing to-

wards him with the sad intelligence that

at three o'clock—the very hour of his dis-

course with the reapers—the rattle ou the

roof of the shed had recommenced.
Had the goblin been annoyed by the

vaunts of Jeremias Heinisch, and would
the goblin have remained quiet if Jeremias

Heinisch had held his tongue ? We camiot

say. Certain it is, that he seemed resolved

to make up for lost time. Nevertheless,

the gallant pastor still held his own. On
Sunday, the 31st of the month, he preached
in the afternoon a sermon on a topic ofgreat

local interest. Some of his parishioners had
expressed the opinion that, as a punish-

ment for self-destruction, poor Johannes
Rodigast was not allowed to repose in his

grave, and that the irrepressible stone-

thrower Avas no other than the restless

spirit of that unfortunate man. This was
just the sort of doctrine that Jeremias
Heinisch loved to attack ; and, in his elo-

quent discourse, he convinced himself, if not
his congregation, that his ill-starred prede-
cessor had no hand in the revived nuisance.
Having returned home from church, satis-

fied that he had well done his duty, he
looked out of the window of his upper
room upon the spacious court-yard below,
complacently reflecting on the theme of
his sermon, and the masterly manner in
which it had been handled, when the
course of his meditation was interrupted by
a most astounding phenomenon. A stone
lifted itself out of the pavement of the
court-yard, and visibly flung itself upon
the roof of the shed. The pastor tried to

persuade himself that the stone was in

reality a bird, and went to bed affection-

ately nursing that opinion, but, on the
following morning, when the throwing com-
menced early, his stubborn incredulity began
to give way. Many stones now rose from
the pavement, others flew out of the walls

of the house, desciibing- cui'ves beyond the

power of any projectile thrown, by human
means, and, what was more curious, they
did not leave so much as a chink behind
them. Convinced at last that he had to

deal with a spiritual foe, Jeremias boldly

addressed his pei'secutor in a tone of solemn
exhortation, which, we grieve to say, caused
the stones to rattle down with greater

violence than ever. One missile, larger

than the rest, directed itself towards the

pastor's face, but dropped midway. The
person of Jeremias was evidently sacred.

Hitherto all the stones had been thrown
on the roof of the cow-shed, but early in

August this limit was passed, and the par-

sonage itself was invaded ; the moment
when the pastor had just taken his seat at

the dinner-table being selected for especial

demonstrations of violence. As before,

however, the throwing always ceased at

nightfall, to be renewed at break of day.

Unable to endure the annoyance any
longer, Jeremias, on the 4th of August, set

out for Jena to lay his case before the

celebrated jjrofessor of theology, Dr. Bud-
deus, commending the parsonage to the

care of his wife and household. During
his absence the bombardment was carried

on with even increased vigour, and as he
approached his home, after his consultation

with the learned doctor, he had the

pleasure of witnessing the demolition of

the window-panes in his lower room. The
work of destruction was as methodical as
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it was incessant. If any one went close to

tbe window the pane was indeed smashed,

hut the stone fell outside the house ; whereas
if the observer receded from the window,
the stone flew far into the room. It should

be added, that one party of spirits seemed
to be besieging another, which offered a

stout resistance, since not only did stones

fly from the yard into the room, but others

flew from the room into the yard, a heap
raised in each place recording the multi-

plicity of the shots.

Before dawn, on the 5th of August, the

pastor's wife gave birth to a son, who was
christened by his father on the afternoon of

the same day. The good man stood on the

very spot in his room where a missile of

extraordinary size had fallen ; and the holy

rite of baptism apparently so awed the

enemy, that for three days the house was
tranquil. Jeremias began to hope that the

nuisance was at an end for ever, but soon

found that the peace he had supposed last-

ing was merely a brief armistice. On the

9th the invincible stone-throwers returned

to their work like giants refreshed, and
continuing the old system till the 23rd, be-

gan in the evening of that day to overstep

the limit they had previously respected,

and pelted throughout the night, while the

rattle of stones and pieces of lead was dis-

agreeably accompanied by scratchings at

all the doors and cupboards. Oii the fol-

lowing day an alarming activity was mani-

fest in the crockery, plates and pots smash-
ing themselves to pieces in the most reckless

manner. A cheese, too, was tossed from
the pantry into one of the rooms, though
the door between them was locked ; and this

cheese, when examined, looked as if it had
been clawed by a dog.

The stout heart of Jeremias now sank
within him. His servants vowed they

could remain with him no longer ; his wife

was sinking under the weight of the an-

noyance ; and the counsels tendered by the

learned and pious men, whom he consulted,

were most conflicting ; some advising him
to resist the Evil One to the last, others ex-

horting him to leave a house so filled with
abomination. 'No wonder that occasionally,

in fancy, he saw the haggard figure of

Johannes Rodigast, and feared that he

might end his life like that wretched man.
On the 25th, following the advice of an

eminent physician, he removed his wife and

child, with a few of the more valuable
articles of furniture, to another dwelling,

he himself remaining at the parsonage,
under the protection of a body-guard, com-
posed of villagers. On the 7th of Septem-
ber—the annoyances having continued till

that date—burning coals flew out of the
stove, through the windows, and were scat-

tered about the yard. Then the perse-

cutors seemed to be weary of persecution.

Only one stone was thrown on the 8th, and
that was—the last. Trusting that jjeace

was now attained, the pastor brought back
his wife to the parsonage, which remained
undisturbed till the year 1835, when it was
pulled down, and a new one was built in its

stead.

In 1719 an anonymous work appeared,
in which the facts we have recorded were
grossly exaggerated, and used to prove
that the laws against witchcraft should not
have been abolished. In another book,

written by one Gottfried Wahrlieb, the

wonders were treated in an opposite spirit,

the whole affair being regarded as a gross

imposition. Displeased with both these

publications, Jeremias Heinisch thought
that the time had arrived when he might
properly address the world on a subject

witla which he was more familiar than any
one else, and he accordingly, in 1723, pro-

duced a neat little volume on the Kobold
of Groben, which is now extremely scarce,

but a copy of which is to be found in the

library of the University of Jena. To a
description of the contents of this book,

written by the German antiquary, Herr
Kurt Gress, we are indebted for our know-
ledge of the marvels above narrated.

And how are those marvels explained ?

They are not explained at all.

On JANUARY 21 will he commenced
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THE DOCTOE'S MIXTURE.

BOOK III.

CHAPTER XXVIII. ALL FRIEKDS AGAIN.

That evening, when the Doctor was at

his dinner, word was brought in that my
Lord Shipton wished to speak to him.

His lordship entered with a sort of mys-
terious manner, and without the least sense

of having had any little "awkwardness"
with his friend.

"See here, my dear Findlater, you're

not going to let this go on—it's pushing

the matter too far."

" Let what go on ?" said the Doctor, in-

nocently.
" Oh ! this thing—this process ; harass-

ing a man like Ridley with law and all that.

You're not going to drag the whole parish

before a court ?"

" But I am, you included, my lord.

O'Reardon tells me he can get costs off

every man of you—you're all good marks !"

" Oh ! my dear sir, you can't think of

sucli a thing. I made you every amende."
" Almond, or no almond, those are his

words : good marks for costs, says he. It's

out of my hands ; he has his instructions."

Lord Shipton looked utterly miserable,

and shrank and shivered in his light

clothes.
" Good Heavens, Findlater, you can't be

so malicious ! There's Ridley, indeed, who
stirred up the whole business, though he

sent me to-night to make you his excuses,

and see what can be done."
" Sent you, indeed ! Why couldn't he

come himself?"
" Oh ! yes, and he wrote you this letter.

Listen :
' Mr. Ridley regrets having been

misled by certain reports, and begs to with-

draw any statements that seem to reflect

on Doctor Findlater's chai-acter. He hopes

that Doctor Findlater will have all pro-

ceedings stayed.'
"

" And with that bit o' writing he thinks

to patch up his infamous behavioiir ! It

would serve him right to hunthim through
every court in the kingdom, from th' Ex-
chequer to the Common Pleace—the com-

monest would be too good for him. Give
me that bit o' paper, Shipton, and we'll

see what O'Reardon will say—whether it

amounts to an almond, as you call it."

Thus disposing of the visitor and his em-

bassy, and bowing out Lord Shipton, he

was left to himself to pursue the many de-

vices that were on his mind.

After much anxious meditation, he found

himself taking the road np to Leadersfort.

He had put Lord Shipton's and Mr. Rid-

ley's letters into his pocket, determining

to turn them to good profit, and create a

diversion. As he entered the avenue, he

met the Leader carriage laden with trunks,

and saw that the Seaman family were

leaving, " So best," said the Doctor.

He walked into the drawing-room, where

Mrs. Leader and her brother were seated,

with another gentleman, whom the Doctor

did not know. There was an anxious,

worn look on Mrs. Leader's face. They
stopped some consultation as he entered.
" Regular lion's den," thought the Doctor

to himself, "and I'm the Daniel."

"We are engaged," said the lady, curtly,

"as you may see."

" A tbonsand pardons. I'll go up-stairs

and see my child."

The brother here interposed. " We can-

not have Mr. Leader harassed—you will

understand that. It is my duty to tell you

that, with these serious charges hanging

over your family, he lias completely changeil

liis feelings towards you and your daughter."

Ill
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" Oh ! of conrse. But you know they're

unfounded— all trumped up !"

"Of course—such things always are !

But until they are proved to be so, he de-

sires to have no communication with you.

You may go up, if you wish, and satisfy

yourself."
" Come along, then," said the Doctor.

"But if he tells me to stay, I suppose I

may?"
" Of course

"

"And if he tells you to leave the house,"

said Mrs. Leader, " care will be taken that

he is obeyed."
" Nothing can be fairer, ma'am."
The party went up. As soon as the

Doctor appeared in the room, Mr. Leader
turned away pettishly.

" Keep this man away. He brings me
woriy and disgrace. You have imposed on

us
"

The Doctor said gravely :
" I shall leave,

sir, the moment you desire. But first

allow me to say two words. These charges

have been withdrawn. Miss Leader, run
your eyes over these two letters—the first,

from the Honourable William Ridley ; the

second, from the Right Honourable the

Lord Sbipton, the ringleaders of the move-
ment, if I may so call them.

Mary Leader read out the two letters in

a low voice.
" In other words, the case has broken

down, and a slandered man stands before

you. I think in this house some almond is

due to my poor, injured Katey, who has
been treated like some paryah "

"Oh, I said so!" said Mr. Leader, eagerly.
" I knew they were calumnies, and that the

household where she was, or the family in

Vidiich she lived, could never be the scene

of such things. Oh !" said he, at once, " it

is frightful this injustice; and I spoke so

cruelly to her !"

" This excitement is very bad," said Mr.
Morrison, "and will have the worst effect.

Go away all of you, please."

Mary Leader had gone—had flown to

Katey's room, and in a moment had re-

turned with her as the others came out. The
Doctor cast his arms about his child, and
clasped her to his breast as she entered.

"No one will be so glad as this treasure,"

he said, " at her father being rayhabille-

tated !"

"Ah, there she is," said the sick man.
" I knew that it was all false ; that you, my
dea,r, could never have aided in such things,

or have, been the affectionate child of a man
that could do such things. But I thank

Heaven that I have not been guilty of any
injustice towards you. I will put it beyond
my power now. Send up that solicitor,

and he shall prepare everything, and I

shall sign while I have strength and capa-

city. At the threshold, it may be, of an-

other life I shall do what is i-ight and just.

I am determined on it. Katey, my dear
child, I shall make up to you and to your
husband for all the injustice you have
borne

!"

Mrs. Leader's lips quivered; her foot

could be heard pattering restlessly on the
ground; she could say nothing, do nothing,

save murmur some incoherent platitudes

about his agitating himself The quiet

satisfaction in the Doctor's eyes stung
her. In a moment Mary Leader had gone
down, and had returned, leading the man
of law. There was nothing very elabo-

rate. A sheet of note-paper was all that

was necessary, and a quarter of an hour's

time was sufficient. At the end of that

period Mr. Morrison and the lawyer came
down to tell her what had been done—all

had been left to Cecil Leader, with a settle-

ment for Mrs. Leader, another for Katey
and Mary Leader. It was duly witnessed,

and in every way regular. It would stand.
" The game is up," said her brother

to her, in a low voice. " That scheming
Doctor lias beaten us, and Mrs. Katey will

be installed some day in this place."

Mrs. Leader waited till the legal gentle-

man had left the room, and then said

:

" Never, Randall ! Game up, indeed !

—

it is only beginning. A dozen wills may
yet be made, and one sliall be ! That beg-

garly woman has not seen half my re-

sources. Now that they have defied us,

I tell you this : she shall never live in this

place, or turn me out—no, not if I was to

be dragged to a jail for it !" Her brother

looked at her with wonder; he had often

seen her vindictive and spiteful in a gentle,

cat-like way, but never furious, and lost to

all control, as she was at that moment.
" From the day that creature forced herself

in here, I felt—I knew that she was des-

tined to try and ruin me. I have felt my
disHke to her increasing every hour. I

saw the end of her demure tricks, and the

influence she was trying to obtain over

that unfortunate man up-stairs. And now,
see what she has done—she herself and
her gang in possession of the whole estate!

And we turned out with what I call a

pittance—ah ! never !—never !"

" What would you do ?"

" Never ! Sick and dying, indeed !—

I
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don't believe it. His illness has only
bronglit out his weakness and folly. Any
one could turn him round his finger. He'll

live long, I tell you, and he shall live to

undo what he did to-day. He shan't de-

grade me before the world—make a pauper
of his own wife, to exalt a low, common
apothecaiy's daughter, and put her in my
place ! But they will see, and that before
a few hours."

" Why, what can you do? "he asked again.
" Tear it up—make him sign another !

I would keep no terms with such folly and
wickedness. There he is now, listening to

her sweet comforts—her gentle, plausible

twaddle—and he pouring his soft, pious
gratitude into her ear. I am very glad
this has happened, for she thinks herself

secure. I know what to do. Come with
me, Randall. One day you shall have all

this fine estate, and that girl shall many
you, and we shall get the title—baronetcy,
peerage, even ! My hands have been tied

up to this time ; I have no one to help me,
or, rather, every one is against me. And
then came this vile, miserable marriage, to

drag us all down into the puddles. Come
with me, Randall, to the boudoir—or stay,

come back in half an hour."
She went back to the sick-room, and

there found Katey reading the Bible to

Mr. Leader. " You can go," said her step-

mother, coldly. " I wish to speak to him."
The night was drawing on—a dark, wet,

drizzly night. Lamps were beginning to

be lighted, servants went about softly.

Katey rose. The sick man looked after

her, and stretched out his hands in alarm.

'Don't go— don't leave me!" he cried.

There was consternation written in his

face, which signified plainly his conscious-

ness that he had done something which
might expose him to the old punishment
of private rebuke. Indeed, nothing was
more curious in this illness than this de-

velopment of a childish irresolution, always
prominent in Mr. Leader's timorous cha-

racter. There was a sternness and con-

tempt in Mrs. Leader's face.

" No wonder you are afraid to look me
in the face after the piece of injustice you
have done me. Do not disturb yourself

—

it is bad for you—but consult your con-

science. I only come to tell yoi(, " (to

Katey) " that you needn't remain. You
have accomplished the work you and your
family have planned "—this she added in

a low voice—" so you may relax youi*

labours."

Katey had long since seen the useless-

ness of self-justification or defence, so she
merely rose up silently, and went her way.
Mrs. Leader was left alone with her hus-
band. Katey then heard the door locked
on the inside.

Doctor Findlater was waiting to set out
on his journey homewards, and was sitting

in a sort of council with the London doc-
tor, who had gone into the town to see the
regimental surgeon, whom he had known
before, and was now returned. The Doctor
was in peace and good -humour with all

men, and had been telling the town doctor
how they " had got him to settle his affairs,

and how all that was now happily shovelled
ofi'his mind."
"When Katey announced to them that

Mrs. Leader was with her husband, a sort

of uneasiness spread over the faces of the
party. After about an hour's absence she
came down, with what seemed quite a
changed manner, and said :

" I have been
with him all this time, and he has told

me everything, and all that he has ar-

ranged. I can make no complaint ; he
has behaved to me fairly, and even hand-
somely. He has spoken in a calm, delibe-

rate way, that has surprised me ; and he
engaged me to go down at once, and tell

you all the impression that his words have
left upon me."

"Nothing could be fairer, Mrs. Leader,"
said Doctor Speed ;

" and it is only what
could be expected from you."

" It would be affectation," she went on,
" my denying that I have been much dis-

pleased at—well, at what has taken place

lately. I say openly, I disapprove of it

still ; and I still hold that the step Cecil

Leader has taken disentitles him to any
consideration. Yes," she added, turning to

Katey, " you know me well by this time,

and it must not be thought cruel, if I say

that he and you ought to be punished, by
being disinherited."

" Nothing like candour, ma'am," said

our Doctor, warmly ;
" and I respect you

the more for speaking out."
" Now, however, it is not time for such

things. My poor husband is clearly dying.

He thinks any steps of the kind would be

revengeful and vindictive, and would rest

on his soul. He has told me what he has

arranged, and wishes that his last moments
should be peaceful, and not disturbed by
any struggles about his bed, and so I am
content ; and I am satisfied that you, Doc-

tor Findlater, and your family, should re-

main, and that we should all do our best

to make his last moments happy."

^^
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The Doctor advanced, and pnt out his

hand. " If I might take the liberty, ma^am.
I have never heard anything so generons

or magnanimous. That's true nobility and
self-abnegation.

The tender-hearted Katey felt a sense of

shame overpowering her, at the rather un-

Tvortliy hostility she had shown towards

this cold but really upright woman. She
advanced timorously, her hands out, her

face pleading piteously, and glowing with

a sense of having done injustice. Mrs.

Leader saw the hesitation, and said quietly :

" Don't be afraid, Katey ; by-and-bye you
will know me better, and come to do me
justice."

With that Katey ran forward, and Mrs.

Leader folded her cold arms about her.

The Doctor looked on with a beaming face.

" Well," he said, " this was worth coming
to see ! Really y' extort this from me, Mrs.

Leader, and I tell you so, that I have never

seen such a noble magnanimity ! Ah !

now we'll all be friends again ; and, please

God, our poor fellow up-stairs will get

better, and we'll all start a new life together,

bearing and forbearing, and making the best

of what's bad. It's generous and noble

—

that's what I say."

Mrs. Leader made no reply to these com-
pliments beyond a bow. Then she said

to Katey, " Come with me, dear, to the

boudoir—I want to consult you." And
the two quitted the room together. When
the Doctor was left alone, an extraordinary

change passed over his face.

" Th' old she- devil ! What new game is

this she's at—to throw us oif the scent, I

suppose, with her hyenaish blandishment.

By the holy pepper, they ought to engage
me at th' Haymarket. I'm an actor born
and bred, and the way I played up to her

face was noble ! Oh," added the Doctor,

pressing his hands to his forehead, " if my
wits would only help me to beat her at

this ! She's got some deep tricks at work,
and this is to put us to sleep. My good-
ness ! if I could only be up to her. Worm
this out, Fin

;
you mustn't let youi'self

have so much as ten winks till the crisis

be past, and our minds get rest ! But I

must have allies, I can't do all myself.

My goodness ! what I've done is super-

human. Stay, here's the very one."

Mary Leader had entered, looking for

her sister-in-law. In a moment the Doctor
had drawn her over to the window, and
was telling her his story ; turning her, in

short, into an ally. She had a vast deal of
shrewd sense and penetration, though she

had no worldly experience. And the Doc-

tor put what had just taken place before

her so graphically, that she at once leaped

to the same conclusion. Only that conclu-

sion was coloured by the daughter's tender

affection. She was thinking of her loved

and faithful father ; his simple tastes, his

weary life and drudgery in the midst of

splendours which they both detested ; their

little expeditions ; her sole friend, for here-

after she would be always face to face with

an enemy. And now, after his cheerless

life, to think that his last moments were to

be harassed, and he was to pass away in

the midst of importuuiugs from greedy

hands, and eyes, and voices ! It should

not be. Those awful moments, now not

far away, should be held sacred ; and at

that moment, with eyes upturned to heaven,

she aloud made a vow, consecrating herself

to that filial and holy duty. Thus the

Doctor secured the best ally in the world,

and with her he concerted a plan.

CHAPTER XXIX. KATEy'S EXPEDITION.

Now was the night drawing on, and
lights about the house. There was a still-

ness as of expectancy ; the servants went
about softly, and on tiptoe. The clergy-

man was again with the given-over patient.

The London doctor sat in the parlour,

writing letters. It seemed as if there was
the shadow of the expected minutes already

cast, and that they were conscious of it.

At all events, here was Katey mournful
and subdued, coming softly from the bou-

doir, fresh from Mrs. Leader's caresses, and
persuaded that injustice had been done to

that lady. It was all temperament, and an
unfortunate manner, which gave a false

idea of her character.

As she came out she was met by a servant

with a letter for her, on a salver. She did

not know the writing, and, going to her

own room, read with astonishment

:

My dear Mrs. Cecil Leader,—I am sure

that you know me too well to suppose that

it could be anythmg but the best intentions

in the world, and a sincere interest in your

family, that could tempt me to write to you
as I am about to do.

She turned to look at the signature, and
saw it was signed, Charles Montague.

You and your father have latterly been
so much away from your house at Tilston,

that it is natural you should not have re-

marked what has been going on. I am sorry

to say others have been very observant, and

^.
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have not confined their notice to that ; for

the matter is a subject of daily remark.

There is a pecuhar flutter that comes on

as we read a letter that begins in a mys-
terious fashion of this sort : when all is so

obscure that we know not what may be

coming—a calamity, a shock, a surprise, per-

haps only some trifle. Katey felt her heart

sinking, for latterly the air had been so

charged with signs and tokens of tempest

and confusion—that any misfortune was
" on the cards," as it were. She read on :

I had best say at once that this refers to

your sister, Miss Polly. You will have

known that she has formed a most unfor-

tunate intimacy with a family who lives

next door to you. Captain Molyneux and
his wife ; and I will venture to say that no
more dangerous and unsuitable companion
could be found for a young girl. I have

hinted this often to your father, and to

herself, but it is a very delicate matter, as

you must know ; and, indeed, my well-

meant endeavours have already caused mc
to perceive that they were unwelcome

;

but I am sure you will give me credit for

good intentions, as the matter is really very

serious.

Katey's hand here went to her side. She
had had, indeed, forebodings of this ter-

rible trouble. What did it mean ? She
read on

:

The truth is this—Molyneux, who is as

ungentlemanly as he is dissolute, has been

boasting of the influence he has over your

sister, and, I understand, has actually made
her the subject of a very heavy wager, which
depends upon a fixed date. Again you must
forgive my approaching this matter, but it

is really necessary that some step be taken,

and at once. I hear that there is to be a din-

ner and ball given to-night at Westcup,

by some rather doubtful people, to which
Molyneux insists on bringing his wife and
your sister. From something I have heard

from a friend of his, I believe that he will

seize this opportunity to compromise your

sister in some way. She has had a quarrel

with your father, and might, through her

resentment, fall into the trap. I have

thought it right to give you this warning
in preference to Doctor Findlater, who
might naturally be inclined to take up the

matter too seriously, and turn it into a

scandal. I know you will forgive my free-

dom ; but there is no time to be lost.

I am, yours sincerely,

CuAXiLES MOXTAGUE.

Agitated, miserable, at this unexpected
news, Katey faltered ; the letter dropped
from her fingers. What was she to do ?

She had her duties here ; there was Peter,

she dared not consult him. There would be,

indeed, according to his favourite phrase,
" wigs," not merely " on the green," but
kicked into the air, flung over the wall,

and disposed of in every violent way. The
best coui'se clearly was to huriy into the

little town, see Polly, detain her, forcibly,

if necessary, and tell Peter in the morning.

This was no sooner thought of than it

was done. In a moment she had got her

things, had stolen out by the green-house,

and was hurrying through the gardens,

then across the fields to Tilston. It was
already dark as she hurried along—it was
not more than a quarter of an hour's walk.

It was then that, for the first time for many
weeks, she had an opportunity of consi-

dering her strange position, and how,

within so short a time, they had been in-

volved in all this struggling, and battling,

and agitation. One little gleam of grace

had come in Mrs. Leader's generous ad-

vance ; but here was this poor child, Polly,

wayward and foolish, and with no one now
that had the art of leading her gently, or

thus managing her. But she determined,

as soon as she herself was in some inde-

pendent situation, Polly should come to

her, and be married to some firm, steady,

kindly man, who would control her, and

make her happy.

Here was the Doctor's house at last.

Their old man-servant stared as lie opened

the door, to see her arriving in such a

fashion. But the hall was all dark.
" Where is Miss Polly ?"

" Gone next door to the captain and his

wife, where, between ourselves. Miss Katey,

it would be better for her mind and heart

had she not gone. Ah ! an ill-mannered

fellow, and no gentleman."

Katey felt her heart sink : not so much
from this news as from the difficulty of

knowing how to act. What could she do ?

" Run in," she said, " quick, and ask her

to come here."
" Come in ! Oh ! isn't she ofi" on a gal-

livant to the town yonder ? Ah ! it's a dis-

grace on the Doctor ; and with a chap of

that sort, who's no real gentleman."
" But I must see her—I want her—we

must find her!" .said Katey, distractedly.

" Go in, do, and ask where they are gone,

when they are to be back. Find out every-

thing."

The old man went in, and presently re-
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turned without news, only bringing' with

him the address of the house in Westcup,
where the party was being given. Katey
thought a moment, then decided on sacri-

ficing everything to the interest of this pre-

cious jewel. She hurried back to the Fort,

there quietly ordered out a little brougham,
as if to drive into Tilston. Just as she

was going down, she met her father.
" Here, where have you been ?" he said,

testily. " We've been hunting for you
everywhere. Go up and attend on him."

" But how is he ?" she asked, eagerly.
" Oh, better—better, I think," said the

Doctor, angrily. " It's all a false cry, I be-

lieve. The man'll be as well as any of us."

This was a relief; now she felt less

scruple. Making some excuse, she es-

caped from him, got round to the back of

the house, and in a few moments was
driving away to Tilston.

That was a dreary, blank journey indeed.

Never had Katey in her whole life been in

such a terrible crisis ; and when she was
half-way, for the first time there flashed

upon her the strange misconstruction that

might be placed upon her absence. How
was she to account for it ? Fortunate it

was that Mrs. Leader had shown such
generosity in reconciliation ; she would not
now take any advantage of this absence, as

Mr. Leader was recovering. Still, what was
she to say ? how was she to explain such an
expedition ? Yes ; Peter would help. She
would tell him ; his cleverness Avould devise

something.

As she reached Tilston she thought for

a moment what she was to do next, before

starting on what would be a good hour
and a half's drive, and on so wild and un-
certain an expedition. What was she to

do—whither was she to go ? If she had
only some one to advise with—to consult.

Ah, that Captain Montague, " prig " as

he was, was good-natured and sincere. It

would be no harm to consult him. In a
moment she was at the barracks, and had
sent up for him. He came to her at once.

" I knew you would not misunderstand
me," he said ;

" and, indeed, since I wrote,

I have heard what has more than confii'med

my fears. Even at the mess-table, which I

have just left, it is known that he has
made this boast—this blackguard boast,

as I call it—and has found that Hickey to

take up his wager. He says that this very
night he will so compromise yoxu" sister

that
"

" What am I to do ?" cried Katey, in

despair. " It is too late now "

" Not at all," he said, gravely, "if you
have spirit and courage for the undertaking.

And if you will let me aid you "

" If you only would," said she.
" Nothing easier," he said. " One of our

men is going, and I can get him to take

me. I will meet you at Westcup. Perhaps
you may even find her at the hotel before

they have left. If so, all will be well. I

can manage, and you can manage. If

they have gone to the ball, why, stiJl I can
follow."

" This is indeed kind of you," said she

;

" but it will take such a time, and they ex-

pect me at home."
" Not at all. An hour's sharp driving

will do it. I shall be there before you.

Drive to the Red Lion. Don't forget the

name. I chall meet you there."

He was gone, and in a few moments Mr.
Leader's brougham-horse was rattling over

the roads to Westcup.

RAIDS OVER THE BORDER.
THE LAND OF SCOTT. PART III.

He who visits the Tweed must, if he be a

true pilgrim, visit the Ettrick and the Yar-
row, and the many intermingling streams

of this beautiful corner of Scotland. The
Yarrow more especially claims the tribute

of the traveller who loves the pictui'esque

in sceneiy, or the traditional in song ; no
longer, as Wordsworth said of it, "A
river bare, flowing the dark hills under ;"

but a river with banks well planted with
noble trees, and as sylvan and umbrageous
as Dr. Samuel Johnson himself, who said

there were no trees in Scotland, could have
desired. There are few tragedies in Scot-

tish legend more touching than that re-

corded in the quaint, but pathetic ballad.

Busk ye, busk ye, my bonnie, bonnie Bride

;

the bride whose bridegroom met his un-

timely fate on the braes of Yarrow, at the

hands of the lady's brothers, as sung by
William Hamilton of Bangour, and after-

wards in softer and almost equally im-

pressive strains by John Logan, a Scottish

13oet, who wrote unfortunately too Httle,

laut who is known to many English readers

by his dehcious little poem to the Cuckoo.

Wordsworth's two poems of Yarrow Un-
visited, and Yarrow Revisited, the former

more especially, have added new gems to

the tiara which the nymph of the Yarrow
might be privileged to wear if emerging
from her "dens" no longer " dowie," she

could appear to mortal eyes. But the whole

land is enchanted. Turn where we will,
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some memory confronts us— tender or

heroic—or both in one : something that tells

of "the unconquerable strength of love
"

and the all-pervading influences of sorrow.

Wordsworth says

:

Be Yarrow stream unseen, unknown,
It must, or we shall rue it,

TVe have a vision of our own,
And why should we undo it ?

But no traveller of cultivated mind can
undo the vision he may have formed of this

river—rather of this rivulet. It is a weird
stream ; weird memories hover above and
around it, and he who can recal them need
never fear to rue his visit to the " dowie
dens" or the " bonnie holms" of Yarrow.
The towns, and castles, and strongholds

of this region are too many to be enume-
rated : but any traveller with spare time,

and with Scott's and Wordsworth's poems,
and the Border Minstrelsy, in his travel-

ling-bag, need never be at a loss for in-

dicators as to the places he should .visit,

or for infoiTnation concerning them. But
Newark Castle claims especial attention as

the scene where the Last Minstrel sang
his celebrated Lay to the pitying Duchess
of Buccleuch, widow of James Duke of

]\lonmouth, the luckless and handsome son

of Charles the Second. Newark was built

by James the Second of Scotland. Upon
the maiTiage of James the Fourth with Mar-
garet, daughter of Henry the Seventh, the

Castle of Newark, with the whole of Ettrick

Forest, including the greater part of Sel-

kirkshire, was assigned to the lady as part

of her jointm-e. It afterwards, partly by
usurpation and partly by gi-ant, passed

into the possession of the Buccleuch family.

Another great house in the neighboui-hood,

not, like Newark, a ruin, but in full preser-

vation, and inhabited, is Philiphaugh ; once

the abode of a personage celebrated on the

Scottish Border as the Outlaw Murray.
The exploits of this doughty moss-trooper,

and an adventure which he had with King
James, by the result of which he ceased to

be an outlaw, and became as honest a gen-

tleman as any other Borderer (which is not

saying much), are recorded in the Song of

the Outlaw Murray, in Scotfs Minstrelsy of

the Border, where the Castle of Philiphaugh

is described as built of stone and lime,

and standing pleasantly. At a later period

(1643), the battle of PhiUphaugh, fought

by the Marquis of Montrose against the

Covenanters, gave the place additional cele-

brity in Scottish annals. At the fatal field

of Philiphaugh, Montrose lost, says Scott,

" in one defeat the fruit of six splendid

victories, nor was he again able to make
head in Scotland against the covenanted
cause."

Leaving TaiTOw and its memories, we
return to the Tweed, and make our last

pilgrimage in this lovely region to the
iTiins of Dryburgh Abbey, and the grave
of Scott. The abbey was founded in the
twelfth century, and if a judgment may be
formed of its extent and beauty by its

noble remains, it must have been one of
the most magnificent ecclesiastical edifices

in Scotland. After the Dissolution it be-

came the property of the Halibui-tons, and
now belongs to the Earls of Buchan, who
have a modern residence in near proximity.

Were Dryburgh merely a fine ruin, with a
history, it would attract many visitors ; but
as the bm-ial-place of Sir Walter Scott, se-

lected by himself, it has associations of stUl

deeper interest. The tomb stands in St.

Mary's aisle, and is a large, plain, massive
structure, enclosed within a railing. I should

have liked, had it been possible, to gather a
wild-flower from that honoured grave ; but
no wild-flowers grow upon the plain stone,

though many flourish and glitter among
the ruins, adding their Httle graces and
amenities to the decaying places in which
they grow. Not being able to pluck flowers

from the minstrel's grave, I did the next

best thing in my power : I placed a posy of

the brightest and fr-eshest upon the tomb,

and left Dryburgh with the feeling that in

that spot of his own choice the venerated

remains of Scott lay in a fit shrine. The
Avhole ruin, indeed the whole Border Land,

is his monument.
Retracing our steps to Edinburgh, we

take the rail for Stirling and the lovely

region of the Southern Highlands of Loch
Katrine and Loch Lomond, as much the laud

of Scott as ai*e the Border counties. Our
first halting-place is Linlithgow, of which
the name was always a puzzle to anti-

quaries, until the worthy Colonel Robertson,

in his Gaehc Topography of Scotland, ex-

plained it as representing " the dark grey

Linn Pool," from the Gaehc " Linne hath

dhu." The dilapidated castle, which gives

the place its whole interest, is beautiful in

itself, and full of historic and legendary

memories. In Sir David Lindesay's Tale,

in Marmion, there occurs the passage

:

Of all the palaces so fair,

Built for the royal dwelling.

In Scotland, far beyond compare
Linlithgow is excelling.

Lord Jefi'rcy described these lines as beiug

evidently formed on the familiar model ot
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Sternhold and Hopkins. They certainly

have the trick of those venerable masters
of doggerel. But, as a modern Homer has
undoubtedly as much right to a nap as his

ancient predecessor, no more need be said

on that subject. The palace is one of about
twenty that once belonged to the old kings

of Scotland—often richer in palaces than
in faithful subjects. It first became a
royal residence in the twelfth century, or

at least is mentioned as early as the year
1126. In the year 1300, Edward the First

took up his winter quarters at the Castle

of Linlithgow, which he partly rebuilt and
greatly extended. In 1302, according to

Stowe, in his Annales of England, he kept
his Christmas here (Stowe calls the place

Litheke, which closely resembles the mo-
dern Scottish "Lithgow," the name which
the railway officials call out when the train

stops at the station). Here he maintained

"a puissant armie," but, through "the
earnest suit of Philip, King of France,

whose sister he had lately married," adds
Stowe, " he granted a truce with the

Scots." The truce was not of long dura-

tion, and the English king—one of the very

noblest of the Norman line—held the castle

till his death. It was not finally delivered

back to Scottish keeping till Bruce drove

out the English, and secured the indepen-

dence of Scotland at Bannockburn. Lin-

lithgow Castle was the favourite residence

of the Stuai'ts, where, in the few bright

and peaceful years—it might almost be said

weeks or days—allowed them by the am-
bition and the treason of the great and very
turbulent Scottish nobles, who contested

supreme authority with them, they held

state and revel. James the Fourth and
James the Fifth greatly extended the palace

;

and here Mary of Guise, queen of the last-

mentioned king, gave birth, some years

after the premature death of her two elder

children, sons, to another Mary—the luck-

less Mary, afterwards Queen of Scots.

Her father had set his heart upon another

son to succeed to his perilous throne ; a

throne to be held against all pretenders,

by dint of sword, as well as of cunning
and statesmanship ; and when he was in-

formed of the birth of a daughter, his mind
was filled with evil forebodings. " Is it

even so ?" he exclaimed to the messenger
who brought the tidings ;

" then farewell

to the glory of the House of Stuart—God's
will be done ! It came with a lass, and
it will go with a lass." Queen Mary
never knew a father's care, for the un-

happy king died seven days after she was

born. Queen Elizabeth of England, who
would have been very well satisfied if

James of Scotland had left neither heir

nor heiress, more especially if either were
of the religious faith of Mary of Guise, was
informed by some of the people about the

court—anxious, as sycophants are in all

ages, to flatter the wishes and the pre-

judices of the powerful—that the babe was
far too frail and sickly to live. Mary of

Guise was indignant when she heard the

rumour, and ordered the child to be un-

swaddled and exhibited in puris naturalibus

before Sir Ralph Sadler, the English am-
bassador. Sir Ralph, who was himself a
father and a judge of infant humanity,
wrote to the Queen of England, for her

information, " that the princess was as

goodly a child as he had ever seen of her

age," and very Hkely to live, and ascend the

throne of Scotland.

When Mary grew to maturity, and after

her return from France, in her young
widowhood, she resided occasionally at

Linlithgow, as she did once or twice after

her ill-omened marriage with Lord Damley.
It was at Linlithgow that the Regent
Murray, Mary's half-brother, was assas-

sinated by Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh

—

an incident which occupies its fitting place

in all the histories of Scotland, and which
forms the groundwork of one of Sir Walter
Scott's minor poems. If the full history of

Linlithgow Castle were written, it would be

a history of the House of Stuart for three

hundred years—a task somewhat too elabo-

rate and comprehensive for a traveller and
sightseer—so we pass on, with proper re-

spect to its venerable associations, not for-

getting that the old poet. Sir David Linde-

say of the Mount, bade farewell to it in the

flattering words

:

Adieu, Lithgow ! whose palace of plaisance

Might be ane pattern to Portugal or France !

The ruin is maintained in ornamental order*

and prevented from further decay and dila-

pidation by the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests, though there are Scottish

grumblers who stoutly maintain that if the

Scottish members in Parliament did their

duty by their country about these ruins,

more money would be voted for this pur-

pose than is now expended upon it.

From Linlithgow, all the way upon his-

toric ground, we pass on to Falkirk, whose
tall spire stands hke a landmark to the

north of the line of rail at the head of the

Firth of Forth. Falkirk, like every other

Scottish town of a hundred years old and

upwards, is famous in history for the
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battles fought in its neighbourhood, either

by the Scotch against the Enghsh, or by
the Scotch among themselves. But the

most memorable battle ever fought at

Falkirk was that in which Wallace was
defeated by Edward the First, which is

quaintly recorded by Stowe in his An-
nales

:

" King Edward," says the annalist,
" wanne the battell of Faulkirke in Scotland,

upon Saint Mary Magdalen s dale, in which
battell was slaine more than twentie thou-

sande Scots, and William Walleis their

captaine fled. Anthony Beke, Bishop of

Duresme, had at this battell such a retinue,

that in his companie were two and thirtie

banners." It would appear that King
Edward's victory caused great i-ejoicing

among his own people. "The citizens of

London," Stowe adds, "hearing of the great

victorie obtained by the King of England
against the Scottes, made great and solemne
triumph in their citie, everie one according

to theii* craft, especialhe the fishmongers,

which with solemne procession passed

through the citie, having, amongst other

Pageantes and Shewes, foure Sturgeons
gilded, carried on foure horses ; then foure

Salmons of silver on foure horses ; and after

sixe and fourtie knights armed, riding on
horses, made like Luces of the Sea ; and
then Saint Magnus with a thousand horse-

men ; this they did on Saint Magnus dale,

in honour of the kinges great victorie,

and safe returne." The Scots, however,

had a full revenge at Bannockburn, not

very long afterwards.

Modern Falkirk is a pleasant town, and,

like Ayr, is noted for honest (and hard-

drinking) men, and bonnie lasses ; but its

chief claims to remembrance, in our day,

are its annual "trystes," or cattle markets,

where more oxen and sheep are gtithered

together in one day than in any other town
or city of the British empire, or perhaps

of the world. A worthy Highlander, lately

gone to his rest, who in his day was the

greatest sheep farmer and cattle breeder

in the Noi-th, was accustomed at the

Falkirk trystes, over his toddy in the

evening, to hold forth to a sympathetic

auditory- in his favourite public-house, or

"howff," on the great dignity of his call-

ing. He asserted that to drive large flocks

of sheep safely from the Highlands to

the Lowlands, was a work both of states-

manship and generalship, that entitled the

performer thereof to a high place among
the worthies of his country. " Talk of the

Duke of Wellington," he said; "na doot

he was a great man, a vera great man;
and managed a few thousand troops weel
eneuch at Waterloo : but could he ha'e

driven a hundred thousand sheep from
Sutherlandshire, and put them safely,

without the loss of ane o' them, into the
Falkirk tryste ? No ! my certies. That's
a job that wad ha'e been ower tough for

him. He could na ha'e done it, sir, he
could na."

Beyond Falkirk, on the road to Stirling,

are some remains of the Torwood, celebrated

as the place where Donald Cargill, the

sturdy Covenanter, launched his anathemas
against and excommunicated the king, the

episcopate, and all who sought to intro-

duce episcopacy into Scotland against the

will of the people. For this, among many
minor acts, all done for conscience sake,

and for a sincere adherence to truth and
duty, as he understood them, the brave
and eloquent Cargill died a felon's death

at Edinburgh, leaving behind him a great

name, as one of the noblest of the long
roll of Scottish martyrs in the cause of

religious liberty. Passing many places of

which the names are more or less sug-

gestive of incidents and episodes of the

dark and troublous days of Scottish history,

we come gradually in sight of Stirling

Castle, next to that of Edinburgh, which it

greatly resembles, the most picturesque

and imposing fortress in Scotland. Stirling

is in the very heart of the country, and from
its esplanade the stranger may survey the

glorious panorama of the Highland hills

on the one side, and the rich fields and
carses of the Lowlands on the other. Look-
ing from the castle over the long level

through which the Forth winds its lazy

way to the ocean, it is diSicult not to be-

heve that all this low-lying and rich ground
was not in some remote period a sea-bottom,

when the firth, or estuary, extended from

Airth and Alloa upwards as far as the

Rock of Stirling, and when the waves of

the ocean rolled over the sites where now
stand many hundreds of populous villages

and towns, and many venerable ruins of

abbeys and palaces renowned in song and
story.

Stirling is a very ancient town, and
even more tlian Edinburgh was the courtly

capital of Scotland ; from the days of

Rol)crt Bruce to those of James the Fifth

its castle was alike famous for love and
war, festivity and treachery, with dark

deeds to which justice and history might
give the harshest epithets that language cnn

employ. Here James the First, tiie amiable

=P
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anthor of the King's Qiiair, passed his hap-

piest days, with his beautiful English wife.

Here James the Second cruelly murdered
the Black Douglas, as will be mentioned
more particularly hereafter. Here James
the Third loved to dwell, and expended
IskVge sums in extending and ornamenting

the place. From this castle James the

Fourth set out on the fatal expedition to

Flodden. All the readers of Sir "Walter

Scott's Lady of the Lake, if not his best,

his most popular poem, are familiar with

Stirling, once, though nobody knows when,
called Suowdoun, and with the adventures

of the chivalrous James the Fifth, as there

recorded. James the Knight of Snowdoun,
James the Grudeman of Ballengeich, James
the Gaberlunzie-man, is to this day one of

the most popular members of this illus-

trious and unlucky house, and the poets

and romancers seem never to have tired of

recording his adventures of love or war,

or of his mere frolics of exuberant animal

spirits. Here his daughter Mary passed

her infancy, and here, while she was yet

a romping wee lassie, though she had been
solemnly crowned as qaeen when less than

nine months old, a treaty was entered into

between her guardians and the ambassador
of Henry the Eighth of England, by which
Mary was, when ten years of age, to be sent

to England to complete her education, and
to be in due time married to Prince Edward,
the bluif king's son, afterwards Edward
the Sixth of England. How different the

history both of England and Scotland

might have been, had this marriage been

accomplished ! The world might have
heard nothing of "bloody Mary," or "good
Queen Bess," and the quiet, domestic

history of poor Mary might have pointed

no moral, and adorned no tale for the

warning of posterity. But she was fated

to wed, not the good and wise Edward,
but the foolish and cruel Darnley, and in

Stirling Castle the son of that ill-starred

marriage received his early education at

the hands of the learned Buchanan, whose
teachings were more of a kind to make his

pupil an industrious man of letters than the

king of an unruly people.

But the one great event in the history

of Stirling and its castle, overshadowing all

others in the heart of every true Scotsman
fi-om that day to this, a period of five

hundred and fifty-six years, is the battle of

Bannockburn, fought almost within arrow-

shot of its walls. Falliirk would have been
a bitter memory to the Scotch if its dis-

aster had not been wiped out by Bannock-
burn ; and Flodden, more disastrous still,

would have been a name of evil augury
had not the flower of English chivalry

been laid low by the victorious Bruce
under the walls of Stirling Castle. The
battle has never been better described
than by Robert Paston, a contemporary
writer and monk of the Carmelite order,

quoted by Stowe. The English host num-
bered one hundred thousand men, and
the Scottish but thirty thousand. The
English were led by an inefficient and un-
skilful general, the Scotch by a consum-
mate master of the art of war. The Eng-
lish fought for conquest and dominion

;

the Scottish for liberty and independence
of a foreign yoke. The English were on
an alien soil, surrounded by enemies ; the
Scotch were on their own soil, and all the
men and women, and even the small lads

and lasses, were their friends and auxi-

liaries. Stirling Castle had been held by
the English ever since the defeat of Wal-
lace at Falkirk, and Edward the Second
heard that an attempt was to be made by
Robert Bruce to recapture it. The English
king immediately made great efforts, not
alone to prevent this catastrophe, but to

maintain Enghsh ascendancy in Scotland.
" Never before," says Paston, " was seen the
like preparation, pride, and cost in the time
of war." Paston was present at the battle,

and was taken prisoner by the Scotch,

which event, says Stowe, " he sorrowfully

bewailed in heroical verse " The English
host took up a position near the village of
St. Ninian's, between which place and the

Scottish position, near Bannockburn, was
a soft swampy morass, unfit for the passage
of cavalry. This treacherous ground was
carefully prepared by the Scotch, and with
a success which, as regards the English,

was only too tremendous. " The first

night," says Paston, " ye might have seen
the Englishmen bathing themselves in

wine, and casting their gorgets ; there was
crying, shouting, wassailing, and drink-

ing, with other rioting far above measure.
On the other side we might have seen

the Scottes quiet, stille, and close, fasting

the even of St. John the Baptiste, laboring

in love of the liberties of their countrie.

On the morrow the Scottes, having gotten

the most convenient place in the fielde

for victorie, made ditches in the ground
three feete deepe, and the like in breadth,

from the right wing of the army unto
the left, covering the same with weak
twygges and hurdles, and again over with

turfe and grasse, which was not of the

strength to bear horsemen." The ruse de
guerre was utterly unsuspected by the

V
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English cavalry, wliicli charging impetu-
ously, tumbled pell-mell into the trenches,

where they fell an easy prey to their op-

ponents. A panic after awhile seized the

English army, which was increased at the
most critical moment of the fray by the

sudden appearance of what appeared a

large Scottish reinforcement, but which
was no other than a great assemblage of

camp-followers and non-combatants, blow-
ing trumpets and waving scarfs and
articles of attire as banners, and present-

ing, as they advanced on the already dis-

comfited hosts of Edward, the appearance
of a strong auxiliary army. The rout
was complete, the English left upwards of

twenty thousand dead upon the field and
prisoners in the hands of the enemy, . and
the king, setting spurs to his horse, en-

deavoured to gain admission to Stirling-

Castle. He was informed that the place

could not hold out, and advised to seek
safety elsewhere. Ultimately, and with
great difficulty, he made his way along the

shores of the Firth of Forth beyond Edin-
burgh to Dunbar, where, after lying con-

cealed in the friendly castle of Grospatrick,

Earl of March, for a few days, he escaped
by sea to his own country. Scott has
described this battle in imperishable verse,

and even to this day, when all animosity
between Englishmen and Scotsmen has
happily pai3sed away, and the two are one
people, with only such slight differences of

character and idiosyncrasy as to show that

they are not twins, though excellent good
friends and brothers, this story of the battle

is never recited in Scottish ears without ex-

citing a thrill of patriotic emotion. The
battle was a fortunate accident, or a happy
achievement, I do not care which it may
be called, both for the Scotch and the Eng-
lish. It prevented the English from vaunt-

ing themselves too much ; and it prevented
the Scotch from considering themselves too

hopelessly the inferiors of the more nume-
rous and powerful English. Not but that the

Scotch were somewhat vainglorious on the

subject; but if they be, the little trait of

character may be pardoned for the patriotic

spirit that underlies it. " There never was
a Scotchman," said an insolent cockney at

Stiriing to a worthy Scot, who was acting

as guide to the castle, " who did not want to

get out of Scotland almost as soon as he had
got into it." " That such may be the facie,

I'll no gainsay," replied the Scot. " There

were about twenty thousand o' your
countrymen, and mair, wha wanted to get

out of Scotland on the day of Bannock-
bum. But they could na' win. And

they're laying at Bannockburn the noo;
and have never been able to get out o'

Scotland yet." Bannockburn is always the
set-ofi" to Flodden in popular estimation,

and without it Flodden would be a sore
subject. " So you are going to England to

practise surgery," said a Scottish lawyer
to a client, who had been a cow-doctor

;

" but have you skill enough for your new
profession?" "Hoots! aye! plenty o'

skill !" "But are you not afraid ye may
sometimes kill your patients, if you do not
study medicine for awhile as your proper
profession ?" " Nae fear ! and if I do kill

a few o' the Southrons, it will take a great
deal o' killing to mak up for Flodden !"

The view from Stirling Castle impresses
all beholders with its variety and beauty,

including, as it does, not only the field of

Bannockburn, the Abbey Crag, on which a
monument in memory of William Wallace
has of late years been erected, which stands

as a landmark, visible in every direction

for many miles around ; but the beau-

tiful woods of Kier, the fashionable water-

ing place, the Bridge of Allan, the majestic

ruins of the Abbey of Cambuskenneth, and
the sinuous river that—issuing from the

highest hills beyond Callander—assumes
the names, ere it reaches Stirling, of the

Avondhu and the Forth. And the interior

of the castle is as greatly worthy of a long

visit from eveiy intelligent and well-read

ti^aveller as the exterior. In the banqueting-

hall, the kings of the houses of Bruce and
of Stuart, and even of an earlier time, were
accustomed to hold the Round Table, sup-

posed to have been originally established by
King Arthur, though no record states when
that fabulous monarch inhabited Scotland.

The old Parliament House, in which the

Estates of the realm met under the Stuarts,

is now used as a barrack for the garrison.

Almost, if not every, room of the palace

and castle has its own little bit of romance
and tradition ; but that which excites the

greatest interest among the multitude—for

the same reason that makes the Chamber of

Horrors at Madame Tussaud's so attractive

—is the little bedroom of King James the

Second, where a very ghastly tragedy was
enacted, ghastly alike in its first act as in

its climax and catastrophe. William, the

eighth Earl of Douglas, haughtiest and
savagest among the haughty and savage

Scottish nobles of his time, carried things

with somewhat too high a hand in the south

of Scotland, and in his own extensive do-

main, to be considered either a peaceable,

a safe, or a loyal subject, by his king.

Douglas had seized and imprisoned one

=^
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M'Clellan, of Bombie, and threatened to

bring him to trial and execution by virtue

of liis feudal jurisdiction and authority.

Sir Patrick Grey, commander of the king's

body-guard, and uncle of M'Clellan, ob-

tained from James the Second at Stirling

a warrant for the delivery of the prisoner.

On Grey's arrival at Douglas's Castle of

Thrave, Douglas, suspecting his errand, in-

vited him to dine, with the remark that it

was " ill-talking between a full man and a

fasting." Grey accepted the invitation,

and, in the meanwhile, the unfortunate

M'Clellan was, by the grim earl's orders,

led out into the court-yard and summarily
beheaded. After dinner Grey proceeded
to business, and presented the king's war-

rant. "You are too late. Sir Patrick!"

said Douglas. "Your sister's son lies in

the court, without his head. That I canuot

spare you, but you are welcome to the

dead body." Grey sprang suddenly to his

steed, and vowing revenge for the cruel

and dastardly outrage, rode off, pursued by
some of Douglas's men until within a few
miles of Edinburgh. He lived to be re-

venged, and in a manner which he could

not have anticipated. The king was highly

incensed, not only at the murder, which
was but the chmax of many other atrocities,

but at the confederacy into which Douglas
had entered with the Earls of Crawford,
Ross, Moray, and other great nobles, against

his crown and authority. But Douglas was
too powerful a person to be lightly assailed

;

and at a loyal council it was resolved to

offer him an amnesty for all past offences,

if he would renew his oath of allegiance,

and break off his conuexion with the con-

federacy. For this purpose he was invited

to visit the king at Stirling, with promises
of a hospitable and a friendly reception,

and provided with a writ of safe-conduct.

Douglas was strongly dissuaded by his

friends against trusting in the king's word,
but, confiding in the writ, he set forth,

attended by his trustiest clansmen and
several hundred retainers, all well mounted
and armed, and arrived at Stirling, on the
20tli of February, 1451. His followers were
lodged in the town, and himself and nearest
kinsmen, to the number of about twenty,
in the castle. Everything went on smoothly
and quietly between the king and his

powerful subject. They dined and drank
together, sat, and walked, and conversed
amicably, always avoiding, however, the
main subject at issue between them. On
the second day the king gave a great state

banquet to the council, at which, after the
removal of the cloth, the matter of the

confederacy, of which Douglas was sup-

posed to be the head and the heart, was
brought forward and discussed. The dis-

cussion grew warm, and being shared by
too many disputants, the king suddenly
asked Douglas to retu'e with him into an
adjoining room—a bedroom—to discom'se

with him privately. Here the king en-

deavoured to persuade him to return to his

allegiance, and to break the bond into which
he had entered with the disaffected nobles.

Douglas defended himself quietly against

some of the charges made against him

;

alleged his feudal right to punish his ene-

mies within his own jurisdiction ; and as

regarded his bond or compact with Craw-
ford and other nobles, maintained that he
had as much right to make compacts as

the king himself. The king lost his tem-

per, and in a fit of rage drew his dagger,

and exclaimed, " Traitor ! if thou wilt

not break the bond, my dagger shall,"

and stabbed him to the heart. Douglas
attempted to return the blow, but in vain.

The lords of the council, hearing the scuflBe,

rushed in, all armed, and Douglas fell to

the ground, stabbed in twenty-six places,

the finishing blow being given by Sir

Patrick Grey, who smashed in his head
with a pole-axe. This done, the body was
thrown out of the little bedroom window
into the court below, where it was imme-
diately buried. This room was almost

wholly destroyed by fire a few years ago,

but has been restored in the exact style of

the original. In 1797, a skeleton of a man
was found in the spot indicated by tradi-

tion as that in which Douglas was buried.

Another room in Stirling Castle, which
has associations of a pleasanter character,

is that which was the study of James the-

Sixth, when a child, under the tutorship of

the celebrated Buchanan. It was here that

the future king of Great Britain and Ire-

land clomb painfully up the hill of know-
ledge, and that when he was remiss, or

idle, or stupid, which often happened, a

scapegoat was found for his offences in the

shape of a little boy of his own age, who
received the whippings that ought of right

to have been administered to the royal

offender. It is related that Buchanan,
losing faith in this vicarious method of

punishment, one day, when he was more
than usually aggravated by the inattention

or stupidity of his pupil, administered the
treatment to his royal pupil himself with a
force and decisiveness which made the

young king roar as lustily as if he had
been a small Etonian, or a parochial charity

boy, undergoing the same penance. The
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king's governess, the Countess of Mar,

ruslied into the room with fury in her eyes,

and seizing James from his castigator,

asked the schoolmaster savagely, " How
he dared to lay his hands on the Lord's

anointed?" Buchanan's reply has been
duly preserved for the laughter of posterity,

hut does not exactly suit the decorum of

these papers, or of modern parlance.

Adieu, fair Snowdoun, with thy touris high,

Thy Chapel Eoyal, Park, and Table Eound,
May, June, and July would I dwell in thee

!

Repeating these lines from old Sir David
Lindesay of the Mount, we leave Stirling

Castle, and take the road for Callander and
the Trosachs.

MY TOY.

I MADE the plaything myself you see,

I limned it in colours fair,

I gave to the eye its loving depth,

I smoothed its sheeny hair.

All for the sake of a false sweet word.
By the light of a smile repaid,

I decked my idol in beautiful guise,

And knelt at the shrine I had made.

My tranquil days, my dreamless nights,

I laid at my darling's feet

;

I said no other hand was strong.

No other voice was sweet.

The old beliefs, the world's set laws,

I broke them one by one,

And turned to my false god's smile to praise

The ruin I had done.

Slowly, and surely, and fatally

The glory dimmed away

;

I knew my dream was nothingness,

I knew my gold was clay.

Yet half in love, despairing half.

To the altar steps I clung.

Who else but I knew what costly freight

To our frail cable hung ?

But the clasping hands grew tired out.

The jar, the chill, the strain !

No love could smooth—no faith could mend.
The last strand snapped in twain.

Free, free, and, oh, so lonely.

By the empty shrine I stand.

And pity my own unglaiaoured sight,

And pity my bleeding hand.

For, oh, with awakened power they ache.

The eyes that too clearly see,

And i think the scars on the fingers left

Will never be healed for me.

IN THE FIELD WITH THE
PRUSSIANS.

" REQUISITIONING."

The Germans as a rule, but the Bava-
rians in particular, revel in this word just

at present. What is a " requisition ?" It

is evidently derived from the verb " to

require." Now to require is to order a

thing to be given—in fact, a German re-

quisition is a pretty way of borrowing
without payment, or, in other words, of

stealing. " Convey, the wise it call." To

give an example. A clever Bavarian will

go to a French maire with a slip of paper,

signed by his commander, in which it is

stated that the bearer of the paper wants a

horse and cart. The maire refers the Bava-
rian to some unfortunate villager who is

luckless enough to joossess such luxuries.

The Bavarian taps at the door. The vil-

lager opens it. The Bavarian presents the

slip of paper with the maire's signature.

The villager's face falls, the Bavarian's

becomes proportionately beaming. " Ah,
monsieur!" says the Frenchman, "this is

my only horse." The Bavarian shrugs his

shoulders, not understanding a single word.
The Frenchman continues his palaver. The
Bavarian shrugs his shoulders again, and
mutters. The Frenchman gets frantic, and
gesticulates wildly. The Bavarian gets

cross, and begins to swear. At last, see-'

ing that gentle persuasion avails not,

the Bavarian lowers his bayonet, and
pronounces the two words, " Vorwjirts !"

" Marsch !" Now the Frenchman just un-

derstands these two words, and, with the

additional persuasion of the lowered bay-

onet, he is not long in bringing forth his

cart and horse. The Bavarian mounts,
having previously, before the Frenchman's
eyes, cut a stick, as thick as his brawny
arm can wield, which he does very de-

liberately, as he is annoyed, in all proba-

bility, with the apparent disinclination of the

Frenchman to let him have his cart. The
poor Frenchman raises his eyes to heaven,

mentally noting the thickness of the Bava-
rian's whip, and wondering what effect it

will have on his luckless horse's flanks.

Tlie Bavarian does not leave him long in

doubt ; whack, down comes the stick

;

the horse commences a trot; the Bava-

rian is master of the situation ; his rugged
natiire is thoroughly thawed, and he turns

round to look at his friend. " Bon jour,

monsieur !" he says, in a most annoyingly

chuckling manner. The Frenchman does

not return the adieu in an equally jocular

way. "Monsieur, an revoir !" he says,

sedately, as he stands with his hands in

his pockets, looking the picture of impotent

rage. Ah ! he hopes to see his cart and
horse the next day ; of course he expects

to Ond his horse tired to death and his cart

damaged ; but let us follow the cart and
horse, and see what happens to them. The
Bavarian, not content with the horse

trotting, makes the poor brute break into

a gallop, which continually increases, until

he gets up to the Bavarian corps. Imme-
diately the rear rank catches sight of the

cart, with a comrade inside, it runs through
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the ranks, " The cart is coming !" It

reaches the captain's ears ; he tui'ns in his

saddle, and commands his company to

halt. The men have been tramping for

several hours along a dusty road, and
as the cart comes up a sigh of relief is

heard all round as the shoulder-strap of

the knapsack is unbuckled, and the heavy,

cumbersome weight is slung into the cart.

Fifty kna.psacks are now in it ; the crowd
round the cart is thicker than ever; two
men are stacking the pile, which still

increases. At last the Frenchman's horse
totters on its hoofs, being almost taken
oflT its legs by the weight ; so, not to be
beaten, and to keep the equilibrium, a fat

Bavarian gets on the poor beast's back,

and the company proceeds. After a weary
day's work the Frenchman's horse and cart

arrive at the Bavarian bivouac ; here, if

there are any oats or hay to be "required,"
the horse gets a feed ; if not, he may nibble

a little grass, or a few leaves, and he pro-

ceeds the next morning with the Bavarian
knapsacks, plus the fat Bavarian, as before.

At night, again, the unfortunate beast stops

in the pouring rain, attached to a tree. He
gets some oats, and starts for a third day's

march, as before. Suddenly the company
comes to a halt. A battery of artillery

in front has lost a horse from fatigue. A
new horse must be forthcoming. The
captain orders his company to shoulder
their knapsacks once more. They don't

do it very willingly, but the order is

soon obeyed. The fat Bavarian slowly
descends, the horse is taken out of the
cart, the cart is left by the roadside, and the
French horse, accustomed to the cart or
plough, is suddenly converted into a Prus-
sian artillery horse. Here the French pea-
sant's chance of getting his horse back
ends. The animal now gets well fed and
groomed, has a dapper Prussian, with his

burnished helmet, instead of the poor
French peasant, as its master. Such is

the end of a Bavarian requisition in many
instances.

Wherever the Bavarians come they sweep
the place clean of everything. They remind
me always of a visitation of locusts. One
meets them on the road to Paris with a
couple of champagne bottles slung at each
side. If one goes south, there are more
Bavarians : if one goes north, there they are
again. As for their constitutions and powers
of endurance, they resemble bears more
than human beings. I saw a Prussian and
a Bavarian bivouac near together, one
bitterly cold night, before Paris. It was so

wretchedly cold that, despite the bivouac
fires, the Prussians were running about to
keep themselves warm ; the Bavarians, on
the other hand, were lying on the ground,
and looked, from the way they slept and
snored, as if they would never wake again,

showing that they, at any rate, were not
much aifected by the cold.

I myself once or twice made a requisi-

tion, and one of these was the funniest ad-
venture in which I ever participated. It

was a fine day in the middle of October,
and La BeUe France, though at war, still

looked charming ; the sky was blue, and
the atmosphere serene and beautiful. I

had been intrusted by a Prussian dignitary,

near Paris, with a special mission, which,
although it had little or no military in-

terest, was exciting enough because it had
to be carried out amid such stirring scenes

as war alone can pi'oduce. As I jumped
into my saddle, an officer in Brunswick
uniform, in fact, a Black Brunswicker,
dashed up to my side ; he was an acquaint-

ance of mine, and we had met before at a
mutual friend's bivouac fire.

" Whither away so early ?" was his

question.

"To Trilpont," was my answer.
"You'll find the bridges all blown away!"
" If I do not find Prussian pontoon

bridges already in their places I shall be
very much surprised," I said; "and shall

have to make my horse pass the Seine, as

I am bound for the other side."
" Ah, yes, they may have finished a

bridge by now, certainly," was his re-

joinder. " I have nothing to do for a
couple of hours, will you take me for a
companion de voyage?"
"Most willingly," was my answer, so

on we rode together. Our route took us
along a straight chaussee, with a double row
of young lime-trees. It was early morning ;

the telegraph wires along the route had
been cut and hung in festoons, which gave
an air of dreariness and desolation to the

chaussee itself Every now and then -we

would come to a little wooden bridge, which
the poor Frenchmen had cut or blown up,

hoping thereby to impede a little the pro-

gress of the victorious German army ; a
hope that has always been signally disap-

pointed. The actual German army does
not arrive at these little bridges until long

after their pioneers have completed new
ones. Great bridges, and great tunnels,

have, as a rule, been spared, while little

bridges have been blown up ; or, what has
been still more fooUsh and futile, wherever
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there has been a bit of paved road, the

French seemed to have set to work to un-

pave twenty yards or so, or, if there be no
pavement, to have dug httle holes here and
there in it. Now there are some troops in

the German army who have greatly dis-

tinguished themselves in this campaign,
and none more so than the impudent
Uhlans, as they are called by their country-

men. These Uhlans, or Lancers, being

light cavalry, scour the country days be-

fore the actual army comes through it.

Now Uhlans naturally find a dug-up road
uncomfortable for their horses to amble
over, so they go at once to the nearest

village, and drive every single man, wo-
man, and child out of it to mend the

road, and stand round them with lowered
lances until the work is done. If a French-
man murmurs at having to work for the

enemy, he gets one of two sentences from
the Uhlan thrown in his teeth ; one is,

" C'est a la guerre comme a la guerre,"

or, "C'est la guerre, mais la guerre est

tres-triste," these being the Uhlan's pet

sentences. Well, we passed many a newly
constructed little wooden bridge, and many
a little patch of paving-stones newly laid

down, and arrived at Trilpont at last.

Here a sight greeted us which we did

not expect to find. The French had really

done something in the way of stopping

the Grermans' progi'ess. Of two large stone

bridges, one, a railway bridge, had lost

both its arches ; the other, for passenger

traffic, had lost but one. The mighty blocks

of stone were lying in heaps, and the waters

of the blue Seine were foaming over them,

making cascades and whirlpools ; they were
grand ruins. My companion's woi'ds were,
" schwere noth." Yes, it miist indeed have
been a " di'eadful necessity " to have caused

the Frenchmen to commit such frightful

devastation against their own beautiful

bridges. There was a pontoon bridge, and
a German sentry at each end, to keep the

pontoon boats from being too heavily laden

by traf6.c ; only one cart was allowed to pass

at a time.

Here my companion turned his horse's

head back again, and I continued my
journey. I rode quickly along, for the httle

town was some way ofi". At last I ar-

rived. My mission was to take some twenty
wounded from a house they were in, and
bring them to the hospital prepared for

th-em, which I had just left. On my arrival,

I presented my card to the chief man in

the town, who was the maire and notary

as well, and told him my mission. He said

he would speak to the doctor of the place,

and that they would see if they could
manage it the next day for me ; but of
course theymust have a debate about it first.

Now I was very loth to wait till this good
Frenchman had got a sufficient number of
his countrymen together, and had time to

name a president, &c., and as it was but
eleven o'clock, I felt very much inclined to
get back by night to the place from which
1 had started. I therefore merely bowed to

the maire's decision and left. I remounted
my black horse, and rode to the nearest

Prussian bivouac, wliich I had previously
passed ; here 1 found a company of Ulilans.

I dismounted, and touching my cap to the

oflttcer, I asked him if he would give me a
couple of Ulilans to help me make some
requisitions; at the same time I showed
him what my errand was. He was a de-

lightful fellow ; he had as handsome a face

and figure as could be desired ; his little

black moustache was twisted fiercely up-

ward, and he looked a thorough soldier

from top to toe.

" Ah, you are English !" he said. "My
dear mother is English, so we must shake
hands. Come, sit down, and we will have
breakfast together. Karlofski, bring us
something to eat, and tell unter offizier

Kummer I want him."
The under ofiicer made his appearance.
" Tell ofi'two men for requisitions. Let

them have their horses saddled directly."

Karlofski now made his appearance

with some sausage and bread, and a bottle

of wine, old Burgundy.
"Ah!" said my companion, "I have a

treat for you in this wine. I ' required' it

yesterday at a gentleman's chateau. The
butler, of course, said he had nothing ; but

we have not been in France lor ten weeks
without knowing that a French 'no,' and a

German ' yes,' mean something about the

same thing, so I said to him, my friend, let

me look into your cellar. The butler, who
was very obsequious, complacently lit a

candle and showed me into a vault. The
vault certainly had as clean a conscience of

having anything to drink in it as I at that

moment had, but I noticed a peculiar look

the good butler gave at an apparently

newly built wall, so calling out for Karlofski,

I told him to bring something to knock a

wall down with. To make a long story short,

we found as good a stock of wine in this

soi-disant empty cellar as any of us have

ever tasted ; and this is part of the con-

tents," he added, as he held up to the hght

a bumper of Burgundy.
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After we had finished the repast, and
had taken down one another's names and
addresses, and had exchanged eternal vows
of friendship, I remounted my horse, and,

with the two Uhlans at my side, started to

make my first requisition.

It was a glorious trot we had before we
arrived at a village some eight miles ofi".

As the women and children saw us they
ran into their houses ; they don't like the

look of those long lances with the dirty

little black and white flag. The few men
who were lounging about cast glances of

the bitterest hate at us. The Uhlans take

no notice of sour looks, except now and
then they give a little derisive laugh. I

now tapped with the handle of my riding-

whip at a villager's door. A thin, sour-

looking Frenchman came to answer my
summons.

" My friend," I said, " I have come to

require your horse and cart, to transport

some wounded from the houses they are

now in to a military hospital."

"Monsieur," said the Frenchman wring-
ing his hands, "je n'ai rien de tout, de
tout, de tout ; the Prussians have stolen all

that I had."
I repeated this to the Uhlans.
"Ach ! herr, never believe a Frenchman,"

said one of the Uhlans.

Thereupon I insisted on having the key
of the outhouse in order to look for myself,

but my Frenchman declined to let me have
it. So I gave a Ulilan the order to break
the door open. There was a cart ; and, in

going through a door, I found two horses

quietly munching oats. I left the Uhlans
to see the harnessing done to their satisfac-

tion, and went back to the house to tell the

man that, although no doubt he did not

know it, a stray cart and two horses had
singularly enough found their way into his

stables. He received this piece of good news
in gloomy silence. I said, " Should you
wish these strange horses to come back into

your stables to-morrow, you will either

drive them to the place I want them to go
to yourself, or you will send some one
with them, for you may rest assured your
friends the Uhlans won't trouble them-
selves about seeing that you get the cart

and animals back." The Frenchman saw
the justice of my remark, called a hump-
backed son, and told him to drive the cart

where the brigands wanted it, and then
slammed the door in my face. I took no
notice. The poor French have enough to

tzy them.
I had made a beginning. I then went to

the next most likely person in the village,

and tapped at his door.
" Well, monsieur," I said, as he opened

it, "I suppose at this juncture of affairs

you, like all other Frenchmen, have got
rien de tout, de tout, de tout."

Now the Frenchman seemed highly de-

lighted at finding a foreigner use the very
words that he meant to have used himself,

and he repeated them slowly and deli-

berately.

I suggested, "Not even a cart and
horse ?"

He raised his eyes to heaven, " Mais
non, monsieur ! Les Prussiens !"

Unluckily for him, just at that moment
his horse in the barn neighed, and pre-

vented him adding the other half of what
might be termed a slight perversion of the

truth. He forthwith drew the bolt of his

stable-door, and, as if he had expected our
coming, there was a horse, and also a cart,

quite ready, with a sack of oats inside it.

That grain the owner wanted to remove,
but a Uhlan assured him it was not neces-

sary.

A third cart was given in such a dif-

ferent spirit that I must certainly record
the fact. A poor old peasant, with white
hair, was standing by his door, when I

asked him if he could let me have his cart

to ti^ansport some wounded.
" Certainly, sir. Ah, les pauvres blesses,

les pauvre blesses ! This is a frightful war,
sir. Shall I drive the cart myself?"

I said, " Have you no son ?"

"Yes, sir, I have two; but they are

Francs-tireurs, and I almost think they
must be dead now, sir. One did say he
meant to join the army of Lyons ; but
since they left home, after the news of the

battle of Sedan, I have not heard a word
of them."

I said, " Can you stay out from home till

noon to-morrow ?"

" Yes, sir. I must tell my wife, though,
and put on my great-coat."

I now had three carts, and at the next
village I got four more, and then started to

fetch the wounded.
It was now past one, and I had a long

way to go ; however, at four I reached the
little town, and having straw put into each
cart, the wounded were, one after another,

brought out, and placed on it. How thank-
ful the poor fellows were to get away from
that fever - stricken town! They gulped
down the fresh air, and seemed to think
that their recovery was certain now.
The carts had all their allowance of
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wounded, so I told one Uhlan to head the

cavalcade, and the other to bring up the

rear. I rode on ahead to find the good
maire. Just as I turned the corner I met
that very individual. I drew up by his

side, and entered into conversation with

him. He told me, witb great impress-

ment, that he would soon be in a position

to help me " evacuate" my wounded, and
that, as he must be away the next day, he
had asked some one to be president of the

meeting, and they would, no doubt, pro-

vide me with carts. At that moment the

Uhlan heading the cavalcade came round
the corner, and one, two, three, four, five,

six, seven carts followed ; my second
Uhlan brought up the rear. The maire
looked at them complacently, thinking,

no doubt, that they were wounded from
another village ; but when they had passed

I bid him good-bye, and thanked him
for his civihty, but hoped he would not

think of troubling messieurs les citoyens

to meet for a debate, as that was scarcely

necessary now, and then rode after the

wounded, leaving the maire looking per-

fectly bewildered.

The carts in this instance were all duly
returned to their respective owners, and I

got a certificate for the old man, to say that

his cart was not to be required of him,
unless under extremely exceptional cir-

cumstances.

Another requisition I made was not so

pleasant an aftair. At Nanteuil, or in the

immediate neighbourhood, the French had
blown up a tunnel, so that it was no slight

nuisance to find, on arrival at this place

with sundry packages of luggage, that

there were no means of further conveyance.
Yet such was once my luck. Two young
Prussian officers, each with a portmanteau,
were in the same plight. I had a horse

;

they were lieutenants in the artillery and
line, and had none. Nanteuil at present

consists of half a dozen houses, with nobody
and Hothing in them.

"Well," I said, " how shall we manage
to get on to La Ferte sous Jouarre ?"

"We can't leave our luggage here, or

else we might all get on your horse," sug-

gested one of the young lieutenants. " I've

done that constantly before. One horse,

that was known to be very frisky, was
qaite tamed after a ride three of us gave
him from Sedan to a village twenty miles

off."

Just then a railway official came up to

us, and, touching his cap, said :
" It's a

pity you were not here a quarter of an

hour ago, sir; a beautiful open carriage

brought some wounded here, but that's

already started back."
"A beautiful open carriage!" I ejacu-

lated.

I said no more. One bound and I was in

the saddle, and the next minute I was dash-

ing along the road like an aide-de-camp.

Past signboards and milestones, I seemed
to fly, and at last, at a corner of the road, I

caught a glimpse of the beautiful carriage,

and I think the coachman caught a glimpse
of me, for the carriage was going at a
tremendous pace. On I flew. The peasants

looked scared as I passed, no doubt think-

ing I was followed, and was a deserter or

prisoner in plain clothes. Still I plied my
whip, and dashed the spurs into the poor
beast's reeking flanks ; at last, turning a
corner of the road, I found the man not

more than a hundred yards in front, but he
was driving like a very Jehu, and his pair

of horses were good ones.
" Arretez," I cried, but the man either

did not or would not hear. A minute more
I was alongside. " Stop, you rascal !" I

cried.

" No, I won't," he said, suUenly.

"You won't," I said, drawing my re-

volver, " if you don't, I'll shoot your horses

and you after them." He trembled and
turned pale, and drew up. " Now, back
you go ! and if you don't go as quickly as

you came, I'll still carry out my thi-cat.

You impudent rascal, if you had stopped

when I first called to you I would have

paid you for your trouble, now I require

you. To whom do those horses belong?"
" To the master of the Trois Rois, at

Meaux."
" That's the very hotel we want to go to,"

I mentally noted. When I got back I found

my companions quietly munching sausage

and bread near the place where the train

had stopped. I told them what had been

necessary in order to induce the Frenchman
to return.

" Well," said one of them, after eyeing

me for a minute or so, " and what Avould

yon have done if he had not drawn up
when you ordered ?"

" Shot one of his horses," I answered.
" And after that ?"

" "Wliy, as soon as he had taken that one

out of the harness, and began to proceed

with the other, I should have shot that."
" And what about the man ?"

" Oh, I should have marched him back
to you, holding the revolver in his car all

the way."
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" Donner und blitzen," said tlie lieute-

nant, " you ought to have been a soldier."

So we all got on to Meaus, and slept at

the Hotel des Trois Rois.

BORROWING- TROUBLE.

That habit of mind which we express by
the j)hrase, "meeting trouble half-way,"

the Americans describe as " borrowing

trouble ;" and their formula has over ours

at least the advantage of greater brevity.

Borrowing trouble it shall be then for the

moment ; the thing itself, not the name by
which we call it, being that at which we
wish to have our fling.

Some people—and those unfortunately

not a few—live in the perpetual employ-

ment of borrowing trouble. They lay a

life-long mortgage on their happiness, and

occupy their time in paying a fancy interest,

and a heavy one, for their uncomfortable

loan. Anything serves them as an occasion

for making themselves miserable ; and then-

indulgence in gloomy anticipations of the

worst that can befal becomes at last a trick

of the mind, which they cannot overcome

if they would. For the mind gets its

" tricks" like the body, and they are just

as difficult to overcome. No illness, accord-

ing to them, can end otherwise than fatally

;

no money pinch can be got over save by a

bankruptcy, with exceptional disgrace ; no
trivial misunderstanding can be henled be-

fore it becomes an irreconcilable breach

;

and they have always sorrowful convictions

as to the present unsatisfactory state of

your soul, and its ultimate destination is

uncomfortably sure unless you make a

complete change in your opinions, your
actions, and your behefs. Their heaven
has no sun, or one they see only through
smoked glass ; their songs are mournful
threnodies ; their dramas sad and dreary

tragedies ; their very affections are so many
poisoned roots of sorrow; and their troubles

are multiplied by just so many as they have
friends and acquaintances in whose welfare

they are interested. If kindly natured and
not saturnine, their whole energy goes into

pity, till their compassion becomes a vice,

and their sympathy an additional burden
on the heavy weight already borne by those

they love. For though they mean to help

in bearing the packet of miseries of those

who are heavily laden, they only make it

denser and harder to carry by the weight
of their own gloom. If they are mothers,

they see nothing of the joy, the elasticity,

the unanticipative thoughtlessness which
neither " looks before nor after," the happy
inconsequence of childhood; they take to

heart only its troubles shaped out of the

hard tasks of school, the tyranny of the

elders—whether as big boys who make little

ones fag for them, or as big girls who take

away the little girls' toys, or as nurses and
teachers who tyrannise over and oppress

both big and httle impartially ; the troubles

that have to come from inevitable ailments,

and from the gradual initiation into the

sorrowful realities of Hfe. They pity chil-

dren and young people so much—they

say mournfully : Poor little things ; life is

so hard on them ! And the shrill cadence

of childish laughter, coming in with the

sunshine and the song of birds and the

scent of summer flowers, does not lighten

their gloomy picture, nor destroy their

melancholy theory.

Nothing can do that, for even the ab-

solute present reality of joy is to them only

an hallucination, a delusion, which must
before long fade away into thin air ; and
blackened ashes, where had once been the

glow and warmth of fire—or a fire that

only seemed and was not true—are the

utmost they can allow as possible to man-
kind. If a girl is married to the man of

her choice, they sigh over the disillusion-

ment that must come, prophesying evil

things for the close of the day that has

dawned so brightly. Others have married

with just as high hopes and fond hearts,

the:y say, and look where they are now ! And
they instance A., andB., and C, Avho have
made notorious shipwreck of their matri-

monial happiness, and speculate on the

probabilities of the like unskilful pilotage

in the present case. They are generally

sure of diseased blood on one side or the

other ; for the number of people of their

acquaintance who have hereditary madness,

or a decided consumptive tendency, gout

by inheritance, and paralysis stealing round
the corner, is marvellous in proportion to

the few whom they allow to be thoroughly
" clean." If they cannot designate un-

wholesome members ofthe family by name,
and let you into the secret of their doctor's

fees and their chemist's bills, they fall foul

of the bride's notorious silliness, of the

bridegToom's well-known temper ; of her

absurd ignorance of life and house-keeping,

of his monstrous extravagance or revolting

meanness; and they are sure that, some-

how, by the failure of health, happiness, or

prosperity, there is no good in store for

them.
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But nothing of this is said maliciously.

Quite the contrary. They are honestly

grieved at' the dark days to come in the

future, and would if they could avert the

evil omen. But what can they do ? Cas-

sandras who cry aloud and prophesy, they
have only the gift of prevision not of pre-

vention ; they can but sympathise, they

cannot hinder. They are the skeletons at

every feast where they are invited ; and
write up with their awful fingers the

Memento Mori, which is their version of

Salve, on the threshold of every chamber
they inhabit

;
yet they are not content

with their perpetual reminder of death,

which is bad enough in itself, but they add
to it the still more desolate rider, " Forget
not to suffer beforehand."

There is no hope growing in the path
where these people take their melancholy
walks, and if there are possible dangers in

the far future, however remote, however
only possible, only contingent, we may be
sure they will expect to meet them now on
the very instant, face to face, though they
are just as unlikely to be found as a wild

beast at liberty in London. There is the

possible trouble ; there is the wild beast

in its cage ; but that the sorrow should

be stalking in gloomy majesty along the

highway now at this present time is no
more likely than that the lions and the

tigers of the Zoological Gardens should

be found meandering among the Sunday
loungers up the broad-walk. If an epi-

demic comes into their neighbourhood,
they and theirs die of it daily. A finger-

ache heralds the advent of rheumatic
fever, a slight huskiness is the first symp-
tom of diphtheria ; if a child is flushed

with play it has the scarlet fever without
the smallest doubt, and the idea of escap-

ing the prevailing scourge, or of pulling

through, if caught, never enters their

heads. If anything merely mental could

kill, it would be their wretched forebod-

ings of death and disaster; and if "germs"
fructified by attraction, the houses of the

borrowers of trouble would never be swept
clean of disease. They are good customers,

however, to the chemists and the vendors

of quack medicines and preventives ; for,

cowards in all else, they are brave in their

adoption of new remedies—their special

character of mind for the most part in-

clining them to a belief in specifics with
mysterious properties undemonstrable by
science. In ruder ages they would have
been "held" by witchcraft, and "released"

by magic. Now they are fain to content

themselves with nostrums which work
wonders by properties unappreciable by
analyst or physicist ; and when you say to

them, " They cannot ; there is no such pro-
perty contained in a bushelful of your medi-
cines," they only answer "They do," and in-

stance to you cases wherein, to their know-
ledge, miracles have been wrought. What
can you say to such reasoners ? If Tenterden
steeple is the cause of Goodwin Sands, the
relation between architecture and geology
is, to say the least of it, obscure. And
if it is really any comfort to the poor
borrowers of trouble, carrying their load
in the desert of their own making, to build
their Zoar on the shaky foundations of
quackery, it would be uncharitable to pre-

vent them, seeing that you have nothing
else to offer which they would accept in its

stead.

The world is full to them of snares and
pitfalls ; and, as parents, they borrow
trouble in their daughters' good looks,

their sons' gallant bearing, and the evi-

dent admiration both excite in the minds of

their young companions. Their daughters
especially are the subjects of their dread

;

and there is not a young man within a mile
of them who is not a lender of the trouble

they so eagerly borrow, from their convic-

tion that he is a wolf, whose sole design it

is to devour at a sitting the poor lamb
bleating its innocent response to his crafty

address. All balls and evening parties, all

picnics and croquet meetings, are the lend-

ing offices whence they carry ofi" large

sums of borrowed trouble, which they dole

out in separate portions to their belongings.

Their sons wUl be sure to flirt with the

wrong girls, their daughters will be as sure

to bleat to the wolves and not to the sheep-

dogs; they will have a fever from over

dancing, and a chill from eating ices ; they

will spoil then- new dresses and make them
unfit for ]\Irs. A.'s " small and early" next

week ; they will be ill from to-night's ex-

citement, and to-morrow are coming to

dinner two eligible, if slightly grizzled,

sheep-dogs, whom they \\'ish devoutly their

lambs would afiect. Whatever trouble is

afloat they borrow largely, as they sit on

the side benches, like so many descendants

of the Giant Despair, holding out both

hands, not for gold, but for misery.

When their sons are men enough to

leave home, the same habit of mind which

has done its best to cripple their boyhood
follows them—happily for all concerned no

longer able to influence the hfe of those for

whom their fear has done its loving worst.

=P
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As boys, the poor borrowers of trouble

found an inexhaustible fund of pain in the

vigour, the energy, the daring, the very
education of youth. Not a gun was ever

handled which was not sure to shoot the

owner instead of the birds at which it

was levelled ; not a horse was mounted
which did not carry in the saddle a frac-

tured hmb or a broken neck ; every boat

was a witch's bowl with a hole in her ; and
all athletic sports were but disguised de-

vices for smashed shins, broken blood-

vessels, and future heart disease. Study
was the direct road to madness ; the navy
meant shipwreck and death by drowning
at the first stiff breeze; the army was a

certain consignment of so much precious

flesh and blood to the path of a bullet ; the

medical profession was the surest way to

get typhus fever at the first opportunity

;

the law was perhaps physically safe, but the

law leaves no hands clean and no code of

morals sti'aight. The Church alone was
an absolute haven among all this wild war
of differing dangers ; and in the Church,
when once the debt of trouble borrowed on
the temptations of college life was redeemed,
there was not so much to fear. And if we
knew the secret causes by which some
lives have been manipulated, we should

find that the reason why certain men, with
no kind of vocation for their profession,

were doomed to cassock and bands and
sleepy sermons to simple village folk, in-

stead of to a pair of epaulettes and a dash-

ing charge at the head of their troop, was
in the woful fears of the parental borrower
of trouble, in the days when the man was
but a boy, and his profession was decided

before he had come to las own master-

ship.

If the borrowers of trouble did not insist

on sharing and passing on their loan, it

would not so much signify. Folks are free

to make themselves unhappy in any vray

that strikes their fancy, but the mischief lies

in communicating to others this unhappi-
ness elaborated in theii' o'wn private crucible

—this trouble borrowed of false fears and
sorrows that do not as yet exist, and that

may not see the light at all. But happi-

ness is impossible with this preveniently

grieving race. They know joy only by
name, as a fleeting, deceitful, and destruc-

tive hussy, and they choose care, in his

blackest garb, as their rider en croupe.

Like Trappists, they dig their own graves

Avliile they are stUl walking about the earth

as men, not crawling beneath it as worms
;

and they keep their most precious jewels in

a coffin as a casket. As if the absolute

was not bad enough, and the punishment
that overtakes the unconscious strayings of

us poor dazed wayfarers not hard enough
to bear, and certain enough to come—as if

the sadness inherited of life itself, and
v/hich none of us can avoid, was not deep
enough, the mystery of sorrow which none
of us can fathom or forego not mournful
enough, without adding to it all by our
own act, piling the Pelion of unnecessary
fears on the Ossa of inevitable pain ! But
no reasoning will teach these eager bor-

rowers of trouble to wait until the time of

trial actually comes, or convince them that

there are two ways across the desert, and
that the chances of escape or destruction

are pretty nearly equal, if only one will be-

lieve it—the preponderance, indeed, lying

to the side of escape, else what would have
become of society and the human family

had it not been so ? They will not believe

in the rehgion of hope, and the ethics of

cheerfulness are as pagan reasonings to

them. They are always so convinced of

disasters beforehand that, when a catas-

trophe does really come, one would imagine
it must be a relief to them, haunted as they

are by vague shapes of dread which beset

them like ghosts in the night. At least

this is real, this is something tangible, and
not a mere dreamy vision; there is no
longer that terrible balance between hope
and fear, the possible and the actual, which
makes the brain sometimes uncertain of

itself, and shakes the nerves like the leaves

of an aspen -tree set in the current of a

passing storm. When the worst has come,

there is the repose which follows on cer-

tainty ; and the sleep which comes after

torture is none the less sleep and refresh-

ment, because preceded by agony. So,

when the borrowers of trouble are called

on to pay their loan, and their vague fear

is translated into a living fact, they are

spared any further pain of uncertainty.

And, as one's imaginary evil is seldom

topped by the reahty, for a time at least

they have respite from their dread, and find

their real trouble less temble than their

fancied one— their payment of sorrow of

less amount than that trouble they so need-

lessly borrowed.

But indeed the worst use that man can

make of his time is to borrow trouble in

any shape. It is quite bad enough to

spend it in tears and despair when it

comes of its own irrepressible accord

:

until then, let us keep our hands clear

of it, and if we must borrow anything,
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borrow joy and hope, even if we have to

pay back the loan with disappointment

and with grieving.

IN THE PENGUIN'S ARMS.

I HAVE never been able in my heart to

feel any dislike to those children who,
when you have been telling them an
elaborate fairy tale, and have wound up in

the most successful manner with wedding
favours, and enormous castles, and living

happy ever after, for the good people, and
with a sprinkling of dragons and blue fire

for the bad ones, always ask, . " Well, and
what then?" They decline to accept your
peroration, they want to know what hap-

pened after those events which you have
taken such pains to explain. And as, of

course, it is impossible to tell them, and
not merely impossible but injudicious (as

you would probably have to recount how
the people whom you left happily married

fought with each other very soon, and
were found in the Divorce Court, and how
the wicked man hood-winked the dragon,

and got out of the blue fire, and made his

fortune as a "promoter" on the Stock

Exchange, and is now churchwarden of his

parish, and an ornament of society), you
are compelled to put an unfriendly ter-

mination to tlie discussion, and shufile your
questioners ofi" to bed. I suppose my disin-

clination to be hard upon these inquisitive

children springs from a fellow-feeling with

them. I, too, object to conventional end-

ings in any shape, and, with the children,

ask, " What then ?" When the novelist, at

the three hundred and twenty-third page
of his third volume, shows me Angelina

lying on Edwin's breast, and says in his

concluding paragraph, " His strong arm
was ai-ound her, her head was pillowed on

his bosom ; after all her troubles and
vicissitudes the Wanderer of Walthamstow
had reached that haven at last. Need we
say more ?" I feel inclined to cry, " Yes !

Tell us what the Wanderer of Waltham-
stow did a few months afterwards, when
Edwin took to drinking, and when his

strong arm was laid about her, instead of

around her. Or, on the other hand, what
Edwin did, when the W. of W. began to

be veiy much bored by his milk-and-water

sentimental goodness, and wanted to wander
about Walthamstow again, in search, per-

haps, of the wicked nobleman from whose
machinations Edwin had rescued her !"

At tlie theatre, too, I am not content,

just before the fall of the curtain, with the
assurance of the heroine that, if it be the
wish of their kind friends, she, and the
rest of the company, " will drain the Seven
Vials of Violence " every evening. I want
to see the effect of those they have already
drained ; I want to see the comic man slang-

ing the heavy father for having " cut him
out of a bit of fat " by speaking " before
his cue ;" I should like to hear the leading
lady upbraiding the walking gentleman for

having been too much of a walking gentle-

man upon the skirt of her dress ; I am
curious about the parts played by most
of the performers in private, so very dif-

ferent sometimes to those which they play
before the public. I linger the last to

see the lights being turned out one by
one, to see the old women appearing in

the slips, to hear the box-keepers couglaing

behind the mufilers in which they are

wrapping themselves, to see the brown
holland draperies enshrouding, after a
ghostly fashion, the bravery of the crim-

son and gold decorations, finally, to see the

great curtain raised again, to mark the

fireman's advance towards the orchestra,

with his snake-like coil of hose, to feel the

fresh I'ush of au' which passes through
the deserted house, and then to take my
leave reluctantly, saying to myself, " What
then ?"

Scores of places are there which I love

to picture to myself, in what I may call

their " well, what then ?" state. The parish

church of Crathie, for example. That
must be a curious sight after its three or

four months of aristocratic congi-egation.

The royal pew, with the sovereign and
the princes and princesses, the lords and
ladies in waiting, the equerries, and the

gold sticks and silver sticks, a little further

off the gillies and the magnificent, full-fed

flunkies, as much in the background as

their own size and the smallness of the

building will permit. The Abergeldic

pew, with its complement of royalty ; the

Corndarvon pew, with its noble sports-

men and high-bred ladies ; the other seats

crammed with tourists rapidly resolving

themselves into a stiff-necked generation

in their endeavours to catch a gUmpse of

their fellow -worshippers, and the pulpit

occupied by some famous theologian or

preacher of renown. In the deep, dark

winter time, when royalty with its retinue

is at Osborne, and the fine ladies and gen-

tlemen in their English homes ; when the

tourists have exchanged their suits oi dittos

for homely Oxford mixture, and their
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alpenstocks for steel pens; when the re-

nowned theologian is delighting the hearts

of Edinburgh congi'egations, or demolish-

ing the theories of some sceptical anta-

gonist in his snug library in Moray-place,

that is the time to ask, " Well, and what
then ?" I picture to myself the little

church surrounded by snow, which has

just been sufficiently cleared away to make
a path from the wicket-gate to the porch,

its oflB-ciating minister, a plain, honest, God-
fearing man, who has worn away the best

years of his life in the unpretending, ugly

little manse hard by, its congregation con-

sisting of one or two farmers, a few shep-

herds, and a dozen old women dotted about

here and there, but scrupulously keeping

clear of the seats which in other times are

occupied by the great folk. No royalty,

no aristocracy, no mention in the Court
Circular for Crathie in its out-of-the-season

or "well, what then?" time.

I have recently had an opportunity of

studying what it is now the feshion to call

the "inner life" of one or two well-known
places, in their out-of-the-season garb.

The force of circumstances lately neces-

sitated my quartering myself at the little

Welsh town of Ap Slammer for a few
days, and, on my arrival in the town, I

proceeded straight to the Penguin's Arms.
Ap Slammer, as is well known to all who
have explored that lovely neighbourhood,

is generally looked upon as the head-

quarters for the North Wales district, the

place where the heavy luggage is left to

be called for on return, and whence the

tourists start, knapsack-girt and pole-bear-

ing, as earnestly in search ofthe picturesque

as Dr. Syntax on his celebrated tour, but
with much greater chance of having their

desires gratified. It is a wretched little

place enough, with a population which has

given up its pretty national dress, but re-

tains its hideous national language ; with
a long straggling street, full of wretched
little shops, but v^-ith two or three veiy
good hotels. Of these, I understood that

the Penguin's Ai'ms was the best, and to

the Penguin's Arms, as I have said, I

drove straight from the railway station.

The streets of Ap Slammer were not more
deserted than those of any country town
of the same size, and the walls were radiant

with red posting-bills, announcing the ad-

vent of some comic singer and lus troupe,

so that it was not until I arrived at the

hotel door that I began to realise the fact

that the season of Ap Slammer was entirely

over, and that I should have an oppor-

tunity of seeing it in its " well, what then?"
state.

The door of the hotel was shut, but it

opened as the omnibus, of which I was
the sole occupant, drove up, and the stout
waiter in the dirty apron, jacket, and yes-

terday's necktie, which constitute the un-
dress uniform of waiters, bowed me in.

The news of an unexpected arrival seemed
to spread instantaneously. Spectral females
emerged from the bar, and stood curtsying;

a "boots," who in the fallow leisure of his

life had apparently taken lodgings in the
neighbourhood, rushed across from over
the way, and an old gentleman, a very
Rip Van Winkle of a landlord, roused
himself from a sound sleep in his private
parlour, and came forward to give me
welcome. Even then I failed to realise

the position; it was not until I asked
whether I could have a sitting-room, that I

saw by the faintest smile on Rip Van
Winkle's countenance the true state of the

ease.

" I could have a sitting-room," he said
;

and, in proof of his assertion, he imme-
diately showed me four on the ground-
floor; large square rooms, which would
have accommodated the Vicar of Wake-
field and his family party, including Squire
Thornhill and Mr. Burchell. I suppose
I looked rather dubiously at these vast

apartments (I certainly felt that if I were
compelled to take one I should have a
small corner screened oflP in which I could
live), but the landlord told me there were
plenty of other rooms up- stairs, and, on our
ascending, showed me two, in either of

which the county ball could have been
held with ease. I at last selected a small

chamber, with one window, and a bedroom
immediately above it, both looking on to a

very jDrettily arranged and admirably kept
garden, on the actual edge of the Menai
Straits.

A total absence of bell-ringing in such
an estabHshment first awakened my curi-

osity, and when the waiter brought me
my luncheon, I proceeded to sound him,

suggesting first, with a careless and ofi"-

hand manner, that I supposed they were
not very full just then ? The waiter, who
by this time had attired himself in raven
black, and wore a spotless neckcloth with
a bow which many a curate would envy,

was equal to the occasion. He replied, with
a deprecatory cough, that they were not

quite full. I suggested that their season

was probably over ? He admitted it. Had
they had a good season ? An excellent

^.
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one. They made up eighty beds in the

house, and had often to hire rooms out.

Eighty beds ! and how many people have
they staying in the house now ? An ex-

pression of agony crossed the waiter's face,

and he made for the door. I intercepted

him. I pressed home my question. He
endeavoured to equivocate. At last I wrung
from him the appalling fact, that in that
enormous house I was the sole gue.st.

I think the waiter was the only person
«vho ever knew that I was in possession of

thatdreadful secret. With the other mem-
bers of the household I used to play at

being perfectly unsuspicious of it. I

chatted pleasantly with the landlord, I

made a point of talking hurriedly with
the chambermaid, as though I knew the
value of her time, and was expecting that

she would be whisked away to impatient
bell-pullers, and when I sent the "boots"
on an errand, I always asked him if he had
leisure to fulfil it, carefully ignoring the
fact that all his time, energies, and blacking
were devoted to my service. After awhile,

I began to like the sohtude immensely.
My two rooms were thoroughly comfort-
able ; the cooking and the wines good, and
the attendance excellent ; and I amused my-
self by creepmg about the house, and look-

ing in at the various rooms, and picturing to

myself the people who had last occupied
them. I peered in through the door of the
great coffee-room, and straightway all the
tables piled upon each other became pro-

perly arranged around the walls, the dusty
blinds of th 3 bow-window were drawn up,

the paper i:x which the looking-glass frame
was enshrouded was removed, the roUed-up
carpet was put do^vn, and the room peopled.

At one of those tables in the bow-window
sit the two young men who have just

arrived, and are enjoying their dinner, after

a five-and-twenty miles' walk ; both strong,

active, clean-limbed men, albeit they are

Londoners, and that ten months out of the
twelve are spent by them in confinement
and study. One is an attorney, the other

a barrister ; they are bachelors, and sworn
friends ; Hving in the same chambers, be-

longing to the same club, and always
spending their holidays together. Swit-
zerland is their favourite resort, and the

chamois hunters of the Tyrol, and the

guides of Chamounix and Courmaycur, are

not unacquainted with their names and
their exploits, but the war this year has
kept them at home, and they are talking

of Snowdon and Helvellyn with good-
natured contempt. The solitary man at

the table next them, the fat man with the

flushed face and heavy jowl, is also a
barrister, but of a very different type.

That is Mr. Ethelred Jinks, Q.C., a noted
parliamentary counsel, who won his spurs
at the Old Bailey, but who now never
visits the scenes of his former glories, un-
less specially retained. The power of cross-

examination, of screwing tha exact reply
which he wanted to get out of an unwil-
ling witness, and of frightening a de-

fiant one with the tonitrant tone and re-

dundancy of action which served him so

well in the C. 0. C, Ethelred has imported
into his new sphere, and has thereby made
for himself a name. He is looked upon
as a wit, and has a collection of highly

flavoured stories, which are always called

for when the ladies retire from the dinner-

table, and are highly appreciated in the

smoking-room. He has been staying with
one great man, and is journeying to the

house of another, resting at the Penguin's
Arms on his way. He listens with an odd
kind of wonderment to such scraps of con-

versation as he hears from the next table,

for Ethelred would as soon think of flying

as of attempting to walk, and the only climb
in which he is interested is the ascent from
the front row of the court to the judicial

bench, and that is one which he is not
likely to make. Tea is the meal which is

being served at the next table, with boiled

eggs and dry toast, a refreshing and inex-

pensive repast, partaken of by Mr. Moger
of Upper Kelvin-grove, "West HoUoway,
his wife, and sister-in-law. Mr. Moger is a

clerk in Somerset House, from which es-

tablishment he is now away on a month's
holiday. He is highly respectable, and the

authorities of Somerset House are pleased

to speak of him as " a conscientious man
with much zeal for the service." He has

never been late in his attendance during

the twenty-three years of his ofiicial

career; he never left an "i" undotted or

a " t" uncrossed, or made a blot on any
document with which he had t« deal ; ho
is priggish, pedantic, and stupid, but im-

mensely respectable. He and his travel-

ling companions ai-rived at the Penguin's

Arms on the top of the coach. They are

making this tour, not with any low notion

of enjoying themselves, but " to expand
their minds, and to enlarge their acquaint-

ance with the woi'ks of nature." That is

tlie phrase which Mr. ^Moger will employ in

his lecture at the West Holloway Vestry

Hall on the occasion of one of the penny
readings, when he will give an account of
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liis trip. It will be immensely statistical

and topographical, and will be delivered in

a high-pitclied monotone ; it will be thougbt
very biglily of by the audience, and will

come between a song. Cease Rude Boreas,

by Mr. Squirk, the amateur baritone of

the neighbourhood, and a solo on the har-

monium by Pedler, the chui'ch organist.

Other cofFee-rooni characters rose before

my fancy : a short man in a red beard, and
his tall, Quixote-like companion, who as-

tonished the waiter by declining to drink
anything bat beer for their dinner, and
who have been talking an extraordinary
ja^'gon about cross lights, and middle dis-

tance, and bits of colour, to the astonish-

ment of the Manchester magnifico next to

them. These are artists on their way to

Bettws-y-coed, or some such paintable place.

There is a great sheaf of what they call

"their traps," consisting of easels and
camp-stools, mahl-sticks, and white um-
brellas with long handles, bound up to-

gether, and standing in a corner of the
hall. Then I fancied a little group of a
father and his boy, the lad going to school
for the first time, a little down at leav-

ing his mother and sisters, but kept up
by the thought of the new life awaiting
him. The father infinitely more depressed
at the idea of parting with his only son,

and then—then a gust of the autumnal
wind blew the cofiee-room door to with a
bang, the ghosts of my creation vanished,
and I was again the solitary guest at the
Penguin's Arms.

I had a view of another well-known
place, in its out-of-the-season state, before
quitting Wales. I had heard so much of
the well-known watering-place of Llan-
dudu, its freshness, its salubrity, its beauti-

ful walks round the Great Worm's Head,
that I thought I should like to have a look
at it. Moreover, I saw by the advertise-

ment, that the dryness of the air, and the
cheapness of the lodgings, made it a
desirable winter residence for invalids. I

am bound to say the invalids had not
responded to the suggestion. In my
life I never saw such a deserted spot.

The place itself is an ordinary British
watering-place, a bay between two head-

lands, a crescent line of lodging-houses

following the sweep of the bay, and a

straight street of shops immediately behind

the crescent. In this crescent, a very

large one, there was scarcely a house that

had not its flag of distress flying, its bill of

apartments to let in every floor. It was a

raw, autumnal morning, and throughout
my walk from one end to the other of the

broad handsome esplanade, I did not meet
one creature. Down on the enormous
breadth of sand I looked, and saw three

little children with their governess, and
two dogs. I peered in at the combined
" bath, library, and billiard room," on the

edge of the cHfi", and saw an old gentle-

man, with ragged whiskers and a red

comforter, reading the Standard of the

previous day. Immediately underneath

this clifi" is a little bit of wooden pier,

jutting out into the sea, whereon an elderly

lady was taking exercise, walking up and
down as shortly and sharply as the polar

bear at the Zoological Gardens. On the

Great Worm's Head I met a coast guards-

man ; I asked him if they had had a good
season at Llandudu. He said he did not

know; he had only just come there. I

asked him if he would have to stop there

for some time. I never shall forget the

expression of his face, when, after looking

round, he said he thought he should.

Then I turned and fled to the railway

station. I do not know what Llandudu
may look like in the season, out of it it is

a very gruesome place indeed.
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THE ROSE AND THE KEY.

CHAPTER I. UNOCULUS,

The level light of a summer sunset, over

a broad heath, is brightening its brown un-

dulations with a melancholy flush, and
turning all the stalks of heather in the

foreground into twisted sticks of gold.

Insect wings sparkle dimly in the air ; the

lagging bee drones homeward, and a wide

drift of crows, cawing high and faint, show
like shadows against the sea-green sky,

flecked with soft crimson, as they sail away
to the distant dormitories of Westwold
Forest.

Toward the sunset end of this savage

heath stand four gigantic fir-trees, cast-

ing long shadows. One, indeed, is little

more than a rotten stump, some twelve

feet high ; all bend eastwards, shorn

of their boughs nearly to the top, and
stretching the arms that remain, some
yellow and stripped of their bark, in the

same direction, as if they all signalled to

the same distant point. These slanting

fir-trees look like the masts of a mighty

wreck ; and antiquaries say that they are

the monumental relics of a forest that lies

buried under the peat.

A young lady, her dress of dark serge,

with a small black straw-hat, a little scarlet

feather in it, and wearing a pair of boots,

such as a country artist might produce,

made of good strong leather, with thick

solcs, but, in spite of coarse work and

clumsy material, showing a wonderfully

pretty little foot, is leaning lightly against

one of these gi-eat firs. Her companion,

an elderly lady, slight and merry, sits on a

little hillock of turf at her feet.

The dress of the elder lady corresponds

with that of the younger. It is that of a

person inured to the practice of a strict but
not uncomfortable economy.
The young lady has dropped a little

japanned colour-box and a block-book at

her feet. Is she an artist ? Possibly a
governess ? At all events, she is one of the

loveliest creatures eyes ever lighted on.

Is there any light more becoming than
that low, richly tinted beam, that comes
subdued through the mists of sunset ?

With a pleased look—the hsteuing look

which such spiritual delight assumes—with
parted lips, the light touching the edge of

her little teeth, with eyes a-glow with rap-

ture, drinking in the splendour and beauty

of the transitory hour and scene, as if she

could look on in silence and beatitude for

ever, the girl leans her little shoulder to

the ancient tree.

With a long sigh, she says at last

:

" I was going to ask your forgiveness,

dear old cousin Max."
" For what?" asked the old lady, turn-

ing up a fiice pleasantly illuminated with

the golden light.

" For making you take so long a walk.

I'm a little tu-ed myself. But I don't beg
your pardon, because I think this more
than makes amends. Let us look for a

minute more, before all fades."

The old lady stood up, with a little shrug

and screw of her shoulders.
" So I am—quite stiff—my old bones do

complain ; but oh, really, it is quite beau-

tiful ! I see it so much better sta,nding

here; tliat bank was in my way. How
splendid—gorgeous !"

Tlie scene Avas indeed worth a detour

in their homeward route. Two grand and
distant ranges of mountain, approaching

from right and left, stop .short in pre-

cipitous terminations that resemble tlic

confronting castles of two gigantic Kncs of

Jl^'
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fortification, leaving an undulating plane

between, with the sunset sky, and piles of

flaming cloud, for a horizon ; and, in the

comparatively near foreground, rises be-

tween these points an abrupt knoll crowned
by the ruined castle of Cardyllion, and,

with the village studded with grand old

trees, looking like a town on fire.

In nearer foreground, in the hollow, in

solemn purjDle shadow, are masses of

forest ; and against the faint green and
yellow sky are spread streaks of purple

vaj)our, and the crimson and scarlet fires of

sunset.
" This should reconcile us to very humble

ways ; and more, I feel that through marble
pillars, through great silk curtains, among
mirrors, bronzes, china, and all the rest,

looking out from a velvet sofa, I could not

see, much less enjoy all this, as I do."

Cousin Max laughed.
" Very wise ! very philosophical ! very

romantic !" exclaimed she. " But it is

enough to be content with one's station in

life, and not to grow too fond of any. To
be content is, simply, not to wish for

change. My poor father used to say that

those who wished for change were like

those who wished for death. They longed
for a state of which they had no experience,

and for which they might not be so fit as

they fancied, for every situation has its

liabilities as well as its privileges. That is

what he used to say."
" Dear Max, I withdraw it, if I said

anything sensible, for whenever I do you
grow so wise that you bore me to death."

8he kissed her. " Do let us be foolish,

darling, while we are together, and we
shall understand one another perfectly.

See how quickly the scene changes. It

is very beautiful, but' not quite so glorious

now."
At this moment the sound of steps, close

behind them upon the soft peat, made them
both turn their heads.

A sleek, lean man, lantern- jawed, in

a shabby, semi-clerical costume, passed
them by in front, from right to left, in an
oblique line. He was following a path,

and was twirling a stick slowly in his

hand by its crooked handle, and gazing
up at the sky with one eye—the other

was blind—with a smile that was meant
to be saintly. In spite of his meek smile,

aud his seedy and mean exterior, the

two ladies had come to connect ideas of

the sinister and the dangerous with this

man.
"Upon my Hfe," said the elder lady,

after a pause, " I do believe—I'm almost
sure—that is the very man."

" I am perfectly certain," said the young
lady, who had followed him with her eyes
until he was hidden from view by a screen
of furze and hawthorns, a little way to the
left. " I can't imagine what that odious,

ill-looking man can possibly mean by fol-

lowing us about as he does."
" Perhaps he is asking himself a question

very like that about us ?" said the old

lady, with a laugh.

"Not he. He is following us."
" I saw him at Penmaen Mawr, but no-

where else," said Miss Max.
" But I saw him at Chester, and there

could be no mistake about his watching us
there. I saw him look at our luggage, and
look for our names there, and I saw him
stand on the step of his carriage at Conway,
until he saw us get out with the evident

intention of staying there ; and then he
got down with that little leather bag, that

seems to be all tbat he possesses, and he
came to our hotel, simply, I am certain, to

watch us. You must recollect, when we
returned from our little walk, that I told

you I saw him sitting in the room near the

stairs, don't you recollect, writing—don't

you remember ?"

" Yes, I remember your saying there

was a man blind of an eye, the same we
had observed at Penmaen Mawr, who had
followed us, and was in the same place.

But the people at the inn said he was a
travelling secretary to some religious so-

ciety, collecting money."
" Did not you say," persisted the young

lady, "when you first saw him, that he
was a very ill-looking man ?"

" Yes ; so I did. So he is. He looks

sanctimonious and roguish, and that white

eye makes liis face—I hope it is not very
uncharitable to say so—almost villanous.

I think him a very ill-looking man, and
if I thought he was following us, I

should speak to the police, and then set

out for my humble home without losing

an hour."
" And you don't think he is following

us ?" said the young lady.

"If he is travelling to collect subscrip-

tions he may very well have come here

about his business, and to Penmaen Mawr,
and to Chester. I don't see why he must
necessarily be following us. And Conway,
too, he would have stopped at naturally.

It does not follow at all that he is in pur-

suit of us because he happens to come to

the same place.
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The king himself has followed her
When she has gone before.

We are not worth, robbing", my dear, and
we look it. You must not be so easily

frightened.

"

" Frightened ! I'm not the least fright-

ened," said the young lady, spiritedly.

" I'm not what is termed a nervous young
lady. You have no right to think that.

But I don't beUeve he has any other busi-

ness but tracking us from place to place.

What other business on earth could he
have had—getting out at Abber, for in-

stance ? I forgot to mention Abber. It

is very odd, you must allow. Let us walk
on." She had picked up her colour-box and
her block. " Veiy odd that he should get

out of the train wherever we stop, always
about business, we are to suppose, that has

no connexion with us ; that he should

follow us, by the same odd accident, where
there is no rail, and where we can only get

by a -fly ; that he should get always into

the same quiet little inns, though, of course,

he would like much better to be in noisier

places, where he would meet people like

himself; and that he should turn up, this

evening, so near our poor little lodgings,

and go by that path which brings him
there. What on earth can he want in that

direction?"
' Yes, I do think it's odd, my dear ; and,

I say, I think he does look very villanous.

But what can he possibly want ?" said the

old lady. " Why should he follow us ?

How are we to account for it ?"

"I don't pretend to account for it," said

the girl, as they trudged on side by side

;

" but it is just possible that he may be a

detective, who mistakes us for some people

he is in pursuit of. I only know that he is

spoiling my poor little holiday, and I do

wish I were a man, that I might give him
a soiind drubbing."

The old lady laughed, for the girl spoke

threateningly, with a flash from her splen-

did eyes, and for a moment clenched the

tiniest little fist you can fancy.
" And you think he's gone before us to

Pritehard's farm-house ?" said the old lady,

glancing over her shoulder in that direc-

tion, above which a mass of thundrous

cloud was rising. " Dear mc ! how like

thunder that is."

" Awfully !" said the young lady. " Stop

a moment— I thought I heard distant

thunder. Listen
!"

They both paused, looking toward those

ominous piles of cloud, black against the

now fast-fading sky.

CHAPTER II. A GUIDE.

"Hush!" said the young lady, laying

her fingers on her companion's arm.
They listened for a minute or more.
"There it is!" exclaimed the girl, as a

faint rumble spread slowly along and
among the mountains.

They remained silent for a minute after

it had passed away.
" Yes, that certainly was thunder," said

the elder lady ;
" and it is growing so dark

;

it would not do to be caught in the storm,

and to meet our one-eyed persecutor, per-

haps, and we have fully a mile to go still.

Come, we must walk a little faster."

" I hope it will be a good thunder-storm,"

said the young lady watching the sky, as

they hurried on. " It frightens me more
than it does you, but I think I like it

better."
" You may easily do that, dear; and like

our farm-house better than I do, also."
" We are frightfully uncomfortable, I

agree. Let us leave it to-morrow," said the

young lady.

"And where shall we go next?" in-

quired her companion.
" To Llanberris, if I'm to decide," said

the girl. "But first we must look over

the castle at Cardylhon, and there are one

or two old houses I should like to sketch

—

only roughly."
" You are making too great a labour of

your holiday : you sketch too much."
" Well, we leave to-morrow, and the day

after is Sunday, and then—on Monday—my
holiday ends, and my slavery begins," said

the young lady, vehemently.
" You certainly do use strong language,"

said the elder lady, a httle testily. " Why
don't you try to be contented ? Dear me

!

How much nearer the thunder is !"

" It will soon be darker, and then we
shall see the lightning splendidly," said

the young lady.
" Don't stop, darling, let us get on. I

was going to say, you must study to bo

content—remember your catechism. The
Queen, I dare say, has things to complain

of; and Farmer Pritehard's daughter, who
has, as you fancy, a life of so much hbcrty,

will toll you she is something of a slave,

and can't do, by any means, quite as she

likes. I only hope, dear ^Maud, we have

money enough to bring us home."
" We can eke it out with my drawings.

We shan't starve. We can liave the ruins

of Carnarvon Castle for breaklast, and eat

Snowdon for dinner, and turn the Menai

into tea. It is a comfort to know I can

--^
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live by my handiwork. I don't think,

cousin, I have a shilling I can call my own.

If I could earn enough by my drawing to

live on, I think I should prefer it to any
other way of living I can imagine."

" You used to think a farmer's life the

happiest on earth," said the old lady, trudg-

ing along. " There's Richard Pritchard,

why not marry him ?"

•' I might do worse ; but there are half

a dozen conclusive reasons against it. In

the first place, I don't think Riohard Prit-

chard would marry me ; and, next, I know
I wouldn't marry Richard Pritchard ; and,

thirdly, and seriously, I shall never marry
at all, never, and for the reasons I have told

you often; and those reasons can never

change."
" We shall see," said her companion,

with a laugh and a little shake of her head.
" Good Heavens !" exclaimed the old lady,

as nearer thunder resounded over the land-

scape.
" Hush !" -whispered the girl, as they

both paused and listened, and when it had
died away, " What a noble peal that was !"

she exclaimed. And as they resumed
their march she continued :

" I shall never

maiTy : and my resolution depends on my
circumstances, and they, as you know, are

never likely to alter—humanly speaking,

they never can alter—and I have not cou-

rage enough to make myself happy ; and,

coward as I am, I shall break my own
heart rather than break my chains. Where
are we now ?"

As she said this she came to a sudden
halt at the edge of a deep channelled stream,

whose banks just there stand steep and
rugged as those of a ravine, crowned with

straggling masses of thorn and briars.

She gazed across, and up and down the

stream, which was swollen just then by
mountain rains of the night before.

"Can we have missed our way?" said

the elder lady.

"What on earth has become of the

wooden bridge ?" exclaimed the younger
one.

There was still quite light enough to

discern objects ; and Miss Max, catching

her young companion by the hand, whis-

pered :

" Good gracious, Maud ! Is that the

man ?"

"What man?" she asked, startled.

"The blind man—the person who has
been following us."

Miss Maud—for such was the young-

lady's name—said nothing in reply. The

two ladies stood irresolute, side by side.

Maud had seen the person who was ap-

proaching, once only in her life. It was
two days before, as she and her cousin

were getting out of their fly at the Verney
Arms, in the pretty little town of Car-

dyllion. She was a proud young lady

;

it would have taken a good deal to make
her avow, even to herself, the slightest i-n-

terest in any such person. Nevertheless,

she recognised him a good many seconds

befoi'e good Miss Max had discovered her

mistake.

She was standing beside that elderly

lady. They were both looking across the

stream ; the young lady furthest from the

stranger had turned a little away.
There is quite light enough to see faces

still, but it will not last long. The young
man is very handsome, and also tall. He
has been fishing, and has on a pair of those

gigantic jack-boots in which fishermen

delight to walk the rivers. He wears a

broad-leafed hat, round which are wound
his flies. A boy with his rod, net, and
basket trudges behind.

The old lady speaks to him as he passes.

He stops, lowers his cigar, and inclines to

listen.

" I beg pardon," she says. " Can you
tell me ? There was—I am sure it was on

this very spot—a bridge of plank across

this stream, and I can't find it."

" Oh ! They were taking that away to-

day, as I passed by. It had grown un-

safe, and the—the Oh, yes ; the new
one is to be put up in the morning."
The odd little hesitation I have re-

corded was caused by his seeing the young
lady, on a sudden, in the midst of his

sentence, and for the moment forgetting

everything else. And well he might, for

he had been dreaming of her for the last

two days.

He dropped his cigar, became, all at

once, much more deferential, and with his

hat in his hand, said

:

" Do you wish to cross the brook ? Be-

cause if you do, I can show you to some
stepping-stones about a quarter of a mile

higher up, where you can get across very

nicely."
" Thanks. I should be so very much

obliged," said the old lady.

The gentleman was only too happy, and
having sent the boy on to the Verney
Arms, talked very agreeably as he accom-

panied and directed their march. He had
come down there for a little fishing ; he

knew the Verneys a little, and old Lord
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Yerney was such a very odd man ! He
told them stories of him, and very amusing

some of them were, and his eye always

•glanced to see the effect of his anecdotes

upon Miss Maud. Two or three times he

ventured to speak to her. The young lady

did not either encourage or discourage

these little experiments, and answered very

easily and carelessly, and, I am bound to

say, very briefly too.

In the mean time, the thunder grew
nearer and more frequent, and the wild

reflection of the lightning flickered on trees

and fields about them.

And now they had reached the thick

clump of osiers, beneath which the step-

ping stones, of which they were in search,

studded the stream. Only the summits of

these stones were now above the water,

and the light was nearly gone.

CHAPTER III. PLAS YLWD.

" I HAVE not courage for this," said the

old lady, aghast, eyeing the swift current

and the uncertain footing to which, in the

most deceptive possible twilight, she was
invited to commit herself.

"But you know, darling, we must get

across somehow," urged the girl, cruelly.
" It is quite easy ; don't fancy anything
else."

And she stepped lightly over.
" It is all very fine with your young feet

and eyes," she replied; "but for an old

woman like me it is little better than the

tight rope ; and it would be death to me to

take a roll in that river. What on earth

is to be done ?"

" It is really a great deal easier than
you suppose," said the obliging young
gentleman, not sorry to find an opportunity
of agreeing with Miss Maud, " and I think
I can make it perfectly easy if you will just

take my hand as you get across. I'll walk
in the stream beside you. It is quite

shallow here, and these things make me
absolutely impervious to the water. Pray,

try. I undertake to get you across per-

fectly safely."

So, supporting her across with his left

hand, and walking beside her with his

right, ready to assist her more effectually

in case of a slip or stumble, he conducted
her quite safely over.

When the lady had thanked him very
earnestly, and he had laughingly disclaimed

all right to her acknowledgments, another
difficulty suddenly struck her.

" And now, how nro we to find our fixrm-

house ? I know the way to it perfectly

from the wooden bridge ; but from this, I

really haven't an idea."
" I'll make it out," said the young lady,

before their guide had time to speak. " I

like exploring ; and it can't be far—a little

in this dii'ection. Thank you very much."
The last words were to the young man,

whose huge boots were pouring down rivu-

lets on the dry dust of the little pathway
on which they were standing.

" If I am not too disagreeable a guide,

in this fisherman's plight," he said, glanc-

ing, with a laugh, at his boots, "nothing
would please me so much as being allowed

to point out the way to you. I happen to (

know it perfectly, and it is by no means so

easy as you may suppose, particularly by
this light— one can hardly tell distances,

ever so near."
" Pray, don't think of it," said the girl,

"I can make it out quite easily."
" Nonsense, my dear Maud. You could

never make it out ; and besides," she added,

in an under tone, "how can you tell where
that blind man may turn up, that follows

us, as you say ? We are very much obliged

to you," she said, turning to him, "and
you are doing us really a great kindness.

I only hope it won't be bringing you too

far out of your way ?"

Very pleasantly, therefore, they went on.

It became darker, rapidly, and though the

thunder grew louder and more frequent,

and the lightning gleamed more vividly

across the landscape, the storm was still

distant enough to enable Maud to enjoy its

sights and sounds, without a sense of

danger.

The thunder-clouds are stealthily but
swiftly ascending. These battlements of

pandemonium, " like an exhalation," screen

the sky and stars with black, and from their

field of darkness leaps now and then the

throbbing blue, that leaves the eye dazzled,

and lights rock and forest, hill and ruin,

for a moment in its pale glare. Then she

listens for the rumble that swells into long

and loud-echoing reverberations. He stays

his narrative, and all stop and listen. He
smiles, as from under his long lashes lie

covertly watches the ecstasy of the beauti-

ful girl. And then they set out again ; the

old lady vowing that she can't think why
she's such a fool as to stop at such an hour,

and tired to death as she is, to listen to

thunder.

Farmer Pritchard, happily for wandoring
Tintos in that part (;f the world, is not ono

of those scientific agriculturists who cut

down their hedge-rows and square their
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fields. Our little party has now reached

the stile which, under the shadow of some
grand old elms, admits the rustics, who
frequent Richard Pritchard, to his farm-

yard.

It is an old and a melancholy remark,

that the picturesque and the comfortable

are hardly compatible. Here, however,
these antagonistic principles are as nearly

as possible reconciled. The farm-yard is

fenced round with hawthorns and lime-

trees, and the farm-house is a composite

building, of which the quarter in which the

ladies were lodged had formed a bit of the

old Tudor manor-house of Plas Ylwd, which
gave its name to the place.

A thatched porch, Avith worn stone pillars

and steps, fronts the hatch ; and from
beside this, through a wide window of

small panes, a cheerful light was scattered

along the rough pavement, and more faintly

on the hanging foliage of the tree opposite.
" What a pretty old house !" the young

fisherman exclaimed, looking up at the

gables, and the lattices, and the chimneys
that rose from the deep thatch of the

cobbled old house.
" It may be prettier in this light, or

rather darkness, than at noon," said the old

lady, with a shrug, and a little laugh.
" But it really is, in any light, an ex-

tremely pretty old house," said the girl,

taking up the cudgels for their habitation,
" and everything is so beautifully neat. I

think them such nice people."

A few heavy rain-drops had fallen sul-

lenly as they came, and now with the sud-

denness of such visitations, the thunder
shower, all at once, began to descend.

" Come in, come in," said the old lady,

imperiously.

Very willingly the young gentleman
stepped under the porch.

They all three stood there for a moment,
looking out towards the point fi'om which,
hitherto, the lightning had been chiefly

visible.

" Oh ! But you must come in and take
a cup of tea," said the old lady, suddenly
recollecting. "You mr.st come in, really."

Their walk and Httle chat, and the climb-
ing of stiles, and the rm-al simplicities that
surrounded, had made her feel quite inti-

mate. He glanced covertly at the young
lady, but in her face he saw neither invita-

tion nor prohibition; so he felt at liberty

to choose, and he stepped, very gladly, into

the house.

As you enter the old house you find your-
self in a square vestibule, if I can call by so

classic a name anything so rude. Straight

before you yawns an arch that spans it from
wall to wall, giving admission to the large

kitchen of the farm-house : at your right,

under a corresponding moulded arch, opens
the wide oak staii-case of the manor-house,
with a broad banister, on the first huge
stem of which, as on a vestal altar, is

placed a burnished candlestick of brass,

in which bums a candle to welcome the
return of old Miss Max and young Miss
Maud Guendoline.

The young lady steps in with the air,

though she knows it not, of a princess into

her palace.

As they enter, her ear is struck by an
accent, not Welsh, and a voice the tones of

which have something of a cold, bleating

falsetto, which is intensely disagreeable,

and looking quickly through the arched
entrance to the kitchen, she sees there,

taking his ease in an arm-chair by the fire-

place, the long-visaged man with the white

eye.

He is holding forth agreeably, with a

smile on his skinny lips. He gesticulates

with a long hand, the nails of which are

black as ebony. The steam of the saintly

man's punch makes a halo round his head
;

and his hard cheeks are flushed with the

pink that tells of inward comfort. His
one effective eye addi-esses itself, although

he is haranguing Richard Pritchard's wife,

to Richard Pritchard's daughter, who
is very pretty, and leans, listening to the

ugly stranger, with her bare arms rolled

in her apron, on the high back of one of

the old-fashioned oak chairs.

SCIENCE AND IMAGINATION.

The vulgar conception of a man of

science pictures him as an irreclaimable

Dr. Dryasdust, strongly impressed with
the fact that two and two make four, loving-

languages for the sake of their declensions

and conjugations, and prefen-ing those

which have most irregular verbs. The
populace's man of science delights in

weights and measures, logarithms, statis-

tical tables, tottles of the whole, and dis-

coveries which unscientific men will turn

to account in the form of patents. The
conventional man of science is a plodder

who gi-ants nothing until it is logically of

experimentally proved, a matter-of-fact

dullard, a proser, a bore.

Another idea has long been current

exactly the reverse of the above. Your
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pliilosopher is a dreamer, a scliemer, a
speculator, whom his friends ouglit to put
into a lunatic asylum—an alchemist, a
squarer of the circle, a concoctor of the

elixir of life. This species of philosopher

works at a project, because the world holds

it to be impossible.

Recent years have done much to efface

both these notions of what philosophy is

and is not. Society is more tolerant than
it was, forty or fifty years ago, of philoso-

phical discussions, even when they touch
upon the gravest subjects. Moreover,
truth may be resisted, and cavilled at, and
pooh-poohed, up to a certain point ; but,

beyond a certain point, it is irresistible.

When its evidences have accumulated into

a mass of sufficient volume, they burst the

sandy dykes of prejudice, and sweep all

opposition before them. This is especially

notable in the school of which Dr. Tyndall
is one of the most illustrious ornaments.

He and his colleagues have been listened

to unwillingly ; they have gained their

ground laboriously; and now, we believe,

they have more disciples, or at least very

nearly convinced listeners, than choose

openly to avow themselves as such.

All Dr. Tyndall's works mark advances
in the progress of modern science. They
may be read over and over again with
increased instruction and interest. They
are indispensable to the favourite book-

shelf of every one who wishes to know,
and is able to think. On this account we
remind our readers of an addition to them,
which, though professedly merely an occa-

sional discourse, really makes an integral

part of the series. On the 16th of Septem-
ber, 1870, Dr. Tyndall dehvered before the

British Association, at Liverpool, a wonder-
ful oration. On the Scientific Use of the

Imagination.

"We are constantly reminded, even by
the conversational expressions of every-day

life, of the help which imagination affords

to science. How is an important discovery

spoken of? It is a bright idea, a lucky hit,

a happy thought, a fortunate guess, a

clever notion, an inspiration of genius, a

successful experiment. It is evidently

something good and new attained by an
intellectual leap, or spring, and not a re-

sult worked out step by step, by chopping
logic and si^imiing a series of " thereforcs,"

like Euclid's solution of a problem.

What are scientific experiments but bril-

liant efforts of the imagination ? "I ima-

gine that, under such and such circum-

stances, such and such will be the case. I

don't know it; but I will try." By no
one is this fact more profusely and more
convincingly illustrated than by Dr. Tyn-
dall, both in his published books and his
lectui-es. He amphfies the experiments of
other philosophers, besides inventing ex-
periments of his own. He wishes to know
whether pure water be, as most people sup-
pose it, absolutely colourless. It is so, as
we usually see it, in small quantities ; but
a very thin stratum of pale ale is almost as
colourless as a stratum of water. He pours
distilled water into a drinking-glass ; it ex-
hibits no trace whatever of colour : so he
imagines an experiment to show us that
this pellucid liquid, in sufficient thickness,

has a very decided colour.
" Here," he says triumphantly, " is a

tube fifteen feet long, placed horizontally,

its ends being stopped by pieces of plate-

glass. At one end of the tube stands an
electric lamp, from which a cylinder of
light will be sent through the tube. It is

now half filled with water, the upper sur-

face of which cuts the tube in two equal
parts horizontally. Thus, I send half of

my beam through air, and half through
water, and with this lens I intend to pro-

ject a magnified image of the adjacent end
of the tube upon this screen. You now
see the image, composed of two semichcles,

one of which is due to the light which has
j^assed through the water, the other to the

light which has passed through the air.

Side by side, thus, you can compare them
;

and you notice that while the air semi-

circle is a pure white, the water semicircle

is a bright and delicate blue-green." The
real colour of distilled water was ascer-

tained and proved beyond a doubt.

Again : somebody once imagined that

sound was owing to commotions of some
kind produced in the air, and conse-

'

quently that air was necessary to the

propagation of sound. No air, no sound,

it was guessed. But what airless region

of the world could the learned then find to

put the notion to the test ? In course of

time, the air-pump was constructed. A
celebrated experiment, which proved the

truth of the theory, was made by a philo-

sopher named Hawksbce, before the llo^-al

Society, in 1705. He so fixed a bell

within the receiver of an air-pump, that he
could ring the bell when the receiver was
exhausted. Before the air was withdrawn,
the sound of the bell was heard within the

receiver ; after the air was withdrawn, the

sound became so faint as to be liardly per-

ceptible. The experiment will be f uniliar
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to our readers, but it was not the less a suc-

cessful efi'ort of imagination at the time.

Dr. Tyndall, as is his wont, carries it

further. After exhausting the receiver as

perfectly as possible, he allows hydrogen
gas—which is fourteen times lighter than
air—to enter the vessel. The sound of the

bell is not sensibly augmented by the pre-

sence of this attenuated gas, even when the

receiver is full of it. By working the

pump, the atmosphere round the bell is

rendered still more attenuated. Tn this

way a vacuum is obtained more perfect

than that of Hawksbee ; which is im-

portant, for it is the last traces of air that

are chiefly effective in this experiment.

The hammer is then seen pounding the

bell, but no sound is audible. An ear

placed against the exhausted receiver is

unable to hear the faintest tinkle. Note,

however, that the bell is suspended by
strings ; for if it were allowed to rest upon
the plate of the air-pump, the vibrations

would communicate themselves to the plat-e

and be transmitted to the air outside. All

that can be heard by the most concentrated

attention, with the ear placed against the

receiver, is a feeble thud, due to the trans-

mission of the shock of the hammer through
the stinngs which support the bell. On
permitting air to enter the jar with as little

noise as possible, a feeble sound is imme-
diately heard, growing louder as the air

becomes more dense, until every person
assembled in the lecture-room distinctly

hears the ringing of the bell.

But this is not all. At great elevations

in the atmosphere, where the air is rarer

than at the level of the sea, sound is sen-

sibly diminished in loudness. Dr. Tyndall
imagines the consequences of talking in an
atmosphere considerably thinner than that

which usually surrounds us.
" The voice," he informs us, "is formed

by urging air from the lungs through an
organ called the larynx. In its passage it

is thrown into vibration by the vocal

chords, which thus generate sound. But
when I fill my lungs with hydrogen, and
endeavour to speak, the sound is weakened
in a remarkable degree. The consequence
is very curious. You have already formed
a notion of the strength and quality of my
voice. I now empty my lungs of air, and
inflate them with hydrogen from this gas-

holder. I try to speak vigorously, but my
voice has lost wonderfully in power, and
changed wonderfully in quality. You hear
it, hollow, harsh, and unearthly: I cannot
otherwise describe it,"

Cases like this justify us in calling

science, romance reduced to practice. It

is easily conceivable that scientific concep-
tions may be something more than mere
figments of the fancy. A thing imagined
need not be a figment at all ; it need not
be a lie, the thing which is not. Its truth
or its falsity is tested by experiment, re-

sulting in the discovery of fact. From this

bold essay of hydrogen as a conversational

medium is deduced the axiom : the in-

tensity of a sound depends on the density
of the air in which the sound is genei'ated,

and not on that of the air in which it is

heard.

The importance of imagination as an
auxiliary to science is particularly mani-
fested by the short-comings of science in

consequence of insufficient aid from imagi-
nation. How many discoveries have, over
and over again, been all but discovered

before they were actually and finally at-

tained ! How often has fancy's airy wing
failed for want ofjust a little more strength

!

The first inventors of block-printing never
dreamt of movable types. Similar cases

are so plentiful, that they would furnish

the materials of a curious paper. From
time immemorial it has been known that

heat was generated by motion, especially by
the motions of friction and impact. No-
body can say when people first warmed their

hands by rubbing them together, or what
savage first produced fire by the friction

of suitable pieces of wood, A rifle-bullet,

while pursuing its course, is warmed by
the friction of the air ; there has even been
talk of cooking eggs by friction, by whirl-

ing them round in the air in a sling. You
may warm a bit of cold iron by beating it

with a cold hammer on a cold anvil. A
horse's iron shoe is made hotter than the

horse's foot by quick trotting over a cold

stone pavement. All this heat was attri-

buted to the accumulation of caloric, a
subtle fluid, the fluid of heat.

Count Rumford was one of the first to

propound, in 1798, the theory regarding
the nature of heat which is now universally

admitted by men of science. The sug-

gestive fact which led to it—as the falling

apple led Newton to universal gravitation

—was the large amount of heat developed

in the process of boring cannon at Munich.
To test his idea, he contrived an apparatus

for the generation of heat by friction, and
with it succeeded in actually boiling water,

originally at a temperature of sixty de-

grees Fahrenheit, in two hours and a half.

" It would be difficult," he says, " to de-

--^
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scribe the surprise and astonishment ex-

pressed in the countenances of the by-

standers on seeing- so large a quantity of

water lieated, and actually made to boil,

without any fire." Dr. Tyndall, being
short of time, produced the same effect, by
similar means, on a small quantity of water,

in two minutes and a half.

The electric telegraph is perhaps the
thing which has most frequently missed
the consummation of discoveiy. In 1732,
it was prefigured in the shape of a desir-

able and perhaps possible talisman. In-

deed, talismans and amulets often express
anxious longings after ends which we now
either know to be impossible, or which we
have either partially or completely realised.

Express trains, for instance, are not bad
substitutes for the flying carpet of the

Ai-abian Nights. Now Father Lebrun (in

his Histoire critique des Pratiques super-

stitieuses qui ont seduit les Peuples, et

embarrasse les Savants) records the em-
ployment of the magnet as a means of con-

versing at a distance. " I have heard say
several times that certain persons have
interchanged secret communications by
means of two magnetic needles. Two
friends took each a compass, around which
were engraved the letters of the alphabet,

and, they pretend, when one of the friends

made the needle point to any letter, the

other needle, although distant several

leagues, immediately turned to the same
letter. I do not answer for the fact; I

only know that several persons, as Salmut,
have believed it possible, and that several

persons have refuted this error."

This " error " is nothing less than the

electric telegraph, minus the batteries and
the conducting wires.

Aldini, again, in his Essai Theorique et

Experimentale sur le Galvanisme, pub-
lished in 1804, hit upon a veritable electi-ic

telegraph without knowing it. His object

was to ascertain whether a galvanic shock
could be transmitted through the sea. It

had already been effected through the

waters of the Lake of Geneva by Swiss,

and through those of the Thames by
English philosophers. Happening to visit

Calais, he laid down a wire from a battery

on the end of the west jetty to the plat-

form of Fort-Rouge, now demolished. The
effects of the battery fixed on the jetty were
felt, not only by living persons stationed on
the platform, but even recently slain animals
betrayed by their contractions the foot that

they had received the message sent from
the distant battery. In this suggestive

experiment (and we now wonder how
people could be so dull) all that was wanted
to constitute the telegraph were the dial-

plates at each end of the Avire.

Dr. Tyndall's discourse, however, applies

itself rather to theory than to its practical

application. A correct theory is the key
to knowledge ; starting from that, the con-
sequences are sure. But without imagina-
tion, no theory is possible. Scientific educa-
tion, he everywhere insists, ought to teach
us to see the invisible, as well as the visi-

ble, in nature ; to picture, with the eye of

the mind, those operations which entirely

elude the eye of the body ; to look at the

very atoms of matter, in motion and at

rest, and to follow them forth, without ever

losing sight of them, into the world of the

senses, and see them there integrating

themselves in natural phenomena.
Most needful to be pictured on the retina

of the mind are the pulsations which per-

vade all nature. By means of pulsations

in ether, we see ; by pulsations in the air,

we hear; by nervous pulsation, we taste,

smell, and feel ; by pulsations of the heart,

we live. Existence is made up of fits and
starts, intermittent though regular, and
not the less real for being so rapid that our

senses perceive but few of their intervals.

It is the eye of the mind only which can
realise them clearly.

Most happily does Dr. Tyndall select, as

his principal illustration of the Scientific

Use of the Imagination, the undulatory

theory of light. Light, which is the

synonym of perception and intelligence, is,

we now feel thoroughly assured, the result

of a mechanism utterly and absolutely im-

perceptible by our senses. It is the con-

sequence of pulsations or waves in a subtle

ether pervading all space. But we only

know the ether intellectually. No one has

ever compressed it, so as to make it tan-

gible, nor revealed its presence by chemi-

cal tests. No one has ever felt it blow on
his cheek, or seen the lightest film of down
displaced by its currcnt^s. The ether itself

is far beyond our ken : and yet we know
that it must exist, because we see, and wit-

ness the phenomena of light and vision,

which, in many instances, are only a re-

petition, in another form, of the phenomena
of sound.

It is difficult to state the case, even

briefly, without boiTOwing not only Dr.

Tyndall's thoughts, but in great measure

his very words. Sound travels through

different media with different velocities.

In water, it is propagated at the rate of
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four thousand seven Imndred feet a second,

whereas tlie wave-motion in water (like

that produced by the fall of a heavy rain-

drop on a tranquil pond) is propagated at

a rate which does not amount to a foot

a second. Gravity and inertia are the

agents by which this wave-motion is pro-

duced ; whilst in the case of the sound-

pulse, it is the elasticity of the water that

is the nrging force.

Bnt water is not necessary to the con-

duction of sound ; air is its most common
vehicle. And when air possesses the par-

ticular density and elasticity corresponding

to the temperature of freezing water, it is

known that the velocity of sound in it is

one thonsand and ninety feet a second

—

almost exactly one-fourth of the velocity in

water : the reason being that, although the

greater weight of the water tends to dimi-

nish the velocity, the enormous molecular

elasticity of the liquid far more than atones

for the disadvantage due to weight. Now,
we have a tolerably clear idea of the phe-

nomena of sound. By various contrivances,

we can compel the vibrations of the au* to

declare themselves; we know the length

and frequency of sonorous waves. We can

abolish one sound by another. We know
the physical meaning of music and noise,

of harmony and discord. In short, as

regards sound, we have precise ideas of the

physical processes by which special sensa-

tions are excited in our ears.

In these phenomena we travel a very

little way from dowm^ight sensible expe-

rience. But still the imagination is brought
into play, to some extent. We construct

in thought the waves of sound which we
cannot see with our bodily eye, and we
believe as firmly in their existence as in

that of the air itself. But, having mastered
the cause and mechanism of sound, we
desire to know the cause and mechanism
of light. Here we have to call upon that

expansive, almost creative power of the

human intellect, which we call the imagi-

nation. In the case now before us, it is

manifested by our transplanting into space,

for the purposes of light, a modified form
of the mechanism of sound.

We know on what the velocity of sound
depends. When we lessen the density of

a medium, and preserve its elasticity con-

stant, we augment the velocity. When
we heighten the elasticity, and keep the

density constant, we also augment the

velocity. A small density, therefore, and
a great elasticity, are the two things neces-

sary to rapid propagation.

Now light is known to move with the
astounding velocity of one hundred and
eighty-five thousand miles a second. How
is such a velocity to be attained ? By
boldly diSusing in space a medium of the
reqiiisite tenuity and elasticity !

Accordingly, philosophers have made
such a medium their starting-point, endow-
ing it with one or two other necessary
qualities ; handling it in accordance with
strict mechanical laws ; and thus trans-

ferring it from the world of imagination to

the world of sense, and trying whether the
final result be not the very phenomena of

light which ordinary knowledge and skilled

experiment reveal. If, in all the mul-
tiplied varieties of these phenomena, in-

cluding those of the most remote and
entangled description, this fundamental
conception always brings them face to

face with the truth ; if no contradiction to

their deductions from it be found in ex-

ternal nature ; if, moreover, it has actually

forced upon their attention phenomena
which no eye had previously seen, and
which no mind had previously imagined

;

if, by it, they find themselves gifted with a
power of prescience which has never failed

when brought to an experimental test ;

—

such a conception, which never disap-

points them, but always lands them on
the solid shores of fact, must, they think,

be something more than a mere figment of

the scientific fancy. It is impossible to

come to any other conclusion than that

reason and imagination, by their united

action, have led them into an invisible

world, which is not a bit less real than the
world of the senses.

Imagination, then, in one brilliant in-

stance, has guided us to one of the grandest
physical facts. But this universal medium,
this light-ether as it is called, is a vehicle,

not an origin, of wave-motion. It receives

and transmits, but it does not create. The
motion it conveys is derived, for the most
part, from luminous bodies. The scien-

tific imagination, which is here authorita-

tive, demands, as the origin and cause of a

series of ether-waves, a particle of vibrating

matter, quite as definite as, though incom-
parably smaller than, that which gives

origin to a musical sound. Such a par-

ticle is named an atom, or a molecule, and
is, we think, by no means difl&cult to

imagine.

Acting on our retina, the different light-

waves produce the sensation of diflerent

colours. Red, for example, is produced by
the largest waves, violet by the smallest

;

--^
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•whilst green and blue are produced by
waves of intermediate lengtli and ampli-

tude. We may compiire tlieir differences

of magnitude to the billows of the ocean
and the ripples of a pond. The shingle

that would stop the one would have no per-

ceptible effect on the other. Now, su^ipose

a number ofminute particles, like the motes
which dance in sunbeams, to be suspended
in the atmosphere. It will be aclmitted

that, like the pebbles on a beach, they
may have some influence on the smaller

waves of light.

The sky is blue ; which indicates a defi-

ciency on the part of the larger waves. In
accounting for the colour of the sky, the

first question suggested by analogy would
undoubtedly be, "Is not the air blue?"
The blueness of the air has, in fact, been
given as a solution of the blueness of the
sky. But reason, basing itself on observa-
tion, asks in reply, " How, if the air be
blue, can the light of sum-ise and sunset,

which travels througb vast distances of

air, be yellow, orange, and even red?" The
passage of the white solar light through
a blue medium could, by no possibility,

redden the light. The hypothesis of a
blue air is therefore untenable. In fact,

the agent, whatever it is, which sends us
the light of the sky, exercises, in so doing,

a double action. The light reflected is

blue, the light transmitted is orange or

red.

But it is known that infinitely small
particles, suspended in a medium, give it

a blue tint, when seen by reflected light.

There are glasses which show a bright

yellow by ti-ansmitted, .and a beautiful

lalue by reflected light. A trace of soap
in water gives it a tint of blue, as does the
steeping in it of a fresh shred of horse-

chestnut bark. London milk makes an ap-

proximation to the same colour, through
the operation of the same cause ; and Helm-
holtz has iiTeverently disclosed the fact

that a blue eye is simply a turbid medium.
The minuteness of the particles Avhich

produce our azure sky must be left entirely

to imagination. From their per'i'iousness

to stellar light, and other considerations.

Sir John Herschel drew some startling

conclusions respecting the density and
weight of the comets. We know that

their tails often fill spaces immensely
larger than the whole earth, whose dia-

meter is only eight thousand miles. Both
it and our sky, and a good space beyond
the sky, would certainly be included in a

sphere ten thousand miles across, thi-ce hun-

dred thousand of which spheres would be
required to make up a handsome comet's
tail. Now, suppose the whole of this

cometary matter to be swept together, and
suitably compressed, what do we suppose
its volume would be ? Sir John Herschel
would tell us that the whole mass of this

cometary rubbish might be carted away
at a single effort by a single dray-horse.

Perhaps even a donkey might do the work.
After this, we may entertain Dr. Tyn-

dall's notion concerning the quantity of
matter in our sky. Suppose a shell to

surround the earth at a height above the

surface which would place it beyond the

grosser matter that hangs in the lower
regions of the air—say at the height of the

Matterhorn or Mont Blanc. Outside this

shell we have the deep blue firmament.

Let the atmospheric space beyond the shell

be swept clean, and let the sky matter be
properly gathered up. What is its pro-

bable amount ? Dr. TyndaU has thought
that a lady's portmanteau; nay, even
that a gentleman's portmanteau—possibly

his snuff-bos—might take it all in. But
whether the actual sky be capable of this

amount of condensation or not, he enter-

tains no doubt that a sky quite as vast as

ours, and as good in appearance, could be
formed from a quantity of matter which
might be held in the hollow of the hand.

After this, the sky may fall, without

making us quake about broken bones.

FEEDEPJCUS EEX (OLD FEITZ).

BT WILLIBALD ALEXIS.

(a FAVOUEITE song in the PEUSSIAN CA3IP.)

Feedeeicus Eex, our King and our Lord,

He called to his soldiers to buckle on sword,

Two hundred battalions, of squadrons ten score.

And to each man some sixty cartouches or more.

" You rascals !" His Majesty was pleased to say,
" Like men every one you serve me to-day ;

They grudge me Silesia, the Gralschai't of Glatz,

And the one hundred millions locked up in our Platz.

" The Empress and French are in league as I find.

And the Empire of Eome with the pair has combined j

The Russians have fallen on Prussian land, too,

Up and show them what Prussians in earnest can do.

" My Generals Schwerin and Field-Marshal Keith,

With Zicthcn, are ready and armed to the teeth ;

Potz Mohren, Blitz, Hagcl, French look to your cars,

You little know Fritz and his old Grenadiers.

" Now, Louisa, adieu ! Don't cry ; never fear.

Some bullets dy crooked remember, my dear

;

If each bullet went straight and plump into its mark,

We kings should be soon left alone in the dark.

" The musket-ball makes but a little round hole.

The cannon-ball knocks apart body and soul;

The bullets are all made of iron and lead,

Yet many a shot misses many a head.

:p
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" Their guns of calibre are smaller and fewer

;

From Prussia the foe get no cannon, be sure,

The Swedes have such cursed bad money, you know

;

What the Austrians have, time will speedily show."

Fredericus Hex, whom the laurel wreath crowns.

If you'd only but now and then plunder some towns

;

Fredericus Res, ere your banner was furled,

We'd chase you the devil clean out of the world.

SIX MONTHS IN THE EAST.
THE DEAD SEA, THE JORDAN, AND JERICHO.

Exactly eighteen days before the Christ-

mas experience recorded last,* I bathed in

the Dead Sea ; and bathing there produces

as novel a sensation as if you found your-

self suddenly endowed with wings, and
emulating the feats of a tumbler-pigeon in

mid-air. You become a clumsy float, a top-

heavy buoy, a swollen cork, the instant you
are in its waters, and arms, legs, and body
are apparently endowed with the strangest

qualities. It is as if heavy weights were
affixed to each directly you attempt to

move, and experienced swimmers fail in

their best strokes, by reason of the un-

natural buoyancy with which they have

to contend. Your limbs are on the sur-

face, and you cleave the air with your
hands, the moment you try to swim, and
the man who would be drowned as soon as

he was out of his depth, in any other sheet

of water in the world, is the one best fitted

for bathing in the Dead Sea. He cannot

sink in it, let him do what he will. It is

as if he were encased in life-belts, or sprawl-

ing on a feather-bed. If he lean back and
throw his feet up, it is exactly as if he

were resting in a peculiarly well-stufi'ed

easy-chair, with a leg-rest to match. He
may fold his arms, turn on one side, lie

flat upon his stomach or back, clasp his

knees with both hands, or draw toes and
head together, in the shape the human
body would assume if crammed hastily into

a jar with its extremities left out, and all

w^th no more possibility of sinking than if

he were in so much soft san-d. Woe to him
if he be tempted by these unusual facihties

to stay long in the water with his head un-
covered ! The bare and rocky walls of the

low-lying caldron which holds the Sea of

Death reflect back the burning sun and con-

centrate its rays ; and a coup de soleil will

be the all but inevitable consequence of his

imprudence. Two of oiir party entered the

water, and remained in it for some seconds
before they re-covered their heads, and the

result was severe shooting-pains, sickness,

and dizziness, which lasted untU their im-

* See All the YiSAE Eound, New Series, vol. v.,

mersion an hour later in the refreshing

waters of the Jordan. Woe, too, to the in-

experienced stranger who, following his rule

in other bathing, dips his head as well as

his body into the Dead Sea. Inflamed
eyes and nostrils, together witli hair and
beard laden with acrid salts, are among the

penalties of his rashness ; while if he taste

its waters he becomes acquainted with a

greater concentration of nastiness than had
entered into his imagination before. In
buoyancy and bitterness the Sea of Sodom
exceeded all we had heard or read re-

specting it ; but in some other particulars

our anticipations were fiilsified surprisingly.

We looked for gloom, and we found bright-

ness ; we had imagined tui-bid waters, and
we found a lake exquisitely clear and de-

licately blue ; we expected perfect silence,

and an unbroken waste, and we found the

birds singing sweetly among the tamarisks

and oleanders, which spring up wherever
a stream flnds its way from the mountains
to mingle with the mysterious inland sea.

There was an Arab encampment near its

shore ; camels and sheep were munchuig
the green leaves, and a woman came from
her tent to fill her pitchers at the muddy
stream whose course we followed as we
cantered down. It was nearly mid-day,

and we had been in the saddle since seven

that morning, our journey having been one
long descent from the convent of Mar Saba.

Again and again we seemed to have turned

the last stony defile, and to be about to

enter the open space in the centre of which
the Cities of the Plain once stood ; and
again and again did the precipitous bridle-

path twine like some tortuous river, only

to show us another stage of the tedious and
hazardous descent. We had been met at

Mar Saba by an armed guard, whom Alee

had engaged for our protection against the'

lawless tribes who wander through this

region, and, with him as our pioneer, we'

rode through the burning heat, literally

panting for the double bathe in store for us.

Our guard, one of a large family who
live by protecting the travellers who visit

the wild districts about the Dead Sea, was
armed to the teeth, and was strikingly

handsome. Has the reader ever taken

the trouble to analyse the costumes which
look so splendidly picturesque in David
Roberts's or Carl Haag's paintings, and
to ascertain the causes which go to make
up their individual effect ? I found it

impossible to avoid doing this in the

East, where every figure looks as if it

had stepped bodily from some gorgeous

'^
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canvas, and as if the disposal of draperies

and the harmonious combination of colour

had been the subject of laborious care.

Such things are instinctive with the Ori-

ental, and the faces and figures one meets
in Egypt and Syria first astonisli and de-

light, and finally suggest the question

:

How are these marvellously artistic results

brought about ? Our guard furnished a

capital case in point. A six - barrelled

silver-mounted revolver, " backsheesh pre-

sent from French masters mee guide," was
stuck in one side of his belt, with its deco-

rated liandle and shining barrels exposed.

This was flanked by a long duelling pistol,

" backsheesh from 'Merican master mee
guide," and supported by dirks and a huge
Damascus sabre. A loose white linen robe

reaching from the neck to the feet, and
garnished with crimson belts and sashes,

had over it a wide-spreading cloak ; and
these would, but for an accident, have
been credited with the striking general

eSect produced. On riding, however,
through the dreary waste forming the site

of Jericho, we all lost our head-dresses

in turu. The far-reaching branches dis-

crowned us, as our horses were shouldering

their way through the densely thick shrubs

and prickly foliage, and the artistic mystery
of the guard's dress was solved upon the

instant. Let the reader take a large square

silk handkerchief, of gay, bright colours,

fold it half corner-wise, as ladies do their

shawls, and place it on his head. Let him
then add a double cord of worsted rope,

about the thickness of an old-fashioned

bell-pull, which shall fit tightly round the

crown and over this handkerchief, in such

a way that the forehead has a square top-

covering, while the sides of the face, and
the whole of the neck, are shrouded in silk,

which falls down to the shoulders in stream-

ing ends. On doing thus, by far the most
picturesque item in an Oriental dress is

secured. The few seconds during which
our guide's striped silk handkerchief (or

keyfea) was in the tree told the whole
story. We saw a common, rather sordid

face, and a bullet-head, on which the closely

cropped black hair suggested the House of

Correction, in place of the dignified Arab
beauty we had all admired. The Speaker
without his wig, the Lord Chancellor in a

shooting - coat, are figures which faintly

convey the contrast between our Oriental

with and without his head-dress. The
whole secret of costume seemed solved,

for we saw that in a pictorial sense a gaudy
silk handkerchief, tastefully arranged, made

the difierence between a Saladin and an
armed clown.

The frontispiece to the Talisman, in the
Favourite Edition of the Waverley Novels,
represents the convent of Mar Saba and
the rugged grandeur of its site. If the
reader has the volume at hand let him
study this picture well, for there is no-
thing else like the place portrayed, in Pa-
lestine or the world. Its church, courts,

cells, and cliambers are built up and let

into the caves and ridges of a lofty preci-

pice, so that you cannot determine how
much of the formidable structure before

you is natural and how much the work of

man. This precipice is faced by another,

equally perpendicular and high, so that the

holy house of Mar Saba stands on the side

of a roofless tunnel, the walls of which are

above, and below, and opposite. The only
situation at all like it is the mythical dwell-

ing of one of the Children of the Mist,

pointed out to the tourist in the Highlands
as he looks up, half shudderingly, on his

passage through the gloomy Glencoe.

The house of Mar Saba is far more like a
fortress than a convent, and its monks still

adopt many of the precautions of a state of
siege. No woman and no Bedouin is per-

mitted to cross its threshold, and our little

party Avas inspected minutely from a care-

fully guarded loophole while our credentials

were read, and before the narrow and pon-
derous iron door turned slowly on its hinges^

and we were permitted to enter. We found
ourselves in a small court-yard, strongly

guarded, and were conducted subsequently

over a wilderness of cells, refectories, flat

roofs, hospital wards, chapels, and ancient

cells. Some were mere natural caves, others

were holes scooped by hand out of the .solid

rock, and others, again, such as the church,

with its enormous buttresses, dome, and
clock-turret, were elaborate specimens of

ornate architecture. On looking out there-

was nothing but an enormous chasm to be

seen, and it seemed as if we were at the end
of the world. The monks looked dazed and
feeble-minded, as if the utter solitude and
gloomy grandeur liad been too much for

their minds, though tlie one who conducted
us round was, perliaps from frequent per-

formance of similar duties as guest-master,

both garrulous and bland. From a small

open terrace, about the size of a hearth-

rug, we looked to riglit and left, up and
down the awful space below us, wliilc our
host, uttering a pcciiliarly shrill cry,

brought what looked like a grey mouse
from its hiding-place in the rocks. Tl <

=ff»
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mouse was a fox, which looked tip cunBingly

foi' the bread thrown to him, and the good
father explained, that thus feeding the wild

foxes and jackals of the ravine formed the

chief amusement of his leisure. We had
much talk concerning the holy St. Sabas,

the founder of the convent, a native of

Cappadocia, who floui'ished in the fifth

century, and, by his reputation for extra-

ordinary sanctity, drew thousands after

liim into this dreary glen. The precipice

opposite to us is riddled with holes, each of

which was once the lair, not of a wild

beast, but of a recluse, who believed him-

self to be serving God by leading a life of

useless solitude. There are no pathways
or other modes of approach to these very

ineligible residences. They are sheer holes

in an upright wall, and our monk laid

quite an imctuous stress on the statement

that those who lived and died there were
let down severally in baskets, and never
afterwards returned to the upper world.

Their only means of subsistence, he in-

sisted, was the charity of the pilgrims who
flocked hither from all parts of the world,

and who let down contributions of bread
and fruit, until a day came when the basket

was not emptied, nor an answering pull

given to the rope from above, and then the

word went round that one more holy father

had, after ten, or fifteen, or twenty years of

death in life, departed finally, and that his

late hole was ready for another tenant. We
saw hundreds of these caves here, and
next day in the rocky sides of Quaran-
tania, known as the Mountain of the Temp-
tation, and, as each of them represented

a succession of empty lives, which had in

their time been quoted as examples to the
ignorant and credulous, we numbered them
among the many shockingly melancholy
sights of Palestine.

The past history and present surround-
ings of the convent are in accordance with
its appearance, and justify its precautions
and fortress look. It was attacked and
conquered by the Persians in the seventh
century, and its monks murdered ; it

was frequently stormed during the fierce

struggles of the Crusaders, and it is now
one of the richest convents in the Holy
Land, with a church stocked with gold and
silver ornaments, a valuable librai-y, which
includes rare manuscripts, and priceless

relics in the shape of piled-up bones of
murdered saints, in the very centre of a
district infested by the wildest Bedouins.
IS"o wonder, then, that the monks keep a
strict guard, and that the convent is made

as difficult of access as the original lion's

den in which St. Sabas dwelt, and which
was the germ of the entire building.

We rode from Mar Saba to the Dead
Sea along a road which becomes, as I

have said, wilder and more rugged at every

stage. The white-domed tomb, which the

Mahomedans insist is that of Moses, and
which is quoted triumphantly whenever the

biblical statement as to the place ofhis sepul-

ture being unknown is named, was the only

building we saw. It crowns a distant hill,

and Alee pointed it out whenever we came
to a break in the tremendous natural walls

which hemmed us in. The ridges and dried-

up channels we traversed are dangerous,

from the vantage points they furnish to

the robber and assassin. Sometimes we
found ourselves threading a narrow road,

with lofty precipices on each side of it,

which rose almost perpendicularly to the

sky, and from the summit of which a marks-
man could have picked us ofi"with certainty,

or have disabled us by the simple process of

hurling down a fragment of rock. At
others, we came upon an open table-land,

and our guard rode on to meet the wild

figures which had been watching us from a

safe ambush, and were now holding an omi-

nous conference. These savage-looking Be-
douins had some of them followed us or kept

us in sight for miles, not makiug any sign,

but taking short cuts, and by their superior

knowledge of the country, doubling on us,

and preparing, as it seemed, for parley or

attack. Our guard always took the first

opportunity of riding straight at them, and
was in familiar conversation before they

could recover from their surprise. He would
explain that the Frank excellencies he had
charge of were powerful, but good, and that

he was personally responsible for their

safety. The Bedouins looked dubious, but he
named his father, their good friend, and his

brother, who brought a party of travellers

over this very ground a few weeks ago,

and then called to us in a loud voice that

these were good people, who wished that we
might gain our homes in safety. Saluta-

tions were gravely exchanged, but no back-

sheesh was given or asked for. Alee's fee to

the guai'd included our black-mail to the

wandering tribes, and though at one time

we were in the centre of an encampment of

fierce and hostile Bedouins who had crossed

from the Moab side of the Jordan, and had
to cross a plain where their camels were
browsing by the thousand like sheep, we
were never once molested.

For an hour after we have left the rocky
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passes wliicli guard the approaclies to the

plain of tlie Jordan Ave have been in sight

of the Dead Sea, of the devious thread of

dark green foliage marking the sacred river's

course, and of the range of white and stony-

rock which limits the horizon. When we have
bathed, and when Alee has poured the

contents of the water bottles upon our
heads and bodies to rid us of the rapidly

incrusting slime, we start at a brisk canter

over the plain for the pilgrims' bathing-

place at the Jordan. We are on the

ground on which Lot looked down, four

thousand years ago, from the heights of

Bethel, after the dispute between his and
Abraham's herdsmen, when he " beheld all

the plain of the Jordan, that it was well

watered everywhere, before the Lord de-

stroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, even as

the garden of the Lord." There is little

fertility now, the shrubs on the deso-

late plains have their leaves incrusted

with salts ; the surrounding cliffs are desti-

tute of fohage, and the green trees which
line the Jordan's banks are as a finely

drawn out oasis in the wilderness. We all

complain of sticky and uncomfortable sen-

sations. The Dead Sea has left its mark
upon us. The sulphurous sands and salts

with which we are coated give a harsh and
gritty feeling to the skin ; the sun blazes

down upon our heads with a fierceness to

which all we have experienced in Egypt
seems trivial, and the limestone rocks

around, and the minute particles which
float and quiver in the air, affect the eye-

sight painfully. Yonder tumble-down ruin

marks the site of Jericho ; that tower
is shown as the house of Zaccheus ; the

clump close to us on the right, for which
Alee and the guard are making, is the

bathing-j^lace ; and here, oh joy ! are

the cool bubbling waters of the river seen

through a thicket oftamarisk, agnus-castus,

willow, and poplar, and looking honestly

muddy and turbid. We have had enough
of the baleful beauty of waters which are

at once clear and foul ; it is a relief to find

the Jordan (which is, hereabouts, not more
than sixty feet wide) of a yellowish muddy-

hue, with soft, thick, chocolate-coloured soil

mingling with its sandy shelving banks.

The bathe we indulge in now is delicious.

Carpets, table - cloth, cold fowls, wine,

and bread, were all laid out temptingly

under the trees when we emerged from

the tliicket, cool and refreshed after our

delightful bath ; and it was not until even-

ing had commenced to throw its shadows
that we remounted our horses and resumed

our journey. We devoted the afternoon to
reading aloud, to resting under the trees,

to meditation and talk on this the culmi-
nating point of interest in our tour. We
strolled through the thick, luxuriant wood
which borders the swiftly flowing waters.
We plucked leaves and cast them into the
eddies, and watched them disappear. We
filled -with Jordan water the half-dozen or
so of tin flasks, made for that purpose,
which Alee's experience among Christian
toui'ists had led him to purchase for us in
Jerusalem. We brought away a young
sapling or two, and some branches of trees,

and we took Dean Stanley with us, as it

were, as we read of his visit here with the
Prince of Wales, and how the stream before
us " was the one river in Palestine, sacred
in its recollections, abundant in its waters

;

and yet, at the same time, the river not of
cities, but of the wilderness ; the scene of
the preaching of those who dwelt not in

king's palaces, nor wore soft clothing. On
the banks of the rushing stream the multi-

tudes gathered—the priests and scribes from
Jeri-isalem, down the pass ofAdummim ; the

publicans from Jericho on the south, and
the lake of Gennesaret on the north ; the
soldiers on their way from Damascus to

Petra ; the peasants from Galilee, -^th one
from Nazareth, through the opening of the

plain of Esdraleon. The tall ' reeds' or

canes in the jungle waved, ' shaken by the

wind;' the pebbles of the bare clay hills

lay around, to which the Baptist pointed

as capable of being transformed into the

children of Abraham ; at their feet rushed
the refreshing stream of the never-failing

river. There," where we stood, "began
that sacred rite which has since sjjread

throughout the world, through the vast

baptistries of the southern and Oriental

churches, gradually dwindling to the little

fonts of the north and west ; the plunges

beneath the water diminishing to the few
drops which, by a wise exercise of Christian

freedom, are now in most churches the

sole representative of the full stream of the

Descending River."

After many warnings from Alee and the

guard as to the expediency of starting with-

out further delay, if we -wished to avoid dan-

ger fi'om Bedouins by reaching our night's

resting-place before dark, we resumed our

journey, and, after a brisk ride of an hour

and a half across the arid plain, arrived at

Rhia (Jericho) and the tents. Rhia is a

squalid village situated on the site of the

ancient Gilgal, and we slept on the spot

where the Israelites first pitched theii- tents
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in the Land of Promise, " having rolled

away the reproach of Egypt from off them."
After dark, Arab villagers, who are in-

conceivably shameful and dirty, assembled
ronnd our tent-doors, and danced and sang
before us for backsheesh, the women and
men keeping in separate gangs. They were
more degraded and repulsive than any-
thing human we had yet seen, and in their

shrieks and cries, their monotonous nasal

choruses, their undisguised coarseness, and
unpleasant gestures, suggested condemned
spirits from some lower world, glorying in

their wickedness and shame. These bestrong
words, but a reference to Murray will show
that I do not overstate the case against

the dwellers in Rhia, who seem to have
inherited the curse pronounced against

their ancient forerunners, who succumbed
to Joshua and the host of Israel. For
"Jericho, the city of palms," "high and
fenced up to heaven," stood here; though
there is not a stone of it remaining, nor
a single tree of the stately groves from
which it gained its name. Some ruined
sugar factories, which are said to date frona

the Crusades, are the oldest buildings near.

So recently as 1838, a solitary palm-tree
marked the forest's site ; but we saw
nothing but thorn and balsams as we gazed
round the oasis of tangled shrubs and trees

through which we had ridden. The view
is refreshing and delightful, for the luxu-

riant greenwood continues up to the lofty

range, in the centre of which is the

Mountain of the Temptation. This green
line follows the course of the stream of
pure water, which bubbles from the rock to

spread verdure and freshness in its track.

We referred to our authorities, and ascend-

ing a huge mound of rubbish we examined
the country around as easily as if it were
an open map. We fully comprehended now
the strategical importance of the city

of Jericho to the Israelites in the first

stage of the conquest of Palestine. It

stood at the entrance of the main passes
from the Jordan valley into the in-

terior of the country, "the one to the
south-west leading to Olivet, which com-
mands the approach to Jerusalem ; the
other to the north-west, towards Mich-
mash, which commands the approach to

Ai and Bethel." It thus formed the key
of Palestine to the invaders. In yonder
romantic range of rugged limestone cliffs

Joshua's spies took refuge, after leaving the

house of Rahab ; on this hill of Gilgal the
Tabernacle Avas kept during years of con-
flict, and until it was removed to Shiloh ;

here, Samuel and Saul met often ; and here,

too, Jericho was rebuilt. After this rebuild-

ing Elijah and Elisha, and other prophets,

flourished here; from yonder river banks the

former disappeared, and there, where the
foliage grows thicker, is the fountain which
the latter healed, and which bears his name
to this day. Through Jericho, as restored

by the Romans, our Lord passed on his final

journey to Jerusalem ; and it was its palm
groves and balsam gardens which Herod
purchased from Cleopatra, and upon which
he erected the dwellings whose luxury and
magnificence became proverbial. We visited

mound after mound of rubbish as we talked

over these things, and found many traces of

the work performed by Captain Warren and
his staff on behalf of the Palestine Explora-
tion Fund.
Next morning we rode from Jericho up to

Jerusalem in five hours, bypasses which have
been infested by banditti from the time of

the Good Samaritan downwards, andwe saw
and heard more of the usefulness and im-
portance of labours which have impressed us
strongly, ever since we set foot in the Holy
Land. I leave it to others to point out the

urgent needs which the Palestine Explora-
tion Fund is so well calculated to supply,

to explain its objects, and detail its pro-

gress. I content myself with testifying to

what we actually saw of its heavy and
conscientious work. This is so manifest
and important, that one heard of labours

being suspended and circumscribed, for

want of funds, with absolute pain. If it

be remembered that " many of the ancient

and peculiar customs of Palestine are fast

vanishing before the increasing tide of

western manners, and in a short time the

exact meaning of many things which find

their correspondences in the Bible will have
perished," and that our information re-

specting the geology, the botany, the zoo-

logy, and tlie meteorology of the Holy
Land is still most imperfect, such work
as we saw in progress should be felt as a

necessity by a Bible-loving nation. Pales-

tine is not larger than Wales, and the

city of Jerusalem would stand in Hyde
Park, so that, the half-contemptuous per-

mission of the Turkish government having
been obtained, there should be no bar to

the complete exploration of both. The
urgent need is for means. Scholars and
men of science, reverent, accomplished, in-

defatigable, are eager to resume and ex-

tend researches from which so much is to be
hoped ; and as we left the City of Sorrows,

where the Crescent flaunts above the

^^
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Cross, and departed from the degraded
Land of Promise, where the Infidel reigns

supreme, our strongest feehng was one of

hope that the Christian men and women of

England would not inflict an additional

blow upon this fallen regioii, by ciying
" Hold !" to work which has a broader
human interest than aught which has tran-

spired in Judtea since the days of our Lord.
Even now, when the traveller there is at

every disadvantage—when he is compelled
to see through a glass darkly—what a flood

of light his jjilgrimage throws upon the

most familiar passages in his Bible ! He
finds new meanings. He discerns beauties

and analogies previously hidden. But bring
him face to face with the buried and neg-
lected treasures of that wondrous land,

give him the clear pure rays for which the

representatives of the Exploration Fund
are striving, and a new era will commence
for Christendom, for the sacred story will

be illuminated with a radiance which will

shine throughout the world, and make all

px'eceding commentaries seem dull and cold.

A YORKSHIRE COLONY.

Within a few miles of Bradford stands

an establishment which is unique in this

country, and, I believe, in the world. This
is Saltaire, the factory of Sir Titus Salt.

I said factory, but colony is the better

word, for surely a town containing four

thousand inhabitants, a church, a cemetery,

an infirmary, a noble mechanics' institute, a

capital club, a large school for the children,

and a huge refreshment-room, all instituted

and carried on under regulations laid down
by one who is at the same time the founder,

the ruler, and the guiding spirit of the

place, deserves the grander name.
I was told that I ought not to leave

Bradford without seeing Saltaire, and hav-

ing received a courteous reply to my request

for permission not merely to see, but to

describe, the establishment, I started ofi"

chillier one bright autumnal morning by
the little railway which runs from Bradford

to Skipton, and on which Saltaire is the

second station. Of the origin, rise, and
progress of the place, I had heard some-

thing. I knew that the great speciality

of the fictory was the dealing with alpaca

wool, which, though long favourably re-

garded as a fabric, and often cx[)erimented

upon in the neighbourhood of Bradford,

had never been successfully treated until

Sir Titus, then Mr. Salt, a Bradford manu-

facturer in a not very large way, devoted
himself to the question, and as Mr. James,
in his most readable history of worsted
manufactures, tell us, " finally overcame
the difficulties of preparing and spinning
alpaca wool so as to produce a true and
even thread, and, by combining it with cot-

ton warps, improved the manufacture so as

to make it one of the staple industries of
the kingdom." The experiment was so

successful, and Mr. Salt's business so largely

increased, that he found it expedient to

draw together the work, which he was
carrying on at two or three small factories

in Bradford, into one large building, and en-

tertaining, as he did, certain large-hearted,

though thoroughly practical, views as to

the mutual relation of master and servants,

he determined upon founding the colony of

Saltaire. Eighteen years ago this inten-

tion was carried out, and during the whole
of that time, and up to the present hour,

constant exertions have been made, not

merely to extend and improve the business,

but to ameliorate the bodily and mental con-

dition of those by whom the business is car-

ried on. It is only fair to say, from personal

observations, that these exertions have in

every way met with distinguished and well-

merited success.

As without the factory the colony would
never have been called into existence, our

first attention shall be given to that estab-

lishment. The factory, which is admirably

situated for purposes of commerce, between
the Leeds and Liverpool canal, and the

Bradford and Skipton railway, and is in

close proximity to the river Aire, from which
the water for the working is supplied, covers

twelve acres of ground, is six stories high,

five hundred and fifty feet long, fifty feet

wide, and seventy-two feet high. The
walls, which are of enormous thickness, are

supported by arches on iron pillars ; the

roof is of cast iron, and the whole build-

ing is fire - proof. The various kinds of

wool used here are alpaca. Botany, or Aus-

tralian wool, Russian, and mohair. The
Botany wool, the best of which comes from

Van Diemen's Land, is softer and finer than

any other. It arrives in bales of about

seventy pounds weight, closely packed by
hydraulic pressure. These bales arc loosened

by being heated, and the wool is then sorted,

washed, and dried by heat, carded, and

combed, and finally goes through the pro-

cess of spinning and weaving. The wool,

in its orij^inal state, is either black, brown,

or grey, but it is capable of being dyed al-

most any colour in the dyeing-house, which
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forms part of the premises. The weaving,

combing, and carding machines are said

to be as perfect as hnman ingenuity has

hitherto devised, and, indeed, any one,

however ignorant of mechanism, woukl be

struck by an inspection of the weaving-

room, which extends the whole length of

the extensive buildings, where the eye gets

dazed at the enormous perspective of ma-
chinery in motion, while the ear is deafened

by its clang. In carrying out the various

processes of manufacture, upwards of four

thousand hands, men, women, and children,

are employed. Nearly all of them reside

on the premises, as it is called, that is to

say, in the town lying adjacent to the

works, which has been built expressly by
Sir Titus Salt for his workmen. The neat

stone houses are built in broad, well-paved,

well-lighted streets, each called by the name
of a member of the founder's family, and
are let out at very moderate rents.

Across the road, and immediately oppo-

site to the factory, stands the chapel, a

handsome, substantial building, with a gilt

spike surmounting its cupola, which gives

it an odd and decidedly foreign appearance.

The interior of this church—it has been
built about ten years—is remarkably hand-
some ; the roof is supported by splendid

marble pillars, and the balustrades around
the railed-off space, where in our church
would be the altar (the worship at Saltaire

is congregational), are of the same material.

The building is warmed with hot-water

pipes, and lighted with gas, and in its air

of comfort contrasts pleasantly with the

ordinary chapels to be found attached to

public estabhshments. There is service

twice a day, morning and evening, and
the officiating minister, and the organist,

who has a splendid instrument, are re-

tained solely for the benefit of the Sal-

taire congregation. Adjoining the chapel

is the very handsome marble mausoleum of

the Salt family, which, two days previous

to my visit, had received its second tenant.

In the immediate neighbourhood is the

dining-hall, an enormous room partitioned

off into boxes on the old coffee-house model,
and with extensive kitchens in its rear.

The design of this establishment is, that,

while the provisions are sold at the lowest
possible rate, the affair should be self-sup-

porting, and its frequenters should not find

any loss of independence in patronising it.

This feeling is frankly expressed on a large

painted board, which also sets forth the re-

markably low tariff. A plate of meat and
potatoes can be had for twopence, and I

calculated that an elaborate meal, includ-

ing soup, meat, vegetables, pudding, and
lemonade, would not cost more than six-

pence. It is one of the regulations that the

provisions should be fresh every day, and
wdth a view to this end, all that is uncon-
sumed during the day is sold in the even-

ing at a very low price to the poorer mem-
bers of the community. It is to be noted
that neither beer nor spirituous liquors are

permitted to be sold here.

The colony has also its baths and wash-
houses, on an elaborate scale. A large

room on the ground floor is fitted up with
the usual apparatus of coppers and tubs,

and contains a fine wringing machine
which, worked by steam, makes more than
one hundred and fifty revolutions per
minute. There are two different classes of

baths, both being decidedly comfortable,

and one almost luxurious. In the first

class, where the dressing-rooms are as well-

fitted and furnished as in any London
establishment, the price of a warm bath is

sixpence, of a cold bath threepence. There
is also a Turkish bath, which, as I was
told, is extensively patronised by the opera-

tives.

Proceeding by the bridge which crosses

the railway, and ascending the main street

of the little town, we came upon a large

building in course of erection. This build-

ing, which, when completed, will have cost

twenty thousand pounds, is a mechanics'
institute, or, as Sir Titus Salt more wisely

chooses to call it, the Working Men's Club
of Saltaire. It will contain a library and
reading-room, various class-rooms, two
lecture-halls, the larger to contain seven
hundred, the smaller one hundred and fifty

persons, while the larger portion of the

basement will be set aside as a gymnasium.
The handsome buildings immediately op-

posite are the schools for the children of

the colonists—one for boys, the other foi'

girls—large, lofty, well-ventilated rooms,
with spacious playing - yards attached

.

Threepence per week per head is all that

a parent is called upon to pay to provide

his children with an excellent education,

while there is what the Germans call a
kinder garten, or nursery school, to which a
mother can send her smallest encumbrance,
^dth the knowledge that it is well looked
after, while she herself pursues her work.
We have seen how the children are

taught and reared, and how admirably the

bochly and mental welfare of the adult

population is looked after at Saltaire. Let
us now see what provision is made for
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sickness and old age, those di'ead visitants

wliose approach is not to be averted even
from this happy colony. All that can be
done is to soften the rigour of their at-

tacks ; and that this has been done in

the most considerate manner is at once

proved to ns. This solid block of building

standing by itself is the infirmary, and the

door is opened by a neatly dressed matron,

the mere sight of whose bright, cheerful

face, the mere sound of whose soft, clear

voice, must be beneficial to an invalid.

Here is the surgery and dispensary, fitted

and furnished in quite a nautical manner
as regards the economy of its space and
the way in which every available inch of

wall and cupboard has been made use of;

here is the operating-room, with that hor-

rible expanding couch, which is common to

all such places. Up-stairs are what we
should call the wards, but what are really

the brightest and most cheerful little apart-

ments for the patients. At the head of each

bedstead is the usual oflB.cial certificate of

the case and dietary table, a bell to summon
the nurse, and a couple of strong ropes and
pulleys pendent from the ceiling, to aid the

patient in raising himself in bed. I noticed

that the books on the shelves adjacent to

the beds were not of the usual sombre and
somniferous character, that the walls were
covered with pictures of a much higher

order than is usual in such places, and that

the illuminated texts hanging here and
there were calculated to inculcate hope,

rather than terror. Throughout the whole
place cleanliness, cheerfulness, and order

reigned supreme, nor can I fancy a more
comfortable home in illness, or one afibrd-

ing a better chance for speedy recovery,

than the infirmary at Saltaire. As we
passed out my guide noticed as a novelty

an elaborate invalid's bath-chair, and the

nurse told us that one of Sir Titus Salt's

sons had just had it sent down from Lon-
don for the use of the patients when con-

valescent.

A little higher up, in the best situation

on the crest of the hill, stand six houses,

inhabited by the widows of those who have
died in the Saltaire service. The houses

consist of four rooms, with kitchen, scul-

lery, &c., and the residents not merely live

rent-free, but are provided with furniture,

and receive a weekly allowance propor-

tionate to the size of their families. Here,

as in every other portion of the colony, it is

expected that those who are thus helped

should also help themselves, even if they

can only do so by showing their obedience

to the regulations, and by their observance
of cleanliness and order in their households.
As I left Saltaire, the factory-bell was

clanging, and the streets were filled with
the " hands" returning to their work; the
women with their kerchiefs round their

heads ; the men di'essed in long, light blue
smock-frocks ; the chikb'en running in and
out amongst them, 'and making the pave-
ment echo with the rough music of their

clogs. All looked prosperous and happy,
and so properly do the colonists appreciate
their good fortune, that the policemen,
themselves colonists, are necessarily the
least employed portion of the community.

THE DOCTOR'S MIXTURE.

BOOK ni.

CHAPTER XXX. EESCUB.

The Red Lion at "Westcup was an old-

fashioned family inn, which the county
families patronised. On this night it was
pretty full, for a certain Mrs. Dowlais was
giving a fancy ball. As Katey drove up
she already saw a crowd at the door, while

fantastic figures passed through it, amid
derision and admiration, to get to theii^

waiting carriages. In a moment Captain
Montague was beside her. " Just a minute
too late," he said. " They are coming out.

I could not get a word with her." And
the next moment they saw a briUiant trio

emerge from the door, and come through
the light : an ofiicer of the guard in the

days of Charles the Second—his crimson
coat all crossed and braided with gold,

boots, and flowing wig; a poor insipid-

looking lady, in a di-ess that seemed no
fancy costume at all ; while on the guards-

man's arm leaned a beautiful Irish Colleen

Bawn, in a scai'let cloak and hood, tlio

shortest petticoats, and altogether so dainty

and piquant a figure, that the crowd looked

on with admiration. The blushing Polly

was beside herself, as her sister saw, with
delight and pride.

Too late, then ; what was to be done
now ? But Captain Montague was equal to

the occasion. " We will follow them to the

ball," he said. "You can wait in the car-

riage, and I will go in."

The ball was given at a showy spick-

and-span mansion, a little way beyond the

town, with greenhouses and gardens illu-

minated, and a great building of canvas
and wood erected, and lit up with Chinese
lanterns and devices. It was a sumptuous
afi'air, carried out with the lavish macruili-
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cence of those opulent districts— band
from London, dresses from London, deco-

rations from London, STi2:)per and wines

from London, It was scarcely wonderful

that our unsophisticated Polly was dazzled

by the enchantment.

The night wore on till twelve, when the

captain of Charles the Second's guard came
to chiim her for a dance. When that was
over, he took her away to explore the gar-

'dens and fairy bowers.

"Now, tell me frankly," he asked, "do
you think I look well in this dress ?"

Our Polly looked at him askance, then on

the ground,
" Why should I tell you," she said, " what

you know very well ?"

" What ! but you wouldn't pay me a

compliment, that I know."
" Yes, I would," said she, stoutly ;

" and
you deserve it, for procuring me such a

delightful evening."
" And you are not displeased with me ?"

" Displeased ! Oh ! what nonsense. Cap-
tain Molyneux. I shall never forget it."

" Exactly," said he. " You know I told

you when you began by hating me, that you
-would finish by—well, by liking me."

Polly tossed her head. " Well, I don't

mind telling you that you have greatly im-

proved—that you have behaved much better

of late."

" It is very good of you to say so," he
answered ;

" but you don't know me yet

;

and how I have never had a chance—or a

fair chance. You don't know what I would
have been. But there are people who do
not understand me, and whom I do not

understand, which is my fault, no doubt

—

I am sure it is."

"No, no," said Polly, eagerly, quite

afiected at this generous self-reproach

;

"" indeed it is not. The fact is, I was so

hasty, for I was told so much, and warned
so much about you "

" Oh ! I know—that's a matter of course.

And shall I tell you now what made me
first think of you with a little interest?

—

•why, because simply I heard a good deal

about you—that you were smart, and
sharp, and wicked."
"Who could have said so?" Polly ex-

claimed, her eyes sparkling.
" Oh ! people who were interested in

getting me to believe it. From the first I

felt there was a common link of sympathy
between us—that in both our families we
wei^e not uuderstoocl, and that both our
families had set themselves to hinder all

our pleasures and amusements."
"Oh! yes," said Polly, eagerly. "But

it couldn't have been Peter or Katey. I

know Katey has turned against me lately,

and Peter treats me like a child. But I

don't so much blame him. But they shan't

have their way, as I showed them to-night,

locking me up like a little school- girl."

" It was an insult," said Mr. Molyneux,
" to one of your position and your beauty.

Yes, I say so—it is notorious ! You are

the most beautiful girl—and you know it

—

not in this wretched place, but in England.
I have never seen any one to compare with
you!"

" Oh, for shame !" said our poor foolish

Polly, very piteously. " You are making
fun of me, I know."

This was the only shape of the protest

that she made ; for she felt a new and pe-

culiar thrill of pleasure at the warmth and
energy of these compliments.

" Yes," he went on, " it is perfect oppres-

sion, and I admire your spirit—you, the

jewel of your family, what they ought to

be proud of, to be treated in such a way !

Every one has been remarking it, and feel-

ing for you."
" Have they ?" asked Polly. " No ?"

" Your father is so engrossed in his plots

and schemes, he doesn't care for you or

value you. He has got some low fellow

—

perhaps that Morrison—to marry you to ; I

know he has. You are to be used just to

help on his interests. Why, the greatest lord

in the land ought to be proud to get you."
" No, no," said Polly, smiling and pout-

ing ;
" indeed, you know they wouldn't.

But as for Peter and Katey, I have sus-

pected something ; but they won't find mo
such a child, I can tell them."
"How superb you are this night—this

moment!" he said. " I tell you what, my
dear child, this must not be allowed to go
on. Come down here— this romantic
garden," he added, drawing her with him

;

" every one about us here will be listening,

and I have much to say to you. Look !

can you put confidence in me ? Do you
trust me ? for you will have to do it now."
A little scared, Polly looked at him ; but

she felt a sort of helpless and over^^owered

feeling coming over her.

"I mean," he added, hastily, "you do
not hate me still—you assured me of

that
"

" Oh ! indeed I don't
; you arc my true

friend, I believe."

"Well, listen: she has gone home"—he
did not like to say Mrs. Molyneux—" you
know who I mean."

Polly gave a little cry, " What, gone
away and left me here ?"

^-.
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" Oh ! yes ; some of her meagrims and
lieadaches. But hsten to my plans for you.

I am always thinking of you—I mean of

your interests. This life of tyranny and
oppression must not go on

;
you must not

be sacrificed in this way— your precious
health, precious self, hopes, and prospects.

They are your enemies, or, what is the
same thing, do not care for you. You don't

know the plots that are hatching about
you. You must trust your friends—it is

your only chance."

Piteously entreating, really frightened,

fluttered, agitated, a poor fooHsh little bird,

Polly began to think hei'self an unhappy,
persecuted heroine.

" What am I to do ?" she exclaimed,
passionately.

" Why, trust in me—in us, your true
friends !" he said, hurriedly. You must
leave these people, who do not care for you.

You must be made happy, treated tenderly,

by those who love you. You. must give
them up."

" What ! Peter and Katey ? And how
can I do that ? Ah ! What does all this

mean ?"

"You are being sacrificed. Why, I

know men in town, marquises and dukes,

who if they once saw you, would give their

lives to win you !"

" Oh ! indeed," said Polly ;
" I would not

care for that, unless it were one that I liked

and really loved."
" There is one, then, that does ! I will

tell you of him now, if you like. Come,
Polly, come with me, and let us leave this

place at once. You shall live with us,

^iiever go back to them till they see you
wealthy, titled, and magnificent—every one
at your feet; and then they shall come
imploring your pardon ! Come at once !"

13ewildered, dazzled, feeling like a child

—as she indeed was—to whom all indul-

gence must be extended, the unhappy Polly

felt that she had lost the power of re-

sistance. He was hurrying her along the

gardens towards a gate that seemed to open
on the road, when they were both suddenly

confronted by Captain Montague.
"What!" said the latter, promptly,

" going to win your wager ?"

Captain Molyncux uttered something like

an imprecation. " Get away out of this !

Don't talk to me !"

But the presence of this third person

roused Polly from the sort of dream in

which, to do her all justice, she had been

up to that moment.
"Wager?" she said, suddenly, shaking

herself free. " What wager ?"

" A wager that this gentleman made
about you, Miss Findlater, at our mess-
table."

" It's false !" said Captain Molyneux.
" It's true, and can be proved by a dozen

who were present. But this is not the
time to do it. I hear that Mrs. Molyneux
has gone away ; but there is a lady here
who will take charge of you—your own
sister!"

"Oh! I am miserable!" cried Polly,
bursting into tears. "Where is she? Let
me go to her. Oh ! Captain Montague, take
me to her."

" Certainly," said the other, gravely.
" She is here close by, in the carriage."

Without another word lie gave her his
arm, turned round, and walked away. The
other stood there completely baffled.

Nothing could exceed the tact of the
former officer. " It was wTong of you,
Miss Polly, to have gone to the ball with
him

; he is a low fellow, and not worthy to
be a chaperon for you. It is hard that yoir

should lose your evening, but your sister

was a little uneasy about the suddenness of
your expedition."

Here they Avere at the carriage door ; be
opened it, helped Polly in, shut it, talked
a little at the door in his gayest way. It

was surely what the Americans called "a
very one-horse place ;" so much so that he
added, " I really think none of us will ac-

knowledge that we have been there." The
two sisters then drove away into the night.

CHAPTER XXXI. THE GRAND COUP.

While these events were taking place,

matters still more dramatic were going
on at Leadersfort. As the night began to

set in the sick man grew more restless and
impatient; while about the house the va-

rious parties lay in wait watching eagerly

—themselves uncertain and undisturbed,

and in the belief that this night would end
all. Mrs. Leader had gone in for a mo-
ment to her husband, and found him much
calmer. His face was shrunk, and there

was a strange, wistful expression over it.

" I want to see her," he said, wearily.
" Let her come and pray for me ; and for

God's sake give over this wrangling ! Send
her here at once."

The other doctor was present, so she

made no objection, but left the room at

once and sought the Doctor.
" He wishes to see your daughter.

Would you tell her to go up ? But she
should not tire him."

" Of course not. She is in her room."
Mrs. Leader sent up to her room ; but,

^
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as we know, Katey coiild not be found.

She then sent to look for her over the

house, when one of her servants said that

Mrs. Cecil Leader had ordered out the

brougham, and had gone away into Tilston.

Into Tilston !—left the house ! A gleam of

hglit came into Mrs. Leader's eyes. She
rang for a confidential messenger of her

own, despatched him. into Tilston to find

out why the brougham had not returned,

and then hurried up-stairs.

The Doctor very soon had learned this

piece of news. " Katey left the place

!

What did the woman mean by such cracked

behavioui' ? Where was she?" he asked,

rushing about from library and drawing-

room to the kitchen even. No one could

tell him anything, save that she had taken
the bi'ougham and gone into Tilston.
" What infernal idiotcy," asked the Doctor,

"made her get such a thing into her
head ?" Certainly he was a poor perse-

cuted fellow, to have to be carrying brains

for every one of his family, who jointly or

severally hadn't so much as an ounce of

wit among them all. He was so worried
and taken back by this unaccountable

step, that though he felt it was dangerous
to be absent at such a crisis, he could not

resist setting off privately, and hurrying
through the dark night into Tilston.

His own house he found completely de-

serted—the servant had gone to spend
the evening with a friend ; Polly's room
seemed to be fastened from the inside, as

he imagined, and after thundering and
threatening for a long time, he could get

no answer, and assumed it was that sulky
child Polly in one of her fits ; or else she

was gone out to one of her friends. But
Katey— where was Katey ? He really

felt a cold perspiration on his forehead,

as he thought of the tricks that would
be going on in his absence duiing these

precious moments, each worth golden
guineas ! And then it was, as he turned
from his own door, that the new reflection

flashed upon him, that this very absence
would be artfully and maliciously turned
to their ruin ! He was down at the hotel

in a moment, and there learned from an
ostler that the brougham had been seen to

pass through, which was poor news indeed.

"What on the face of earth was he to

do ?" If he was di-iven into hard lying
and swearing for this, it must lie on that

girl's conscience.

He posted back as hard as he could.

Almost as he entered he met Mr. Randall
Morrison entering, and just taking ofi" his

coat. "What did this mean?" thought

the Doctor, turning pale again. Mr. Mor-
rison spoke to him with a quiet careless-

ness ; but there was a confident assurance
in his eye. The Doctor saw that he was
eager to get away up-stairs to his sister.

He waited below in that room. The
house very silent, the night hovering on
that debatable ground between night and
morning ; now for half an hour, now for

three-quarters. But they did not come to

him. Suddenly he heard a step, and
Mary Leader entered. She was struck by
his worn, shrunk face, wizened almost with
anxiety.

" What is going on, for Heaven's sake,

Miss Mary ? How is he—what are they
at?"

" Very quiet, very quiet. The doctor
thinks a turn may be coming, and has gone
to bed. Mr. Macfarlane is sitting up with
him. Mrs. Leader is in her room ; she is

worn-out, she says. Oh ! but Katey,
Katey ! Why was she not here ? He is

so hurt, so wounded, so shocked at her de-

sertion of him !"

" Heaven knows what's over us all to-

night ! She was fagged to death, I sup-

pose. No wonder she wanted a little sleep

under her own roof, away from all this

racket. But—but

—

she is gone to bed ?"

asked the Doctor, with a strange wistful-

ness. " You're sure of that ?"

" I suppose so," said Mary, coldly,
" Then I am not," said the Doctor,

seizing her wrist earnestly. " No, nothing
of the kind. She's awake, and plotting at

this moment. I have had my suspicions

the whole of this night, suspicions wliich

are as much a certainty as the light of that
candle, from the moment that she came
down and offered us all the kiss of peace.

People of her sort don't change, any more
than you can wash the spot off' a bulldog's
eye. As for Katey, my dear Miss Mary,
there's a story about that which can't be
explained now ; but she'll teU you herself

in the morning. But I warn you there's

some game up between those two, about
your poor sick father, for whom it is vital

—vital that he be kejot quiet."

The Doctor spoke with extraordinary
vehemence and earnestness. Mary listened

with interest,

" Yes," she said quietly ;
" something of

the same sort of suspicion occurred to me
to-night, when she volunteered that recon-
ciliation. But Katey, if it could be ex-

plained—that would be the true cure—for

he said to me, ' You see, as soon as she got
what she wanted, she did not think me
worth attending to.'

"
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The Doctor gasped. " Your step-mother

had been in two minutes before that, I'll

swear !"

" Yes, she had," said Mary.
" Yes, she had !" he answered, savagely,

" and put the words into his mouth. I

tell you there's scheming and plotting going

on to-night, and, Miss Mary, if you'll be

guided by me, and not leave your poor

father to be bullied out of his warm bed
into eternity, we'll plot, too, in a defensive

way, at least."

" Anything to protect and save him,"
said she. " What you say seems probable

enough."
" Whist !" said the Doctor, putting his

hand up to his ear cautiously.

They were at the door of the parlour

opening into the hall, near the foot of a
great well staircase, that went up to the

roof A flash of a candle came down
suddenly.

" I'll come back again, and shut the door
quietly. I'll take my shoes off and creep
up-stairs to Katey's room, where you'll find

me. I'm going home now, you under-
stand." And in a louder voice the Doctor
said :

" It's getting fine again, and I'll

have a quiet walk home. Good night. Miss
Mary. He'll be better in the morning, never
fear."

Mary Leader disliked heartily any kind of

organised deceit, but on tliis eventful night
her habitual steadiness was quite overcome.
Overpowered, too, by the Doctor's almost
impassioned warmth, she could make no
protest, and turned to go up-stairs. The
light had disappeared. A sort of convic-

tion came upon her that this theory of the

Doctor's was quite true, with a sort of just

anger at the poor helpless father she so

loved being harassed out of the world.

At this moment Doctor Speed, candle in

hand, appeared at the end of a corridor,

coming to cross the hall, and making for

his room. He was yawning and very
tired. " He will do very well. Miss Leader,

if he only gets sleep to-night. It was most
unfortunate about Mrs. Cecil ; it should

have been kept from him. However, when
I loft him, he had fallen into a doze which,

if it keeps on, may do him a world of good.

Good night, or good morning rather." And
again yawning, the doctor, sjDCCulating

how he must "be off" in the morning,
and who would be up to hand him his hun-
dred and fifty guineas, passed away down
another corridor, and was lost to view.

"Yes," thought Mary, "Doctor Find-
later was right." And she went to her
own room, creeping along ever so softly.

After about a quarter of an hour, the

Doctor tapped at the door, and stood there

when she opened it, his shoes in his hands.
He had come up the back stairs. " Come,
Miss Mary," he said, "let us get down to

Cecil's, one by one. I declare I am ashamed
of myself for all this Guy Fawkes work

;

but what can one do in such a fix ? I

declare it's enough to agitate a man's
nerves ; and no one will make a handsomer
almond than I will, if the datas prove
fallacious."

They went along to Cecil's room, which,

was on the same floor as Mr. Leader's,

only at the right wing of the house. A
great balcony or verandah ran round the

house, and this was in the Doctor's mind
when he mentioned Cecil's room. Ptich

thick pile carpets ran round this corridor

—

a piece of Mrs. Leader's extravagance, but
which favoured her enemy's movements in

the most fortunate way. As the Doctor
drew near the sick man's room, a strange

cry seemed to pierce the door, with eager

voices in low suppressed tones. The Doctor
again caught Mary Leader by the wrist,

made her listen a moment, then hurried

away to Katey's room, softly closing the i

door. " They're at it," he said, in a whisper—" God forgive their night's work ! Put
this shawl round your head and shoulders,

for the night's cold, and follow me."
He opened the French windows, and

stepped out on the balcony. The noble

park and stately trees lay sleeping beneath,

and a great glare of light was shed out on
the grass from the painted windows. The
Doctor well knew that one of Mr. Leader's

fancies was to have the shutters open, and
plenty of light admitted. They crept along

the balcony, and were at the window. The
Doctor looked in first ; they could hear the

voices plainly. Then he drew jMary for-

ward. There was no chance of their being-

seen. It was long before the two forgot

the spectacle. The unhapjjy man, worn to

a shadow, sitting up, Mrs. Leader support-

ing him, and talking slowly, her brother

beside her, Macfarlane at the foot of the

bed. They heard her quite plain.

" They are only trying to frighten you

;

you will get quite well, the doctor says so.

It is part of this conspiracy to tell you the

contrary. But tell him, Randall, about her

—that woman for whom you did so much.
Where do you think she went to-night ? To
a ball ! Yes, to a ball. Randall tracked

her—he has the name and address. That
was what she gave you up for."

" Oh ! how unkind of her, how cruel

!

You see there is no one I can trust—not
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one ! She left me here, not knowing but I

might be dead when she came back."
" What did she care ? She had got you

to do what she wanted— she had made it

all safe."

" How cruel !—how base !" lie groaned.
*' But I don't believe it still—there is some
mistake. She will come back and explain

it. And so you roused me up to tell me
this, and make me miserable ? Gro away,
I tell you !"

" Yes, in one moment, dear. But won't
you punish her ? You wouldn't like to

have her and her low father going about
boasting of what they can make you do, no
matter how they behave ? '

'

" Well, in the morning, if you wili all let

me be alive, among you, we will talk of it

then. Go away, for God's sake !"

Mrs. Leader looked at her brother.
" To tell you the truth," said the latter,

slowly, " this is a thing that you ought not
to put off in this fashion, and that we
cannot let you put off in this way. Doctor
Speed has spoken to you as plainly as he
could." (Here Doctor Findlater saw Mrs.
Leader turn away, and jilace the curtain

between her face and her husband's !)
" He has told you that the diseases under
Avhich you suSer are very serious, danger-
ous, and even fiital. It is a duty to tell

you this plainly, and that it is no time for

putting off serious matters."
" I don't believe all that," said the un-

happy victim ;
" you do it to frighten me."

"Ask any of the doctors, there are three

in the house. It is childish, and this cannot
and must not be put off. See here, my
dear Mr. Leader: I must tell you plainly

you have committed a gross injustice to

your wife, in letting yourself be pillaged

by adventurers like these Findkters. You
have done a scandalous wrong, that the
world will cry out against, and you must
repair it now !"

"In the morning!—in the morning!"
pleaded the unhappy man. "I am so weak
—you are killing me ! Don't— don't, I

beg ; it is not my act—I am not free !"

The two faces were looking in on the
guilty party from the window. It was a
liorrid and ghastly picture : Mrs. Leader
hiding away behind the curtain ; the
shrunk, worn, dying figure, propped up in

the middle; Doctor llacfai^Iane holding
the paper, while Randall guided the pen.
The wild terror in that sick man's eyes
seemed like madness. He fell back on his

pillow, while the other two, at a side-table,

hastily wrote their names as witnesses.

Such was the scene that night at Leaders-

fort. Mary Leader several times had been
about to beat impatiently on the window,
but the Doctor held her loack.

At six o'clock Doctor Speed was roused

up to come to the bedside in all haste.

The patient was sinking. The boat which
had made such a weary and stormy passage

was .almost touching the bank. Mary
Leader, excited, came rushing to meet him.

The doctor saw at once how it was. Gra-

dually the fatal word passed round, and
they came gliding in to assist at the last

awful spectacle. The eyes of the former

barrister wandered round restlessly, and at

last settled on one who had entered the

latest. It was Katey. A smile of welcome
appeared on his lips, and he attempted to

stretch out his hand. Suddenly a look of

terror came into his face. He tried to lift

himself. "You will hate me," he mur-
mured ;

" I did not mean it. I was weak
and helpless, and you were not there. Why
loerenH you here ?"

Katey, on her knees beside him, could

only plead that she was obliged to go.

" Don't fatigue him," said Mrs. Leader,

drawing nearer. The shrunk and shrivelled

hands grasped at her, and Mary, stepping

softly forward, placed Katey's in his.

Already was the strange grey tone spread-

ing over his face, the shadow perhaps of

the transparent wing of the Destroyer. In

a few minutes kind but firm hands were

leading the weeping women from the room

;

and the poor barrister, whose wealth and
estate had brought him only weariness and
misery, was at last at rest.
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THE EOSE AND THE KEY.

CHAPTER rv. HOW THEY ALL GOT ON.

Just for a moment the appearance of this

Codes, domesticated under the same roof,

spy, thief, whatever he might be, made
the young lady wince. Her impulse was
to walk straight into the kitchen, cross-

examine the visitor, and call on Richard
Pritchard to turn him out forthwith. But
that was only for one moment ; the next, she
was chatting just as usual. Mrs. Pritchard,

with her pretty Welsh accent, another
candle, and her smile of welcome, had run
out to accompany the ladies up-stairs to

know their wishes, and to make any little

adjustments in the room they might re-

quire.
" I lighted a bit o' fire, please 'm, the

evenin' was gone rather cold, I thought."
" You did quite right, Mrs. Pritchard

;

you take such good care of us ; it looks so

comfortable," said the old lady.
" I'm very glad 'm, thank you, ma'am,

will you please to have tea 'm ?"

" Yes, as quickly as possible, thanks."
And Mrs. Pritchard vanished noiselessly.

The old lady's guest was delighted with
everything he saw.

It is not a large room ; square, with
blackest oak panels, burnished so that

they actually flash in the flicker of the

fire, that burns under the capacious arch

of the fireplace. All the furniture, chairs,

tables, and joint stools, arc of the same
black oak, waxed and polished, till it

gleams and sparkles again. These clumsy
pieces of ancient cabinet-making have pro-

bably descended, with this wii)g of the old

house, to its present occupiers. The floor

is also of polished oak, with a piece of

thick old carpet laid down in the middle.

and the window is covered with a rude
curtain of baize. There are two sets of
shelves against the wall, on which stand
thick the brightly coloured delft figures,

cups, and candlesticks, interspersed with
mutilated specimens of old china—a kind
of ornament in which the "Welsh delight,

and which makes their rooms very bright
and cheerful. The room is a picture of
neatness. For a king's ransom you could
not find dust enough in it to cover a silver

penny. The young guest looks round de-

lighted. Margaret's homely room did not
seem to Faust more interesting, or more
instinct with the spirit of neatness.

" Wei], now your are in our farm-house,
Mr. ." The old lady had got thus
far, when she found herself at fault, a little

awkwardly.
" My name is Marston," he said, smiling

a little, but very pleasantly.
" And I think, for my part, I have seen

much more uncomfortable drawing-rooms,"
she resumed. " I think it is a place one
might grow fond of. Marston," she mur-
mured in a reverie, and then she said to
him, " I once met a Mr. Marston at

"

But here a covert glance from Maud
pulled her up again.

"I certainly did meet a Mr. Marston
somewhere; but it is a long time ago," she
said.

" We are to be found in three different

counties," he said, laughing; " it is hard to

say where we arc at home."
" Aren't you afraid of those great wet

boots ?" the officious old lady began.
" Oh, dear! not the least," said he, "if

you don't object to them in your drawing-
room." He glanced at the young lady, so as

to include her. " But the little walk up here
has shaken off" all the wet, and as for my-
self, they are a sort of diving-bells in which
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one can go anywliere and be as dry as on
terra firma ; it is the only use of tbem."
He turned to tlie young lady. "Very
temjiting scenery about here. I dare say

you have taken a long walk to-day. Some
lady friends of mine, last year, over did it

very much, and were quite knocked up
for some time after they left this."

" I'm a very good walker—better than
my cousin," said the young lady ; "and a

good long walk is one of the most delightful

things on earth. To see, as I have done,

often, distant blue hills grow near, and
reveal all their picturesque details, and a

new landscape open before you, and finally

to see the same hills fall into the rear, and
grow as dim and blue as they were before,

and to owe the transformation to your own
feet, is there anything that gives one such

a sense of independence ? Those fine ladies

who go everywhere in their carriages enjoy

nothing of this, and yet, I think, it is half

the pleasure of beautiful scenery. My
cousin Max to-day was lecturing me on
the duty of being content—I don't think

that is the speech of a discontented per-

son."
" It is a very wise speech, and perfectly

true ; I have experienced the same thing a
thousand times myself," said Mr. Marston.

Miss Max would have had a word to

say, but she was busy hammering upon
the floor with a cudgel provided for the

purpose of signalling thus for attendance
from below.

Mrs. Pritchard enters with the tea. Is

there a cosier spectacle ? If people are

disposed to be happy, is there not an in-

fluence in the cups and saucers, and all the

rest, that makes them cheery, and garru-

lous, and prone to intimacy ?

It is an odd little adventure. Outside—
The speedy gleams the darkness swallows,

Loud, long, and deep the thunder bellows.

The pretty girl has drawn the curtain half-

way back, and opened a lattice in the stone-

shafted window, the air being motionless,

to see the lightning better. The rain is

still rushing down j^erpendicularly, and
whacking the pavement below all over.

Inside, the candles glimmer on oaken walls

three hundred years old, and a little party
of three, so oddly made acquainted, are

sitting over their homely tea, and talking

as if they had known one another as long-

as they could remember.
Handsome Mr. Marston is chatting in

the happiest excitement he has ever known.
The girl can't deny, in foro conscientias,

that his brown features and large dark

eyes, and thick soft hair, and a certain

delicacy of outline almost feminine, accom-
panied with his manly and athletic figure,

present an ensemble singularly handsome.
" His face is intelligent, there is fire in

his face, he looks like a hero," she ad-
mitted to herself. " But what do I know
of him ? He talks good-naturedly. His
manners are gentle ; but mamma says that
young faces are all deceptive, and that

character does not write itself there, or
tone the voice, or impress the manner,
until beauty begins to wear itself out. I

know nothing about him. He seems to

know some great people, but he won't
talk of them to ^ls. That is good-breeding,
but nothing more. He seems to enjoy
himself here in this homely place, and
drinks his tea very happily from these odd
delft cups. He brings the kettle, or ham-
mers on the floor with that cudgel, as my
cousin orders him. But what is it all ? A
masquerading adventure—the interest or

fun of wliich consists in its incongruity
with the spirit of his life, and its shock to

his tastes. He may be cruel, selfish, dis-

obliging', insolent, luxurious."

In this alternative she wronged him.
This Charles Marston, whose letters came
to him addressed the "Honourable Charles

Marston," was, despite his cleverness, some-
thing of a di^eamer, very much of an en-

thusiast, and as capable of immensurablc
folly, in an aff'au' of the grand passion, as

any schoolboy, in the holidays, with his

first novel under his pillow.
" He can't suppose, seeing us here,"

thought the girl, "that we are people such
as he is accustomed to meet. Of com'se

he despises us. Very good, sir. An eye

for an eye," and she turned her splendid
dark eye for a moment covertly upon him,
" and a tooth for a tooth. If you despise

us, I despise you. We shall see. I shall

be very direct. I shall bring that to the

test, just now. We shall see."

Charles Marston stole beside her, and
looked out, with her, at the lightning.

This is an occupation that helps to make
young people acquainted. A pity it does

not oftener occur in our climate. The
little interjections. The " oh, oh, ohs !"

and "listens," the " hushes," and " wasn't
that glorious !" "you're not afraid?" and
fifty little useless but rather tender atten-

tions, arise naturally from the situation.

Thus an acquaintance, founded in thunder
and lightning, may, like that cf Macbeth
and the witches, endui'e to the end of the

gentleman's days.

^
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Not mucli attended to, I admit, good
Miss Max talked on, about fifty things, and,

now and then, threw in an interjection,

when an nnus-ually loud peal shook the walls

of the old farm-house, and was followed for

a minute by a heavier cataract of rain.

But soon, to the secret grief of Mr.
Marston, the thunder began perceptibly to

grow more distant, and the lightning less

vivid, and, still more terrible, the rain to

abate.

The interest in the storm subsided, and
Miss Maud Guendoline closed the lattice,

and returned to the tea-table.

Had he ever seen in living face, in pic-

ture, in dream, anything so lovely ? Such
silken brown hair, such large eyes and
long lashes, and beautifully red lips ! Her
dimples look so pretty in the oblique light

and shadow, as her animated talk makes
a pleasant music in his ears. He is grow-
ing more foolish than he suspects.

Miss Max, who knows nothing of him,
who can't tell whether he is a nobleman or

a strolling player, whether he is worth ten
thousand a year, or only the clothes on his

back and his enormous pair of boots, marks
the symptoms of his weakness, and ap-

proves and assists with all the wise decision

of a romantic old woman.
She makes an excuse of cold feet to turn

about and place hers upon the fender. It

is a lie, palpably, and Miss Maud is angry,
and insists on talking to her, and keeping
the retiring chaperon, much against her
will, still in evidence.

The young man is not the least suspi-

cious, has not an idea that good Miss Max
is wittingly befriending him, but earnestly

wishes that she may fall into a deep sleep

over the fire.

The cruel girl, however, insists on her
talking.

" I saw you talking to those American
peoj^le who came into the carriage at

Chester, didn't you?" said the girh

"Yes, dear," said Miss Max, dryly;
" nothing could be more uninteresting."

" I was in the waiting-room at Chester
with that very party, I'm certain. There
were two ladies, weren't there, and the man
had a kind of varnished waterproof coat,

and a white hat, and was very thin, and
had a particularly long nose, a little

crooked?"
" Yes, that is my friend," answered

Maud. " That gentleman was good enough
to take a great interest in me and my
cousin. I had to inform him that my chris-

tian name is Maud and my surname Guen-

doline ; that a friend had made me a pre-

sent of my first-class ticket ; that my papa
has been dead for many years ; and that

mamma's business allows her hardly an
hour to look after me ; that I have not a

shilling I can call my own ; that I thought
I could do something to earn a subsistence

for myself ; that I can draw a little—I can
teach

"

"Where have you ever taught, dear?"
threw in ]\Iiss Max, apparently in great

vexation at her companion's unseasonable
frankness.

" I don t say I have yet taught for

money, but I have learned something of it

at the Sunday school, and I don't see why
I shouldn't do it as well as mamma. Then
there's my music—that ought to be worth
something."

"You must be tired, I think," inter-

rupted the old lady, a little shai'ply ; "you
have had a very long walk to-day. I think

you had better get to your room."
" I have stayed, I'm afraid, a great deal

too late," said Mr. Marston, who could not

mistake the purport of the old lady's

speech. " I'm afraid you are tired. Miss
Guendoline. I'm afraid you have both been
doing too much, and you'll allow me, won't
you, just to call in the morning to inquire

how you are?"
" It is very inhospitable," said Miss Max,

relenting a little; "but we are very early

people in this part of the world, and I

shall be very happy to see you to-morrow,

if we should happen to be at home."
He had taken his leave; he was gone.

A beautiful moonlight was silvering the

quaint old building and the graceful trees

surrounding it. The mists of night hung
on the landscape, and the stars, the fabled

arbiters of men's fortunes, burned bril-

liantly in the clear sky.

He crossed the stile, he walked along

the white path, as if in a trance. He paused
under a great ash-tree, snake-bound in

twisted ivy, and leaned against its trunk,

looking towards the thatched gable of the

old stone building.
" Was there ever so beautiful a crea-

ture?" he said. " What dignity, what re-

finement, Avhat prettiness, and what a

sweet voice ; what animation ! Governess,

farmer's daughter, artist, be she what she

may, she is the loveliest being that ever

trod this earth
!"

In this rapture—in which mingled that

pain of doubt and yearning of separation

which constitutes the anguish of such

violent "fancies"—he walked slowly to

=ff=
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the stepping-stones, and conning over
every Avord she had spoken, and every

look in her changing features, he arrived

at last, rather late, at his inn, the Verney
Arms, in Cardyllion.

CHAPTER V. A SPECTRE.

The two ladies sat silent for some time
after their guest had departed.

Miss Max spoke first.

" I don't think it is quite honest—you
make me ashamed of you."

" I'm ashamed of myself It's true ; he'll

think too well of me," said the girl, im-
petuously.

" He thinks very oddly of us both, I'm
afraid," said Miss Mas.

" I'm not afraid—I don't care—I dare
say he does. I think you hinted that he
should carry you across the stream on his

back. I got out of hearing before you had
done. You all but asked him for his name,
and finally turned him out in the thunder
at a moment's notice."

" It does not matter what an old woman
says or does, but a girl is quite different,"

rejDlied Miss Max. " You need not have
said one word about our ways and means."

" I shall say the same to every one that

cares to hear where I am not under con-

straint ; and you shall keep your promise.

Do let me enjoy my liberty while I may,"
answered the girl.

" Are you a gipsy ? You are such a
mixture of audacity and imposture !" said

Miss Max.
" Gipsy ? Yes. We are something like

gipsies, you and I—our long marches and
wandering lives. Imposture and audacity ?

I should not mind pleading guilty to that,

although, when I think it over, I don't

rememioer that I said a word that was not
literally true, except my surname. I was
not bound to tell that, and he would have
been, I dare say, no wiser if I had. I was
not bound to tell him anytidng. I think I

have been very good."
" I dare say he is Lord Somebody," said

Miss Max.
" Do you like him the better for that ?"

asked the gii'l.

" You are such a radical, Maud ! Well,
I don't say I do. But it just guarantees
that if tlie man has any nice tastes, he
has leisure and money to cultivate them

;

and if he has kind feelings he can indulge
them, and is liberated from all those
misei^able limitations that accompany po-
verty."

" I have made a very frank confession

with one reserve. On that point I have a
right to be secret, and you have promised
secrecy. Am I under the miserable obliga-

tion to tell my real condition to every one
who pleases to be curious?"

" You blush, Maud."
" I dare say I do. It is because you

look at me so steadily. I told him all I

choose to tell. He shan't think me an ad-

venturess ; no one shall. I said enough to

show I was, at least, willing to earsi an
honest livelihood. I said the same to that

vulgar American, and you did not object.

And why not to him ? 1 don't care one
farthing about him in particular. He will

not pay us a visit to-morrow, you'll find.

He has dropped us, being such as I suppose
him, and we shall never see him more. I

am glad of it. Let us cease to think of him.

There's a more interesting man down-
stairs."

In her slender hand she took the stick

that she called the cudgel, and hajnmered
on the floor.

Up came pretty Anne Pritchard, looking

sleepy, her cheeks a little pale, her large

eyes a little drowsy.
" Can I see your father, Mr. Pritchard ?"

asked Maud.
" He's gone to his bed, please, ma'am, an

hour ago."
" Is he asleep, can you tell ?"

" He goes to sleep at once, if you please,

miss."
" How provoking ! What shall we do ?"

She turned to Miss Max, and then to the

girl. She said :
" I saw a man, a stranger

—a man with a blind eye, here, when we
came in. Is he here still ?"

" Yes 'm, please."
" He has a bed here, has he, and stays

to-night?" asked the young lady.

"Yes 'm, please," said the girl, with a

curtsy.
" What do you think ? Shall wo turn

him out ?" said Maud, turning to Miss Max.
" Oh ! no, dear, don't trouble your head

about him. He'll go in the morning.

He's not in our way, at all," answered
Miss Max.

" Well, I suppose it is not worth making
a fuss about. There is another advantage

of the visit of our friend in the boots this

evening. I could not find an opportunity

to tell Mr. Pritchard to turn that person

out of the house," said Miss Maud, with

vexation.
" Please 'm, Mr. Lizard."
" Say it again, child, Mr. Who ?" asked

Miss Max.

=r
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" Mr. Lizard, please 'm. Elihu Lizard

is -wrote in his Bible, and he expounded

this evening before he went to his bed.

He's a very good man."
" Was he ever here before ?" asked Miss

Maud.
" No, please 'm."
" And what is he ?" demanded the young

lady.
" I don't know. Oh, yes, please 'm, I

forgot; he said he was gettin' money,
please 'm, for the good of the Gospel, and
he had papers and cards, 'm."

" The same story, you see," she said,

turning with a little nod, and a faint smile,

to her companion.
" Do let the man rest in his bed, my

dear, and let us go to ours
;
you forget how

late it is growing," said Miss Max, and
yawned, and lighted her candle.

"That will do, thanks," said Maud,
thoughtfully, " and will you tell Mr.

Pritchard, your father, in the morning,

that we wish very much to see him before

we go out ?"

" And let us have breakfast a little before

nine, please," added Miss Max, looking at

her watch, and holding it to her ear.

" Come, darling," she said, finding it was
going, " it really is very late, and you have a

good deal, you know, to do to-morrow."
" It is the most unpleasant thing in the

world," said the pretty young lady, looking

thoughtfully at her companion. " There
can be no question he is fblloAving us, or

one of us, you or me. Who on earth can

have sent him ? Who can it be ? That
odioTis creature ! Did you ever see a more
villanous face ? He is watching us, pick-

ing up information about all our doings.

What can he want ? It is certainly for no
good. Who can it be ?"

" We can't find out to-night, darling,

iXTid there is no good in losing your sleep.

Perhaps we may make out something from
old Pritchard in the morning," said Miss
Max.

" Yes, yes, perhaps so. All I know is,

it is making me quite miserable," said the

girl, and she kissed the old lady, and went
to her room. And Miss Max, having seen

that the fire was nearly out, retired also to

hers.

As neat and as qiiaint as their drawing-
room, was Miss Max's bedroom. But
though everything invited to rest, and
Miss Max rather stiff from her long walk,

and a little drowsy and yawning, she was
one of those fidgety old ladies who take a

prodigious time to get into bed.

Nearly an hour had passed, during which
she had stuck armies of pins in her pin-

cushion, and shut and opened every drawer
in her room, and walked from one table to

another oftener, and made more small dis-

positions about her room and her bed, than
I could possibly reckon, and, being now
arrayed in shppers and dressing-gown, she
bethought of something to be adjusted in

the sitting-room, which might just as well

have waited till the morning, and so she

took her candle and descended the old oak
stairs.

On the solid plank of that flooring, the

slippered footfall of the thin old lady made
no sound. The moon was high, and her
cold blue light fell slanting througli the

window upon the floor of the little lobby.

Within and without reigned utter silence
;

and if Miss Max had been a ghost-seeing

old lady, no scene could have been better

suited for the visitation of a phantom than
this dissociated wing of a house more than
three hundred years old.

Miss Max was now at the drawing-room
door, which she opened softly and stepped
in. It was neither without a tenant nor a
light.

At the far corner of the table, with a
candle in his hand, which he instantly

blew out, she saw the slim figure and sly

lean face of Elihu Lizard, his white eye-

ball turned towards her, and his other eye

squinting with the scowl of alarm, fiercely

across his nose, at her.

Mr. Lizard was, with the exception of

his shoes and his coat, in full costume. His

stockings and his shirt-sleeves gave him
a burglarious air, which rather heightened

the shock of his ugly leer, thus unexpectedly

encountered.

He stepped back into a recess beside the

chimney almost as she entered.

For a moment she was not quite sure

whether her frequent discussions with

Maud respecting this repulsive person

had not excited her fears and fancies, so

as to call up an ugly vision. Mr. Lizard,

however, seeing that the extinction of his

candle-light was without eff'ect. Miss Max's
camdle shining full u^i )n him, stepped for-

ward softly, and executed his guileless smile

and lowly reverence.

Miss Max liad recovered her iTi-trcpidity;

and she said sharply :

" What do you mean, sir ? what on earth

brings you to our private sitting-room ?"

"I have took the liberty," he said, in

his quavering tones, inclining his long

face aside with a plaintive simper, nearly
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closing his eyelids, and lifting one skinny

hand—it was the tone and attitude in

which the good Elihu Lizard was wont to

expound, the same in which he might
stand over a cradle, and pronounce a

blessing on the little Christian in blankets,

with whose purity the guileless heart of the

good man sympathised—"being a-thirst

and panting, so to speak, as the hart for

the water-brooks, as I lay in my bed, I

arose, and finding none where I looked for

it, I thought it would not be grudged me
even in the chambers of them that go deli-

cately, and therefore am I found here seek-

ing if peradventure I might find any."

Elihu Lizard, upon all occasions on which
worldly men, of his rank in life, would
afiect the language of ceremony, ghded from
habit into that with which he had harangued
from tables and other elevations at Green-

wich Fair and similar assemblies, before he

had engaged in his present peculiar occu-

pation.

There was something celestial in the

suavity of this person that positively ex-

asperated Miss Max.
" That's all very fine. Water, indeed !

There you were, over Miss Maud's and my
letters and papers, in our private sitting-

room, and you show, sir, that you well

knew you were about something nefarious,

for I saw you put out your candle—there it

is, sir, in your hand. How disgusting

!

How dare you ! And I suspect you, sir,

and your impious cant ; and I'll find out

all about you, or I'll lose my life ! How
can Mr. Pritchard allow such persons into

his house ? I'll see him in the morning.
I'll speak to the police in Cardyllion about
you. I'll come to the bottom of all this.

I'll consult a lawyer. I'll teach you, sir,

be you who you may, you are not to follow

people from place to place, and to haunt
their drawing-rooms at dead of night.

I'll turn the tables upon you ; I'll have
you pursued."

The good man turned up his efiective

eye, till nothing but its white was seen, and
it would have been as hard to say which of

the two had a pupil to it, as under which
of his thimbles, if thimble-rigger he be, the

pea actually lies. He smiled patiently, and
bowed lowly, and with his palm raised,

uttered the words, " Charity thinketh no
evil."

The measure of Miss Max's indignation

was full. With her brown silk handker-
chief swathed tightly about her head, and
looking somewhat like a fez, in her red
cloth slippers, and white flannel dressing-

gown, that, I must allow, was rather
" skimpy," showing a little more of her
ankle than was quite dignified, she was a
rather striking effigy of indignation. She
felt that she could have hurled her candle-

stick at the saintly man's head, an expe-

riment which it is as well she did not

hazard, seeing that she and her adversary

would have been reduced to instantaneous

darkness, and might have, without intend-

ing it, encountered in the dark, while en-

deavouring to make their retreat. Instead,

therefore, of proceeding to this extreme
measure, with kindling eyes, and a stamp
on the floor, she said :

" Leave this room, this moment, sir

!

How dare you? I shall call up Mr.
Pritchard, if you presume to remain hero

another moment."
I dare say that Mr. Lizard had com-

pleted whatever observations he intended

to make, and his reconnaisance accom-

plished, he did not care to remain a mo-
ment longer than was necessary under fire.

He withdrew with the smiling meekness
of a Christian enduring pagan vituperation

and violence.

In the morning, when, at their early

breakfast, the ladies made inquiry after

him, they learned that he had taken his

departiire more than an hour before.

" Moi-e evidence, if it were needed, of a

purpose, in tracking us as he does, which
won't bear the light !" exclaimed Miss
Max, who was now at least as strong upon
the point as the handsome girl who accom-
panied her. " I don't understand it. It

is some object connected with yoit,, most
positively. Who on earth can be his em-
ployer ? I confess, Maud, I'm frightened,

at last."

" Do you think it can be old Mr. Tin-

tern ?" asked the girl, after a silence, look-

ing curiously in the face of her companion.
" That old man may well wish me dead."

" It may interest possibly a good many
people to watch you very closely," said the

elder lady.

They both became thoughtful.
" You will now believe," said the young

lady, with a sigh, " that the conditions of

my life are not quite usual. I tell you,

cousin, I have a presentiment that some
misfortune impends. I suppose there is a

crisis in every one's life ; the astrologers

used to say so. God send me safely through

mine !"

" Amen, darling, if there be a crisis,"

said Miss Max, more gravely than she

usually spoke. " But we; must not croak

-^
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any more. I have great confidence, under
God, in energy, my dear, and you were
always a spirited girl. What, after all, can

befal yon ?"

" Many things. But let us think of to-

day and Cardyllion and Llanberris, and
let to-morrow take care of itself. What a

beautiful day !"

ONLY ON THE BOX.

" Ant one got a light ?

Here, my boy, I have. The best

" What, those things ! Won't let them
near me ! I'd have the patentees burnt
with fagots of 'em. Why I paid for a box
of them, and Jessie paid, too, how much
do you suppose ? Out of a shop, mind
you!"

" I can't tell, I'm sure ; some fancy

price."
" Only fifty thousand pounds. I'll tell

you how. Wait, I can't give up my smoke,

even to gratify so just a vendetta. So for

once I'll use the ill-omened thing. I re-

member the last time I used, or tried to use

them—but you shall hear."

You remember at the time when I and
Jessie were going on together, old Fox-
berry, the millionaire ; so he enjoyed the

credit of being called, though without any
claim to the title, as it proved, for he had
but seventy thousand pounds, and a mil-

lionaire, even by courtesy, ought to show
at least two or three hundred thousand.

However, he took all the airs, and enjoyed

all the respect, of one, and so as far as he
was concerned it came to the same thing.

He really showed a great interest in our
cooing and wooing

; quite beyond what
might be expected from a money-grubber,
such as he had been all his life. The
liking began on his side, through my pre-

senting him with a pound of the very

choicest Turkish, which had been sent me
as a present. There was his weak place.

He smoked— smoked day and night, not

like a chimney which often has its fires

banked up, but like a mountain on fire.

" Give me my pipe," he would say, taking

a rather selfish view of the cosmogony, " and
I don't care if the world turns upside-

down."
A rather weak logician once retorted

on him :
" But, my dear Mr. Foxbcrry,

if the world turns upside-down, you and
your pipe must turn upside-down with it."

But Mr. Foxbcrry had him in a mo-
ment.

" I say, sir," he roared, " if you had
taken the trouble to attend—I stipulate

for the quiet enjoyment of my pipe. You
like splitting hairs, sir, I see."

I could see that this old gentleman took
a kindly interest in my love for Jessie.

Between huge clouds of smoke he grunted
out his approbation.

" I like you," he said, " Bob, and that's

a great deal. Not so well as my pipe,

of course ; but more than my money. I

like yon better than the greedy crew who
are hunting mc for it, and who will find

themselves disappointed."

Every one, of course, good-naturedly said

that I was hunting him, which was far from
the truth, though I own I had the air of it,

and liked listening to his stories, his grim
remarks, and, I own, the smoking some rare

old cigars that he had got from a sea cap-

tain. I visited him often when it suited

me, took little trouble about him, and at

last got a hint from a fi-iendly solicitor's

clerk that my name figured in " large caps,"

and in large figures, too, in his testament.

The nest time old Foxberry was smoking
hard, he said to me :

" Why don't you name a day ? Be bold,

man alive. Pluck up and don't stand

shilly-shallying. You won't lose by it in

the end," he said, significantly. " I tell

you what," he said, "I've got a new box
of cigars over. We'll make a little party

for a drive to Three-cross Abbey. Get her

to meet you there. Settle it all ofi" hand,

try the new cigars, and have done with

it."

I was enchanted. This, indeed, looked

like business. I wrote ofi" a hasty note to

Jessie and her aunt, telling them how
much depended on their coming, and im-

ploring them to attend. I wrote also to a

jeweller for a couple of little lockets, as I

wanted to make a tender offering. I was
very happy and excited. Mr. Foxberry
grew more and more benignant.

"There are pipes," he said, "that I

knock about any way, and throw down after

I have smoked them. There are others I

take care of, and put by carefully. You
are a good fellow, 13ob. Will be a capital

smoker one of these days, and I'll take

care of you."

I thanked him cordially.

Well, the morning- came, and the cnr-

riage was actually at the door. Just then

the post came in with two letters and a

little registered card-board box. One was

=p
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from Jessie, saying that she was delighted

to come. The other was from the jeweller,

saying that he sent me two lockets, but that

he wanted one back at once " for a bride-

maid's order." The lockets wereverypretty,
and I admired them greatly. It was hard
to choose between them. I was in diffi-

culty when Mr. Foxberry decided me by
roaring out from below that he was ready,

that the cigars were in, and that we were
losing the fine day. I had thus to make a

hasty choice. So I chose one that seemed
the most elegant, rolled it up in silver-paper,

and packed it up in a neat card-board
box. But how was I to send back the

other locket ? A capital idea ! There
was a match-box on the chimney-piece,

which I emptied, packed away the locket

in it, and sealed the box in white note-

paper, tying it round with tape.

"You," I said to a handful of the

matches, " must not set the house on fire,

and will be of use in my waiscoat-pocket."

And there I deposited them.

My revered friend, a little out of hu-

mour, was still calling for mo. I came
down with many apologies, and away we
drove. Before we had got a quarter of a

mile, he called out

:

" Hallo ! just like me ! Forgotten my
fusee-box. Drive back at once."

" Stop, sir," I said, smiling, " I have
thought of that;" and pulled out a match
from my pocket. He would have hugged me
for this forethought. He said it showed such

a true smoking instinct. It certainly did.

" Just fancy," he said, holding up his

cigar ;
" I should have let this out, and

where should I have been then ? We don't

pass a village or even a cottage on the

road to Three-cross Abbey; and there's

not a house within miles of it. Or else," he
added reflectively, " I must have gone on
smoking the whole day and the whole of

dinner. I tell you solemnly, I thiak I

should die if I lost my after-dinner smoke."
I was a little facetious on this, making

imaginary plans as to how the sacred fire

might have been kept in, or propagated;

making the coachman keep it alive during

dinner, and the man-servant during the

coachman's dinner, and I relieving both.
" But only think of the risk," he said :

" suppose the cigar got choked, or the fel-

low got drunk, and let it go out. What
would become of me then ? I declare,"

he said, with ferocity, " I'd have the fellow

broke and dismissed. I'd work heaven
and earth to punish him."

" Quite right," I said, laughing. " But

I am happy to save the poor devil from
such a fate,"

" You would not," he said, sternly.
" Where my pipe is concerned, I'd let no-

thing stand in the way. I really believe it

to be the elixir of life ; and any one that

interferes with that supply of vital energy
I look on as interfering with my life. And
I would deal with him accordingly."

The cigars were certainly very good,
and, after smoking two, he said, " Now, my
boy, for a bit of self-denial. Not one more
till after lunch, or dinner, as we may call

it ; and then how we shall relish it ! That's
the real time for enjoyment."
We were now at Three-cross Abbey, a

little old ruin, in the middle of a sort of

waste or common, with hardly a tree or a
house near. It was a favourite spot for a
picnic, as the ruin was picturesque, and
moss-grown, and shady, sheltering us all

from the sun. Jessie and her aunt were
there waiting to meet us, Jessie looking
lovely, as, indeed, old Foxberry as good as
told her during lunch.

" When you're both installed in a fine

house, she'll look all the better for such a
frame. Some one," he added, with mean-
ing, " will take care of you both."

Dinner was over, and he called to his

man to bring him his cigar-case out of the

carriage.
" I never was in a better humour for a

cigar, and for a good cigar," he said.

"After that little repast, too, I shall enjoy

it the more. Here is a good corpulent one
for you, and another for me. I always say,

give me my smoke and the world may turn
upside-down. Ay, and every human being
in it, too," he added.

We laughed at the jest. Such a little

tribute was only due to him after the gene-

rous declaration about us.

" Give me a light," he said, sticking the

cigar into a hole in the extreme corner of

his mouth, a position which fanatical

smokers are fond of.

I drew out my bundle of matches with
triumph. "I have half a boxful in my
pocket," I said. " It never does to be with-

out them." And I rubbed one on my boot-

heel. It missed fire. I tried another. It

missed also. I tried a third. It missed again.
" What are you about?" he said, testily.

" You're very awkward ; I thought any fool

could strike a match "

" My boot is damp," I said, nervously.
" I'U try the wall here." I did so, and
failed with three more in succession.

He now lost all patience. " You are a
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more stupid fellow than I took you for.

Here, give 'em to me." He tried himself,

bat in vain : they all failed one after the

other. I felt my heart sinking.
" The damp must have got at them," I

faltered, trying again.

"I hate delays," he said in a passion, "it

spoils my smoke. Ai-e you a noodle ?"

" Why," cried Jessie, who had been look-

ing at one of them closely, " they are safety

matches ! They light only upon the box."

Old Foxberry flung his cigar over the

wall in a fury. He gave me one look and
walked away to the carriage. I rushed in

despair to the coachman and the footman.
" For Heaven's sake, a match ! Twenty

pounds for one," I whispered hoarsely.
" Lord bless the man !" said the former,

starting, " what d'ye mean?"
" A match, a match ! Quick, a common

lucifer match !"

" I ought to have one," he said, feeling

his waistcoat pocket. "Wait—no—yes

—

there is one I do believe."

He pulled out one—saved ! It was as pre-

cious as a gem, that little splinter of wood.
Alas ! with fraying in his pocket the top

had all worn off. It was no good strug-

gling with fate. I bowed my head and sub-

mitted. All the way back he never opened
his lips. When he got out he complained
of being ill, and said to his housekeeper,
" That blackguard had done it purposely,

in hopes of killing me ; but I'll be even with

him." The next day he altered his will.

"Now," added Bob, "admit that I

have reason to loathe the sight of safety

matches that light only on the box."

A BIG "BOX 0' WHUSTLES."

The old Scotch lady who, accustomed
in her Presbyterian place of worship to

psalmody without organ accompaniment,
made use of the disparaging allusion to a

"box o' whustles," would have been asto-

nished beyond measure if she could have
known of the box of whistles which is being

prepared for the new Albert Hall of Science

and Art. Where the pipes are reckoned

by thousands, the whistling will, indeed,

be loud and varied, up to very much altis-

simo, and down to very, very double bass.

In the street organs which vex our nerves

so severely, though the playing is by a

rotating handle instead of by a row of finger-

keys, the sounds of the pipes are the same
in principle, however coarse in quality.

Wind is forced into the pipes by pressure,

and escapes by orifices which have vibrating

reeds or tongues adjusted to them ; and ac-

cording to the nicety of this adjustment,
so does the exit-current produce an audible
sound, always intended to be musical, but
sometimes very much the reverse. This
reads simple enough, but in practice it is a
very complicated affair indeed. The street

organ, which Pietro Giacomo Malatesta
grinds before our doors as a means of
grinding his bread, has sometimes strings,

sometimes vibrating springs, to yield the

sounds, but in most cases it has pipes. He
turns a handle, which handle turns a barrel

in the body of the instrument. The barrel

is studded with copper or brass pins, ap-

parently indiscriminately placed, but really

ari'anged in definite order according to the

tune to be played. Numerous wooden
levers or keys catch against the pins as the

barrel rotates, and are so acted upon as to

open certain pipes ranged in order. The
handle at the same time works a pair of

bellows, by which wind is forcibly driven

into the pipes thus opened. And so the

pins, varying their action according to the

mode in which they stud the barrel, open
in turn all the pipes that are necessary to

the production of a tune. The instruments

are rather costly, for there is really a large

amount of mechanism in them. Some
organs, instead of being played by means
of a rotating handle, are wound up by a

key, and left to play themselves. In such
case there is some kind of spring or clock-

work which keeps the barrel rotating for a

certain length of time, sufficient for the

scope of one or more tunes ; but the sound-

ing of the pipes themselves is brought
about much in the same way as in the

grinding organs.

There is a capital story of a barrel-organ

told by Mr. Maguire in his Life of Father
ilathew. When the great apostle of tem-

perance was a young man, he assisted

Father Donovan at a chapel in Cork. The
place was too small for a church organ, and
the congregation too poor to pay for one,

and Donovan frequently expressed his regret

at the deprivation. One day, however, he
told Mathevv, with great delight, that he had
succeeded in procuring an organ. " Father
Donovan explained how he had procured a
barrel-organ, which played Adoste Fidcles

and the Sicilian Mariners' Hymn, and that

these could be fittingly introduced during

mass, and also at vespers. Tlic musician

worked under his control, and Father

Donovan would be responsible for the ad-
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mirable effect of this delightful innovation.

The Sunday, fraught with anticijDated

triumph to Father Donovan, arrived. The
organ and its operator were in the little

chapel, and Father Donovan was having a

vigilant eye to both. Nothing could be a

more decided success than the Adeste, for

many besides Father Donovan thou.ght it

heavenly. Nor was the effect lessened by
the plaintive sweetness of the hymn. Tears

of rapture stood in the eyes of Father
Donovan. It was a moment of unalloyed

triumph, such as mortals experience but
rarely in this life. The last gospel was
just being read by Father Mathew, who
was the celebrant, when the operator com-
menced a third air ; but—horror of horrors

—instead of one of those gentle and spirit-

breathing strains that lift the soul to

heaven in a flood of lovely melody, out

rattled the too well-known air of Moll in

the Wad. It would be impossible to de-

scribe the bewilderment of the congrega-

tion, or the rage and confusion of poor
Father Donovan, at this awful scandal,

which nearly threw him into a fever from
shame and humiliation. His friends were
thenceforward rather cautious in their allu-

sion to mechanical music, and indeed oi'gans

of all kinds."

Church organs have to produce effects

which reqiiire far more complete arrange-

ments. Not only must there be more power
or volume of sound to fill a large building

;

not only must there be a wide register or

range of notes from grave to acute ; but
there must also be different qualities or

kinds of sound, in order to realise the

effects intended by the great composers.

One key-board, as in the pianoforte, will

not suf&ce ; there must be two, three, or

four, in order to set the great array of pipes

speaking ; these key-boards are ranged one

above another, each one a little recessed, or

lying further back than those beneath it, but
all within easy reach of the organist. Busy
work too, indeed, is it for himwhen the organ
is large and complete ; his hands require to

be strong as well as active ; he has to dodge
about from one key-board to another, and
from the treble down to the bass, " down
the middle and up again, and hands across,"

in country-dance language. And as he,

like other men, has only two hands, he
makes use of his feet in a way from which
pianoforte players are exempt ; his feet play

a tattoo on a row of pedal-keys, which act

on a particular set of pipes known as the

.jjedal organ, and j)roduce sonorous bass

notes, grand and solemn in their effect.

Even with all this his work is not ended.
He has to pull out and to thrust in a series

of knobs or small handles, called draw-
stops. These are connected with the most
iatricate mechanism of the organ. Some
of the pipes, by a nice adjustment of

the vibrating reed or tongue, yield tones
bearing a resemblance to those of the
human voice ; some, by a different adjust-

ment, imitate rather the clarionet ; others,

again, warble something like the flute;

while others give out the martial tones of

the trumpet. Now it is so arranged that

all the pipes of any one kind can be brought
under the action of one draw-stop ; those

pipes will or will not sound, according as

the stop with which they are connected is

thrust out or in ; and the organist, having
control over all the stops, can at pleasure

vary the quality of the sounds produced.
In large organs there are vox humana
stops, flute stops, piccolo stops, clarionet

stops, and others named after the trumpet,
clarion, bell, cornet, cymbals, bassoon, oboe,

dulcimer, horn, flageolet, ophicleide, trom-
bone, bourdon, &c. ; also others named (for

reasons only to be understood by the initi-

ated) diapason, swell, tremulant, dulcet,

mixture, furniture, and so forth. All the

stops and pipes played by one key-board
have a collective name given to them, such
as the pedal organ, the great organ, the

swell organ, the choir organ, and the solo

organ. The supply of wind is another and
very different affair. Hand-worked bellows,

mechanical bellows, hydraulic pressure,

pneumatic pressure, steam power—all are

employed to fill a large chamber or recep-

tacle with condensed air ; and then there is

a wonderful array of tubes, sliders, aper-

tures, and valves, to admit a proper quan-
tity of air, at a proper pressure, to the

pipes which the organist requires to use at

any particular moment.
Some of the continental organs are cele-

brated for their size and magnificent tones.

They are mostly in the cathedrals. At
Tours the organ has sixty stops ; at Wein-
garten, sixty-four ; at Stuttgardt, sixty-

eight ; at Hamburg, seventy ; at Prague,

seventy-one ; at Seville, the same number

;

at Frankfort, seventy-four ; at Meiseburg,

seventy-five; at Rotterdam, seventy-six; at

Liibeck, eighty-two. Remembei'lng what
we have just said, that a stop comprises a

long row of pipes, we shall be prepared to

understand how complex must be the in-

ternal arrangements of an organ containing

seventy or eighty stops. Most of the pipes

are made of metal, a combination of tin

V
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unci lead, with sometimes a little antimony
added ; the others ai-e made of wood. Some
are square, some round ; some are open at

the top, others closed. Some are of stu-

pendous size, thirty-two feet high by thirty

inches or so in diameter; they emit a

gigantic rumbling growl, very Polyphemus-
like, rather than a musical note. At the

other end of the scale are pipes scarcely an
inch long, with a diameter analogous to

that of a barley-straw, and a note such as

that of a tiny bird. Some costly curiosi-

ties have been made on the Continent in

the way of organs ; such as the Duke
of Mantua's organ, in which the keys,

pipes, and bellows were made of alabaster

;

another, in which glass was used instead of

alabaster ; and one in a convent at Madrid
was made of solid silver.

Although not rising to the dignity of the

famous continental organs, there are several

in London of large size and fine quality.

St. Olave's, forty stops ; St. Peter's,

Cornhill, the same ; forty-one at Camber-
well ; forty-two at Exeter Hall ; forty-

three at St. Paul's, Knightsbridge ; forty-

five at Spitalfields ; forty-nine at the Found-
ling Hospital ; fifty-four at St. Martin's-in-

the-fields ; these are some ainong many ex-

amples. St. Sepulchre's organ, made just

two himdred years ago by Renatus Harris,

and frequently altered since, is celebrated

rather for the fineness of its tones than the

number of stops. St. Paul's organ, made by
Father Smith, and Westminster Abbey
organ, by Schreider, have in like manner
been so altered that their makers would
not know them again. The Colosseum in

the Regent's Park once had an organ of

large size. The Panopticon in Leicester-

square (now the Alhambra Music Hall)

had originally an organ regarded in its day
as the largest in London ; this is the one,

if we remember rightly, wliich is now
placed in the south transept of St. Paul's

Cathedral for the Sunday Evening Sex'vices.

Nor are the provinces without their fine

•organs ; indeed, the largest in England are

beyond the limits of the metropolis. Not-
tingham, Doncaster, and Bu-mingham Town
HaJl have instruments varying from fifty

to fifty-three stops each. The organ at

York Cathedral, made about forty years

ago, and improved on many occasions

since, has no less than eighty stops, and a
forest of pipes corresponding in number.
The largest in England, down to the pre-

sent time, is, we believe, that in St. George's

Hall at Liverpool. A hundi-ed stops, four

rows of keys, a range of notes frcm G G up

to A in altissimo ; such is the instrument
which Mr. Willis made for that noble hall,

and on which organ performances of a high

class frequently take place.

The story of one particular organ is the

story of something which was to have
been, but which has never been, con-

structed; financial considerations stopped

the way. When the Crystal Palace Com-
pany purchased the Hyde Park building

in which the Great Exhibition of 1851 had
been held, to reconstruct it on a grander
scale at Sydenham, they planned mighty
things in regard to arts and sciences of all

kinds. Mighty things they have certainly

achieved; for there is probably no such
shiUing's-worth elsewhere in the world as

this ; but as the company spent a million

and a half sterling in providing it, there

has never yet been an adequate return to

the shareholders. One of the things

planned was to place in the building the

largest, most powerful, most magnificent

organ in the world. The du-ectors placed,

the matter in the hands of Professor Sir

F. A. G. Ouseley, of Oxford, Professor

Willis, of Cambridge, and Professor Donald-

son, of Edinburgh—all learned authorities

in the science of music. They were de-

sired to collect information concerning
great organs, and to advise the directors

generally on the subject. The professors

agreed that no organ for the great palace

of glass would meet the required conditions

unless it were larger than any before con-

sti'ucted ; else the sound would bo too

feeble through excessive dispersion. A
gigantic organ it must certainly be. It

would have to fill a vastly larger space than

any other in England. As unfurnished

or scantily furnished rooms are always

better for musical effect than such as are

overladenwith curtains, draperies, hangings,

carpets, sofas, and the like, the vicinity of

a great organ should be as fi'ee as possible

from such adjuncts. Trees and plants

deaden music in a room, while fountains do
the like by moistening the air. The pro-

fessors passed in review the most celebrated

organs in Europe, and noticed the circum-

stances which render them exceptionally

powerful ; such as those at Haarlem, Rotter-

dam, Frcyburg, Milan, Weingarten, Stutt-

gardt, Seville, Frankfort, with the Made-
leine and two or three others at Paris.

Some owe their power to one peculiar stop

or set of pipes; some to the number of

such sets ; some to the effective balancing

of one set against another; some to the

excellence of the arranoements for the
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supply of Avind at a high pressure. Some
organs Avill Hterally make a church tremble,

by the amazing power of well-speaking

pipes thirty-two feet in length. The pro-

fessors pictured to their imaginations (for

they could only so picture it) the mighty
sonorous effect of pipes sixty-four feet in

length. After viewing the subject in

various lights, the committee of professors

recommended the directors to bear the ex-

pense of providing an organ so large that,

extending across one end of the centre

transept from gallery to gallery, it would
be fifty feet deep, and rise to a height of a

hundred and forty feet. Its bellows would
be blown by a small steam-engine. There
would be pipes of such tremendous size as

to yield a sound four octaves lower than
the lowest note of the violoncello. But the

cost? Ay, there's the rub. The pro-

fessors put down the probable expense of

such an organ as they had in view at no
less than twenty-five thousand pounds.
This was a crusher. The directors aban-
doned the idea ; and it was not until many
years afterwards that they put up the much
smaller (though still large) organ which
now crowns the Handel Orchestra.

The organ for the new Albert Hall of

Science and Art at Hyde Park, near the

Horticultural Gardens, though much smaller

than the intended instrument just described,

will be by far the largest in England, nay,

the largest yet constructed in any country.

This building, as is pretty generally known,
stands exactly between the Albert Memo-
rial and the Horticultural Gardens, with a
frontage in Kensington-road. Why an
organ is to be supplied to the structure,

will be seen when the purpose of the under-
taking is explained ; as will also the neces-

sity of adopting very large dimensions if

there is to be any organ at all. Soon after

the first Great Exhibition in 1851, many
corporate bodies and learned societies came
'to an agreement that, seeing the want of a
central institution in the metropolis for

the promotion of scientific and artistic ob-
jects, an application should be made to the
Royal Commissioners of the Exhibition for

their aid in the matter. A very compre-
hensive plan to this effect was formed by
the late Prince Consort; but the financial

and parliamentary difficulties were too great
to be surmounted ; and the death of the
Prince led to the final abandonment of the
scheme. One part of the plan, however,
was adhered to ; and in 1865 an influential

committee resolved on the erection of a hall

of arts and sciences, to be named after the

lamented Prince. The purposes of the

structure were declared to be for " hold-

ing national and international congresses

for purposes of science and art; for the

performances of choral and instrumental

music, especially organ performances on a

grand scale ; for the distribution of prizes

by public bodies and societies ; for conver-

saziones and soirees of scientific and artistic

societies ; for agricultural and horticultural

exhibitions ; for national and international

exhibitions of works of art and industry,

including working men's exhibitions; for

exhibitions of pictures and sculpture ; and
for other purposes of artistic and scientific

interest." The late Captain Fowke was
employed by the committee to prepare de-

signs for such a building ; and he was en-

gaged on the matter at the time of his

death. In view of the various purposes

which the structure was to subserve, he

decided on an elliptical form, with abun-

dant means of ingress and egress; nume-
rous rooms and offices for societies, &c.,

being provided, as well as the great hall

itself. Lieutenant-Colonel Scott is carry-

ing out Captain Fowke's plan, with sugges-

tions from various artists and engineers of

note. The expense will be not less than

two hundred thousand pounds, the whole of

which sum has been subscribed ; or, rather,

the Commissioners of the Exhibition gave

the site, valued at sixty thousand pounds
;

while boxes, stalls, and seats have been

leased for a long term of years, and at high

rentals. The building, in the hands of

Messrs. Lucas, is rapidly approaching com-

pletion. It is an ellipse, about two hun-

dred and seventy feet by two hundred and
forty. In the centre is an arena, about a

hundred feet by seventy, which would ac-

commodate a thousand persons ; this will

be available for flower shows, conversa-

ziones, and the like. It is completely sur-

rounded by an amphitheatre of seats, that

will accommodate fourteen hundred people;

and at one end of the ellipse is an orchestra

for a thousand performers. Above the

amphitheatre are two tiers of boxes, with

nearly nine hundred sittings; there is an
ante-room behind each box communicating
with a corridor running round the building.

Over the boxes is a broad promenade, avail-

able for spectators of what is going on be-

low ; and over this again a picture gallery.

And over all is a domed ceiling, rising a

hundred and thirty feet from the arena.

Such is the building which, when finished,

will contain a magnificent organ, built by
Mr. Willis, under the supervision of Sir

<Qf --^
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Michael Costa and the late Mr. Bowley.

The " box o' whustles" will be as big as a

mansion ; sixty-five feet wide, seventy high,

and forty deep; Avith an additional oak

screen of twenty feet in height in front of

the masonry platform on which the pon-

derous mass (a hundred and fifty tons

weight) will rest. Five rows of keys, be-

longing to the choir, great, solo, swell, and

pedal organs ; a hundi-ed and thirty-eight

stops, representing an equal number of

pipes ; a total of ten thousand pipes in all,

which would extend nine miles if placed

end to end ; a range of nine or ten octaves,

from the basest bass up to the most infan-

tine treble ; two steam-engines by Messrs.

Penn, to blow the bellows—all this does

indeed sound vast. There is no external

case ; the pipes (made of nearly equal pro-

portions of tin and lead) will be burnished

and polished in the highest degree—at

least those which are visible—and as they

will be grouped in four great clusters of

spires, the efi'ect will doubtless be grand

and beautiful. There will be lofty vaulted

openings at the front and sides, to let the

works be seen ; and at the back will be a

perfect forest of pipes. The keys, made of

massive ivory, are said to be so nicely

balanced that the slightest touch will make

the pipes speak ; inasmuch that the instru-

ment will be as easy to play as a pianoforte,

so far as concerns the pressure upon the

keys. All sorts of ingenious contrivances

are introduced to increase the power of the

instrument and the ease of playing it. The

organ was so far finished as to be tested a

few months ago ; but it must await the

completion of the hall in which it is to be

placed, and then the world will have an

opportunity of seeing and hearing the re-

sult of ten thousand pounds' worth of la-

bour, inventive genius, and practical skill.

THE WIFE'S VIGIL.

Watching, watching for ever,

Through the stormy winter day,

While the pale November sunrise gilds

The breakers in Whitby Bay.

While noonday sees the terrible Scar,

All snowy with foaming waves,

As they thunder up to the churchyard head,

Thick dotted with sailors' graves:

Till the storm-drum shows its ominous black,

'Neath the tremulous evening star.

And never a sail on the tossing roads,

Nor a ship at the harbour bar.

Watching, watching for ever.

The passionate prayer is mute,

There's a dirge m each burst of the wailing wind,

There's a knell in each hasty foot.

While children who may be fatherless

Shrink from her stony sorrow,

And pitying friends dare hardly speak

Of joy that may come to-morrow !

For broken spars drift thick and fast

To the rocky Yorkshire shore,

To tell of the wrecks by the Norway firths.

And the cliffs of Elsinore.

Watching, watching for ever,

With aching, haggard eyes.

Straining for hope to the raging seas,

For hope to the iron skies.

While the heavy sleep exhaustion brings

Is cursed with levered dreams,

Of corpses tossing with tangle and shell,

Where the lonely moonlight gleams.

And the terrible shadow of widowhood.

Worst woe of this weary world.

Draws nigh with every angry wave

On the shivering ice-belt hurled.

Waiting, watching for ever,

Oh quaint old Whitby town,

With red-roofed houses nestling close

'Neath the church on the breezy down

!

There is never a hearth in your crowded courts,

Nor a hut upon moor or fell.

But has sorrowful story of woman's grief

And orphaned wail to tell 1

God help the brave who win their bread

From the beautiful, pitiless sea.

And teach that mourning watcher yet

What His saving love can be.

IN THE FIELD WITH THE
PRUSSIANS.

A PEKILOUS POSITION.

The -wretched town of Courcelles has be-

come celebrated in history from the fact of

its being the last station by rail, on the line

from Saarbruck to Metz, from which the

Prussians could approach that French

stronghold.

At this town I found myself, one pouring

wet day in the month of August. It was

early morning when, in a waggon, I set

out in company with two Prussian officers

and their servants, who were under orders

to find their regiments, supposed to bo

somewhere in the neighbourhood of Metz.

After a tedious journey all day through

muddy lanes and deserted villages, the fol-

lowing was our situation.

Night was rapidly setting in, and the

thick "drizzling rain was coming down in

misty sheets ; it was very cold, and, as we

drew our rugs closer around us, we longed to

find a resting-place. Moreover, we were not

very sure that we were going the right way,

and this is a particularly uncomfortable

feeling when one is in a countiy which is

at war, and in the company of ofiicers be-

longing to either army.

The cart in which six of us, including

the owner, had found room, was an old

lumbering waggon, and our horses looked

as if tliey had never been guilty of going

more than from throe to four miles an

hour in their lives, so that, altogether, there

was not much chance of rapid progression.

In vain the driver plied his whip, in vain he
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shouted : the animals had their own pace,

and stuck to it. At last a French village

loomed through the gathering gloom ; we
hailed the sight with delight, and entered

by the main street. "Hollo, there!" we
sung out to a peasant who was striding

along. He stopped, came a little nearer,

but when he saw the spiked helmets he
uttered an exclamation of surprise, turned
round, and vanished in the mist.

" There's something wi'ong," I said to my
companions. "Which way does Metz lie?"

" To our right, I think," answered a

young lieutenant of Prussian artillery.

" And what is this village ?" I asked.
" Don't know," was the answer. And

our heavy waggon lumbered on through
the paved street.

" This won't do !" said Von Werder, a
young Landwehr cavalry officer. " Halt !"

The driver pulled for a couple of minutes
at his horses' tough mouths, and we came
to a stop.

"Wilhelm," said Yon Werder to his ser-

vant, "jump down, load your rifle, and
make your way into that house with a light

in its window. Ask the name of this village,

and get hold of a boy or some one to show
us the best house in it."

Down jumped Wilhelm, needle-gun in

hand. It had an ominous sound, the clapper,

clapper of that rifle, as the servant loaded
it. He paused a second Avhen he had
finished; we waited in breathless silence,

and then came the click of cocking the rifle,

and Wilhelm strode away through the mu.d.

We saw him go to the door and heard him
thunder at it with his fist. It was opened
by a man, and Wilhelm vanished behind
it. We waited two or three minutes, and
then forth he came ; he ran up to the cart
saying, " M. is the name of the place;
the best house in it is close by." Away
vanished anything connected with fear, and
we only thought of getting out of the
horrible weather, and of getting once more
warm. We drew up at an old-looking
chateau, situated in the main street of the
village, but having an entrance-gate and a
garden in front and behind. No light was
visible, and we pommelled at the door for

two or three minutes without getting any
answer. By-and-bye, Von Werder said,

"Wilhelm, break that window open!"
Wilhelm did as he was told, made his way
into the house, and very soon the front door
opened, and we marched in to take j)osses-

sion.

It was a fine old place, the marble stair-

case occupied nearly the whole of the en-

trance - hall. On mounting the steps we
came into a long corridor with rooms open-

ing on to it, to the right and left ; most of the

doors were locked. When we had entered

one room, however, it was easy enough to

find other ways of ingTess and egress than
those offered by the doors opening on to

the corridor. The first room I entered had
evidently been left in a great hurry ; a

ladies' wardrobe lay scattered all about the

floor ; the room was a dressing-room, I sujd-

pose, as there were no signs of a bed in it.

On going through a door I found myself in a

luxuriously furnished bedroom ; dust stood

on all the tables and other articles of furni-

ture in a thick layer, but it could not hide

the beauty and elegance with which theroom
had been fitted up. The bed had been left

unmade, and there was a great state of dis-

order pervading everything; boxes had
been ransacked, chests of drawers and
wardrobes had been left open, and their

contents partially taken away, the residue

being stre^vn around. In the next room
were two small cots, and on pegs were two
little straw-hats ; the children's boots and
playthings lay some oh. the beds, some on
the floor. I now retraced my way through
the two rooms I had first explored, and
through a side-door came into a little pas-

sage, which led through a storeroom into

another bedroom. Here I found a bed
with clean sheets, and, wonder of wonders,
a bath. Of course there were the miniature,

almost toy, jug and basin, which seem
generally to be considered sufficient in

France for lavatory purposes, but to think

that I should find a bath !
" DeKcious," I

cried exultingly, throwing myself oh to the

soft feather-bed. I don't know how long I

remained there ; it was too comfortable a
position to be able to keep awake, especially

under the circumstances of a trying day's

jolting in that awful waggon. I was
awakened by hearing some one say, " Hier
liegt er ;" I opened my eyes and found
Speissman and Von Werder standing in

the room.
" Well, you're a nice fellow," said one

of them; "we thought that either the

French had collared you, or that you had
gone to tell them where to collar us."

" Instead of which I have been having
a nap," I said. " A thing much more to

my taste than either of your former sup-

positions would be."

I now began to think something to eat

would not be undesirable, and asked if

anything eatable had been found in the

chateau.
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"Nothing," was tiae answer, " except a

couple of glass jars with presei'ved fruit,

and they are most likely poisoned."

"And the cellar ?" I asked.
" Oil, that's all right ; the old dame has

left lis plenty of wine, and plenty of petti-

coats, but nothing else."

" Well, we must feed," I said ;
" let us

see what's to be got in the vilfege."

All five of us went out together. We
noticed two or three knots of men standing

about in the rain, and we thought this rather

extraordinary, but whatever it boded we
knew we must stop that night in the vil-

lage, come what might, as our horses were
unable to go another step forward. We
asked a villager if there was an auberge
near. He pointed to a light on the opposite

side of the way, so we went into the house,

leaving Wilhelm outside. He was a capital

fellow this Wilhelm, by the way ; his round
good-natured face bore a continual smile,

which became more beaming if he thought
there was anything at all serious in the

wind. He evidently thought something
was going to happen on the night in ques-

tion, for I never before saw his face so

radiant with grins.

We prevailed upon the host of the

auberge to make us an omelet, and we
got some milk, bread, and cheese. We
paid the man liberally, and before leaving

asked him how far the fortifications of

Metz were from this.

" Not far, sir," was his answer.
" Have Prussian troops ever been here

before ?"

"You are the first, sir."

Wilhelm now put his head in to say
" he had seen several men sneaking about
the chateau, and he thoughtwe had better go
back ifwe did not want to lose our things."

Wilhelm was given some bread and cheese

to pocket, and a drink of milk, and off we
started. The moon had now come out,

and it had stopped raining. We made
our way through the thick, pasty mud
back to our chateau. Our first care was
to look after the coachman and his horses

;

the horses seemed well employed, munch-
ing away complacently in the dark. We
called and hallooed to the coachman with-

out getting a response; there were his

wallet, and his whip, and his bed over the

stable, but he had betaken himself out

of the premises. Where had he gone
to ? Would he return with some Franc-

tireur friends, or had he gone out merely

to satisfy his cravings of hunger ? What-
ever the reason might be, we gave up all

thoughts of going quietly to sleep until

this worthy returned. So Hans, the ar-

tillery officer's servant, mounted sentry on
the cart in the yard, while Wilhelm was
allowed to join his lord and master in help-

ing him, and us, to drink the old chateau's

good wine.

"Wilhelm," said Von Werder, "come
into the cellar with me ; we won't let the old

lady think when she comes back that the
Prussians were so ungallant as not to

drink her health pretty often." And then
he said, sotto voce, " I wonder where the
old lady and her brats are gone to ? I sup-

pose they will grow up into torments to

poor Prussia some day ; its our turn now,
however, so, Wilhelm, vorwarts, lead the
way into her subterranean store." Speiss-

man and myself followed, the steel scab-

bards clattered down the stone steps, and
the great wax candle which Wilhelm carried

flared like a torch, dropping at each step

large flakes of wax. We now came to a
door on the same level as the hall ; the lock

had been savagely torn ofi. Von Werder,
when he came to it, pointed to it and
whispered " Wilhelm ;" we understood very
well what he meant. He had an instinct

most wonderfully acute for finding out wine,

had this worthy man ; while others were
running wild all over a house or chateau,

Master Wilhelm would set himself always
the task of finding out whether there be
any cellar contents or no !

Wilhelm had now gone on, so we had to

hasten our steps. We found him engaged
in propping the wax candle between three

bottles on the top of a large cask, which
stood in the centre of the cellar. He then
gravely produced from his pocket four new
spermaceti candles, and, lighting three of

them, he presented us each with one, in

order, as he said, to ferret out our own pet

wines. Everything was so nicely arranged,

and such was the quantity of bacchanalian

liquors, that it was rather perplexing to

any one, not a thorough connoisseur, to

choose. Of course champagne was settled

upon as the right beverage for such an
occasion by some of us, but I was much
struck by a little barrel marked 1815. It

had evidently been partially concealed, and
this, together with the date, and the fact

of its having no sort or kind of name upon
it, thoroughly aroused my curiosity.

"Wilhelm," I said, " I think we must
have this cask open."

" What nonsense," said Von Werder.
" Why not stick to bottles

;
you'll only get

poisoned if you try casks !"
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" I mean to try this one," I said. And
so did Wilhelm, if one miglit judge from
the hard knocks he was giving the top

staves of the cask. At last one gave way,

and Wilhelm stooped down to find out, by
his organ of smell, what sort of wine it was.

He jumped up, saying :
" I've sacked

many cellars, but I've never found wine
like that before. Vortrefflich!" he ex-

claimed.

All now gathered round the inky-looking

fluid. Wilhelm dipped his tin cup into it,

and presented it to Von Werder. He looked

anything but pleased with his servant's

attention ; but after smelling it he became
re-assured—first sipped, and then drained

the cup, and presently asked for more. We
all had a cupful, and then emptying six

bottles of vin ordinaire, we filled them with
this precious liquor, which, let it be what it

might, was very potent. In appearance it

was like dark crimson oil. Its taste was
unique.

Roaring with laughter, we ascended the

stone steps, each carrying an armful of

bottles of all descriptions, Wilhelm in the

van, as before, bearing the torch-like

candle. Our uproarious merriment met
with a rude check, however, as we had not

got half-way up when we heard the sharp

crack of a rifle. Down the bottles were
put, some not too carefully, as a cascade of

effervescing champagne, mixed with red

wine, pouring down the steps over my
trousers and boots fully convinced me.
However, it was no time to think of one's

boots and trousers when one's life appeared

in such jeopardy ; so pulling my revolver

from my belt I hastily joined the rest at

the top of the stairs. I heard Wilhelm call

out of the door, "Hans was machst du?"
We only heard the clapper, clapper, of

some one loading a rifle outside.

" Some one has shot Hans," said Wil-

helm, "and seems to be loading again.

Shall I fire?"
'' Yes," said Von Werder.
" Hans !" called out Speissman.

Hans answered.
" Come here," said the lieutenant.

Hans appeared at the door.

The moon was behind the clouds ; and as

I looked out into the garden, all was still

and dark. Wilhelm had blown out the

candle before opening the door.

"Hans," said Speissman, "what made
you fire your rifle off'

?''

"I did it to alarm you, sir," said Hans.
" I came to the door and called to you, but

as no one attended to me, I fired the rifle

at the seventh person I saw drop down
over that wall there."

We all sallied forth into the garden.
There was a small door opening out of the
garden, close to where Hans said these
seven persons had dropped, and certainly

there were several footmarks in the soft

mud, and the door stood ajar. Where had
these men come from, and what did they
want ? The only place they could come
from was the chateau itself; and sure
enough a window, opening on to the leads,

was found tkrown up.

We now determined to scour the chateau.
I don't know what possessed me to go
alone, but I took a candle in one hand and
a revolver in the other, and I found myself
back in the comfortable bedroom with the
bath in it. I was on the point of going
through into the storeroom, when I heard
some one behind me. I turned round, and
there stood a man. My first impulse was
to shoot him dead. I raised my revolver,

but before I could pull the trigger he ex-

claimed :
" Mon Dieu ! You would not

murder me ?"

" No," I said. " Of course I would not

;

but pray what do you want here ?"

" The lady of the chateau has intrusted

this house to my care," he said.

" Then," said I, " you had better talk to

the lieutenant of the party, and I can tell

you you may think yourself lucky not to

have fallen in with him first, for he would
undoubtedly have shot you !"

With this I raised my voice, and called

out :
" Von Werder ! Speissman ! Wilhelm !

here
!"

Wilhelm came first, with his bayonet
fixed and gun full cocked, with a most
beaming face. He drew iip suddenly when
he saw the Frenchman standing pale as a

ghost, and shaking all over with fear.

" Wilhelm," I said, " tell your master
and Lieutenant Speissman they had better

come here directly."

I heard Wilhelm run along the passage
and call out, in the loudest voice :

" Come,
sirs, the Englishman's caught a French
rascal. Hurrah !"

And back came Wilhelm, and following

at his heels came the two officers with their

drawn swords. The poor Frenchman cer-

tainly thought his hour had come ; his

face looked like death, and he shook like

palsy. Von Werder asked me how I had
caught him. I told him. Then, turning

to the Frenchman, he asked him if he could

speak German.
" Non, monsieur."

^=
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Yon Werder then asked me to pump
liim, and ask him who the seven men were
that were in the chateau. The Frenchman
disclaimed all knowledge of there having
been any one.

" You lie," said fiery young Speissman,
in German ; and he put the muzzle of his

revolver into the unfortunate Frenchman's
ear. Then, turning to me, he said :

" Tell

this dog, if he does not speak the truth, I'll

blow his brains out."

The Frenchman's knees were by this

time knocking together, and he whimpered
out that perhaps they might have been
workmen who had hidden when they heard
of the Prussians' arrival.

" Were they armed ?" I asked.
" No," was the answer.
" On your honour ?" I asked.
" On my honour," said the Frenchman.
"Let the mango," I said, "or he will

certainly get a stroke of palsy."

"Yes ; let him go," said Von Werder.
"No," said Speissman; "let's make an

example of him. Let's shoot the dog, and
hang hfhi before his door as an example to

other French dastards and liars."

Luckily the wretched man did not
understand Speissman's kind intentions.

Wilhelm saw him to the entrance-door.

Where the man slept I know not : I should
think many miles from the chateau, if one
might judge from his horror-stricken face,

and his gladness to get away from our com-
pany. When Wilhelm came back he said

that Hans reported all was quiet outside,

but that the coachman had not returned.

We now went a second time into the cellar,

and returned with the wine to the draw-
ing-room, thinking our perils were over

for the night. The size of this drawing-

room was immense. Four windows looked

on to the garden, and there were two
side-doors leading to ante-rooms at each

end, besides a lai'ge folding-door opening

into the corridor. Into this room we
tugged six mattresses, and bedding to

match, bolted and barred the windows and
two of the doors, and then sat down to

our carousal. The people of the chateau

had left a beautiful supply of glass, and
this, I always think, makes good wine
tenfold more pleasant. We were in the

middle of a loud chorus when the door-bell

clanged. We started to our feet ; revolvers

were clutched and swords drawn, the lights

put out, and down we went. The coach-

man had come back drunk, and was vowing
the destniction of every German in France.

Speissman went into the stables, and made

the man give him every match he had, so
that he should not have the chance of set-

ting the place on fire, left him in the dark,
and locked him in.

It was one a.m., and the rain had begun
to fall again. We locked the front door,
barred up the smashed-in window, and
Hans joined our circle of revelry. These
Germans sang most splendidly, and, as
most of the songs that were sung were old
friends of mine in schoolboy days in Ger-
many, I thoroughly enjoyed and appre-
ciated them. On a sudden I started up,
hearing a noise outside. " Did you hear
that ?" I asked.

"No," was the answer.
We listened a second, and then Von

Werder burst out with Bliicher's song;
and, as if by magic, we all joined in its

irresistible swell, till we made the ceiling

ring again. Just as we came to a moderated
part we all heard bump, bump, bump at

the door.
" The rascally Frenchman has come back

with troops," whispered Speissman. " Why
did you not let me shoot the hound ?"

Again the lights were extinguished, and
once more we descended. We opened a
side-window first.

"Who goes there?" asked Wilhelm, in

French.
" Hush !" was the answer. " Let me in.

I've something important to tell you."
The door was cautiously opened, and a

man came into our midst. It was the host

of the auberge.
" I've come, at the risk of my life, to

warn you," said he, "that you are in great

danger here ; and if you stay here an hour
after daylight you are all dead men. Were
it not that the peasants think there may
be some more of your men close by, they
would inform the French, who are not

more than three kilometres off, of your
arrival. Adieu."

He turned to go ; but I stopped him,

and asked hira what had actuated him to

come and help us, seeing that he was a
Frenchman himself.

"Well, you see, sir," said the man,
scratching his head, " my wife is a German,
and she has heard through the door what
these men have been saying ; and she

would not let me rest till I came to tell

you. And, moreover, sir, if you are mur-
dered here my nice little house over the

way, and every other house here, won't
stand long. My wife says she knows what
her countrymen would do—they would
i-azc the whole place."
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" She was quite riglat," I said. " Please

present our united compliments to madame,
your wife, and many thanks for her good-

ness."

We then subscribed a small sum between
us for the man, and he left bowing and
gesticulating, as only a Frenchman or der-

vish can bow and gesticulate. As he was
leaving he said :

" There is one thing I have
forgotten ; my wife heard two men say they

would set the house on fire to-night."

"Well," I said, " it would have been a

pity to have gone away without telling us

that, as it does in a slight degree interest

us to know all then' peaceful intentions. Is

there nothing else ? '

'

"Nothing," was the answer, and the

door shut on the man's retreating figure.

We returned to the room ; in two hours

there would be daylight. The coachman
was dead drunk, and the French were not

two miles off!

" Well, how will this end ?" said Speiss-

man.
Von Werder answered in rather hiccuppy

tones : "In— (hie) — prison— (hie)— in

Metz !"

" We must have a sleep for an hour,"

said Speissman, "at any risk."

Wilhelm volunteered to watch; and in

our clothes we laid outside our beds. I,

for one, slept very comfortably, and when
Wilhelm came to call us in an hour and a

half's time, I jumped up as fresh as a lark.

Von Werder was snoring, and we could

not wake him till Speissman bawled
into his ear, " The French are coming !"

That had the desired effect. It was still

pitch dark. No one had been unkind
enough to attempt burning the house down.
Wilhelm went to rouse the coachman. He
came back to say the man was drunk still,

and that Hans must come and help him
hai'ness the horses. Everything now being

ready, Speissman produced his map ; the

wonder was it had not been produced be-

fore. The chateau we were in was a twenty
minutes' walk fi'om a French fort, and
almost within chassepot range; we had
come at right angles to the place we had
intended going to, and we must at any rate

retrace our way right through the long vil-

lage street.

"We are in for it!" said Speissman.
" There's not a Prussian, I'll wager, within

half an hour's walk."

Von Werder, Wilhelm, and I bundled
the drunken driver into the straw head-

foremost, and Wilhelm jumped in after

him to drive. We went two on either side

of the cart with our loaded revolvers in

our hands, and our teeth set, expecting
every second some terrible catastrophe.

The waggon of course seemed more ponder-
ous than ever, and as it went with a con-

tinuous grinding bump over the roughly
paved street, I thought that the way seemed
endless. At last we got clear of the vil-

lage (it was still perfectly dark), and after

this the road ascended first to the right,

and then gave a sharp turn in the opposite

direction. Just at this place, according to

Speissman's map, there was a short cut

through a wood. The cart laboured up the

hill ; when we came to the turning-point

in the road we halted to find the way.
Hans lit a lantern, and preceded the cart.

" Here it is !" he cried out.

At that instant there was a lurid flash in

the sky. Von Werder cried :
" On your

faces !" I went down on mine as if I had
been drilling all my life for this event. I

heard a boom, and then a hiss, hiss—some-
thing struck the road ; there was a tre-

mendous explosion, which nearly stunned
us all, but did not do any further damage.
Wilhelm had no need to urge on the horses

now ; the old things, snorting and rearing,

broke into a gallop ; we ran on as fast

as we could down the narrow road. Again
there was a flash and hiss, but this time
the shell was aimed at the ascending road
to the left, and it consequently flew over our
heads. On we ran, tumbling down, and
picking ourselves up, and running on again.

The firing still continued. At last we got

up to the cart and horses, which Wilhelm
had managed to upset over a bank. Every-
thing had been pitched into the road, in-

cluding the drunken coachman, who was
lying there like a log.

"Now, doctor," said Speissman, "here's

a chance for you."

Wilhelm now came to me. The dawn
had just broken, and I could see that,

this time, poor Wilhelm's white face bore

no sign of merriment now ; he was holding

a pocket-handkerchief up to his head, and
blood was trickling down his face in large

red drops.
" Hollo, Wilhelm !" I said. " Have you

been wounded ?
'

'

" Yes, sir. But you had better look at

the Frenchman first; I think he's dead."

We all went to look at the Frenchman.
The man still lay motionless. He was
breathing heavily and with great effort.

I spoke to him—he was unconscious. I at

once thought there must be a fractured

skull, and such I found to be the case.
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At last, and witli much difficulty, we
righted the waggon, with the help of the
two horses, erery moment expecting the
French to be down upon ns, and then laid

our poor Frenchman on the straw inside,

und started again. It was luckily light, or
we might have got a few shots from the
Prussians ; no allowance would have been
made had it been dark, for the gauntlet we
had run with the French.

" What made the Frenchmen fire just
at that moment, then ?" I asked Von
Werder. " They surely could not have
seen the light from the lantern ?"

" No ; but some of those villagers have
given the alarm, and the only wonder is

they did not give it before. We have had
a narrow escape."

At last the cart got to the first Prussian
outposts, and the men could scarcely con-

tain their wonder at seeing us thus come
from apparently the jaws of death. All
was excitement on account of the firing,

which by this time, however, had entirely

ceased.

Wilhelm's cut on the head was now pro-

perly attended to, and the poor French
peasant was given into the charge of a
countryman and placed in a cottage. At
first he appeared to be doing well, but
he suffered a relapse, and our unlucky
charioteer died the next evening.

THE DOCTOR'S MIXTURE.

BOOK III.

CHAPTER XXXII. SUSPENSE.

With the morning came the cold business-

like proceedings tlaat follow on a death
;

tlie officials who found their way in, the
air of business in the house ; while Mary
Leader was prostrate in grief. What had
happened some hours before, she had for-

gotten— it seemed like a dream ; that hideous
drama, seen through the French window,
appeared a sort of nightmare. By-and-bye
the news got down to Tilston—the waiter

told it at breakfast. Billy Webber went
up to the Doctor's to learn particulars, but
found only Polly there, who knew nothing.

Every one was yearning for details. How
Avas Katey " left ?"—would the Doctor get
anything ? People said often " they'd back
Fin to get a few feathers for his nest." By
ten o'clock a strange gig had passed
through, known to contain the family soli-

citor from Westcup. Later, a fly, con-

tainiiifTT the master of the dismal cere-

monies, who must be thought of at such a

season.

As the morning wore on, there was visible,

in all that quiet confiision at Leadersfort.

the figure of Mrs. Leader, calm, reserved,

but still doing work silently. At eleven,

when the solicitor arrived, she and her

brother were closeted a long time with him
in the study. After that interview he came
out, wi'ote letters, and transacted other

business. Then followed lunch, for even at

such a crisis mourners from a distance par-

take heartily, and with a relish they seem
to reserve for such occasions. The Doctor
was still there ; he could not leave hi.s

daughter in her affliction, and determined

that no "snubs," nor insults, even, should

drive him from the ground. But there

was now a truce.

It was after the lunch that the solicitor

went over into the window with the Doctor
and Mr. Randall Morrison, saying :

" A
word with you. Doctor Findlater. We
have, as is usual in these cases, been look-

ing into the wall to see if there were any
instructions about the funeral. There are

none."

And the solicitor paused, looking into the

Doctor's face, to see what remark he would
make.

" You don't tell me so ?" said the Doctor.
" No," said Mr. Morrison, " not a line

about the funeral being private or other-

wise. So we will have it done with all

state."
" You may not, of course, be aware,"

went on the solicitor, " that there is an in-

strument later in date than the one exe-

cuted in favour of Mr. Cecil, and in which
the whole is devised absolutely to Mrs.

Leader, subject to a small but sufficient pro-

vision for Mr. Leader and your daughter?"
The Doctor never changed a muscle.
" You will, of course, give us notice be-

fore reading out or publishing this paper,"

said he. "I only say this in the interest of

all pai'ties."

" To be sure, my dear sir ; I can show it

to you if you wash."
" Don't give yoiu-selfthe trouble. There'll

be time for all that when the poor fellow

up-stairs is laid in his cold lodgings."
" Yes," said Mr. Morrison, confidentially.

" You know yourself. Doctor Findlater, as

a man of the world, such an arrangement
as that first one could not stand. My
sister and I were confident that when re-

flection came he would do her justice. And
after Mrs. Cecil Leader's strange conduct

'-^
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"Ah! was that what changed him?"
asked the Doctor.

" Well, it was certainly unfortunate for

your family," said the solicitor. " But I am
empowered to state—am I not, Mr. Morri-

son ?—that Mrs. Leader is prepared even
to advance on the provision in the testa-

ment, and make everything satisfactory to

your wishes."
" Most kind of her," said the Doctor.

" However, that will be all time enough.
We must not break in, you know, on the

sanctity of grief"

This was said with perfect gravity. The
two looked at him with a perplexed air.

They wanted him to say something either

in the way of adhesion or otherwise. But
they could not get him to commit himself to

anything. It was scarcely satisfactory ; but,

as he said, all in good time.

Not since the days when the soldiers had
come in, was there such excitement in Til-

ston. There were groups talking, gossiping,

and speculating. How had the property
gone ? Public feehng went rather against

the Doctor's chances. Mr. Ridley, notwith-
standing the recent lesson he had got, was
again heard growling and prophesying.

" The fellow will not get a shilling, de-

pend upon it, and that will be the end
of his scheming ; and serve him right

!

These fellows always outwit themselves.

Serve 'em right."

Even Lord Shipton could not resist. " I

fear our friend Eindlater has overdone it

this time. You see he is not exactly the
man. ALfter all, his daughter did wonder-
fully; and he might be very fairly con-

tent."

At all events, the funeral would be of a
most magnificent character, and M'Intyre
and Co.'s resources were strained to the
utmost, preparing crape and linen in enor-

mous quantities, for those hideous manifes-
tations of grief and respect, which are sup-

posed to be the highest form of compHment
to the departed. Lord Shipton was in some
trouble about his now well-known vehicle,

which he thought could be scarcely ap-

propriate at such a ceremony ; but before
the day was out he had happily solved the
difficulty, by obtaining the loan of a seat in

a friend's carriage. But there was presently
something more to talk of, for there was
observed to be an unusual stir up at the

barracks. A hideous rumour had got
abroad that it was proposed to remove the
Du Barry's Own; an old woman's tale,

which was indignantly rejected. However,
there was this much in support of the

rumour, that the secretary who had per-

petrated the "job" was now out of office,

and that his successor was an ardent finan-

cial reformer : that is, a Spartan curtailer

of the salaries of small clerks, and ruthless

abolisher of those clerks whose salaries

were thus cut down. Still nothing certain

had arrived ; and after all, here was this

prodigious funeral absorbing all attention.

Who was to be at it?—who was asked?
Was anything left to the Doctor ? And
how had Mrs. Leader fared in the

struggle ?

Those strange days of interval rolled

slowly by. On the morning after the death,

Mrs. Leader, almost awful to look at in

her weeds, met Katey in the drawing-room.
There was a compressed sternness about
the former's lips, and a quiet self-confi-

dence.

"I wished to tell you," she said, "that
after the funeral I would like you to begin

to make arrangements for your life. You
cannot stay here ; I am sure you would
not wish it yourfeelf."

" Where are we to go ? Why should we
go?" said Katey, bewildered.

"Why?—why?" repeated her enemy,
with a motion as of putting her foot on her

neck. " Because—you and your father

have lost the game ! You lost it for him
by your behaviour last night—if that be

any comfort for you to know !"

Katey was not thinking of herself, but
of her father. " Lost !" she faltered ;

" you
do not mean "

" Yes, Leadersfort belongs to me—all of

it, estate, everything ! But you will hear it

all read out at the proper time. My poor

husband came to his senses at the end, and
did what was right, and what I always said

he would do. He was not going to hand his

fortune over to a set of adventurers. How-
ever, don't say that I am harsh. You shall

have all indulgence. Take your own time

to look about you, and choose how you
are to live. You shan't be made a victim of

by me ! Ah ! you forced yourself on us,

but I knew the time would come when you
would be forced out again."

Katey was overwhelmed by this attack

and this cruel news. Yet still it did not so

much afi"ect her as did the thought of her

father, her poor, earnest, struggling Peter,

who was only doing his best for them, and
who seemed destined to be baffled in some
way all through his weary life. Here he

was now. How should she tell him ? But
she contrived it at last. Peter received the

news with a stolid resignation.

^^
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" We must only wait and see," he said.

" To-morrow will settle all one way or the

other ; and sure, Katey, child of mine, if the

worst came to the worst, ye'd be welcome
again in the old house, and I must begin

the fighting all over again. No, I'll never

lose heart till the old chap with the nanny-
goat "bird," and the rag about his loins,

has his scythe outside my feet. I don't give

up all yet."
" Heaven bless you, Peter, for your noble

spirit ! But it wasn't I that did any mis-

chief last night?"
"That you did, my poor child," he said,

compassionately. " But you never meant
it. What in the name o' Corpernicus and
all his instruments was over you ! To take

a woman's brougham in that way, and be
away the whole night."

It was wonderful how tranquil the Doctor
was as to the unexplained escapade. He
listened to Katey's account ; how she was
afraid that Polly would do something foolish

if there was no one to look after her ; for

as for Captain Molyneux
" Nothing but a half sort of quishkeen,"

said the Doctor, musingly, " and he a mere
cockmaroo of a fellow."

Towards the end of that day the house
began to fill with strange figures and faces.

Under the pressure of business, which was
immense, the tender sense of grief was
stified. No one had time to think of the

poor relics lying up- stairs.

There was so much to be done—so much
to be organised ; and the anxiety as to

success clashed with the grief. Bigginson
was the commander-in-chief, who could
boast that he had followed more coronets

to the grave than any man in England. He
had aides -de -camps, deputies, assistants,

creatm^es who arrived with great cases, and
enormous stuff'ed bags, which contained
all their grisly properties. There was a
scarcely suppressed buzz of voices through
the house, and a great deal of scattered

refreshment in different parts of the house,

to restore those who worked so hard. Thus
it generally is, and to this point all things
work up. All the while the Doctor re-

mained immovable at his post. He had
received several messages through Mr.
Morrison, to the effect that his presence
was hardly needed ; but of these he took
no notice, beyond a protest that a margin
of a few hours was scarcely wortli talking

about. " Only wait a little, and Katey and
he would go or stay, according as it was."
An enigmatical plea, which made Mr. Mor-
rison smile.

At last here Avas the morning, with the

clustering of groups betimes among the old

trees, and the perpetual rolling of carriages

up the avenue. What Mr. Bigginson called

the most " sumptuous 'erse in town," with
coaches to match, was waiting at the door.

The tenantry were all marshalled, and
though there was little grief, there was
still a compound of decency and regretful

attitude. All the country round attended,

and then the procession moved on to the

church.

That had been the scene of their first

triumphant appearance—the enthronisa-

tion, as it were, of the family, that too

short-lived spell of glory, which on that

day of inauguration they seemed to think

would last for many years to come.

"Clarke, the parson," as he was spoken of,

and Billy Webber, went through their

ofiices, the latter with an almost touching

grief, as though, the Doctor said, he had
lost the friend of his youth. The remains

were lowered into the family vault, beside

those of the late squire. Every one
crowded to the edge to look ; while all

the carriages rattled ofi" with an unwonted
alacrity, as though the business were well

over.

Some friends had come from a distance

to Leadersfort, and for these a great lunch

was set out. The family solicitor was
hurrying about, passing in and out of the

room, while the guests took their lunch.

He suddenly came up to the Doctor, and,

a little nei-vously, for he was shrewd enough
to have some distrust of the complete un-

concern of Doctor Findlater, said to him,
" We propose, my dear sir, to read the will

in the library, as soon as they have done
here. As you are interested for your

daughter's sake, I will ask you to bo
present, with a few other friends of tlie

family."

"All right," said the Doctor, who was
standing at the chimney-piece leaning on
his elbow. As the solicitor bustled to the

door, the Doctor called after him, " Just a

word !" and followed him into the passage.
" Where's Mrs. Leader ?—aren't you going
to have Jier down to hear this paper of

yours read ?"

" Paper of ours ?" repeated the solicitor,

scrutinising him narrowly. "As for Mrs.

Leader, of course not. It would be quite

out of all form. But, my dear sir, as I said

before, we are prepared to consider any
proposal that may seem desirable to you."

" We'll make none," said the Doctor.

"We'll be content with ourriahts—neither
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more nor less. I should like to see Mrs.
Leader, though, before you read your bit

of paper."
" Well, I am sure it could not be done."
" And to have Mr. Morrison, and Katey,

and Miss Leader present—-just a sort of

family business, you know."
"Oh! no," said the other, bluntly,

" there is no need of that. We'll have the

family meeting- in two or three minutes in

the library."
" You'll be sorry for it," said the Doctor

;

"I know you will. But just as you
please."

"Oh, I understand—you mean to go on
the first will. I can understand that. But
I really must beg. Doctor Findlater, that

you will make no confusion about this

matter. It would be indecent. I assure

you all this sort of thing can be disposed

of in the regular way among the profes-

sional men. There, now, two o'clock—the

time has come !"

" Just get them into the study here for

a moment—Mrs. Leader and her brother

—

I won't detain them two minutes and a
half. It's vital—it is, I assure you. I'll

fetch Katey and Miss Leader."
He was so earnest, that the solicitor

looked hard after him, watch in hand ; he
didn't quite hke all this. The Doctor hur-
ried away to Katey's room, where he found
her comforting the bereaved daughter :

" I

am sorry," he said, " but it is really from
duty and a sense of justice that I would
ask you to come down. I wish to save the
family from what it would be sorry for.

There's no time to spare, or that attorney
will be getting us all in the library, and
then it will be too late."

They went down at once. On Mary was
now coming back the recollection of all

that had taken place on the night of her
father's death. Perhaps she thought justice

was now, in some shape, to be done on
those who precipitated that death. She
gave a start and hurried down.
As they crossed the hall, they met some

of the mourning guests walking slowly to-

wards the library. The clock had struck
two, and, as the Doctor said, they had no
time to lose.

CHAPTER XXXIII. THE DOCTOR WINS.

The study was a little hexagonal room
;

a sort of snuggery, or cosey nook. There
they found Mrs. Leader, grave and haughty.

" Wliat does the fellow mean ?" she said
to the solicitor. " I'U not be waiting on
him !"

" Better do so," he said. " There's no
knowing what trouble these low rough fel-

lows give on an occasion like this ; a little

humouring is not thrown away."
In this fashion she was persuaded. But

when she saw the others coming in, she

again grew defiant.

"What is all this about? Go to the

library !"

" Just a moment," said the Doctor, com-
ing in last and shutting the door, " and
then they may all go there and hear tho

will read. But I just want to ask Mrs.
Leader one question. Which will is to be
read there ?"

" The latest executed, of course," said

the solicitor.

"I asked Mrs. Leader. Is that the an-

swer? Are you sure, madam

—

qidte sure?"
" Is this a last piece of efirontery. Doctor

Findlater, you knowing well that you will

not have further opportunity ?"

" Don't provoke me," said he, in a fury,
" or maybe I'll not stand it a second. You
don't think where you're standing, or where
you're hurrying to, you poor, foolish avo-

man ! I ask you again ; think carefully

which will you mean to have read ?"

" The last one. There is no other."
" When waa it executed ?"

" Last night."
" Who witnessed it ?"

"Two good witnesses, as they will be
proved at the proper time. I was also

present."
" Any one else ?"

"No!"
"Yes, there was !"

It was at that moment that Mary Leader
seemed to rouse up from the state of indif-

ference in which she had lain, since that

night. Her eyes sparkled with eagerness

and intelligence, and going over to Mrs.

Leader, she said, seizing her arm

:

" Oh ! stop—stop—remember. Before it

is too late
!"

" Ah ! to be sure. Isn't it all her doing ?

Will you speak to her, and ask her the

same question ?—How many saw the sign-

ing of that will ?"

Mrs. Leader was gazing at them both

with an air of dull suspicion and wonder.

She had a presentiment of what was
coming. Mary drew her hurriedly into

the window, and whispered to her. All

the rest looked on, amazed at this incom-

prehensible scene.

As soon as the whisper finished, Mrs.

Leader started back with a half-suppressed

cry : " False ! false !" she said.
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" No one ever cliai'ged me with falsehood

before," said Mary, coldly.

At this juncture Mr. Morrison went over

to the window, and said :

"Doctor Eindlater, would you come
here ?" Then to the solicitor and Katey

:

" Would you leave us for a few moments ?"

He was a man of extraordinary penetra-

tion for his years, and had long ago divined

what was going to happen. The Doctor

he did not care about ; but Mary Leader

—

that was a different matter. Five minutes
was the whole delay. At the end of that

time the solicitor was called for, and a

paper put into his hands.
" Unfortunately," said Mr. Morrison,

" it seems there is an informality as to the

execution of that last will ; it can't stand,

so we must fall back on the first one."
" It's perfectly regular," said the soli-

citor. " Are you mad, Mr. Morrison ?"

" Take your instructions from us, sir.

Doctor Findlater and Mrs. Cecil have be-

haved in the handsomest manner, and have
promised to give effect to the testator's

wishes as nearly as they can. Take this

into the library and read it."

The bewildered official did as he was
told. Katey alone was left with the baffled

woman. She drew near, and said, kindly

and timorously

:

" I do not understand this, but I see

there is a disappointment. I am very, very
sorry."

'• You !

—

you ! I could kill you ! I hope
I'll live to see you down in the dust yet

!"

As Katey turned to go, making no reply

to this charitable speech, Mrs. Leader fell

into a chair, foaming at the mouth in vio-

lent hysterics.

Meanwhile, in the hbrary, the solicitor

read out the last will and testament ; and
in a few moments it was known that Cecil

Leader and his wife inherited the whole
estates, subject to a sufficient annuity for

Mrs. Leader. At the same time it got

whispered about that the deceased had in-

tended making another will, but that Cecil

Leader and the Findlaters (who somehow
were always coupled in the inheritance,

and perhaps with some justice) had be-

haved in the handsomest way.
" Oh ! father and mother," aspirated the

Doctor, " snug under your headstone in

Macroom, why Peter,, your boy, can now
drive his pair o' elephants if he chooses !"

l'envoi.

Another fine morning, about a month
after these exciting events, when the whole

town is once more astir seeing the sol-

diers go by. Alas ! that this should be
in another direction, for a tyrannical and
" cheese-paring" government has sent forth

the word, and the Du Barry's Own are

leaving us for ever. ISTo exertion of the
members, or of the county lords, could
avail—the "job" was pronounced too fla-

grant ; there was no use for soldiers there

;

the barracks were dilapidated, and would
cost a fortune to repair, even though the

rheumatised bones of the men could be
repaired. They were all to go, and here
was their last morning.
What lines of bereaved women, deserted

girls, half-promised wives. Such painful

incidents '• the route" only too surely brings

with it. The gallant fellows—as the news-
paper called them—had done their best to

earn that title, and here were hearts break-
ing by scores after them. What was to

become of the town after they had gone ?

Better they had never come, for the re-

action would be terrible ! As a gentleman
connected with horses said, up at the

Leader Arms, " it was like extinguishing a

lantern in a stable." And he was right in

a pai-t of the comparison, whose force he did

not appreciate ; for the place would be no
better than a stable. As for young girls

like Polly, as well let them take the veil,

though some of the female community
found a compensating satisfaction in this

spectacle of general and particular de-

sertion.

Here, on this touching occasion, as at

the beginning of our story, the Doctor's

house, at the entrance of Tilston, had every

window filled. Peter himself is a little

maudlin, but can be consoled by the dignity

of recent events. He has actually driven

down " in the brougham" to his own house
from what he calls " th' 'ead quarters, " while

Polly is at another window, blushing and
excited, but also consoled by the dignity of

recent events, and by the consciousness that

no one but Katey and Captain Montague is

in possession of her secret. She has such a
wonderful spirit and elasticity, that it was
sure to dissipate any little cloud of dis-

satisfaction with herself that might hang
about her. In the house, too, was Billy

Webber, to whom the Doctor had already

promised the living the instant " the last

breath was out of old Clarke," and who was
at his old tricks—rehearsing how he should

act as rector. Peter looked on as if the

occasion were too sad and serious for such
light pranlvs.

Hark ! here is the music—" the dear

^. ^r
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band," says one of the young ladies—to be
i heard for the last time. Here is the now

I

familiar clanking, champing, and tramping,

the tossing horses' heads, the riders arms
akimbo, the fluttering plumes. Alas ! alas !

was it come to this—the officers all going

away " without a scratch !" With the ex-

ception of young Cecil Leader, not one of

them "bagged."
This was not our Peter's view, who took

a high tone, and saw the gallant young
fellows " off into the world " with a selfish

equanimity. All of them looked up at the

windows and saluted Polly, " th' officers'

pride," as her father called her ; and when
the long procession came to an end, here

was Colonel Bouchier, on his great horse,

pulling up for a few moments at the gate.

Out rushed Peter hatless, followed by Polly

bonnetless. Quite a crowd gathered to see

the farewell.
" God bless you, Peter !" said the colonel.

" I am uncommon sorry to pass your house
for the last time. You're a good fellow,

and I hope we'll meet again, some day."

"And often," said Peter, as warmly.
" There'll be a big bed kept at Leadersfort

for you; and," he added, looking round in

a smuggler-like fashion. " I hope you got

the jar of D.D. m time."
" It's on the baggage-cart," said the

colonel. " Ah ! Miss Polly, I'm sorry to

go to lose your bright eyes. We must
marry her to some steady fellow. Good-
bye, Miss Polly." And with an old-

fashioned gallantry, he stooped down and
kissed her pretty hand.

Already the music was faint in the dis-

tance, and amid a cheer from the crowd
the colonel put spurs to his great horse,

and cantered away. Two soldiers came a

long way behind him, and these were the

backs of the last soldiers seen in Tilston.

But let Tilston go down—Leadersfort

shall flourish ! It was as though blood had
got into its veins, and had begun to cir-

culate. Our Peter was lord and master

there ; more particularly when, within two
years, that poor delicate Cecil followed his

father to the family vault. And for two
years more, until Tom Clarke, the parson's

son, came home from India, and went up to

Leadersfort every day of his life !—but

this is over-anticipation. Peter will allow

no dry-rot in that house, and has a peren-

nial succession of house-warmings—com-
pany always coming, and going not nearly

so often. Among them is seen frequently

the young Lord Seaman, who comes and
goes, and shoots pheasants, and admires
Polly after his own way, and whom Peter
is just giving a little law to, he says, to

allow of voluntary action, but whom he
will by-and-bye take in hand, no doubt,

with success. Mary Leader is always
there, going to be an old maid, they pro-

phesy ; clinging to Katey, whom she loves

as her own born sister. While Mrs.
Leader is sometimes heard of, as living in

some little house in Mount-street, Mayfair,

desperately attacking some little meagre
redoubt of fashion, commanded by a fifth-

rate Lady " Chose," and making frantic

efibrts to get in. Rarely she succeeds.

Her strange face grows plainer every hour

;

she is one of those fearful objects seen at

parties, whose presence there people wonder
at—does she go by herself ? &c. She will

fight this foolish battle for many years

—

and then

But Peter, growing stouter and mel-

lower, is quite a personage in the county.

No one calls him Doctor Findlater now,

that title having dropped like sediment to

the bottom. Nothing can be done without

him, and his wit at select dinners is now
considered of the most refined sort. He
has long since broken through the strict

London enceinte, and we read in our Court

Circular of that choice little dinner to

Prince Louis of Saxetodleben, in which
his name winds up a list of lords and
countesses. But everybody will call him,

to the end of the chapter—as I do now,
regretfully parting with him — Peter
FiNDLATEK !
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CHAPTER VI. THEY MEET A FRIEND,

" Won't you wait, and see Mr. Mar-
ston?" said Miss Max, a little later, whea
the young lady came down in her walking-
dress.

" No, dear, I'm going to the castle. I

have planned three drawings there, and two
in the town, and then we set out on our
drive to Llanberris, where I shall still have
daylight, perhaps, to make one or two
more."

" Very industrious, iipon my word ! But
don't you think you might afford a little

time to be civil?" said Miss Max.
" I don't know what you mean."
" Mr. Marston said most pointedly, I

mean, particularly, that he would call this

morning, and you allowed him to suppose
we should be at home."

" Did I ? Well, that's past mending
now," said the girl.

" And he'll come and see no one," said

Miss Max, expanding her hands.
" He'll see the Pritchards," said Miss

Maud.
" I think it extremely rude, going out so

much before our usual time, as if it was just

to avoid him."
" It is to avoid him. Put on your things

and come," said the girl.

" And what reason on earth can there

be ?" insisted Miss Max.
" I'm not in a Marston mood this morn-

ing, that's all. Do, like a darling, put on
your things and come ; everything is packed,

and the people here know when the fly is

coming to take our boxes, and I'll Avalk

slowly on, and you will overtake mc."
So saying, she ran down-stairs, and took a

very friendly leave of the Pritchard family.

She was not afraid of meeting Mr. Mar-
ston. For Anne Pritchard had told her that

he had inquired at what hour the ladies

usually went out to walk, and that hour
was considerably later than it now was.

Miss Max overtook her.
" It's plain, we don't agree," said that

lady, as if their talk had not been suspended
for a moment. " I like that young man
extremely, and I do think that it is rather

marked, our leaving so unnecessarily early,

I hate rudeness

—

wanton rudeness."

The girl smiled pleasantly on her com-
panion.

" Why do you like him ?" she said.
" Because I think him so extremely nice.

I thought him so polite, and there was so

much deference and delicacy."
" I'm afraid I've interrupted a very in-

teresting acquaintance," said Miss Maud,
laughing.

" But tell me why you have changed
your mind, for you did seem to like him ?"

said Miss Max.
" Well, don't you think he appeared a

little more assured of his good reception

than he would have been if he had thought
us persons of his own rank—I mean two
great ladies such as he is in the habit of

seeing; such as the people he knows ? People
like the Marstons—if he is one of them, as

you suppose—make acquaintance with per-

sons dressed in serge, like us, merely for

amusement. Their affected deference seems
to me insulting; it is an amusement I shan't

afford him. From this point of view we
can study human nature, because we can
feel its meanness."

" You are a morbid creatxre," said Miss
Max.

" I am trying to discover truth. I am.

trying to comprehend character," said the
girl.
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" And making yourself a cynic as :feist as

you can," said the old lady.
" It matters little what I am. We shan't

see to-day a person so reckless of the future,

a person with so little hope, a person who
sees so little to live for, as I, and is so wil-

ling to die."
" Look round, my dear, and open your

eyes. Ton know nothing of life or of

God's pi'ovidence," said Miss Max. " I

liave no patience with you."

"Tou were born free," said the girl,

more gently than before, " I, a slave. Yes,

don't smile ; I call things by their names.
You walk in the light, and I in darkness.

The peojDle who surround you, be they

what they may, are at all events what'they

seem. When I look round, do I see images
-of candour ? Wo ; shadows dark and cold.

I can trust no one—assassins ii) masque-
rade."

" Every one," said Miss Max, "has to

encounter deceit and hypocrisy in this

world."
" It won't do ; no, it won't do. You

know very well that the cases are quite

different," said the girl. " I have no one
to care for me, and many that wish me
dead; and, except you, I can trust no one."

" Well, marry, and trust your husband."
" I've too often told you I never shall,

never. I need say so no more. How well

the castle looks ! I suppose it is fi^om the

rain last night ; how beautifully the tints

of the stone have come out!"
It was a brilliant, sunny morning. The

grey walls, with patches of dull red and
yellow stones, and cumbrous folds of ivy,

looked their best, and towers, and arch,

and battlement looked, in the soft summer
•air, all that the heart of an ai'tist could

desire.

Going to and fro from point to point,

sometimes beyond the diy castle moat,

.sometimes within its grass-grown court.

Miss Maud sketched industriously for some
liours, and from her little tin colour-box

threw in her tints with a bold and delicate

brush, while Miss Max, seated beside her,

read her book— for she loved a novel—and,

through her spectacles, with glowing eyes,

accompanied the heroine through her flirta-

•tions and agonies, to her final meeting with
the man of her choice, at the steps of the
altar.

For a little time, now and then, pretty

Miss Maud would lower her pencil, and
rest her eye and hand, and think, looking
vaguely on the ruins, in a sad reverie.

By this time Mr. Marston had, it was to

be supposed, made his visit at the old

farm-house, bad sustained his disappoint-

ment, and perhaps got over it, and was,
possibly, consoling himself in his jack-boots,

with his rod, in the channel of some distant

trout- stream.

I can't say whether her thoughts ever

wandered to this Mr. Marston, who was so

agreeable and good-looking. But I lancy
she did not think of him quite so hardly
as she spoke. Whatever her thoughts
were, her looks, at least, were sad.

" Whose epitaph are you writing, my
dear ?" inquired Miss Max, who had
lowered her book, and, glancing over ber
spectacles, observed the absent and me-
lancholy looks of the girl.

" My own," said she, with a little laugh.
" But we have talked enough about that

—

I mean my life—and I suppose a good
epitaph should sum that up. What do
you think of these ?" and she dropped her
sketches on her cousin's lap. " If I finish

them as well as I have begun, they will be
worth three shillings each, I dare say."

" Yes ; dear me ! It is very good indeed.

And this—how very pretty !" and so on,

as she turned them over.
" But not one among them will ever be

half so good as our dear old farm-house,

that was so comfortable and so ^mcorn-

forfable—so nearly intolerable, and yet so

delightful ; such a pleasant adventure to

remember, I am very glad to have it, tor

we shall never see its face again."

At these words, unexpectedly. Miss Max
rose, and showed by her countenance that

she saw some one approaching Avhom she

was glad to greet. Her young companion
turned also, and saw Mr. Marston already

very near.

He was so delighted to see them. He
had been to the old house, and was so dis-

appointed; and the people there could not

tell where they had gone. He had hoped
they had changed their minds about leaving

Cardyllion so soon. He had intended going
to Llanberris that day, but some of his

people Avere coming to Cardyllion. He
had received orders from home to engage
rooms at the Verney Arms for them, and
must stay that day. It was too bad. Of
course he was very glad to see them ; but
he might just as Avell have seen them in a

week. Were they (Miss Max and her
companion) going to stay any time at

Llanberris ?

" No. They would leave it in the morn-
ing."

" And continue their tour ? Where ?"

•^
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"Nowhere," said Miss Max. ""We go
home then."

He looked as if he would have given
worlds to ask them where that home was.

" My cousin returns to her home, and I

to mine," said the girl, gravely. "We are

very lucky in our last day ; it would have
been so provoking to lose it."

" She has made ever so many drawings
to-day," said Miss Max; "and they are

really so very good, I must show them to

you."
" There is not time," said the girl to her

cousin. " It is a long drive to Llanberris

;

it is time we w^ere at the Yerney Arms.
We must ask after our boxes, and order a
carriage. It is later than I fancied," she

said, turning to Mr. Marston ;
" how time

runs away when one is really working."
" Or really happy," said the young man.
He walked with them down Castle-

street to the Verney Arms, talking with
them like an old friend all the way.

They all went together into the room to

which the waiter showed them. And
Miss Max, who had the little portfolio in

her charge, said

:

" Now, Maud, we must show Mr. Mar-
ston to-day's drawings."
And very glad he was of that privilege.

Then she showed him the sketch of the

old farm-house.
" Oh ! How pretty ! What a sweet

thing that is ! What a beautiful drawing
it makes !"

And so he descanted on it in a rapture.
" There is a place here where they do

photographs ; and I am going to have that

old house taken." He said to the young
lady, as Miss Max was giving some orders

at the door : "I like it better than any-
thing else about here. I feel so grateful to

it."

Miss Max was back again in a moment.
" Well, I do think they are very pretty

indeed," she said. " We'll take the port-

folio inside, dear. I'll take cliarge of it,"

she said to Maud. " And I hope none of

our boxes were forgotten. I must count
them. Five altogether."

And she ran out again upon this ciTand

;

and Mr. Marston resumed:
" I shall never forget that thunder-storm,

tior that pretty little room, nor my good
fortune in being able to guide you home.
I shall never forget yesterday evening, the

most delightful evening I ever passed iii

my life."

He was speaking in a very low tone.

Miss Maud looked embarrassed, almost

vexed, and a beautiful colour flushed her
cheeks, and gave a fire to her dark ey(!s.

Mr. Marston felt instinctively that he had
been going a little too fast.

" Good Heavens !" he thought, " what
a fool I am ! She looked almost angry.

What business had I to talk so ?"

There was a little silence.

" It is a misfortune, I believe, being too

honest," he said at length.
" A great one, but there are others

greater," said the girl, with eyes still

vexed and fiery.

" What do you mean ?"

"I mean being ever so little (dishonest,

and ever so little insolent. I hope I'm not

that, at least to people I suppose to be my
inferiors, though I may plead guilty to the

lesser fault; perhaps I am too honest."

Yery pi^oud, at least, she looked at that

moment, and veiy completely "floored"

looked poor Mr. Marston.

I don't know what he might have said,

or how much worse he might have made
matters in the passionate effort to extricate

himself, if Miss Max had not happened at

that moment to return.

That he could be suspected of presuming
upon her supposed position, to treat her

with less deference than the greatest lady

in the land, was a danger he had never

dreamed of ; he, who felt, as he spoke, as if

he could have fallen on his knees before

her. How monstrous ! what degradation,

what torture !

" Everything is ready, and the carriage

at the door, my dear; and all our boxes

quite right," said Miss Max, in a fuss.

Mr. Marston came down to put them
into their carriage; and while Miss Max
was saying a word from one carriage win-

dow, he leaned for a moment at the other,

and said

:

" I'm so shocked and pained to think I

have been so mistaken. I implore of you to

believe that I am incapable of a thought

that could ofi'cnd you, and that you leave

me very miserable."

The cheery voice of Miss Max, uncon-

scious of her cruelty, interrupted him with

a word or two of farewell, and the carriage

drove o2', leaving him not less melancholy

than he had described himself.

CHAPTEK VII. FLIGHT.

The old lady looked from the window as

they drove on, watching the changes of

the landscape. The girl, on the contrary,

leaned back in her place, and seemed dis-

turbed and thouofhtful.
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Aftei' a silence of nearly ten minutes,

Miss Max, having had, I suppose, for the

time, enough of the picturesque, remarked
suddenly

:

" Mr. Marston is, as I suspected. Lord
Warhampton's son. His eldest, I believe his

only living son. The people at the Verney
Arms told me he had actually ordered

horses for Llanberris, intending to go there

to-day, when his plans were upset by his

father's letter. Of course we know per-

fectly why he wished to go there to-day.

I mentioned last night that we intended

visiting it this afternoon, and he really did

look so miserable as we took our leave just

now."
" The fool ! What right has he to follow

us to Llanberris ?" asked the girl.

" Why, of course, he has a right to go
to Llanberris if he likes it, without asking
either you or me," said Miss Mas.

" He has just the same right, I admit,

that Mr. Elihu Lizard has."
•' Oh ! come, you mustn't compare them,"

said Miss Max. " I should have been very
glad to see Mr. Marston there, and so

should you ; he is very agreeable, and
never could be the least in one's way ; he's

so good-natured and considerate, and would
see in a moment if he was de trop. And
it is all very fine talking independence ; but
every one knows there are fifty things we
can't do so well for ourselves, and he might
have been very useful in our walks."

" Carrying us over rivers in his jack-

boots ?"

" He never did carry me over any river,

if you mean that," said Miss Max, " or

anywhere else. But it is very well I had
his arm to lean upon, over those stepping-

stones, or I don't think we should have got

home last night."
" I dare say he thinks his title irresis-

tible, and that the untitled and poor are

made for his amusement. It is a selfish,

cruel world. You ought to know it better

than I
; you have been longer in it ; and

yet, by a kind of sad inspiration, I know
it, I'm sure, ever so much better than you
do."

" Wise-head !" said the old lady with a
smile, and a little shake of her bonnet.
The young lady looked out, and in a

little time took up a volume of Miss Max's
nearly finished novel, and read listlessly.

She was by no means in those high spirits

that had hitherto accompanied every change
of scene in their little excursion. Miss Max
remarked this subsidence, thought even
that she detected the evidence of positi\e

fatigue and melancholy, but the wary lady
made no remark. It was better to let this

Little cloud dissipate itself.

In a lonely part of the road a horse

dropped a shoe, and brought them to a walk,

till they had reached the next smithy. The
delay made their arrival late. The sun
was in the west when they gained their

first view of that beautiful and melan-
choly lake lying in the lap of its lonely

glen. They drew up near the ruined
tower that caught the slanting light from
the west, under the purple shadow of the
hill.

As they stopped the carriage here and
got out, they were just in time to see a man
descend from the box beside the driver.

They were both so astounded that neither

could find a word for some seconds. It was
Mr. Ehhu Lizard, who had enjoyed all the

way a seat on their driver's box, and who
now got down, put his bundle on the end
of his stick, which he carried over his

shoulder, and with a "Heaven bless you,

friend," to the whip on the box, smiled

defiantly over his shoulder at the ladies,

and marched onward toward the little inn
at the right of the glen.

"Well!" exclaimed Miss Max, when
she had recovered breath. " Certainly !

Did you ever hear or see anything' like

that? Where did you take up that person,

pray?"
Miss Max looked indignantly up at the

fat, dull cheeks of the Welshman on the
box, and pointed with her parasol at the

retreating expounder. That gentleman,

glancing back from time to time, was taken

with a fit of coughing, or of laughter, it was
difficult to say which at that distance, as he
pursued his march, with the intention of

refreshing himself with a mug of beer in

the picturesque little inn.

" Call that man ! You had no business

taking any one upon the carriage we had
hired, without our leave," said Miss Max.
" Call him—make him come back, or you
shall drive us, after him. I will speak to

him."
The driver shouted. Mr. Lizard waved

his hand.

"I'm certain he is laughing—insolent

hypocrite !" exclaimed Miss Max, trans-

ported with indignation. " I'll drive after

him, I will overtake him."

They got into the carriage, overtook

Elihu Li7.ard, and stepped down about a

dozen yards before him.
" So, sir, you persist in following us !"

exclaimed the old lady.

w
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" To me," he replied, in a long-drawn,
bleating falsetto, as he stood in his accus-

tomed pose, with his hand a little raised,

his eyes nearly closed, and a celestial simper
playing upon his conceited and sinister

featui'es, " to me it would appear, neverthe-

less, honourable lady, that it is you, asking
your parding, that is a-following me ; I am
following, not you, nor any other poor,

weak, sinful, erring mortal, but my humble
calling, which I hope it is not sich as

will be disdained from the hand of a poor
weak, miserable creature, nor yet that I

shall be esteemed altogether an unprofitable

servant."
" I don't want to hear your cant, sir ; if

you had the least regard for truth, you
would admit frankly that you have been
following me and my friend the whole of

the way from Chester, stopping wherever
we stopped, and pursuing wherever we
went. I have seen you everywhere, and
if there was a policeman here, I should
have you arrested ; rely on it, I shall meet
you somewhere, where I can have your
conduct inquired into, and your cowardly
persecution punished."

" I have come to this land of Wales,
honourable lady, and even to this place,

which it is called Llanberris, holding my-
self subject and obedient unto the powei's

that be, and fearing no one, insomuch as I

am upon my lawful business, with your
parding for so saying, not with a concealed
character, nor yet with a forged name, nor
in anywise under false pretences ; but walk-
ing in my own humble way, and being
that, and only that, which humbly and
simply I pi'etend to be."

The good man, with eyes nearly closed,

through the lids of which a glitter was just

perceptible, betraying his vigilance, de-

livered these words in his accustomed sing-

song, but with an impertinent significance

that called a beautiful rush of crimson to

the younger lady's cheeks.
" Your name is nothing to us, sir. We

arc not likely to know it," said the young
lady, supporting Miss Max with a little

effort. " We shall find that out in good
time, perhaps. We shall make it out when
we want it."

"You shall have it when you please,

honourable lady ; the humble and erring

sinner who speaks to you is one who walks
in the light, which he seeks not, as too many
do, and have done, ay, and are doing at this

present time, to walk as it were in a lie,

and give themselves out for that which they
are not. No, he is not one of those v/ho

loveth a lie, nor yet who is filled with guile,

and he is not ashamed, neither afraid, to

tell his name whithersoever he goeth,

neither is he the heaviness of his mother
;

no, nor yet forsaketh he the law of his

mother."
The same brilliant blush tinged the girl's

cheeks ; she looked hard and angrily at

the man, and his simper waxed more than
ever provoking as he saw these signs of

confusion.
" I believe I did wrong to speak to you

here, where there are no police," said Miss
Max. " I ought to have known that it

could only supply new opportunity to your
impertinence. I shall find out, however,
when I meet you next, as I have told you,

whether we are to be longer exposed to this

kind of cowardly annoyance."
Miss Max and her young companion

turned away. The one-eyed Christian,

apostle, detective, whatever he was, in-

dulged, silently in that meanest of all

laughs, the laugh which, in cold blood,

chuckles over insult, as with a little hitch

of his shoulder, on which rested his stick

and bundle, he got under way again to-

ward the little inn, a couple of hundred
yards on.

The driver took his horses up to the

inn.

"Well," said Miss Max, a little discon-

certed, "I could have told you that be-

fore. I thought him a very impertinent

person, and just the kind of man who
would be as insolent as he pleased to two
ladies, alone as we are ; but very civil if a

gentleman were by with a stick in his

hand."
" I don't mean to make any drawings

here. I've changed my mind," said Maud.
" I'm longing to be at Wybourne again.

Suppose, instead of staying here, we go to-

night ?"

"Very good, dear. To say truth, I'm
not comfortable with the idea of that man's
being here to watch us. Come, Maud, you
must not look so sad. We have all to-

morrow at Wybourne, before Ave part, and
let us enjoy, as you say, our holiday."

"Yes, on Monday we part. Don't men-
tion it again. It is bad enough when it

comes. Then the scene changes. I'll think

of it no more to-day. I'll forget it. Let
us walk a little further up the glen, and
see all wc can, in an hour."

So with altered plans the hour wa.s

passed; and at the approach of sunset they

met the train at Bangor.
A fog was spreading up the Menai as

'-^
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the train started. To the girl it seemed
prophetic of her own futui'e of gloom and
uncertainty.

Other people had changed their plans

that evening. A letter had reached Mr.
Marston, nnluckiest of mortals, only two
hours after the ladies had left Cardyllion

for Llanberris, countermanding all his

arrangements for his father, Lord War-
hampton.

Instantly that impetuous young man had
got horses, and pursued to Llanberris, but
only to ficd that those whom he had fol-

lowed had taken wing. As he looked from
the uplands along the long level sweep
that follows the base of the noble range
of mountains, by which the line of rails

stretches away until it rounds the foot of

a mighty headland at the right, he saw,

with distraction, the train gliding away
along the level, submerging itself, at last,

in the fog that flooded the valley like a
golden sea.

His only clue was one of the papers,

condemned as illegible, which Miss Max
had hastily written for their boxes.

"MissM. Gucndoline," was written on
it, with the name of some place, it was to

be supposed—but, oh, torture ! The clumsy
hoof of the driver, thick with mud, had
stamped this inestimable record into utter

illegibility. Via Chester was still trace-

able, also England in the corner. The rest

was undecipherable. The wretch seemed
to have jumped upon it. The very paper
was demolished. The gravel from the Van-
dal's heel was punched through it.

In the little inn where he had heard
tidings of two ladies, with a carriage such
as he described, he had picked up this pre-

cious, but torturing bit of paper.

PRISON LIFE IN CUBA.

I DEBAM that I am Silvio Pellico, that

the prisoner of St. Helena is my fellow-cap-

tive, and that an apartment belonging to

the Spanish Inquisition is our dormitory.

Clasps of iron eat their way into our ankles
and wrists

;
gigantic rats share our food

;

our favourite exercise is swinging head
downwards in the au", and our chief re-

creation is to watch the proceedings of

tame spiders.

I awake and find my bed unusually hard.

My bed-clothes have vanished, and in their

stead are a couple of hard benches, with
my wearing apparel rolled up for a pillow.

By a dim light I observe that my apart-

ment is remarkably small, bare, damp, and
dome-shaped. The window is a barred
aperture in the door ; is only a foot square,

and looks on to a patio, or narrow passage,

where unlimited wall stares me in the face.

Do I still dream, or is this actually one of

le mie prigioni ? I rub my eyes for a thh'd

time, and look about the semi-darkened
vault. Somebody is snoring. I gaze in

the direction whence the sound proceeds,

and observe indistinctly an object huddled
together in a corner. So, this is no dream
after all; and that heap of sleeping hu-
manity is Napoleon himself

!

Yes, Napoleon it is ! But that is only
part of my companion's name ; the rest

is Rodriguez y Boldu. Napoleon— pro-

nounced with a sharp accent on the last

vowel — is a common Christian name
among Cubans, and my fellow- captive is

a Cuban.
We are both shut up in one of the sub-

terranean dungeons of the Morro Castle;

not the Havannah Morro, but the fortress

at Santiago de Cuba, alluded to by Tom
Cringle.

Why am I here ?

Where was I yesterday afternoon ? Let
me consider. I was sauntering peacefully

along the road which leads from Santiago

to the Morro Castle, in company Avith the

prisoner of 1 mean, Napoleon Rodri-

guez y Boldu. We had a negro with us, an
old and fliithful vassal, who at the pre-

sent moment is enjoying solitary confine-

ment in another part of the fortress. We
reached the castle grounds, where a group
of Spanish militares were seated. We gave
them the Buenas tardes : they returned

our salute, and their chief, who Avas no less

a personage than the commandant of the

Morro, offered us refreshment, and per-

mitted us to wander about the grounds.

In our ramble we paused here and there

to admire the picturesque bits of scenery

which, at every turn of a winding road,

broke upon our view. By a narrow path cut

in the grey rock we descended to the sea-

shore, and stood before the entrance of the

Cuban harbour. We watched the French
packet as she steamed into port on her

way to the town, and saw the gun fired

which announced her arrival. The steamer

was so near, we could scan the faces of

everybody on board, and hear enthusiastic

congTatulations on their safe arrival after

the tedious voyage. The skipper conferred

with the Morro guard. What was the

ship's name ? Where did she haO from ?

^
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Who "vvas her captain ? "Whei'e was she

bound for ? A needless demand, I thought,

seeing that there is nothing navigable

beyond the town ; but it was in strict con-

formity with Spanish regulations.

As evening advanced, we prepared to

return to our temporary home, where a

good dinner doubtless awaited us, with a

cup of cafe noir to follow, and corre-

spondence—ah ! my friends never missed a

mail—to open and to devour.

Alto alia ! The ominous command to

halt where we stood, still rings in my car.

A party of soldiers, with pointed muskets
and fixed bayonets, ran with all speed in

our direction.

Car—amba ! Were we the object of

their precipitation ? We were !

They conducted us to an eminence,

where stood a podgy, high-shouldered,

short-necked man with a squeaky interro-

gative voice and gold spectacles. This was
the commandant. Without explanation,

that officer, in brief words, ordered us to be

arrested.

The soldiers obeyed. They bandaged
our eyes with handkerchiefs. They led

us along hollow-sounding alleys ; beneath
echoing archways ; down scores of stone

steps ; through mouldy passages. Lower
yet, where a strong flavour of cooking
assailed our sense of smell. A couple more
downward flights, and then we paused

—

heard a jingling of big keys—an opening
of ponderous doors—and here we were.

Here, is a subterranean vault, I know not

how many feet below su.nlight. The air is

close and vaporous; the domed chamber
is damp and musty. They have divested

ns of all our portable property save a dozen
cigarettes, which we have secreted in a

dark corner, and there is nothing to be
had in the way of refreshment for love or

money.
Yes, for money. I have bribed the sen-

tinel, Avho occasionally eclipses our square

of window, with all my ready cash, and he

has brouglit us contraband cups of weak
coffee. Will he treat our dark domestic as

well ? We try him and find that he won't.

What's o'clock r We have no means
of ascertaining this, as Phcebus, who might
have suggested the time of day, is a long

way out of sight. Our sentinel says it is

early morning.
Hark ! A sound of many footsteps ; a

rattling of arms and keys. Enter our
military jailer with a dozen soldiers to re-

lease us from our present quarters. Our
eyes are bandaged as before, and after pas.s-

ing up several flights of steps in another
direction, our sight is restored : the scene
changes, and we are discovered, like the
Prince of Denmark, upon another part of
the platform. Our faithful vassal is with us,

looking as much like a ghost as it is possible

for a negro to appear. They have tied his

arms behind him with cords, and serve us
in the same manner ; while eight soldiers

encircle us at respectful distances, and deli-

berately proceed to load their weapons.
The negro trembles with affright and falls

on his knees. Misericordia ! they are

going to shoot us, he thinks ; for he is-

ignorant of the Spanish custom of loading-

in the presence of the prisoner before escort-

ing him from one jail to another.

To another ? Santo Dios ! Then we
are prisoners still ? I think of the victim

of Santa Margherita and his many prisons,

and begin to wonder how many years o£

incarceration we shall experience.

En marcha ! Eight militares and a ser-

geant place us in their midst, and in this

way we march to town, a distance of seven

miles. Our sergeant proves to be more
humane than his superior, and on the un-
even road pauses to screw up cigarettes

for us, and, in consideration of our help-

less condition, even places them in our
mouths.

It is Sunday morning, and when we
reach the town all good Catholics have
been to high mass, and are parading the
narrow thoroughfare dressed in fashionable

attire. Crowds gather around us and specu-

late as to the particular crime we are guilty

of; and, to tell the truth, our appearance is

by no means respectable. Have we shot

the commandant ? Undermined the Morro ?

Poisoned the garrison ? Have we headed
a negro conspiracy, or joined a gang of

pirates ? Friends whom we recognise on
our way, endeavour to interrogate us, but
are interrupted by the sergeant. We halt

before the governor's house; but his ex-

cellency is not yet out of bed, and may not

be disturbed. So we proceed to the town
jail, wliere eveiybody is stirring, and where
they are happy to see us, and receive us
with open doors. A dozen policemen,,

dressed in brown -holland coats, ti'immed

with yellow braid and silver buttons, with
Panama hats, revolvers, and short Ivoman
swords, are seated on benches at the prison

entrance. Passing them, we are hurried

into a whitewashed chamber, where a

frowning functionary, in brown- holland

and silver lace, with a Panama on his head,

and a long cigar in his mouth, sits at a desk
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scribbling something on stamped paper. He
pauses to examine and peruse a large letter

which our sergeant hands him, and which
contains a statement of our arrest, with
full particulars of our misdeeds. The docu-

ment is folded in official fashion, is written,

regardless of economy, with any quantity of

margin, and is terminated by a tremendous
signature, accompanied by an elaborate

flourish, which occupies exactly half a page.

The gentleman in brown-holland casts a
look of suspicion at us, and directs a couple

of policemen to search us, " registrar" us, as

he calls it, which they accordingly do ; but
nothing that we could dispense with is found
on our persons, except the grime upon our
hands and faces, and a pearl button, which
has strayed during the journey, and some-
how found its way into my boot.

Nothing further being required of us

for the present, we are conducted into the

centre of the jail to an extensive court-

yard, where a crowd of prisoners of all

shades and castes lies basking in the sun.

"We are led to one of the galleries which
surround the patio, our arms are untied,

and we ai-e introduced into three different

chambers.

The apartment allotted to me is spacious

and airy enough, and has a huge barred
window that overlooks the main thorough-
fare. In these respects, at least, my quarters

resemble an ordinary Cuban parlour in a
private house. But the only articles of

furniture are a couple of hard benches and
a straw mattress ; and although a Cuban
parlour has a barred window, a brick floor,

and whitewashed walls, it has also a few
cane-bottomed chairs, an elegant mirror,

and a gas chandeher.

The prison in which I am confined was
originally a convent, and now it is devoted
not only to the use of malefactors, but also

accommodates mad people, whose shrieks

and wild laughter I occasionally hear.

From my window I can see into the

private houses opposite, where ladies are

swaying and fanning themselves in butacas,

or rocking-chairs, while half a dozen naked
Avhite and black children play in an adjacent

room. Friends passing along the street. re-

cognise me ; but I may not converse with
them, or the sentry below will inform, and
I shall be removed to a more secluded part

of the stronghold.

I am not alone. My chamber is occu-

pied by a native Indian, whose origin is

distinguishable by his lank, jet-black hair,

his gipsy-like complexion, and finely cut

nostrils. He is neither tattooed, nor does

he wear feathers, beads, or animals' hides,

but he has all the appearance of a respect-
able member of society. He gives me his

history, together with a few interesting-

particulars connected with prison life in

Cuba. The Indian himself has been arrested
on suspicion, but his trial has been post-

poned for many weary months, and he is

at present quite ignorant of the act for

which he may stand accused. Having no
friends to intercede for him, or golden
doubloons wherewith to convince the au-
thorities of his innocence, the poor fellov/

is afraid things will go hard with him.
He condoles with me ; but the prospect

he holds out is far from encouraging. I tell

him I am a British subject, and that my
consul who resides in the town will surely
see me righted ; which information makes
little impression on the Indian, who assures

me that my nationality will avail me nothing
if I have no interest with some of the Spanish
officials. He gives me instances to prove
how it is often out of the power of a consul

to assist a compatriot in difficulties.

" Not long since," says my friend, " a ma-
rine from your country, being intoxicated,

and getting mixed up in a street brawl,

was arrested and locked up with a crowd
of insubordinate coolies and Spanish de-

serters. His trial was, as usual, postponed.
In the meanwhile the jail had become over-

crowded by the arrival of some wounded
soldiers from San Domingo, and your
countryman was shipped off' with others to

another prison at Manzanillo, where he was
entered on the list of convicts, and has
never been heard of since."

" In this very jail," continues the Indian,
" are a couple of American engineers, both
of whom stand accused of being concerned
in a nigger conspiracy, and who have been
locked up here for the last six months. They
are ignorant of the Spanish language, have
mislaid their passports, and have been
denied a conference with their consul, who
is, of course, ignorant of their incarcera-

tion."

I make a mental note of this last case,

with a view to submit it to the proper

authority as soon as I shall be able to

do so.

My attention is presently arrested by a

sound which reminds me of washing, for

in Cuba this operation is usually performed

by placing the wet linen on a flat board,

and belabouring it with a smooth stone or

a heavy roller. My companion smiles when
I give him my impression of the familiar

sounds, and he tells me that white linen is
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not the object of the beating, but black

limbs ! An unruly slave receives his cas-

tigation at the jail when it is found incon-

venient to pert'orm the operation under
his master's roof. No inquiry into the

offence is made by the officers of justice

;

the miscreant is simply ordered twenty-five

or fifty lashes, as the case may be, by his

accuser, who acts also as his counsel, jury,

judge, and occasionally—executioner !

AYhilst listening to the unfortunate's

groans and appeals for mercy, I watch the

proceedings of a chain-gang of labourers,

some twenty of whom have left the jail for

the purpose of repairing a road in an ad-

jacent street. They are dressed in canvas
suits, numbered and lettered on the back,

and wear broad-brimmed straw-hats. Each
man smokes, and makes a great rattling of

his chains as he assists in drawing along
the heavy trucks and implements for work.
A couple of armed soldiers and three or

four prison-warders accompany the gang;
the former to keep guard, the latter to su-

perintend the labour. Some of the prisoners

sell hats, fans, toys, and other articles of

their own manufacture as they go along.

One of these industrious gentlemen has
entered, chains and all, into a private house
opposite, and while he stands bargaining
Avith a highly respectable white, his keeper
sits, like Patience, on the door-step smoking
a cigar.

I withdraw from the window to meet my
jailer, who has brought—not my freedom ?

no ; my food. It is the first meal I have
tasted for many long hours, and I am pre-

pared to relish it though it be but a banana
and Catalan wine.

These are, however, the least items in

the princely fare which the jailer has
brought. The whitest of tablecloths is re-

moved from the showiest of trays, and dis-

closes a number of small tareens, in which
fish, flesh, and fowl have been prepared in

a variety of appetising ways. Besides these

are a square cedar-box of guava preserves,

a pot of boiling black coffee, a bundle of

the best Ti Arriba cigars, and a packet of

Astrea cigarettes ; all served on the choicest

china. This goodly repast cometh from
La Seiiora Mercedes, wife of Don Benigno,
under whose hospitable roof I have lodged
and fed for many months past. Dona
Mercedes has heard of my captivity, and
without making any inquiry into the nature
of my misdemeanour, has instantly de-

spatched one of her black domestics with
the best breakfast she can prepare.

The Indian assures me that the admit-

tance into jail of such a collation augurs
well. I have doubtless friends who are

using their influence with the officials in

my behalf, and, in short, he considers my
speedy release as certain.

Usted gusta ? I invite my companion to

share the good things, but he excuses him-
self by saying that, with his present pro-

spects, he would rather not recal the feeling

of a good meal. He, however, partakes of
some of my coffee, the odour of which is

far too savouiy for his self-denial, and helps
me with the tobacco.

Breakfast over, I take a siesta on half

the furniture, and after four hours' deli-

cious oblivion am awakened by the jailer,

who comes with the welcome news that

the court is sitting, and that my presence
is i-equired.

" Impi^isoned and tried on the same day!"
exclaims my Indian friend. " Then," says

he, "I may well wish you adieu for ever !"

A Cuban court of justice, broadly de-

scribed, consists of two old men, a deal

table, a bottle of ink, and a boy. One of

the elders is the alcalde mayor, an awful
being, invested with every kind of adminis-

trative power ; the other functionary is his

escribano, or legal man-of-all-work, who
dispenses Spanish law upon the principle of
" French without a master." He professes

to teach prisoners then' fate in one easy

lesson, without the interposition of either

counsel or jury. None but those immedi-
ately concerned in the case are admitted
into the tribune ; so that the prisoner, who
is frequently the only party interested, has
the court, so to speak, all to himself!

The chamber into which I -am ushered
on the present occasion has very much the

appearance of a schoolroom during the

holidays. The walls are whitewashed, and
half a dozen short forms lie in disorder

about the brick floor. At one end of the

apartment is a yellow map of the Antilles
;

at the oiher is hung a badly painted oil

portrait of her Catholic Majesty Isabella,

with a soiled coat-of-arms of Castile above
her, and a fiided Spanish banner half con-

cealing her royal countenance. Beneath
this trophy, on a raised platform, is seated

the prison magistrate, or fiscal, as he is

called. Before him is a cedar-wood table,

with a bottle of ink, a glass of blotting

sand, and a quire of stamped paper. On
his right is an escribano and a couple of

interpreters, whose knowledge of the Eng-
lish language I afterwards find to be ex-

tremely limited. On his left is seated my
captive companion, Napoleon Hodi-iguez y

=^
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Boldu. Everjljodj present, including a

couple of brown-holland policemen at the

door, is smoking, which, has a sociable air,

and inspires me with confidence. Upon
my appearance in court everybody rises

;

the fiscal politely ofiers me a cigar and a

seat on the bench.

As a matter of form—for my Spanish
is by no means unintelligible—I am exa-

mined through the medium of an inter-

preter, who makes a terrible hash of my
replies. He talks of the " foots of my
friend's negro," and the " commandant's,
oflBcer's, sergeant's relations," by which I

infer that the learned linguist has never

overcome the fifth lesson of his Ollendorfi".

It is accordingly found r ocessary to conduct
the rest of the inquiry in good Castilian.

A great case has been made out against

us by the commandant, who represents us

in his despatch as spies in league with any
quantity of confederates. A pocket-book
full of nefarious notes and significant

scratches has been found upon me : toge-

ther with a four-bladed penknife, a metallic

corkscrew, a very black-lead pencil, and an
ink-eraser ! In the commandant's opinion

the said notes are without doubt private

observations on the mysteries of the Morro,
and the scratches are nothing more nor less

than topographical plans of the fortifications.

Absurd and improbable as the com-
mandant's story may appea.r, it would
have great weight against us with the

fiscal, and considerably protract the period

of our release, were it not for the fact that

the fiscal is on intimate terms with my
companion's family. This fortunate cir-

cumstance, aided by the laudable efibrts of

my consul, who works wonders with his

excellency the governor, enables us to be

set at liberty without further delay. There
is, however, some difficulty in the case of

our black attendant, whom the authorities

would still keep in bondage, out of compli-

ment to stern justice; but we intercede for

him, and he accompanies us from jail.

Crowds of people await outside and
escort us to our home, where dear old

Don Benigno, his amiable seiiora and fa-

mily, welcome us with joy. Wherever we
go, we are lionised and loaded with con-

gratulations and condolence. A kind of

patriotic sentiment is mixed up with the

public sympathy; Spanish rule being ex-

tremely distasteful to a Cuban, and any
opportunity for expressing his disgust of

an incompetent ruler being hailed by him
with delight. AH my Cuban fi-iends—and,
to say the truth, many of the Spaniards

j

themselves—are unanimous in their dis

approval of the commandant's conduct.
But I have not yet done with the com-

mandant. A year after the events re-

corded I am on his grounds again. This
time, however, I am there in the capacity
of guest. I am rusticating at a small
fishing-village called La Socapa, which is

situated at the narrow entrance of the
Cuban bay, and exactly faces the Morro
Castle. Here I make the acquaintance of
a young Spanish officer. He has invited
me to accompany him to the formidable
fortress, and we hire a small canoe and
row across the harbour.

The officer's uniform is an all-powerful

pass wherever we go. It enables us to land,

to jiass the various sentries, who touch their

caps respectfully as we approach, and finally

to reach the commandant's private dwelling
in the very heart of the stronghold.

El senor comandante is at home, and
invites us in. He is delighted to see his

young friend the captain, and charmed to

form the acquaintance of the captain's com-
panion. He does not recognise me in the
least, and satisfied of that fact, I accept
his pressing invitation to lunch with him-
self and officers.

After coff'ee and cigars, our host ofiers to

show us the secrets of his prison-house.

This time my eyes are not bandaged, and I

follow the commandant without military

assistance.

We are shown all over the fortifications.

We inspect minutely the old-fashioned

twenty-four pounders ; rest on the six

bronze French guns (which, we are told,

are quite new, and the only serviceable

weapons in the fortress), and make other
observations, which^ if we were enemies
with an inclination to storm the place from
the sea, would greatly assist us in our ope-

rations. Now we are in the sleeping caves,

where the hundred men who compose the
garrison are lodged. Now we are de-

scending flights of stone steps. We pass

along hollow-sounding alleys and under
echoing archways. Presently we arrive at

the cooking dej^artment, where the atmo-
sphere feels oppressive, and is black with
innumerable flies. We come at last to

the deepest part of the fortress, where
" criminals of the worst description" (so

the commandant informs me) are lodged.

Narrow, intricate passages lead to the dif-

ferent cells. Our guide points out some of

the prisoners, and invites us to look in at

them through their little square windows.
Strange to say, he docs not seem to be at all
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conversant -with tlie nature of theii' offences.

"Diossabe !" accompanied'by aslirugof the
sliOTilders, is invariably the commandant's
reply to any query respecting a particular

prisoner. Dios sabe may, however, signify

a great deal more than " Heaven knows ;"

and, pai'haps, the commandant chooses not

to explain himself.

We pause before a dungeon wherer it is

said a Chinaman committed suicide after six

days' incarceration : self-slaughter among
Celestials being their favourite mode of

killing care. An equally suicidal Chino is

confined there now ; but they have bound
him jiand and foot, and he lies muttering in

falsetto like a maniac. He would doubtless

give something for a little soothing opium !

My friend the commandant assures me
that the vault I am now surveying with
such interest, is unoccupied, and persuades
me to pass on. But I linger lovingly at

the little square window, and take a fond
look at the interior. The theatre of my
woe lias changed in appearance, the com-
pany ha-ving gone. But there still remain
the emj)ty benches !

" Whom have you had within the past

twelve months ?" I ask.
" Dios sabe

!"

It is not the commandant's business to

know v/here his prisoners are quartered, or
what becomes of them

I apply afterwards for the same informa-

tion to the captain of the gai-rison.

" Dios sabe
!"

The staff of officers engaged in the Morro
service is rehevod once a month, and the

captain I address has only lately taken the

command.
Dios sabe ? In the majority of cases, it

is, indeed. Heaven alone vrho Snows what
becomes of unfortunates in a country where
law is directed through the agency of mili-

tary despotism, and where the disposal

of a man's life and liberty is intrusted to

the mercy of a vain and capricious com-
mandant.

GEEMAN HUSSAB SONGS.

MiNNT, reacli me out your Land,
"lis a true plc'dp;o understand.
Love is our eternal lot,

Mind these words, " Forfret-ms-not.'

Minny, I will think of you.

Till this sabie snaps in two.

Lizzy, when away from thee,

I am steeped in misery,
Without thee my life is lost

All the summer long in frost.

Lizzy, I will dream of you
Till this sabre snaps in two.

When to the parade I go,

Fanny absent, all is woe,
In my heart Love's arrow burns
Till the mn}iient she returns.

Though this sabre .snap in two,
Fanny, I will think of you.

Last night I'd a dream of thee,

Mary, if you'll credit mo,
You had toved me dearest best.

Chosen me from all the rest.

Mary, I will think of you
Till this sabre snaps in two.

Had I in this world the gold

Of King Cro35us, ay, twice told,

Would it he as dear to me,
Sweetest, as the love of thee.

Bessy, I will think of you
Till this sabre snaps in two,

Kitty's little sugar mouth,
Stops Love's very keenest drouth.

Kitty (don't let people hear),

You must be my wife, my dear.

Kitty, I will think of you,

Though this sabre snaps in two.

With careless hearts and full of glee

Wo charge upon the enemy

;

But, ere we m(junt brave fame to seek,

We kiss our darling's lip and cheek,

And parting, parting, cry Hurrah !

Now, forward, men ! There stands the foe !

As fast as thunderbolts we go,

United by a holy band.

For God and for the Fatherland,

And all, and all with an Hurrah !

See how the foemen turn and fly

When our red sabres meet their eye.

No mere revenge has given us breath.

Our cry is " Victory or Death !"

And all, and all with an Hurrah

!

Then back so ^aily we repair :

Sunshine and Love fill all the air.

And welcome is the cry we hear

As home we reach, and far and near

They shout and shout, as we Hurrah

!

T. S.

There is a tendency amongst many of us

to abbreviate the names and titles both of

persons and things of which we happen to

be fond, and in many cases to call them
only by their initial letters. Thus, more

than seventeen years ago, the history of

that journal, of which this is the successor,

was narrated in its own columns by its

founder and conductor, under the title of

" H. W." Similarly I now purpose giving

to the world some information relative to an

establishment with wliich I am connected,

and which is known to two or three per-

sons at least in every town, and almost

evoi-y village of the British Isles, as T. S.

T. S. never sleeps, never slumbers even,

never so much as closes an eye ; T. S. has

^= ''^
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always a thirst for news ; is always eager to

receive, eager to irapart it. The oldest

frequeiiter of a Pall Mall club window
never during the course of his life heard

a millionth part of the news which comes
to T. S. in a day. The most inveterate

gossip of a country town never lived long

enough to give utterance -to a thousandth

part of the rumours which T. S. spreads

abroad in the course of an hour. And the

character of its news is varied and miscel-

laneous. The capitulation of the emperor
at Sedan, and the result of the " rattling-

little mill" between the Tutbury Pet and
the Brighton Bruiser ; the speech delivered

by Mr. Bright, at Birmingham, and the

fxct that Claribel is scratched for the

Liverpool Steeple Chase ; the birth of

another grandson to the Queen, and the

horrible death of a lunatic—all this news
comes pouring into T. S. at the same time,

and struggles for priority and precedence.

Hither comes a mysterious whisper from
the dusky Ind relative to grey shirtings

and sicca rupees ; here are the words of

deep import which but half an hour ago
fell from the lips of the United States

President at the White House ; here is the

account of the railway smash which took
place this morning in the far North, with
the names and condition of the injured

;

and here news of the gallant rescue of a
ship's crew by the Penzance lifeboat.

T. S. keeps its finger on the pulse of the

gold exchange at New York, and records

its every throb ; T. S. vibrates with the

rise and fall of the indigo market, sent to

it from the distant Indian fields. T. S.'s

ramifications extend everywhere : winding
under our feet in the City streets, running
by our side along the country roads, wrig-

gling along the slimy wall of the railway

tunnel, swinging from chimney-stack to

gable-end over our houses, and lying at the

bottom of the ocean, amid the wrecks and
coral reefs, the lost treasure, the dead
men's bones, and the wondrous stores of

which nothing will be known until the
sea gives up its dead. The highest and
the lowest, the busiest and the idlest, ac-

knowledge its influence ; neither the Queen
nor the prime minister ever dream of going
beyond its jurisdiction. Baron Rothschild
whispers to it what he wishes said to the

representatives of liis house in Frankfort,

Colonel de Boots mentions to it what he
wishes for dinner at the hotel at Rich-
mond. Through its aid the son in London
tells the miner father-in CornAvall that his

child is dead, and by its means the duke at

his castle in Aberdeenshire supplicates the
immediate attention of the London phy-
sician to the sudden illness of her grace.

In each and all of these cases T. S. is

called into requisition, for T. S. is the

oflBcial and familiar abbreviation of Tele-

graph Street, the great central station of

the Postal Telegraph Department.
Telegraph Street is a small and narrow

street, which looks like a cul-de-sac, but
which finds an outlet in a very narrow court.

Close by the entrance to this court stands

the huge block of buildings which we
must still describe as T. S. The first

room on the ground floor is the porter's

lodge, where the porter, in a bright scarlet

coat, which makes him look like a newly
issued copy of the Post Office Directory,

is basking in the warmth of his fire, and
placidly regarding the floral decorations,

appropriate to the Christmas season, with
which he has smTOunded himself The
next room is the surgery, medical attend-

ance for the staff being duly provided by
the department, and the next the room in

which the accounts of the dealings with
the various companies for the transmission

of news are entered, checked, and ex-

amined. Of these news companies there are

three, the Central Press, the Press Associa-

tion, and the Lombard, and the " flimsy"

from the representatives of these three-

companies is perpetually in course of re-

ception and transmission at T, S., from
five A.M. till three the next morning. In
addition to this news supply, certain of the

leading provincial journals have a special

wire communication direct from T. S. to

their offices, which is reserved afterseven p.m.

for the use of their London correspondents,

for whom a-room is also provided. On the

ground floor are also the dining and cloak

rooms for the male staff, and the office

from which the messengers are despatched.

Only a portion of the messages for City

delivery are sent out from T. S., reserved

forces of boys being maintained at Gresham
House and other neighbouring offices. At
T. S., the messages for delivery are sent

into the office down a pipe enclosed in a
leather case, and are dealt \\4th by three or

four young ladies, who put them into enve-

lopes and hand them to the boys. T. S. has

many regular customers, and for each of

these a special stock of envelopes, with
printed name and address, is provided.

There are one hundred and sixty-seven of

these messenger boys, who are duly drilled,

and kept as much as possible under mihtary
discipline. They do not receive regular
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wages, but are paid by " docket," the sums
whicli they receive for eacb message vary-
ing between a halfpenny, three-farthings,

and a penny, according to the distance

which they have to travel. This plan has
been found successful, not merely by in-

creasing the spirit of emulation among the

boys, but by inducing them to return direct

to the office with a view of getting more
work, rather than yielding to the tempta-
tions of chuck-farthing and post-vaulting,

to which they are continually exposed.

On the first floor, passing by the offices

of the superintendent and the engineer-in-

chief, I enter an enormous room, known
as the Metropolitan Gallery. It is filled

with young ladies, all busily at work, and,
looking at them, the first thing which
strikes the visitor is the enormoiis number
of ways in which the human hair is capable

of being dressed, and the singular sameness
in the cut, though not in the quality, of

the costume of the period. Here are girls

with chignons of every kind ; the enormous,
the bulbous, the flattened half-quartern loaf,

the three sausages, the plaited horse-tails,

the bunch of frizz. Here you may find

Madonna-like bands flattened to the cheek
;

crisp, saucy little accroche-coeurs; foreheads
either hog-maned—that is, with the hair cut

straight across them—or with a single row
of little curls, like the medallion portrait

of Nero in Goldsmith's History, and occa-

sionally, but very seldom, one may see the

dear old corkscrew ringlet of one's child-

hood, which we found so captivating in the

year no matter what. These young
ladies are seated at the long rows of tables

crossing the room from end to end, and, with
few exceptions, each one has before her a
single needle or printing instrument, the
" circuit," or place with which it is in com-
munication, being denoted on a square
tablet, something like a headstone in a

cemetery, erected immediately in front of

her. It may further be remarked of these

young ladies, that they talk much less than
might be expected, work very quickly, and
have generally very nice hands.

The Metropolitan Gallery, consisting of

a set of three large rooms, is simply used
as a centre for the collection of messages
from the metropolitan district. It is ar-

ranged upon the plan of the postal dis-

tricts, with which the pubHo are now
familiar, and each division is under the

superintendence of a clerk in charge. All

messages are brought to the central sorting-

table, and there subdi\'ided: those for the

country being sent to the upper or Pro-

vincial Gallery by a lift, those for tbe
City being sorted into difierent batches,

and despatched by the agency of a pneu-
matic tube to the delivery station nearest

to their destination. These pneumatic
tubes, through which messages are being
perpetually shot all day long, have been
found of great service, and are now, in ope-

ration between T. S. and the principal de-

livery stations in the City, while they are

also used by the Anglo-American, the Indo-

European, and the Falmouth and Gibraltar

offices, for the transmission of messages
to the central station. It should be here

noticed that the messages for the Conti-

nent received at T. S. are dealt with en-

tirely by members of the male staff, a
mixed assemblage of foreigners and Eng-
lishmen conversant with foreign tongues.

As I walk down the gallery, accompanied
by the superintendent, I am allowed to

pause where I please, ask such questions,

and make such observations, as I desire.

Thus, pausing for an instant by the side

ofthe youn^ lady to whose memory a tomb-
stone inscribed "Holborn" has been erected,

I find her at fifty-four and a half minutes
past three p.m. writing ofl" the last words of

a message Avhich had been handed in at

the office on Holborn Viaduct at fifty-three

minutes past three P.M., and which will thus

have been completed and ready for sending
out for delivery within two minutes. The
young lady beside whom I next halt is,

perhaps, a little short in her reply, which
I can readily excuse when I learn that

from the south - western district, with
which she is in communication, she has

to receive twenty - seven identical mes-
sages, sent by one man to different ad-

dresses, a monotony whicli must be painful

to the soul of the most zealous operator.

Here in this south-western division are

what are known as the "official circuits,"

worked by the ABC instrument, with the

grinding handle and the alphabetical de-

pressible keys familiar to most of us, which
communicate with the War Office, the Fo-
reign Office, the Treasury, the Admiralty,

the Houses of Parliament, and the whip-
per-in. Here, too, is the last specimen left

throughout the building of what at one time
used to be the favourite telegraphic in-

strument, the " double needle," which is

used for communication with Buckingham
Palace. At Windsor, Osborne, and Bal-

moral there are telegraphic instruments,

under the charge of a clerk, who travels

with the Court, to which ho has been

attached for some years ; while Sandring-
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ham, BadmintoB, the seat of the Chancellor

of the Exchequer at Caterham, and the

country-houses of various other noblemen
and. officials, are similarly furnished.

The work iu the Metropolitan Gallery,

which is always great, is largely increased

on the occasion of any of our great

cockney festivals, such as the Derby, or

the University Boat Race. A dense fog,

too, brings much extra business for them,
and the wires, but for the precaution which
the department has been able to make
against sudden pressure, would be choked
with messages exi^laining the impossibility

of keeping appointments already made.
All the messages for the tube stations are

sorted into different pigeon-holes marked
with the name of the superintendent. The
increase in the delivery of messages from
Gresham House has been so great since the
transfer of the telegraphs to Government,
that a second pneuTuatic tube for commu-
nication between it and T. S. is in contem-
plation. Some idea of the business done
may be guessed, when it is stated that

there arc already three hundred and thirty-

four of these delivery stations in London,
and that their number is still increasing.

The principal difference between the
Metropolitan and the Provincial Galleries

lies in the fact, that in the latter the tomb-
stones bear the names of provincial towns,
instead of those of familiar streets and
suburbs. Otherwise, the work is con-
trolled and cari'ied on very much in the
same way; there is the same variety
of chignon, the same quietude and in-

dustry. Necessarily, however, the Pro-
vincial Gallery is more interesting as a
show-place for the display of tours de force

than the Metropolitan. Thus, I am taken
to one of the Liverpool circuits, furnished
with one of Hughes's instruments, the spe-

ciality of which is, that it records the mes-
sages in actual Roman type, and am in-

Anted to communicate with the clerk at the
instrument in the Liverpool office. I do
so, and in less than a minute and a half
I see his printed reply to my message
come winding, snake-like, out of the in-

strument. This Liverpool, by the way, is

a very cormorant of telegi-aphic communi-
cation. Already it has eleven direct cir-

cuits from T. S., and five from the Stock
Exchange, making sixteen in all ; but it is

still clamorous for more, and is likely to
have its wishes gratified. There is pro-
bably some grumbling among the Dicky
Sams to-day, for tlicro is a break-down in
their direct communication with Bristol, and

the Liverpool messages for Bristol are being
sent to London for transmission. Man-
chester is all right ; here is the Wheatstone
instrument to !ManChester, the operator at

which tells as that she has sent nearly
three hundred and forty messages to Man-
chester between eleven and three o'clock

to-day. This is considered rather a dull time
in T. S. Daring the busy season, the daily

a^verage of messages sent, exclusive of press

messages, has been nearly twenty thousand

;

now it is about sixteen thousand. "We can
check these figures, if we like, by the aid

of the superintendent of one of the check-
tables close by. Her account, she says,

stands at this time (quarter to five p.m.) at

six thousand five hundred messages ; each
of these has been sent twice, representing

a total of thirteen thousand, and there is

yet plenty of time for the receipt of more.
Yesterday was the first day of the opening
of the submarine line to Jersey. The mes-
sages, which were formerly sent by way of

France, now go direct to the island, and
the charge, which used to be six-and-

eightpence for twenty words, is now one
shilling.

This extraordinary collection of appa-
rently the brass butt-ends of fishing-rods,

with thin coils of wire running around
and between them, is one of the most im-
portant of the internal arrangements at

T. S. It is called the testing-box, and,

as its nam'e imports, is the place where the

trial of the state and efficiency of all the
wires is made. When the engineer's

attention is called by a clerk to a fault

in the wire which he is working, each
one of which has a separate number and
letter, he proceeds to the test-box, and, by
means of the galvanometer in connexion
therewith, he is able to ascertain at once
whether the fault or fracture is at his end
of the wire. Finding it is not there, he
then proceeds to test the wire in the various

sections into which it is divided ; thus,

supposing it were a north-western wire, he
would test the section between T. S. and
Euston, then between Euston and Wol-
verton, then betweenWolverton and Rugby,
and so on, until he hit upon the section,

and, finally, upon the immediate locality

where the fault lay ; when the divisional

eng-ineer would be instructed as to its

whereabouts, and ordered to remedy it.

Nearly all the wires radiating from the

station are tested at six a.m. every morning,
when every terminal station is spoken to

and expected to reply, to see if the lines

are right tkroughout. It is calculated
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that there are nearly sixty miles of wire

under the floor of the Provincial Gallery,

merely for making local connexions with

batteries, &c.

Another interesting object is the chro-

nopher, or instrument from which all Eng-
land is supplied with the correct time.

Sixteen of the most important cities in the

kingdom are in direct communication with
this instrument, which is in itself in direct

communication with the Observatory at

Greenwich. At two minutes before ten

every morning all other work is suspended,

in order that there may be no interference

with what is called the " time current,"

which, precisely at the striking of the clock,

flashes the intelligence to the sixteen sta-

tions with which it is in communication.
And not merely at these large towns, but
at every post-office throughout the king-

dom, the clerks at two minutes before ten

are on the look-out for the signal which is

being passed along their line, and the

clocks are adjusted accordingly. Messrs.

Dent, Benson, and all the pi'incipal watch-
makers in London receive the time every

bour from this chronopher. Time guns
at Newcastle and at Shields are also fired

at one p.m. by batteries connected with the

chronopher at T. S., the clock attached to

which is regulated for accuracy to the

twentieth part of a second.

The principal instruments in use at T. S.

are the single needle, the Morse inker,

the Hughes, and the Wheatstone's auto-

matic.

The single needle instrument conveys

its information by the varying vibrations

of an indicator or " needle " between two
fixed ivory stops. It is read by the eye,

and its signals are transitory. It is as

though the minute-hand of a small clock,

or a large watch, were caused by the

electric current to perform rapid calisthenic

exercises between the points that indicate

eleven and one o'clock. If the minute-

hand made two violent efforts to show that

it was one o'clock, and after each effort

returned exhausted to noon, it would simply

indicate the letter M. If parting to go
the right way, it made two powerful efforts

to go the other way and retired after

each effort equally unsuccessful, it would
simply indicate the letter I ; one such tick

to the right would be T, one to the left

E. The letters of the alphabet arc thus

formed by the movements of the indicator

to the right and left of some fixed point,

and every word is so spelt out letter by
letter.

Tho Morse instrument is different. It
depicts its telegraphic language on a long
piece of paper that unrolls itself by ma-
chinery in tape-like fashion beneath a re-

volving wheel, one half of which is con-
stantly enjoying a cold bath of ink. While
no electric current flows, the paper is free

from this circular pen. When the current
is caused to speed its lightning career, the
paper is pressed against tlie wheel,- and a
thin blue line is traced by the ink which
the revolving wheel carries with it on the
paper with beautiful regularity. If a cur-
rent of very short duration be sent, there
is simply a dot, like a full stop, registered

on the paper. If the cui'rent be main-
tained for a little longer period, we have
a shown. One dot is the letter E,
one dash the letter T, a dot and a dash the
letter A, and a dash and a dot the letter N".

The letters of the alphabet are thus made
up of a series of dots and dashes.

The signals in both instruments are made
by the depression of a small lever, which is

seized by the forefinger and thumb, and de-

pressed like the key of a piano. The needle
instrument has two keys, one for the move-
ments to the right, the other for the move-
ments to the left. The Morse instrument has
but one key, which is depressed as though
the telegraphic manipulator wished to play

crotchets and quavers on one note, the
j

crotchets forming the dots, the quavers the
|

dashes.
j

The Hughes instrument is most readily

appreciated by strangers, as it records the

message in actual Roman type.

As regards the Wheatstone instrument,

it is only necessary to point out that the

speed of the ordinary Morse is dependent
upon the rate at which a clerk can mani-
pulate his key. Forty words a minute is

very fast sending, and few, if any, clerks

can reach forty-five words per minute. But
there is no limit to the speed of the electric

current, and if the messages are sent me-
chanically, that is, if the varying num'ber
and duration of the currents required to

indicate a despatch arc dated out by a
machine moving with great speed, we are

not only independent of the limited powers
of the human hand, but made free from the

liability to error in meting out the proper
duration of the signal. Thus great ac-

curacy and great speed can be sim.ul-

taneously attained.

There are instruments, also, that appeal

to the ear as well as to the eye. Bright's

bell is an in.strument which indicates its

telegraphic language by sound ; bells of
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different notes struck by little hammers
connected with the right and left move-
ments of the needle, and the dot and dash

of the Morse. These little tinkling talkers

rattle forth their information with great

speed, and many clerks are to be seen

writing for their very lives to keep up
with the rapid rate at which the bells are

speaking.

The staff at present employed by T. S.

consists of seven hundred and forty-six

clerks, of whom two hundred and seventy-

eight are men, and four hundred and
eighty-eight women. Of the latter, some
come on duty at eight A.M., and leave

at four P.M. : others arrive at twelve noon,

and leave at eight p.m. It is noticeable

that no women are on duty before eight

A.M. or after eight p.m. ; but the night

duties are performed by a special night

male staff, who are employed from eight P.M.

to nine a.m., under the superintendence

of a clerk in charge. Before the transfer

of T. S. to the Government, the male and
female staff were kept rigidly apart, and
marriage between any members of either

entailed the loss of situation on both the

contracting parties. But a paternal Go-
vernment looks upon these matters with
a much more benevolent eye, and so far

from forbidding matrimony, is understood
to encourage it. There have already been
several matches between members of the

staff, and many of the young ladies who
have married young men not in the service

of the department, have continued in their

situations. It is a noteworthy fact that the

fashionable institution of five o'clock tea is

in its fullest force at T. S., that refreshment
being provided gratuitously for all those

on duty. The tea—I tasted it—is excel-

lent, and so, I may remark, for the guidance
of any political economists who may be
startled by the liberality, is the policy

which provides it. For, as it is, the cups
are placed by the side of the operators,

who take their sips, as Mr. Arthur Helps
wrote his charming Essays, " in the inter-

A'als of business;" whereas, if they had to

go and get it themselves, an amount of

time, much more than the equivalent of

the cost of the tea, would be lost.

Altogether, taking leave of T. S., it is

impossible not to feel that, notwithstand-
ing certain errors and short-comings, which
were inevitable in entering upon a concern
of such, magnitude, the establishment is in

a most healthy state, day by day increasing

both its business and its efficiency, and
likely by-and-bye to compare not unfavoui--

ably with its elder sister, the Postal Service,

which is unquestionably the finest in the
world.

LEAVES FROM OLD LONDON LIFE :

1664-1705.

The Scottish newspapers recorded, not
long ago, some instances of mirages in the
Firth of Forth exactly like the "freaks of
the Fata Morgana in the Straits of Messina,
and on three distinct occasions the Bass
Rock has assumed, to the eyes of the crowds
upon the sands of Dunbar, the form of a
giant sugar-loaf crowned hj battlements,
vv'hile the Island of the May seemed broken
into several portions, which appeared to be
perforated by caverns where none, in fact,

exist.

Such optical delusions have been com-
mon at all times in certain states of the
atmosphere, and science finds a ready so-

lution for them ; but in the days of our
forefathers, they were deemed the sure pre-

cursors of dire calamities, invasion, or pes-

tilence.

The years shortly before and after the be-

ginning of the last century seem to have been
singularly fruitful in the marvellous ; and
the most superstitious Celtic peasant in the
Scottish glens or the wilds of Connemara
would not have believed in more startling

events than those which are chronicled in

the occasional broadsides, and were hawked
about the streets of London by the flying

stationers of those days.

To take a few of these at random : we find

that all London was excited by strange news
from Goeree, in Holland, where, on the
evening of the 14th of August, 1664, there
was seen by many spectators an ap]3arition

of two fleets upon the ocean ; these, after

seeming to engage in close battle for one
hour and a half (the smoke of the noiseless

cannon rolling from their sides), vanished,

as if shown from a magic-lantern. Then
appeared in the air two lions, or the figures

thereof, which fought three times with
great fury, till there came a third of greater

size, which destroyed them both. Imme-
diately after this, there came slowly athwart
the sky, as represented in the woodcut
which surmounted this veracious broad-
sheet, the giant figure of a crowned king.

This form was seen so plainly, that the

buttons on his dress could be distinguished

by the awe-stricken crowd assembled on
the sands. Next morning the same appa-
rition was seen again ; and all the ocean
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was as red as blood. " And this happen-
ing at this juncture of time," concludes

the narrator, " begets some strange appre-

hensions ; for that, about six months before

Van Tromp was slain in war with England,
there was seen near the same place, an
apparition of ships in the air fighting with

each other.'"*

Sixteen years later, another broadsheet
announced to the metropolis, that the forms
of ships and men also had been seen on the

road near Abington, on the 26th of August,
1680, " of the truth whereof you may be
fully satisfied, at the Sarazen's Head Inn,

Carter-lane." It would seem that John
Nibb, " a very sober fellow," the carrier

of Cirencester, with five passengers in his

waggon, all proceeding to London about
a quarter of an hour after sunrise, were
horrified to perceive at the far horizon, the

giant figure of a man in a black habit, and
armed with a broadsword, towering into the

sky. Like the spectre of the Bi^ocken, this

faded away; but to add to the bewilder-

ment of Nibb and his companions, it was
replaced by " about a hundred ships of

several bigness and various shapes." Then
rose a great hill covered with little villages,

and before it spread a plain, on wliich

rode thirty horsemen, armed with carbine
and pistol.

The same document records that, on the
12th of the subsequent September, a naval
engagement was seen in the air, near
Porsnet, in IMonmouthshire, between two
fleets, one of which came from the northern
quarter of the sky, the other from the
south. A great ship fired first, "and after

her, the rest discharged their vollies in

order, so that great flashings of fire, and
even smoak was visible, and noises in the
ayr as of great guns." Then an army of
phantoms engaged in "a square medow"
near Porsnet, closing in with sword and
pistol, and the cries of the wounded and
dying were heard. On the 27th of Decem-
ber, Ottery, near Exeter, had a visitation of
the same kind, when at five in the evening
two armies fought in the air till six o'clock.
" This was seen by a reverend minister
and several others to tlieir great amaze-
ment." On the 2nd of the same month,
the people in Shropshire were, according
to another sheet, sorely perplexed by the
sudden appearance of two suns in the fir-

mament, and it was duly remembered, that
"such a sign was seen before the death
of that tempestuous firebrand of Ronie

* London: printed by Thomas Leach, Shoe-lane,
IGGi.

here in England, Thomas Beckett, Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, and when Queen
Mary began her bloody reign."

Then follow the death of the three lions

in the Tower, and a vast enumeration of

fiery darts, bullets, storms of hail, and floods,

making up that which the writer hopes
will prove " a word in season to a sinking
kingdom."*
Nor were ghosts wanting at this time, of

a political nature, too ; for, in the same
year, there was hawked in London an ac-

count of an apparition which appeared
three several times to Elizabeth Freeman,
thirty-one years of age, on each occasion

delivering a message to his sacred majesty
King Charles the Second. As certified be-

fore Sir Joseph Jorden, knight, and Richard
Lee, D.D., rector of Hatfield, her story was
as follows, and was, no doubt, a political

trick

:

On the night of the 24th of January,

1680, she was sitting at her mother's fire-

side, with a child on her knee, when a
solemn voice behind her said, " Sweet-
heart !" and, on turning, she was startled

to perceive a veiled woman all in white,

whose face was concealed, and whose hand
—a pale and ghastly one—rested on the
back of her chair.

"The 15th day ofMay is appointed for the

royal blood to be poisoned," said the figure.

"Be not afraid, for I am only sent to tell

thee," it added, and straightway vanished.

On Tuesday, the 25th of January, the

same figure met her at the house door, and
asked Elizabeth if she " remembered the

message," but the woman, instead of reply-

ing, exclaimed :
" In the name of the

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, what art

thou?" Upon this the figure assumed "a
very glorious shape," and saying, "Tell

King Charles, from me, not to remove his

parliament, but stand to his council,"

vanished as before. Next evening the veiled

figure appeared again, when Elizabeth was
with her mother, who, on beholding her

daughter's manifest terror, said :
" Dost

thou see anything ?" She was then warned
to retire, after which the spectre said,

sternly: "Do your message." " I shall, if

God enable me," replied Elizabeth. After

this the spectre appeared but once again,

and remained silent. " This was taken from
the maid's own mouth by me, Richai'd Wil-
kinson, schoolmaster in the said town of

Hatfield."*

* London: Printed for J. B., Anno Domini 1680;
and P. Brooksly, Golden Ball, near the Uospital Gate,
1G81
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In 1683, as a variety, London was trea,ted

to an account of a dreadful earthquake in

Oxfordshire, where the houses were rocked

hke ships or cradles, while tables, stools,

and chests "rowled to and fro -with the

violence of the Shog."*
The year 1687 brought " strange and

wonderful news from Cornwall, being an

account of a miraculous accident which
happened near the town of Bodmyn, at a

place called Park. Printed by J. Wallis,

"White Fryars Gate—next Fleet St.—near

the Joyners Shop."
From this it would appear that on Sun-

day, the 8th of May, Jacob Mutton, whose
relations were of good repute, and who was
servant to William Hicks, rector of Cordin-

ham (at a house he had near the old parish

church of Eglashayle, called Park), heard,

on going into his chamber about eight

o'clock in the evening, a hollow voice ciy,

" So hoe ! so hoe ! so hoe !" This drew
him to the window of the next room, from
whence, to the terror of a lad who shared

his bed, he disappeared, and could no-

where be found.

According to his own narrative, he had
no sooner laid a hand upon an iron bar of

the window, which was seventeen feet from
the ground, than the whole grating fell

into the yard below, all save the bar which
he had grasped. This bar was discovered

in his hand next morning, as he lay asleep

in a narrow lane beyond the little town of

Stratton, among the hills, thirty miles dis-

tant from Park. There he was wakened
by the earliest goers to Stratton fair, who
sent him home, sorely bev/ildered, by the

way of Camelford. " On Tuesday he re-

turned to his master's estate, without any
hurt, but very melancholy, saying ' that a

tall man bore him company all the journey,

over hedges and brakes, yet without weari-

ness.' " What became of this mysterious
man he knew not, neither had he any
memory of how the iron bar came to be in

his hand. " To conclude, the young man
who is the occasion of this wonderful re-

lation, was never before this accident ac-

counted any ways inclinable to sadness,

but, on the contrary, was esteemed an aiij,

brisk, and honest young fellow."

But Mutton's adventure was a joke when
compared with that of Mr. JiW3ob Seeley,

of Exeter, as he related it to the judges on
the western circuit, when, on the 22nd
of September, 1690, he was beset by a

veritable crowd of dreadful spectres. He
took horse for Taunton, in Somersetshire,

* Printed for R. Baldwin, at the Old Bailey.

by the Hinton Cliff road, on which lie had
to pass a solitary place, known as the Black
Down. Prior to this, he halted at a town
called Cleston, where the coach and wag-
gons usually tarried, and there he had
some roast beef, with a tankard of beer and
a noggin of brandy, in company with a
stranger, who looked like a farmer, and
who rode by his side for three miles, till

they reached the Black Down, when he
suddenly vanished into the earth or air, to

the great perplexity of Mr. Jacob Seeley.

This emotion was rather increased when
he found himself surrounded by from one
to two hundred spectres, attired as judges,

magistrates, and peasantry, the latter armed
with pikes ; but, gathering courage, he
hewed at them with his sword, though
they threw over his head something like a
fishing -net, in which they retained him
from nine at night till four next morning.

He thrust at the shadows with his rapier,

but he felt nothing, till he saw one " was
cut and had four of his fingers hanging by
the skin," and then he found blood upon
his sword. After this, ten spectre funerals

passed ; then two dead bodies were dragged
near him by the hair of the head; and
other horrors succeeded, till the spell broke

at cock-crow.

It was now remembered that the house
wherein Mr. Seeley had his beef, beer, and
brandy had been kept by one of Mon-
mouth's men (the spectre former, probably)^

who had been hung on his own sign-post,

and the piece of ground where the net con-

fined the traveller, was a place where many
of the hapless duke's adherents had been

executed and interred. Hence it was named
the Black Down, according to the sheet

before us, Avhich was " Printed for T. M.,

London, 2nd Oct., 1690."

A sheet circulated at the close of the

preceding year warns " all hypocrites and
atheists to beware in time," as there had
been a dreadful tempest of thunder and
lightning in Hants, at Alton, vt^here the

atmosphere became so obscure that the

electric flashes alone lighted the church

dui'ing the service, in which two balls of

fire passed through its eastern wall, another

tore the steeple to pieces, broke the clock

to shreds, and bore away the weathercock.

The narrator adds, that all Friesland was
under water, and that a flood in the Tiber

had swept away a portion of the Castle of

St. Angelo.

. As another warning, London was visited,

in 1689, by a tempest, which uprooted sixty-

five trees in St. James's Park and Moor-

fields, blew down the vane of St. Michael's

^=
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Clinrch in Cornhill, and innumerable chim-

neys, and injured many well-built houses,

and part of the Armourers' Hall in Cole-

man-sti'eet. Several persons were hilled

in Gravel-lane and Shoreditch ; sixty empty
boats were dashed to pieces against the

bridge ; three Gravesend barges full of

people were cast away, and the Crown
man-of-war was stranded at Woolwich.*
But the warning seems to have been in

vain, for London, in 1692, was treated to

an earthquake, which— as another sheet

records — spread terror and astonishment

about the Royal Exchange, all along Corn-

hill, in Lothbury, and elsewhere, on the

8th of September. All things on shelves

were cast down, and furniture was tossed

from wall to wall ; the Spitalfields weavers
had to seek shelter in flight, and all their

looms were destroyed ; these and other

calamities were, it was alleged, " occasioned

by the sins of the nation," and to avert

such prodigies, the prayers of all good men
were invoked.f

Two years later saw another marvel,

when " the dumb maid of Wapping,"
Sarah Bowers, recovered her power of

speech through the prayers of Messrs.

Russel and Veil, "two pious divines," who
exorcised and expelled the evil spirit which
possessed her; and in 1696 the metropolis

was treated to the " detection of a popish

cheat" concei'ning two boys who conversed
with the devil, though none seemed to

doubt the Protestant miracle.

The close of the century 1700 saw "the
dark and hellish powers of witchcraft ex-

ercised upon the Reverend Mr. Wood,
minister of Bodmyn," on whom a spell

was cast by a mysterious paper, or written
document, which was given to him by a
man and woman on horseback (the latter

probably seated on a pillion), after which
he became strangely disordered, and wan-
dered about in fields, meadows, woods, and
lonely places, drenched the while with
copious perspirations ; however, " the spell

was ultimately found in his doublet, and
on the burning thereof, Mr. Wood was per-

fectly restored," and wrote to his uncle an
account of the affair, which appeared in a
broadsheet published at Exeter, by Darker
and Farley, 1700.

Rosemary-lane was the scene of another
wonder, when a notorious witch was found
in a garret there, and carried before Justice

Batcman, in Well-close, on the 23rd July,

1704, and committed to Clerkenwell Prison.

Her neighbour's children, through her al-

* Printed for W. F.. Bishopgate Without,

t J. Gerard, Cornhill, 1(192.

leged diabolical power, vomited pins, and
were terrified by apparitions of enormous
cats ; by uttering one word she turned the

entire contents of a large shop topsy-turvy.

She was judicially tossed into the river from
a ducking-stool, " but, like a bladder when
put under water, she popped up again, for

this witch swam like a cork." This was
an indisputable sign of guilt; and in her

rage or terror she smote a youg man on the

arm, where the mark of her hand remained
" as black as coal ;" he died soon after in

agony, and was buried in St. Sepulchre's

churchyard.* Of the woman's ultimate

fate we know nothing.

In 1705, London was excited by a new
afiair: "The female ghost and wonderful

discovery of an iron chest of money ;" a rare

example of the gullibility of people in the

days of the good Queen Anne.
A certain SladamMaybel, who had several

houses in Rosemary-lane, lost them by un-

lucky suits and unjust decrees of the law :

for a time they were tenantlsss, and fell to

decay and ruin. For several weeks, nay-

months past (continues the broadsheet), a

strange apparition appeared nightly to a

Mrs. Harvey and her sister, near relations

of the late Madam Maybel, announcing that

an iron chest filled with treasure lay in a

certain part of one of the old houses in the

lane. On their neglecting to heed the

vision, the ghost became more importunate,

and proceeded to threaten Mrs. Harvey,
" that if she did not cause it to be digged

up in a certain time (naming it) she should

be torn to pieces." On this the terrified

gentlewoman sought the council of a
minister, who advised her to " demand in

the name of the Holy Trinity how the said

treasm-e should be disposed of."

Next night she questioned the spectre,

and it replied

:

"Fear nothing; but take the whole four

thousand pounds into your own possession,

and when you have paid twenty pounds of

it to one Sarah Goodwin, of Tower-hill, the

rest is your own ; and be sure you dig it

up on the night of Thursday, the 7th De-
cember !"

Accordingly men were set to work, and
certainly a great iron chest " was found

under an old wall in the very place which
the spirit had described."

One of the diggers, John Fishpool, a pri-

vate of the Guards, " has been under ex-

amination about it, and 'tis thought that

the gentleman who owns the ground will

claim the treasure as his right, and 'tis

11. Ilills in the Blackfriars, near the waterside.

'-^
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thought there will be a suit of law com-
menced on it." Many persons crowded to

see the hole from whence the chest had
been exhumed in Rosemary-lane, and, by a
date upon the lid, it would seem to have
been made or concealed in the ninth year
of the reign of Henry the Eighth.*
The dreadful effects of going to conjurers

next occupied the mind of the public.

Mr. Rowland Rushway. a gentleman of

good reputation, having lost money and
plate to a considerable amount, Hester,

his wife, took God to witness, " that if all

the cunning men in London could tell, she

should discover the thief, though it cost

her ten pounds !"

With this view she repaired to the house
of a judicial astrologer in Moorfields, about
noon, when the day was one of great

serenity and beauty. After some prelimi-

nary mummery er trickery, the wizard
placed before her a large mirror, wherein
she saw gradually appear certain indistinct

things, which ultimately assumed " the full

proportion of one man and two women."
" These are the persons who stole your

property," said the astrologer; "do you
know them ?"

"Ko," she replied.
" Then," quoth he, " you will never have

your goods again."

She paid him and retired, but had not
gone three roods from the house when the
air became darkened, the serene sky was
suddenly overcast, and there swept through
the streets a dreadful tempest of wind and
rain, done, as she alleged, " by this cunning
man, Satan's agent, with diabolical black
art," forcing her to take shelter in an ale-

house to escape its fury. " Many chair-

men and market folks were all cognisant
of this storm, which was confined to the
vicinity of the ale-house, and a portion of
the adjacent river, where many boats were
cast aM'ay ; and the skirt of it would seem
to have visited Gray's-inn-walk, where
three stately trees were uprooted !"

MISS POXSONBY'S COMPAKIOi\^.
In Twelve Chapters.

CHAPTER I. THE NEW PATIENT.

"Delightful profession!" exclaimed
Frank Tresham, the youngest medical man
of Crampton, as his trap came slowly up the
stiff hill leading to that pleasant Surrey
country town. "Oh, charming profession,"

* London : printed for John Green, near the Ex-
change, 1705.

he muttered to himself bitterly, as he beat

his great-coated breast with his chilled left

hand. " A cold eight-mile drive, half the

way up by-lanes knee-deep in mud, in reply

to an express messenger from an old farmer
in a fit, and when I get there I find the old

brute well again, and gone to market. Net
result of three hours' wear and tear : a wet-
ting, loss of temper, and nought pounds,
nought shillings, nought pence. Never
mind, Frank, old boy ! Dinner will be ready
when you get back, and you've done your
duty for to-day; so wake up. Beauty;
now then, wake up, old girl ! You seem as

tired of the profession as I am. Come
along old lady, we must make a splash into

Crampton ; it looks like business. ' Always
drive fast, my boy,' old Colby of St.

Thomas's used to say. Swish ! Get along.

Beauty, and show them how to do it."

It is a remarkable, even an extraordi-

nary fact, yet nevertheless true, that the

best-natured people are sometimes out of

temper. On certain days, if a lion does

not meet you full butt, a gnat is sure

to appear ; a buzzing, vexatious, and, what
is worst of all, an almost invisible gnat.

If a big tree does not fall across your
path on that black morning, a perverse

rose-leaf will crumple under your pillow,

and after that for an hour or two (pei'haps

a day) everything, animate or inanimate,

seems possessed with a demoniacal desire,

ay, and power, to chafe, thwart, and tor-

ment you. An east wind, raw, harsh, un-

wholesome, begins to drive in your face.

You are up late, a shirt-button springs

maliciously off at the very moment the

gong is thundering for breakfast ; that

letter with the expected remittance does

not arrive, but the bill of that only too

prompt upholsterer does. The beef at

dinner is roasted to a rag. The servants

are saucy or obstinate
;

you miss your
express train, and arrive an hour too late

for your special engagement in the City.

Some cross star, in fact, rules your house
of hfe, and as nothing will go right, and
you are evidently bewitched, you eventually

will, if you are a sensible person, throw up
your arms, capitulate on any terms, take

something comfortable, go to bed and sleep

away the spell.

It was the beginning of- an October
evening, about half-past four o'clock, and
the yellow leaves were sprinkling down
slantways on Frank and his black mare,
Beauty, as they rattled into Crampton. At
the windows lights were here and there

beginning to appear. The lamplighter,
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swiffc Hesperus of Crampton, Avith the

ladder on his nimble shoulder, as Tresham
passed the Jolly Waggoners, ran down a

side-street, kindling the lamps as he ran on
his cheery occupation. That lamplighter,

like the schoolmaster of the future, found

darkness before him, but where he sped he

sowed light, and blossoms of flame opened
wherever he came.

But Frank Tresham was in no mood for

poetical fancies. The east wind had got into

his blood : that burden that occasionally galls

the shoulders of most busy men, whether
gentle or simple, was just then weighing
heavily at his back. All he said to himself,

as he switched Beauty rather unnecessarily,

was :
" What infernal, detestable gas ! it

gets worse and worse every day. As for the

lamps, they're about as plentiful as plums
in a school pudding. Old, humbugging,
dead-alive place, I only wish I could get out

of it with my pockets full, and catch me
troubling it much afterwards. I flatter

myself I could part from its chuckling

tradesmen, its testy old majors, and sour,

fidgety old maids, without breaking my
heart in more than two or three pieces.

But what's the matter with me to day ? I

know I feel confoundedly cross. I should

just like to fight somebody. Why the deuce

didn't I go to sea ? Anything is better

than this dog of a life."

Just by the post-office at the corner,

old Purgeon, one of the two rival doctors

of Crampton, drove complacently by, and
nodded pityingly as he passed. Old Pur-

geon was prosperous, and there had been
lately a good deal of low fever about. The
people of Crampton, persistently refusing to

drain, petted this same low fever, which
had long since become chronic, and now
they had grown rather proud of it. Old
Purgeon fattened on the low fever, which
was his best friend, and, under his auspices,

the Crampton cemetery filled gradually,

but surely. The local paper took good
care not to talk much about this disa-

greeable subject, it being obnoxious to the

ratepayers, who, although chiefly Tories,

had in this instance conscientious objections

to government interference. Purgeon's nod
was at once patronising and compassionate.

" Stupid, chuckling, pompous old hum-
bug, trading on his gold spectacles," said

Tresham, half aloud. " Why does he dare

to nod at me like that ? He himself was a

parish doctor once."

Poor Tresham ! The smile of Venus her-

self that day would have seemed to him con-

temptuous. It is our temper that translates

events into sweet or bitter. As he switched

round into the main street, young Gum-
boge (the new doctor) rode by with the fury

of an insane butcher-boy, whose master's

best customer was dying rapidly of hunger
in the next street. He waved his white-

gloved hand half defiantly at Tresham, as

much as to say :

" Here we are, telegraphed for by His
Royal Highness the Duke of Mesopo-

tamia, who will see no one but us, not

even to save his life ; so if it kills twenty

horses, here we go again."

Gumboge had lately arrived at Crampton
from a retired pi'actice in the Old Kent-

road, to take up the business of a clever

but reckless uncle, who had drunk himself

to death, after sinking to little better than a

farrier and poor man's tooth-drawer.

"Won't do; won't wash, on any ac-

count, my fine fellow," thought Tresham.

"You've got no patient at Big Bookham, and

you know that very well. I can see what
you'll do. You'll gallop straight oS" to the

Blue Lion at Gypsom, and there spend the

night at pool and unlimited loo with the

jockeys and low sporting men. It is no
matter

;
you won't be wanted at home, old

boy, so don't, pray, hurry."

In this cynical, sarcastic, aggressive

mood was Tresham, usually the merriest

and frankest of hard-working, struggling

young doctors, as he swept up to his own
door at the end of High-street, Crampton,

stuck his whip in its leather socket, drew
off his thick right-hand glove, unbuttoned

the apron, tossed back a gay-coloured Aus-
trian railway rug, and leaped out in a
cramped, stubborn kind of way. He then

patted Beauty's flank more roughly than he

was usually in the habit of doing—for he

was a clever, good-hearted fellow, liked by
all the people worth caring for in Cramp-
ton, though his practice was very much
smaller than that of old Purgeon's—and

gave a sharp whistle.

It was the usual signal for his gardener.

No one came. Then he shouted " George !"

violently up the archway at the right-hand

side of the house.

"That fellow's drunk again," said Tre-

sham, angrily. " I'll stand it no longer.

Off" he goes to-night, though I have to

groom Beauty myself."

The young doctor was in no mood to

stand nonsense. The second time he

shouted, however, out from the stable there

dashed a tall, gaunt, ill-made, red-haired

fellow, very fiery in the face, and with a

stubby broom in his hand, A little dog,

"^ .^
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screaming and mad with excitement, raced

before him after an enormous rat. In vain,

however, George dabbed at the creature

with the broom ; in vain Dandy, the Scotch

terrier, tried to pin the rat up against the

gate-post. In an instant it doubled on
man and dog, and precipitated itself into

the entrance of a drain, the back way, in

fact, to its foul fortress.

" Dash it, master," said George (or

Garge, as he always called himself), " if

there'll be any liviug here soon for these

'ere rats : this is the second to-day I've

found in our corn-bin. Why the whole
time I lived at Squh'e Troughton's, at Big
Bookham, I never set my eyes on as many
rats as I 'ave 'ere in this very last week
as ever was."

Master was in no mood for talking. All

he said was :
" Set two more gins to-night

;

don't put it oflf; but don't lay down any
poison. The neighbours' fowls and cats

get hold of it, and that's not right. ISTow,

mind what I say. Here, quick, take the trap

round, and take care you polish the harness

to-morrow better ; it don't look well at all

;

i and mind take up this check-strap a hole."

Mr. Tresham strode in at the back door,

and through the little surgery, that smelt
perennially of pills, and entered the kitchen,

redolent just then of the agreeable odour
of a roast pheasant, on whose plump breast

delicious brown beads of froth rose and dis-

appeared.
" To the moment, Lyddy, eh ?". said the

young bachelor, pulling out his watch, and
comparing it with the kitchen clock, a

brown - faced, solemn recorder of time

;

" but you look rather put oiit—wha,t's the

matter ? Nothing gone wrong—where's
little Lizzy ?"

Lyddy, a faithful old servant, bu.t some-
what of a tyrant from want of a feminine
commander-in-chief, looked up in the most
disconsolate way from some creamy bread-

sauce she was making.
"It's really too bad," she said, "just

as dinner is ready ; but there, I .would not
go. I would not be put upon by every
stuck-up body, and ordered and marshalled
about. I call it shameful !"

" But who is it, what is it, Lyddy

—

patient—new patient ?"

" Yes, sir ; it is that old Miss Ponsonby,
who lives up by the turning on the Brighton
road, wants to see you directly. She is in

such a temper, the servant says, because
that young doctor, Gumboil, or whatever
his name is, has not been there to-day, and
has just sent wrong medicine."

"And who came ? That demure, cat-like,

canting maid of hers, who had a tooth

drawn out once, and said a shilling was too

much, she was so poor, and I let her off?"
" Yes, Master Frank, that's the woman,

I don't like her. I told her we expected

you in every moirient. She might have seen

dinner was just ready ; but, there, do go
in the parlour, and sit down, and I'll

serve up dinner the moment you've washed
your hands. Let them wait—that's what
I say. Why did she not come to you long

ago, and not go to that hare-brained scape-

grace opposite, who does nothing but play

billiards all day. Now do—now doee."

Lyddy was delightfully wheedling, but
the sense of duty overcame even hunger
and the temptation of the roast pheasant.

With the air of the returning Regulus, a

groan, and a shrug of the shoulders, Tre-

sham drew on his gloves again, and violently

buttoned his coat.

" Jolly, very jolly life !" he said, with

a sardonic laugh. " I shan't be more than

an hour, Lyddy," and then he repeated

bitterly, half to himself, the lines :

"Not often in our rough old island story

The path to duty was the path to glory.

I never felt the curse upon our tribe till

now. But it won't do, Lyddy, in these hard
times to neglect a new patient. How shall I

ever marry, you know, if I don't widen my
practice ? Come, draw me a glass of ale,

and I'll be off."

" Ah, don't you throw yourself away on
any ofthe stuck-up misses here" (Lyddywas
never particularly charmed by the thought
of a Mrs. Frank Tresham). " There's

plenty of time for that, I always say."

Presently, somewhat grudgingly, and
with a regretful eye at the pheasant, that

shed fat tears at his departure, with vigorous

step the young doctor tramped off up the

street.

CHAPTER II. MIES POKSONBY's COMPANION.

Frank Tresham could scarcely, under the

circumstances, be said to enjoy his walk.

Though generally a shrewd observer of the

small incidents that variegate daily life, he

was heedless now of anything but the one

object for which he had sallied forth. The
usual shops in the country town he passed

with brusque indifference. The young foot-

man gravely examining pipes at the last new
tobacconist's, the row of pink and white

sheep at the butcher's, the children ogling

the glass bottles of sweets at the general

shop, its proprietor, the old woman in the

enormous frilled cap, like the tormented
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farmer's wife in a pantomime, counting
bnlls'-eyes by the aid of a rushlight, had no
interest for him just at that particular mo-
ment. Nor did he even stop a moment to

look in at the great blaze of glorious orange
light round the blacksmith's forge, but

strode moodily on, Dandy, half conscious of

something wrong, slinking at his heels.

Wliat were the young doctor's thoughts ?

Well, they turned naturally enough on his

new patient. All he knew of her as yet was
that she was a rich, miserly, ailing old maid,

vf'ho seldom went out, except to an occa-

sional tea-party or schoolroom lecture. That
servant of hers, smooth, hypocritical, and
false, was his abomination. Then she had
a companion, whom he had never to his

knowledge seen, probably one of the usual

fawning, obsequious parasites that hang
about such old ladies in hopes of a legacy.

There was a niece, too, whom he had once
seen walking by her bath-chair, a pretty,

intelligent, lady-like girl. The nieces of

old cats generally are pretty, he reflected.

She had golden hair, too, at least what poets

call golden hair, for they are easily pleased.

Pity girls like that, he thought, could
not coin their golden hair into a dowry.
Bitter again was Frank Tresham ; in that

m-ood Cytherea herself could not have
allured him, unless in her lily-white right

hand she had held up a chinking bag ; fie on
him and all this temper because an old

farmer had not been as ill as he thought he
was, and because a new patient had called

him away from a well-earned dinner. All

very unworthy you see of a well-balanced

mind ; but then even well-balanced minds
have been known to sometimes momen-
tarily break down, under certain conditions.

Miss Ponsonby's house lay back a little

way from the street; and two or three

cracked stone steps, guarded by two fine

crisp-leaved bay-trees, led to a small paved
terrace, which ran beneath the parlour win-
dows. These windows, set deep in old-

fashioned frames, which were painted a

gloomy black, adding to the naturally

gloomy and prison effect of the whole
habitation, and assisted in reducing the

visitor's mind to a fitting mood for an
audience with the somcv.diat exacting and
fidgety owner. Over the door, which
boasted a triangular pediment, with a little

notched cornice of a style popular some
tifty years ago, grew a magnificent Virginia
creeper, already in the fullest blood-red

crim.son of its final autumnal splendour.

Even by the dim light of a sickly, chilly

young moon, that southern exile glowed

with the hectic colours that foretold its

speedy death.

No one answered the bell that Mr. Tre-
sham rang sharply, and as he stood some-
what impatiently on the door-step, two tall

elms, spinster sisters, that overhung one
side of the house, cast down on him three
or four monitory dead leaves, as much as
to say, " We are both very cold and miser-
able up here ; come now, you man down
there, be miserable too, for your merry
spring-time will soon be gone as ours has
long since gone."

Not liking to ring again, the more espe-
cially as he saw only one light at the upper
windows, and that a dim melancholy im-
movable one behind a blind, on which
no passing shadows were cast, Tresham
stepped back from the door, and looked in

at the parlour window to see if any servant
was visible.

There was no candle in the room, but it

was crimsoned by the flickering fire-light

which gleamed on the picture-frames and
ceiling, and on a bust which stood on a
side bookcase. By the fire, not exactly

facing the window, nor yet quite in profile,

in an old carved high-back chair, sat a
graceful girl of about twenty, dressed in

black, who, with a face full of saddened
thoughts, held an open letter in her hand.
She looked so very graceful and lovable,

and, set in the black window-frame, formed
altogether so pretty a picture of girlish

thoughtfulness, that Mr. Tresham stood
there some minutes without ringing again.

It was the pretty niece he had admired
before, and of whose impecuniosity he had
thought so sarcastically.

At that moment the door opened, and
the cat-like face of Mercy, Miss Ponsonby's
maid, appeared. Mr. Tresham asked how
Miss Ponsonby was. He could hear some
one coughing np-stairs as he spoke.

" Will you please walk into the parlour,

sir," said the odious Mercy. "There is

only Miss Dampier there" (there was a
contemptuous emphasis on the word only

that annoyed Tresliam, though he scarcely

knew why), " and I'll go up and tell

missus. She looidd get up this afternoon,

do all we could. These trials are sent for

our good, sir. Yes, sir ; I know that ; but
still they are trials. Walk in here, sir,

pleose; it is only Miss Dampier."
A delicious odour of Russian violets met

him as the parlour door opened, and the

young doctor entered, hat in hand, apologis-

ing for the intrusion to a young lady, who
rose and bowed when she heard his name.
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"I would ring for candles," slie said,

rising, "but I am afraid our little Susan
has gone into the town for some arrow-

root, and I must not detain Mercy."
" If you do not dislike this twilight,"

said Tresham, in his frank, pleasant way

—

his temper was all sunshine again now

—

" I deligM in it."

" I am afraid, Mr. Tresham," she said,

after a few words had passed, " that you
will find my dear aunt very ill. She has

got very weak lately, and her cough and
loss of appetite distress us very much.
Aunt, you will find, is very strong-willed,

and will not nurse as much as she ought

;

and as for keeping her in bed, even that

servant, who has been with her thirteen

years, owns it is impossible. Dear aunt

!

it makes me very sad."
" Have you been stopping long witli Miss

Ponsonby, may I ask ?"

"About four or five montlis. Oh, she

is so kind when she is well and in good
spirits."

" I only remember to have seen you once

in Crampton."
" ISTo ; I hardly ever go out. Aunt does

not like being left alone."
" Your name is not the same as your

aunt's. I suppose she is your aunt only

by marriage ?"

" Yes ; she is my father's eldest brother's

wife's youngest sister. Oh, that is a very
stupid way of explaining it to you. No

;

she is not really my aunt, but my cousin

;

but I call her aunt because I love her so

much, and she is so kind in having me to

be with her."

Tresham laughed pleasantly at this genea-

logical explanation, and the two were soon
plunged into pleasant conversation, which
was broken by a scratching at the front

door.
" That's not a ghost, but my dog Dandy,"

he said, "and there he must remain."
" Oh no, do let him in, Mr. Tresham,"

said Miss Dampier. " I am so fond of

dogs. Aunt won't have any pets. Oh, I'll

take care he does not come up-stairs, or

bark, or disturb aunt one little bit."

Tresham soon relented ; on his parole of

honour Dandy was admitted, and soon
became the sworn vassal of his fair guar-

dian.

" I can't think what Mercy is doing,"

said Miss Dampier, " but dear aunt has
such funny ways, and she no doubt is

having all the papers she was looking over

last night carefully put away, before she

admits you into her sanctum. Even I may
not go there, you must know, Mr. Tresham,
when she is absent. She is quite a despot

in little matters, but these peculiarities do
not disturb me at all."

Tresham was just then thinking what a
sweet voice Miss Dampier had, and wonder-
ing what colour her eyes were, when Mercy
appeared with a light.

"My missus will see you now, sir," Mercy
said, leading the way. " Ah, sir, these

trials is good for us ; missus is always im-

patient when she gets counting over the

perishable riches."

There was something repulsive about
the ostentatious self-mortification ofMercy,
and Tresham pushed it roughly aside. He
turned on the first landing and .spoke

sharply.
" Did ]\Ir. Gumboge prescribe any form

of cough mixture ?"

" Yes, sir, some dark stufi", sweet, and
with laudanum, I think, in it; it gave
missus sleep ; but last night he sent some-
thing for the measles by mistake ; then

when we returned it to-day he sent a bhster

that was meant for the man at the turn-

pike, and he hasn't been since. I fear he's

a very worldly, wild young man."
" I don't know about his worldhness,

whatever that means, in your phraseology,"

said Mr. Tresham, smiling, "but I must
confess the mistake was rather too bad,

and I can't regret
"

But that sentence of reprobation was
never finished, for at that instant Miss
Ponsonbj's bedroom door flew open, and
an old lady tottered forth in a white dress-

ing-gown, haggard, pale, and excited. She
wrung her hands wildly :

" Mercy," she cried, or rather screamed,

"some one has been at my desk while

I've been asleep. Where's that Susan's

mother, it must be her. Where's Susan

—

call Lilly, call Miss Dampier. There have
been thieves in the house. Who's that ? Is

that Mr. Tresham ? He must wait. Ex-
cuse my agitation. You must wait, sir

—

the doctor ? I've been robbed. Thieves !

Thieves ! I've been robbed of a ten-pound

note."
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CHAPTER VIII. WYBOURNE CHURCHYARD,

Ix a golden mist he lost her ; but lie does

not despair. Mr. Marston pursues. Has
he any very clear idea why ?

If he had overtaken the ladies, as he

expected, at Llanberris, would he have

ventured, of his own mere notion, to ac-

company them on their after-journey ?

Certainly not. What, then, is the meaning
of this pursuit ? What does he mean to

do or say ?

He has no plan. He has no set speech

or clear idea to deliver. He is in a state

of utter confusion. He only knows that

see her once more he must—that he can't

endure the thought of letting her go, thus,

for ever from his sight ; she is never for a

moment out of his head.

I don't know what his grave and expe-

rienced servant thought of their mysterious

whirl to Chester by the night mail. He
did not refer it, I dare say, to anything

very wise or 'good. But the relation of

man and master is, happily, military, and
the servant's conscience is acquitted when
he has obeyed his orders.

The fog has melted into clearest air, and
the beautiful moon is shining.

What a world of romance, and love, and
beauty he thinks it, as he looks out of the

open window on the trees and mountains

that sail by in that fairy light.

The distance is shortening. Everything

near and far is good of its kind. Evcry-

, thing is interesting. It is like the ecstasy

of the opium-eater. Never were such stars,

and hedges, and ditches. What an exqui-

site little church, and tombstones ! Re-
What a beautiful ash-quiescat in pace

tree ! Heaven bless it ! How picturesque

that horse's head, poking out through

the hole in the wall Avith the ivy on it !

And those pigs, lying flat on the manure-

heap, jolly, odd creatures ! How delight-

fully funny they are ! And even when he

draws his head in, and leans back for a

moment in his place, he thinks there is

something so kindly and jolly about that

fat old fellow with the travelling-cap and

the rugs, who snores with his chin on his

chest — a stock-broker, perhaps. What
heads and ledgers! — wonderful fellows!

The valves and channels through which

flows into its myriad receptacles the in-

credible and restless wealth of Britain.

Or, perhaps, a merchant, princely, benevo-

lent. Well that we have such a body, the

glory of England.

The flxt gentleman utters a snort, wakes
up, looks at his watch, and produces a tin

sandwich-box.

That thin elderly lady in black, that sits

at the left of the fat gentleman, who is

champing his sandwiches, does not see

things, with her sunken eyes, as Mr. Mar-
ston sees them. She is gliding on to her

only darling at school, who lies in the sick-

house in scarlatina.

They ai'e now but half an hour from

Chester. Mr. ]\Iarston is again looking

out of the window as they draw near.
" Maud Guendoline," he is repeating

again. " Guendoline — an odd surname,

but so beautiful. Foreign, is it ? I never

heard it before. When we get into

Chester I'll have the Army List, and the

London Directory, and every list of names
they can make me out. It may help me.

Who knows?"
They are in Chester. Oh, that it were

not so big a place ! His servant is look-

ing after his luggage. He is in the ticket-

office, making futile inquiries after "an

^
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old lady, Hiss Max, , wb© left Bangor for

Chester tbat very evemng, and! fbrgot?

sometliing of impoirtaiice, and H woBldi

gladly pay any one a rev^aird wlio coitld

give me a cltie to find tier by. I am sure

ortly tliat she was to go via Ctiester."

'No ; th^ could tell liim nothing. But^

if it was via Chester, she was going on by
one of the branches. Th& clerk: who might
have written the new labels forher luggage
WQiS' not' on duty till to-morrow afternoon,

liaving leave till two. " He's very sharp ; if'

'twa& lie did it^—Max is a queer name—he'll

be like to remember it ; thatis, he may."

I

Here was hope, but hope deferred. The

I

people at Llanberris had told him thait the

label which he had picked up was the only

one on which the name of the place was
written, on which account it was removed,

and all the rest were addressed simply
" Chester." He has nothing for it but
patience.

There is a pretty little town called Wy-
boui'ue, not very far from a hundred miles

away. Next evening, the church-bell, ring-

ing the rustics to evening service, has

sounded its sweet note over the chimneys
of the town, through hedge-rows and
bosky hollows, over slope and level, and
Mr. Marston, with the gritty dust of the

railway still on his hat, has tapped in the

High-street at the post-office wooden win-

dow-pane, and converses with grave and
plaintive Mrs. Fisher.

" Can you tell me if a lady named Miss
Guendoline lives anywhere near this r"' he
inquires.

" Guendoline ? No, sir. But there's Mr.
and Mrs. Gwyn, please, that lives down
the street near the Good Woman."

"No, thanks; that's not it. Miss Maud
Guendoline."

Mrs. Eisher put an unheard question to

an invisible interlocutor in the interior, and
made answer :

" No, sir
;
please there's no

such person."
" I beg pardon ; but just one word more.

Does a lady named Max—a Miss Max—
live anywhere near this place ?"

" Miss Max ? I think not, sir."

"You're not quite sure, I think ?" says

he, brightening, as he leans on the little

shelf outside the window ; and if his head
would have fitted through the open pane,

he would, I think, in his eagerness, have
popped it into Mrs. Fisher's front parlour.

Again Mrs. Fisher consulted the in-

audible oracle.
" No, sir ; we don't receive no letters here

for no person of that name," she replied.

The disappointment in the young man's
Handsome face tOBched Mrs. Fisher's gentle

heart.

"I'm very sorry, indeed, sir; I wish
very much- we could a' gave yoU' any in-

formation," she says, through the official

aperture.
" Thank you very much," he ansvirerSj

de-solately. " Is there any ether post^

office near? Do the people send a good
way to you—about what distance round?"

"Well, the furthest, I think, will be
Mr. Wyke's, of Wykhamptouy about four

miles."
" Is there any name at all like Max,

Miss Max, an old lady?' Ishrould b'e so

extremely^—I can't tell you—so very grate-

ful." He pleads, in his extremity, "Do,
do, pray ask."

She turned and consulted the unknown
once more.

" There is no one—that is, no surname
—here, sir, at all like Max. There's an
old lady lives near here, but it can't be

her. She's Miss Maximilla Medwyn."
" Maximilla ? Is she an old lady ?"

"Yes sir."

" Thin ?"

" She is, sir." And Mrs. Fisher begins

to wonder at the ardour of his inquiries,

and to look at him very curiously.
" Has she been from home lately ?"

" I think she was." (Here she again

consults her unseen adviser.) " Yes, sir
;

she returned only last night."
" And where does she live, pray ? In

the town here—near this ?" he pursues.
" In the Hermitage, please, sir ; any one

you meet will show it you. It is just at

the end of the town. But she'll be in

church at present."

"And how soon do you think it will be

over—how soon will the people be coming-

out ?"

" In about half an hour, sir."

And so, with many acknowledgments on
his part, and no little surprise and conjec-

ture on that of sedate Mrs. Fisher, who
wondered what could have fired this

young gentleman so about old Miss Med-
wyn, the conference ends, and in ten

minutes more, in a somewhat less dusty

state, he presents himself at the open gate

of the churchyard, and reconnoitres.

Over the graves in faint gusts peals the

muffled swell of the organ, and the sound
of voices, sweetly and sadly, like jisalmody

from another world. He looks up to the

gilded hand of the clock in the ivied tower,

and conjectures that this must be the holy

^
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song that precedes tlie sermon. Devoutly

he A^islles the pulpit orator a quick deliver-

ance.

He, on the whole, wisely resolves against

going into the church, and, being provided

with a seat, perhaps in some corner of

difficult egress, whence, if he should see

the objects of his pursuit, he might not be

able to make his way out in time without

a fuss.

At length, with a flutter at his heart,

he sees the hats and bonnets begin to

emerge from the porch. Taking his stand

beside the gate, he watches. I^ot a single

Christian in female garb escapes him. He
sees the whole congregation pour itself

out, and waits till the very dregs and sedi-

ment drop forth. Those who pray, in

forma pauperis, and draw a weekly divi-

dend out of the poors' box : old Mrs.

Milders, with the enormous black straw

bonnet, and the shaking head and hand

;

Bill Hopkins, lame of a leg, who skips

slowly down on a crutch; and Tom Buz-
zard, blind of both eyes, a pock-marked
object of benevolence, with his chin high

in the air, and a long cudgel in his hand,

with which he taps the curbstone, and
now and then the leg of a passenger w^ho

walks the street forgetful of the blind.

The clerk comes forth demurely with a

black bag, such as lawyers carry their

briefs in. There is no good, Mr. Marston
thinks, in waiting for the sexton.

He joins the clerk, compliments him on
his chru"ch and organ, asks whether Miss
Maximilla Medwyn Avas in church— (yes,

she was)—and where the house called the

Hermitage is to be found.

"You may go by the road, sir," said the

clerk, " or hj the path, which you'll find

it shorter. Take the first stile to your
right, when you turn the corner."

Alas ! what is the meaning of this walk
to the Hermitage ? Miss Medwpi was
in church; and could he not swear that,

in the review ju.st ended, he had seen

distinctly every female face and figure in

the congregation as it " marched past ?"

His Miss Max was assuredly not among
them ; and she and Miss Medwyn, there-

fore, were utterly distinct old women—ah,

well-a-day !

He crosses the stile. The path tra-

verses a narrow strip of meadow, the air

is odorous with little dishevelled cocks of

hay, mown only the day before ; the spot

cloistered in by very old and high hawthorn
hedges, is silent with a monastic melan-

choly.

He sighs more pleasantly as he enters

this fragrant solitude ; beyond the stile at

the other side, is the gloom of tall old

trees. He is leaving the world behind

him.

Butterflies are hovering up and down,
along the hedge, at the sunny side of the

field. A bee booms by as he stands on the

second stile ; it is the only sound he hears

except the faint chirp of the grasshopper.

He descends upon that pleasant dark-green

grass that grows in shade.

Here is another field, long and narrow,

silent and more gloomy than the first. Up
the steep, a giant double row of lime-trees

stretches, marking the line of the avenue,

now carpeted over with thick grass, of the

old manor-house of Wybourne, some walls

and stone-shafted windows of which, laden

with ivy, and canopied by ancient trees,

cro-\vn tlie summit. The western sun throws

long dim shadows down the slope. A thick

underwood straggles among the trunks of

the lordly timber, and here and there a

gap leaves space, in which these patriarchal

trees shake their branches free, and spread

a wider shadow.
In this conventual obscurity, scarcely

fifty steps up the gentle slope, he sees Miss

Maud, Maud Guendoline, or whatever else

her name may be, standing in her homely
dress. She is looking toward him, no

doubt recognises him, although she makes
no sign. His heart thumps wildly once

or twice. He is all right again in a mo-

ment. He quickens his pace. He is near

enough to see her features distinctly. She

looks a little grave, he thinks, as he raises

his hat.

Here is a tall fellow, great in a town-and-

gown row, full of pluck, cool as marble in

danger, very much unnerved at this mo-

ment, and awfully afraid of this beautiful

and slender girl.

CHAPTER IX. THE YOUNG LADY SPEAKS.

" I'm so glad, I'm so charmed—how ex-

tremely lucky I am ! I had not the least

hope of this. And you have made your

journey quite safely ?"

As he makes this little confession and in-

quiry, his brown handsome face and large

eyes are radiant with happiness.
" Safely ! oh, yes, my cousin and I are

old travellers, and we never lose our way
or our luggage. I am w^aiting here for her

;

she is paying a visit to—I really forget his

name, farmer something or other, an old

friend of hers, down there
;
you can see the

smoke of his chimney over the hedge,"
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said the young lady, indicating the direc-

tion.

" And you're not fatigued ?"

" Oh, no ! thanks."
" And Miss Max quite well, I hope ?" he

adds, recollecting her right to an inquiry.

"Miss Max is very well, thanks," said

the young lady.

Had she blushed when she saw him ?

Was there not a gentle subsidence in the

brilliant tint with which she met him ?

He thought her looking more beautiful

than ever.
" I dare say you are glad to find your-

self at home again ?" says he, not know-
ing what exactly to say next.

She glanced at him as if she suspected

a purpose in his question.
" Some people have no place they can

call a home, and some who have are not
glad to find themselves there. I'm not at

home, and I'm not sorry," she said, ever

so little bitterly.

" There is a great deal of melancholy in

that," he said, in a lower tone, as if he
would have been very glad to be permitted

to sympathise. "Away from home, and
yet no wish to return. Isn't it a little

cruel, too ?"

" Melancholy or cruel, it happily con-

cerns no one but myself," she said, a little

haughtily.
" Everything that can possibly concern

your happiness concerns me," said the

young man, audaciously.

She looked for a moment offended and
even angry, but " a change came o'er the

spirit of her dream," and she smiled as if a

little amused.
" You seem, Mr. Marston, to give away

your sympathy on very easy terms—you
must have mistaken what I said. It was
no confidence. It was spoken, as people in

masks tell their secrets, and further because
I don't care if all the world knew it. How
can you tell that I either desire or deserve

pity
;
yours, or any other person's ? You

know absolutely nothing of me."
" I'm too impetuous ; it is one ofmy many

faults. Other fellows, wiser men, get on a

thousand times better, and I have laid my-
self open to your reproof, and—and—dis-

dain, by my presumption, by my daring to

speak exactly as I feel. It is partly this,

that the la,st three days—they say that

happy days seem very short—I don't know
how it is, I suppose I'm different from every
one else ; bat this day, yesterday, and to-

day, seem to me like three weeks ; I feel as

if I had known you ever so long "

" And yet you know nothing about me,

not even my name," said the young lady,

smiling on the grass near her pretty foot,

and poking at a daisy with the tip of her

parasol, and making its little head nod this

way and that.

" I do know your name—I beg pardon,

but I do ; I heard Miss Max call you Maud,
and I learned quite accidentally your second

name yesterday."

Miss Maud looks at him from under
her dark lashes suddenly. Her smile has

vanished now ; she looks down again ; and
now it returns darkly.

"I do upon my honour, I learned it at

Llanberris yesterday," he repeated.
" Oh ! then you did go to Llanberris

;

and you did not disdain to cross-examine

the people about us, and to try to make
out that which you supposed we did not

wish to disclose ?"

"You are very severe," he began, a

good deal abashed.
" I'm very merciful, on the contraiy,"

she said bitterly ;
" if I were not—but no

matter. I think I can conjecture who was
your informant. You made the acquaint-

ance of a person blind of one eye, who is

a detective, or a spy, or a villain of some
sort, and you pumped him. Somehow, I did

not think before that a gentleman was
quite capable of that sort of thing."

" But, I give you my honour, I did no-

thing of the kind." He pleads earnestly.
" I saw no such person, I do assure you."

" You shall answer my questions, then,"

she said as imperiously as a spoiled child

;

" and, first, will you speak candidly ? Will

you be upon honour, in no one particular,

wilfully to deceive me ?"

" You are the last person on earth I

should deceive, upon any subject, Miss
Guendoline—I hope you believe me."

" Well, why did you go to Llanberris ?"

" I had hopes," he answered with a little

embarrassment, " of overtaking you and
Miss Max—and I—I hoped, also, that per-

haps you would permit me to join in your

walk—that was my only reason."

"Now, tell me my name?" said the

young lady, suddenly changing her line of

examination.

"Your name is, I believe—I think, you
are, Miss Maud Guendoline," he answered.

She smiled again darkly at the daisy she

was busy tapping on the head.

"Miss Maud Guendoline," she repeated

very low ; and she laughed a little to her-

self.

" Maud and Guendoline are two ehris-

'-r
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tian names," she said. " Do you really be-

lieve that I have no surname ; or perhaps
you believe that either of these is my sur-

name ? I need not have told you, but I do,

that neither of these is the least like it.

And now, why have you come here ? Have
jou any real business here ?"

" You are a very cruel inquisitor," he
says, with a veiy real wince. " Is there any
3)lace where an idle man may not find him-
self, without Avell knowing why ? Is your
tjuestion quite fair ?"

" Is your answer quite frank ? Do you
quite remember your promise ? If we are
not to part this moment, you must answer
without evasion."

This young lady, in serge, spoke as
haughtily as if she were a princess in a

, fairy-tale.

" Well, as you command me, I will, I

will, indeed. I—I believe I came here, very
much—entirely, indeed, from the same
motive that led me to Llanberris. I could
not help it, I couldn't, upon my honour !

I hope you are not very angry."
It is not usual to be constrained to speak,

in matters of this kind, the literal truth
;

and I question if the young man was ever
so much embarrassed in all his days.

" Mr. Marston," she said, very quietly,

he fancied a little sadly, " you are, I happen
io know, a person of some rank, and likely

io succeed to estates, and a title—don't
answer, I know this to be so, and I mention
it only by way of preface. Now, suppose
I pull off my glove, and show you a seam-
stress's finger, dotted all over with the
needle's point ; suppose I fill in what I call

my holiday by hard work with my pencil
and colour-box ; suppose, beside all this, I

have troubles enough to break the spirits

of the three merriest people you know;
and suppose that I have reasons for pre-
venting any one, but Miss Max, from know-
ing where I am, or suspecting who I am,
don't you think there is enough in my case
to make you a little ashamed of having
pried and followed as you are doing ?"

" You wrong me—oh, indeed, you wrong
me ! You won't say that ; I did, perhaps,
wrong. I may have been impertinent ; but
the meanness of prying, you won't think
it ! All I wanted was to learn where you
tad gone : my crime is in following you.
I did not intend that you should think I
had followed. I hoped it might appear
like accident. If you knew how I dread
your contempt, and how I respect you, and
how your reproof pains me, I am sure you
would think differently, and forgive me."

I don't think there could have been
more deference in his face and tones if he
had been pleading before an empress.
The young lady's dark eyes for a mo-

ment looked full at him, and again down
upon the little daisy at her foot ; and she
drew some odd little circles round it as

she looked, and I think there was ever so

slight a brightening of her colour while the
end of her parasol made these tiny dia-

grams.

If a girl be only beautiful enough, and
her beauty of the refined type, it is totally

impossible, be her position, her dress, her
associates what they may, to connect the
idea of vulgarity with her. There is no-

thing she does or means that is not elegant.

Be she what she may, and you the most
conceited dog on earth, there is a supe-

riority in her of which your inward nature
is conscious, and if you see her winnowing
barley, as honest Don Quixote said of his

mistress, the grains are undoubtedly pearls,

Mr. Marston, in the infiuence of this

beauty, was growing more and more wild
and maudlin every moment.

" The world's all wrong," he said, vehe-
mently ;

" it is always the best and the

noblest that suffer most ; and you say you
have troubles, and you don't disdain to

work, and are not ashamed of it ; and I

admired and respected you before, and I've

learned to honour you to-day. You talk

of rank : of course, there are things in its

favour—some things ; but there are ever

so many more against it. I have little to

boast even of that, and I never was so

liappy as when I knew nothing about it.

People are always happy, I am sure, in

proportion as the idea of it fades from their

minds. There is but one thing worth
living for—and, oh. Heaven, how I wish I

were worthy of you !"

" Now, Mr. Marston, you are talking

like a madman. There must be no more
of that," she said, in eai'nest.

" I spoke the truth, straight from my
heart. I believe that is always madness."

" I like truth pretty well. I speak it

more boldly than most girls, I believe. But
I quite agree with you, whenever one is

noble one is inevitably foolish. I'm not
very old, but I have heard a good deal of

romantic talk in my time, as every girl

does, and I despise it. It doesn't even
embarrass me. If we are to talk till my
cousin, Miss Max, comes back, do let it be
reasonably ; I shall tire of it instantly on
any other terms."

" When you told inc to speak truth, just
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now, you did not tliiuk so," says lie, a

little bitterly.

" Why can't you speak to me, for a few
minutes, as you would to a friend ? You
talked just now about rank as if it should

count for nothing. I don't agree with you.

It is no illusion, but a cruelly hard fact.

If I were the sort of girl who could like any
one—I mean, make a fool of myself and fall

in love—that person must be exactly of my
own rank, neither above nor below it. The
man who stoops is always sorry for it too

late ; and if he is hke me, he would always
think he was chosen, not for himself, but
for his wealth or his title. Now, if I sus-

pected that, it would make my house a

jail, every hour of my life ghastly, my very
self odious to me. It would make me
utterly wicked ; bad enough to be jealous

of a human rival, though death may re-

move that. But to be jealous of your own
circumstances, to know that you were no-

thing in the heart of your beloved, and they
everything ; that they hxid duped you ; that

your wooing was an imposture, and your
partner a phantom. That anything like that

should be my lot. Heaven forbid ! It never
shall. But were I a man, and found it so, I

should load a pistol, and lie, soon enough,
in my last straight bed."

" Only think how cruel and impossible

this is," he said, gently, looking into her
face. " I ask you to be reasonable, and
consider the consequences of your pitiless

theory. As to wealth, isn't there always
some inequality—and do you mean that

an artificial social distinction should throw
asunder for ever two people

"

" I mean to say this—I ought to beg
your pardon for interrupting you, but I

speak for myself—if I were a man, I could

never trust the love of the woman who,
being immensely poorer than I, and in an
inferior place in life, consented to marry
me. I never could ; and the more I loved
her the worse it would be."

;

'

'We are all lawgivers and law-breakers,
'

'

says he.
" I'm not, for one ; I observe, at least,

my own precepts ; and so resolved, I shall

never either love or marry."
He looked at her sadly ; he looked down.

Even this was more tolerable than if she
had said she could neither love nor marry
Mm.

" I wish, God knows, that I could rule

my heart so," he said, sadly.
" Every one Avho pleases can. There are

good nuns and good monks. It is a matter
of will and of situation. Man or "irl, it

is all the same ; if they know they can't

marry, and have a particle of reason, they
see tliat liking and loving, except in the

way of common goodwill, is not for them.
They resist that demon Asmodeus, or Cupid,
or call him how you please, and he troubles

them no more."
"How can you talk so cruelly?" he

says.

There is pain in every hne of his hand-
some face, in the vexed light of the eyes
that gaze so piercingly on her, in the un-
easy grasp of his hand that leans upon the
rough bark of the great tree which licr

shoulder touches lightly.

CHAPTER X. FAREWELL.

As men who, in stories, have fallen in

love with phantoms, Marston feels, alas ! he
is now in love with a beautiful image of
apathy. Is the great gulf really between
them, and he yearning for the impossible ?

" If by any sacrifice I could ever make
myself the least worthy of you ; ifyou could
even like me ever so little

"

She laughed, but not unkindly.
" If I liked you, or were at all near

liking you, you should know it by a certain

sign," she says, with a smile, though a
sad one.

" How ? Do tell me how—how I should
know it ?" And he works oflP a great piece

of the old bark with his sinewy hand as he
talks.

"By my instantly leaving you," she an-

swered. " And now we have talked suffi-

ciently, haven't we, on this interesting

theme ? One day or other you'll say, if, by
chance, you remember this talk under the
ruins of Wybourne, ' That wise but thread-

bare young lady Avas right, and I was
wrong, and it is very well thei'e was some
prudent person near to save me from an
irreparable folly;' and having made this

prediction, and said my say on what seems
to me a very simple question, the subject

is, for me, exhausted, and becomes a bore,

and nothing shall tempt me to say or

listen to another word upon it. What a
sudden curious fog there was yesterday

evening !"

Mr. Marston talked of the fog, as well

as he was able, and of the old city of
Chester, and whatever else this young lady

pleased ; he was hardly half thinking of

these themes. His mind was employed, in

an undercurrent, upon far more interesting-

matter.
" Suflering," he thinks, " is the ixarent of

tP
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all that is fine in character. This girl thinks,

resolves, and acts for herself. How dif-

ferent she is from the youthful daughters

of luxury ! What originality—what energy

—what self-reliance
! '

'

Perhaps he is right. This young lady

has a will of her own; she is a little

eccentric ; she thinks, without much know-
ledge of the world, very resolutely for

herself. I don't know that she is more
jealous than other women. But she is an
imperious little princess.

Wldle she is trifling in this cruel way.

Miss Max comes through a little gate in

the hedge at the foot of this sloping field.

Urged apparently by the shortness of the

time that remained, the young gentleman

made one other venture.
" And do you mean to say, Miss Maud,

that you, for instance, could never love a

man whose rank you thought above your

o^^^l ? '

'

This was a rather abrupt transition from

Carl Maria von Weber, about whose music

the young lady was talking.

" You don't keep treaties, it seems,"

said the young lady ; "but as only two or

three minutes remain, and we may never

meet again, I'll answer you. Yes, perhaps I

could. All the more readily for his supe-

riority, all the more deeply for his sacrifices.

But in some ofmy moods, vain or ambitious,

I might marry him without caring a pin

about him. There are the two cases, and
I am never likely to be tempted by either,

and—pray, let me say the rest—if I were,

no one should ever suspect it, and I should,

assuredly, accept neither."
" You said we were never likely to meet

again," said the young man. " Is that

kind? What have I done to deserve so

much severity ?"

He glanced down the slope. Miss Max
was toiUng up. She was stumbling over

the twisted roots that spread under the

great trees, and seeing a man conversing

with her young cousin, she had put up her

parasol to keep the slanting sunhght from

her eyes, and aid her curious scrutiny.

She could not reach them well in less

than four minutes more.

Four minutes still. Precious interval,

" You go to the ball at Wymering ?" she

asked in a tone that had something odd in

it ; a strange little sigh, and yet how much
apathy.

" Anywhere—yes, certainly," he replies,

in hot haste. " Is there a chance—the

least hope ?"

He remembered that she was not a very

likely person to figure at a ball, and so

he ended, " I liave often intended going-

there ; any hope of your being in the
neighbourhood of Wymering about that

time?"
" You see, I don't pretend to be a great

person. No fairy has bedizened me for an
occasion. I have no magnificence to dis-

solve at a fated hour," she said, with a

sad little laugh. " Those balls are not
such ill-natured things after all. They
help poor girls who work at their needles.

Yes, I always go to that, at least as far as

the cloak-room."
" Wherever you go. Miss Maud, there

will be no one like you ; no one like you,

anywhere, in all the world ; and remember
—though you can't like me now—how I

adore you."
" Stop—don't talk so to me," she replied.

" You are rich. I am, what I am ; and lan-

guage that might be only audacious if we
were equals, is insult noAV."

" Good Heavens ! won't you understand

me ? I only meant, I can't help saying it,

that I care to win no one else on earth,

and never shall. If you but knew "

" What need I know more than I do ?

I believe, rather from your looks than from
your words, that you talk your folly m
good faith. But I have heard too much
of that, for one day. One thing more I

have to say, you must leave this imme-
diately ; and, if from Miss Max, or any
other person, you try to make out any-

thing more, ever so little, about me, about

my story, name, business, than I have told

you, you never speak to me one word
more. That's understood. Here now is my
cousin."

Miss Max, smiling pleasantly, said :

" Dear me, Mr. Mai-ston, who could

have fancied that you would have been

here ! I could not think who it could be,

as I came up the hill. Were you at Wy-
bourne Church ?"

]

" Oh, no ! I wai " He was going to
|

say, " waited outside," but he corrected

himself. "I arrived too late. A pretty

little church it seems to be."
" Oh ! quite a beautiful little church, in-

side. Some one showed you the path here,

I suppose ; those up there are the ruins of

old Wybournc Hall : what an awful fog we
had last night! Do you know, it was

really quite frightful going through it at

the fearful speed wc did. You must come

and di'ink tea with us, Mr. Marston."
" No, dear, we must not have any one

to tea to-night; I have particular reasons,

^^
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and besides, Mr. Marston has to leave this

immediately," said Miss Maud, inhospit-

ably.

He looked at her ruefully.

" You told me you were going imme-
diately ?" said the young lady, gently, but
with a slight emphasis.

" But I dare say you can manage to put
it oif for an hour or so, Mr. Marston

—

can't you?" asked Miss Max.
He glanced at the inexorable Miss Maud,

and he read his doom in that pretty face.

" I'm afraid—it is so very kind of you

—

but I'm really afraid it is quite impos-

sible," he answers.
" I don't like to bore you, Mr. Marston

;

but if you ca7i stay to tea, just an hour or

two—can't you manage that ? I shall be
so glad," urged the old lady.

"Mr. Marston, I believe, made a promise
to be at another place this evening," said

the girl ;
" and Mr. Marston says ho prides

himself on keeping his word."
Though she was looking down at the

grass, and said this with something like a
smile, and in a careless way, Mr. Marston
dares not disobey the reminder it conveys.

" That is perfectly true, what Miss Maud
says. I made that promise to a person
whom I dare not disappoint, whom I re-

spect more than I can describe," and he
added in a low tone to Maud, " wliom it is

my pride to obey."
" Good-bye, Mr. Marston," she says,

with a smile, extending her pretty hand
very frankly.

How he felt as he touched it

!

" Grood-bye, Miss Max," he says, turn-

ing with a sigh and a smile to that lady.
" Good-bye, since so it must be, and I

hope we may chance to meet again, Mr.
Marston," said the old lady, kindly giving

him her thin old hand.

"So do I—so do I—thank you, very
much," says he, and he pauses, looking as

if he was not sure that he had not some-
thing more to say.

" Good-bye, Miss Max," he repeats, " and
good-bye," he says again to the girl, ex-

tending his hand.

Once more, for a second or two, he holds

her hand in his, and then he finds himself
walking quickly under the straggling haw-
thorns. The sprays are rattling on his hat
as he crosses the stile. He is striding through
the first narrow field over which his walk
from the church had b^en. Lifeless and
dimmed the hedges are, and the songs of

the birds all round are but a noise which
he scarcely hears. There is but one thought

in his brain and heart, as he strides through
this cloistered solitude, as swiftly as if his

rate of travel could shorten the time be-

tween this and the ball at Wymering.
This Mr. Marston was not so much a

fool as not to know that, being a man of

honour, he had taken a very serious step.

The young lady—for be her troubles and
distresses what they might, a lady she
surely was—whom he had pursued so far,

and to whom he had spoken in language
quite irrevocable, had now, in her small

hand, his fate and fortunes.

There seemed to walk beside him, along
his grassy path, an angry father, and the

sneers and gabble of kindred, who had a
right to talk, were barking and laughing
at his heels. He knew very well what he
had to count upon, and had known it all

along. But it did not daunt him, either

then or now.
Here was his first love, and an idol not

created by his fancy, but, undoubtedly,
the most beautiful girl he had ever seen.

A first love devouring material so com-
bustible; a generous fellow, impetuous,

sanguine, dominated by imagination, and
who had delivered eloquent lectures wpon
the folly of political economy, and the in-

trinsic tyranny of our social system.

These things troubled him, no doubt;

but thus beset, he had no more notion of

turning about than had honest Christian

and Hopeful as thev plodded through the

Valley of the Shadovv of Death. He felt, I

dare say, pretty much as a knight when
riding into the lists to mortal combat for

the mistress of his heart.

He held himself now, so far as his own
personal case went, irrevocably betrothed

to his beautiful but cruel mistress ; and so

far from halting between two opinions, if

what had passed this evening had been
still unsaid, he would have gone round the

world for a chance of speaking it.

Literally abiding by his promise, he
left Wybourne as suddenly as lie came.

Miss Max looked after him as the under-

wood hid him from view, with the some-

what blank and ruminating countenance

which belongs to the lady about whose
ears a favourite castle in the air has just

tumbled.
" Well," Said she, turning to her young

companion, nodding, and looking wise,
" that gentleman is gone on a fool's errand,

I venture to say. Have you any idea

where he's gone ?"

" ISTot the least."

" I liked him very much. I hope he's
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not going to make a fool of himself. I

really tliought he liked you. He is so fall

of romance. See how you blush !"

" I always do when I think I shall, and
when I particularly wish not," she said,

with a smile, but a little vexed.
" Well, I suspect, from what he said,

that he is going to ask some young lady

an interesting question ; or, perhaps, he is

actually engaged
;
goodness knows."

Miss Max was walking under the lordly

trees towards home and tea, with her young
cousin beside her.

" That's a blackbird," she says, listen-

ing for a moment. " What a delicious

evening !"

" Has your mother set out again upon
her usual mysterious journey ?" inquired

Miss Max.
" I fancy not—not yet, at least," an-

swered the girl, listlessly.

" Well, I may say to you, I can't under-
stand your mother the least, my dear."

The girl made no answer : she was look-

ing up, with a listless and sad face,

toward the fleecy clouds that now glowed
in the tint of sunset, and the rooks, that

make no holiday of Sunday, winging
homeward, high in air, with a softened

cawing'.

CACKLERS.

Instixct, I suppose, we must call the
moving force which makes a barn-door
fowl cackle when she has laid an egg. It

would be altogether better—better at any
rate for the increase of the race of fowls

—

if the hen would wait until she had laid her
allotted number of eggs, had sat upon them,
and had hatched them into chickens, when,
with living witnesses of her success in the
perpetuation of her kind scratching by her
side, she might strut about the farm-yard,
flap her wings, plume herself, and cackle

to her heart's content, with impunity. As
it is, she announces to her limited world,

too soon for her success in chicken raising,

that she has laid an egg, by cackling. By
thus prematurely and noisily glorifying

herself upon having obtained the first .step

towards the honours of fowl maternity,
the hen but invites the thrifty housewife
to sally forth and search for the egg, over
the production of which she is so proudly
noisy and vain-glorious. And so the nest

is robbed, and the incipient chick is

straightway boiled or fried, beaten into a
custard, or made into a savoury omelette.

incorporated into the dressing of a salad,

or used to give consistency to the matu-
tinal rum-and-milk of the master of the

house. Learning nothing by experience,

yet not forgetting that it is her mission to

lay eggs, the foolish hen lays another and
another, cackles and is robbed as before.

If by chance chickens are produced from
any of her eggs, it is by their being
warmed into life under the feathery breast

of some vicarious mother, whose capacity

for the duty imposed upon her is known
and relied upon.

From this unfortunate instinct of cack-

ling—unfortunate at least from a hen's

point of view—from this counting of

chickens before they are hatched, it comes
that from so many eggs so few chickens

are produced. But it is not hens alone

which cackle when they have done, or

begin to do, or resolve to do, or think of
doing, something wonderful. Men and
women individually, and communities and
nations collectively, strut and cackle at

the first thought of, or at the first step

taken towards the doing of, something
never destined to be done, and which is to

fail mainly because of cackling. Human
beings who cackle, inasmuch as they are

supposed not to be governed by instinct,

but by what we are accustomed to consider

to be the higher attribute of reason, are, so

far, greater fools than hens. Besides, the

hen waits at any rate until she has taken
the first step—until she has laid an egg.

Mankind cackle when they have conceived

an idea. Hence it is that so many ideas

and schemes come to nought, or are car-

ried to successful issue by some one not

the originator of them.

Inventors and discoverers have often

been cacklers, and thus the honours and
profits of their inventions and discoveries

have been lost to themselves, their very

claim to even coincident invention and
discovery being denied or doubted. They
cackled, and their nests were robbed, and
their eggs were hatched by others less

scrupulous, but more industrious and per-

severing, than themselves. Trace the his-

tory of any great invention, and see how
many claimants there are to it, the ma-
jority of whom, if the truth were known,
would be found to have lost their claims by
cackling. The successful ai^plicationofmost

inventions and discoveries will be found

to have been brought about, not by their

inventors and discoverers who have cackled,

but by practical and reticent men who have

given to their crude ideas form and sub-

--^
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stance, and have not cackled till success

was assured. Inventors and discoverers

who have not cackled, and who have been
capable of bringing to snccessful and prac-

tical iise their inventions and discoveries,

have generally secured to themselves the

fruits of their ingenuity. It is not only

that cackling makes the right of property

in an idea, as in an egg, more precarious,

but when failure ensues in the canying
of it out—even when no attempt is made
at appropriation—ridicule is unsparingly

heaped upon the cackler. In less enlight-

ened times, inventors and discoverers who
cackled have been imprisoned and burnt at

the stake; now-a-days, cacklers whose ideas

are impracticable, or who, if they are the

contrary, have not the ability and force of

character to carry them out before they are

stolen, are derided as dreamers and mad-
men, and sometimes from disappointed

brooding over that which they have not

the power to advance beyond an idea, they
actually become mad, and justify the esti-

mate which was formed of them.
Authors and artists are often cacklers

;

but they do not suffer so often nor so much
from their cackling as do inventors and
discoverers

;
probably because there is less

temptation to steal ideas or to carry out
intentions from the elaboration of which so

little fame or profit is to be made ; or, per-

haps, because the public manner in which
the cacklers do their cackling deters others

fi'om forestalling them. Cackling writers,

painters, or sculptors, who trumpet forth

after a club- dinner that they are going to

write an article on this subject or upon
that, dramatise this novel, or burlesque
that epic, paint this event, or chisel that

figure or group, do more injury to their

less demonstrative listeners than they do
to themselves. Many a man capable of

writing upon some particular subject, and
with industry enough to do it quickly, and
talent enough to do it well, has abandoned
the intention, sometimes even after he had
begun the work, because some cackler had
announced that he was going to wi'ite

upon the same subject. Many a reticent

man finds himself thus publicly antici-

pated in the Avork, literary or artistic,

which he has chalked out for himself, and
for which he is eminently qualified. He
is not the only loser : the loss sufi"ered by
the public is greater than his. These
cacklers often, by their uncalled-for con-
fidences, are tacitly permitted to acquire a
sort of pre-emjitive right to subjects which
they either want the power or the in-

dustry to improve. In the United States,

when a man pre-empts a quarter-section of

government land, he niiTst begin its im-
provement and cultivation, and must oc-

cupy it within a certain specified time, or

vacate it in favour of some one else more
able, if not more willing, than himself to

perform the obligations which are the con-

ditions of pre-emption. So I have often

thought it would be well to establish a
rule in literary and artistic clubs and
coteries, that when a man publicly cackles

over an idea, unless he works it out to

the best of his ability within a reasonable

time—not being prevented by illness or

other unavoidable cause— he should be
considered as having no right to complain
if some one else should make the subject

his own.
The mercantile classes are not given to

cackhng as a rule. They generally con-

trive to conceal and hatch, or try to hatch,

all the eggs they lay, though they do not

always get healthy chickens from them.
They brag a good deal when they have
done something great, and made much
money ; but they almost invariably keep
their own counsel as to what they are going
to do, and, if possible, as to what they are

doing. The merchant is not heard an-

nouncing publicly at his club to other

merchants who, like himself, are on the

look-out for a good thing, that he is going,

or has just gone, into speculation in indigo,

or cotton, or saltpetre, or silk.

The shipowner does not proclaim aloud

on 'Change what he thinks the best port to

seek a cargo for, at least not until he has

succeeded in getting charters for all his

own vessels, and then he only gives his

advice—for a consideration. The successful

speculator in the funds, or in railway or

mining shares, is notorious for his reticence.

Even as a broker operating for a commission
he generally declines to advise, but leaves

his clients to decide for themselves the

ventures they are to engage in, and, after

they have decided, he is ready to execute

their orders, to buy or to sell, provided he

has a sufficient margin in hand, or has good
reason to believe that they will be prepared

with the necessary contango on settling

day if they wish to hold over. Cackhng
amongst business men is rare, because it

is ruinous. Cacklers who have embarked
their means in mercantile pursuits, from cot-

ton-brokers to costermongers, when they

begin to cackle, immediately cease to pros-

per, and soon cease to trade.

Ministers of state and legislators are

^ --'^
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great cacklers. The former cackle to the

party which places them in powei", the

latter to the constituencies which elect

them. The eggs which they lay and cackle

over are not often stolen, because they are

seldom worth stealing, and they are as

rarely hatched, because they are either

addled or not very assiduously sat upon

;

indeed, they are generally what are called

in some parts of the country wind eggs.

Diplomatists are supposed never to cackle,

but the excessive care they take to mystify

the world as to what they are about, in

itself leads to discovery. When they do

hatch their eggs, it is remarkable that

there is never any certainty whether they

may not produce innocent diTcklings, as

often as harmless chickens : venomous

snakes, and stinging scorpions, as often as

cither.

Great potentates, presidents, kings, and

emperors, have some of them been great

cacklers.

Charles the First of England and Louis

the Sixteenth of France lost their thrones

and their heads, the one cackling over an

e^^g laid by himself, from which he fondly

hoped was to spring despotic power to

him and his race, the other, brooding over

an egg, the product of a long course of des-

potism, which had been handed down to

him to hatch, and which, unfortunately,

was not destroyed with him, but remained

in the nest to be quickened by his repub-

lican successors, Robespierre, Marat, and

the rest. From this egg sprang anarchy,

confusion, death, and the many evils which

from time to time for the last three-quarters

of a century have devastated the fair land

of France, and made her now and then a

nuisance to her neighbours.

Napoleon the Third, one of the nume-

roiTS progeny of that same egg, offered one

of the latest examples of cackling too soon

when he announced so melo-dramatically

that his sou " had received his baptism of

fire at Saarbruck;" and the veiy latest

cackler is the new-born French Republic,

which, not old enough to lay an egg, is en-

dangering the safety of the nest which it

is preparing by announcing to the world

that rather than harm shall come to it, it

and all France will die in the ruins of

Paris.

Philosophers of the peace school cackled

too soon, as is proved by the present un-

htippy war; but they have not lost their

cgu-, which was laid more than eighteen

hundred years ago, nor has it become

addled. The successful hatching is only

delayed for a time. The offspring, " Peace
on earth, goodwill to men," will be very
welcome to the nations which are now ex-

hausting themselves by strife, and by those

who, like ourselves, have been in danger of

being driven into the quarrel.

But fool as a hen proves herself to be
when she Cackles, because she has laid an
egg, she is not half suoli a fool as when she

sits upon eggs and hatches ducks, and does

not know that they are not chickens until

they take to the water, and to eating gar-

bage, and is not sure of it even then. Her
folly begins when she doesn't know the diffe-

rence between her own shapely white eggs

and the pale green squat ones of the duck
;

it increases to temporary insanity when she

clucks about with pride and scratches for

the sustenance of a lot of flat-footed spoon-

billed creatures, with as much resemblance

to chickens as the slender silvery salmon
bears to the slimy broad-headed codfish,

and it descends into absolute idiocy,

when she flies on to an island stone to

guard her spurious' chicks from the dangers

of the mill-pond. Mankind furnish ex-

amples of such folly and madness when
they brood over and hatch schemes which,

blinded by the pride of supposed maternity,

they do not recognise as not their own
until the evil which is in them begins un-
mistakably to show itself, and makes mani-

fest their real nature.

If it were not for the warning cackle of

hens the land would be overrun with fowls.

If it were not for the warning cackle of

men a brood of monsters might be hatched

which would overrun and disturb the

world.

'NEATH THE SCAUE.
The roseate light dies into purple-black,

^Vithin the shadows of riynlimmon's crest,

And mid the murky gloom of waning day
The bandit raven croaks from bare brovvu crag

His ghostly dirge.

Tho silver horns arise

Of night's white disc, rise up above the chain

Of yonder grey-lined hills. More glorious,

In weird fantastic beauty, show the wilds

'Neath winter's icy touch, than when the kiss

Of golden summer warms the landscape round,

And all is draped in green.

'Neath yon sharp ridge

Nestles the pirate kite ; blue martens roost

Upon the shelves beyond, and on the scaur

The golden eaglo spreads her dusky wings
Over her half-grown couplet: sighs the wind,

Driving tho fleecy clouds across the facc_

Of tho perturbed moon, and sobbing, wails.

Sending sweet echoes of an unknown song

Across the broad ravine. Dim, dreamy glimpse

Of spirit-land, of souls that freed from clay,

Seem far, yet near, and from the jasper gates

-if
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Of the great city, answer to our own,
With that grand mystery, which none shall read

Till things of earth dissolve, and time and space

Merge in the waters of eternity.

FROM BRADFORD TO BRINDISI.

i:Nf TWO FLIGHTS. FLIGHT THE FIRST.

The house of business with which I am
connected is probably one of the lai'gest

" concerns" in the kingdom. None of your

new-fangled mushroom excrescences, run

up within the last few years, but a solid,

old-fashioned, steady-going house, which
has been established for centuries. It origi-

nally started in the carrying line, in which
it still does an extensive trade, but of late

years some of the junior partners, who have

worked then' way up into the firm, have

tacked on little specialities of their own, so

that in addition to our original carrying, we
now do a banking business, a life insurance

business, and have recently gone very ex-

tensively into fir-poles, metallic wire, and
philosophical instruments. My connexion

with the house extends over twenty years,

but my occupation has been principally of

a sedentary nature, and it is only lately that

I have been called upon to travel. As re-

presentative of our house, I have visited

most of the large and a great many of the

small towns in the country during the past

twelve months, but latterly the scene of my
operations has been laid in Yorkshire and
the North. In York itself the melancholy

long street of Bootham has often echoed to

my footfall; I have drunk in the keen and
exhilarating air of the big moors between
Pickering and Whitby : and I have wan-
dered in Teesdalc, which Walter Scott has

immortalised in his poems, and which amore
recent genius, kind, simple-hearted Thomas
Creswick, loved to paint. I am known in

grim Halifax and smoky Rochdale ; in the

romantic purlieus of Briggate and Boar-
lane in Leeds I am no stranger ; and the

lovely Hebes in the quaint luncheon-cellar

under St. George's Hall at Bradford are

pleased to welcome my arrival. I was stay-

ing in Bradford in the early days of last

October. My ears were growing accus-

tomed to the " sabot clank," as Father
Prout calls it, or, more prosaically, to the

pattering of the wooden clogs on the pave-

ment, and to that frightful creaking which
all the ungreased wheels at Bradford are

perpetually pouring forth. My eyes were
growing accustomed to the smoke, and my
nose to the smells, when one day, on my
return to luncheon at the Victoria Hotel

from a business excursion, the hall-porter

told me that a telegram vras awaiting me.
Owing to a recent transaction with

which my house has had something to do,,

the receipt of a telegram has been robbed
of a great deal of its ancient importance.

Formerly one hesitated to open the light-

coloured envelope enclosing the message,
knowing that its contents must necessarily

be of great weight, or such an expensive

mode of communication would not have
been resorted to. Now it may mean " chops
and tomato sauce," or " bring your flageo-

let ;" so that I was by no means prepared
for anything so startling as these words,
" Could you start for Brindisi on Thursday
morning ? Wire reply." The message-

was from the house. I accordingly wired
reply, and the result of a further inter-

change of wiring was, that I found myself
early on Thursday morning at the Cannon-
street Station, with a little sheaf of coupons
in my pocket, which would carry me tO'

Munich, the utmost limit to which I could

book. Travelling through France being,,

to a certain extent, considered dangerous,

and directly contrary to the instructions of

the house, my way lay through Ostend,

bound for which port a newly-built boat, a

great improvement on the old cockleshells,

but still far beneath the Holyhead and
Kingstown steamers in size and accommoda-
tion, lay with her steam up, ready to receive

us. Close by her was the Calais packet,

to which only two passengers intrusted

themselves. We had some five-and-twenty

passengers on board, all foreigners, I

imagined, with the exception of one Eng-
lishman and myself. The wind was blowing
pretty fresh, there was a tolerable amount
of sea on, and the foreigners, as is their

wont, made themselves up into extraordi-

nary looking bundles, and lay at full length

on the deck, never moving until we arrived

at Ostend. The old custom of refusing to

allow you to land with anything in your

hand is done away with, and carrying our

carpet-bags and wrappers, we hurried to

the railway, intending to get some dinner

before the departure of the train. It was
then nearly three o'clock, I had had nothing

since a very slight breakfast at seven A.M.,

and my appetite had become sharpened, not

merely by the sea air, but by the recollec-

tion of that very excellent buffet at the

Calais station, where everything is ready
prepared, so clean and appetisiugly odori-

ferous, for the traveller arriving by the

boat. At Ostend station, however, there

is no buffet, and no time allowed for one to

:p
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go to any restaurant in the town, which is

at some little distance, so that with the ex-

ception of some particularly stodgy loaves,

filled with currants, which the old lady

who sold them called " gateaux," but which
the Flemish porter characterised as "boonz,"
I was compelled to depend for siTstenance

on the contents of my flask, and a hasty

morsel snatched at Verviers, until we
reached Cologne at eleven o'clock at night.

The Hotel Disch is the house I generally

"use" at Cologne (lam afraid this travelling-

is rendering my phraseology dreadfully

commercial !) ; but the rain was coming
down in such torrents, and I had heard
such an excellent account of the Hotel du
jSTord, which is in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the station, that I determined
to tiy it. I accordingly got into the omni-
bus belonging to that establishment, and
found that I had for a fellow - passenger,

an old man of Hebraic aspect, dressed in

dirt and braid, with a pinchbeck ring on
the forefinger of his filthy hand, whom I

had noticed from time to time on the
journey. I addressed to him some re-

marks in German about the violence of the

down-pour, but he looked at me in a help-

less way, and said, " Ah, non parly, non
parly !" then to himself, " I should like to

tell him I should be dashed glad to get
something to eat in this dashed place."

The Hotel du Nord deserves the joraises

which have been bestowed upon it. It is

a splendid house, admirably kept, and
though it was midnight before we reached
there, the cuisine was in full swing, and
the whole establishment on the alert.

After a hasty wash I sat down to supper
with two or three of my Grerman travellers

(not being desirous either of being mis-
taken for a madman, or converted into a
courier, I make a point, when abroad, of

never associating with my fellow-country-

men), and we were getting on merrily
enough, when a cold shadow was thrown
across us by the advent of the Great
Briton. There was no possibility of mistak-

ing him—his cleanliness, his long wrist-

bands, his gold locket, his neatly parted hair,

and his intolerable insolence, all betokened
him a native of our fair isle. Then he seated

himself at a table and called " waiter" in

a loud voice, and on the waiter presenting
himself, uttered another dissyllabic word,
" supper." The courteous waiter bending
down l)egan murmuring into the stranger's

car a list of various succulent little dishes,

but the Great Briton sneered at them all,

and burst forth again with a bray of " cold

meat." When I left the room he and his

companion were indulging in a meal of
cold veal and bottled ale, which, from its

indigestibility and nastiness, must have
forcibly reminded them of their native
land.

Now to bed, to find traces of advanced
civilisation since my last visit, in improved
cleanliness and carpeted floor, but to recog-
nise old friends in the pie-dish and milk-
jug apparatus for washing, in the bed with
the enormous sloping pillows, which keep
you all night in a semi-upright position,

and with the " decke," which invariably

falls off, and leaves you frozen till morning.
Up at six, and ofi" by the quick train which
runs in and out along the little railway

skirting the Rhine from Cologne to May-
ence. Ah, me

!

When first I saw ye, Cari luoghi,

I'd scarce a beard upon my face

!

There wa.s no railway in those days, and
the last time but one that I visited the
Rhine was in the company of one whom
the public—which at one time so delighted

in him—has forgotten, but who was my dear
friend, and whose memory a certain small

knot of us yet keep green—Albert Smith.
He was visiting the " exulting and abound-
ing river" then, with an eye to business,

and I who knew it so well was acting as-

his cicerone. And now every crag, every
ruined castle, brings back to me some re-

membrance of him, and the refrain of the-

song, which we wrote together, and which
he sung with such point.

Sitting on the deck together, in the autumn weather
fine,

Drinking what the waiter calls, eine halbe flasche-

Moselwein,

is ringing in my ears. No awning-covered

steam-boats now on the Rhine, no pleasant

tourist passenger traffic, no rafts that I see

(I lived three days on a raft once, and bar-

ring being nearly swamped in the whii'l-

pool of the Lorelei, had a very good time of

it), nothing but a few black tugs dragging
heavily laden barges against the stream, or

here and there peasants crossing from on&
bank to another, and shovelling the water
away with their flat wooden spades, as is

their custom.

Was it at Bonn or at Coblentz that I first

saw a French prisoner? It must have
been at the latter place, after we had

j

crossed the broad bridge over the Moselle,

and had caught a glimpse of Ehrenbreit-

stein on the opposite bank of the river. He
was a little man, whose melanclioly appear-

ance scarcely consorted well witli his rather

:y,
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comic style of apparel, for he liad on the

red mihtaiy trousers of his nation, a long-

Prussian soldier's over-coat, and a white

English billycock hat. He was an object

of much remark, and to all the staring and
pointing and grimaces he said notliing, but

he looked round on his captors, and then

shrugged his shoulders, and expectorated

in a manner which meant much. More
French prisoners hired out to farmers, and
hard at work in the fields. More Prussian

soldiers right about facing, and going-

through the various rudiments of drill, a

glimpse of Mayence, the strongly fortified,

a dash through Darmstadt, the neat and
pretty residence of our Princess Alice, a

reminiscence of the whole line of country

from Cologne to Asschaflfenburg, ruddy
with the glorious autumnal tint on vine-

yard and forest, and scarp and fell.

I am to have two hours' rest at Wiirz-

burg, and there I propose taking my meal,

as I have had nothing to eat since early

morning in Cologne. Entering- into con-

versation with the waiter, who attends upon
me in the admirable restaurant at the

station, I am assured by him that the

half-past seven train by which I propose
travelling is merely a luggage train, with a

few passenger carriages attached, and the

arrival of which at its destination is entirely

dependent on the guard, who has it shunted,

or switched, or sided, according to the

number of trains containing troops or

wounded men which he may meet on the

way. I had much better, my friendly

waiter advises me, remain there until two
the next morning, when there is an express

train which goes straight to Munich, and
is in correspondence with the day mail for

Italy. It is now five in the afternoon, and
to remain at a railway for nine hours is,

as we should say commercially, "a large

order." Nevertheless, I find that the waiter

is right, so that what I have to do is to en-

deavour to amuse myselfas best I can. Let
me first look through the various depart-

ments of the station itself. It is apparently

a great centre of organisation, and its supe-

riority to anything of its class in England
is at once rdanifest. Here are the oflices

for the issue of tickets, for the weighing
and forwarding of the lugrgage, the post-

ofiice, the telegrajah ofiice—all separate large

rooms, all admirably fitted and appointed;

the restaurant, tAvo large rooms, one for

first and second, the other for third-class

passengers, and the Etappen-Commando.
What is the Etappen-Commando ? to what
language do the words belong- ? I think I

have seen it mentioned in the letters of the

war correspondents to the London news-
papers : but I confess I am utterly ignorant
of their meaning. I look through the
glazed doors on which the mystic words
are insci-ibed, and I see a very comfortable
room, fitted with arm-chairs, and writing-

tables covered with very official-looking

documents, the walls hung round wi.h
maps and plans. At the largest table is

seated a white-haired, white-bearded, stifi'-

built, stalwart officer, and two or three

younger men, apparently v/riting from his

dictation, or carrying out his instructions.

I have no further time to devote to the

Etappen-Commando, for at a kind of tempo-
rary booth established on the platform, and
labelled '' Hiilfs Verein," I notice some
excitement going forward, and strolling

thither I find a number of men and Avomen,
all Avearing the red cross badge of the

Geneva convention on their arms, occupied

in sorting big loaves of bread, and in tap-

ping small barrels of beer, Avhile one of

them is cutting up a ham into anything'

but Vauxhall slices. I find, too, a httle

gathering of the townspeople on the plat-

form, and, on inquiring, I learn that a train

of Prussian soldiers going to the front is

immediately expected. In a few minutes
it arrives, the engine and some of the car-

riages decked with laurels, and the soldiers

who compose its load shouting lustily, and
singing the "free German Rhine." No
sooner is it alongside than the Geneva
auxiliaries rush to it, cari-ying enormous
baskets of bread and kriigs of beer. This

last gift seems to be superfluous, as the
" liquoring up" has CAddently been going
on at previous stations, and the majority of

the men have already had more than is

good for them. But they are feted, and
caressed, and applauded, and go on their

way rejoicing-. They are scarcely clear of

the station before Ave receive information

that another train may be expected imme-
diately. When it arrives we find it a train

of a very difierent character, filled Avith

wounded men. If the demonstrations of

the Hiilfs Verein Avere genial to the train

which has just left, they are enthusiastic to

the new arrival; the doors of the great lug-

gage Avaggons, thrown open, and disclosing

numbers of men in a helpless condition, are

at once besieged by the provender bringers,

and those who are well enough to descend

are helped out, and led to the restaurant

with the greatest kindness, and there enter-

tained AA'ith much generosity. The kindly

feeling is contagious. I catch it as soon as
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any one, and rnsh about distributing the

contents of my cigar-case, wbicb I had
brought from home, then buying a whole
lot of German -grown cigars, which are

very cheap, and I dare say very nasty, but
which are undoubtedly very larg'e, and
very much liked. Some of the wounded
men, as provident as Nelson's coxswain,

take the cigars, but hint a desire for

schnaps, and straightway the kreutzers

fly. Then a rapid inspection of some of

the wounded, who reside in or are billeted

on the neighbourhood, is made by the

grey-headed officer from the Etappen Com-
mando, they are drafted off, the train pro-

ceeds with the rest, and we are left again
in silence.

I had only ordered, not eaten, my dinner,

and there is no more agreeable means of

passing the time than by inwardly refresh-

ing oneselt, so I returned to the restaurant,

and sat down to an excellent meal, and
amused myself with looking around me.
And, in the first place, I am grateful that

this weary length of time is to be got
through rather at a foreign than at an
English railway station. I recal the Eng-
lish waiting-rooms, of which I have seen

so much lately, the soul-depressing drab
colour of the walls ; the hard seats so

primly arranged ; the flying leaves of texts

suspended like relig-ious towels over towel-

horses ; the cheering advertisement of the

Railway Insurance Company ; and the

never-failing reference to the exact spot in

the neighbourhood where Horniman's tea

is to be procured. Now I am seated in a
splendid salle, brightly painted, well lit,

warm, and cheerful, little marble-topped
tables scattered around ; all the chairs

are easy and comfortable ; the walls are

painted in fresco, after classical designs,

and one end of the room is filled up by
a large sideboard, half walnut-wood, half

looking-glass, on which plate, and glass,

and china, and bottles of bright liquids,

and long flasks with tinfoil necks, and
bon-bon boxes, and all sorts of piquant
edibles, the coquetry of charcuterie, are

tastefully arranged, and in the little cosey

place behind three or four clean, comfort-

able, and sufficiently well, but certainly

not over-dressed women, are seated. Enter
a short, stout man, who asks for a glass

of beer, drinks it standing, and departs.

Enter a thin, gentlemanly, bearded man,
wx'apped in a large cloak with a fur collar,

leading an Italian greyhound by a string; he
seats himself at a table, and calls for a cup
of coflTee, and, while drinking it, chats plea-

santly with the waiter. Enter a high
official of the railway in uniform, who
goes straight to the bar, into the sacred
precincts of which he is admitted. This
gentleman is old, and not particularly well
favoured, but he has evidently what is

vulgarly called the gift of the gab, and
bears out the truth of the French pliiloso-

pher's saying, " Avec les hommes I'amour
entre par les yeux, avec les femmes par les

oreilles," for the ladies crowd around him,
and clap their hands and scream with de-

light at his little witticisms, and vie with
each other in trying to do him honour.

One of these young women bends forward
to look at the clock (the hands of which
seem to have a very odd movement, moving
palpably forward with great jumps like the

laands of a clock in a theatrical scene),

takes down her cloak and hood, unhooks a

play bill, and is oS" to the theatre ; the

railway official making a jocular offer to

accompany her, which is i:egatived by the

other ladies amongst whom he is detained.

Then I go out for a " constitutional," and for

an hour and a half pace up and down the

broad platform, not quite understanding
why I am there at all, and quite incapable

of making out what day of the week it

is, or how long I have been away from
home.
When I return to the restaurant I find the

whole staff of the Etappen-Commando, grey-

headed chief, and several subalterns, and a
sprinkling of civilians, established round a
table. Each man has a huge glass of beer

before him ; each man has a pipe or cigar

in his mouth ; and each man is talking at

the top of his voice, and pantomiming with
every one of his ten fingers. Their talk is

of the war of course, and I notice that,

whereas they speak of France and French-

men with contempt, they speak of Eng-
land and Englishmen with disgust. Sit-

ting by, smoking my cigar, and sipping my
hock and seltzer water, I hear the German
opinion of my country's doings expressed in

all candour. Unquestionably the speakers

were ignorant of my nationality, or out of

courtesy they would have been more re-

ticent ; but their talk did them a great deal

of good, and me no harm, and, moreover, a

great deal of what they said had the strange

merit of being strictly true. So they talked

—ye gods, how they talked ! — until mid-

night, when, with an amount of bowing
and bending which Avould have done the

Lord Chamberlain's heart good to witness,

they wished each other good-night, and de-

parted.

.p
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Then came on a very sad time indeed. I

could not eat any more ; I had drunk and
smoked more than enough ; all the ladies in

the bar retired save one, who composed her-

self to sleeja in the darkest corner ; the soli-

tary waiter left "tucked his head under

his wing," like the robin in the nursery

song, and went to sleep too. I had no
book, so I could not read ; I could not sit

staring straight before me, so I started to

my feet, and for two hours walked up
and down that long room, weaving foot

patterns of great intricacy among the

tables. The train, which was to have

started at two, did not leave till three ; but

I got possession of my carriage, had my-
self locked in, and wrapping myself in my
huge Ulster over-coat, I pulled my sealskin

cap over my eyes, and went to sleep. I

only woke once at some station where our

train stopped to receive two coffins contain-

ing the bodies of officers of high rank, who
had fallen in the war, and then I slept

again until we reached Munich.

BRIGANDS.

The world, not long since, was affrighted

and hori-ified by the deeds of brigands in

Italy, of brigands in Greece, and of bri-

gands in Spain. Those deeds are not for-

gotten yet ; but they w^ere punished to a
certain extent, and it was hoped we had
heard the last of them. But no; that

happy conclusion was not to be. The
plague was not stayed ; and now it has
broken out again in the country where we
may almost fear it is permanently endemic.
In the second week of October last, a band
of brigands, said to number about twenty,
crossed the frontier from Turkey, marched
into Greece unobserved, and, though in-

cluding men well known to the authorities

as possessing intimate acquaintance with
the country round Livadeia, were allowed
to take up their quarters in the neighbour-
hood of that flourishing provincial town
without discovery.

On Tuesday, the 11th, they entered this

town of six thousand inhabitants, while it

was still light, and carried off Mr. Philo,

the deputy of, or member for Livadeia,
proprietor of a large landed estate in the
vicinity, and Mr. Leonardides, in whose
house he was staying. The capture was
effected in accordance with their usual
tactics. During the short Grecian twilight,

six brigands walked into the towm in pai'-

ties of two, looking as like peasants as they

could. They had ascertained that the

men of the house were to be absent all

night on farm business, and that only the

deputy and his host remained ; so they

crept in at the door unnoticed, pinioned

and gagged their captives, and intimidated

and silenced the women before any alarm
could be given. Other brigands were, at

the same time, w^atching in the street,

to prevent anybody's leaving or entering

the house. After it was dark the cap-

tives were carried oiF, the brigands taking

them separately through the streets, and
thus gained the open country. They de-

clared to the women, before leaving the

house, that if any information was given,

and a pursuit attempted, they would
murder their prisoners. Their deed was,

therefore, concealed for some hours, and
they had the whole night to gain their

place of concealment.

In this astounding case of outrage, it is

specially to be noted—as a clue to the

motive of other like outrages—that great

sympathy was felt for Mr. Philo, who is

personally weU known and highly esteemed

by the best men in Athens, wliere he gene-

rally resides. He is a man of education,

has been elected president of the Chamber
of Deputies in King Otho's time, and occu-

pies a high political position without being
either an ofiicial or a place-hunter. He is

one of the independent provincial landed

proprietors of whom Greece may be proud,

as being gentlemen in education and in

conduct. One of his daughters resides in

Bavaria, as maid of honour, with the de-

throned queen, Amalia.

Mr. Philo's case is by no means un-
common (he and his companion were ran-

somed for something more than three thou-

sand pounds sterling). It may be instructive

to cast a glance at the peculiar features

of this class of crimes. They are especially

hideous, revolting, and diabolical. Why ?

What is it that makes brigandage a
stigma and an opprobrium to the country

that fails to repress it ? Brigandage is

robbery, personal violence, often murder.
In other countries besides Italy and Greece,,

unhappily, robbery, personal violence, and
murder are committed -without exciting

the same execration as the deeds perpe-

trated by the brigands of Greece. Gar-
rotting and plundering the old and infirm

;

stoppages by night on lonely roads, with
threats of "Your money or your life!"

burglaries, ending in the shedding of

blood, for the sake of a booty in cash or

valuables, are all bad ; bad enough, and to

-fi^
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spare : but universal feeling regards them
as venial offences when compared with the

system of kidnapping so ruthlessly prac-

tised by the robbers of Greece. Why should

it be so ?

Brigandage is robbery, personal violence,

extortion, kidnapping, torture, and murder
combined ; but, if we inspect' it closely, it

is something more ; and it is that some-

thing more which excites our execration.

An ordinary robber, garrotter, or murderer
attacks his victim, and his victim only.

He despoils him of what he has, and there

is an end of it. He makes no one but the

patient suffer, at the time, or previous to

the consummation of the act of violence.

The brigand makes his victim merely an
instrument to Avork on the feelings of

others—the screw to be put on the affec-

tions of his friends. A merely rich man,
in the hands of brigands, sup^iorted by
no love or respect from without, would
be comparatively of httle worth. It is not

the prisoner who is squeezable, but his be-

longings. A housebreaker, resisted and
forced to fight, will kill his opponent in

the heat of the strife. The brigand in

cold blood tortures his prisoner, and kills

him, if need be, to extort from others the

money demanded. The prisoner may care

less about his own sufferings, and his own
life, than his friends care for him. The
brigand knows it, calculates upon it, and
takes advantage of it. He is aware that

affection is sometimes stronger than self.

It is this infliction of vicarious torture,

this cowardly crushing of one heart by
cruelties exercised on or threatened to

another, Avhich brands brigandage with its

superlative infamy. By seizing the person
of one beloved object, the brigand thrusts

his hand simultaneously into many pockets,

and so commits a concentrated theft. He
robs in safety people at a distance. He does
not give fair fight, nor anything like it.

There is no possibility of an honest stand-

up struggle ; no pretence to the conduct
of loyal belligerents. We should call it a
thoroughly un-English mode of attack. Our
highwaymen of old would have scorned to

be guilty of such proceedings. And yet we
may note now and then, in England, some
faint shadow of that peculiar line of

business.

In a room in a by-street near a fa.shion-

s,ble square, sits a close-shaven man with
grisly hair, expressionless eyes, and bushy
whiskers. Books about the peerage and the

landed gentry are his Bible and his Testa-

ment. He has made it his careful studv

to know the habits of the young men about
town with expectations, taking peculiar

interest in those who promise to outrun
the constable; judiciously and opportunely
he issues letters, containing the most phi-

lanthropic offers. Temporary embarrass-
ments are to be cleared away, ready money
is to be supplied for a mere formality, a
nothing—a few scrawls on a bit of paper.

Assistance is supplied from time to time on
the same easy terms, until the benevolent
gentleman thinks it right to stop. When the

young debtor is fliirly caught, the strings of

the net are drawn tightly round him. If he
do not pay what is asked, he is ruined for

life; and of course it was known that he could

not pay. But what does that matter ? By
means unknown his paterfamilias is made
acquainted with the state of things ; also

a wealthy maiden aunt, supposed to have
been fond of the curly-headed boy. A
family council is held, assisted perhaps by
the family legal adviser. It turns out that

measures have been cleverly taken : resist-

ance would only cause unavailing scandal

;

purses are clubbed, funds are somehow
raised, and the captive is ransomed from
the brigand's—I beg the smooth-shaved
gentleman's pardon— from the money-
lender's clutches.

There is a cottage of gentility with a
neglected garden, all the more striking for

its negligence. Its roses luxuriate un-

checked by the knife, its summer fruits

hang ungathered on the bough. Within
sits a fair young lady, pale and thin, and
prematurely growing old. She is nursing

a little boy, her consolation and her stay.

But where is the father ? Ah, where in-

deed ? She married, for love, one un-

worthy of her. He absents himself often,

scarcely condescending to put forth a pre-

text, and on returning just keeps up ap-

pearances. Relations, guessing the truth,

whisper to each other, " I'm sure they are

not a happy couple." The neighbours,

more sharp-eyed, know all about it. He
now and then ill-ti-eats her. When ? At
his first truant outbreak, her parents said

nothing ; at his second, they remonstrated.

Ill-treatment the first. After his third, he
wanted more money. Refused ; ill-treat-

ment. After the fourth, money granted;

no ill-treatment. And so forth ; month
after month, and year after year. He has
her, and he means to keep her. Having
her, he can defy the reproaches and bleed

the pockets of those who love her dearly.

It has gone on hitherto, to avoid blazoning

such sorrows to the world ; but it can
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hardly go on indefinitely. The protection

of the law ivill have to be appealed to

;

and the sooner the better, say we. But
the case itself—is it one of incompatibility,

domestic unhappiness, cruelty, and the

rest ; or is it an application of brigandage

to civilised life ? They might think it a

clever stroke in Greece, not unworthy to

have been invented there.

Brigandage is the pursuit of wicked
ends by the agency of fear respecting the

fate of others. The Reign of Terror, in

the fu'st French Revolution, was political

brigandage pushed to its utmost limits. It

was a standing threat to this effect :
" Ton

see the guillotine set up in permanence

;

you see how we send to it, in any numbers
we please, venerable old men, delicately

nurtured women, and almost girls. Shape
your political conduct strictly in accordance

with our views, or we will sacrifice those

dearest to you, for the maintenance and
confiiination of our power." Was not this

true brigandage, with ambition for the

passion to be gratified instead of greed ?

Social brigandage assumes hydra-headed
shapes, some of them too terrible to be

pictured here. The victims ordinarily

selected are those who have the most, and
the most respectable belongings, or who
happen to be the most defenceless—clergy-

men, medical men, schoolmasters, single

ladies, widows, young men just entering

life. Not seldom the pressure becomes so

strong and so maddening, that the wi*etched

sufferer resolves to save his friends from
pain by nashing into the self-sacrifice of

suicide, as the less dreadful evil of the two.

Can it be wondered at that, even with
strong minds, continued mental torture

should end in insanity ?

Nor are the British Isles the only country
in which social brigands hunt after prey.

In France, they have a special name,
"chanteurs," and the exercise of their pro-

fession is known as "chantage." Canler,

ancien chef du service de surete, of the
French police, quietly tells us, in his re-

pulsive Memoires, that he knew in Paris at

least fifteen of those gentry, who carried on
their trade for many years with great
success, without the police being able to

touch them. The reason of their apparent
impunity is plain : nobody dared to com-
plain of their proceedings. Nevertheless,

the authorities managed, with difficulty, to

get together some amount of evidence, and
a few " chanteurs " were sent to adorn the

prisons with their presence. At the time
of Canler's writing (18G2), fonr ex-chan-

teurs were living in Paris, in very easy

circumstances. The first, formerly secre-

tary to a commissaire de police, had got

together a fortune of four hundred a year.

The second lived in the Champs-Elysees

;

he possessed pictures worth more than a

hundred thousand francs, and a country

chateau in the Touraine. The third, own-
ing property near the Barriere de Conr-
celles, led the life of a respectable in-

dependent gentleman, and was highly

esteemed by all the neighbourhood, who-

were ignorant of his antecedents. The
fourth was also exceedingly well off. All

of them, after feathering their nests, had
bid adieu to their brigandage, and were
sheltering, under the cover of an irre-

proachable conduct, the produce of a course-

of vile machinations and shameful frauds.

A favourite branch of " chantage " in

France is the pillage of those unfortunate

men who, having sinned against honesty

on one occasion only, and expiated their

fault in prison, strive to lead a life of probity

and to merit sympathy, if not respect.

Chanteurs of this class have almost all

taken rank in the bagne, and their con-

science has long been seared by habits of

crime. They carefully search out some
former prison - companion, who would be
ruined in the eyes of the world by the

simple fact ofhaving suff'ered imprisonment,

but who is endeavoui-ing hard to return to

society and to obtain a subsistence by
honest labour. Once found, they fasten

on him as an old acquaintance, and the

work of brigandage begins.

One day, there stepped into Canler's

bureau a good-looking man, respectably

dressed, who said: " Monsieui', my name is

H. I am the owner of an establishment

which is growing more and more j^ros-

perous every day. I am happily married,

and the father of two dear children. In

short, monsieur, for several years past I

have enjoyed almost perfect happiness,

when a wretch came and robbed me of all

my joys and destroyed every hope for the

future. I must state"—blushing crimson

with shame—" that, fifteen years ago, T

was tried for a mercantile forgery, and for

that criminal act, committed in a moment
of madness, I was sentenced to G.ve years

of penal servitude. I underwent my punish-

ment in the midst of the ignoble beings by

whom bagncs are filled. It was through
seeing them every day, and hearing their

conversation, that I felt the full enormity

of my fault : and I resolved to retrieve it,

at the expiration of my sentence, by an

'^'' rJO.
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industrious and honourable life. Heaven
seemed to bless my repentance. Once free,

I came to Paris, where I was not known.
By hard work I succeeded in establishing

myself in a small way of business. It was
then that I married a charming woman,
who, as well as her family, is ignorant of

my past misconduct, and who every day ex-

horts her children to imitate their father's

example."
Here the poor man, overcome by his

feelings, was obliged to pause in his narra-

tive. He soon continued : "I believed that

the expiation had been in proportion to the

fault, and that I should be permitted to

enjoy a little repose, when a w^retch named
B. met me, about eighteen months ago. I

recognised him as having been at the

bagne at the same time as myself. He
came to my house, congratulated me on

my good fortune, and obtained information

respecting my circumstances. Two days
afterwards, he presented himself again,

under the pretext of borrowing fifty francs,

which I dared not refuse him, for he could

ruin me with a single word. A few days

afterwards, he came for a hundred francs,

stating that he wanted it to meet a bill.

And then he made fresh demands of suc-

cessively more exorbitant sums, enforcing

them all by the threat of exposing me to

my newly acquired family and connexions.

He has ah"eady extorted from me more
than six thousand francs : if this goes on,

I shall soon be ruined. Consequently,

monsieur, I determined, happen what may,
to put myself in your hands, and beg you
to protect me from this villain."

" But," asked Cauler, " have you never
tried to make B. understand how infamous
liis conduct is ?"

" Often, monsieur ; but whenever I tell

him he is ruining me, he answers, ' Bah !

bah ! All stufi' and rubbish ! You must shell

out, or else I will tell everybody, every-

where, that you are nothing but a galley-

slavo' !"

He wept bitterly as he concluded his

story, Canler comforted him as well as

he could, and dismissed him with the

promise that he would personally attend

to his affair. Next day, by Canler's orders,

B. was arrested by two agents of police,

and brought to the bureau. There, after

a lecture on his baseness, for which he,

probably, did not care a pin, he was served

with an order of the prefect of police, ex-

pelling him for life from the capital. The
complainant, fi'om that moment, was trou-

bled no more, and his family were never

pained by the threatened revelation. Un-
fortunately, not every one who falls a prey
to brigands can call fortli a Deus ex
machina, a chef de surete, or an irre-

sponsible prefet de police, to rescue him.

How, then, can the schemes and strata-

gems of brigands of society be batHed and
defied ? The answer is so plain that it be-

comes almost a stupid truism. If every-

body was always circumspect, straight-

forward, self-denying, sinless ; if nobody
was ever unwary, weak, foolish, dishonest,

immoral, wicked; if nobody thought of

tempting others, and nobody dreamt of

courting temptation ; if nobody ever laid

traps for others, even if anybody would
fall into a trap, if laid ; if a few other

grand alterations could be made, why then

—why then, indeed, the world would be

a very different sort of world from what
it is.

MISS PONSONBY'S COMPANION.
In Twelve Chapters.

chapter iii. the invisible thief.

It is not a pleasant thing, it may be
conceded, to lose a ten-pound note ; but
still there are various ways of behaving
under such a calamity. If you cannot,

after such a deprivation, evoke a sardonic

smile, at least assume a decorous dignity.

A miserable joke or an apposite proverb
will carry off the thing much better

than a hang-dog silence, which at once
marks you as an immediate object for the

most humiliating pity at the hand of a

man's worst and most aggressive enemies
—his second-hand friends. A certain dis-

mal consolation, too, may be by some per-

sons derived by the crescendo process, as

thus : the fellow is a rascal, say, and I con-

fess I should like to fit him with Luke's
iron crown, having first stretched him care-

fully out on Damien's bed of steel; but
still I have much to be grateful for in

the fact that the scamp did not take my
twenty-pound note, my four-post bed, or

my collar of wine, or.my wife, or, in fact,

if that's all, my life. Philosophy, coscy in

its snug arm-chair, has devised many such

cataplasms for human ills; has often shown,
indeed, that money is a mere phantasma,
and proved a thousand times that thei'e is

no such thing as pain ; and yet the idiotic

Avorld will go on nevertheless scraping to-

gether gold, and screaming out when it is

hurt.
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111 the present instance, Miss Ponsonby
was far too distracted at lier loss to think

of posing herself in any philosophical atti-

tudes of sham resignation. The loss so

vexed and alarmed her, so fretted her

brain, and wrung her thrifty heart, that

she was, for the moment, indifferent to all

appearances. A lady by birth and educa-

tion as she was, if she had been well enough
at that moment, she would have run right

away down Crampton High-street, like

Mohere's Avare, screaming, " Tliieves

!

thieves ! I've lost a ten-pound note !"

Even now, weak and worn as she was, she

could not contain herself, although in the

presence of the new doctor. She stood

there, tottering, at the head of the stairs,

clinging to the banisters like a broken-

down Cassandra, an old Lady Macbeth,
at the last gasp, or a dilapidated Banshee,
proclaiming the emigration of the old

family, and the consequent close of her

ghostly engagement. Each and all of these

characters did the distracted old lady of

fortune alternately resemble. Miss Dam-
pier flew up-stairs, swift as a bird, and be-

fore Mercy or Mr. Tresham could run to

her aid, caught her aunt in her arms just

as she was in the very act of falling faint

and exhausted at the stair-head. In a mo-
ment, however, the young doctor had re-

leased her of the burden, and with two or

three prompt, yet soothing words, assured

her that there was no danger. The three

then lifted the inconsolable old lady carefully

into her sanctum, a snug little room adjoin-

ing her bedroom, where some black profile

portraits, cut out with the scissors, hung
in oval frames over the mantel-piece, and
an old-fashioned bureau, open, and strewn
with papers, stood up in a corner by one of

the windows.
" Dear, dear aunt," said Lilly Dampier,

kneeling beside the almost delirious old

lady, and stroking her thin, cold hands,
" what is it you have lost ? Where was it ?

No doubt it is all safe. There's no one been
here to-day, except I and Mercy. Has
there, Mercy ?"

" Not as I knows on," said that person

;

" no one at least that I've set my eyes upon,

but there's been the works of darkness
here somehow. The Lord deliver us !"

" I'll have justice," said the old lady,

recovering as if by a violent efibrt, and
gasping out every word as if on the verge
of a fainting fit. "Lilly, I will find that

note. Let me go now." And, as she

spoke, Miss Ponsonby chided and almost
shook Lilly in the passion of the moment.

as if she was grappling, in her feeble way,
with the thief himself.

" My dear madam," said the young doc-

tor, sharply and quickly, " pray calm your-
self. You seem weak

;
you breathe with

difficulty, and to give way to this excite-

ment is injurious to you in the highest

degree." Then he turned to Mercy, and
said, in a stern, prompt way :

" Have you
any sal-volatile in the house ? If so, run
directly for the bottle and bring it, and a
wine-glass, and some cold water. If you
have no sal-volatile, get some brandy. We
must give a restorative at once. Don't
stand there repeating texts that don't the

least apply, but go quick."

Almost immediately that Miss Ponsonby
had drank the glass of opaline liquid, she

seemed to suddenly grow stronger and
calmer. She even tottered, with Lilly's

help, to the bureau, to show her where she

had left the ten-pound note, with some
others, the night before. Then she suddenly
relapsed for a moment into hysterical tears,

faint screams, cries for justice, and denun-
ciations of felonious persons in general,

with a violence of feeling, as Tresham began
quickly to think, quite out of all reasonable

and sane proportion to the extent of the loss.

But he took a wide and generous view of

the matter, and concluded that the rich old

maid was probably not so much lamenting
the mere ten pounds as regretting the loss

of confidence it would produce and the de-

tracting views of human nature it would
encourage. But he took far too hberal an
estimate of that contracted, selfish, and
acidulated mind.

" Mr. Tresham," she said, her pride

sobering her as she grew more composed,
" I am sorry you see me for the first time
in such a state of vexation and excitement,

but this loss is really most extraordinary

and unaccountable. I had the money last

night. I left it there on my desk, and
when I left the room Lilly locked the door
for me, and gave me the key as usual.

To-day I get up and go in, and two hours
after I miss this ten-pound note; some
one's robbed me. You locked the door,

last night, did you not, Lilly ?"

" Oh, yes, aunt."
" It is very unaccountable," said Tre-

sham, after a moment's thought ;
" very.

Are there no workpeople or charwomen
about the house who might have been
tempted by this money?"

"I really don't know, Mr. Tresham,"
said Miss Ponsonby. " I have had no
reason before—but—well, one doesn't know
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whom to trust in a place like this. I have
never yet found out our present char-

woman in anj act of dishonesty, but there's

no knowing."
"Oh, aunt, dear," said Miss Dampier,

" you could not suspect that good, nice Mrs.

Lawford ? She's so industrious and re-

spectful, and I have never seen her up-

stairs, except when she was scouring the

spare room."
"My dear, you don't know the world,"

said her aunt. " Dishonest persons, as

Mr. Tresham will tell you, are often plau-

sible enough."
" But, dear aunt, I was by your side

talking till you fell asleep, and no one en-

tered the room afterwards till you called."

" You ought not to have left me. If

you had not left me this would not have
happened." Miss Ponsonby uttered this

complaint with the fretfulness of an in-

valid, and a good deal of that tyranny that

rich patronesses sometimes exercise towards

their proteges.

Tresham was quick to the "^escue. In-

stinctively he seemed to shrink from hear-

ing his patient assume a tone of authority

and querulous complaint towards Miss
Dampier. Feeling Miss Ponsonby's pulse,

he said, " Yes, the sal-volatile has done
you good. I should strongly advise you now
to go to bed. This excitement and talking

is very injurious to you, and may " set up"
a state of the throat and chest that would
keep you awake half the night. Miss
Dampier, you must plead with me."
At that moment the door flew open, and

in ran Susan, the pretty little maid-servant,

very red with running, her bonnet on hind-

part before, and the pound of arrowi'oot in

her hand. Finding nobody down-stairs on
her return, the girl, fearing something had
happened, had run up to see where every-

body was. She drew back on seeing a

stranger.
" You never came for my letter for the

four o'clock po.st, Susan," said Miss Pon-
sonby. " You positively are the most care-

less girl that ever was known. You really

seem to have no head—no head at all.

There, give Mercy the arrowroot and go."

Susan seemed heedless of these gene-

ralised accusations, and gave the arrow-

root to the time-server Mercy, who nudged
and muttei-ed a rebuke, from which Susan,

a strong, sturdy gii'l, broke forth, and
pushed again to the front, being frank, bold,

and luien cumbered with any Oriental ideas

of obedience.
" But if you please, mum—yes I will.

Mercy—if you please 'm, I did come, but
you were asleep, and I did not desire to

wake you, mum, so I took the letter off

the desk just where I seed it when you
told me when I brought the beef-tea. I

put it into the post by the baker's, mum,
and the postman came up just then, and
told me it was all right. Yes I will, Mercy.
I've done nothing to be ashamed of, and I

will."

It was natural that Tresham and Miss
Dampier should smile at the little maid's
fervid explanation and Mercy's indignation

at her self-justification, for the by-play was
worthy of Wilkie's pencil.

" Come here, come here, girl," said Miss
Ponsonby, sternly, from the old-fashioned

round-backed arm-chair by the door, into

which she had sunk.

Susan approached, half frightened, and
the moment she was in reach the old lady's

thin hand flew at her, and gripped her con-

vulsively by the arm.
" It was she took it," she screamed

;

"this Susan stole it—this was the girl

—

stole it when I was asleep. Call the police !

Don't let her escape ! Lock the doors ! I

will have my ten pounds. Give me the

ten pounds."
" I am sure Susan wotild not steal any-

thing," said Miss Dampier. " Dear aunt,

do control yourself Mr. Tresham, isn't

her head perhaps wandering ? You would
not for the world, would you, Susan ?"

" I could wager my word, Miss Pon-

sonby," said Tresham, " that this girl is no
thief."

Before Susan could recover her astonish-

ment sufficiently, the door again flew open,

and in bounced a good-looking, stout, active

charwoman, with a wet scrubbing-brush

and flannel in one hand and a piece of soap

in the other.
" What's all this, I should like to know,

about my Susan ?" she said, in a tone of

almost aggressive protest, as she made a

dash at Susan, and carried her by a coup
de main. " Beg your pardon, madam and
miss, but I happened to be going up-stairs

with my pail, and I heai-d Miss Ponsonby
cry out that my Susan had stolen ten

pounds, which, I say, is an onpossible

thing, for ray Susan's been well brought

up, though we are poor people, as you

may say, and she would never go for to

do it. Only just look at her now. You
can see she don't even know what you

mean. Rich people mislay their money,

and then go and lay it to the charge of poor

girls, whose character is all they have to
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depend upon. So you'll please take a

month's notice from my Susan from this

day, mum."
In the midst of this scene—for the flood

of the honest woman's indignation was not

easily stopped—Mr. Tresham, promising to

send some composing medicine, quietly took

his leave. The last person's face on whom his

eyes rested in that room was not, you may
depend upon it, that ofMiss Ponsonl3y. Miss
Dampier having bowed to him, did not turn
again as he left. She was intent on tran-

quillising her aunt and pleading for Susan.

Why should he have cared for that P Yet
he did. Talk of woman's vanity !—but
as he was a man, I must be merciful to

him.

As he passed through the hall the doctor

looked into the parlour, where the phantom
of Miss Ponsonby's pretty companion still

sat by the fire, now sunk low and smoul-
dering, to call and rebuke Dandy, who was
scratching with mistaken zeal at the parlour

wainscot for a purely ideal rat—in fact, the

ghost of the one that escaped in the yard
from George's broom. A dash Dandy
made at some white object on the hearth-

rug, which he tossed about in absurd fury,

and eventually wound madly round his

body, drew the doctor's attention to three

or four little dark specks on the carpet,

which he stooped and picked up. They
were violets that had been dropped by Lilly

when she was filling the cluster of five

little white parian Greek vases, which
stood in the centre of the round table.

The object that so teased, distracted, and
delighted Dandy was the strip cut off one
of the white frills that stood up like shirt-

collars round the little flowers that had
been deluded into mistaking October for

April. Man, especially young man, as has
been often observed, is a strange, irrational

animal, else why should the young doctor
have kissed the stray violets and then thrust

them hastily into his waistcoat-pocket with
as guilty an air as if he had committed
felony. jSTo doubt the mysterious thief,

whoever he might be, who had purloined
Miss Ponsonby's ten pounds, had been twice
as bold in his abstraction. Yet, after all,

what harm in keeping the violets in re-

membrance of a pretty and interesting face

that he might not see more than once or
twice again ? None, of course, that was the
utter absurdity of it ; and why did a big man
like that blush as he Avhistled for Dandy,
let himself out, and slammed the black,

heavy-panelled door after him as quietly as
iu would let him ?

The same moon, but now clear and keen
as a golden sickle. The wind w^as fresher,

and was busy sweeping the sky free of

cloud. Even the two sour spinster trees

looked more cheerful, and were whispering
together in a low voice, and nodding their

heads at the same moment like half-sleepy

gossips at "the latter end of a sea-coal

fire." A fanciful person might have almost
supposed that, as friends of the family,

they were discussing together the loss of

Miss Ponsonby's ten pounds. The old

bay-trees guarding the steps, standing as

much on their respectability as ever, and
with leaves glittering like silver, rustled in

their stiff, old-fashioned way as Frank
Tresham passed, as if to wish him a
good evening. It was evidently meant
well, and so Frank took it. As he walked
home he thought over the mysterious

robbery, and in his mind at once acquitted

the little servant-girl. " If burglars ever
carry off that amiable old lady's plate-

chest," he thought to himself, "I beheve she

would go stark staring mad. I have seen

many odd faces in my time,
'

' he went on in

his reverie, " but Inever saw anything odder
than the look that detestable lady's-maid

gave me when she described Gumboge's
medicine. I should almost have imagined
she was fond of laudanum herself. I don't

like that woman—wonder if sJie collared the

ten-pound note ? Not unlikely, repeated a

text the next moment perhaps, and will give

sixpence on Sunday at the chapel to the Tim-
buctoo mission." That pretty niece, too, he
thought, was, after all, the very companion
that he had sketched in such odious colours.

But just then a singular phenomenon dis-

turbed Frank Tresham's reverie, for out of

one of those deep blue spaces in the sky the

moon suddenly launched forth, and in the

glory of the tldii cloud into which it sailed

there appeared for a moment a face as like

Lilly Dampier 's as two peas. An instant

after the same vision reappeared in the

moonlight that gleamed out on a g-arden

wall. After all, it was a pleasant spectre by
which to bo temporarily haunted.

When Frank got home the pheasant was
still warm, but it was only a wreck of its

former greatness. Such are the sacrifices

which life demands of us. Nevertheless,

our hero ate nearly all the bird without a
grumble, for he was young and eupeptic,

and the beautiful and beatific vision had by
no means taken away his appetite. After-

wards he lit his pipe, put his feet on the hob,

and looked at those violets wdiich he had
picked up on Miss Ponsonby's hearth-
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rug, but he did not throw them iuto the

fire.

CHAPTER rV. THE EARWIG.

" The Whole Duty of Man" is a very
admirohle theological work, but when it

comes to reading it two hours together in

a hot room, it is perhaps apt to produce in

the reader a longing for fresh air, and any
sunshine there may be about.

"Oh, I am so tired, Mercy, of reading,"

said Lilly, the forenoon after the robbery,

as she raa into the parlour wliere Mercy
was dusting. Lilly looked as buoyant and
beautiful as if she had been among May
flowers all the morning ;

" it's very wicked
of me I know, but that Duty of Man is so

much alike, I always seem reading the

same page."
" To me, miss, it seems always veiy

beautiful, and very 'oly. 'Ours and 'ours I

used to sit reading it to poor dear Mrs. Bal-

dock, who is now a saint, if there ever was
a saint. The veiy gown I wear now. Miss
Lilly, was hers. Ah ! that was a loss. She
was always giving. Ah ! if there was only
more like her this would bo a very dififei-ent

world."

A good deal of Mercy's conversation
consisted of groans and ejaculations, un-
less she was scolding or running any one
down, then and then alone she kept strictly

to business. With some sort of respect

for Mercy's fidelity, this lugubrious tone
did not harmonise with Lilly's disposition

that bright morning, and she laughed out
from very merriment of heart, and with
shameful indifference to the merits of the
late lamented Mrs. Baldock. Mercy gave a

sanctimonious sigh, lamenting that youth
and happiness should be allowed to outrage
the world in their momentary forgetfalness

of death and misery.
" Ah ! you're very young, miss," she said

;

" and you haven't found yet that everything
is vanity. It would be better for you if you
had—much better, but then some people
can't abide good things or good people,

and this world's their idol and always will

be."
" My idols, just now, arc sunshine,

liberty, and happiness, Mercy. The reli-

gion I was taught makes people happy, and
they don't hate the sunshine because it is

not so gloomy as their own minds. I dare
say yt)u think I'm Avicked because I don't

always play hymn tunes, and because
I enjoy dancing. Did you ever dance,
Mercy ?"

Mercy groaned, said she hoped she never

had, and implied that such rhythmical
gymnastics were only fit for lost persons,

who were visibly going very much down-
wards—very much so.

Lilly laughed louder than ever at this

outburst, and, as she did so, chirped to a
pet goldfinch in a cage by the window,
whom she called Goldy, and fed with a
lump of sugar, placed between two of the

prettiest cherry lips in the world. Just
then Miss Ponsonby's bell rang sharply and
fretfully.

" There she is again," said Mercy, by no
means in a tone of Christian patience

—

' ring, ring, ring—nothing but ring. Ah,
Miss Lilly, I sometimes think it would be a

mercy if missus was taken."
" Oh, Mercy, how very wicked of you !"

" You know you think so too, Miss Dam-
pier, only you don't like to say so."

" What, lose dear aunt ? No ; I lovo

her too much."
"Dear aunt!" said Mercy, scornfully,

with the tone of a reproachful accomplice
;

" who makes a slave of you, and keeps you
here in a sort of prison, and scolds and
fidgets you about all day. I say again, it

will be a blessed day when the black coach

comes for her."
" Don't smile like that, Mercy

;
you look

quite cruel. What's the matter with you,

Mercy, this morning ? No wonder you
don't like heai'ing me laugh, or seeing me
happy. You're put out to-day. I never

heard you talk like this before. You used

to be always praising aunt."
" I only did that because you did so.

I'm worn out with her lately. Who can
like being called up before daybreak, and
watched and nagged at ? It is too much
for flesh and blood to bear. I know it's

sinful not to bear wot's good for us. There
she is again. There, let her ring. I only

WTLsh she had to wait on herself for a day.

That'd teach her. But it's all my wicked,

unregenerato temper. Miss Lilly, I know,

and you mustn't think anything of it. It's

a trial ; but it's good for me, no doubt, and
I'll try and think so."

Thus the odious woman, finding the

sudden removal of her mask had disgusted

Lilly, who had none to withdraw, shpped
it clumsily on again.

"I've only an hour to be away, Mercy,"
said Lilly, " and I mustn't stop tallying any
longer, for I'm squandering my sunshine.

Mind aunt has her boiled chicken exactly

at one." And Lilly ran off singing, rather

shocked at the contrast between Mercy's

real and assumed manner.
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"I'll see to it," said Mercy, her sallow eyes

turning yellower, as Lilly's mauve locket-

ribbon fluttered round the corner of the pas-

sage that led into the garden, " and I'll see

that I put a spoke in your wheel, too, carny-

ing and wheedling to get missus's money,
and to rob me of what I might have had.

Well, I know I am dovvm in her will, and
that's a blessed comfort, after sore trials

and heavy burdens, almost heavier than

one can bear. Smooth-faced, wheedling
minx ! despising sound doctrine, and turn-

ing up her nose at me. I'll teach her.

There the old cat is, worretting again at

the bell. Ugh ! I wish I'd the mixing of

her medicine."

And full of bitter resolves, Mercy went,

with her face set to do evil, to pour some
leprous distilment in her mistress's ear.

The old lady was sitting at her desk, feebly

turning over a bundle of faded- looking

letters, tied round with pale ribbon, that

had once been blue.
" No one attends to me," she said, quer-

rulously. " I've been ringing the bell for

full half an hour. Here I am left alone, and
I suppose if I was found dead up here no
one but you, Mercy, would give me even a

thought. Ah ! what it is to be old !"

" I told Miss Lilly it was very unfeeling

of her to go running out and leaving you
all alone, but she doesn't care, she said,

so high and miglity as you like ; she

wasn't going to be locked up all day in a
house that was like a jail. I'm afraid,

ma'am, Miss Dampier isn't as contented as

when she first came."
" But she must be contented, and she

shall be contented," said the old lady,

sharply, poking the fire with angry petu-

lance ;
" beggars mustn't be choosers. She

must do as I like. I'll not be ruled by a

chit like her. Did I not give her a home
when no one else would ?"

"You are always kind, and so I told her,

and it's her duty to do all she can, and to

sacrifice her small likings, and to turn
away from worldly pleasures that signify

nothing ; but these young people, brought
into better circumstances than they have a
right to expect, forget all that, and telling

them does no kind of good."
" And what did the inspector say this

morning?"—the old lady did not choose

to enter further into her feelings about

Lilly
—" did he think any one had got in by

the back windows ?"

"No, ma'am ; he said there were no foot-

prints on the flower-bed, and he thought
it must have been done by some one in

the house—some work-person who knew
the way, or some "

" Some what ? Why don't you speak
out?" broke forth the irritable old lady,
" standing there screwing up your eyes and
mouth as if you were keeping something

back. What did the man say ? I don't

want texts and jargon from your chapel

sermons. What did he say ? You have
been a faithful servant to me, Mercy, for

now ten years, and you know I have not for-

gotten you in my will. You are bound to

keep no secrets from me. Did you ask

him to search Susan's box?"
" Yes, ma'am, but he refused ; he said

there was no case against Susan at pre-

sent. If she was found in a week or so to

dress finer, or have any lover who had been

seen about the place, then it would bo

different. He would have his eye on her,

he said, but he believed from what he saw
there was no harm at all in the girl. If

the mother, he said, hadn't such a high

character, he might have suspected her.

Altogether, he said it was a matter he
would not like to give any opinion upon
for the present."

" Mercy, you are equivocating
;
you are

not telling me the whole truth. You said

this man told you he thought the robbery

must have been done by some one in the

house or some My memory, you see,

is very good. What did you mean ?"

Mercy was silent for a moment. Then
her malign eyes fell on Lilly's work-basket,

brimming with coloured wools, that lay on

the table by the fire. " If you please,

ma'am, I'd rather not say—perhaps I mis-

understood him— you'd better see him
yourself.

'

'

"What does the woman mean ?" thought

Miss Ponsonby. " She is faithful I know."
Then a horrible suspicion flashed through

her mind.
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THE ROSE iro THE KEY.

CHAPTER XI. EOTDON.

Next day, about noon, the young lady,

with an embrace, and a little shower of

kisses, took a loving farewell of her cousin,

stepped into a fly, with her boxes on the

roof, and, with a sad heart, began her

journey homeward.
It was a good way, some twenty miles

and upwards. She had borrowed Miss

Max's novel, grew tired of it a dozen times,

and resumed it as often, and as she neared

home, with the restlessness that accom-

panies the conclusion of a journey, she

threw her book on the opposite cushion,

and looked, out of the window, greeting,

as it were, the familiar objects that in suc-

cession presented themselves to view.

Now they are passing the windmill on

the little hillock overlooking the road. The
day is sultry. There is not a breath to stir

its sails, and the great arms stand bare and
motionless. Mill and hillock glide back-

ward, and are gone.

The road descends a little. They are

between files of old elms. It grows
broader ; there stands the old village tree,

with a rude wooden bench encircling its

trunk. The time-honoured tree sails back,

and is lost, and quaint old diamond-latticed

houses float into view, and pass. Here and
til ere a familiar face is seen at door or

v/indow, or peeping from the shade over

the hatch ; and the girl, from the fly-win-

dow, nods and smiles. They are now
midway in the quiet little street, bat they

have not yet reached the home that she

loves not.

At the other side are the stained walls of

an antique church; the gilded vane, the grey

t^^

tombstones, spread over the thick emerald

grass, and the yew-tree, go slanting ofi",

hurry-scurry, as the fly-wheels whirl, by a

wide circuit, through the piers of a great

iron gate, which has just given egress to

an old-fashioned family coach.

It is going the other way. It does not

pass her. It and its liveried footmen are

fast getting into perspective under the

boughs of the trees that line the road.

Through the window of the fly, as it turns,

she has a momentary peep.
" Brown and gold," she says, as listlessly

she leans back again in her humble con-

veyance. " The Tinterns. And so here I

am, a black sheep, a scamp, and a repro-

bate, come home again, as curses do !"

There was not much remorse, but a

good deal of bitterness in her tone, and
the girl yawned, with her finger-tips to

her lips, and looked for a moment a little

peevish.

There is what is termed technically an
" approach" to the house up to which she is

driving, a serpentine road, two miles long

at least, through a wooded demesne. But,

wisely, the old owner of Roydon, when
consulting his new lights, and laying' out,

according to picturesque principle-, the

modern approach, would not allow them to

obliterate or alter the old avenue of the

mansion—broad and straight, something

more than a quarter of a mile long, with

a double line of trees at each side, wide

enough apart to admit the entire front of

the building.

It is up this broad, straight avenue she

is driving now.
A lazy man, with a mind at ease, enter-

ing here for the first time, looking down
the solemn lines of enormous boughs to

the old-world glories that close the per-

spective, escaping from the vulgar world

JIG
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of dust and i-attle into shorn grass aad
clear, silent air, and the luxurious and
melancholy grandeur of all that surrounds

him, might fancy himself in the " delicious

land" once visited by the enchanted Sir

Jeofiy.

In the distance rises a grand Elizabethan

structure— broad, florid, built of white

stone, yellowed and many-tinted by time.

A vague effect fills the eye of pinnacles and
bell-mouthed chimneys, and curved and
corniced gables, balustrades, a front vari-

ously indented and projecting; multitudes

of stone - shafted windows, deep - curved
scrolls, and heraldic shields and supporters

;

a broad flight of steps, and tlien another

balustrade running at both sides the whole
length of the base. All this rises before her,

with its peculiar combination of richness,

lightness, and sohdity, basking drowsily in

the summer sun.

As yon approach, you discern a wide
court-yard in front, with a second line of

balustrade nearer to you.

On the summit of this, here and there,

arc peacocks sunning themselves, some
white, others plumed in their proper gold

and purple. They nod their crested heads
as they prune their plumage, and hang
their long tails to the grass, disturbing the

slumbrous air, now and then, with a dis-

cordant scream.

As you draw nearer still, before you
enter the court, two oblong ponds reveal

their spacious waters, at the right and the

left ;
you may hear the shower of the foun-

tains playing in the m.iddle, snowy coronals

of water-lihes are floating near their banks,
and swans are grandly gliding round and
up and down.
Now the homely " fly" is in the court-

yard. A great Russian dog lies sunning
himself on the dazzling gravel, near the

steps, and whacks the ground twice or

thrice with his tail, in lazy recognition, as

he sees the young lady look from the win-
dow of her homely vehicle.

" I suppose that is the way of the world,
Bevis," she says; " you know whom to get
Tip for."

Her attention is arrested by a carriage

waiting a little way from the steps.
" That's the dean," comments the young

lady as she sees that very neat equipage, at

the window of which a tall footman, in hght
blue and gold livery, with flowered hair, is

standing. He has just descended the broad
flight of steps under the great shield which
overhangs the door, and which displays ifi

high relief all the heraldic insignia of that

IjraBch of the Vernons. He is delivering

a message from Lady "Vernon — Barbara
Vernon—I give you the christian name of

this famous widow at once, as it is men-
tioned often in the sequel—to an old lady

sitting in the carriage.

Old Miss Wyvel, the dean's sister, as

usual, with her feet on a pan of hot water,

sits in the carriage reading her novel, and
nursing her rheumatism, while her brother,

the dean, makes his visit, with an apology

from her for not coming iti.

" We'll not mind Miss Wyvel this time.

She'll be all the happier that I don't dis-

turb her, and so shall I."

Another tall footman, seeing who is in

the fly, descends the broad step^ quickly,

and opens the door.

"The Dean of Chartry is here?" in-

quires the young lady. " How long has

he been here ?"

"About ten minutes, please, miss."
" Any other visitor ?"

"No one, miss, at present, please."
" Where is her ladyship ?"

" In the hbrary, please, miss."
" Will you tell somebody, please, to tell

my maid that I want her in my room ?"

said the young lady.

And she ran up the steps lightly, and
entered the great hall. It runs back
into space, almost into darkness, with oak
panelled walls and tall pictures. She turned

to the right, where the broad oak staircase

ascends.

Up she runs. There are more portraits

in this house, one must suppose, than the

owners well know what to do with, for you
can hardly turn a corner without meeting a

gentleman with rosettes in his shoes, a rufi"

round his neck, and a raj^ier by his side, or

a lady in the toilet of Queen Elizabeth. All

ages, indeed, of English costume, from the

coui't of Harry the Eighth down to George
the Second, are represented here; and, I

suspect, there is now not a soul on earth

who could tell you the names of all these

magnificos and high dames, who are fain

to lurk beliind corners, or stand iu their

frames, with their backs against the walls

of galleries, passed, back and forward, by
gabbling moderns, who don't care twopence

about them or their finery.

Oil' one of these galleries the young lady

enters her own room—stately, comfortable,

luxurious—looks around with a good-na-

tured recognition, and has hardly begun to

take oft' her dusty things, and prepare to

make her toilet, when her maid passes in

through the dressing-room door, smiling.

-^
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CHAPTER XII. BARBARA VERNON.

By no means old is this maid. Some six-

and-thirty years, perhaps. She has car-

ried Maud in her arms when she was a

little thing, and dressed her ; sat by her

Led and told her fairy-tales in the nurseiy.

"Welcome home, Miss Maud," smiles

Jones.
" And how have you been ?" says the

young lady, tating lier by the hand, and
kissing her affectionately on one cheek and
the other. "As for me, I've been flourish-

ing. I almost think, old Jones, if I had
only had you with me, I should never have
come back again."

" La, miss, how you talk !"

" I've been leading a wild, free life. Did
you ever see so much dust, Jones, on any
human being ?"

" Indeed, you are in a pickle, miss.

Charles said you came in a fly with one

horse. I wonder her ladyship did not send

a carriage to Wybourne to meet you."
" Mamma has other things and people to

think about," said the young lady, a little

bitterly. " But I dare say if I had asked

I should have had it; though, indeed, I

shouldn't have liked it."

" Your hand's all sunburnt, miss."
" I've been sketching ; and I never could

sketch with a glove on."
" Well, dear me, it was a fancy going in

these queer things ! Why, I would not be

seen in .such things myself, miss, much less

you. You'd best bundle ofi" that dress,

miss, as quick as you can. La ! it is thick

with dust. Phiew !"

" Help me, Jones, help me." And as

she continued her toilet she asked: "Is
mamma yet talking of making her usual

journey ?"

" Not a word, miss, of any one stirring

yet. Norris would know. She has not

heard nothing."
" The Tiuterns' carriage was here to-

day—I passed it at the gate. Do you know
who called?"

" Mr. Tintem and Mrs. They was
here nigh half an hour. Leave them alone

for 'aving their eyes about 'em, miss.

There ain't a tack druv in the house, or a

slate loose, but it's known down at the

Grange before it's noticed here."
" I think, Jones, they reckon upon

—

don't pull my hair." By this time she was
sitting in her dressing-gown before the

glass, with her dark, goklen-brown haii'

hanging over her shoulders in such pro-

fusion, that it seemed incredible how such

masses could find growing room in one

little head. Jones was brushing out its

folds.

" I'm not pulling it, indeed, miss," she

protested.
" Yes, you were, Jones. Don't ever con-

tradict me. Has either ofmy special horrors

—Mr. Smelt—he's the clergyman or dis-

senter, something in black, the sleek fat

man that comes so often—has he been here
since?"

" He may 'ave, miss; but "

" But you don't know. Well, the other

—Doctor Malkin?"
" Oh, dear yes, miss. He was here,

please, on Friday last."

" You're sure ?"

" Yes, miss, please. Her ladyship sent

for me to the shield room. She only asked
whether I could remember for certain,

miss, what day you were to return 'ome to

Wybourne with Miss Medwyn."
" Well ?"

" Well, miss, she had it down in a book,

and read it to me, and I said 'twas right.

You said early—the seventeenth."
" And did she say anything more ?"

" No, please, miss, nothing more. Only
she said, ' That's all, you need not wait.'

"

" And what about Doctor Malkin ?"

" He was showed in, miss, please, just as

I was going out. And I heard her order

Edward not to let any visitor in ; and that

was all, please."
" Do you know the name of this place,

parish, and county, Jones ? " says the young
lady, carelessly.

" Well, I ought to by this time, miss,"

laughs Jones.
" I don't think you do. The name of

this place is Boeotia, and it is famous for

its dulness, and Doctor Malkin is one of

the six inhabitants who can think and talk

a little. He is an agreeable man, and

—

put a pin there— an unpleasant-looking

man. I like talking to him ; but I think,

on the whole, I should not be sorry if he

wei-e laid in the Red Sea, as poor nurse

Barnwell used to say. What do you think

of him ?"

" That is a gentleman, Heaven forgive

me, I can't abide, miss," answered Jones.
" I hate his face. I always feel in low spirits

after I sec it."

" Well, anything more ?" continues Miss

Maud. " When are tjie people coming to

hear grandpapa's will read ?"

"To-morrow, I believe, miss. But, as

yet, Mr. Eccles has not got no orders about

it. He said so after dinner in the 'ousc-

kceper's room yesterday."
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" And is there anything going to be—

a

tea and plum-cake for the school-children,

or a meeting of missionaries, or anything

of any kind ?"

" Nothing, miss, please, as I 'ave heard

of, but
"

"You'll knock down that china, Jones."
" What, miss ?"

" My ring—my Dresden dancers."
" Oh ! The little man and woman with

one arm akimbo and the other up. I saw
them all the time."

" Well, take great care. I'm sure I shall

kill you if you break them. You were going

to tell me there is nothing going to be, ex-

cept something—what is it ?"

" Oh ! I know ;
yes, miss, the consecke-

ration of the monument in the church.

That will be to-morrow evening, miss."
" Oh ! Really ? Well, that ivas a whim !

Give me those ear-rings. No, not those

—

the others; not those either. Don't you
see the little ones. Thanks. Yes. I must
run down and see mamma, I suppose,

though I'm very sure she doesn't care if

she did not see my face for a year, or—for

ever."
" La, miss ! you must not talk like that.

Youi: mamma's a very religious lady—the

most so, as every one knows, in the

county—I might say in all England—and
it's just her way ; the same with every one,

a little bit high and distant like ; but it

ain't fit, miss, you should say that."
" No, Jones, we can't agree, mamma and

I. Give me that small enamel brooch

—

the little one with the lady's head set in

gold. Thanks. She does not like me"

—

the young lady was standing before the

glass, and I dare say was well pleased, for

she looked splendidly handsome—" and the

reason is just this, every one else flatters

her. You and all the other sneaks. I never

do, although I am sometimes a little afraid

of her like the rest. I'm nervous, I don't

know why ; but it's not cowardice. I never

flatter her."

"No, miss, it ain't that; it's only you
don't try her. You won't go the right way
about it."

" There's no use, Jones—^you only vex
me. I've often felt that I would give the

world to throw my arms about her neck
and kiss her; but somehow I can't; she

won't let me. Perhaps she tries ; but she

can't love me ; and so it always was, as far

back as I can remember, and so it wiU
always be, and I've made up my mind to

it; it can't be helped."

So Miss Maud Vernon walked along the

gallery, and went down the broad stall's,

passing many ancestors who stood by, at

the right and the left, against the wall, as

she did so, and singing low to herself as

she went, with a clear and rich voice, an
Italian air quite new to the solemn people

in the picture-frames, at whom she looked
listlessly, thinking neither of them nor of

her song as she passed by.

Mr. Tarpey, the groom of the chambers,

was fussing with the decorations of the

hall as she passed.
" Can you tell me where her ladyship

is?" she inquired.
" Her ladyship, I think, is still in the

library. Please, shall I see, miss ?"

"Don't mind. I'll try myself. Is her

ladyship alone ?"

" I think so, miss."

He crossed the hall, and opened the

second door from the great entrance, which
stood wide open, in this sultry weather, by
Lady Vernon's command, the two tall foot-

men, in their blue and gold liveries, keeping
guard there.

Maud glanced through the open hall-

door as she crossed the hall ; she would
have been rather pleased to see a carriage

approaching ; she did not care for a very
long interview with her mother ; but there

was no sign of a visitor in sight.

" Thanks, I'll go alone," she said, dis-

pensing with the escort of Mr. Tarpey ; and
passing through two spacious rooms, she

reached the door of the library. Lady
Vernon treated that apartment as her

private cabinet, and from her childhood

Maud had been accustomed to respect it.

Maud has no liking for the coming inter-

view. She would, now, have liked to put
it off, and as she crosses the Turkey carpet

that muffles her tread, her step slackens.

She stops at the door and raises her hand
to knock, but she doesn't knock ; she hesi-

tates ; she has a great mind to turn back,

and wait till her mother sends for her.

But, perhaps, that would not do. She
has been at home nearly an hour, and it

is time she should ask Lady Vernon how
she does.

She knocks at the door, and hears a clear

voice call " Come in."

She turns the handle accordingly, and
steps into a spacious room, hung with

gilded leather ; the blinds are down, the

sun by this time shining on this side of the

house, and a mellow, cathedral-like dim-

ness prevails. There are three or four an-

tique bookcases, carved in ponderous relief,

thi'ough the leaves and scrolls of which are
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grinning grotesque and ugly faces, rich

with a cynical Grothic fancy, and overhung
by fantastic cornices, crowned with the

heraldic shield and supporters of the Ver-
nons. They are stored with gilded volumes

;

portraits hang here, as in other parts of

this rich old house, and cold marble busts

gleam on pedestals from the corners.

Sitting at a table in the middle of this

room is a very handsome woman of forty

years or upwards, with skin smooth as ivory,

and jet-black hair, divided in the middle,

and brought down over her white temples
and small pretty ears smoothly in the simple

classic fashion, now out of date. Her finely

pencilled black eyebrows, and her features

with a classic elegance of outline, carry an
expression of cold hauteur. Her slight

embonpoint becomes her grave but rich

dress, which is that of a woman of rank
and wealth, by no means indifferent to the

impression produced by externals.

This lady, with one handsome foot upon
a stool, and a desk before hex*, is in a
leisurely way wi'iting a letter, over which
she bends just the least thing in the world.
Her pose is decidedly elegant.

The lady glances slightly toward the

door. Her large grey eyes, under their

long lashes, rest for a moment on her
daughter. She does not smile ; the pen is

still in her fingers. She says, simply, in her
clear and rather sweet tones, " Oh, Maud ?

I will speak to you in a few minutes, when
I have put this into its envelope. Won't
you sit down?" And so she continues to

write.

The young lady flashes back a rather

fiery glance in return for this cool welcome,
and docs not sit down, but walks instead,

with a quick step, to the window, pulls the

blind aside, and looks out perseveringly.

CHAPTER XIII. MOTHER AND DAUGHTER.

Lady Vernon having enclosed and ad-

dressed her letter, added it to the little

pack of about six others at her left. Then
looking up, she said :

" So, you are quite well, Maud, and you
arrived at a quarter past three ?"

" Quite well, mamma, thanks. I suppose
it was about that time ; and I hope you are

very well."
" I am well, thanks ; and I wished to

mention that when you, as you told me,
fixed the seventeenth for your return to the
Hermitage with Maximilla Medwyu, I was
under a mistake, and did not see, till too

late, that the seventeenth Avould be Sunday;

and I should not have given my sanction

to your travelling for pleasure on Sunday.
I wished to mention that particularly. I

told Maximilla I should be happy to re-

ceive her any day this week. Is she coming
do you know?"

" She would have come with me this

morning, but she had so much to say to

her servants, and so many things to

arrange, that she could not leave home till

after dinner at soonest, so she hopes to be
here at ten to-night ; and if anything should
happen to prevent her, you are to have a
note, by post, in the morning."

" She will be in time, at all events,

for the bishop's sermon to-morrow," says

Lady Vernon. "The monument will be
uncovered at five o'clock. The bishop

arrives at six. He has to consecrate the

new church at Eastover, before he comes
here, and then he goes on, after his sermon,

to Wardlake, for the evening meeting of

the church missions."

Miss Vernon is hardly so much interested

in aU this as her mother is, although even

she recites the programme a little dryly.

But dry as is her recital, it is not often

that she volunteers so much information to

her daughter.
" And what can the bishop have to say

about the monument, to lead him so much
out of his way, poor old man ?"

" The bishop seems to think that his

having been the dearest friend that Mr.
Howard had on earth, constitutes some
little claim upon him," says Lady Vernon,
haughtily, in a cold tone, and with her

fine grey eyes fixed on her daughter.
" Oh ! I did not know," says Maud, a

little apologetically.
" No, of course you did not

;
you seldom

do know, or care to know, anything that

interests me," says the elder lady, with her

fine brows a little higher.

Maud coloured suddenly, with an im-

patient movement of her head. She was not

sitting down, only standing near the table,

drumming on it with her finger-tops, and
she felt for a moment as if she could have
stamped.

She answered, however, without any
show of excitement except in her brilliant

colour and eyes.
" I did not know, mamma, that this

monument to Mr. Howard interested you
particularly."

"No, not particularly," said handsome
Lady Vernon, sternly, for she was one of

those persons who don't brook contradic-

tion, and who interpret discussion as a
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contradiction. " Mr. Howard was the best

vicar we ever had here, or ever shall have

;

and, in his way, a benefactor to this parish.

The bishop, who admired and loved him,
as much as one man could another, sug-

gested that for such a man, in the field of
his labours, having lain in his grave more
than a score of years unrecorded by a single

line, it was time that a monument should
be raised. He wished a beautiful one, and
so I believe it is. His name is first in the
list of subscribers, and it is his idea, and
it is he who has taken a lead in it; and,

therefore, though interested, I am not par-

ticularly interested in the personal degree
which your emphasis would imply.

'

'

" Well, all I can say is, I'm very un-
lucky, mamma."

" I think you are unlucky," replied her
mother, coldly, turning her head slowly
away, and looking at the pendule over the
chimney.

" Have you anything to ask me, Maud ?"

inquired Lady Vernon, after a little interval.

"Nothing, thanks, mamma," said Maud,
with her head a little high. " I'm afraid I

have bored you coming in when you were
busy. But having been away ten days, I

thought it would have been wrong, or at

least odd, if I had not come to see you to

ask you how you were."
" So it would," said Lady Yernon.

" Will you touch the bell ?"

She did so.

" Well, mamma, I suppose there's no-

thing more ?"
" Nothing, Maud."
Maud's heart swelled with bitterness

as she left the room, and shut the door
gently.

"No father, no mother, no near rela-

tion !" she thought, impetuously. " I love

Cousin Max better than fifty such mammas.
There are girls who would hate her. But
I can't. Why am I cursed with this cruel

yearning for her love ? And she can't love

me—she won't have my love. I think she

wishes me to hate her."

When Maud was a little thing, as far

back as she could remember, her idea of a
"mamma" was an embodiment of power,
and something to be afraid of Seldom
seen except when the spirited little girl be-

came unmanageable; then there would be
a rustling of silk and a flutter of lace in

the nursery, and the handsome figure, the

proud still face and large grey eyes were
before her. This phantom instantly cowed
her. It always looked severe, and never
smiled, and its sweet cold tones were

dreadful. The child's instinct could see

dislike, hidden from maturer observers, in

those fine eyes, and never heard a tender
note in that harmonious voice.

Miss Maud passed out through the suite

of rooms, and encountered Lady Vernon's
footman going in to take her letters.

In the hall, serious Mr. Eccles, the gen-
tleman-like butler, was passing upon his

business with the quiet importance and
gravity of office.

The young lady had a word to say.
" Is any one expected to dinner to-day ?"

"Yes, miss—five; the vicar and Mrs.
Foljambe ; his curate, the Reverend Mr.
Doody; and Mr. Puntle and Doctor Mal-
kin. There was an invitation for Captain
Bamme ; but he is absent on militia busi-

ness, and it is thought not probable, miss,

he will return in time."

Anything was better than a tete-a-tete

with Lady Vernon ; a situation which Lady
Vernon herself seemed to deprecate as
strongly as her daughter, for it did not
occur usually six times in a year.

POPULAR AMERICAN PHRASES.

In a new country peopled by an old race,

with new physical surroundings, new poli-

tical struggles, and new social ideas, it is

natural that new words and phrases, and
new metaphors, should creep into the old

language. This has occurred in the United
States, where the people not only speak the

best of English when they please—and
sometimes boast of the fact—but superadd,

when they are in the humour, a rich and
racy vocabulary which is so entirely their

own as seldom to be intelligible to English-

men without an explanation. The old and
settled states of New England, New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and generally

of the thirteen original colonies which
were engaged in the War of Indepen-

dence, do not coin many new words and
phrases in our day, though they sometimes
make an efibrt in that direction. The
great mass of the most characteristic and
original neologisms come from the South-

western and Western States, which are as

yet but sparsely peopled, and in which the

settlers have to fight against the wilderness,

and often against its inhabitants, both four-

footed and two-footed, if they would main-

tain their ground. These men look upon
nature face to face. They confront hai'd-

ships and difiiculties every day of their

lives, though only to overcome and subdue
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them ; and they feel as they do so that

they are laying the solid foundations of

new empires for their sons and grandsons.

A little pride and magniloquence may
therefore be forgiven them. The expres-

sions which they invent, and the meta-
phors which they employ, drawn from their

personal experience of men and things,

and from the well of their own untutored
genius, are not only full of a peculiar

humour, but of common sense and worldly

wisdom. The words are not always ele-

gant, but they are generally forcible. In
the invention of epithets and nicknames for

political friends and opponents they are par-

ticularly happy. Dr. Webster, the lexico-

grapher, in reference to this peculiarity,

very truly says :
" "We rarely find a new

word introduced into the language which
is entirely useless. The use of new terms
is dictated by necessity or utility ; some-
times to express shades of difference in

signification, for which the language did

not supply a suitable term ; sometimes to

express a combination of ideas by a single

word, which otherwise would require a cir-

cumlocution. These benefits, which are

often perceived instinctively, as it were, by
a nation, recommend such words to common
use, till the cavils of critics are silenced by
the weight of authority."

I do not propose to discuss the single

words which the language owes to the

peculiarities and eccentricities of American
life, or the vulgarities or diversities of pro-

nunciation which distinguish the English
language in America from the English
spoken at home (English at home has a
plentiful stock of vulgarisms of indigenous
growth to answer for to the philologist and
grammarian), but the phrases and the me-
taphors which are purely American, and
which are never likely to become naturalised

in the Old World. Agriculture, commerce,
and politics, all carried on in America under
conditions difierent from those which they
present in Great Britain, are the three great

sources whence these phrases and meta-
phors are derived, and each of these show
the steady and continually growing and
expanding Englisli language in a new light

of wit, of humoui', or of a development,
Avhich may seem vulgar to the present age,

but which is likely to fix itself securely

into the next, to lead to new developments
in its turn, irrespective of the opposition of
grammarians and purists, who forget that

language is made for man and not man for

language.

In a fenced and enclosed country such as

England, a direct line between two places,

one of which cannot be seen from the other

on account of the enclosures, is said to be
a line " as the crow flies." In America
such a line is called "a bee line," and some-
times an " air line." Bees, after having
laden themselves with honey, have been ob-

served always to fly back to the hive in a
direct line, which is not always the case

witli crows in their flight. The phrase is

shorter and better than our English equi-

valent. " Sinners," says Dow in his Lay
Sermons, " you are making a bee line fx'om

time to eternity, and what you have once
passed over you will never pass again."

Another quotation shows the humorous
aspect of the phrase. " The sweetened
whisky I had drank," says the author of

the Americans at Home, "made me so

powerful thick-legged, that when I started

to walk, my track wasn't anything like a
bee line."

The swarming of bees has given rise to

several phrases that savour of a new
country, and of the help that settlers are

always ready to afibrd one another in the

backwoods. When a new immigrant
arrives in the Far West, the neighbouring
settlers, perhaps for twenty or fifty mile*^

distant, unite with their teams, cut down
the forest trees, and build him up a log-

house in a single day. This swarm of

assistance is called " a raising bee." The
ladies also have swarms of similar kind,

such as "the quilting bees," when the

young women assemble, and in an after-

noon will make a quilt for the new
comers. "Apple bees" take place in the

cider-making time, when the neighbours

help to gather the apples and prepare them
either for drying or for the vat, and make
the oecasion an excuse for merry-making.

In America all coleopterous insects are

called "bugs," where in England they

would be called beetles. The word has,

consequently, not the ofiensive sense that it

has with us, and the disgusting insect to

which it is applied at home has the-prefix
" bed" to distinguish it from all other

coleoptcra. The fire-fly, that flits about so

picturesquely in the hot summer evenings

and nights, is called "the lightning bug."

To be called a " big bug" is to be recog-

nised as a person of note or consequence.
" Miss Savage is a big bug," says the writer

of the Widow Bedott's papers ;
" she's got

more money than almost anybody else in

town." Sam Slick in England, talking of

a visit to the House of Lords, says, " We'll

a:o to the Lords' House—I don't mean the
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Meeting House—but the place where the

nobles meet, pick out the big bugs, and

see what stuff they are made of." "The
free and easy manner in which Sir Robert

Peel described some of the big bugs at

Moscow has got him into difficulty."—New
York Times.

Bunkum, or more properly Buncombe, is

a useful word which England has borrowed

from America, and which bids fair to be

naturalised among us. The origin of the

phrase, talking Buncombe, or talking for

Buncombe, is related in Wheeler's History

of North Carolina. " Several years ago the

member in Congress for the district of Bun-

combe rose to address the House, without

any extraordinary gifts either in manner or

in matter to interest the audience. Many
members arose and left the hall. Very
naively he told thosewho remained that they

might go also, as he should speak for some
time, but was only speaking for Buncombe."
The word has also come to signify what is

sometimes called bosh. " Our people,"

says Sam Slick in Human Nature, " talk a

great deal of nonsense about emancipation,

but they know it's all Buncombe." In

England the parliamentary reporters have
the power to deprive Buncombe in either

House of all its power to reach the place

for which it is intended, by the simple

plan of refusing to make a note of it. But
no such power exists in the United States

;

and he who speaks for Buncombe, though
he cannot oblige the House to listen to

him, can compel the official reporters of

the House to take down his words, and can

compel the Congressional Globe, or the

Standard of Washington, to print them at

the expense of the country. No wonder
that Buncombe is a greater nuisance in

America than it is likely to be in England.
" Dead-head" is another phrase which

might be advantageously adopted at home.
It signifies a person who gets free ad-

mission to theatres, concerts, and other

places of public amusement, and who pro-

cures free passes for railway and steam-boat
travelling.

" To be death" on a thing, is to do the
thing well, to be a good hand at it ; to do
anything thoroughly. " Do you know
Chunkey ? He was raised in Mississippi,

and is death on bars (bears)." The quack
doctor could not manage the whooping-
cough, but he was " death on fits."

" Dyed in the wool," thorough, ingrained,
is in vulgar parlance something that will

wash and not lose colour ; as, " He's an out-

and-out good fellow: dyed in the wool."

" General Taylor is a democrat dyed in the

wool," or a democrat of the Jefiersouian

colour.
" To be on the fence," is a political

phrase, applied to a man who has not quite

made up his mind for which side he will

vote, or who will vote according to his

interest

:

Every fool knows that a man represents

Not the fellows that sent him, but those on the fence,

Impartially ready to jump either side.

LowEUi, The Biglow Papers.

" To give a man fits," or "to give a man
Jessie," that is, to punish a man so severely

by tongue, or pen, or co.w-hide, or the bare

fist, as to throw him into a paroxysm of

rage and fear. "To give a man paxti-

cular fits," or "particular Jessie," is the

comparative of the original positive, the

ne plus ultra of chastisement, mental and

physical. " I go in for Bill Sykes, be-

cause he runs into our machine ; but he

mustn't come fooling around my gal, or

I'll give him fits." — A Glance at New
York, Bartlett.

" Fizzle," to burn dull like wet gun-

powder ; to make a ridiculous or egre-

gious failure. "To fizzle out," to make a

complete failure. " The factious and revo-

lutionary action of the fifteen (senators)

has interrupted the regular business of the

senate, disgraced the actors, and fizzled

out."—Cincinnati Gazette. "You never

get tired of a good horse, he doesn't fizzle

out." — Sam Slick. " To make a blue

fizzle," is to make a melancholy or lugu-

brious failure.

" To put the foot down," to be very de-

cided in a course of action. The late Pre-

sident Lincoln was continually represented

by the Northern papers as "putting his foot

down" for the removal of General M'Clellan

or General Hooker, or for the abolition of

slavery, or for some other object, popular

at the time.
" To fly off the handle," to break a pro-

mise, suggested by the accident that some-

times occurs to a hatchet or an axe, when
the blade flies off and leaves the useless

handle in the grasp. " Now and then

some of the girls would promise, and then

fly off the handle."—Bartlett. The phrase

also means to lose temper, and become
unreasonably excited to wrath.

" To drive a straight furrow;" a meta-

phor derived from the plough, signifying

to go right about your business, to be

truthful and honest, and to indulge in no

shams or false pretences.
" To s:o the bis: fio-ure," to do things in

T
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a magnificent manner ; on a large scale.

"To go the whole figure," to go to the

fullest extent in a speculation or an enter-

prise. " Gro the whole figure for religious

liberty ; it has no meaning here where all

are free ; but it's a cant word and sounds
well."—Sam Slick "Our senators go the

big figui'e on oysters and whisky-punch."
—Bartlett's Dictionary of Americanisms.
"To go the whole hog," or "to go the

entire animal," is another vulgarism of the

same species which is sometimes heard in

England.
" Grone coon," " a gone goose," "a gone

gander," "a gone gosling," "a gonner,"are
varieties of a phras^e that was first brought
into popularity by the story of a Colonel

Scott, a Western hunter, whose aim with
the rifle was so unerring, that a racoon (a

coon) upon a tree, at which he was going
to fire, surrendered at discretion, after a
short parley. "Are you Colonel Scott?"
"Yes." "The famous Colonel Scott?"
" Yes, so people say." " Don't fire, Colonel,

I give iu, I'm a gone coon !" In the West
a hopelessly bad debt is called a "gonner,"
something that is gone beyond the chance
of recovery.

" Good as wheat" is another agricul-

tural phrase, equivalent to the commercial
one "as good as gold."

" Sound on the goose," or " all right on
the goose," to be true to the principles of

a political party. This phrase had its

origin in Kansas, during the contentions in

that state on the subject of the extension

ofnegro slavery within its limits, and meant
adhesion to slavery.

" A hard row to hoe ;" an agricultural

metaphor for a difllcult task. " Gentlemen,
I never opposed Andrew Jackson for the
sake of popularity. I knew it was ' a hard
row to hoe.' "—Colonel Crockett. " To hoe
one's own row," to attend to one's own
business.

"Hurry up the cakes." During the winter
season in America there is a great consump-
tion of buckwheat cakes at breakfast-time

at all the great hotels and boarding-houses.
They are served hot, and fresh from the
kitchen, and eaten with butter and syrup.

Men of business, in haste to get breakfast
over, make such continual appeals to the

waiters to " hurry up the cakes," that the
phrase has become the popular synonym
to command haste. If a steam-boat is late

in starting from the pier or wharf, an im-
patient passenger will call out, "Now then,
captain, hurry up the cakes !" or a linen-

draper's assistant, slow in exhibiting Jiis

fineries to a lady, is likely to be reminded
that he should " hurry up the cakes."

" As big as all out of doors;" anything

very large or important. " I will never

truckle to any man, though he be as big

as all out of doors."—M'Clintock's Tales.
" To keep a stiff upper lip," to remain

firm to a purpose, to keep up one's courage,

"My friend, don't cry for spilt milk. Keep
a stiff upper lip, and all will come right

again."—Knickerbocker Magazine.
" Knee high to a mosquito," very small;

a phrase often used in speaking of a person

whom one has known from infancy. " The
lovely Mrs. Smith ? Oh, yes, I- knew her

before she was knee high to a mosquito."

"Log-rolling" and "axe-grinding." These
phrases are used in political parlance to

signify the action of members of Congress,

or of the local legislatures, when they have
private purposes in view in their support

of public measures ; they also descnbe the

personal motives of lawyers and others

who introduce bills. When one member
says to another, " Vote for my bill, and I'll

vote for yours," that is log-rolling: and when
a member supports a measure by which he
expects to get a place for a friend or a re-

lative, or gain some personal advantage for

himself, " he has an axe to grind."
" Pipe-laying" is a political phrase which

signifies the practice of procuring fraudu-

lent votes, towards the close of a popular

election, in suflBcient number to turn the

scale. " The result of the Pennsylvania
election would not be in the least doubtful

if we could be assured of fair play and no
pipe-laying."—New York Tribune.

" One horse ;" an agricultural phrase,

applied to anything small or insignificant,

or to any inconsiderable or contemptible

person: as a "one-horse town," a "one-
horse bank," a " one-horse hotel," a
" one-horse lawyer." A clergyman, de-

precating the use of such attenuated ex-

pressions as "dang it!" "blow it!" "con-
found it!" described them as "one-horse

oaths." The popularity of this phrase led

to the coinage of its converse, to describe

something that was great and magnificent.
" Let us have no one-horse candidate for

the Presidency. General Grant is the man.
He is a whole team ; a horse to spare, and
a big dog under the waggon."—New York
Herald.

" Savage as a meat axe," to be very-

angry and violent. " It riled me so, tliat

I just steps up to him, as savage as a meat
axe, intending to kick him down-staii'S."

—

Sam Slick, Human Nature.

.^
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" To row up Salt River," to conrt po-

litical defeat ;
" to be rowed up Salt River,"

to be politically defeated. If the defeat

be very overwhelming the unsuccessful

party is said to be "rowed up to the very

head waters of Salt River."
" To run one's face," to get goods on

credit on the strength of your personal

appearance. " Any man who can run his

face for a card of pens, a quire of paper,

and a pair of scissors, may set up for an
editor, and by loud, incessant bragging,

may secure a considerable patronage."

—

ISTew York Tribune.
" To shoot your grandmother," to make

a great mistake, to be much disappointed,

to do what you did not intend ; sometimes
used in the same sense as the English

phrase "to find a mare's nest."
" Sirree, Bob;" an emphatic assent or

negative. "Yes, sir!" is the first form;
still more emphatic is, "Yes, sirree!" and
most emphatic of all, " Yes, sirree, Bob !"

In a case before a Baltimore court of justice

the attention of the judge was called to a

juryman who appeared to be intoxicated.

The judge, addressing him, said, " Sir, are

you drunk ?" The man stood up in a defiant

attitude, palpably drunk, and replied, " No,
suTee, Bob !" " Well," said the judge, " I

fine you ten dollars for disrespectful lan-

guage to the court—five dollars for the ree

and five for the Bob."
" Small potatoes;" any thing or person

that is small, contemptible, or petty. " I

took to attending the Baptist meeting, be-

cause the Presbyterian minister is such
small potatoes that it wa'nt edifying to sit

under his preaching."—The Widow Bedott.
" Give us an honest old soldier for Presi-

dent, and none of your small-potato politi-

cians and pettifogging lawyers."— New
York Herald.

" Some pumpkins ;" the converse of

small potatoes ; something great and im-
portant. " Franklin was a poor printer's

boy, and Washington only a land-surveyor,

yet they growed to be some pumpkins."

—

Sam Slick.
" To stand up to the rack," to be up to

the mark or point ; to do what is expected
of one, or what one has promised. " I

began a new campaign at Washington. I

had hard work to do; but I stood up to

the rack, fodder or no fodder."—Colonel

Crockett.
" A surprise party." A party of persons

who assemble by previous agreement at the
house of one who does not expect them.
These surprise parties are generally friendly.

and organised for the purpose of present-

ing a poor clergyman or politician with a
testimonial, a purse of money, or gift in

kind, to supplement his income. There
are surprise parties of a more disagreeable

kind, as when a knot of people visit a
negro who has had the audacity to make
love to or insult a white girl, for the purpose

of tarring and feathering, or driving him
out of the town, with the menace of death,

if he dare to return to it.

"Tall." This word was formerly the

recognised slang for the talk of a braggart

or a liar, but may be applied in every case

where inordinateness, excessiveness, and
great magnitude enter into the idea of the

speaker. " He is the greatest pedestrian

mentioned in the annals of tall walks."
" If we don't come out in full force we'll

have a tall fight with the gang." " The
general found a whole potful of the tallest

kind of jewels." " I shall walk tall into

varmint and Indians, it's a way I've got."
" Three cheers and a tiger." After the

usual three cheers at a convivial or other

party, when in England there would be a

call for the Kentish fire, or one cheer more,

there is in America a call for the " tiger,"

a growl, like that of a wild animal, in

which all the company take part. The
" tiger" is very effective for its purpose.

"To take the back track," to recede

from a false position after having gone too

far ; a phrase derived from the life of the

hunter and trapper in the back settlements.
" To be up to the hub," to be in a diffi-

culty, as the wheel of a vehicle is when
embedded to the centre in bog or mire.

" To wake up the wrong passenger," to

make a mistake. It is the practice on
board the "long-shore" steamers that make
stoppages at all the ferries, villages, and
towns on the route, to wake up such of the

passengers as have reached their place of

destination. Mistakes of course occur on

these occasions ; hence the phrase and its

wider acceptation. Sam Slick, in his

Nature and Human Nature, represents a

Northern philanthropist condoling with a

Southern slave on the miseries of his con-

dition. "Massa," replied the negro, "you
have waked up the wrong passenger dis

time. I isn't poor. I get plenty to eat

and plenty to drink. When I wants money
missus give it to me."

" Whole soul'd," to be generous, genuine,

noble-minded.

"The slate." The list of people re-

commended to office by a political party,

as .a reward for pohtical services, real or

^=
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imaginary. "A slate smasher," a pre-

sident, or liigli official, wlio will not give

places to the nominees of the party. "Let
General Grant be encouraged to smash the

slate. He is a great slate-smasher."

—

Cincinnati Enqnirei', March, 1869.
" Clear the skii^ts," to vindicate the

political character, and clear it from taint.

" He has not cleared his skirts from sym-
pathy with the truth." "You do not in

the least touch the question, nor do you
clear the skirts of General Grant and of

your party, for the basest treachery to the

people."—Letter in the ]N"ew York Tribune.

Among other similes and metaphors in

common use in America, and that differ

from those ordinarily heard in England,
may be cited : "As out of sorts as a down-
stream shad." " I'm as dry as the clerk

of a lime-kiln." "As long as a thanks-

giving sermon." "As sharp as the Httle

end of nothing." " As slick as greased

lightning." "As tight as the bark of a

tree." "As wroth as a militia officer on
training day." "As useless as whistling

psalms to a dead horse." " Thrashing
around like a short-tailed bull in fly-time."

Dr. Bartlett's Dictionary ofAmericanisms,

from which many ofthese words and phrases

are quoted, was compiled in 1857-8, and
published in 1860. It is a portly volume
of five hundred and twenty pages, and con-

tains, besides the undoubted Americanisms,
great numbei's of Scotch and Eug'lish local

words that are wholly or partially obsolete

at home ; but have been revived with a

new life in the new country to which they

have been transplanted. Dr. Bartlett's

book will doubtless be extended at an
early period, as the last ten years have
produced their own crop of words, unin-
vented at the time his amusing compilation

was made. EngUsh slang grows fast in our
days ; but American slang grows infinitely

faster, and has the merit of being a great

deal more humorous and comic than the

English article.

SOLDIEES' BALLADS.
L

The Battle op Peague.

AN OLD AyOSriMOtJS BALLAD STILL POPULAE AMONG
THE PRUSSIAN SOLDIEES.

[The battle of Prague referred to in this rough old

German Hussar ballad was the battle of Prague so well

known to generation after generation of young English
pianoforte players. It was not, however, touglit against
the Turks, but took place at the siege of the picturesque
capital of Bohemia by Frederick the Great, one of the
earliest of that long series of grand robberies which
gradually helped to build up h'russia into a compact,
powerful, and aggressive kingdom ; and at last to turn

it, as we have seen, into one of the strongest, most am-
bitious, and most dangerous of the military powers of
Europe. We picture to ourselves some of Ziethen's
cavalry shouting their quaint doggerel the night after
Leuthen, while old Fritz, stalking past their bivouac
fire, gives them a grim stare, with his large round eyes,
watching them from under his huge, dingy, cockaded
cocked hat, as the red light for a moment glances on
the diamond star on his breast, and on the well-worn
hilt of his sword, fatal to so many an Austrian. In
that rough song the sublime old scoundrel heard the
echo of fresh victories.]

To blockade Prague, that fine old town,
"We Prussians one day sat us down.
Our camp it stood us in good stead,

Stored well with powder and with lead.

Our cannon were all laid with care,

And Schwerin was our general there.

Fast rode up our Prince Heinrich then,

Followed by eighty thousand men.
" Now all my army would I give

So my brave Schwerin did but live.

O Fate ! O Fate ! war's hardest lot,

That Schwerin should so soon be shot."

A trumpeter to Prague we sent

To learn what was the town's intent,

Whether to open or stand out

;

But the Bohemians, staunch and stout.

Would never yield their liberty,

Bombarded then the place must be.

Who did this little song indite ?

Well, three hussars who came to fight.

With Seidlitz's corps they were drawn up,
And in old Prague they hope to sup.

Hurrah ! Wohoop ! Victoria !

Old Fritz himself was there, hurrah

!

II.

Going into New Quakters.

air old geeman military ballad, date (peehaps
THE THIETY TEAES' WAR), AUTUOE UNKNOWN.

[One likes to think that Tilly's and Wallenstein's

brave musketeers may have p3rhaps chanted this

ditty at the gates of Magdeburg the night it was taken,

and that our old friend Dugald Dalgetty, passing his

horny hand over his long g;iunt face and grizzly mous-
taches, may have thereupon said in Latin of Marischal

College to some Swedish friend in trouble :
'' Marry,

these same German rogues love a good stave almost as

well as they do plunder, and by St. Andrew in that last

charge in truth they broke in on our pikes like so

many mad bulls. Even my late master, the great

Gustavus himself, would have said ' Bravo ' at the

onset, and now fighting being thirsty work, more espe-

cially when one has been beaten, let's into the town, old

comrade, and have a stoup of good Bacarac." " You
will ? Marry well said, Soldado." " By your right then,

forward. There's good wine at the Kaiser Eudolph's

—

good wine. By your right."]

Tou people bo merry, the soldiers

—

hurrah !

Singing now greet you jucheira—sa—sa !

Tliey're from the German land

As you well understand.

Merrily coming to quarter on you.

Solid good fare and a welcoming face

Are better than banquets in every case.

Bring us the drink along,

Landlord join in this song :

Dcutschland hoch lebe, hoch lob' der Soldat.

Germans are hearty and always are ready,

Tender to maidens, in battle as steady.

They love with keen desire

A kiss, wine, and battle fire,

Words that are truth, and a jovial song.

-'¥
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Maiden beware of your little lieart's flight,

Love often comes like a thief in the night.

When daylight sees us go.

Many will say " Ah, no."

Sobbing with sorrow, and tears in their eyes.

For the soldier knows neither of peace nor of rest.

To-day he is here, there to-morrow a guest

;

Home and love changing see.

Till to head-quarters we
March when the death drummer beats the roll call.

FROM BRADFORD TO BRINDISI.

m TWO FLIGHTS. FLIGHT THE SECOND.

On arriving at Municli, I found that,

owing to the tardy way in which we had
travelled, the train for Ala had started

some half an hour previously, and that

there was nothing for me to do but to re-

main until ten o'clock at night, and then

travel by the express. I was not sorry for

this, for I sadly wanted washing and shav-

ing, to say nothing of a little rest after

constant travelling. So as soon as I could

thread my way through the immense crowd
waiting to receive the bodies of the de-

ceased heroes, I jumped into an open fly,

here called an einspanner, and told the

driver to take me to the Vier-Jahreszeiten

Hotel. During this drive, which was a

tolerably long one, I had an opportunity of

seeing many of the splendid buildings, and
passing through the cheerful and excellent

streets of this handsome city. Arriving at

the hotel, which deserves the reputation

which it has attained of being one of the

first in Germany, I was shown into a bright

little room on the entresol, the bedroom
portion of which was shut away by portieres,

while the other portion made a most per-

fect little sitting-room, wdth its bright

white china stove, its comfortable sofa, neat

writing-table, and elegant curtains. After

my toilet, which included the operations

of a barber, who brought back to me remi-

niscences of German shaving-soap, which I

had forgotten for twenty years, I descended
to the salle a manger, and ordered break-

fast. Such a comfortable, cosey speisesaal

;

not the great salon where the table d'hote

is held, but a small room, where breakfasts

and luncheons, and cheery little unwhole-
some German suppers are served. We have
made some little impi'ovement in England
lately in the coffee-rooms of some of our rail-

way hotels, which are now thoroughly com-
fortable; but even in them thei-e is wanting
the air of cosiness which is to be found at

the Vier-Jahreszeiten. The portraits of the

Queen and of the late Prince Consort are not
uncommon on the walls of English hotels

;

I think I have met with one or two of the

Prince and Princess of "Wales, and I am
certain that the late Duke of Wellington is

occasionally represented ; but in what Eng-
lish hotels will you find the walls of one of

the principal rooms hung with admii'ably

executed engravings of painters and musical

composers, with the place of honour over
the mantelpiece occupied by the " counter-

feit presentments" of two poets ? Yet, as

I ate my breakfast, I was gazed upon by
Mozart and Mendelssohn, by Beethoven
and Von Weber, with Goethe and Schiller

over the mantelpiece. I doubt whether the

mention of the name of Tennyson to the

average English waiter would awaken any
response, but the square-built, stolid-look-

ing Bavarian who attended on me knew
all about Freiligi'ath, and asked me if I

had heard his latest song of the war.

After breakfast, by which time it was
about noon, I salhed into the streets of the

town to see the shops. Capital shops of

all kinds, some splendid cafes, not after the

French model, which is open and airy, but
after the German, which is closed and
steamy ; cafes in all of which men are

seated behind huge glasses of beer, a few
playing dominoes, many reading the papers,

nearly all talking about that intermin-

able subject, the war. I notice, too, an
extraordinary number of shops for the sale

of periodicals, the windows of which are

filled with maps of the seat of war, with

pictures of the engagements of Worth and
Gravelotte, and of tlie arrival of the first

batch of French prisoners at Munich, but,

above all, with caricatures. Of these last

the Emperor Napoleon is the hero. A
conscientious study of Punch for many
years, has proved to me that Mr. Tenniel's

pencil is the most admirable reflex of Eng-
lish popular opinion so far as the ex-em-

peror is concerned. When all went well

between the English and French, and the

entente cordiale was in full blow, Louis

Napoleon always appeared in Mr. Tenniel's

cartoon as a middle-aged gentleman of

marked, but by no means unpleasant fea-

tures. But on the first hint of any diffi-

culty occurring between the two nations

he became suddenly old, his nose grew into

a proboscis of extraordinary dimensions, his

stomach swelled, his legs shrunk, and the

curls on each of his temples were converted

into the " aggerawators" of the ruffian

and the jail-bird. But even when Mr.
Tenniel was most severe, his sketches were
characterised, as must be everything done

by that accomplished artist, by refinement

and artistic feeling, two creditable qualities
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which his German brethi-en have very de-

cidedly abnegated. Nothing grosser than

the caricatures of the emperor and the ex-

empress, which I saw pubHcly exhibited in

tlie windows of the Munich print-shops, can

possibly be imagined, and it surely is no

excuse to say, as I have seen it said in print

since my return, that during war-time ex-

cesses of this kind are permissible, and that

the sketches of our own Gilray during

the French war were equally offensive.

General decency, has, thank Heaven, made
a vast stride in advance since Gilray's time,

and any imitation of the social sketches of

that artist would now find, in this country,

neither vendor nor purchaser. The omni-

vorous war literature has even laid hands on

our two old friends, Schultze and Miiller, so

well known to the readers of the Kladdera-

datsch. I bought a little book called

Schultze and Miiller auf dem Kriegs Schau-

platze, with a coloured frontispiece repre-

senting the two heroes driving furiously on

a gun-carriage, beneath which a wretched

little Napoleon was swinging, crouched in

a pickel-haube, and from the preface I

learned that

:

Die zwei, die oft mit Friedenswitzen

Ein loser gcist erscheinen Hess

Sie send auch, wo Kanonen blitzen

Und ziehn mit Deutschland vor Paris.

They are a nice people the Germans,
honest, true, and pious, but they are not

funny. Anything duller than the ad-

ventures of Herren Schultze and Miiller it

would be difficult to imagine; and even in

this little would-be comic pamphlet an un-

pleasant feeling towards England was dis-

cernible.

I wandered about the streets and public

gardens until it was time to go to the table

d'hote, and after dinner I retired to my
room, and slept until awakened by the

waiter's arrival to tell me that the omnibus
was at the door. Inside the omnibus was
a pretty little lady, surrounded by a number
of small parcels, and bags, and bundles of

wrappers. Her husband, a stout French-

man, with the appearance of a commis-

voyageur, was smoking a cigar on the hotel

steps, and when he had finished it, and not

before, he came and asked his wife in a

querulous tone whether all their parcels

were right. She said she believed so. He
was evidently a man of a bilious tempera-

ment, as shown by his yellow skin and his

close-cut beard, like cotton velvet, and this

expression irritated him immensely. " You
believe so ; how is it that you have not

counted them, my wife ?" he exclaimed still

more quenilously than before, and then he
made the little woman get out of the omni-
bus, and go through all the packages one
after another. Even then he was not satis-

fied, but kept up a rumbling fire of com-
plaint all the way to the station, where he
left her to look after everything, and con-

soled himself with a glass of absinthe at

the buffet.

We started from Munich at ten o'clock,

and about three hours afterwards arrived

at Kufstein, where we had to change
carriages, and where we remained for

neai'ly an hour in a refreshment-room,
which was little better than a cabaret, but
where the food and drink, such as they

were, were good. Here the French gentle-

man built his wife into a distant corner

behind a wall of packages, and leaving her

there proceeded to refresh himself with

ham sandwiches and beer. There was an
outer division of this restaurant which par-

took more decidedly of the estaminet cha-

racter, and in it, for the first time in travel-

ling, I heard a man venture to express

some respect for the French people, as dis-

tinguished from their emperor, and some
pity for them in their misfortune. He was
one of the railway guards, and spoke with
flaency and feeling, but was compelled to

succumb to the howl of execration which
gTceted him on every side. The French
gentleman looked in while this discussion

was going on, but withdrew hastily. It

had a softening effect on him, for on my
return he had handed to his wife over the

rampart of packages the n-agment of a
ham sandwich, and the dregs of a glass of

beer.

In the new lot of carriages I had for com-

panions three Italian men and one boy.

They were of a lower class than one is ac-

customed to meet with in first-class com-

partments, and they did not speak a single

word of any language except their own, of

which I knew but very few sentences ; but

they were a cheery, pleasant lot, and we
managed to get on tolei-ably well together.

There was an old man, vary red in the face,

very hooked in the nose, very white in the

beard, who would have been a pleasant

companion but for the severe bronchial

affection under which he laboured, and

Avhich led him to go through performances

that made one's blood run cold. There was

a heavy, middle-aged man, of the street-

organ - playing order, very square-jawed,

very black-eyed, very olive-complexioned,

and there was a young man of the reguhir

tenor type, who might have been Gennaro or
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Elvino, or any of the other heroes of song.

The hoy was fair-haired and frolicsome, and
took an immense fancy to me, entertaining

me with a great many jests, which I could

not understand, but, moreover, with a good
deal of pantomime, which I thoroughly ap-

preciated. It began to grow very cold soon

after we left Kufstein, and my fellow-

travellers, who had no superfluity of wraps,

took up the Hght sleezy green drugget,

which covered the bottom of the carriage,

and turned it into a grand universal cover-

let for themselves. I buried myself in

my Ulster, and my sealskin cap, and my
Scotch plaid, and we all went to sleep.

I woke at dawn, in time to see some of

the best features of the Brenner Pass, over
which we were making slow but steady

progress. The topmost peaks of the Alps,

on which the eternal snow lay glistening,

the grand slopes and fells covered with the

interminable array of fir-trees, the broad
verdant valleys dotted here and there, now
with solitary Swiss chalets, now with small

white-faced villages, a handful of houses
nestling round a quaint little chapel, now
vsdth convents standing serene but solitary,

and now with chateaux well built and well

kept
;

past gorges, passes, and defiles

;

through great cuttings, whore the light of

day, hitherto struggHng to appear and to

make us warm and cheerful, is cast back
and shut out ; now winding along the edge
of a precipice, looking down on the tiny

thread of silvery stream hundi-eds of feet

below us ; now skirting the base of over-

hanging snow-topped cliffs, past every va-

riety of splendidly grand scenery—we make
our triumphant way, make it, moreover,
seated in a comfortable railway carriage,

stretched out at our ease, and with our
wraps around us. Those persons who be-

moan the cramped inside and the freezing

outside of the old mail-coach, the spanking
tits, the mendicant coachman and guard,
the horrid British dinner swallowed in ten
minutes, and the general extortion and
misery, will wail over the obliteration of
the dirty mule and the foul muleteer, the
long wearisome climb, the longer and more
wearisome descent, the dangerous corners,

the miserable food, the bitter cold, the en-

tii^e wretchedness of the proceedings. I

who, I'ightly or wrongly, look upon all

members of the Alpine Club, and mountain
climbers in general, as being more or less

mad, am thankful for the establishment of a
line of travelling by which I can penetrate

into Italy in comfort and security.

The general improvements in continental I

institutions certainly extend to the custom-
house. I perfectly recollect how, twenty
years ago, in the then waiting-room at
Cologne station, they called out, " Ein hun-
dert und vier," and how I, perfectly ig-

norant of the German language, had no
notion of their vociferations referring to the
number one hundred and four on my port-

manteau, and how, when they made me
comprehend it, they searched it through
with ferocity, and slammed it to with vehe-

mence. This time at Cologne, before they
had finished asking me whether I had any-
thing to declare, they had chalked my
portmanteau, and let it pass. It was the
same now at Ala, on the Au^tro-Italian

frontier, where I and the chief of the Italian

dogana exchanged many jokes, set off' on
his side with an amount of rib-poking and
back-slapping, in which he seemed greatly

to delight.

Am I in Italy ? Is this the Mincius ?

Are those the distant turrets of Verona ?

And shall I sup where Juliet at the masque
Saw her loved Montague, and now sleeps by him?
Such questions hourly do I ask myself,
And not one stone in the cross-way inscribed
" To Mantua," " To Ferrara," but excites
Surprise, and doubt, and self-congratulation.

So said Mr. Rogers, poet and banker, and
so say I, proser and commercial traveller.

The outward aspect of the country certainly
would not have told me that I was in Italy,

and as for that magnificent sky, that " blue
unclouded weather" of which I have heard
so much, it had evidently forsaken us for
the nonce. I have seen quite as clear skies
as this in Hyde Park, and infinitely clearer
at Torquay, but there can be no doubt
about my being in Italy, and at Verona,
for my three Italian fellow-travellers tell

me so, and the porter at the station in-

dorses the remark by adding that we here
chauge carriages, and have twenty minutes
to stop. So I tumble out on to the plat-

form, and enter the restaurant, and have
that particularly nice preparation of filet,

which throughout the entire Continent is

known by the name of biftek (but which is

no more like the peninsula of juicy meat
which you get in Fleet-street than I am
like Hercules), and wash it down with half
a bottle of Capri, a wine of which I have
heard in England, but have never yet tried,

and which I now find to be a particularly
satisfactory drink.

When I rejoin the train I see, for the
first time, the Two Gentlemen of Yerona,
who are both in attendance on one lady.
One of these gentlemen is dark and clean-
shaved, but for his heavy moustache, and
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is generally Mepliistoplielian ; but he is so

complaisant, stands so mucli in the back-

ground, and occupies himself so very much
with his newspaper, giving way so com-

pletely to the other gentleman, that I at

once see he is the husband of the lady.

The other gentleman is short, fair, full-

bearded, and attentive to a degree. He does

not like my entrance into the carriage into

whicli Mephistopheles has kmdly beckoned
me. He looks after the lady's hand-bags

and wrappers, and buys for her the pret-

tiest bouquet which the flower-girl in at-

tendance has to offer. In fact, he takes

the whole supervision of the lady's comforts

upon himself, and only retires just as the

train is about to start, when he yields up
his position with a good grace, and Mephis-
topheles glides into it. The lady to whom
their attentions are devoted is the first

specimen of the Italian donna that I have
seen. She has not, however, "the high

dama's brow," nor can one quite discover
" her heart on her hps, and her soul in her

eyes." She is a passably pretty woman,
with large, black eyes, of which she makes
excellent use on her fellow-travellers. Me-
phistopheles does not seem to mind ; he is

deep in the columns of I'ltalie, a journal

published in Florence, in the French lan-

guage, which he is good enough to lend me
when he has finished with it, and where I

read the first news I have seen since leav-

ing home. So on, until we reach Padua,
where we have three hours' rest, and where,
after a consummation at the restaurant, in

which, as there is no reason against it, I,

being for the time solitary and celibate,

make my first acquaintance with that grand
ingredient of Italian cookery—garlic. Here
I fall in with two German students on a plea-

sure trip, who seem to be much more civi-

lised than the German students of my time,

and are clean and well informed and enthu-

siastic. We " do" Padua together in the little

time at our disposal, walkthrough the long
arcades, reminding one somewhat of the

rows at Chester, look into two or three of

the churches, so splendid in the interior, so

biick-bam Like and unfinished on the out-

side, and notice a hundred siglits new and
strange to me; and tliough I encounter
that shovel-hatted priest, whom it is so

difiicult to get rid of, and who will come
back to repeat his "good-night," in the

Barber of Seville, I look in vain for the

learned Doctor Bcllario, who lent his legal

trappings to Portia for her masquerade, nor
a little later at Ferrara did I come upon
any traces of Maffio Orsini and his com-

rades ; nor did I see the ducal palace with
the practicable B over its gateway, the re-

moval of which by Signer Mario Gennaro's
dagger I had so often witnessed.

I slept at Bologna that night at a mag-
nificent hotel, excellent in every respect,

called the Hotel Brun. It is impossible to

do better than go to the Hotel Brun. A
little awe-struck by the magnificent corri-

dor through which I was conducted, a
corridor decorated with frescoes, and rather

grimly ornamented with marble busts of

the Roman emperors, I regained all my
courage when inducted to the cheery, com-
fortable little room allotted to me, and the

hotel remains in my memory as a singular

example in its every arrangement of the

blending of the magnificent and comfort-

able. I arrived at the I'ailway station next

morning to start for Brindisi, with no
idea of the honour in store for me ; but I

soon found that the mission on which I had
been despatched by the house had become
known, and that not merely was I to ti-avel

by special train, but that I was to have the

honour of being accompanied by the First

Minister of Public Works, who was coming
specially to Brindisi to inaugurate the ser-

vice, the start of which I hadbeendespatched
to superintend. The line of rail runs nearly

the whole of the way along the shore of the

Adriatic, passing Ancona, and other well-

known places, and having a lovely undu-
j

lating country on its other side. Our pro-

gress might be considered to some extent a
triumphal one, for the news of the advent

of the minister had preceded us, and at all

the stations at which we stopped we were
met by deputations of the townspeople,

anxious to look upon this great creature,

and, as I afterwards understood, to im-

plore liim to commemorate the occasion of

his visit by recommending the local mag-
nates for a ribbon or decoration. The
" crowning of the edifice " was, however,

reserved until the day after our arrival

at Brindisi, when a grand banquet was
given at the new and yet unfinished hotel,

over which the minister presided. Vai'ious

toasts were proposed, and the speakers

were unusually excited, one of them de-

claring that the two great events of the

nineteenth century were the entrance of

King Victor Emmanuel into Rome, and
the despatch of the Indian mail via Brin-

disi. With this last service the house

with which I am connected had some-

thing to do. I was accordingly called

upon to address the assembly, and at this

glorious point in my career I tliink it best

--^
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to take leave of my readers, leaving them
to imagine that such magnificent oratory

as I have just recorded was infectious.

THE DEFENCE OF SARAGOSSA.

Soon after Murat's cruel street slaughters

in Madrid, in May, 1808, half the cities of

Spain sprang to arms. Foremost among
these was Saragossa, the capital ofArragon.
When the patriots rose against their cruel

invaders, the populace deposed Gullielmi,

the governor, and Tio Joi'ge Ibort and his

adherents chose as their nominal leader Jose

Palafox, a handsome Arragonese noble-

man, "a son of Saragossa," and an officer

in the Spanish royal body-guard. Pala-

fox had good advisers. His tutor, Basilio

Boggiero, wrote his Spartan proclamations

;

Santiago Sas, a priest, managed convenient

miracles to rouse and sustain the populace
;

while Tio Jorge and his two peasant lieu-

tenants kept up the fighting, though the

defence of the place began, as Southey
says, with only two hundred and twenty
men, one hundred dollars, sixteen cannon,

and a few old muskets. Lefebvre and
his nine thousand French arrived on June
the 15th, 1808. Had he pushed on at once
the place must have fallen ; but he paused,

and Tio Jorge and his peasants had time to

make the town tenable. The inhabitants

were brave and superstitious. The houses
were little fortresses of solid stone, the

streets tortuous and narrow, and adapted
for defence. In the skirmishes outside the

town Palafox was victorious, and this suc-

cess roused the courage of Saragossa to the
highest point. A small party of daring
French cavalry penetrating into the place

were cut off to a man. The Spaniards had
time to plant some cannon before their

gates, and also on the Torero, a hill outside

the walls. AFrench detachment which tried

to storm the Portillo gate was repulsed with
loss, the Spaniards not staying to load
their muskets after the first volley, but
closing on the French with their knives and
bayonets. Half the detachment being cut
to pieces, Lefebvre fell back, losing in the
retreat four hundred cavalry and twenty-
seven baggage waggons.
But the storm only lulled for a moment.

At the end of June the French returned
with reinforcements, and reoccupied the
key of Saragossa, the Torero, at once, the
oflttcer in command, basely flying, leaving
behind him the tools of the canal com-
pany, which were exactly what the French

engineers most needed. But the Spa-
niards were not easily daunted; they re-

membered their previous successes, and
they believed that the Virgin would drive

away the hated Frenchmen from the city

she had always cherished. They tore down
all their window-curtains, turned them
into sand-bags for the batteries, and
placed guns, defended by ramparts and
trenches, before each of their nine gates.

The mud walls of the suburban gardens,

and the remains of an old Moorish rampart,

furnished points of defence for the stubborn

Arragonese, who there found cover from
French bullets. Loopholes for muskets, and
openings for cannon, were pierced every-

where. Houses that would protect the

enemy were pulled down, and oKve gar-

dens that would shelter the French tirail-

leurs were remorselessly rooted up. The
women, as brave as the men, formed them-
selves into parties to relieve the wounded,
and to carry water and food to the de^

fenders of the batteries, while the chil-

dren brought the soldiers the cartridges

made by the monks. Foremost among the

women was the beautiful Condesa de Bu-
rita, who brought wine and provisions to the

soldiers, and tended the wounded and dying
amid the tremendous fire of shot and shell.

Every day sorties were made, and the enemy
assailed in the olive woods that sun-ounded
the city. About the last day ofJune a powder
magazine blew up in the centre of the city,

and reduced a whole street to ruins. At
this moment of confusion the French opened
a destructive fire. A sand-bag battery be-

fore the Portillo gate received the brunt
of the attack. The French, on the Torero
side, entered and destroyed the beautiful

convent of Santa Engracia. The sand-

bag battery at the Portillo gate was several

times destroyed by the French guns, and
bravely reconstructed under fire. It was
at this spot and at this crisis that a heroine

appeared. Augustina, the celebrated Maid
of Saragossa, was a handsome itinerant

lemonade seller, twenty-two years of age.

She had arrived with food for the soldiers

at the moment when the battery had been
swept clear of every defender. The people,

daunted by the sight, hung back. The
brave woman instantly rushed forward
over the dead and dying, and snatching a

lighted match from the hand of the dead
artilleryman, fired ofi" a twenty-six pounder.

Then jumping on the gun, as Wilkie re-

presents her, with dishevelled hair and
stormy eyes, she swore to the Virgin never
to quit the gun aHve while the siege
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lasted. The people, encouraged by this wo-
man's almost supernatural daring, rushed
back into the deserted battery, opened a

tremendous fire, and repulsed the French
attack. But the enemy closed in nearer

and nearer, as a murderer's hand closes on
a victim's throat. Above the city the

Ebro was fordable, and below the city the

French constructed a bridge. Transport-

ing their cavalry by these means to the

opposite bank of the river, they destroyed
the flour-mills of the town, and cut off all

supplies of food and ammunition. But
Palafox and his advisers were energetic

and untiring. They ground their com in

horse mills, and set the monks to work at

making gunpowder. All the sulphur in

the place was carefully collected, the earth
in the streets washed to obtain from it salt-

petre, and charcoal was made from hemp
stalks. Towards the end of July food be-

gan to run short, and the hopes of succour
began to die away. A defence of forty-six

days had exhausted the strength of the
defenders. A desperate rush to recover
the Torero failed. The French bombard-
ment continued cruel, remorseless, and
unintermitting. On the 2nd and 3rd of
August, the Grand Hospital, dedicated to

the Virgin, and one of the largest in Spain,

was burnt with all its sick and wounded.
A white flag was hoisted, as it were to im-
plore mercy, but it was made a special

mark for the bombs. The soldiers all

hastened to the rescue of the sick and of
the foundlings, and even women were in-

defatigable, in spite of shot, shell, and
flame. On the 4th of August the French
opened a battery on the Santa Engracia
quarter, swept away all the mud walls,

took the batteries at the gates, turned the
guns on the Spaniards, and penetrated to

the Corso in the veiy centre of the town
;

yet here the resistance was more obstinate

than ever. Every house became a fortress,

every doorway a barricade, and a scorch-
ing fire towards evening drove back the
French to Santa Engracia, with a loss of
fifteen hundred men and several generals.

From the convent that night Lefebvre
wrote his stern summons to surrender :

" Head-quarters—Santa Engracia. Capi-
tulation !"

The instant reply of Palafox was equally
laconic:

" Head-quarters—Saragossa. War to the
knife.—Palafox."

The French now occupied all one side of

the Corso ; General Verdier watching the
fighting and giving orders from the Fran- J

ciscan convent in the centre. On the
other side were the Saragossans, who had
thrown up batteries at the openings of all

the side streets. The intervening space
was soon so heaped up with dead that

Palafox, afraid of contagion, pushed for-

ward French prisoners, fastened by ropes,

to remove the bodies. At night the most
savage sorties were made against the bat-

teries on either side, and there was a great
deal of hand-to-hand fighting inside the

houses.

At last the end seemed coming. On
the 5th of August the ammunition of the

Spaniards began to run short, and the

people called out to be allowed to attack

the enemy with only their knives, when
at the very crisis there arrived a provi-

dential convoy of provisions and ammu-
nition, escorted by three thousand Swiss
guards and Arragonese volunteers, led

by Don Francisco Palafox, a brother of
the general. The people took fresh heart.

At a general council it was now agreed,

amid shouts from the people, to fight till

all Saragossa was consumed, and then to

retire over the Ebro to the suburbs, and
defend them till every man had perished.

For eleven days longer the Spaniards
fought from street to street, house to house,

room to room, wall to wall, roof to roof,

till their knives broke, theii" cartridges

were spent, and hundreds died on the point

of the French bayonets. During the night
of the 12th of August the French batteries

were particularly destructive, and when
they ceased firing, flames were seen to break
out in many buildings that they held. On
the morning of the 14th, however, to the

astonishment andjoy of tlie people of the tor-

mented city, the enemy's columns were be-

held at a distance retreating in dark masses
over the plain of the Ebro on the road to

Pampeluna. The defeat of Dupont at

Baylen had compelled Lefebvre to retire

from the all but exhausted city, which, he

boasted with truth, he had left " un amas
do decombres." According to Ford, who
is always severe on Spanish failings, Pala-

fox after this went almost mad with vanity,

claimed all the glory to himself, wrote
bombastic despatches, and neglected every

proper preparation for future defence.

Tliree months after came Napoleon's re-

venge. The Spanish heroes routed at

Tudela, the French again invested Sara-

gossa, this time attacking both sides, and
especially the Jesuit convent on the op-

posite bank of the Ebro, which the tardy

Spaniards, after their way, had neglected
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to secure. Four marslials—Lannes, Mor-
tier, Moncey, and Junot—conducted the

siege. In spite of the proclamations of

Palafox, the old men, women, and children

refused to leave the city ; but all the French
residents were sent out of the place, for

fear of treachery, and the nuns were per-

mitted to go to distant convents. The
walls had been mounted with one hundred
and fifty pieces of cannon. Old and young
worked unceasingly at an outer line of de-

fensive works. Large stores of provisions

were collected, as well as arms and ammu-
nition. Twenty thousand regular troops,

and fifteen thousand armed peasants, were
enrolled to form the garrison. Moreover,

every house was barricaded, and provided

with several weeks' food. The brave

Countess de Burita came forward, and
this time with three hundred women of

all ranks, to tend the wounded, and to

carry provisions to the gunners in the

batteries. The Maid of Saragossa, too,

again came to the front, and took her

station beside the old gun at the Portillo

gate. A boy of fourteen presented himself

as a soldier, and being rejected as too

young, mixed with the troops, captured with
his own hand a stand of French colours,

and, in the sight of the army, carried them
into the Church of the Pillar, and laid them
as an ojffering on the altar of the Virgin.

The French army consisted of thirty-five

thousand men, and a battering-train from
Pampeluna of sixty pieces, while a corps of

cavalry, stationed at Fuentes, scoured the

country round the besieged town. Suchet's

division took the Torero at the first assault,

capturing three guns and one hundred
prisoners. A brigade of Merle's division

also gained a work commanding the sluices

of the canal. To Moncey's demand for the

capitulation of the place, Palafox replied

:

" Talk of capitulation when I am dead. If

Madrid has surrendered, Madrid has been
sold. We know how to die. We in Sara-

gossa are not to be frightened by the horrors

of a siege. We have shown that before."

The French reply was seven columns of

infantry, who bore down on the suburbs
like so many battering-rams, winged by a

large body of horse. They were met by
Brigadier Don Josef Manso, captain of

the Royal Guards, and pushed back after

a hot fight of five hours. The attack of

the reserve was even more tremendous

;

and the Spaniards wavered, till Palafox
and Generals O'Neil and Saint Marc rode
up, sword in hand, rallied them, and
broke the French, who left four thousand

men dead in the streets and fields, and
under the garden walls. Two days after,

General Gazan attacked the suburb on the
left side of the river, but four thousand
Spaniards in the woods and gardens, al-

though at first dislodged, eventually re-

pulsed him, with a loss of nearly one
thousand men. The French then began a
regular investment of the stubborn place,

and Moncey fixed his head-quarters on the
Torero.

Palafox addressed a proclamation to the

people of Madrid, in which he promised,
when free himself, to hasten to their de-

liverance. " The dogs by whom I am
beset," he said in the true Spanish manner,
" scarcely give me time to wash their blood
from my sword ; but they wiU find graves

ready for them at Saragossa." In a sally

on the last day of the year, the French
suffered so much, that Palafox, who knew
the value of such playthings, ordered every

Spaniard who signalised himself in this

atiair to wear a red ribbon on his breast. The
priests and friars behaved as well as the
fighting men. Honoui', enthusiasm, and
duty animated every heart ; but, alas ! a
more terrible enemy than the French had
appeared. Pestilence had broken out,

Junot, released from his duties in Portugal

by our disgraceful convention of Cintra,

now took the command. The new broom
swept clean, and the bombardment imme-
diately began. Its chief fire, directed on
Palafox's quarters, destroyed the Court of

Audience ; and the French carried the mo-
n;^stery of San Josef and the bridge of La
Huerba. The shells fell so fast that the

priests could not even carry the sacrament
to the dying. About this time, Don
Francisco Palafox, brother of the governor,

and a member of the Supreme Junta,

slipped down the Ebro in a boat, and in

concert with the Marquis de Lazan, organ-

ised bands of guerillas to harass the enemy's
communications and cut off his supplies;

but Mortier eventually attacked and dis-

persed these zealous partisans. Lannes,

Duke of Montebello, sent by IS'apoleon to

reproach and quicken Junot, as Junot had
been sent to quicken Moncey, broke at once

through the new wall of the town, and re-

solved to destroy house by house.

Three companies of miners and eight of

sappers prosecuted this work night and
day, the Spaniards vainly attempting to

countermine them. Meanwhile, the bom-
bardment was unnecessarily and cruelly

kept up. In forty-eight hours S'is thousand
shells were thrown into the town, two-

^. .p
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thirds of which were soon in rnins. During
the whole siege the French expended
seventeen thousand bombs. The powder
used by the Spaniards had to be made day
by day, and, their shot being expended,

they had at last to depend on the French
cannon-balls, which they collected and re-

turned. On the 27th of January the French
effected their first lodgment, and on the

oOth they blew up sixty houses, but every

inch of ground was stubbornly contested,

and Lascoste, the French commander of

artillery, was shot. After forty-two days'

bombardment, the fighting continued as

hard as ever. The inhabitants of the ruined

houses took refuge in the cellars of their

friends, and, owing to the overcrowding,

typhus fever broke out. The soldiers, ex-

posed to deep snow, with scanty food and
too little sleep, perished by hundreds.

Famine, also, began to appear; for much
of the food had been destroyed by the

French miners. Thirty fever hospitals were
erected in the city, and as one by one they

were removed to fresh places to escape

the inhuman bombardment, the fever was
spread in every quarter. Horrors on

horrors accumulated. From the fever

alone about three hundred and fifty half-

starved wretches died daily. The hospitals

were too small, and the medicines were
exhausted. The burying-grounds were
choked, and grave-pits had to be dug in

the streets, into which the dead were tossed

without care or respect. Heaps of putres-

cent bodies, piled before the churches and
waiting interment, were often struck and

j
scattered by shells. But the people did

not quail. Still the French gained ground.

They carried the monasteries of the Augus-
tines and the Las Monicas, two of tlie last

strongholds. Driven from the breaches,

the French sprang mines, and so broke in.

The Spaniards fought from pillar to pillar,

from chapel to altar. While they fought

the roofs fell in, but the people still fought

madly among the smoking ruins. On the

1st of February things looked so desperate

that the leading patriots propo.sed a capitu-

lation, but Palafox would not yield. Seven-

teen days more they fought, but the con-

vents of St. Francisco and Jesus were
wrested from them by the French. The
suburb on the left of the Ebro was also

taken. A tremendous fire from fifty gans
cleared the way for the assailing columns.

The convent of St. Lazarus was breached,

the bridge carried, and one thousand five

hundred Spaniards captured as they were
retreating into the town. The brave Baron

de Versage,who commanded, was killed, but
many Spaniards escaped in boats, or by
running the gauntlet of the bridge. In
the mean time, all went ill with the un-
happy town, and Palafox, struck by fever,

lay insensible in a vault, Don Pedro
Maria Ric presiding over the Junta in his

stead. Only sixty-two horses were now
left for the cavalry ; the rest had died of

hunger. Of the infantry only two thou-

sand eight hundred remained tit for service.

The ammunition was all but exhausted
;

and if a shell pierced the roof of the

Inquisition, the last manufactory of powder
would be destroyed. The fortifications

were almost utterly demolished, and there

was no cloth or sacking left from which
sand-bags could be made. The Junta in

vain sent the Duke de Villahermosa to

Palafox to try and glean from him if there

were any hope of succour from without

;

but the fever had seized his brain. Ho
could only mutter incoherently. His papers
gave no hope. Of the Junta, twenty-si?:

were for capitulation ; eight, including Ric,

the president, against it ; but the minority

Avas allowed to prevail. Marshal Lannes,

asked to grant an armistice of three days,

refused, and the cruel bombardment con-

tinued. On the 20th a desperate sortie was
made, but made in vain, to recapture two
guns which the enemy had the day before

taken. It was dark indeed now over

Saragossa. The fifty French guns in the

suburbs opened fire on the city, and de-

stroyed all the streets near the quays. The
Junta was compelled to test the feelings of

the brave people. Two-thirds of the city

were in ruins. Thirty thousand (half) of

the inhabitants, and five hundred officers,

had perished, and from three hundred to

four hundred people were daily dying of

fever. Saragossa was, in fact, destroyed,

and the Spaniards' oath was fulfilled. A
flag of truce was sent up to the French
head-quarters to arrange the terms of a

capitulation. Marshal Lannes, always rough
and brutal, was at first disposed to insist

on unconditional surrender, but Ric de-

clared that rather than consent to that the

last Saragossan would die beneath the ruins

of the last house.

It was accordingly conceded that the

Spanish troops should march out with tho

honours of war; that the heroic Palafox

should be suffered to retire to any place

where he might choose to reside ; and that

all persons not included in the garrisiju

should be permitted to at once quit the city

to avoid the contagion. On the 21st the

:^
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forts were delivered up to the French, who
b.egan immediately to pillage, " according to

their custom," says the historian. In this

siege the French had expended, with their

seventeen thousand shells, one hundred
and sixty thousand pounds of powder.
The terms of capitulation were shamefully

violated by Lannes. The French committed
all sorts of crimes in Saragossa, stripped

Palafox even to liis shirt, and sent him a

pi'isoner to Vincennes ; while two hundred
and seventy of the prisoners, who were com-
pelled by famine and disease to follow

them into France, they butchered on the

road. During this gallant and memorable
defence no less than six hundred women and
children perished by French bayonet or shot.

The Maid of Saragossa fought as bravely

as before. " See, general," she said to Pala-

fox, when she took her former station, " I

am here again with my old friend." When
her husband fell wounded at her feet she

discharged his cannon at the enemy to

avenge his fall. She also frequently led

the sorties, and, sword in hand, with her

cloak wrapped round her, fought daily in

the streets. When the city surrendered,

Augustina was taken prisoner, but, catch-

ing the fever, was removed to the hospital,

and thence escaped. Manuella Sanchez,

another heroine, less fortunate, was shot

through the heart. The poor Countess
Burita, after escaping innumerable dangers,

died of grief on hearing that her daughter
had been killed.

MISS PONSONBY'S COMPANION.
In Twelve Chapteks.

CHAPTER v. GUMBOGE FLINGS DOWN THE
GAUNTLET.

The first visit to the new patient, me-
morable as it had proved, had by no means
yet developed all its results. An hour or

two after her master's return, Lyddy re-

ported that little Susan had been met by
George on her way to the post-office, where
she was taking a letter from Miss Dampier.
She was crying her heart out about the

loss of the ten pounds, and the accusations

against herselfand her mother. George, who
was a distant kinsman of hers, had tried to

comfort the little maid after his dry, stoHd,

rough kind of way ; but even a short story

of some bacon that a woman with lemons
stole from George's great precedent. Squire

Troughton, at Big Bookham, had failed to

clear her mind, she not being, perhaps,

logical enough to see the strict analogy of
the two cases.

" And I say it's shameful," was honest
Lyddy's comment ;

" a cantankerous old

creature, driving her servants about, and
fancying every one stealing from her.

Shouldn't wonder after all if she's put it

away somewhere, and forgotten it. The
idea of that good little thing stealing.

Why, I would trust her with untold gold.

No, it's been what George says—and he
sticks to it, George does—that it was one
ofthose women who come about with lemons
and cabbage-nets, or one of those flash-

looking would-be gentlemen, with bright

scarfs and sham jewellery, who come round
with finery to tempt poor servant girls ; or

else one of those shivering tramps, who are

always moving their shoulders about as if

they'd just been flogged. They'd found
some garden door open, and taken the op-

portunity perhaps of Susan's going out on
a message to slip up- stairs and hide under
the bed, then stolen the note, and got

away."
Poor little Susan ! This was her first

sorrow, and that is a terrible event in all

lives.

Over Tom Cringle's Log, one of the

most delightful sea novels in the world, the

young doctor had been spending the busy
man's pleasant hourbefore bed, and was now
writing to his father, a hearty old doctor

down in Devonshire. It was his father's

seventy-first birthday, and Frank had much
to tell him of his progress and his pros-

pects, that would cheer and delight him.

Loading his big china pipe, given him by
a chum at Heidelberg, Frank alternately

smoked and wrote.

It was half past eleven, and Crampton
was getting very sleepy. There was no
sound, except now and then the ponderous
tramp of a policeman past the window that

looked on the street, or the rusty chimes
in the old church, that staggered drowsily

through an indistinguishable psalm tune.

Once there came a wild shriek of tipsy

laughter from the door of the Norfolk

Arms, probably from some of Gumboge's
set, breaking up after a long evening at

pool, and then the persistent torpid silence

of night swamped the whole Crampton
world in a sable deluge of peace and dul-

ness. Once ' after that two rather thick

voices stopped outside the window, and
expressed strong but rather inarticulate

opinions on the liberal ministry, and the

necessity of instantly doing something to

save the nation. Then Lethe rolled on again

with its silent flood. Tresham was just

finishing his long letter with an account of

his new and probably profitable patient
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(not a word about Lilly Dampier—but
why should there have been ?), when there

came a silent tap at the window. Dandy,
di'eaming of rats, leaped up and barked
furiously. The tap came again, this time
so loud that one of the panes of glass

cracked. Tresham had a fine temper, but
his blood was effervescent, and this roused
him. In a moment he rushed at the shutters,

flung down the bar, and threw open the

window.
"Who's that?" he cried. "What do

you want at this time of night ? You'd
better take care," with other belligerent

threats.

The glowing face of Gumboge confronted

him. Gumboge was distinctly tipsy ; his very
hat was drunk, for it was dinted in front,

and brushed with extreme care the wrong
and fluffy way. He held a long church-

warden's pipe in his hand, with which he
had (obeying a sudden and irrational im-

pulse) tapped at the window of the man
whom he considered had injured him.

He stared stupidly as the window opened,

and addressed the universe generally in a
stammering, violent, ejaculatory, maudlin,
angry way :

" Shabby— shabby. Wouldn't taksh

away pashience— shabby. Wouldn't be
mean "

" Look here," said Tresham. " You
drunken scoundrel, if you make that noise

here, I'll come out and knock you down.
Gro home and sleep yourself sober."

" Shelf shober !" echoed Gumboge, in a

querulous way, instantly changing to rage.

"Are you shober? This for you—d

you, you stuck up humbug—shober your-

self. I want shatisfackshun. What did I

do wrong ? Shent blishter first shing

—

man at pike. Next shend to me for steshe-

shecope, get steshecope, then don't want it

—want pillsh. What are you to do ? What
• is—what are you to do ? Yah ! shabby."

" Look here," said Tresham, firing up,

"if you aren't gone before I unbolt the

front door, I'll make you repent it."

People were beginning to look out of

the windows.
" Mind this," said Gumboge, plain-

tively; "I'm going to marry that girl at

the old lady's. She's to have all the tin,

and I'm not going to be cut out by shabby
fellow. If you want to fight, come out !"

Tresham's hot hand was already on the

key of the front door, when there* was a

sound of a low, grim voice, and some one
laid quiet but violent hands on Gumboge.
Throwing open the front door, Tresham
looked out and saw the drunken man with

his coat off helpless in the grip of Hum-
phries, the superintendent of police. Al-

ways taciturn, imperturbable, and regard-

ing innocent people with an air of suspi-

cious toleration (as if it was very doubtful

whether they would not soon pass through
his hands), the superintendent, upon whom
people stumbled at all hours of the night, for

he never seemed fatigued, and was always
alert and watchful, called a policeman, who
looked like a broken down Roman, in a
helmet too large for him, and told him to

see Mr. Gumboge home, and not to let him
stop anywhere to take anything.

Gumboge growing suddenly sociable, was
charmed with the attention.

" Jolly good fellow," he said. " Only my
chaff, you know. Let's have glasses round.

Come and have a bottle of cham.
Up to any hour of night, my boys,
Up to anything yoa. like, my boys !

Charley Humphries 's a jolly good sort

—

so says every one. You're Charley— you're

Champagne Charley. Ha ! ha! Very good.

Bear no malice. Tresham, tip us your
fist. Don't pull a fellow about, Bobby.
Good-night all—jolly fellow !"

The supexintendent looked after him with
a stern look.

" There's one of his pals stopped him at

the Norfolk Ai-ms and wants him to have
some more. Come, none of that. See him
home, Harvey. That's one of his betting

chums from Gypsum—been about here

lately; gives a false name, as I think

—

bad lot. Gentleman rider he calls him-
self. Pretty gentleman. Billiard sharper,

I think—plays a great deal too well."
" By-the-bye, Humphries," said Tresham,

" what do you make of that robbery of the

ten pounds at Miss Ponsonby's ?"

The superintendent looked down in a
mysterious way at his massive boots, as if

he were looking down a well.

"Can't spell it out yet, sir," was his

answer. " Ask me a week from now, per-

haps then I may tell you a little more about
it. It isn't the little servant-girl, I can see

that ; I don't think it is the other servant

girl, and I don't learn anything yet about

any lover. It is not for me to say y«t who
done it, but I may have my thoughts"
(here the superintendent winked at the

nearest lamp—a grave wink, but still a
wink), "but the note is gone" (here the

superintendent gave a sudden, sharp, sus-

picious look at the moon), "and some one
took it. I don't say, mind, he or she, but

some one. But I must begin my rounds.

Good-night, sir. That gentleman won't
disturb you again."
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" He'd better not," said Tresliam. " By-
tlie-bye, how's that arm of yours, Hum-
phries— stronger? That'e right. Good-
night, superintendent." And he shut the

door and locked it.

" That fellow," thought he, as he blew out

the lamp and turned off the gas, " to think

of Lilly. Calibai^ .^nd Miranda. Drunken,
idle ruffian. No, it can't be—and yet girls

like her— poor, dependent— leap at any
offer. She may already have encouraged
him."
How audacious, how timid love makes

us! How the colours of Hope's rainbow
blind men's eyes ! Did he remember now
his recent tau»-t at poor Lilly's presumed
poverty? Then he pulled out the violets,

kissed them musingly, and repeated to him-

self all that Lilly had said. Mr. Frank
Tresham was very far gone indeed.

CHAPTEE VI. THE OLD SEAT UNDER THE
CHESTNUT.

The spear-shaped chestnut leaves, no
longer green and transparent, but dry,

brown, and opaque, rustled in the October
air. The sunshine dappled the great

twisted trunks of the chestnut avenue in

Summerdene Park, a mile outside Cramp-
ton. Upon the netted bark of one tree a
squii'rel ran, stopping to look down with
his large brown eyes as Lilly's brown eyes

looked up at him. The dry leaves rustled

under her feet as she walked along, looking

at the flying shadows on the great chalkbluff

that rose a quarter of a mile to the left above
the mill, from whence there came a busy
mellow rumble, agi-eeable to the ear. No
blue gleam of kingfishers down the stream,

no anchoredfleet of water lillies, no blossom-

ing hazels now; the year had no time to

trifle, it had grown wiser, and was gloomily

meditating over its impending bankruptcy.

In the park the rooks Avere swirling

down or strutting about, glossy in the sun-

shine, while the quiet, stolid sheep nibbled

ou, caring as little for any of their vagaries

as the world does for the whims of poets.

The great white clouds that rolled along

the clear blue sky were no bad imitation

of those of summer. Yet dead leaves

were everywhere rustling, blowing, whirl-

ing, scattering, as full of pranks as fairies

out for a holiday. All these pleasant

sights found pleasant accompaniment in

the little harmless, plaintive music of a

robin, which, perched on the broken spar of

one of the huge old trees that some one who
had seen Shakespeare might have planted,

sang his simple autumn hymn to cheer the

dying year. Every now and then a train

shot by along the valley, its great breath

discharged in huge pufi's of white vapour,

that remained a moment apparently solid

masses in the air, and then melted away up
the hill-side.

On a rough massive seat of plain hewn
timber, under one of the largest of the

trees that stood on a gentle slope at the

end of the avenue, at a little distance from
the main body of trees, and commanding a
view of the road that led through the park
towards Gypsum, Lilly rested for a mo-
ment to sketch a chestnut which struck

her as more beautiful than the rest. She
looked very pretty as she sat there, and
perhaps the old brotherhood of trees liked

to have her among them, for every now
and then bough after bough, as the wind
passed over them, seemed to undulate with
pleasure, and the big fellow over her let a
leaf or two fall on her paper, as if in that

way playfully to recognise her presence. It

was difficult to say in what the special charm
of Lilly consisted, but the trees, we suppose,

recognised it, wooden-headed as they were.

True her eyes were clear and of great

depth of colour ; true her hail* was of the

softest brown, turning golden at the tem-
ples ; true that a delightful little dimple in

her cheek seemed always playing at hide

and seek with the rest of her face ; her beau-

tifully shaped head was charmingly poised

on her shoulders, and a smile hke a gleam
of sunshine was always playing round her

mouth; and yet it was none of these

things that specially struck you in Lilly.

It was rather the fine, sensitive intelli-

gence in her whole expression, and in every

movement, that was the talisman that won
you, and that disclosed, without the con-

sciousness of the possessor, that there was
a nature more than usually lovable, pure,

and womanly.
That morning, though the walk had

freshened her blood, and given her a slight

glow, which added to her beauty, Lilly's

face wore an air of anxiety which was un-

usual to it. Once or twice she closed the

book, in the fly-leaf of which she was
sketching, and thought, and her little foot,

as she did so, moved uneasily among the

rough brown chestnut husks that covered

the ground before her like little dead hedge-

hogs. Was she really, as Mercy had cruelly

hinted, beginning to feel the fetters of pa-

tronage growing tighter round her wrists,

or was she only thinking of that pleasant

conversation in the twilight, by the par-

lour fire ? Or had some fresh trouble

already ? But in the midst of this

reverie Lilly was roused by a little terrier
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suddenly dai'ting at her in a fury of noisy
recognition, manifesting it by snapping
and bai'king at the leaves, and dashing
round in circles. It was Dandy. She
looked round—Frank Tresham stood there.

Her colour deepened just one tinge of rose
as she held out her hand to him. He sat

down beside her.

"And you told me you did not draw ?"
" You don't call this drawing ?"

" Yes I do, and a very pretty sketch too.

I only wish it was my book it was enrich-

ing. Browning, too ! I hope you like

his poetry?"
Then she opened the book, and they

looked over it together. Now looking over
a book in this way is one of the pleasantest

things in the world, especially in the Api'il

days of love. Not that Lilly was in love,

of course not. Nor would Tresham have
owned any such absurd impeachment ; but
still he felt intensely happy sitting there,

however much the old rector of Bracken
might be grumbling at his delay. A soft

warmth, as of sunshine, seemed to come
upon his cheek, and the breath of cowslips
moved around him, but only for a moment,
for Lilly, suddenly aware that their faces

were rather near together, in the most na-
tural way possible took the book, and laid

it on her lap to pick out a favourite line.

" Is not a quiet evening beautifully

painted in this line?" she said.

" Wliere the pale-coloured end of evening smiles,

Miles on miles.

Is not that charming ? Oh, it is so pretty !"

And she made a sort of movement of her
lips, as if she were kissing the poet, and
clapped her hands with a thoroughly inno-

cent and natural delight.

Tresham looked with delight at Lilly's

eyes, which sparkled with pleasure, and
wished he were a poet. He agreed it was
beautiful, and, like an admiring disciple,

asked her to show him some other fa-

vourite passage. He could have listened

all day, but, on the whole, he preferred
reading the same page together. Lilly, not
knowing even the very elements of co-

quetry, went on in her own way.
"And this, too," she said; is not this

perfect ?" and she read the first few lines

of Pippa Passes

:

" But forth one wavelet then another curled,
Till the whole sunrise not to be supprcst
Rose, reddened, and its seething breast
Flickered, grew gold, then overflowed the world.

I don't know whether I should like that
or not," she said; "but I do. I seem
to see the sunshine rising over the world,
and everything rejoicing', and gladsome,

and happy, like Pippa herself. It is like

beautiful music ; it is like beautiful paint-

ing, and I feel happier as I read it ; for do
you know I felt just like that this morning
when aunt asked me to go to Summerdene
and borrow a book of sermons for her of
Miss Henry."

" That mill down there," said Tresham

;

" do you know what it always reminds me
of?"

" No. What ?"

" Why of that lovely song of Tennyson's:

It is the miller's daughter,
And she has grown so dear, so dear,

That I would be the jewel
That dances in her ear, &c."

And Tresham repeated the verses with
perhaps rather more fervour than was re-

quired. " But, unfortunately," he said,

" the miller is a miserable forlorn bachelor.

There is no beautiful daughter there."

Lilly looked down at her foot, and rolled

under it a chestnut husk, that ought to have
been proud of such treatment.

They both remained silent for a moment.
The most perfect confidence and the plea-

santest talk had turned, they neither of

them scarcely knew why, to a momentary
embarrassment. Then Tresham rose.

" I hear some one clanking my chains,"

he said, " and calling me back to my slavery.

I promised to be at Bracken Rectory by
twelve o'clock, and it is now a quarter past.

I've got to vaccinate the grandchildren, and
Greorge is coming round for me with my
dog-cart. I sent him with some medicine

to Summerdene. Good-bye, Miss Dampier.
I only wish I could pass here every day, and
every day find you here feeding on the sun-

shine like Pippa. Good-bye."
"And I too ought to hurry," said Lilly,

laughing. So they shook hands and parted.

Lilly did not turn her head, but struck out

resolutely on the footpath leading to Sum-
merdene. He watched her pass through
the great iron gate, then he whistled Dandy,
and walked towards Crampton, for Bracken
lay the other side of the town.

He had just got out of the avenue into

the main road when he saw two persons,

about twenty yards before him, coming
from Crampton. One was walking, the

other was riding a well-bred horse, which
was swathed in the usual yellowish-brown

body clothes, striped with black and red,

and its eyes peeping conspicuously out of

the holes cut for them, like a horse at a

masquerade. The man on foot (who was
no other than that eminent practitioner,

Mr. Gumboge) had a puffy red face, wore
a black velvet shooting-jacket, and walked
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rather lame, while his companion, a lean,

dapper horsey man, with a large gilt horse

pin in his scarf, had the air of a groom at a
training stable.

Gamboge's eyes were bloodshot, his hair

was dry and stragglmg, his whole appear-

ance parboiled, uncomfortable, untidy, and
feebly veneered with his usual vu]gar flashi-

ness. If the Duke of Mesopotamia had
fallen iU just then the advent of Gumboge
might not have struck him favourably.

Gumboge stopped when he and Tresham
met, and held out his hand with a sham
frankness and obtrusive joviahty, which
was rather repelling than inviting. " I

have, by Jove ! to apologise, Tresham," he
said, " for knocking you up the other night.

Served me right if I'd got a hiding. Awfully
screwed. Been keeping it up with a fast

lot at Gypsum, and lost a good deal of tin.

Down on my luck generally. Coming
home broke my mare's knees. You're a
good fellow. You won't bear maKce, now,
will you ? All gag of mine, you know,
about old Miss Ponsonby. Quite right of
you going, of course. Made some infernal

mistake about the medicines—jumbled up
somehow. And all infernal humbug of

mine about the companion" (here he turned
and gave his friend a look). " Never ex-

changed two words with the gal. Not my
style at all. I was doosed sorry about the
whole affair next day, wasn't I, Joey ?"

Joey said Gumboge had been very much
cut up indeed.

Tresham shook hands (not with exube-
rant cordiality, it must be allowed), and
said he had forgotten the whole matter.
It had put him out for a moment. Then
they parted.

" Good felloAV, but slow," thought Gum-
boge. " Why that barmaid at the Eclipse
would chaff his head off in ten minutes."

Just as the gate of the chestnut avenue
slammed after the precious pair, Tresham
heard the man on the horse say to a boy
who came up from the direction of Sum-
merdene

:

" I say, you boy, did you meet a young-
lady on the road to Summerdene ?"

"Yassur," said the boy; "just beyond
the avenue."

The moment he said that, the man
stooped down, spoke hurriedly to Gumboge,
took off his hat, pulled oiit a letter, threw
it back, then thrust on his hat, and galloped
off in the direction indicated.

A pang of some strange feeling, scarcely

jealousy, yet not unlike it, shot through
Tresham's mind. It must be Lilly the
man was riding after with the letter. Who
had written that letter ? It could not be
a proposal from Gumboge, who had just
denied any acquaintance with her. " What
a fool I am," he said to himself. " I'm not
in love with the girl, and yet I am indulg-
ing in these fancies. It was not Lilly he
was riding after. How could any one have
known that Lilly, who hardly ever comes
out at all, could be on the Summerdene
road that morning— at that hour ? I

must be in love to be such a madman. No,
I'm not in love ; and, after all, what does
it matter if it was for her ?" he added.

Ten minutes after this, just past the
cemetery outside Crampton, George caught
him up with the trap. Tresham got in,

and was silent for a moment.
" Left that medicine at Holsworth's ?"

he said, when he broke silence.
" Yes, sir."

" By-the-bye, George, did you meet that
young lady who is at Miss Ponsonby's on
the road ?"

" Yes, sir, overtook her just half-way to

Summerdene."
" Was she alone ?"

" Well, sir, she was talking to a groom,
who handed her a letter.

" Do you know the man at all ?"

" Know him ! Yes, sir, it was Joe Par-
sons. He used to be at Squire Troughton's
stables at Big Bookham. He was a bad
lot then, and he's no great account now.
Is at the training stables at Gypsum as I've

'card. He'd forgotten me. Well, at what-
ever stables he is he'll never set his eyes on
stables like Squire Troughton's, I warrant
him."

"And even if I did hke her," thought
Tresham, " what right have I to bejealous ?

No doubt some young lady friend has
written to her for books, tatting patterns,

or some nonsense; yet it is odd the man
should come here to see her ; but perhaps
some one told him that she was here. Yes,
of course, that's it. What a fool I am !"

So lovers torment themselves, and from
the crystal battlements of hope toss them-
selves into abysses of torture.
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THE ROSE AND THE KEY.

CHAPTER XIV. GUESTS AND NEIGHBOURS.

When, that evening, Miss Maud entered

the vast drawing-room, it was some minutes
past eight. The outer workl was in twi-

light, but lamps glowed faintly here, upon
the thick silken curtains, and lofty mirrors,

and pictures, and treasures of china, and
upon figures of people assembled for dinner.

The little party was almost lost in the great

void, as Miss Maud made her journey, over

a comparatively gloomy desert of thick car-

pet, to the group illuminated by the soft

lig-lit of the lamps.

Tall old Mr. Foljambe, the vicar, was
entertaining Lady Vernon with his bland

and dignified conversation. Doctor Mal-

kin would have liked that post, but the

vicar came first, and seized it.

The vicar is a well-connected old gentle-

man, related, in some remote cousinship,

to the late Sir Amerald Vernon, and knows
very well Avhat he is about. Has not Lady
Vernon, the relict of that lamented kins-

man, two extremely desirable livings in

her gift, besides smaller things ? And, old

as the Reverend Mr. Foljambe is, are not

the incumbents of these fat fields of use-

fulness older still ? Is not the Reverend
Mr. Cripry eighty-nine ? Aaid is not the

venerable Doctor Shanks ninety-two, by the

records of Trinity College, Cambridge ?

Compared with these mature ornaments of

the Church, the vicar justly feels himself a

stripling ; and being a young fellow, not yet

in his seventy-first year, ho may well com-

plain of a selti.sh longevity which is sacrific-

ing the interests of two important parishes

which require a vigorous ministration.

The vicar's shrewd old eye, from its

wrinkled corners, observes Doctor Malkin's

wistful look, and knows from experience

that he likes to take possession of Lady
Vernon's ear, and has suflTered more than
once from the tenacity with which he keeps
it, when he can, to himself.

" Nothing of the kind shall happen to-

night," thinks the vicar, who, having a
handsome bit of money in consols, has sold

out a hundred pounds to invest in a sub-

scription to the monument of his prede-

cessor, the Reverend William Howard—

a

good work in which Lady Vernon takes a
warm interest, as she always does in any-

thing she takes up.

The vicar has her fast upon this, and the

doctor thinks he can read sly triumph in

his eye, as, once or twice, it glides over to

him, and theu' glances meet for a moment.
" Well, doctor, and how's all wid you ?"

inquires the Reverend Michael Doody, with
a grin that shows his fine white fangs, and
a trifling clap of his enormous hand on the

doctor's shoulder. " Elegant, I suppose ?"

The doctor's slight frame quivers under
the caress of the cleric, but he smiles

politely ; for wdio knows what influence this

new importation may grow to in this part

of the world ?

" I'm very well, thanks—as well as a
fellow, so much knocked about as a doctor,

can be in this hot weather."

The doctor is a pale man, a little bald,

with a high pale nose, a long upper lip, a
receding chin, very blue, and a pair of fine

dark eyes, set too close together, and with
a slight obliquity which spoils them a great

deal, and does not improve his countenance;

his shirt-front is beautified with needle-

work, and his rather tall choker, for his

neck is long, is made up by his exemplary
laundress with a snowy smoothness worthy
of the neatness and decision with which
the doctor ties it.

U7
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" My governor, the vicai", has Lady
I

Vernon fast hj the button," continued Mr.

Doodj, \Yith something Hke a wink. " She

must be a very conscieutious woman, to

listen so well to her clergy. He was talk-

ivg about Vicar Howard's monument when
I was near them, just now."
The doctor laughed and shrugged, and

Mr. Doody thought for a moment) he

squinted a little more than usual.
" Our good vicar has but one subject at

present," says the doctor, who gives Mr.

Doody, as a stranger, credit for a good deal

of waggish penetration. "You have heard

of the clarionet-man who had but one tune,

and played it always tlu-ough the key-hole,

till it answered its purpose, and extracted

a gratuity ; and he made it pay very well,

I believe."
" And rayther hard, doctor, that you

can't get your turn at the key-hole, eh, my
boy?"
And the reverend gentleman utters a

stentorian giggle, and pokes his finger on

the doctor's ribs.

"I don't quite see, Mr. Doody," says Doc-

tor Malkin, Avith a very creditable smile, all

things considered.
" Boo ! docthor, my darlin' fellow, don't

be comin' the simpleton over ns. Don't

we both know that every man in your pro-

fession likes to stand well with the women ?

And here you are, and if it was to make a

man of ye, not a word can ye edge in. It's

too hard, docthor, that the man of death

should be blocked out by a tombstone. Be
the powers, it ain't fair ! He's takin' her

all over the monument; up on the pedestal,

down in the vault ! It's an unfair advan-

tage. But, never mind, my boy, ye'll be

even with him yet
;
ye'll attind him in his

next indisposition."

This pleasant banter was accompanied

by a running explosion of giggles; and
while the tall and rather handsome Irish-

man is enjoying his little bit of farce, with

intense relish, the vicar and Lady Vernon
are discoursing thus :

" I thought. Lady Vernon, you would
like, of course, in the most private way
in the world, to collect opinion upon the

monument; so, as he draws very nicely,

my "wife sa3'S, I allowed my curate, Mr.
Doody, just in the strictest privacy to our-

selves, you understand, a peep at it, for

about five miniites, this morning. He
thinks it very fine indeed—very fine— as,

indeed, every one who has seen it does.

There is, I fancy, but one opinion. I wish

so much, Lady Vernon, I might venture to

invite you to pay my church—yours, in-

deed, I might more properly call it—a visit

to-morrow, to look at what I may term
your beautiful gift to the sacred edifice."

" No, thanks ; I shall see it time enough."
" But, as it OAves its existence, Lady

Vernon, to your extremely munificent sub-

scription
"

" I thought it was due, as the bishop

said, to a very good clergyman," says Lady
Vernon, quietly cutting it short ;

" and I

gave what I thought right. That is all.

And so your curate draws?"
" I'm nothing of a draughtsman myself,

but my wife understands it, and says he

draws extremely nicely."
" That tall young man, is he ?"

" I ought to have introduced him. Lady
Vernon. It was an omission—an inex-

cusable omission—a very inexcusable omis-

sion." He was trying to catch his curate's

eye all this time. " He has been with me
only a week, and yesterday he did duty

at Loxton. You remember. Lady Vernon,

you thought an Irishman would answer

best."
" The bishop says he has found them ex-

tremely energetic, and for very hard work
unrivalled."

" He's a very rough diamond, I must
admit. But he's a convert from Romanism,
and a veiy laborious young man, and a

good scholar."

He had beckoned Mr. Doody to ap-

proach, and accordingly that herculean

labourer in the apostolic field drew near,

a head and shoulders above all the other

guests. The tall old vicar alone was sit-

ting.
" Allow me, Lady Vernon, to present

my curate, Mr. Doody," says the vicar,

rising to do the honours.

Mr. Doody is not the least overcome by
the honour. His fine eyes have examined

the lady, of whom he has heard so much,

but of whom he has not had so near a view

before, with the grave curiosity wdth- which

he would have scrutinised an interesting

piece of Avaxwork.

The florid' young man, Avith black

whiskers and glossy black head, makes his

best bow gravely, and inquires unex-

pectedly :

" How are ye, ma'am ? A good even-

ing. Lady Vernon." A form of salutation

AA^th Avhich it is his wont, as it were,, to

clench an introduction.

Lady Vernon docs not mind answering

or reciprocating these rather oddly placed

greetings, but talks a few sentences with
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him, and then turns again to the vicar, and
the curate, after a little wait, turns on his

heel, and seeks employment for his active

mind elsewhere.

Let me not be imagined to present an
average Irish curate. Mr. Doody is al-

most as great a prodigy at home as any-
where else. His father, with his own
hands, in his bare shins, with a dhuddeen
stuck in his caubeen, cuts turf in the bog
near the famous battle-field of Aglirim.

He is not a bit ashamed of his father or his

belongings. He holds him to be as good
a gentleman as himself—being the lineal

descendant of the 'Doody of Tyr Doody
—and himself as good as the primate. He
sends his mother a present every now and
then, but the farm is well stocked, and his

parents are, according to primitive ideas,

wealthy people in their homely way. His
lapse into Protestantism was, of course, a
sore blow. And when Doctor Pollard's wife

mentioned to the priest, with perhaps a little

excusable ti'iumph, that Michael Doody had
embraced the principles of the Reformation,
his reverence scratched his tonsure, and
said :

" I'm not a bit surprised, ma'am, for he
was always an impudent chap ; but there

was some good in the boy, also ; and go
where he may at present, so sure as I'm a
Catholic, he'll die one."

CEAPTEE XV. DIXXER.

Old Mr. Foljambe takes precedence, at

dinner, in right of his cloth, connexions, and
antiquity, and has taken lady Vernon into

the dining-room, and converses assiduously

with that great lady.

Maud finds herself between the curate

and Doctor Malkin. Middle-aged and
agreeable Captain Bamme resents an ar-

rangement which isolates him, and eyes

the curate with disgust.

Captain Bamme does not count age by
years. He knows better. As long as a

fellow looks young, and feels young, he is

young. The captain smiles more than any
two other men in the parish. He is short

and square, but he skips and swaggers like

an officer and a gentleman. Who can talk

to a girl like Charley Bamme ? Who un-

derstands that mixture of gaiety and gal-

lantry—with now and then a dash of

tenderness—like this officer ? To be sure

he's not a marrying man; every one knows
that. It' is out of the question. The cap-

tain laughs with a melancholy scora over

his scanty pittance. A fourth son, by Jove !

and put to a poor profession. But is he

not the life and soul of a picnic, and the

darling of the ladies ?

" I've been quartered in Ireland," says

little Captain Bamme, under cover of the

surrounding buzz, to his more fortunate

neighbour. Doctor Malkin. " I've been in

every part of it ; I have talked to Irishmen

of every rank and occupation, but such a

brogue as that, I give you my honour, I

never heard. Why, they wouldn't have
him to preach to a congregation of car-

men in Dublin. I never heard anything

like it. How did old Foljambe light on
him ? I really think, when people bring

felloAvs like that to a place like this, where
people must know him, and, for anything

you or I can tell, that fellow may spend

the rest of his days down here—by Jove !

it's pleasant—they ought to be prepared

to give an account of him. I suppose Fol-

jambe can say what he is ? You never

met such an insuff"erable creature. I never

spoke to the fellow before in my life ; and
he came up to me in the hall here making
some vulgar personal joke, I give you my
honour."

" He seems to succeed very well," says

the doctor, " notwithstandiilg. I suppose

there's something interesting in it, though
you and I can't perceive it."

" Upon my soul, I can't."

And with this declaration he turns to

Mrs. Foljambe, who is at his right, deter-

mined to make her account for her intoler-

able curate.

Mrs. Foljambe is tall, deaf, and melan-

choly—a woman veiy nearly useless, and
quite harmless.

" I was saying just now to Doctor

Malkin," begins the captain, " that I've

been, at different times, quartered in Ire-

land
"

A footman here presents at the captain's

right hand an entree which he loves, and
on which he pounces.

"A daughter in Ireland ?" repeats the

drowsy voice of Mrs. Foljambe, turning her

dull and small grey eyes upon him, with a

heavy sigh.
" No, ha, ha ! not yet. No. Time enough

for that, I hope. I'm not married, Mrs.

Foljambe—thanks, that will do. I say, I

have been a little puzzled by your curate's

accent." He was speaking low, but with

measured articulation; for although the

Reverend Michael Doody's voice is loud

and busy at the other side of the table, and
the buzz of conversation is general, that

odious person's ear.j, for aught the captain

knew, maybe pretcrnaturally acute. " And

-'>J'
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althougli I know Ireland pretty well—
Athlonc, Limerick, Cork, Dublin, and all

that—yet I never lieard his accent before

in my life."

Mrs. Foljambe bowed her patient grey

head, and did not seem aware that any
answer was needed.

" Can yoTi say what part of the country

he comes from ?" persists Captain Bamme.
"I rather think Ireland," replies Mrs.

Eoljambe, with an effort and another sigh.

" I rather think so myself," says the cap-

tain, in a disgusted aside, over his veal and
trufHes. " The woman knows no more about
him than my hat does of snipe-shooting," he
says, in the doctor's ear, and drowns his

indignation in a glass of hock, which the

butler at that moment charitably proffers.

The doctor has now got into talk with
Miss Yernon. The captain has no wish to

steal good Mrs. Foljambe's bothered ear

from old Mr. Puntles, who is labouring to

entertain her. So Captain Bamme attends

to his dinner with great concentration and
energy for some time. It was not until he
came to the iced-pudding that he thought
of the Reverend Michael Doody again, and
his joke upon the captain's stature—" a
fellow I had never exchanged six words
with before!"—and raising his eyes, he
saw, with a qualm, those of the florid divine,

fixed jocosely on him from the other side of

the table.

" Upon my soul, it is very nearly in-

tolerable!" the captain protests, mentally,

as he leans back, with a flushed face. He
resolves that this fellow must be snubbed,
and laughed at, and sat upon, and taught
to know his place, and held at arm's length.

As the captain has, however, nothing
clever ready, he prefers not noticing the
curate's expression; and throwing into his

countenance all the dignity which a not
very tragic face can carry, he avails him-
self of Mr. Eccles's murmur at his right

elbow, and takes a glass of Madeira.
" I'll drink a glass of wine widgye,

captain," insists the curate, recurring to a
happily obsolete usage. " Get me some
white wine."

The captain bows and stares, with a
rather withering condescension and gravity,

which, however, does not in the least tell

upon the impervious curate, who, his glass

replenished, observes with a hilarious

smile, " An agreeable way of makin' ac-

quaintance with my flock ; better than a
dhry domiciliary visit, captain, by a long
chalk. T pledge you, my gallant parishioner
—and here's to our better acquaintance."
The captain nods curtly, and gulps down

his wine, without half tasting its flavour

;

but even on these terms he thinks it is

well to have escaped that brute.

Miss Vernon is again talking to the

curate. How disgusting ! He tui'ns, with-

out thinking what he's doing, to his right,

and his eyes meet the dull and innocent

gaze of grey Mrs. Foljambe, who, recalled

to the festive scene, makes an effort, and
tells him her only story.

"We knew two very respectable poor

women in this town. Anne Pluggs was
one, and her sister, Julia Pluggs, was the

other ; there were two. They had both

been servants, cooks, and they lived in the

small house, last but one on your left, as

you go towards the windmill." A deep

sigh here. " You'll know it by wall-flower-s

growing at the door; at least, there were,

about a year or two ago ; and they had
saved a little money ; and Mr. Foljambe
had a very high opinion of them, and so

had I." The captain bows. " And about

sixteen years ago they gave up their house

here, and went to Coventry ; it is a good
way off, you know."
The captain knits his brows and calcu-

lates rapidly.
" About forty-seven miles—by Jove, it

M a good way."
" And when they arrived there, they set

up a confectioner's shop, in a small way,
of course."

" Oh ?" says the captain, very much in-

terested, " that was very spirited of them."
" It had a bow-window that was painted

brown, it was at a corner of a street near

one of the spires, and they did very well,

and they are both alive still."

Another deep sigh followed.
" What a pity !" says the polite captain,

who is looking across the table, and think-

ing, at th.e moment, of quite other things.

The good lady does not hear his comment,

and so its slight incongruity is harmless,

and the captain inviting the conclusion

of the tale, says, "and ?"

But the story is over. That is all. And
good Mrs. Foljambe, contented with her

contribution towards keeping the conversa-

tion alive, is looking, in a melancholy re-

verie, on the table-cloth.

As she has dropped off his hands in this

gentle way, the captain resigns her with a

good grace, and listens, undisturbed, to

other talk.

Lady Vernon has now taken the curate

into council, and is leading the little cabi-

net. Mr. Michael Doody "is attentive, and
seems impressed by what Lady Vernon is

saying. She has the reputation of being
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a clever woman, with a special talent for

govei'iiment.

Mr. Puntles is listening, and sipping his

wine ; and being a polite old man, now and
then plagues Mrs. Foljambe with a ques-

tion or a remark.
Doctor Malkin is in animated conversa-

tion with Miss Vernon. He is, perhaps, a

little of an esprit fort ; but in a rural

region, always more pharisaical, as well as

more pure than the city, he is very cau-

tious, the more particularly as his great

patroness. Lady Vernon, is a sharp and
ready Christian, not high-church, not low-

church
;
people at both sides of the con-

troversy complain in whispers of ambigui-
ties and inconsistencies ; she is broad-

church. Yes, very broad-church. She would
throw the church-gates wide—as open as

her heart—as open as her hand. She has
built plain, sober churches—she has built

meeting-houses—she has built florid chapels

and churches, gleaming with purple and
gold, and with saints and martyrs glowing
in biilKant colours from stained windows,
such as rejoice the heart of that learned and
Gothic Christian, Archdeacon Complines.
Her flatterers speak in this vein : and they
are legion. The promoters of the projects

which she vivifies by her magnificent bounty
may hate their equally successful rivals,

but they like her money ; and they are ex-

tremely careful not to offend her, for she
has not the reputation of forgiving easily.

Doctor Malkin talks to Miss Vernon on
her pet subjects, theories, and vagaries of all

sorts, the abuses and corruptions begotten
of an artificial system, bold social reforms,
daring sentiments on all forms of civil go-
vernment, treated romantically rather than
very learnedly, or, indeed, very wisely.

And now Lady Vernon, having estab-

lished an understanding with old Mrs. Fol-

jambe, rises, and with that dejected lady,

and ]\Iaud, takes her departure. Captain
Bamme, gallantly standing as guard of
honour, with the handle of the open door
in his hand, smiles with supernatural sweet-
ness, sees them off", and returns to com-
plete the little party of five.

THREE MODERN" SIEGES.

Op all the events of the cruel and de-
vastating Thirty Tears' War, the siege of
Magdeburg Avas one of the most interesting.

Christian William, the deposed Adminis-
trator of Brandenburg, had roused this

flourishing city by warnings of Catholic
cruelties and premature promises of assist-

ance from Gustavus Adolphus. The Pro-
testant city, in the pride of its almost re-

publican freedom, had already defied the
anger of the redoubtable Wallenstein ; and
Tilly, the scourge of Flanders, now deter-

mined to wreak his rage upon these defiers

of the Emperor. Count Pappenheim at

once cut ofi' the rash Administrator fi'om

his Saxon communications, and in March,
1631, closely invested the town, to destroy
it before the cautious Gustavus could ad-
vance to its relief The outworks were
soon carried, while Dietrich Falkenberg, the
Swedish governor, destroyed the bridge
over the Elbe, and having insufiicient

troops, abandoned the suburbs of Suden-
berg and Neustadt to Tilly, who instantly re-

duced them to ashes. The garrison scarcely

exceeded two thousand infantry and a few
hundred horse ; far too small a number for a
large and straggling fortress. The citizens

were all armed, but the poor had gi'own
mutinous, complaining that they bore the
brunt of everything, and that the rich
hired substitutes. Nevertheless, religious

zeal, a love of liberty, a hatred of the Aus-
trians, and a belief in the speedy arrival

of Gustavus, kept the city firm for resist-

ance. Tilly's trumpeters each time brought
more favourable terms. The defenders grew
hopeful and careless. The enemy's bat-

teries were close to the ditch, and one
tower had already fallen, but the walls
were still sound. Gustavus was only
three days' march distant. All looked
well for Magdeburg. Tilly had, indeed,

lost all hope of taking the place, but,

still, with his usual tenacity, resolved on
one final, desperate effort. On the 5th,

the Imperialists' fire suddenly ceased, and
the cannons were withdrawn from several

of the batteries. These symptoms lulled

the garrison into a fatal security. The
tired guards on the ramparts snatched an
hour for the sleep they so much needed.
Tilly had already arranged an assault at

gun-fire on the 10th of May, but the ruthless

general, to the last moment doubtful of suc-

cess, held another council, and arranged to

make the attempt two hours later. Papjjcn-

heim was to try and storm the ncAV town,
where the dry ditch was shallow and the
rampart sloped favourably outward. The
town guard Avas asleep. Pappcnhcim's fierce

Walloons clambered up about seven a.m.

with little trouble. Falkenberg, who was
at the Stadt Haus, just sending back Tilly's

second trumpeter, roused by the fire of

musketry, hurried with all the force he
could get together to the gate of the new
town. Beaten back at this point, the

=^
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brave Swede flew to anotlier quarter, where
a second escalade had. begun, and there he

fell. The citizens, hurrying to arms, and
astonished at the sudden rattle of muskets

and the clash of alarm-bells, became con-

fused In the mean time two other gates,

being deserted by the guards, who hurried

to help their friends, were forced in, but the

resistance was still vigorous, furious, and
hopeful, till four Imperial regiments, win-

ning the ramparts, fell with wild cries upon
the rear of the garrison. Amidst all the

tumult, a brave captain of Magdeburg,
named Schmidt, drove the enemy back to-

wards the gates ; but he soon fell, and Avith

him the last hope. Before noon all the

works were carried, and the town lay at

Tilly's feet. Two gates were then thrown
open, and the main army admitted. The
soldiers instantly occupied the principal

streets, and, pointing loaded cannon, forced

the citizens into their houses, there to await

their fate. Tilly casting his soldiers loose,

rapine, lust, and murder revelled for seve-

ral days. In a single church fifty-three

women were found beheaded. The Croats,

then half savages, amused themselves by
throwing children into the bnrniug houses,

while Pappenheim's brutalWalloons stabbed

babes and their mothers with the same
thrust. When some officer, horror-struck,

reminded Tilly that he had still the power
to stop the carnage, he said :

" Return in

an hour ; I will see what I can do. The
soldier must have some reward for his

danger and his toils." The fires, first

kindled by the Imperialists to divert the

I'esistance of the citizens, soon raged so

fiercely, that the soldiers were driven back
to their camps. In less than twelve hours
the populous and flourishing German city

was almost literally reduced to ashes. The
Administrator and four hundred of the

licher burgomasters were saved, to extort

from them ransom. When Tilly's thin, long,

Mephistophelian face, crowned by the small,

high-peaked hat and streaming red feather,

appeared in the streets of Magdeburg,
thirty thousand citizens had been already

butchered, and six thousand bodies thrown
into the Elbe to clear the roadways. On
the fourth day the plunder of the half-

consumed houses ceased. About one thou-

sand people, huddled in the cathedral, and
who had been three days without food and
in fear of death, were dragged before Tilly.

The next day a solemn mass was sung,

and cannons roared the responses. " Since

Jerusalem," says Niemand, " Satan had
never held such a holiday as he had done

for those three days in unhappy Magde-
burg." Not long after, at Leipzig, Gustavus
revenged the unhappy city by routing Tilly,

who lost seven thousand men and five

thousand prisoners, all his cannon, and
one hundred standards. In a later battle

the savage general fell from a Swedish
bullet.

The siege and storming of Ciudad
Rodvigo, in 1812, was one of the most
dashing and gallant exploits of the Eng-
lish in the Peninsular War. This old for-

tress, on the north-west frontier of Spain,

had originally been built by the Visigoths,

as a bulwark against Portugal. The town
was specially strong, since there was no
bridge over the Agueda but that in the

town, and at certain seasons the river

was so swollen by the mountain torrents

that it was impossible to throw any pon-

toons or flying bridges over it. Welling-

ton, having fortified Almeida as a depot,

began the investment of the town of

Rodrigo on the 8th of January, 1812. O'ur

army, including cavalry, numbered about

thirty -five thousand, the siege materials

were piled atGallegos, Villa del Coervo. and
Espeja, and the ammunition was ready at

Almeida. Seventy pieces of ordnance had
been collected at Villa de Ponte, but, from
the scantiness of transports, thirty- eight

guns only could be brought to the trenches,

and but for eight thousand shot found

amidst the ruins of Almeida, the ammuni-
tion would have run short. The native

drivers taking two days to bring their

carts over the flat and excellent roads,,

created a delay in the operations. In the

mean time the French strengthened the

old works, and fortified two convents,

which protected the suburbs. They also

Taised an enclosed and palisaded redoubt

on the greater Teson, and this redoubt was
strengthened by two guns in a Franciscan

convent, and by a howitzer on the convent's

flat roof. When the investment began, the

French officers, treating it at first as a sham,

came out under the convent wall, and at

half musket-shot saluted and bowed to our

soldiers. Wellington the same evening

ordered the redoubt to be stormed ; he was
quite in earnest. The hght divison, and
Pack's Portuguese brigade, having forded

tbe Agueda about three miles above the

fortress, made a circuit, and took post till

dusk behind the great Tesop. In the

evening the ti'oops stood to their arms,

and a detachment of one hundred volun-

teers from each regiment, led by Lieu-

tenant - Colonel Colbornc of the Fiftj-

'^IT
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second, stormed the Francisco Hill fort

after a sliort sharji action. The Erencli

officer in command proved to have been
one of the mockers of the morning. This
storming Tvas done at a dash. An eye-

witness describes our redcoats as appearing
to be at th.e same moment in the ditch, near
the parapet, on the ramparts, and forcing

the gorge of the redoubt, at a gate which a
bursting French shell blew open by a

lucky accident. The French had calculated

that this outwork would keep us at bay
for three weeks', and its capture enabled
us to break ground at once within breach-

ing distance of the walls. Our loss was
only twenty-four men and officers. Work-
ing parties were instantly set to work to

dig themselves under cover, as the fort

was swept by the fire of the to^vn. Sir

Thomas Grraham now took direction of the

siege, and the next night the first parallel

was established ; the batteries, eighteen feet

thick at the top, Avere traced out under in-

cessant storms of shells, but our riiiemen

dug pits in front of the trenches, and
picked off the enemy's gunners. On the

night of the 13th, a fortified convent near
the captured redoubt was carried by a de-

tachment of light infantry companies, sup-

ported by Lord Blantyre's brigade. A
lodgment was effected here, and the sap

run on to the line of the second parallel.

Wellington, now beginning to fear that

Marmont might relieve the place, resolved

on a rush at Ciudad. On the 14th twenty-
five of our heavy guns battered at the San
Francisco convent, which enfiladed the ap-

proaches, and the Fortieth Regiment carry-

ing them at a run, established a hold on
the suburbs. On the 17th the wall began
to crumble, in large pieces, and the turret

was shaken at the small breach, which
the French re-intrenched. Still the heavy
French fire ruined our sap, drove the rifle-

men out of their pits, and killed General

Borthwick, our commandant of artillery.

On the 19th the battering guns were turned

against the rampart cannon, and a storm

was agreed upon. The main breacli was to

be assailed by General Picton's division,

consisting of the brigades of Major-General
Mackinnon and Lieutenant-Colonel Camp-
bell. This column was to be preceded by
a storming party of the light companies of

the division, under Major Manners of the

Seventy-fourth, while, on the right, Lieu-

tenant-Colonel O'Toole, with five companies
of tbe Ninety-fifth Rifle Corps, and the

light companies of the Eighty-third and
Ninety-fourth, was to make a diversion. The

storming party of three hundred mcni for

the small breach was to be led by Major
Napier of the Fifty-second, followed by tho
brigades of Major-General Vandeleur and
Colonel Barnard, while General Pack was
to make a false attack against the southern
face of the fort.

At dusk at the given signal, the different

columns marched calmly to the assault

over the glacis, which was swept by grape
and musketry, and lit by thousands of fire-

balls. Most of the Portuguese sack-bearers,

who had to fill up ihe ditch, here lay down
behind their bags, and waited for better

times. Colonel Campbell, with the Ninety-

fourth and the second battalion of the Fifth,

to assist Mackinnon' s storming party, de-

scended the counterscarp by means of

ropes, and reached the breach silently and
undiscovered. Finding the storming party

not yet come. Colonel Campbell at once
pushed forward to the breach. The colonel,

hearing the French giving orders to tho

artillerymen to fire, shouted to his men to

throw themselves on their faces ; tho next
instant a fury of shot and shell swept over

them, and they sprang to their feet, poured
onward, and cleared the breach. A wide
ditch having been cut by the French be-

tween the breach and the rampart, all might
have been lost at this crisis, had not the

French pioneers left a single plank, by
which our troops passed up to the ram-
parts, driving away the gunners, and carry-

ing all before them. But victory was not

yet certain, and Mackinnon's party had not

yet arrived. The French recovered from
their panic, and were overwhelming onr

'

force. Men and officers fell in heaps, and
choked the way, which was raked from
minute to minute by two guns, which, only a.

few yards off, flanked the top of tho breach.

Colonel Campbell was equal to the emer-

gency ; he gave the word for a volley, and
then charged. The French threw down
their arms and fled. The. moment after,

Mackinnon's columns swept upwards to the

breach through a destructive fire, but un-
fortunately a powder magazine exploding

upon the rampart, Mackinnon and many
of his followers were killed.

Nor could aNnpier be back\yard on such

a day. The light divi.sion storming party,

with three hundred yards to clear, to get

at the smaller breacli, would not wait

for the hay-bags to pad the ditch, but

with extraordinary swiftness, eager for the

battle, flew to the crest of the glacis,

jumped headlong down the scarp, a fall

of eleven feet, and rushed up the fausse-
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braye under a smashing fire of grape and
musketry. Tlie bottom of the ditcli being

dark and intricate, the forlorn hope took

too much to the left, but the storming

party went straight to the breach, wliich

was so small that a gun placed length-

ways at the top nearly blocked it up. Here
the forlorn hope joined the stormers, but

the enemy's fire was so hot, and the pas-

sage so narrow, that the leaders wavered
for a moment, and in the instinct of self-

defence, every man snapped his musket.

Major Napier had his arm shattered by a

grape shot, but he still called out, " Men,
trust to your bayonets !" and all the officers

simultaneously springing to the front, their

men gave a furious shout, charged, and
"won the entrance. General Vandeleur's

brigade, forming behind the convent, came
down after them to the assault, but Greneral

Crawford was shot dead on the glacis, and
Colonel Colborne was wounded. Pack and
the Portuguese had also turned their false

attack into a real escalade, and the town
was now carried at all points. The gar-

rison fought for a moment in the streets,

but soon threw away their arms, and flew

to the castle, where Lieutenant Gurwood
received the sword of the governor. And
all this took place in half an hour; but

then had not Wellington in the night

order for the assault, said, " Ciudad Rod-
rigo mtist be stormed this evening ?" The
excesses were as disgraceful as those, sub-

sequently, at Badajoz. Disarmed men were

brutally shot, houses were fired, cellars

sacked, and women dishonoured, till some

I

of our officers stopped the insane and reck-

less firing by beating the men about tlie

head with broken musket barrels, the only

kind of logic they could understand in their

drunken and savage fary. Sis deserters

were shot. Our total loss amounted to

thirteen hundred killed and wounded. The
garrison lost three hundred men, and we
took fifteen hundred prisoners, and one

hundred and fifty pieces of artillery. For
this brilhant achievement, Wellington was
made Duke of Ciudad Rodrigo and Earl of

W^ellington, with an annuity of two thou-

sand pounds a year.

After this success, Wellington for the

third time flew at Badajoz. This town
stands between the Rivillas, a small stream,

and the Guadiana, a feeble river, and
spreads out like a fan its eight strong

bastions. Phillippon, with a garrison of

French, Hessians, and Spaniards, nearly

five thousand strong, had made great pre-

parations for resistance, and food had been

stored for three months. The battering

train was of fifty-two pieces, but Welling-

ton would not bombard the place, or inflict

cruel and useless destruction. Our engi-

neers broke ground on the 17th of March.

It was at last resolved to storm the Picu-

rina, a fort on an isolated hill some eight

hundred yards from the walls. Our storm-

ing party took this strong-work in an hour,

with a loss of fifty-four men killed, twenty-

five ofiicers and two hundred and fifty men
wounded. A few weeks later, Wellington,

dreading Soult's advance from Cordova
and Marmont's attack on Ciudad Rodrigo,

resolved on storming Badajoz. Picton's

fighting and desperate division was to

scale the castle, Leith, the bastion of

San Vincente. In the centre, the fourth

and light divisions, under Colville and
Andrew Barnard, were to march on the

Santa Maria and the Trinidad breaches.

The assault began at ten o'clock. The
attack on the castle was at first repulsed

by showers of heavy stones, trunks of trees,

and bursting shells. The second assault

was successful, but Colonel Ridge, the

brave leader, fell in the castle gateway.

The garrison fled down into Badajoz.

"No man," says fiery Napier, " died that

night with more glory than Ridge; yet many
died, and there was much glory." At the

great breach ponderous firm-set beams were

chained together, and spiked with sword-

blades. Powder barrels were rolled on our

men, and an incessant and withering fire

maintained. Two thousand of our bravest

men had fallen, when Wellington gave the

order to retire and re-form for a second

assault. At this crisis some ofWalker's men
discovered a weak point in the bastion of

San Vincente, and broke in. The town then

fell, and the atrocities of an ungovernable

army began. Five thousand men and

officers fell during this siege, and in the

assault three thousand five hundred men
were wounded, and sixty officers and more

than seven hundred men were slain. Five

generals were wounded, and two thousand

men were killed in the breaches, the Forty-

third and Fifty-second regiments ofthe light

division losing more men than all the seven

regiments of the third division engaged at

the castle. " Let it be remembered," says

Napier, " that this frightful carnage took

place in a space of less than a hundred

yards square. That the slain died, not all

suddenly, or by one manner of death. That

some perished by steel, some by shot, some

by water; that some were crushed and

mangled by heavy weights, some trampled

^
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upon, some dashed to atoms by the fiery

explosions ; that for hours this destruction

was endured without shriuking, and that

the town was won at last ; these things

considered, it must bo admitted that a
British army bears with it an awful poAvcr."

BLUFF HARRY.

" Would you like to be presented to

Henry the Eighth ?" suddenly inquired

Charley Beagle, who was dining beside nae

at the club.

" Ahem ! . . . . Immediately ?"

^ You will find him a most agreeable

fellow, for a king," said my friend, perhaps
mistaking the cause of my momentary
hesitation. " If cui% he is courtly, and,

though bluff", benevolent. His attachment,
for example, to his ' Katie,' as he invariably

calls her "

" Which of them ?"

" Arragon, I fancy. His devotion to that

woman, I say, is perfectly romantic !"

" Better late than never," I ventured to

remark. " But how do you know ?"

" By his constant reference to her, on
any point or in any position of difficulty,"

replied Charley. " I tell you, sir, to see

Henry's obstinate, self-willed, Tudor na-

ture yielding an almost childlike deference

to the gentler though better-balanced spirit,

is a lesson to the age."
" It is to be regretted that he did not

adopt that commendable course a little

sooner. Do I not remember something of

a letter, penned by one, dying heart-broken

at Kimbolton, which was said to have ex-

tracted ' one tear ' from the receiver's heart,

a circumstance (writes an uncourtly chro-

nicler) which must have raised hopes at

the time that the process of extracting

blood from a stone might not be found
impossible ?"

" Ha, well !" said Charley Beagle, "cir-

cumstances alter. Henry, situated as he now
is, frankly and unreservedly acknowledges
the excellence of his spouse, and is never
weary of her society and counsel. What
more can you expect?" continued Charley,

rather warmly.
" I^Iy dear fellow, I did not expect half

so much. But you spoke of his majesty's

situation. Is that, do I understand, satis-

factorily ascertained ?"

" You shall judge for yourself," said

Beagle, " What are you doing to-night ?"

" To-night ! I—I—was going But
what do you mean ?"

" I mean that I have promised to attend
a small privileged circle this evening-, at

which the king—who, indeed, rarely fails

us—is expected to be present, and, if you
will accompany me, I will be your master
of the ceremonies," said Charley, smiling.

" Where is the reception held?"
" At Mrs. Hawkshawe's, Twelve, Buz-

zard-buildings, near the Mother Redcap,
Hampstead-road, East. Nine, sharp," said

Charley, rising.

" Dress ?"

" Come as you are. It will be," remarked
Mr. Beagle, " a quiet, earnest seance, for

purposes of inquiry. Dark, colloquial,

sedentary. You won't see the king, you
know."

" No ?"

" But," added Charley, laughing, " you
will hear his rollickiiig voice plainly enough,
I can tell you ! He sometimes comes with
a view-hallo, and once gratified us much
(after consulting Katie) by taking part

in a melody originally composed in his own
honour :

The hunt is up, the hunt is up,

And it is now full day ;

Harry our king is gone hunting,
To drive the stag to bay.

You might have heard him at Trafalgar-

square !"

" Good. I will meet you here at eight-

thirty."

Was CharleyBeagle a believer in spiritual

phenomena ? No man could say. If taxed

with such a faith, Charley winked, and
winked again. If his non-belief were taken

for granted, he assumed a staid and scien-

tific look, muttered mysterious nothings

about psychological conditions, undeter-

mined laws of nature, &c., &c., and recom-

mended inquirers to investigate for them-

selves.

Charley happened to be travelling in

America when the spiritual epidemic de-

clai'ed itself with great virulence at Boston,

United States. The temptation of con-

versing with a number of distinguished

(deceased) persons, whose acquaintance he

had, with some reason, despaired of making
in the flesh, overcame all scruples. Mr.
Beagle attended a good many seances, and
if what passed did not tend to augment
his respect for the illustrious shades who,

on the half-dollar nights, seldom foiled to

reveal their presence, his sense of humour
was tickled to the last degree.

That he was occasionally startled is true.

There was one especial shade, which ap-

peared to have devoted its wliole time

-'^
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and talents to becoming acquainted witli

Charley's private worldly afi'airs, and now
displayed its knowledge with a frankness

really annoying. Mr. Beagle began to dis-

like and snub that meddlesome film ; but

it would seem that this class of spirit is

easier raised than laid. He was beginning

to grow seriously uneasy, when a fortunate

incident occurred. The spirit suddenly

announced, one evening, that it had come
accompanied by a relative of Mr. Beagle's,

lately deceased. "Who was it?" "His
aunt." Charley calmly replied that it

miglit possibly be his grandmother. As
to an aunt, the blessing of such a relative

had been denied him. The spirit, aunt and

all, withdrew in confusion, and returned

no more.

On returning to England, Mr. Beagle pub-

lished one of the first works on spii-itualism

issued in this land. It excited some con-

troversy. The public, who perused the book,

said that the writer believed. Tlie critics

(who didn't) said he did not.

The author's own expressed views failed

to settle the question. In the club smoking-

room, Charley was re|X)rted to have pro-

nounced the whole thing " beastly humbug."
In a different circle, Mr. Beagle declared

the subject "pregnant with interest," and,

with the aid of an old aphorism, deprecated

a too hasty judgment.
" ' There came in,' " quoted Charley, " ' a

wise man and a fool. The wise man heard,

investigated, and decided. The fool de-

cided.'
"

From what has been stated, it will be

seen that Charley, if a believer, was, at all

events, no bigot, and I therefore placed

myself with the greater readiness under
his guidance. What followed I v/ill en-

deavour to relate with the closest possible

adherence to fact.

Had King Harry, while in his very sub-

stantial flesh, been apprised that he was
destined to spend many evenings at JSTo. 12,

Buzzard-buildings, near the Mother Red-
cap, Hampstead-road, East, and that the

majority of the distinguished persons in-

vited to meet him would arrive by the

twopenny 'bus, he would probably have
expressed iiis incredulity in terms more
significant than polite. How, then, if it

had been added that the privilege aforesaid

would be appraised at three and sixpence a

head, to the profit of the host? " Body o'

me!" would the offended monarch have
roared to his informant. " The fellow is

both fool and traitor ! Had I quarter-staff"

at hand, I would crack it over thy knave's

pate, beshrew me !"

Buzzard-buildings, if not actually situ-

ated in a Court suburb, is—when you find

it—a very nice place ; and Mr. and Mrs.

Hawkshawe, the proprietors of No. 12, are,

both in manners and appearance, very nice

people. The gentleman is understood to

be the grand, passive medium, tlie lady the

active, managing, or (to use the technical

term) " complementary," medium, estab-

lishing the "rapport" between the circle

and the former.

We were about fourteen in number. Of
these five or six were friends of Beagle,

though strangers to the phenomena we had
come to witness. There was a professor,

but of what craft or science did not clearly

appear. There was a doctor of medicine,

a refined and gentle - mannered old lady,

and, furthermore, a hard-headed solicitor,

with a quick and searching manner that

boded ill for any trickery that might be

attempted. There were also two or three

more, who seemed to be already familiar

with the ways and manners of spiritualism.

With these latter, Charley Beagle, having

put on his scientific mask, freely fraternised,

and moved among them without exciting

the least distrust.

The circle was now formed, in an inner

drawing-room, around a long table, on
Avhich was laid a large sheet of brown paper

folded in the form of a speaking-trumpet,

and, the lights being extinguished, we were

left in tota,l darkness.

The first sound audible, after a faint

giggle, which Avas rebuked by a general

"Hush!" was the voice of Mrs. Hawk-
shawe inviting us to rise and join in re-

peating the Lord's Prayer.

Had we known all that was to follow

such a preface, it is probable that some
members of the circle would have objected

to its use. As it was, the solemn words
were uttered with (apparently) all the

reverence which is their due ; after which,

the complementary medium, assuming an

ordinary tone, informed us that the spirits

rather relished an easy, cheerful circle,

and invited us to oS"er any remarks we
chose.

" Such of my hearers " (used Artemus
Ward to observe) " as have been confined

in Newgate, will remember," &c. &c. Such
of the readers of tliis serial who have ac-

quired the habit of consulting sphits, will

remember the style of conversation that

precedes the actual phenomena. The con-

dition of the atmosphere, as affecting the

prospects of the present seance ; the pos-

sibility of any repugnant influence being

present ; the capricious, skittish, and.

--W
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indeed, reprehensible beliaviour of Dolly
Brown (a spirit), at sncli and sucli a meet-
ing ; the commendable interest evinced by
Count Bobboli, or the Baron von Giggle,

in the phenomena ; together with the

count's very natural astonishment, when
his brother (hailing through the brown-
pajier speaking-trumpet from an island in

the South Pacific) announced thp.t he was
not residing in Paris, as had been sup-

posed, but had been wrecked on an undis-

covered reef, and buried under a tamarind-

tree, some sprays of which would arrive

by the next packet, in proof of the asser-

tion. Surprise, congratulation, and low
comments. After these, a lull, when the

medium (Mrs. Hawkshawe), in a cajoling

tone, reminded the spirits that time, though
nothing to them, was still a matter of some
concern to us.

" Now, spirits, now then, darlings
;

where are you ? Don't keep us long wait-

ing, there's dears."

I was conjecturing how Bluff Harry
would respond to an invitation so expressed,

v/hcu the hard-headed man of law abruptly

inquired :
" May I ask if there be any

absolute necessity for total darkness, and
the retaining our seats ?"

" Tour question, my excellent friend,

though a discreet one, will cost you youi's,"

whispered Charley the experienced. And
so it did.

" We should infinitely prefer the light,"

said Mrs. Hawkshawe, sweetly. " But
the spirits have announced certain condi-

tions, and if these are disregarded, we get

no results."

"Ha! probably not," said the inquirer,

dryly.
" Come, spirits, spirits !" said the me-

dium, briskl}^. " What is the meaning of

this ? If you won't speak, answer by the

table. Is the circle to your satisfaction?"

An emphatic thump. (No.)
" What changes shall be made ?"

Reply being unthumpable, none was
made, and it became expedient to inquire,

seriatim : " Am I right r"' &c.

Three thumps (afiirmative), until it came
to the turn of the man of" law, when a
tremendous "No."

" I am exti'cmely sorry, sir," said the

voice of Mrs. Plawkshawe, through the

gloom, " but I fear that, unless you will do
us the favour of walking into the next

room, our spiritual atmosphere will remain
imperfect."

The lawyer hesitated, thought, perhaps,

of his three and sixpence, then of his

friends' disappointment, and poHtcly with-

drew, under a promise not to open the

I

door, but with liberty to glean what he
might through the key-hole.

One or two changes then took place, the
result of which placed me—the writer

—

next the medium, and the refined old lady
(who was nervous and prostrated) at the
opposite end of the table, in a very isolated

and forlorn condition indeed. But there was
no appeal, and the spirits had to be obeyed.

Silence again prevailed.

"Do they ever fail entirely ?" asked a
half- sceptical voice, in the dark,

" Scarcely ever," replied the medium.
" Only yesterday, Count Bobboli was say-

ing to the Baron von Giggle, that he
never Well, this is most extraordi-

nary ! Stay. If any of the company would
favour us Vocal harmony soothes and
attracts them. Can anybody sing?"
Dead silence, and sniffing.

" Suppose we try a chorus," suggested
the medium. " Auld lang Syne ?"

We did. But the spirits, perhaps not

recognising our claim to " auld acquaint-

ance," remained unmoved.
" Try a single voice," said somebody, at

a venture.
" I have heard," some one else politely

observed, " that a lady present, Mrs. Pam-
melton Gurle, has a charming voice. If

she would oblige us
"

Rather to my surprise, there arose from
the further end of the table a sort of nervous
twitter, like several sparrows, each with a

severe cold, attempting a part song, and
breaking down. It was good-natured Mrs.

Pammelton Gurle essaying a ditty, popular

no doubt in her youthful days : The Spell

is broken, We must part.

It was more pathetic than apt. We were
intent rather upon weaving a spell, and
by no means disposed to "part" till we
had succeeded.

There was a dark buzz, Avhich might be

interpreted, at pleasure, as applause or

relief, but through it came peahng a loud

and rough, yet muflaed, voice, as ifthrough

a speaking-trumpet

:

" Brayvo, old lady !"

" Ha ! the spirits !" " At last ! 'Tis

John!" "Welcome, John!" "Now we
shall hear something!" exclaimed voices

of the initiated.

" What John, Charley?" I asked, inno-

cently. " King John ?"

"No, no!" said Charley, "John King.

It's the spirit that was so much with the

Davingpodges, you know,"
" Aha !" said I.

" Well, John, here you are at last !" said

-^
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tlie medium, clieerfully. "You frightened

us. We thouglit you would not come. Is

the circle all right?"
" No, it isn't," bellowed plain-spoken

John,

"What's the matter?"
" Heverything," responded John, in a

sullen roar.
" You are out of sorts, I think. Where's

Harry ?"

" Don't know, and don't care. With
Katie, perhaps. He ain't tied to my hapron-

string ! Perhaps he'll come by-and-bye,"

added John, rdentin gly,
" Can't you call him up, sir ?" inquired

a timid voice.

"They object to the expression 'up,'"

put in the complementary medium.
" I beg pardon," said the timid voice

;

" I—didn't mean "

" Put any questions any one pleases,"

said the medium.
" Ahen>! Where's my wife ?" demanded

a stern, quiet voice, down the table.

" You ain't got never a one," said John,
" and you wouldn't know 'ow to treat her,

if you 'ad."

There was a giggle, and John, exultant

in a lucky guess, celebrated his triumph by
dealing blows indiscriminately, right and
left, with the brown-paper trumpet, in the
dark. Mr. King's manners certainly lacked
repose.

" You want Harry here, to keep you in

order," observed the medium.
"Well," said a new voice, rising, as it

were, from the very centre of the table,
" Harry is here !"

I fear I cannot convey a correct idea of

this second voice. To my fancy, it was
such as might have proceeded from an ex-

ceedingly choky and corpulent imp, gulping
out half-articulate w^ords in intervals of

sea-sickness. The being from which it

emanated seemed to be staggering, hither

and thither, about six inches above the

table.

Several questions were put to the royal

shade, but OAving to the peculiarity of the

voice, which seemed to proceed direct from
Harry's stomach, without troubling any
other organ, I could not make out the

first replies.

" These vocal phenomena are highly
instructive, sir," said (I think) the pro-

fessor to me.
"They are, sir," I replied. " Especially

when intelligible."

" When did my father die ?" asked a
voice. It was the lawyer's. He had
broken his parole, and quietly resumed his

seat. But the mysterious influence' that
had required his absence was manifestly
unconscious of his return.

" Never," was the decided reply.

"Yet he died in my arms."
" No he didn't," said Bluff Harry.
The medium explained that, according

to spiritualistic views, there is no sucli

thing as death, only a migration from
sphere to sphere.

" I see. Well, when did he quit this

sphere ?" asked the determined querist.

At this moment a hoarse call, or bellow,

resounded along the table.
" Ah, the bo'sen !" said Mrs. Hawkshawe.

" It's the bo'sen of the Captain. Well,
bo'sen, what have you to say to us ?"

Dead silence.

"Perhaps," suggested a voice, "he has
come to thank us for the provision made
for his wife and family."

" Hush, please," said the medium.
" They dishke to have their business sug-
gested to them. I'm afraid he is gone."
He was.
" Harry, are you gone?"
" No, I'm here," gurgled the monarch.
" Will you—will your majesty permit

me to ask," said a voice I didn't know,
" what is your real opinion of Cardinal
Wolsey?"

" He was a great man," replied King
Henry, speaking from the pit ofhis stomach.
" My stay, my comforter."

" His Imaej-tvoolsey, that is," put in,

emboldened by the dark, some student of

the Comic History of England.
"Ho— ho — ho!" roared John King,

who had been silent of late. " Tell that to

Katie!"
" Hold your tongue ?" growled Harry.
" Shan't," said uncourtly John.
" Pray, may I ask, do you play whist

down there ?" inquired a gentlemanly
voice.

The medium remarked that " down
there " was open to the same objection she

had mentioned in connexion with "up."
The querist apologised, and repeated his

question, to which Bluff Harry replied in

the affirmative, and that the points were

"Do they practise calling for trumps?"
pursued Mr. M. (He was a member of my
club, and a fanatic of whist.)

" I don't remember," growled Harry.
"I'll ask Katie."

" Can they see in the dark?" asked a

member of the circle.

" They cannot see at all," said the

medium. " A peculiar psychological con-

^
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clition, acted Tipon -with energy by the

secundo - primary properties, produces in

tlieni an effect analagous to what wc call

' sight.'
"

"Ay, ay?" said Charley, as if a new
light had dawned npon him.

As King Han-y positively refused to

reply to any questions of the least im-

portance without consulting Katie, and
as there existed a strong impression that,

having once sought that lady's society, his

majesty would not return, wc ceased to

press him, and the conversation resolved

itself into a passage of arms between him-

self and John King, in which the latter

was worsted.

A little nervous shriek from Mrs. Pam-
melton Grurle next alarmed the circle. Some-
body, the old lady declared, had touched

her"!

Was she hurt ? Was she frightened ?

No, not at all. But a hand was placed

round her neck, and the liberty, more
than the touch, had wounded her.

It seemed time to close the seance. Bluff

Harry and John King had both retired ;

but the spirits appeared disposed to turn

the tabic, and the medium invited us to

witness that, before we broke up. The
table was turned entirely upside down, as

the light, when turned on, exhibited to us.

It was so large and heavy that, the medium
assured us, it would require three strong

men to effect what had been done.

But our friend the lawyer, having de-

clared he could do it alone, was permitted

to try, and performing his task with per-

fect ease, the miracle collapsed.

Thus ended the seance in Buzzard-build-

ings. As a novelty, it was amusing ; as a

farce, poor; as an "inquiry," below con-

tempt. If the spirits be otherwise than

mortal humbugs, it is unlucky indeed for

the honest films, that tke two conditions

they insist upon, as essential to their de-

monstration, are precisely those which
render complete demonstration impossible.*

MORNING ON THE MOUNTAINS.
The pale blue mist lies on the mountain crest,

Wraps the fir-forests in a dewy shroud,

And veils the shimmering lake. The red deer wakes
And rises from his lair, and tossing high
His branched head, treads o'er the velvet mo?3,

Launching his doep-toned challenge on the air.

The harebells quake, sway their blue coronals,

Whht time the breeee of dawn, piercing and keen,

Sweeps o'er their heathery bed. The ptarmigan
Springs startled up, as dropping fir-cones fall

Upon his couch of leaves. The russet hare,
Tier long ears pricked, leaps from her last night's form.
And bounding o'er the glade, is lost to sight.

^Vithin the whins, the red-legged coveys crouch,
And fear not sportsman's gun. Scarce e'er does foot
Of man crush down the few green blades that grow
Upon these distant, solitary wilds.

Morning breaks o'er the mountains, keen and cold,

Bracing the nei-ves, and sweeping from the brain
The misty cobwebs of continuous thought,
Giving to thews and sinews double strength,

Once more to bear the burdens of the day.

* This narrative embodies the incidents, as faithfully

as memory can supply them, of a stance at which the

writer was lately present in London, names and places

alone disguised.

IN THE FIELD WITH THE
PRUSSIANS.

A CO^TVOT CAPTURED, AND HOW WE ESCAPED.

" Now, then, are you ready ?" called out

Baumstein, a dashing Uhlan officer, to a
man who was trying to improvise some
harness for a horse which had broken the

traces of a provision waggon.
" Not yet, sir," was the man's answer.

"The traces have had a deal of wear and
tear, and want looking to in a great many
places."

" Well, I know you would not keep the

column of waggons waiting if you had not

good reason for it ; but you must really be

quick, for you know orders are to be at

Etain (half w^ay between Metz and Verdun)
at twelve, and it only wants an hour to it

now."
The vehicles were regular army provi-

sion waggons for the most part, but there

were also several "required" French carts.

The official waggons were all marked in

the following way on their canvas cover-

ings :
" Proviant Wagen, Numbers One,

Two, Three, &c., Brandenburg Infantrie

Division." The two drivers to each waggon
were soldier postilions, each of whom had
his loaded musket at his side, so that, if

occasion required it, they had but to cut

the rope traces of the cart, and there was
at once a small squadron of horse ready

for more military duties. The waggons
were each dra^wn by two pairs of horses,

which were remarkably fine, strong beasts,

and, if it were necessary, they were fully

capable of dragging the heavy loaded

waggons at the rate of six miles an hour
the Avhole day through. The provisions

carried were for the most part countless

loaves of black bread, and ham salted and
dried, which is all the Germans require.

Several of the waggons, however, were full

of grain.

At last the trace was mended to the sol-

dier's satisfaction, and the young lieutenant

sent an under-officer to the front to say that

waggon number one might proceed. There

was a cracking of whips, mingled with each

soldier's particular noise for urging on his

<Qi--
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beasts, and the whole column started, the

horses' hoofs striking sparks from the stones

in the little village as they passed, and the

heavy waggon wheels crunching many a

hard flint to powder.
The village was one of those dreary,

desolate - looking places which one finds

too often near a newly-fought battle-field.

Window-frames, with portions of glass still

sticking in them, flajjped listlessly to and
fro ; doors, partially battered down, lay

transversely across the apertures they were
intended to cover; large patches of blue

sky showed through the roofs of many of

the houses, while the yellow-plastered walls,

speckled with bullet and shell marks, were
in several places clotted with blood. Such
was the village on the road to Etain at

which we had stopped, and, now that we
had set out again, the country opened be-

fore our view in all the glory of summer
sunshine. Far and near was one immense
space of open ground, interspersed by vil-

lages and broad magnificent roads.

Any one who has seen France can scarcely

have failed to have noticed that it is a

country wonderfully appropriate for the

purposes of war. Its broad plateaux and
open spaces court the evolutions of an army,
while its straight, broad, endless chaussees

seem built for the purpose of hosts march-
ing to one or other of its frontiers. In
England we have our narrow lanes, our
endless hedges ; but France abjures such
cumbei"ers of the ground, and, in an emi-

nently scientific manner, sets to work to

build a straight, bi'oad road, and let it

cost what it may, or whatever difficul-

ties may be in the course indicated for

it to take, they are surmounted with a

celerity and adroitness that does the French
infinite credit.

The chaussee by which we approached
Etain was just such a road as seemed to

have been built on the foregoing principle; it

was some fifty yards wide, and as straight

as a line. On either side beautiful lime-

trees, planted at regular intervals, cast

their broad cool shadows across the glaring

white of the chalky road. Here and there

single carrion crows, and magpies in flocks,

were busily at work on the open ground to

the right and left of the road. Ah ! what
an awful feast they had as they dug their

long beaks into the ground, and then cawed
and chattered over their meal. It was a
strange thing, but I certainly noticed that

all innocent biixls seemed to have entirely

disappeared, while these vultures of tem-
perate climes swarmed for many a mile over
the open ground.

The column now came to the little vil-

lage of Jarny, and here sonae Prussian
ofiicers " required" a waggon with a pair of
horses, and I was given a seat in it. We
had previously been sitting on one of the
provision waggons. The Frenchman from
whom the cart and horses were " required"
was told to send a boy with them to drive,

and as he was a long time in finding one,

the provision column had got on some way
before we started again. On reaching Con-
flans we found the convoy had not stopped,

but had trotted through the town.

Conflans was not an interesting-looking

town, but it bore no appearance of desola-

tion, as the villages that we had just passed
had done. Its inhabitants seemed quietly

to have submitted to the Prussian yoke,

and were busied at their daily occupa-
tions. The shops were open, and, although
trade could not be said to be floiu-ishing, it

was still going on. The crowd of German
troops in the town was immense ; stand
after stand of arms appeared, piled in

fours, with the spiked helmets on the

bayonets, down all the side streets. Some
were piled in front of the churches, others

were opposite the hotels and large build-

ings. There must have been several thou-

sand men in this little town. The church
I saw was entirely cleared out ; the altar

and pews were all gone, and in their place

straw was strewn over the floor. On this

several hundred Prussian soldiers, rolled up
in their great-coats, with their knapsacks
serving them as pillows, lay fast asleep.

Two men kept guard over the arms out-

side, which are so piled that every man, if

alarmed, has not the slightest difficulty in

finding his weapon. An alarm was given
that the French were coming while 1 was
looking round the church, and the order
and quickness displayed by the men in

turning out was something Vi^onderful. The
alarm was beaten through the town by a
drummer. As soon as the senfa-ies heard
it they woke a young lieutenant, who was
sleeping on the straw by the side of his

men. He sprang up, and shouted, " Stand
to your arms !" Without speaking a word,
they all rose like one man, just as if they

had all been shamming sleep, and had been
expecting the alarm. They hastily rolled

up their great-coats. In two minutes the

knapsack was on each man's back, and the

coat, rolled into sausage shape, the ends
being fastened together by a little strap,

was placed aci'oss each man's right shoulder.

In the most silent manner they quickly left

the church, and four men went to each pile

of arms. When all were there the ofiicer

^=
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gave the order to put on helmets and
shoulder arms. The next minute they

Avere in marching order ; their movements
were so quick, yet so mechanical, that they

seemed to come from some accurate and
beautiful piece of machinery. It turned

out to be a false alarm, arising from a

sentry, a mile off, firing his rifle. " Fall

out, and pile arms," cried the lieutenant,

and in five minutes the men were all on

the straw again. The Prussian soldier

makes a rule of sleeping whenever he gets

the chance, and also of eating enough to

last him three days, should fortune give

Iiim such an opportunity.

After half an hour's good trot Ave came
up to the column again.

" Holloa," said the Uhlan officer, " we
thought we had lost you. Where did you
get those horses from ? They are fine

bea.sts."

" From Jarny," Avas the answer.

"HoAV far is it to Etain noAV ?"

" Why, it is a good hour's trot. We
I

Avero to have arrived there by tAvclve, but

it Avill be past one. I expect the old general

Avill flay me aUve. But since we left we
have had nothing but disasters. In fact, I

don't know where it is going to end. Well,

Herr Engliinder," said he to me, " where
are you bound for ?"

"I am going to the right of Verdun," I

ansAvered ;
" to a place called Magneville.

I am told that the Second Army Corps is

there, and if so I shall get the general com-
manding to give me leave to follow his

ambulance into the next battle."
" It strikes me that our position here

is not altogether safe. You know, we
are not very far from Verdun," he .an-

SAvered. " No one seems to know where
IMacMahon is, and I, for one, have never
yet been rightly told where to find a Ger-
man regiment, division, or army corps,

Avhen I have inquired for one. It looks to

me like inextricable confusion ; but I sup-

pose it will all turn out right. We have a
good man at our head. He is like a spider

in the middle of his Aveb, and knoAvs every-

thing, Avhile the meshes Avhich form the

Aveb knoAV notliing, but do their work just

as 'Avell as if they did. Bazaine, the blue-

bottle, we have already got locked up pretty

safely in Metz ; but still there are some flies

left Avhich can sting."

At this moment a sergeant dashed up to

the Uhlan oSicer's side to say that one
of the Avheels of the foremost provision

Avr.ggon had come off, and just as Ave heard
this the whole column came to a dead halt.

"Did you ever see anything like this?"

said the Ulilan. " We shan't die in our

beds' if this goes on ; Ave can't stop for the

cart. ForAvards."

And the \A-aggons got in motion ngaiu,

leaving the provision waggon with four

men and some rope to make the defect

temporarily good.

We soon reached Etain. That town was
also full of troops. Here our waggon
drew up at the Hotel de la Couronne,

whilst the Ulilan officer went to report

himself to the general. The two Prussian

officers with Avhom I had been travelling

were also looking for the Second Army
Corps. In a feAv minutes the Uhlan officer

joined us in the hotel, and he Avas told to

pass through the Second Army Corps, and
that he would find his division half starving

at the next village beyond.

We all determined the best thing to be

done was to secui'e something to eat while

the horses were munching their noonday
meal ; so calling the host of the hotel, my
friends recommended him to be qu.ick in

serving us, unless he wanted . The
poor man Avas allowed to fill up the blank

in any way that his imagination suggested,

and in ten minutes we were served, al-

though the place AA^as croAvded with officers,

all of whom were as imperious in theu' de-

mands as Ave had been.

Our repast consisted of a thick slice of

villanously tough meat : the Avaiter called

it beef; I called it horse, and I fancy I Avas

right ; but he Avould have been worse than

a fool who, at that hour and that place,

threw away the chance of getting a mouth-
ful of meat, let it be what it might. Salad

and bread completed the dinner, together

with a bottle of Chablis vieux, so that we
rose quite contented, and paid our tAvelve

francs a piece (a disgraceful price even for

war times), with a grin, which aa^hs a sign

of more delight than some of the other

officers' faces bore.

Most of them were storming for this,

that, and the other; the waiters, tAVO in num-
ber, always ansAvered " Oui, messieurs,"

most politely, Avithout ever attempting to

note or fulfil a single order. They just

simply took anything they could find ready

in the kitchen, and pitched it down in turns

on one or other of the tables, and ran

aAvay, with their fingers in their ears, for a

fresh load, followed by a storm of abuse

fi'om all sides.

We gladly took our departure from this

Babel, and set out on our road to Magne-
ville. The Uhlan officer rode to the front

to find out the Avay, and we brought up
the rear of the column, as we had done

:p
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before. There is a feeling of safety about
numbers, or else, had we been so inclined,

we might have passed the other waggons,
and gone on alone, but we chose remain-

ing where we were. It was a good long

way to Magneville, and after leaving Etain,

we gave two or three tortuous windings
out of the town, and then found ourselves

on another long broad chaussee.
" What is the day of the month ?" asked

the Uhlan lieutenant.
" The twenty-eighth of August," was the

answer.

And we moved on in silence till we
reached Abducourt, which was a totally

deserted village.

" It's very strange that there should be
no Prussians quartered here," said one of

the officers ;
" and if the Second Army

Corps, numbering thirty-five thousand men,
is to be supplied by the provision and am-
munition waggons running up and down
this road, they won't get fat on such fare ;

and as for their rifles and cannons, they
might just as well pitch them away. Why,
we have not met a single soldier or con-

veyance since we left the outposts before

Etain."

Baumstein now rode up to us.
" We ought to get a by-road to the left,

now," said this officer. "I was told I

should find one after passing the first vil-

lage, but I don't think the village was
called Abducourt. I have lost my map,
worse luck to it. What a nuisance it is !

I hope we are all right."
" Before we go on any further," said an

officer in the cart, "let us get out and
light our cigars in one of these houses

;

there's too much Avind to do it here."

The column did not stop in the village,

but we told the lad to draw up, and de-

scending, we made our way into a deserted

house. It evidently belonged to some well-

to-do farmer, who had left in a tremendous
hurry ; so much so, that the dinner, although
placed upon the table, had been left un-
tasted. There was an article in the code of
war amongst these Germans, which was,
that whenever a house was deserted, and
there were any eatables or drinkables left

in it, these were the legitimate property of
the finder. There were two reasons by
which such a proceeding was justified

:

one was, that when you had eaten one meal
it was quite uncertain whether you would
get another for days ; and the other was,
that if you left the eatables they would be
sure to spoil, and that if you did not take
the wine, some one else would.

Acting on these principles, we each took

a bottle of wine and some very stale bread,

and giving a bottle to our driver, whom we
called Napoleon, from his likeness to the

original, we started to eatch up the proviant

waggons, which we knew must now be a
long way ahead of us. We ascended the
cart, and the horses trotted gaily onwards

;

they Avere fine, strong beasts, with broad
chests, and our driver. Napoleon, was a
good, civil lad ; he seemed in a terrible

state of alarm, and although the Gei-mans
did nothing to cause him the least mis-

givings, he looked as if he expected every
moment to be shot. He ans veered all the

questions put to him in a very tremulous
voice. One officer asked him where he was
during the battle on the 1 8th.

"In the cellar," was the answer. "We
were all there—father, mother, sisters, and
myself; for the soldiers who passed to the

front told us that if the Prussians gained
the day, we should all be murdered; and
that they always tied the men to trees, and
then killed the women and children before

their eyes."
" Did you ever hear anything like that ?"

said one of the Prussian officers.

We now came to an angle where two
straight roads met. Just as we were turn-

ing the corner we caught the sound of firing,

and we saw a riderless horse, five hundred
yards ofi", coming along the road to meet
us at a frightful speed ; it was almost fly-

ing. Poor Napoleon nearly fainted. "Turn
the horses !" we cried to him; but he was
too far gone for that, so I sprang to the

reins, and tugged with such haste that the

waggon very nearly went over, but luck

was with us. "Now, back you go," we
said to Napoleon. He did not want telling-

twice. Far down the road we could see a

confused mass of horses and waggons and
puffs of smoke, and we could distinctly

hear the sound of shots.

" Gott im Himmel," said the Prussians
;

"they have caught sight of us; off"— off"."

Napoleon lashed the horses into a per-

fect fury. The riderless horse was now
close up to us. It was the Uhlan lieu-

tenant's. As it was passing we could see

a deep sword-cut across its neck, and the

poor brute's chest was covered with blood.

How it went ! We must have been going
at a splendid rate to have kept that beast,

as long as we did, in sight, for it scarcely

seemed to touch the ground; with neck
stretched out, with bloodshot, rolling eyes,

and foaming mouth, and nostrils widely

dilated, it shot past us. Our horses took

fright and followed it. It was a fearful

drive. None of us expected to reach Etain
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alive. We tore through the village, along

the broad road ; to the breadth of the road

Ave owed our safety as much as to anything,

for the horses, every now and then, made
a fearful swerve, but still they kept on
gallantly. Ever and anon we cast our

glances behind us, but no horsemen ap-

pearing, we thought we were safe. The
distance from the village to Etain was
about five miles ; we had got, perhaps, half

of our perilous journey over, when we saw
two horsemen coming after us as fast as

they could tear.

" There are only two of them," said one
of the Prussians; "take out your chasse-

pots." We placed the straw and the two
portmanteaus we had been sitting on at the

back of the cart as a sort of barricade, and
then took up positions behind it, so that

our cart looked fi'om behind nothing more
than a simple cart with straw in it. Be-
tween the straw and the portmanteaus there

was sufficient room to fire ; and as both the

officers had chassepots and a few dozen
cartridges, as keepsakes of Gravelotte, we
were fully prepared.

Our waggon was still going at a tre-

mendous pace. We could see that the two
horsemen were themselves followed by a

troop of French horse, who were rapidly

gaining on them. Presently, there were a

few puffs of smoke from the French horse-

men. One of the two pursued men fell,

horse and all ; the other kept on. He was
better mounted than his pursuers, and had
evidently been only keeping with the other,

for directly his comrade's horse fell he
bounded away, and came on after us at a

tremendous pace. Our poor beasts were
getting rapidly tired. We were now within

two miles of Etain. The Grerman horse-

man was still being pursued, but was rapidly

distancing his pursuers, and quickly catch-

ing us up. In a few minutes he was along-

side.

"Chasseurs! Chasseurs!" was all he

said ; and he dashed on.

Just as he passed we were able to see it

was one of the sergeants, but he had got a

cut over the head, and his face was covered

Avith blood and dust to such an extent as

to make him almost indistinguishable.

Our eyes Avere noAv intently fixed on the

body of chasseurs. There were somewhere
about twenty of them ; they seemed very

tolerably mounted, and Avere quickly gain-

ing upon us. Our horses were giving evi-

dent appearances of knocking up. We
certainly imagined that our hour had come.

We could distinctly see our chasseur friends'

uniforms, and Ave Avere speculating whether

it might not be wiser to pull up, when Na-
poleon called out, " Voila, voila !" We
turned our eyes, and to our intense joy a
troop of German Uhlans appeared. We
were about midway betAveen the two squad-
rons of hostile horse. The effect of this

sight on the French was electrifying. They
wheeled round, and, in their turn, were
the pursued.

"Napoleon," we cried, " draw up at the
side of the road."

As the Uhlans charged past us, we stood
up in the cart, and gave them a loud cheer,

and actually Napoleon joined in. They
ansAvered it. Their horses looked smoking
hot, and rather jaded, as if they had
already done a good morning's work, but
still they seemed to have plenty of go in

them as they dashed along. They did not
continue the chase long, as they kncAV no
doubt that more French would come out of

Verdun. The officer's riderless horse had
dashed into Etain, and had thereby given
the alarm, upon which a party of Uhlans,
just returning from reconnoitring, were
sent out to see Avhat was the matter ; and,

luckily for us, they came just at the right

moment. When we reached Etain we
found that we had taken the wrong road,

and that the garrison of Verdun, instead of

the poor Uhlan officer's division, was
several Avaggon loads of provisions the

richer by the mistake. The whole town
Avas under arms ; long roAvs of infantry and
heavy squadrons of horse were draAvn up
waiting only the Avord of command. As
we arrived, the order to "fall out," was
given. Cannons were iinlimbered, cavalry-

men led their horses back to their stables

once more, the infantry again piled their

needle - guns before the houses they oc-

cupied, and in almost as short a time as

it takes to relate it, the Avhole place Avas

comparatively still. The sentries again

mounted guard, and the officers returned

to the hotels to talk over the bad luck

which had attended " the captured con-

voy."

WANTED FOR LONDON.

All the enormous alterations that are

taking place in London, vast works like the

Embankment, Holborn Viaduct, and the

ncAV streets opened up near the Mansifju

House, carried out successfully, and Avith

an almost Roman spirit, might seem
Avorthy of the great City that boasts itself

the capital of the A\^orld. Yet some of the

busiest parts of London haA'e an air of

-^
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shabbiness and meanness quite out of keep-

ing -witli these grand efforts, and utterly

unworthy of a city of such pretension.

What is wanted to remove these incon-

gruities is a ready managing cedile ; not a

Haussman with vast plans and demolitions,

but something akin to the clever, shifty,

thrifty housekeeper in a moderate establish-

ment. We want, in short, for London, the

"handy man," with a light touch and ar-

tistic eye, and a not exorbitant balance to

his credit in the municipal coffers. We
should take him first to Trafalgar-square.

There are grand soaring schemes for the

beautifying or rather reconstruction of that

really fine place ; although it is certainly

not quite the finest site in Europe. A skil-

ful architect could, with alterations, make
a handsome pile of the much abused Na-

tional Gallery, or at least turn it into a re-

spectable conventional building, that would
fairly hold its own with the Post-Ofiice,

and buildings of such modest preten-

sions. There is no need for wholesale

razing and abolishing. The stiff flagged

portion of the square could be laid out

with far more effect; a broad flight of

steps should descend from the gallery ; a

little green should be judiciously intro-

duced ; above all, the awful statues should

be sent for shelter to remote back streets

or lonely suburbs. A fine chance was missed

here a short time ago, when, by purchasing

two or three old houses by Spring Gardens,

an opening could have been made into St.

James's Park. But a bank had more spirit,

and purchased the ground. Private enter-

prise has often a nice instinct. Who that

remembers the unrivalled squalor and de-

cay of old Huugerford Market, but must
acknowledge how much London is indebted

to a company for the gay, cheery, and even
stately Charing Cross Hotel, which has
taken its place, and which has really lent a

dignity to the neighboiirhood. But the

strangest thing is, that a street like the

Strand, so busy and important, where such
vast retail business is done, should still

consist of old, rickety, tottering houses of

an almost crazy senility, with even shops

of the oldest pattern. Now, even in a pro-

vincial town, a perpetual restoration and
stuccoing is going on, and almost every

new tenant guts, and alters, and plasters

his house, even for the prestige of the

thing. Amazing, too, is the slowness with

which improvements are adopted, whose
value has been proved by experience else-

where ; and it is only worthy of an old-

fashioned French town to have omnibuses
and carriages hobbling laboriously over

rude paving-stones, when for yeai's back
the success of asphalte has been estab-

lished in Paris. This smooth and durable
material, over which the vehicles literally

glide, actually imparts a cheerfulness to

the street, and we are not pained by the
spectacle of toiling and straining horses,

who under the new conditions seem to

make child's play of their task. A small

strip has indeed been laid down in Holborn,
which seems to be already strangely worn
into eddies and inequalities ; but this, it is

probable, comes from the originally imper-
fect construction of the roadway underneath,
which must be old, and old-fashioned. The
French surface remains as level as a billiard

tabic. The day is not far distant when all

our streets will be laid down Avith this

wonderfal material, which will add a new
luxury to London life, will cheapen the cost

of horseflesh and carriage material, by add-
ing to their lasting powers, and will make
us look back with wonder to the barbarous
horrors of macadamisation.

One would think that clothing an official

with decent taste was not a herculean task :

yet ask a foreigner his opinion of the poor
bemonstered force which jDrotects our lives

and purses. He might suppose that Dyk-
Avynkyn, or some other of the artists who
work for the pantomimes, had designed the

grotesque disfigurement of these unhappy
men. The more ferocious in appearance
carry off this grotesqueness by a sort of

buccaneering or pu'atical air, they are

so strapped, and.gaitered, and hung about
with objects. Yet a little ordinary prac-

tical sense, directed by even a meagre scrap

of taste, would save us from ridicule. A
little bronzed point or knob at the top

of the helmet, in the Prussian fashion,

would do something. The long buccaneer-

ing gaiters might be shortened one half,

or combined with knickerbockers. The
Dublin police have showy helmets, set off

with German-silver chains, and patent

leather ; but the best model would be that

of the gendarmerie in some parts of Ger-

many—a stiff Tyi-olean hat, stout as a

helmet, Avith a plume of cock's feathers at

the side.

Here is a suggestion for the new post-

master-general : How often does even an old

inhabitant wander about the long streets

looking for the post-office ? Nay, how often

does he not actually pass it, as he looks

for the shrinking and over-modest openings

which cower near the ground, and are ob-

soured by the competing attractions of

loaves or groceries ? There should surely

be some conspicuous signal, say a lamp-

^
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post, painted some gay coloiii-, that could
be seen afar, to indicate the sitnatiou.

Again, how vastly would a street like

Regent-street be improved by a few stray

kiosks, devoted to the sale of newspapers
and postage-stamps ; or, better still, by the

postmaster-general enlarging his pillarr

boxes, like one of those changes that take
place in the comic business of the panto-
mime, and placing one of his smart little

uniformed boys to sell the stamps and sort

the letters, allowing him to supplement his

efforts by the sale of newspapers ?

It is plain, too, that the Embankment— a really fine and tasteful work— is

scarcely hkely to be developed as it ought
to be. Even the ordinary road lamp-posts
that light it are of a mean pattern, while
the ambitious and highly decorated bea-

cons that decorate the balustrade are too

flashy. Inigo Jones's exquisite water-gate
lies half buried in mud, and is growing-

dilapidated. Surely such an artistic ob-

ject might be conveniently moved, and set

up to do its proper function, instead of the

gaunt and hideous thing at the Temple-
stairs. But there is in this Embankment
a grand opportunity for what might be
called cheap out-door education : that is,

for civiliising the manners and tastes of

the rough population of London. There is

here a chance of teaching them that there
is enjoyment outside the charmed circle of

the public-house, which should, on no ac-

count, be neglected. These grounds should
not be laid out into too pre'cise an arrange-
ment of trim flower-beds. There should be
grass and walks, with a few statues, as in

the Tuileries. There is something rather
grim and cheerless in our public garden-
ing, with the austere notices and the watch-
ing men. We should think of the sultry

summer evenings, and make it into a lounge,
with plenty of seats, from which to look on
the river, and above all, a "gi-and cafe" or
two, with a band playing.

We could not do better than follow the

precedent of the Champs Elysees—which
arc turned to such charming purposes, and
very fairly deserve the title—about ten

o'clock, ^\•llen all the lights are twinkling
through the trees on some cool night, and
the soft sound of music floats to us. A
more rational way of spending an evening-

could not be conceived ; and if the Embank-
ment were turned to some such purpose, or

if the experiment were tried even in a small
Avay, it would probably answer quite as well

with the London public. Of course a grim
political economy will interpose. The Board
of Works, or some such body, will say that

such fooleries are no business of theirs. At
most there will be "bedding out" of some
gay flowers, with a great deal of iron railing

and fencing.

Why are not the short culs through
the parks thrown open to vulgar cabs and
omnibuses ? In so republican a country
as this, it seems the strangest and most
invidious distinction that only "private
carriages" should be tolerated. In Paris
these plebeian conveyances boldly trundle

through the Louvre, though it only saves
them a length of a quarter of a mile. In
fact, it is precisely analogous to the case of
St. James's Palace, where there would be
the short cut under the arch and by Staf-

ford House, instead of going by Marl-
borough House. The parks would gain in

animation by such an arrangement, and
the public would be vastly convenienced.

This matter of the art education of the
public might be attended to in many little

matters. The London lamp-post, for ex-

ample, is the dirtiest, ugliest object conceiv-

able—sprawling, leaning over, unworthy
even of a village. The Paris lamp-post 'is

really a work of art, and though we might
not afi'ord to have our lamps of bronze, as
in that fair city, we could have better

models. Good models are no dearer than
bad. Ugliness is not absolutely necessary
to economy.

Finally, here is another suggestion to-

which the Post-Ofiice is welcome. These
local telegi-aphs, frequent deliveries, &c.,

are cumbrous and elaborately slow after all.

Why not have a special messenger corps—

-

light carts running every half-hour and call-

ing at every post-office, with two or three

postmen waiting their arrival at certain

fixed points, who would start ofl" and dclivcx'

the cards or letters, say within an hour from
the most extreme points. AVe would soon

come to know the beats of these flying cars

and their feeders, and where we wanted
specially rapid despatch, could employ
them.

MISS POXSONBY'S COMPANION.
In Twelve Chapteks.

cnaptek vii. " from information i

received."

Frank Trerham had already breakfasted,

and was now busy in his surgery prepara-

tory to starting on a round, which, com-
mencing at Summerdeno and Bracken,

Avould close about half-past four o'clock at

Miss Ponsonby's. At many houses that

day he was to come as the herald of Hope or
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the precursor of Death. Here the cradle

would follow him, there the hearse. In his

hreast were locked up as many family-

secrets as are contained in the heart of a

priest, but they did not trouble the young
doctor, whose mind, especially just then,

had pleasant thoughts on which to feed,

and never indulged in morbid retrospection.

The old kitchen clock had just, with a

good deal of parade, defiantly struck ten,

and Dandy, perfectly aware that there

would very soon be a start, was dashing

out every moment to the stable to bark

at Beauty and hurry George. Tresham,
standing behind the surgery counter, was
making up a draught, now and then turn-

ing round to consult the long rows of

labelled drawers behind him, like an organ-

ist about to try a new stop. Some leeches

near him, in a dark bottle, wriggled and
waved uneasily, dumbly craving for food

and employment, and a cross light, from a

window that looked into the garden, fell in

a golden gleam on a full bottle of some
sherry-coloured tincture that stood by the

pestle and the huge mortar over which
George spent many a toilsome hour. Death
in many forms lurked in those rows of

bottles drawn up in rank and file behind
Tresham, at which a dusty skull, half

hidden among a bush of dried herbs, like

King Charles in the oak, grinned and
glowei-ed sarcastically from the top of an
adjacent bookcase, which Frank had long

ago degraded into a lumber cupboard.

All at once a door leading from the

kitchen opened, and Lyddy appeared dark
against the light like a figure in one of De
Hooge's pictures.

" That servant of Miss Ponsonby's," said

the good old creature, " has just been here

for some medicine. Missus not so well last

night and this morning. The woman's
going on to the bank for some money, and
will call as she returns."

" Any news of the thief ?"

" No, Mr. Frank ; but she said in her
way that the Lord had been very good,

for nothing more had been lost. I don't

know how much the woman would lose.

I know I wouldn't trust her Avith twopence
myself. Here's a book, sir, she brought for

you."

"All right, Lyddy, I'll see about the

medicine, and leave it here dii^ected."

Tresham was puzzled and vexed at the

news of Miss Ponsonby's being worse.
" She fidgets herself ill," he thought. " I

must redvTCC the sedatives, perhaps they
hurt her; and yet I gave very little." Then

he opened the parcel reverentially. It was
Aurora Leigh, which he had asked Lilly to

lend him. He opened it and read the name
of the owner written in the prettiest hand,

and in violet-coloured ink. He kissed the

name, which was foolish. As he did so, the

door leading from the street opened quietly,

and without any preliminary knock. It was
a dull heavy morning, and Tresham could

not see for a moment, in the darkness of

that corner, who his visitor was. The next

instant there emerged into the light the

hard imperturbable face of Superintendent

Humphries, who, walking up sti'aight to

the counter, and, placing his two hands on
the edge of the great mortar, as if it were
the edge of a dock, nodded grimly to the

young doctor. He looked all round the

surgery before he spoke, as if that was a

precaution without which he never opened
his mouth.

" Morning, sir," he said, as if afraid of

committing himself.
" How d'ye do, Humphries ? Anything

more new about that ten pounds ?"

" Just a little, sir ; but better kept dark

for the present. What I've come about

touches the same concern, but indirectly.

Thought it right to let you know ; it might
help us somehow."
"Are you after any one ?"

" Well, not exactly ; but don't you go
and ask me questions that I can't very well

answer. It stands in this way. You
must know that I sometimes employ loafers

and fellows that hang about the public-

houses here, and no one takes notice of, to

give me information. They're often better

than our professional hands, I find. Well,

one of these fellows came to me late last

night, and told me he had seen that old ser-

vant of Miss Ponsonby's go into Derwent's

and buy something. It mayn't mean any-

thing, but we're always suspicious in a

house where there has been a robbery. She
was muffled up, the man told me, and that

he shouldn't have known her if he hadn't

followed her from Miss Ponsonby's. And
what do you think she bought at Derwent's,

as I've just ascertained ?"

" Can't tell."

" Chlorodyne."

"Chlorodyne? Well? Perhaps she takes

it, and doesn't want it known."
"Possibly. Yes; but the day after the

robbery she bought another bottle at Jack-

son's."
" Perhaps the old lady and she both take

it."

" Then I should know that, because it

0^.
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would be easier then to have robbed her.

That's all I have to say. I leave you to

work out the idea. Morning, sir*. She
didn't take the money herself, but she

knows who did, or I'm very much mis-

taken."
" These policemen," thought Tresham,

" fancy everything suspicious, but I can't,

for my life, see what an old maid- servant
buying chlorodyne has to do with the

affair."

About four o'clock of that same day.

Superintendent Humphries cautiously lifted

the latch of Miss Ponsonby's front gate,

and entered with a suspicious and inquir-

ing air. He lifted it as lightly as a game-
keeper lifts a spring-gun, and shut it as

carefully as a gamekeeper lays down an
open rat-trap. He Avas a burly man, and not

adapted, even if shod with felt, for very
velvet-footed ambuscades ; but still it was
astonishing, from habitual and long-studied

precaution, how quietly he passed over the

lozenge-shaped stones of the centre walk
and up the cracked steps between the two
old bay-trees, that seemed to draw back
and tremulously contract thmselves at his

ominous approach. The spinster elms, too,

tossed their heads as if signalling some
coming danger to their humbler kinsfolk

down below. All these trees and bushes,

and the Job's-tears, too, and even the pas-

sion-flower on the wall of the house, with
its unsuccessful little pumpkins, the super-

intendent eyed with suspicion and distrust,

not unmingled with triumph. He seemed,

as he looked up at the windows, to regard
the house abstractedly as a large rat-trap,

enclosing some victim on whom his re-

lentless hand was about to close. Was the

victim conscious of his approach ? His
gi'im wooden mouth was keeping the secret

safe in prison. His eyes seemed to dim
and darken, as if their owner turned back
theii" light after the manner of dark lan-

terns, or as if they had been gas-burners

turned down to the lowest and most econo-

mical minimum. The dull grey day suited

such a visitor, who seemed to take a gloomy
pleasure in his dismal employment. Outside
that heavy black panelled entrance he stood

like Care at Death's door, as he pulled

down his frock-coat, buttoned his left glove,

then knocked fii'mly and clearly, but not
loud. That man would have tried to fire

off a cannon quietly.

Mercy opened the door, but looked al-

most as if she had expected somebody else,

and was disappointed. The fact was, Mise
Ponsonby had been expecting her land-

lord, an upholsterer in the town, whom she

had sent for to call and receive his rent.

This was a ceremony of great solemnity,

and not to be lightly performed. Lilly had
obtained a short furlough till the ceremony
had taken place. The preparatoiy business

had so roused the old lady, and the matter
of the robbery was so much on her mind,
that she made no objection to instantly

seeing Superintendent Humphries in her
sanctum up-stairs, in which a fire had been
recently lit preparatory to an audience with
the deferential landlord.

The wood was still spitting and crack-

ling as the superintendent entered the

room, hat in hand, and eyed with a sus-

picious glance the black profiles over the

mantelpiece, a harvest scene by Westall
over the bureau, and two engravings of

King George and Queen Charlotte the year

of their marriage, that were hung on the

wall that divided the room from that in

which Miss Ponsonby slept. The bureau,

as having been the receptacle of the lost

ten-pound note, however, attracted his chief

attention, and he looked at it close to see

if it had a common or a patent lock. Then
he thought if King George could only have
spoken, how useful he would have been in

the witness-box ; and he got up and smelt

at a scent-bottle on the mantelpiece to find

out if it contained laudanum. Next he
went to the windows to look out and sec

how far they were from the ground, and if

there were a balcony or leads near, or any
vine or ivy that could assist an adven-

turous thief. And at every look he nodded
his head as if in answer to some precon-

ceived opinion. Then he looked out again,

and shook his head. He had just resumed
his seat on the extreme edge of a chair

near the door when Miss Ponsonby entered

from her bedroom. She was very wcalc and
exhausted, and coughed feebly as she took

her seat by the fire and begged him also to

be seated.

The superintendent did as she requested,

and at the same time put his iron-bound

hat under his chair as gently as if it con-

tained explosive materials, and not merely

that large red cotton handkerchief, the end
of which hung over its brim. The old

lady's sharp features contracted still more
as she looked at him piercingly ; then, after

a moment's pause, she said

:

"You have heard something about my
ten pounds?"
The superintendent spoke in a low voice,

and drew a line on the old, faded carpet

with his stick. " I don't say that, ma'am
;

'-'e
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but this I may say" (here he rose, shifted

with great quickness and quietude to the

door, opened it, looked out, and closed it

again softly), " excuse me, ma'am, but in

our profession we are obhged to be cau-

tious."
" Don't beat about the bush, man. Say

what you have got to say. Who stole my
ten-pound note?"
But there was no hurrying or irritating

Humphries. He resumed his track like an
old Indian on the war trail. '• It's not for

me to say, ma'am. Time must show that.

What I have to do now is to collect in-

formation sufficient to discover the guilty

party. T'elony is a serious matter, and we
must make no mistake."

" So I see you mean to refuse to tell me
anything, Mr. Humphries. Very well, I

suppose you know your business. I can't

compel you, but what I want to know of

you and your men is, who stole my ten

pounds."
" That's faster than we can go, ma'am

;

but something we can tell you which will

astonish you. These things are very dis-

agreeable to ladies and gents, but there
comes a time when they must be told out.

Some one from this house—I don't name
names—has written two or three letters to

a party of no great account at Gypsum

:

we've traced so far."

"Well, sir, I know no one here who
corresponds with any person at Gypsum

;

still I cannot control my servants, nor do I

know where all their friends reside."
" Writing letters, ma'am, is no great

harm. I don't want to make it so; but
when you get one of those letters in your
bands—I .am not going to say how—and
find out that it has half a bank-note in it

—

I don't say it was your note, but it might

Miss Ponsonby, startled at this sur-

prising intelligence, leaned forward with the
keenest interest. She was about to vio-

lently pull the bell for Mercy, when the
superintendent stopped her.

" We must move very quietly in this

affair. There must be no alarm given, or
we shall lose our bird, and spoil all. You
leave it to me, ma'am, and I'll bring it out
right."

" But I must—I will—I'll not have
thieves

"

Miss Ponsonby hardly knew what to say
or do. A vague terror and distrust sur-

rounded her, yet she still felt a certain re-

liance in this man, who seemed to see
clearly through the darkness.

"You have lost nothing since that first

note?" said the superintendent, making an
entry in a small note-book.

"Nothing. I have five ten-pound notes

now lying here on my desk that Mercy,

my maid, brought me this morning from
the bank. I left them in here with that

door open that you see there between this

room and my bedroom. No one could enter

here without my hearing them. The notes

are here untouched."
" You counted them when they arrived ?

I suppose you can trust your servant?"
" Perfectly. I have always found her

entirely trustworthy. I would trust her

with money untold. I not only counted

the notes when they arrived, but I took

their numbers."
" I'll take down the immbers, too, please,"

said the superintendent.

Miss Ponsonby read the numbers from a

memorandum.
"But I'll just compare them," she said,

"Aviththe notes, to be sure they are right."

The superintendent took the memoran-
dum and the old lady read the numbers

—

24G5, 9743, 32

Suddenly, as she took up the last note,

she gave an hysterical scream, and dropped
almost fainting into her chair. The fifth

note was gone !

The superintendent snatched up the notes

and counted them three times over, minutely

examining each.
" No," he said, at last, " there are only

four. This begins to look very ugly."
" Oh, save me from these thieves," she

cried, " or I shall go mad. I'm surrounded
by thieves. I'm betrayed by every one. I

can trust no one. I must carry my money
sewn in my gown, and even then, perhaps,

they will murder me for it. What shrJl I

do? What shall I do?" And the old

lady sank in her chair, and rocked her-

self to and fro in the utter wretchedness

of the moment. " What shall I do ? What
shall I do ?" she kept murmuring, looking

with blank eyes at the portrait of Queen
Charlotte.

" I just want to see one thing," said the

superintendent, going to the door, and ex-

amining the lock contemptuously. " Per-

haps you are not aware that with a pair of

pliers, or a small pair of pinchers, thieves

can always open a locked door if the key is

left in the inside. Be kind enough to lock

me out, and you will see."

Miss Ponsonby mustered strength enough
to obey the supermtendent's insti'uctions.

But the lock Avas rusty, and the key did

"^
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not yield to the pliers. Humpliries tapped
quietly, confessed his defeat, and "syas re-

admitted. He did not say much about his

failure, merely, "No, it -was not done that

way."
" If you'll take my advice, ma'am," he

said, as he prepared to go, " you'll keep this

very quiet. Mention it to no one, and vre

shall soon get our hands on the right person.

There's one thing there is no harm in tell-

ing you before leaving, and that is, that it's

either one of two persons ; but it is not for

me yet to be certain -which. Good-night,

ma'am, and pray keep very quiet, or we
shall do no good. Tell them you don't feel

very well, and I'd advise you to lock up the

other notOnS. Good-night, ma'am. I ca:i

let myself out, thank you. I shall have to

be here once or twice more, I dare say, and
it is as well to learn the stairs. Mind what
I tell you now. It's either' the young lady or

the maid."

CHAPTER VIII. BY THE FIRELIGHT.

George had not an acute mind, nor had
even Big Bookham furnished him with a

very vast fund of experience
;
yet he had

already begun to know when his master was
going to call at Miss Ponsonby's, for he was
always more particular about how Beauty
was groomed, and how the harness looked,

on those mornings. About master's own
dress, too, there was a change perceptible

even to George, who had courted in his

time, and indeed had been engaged to a very
respectable young woman, laundrymaid at

Big Bookham, to use his OAvn words, " six

years come next Crampton fair." When,
therefore. Beauty pulled up at Miss Pon-
sonby's gate a little before sunset on the day
in question, George smiled grimly to him-
self as Mr. Tresham ordered him to drive

home, and to mind that certain specified

medicines were taken out in good time.

The young doctor looked very manly
and stalwart as he stood at Beauty's head,

fondling her as he gave George the orders.

The clear blood that flowed in his veins

and bvi'^litened his cheek, was freshened

by the drive, and his eyes, clear as onyxes,

were radiant with health. His broad
chest, his shapely, active limbs, betokened
strength that was redundant, yet without
clumsiness, and he moved with the firm,

brisk step of a man whose self-respect no
adversity could daunt, and whose honest

pride would not bend to mere wealtb, even
though it sat on a throne. As he ran up
the old steps between the bay-trees, that

already seemed to him like friends, the spin-

ster trees began to nod and gossip faster
than ever, as at that moment Lilly, who was
picking some passion-flowers from the plant
that grew over the house, turned and saw
the not unwelcome visitor. They met and
shook hands, and his hand did not pass
from hers so instantaneously perhaps as it

might have done.

They walked together half-way up the
garden path, hardly speaking. Then Lilly
stopped at an aucuba, and smoothed one of
the mottled leaves.

" This always seems to me so un-English
a plant," she said. " It is very silly of me,
I know, but somehow it always makes me
think of mottled soap."

Tresham laughed as he smoothed the
same leaf which Lilly had touched. " Wo-
man's instinct is truer than wisdom," he
said ; "it is un-English, it is a distinguished

foreigner—it comes from Japan. I can
fancy odd people in coloured silks sitting

beside it."

" And aren't these funny, too ?" said Lilly,

stopping and laughing at a bush of Job's-

tears. " How pretty the little balls of

snow are stuck ail over. But what I love

most is the Guelder-rose. Oh, isn't that

charming ?"

" May I tell you," said Tresham, stop-

ping, and taking her hand unchidden,
" what flower you always remind me of?"

" Yes, do. But don't say a sunflower or

a tulip, because I can't bear them."
" No. You are like a white moss-rose-

bud, half open, on a June morning." He
said this in a very soft, low voice. "As
pure as beautiful, and as beautiful as pure."

" I'd rather be like a snow-drop. Only
I'm too happy for a snow-drop. A snow-
drop bends its head, and is always think-

ing of the dark cold ground from which it

has escaped. But, look ! Oh, what a beau-

tiful, beautiful sunset
!"

Frank turned to sec. It was indeed

beautiful. From the high ground of the

upper garden they looked down on a valley

flooded with a golden haze, in which a

gable-ended house, about a mile off", floated

like a Noah's Ark. Somehow or other

no sunset had ever seemed so beautiful to

Tresham before ; but porliajDS the slender

figure by his side gave some value to the

landscape. Then they walked together to

the house. As Lilly opened the front door

Mercy met them.
"If you please, Mr. Tresham," she said,

" missus is very much engaged with a

gentleman on business, aud would be much

^•: ^
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obliged if yon would walk into the parloux'

for a few minutes."

"It's Mr. Blake, the landlord, I sup-

pose, Mercy?" said Lilly. Mercy made no
audible reply, but shut the door.

" How mysterious Mercy is," said Lilly.

" Poor Mr. Blake is a little fat good-natured

man ; certainly by no means calculated to

inspii-e awe."
Mercy did not bring the candles, and they

sat by the firelight, in just such a flicker-

ing glow as that through which Tresham
had first snatched his surreptitious glance

at Lilly. Dandy, after walking round him-
self three times, as if he were winding him-
self up, lay down and pretended to doze.

" It is veiy foolish, I know," said Tre-

sham, " but from some early association of

ideas, derived from a wood drawing in an
old Dutch Bible, I can never see a garden
but I think of paradise. The Dutch artist,

I remember, had divided Eden into little

square borders, and there was a canal run-
ning tlirough the middle of it."

Lilly laughed in her joyous, natural way.
" Adam was very fat and squab, and wore

a burgomaster's dress, but what was most
lamentable, the artist had left out Eve."

Lilly looked grave. She had an instinct

of some revelation that she dreaded, yet
longed for. She felt her cheek burn, she
knew his eyes were fixed on her.

"It was just this time, and by just this

sort of light," said Frank, reflectively, at

the same time moving his chair nearer than
was strictly necessary to Lilly's, " that I

first saw you." As if unconsciously his hand
had clasped Lilly's, She did not resist the

annexation.

"Yes, I look best," said Lilly, in a low,

soft voice, " when you can't see me clearly."
" No, you look best in the sunshine,

which seems your proper element. Shall

1 tell you what I stole that day ?"

" Stole ? Oh, you didn't steal ! What ?"

" Well, not Miss Ponsonby's ten-pound
note. Only some violets I found on the
carpet."

Lilly made no reply, but looked again at

the fire. She dared not glance at Tresham,
nor did she draw away her hand. She could
not, indeed, he held it so fast. Another
moment, though she saw no movement, and
his strong arm was round her, his lips were
pressed to hers.

" Lilly, I can't keep it in my heart any
longer," he said. "I love you more than
all the world. Ever since I saw vou that

I

evening my life seems to have moved in a
world of glory and delight. Lilly, you do
love me ?"

The answer Lilly gave was an eloquent

one, though she uttered no word. Her
lips seemed to nestle on Frank's, and at

the same moment a drop of warm rain as

from some unseen cloud fell on his cheek.
" Why, darling," he said, with the ten-

derness of a woman, yet with all the proud
strength of his own brave, frank manner

—

"why, my own darling, you're crying."

"It is for joy, then," Lilly said, passing

her hand fondly through Frank's wavy
brown hair.

" You don't love me ?" he said, kissing

her brow and eyes.

"Yes, Frank, I do," miu'mured Lilly,

and pressed her cheek against his with all

the tender confidence of innocence and love.

The tramp of heavy feet descending the

stairs roused them from their delicious

dream. The heavy feet passed the parlour,

and lingered a moment at the front door,

which slammed in a quick sort of way after

the mysterious person. Tresham rose, and
looked out, but it had grown almost too

dark now to distinguish the figure of the

visitor.

" I don't think it is Mr. Blake, Lilly,"

he said ; " it is a taller man."
They little knew what evil the visit of

that dim figure receding into the darkness

portended.

A minute or two afterwards the door

opened, and Mercy presented herself. She
spoke in her usual sufiering voice, and with
an odious tvrang peculiar to herself.

" Missus, Miss Lilly," she said, "will be
glad to see you for a minute or two before

Mr. Tresham comes up. Missus has got

some letter, miss, I think, to show you

;

blessed tidings, as I believe."

Mercy's malign eyes had already gained

some inkling that Frank and Lilly were
lovers, and she rejoiced at it, because the

hope of soon blasting Lilly's happiness had
long lurked in her heart, and slie now
tasted the delight of suddenly discovering

that if what she had just set afoot worked
well, she could at one stroke make two' per-

sons miserable instead of one.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 4, 1871.

THE ROSE Aro THE KEY.

CHAPTER XVI. A SKIRMISH.

Plump little Mr. Puntles is a cosey

bachelor of two-and-sixty. Something of

an antiquary, something of a herald, be is

strong in county lore. He is the only man
in Roydon who honestly likes books. He
lives in the comfortable square brick house

of Charles the First's date, at the northern

end of the village. He usually takes a nap
of five minutes after his dinner, and then

is bright for all the evening after.

The Reverend Mr. Foljambe, who con-

siders himself an aristocrat, talks with him
upon genealogies, and such matters, with

the condescending attention that befits his

high descent and connexions.
" No family has a right to powdered-blue

in their liveries, except this branch of the

Vernons, one branch of the Lindseys, and
two other families," said Mr. Puntles, with

his eyes closed, and his finger tracing dia-

grams slowly on the table-cloth. " It is a

very distinguished privilege, and I'll tell

you how the Vernons came by it."

Mr. Foljambe smiled blandly, and also,

nearly closing his eyes, inclined his ear

;

but a vociferation at another part of the

tabic, where Captain Bamme and the curate

were in hot debate, arrested the commu-
nication.

" Who consolidated your civil power in

India ?" urges the curate. " I'll tell you,

captain. It was Mr. Richard Colley Wcl-
lesley of Dangan, in the county of Mcath.

The Marqais Wellesley, as you are good
enough to call him. And who commanded
the Indian army, at the same critical period,

when something more was wanted than

blundering and plundering, a teaste of

genius and a teaste for thundering ?"

Before answering his own question the

Reverend Mr. Doody applied his glass to

his lips, his disengaged hand being ex-

tended all the time toward his gallant

adversary, with a movement of the fingers,

intended to retain the ear of the company
and the right of continuing his speech.

" So far as thundering is concerned, Mr.
Doody," said the vicar, with stately jocu-

larity, " it seems to me that your country-

men seldom want a Jupiter."

The captain with a rather inflamed visage,,

for more had passed between the curate and
him, smirked angrily, and nodded at the

vicar, and leaned back and tossed his head,

and rolled a little in his chair, smiling scorn-

fully along the cornice.

But the Reverend Mr. Doody coiild hear
no one but himself, and think of no one
but Captain Bamme and the Wellesley
family at that moment, and he continued :

" Who, I repeat, saved India by his genius

for arms, as the other consolidated the same
empire by his genius for organisation and
rule ? Who but that Irishman's Irish

brother, Ai-thur Wellesley, Jooke of Wel-^

lington ? And I think I remember some
trifling services that same county o' Meatb
man did you on other ground. But I'm
speaking of India just now, and I ask again,

who saved it, again, when its existence was-

imperilled by the natives ? Who but my
countryman, Irish Lord Gough, from Tip-

perary ? It's ea.sy for you, in quiet times,

when you're enjoying the fruits of Irish

gallantry and Iiish genius, to make little

of Ireland, but you know where to run for

help when you're in danger."
" Haven't you a rather uncomfortable

way of putting it, Mr. Doody?" said the
Reverend Mr. Foljambe, a little gravely.

" Why I can prove to you," began Mr.
Doody, not hearing the vicar, " if you take

US
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up tlie old cLronicles, that the Irish were
in the habit of continually invading" Eng-
land."

*' With what result?" inquired Mr. Eol-

jambe, with a smile.
" Ship-loads of plundher and slaves," an-

swered Mr. Doody, promptly.
' We had better look sharp," said cosey

Mr. Puntles, who rather enjoyed the debate.
" If they had but a regiment of tall Irish

clergymen, no doubt they'd march through
the country," said the captain, laughing

stingingly.
" If they had nothing but a regiment of

small English captains before them," said

the curate, " they'd do it easy enough.

My dear friend," continued the cnrate,

" I don't say, mind, that a mob can fight a

trained army ; but give us eighteen months
to drill in, and see where you'll be

;
give

us what ye must give us, before long,

federalism, and before ten years, we'll con-

quer England!"
Captain Bamme uttered a short laugh

of scorn.
" I hope you'll spare my little collection

of curiosities," said Mr. Puntles, merrily.
" If you're strong be merciful," broke in

Captain Bamme.
" Don't be frightened, captain; we'll spare

them, and all other httle curiosities, too,"

said Mr. Doody, hilariously, meaning, of

course, the captain. " But, seriously, as sure

as you're sitting there, Ireland will conquer
England, if she gets a fair chance."

" That mil be something new, won't it ?"

says the Reverend Mr. Foljambe. " Shakes-

peare says something about a country

That never yet did lie

Under the proud foot of a conqueror."

" Shakespeare said more than his prayers,

sir ; didn't he know as well as we do, that

there is no country in Christendom that has

been so often and so completely conquered
as England ? ' Did never lie !' ha, ha, ha !

' The proud foot of a conqueror ?' Mighty
fine ! Did ye never lie undher the Ro-
mans ? or the Saxons ? or the Danes ? or

the Normans ? and didn't they, one after

the other, stay here and settle here, and
take your houses and live in them, and
your fields, and make ye dig, and sow, and
reap, and stack for them ? and didn't they

drive you hither and thither, and tax ye,

and work ye, and 2:)ut ye to bed at sunset,

and make ye put out your candles and fires

by sound of bell ? And after all, England
did never lie under the proud foot of a con-

queror ! Sure, my dear ye rhtn't

to be talking like a madman. It's enough

to make a pig laugh. Can't ye buy books,
and read them ?"

" But, sir, I'm very proud of those con-
quests," interposed Mr. Puntles, smiling
happily. " All these invaders are blended
down into one composite mass, and that
fusion is the stuff that makes the modern
Englishman."

" It won't do, sir ; a few thousands scat-

tered among millions never changed the
blood or nature of a nation yet—you're
Britons, still. You are Britons, the same
as ever ; by no means a wai-like people, not
gifted with any military aptitudes, pacific

and thradesman-like, and the natui-al prey
and possession of a nation with the spirit

of conquest and a genius for arms. You're
sinking into your natural, hereditary state,

that of Quakers and weavers, contented
with your comforts and your opulence,

knuckling down to the strong, and bully-

ing the helpless, and leaving soldiering in

earnest to nations that have the heart and
the head for that sort of game, and just

taking your chance, and hoarding your
money."

" Chance has answered pretty well up
to this," said Mr. Foljambe; "we have
escaped a military occupation tolerably

well I hope."
" So has Iceland, sir, so has Greenland;

ye're out of the gangway, don't ye see, sir ?

I could show you in the middle ages
"

" Don't mind the middle ages," said the

captain, " pray don't—we won't undertake
to follow you there."

" You won't follow me, captain, because
ye're gone before me there, my dear fellow,

ha, ha, ha !—ye're one of the middle ages
of this place yourself, my dear captain ; but
never mind, age is honourable, and middle
age is middling honoiu'able, anyhow."
The captam stared hard at the decanter

from which he filled his glass. He so obvi-

ously meditated a retort that the neutral

powers interposed.
" Now, now, now—pray Cajotain Bamme

take some wine, and send the decanters

this way," said the vicai', avIio was in charge

of the party ;
" and Mr. Doody, I think we

have stood the Irish invasion very well,

and I vote we declare an armistice and a

—

eh—what do you think ?"

"We'll be better friends, captain, you and
I," said Mr. Doody, generously, " when we
come to understand one another ; but don't

ye be talking about things you don't under-

stand. Stick to the cane and the pipeclay,

my boy ; and my blessing attend ye ! and
I i^ledge ye in a glass of clar't. Gentle-

^
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men, I give ye our gallant friend, Cap-
tain I give ye my word, I never heard
your neeme. N"o matter ; our gallant friend

tlie captain ; but I fill to ye all the same."
"I think he's gone," observed Doctor Mal-

kin, rousing himself suddenly from a pro-

found " brown study." So he was, although
the Reverend IMichael Doody who, during
his concluding remarks, had heen staring at

a claret jug, in the direction of which his

powerful arm was extended, while he
twiddled his fingers toward the handle, in

general invitation to the company to push
it within reach of his generous clutcli, had
not perceived his disdainful retreat.

" So he is ! There now ! Ye see what
it is to be thin-skinned," said the curate,

filling his glass and drinking it off, without
insisting on the presence of the object of
the compliment, or the participation of the
rest of the company.

" That's good clar't. I'll ti'ouble ye, sir,

for the white wine—the madeira—thank ye,

and I drink to our departed friend, the cap-
tain, and, in solemn silence to the memory
of his temper, the ci aiture !" Which cere-

mony, like the last, he had all to himself,

and performed with a loud smack of his

lips.

The Reverend Mr. Foljambe and Mr.
Puntles had dropped into their quiet feudal
talk again. Doctor Malkin would take no
more wine, and the tall and courtly vicar,

having collected the general suffrage in

favour of joining the ladies, arose, and the
little party retreated, talking listlessly, in

the direction of the drawing-room.

CHAPTER XVII. IN THE DRAWING-EOOM.

The drawing-room is now in a blaze of
wax-lights, and every object in it brilliantly

defined. Miss Maximilla Medwyn has
arrived, and stands near the fire-place, in a
dark silk di*ess, \idth a good deal of hand-
some lace ; otherwise the same erect figure,

and energetic and pleasant face, that we
have seen.

Two gentlemen have arrived to tea—

a

tall man, quiet and gentleman-like, of fifty

years or upwards, who is talking to Lady
Vernon, and a very short, vulgar man, fat

and sleek-haired, with smooth chin and
cheek, and ill-made, black, baggy clothes,

and a general greasiness of haii*, face, and
habiliments. This is Mr. Zachary Smelt,
alight in the firmament of Roydon dissent,

who does not disdain to revolve, on occa-

sions, round the munificent centre of so

many religious charities, enterprises, and
cliques.

Mr. Smelt has taught the muscles of his
fat face to smile, with a perseverance that

must have been immensely fatiguing when
he first tried it ; but every fold and pucker
in his cheeks was, by this time, as fixed

as those of the great window curtains

opposite to him were by the tacks and
hammer of the upholsterer. I am sure he
sleeps in that smile, and that he will die

with it on. When he is angiy it still sits

on his putty face, though his little black
eyes look never so fell and wicked over it,

and though it has become a grimace by no
means pleasant.

" I'm less in the world, Mr. Smelt, than
you are," Miss Maximilla is saying tartly

enough to this good man, whom, instinc-

tively, she loves not. "What do you mean
by telling me I live too much in and for

the world ? You don't say that to Lady
Vernon, I venture to say. You like her
money too well to risk it. I venture to say

you have fifty times as many spites, and a
hundred times as many schemes, in your
head as I. I have just as good a commis-
sion to speak plainly as you have. There's

your great gun, the Honourable Bagge
Muggridge, as you take care to advertise

him whenever he attends a meeting, or

makes a speech. He has gone out of the

world, as you term it ; that is, he shirks his

duties as a public man and a country gentle-

man, surrounds himself with parasites and
flatterers, and indulges his taste for notoriety

by making dull speeches at canting meet-
ings, and putting himself down for shabby
contributions to all sorts of useless things.

And this selfish creature, because he grati-

fies his indolence and his vanity, and rides

his hobby, has, you tell us, retired from the

world, and become an apostle, and is per-

fectly certain of an eternal crown of glory.

Those Avere your words, and I have seldom
read anything more shocking."

Perhaps Miss Medwyn had something-

more to say, and no doubt Mr. Z. Smelt
had somewhat to rejoin, but the Reverend
Mr. Foljambe walked slowly up with a

gracious smile, his head inclined and his

hand extended, and said, with dig-nificd

aficction

:

" And how is my very dear friend, ]\Iiss

Medwyn ?"

The vicar chose not to see Mr. Smelt,

though the shoulder of his fiishionably cut

clerical coat almost touched the forehead of

that fat thunderer against episcopacy, whose
fixed smile acquired under this affront a

character as nearly that of a sneer as

anvthino: so celestial could wear. So
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Zachary Smelt, folding his fat hands,

turned on his heel with an expression of

malignant compassion, and Mr. Foljambe
inclined his long face and high nose over
Maximilla Medwyn, smiling, in his "way, as

sweetly as his fellow-labourer, and as his

"very dear friend" answei'ed his affec-

tionate inquiries, his shrewd eye was peer-

ing after Lady Vernon, and I am afraid

he could not have given a very accurate
account of what the good old spinster

answered.

A cloud crossed the pure light of his

brow as he saw the fat dissenter, who was
always extracting money for the behoof of

his sect from Lady Vernon, place himself
before her exactly as the tall grave man
with the iron-grey head was withdrawing.

Mr. Foljambe turned out of his way, and
looked into a book of prints which Doctor
Malkin was turning over.

"An unexpected pleasure that," mur-
mured the doctor, with smiling irony, as
he glanced toward the short fat figure of
Mr. Smelt.

"Oh! That is ?" hesitated the
vicar, compi'essing his eyelids a little as

he glanced towards Mr. Smelt, whom he
knew as well as the doctor did. " I

stupidly forgot my glasses."
" Mr. Zachary Smelt, the Independent

preacher. I venture to say there is not a
drawing-room in the country, except this,

into which that fellow would be admitted,"
said the doctor, who had no practice

among that sect.

" Well, you know. Lady Vernon may
do things that other people couldn't.

Smelt ? Yes, he is a troublesome person,
and certainly, I don't pretend to say—

I

don't stand, at all, I hope, on that sort of
thing ; but I should not suppose he can feel

quite at home among gentlemen."
Doctor Malkin smiled and shrugged his

shoulders.
" This is, you know, a very distinguished

house," continues the vicar, loftily, " and
not the place, as you say, where one would
expect to meet people of a certain level in

society ; I don't object to it, though, of
course, there are others who, I dare say,

don't like it. But I do say it is a mistake,
as respects the object of the distinction

;

it does not answer its purpose. I venture
to say there is not a more uncomfortable
man in this county to-night, than this

Mr.—Mr.—a—Smelt."
"I'm not so sure ; he is such an impudent

fellow," said the doctor.
" I shouldn't wonder if he had a sjood

deal of that kind of thing, as you say.

You possibly have more opportunities than
I can boast. You see, Doctor—a—Doctor

—

a—a—Malkin." The Reverend Mr. Fol-

jambe had a habit of hesitating rather over

the names of small men with whom he was
good enough to converse. " Lady Vernon,
though she is a church-woman, and a very

staunch one, in a certain sense, has yet

very vague views respecting the special

sympathy due to those who, in a more in-

timate way, are of the household of faith

;

but she'll come all right, ultimately, with
her powerful mind, and the supremacy she
assigns to conscience in everything. I

have had, from my position, opportunities,

and I can safely say I have rarely encoun-

tered a mind so entirely under the guid-

ance and control of conscience."

The Reverend Richard Howard Fol-

jambe looked with the affectionate interest

of a good pastor and kinsman at that

paragon of women.
"What a splendidly handsome woman

she is !" observed the doctor. "By Jove,

for her time of life, she's perfectly wonder-
ful."

Every one flatters Lady Vernon, and these

gentlemen like to pay her compliments
in each other's ears, tJaough she does not

hear them. This frank testimony behind

backs prevents the least suspicion of adula^

tion in what they may say in her hearing.

But in truth, Doctor Malkin's criticism is

no flattery, though, perhaps, they hardly

know that it is not, their critical faculties

being a little confused, standing so much
as they do in the relation of courtiers to

her.

They are both covertly looking at her.

They see a lady of some four or five-and-

forty, still very handsome, according to the

excellence of middle-aged beauty. How re-

fined and elegant she looks, as she talks

gravely with that little vulgar dissenter.

She is the representative of an ancient

family. She is pecuhar in appearance, in

habits, in character. A fine figure, a little

fuller than girlhood, but only a little, A
Greek face, pale, proud, and very still.

"What a talent for command that

woman has !" says the doctor.
" She's very clever—she's very able,

I may say, is Lady Vernon," says the

clergyman, who being a kinsman, does not

quite like Doctor Malkin's calHng her a

woman.
"Did it ever strike you, sir, making

allowance for the difference of sex, that her

eye has a very powerful resemblance to that
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of a remarkable historic genius ?" asks

Doctor Malkin.
" Ah—well, I can't quite say ; a—do you

mean—I don't quite see," says the vicar.

"A large wonderful grey eye that will

be famous as long as history lasts—I mean
Napoleon the first consul. Napoleon the

Great. It is powerfully like some of the

portraits."
" Well, do you know, I should not won-

der. I believe there is—very likely," re-

plies the vicar.
" Now, Miss Maud's, you see, although

they are large and grey, they haven't got
that pecuhar character—a look of serene

command, and what some people would
call cold; it is very fine."

" Yes, and accompanied with that

talent, she has so much administrative

ability ! She is a Dorcas, but a Dorcas on
a very princely scale indeed," says Mr.
Foljambe.

" More like my idea of Minerva-glau-
copis, you know—^just that marble brow
and pencilled eyebrow, and cold, fall, splen-

did grey eye. It is a study for Pallas ; it

would be worth a fortune to some of our
artists," says the doctor.

The doctor's face looks a little sterner as

he closes his little speech. It is not always
easy to say what a man is looking at with
an obliquity of vision Like his ; but I think
of his two rather fine dark eyes, that one
which he chiefly uses glanced at that mo-
ment on Miss Maud Vernon. Perhaps some
association or train of thought, suddenly
suggested, caused the change. The doc-
tor's face is well enough when he is talking
and animated. In repose it is not pre-

possessing; disturbed by any unpleasant
emotion it is still less so.

LYCEUMS AND LECTURING IN
AMERICA.

The custom of organising lyceums, and
of employing lecturers, has long been in
vogue in some parts of the United States.

But, in recent years, the occasional custom
has grown into a universal national " insti-

tution." Fonnerly, only towns and villages

of exceptional enterprise and literary taste

could support a series of lectures for the
winter evenings. Now it would be difficult

to find a community, counted by thousands,
without its estabhshed system of lecturing.

Lyceums thei-e used to be, in the country
towns, wherein local magnates at intervals

entertained their neighbours with pohtical

disquisitions and agricultural dissertations

;

where the college heroes of the locality

puzzled their audiences with difficult La-
tinised sentences on subjects of mysterious
import ; where great oracles of philosophy
or sociology, famous apostles of temperance,
or stirring revivalists in religion, now and
then appeared ; and where the more serious

entertainments were varied by concerts in

which the village soprani astonished their

best friends by producing an act from a
real opera, and the village basses rolled

out sonorously the Sexton, and Rocked in

the Cradle of the Deep.
But, in those days, there was Httle system

about the lyceums and the lecturing. The
lyceums were, for the most part, in the coun-
try at least, held in the town-hall, where the

electors were wont to meet and choose their
" select men" and " school committee," and
where such exhibitions as the folk were pri-

vileged to witness took place. The hall was
hired by the lecturer, a doorkeeper paid to

receive the admission fees, a bill-poster set

to advertise the entertainment on the fences

and dead walls, and on the appointed even-

ing the lecturer made his appearance, said

his say, and retired. Then, in the cities, as

lecturing grew more into favour, organisa-

tions were efiected, and committees formed
for selecting the lecturers, hiring the hall,

and making the general arrangements.
These organisations were (and are still) of

great use, in making lecturing an entertain-

ing and useful system for the benefit of the

people. They at once produced a standard
of excellence in lecturing, brought about a
beneficial competition among the lecturers,

and were able to attract and hold the

general attention of the public to this

method of passing the evenings. Twenty
years ago, the professional lecturers in

America were few in number, and com-
prised only men well known to be endowed
with gifts peculiarly adapted to the plat-

form. They comprised eloquent advocates
of particular causes—as John B. Gough, the

total abstinence champion ; Wendell Phil-

lips, Garrison, and Frederick Douglass, the

abolitionists ; eminent pulpit orators, such as

HenryWard Beecher and Edwin H. Chapin;
scientific lecturers, such as Agassiz ; men of

forensic fame, such as Edward Everett and
George W. Curtis. There was but a poor
chance for ambitious young men of little

fame to enter lists for the most part nar-

rowed to such names ; and to the great men
only was lecturing a profitable vocation.

Very few of the lecturers of that time de-

voted themselves to amusing the public ; the
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lectures were fine displays of ability, often of

genius, and were intended to teach and to

guide. Everybody was not interested in or

attracted by them ; it takes long for even
enthusiastic reformers to arouse a kindred
spirit in the multitude ; and a keen taste

for eloquence as an sesthetic art is perhaps
a gift inferior only to the art itself. So,

though the lecturers in the days before the

civil war were doubtless popular and suc-

cessful, they were few in number, and came
only now and then.

But of late, for whatever reason, the ly-

ceums in America have become well nigh as

numerous, and quite as indispensable, as the

pulpits and the theatres. To thousands they
are to-day a substitute for the drama, and
they are to be found in hundreds of places

where theatres are impossible. They afford

a means of entertainment to that large class

which still clings to the Puritan notion that

theatres are either immoral and temptations

of the Evil One, or at least have a bad
influence upon their frequenters. For of

that leaven not a little yet exists in New
England. In. towns and villages where,
during the long and cheerless winter even-

ing's, there was but seldom external dis-

traction or pastime other than the tavern,

or the occasional political meeting, there

are now weekly lectures, attended by old

and young.
The lecture system is more popular and

universal in New England than in the

West. Boston and its vicinity sends out

a larger number of popular speakers

throughout the country than any other

city. Wendell Phillips' and Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Oliver Wendell Holmes, John
Weiss, Charles Sumner, Henry Wilson,

Mrs. Howe, Miss Field, are but a few of

the celebrated lecturers contributed by
Boston to the platforms of the country.

In New England, every village has its

regular winter course of lectures. In the

city there are a dozen rival courses, sharply

competing with each other for the best

thought and best oratory in the li3nd ; and
no evening in the week, during the winter
season, passes without the delivery of four

or five lectures. Even Sunday is invaded,

and on one Sunday evening lately two lec-

turers delivered addresses on entertain-

ing secular subjects at two of the Boston
theatres.

Lecturing has been called " lay preach-

ing," and the lectures "lay sermons." And,
in many cases, the American lectui'er is a
very high-priest of science and letters.

These lecturers popularise science ; Agassiz,

in his own winning way, imparts great

elementary truths to the thousands who
crowd to hear him. They create a genuine
taste for literature, and the arts, and his-

tory : they lead men (and women) to think

on great moral, social, political problems.

The lecture system has become, as one of

the most eloquent of American lecturers

has said, " one of the chief means of touch-

ing the springs of public opinion in this

country. That, indeed, is its great power."
It is quite true that the lecturer finds him-
self forced, in one way or another, to be
entertaining. It is equally true that he
must be something more. Neither Dryas-
dusts nor buffoons, pure and simple, are

tolerated. Their entertaining quality must
be either due to great charm of oratory,

great pith of subject pithily illustrated,

original humour, or "a laugh loaded with a

purpose." A man who merely tries to make
people grin is out of place Per contra,

a man who has an immensity of dry learn-

ing in his discourse, and nothing else, will

soon find it necessary to abandon the plat-

form and return to his books. The lecturer

I have already quoted relates, that when
about to speak in a university town, a

veteran retired lecturer called him to him
and said :

" I can't hear you, Mr. C. But
I have seen a good deal of service on the

platform, and I want to give you, in one

sentence, the result of my experience. If

you wish to succeed as a public lecturer,

make the audience laugh. Believe me. it

does not wish to be instructed, or bene-

fited, or preached to. It is composed of

men and women tired of their day's work,

and of boys and their sn^eethearts. Make
'em laugh, Mr. C, make 'em laugh, and
you'll be right." But the lecturer did

not take the advice, and found out, after

all, that the audience would take a serious

lecture on an interesting subject, well de-

livered. Still, he agreed that " the lecturer

is an orator ; the orator is an artist, and the

artist must please; and so the lecture is

none the worse when it makes us laugh."

The lecture system began Avith the

preaching of great social reforms, and the

range of topics selected was, comparatively,

limited. Now the subjects upon which the

lecturer speaks compi'ise the widest variety,

and take the freest range. During one

week of the present season the citizens of

Boston were invited to hear discourses on

the following subjects: American Literature,

Eloquence and Orators, Robert Burns, The
Coming Empire, A Chat on Irish Bulls,

Peasant Life in Ireland, Kindergarten

Schools, Girls, The Man of Sin, The War,
Charles Dickens, and The Adirondacks. Ge-

lP
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neral Butler took the opportunity of an en-

gagement to lecture, to announce his views

on the Alabama Claims. General Banks
embraced a similar occasion to speak on

the Franco-G-erman War. The present

secretary of the Treasury, wishing to ex-

plain his financial views more informally

than was possible in an official report, de-

livered them in the form of a lecture to

an audience in Philadelphia. No stirring

event, affecting the well-being of men, or

the condition of nations, passes, Avithout

being illustrated to the American pubhc by
means of lectures. No small share in bring-

ing the Americans to the point of resisting

the spread of slavery at all hazards, is due

to the anti-slavery lectiirers. Time was,

when Wendell Phillips and William Lloyd
GaiTison lectured in Puritan Boston xmder
the guard of a force of police. They were

at last heard and welcomed everywhere as

the apostles of abolition. Authors and poets

alike are indebted to lecturers for a wider

fame, and a much increased sale of their

works.

The lyceum became gradually an open
platform. The committees of the organisa-

tion at first declined, then hesitated, to

permit the lecturers to speak upon " irri-

tating" political issues—the most irritating

at that time being, of course, slavery.

Where this was the case, the lyceum-

goers were forced to be content with the

respectable Mr. Splurger's periods about
" great domain," or the Reverend Joshua
Walker's fervid description of Jerusalem

and the Holy Places, or Dr. Smoothbore
on the happiness derived from doing right,

and the felicities of home life, or Mr.
Frantic's awful pictures of the results of

wine-drinking. But it would not do. The
political speakers were too many and too

eloquent to be shut out. The lyceums
manifestly drooped. People would hear

Wendell Phillips on slavery. " Before the

war," says a writer, "the most noted and
fashionable public room in Philadelphia

was the Musical Fund Hall. The chief

lecturers had all spoken there. But one

day they ascertained that a regulation of

the management forbade the entrance of

coloured persons. If the owners of a hall

chose to exclude any particular class of

people, it was their unquestionable right.

Nobody denied it ; but many of the chief

lecturers said, ' We prefer not to speak in

that hall while that regulation continues'

;

and from that day no great and successful

course of lectures has been given in that

hall." When war came, not only did cler-

gymen preach politics from the pulpit, but

dozens of lecturers followed the example
set by Phillips, and those few bold spirits

who had defied lecture committees, and
compelled a hearing on political issues of
the gravest import. And from that time
may be dated, as I have said, the present
unexampled prosperity of the American
lecture system. Now the lyceum plat-

form is absolutely free. No subject is

tabooed. Mormons have lectured on the
holiness of polygamy to "orthodox" audi-
ences, and a flimous Oriental atheist has
discoursed on the negation of the Scriptures.

Wendell Phillips (the greatest of American
orators and lecturers) on politics, is suc-

ceeded on the same platform by Emerson
on philosophy, Cox on wit, and Petroleum
J. Nasby on nonsense in general.

The organisation of the lecturing system
has been matured, within the past three or
four years, by the establishment of bureaux
to engage in correspondence with lecturers

and lyceum committees, and to make, from
a central position, all the arrangements
necessary to the numerous courses of lec-

tures throughout the land. There are at

present three of these : the first, the Ame-
rican Literary Bureau, is established atNew
York, under the supe*'intendence of Mr.
James K. Medberry, a litterateur of con-

siderable fame; the other two are, the Boston
Lyceum Bureau, under Mr. Redpath, and
the Western Lecture Association, located

at Chicago. The flourishing condition of

these bureaux is sufficient to attest the
universality of this method of evening-

entertainment. They are the exchanges
and head-quarters of the system, which
now requires brokers and regular media of

communication. For a fee of one dollar

a lecturer may have his name recorded
in their books ; and in case the bureau
effects one or more engagements for him, a
certain percentage of the price received for

the lecture is deducted for commission.

The bureau makes the conti-acts with the

local lecture committees, the money passing

through the hands of its agents. Recipro-

cally, the lecture committees of the various

cities and towns alloAv a certain percentage
as commission for secl^ring lecturers to the
bureaux. This business is found to bo of

sufficient magnitude to support the bureaux
handsomely. Of course the best known
lecturers receive as many engagements as

they can fill, and almost at their own
prices. Some of them receive a net sum
of two hundred dollars, and even some-

times three hundred dollars, per evening,

over expenses. Perhaps the average price

paid to lecturers of established reputation,
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below the first half- dozen, lies between
seventy-five dollars and one hundred and
twenty-five dollars. Besides these fees, the

local lecture committees—at least those in

the smaller towns—provide lodgings for the

lecturer, or he is invited to partake the hos-

pitality of some "eminent citizen." From
the sums I have mentioned, down to the

modest remuneration of ten dollars, is the

range of emoluments of those who, having
" the gift of the gab," are able to use it pro-

fitably on lyceum platforms. In the present

elaborate organisation of lecturing, it is not

wonderful that more and more young men
and young women enter this field, which
promises prizes so enticing in fame, in gas-

light triumphs of applause, in the delight-

ful emotions of oratorical success, and in

substantial pecuniary gain. In America
a considerable portion of the school-boy's

education is devoted to public declama-

tion. He declaims before his mates, first

selections, then his own compositions
;

often, in his teens, he is called upon to

speak at exhibitions before fond parents

and admiring damsels, or even to mount
the rostrum on patriotic anniversaries, and
to "spout" at political gatherings. So
it is that the taste for oratory is a very

general one among the educated youths.

Now, also, at the female seminaries and
colleges the young ladies are, in many in-

stances, required to declaim and debate

—

one of the many signs of these woman-
suffrage days. To young people thus

trained, the prospect of adopting as a

distinct and sole profession, that of holding

audiences spell-bound, of moving them to

laughter or to tears, of swaying public opi-

nion, of teaching masses of men, is most
alluring. These fresh recruits who besiege

the bureaux at the period when the engage-

ments for the autumn and winter courses

take place—that is, in May and June—are,

if judged worthy by the bureau managers,

set on the first round of the ladder ; that

is, they are supplied to the village lyceums

at ten dollars a head. They usually make
their debut either at the town-hall or,

mayhap, the orthodox or methodist meet-

ing-house of the village ; are received, per-

haps, with due honour at the parson's or

the squire's, and their success or failure

duly reported to the central bureau,

which takes note of the result for its future

guidance.

The literary bureaux which I have de-

scribed do not confine themselves to pro-

viding lyceums with lecturers, and lecturers

with platforms. They also act as media,

by which those who desire it may enter

upon any literary pursuit. They announce
that they will provide newspapers with
editors, correspondents, and reporters, and
those wishing such places with them ; col-

leges with professors and tutors, and pro-

fessors and tutors with chairs ; magazines
with writers, and writers with places in

magazine or periodical columns. Thus, the

whole province of letters seems to have, in

a degree, become a matter of brokerage. A
young man, or woman, unknown to fame,

writes a magazine article, but has no means
of bringing it to the notice of a magazine
editor. For a small fee the article is taken

by the bureau, read and adjudged by its

selected critics, and if it prove suitable,

by the connexion of the bureau with the

publishing houses, a place is found for it

somewhere. A country editor, outside the

city literaiy and Bohemian cu'cles, wishes

an experienced assistant without delay.

He sends to the bureau, stating the salary

to be paid, the advantages of Pumpkinville
as a residence, the politics of his Banner of

Liberty ; the bureau, well posted as to the

antecedents and capabilities of all appli-

cants for such places on its books, sends

the right man to the editor, receiving a

modest commission from both parties. Of
course, the success of a system such as this

depends entirely upon the reputation and
known honesty and skill of the bureau
managers. If they are in these respects

responsible, demand and supply may be

mutually suited by their medium.
To return to lecturing. At the present

stage of the " woman question," when, in

America, two great associations are devoted

to the agitation of woman's rights, and
we find women sitting in religious and
political conventions, becoming postmasters

(or mistresses), and brokers, doctors, law-

yers, and clergymen (or clergywomen),
running for Congress, and even announcing
themselves as candidates for the Presi-

dency, it is almost needless to say that the

lecture field is thronged with feminine com-
batants. Years ago no women were heard

from the platform, except a few bold, mas-

culine spirits, with lank hair and wearing

spectacles, of uncertain age, who no more
feared to speak in crowded halls than they

did to appear on public thoroughfares in

bloomer trousers. A very different state of

things exists now. It is quite a mistake to

suppose that American female lecturers are

now-a-days eccentric ladies of manly tem-

per, endowed with a mission, and scornful

of feminine graces and accomplishments.

You may now see brisk and airy damsels,

not disdaining Grecian bends and chignons,
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wlio hold you rapt for an liour of sprightly

elocution, bright sallies of wit, sharp satire,

and apt illustration
;
yoimg women who,

albeit public characters, and dealing with

public questions, give a quaint colouring

to their thought and address by their femi-

nine qualities. There are precocious young
women, who talk about the tyranny of man,

and argue in favour of more easy divorces
;

but the most lovely female lecturer of the

day, who is also one of the binghtest in her

mental accomplishments, is now counter-

acting such influences on the platform by
preaching a most eloquent crusade in

favour of home virtues, and the sacredness

of the marriage tie. That even the
" strongest-minded " lady speakers are sus-

ceptible to feminine vanities and tastes is

proved by an anecdote related of Miss

Anna Dickinson. On one occasion she

was to speak to a large audience ; and

was introduced upon the platform by the

chairman of the lecture committee. An
air was played, previously to the lecture,

upon an organ : although a chair stood by
the desk, Miss Dickinson remained stand-

ing till the music ceased. The chairman

asked her afterwards why she did not sit.

" What !" she replied. " Did you suppose

I was going to sit down in my new silk ?"

While speaking of Anna Dickinson, let it

be said, that there are few American states-

men or lecturers who can speak with such

pungency, original thought, learning, irony,

apt expression, and stirring eloquence on

political subjects, as this little lady, with

swarthy face and short curly hair, from the

city of the Quakers. Of " magnetic and

persuasive women," there are many on the

lyceum platform ; and their range of sub-

ject is as wide as that between philosophy

and puns. Not a few combine personal

beauty and engaging manners with the art

of pleasing by literary grace, and of strik-

ing by originality of matter and subject.

Among the more noted are Olive Logan,

who passed from the stage to the lyceum

platform, and whose forte is piquancy and
literary gossip; Miss Julia Ward Howe,
who speaks always earnestly and well on

earnest topics, philosophical or moral ; Mrs.

Livermore, whose hobby is the right of

women to participate in politics ; Catherine

Beecher, the oldest of the Beechers, and

Kate Field, the daughter of an actor. The
lecture courses are often varied with read-

ings of the poets ; and the Shakespearian

readings of Fanny Kemble and Mrs. Scott-

Siddons have proved attractive, as a change

from the eloquence of the regular lecturers.

The lecture platform also has its uses in

affording distinguished foreigners oppor-

tunities of addressing American audiences ;

and recently Mr. Thomas Hughes and Mr.

Mundella have lectured in the United

States, during visiting tours, on the labour

question in England.
The American lecturers usually prepare

their lectures in the summer vacation, when
they are at leisure to resort to rural tran-

quillity to collect their thoughts, imagine

their witticisms, and polish up their rhe-

torical flights. Many have but one or two
lectures for a season ;

going rapidly through

the country, lecturing one night here, and
the next night there, repeating the same
lecture in the various towns. They arrange

their appointments so that there may be a

method in theirjourneyings. And the travel-

ling which some of them are called upon to

do, are often no pleasure jaiints. More than

one has been summoned from New England
to Omaha, the far western limit of settled

civilisation, and has journeyed thence via

Nashville by Atlanta, through the circle of

the Gulf States, and so round to Richmond
and Buffalo. Stories are told by veteran

lecturers, " old stagers," of their trials in

" the wilderness," their difficulties in reach-

ing remote western towns where the houses

were not yet set in order, and whose inhabi-

tants, nevertheless, thirsted for knowledge
and entertainment; of their "bunking" in

log-cabins, and living on buffalo steaks and
maize; their overturnings on the prairies,

and their isolation from post-offices and
telegraph-posts. One of the best of Ame-
rican lecturers—George William Curtis

—

says of this universal lecture system which

now so ramifies through every section of

the land (and I conclude with his words) :

" To-day, apparently the simplest, the

lyceum is also a most complex institution.

It still summons to its platform the latest

Gifted Hopkins of the hour. It does not

disdain the jester, nor spare the philo-

sopher. Its root is the real charm of

oratory, and in the feeling that it is an

arena in which important individual opinion

may be fearlessly spoken. It entertains, it

amuses, it instmcts, and it inspires."

A LIFE OF ADVENTURE.

Colonel Corvin, a German gentleman,

who has lived a troubled and adventurous

life, sits down, towards its closCj to relate

his adventures. These are so exciting, so

characteristic of German manners, and are

so naturally told, that the book will find a

place upon the shelf beside the pleasant
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chronicles which first - class adventurers

have -iinfolded. For an adventurer, in the

honest sense, is charming company, whether
he has a pen in his hand, or a sword by
his side : and Colonel Corvin is a very
dashing sort of adventurer.

When a hoy he was sent to the Cadet
House, the Prussian Military Academy,
and was there duly prepared to receive a
commission. The photographs he gives of

German military life become interesting

at this time. But the esprit de corps had
no influence over him, for he was at heart

a republican ; and before the stirring days
of 1848, there was no theory of a united

Germany and splendid military conquests

to reconcile the people to a grinding des-

potism. When a young man, the colonel

had a pastoral love affair with a little tender
maiden who gave the ofiB.cer her whole heart.

It is a very pretty little idyll, only for the

tragic ending, when the little maid fell into

a nervous fever from her passion, sickened,

and died of love. The officer was near
dying too ; but he was in the army, had
other things to take his mind oft' and
soon fell in love again. This new adven-
ture brought him to Paris, where he found
the revolution going on : and the account
of the organisation of a German invasion of
Vaterland by a number of wild democrats
who lived there, is most characteristic. A
regular legion was formed, and the pro-

visional government gave them money and
support. The leaders were Hervegh, the

poet, and others, who, after much dreamy
discussion of their visionary projects, at last

set off on their march from Paris. Cross-

ing the Rhine, the little band commenced
a regular campaign. They were joined by
some insurgents. There was such con-

fusion in the various towns, and so much
disaffection, that they could advance with
a great deal of the theatrical effects of cam-
paigning. But at last they came on the
Wurtemburgians, with wliom they had a
gallant little battle, in which they were de-

feated. At last the Prussians began to ap-

pear on the scene. His present majesty
had taken the command of his own army :

and, near Liidwigshafen, a rather serious

engagement took place. Finally the in-

vaders were fairly invested in the fortress of

Rastadt, and had to surrender. Colonel
Corvin, amid the usual exhibition of divi-

sions, incapacity, and jealousy, had been the

moving spirit of the whole defence ; and it

is quite evident that all his i^roceedings

were mai-ked by good sense and modera-
tion. On the surrender of Rastadt the ex-

citing part of his narrative begins. As he
rode out he found the Prussians had come
close up, in violation of the terms of the
capitulation. He remonstrated.

" Shoot him down !" cried the Pi-ussian
soldiers, arrogantly. "What does the fellow

say ?"

When the garrison came out, the com-
mander offered his sword to Count Groeben,
the Prussian general, who contemptuously
motioned to the provost to take it. This
looked ominous. The surrender was at
discretion, but promises had been made .of

intercession for indulgence and clemency.
Some of the rebels, like Corvin, had been
in the Prussian service, and these pitiless

masters were as reticent as they were likely

to be severe.

The instant the capitulation was con-
cluded, the rebel officers were led away,
and literally thrust into " the lowest dun-
geon beneath the castle moat," which was all

streaming with water, and crawling with
toads. They were fed on bread and water,
and it was with difficulty that they got
this fi'ightful casemate changed for some-
thing better. Then their clothes were taken
away ; their spurs and epaulettes dragged
off. Then commenced slow trials and
executions, the trials worse than the execu-
tions. The Baden government was deter-

mined to carry out measures of the most
cruel severity. A court, half military, half

civil, began its duties. Nearly every day
news came in to the unhappy prisoners

that one of their companions had been
tried and shot. The first refused to have
his eyes bandaged, and said :

" I will see

my murderers !" Another took his two
bottles of wine, and went to the place of

execution smoking a cigar. Corvin's wife,

a brave woman, had accompanied him, as

many other wives had accompanied then'

husbands, on this expedition. Madame
Corvin worked heaven and earth, as the

phrase goes, forced her way into the pre-

sence of the Princess of Prussia, attacked

Count Groeben, and was thrust aside as

importunate. Before the surrender she was
heroic enough to bid her husband " blow
out his brains sooner than surrender to the

Prussians." But she rejoiced that her ad-

vice had not been followed. When she saw
him in his prison, she said, " If you must
die, I know you will die like a man." At
last his long-defori'ed trial came round.

The Baden govei'nment was dealing with
him, yet the court was composed of Prus-

sian officers and sergeants. Colonel Corvin
made an eloquent speech of two hours in
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his own defence, but it was a foregone

conclusion. He was found guilty, " by
five voices to one, condemned to be sliot,

and fo pay the costs." As they drove

away past the hotel of the place he heard a

cry from a window, and a white hand was
waved to him. He was thrust into the

condemned cell. It was Saturday ; and as

no executions were allowed on Sundays,

and Monday would be too long a grace, he

knew he would be shot that night. About
four hours then remained to him. Beside

him was a little tumbled litter, from which
poor Lieutenant Schad had risen that

morning for his sentence. The jailer asked

with a sepulchral voice :

" Would he have anything, or see a cler-

gyman ?"

The reply was an order for a good dinner,

a good bottle of wine, a dozen cigars, and
writing-paper. His gallant wife now arrived.

She had forced her way into the grand duke's

palace, but he would not see her. With an
ingenious cruelty, all the princes, before the

insurrection was put down, had divested

themselves formally of the prerogative of

mercy, and relegated it to the hands of the

chief soldiers. When she got to the prison,

they had the execution dinner served, which
was fui^nished at the expense of the city.

She had a little plan for his escape, but he
refused to avail himself of it. They were
then told that the execution was put off

until Monday. -So here was a grateful

respite. Late at night, however, came the

sound of many tramping feet, and two
officers called him out to speak to him.

She heard their whisperings. It was to tell

him that all had been changed, and that he

must be ready to be shot at half-past four

in the morning.
She heard every word. They were to

come for her at three. The agony of the

interval may be conceived. The brave
woman, however, knew that if she gave
way, she would only unnerve him. He
held her in his arms all the time : and
the only thought that came upon her was,

that what she felt so warm and living,

would by five o'olock be cold, dead, and
inanimate.

At three she was taken away. She
knocked at the house of some fiiendly

citizens. " They opened to me. After

these good people had lain down again at

my request, I stood at the open window
alone, despairingly watching the coming
morning, and Hstening to every sound. I

felt as cold as stone, but I did not lose con-

sciousness. The clock struck one quarter

—

half—three quarters—four ! He has only

one half-hour left to him. Then I heard

the report of some shots—the people in the

house heard them also—and I fell senseless

to the ground, as if they had pierced my
heart also." What a terribly dramatic

picture

!

The prisoner was quite composed, hav-

ing faced death very often. He made
his little preparations. At dawn he heard

footsteps, and the mayor and officers en-

tered.
" I am quite prepared, gentlemen," he

said.

" ISTo, my friend," said the voice of the

counsel who had defended him, " we bring

you better news."
The honest lawyer had worked hard

through the night ; had gone to Carlsruhe

and obtained a reprieve. Corvin's sentence

was commuted, and he passed six years in

penal servitude of the most terrible kind.

He was at last released through his health

being utterly shattered, and has lived to

write these entertaining volumes.

The glimpses of Prussian military life are

perhaps the worst portion of his history. No
officer was allowed to marry unless he had
special permission from the king, and un-

less he could prove the possession of a cer-

tain income. If be mai'ried any one in trade

of a lower station, he was cut by his

brethren, or forced to leave. The Prussian

captains would not associate with the sub-

alterns. The discipline was fearful. There

were savage colonels and majors who kept

drilling their soldiers half the day for their

own satisfaction, boxing or pulling the

men's ears if they were displeased. Per-

haps these old officers now trace all their

recent victories to this Spartan discipline.

MAECH.
The Mnreli wind whistles through the sombre pines,

Whose sable crests show on the mountain ridge,

Like band of spectres gaunt, and grey, and grim.

Against the cold blue sky : cold, clear, and blue,

^^ ithout one fleecy cloud.

From furrows brown
The green blades shoot, that shall hereafter glow,

'Neath August sun-rays, into molten gold,

And fill our garners with the beauteous store

That crowns man's labour, and rewards his toil.

March, with his stern, grand brow, frowning, yet kind,

Front of a Titan ; of imperious will,

King March rides blustering o'er dale and mead,

And witli his chastening rule, prepares the way
For green-robed April, with her showers soft,

The pure warm sunshine, and her opening buds

Of yellow cowslip bells.

And jocund May,
Crowned with white blossoms, scatters in lier track

Hawthorns all odorous, pink apple-blooms.

And all the gorgeous beauty of her dower,
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That glads our English homes. So in our life,

Our truest joys must be from trial reaped,

And as March winds foreshadow April sun,

Our dross through furnace passing, comes out—gold.

THE SOLAR FURNACE.

For ages nobody dreamt of doubting

that the sun was fire, in the literal and

vernacular sense of the word ; that is, heat

given out by something undergoing con-

sumption by burning. At one time it was a

blazing ball " as big as the Peloponessus
"

—a theory which nearly cost its author his

life, in consequence of its escessive bold-

ness. The Athenians did not allow free-

thinkers to speculate as they pleased about

the sun. Afterwards, the sun was an

enormous globe of combustibles— coal,

wood, or pitch and tar—on which some
vagabond planet had struck a light, and

put into a state of conflagration.

In the middle of the last century, wise

men held the fiery nature of the sun to be

proved by its rays, when collected by
concave mirrors or convex lenses, burning,

consuming, and melting the most solid

bodies, or else converting them into ashes.

The sun's rays produce the same efiects as

might be expected from the most vehement
fire. Consequently, the sun is of a fiery

substance. Hence it follows that its sur-

face is everywhere fluid, that being the

condition of flame. As there are no other

marks whereby to distinguish fire from
other bodies—fire was then a body, an ele-

ment—but light, heat, a power of burning,

consuming, melting, calcining, and vitrify-

ing, there is nothing to hinder us from
believing the sun to be a globe of fire,

like ours, only invested with flames. In
short, set fire to the earth, and you have a

minor sun. The sun is only an overgrown
bonfire.

The difiiculty of this theory is, that if

the materials of the sun belonged to our
list of known combustibles, they would long
since have been exhausted. It is not diSi-

cult to calculate how many years a given
mass of fuel will keep alight, if placed
under similar circumstances to the fires with
which we roast and boil.

Su' John Herschel says (in his Familiar
Lectures) :

" The light and heat of the sun
cannot possibly arise from the burning of

fuel, so as to give cut what we call fiame.

If it be the sun's substance that hums (I

mean consumes), where is the oxygen to

come fi'om ? and what is to become of the
ashes and other products of combustion ?

Even supposing the oxygen supplied from
the material, as in the case of gun-cotton,

still the chemical products have to be dis-

posed of. In the case of gun-cotton, it

has been calculated that if the sun were
made of it so condensed as only to burn on
the surface, it would burn out, at the rate

of the sun's expenditure of light and heat,

in eight thousand years. Anyhow, fire

kept up by fuel and air is out of the ques-

tion. There remain only three possible

sources of them, so far as we can perceive

—

electricity, friction, and vital action."

Please, reader, note this "vital action,"

because we shall pick it up again by-and-

bye.* It is needless to remark that modern
chronology will not be satisfied with eight

thousand years as the length of the sun's

past existence, as a light, from the day on
which he first began to shine ; and, luckily

for us, he does not show the slightest

intention of going out. His immense
longevity and apparent permanence must
therefore be accounted for in some other

way than by supposing him to be fire, the

result of combustion.

Consequently, to meet this objection. Dr.

Mayer started, in 1848, and Mr. Water-
ston, five years afterwards, independently

sketched, what is called the Meteoric

Theory of the Sun. The sun's heat and
light are thereby derived from a shower of

asteroids constantly falling into the sun.

The idea has been admirably propounded

and made familiar to the British public by
Professor Tyndall.f It is calculated that

the final maximum velocity of an asteroid,

just before striking the sun, would be three

hundred and ninety miles a second ; the

final minimum velocity, two hundred and
seventy-six miles a second. The asteroid,

* Is the sun a cluster of glowworms, a shoal of tor-

pedoes, or a swarm of fireflies—behemoths in dimensions

and illuminating power? " The bright surface of the

sun consists of separate individual objects or things, &11

nearly or exactly of one definite size and shape, which

is more like that of a willow-leaf than anything else.

These leaves are not arranged in any order, but lie

crossing one another in all directions .... Nothing

remains but to consider them as separate and inde-

pendent flakes or scales having some sort of solidity,

These flakes, be they what they may, are evidently the

immediate sources of the solar light and heat, by what-

ever processes they may be enabled to elaborate thosa

elements from the bosom of the non-luminous fluid in

which they appear to float. Looked at in this point of

view, we cannot refuse to regard them as organisms of

some peculiar and amazing kind ; and though it would

be too daring to speak of such organisms as partaking

of the nature of life, yet we do know that vital action

is competent to develop both heat, light, and elec-

tricity."—Familiar Lectures, by Sir John F. W. Her-

schel, p. 83.

t See Is Heat Motion? Axl the Yeae Eounb,
First Series, vol. xiii., p. 534,
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on striking the sun with the former velocity,

would develop more than nine thousand

times the heat generated by the combustion

of an equal asteroid of solid coal ; while

the shock, in the latter case, would gene-

rate heat equal to that of the combustion

of upwards of four thousand such asteroids.

It matters not, therefore, whether the sub-

stances falling into the sun be combustible

or not ; their being combustible would not

add sensibly to the tremendous heat pro-

duced by their mechanical collision. In the

fall of asteroids Dr. Mayer finds the means
of producing the solar light and heat. If

the earth struck the sun, it would utterly

vanish from perception ; but the heat de-

veloped by the shock would cover the ex-

penditure of a century.

To this continual bombardment of the

sun by showers of aerolites drawn into its

mass, it is objected that the meteoric theory

continually alters the velocity of planetary

motion by the constant increase of the sun's

mass, and consequent gravitation ; wliich

alteration is contradicted by all the records

of solar and planetary constancy. But the

meteoric theory of the sun is one of Sir

John Herschel's possibilities, being based

on friction, impact, arrested motion. What
should we say to his third possibility,

" vital action ?" Now Professor Tyndall,

Avithout committing himself to the meteoric

theory or forcing it on his readers' accept-

ance, evidently regards it with great

favour. He considers that it would be a

great mistake to regard it as chimerical,

and calls it a noble speculation, adding,
" Depend upon it, the true theory, if this,

or some form of it, be not the true one, will

not appear less wild or less astonishing."

Well ; another theory, sufficiently " wild

and astonishing," has recently been put

forth in a most remarkable and carefully

reasoned essay.* What say you, reader,

to the idea that the sun maintains his

heat by a pi'ocess analogous to breath-

ing ? Not that the sun has lungs like

you and I, who include ourselves amongst
the higher animals ; but that his fiery

strength is incessantly renewed during the

course of his passage through an atmo-
spheric medium, just as many lower and
microscopic animals breathe by the very

act of locomotion through the fluid in

which they are immersed. Extremes meet

;

stars and infusorial creatures are similarly

fed. The sun is an enormous volvox glo-

bator. Nothing is absolutely dead in the

* The Fuel of the Sun. By W. Mattieu Williams,

F.C.S. Simpkin and Marshall, 1870.

universe. Life, when not present, is always
" potential."

It is now admitted that all space is filled

with the ether. Without it, no satisfactory

theory of light is possible ; with it, the

undulatory theory becomes as lucid as light

itself Mr. Williams holds that all space
is also pervaded with an atmosphere, the

same in its nature as that which we breathe,

but varying in density according to circum-

stances, excessively rare in the interstellar

spaces, and what we know it to be on the

surface of the earth. In this hypothesis,

remembei', there is no more absurdity than
in that of the universality of the ether ; nay,

it has been conjectured that hydrogen gas,

the lightest of known bodies, is nothing

but a condensation of the earth. From
forty- five to fifty miles is usually given as

the limit of our atmosphere. Sir John
Robison, however, states that the air is

sufficiently dense for reflecting a sensible

light (and so producing twilight), at a

height of nearly two hundred miles. Mr.

Williams holds that the terrestrial atmo-

sphere has no actual limit, but that it grows
gradually rarer and rarer as it is more and
more distant from a centre of attraction.

Men before him have maintained that the

music of Tubal Cain's organ is stiU travel-

ling somewhere in far-off strata of atten-

uated air; and he gives reasons for conclud-

ing that the gaseous ocean in which we are

immersed is but a portion of the infinite

atmosphere that fills the whole soHdity of

space.

If we believe the confessions of those

portions of atmospheric matter, which have

been subjected to the torture of experi-

mental rarefaction, to be truthful statements

of the general conduct of the great atmo-

sphere, regarded as a whole, the inference is

that it must go on expanding and expand-

ing continually, as its distance from the

earth increases, and the pressure of the

portion above consequently diminishes.

Supposing that we still go further upwards,

the limit still evades us by continually

multiplying expansion, until the gravita-

tion of the earth is neutralised by that of

some other orb, towards which our ima-

ginary course is tending. If we cross

this neutral line, and continue further in

the same direction, we enter the domain of

another world, in which as we advance we
find the order of density reversed. In

short, our atmosphere is but a portion of

a universal medium, which is distributed

by gravitation, as above indicated, amongst

the coimtless orbs of space.

^CP
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'Now, with an infinite number of orbs '

floating amidst tbe infinity of space, filled

witli such an elastic medium, every orb

will be suri'ounded on every side by others,

and its power of accumulation from the

general atmosphere will be controlled and
limited by the general resultant of their

counteracting gravitating forces. But as

we know the relative masses of our own
earth and those of the other members of

the solar system, and we also know the

absolute amount of atmosphere which our
earth has appropriated from the general

medium, we have the data for calculating,

according to the above, the absolute atmo-
spheres of the Sim, the moon, and our com-
panion planets and their satellites. Taking
the mass and the atmosphere of the earth

as his units, Mr Wilhams gets a simple

rule for calculating the atmosphere of any
of the bodies of the solar system.

In making those calculations, an impor-
tant question presents itself Are we to

regard the waters that cover the lower
valleys of the earth as planetary or atmo-
spheric matter ? Is the water of the ocean
one of the special constituents of the earth,

or only a portion of the universal atmo-
spheric matter which the earth's gravitation

has condensed around it ?

This question may, perhaps, be answered
by considering the known properties of

water ; which tell us that the position

occupied by the water on our own, or any
other planet, is entirely dependent on com-
paratively moderate variations of tempera-
ture and pressure. If the temperature of

the earth were raised, or the atmospheric
pressure diminished, in a sufficient degree,

the whole of the water of the ocean would
rise from its present bed, and take its

place in the atmosphere as one of its con-

stituent gases, and would there exist in a
state exactly corresponding* to the carbonic
acid of our actual atmosphere ; that is, as a
mixture, not a chemical combination, with
it. We only require the conditions which
actually exist on the planet Mercury to

bring this about. On that planet, in all pro-
bability, water can only exist as a gas and
a regular constituent of the atmosphere. If

Mercury has had its Faraday, he may have
succeeded in demonstrating the condensa-
bihty of this gas. By refrigeration and pres-

sure, he may have produced liquid water
and water-snow, and, by the aid ofmechani-
cal devices, have obtained sufiicient quan-
tities to exhibit them as lecture-table curio-

sities. The Mercurians would certainly
regard water as purely atmospheric matter.

Mr. "Williams agrees with the Mercurians
in including water among the original con-

stituents of the general atmospheric me-
dium, and in concluding that the water
upon our earth is but a poi'tion of the

matter which its gravitation has collected

from the all - pervading medium of the

universe. Certainly there would be good
reason to believe that gaseous water is one
of the most important constituents of the

general atmospheric medium. If it exists

there in the same proportion that the waterof
our globe bears to the permanently gaseous
constituents of our atmosphere, it must con-

stitute above ninety per cent of the whole.
The spectroscope, whether directed to the

envelopes of the sun, to the stars, or the

nebulse, tells of " water, water, every-

where ;" the state of its existence (whether
solid, fluid, or gaseous, whether combined
as water, or separated into its constituents

of free hydrogen and free oxygen) being
dependent on the physical conditions to

which it is subjected.

Mr. Williams calculates the pressure of

the sun's atmosphere upon any given area

of his surface as equal to the pressure of

fifteen thousand two hundred and thii'ty-

three earthly atmospheres. Those figures

are only approximative, but are under
rather than overstated, because any esti-

mate of the diameter of the body of the sun
must be ofa most hypothetical and doubtful

character. Putting together and comparing
the various descriptions of difi'erent ob-

servers, there are good grounds for con-

cluding that the real body of the sun has
never been seen at all.

Tlie most important result, our author
infers, of such a vast accumulation of

solar atmosphere, is the evolution of heat
which must be produced by the compression

of the lower strata. If the pressure that

can be exerted by the human hand upon
the piston of a condensing syringe is

capable, in spite of the surrounding con-

ductox'S, of producing sufficient heat to

ignite a piece of German tinder, what
must be the consequence of the enormous
pressure of this vast atmosphere !

Now, all the records of iuiman observa-

tion indicate that, during the historical

period, no sensible increase or diminution

of the solar light and heat has occurred

;

and the incomparably older records of

geological history point to the same con-

clusion. No theory of the sources of solar

heat and light can be sound which fails to

explain this degree of permanency. There
also exists in the human mind an almost
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irresistible a priori belief in the perma-

nencj of tlie universe, -whicli is usually

strongest in those who have the most
deeply studied its mechanism. A further

examination shows that no extinction of

the sun— even at the remotest conceiv-

able period—no gradual diminution of his

enerfjies, need be ferxred ; but that when
once a certain normal amount of radiation

has been attained, it will be maintained

eternally both by our sun and by all the

other suns that are surrounded by de-

pendent planets. The fresh supply of fuel

is supplied by the progressive motion of

the o-reater orbs and the reacting gravita-

tion of their attendant worlds. The pro-

cess is assumed to take place in this wise :

Our sun is travelling through space with

a velocitv which has been computed at from
four to five hundred thousand miles per

day. 'Now, if the hypothesis of an uni-

versal atmosphere is correct, the sun must,

of necessity, encounter some resistance in

his passage through it. This resistance

will obviously be applied to the outer

regions of his atmosphere, which, being

fluid, will yield to such resistance, and a

portion will be left beliind. But the sun

will obtain his share of the general

medium, which of course will be obtained

from that portion of space into which he

is progressing.

Let us now see what will be the amount
of the fresh fuel thus supplied to the sun.

The daily supply will be equal in bulk to

the contents of a cylinder having a diameter

«qual to that of the sun and his attendant

atmosphere, and whose length is four or

five hundred thousand miles. Taking this

dinmeter at nine hundred thousand miles,

and the length of the cylinder at four hun-

dred and fifty thousand miles, its cubic con-

tents will be 286,278,300,000,000,000 cubic

miles. Mr. Williams assumes that the inter-

stellar atmosphere has a density of only

one hundred-thousandth part of that of our

atmosphere at the level of the sea. A cubic

mile of such rarefied air would weigh rather

more than fifty tons. The total weight of

the daily cylinder of fresh fuel will thus

be in round numbers one hundred and
sixty-five millions of millions of tons per

second.

But the furnace of the sun, like our

humble furnaces on earth, requires not only

a continuous supply of fuel, bat a stoker to

feed and stir it. Now, the planetary atten-

dants of the sun perform this duty with un-

tiring vigilance and efficiency. The actual

eliectof planetary gravitation ou the sun is to

produce a disturbance of the kind required,

although in a most irregular manner. The
planetary motions are so complex, and their

relative positions are so perpetually chang-
ing, that the position of the general centre

of gravity, in relation to the mass of the
sun, is never the same for two consecutive

seconds. In all probability, the greater

portion of the bulk of the sun consists of

gaseous matter, and the " nucleus" is only

a comparatively small kernel in the midst
of the gaseous mass. These forces, there-

fore, are quite sufficient to produce an
enormous amount of disturbance in the

solar atmosphere—a complication of clash-

ing tides, and the consequent formation of

mighty maelstroms, vortices and cyclones,

hurricanes and tornadoes, of fury incon-

ceivable to the dwellers upon this compara-
tively tranquil earth. Whether we regard

the nucleus of the sun as reeling irregularly

in the midst of his jDrofound fluid envelope,

or his atmosphere as dragged here by Ju-

jDiter, there by Venus, hither by the Earth,

thither by Saturn, and everywhere in the

mean time by the vivacious Mercury, we
cannot fail to perceive in planetary attrac-

tion an agent for perpetually stirring up
and mingling together the various strata of

the solar atmosphere. By means of this

agency, the vigorous and newly-arriving

fuel must be whirled into the midst of the

sun's photosphere, while huge upheavals of

thermally-exhausted matter must find their

way again to the upper regions of the rare-

fied atmosphere, where that matter will be
cooled by re-expansion below the general

temperature of the inter-planetary medium,
and then swept round and carried into the

wake of the sun.

That an actual connexion between the

disturbances of the solar atmosphere and
the position of the planets does exist, is

shown by the observations of Mr. Carring-

ton, who finds that the varying distances

of Jupiter aflFect the development of spots,

which are more abundant when this planet

is furthest from the sun. M. Rudolph
Wolf, of Berne, has observed that, besides

the well-known period of a little more than

eleven years, there is also another period of

maximum spot-development of about fifty-

six years, which Mr. Balfour Stewart has

shown to correspond very nearly with the

epoch at which Jupiter and Saturn come to

aphelion together.

Mr. Grove, in his inaugural address to

the British Association, 1866, propounded
the following questions :

" Our sun, our

earth, and planets are constantly radiating

--^
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heat into space ; so in all probability are

the other suns, the stars, and their atten-

dant planets. "What becomes of the heat

thus radiated into space ? If the universe

has no limit—and it is difficult to conceive

one—there is a constant evolution of heat

and light ; and yet more is given off than
is received by each cosmical body, for other-

wise night would be as light and as warm
as day. What becomes of the enormous
force thus apparently non-recurrent in the

same form ? Does it return as palpable

motion ? Does it move, or contribute to

move, suns and planets?"
Mr. Williams thinks he may venture to

answer those questions, having shown that

the heat thus radiated into space is received

by the general atmospheric medium ; is

gathered again by the breathing of wander-
ing suns, who inspire, as they advance, the

breath of universal heat, and light, and
life; then by impact, compression, and
radiation, they concentrate and redistribute

its vitalising power ; and after its work is

done, expire it in the broad wake of their

retreat, leaving a track of cool exhausted
ether—the ashpits of the solar furnaces

—

to reabsorb the general radiations, and thus
maintain the eternal round of life.

Let us glance at the condition which this

theory of a universal atmosphere would
assign to some of the members of our solar

system.

The mass and dimensions of the planet

Venus approximate so closely to those of

the earth, that the density of its atmosphere
should only differ from ours by so small a
fraction that we may consider it as about
the same. The only important meteorologi-

cal differences between Venus and the earth

would be those due to its greater proximity
to the sun, and the greater inclination of

the plane of its equator to that of its orbit.

In the first place, there should be land and
water, as upon the earth ; but as the

quantity of heat received from the sun by
Venus is nearly double that which comes
to the earth, the atmosphere should be
thickly loaded with aqueous vapour. This
again would moderate the action of the
sun upon the surface of the planet itself.

So far, we have the conditions of a hot,

humid, equable climate as compared with
that of the earth; but then the inclination

of the axis, producing such extreme varia-

tions between the summerand winter of the
tempei'ate and polar regions, would seriously

disturb this equalising influence of the
aqueous vapour. Venus should bo a foggy,

cloudy, and rainy planet, with some polar

snow during winter, and probably polar

glaciers. The evenings of Venus would
be, like ours, lighted by twilight, and the

mornings by the dawn.
The cloudiness of this planet is further

indicated by the differences of the state-

ments of observers respecting the perma-
nent markings on its surface. According
to Mr. Williams, the observations of the sur-

face of Venus have to be made through the

veil of a misty atmosphere, such as must
always prevail over this planet, even though
absolutely opaque clouds should be absent.

The effect of this mistiness would be to

render the outline forming the boundary
between land and sea very obscui-e and diffi-

cult to define, except under the most fa-

vourable circumstances. Venus ought to

be habitable by plants and animals not
widely different from terrestrial creatures.

The total atmosphere of Mars should be
about one-twentieth of our own, and the

atmospheric pressure on the surface of the

planet about one-fifth and a half of ours.

The mercurial barometer would stand at

about five and a half inches at the sea level

of Mars, and water should boil at one hun-
dred and thirty-eight degrees Fahrenheit.

The bulk of the atmospheric water on Mars
must be condensed or frozen. The pro-

portion of the area of land to that of water

on the earth being one of land to three of

water, there should be on Mars about five

of land to three of water. The seas of

Mars must be frozen to the bottom, but the

surface of the water on all parts of the

planet, which are exposed with only mode-
rate obliquity to the sun's rays, would be
thawed to a depth varying with the cir-

cumstances. Its surface would thus be
thawed during the day and frozen again at

night, like the surface of our own Alpine

glaciers. A little before sunset, a feathery

dew of hoar-frost should begin to fall.

There would be no great, well-defined

masses of vapour floating, like our clouds,

in the atmosphere of Mars ; no cumulus,

no cumulo- stratus, nor even cirro-cumulus

clouds ; nothing denser than a thin mist of

ice crystals, like that which, in our atmo-

sphere, makes halos round the moon. Con-
trary to not a few astronomers, Mr. Wil-

liams maintains that the climate and me-
teorology of Mars differ so greatly from our

own, that none of the creatures of this

Avorld could live upon Mars.

Jupiter and Saturn are a couple of proud
planets, swelling themselves to the dimen-
sions and quality of suns. Jupiter's total

atmosphere should be six thousand two hun-

^
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dred and thirty-two times that of the earth.

His mercurial barometer would be one hun-
dred and thirty-four feet high. The tem-

perature of the lower regions of his atmo-
sphere is about the melting point of cast

iron. All the water on Jupiter is now, and
will permanently remain, in a state of va-

pour. Owing to the depth of this vaporous
atmosphere, there is no evidence that we
have as yet ever seen the kernel within the

outer shell of Jupiter. It is extremely pro-

bable that Jupiter must have manifested

some degree of genex'al solar phenomena,
and that, if we could see him shaded from
the solar rays, he would appear like a phos-

phorescent ball, by the illumination of his

vaporous envelope, due to the light it ab-

sorbs from the glowing world within. Ju-

piter, moreover, has probably reached his

permanent temperature, so that there is no
hope of his being tui'ned to agricultural

purposes.

It is vexing that the results of recent re-

search tend to deprive us of the pleasing

dream of the plurality of worlds. Most
people gave up Mercury as too hot to hold

them ; and they now find themselves obliged

to give up Mars, although they still retain

some hopes of Venus's capability as a re-

sidence. But it is provoking to find some,

at least, of the superior planets, whose
greater distance from the sun lead us to

€xpect them to be cool, turning out to be
little suns themselves. Time was, not so

very long ago, when we were taught that

beneath the great sun's photosphere, and
veiled from the ardour of its rays, there

were happy valleys, in which gentlemen,
in blue cotton shirts and nankeen trousers,

might devote their time to the culture of

melons, without even the protection of a
parasol. What do fashionable savants tell

us now ? That life is a series of disillu-

THOUGHTS ON PUFFING.

With the enormous crowd of bright par-

ticular advertisements staring at us in

every violent and fiery hue from pillar,

post, and hoarding, it might be curious to

speculate what special feelings or motives
are working in the public mind, and arc at
the bottom of this extraordinary develop-
ment of advertising. The change within
a few years is amazing. Development, in-

deed, is not the proper description ; it is

rather the introduction of a new art or de-

partment. Formerly, the sole object of a

placard or advertisement was to give the
public information—notice that some event
was to take place, that some play was to

be performed, or some book was to be pub-
lished. The occasional " dead wall" was
consecrated to this office, and its decaying
surface was turned to a useful and honour-
able purpose. Now, walls, dead and living,

flaunt, and flare, and blaze with proclama-
tions, competing with each other, strug-

gling to attract notice, screaming, as it

were, tossing their limbs wildly, flourishing

every known colour, as who should say,
" Look at me ! Look at me ! Not at him !

Not at him !" Not only are stray and un-
occupied walls, or short-hved hoardings,

taken advantage of, but new structures

—

vast screens—are put up, on which these

polychromatic names may flaunt and flash.

Rooms, walls, railways, every spare space
conceivable, are thus decorated with names
and addresses. The title of a play, or of a
new candle, jogs by at a slow trot in front of

the knees of the outsides of an omnibus

;

it glares at us from the roof of a railway
carriage, from the gallery of a railway sta-

tion, from the walls ofa waiting-room, from
the tax-gatherer's notice, and even from the
drop-scene of a theatre.

A curious speculation connected with
this profuse advertising is as to how the
system is found to work on the public

mind. The theory is, that the fact of seeing

the one name and address repeated in every
direction that we turn to, must be an argu-
ment for, or even a proof of, excellence;

a conclusion certainly illogical. A little

margin might be allowed for human lazi-

ness, which would be appealed to after this

fashion. For this ready information saves

us the trouble of choosing or seeking out,

and supplies us at once with name and
address. But, still, the other influence pre-

vails in the main. Even for minds of strong-

sense there is a lurking feeling that what
is known to us from repetition must have
something to recommend it ; there is even
the feeling of goodwill from the familiarity;

just as the British playgoer likes his old I

jokes, at which he has laughed " these

twenty years," as Diggory did at " ould
grouse in the gun-room," served up again
and again to him. The wisest and most
sober cannot deny this superficial influence.

What we are told again and again, leaves at

last an impression of respect. The feehng
is no doubt akin to that on which general

impostors trade in society, in politics, and
in literature, and by which some flashy,

showy man attracts the public without real
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qualities. The world, in truth, likes these

plain appeals to its desires, and dislikes all

troublesome appeals to its judgment and
intellect. These gaudy descriptions save it

trouble, and tickle both eye and ear ; and
it may be affected, in a small degree, like

the rustic from some agricultural district

come up to "Lunnun," who thinks every-

thing "in print" and gaudy colours must
stand for truth and reality in its strictest

shape. Advertisers and fiourishers know
perfectly well that even the gravest and most
cautious are to a certain length touched by
their appeals, and that even in the act of

denunciation, the most careful often find

themselves seduced.

But the truth is, in this world sheer

labour and industry always make them-

selves felt. This is a theory that would be

I
dear to Mr. Carlyle as representing some-

thing real and genuine. Work, he would
tell us, is never thrown away. Men who
spend sums of money, and sums of trouble

and toil, together with much ingenious poly-

chi'omatic device in flourishing their names
and wares, are pretty certain to find such

bread as they have cast upon the waters

returning to them. The wise who travel

in the underground, railways and see
" Kitto's Starch" staring at them from
over the heads of their vis-a-vis in the

carriages, or the " Grasshopper Sewing
Machine," no doubt sakite those titles with
a " pish !" and a " pshaw !" But later, as

their eye wanders over the newspaper or

dead wall, or live hoarding, or omnibus
knife-board, or fiy-leaf of magazine, and
sees everywhere, as a murderer does blood,

"Kitto's Starch," "Grasshopper Sewing
Machine," a kind of dull, insensible im-

pression is produced. By-and-bye, when
either of these important necessaries are in

demand in the reader's family, and when
there is an impression of doubt or igno-

rance, the poor aide-de-camp of conceit,

or conscious superiority, steps in, and aids

the advertiser. Where all are groping in

the dark, it is hard to resist the con-

scious sense of superiority. " Starch ! Why,
there is a fellow called Kitto, who seems to

be in great demand ; at least his name is

everywhere. Sewing machine ! Get the

Grasshopper—only four guineas." It will

thus be seen that advertising owes a good
deal to the pardonable little infirmities of

our nature.

This feeling of attraction and partiality

being thus produced exactly in proportion

to the diligent and costly nature of the ad-

vertisement, it is surprising that we, the

pubhc, do not reflect that all this must re-

present a vast enhancement of the cost of
the article. A moment's reflection would
show us that this spurious prestige of name,
as compared with the meagre reputation of
articles not thus heralded, must make an
enormous difference in the price. But no.

If anything, they are cheaper. This, in

fact, is the claim they boast to our atten-

tion. Who, then, defrays the cost of pro-

clamation ? The article itself, which, in a
manner, must be mulcted and made inferior.

There is no other solution. Granting that
the article is superior to its rivals, it ought
to be far dearer in price to cover the cost

of its advertisement, but this would be fatal

to its success ; and in most instances there
must be an inferiority.

We might imagine Goldsmith's Citizen

of the World coming to town, wandering
through this great city, and asking, with
amazement, the meaning of the gaudy
and bewildering inscriptions which would
meet his eye at every turn. He would be
told they were the names of persons, their

addresses, and of various articles made by
them. He would speculate thoughtfully

over this information, and would at last

arrive at a solution. " Ah ! it was as in

a time of famine or of scarcity. These
things and persons are difiicult to discover.

Their goods are scarce, and this informa-
tion is welcome." On the contrary, he is

told that there is an over-supply of these

merchants and their articles ; that at every
street and alley they are to be found;
and that it is actually in consequence of
the superfluity and superabundance that

this method of appealing to the public is

adopted. It would be hard to get him to

understand more than this. It is wonder-
ful, indeed, how the system has developed,

and is developing. It now requires skilled

agents, professional adepts, to work it.

Wherever there is space of any descrip-

tion, no such remunerative disjDosition of

it can be made as by advertising. The
letters grow larger, the colour more garish

every day. Sometimes we see the whole
side of some tall house all ablaze with
gigantic characters, which not only those

who run, but those who gallop, and who
travel by limited mail even, can read. To
pass by the enclosure of the houses levelled

for the new Law Courts is enough to give

one a nightmare. For there, the space being
so ample, the situation so advantageous, from
the enormous traffic passing and repassing",

running and reading, the system seems
literallv to riot in all the vao-arics of com-

.p
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petition. There a simpering lady of some
eiglib or ten feet high curls her finger, as

if to make an appointment, and displays

an enormous bulk of hair, the result of

Mrs. Allen's treatment. There the Daily
Telegraph proudly trumpets that it has the

largest circulation in the world ; the horn of

the Standard competes angrily, and lays

vigorous claim to being the largest broad-
sheet in the world. There the cabalistic
" Ozokerit" tormented the minds of the

passers-by for months ; and there the daring
performance of some " Brothers," vividly

portrayed on a bill of the dimensions of a
small theatrical scene, entertains the eyes

as well as the mind. Now the picture of

the battle at tlie Agricultural Hall shows
French and Germans destroying each other

on a vast scale, while the blessings of peace
are illustrated by innumerable young ladies,

who, bent over rival sewing-machines, ex-

hibit models of decorous and interesting

industry. Now, again, an enormous face,

whose corresponding body, if it came into

being, would reach half-way up Dr. John-
son's St. Clement's Danes Church, presents

us with a terrible enlargement of the coun-
tenance of the ingenious Mr. Woodin.

In short, a more mysterious jumble of

letters, shows, pictures, and colours, it

would be hard to conceive. Here is the

latest enormous panorama, for such it is,

or apotheosis of Neptune, crowned, with all

his monsters and Tritons rising from the
billows, Avhich makes a sort of Turneresque
pageantiy of advertisement, spreading over
the hoarding in a fi'ee high art fashion.

This is " Sea Moss Farine ;" and this gaudy
mythological picture pursues us in every
direction. The persevering young ladies

who are walking with umbrellas have thrust
out the gentleman who was always in a
storm of wind and rain struggling with his,

which was determined to turn itself inside

out. Here, again, is the cake with the
mincing gentleman, and the dainty young
lady in the veil, preparing to cut it up, and
the news overhead that some thousand or
so of these articles are always kept in

stock. Here is to be seen the vast garden,
of a rather yellowish green, which a young
lady in a hat, attended by a child, is water-
ing diligently with a force-pump. But the
most assiduous proclaimer of his own
merits is a certain West-end silk-mercer,

who has become like a household word from
his never-flagging invitations to try silks.

As we travel in the railway carriages he
whispers in our ear— indeed the under-
ground line seems to be his special hunting-

ground, where in all the sheen and glory of
enamelled iron he blazes out his trophies.

There are galleries in this subterranean
region, which cross the line aloft for the
convenience of passengers, and across its

balustrades is displayed, on vast sheets of
gaudy metal, all the style and title of the
silk-mercer : an inscription about fifty feet

in length. No one, not even the traveller

from New Zealand himself, could avoid
being impressed by a name exhibited so
persistently.

Seriously, this last gigantic exhibition

suggests, in practical shape, the thought
that this practice has reached the limits of
an abuse, and that there must be a large

section of the public, the majority in fact,

who are sensible and experienced, and not to

be attracted by such baits. These are fairly

entitled to sucb entertainment as an intel-

lectual and cultivated person, living in a
great city, ought to find for their eyes and
thoughts as they walk abroad. Now to

find one's eyes settling on tliese monstrous
placards wherever they turn, these raree-

shows of cartoons and colours daubed on,

certainly becomes a daily and hourly pain.

There is no such cheap and pleasant edu-
cation for a j)eople as handsome out-door
objects, elegant vistas and buildings, beau-
tiful statues, choice architecture. These
things, grown familiar, humanise almost
better than a dozen school boards. But if

instead of these we have this mercantile
vulgarity staring from every coigne of

vantage, this glorified shopkeeping, which
can only raise associations of the prosy
and baser incidents of trade, the I'esult

must only be a steady and progressive

vulgarisation. Any one who would vividly

realise this truth for himself, need only

become a fi'equent passenger on the under-
ground lines, from whose stations he will

find himself emerging with a steadily in-

creasing sense of distaste, and a low tone

of moral feeling. In fact, the New Zea-

land citizen before alluded to, taken to a
series of these stations, would naturally

conclude, from the gigantic name that runs
across all the galleries, that this tradesman
was a sort of deified potentate, in whose
honour these subterranean temples were
erected. The conclusion would be quite

legitimate. But the notion is a false and
corrupt one ; for a light iron gallery, if

artistically constructed, is an object of in-

terest, and leaves an airy and elegant im-

pression ; but if it be converted into a Pata-

goiiian sign-board, with the enormous name
of an ordinary shopkeeper sprawling over
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it, the limit is passed. It becomes an affront

to the travelling public. The worst of it

is that we seem to be only at the beginning

of this abuse. Our newspapers are swelling

into vast unmanageable advertising sheets,

and what is more significant still, trades-

men's goods are being dragged on the

stage itself for the purpose of puffery. And
this unworthy use of theatres proves yet

more clearly how much our other public

amusements are likely to be interfered

with as the abuse develops. For, after pay-

ing a sufficient price to be amused, we
naturally resent having our eyes enter-

tained by these business circulars and
shopkeeping allurements.

On the whole, therefore, it may be fair

to consider whether the matter has not

been pushed too far, and whether there is

not room for reform.

MISS POKSOiNBY'S COMPANION.
In Twelve Chapters.

CHAPTER IX. THE LETTER-CASE.

The moment the front door slammed
upon the superintendent, Miss Ponsonby,
regardless of all his instructions, rang the
bell furiously for Mercy.

That worthy glided into the room with
her usual hypocritical deference and cat-

like softness. She at least acted up to the
supei'intendent's ideal in this respect. The
old lady sat brooding over the fire as ab-

sorbed and gloomy as one of the sibyls.

Horrible suspicions were passing through
her mind. She had lost all faith in every-

thing and every one. In youth these
moments of disenchantment are terrible

;

but they are more terrible still in age. Old
age has less hope, and clings to its small
certainties as a miser cKngs to his gold.

To lose a friend, to lose trust in one whom
we love then, is like losing a limb. Sus-
pense was worse to Miss Ponsonby even
than certainty. She would wrestle at once
with the horrible suspicion that haunted
her.

Mercy said nothing ; but as she snuffed
the two mould candles, whose long fungus
wicks burned dim as the lights in a mortuary
chapel, she stole a look at the old lady, who
sat staring moodily at the fire. As Mercy
had been listening at the door to the greater
part of the conversation between her mis-
tress and the superintendent, she was fully

able to understand what weighed upon
Miss Ponsonby's mind, and to decide how

best to act in accordance with her own
interest.

" I'm afraid, ma'am," she said, " that

you ain't so well again. It has been too

exciting for you seeing Mr. Humphries.
But you mustn't take it so. You must
remember how Job bore his losses. Ah

!

it is hard to bear, I know, and I used to

say so when a fellow-servant at Mrs. Bal-

dock's once stole a sovereign of mine, and
I dwelt on it for weeks. I believe if I could

I'd have brought that young woman to the

gallows, because I'd earned the money so

hard. My heart was unregenerate then,

and my eyes weren't opened."
" Mercy," said Miss Ponsonby, suddenly

rising, and seizing the hypocritical woman
by the wrist, " if I could find who stole my
ten-pound note I'd drag the thief to pri-

son, if I had to do it with my own hands.

Mercy, who is it ? Who has robbed me ?

I've been a good mistress to you. I have
told you that I have remembered you in

my will. Tell me all you know."
Mercy was silent.

" For Heaven's sake tell me, Mercy.
Tell me, at least, do you know any one in

this house who writes letters to any per-

son at Gypsum ?"

" I'd rather not answer, ma'am. If I

can't say good I wouldn't say harm."
"But, Mercy, you must tell," said Miss

Ponsonby. " Mind it is not too late for

me to alter my will. I have lost a second
ten-pound note."

"A second ?" stammered Mercy.
" I do not suspect you."
" God forbid !" groaned Mercy. " A

second ten-pound note, is it possible ? Oh,
this wicked, wicked world !"

" Who took those two notes I must
and will find out !" cried Miss Ponsonby,
clutching the two arms of her chair con-

vulsively with her thin bony hands ;
" and

if you have any regard for me, you must,

you must help me to find out."
" The Lord knows my heart," said

Mercy, turning her eyes up to the ceiling.

"I ask you again, do you ever write let-

ters to any one at Gypsum ? Is any
follower of yours living there ? Now, no
equivocation."

"Ever since that wicked young man, who
was assistant at the undertaker's in High-
street, borrowed ten shillings and left the

town suddenly, promising to write to me
the moment he got to London, I've allowed

no young man to darken these doors. I

never wrote to any one at Gypsum in my
life."
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" Have any letters directed to Grypsum
ever left this house to your knowledge?"

" Must I answer that ? Oh, don't ask
that," said Mercy, with well-feigned re-

luctance.
" Yes, I do ask it, and I insist on a plain

answer."
" Well, I have seen letters so directed

that Susan was taking to the post. They
were Miss Lilly's letters."

Miss Ponsonhy sank into her chair, and
hid her face in her hands ; all she said

was, " As I feared."

Mercy gi'oaned audibly, hoped that all

wicked persons' hearts would be softened,

and that the innocent might not be con-

founded with the guilty ; at the same time
she expressed a hope that the missing notes

might have, somehow, got by mistake into

one of the books or papers that were on
the table.

And as she said this, with a cold, cruel

smile, she shuffled about the books on the

table, searching among them, and by pre-

arranged malice taking up a letter-case

of Lilly's, held it so that the contents

came partly out at one end, and a letter,

stamped and directed for the post, fell out

close to Miss Ponsonby's hand.

"What's this?" said the old lady, in-

stantly clawing at it with irresistible sus-

picion and curiosity. " Why, Mercy, it's

a letter in Lilly's writing directed to Kobert
Dawson, Esq., Eclipse Hotel, Gypsum.
Now I see what you thought, and what
the superintendent hinted. Now I see

what he almost told me—what I put from
me, and refused to think possible. Send
Miss Danipier to me. I must see her before

I see Mr. Tresham."
" Shall I take down ]\Iiss Lilly's letter

for the post ?" said Mercy, with affected

ignorance of her mistress's meaning.
"No," said Miss Ponsonby, furiously.

" Leave it. I must know more about this

letter. Go and tell Miss DamjDier I want
to see her."

A moment or two after, Lilly came bound-
ing into the room as bright and joyous as

a summer morning ; but the moment she

entered, a chilly sense of terror struck her,

she hardly knew why. Miss Ponsonby sat

on the window-seat, staring out with a
mournful, absorbed look at the darkness
which, following the sunset, had bi'onght

with it heavy rain. In the silence you could
hear the rain beating against the glass.

"Do you want me, dear aunt?" Lilly

said, coming up and kissing the old lady

on the cheek. I hope you feel better now."

Lilly was so happy herself that she wished
all the world to be happy too. " Why, you
seem low."

" I have a question to ask you," said

Miss Ponsonby, turning round with a look

that petrified Lilly.

" Well, dear aunt, there is nothing that

I could keep secret from you;" and she

blushed at the thought that her very hap-

piness was betraying the love with which
her heart was overflowing.

" You have no secret. Well, then, tell

me with whom you correspond at Gypsum."
Lilly was silent, and surprised.
" Do not deny that you do so. You can-

not, for here is the letter."

As she said this, Avith the tone of an
angry accuser. Miss Ponsonby lifted the

writing-case, which lay on the table, and
drew from underneath it the letter.

" That is my letter," Lilly said, in a low,

disturbed voice, and stretched her hand
slowly towards it, but without any marked
anxiety or apprehension.

The vindictive eyes of the old woman
w^ere fixed on her like those of a cat upon
a mouse—cold, relentless, and with a certain

sense of cruel enjoyment.

"Mr. Dawson," said Lilly, "is a—

a

friend of mine, a friend of my father's."

" And did I not expressly tell you," said

the old woman, tapping the table fretfully

with the fingers of her right hand, " that

one condition of my taking you as a com-
panion, and admitting you to all this ease

and comfort, was that you should cease

all acquaintance, and not write to all the

low people with whom your father asso-

ciates?"
" I thought, aunt," said Lilly, somewhat

indignantly, for she had not been accus-

tomed to such insults, " that I came as your

companion, not as your slave. I made no
promise not to write to old friends."

" So, girl, you refuse to tell me who this

man Dawson is ?"

" I do. I love you very much, dear aunt,

but I will not submit to such a cruel re-

striction of my liberty. I should be above
suspicion."

" So this is the reward for all my kind-

ness. You have a proud and wicked nature,

Lilly. You must pray against this spirit.

You are bold enough now, but do you
dare open that letter in my presence. I

have no wish to read it. Come, open the

letter!"
" Dare !" said Lilly. " I know no right

that you have to make such a request, or

what end is obtained by it. What have I

^
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to conceal, aunt ? Give me the letter, and
you shall see it opened as you wish."

Lilly took the letter, as her aunt handed
it to her with a malign smile, and tore

open the envelope.

"Now open the letter."

Lilly did so, and a half bank-note fell out

and drifted across the floor to Miss Pon-
sonby's foot.

"What is that?" said the old lady,

snatching at it with kite-like eagerness.
" That is half a five-pound note ; half my

first quarter's salary."
" Five pounds ! It is the lost note. You

know it, and it was you who stole it,"

screamed Miss Ponsonby, striking her hand
upon the table, then, going to the bell, she

pulled it violently.

Mercy so instantaneously appeared, that

it would not have been uncharitable to

suppose that she had been listening at the

key-hole.

"Mercy!" screamed the old harridan,

who had no compassion in that moment
of triumph, " I have found at last who
stole my ten pounds. Tell Mr. Tresham
to come up. !Say I am ready to see him
now."

" No, no," cried Lilly, roused from the

trance of wonder into which the first ter-

rible words of accusation had cast her, as

by an enchantment, as she flung herself

at her aunt's knees, and seized her hand.
" No, no

;
you will not do that. You

will not degrade me and trample upon
mie before him. I am. innocent. Before

God himself I swear that I am innocent.

This is my own money. You cannot be
oruel enough to think me guilty of such a

crime."

"Mercy," said the inexorable woman,
" do as I bid you. All this repentance

comes too late. The whole world shall

know of this wicked girl's ingratitude. If

I do not throw her into prison, I will at

least send her back degraded to her father."
" You may send me back to my father,"

said Lilly, proudly rising, " but you cannot
degrade me, for I am innocent. He will

believe that I am innocent."
" Why do you delay, Mercy ?"

Mercy delayed because she exulted in the

distress of the once light-hearted, happy
girl, who had stood in her way.

" Oh, do not, do not let Mr. Tresham
hear this cruel charge." And Lilly, weep-
ing passionately, cast herself again at the

knees of the inexorable old woman. Mercy
went. A step on the stairs roused Lilly

;

before Frank Tresham could enter she

had risen, and stood mournfully by the

window.
The moment Miss Ponsonby had shaken

hands with Tresham she relapsed into the

passionate excitement in Avhich she had
previously indulged. " You see I'm very

excited and very ill," she said. " It may
be as well to

"

Tresham cast a glance at Lilly ; he could

see something had happened, but what he

could not at all imagine. The old lady

continued

:

" You remember being here when I lost

that ten-pound note? I have just dis-

covered who stole it."

" I am very glad you have," said Tre-

sham ; "it must relieve your mind greatly.

How was it stolen ? Who was the thief F"
" There she stands ! You must ask her,"

said Miss Ponsonby, turning sharply

round with that Aviry irritable quickness

peculiar to her, and pointing to Lilly.

" And that is the way in which she re-

quites her benefactor."

Tresham felt a cold pressure at his heart,

a flickering movement before his eyes.

The words seemed to reach him in a night-

mare. He tried to speak, but his lips did

not move. His gesture to Lilly was almost

imperceptible.

Another moment and Lilly's hand was
in his. "No, no, Frank," she sobbed. "I
am innocent ; I am innocent ; you will

not believe this of me. I am innocent.

Save me from her. Do not let her
"

" Oh, I see," said Miss Ponsonby, draw-

ing herself up very straight. " Oh, that's

it, is it ? Perhaps Miss Dampier, then, will

tell Mr. Ti'esham what she will not tell me
—who this Mr. Dawson is with whom she

corresponds at Gypsum?"
" No, Frank

;
you love me too much not

to have confidence in me. Do not ask me
that."

"I do not want to know, Lilly," said

Frank at once, as he soothed her. " My
confidence in you is entire. I would as

soon believe an angel to be guilty of the

theft as you, Lilly."

Lilly made no answer, but their hands

remained clasped together.
" Poor infatuated young man," said Miss

Ponsonby. Mercy, who had ghded into

the room, groaned audibly.
" Three days from this time," said Miss

Ponsonby, turning to Lilly, " you leave

this house."
" Lilly and I are betrothed. Miss Pon-

sonby," said Tresham, "and I could not

allow her to stay in any house where sus-
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picion rested upon her. I will take her
and deKyer her to her father."

The wind had risen now, wild and bluster-

ing, almost as if taking a cruel delight in

the suflFerings of poor Lilly. It assailed at

once every nook and corner of Miss Pon-
sonhy's house, roared down the chimneys,
rattled at the windows, shook at the doors,

whistled maliciously at the key-holes, as if

all the evil spirits that woi'k man mischief

had banded together to force an entrance

into that habitation, and to wreak their

spite on the inmates. The two old elms,

racked and tormented by the same untiring

enemy, writhed under the torture ; and as

for the two bay-trees, it was all they could

do to maintain their position as steadfast

sentries on duty for ever at the steps.

Heedless of the uproar without, Prank and
Lilly stood by the ashes of the parlour fire,

she sobbing, he trying to console her with
kisses, assurances of changeless love, and
words of hope and comfort. He suggested
that she should, as soon as possible, return

to her father, to whom he could at once

WTite, requesting his consent to their mar-
riage.

'•The cloud will pass, Lilly," he said,
" and the thief will be detected. All will

be sunshine again. Humphries will show
these people in a moment that their sus-

picions are absurd. The note in your letter

is no evidence."

"How can I return home, Frank," said

Lilly, through her tears, " with this dark
stain upon me ? I know not what to do,

but I know that God will guide me if I

pray to him. No, do not ask me to go,

Prank, dear. I must not leave dear aunt,

now that she is so ill, though she has been
so cruel."

" She w^ll need great care, Lilly, after

all this excitement," said Frank, " and you
are an angel to still love one who has
so wronged you. Her symptoms are not

favourable. I will send some medicine
that she must take at daybreak. Be sure
that Mercy gives it her."

" I sleep on the sofa in her room," said

Lilly, " since she has been worse, and I will

give it her myself"
Then, after several partings, came at last

the real one.

CHAPTER X. TWO HOURS AFTER MIDNIGHT.

With many groans and sighs Miss Pon-
sonby tried to sleep. Her sharp thin pale face

looked sharper and thinner than ever, as it

lay on the pillow framed in a frilled night-
cap. One by one the sounds of life in the
house died out. First Lilly heard Mercy bolt
and lock the front door. Then Susan's quick
step passed on the stairs as she ran by as
fresh as if she had just got up, and was
going off to work. Then came a low shuffling

steji, and a tap at the door. It was Mercy
with the plate-box and the keys of the
house.

" Who is that ?" said Miss Ponsonby,
in a weak, querulous voice. She was afraid

and distrustful now of every one and every-
thing.

Mercy opened the heavy orange bed-
curtains of the old-fashioned four-post bed,
and gazed at her mistress with a look
outwardly sympathising and hypocritical.

" How is the dear lady now ?" she said,

as she arranged the pillow with a sharp
vindictive glance at Lilly, who sat by the
fire reading.

" Very ill—very ill, Mercy," said Miss
Ponsonby, querulously. " What a noise

you have been making with the bolts.

Why does that girl Susan wear those
creaking boots ? I've told her of it scores

of times ; and every sound goes through
my head."

" Shall I lock the plate in the next room,
ma'am?" said Mercy. "It is all right

—

I've counted it alL"
" Yes, Mercy. Bring me the key—I'll

trust it with no one ; and get my cup of
tea at seven, and mind it isn't cold as it was
this morning. It's very easy to do things
properly, yet everything, everything is

neglected."
" I try to do my duty," said Mercy.

" I've been carried through many trials

patiently, and I try to remember all those

little ways that Mrs. Baldock, blessed soul,

used to like ; if I don't always "

" There, there, that will do. I'm ill and
worried. You mustn't mind what I say.

You've been a good, faithful servant to mo,
Mercy, and I shan't forget it, as I've often

told you, but go now. I'm too weak to

talk."
" Good-night, ma'am. Good-night, Miss

Lilly." This last wish was enunciated in

a dry, unsympathetic voice.

The door closed softly, almost inaudibly,

on Mercy.
" What a good, considerate soul that is !"

said Miss Ponsonby to Lilly.

Lilly instantly fiew to the bedside, and
knelt down.

" Lilly, it was not I who first suspected

you. It was what the superintendent said.

^
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I don't yet know all Ms reasons. Perhaps
they are insufl&cient. It was something
about a letter that he told rae that first set

me against you ; and, when I saw that letter

of yours with the half-note in it, a sort of

madness seized me. I still hope you did not
take it. Tell me about that letter."

"No, aunt, dear; do not ask that. I

cannot answer that. I am too proud to

try and argue out my innocence with you.

Your own heart should tell you I am not
guilty. I leave my cause in God's hands.

Time will perhaps reveal the thief."
" I don't know ; I don't know what to

think—what to do," said the old woman,
turning her face from Lilly ;

" but let me
sleep now if I can. I'll try to believe

it, Lilly. Here, kiss me. Good-night."
At the chair by the fire Lilly knelt, and

unseen angels descending breathed hope
and comfort into her heart.

It was very still when the fire smouldered
down from a white heat to a few red coals,

and the light wavered and pulsed fainter

and fainter on the ceiling. Darker and
more numerous the grotesque shadows
widened and widened, till there was more
darkness in the room than light. An hour
more and the ashes turned black, and sank
together with a faint rustling movement,
and the chest of drawers began to give
forth strange sounds as if it were going to
split in two.

Then, dressed as she was, Lilly, ex-
hausted by excitement and watching, threw
herself on the sofa-bed, which was in a
corner of the window facing the vast struc-

ture in which Miss Ponsonby was now
sleeping, dreaming, probably, of appalhng
burglaries. The wind had gone down,
and a slant ray of the purest moonlight
shone through the window, and fell in a
silver band of pure and holy brightness on
the corner of the sofii where Lilly slept,

gleaming in lustre across the curtain that
covered the bottom of Miss Ponsonby's
bed.

It was two hours after midnight when
Lilly awakened, roused by she knew not
what, for the only sound audible when
she sat up and listened was the mechanical
pulse of the house—the clock beating on the
stairs. Yes, there was a faint, creaking
sound—once, twice, three times she could
hear it on the stairs leading from the room

overhead. Lilly listened, her heart beat
fast, and seemed to swell larger and larger.

The next moment the door of the bedroom
moved softly back, and something came
rustling and gliding past the curtains, which
would have hidden the door from Lilly even
if there had been a light in the room. It

was some one with bare feet treading with
extreme caution.

Lilly dared not scream, but lay listening

and watching what would happen. The
figure moved past the sofa-bed, and round
by the fireside, to a small table on which
were glasses, some jelly, and the phial of
medicine, which was to be taken at day-
break. There was a sound then of uncork-
ing a bottle, some liquid was emptied on
the coals, and there was a gurgling sound as

of liquid poured into a bottle. Then the figure

glided back again round the bed, to where
Lilly lay. A cold dew of terror rose on
Lilly's forehead, as she lay there in the dark-
ness, almost fancying the phosphorescent
gleam that she saw before her own closed

eyes would betray her to the thief, mur-
derer, or phantom, whichever it was, that

stood over her ; she could hear her heart
beating so loud, that the sound seemed to

fill the whole room.
But the figure moved on cautiously to-

wards the slant ray of moonlight. As it

passed it, the face turned. It was Mercy,
pale and corpse-like in that divine radiance,

her eyes fixed, her lips white and close-

pressed in a sardonic smile. There was a
small bottle clutched in one of her hands.
She was visible for but an instant. She
glided out of the door, closing it softly

after her, and pressing the lock back slowly
and with extreme caution. Then there
were the faint sounds on the stairs again,
and then all was still as death.

The moment that quietness was per-

ceptible, Lilly, by an almost instinctive im-
pulse, leaped quietly from the sofa, went to
the table, felt for the bottle of medicine,
and thrust it under her pillow.
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CHAPTER XVIII. DRESSING-GOWNS AND SLIPPERS.

Captain Bamme, wlio has been entertain-

ing the young lady, is taking his leave. The
doctor says good-night at the same time,

and walks down the old avenue in the long

streak of moonlight between the shadows
of the trees in company with the captain,

who is eloquent upon the treason against

the peace and decency of the town perpe-

trated by old Foljambe in the importation

of his Irish curate.

"I hope I have a proper respect for

everything that's sacred ; but, by Jove, if

a fellow behaves like a rowdy, parson or no
parson, sooner or later, he'll get what he

wants—a good licking ; and I'd chuck him
out of the window as soon as look at him:"
a feat not only moi*ally but physically

worthy of admiration, considering the re-

lative proportions of the cui-ate and the

captain.

The curate meanwhile has taken his de-

parture, and very amicably, side by side

with Mr. Smelt, is trudging after the cap-

tain and the doctor to the village. These
apostolic men are manifestly deep in con-

versation, if we may so call a talk in which
the loud and hilarious voice of the curate,

interspersed with his peals of laughter echo-

ing among the branches of the ancient trees,

does duty for both. The captain quickens

his pace on hearing these ominous sounds.

He was going to light his cigar, but does

not care to loiter, and with a sniff and a

muttered word or two between his teeth,

postpones that indulgence till he shall have
reached the gate, where, as he knows, the

curate turns to the right, and he to the left.

Mr. and Mrs. Foljambe, in their one-

horse brougham, come rolling down the

avenue, and oblige the fat dissenter to

skip out of the way as their wheel grazes

his elbow. He is, no doubt, grateful for

his escape, but the fright does not abate

his righteous abhorrence of prelatical

pride; and the boisterous and unfeeling,

banter of the Reverend Michael Doody
fails to soothe him as he stands gazing, for

some seconds, after the equipage. The
driver and the parson are of one mind no.

doubt. If he had been a bishop would
they have made his " lordship" cut that

terrified caper ? His blood boils as he
looks after the carriage. The mud of the

wheel, he could swear, is upon his shoulder.

He half regrets, for the sake of the moral

and the scandal, that he was not knocked
down. Perhaps if he had possessed pre-

sence of mind he would have gone down
at that touch, as adroit pugilists sometimes

do in the ring.

Notwithstanding this little incident, how-
ever, Mr. Smelt and the curate proceed, side-

by side, in very friendly march toward the

town.

The churchman's jocularity has sub-

sided, and he is now learning all he can

about the religious state of the little town,

and the statistics of its poverty, from the

preacher at his side, who is puzzled a little

by the unaffectedly secular demeanour of

the curate, by his utter repudiation of the

doctrine of apostolic succession, and by his

earnest and simple desire to go to the

heart of his work, and do some good in his

generation.

From the cold moonlight, and still sha-

dows of the foliage on the broad avenue, we
return to the great drawing-room of Roydon
and the glow of other lights, where the clear

voice of Lady Vernon is saying to the tall,

grey gentleman, with whom she has talked

a good deal that evening, and who Avas on

li'J
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the point of going out to light his bedroom
caudle, and make his way to his room

:

" I don't think I have introduced mj
daughter."
The tall gentleman's eyes follow the di-

rection of Lady Vernon's expectantly,, and
she says

:

" Maud, I want to introduce you to Mr.
Coke, who has been so good as to come
with the papers for the trustees, who are

coming to-morrow, and it may be right

that you should be present."

The elderly attorney looked at the young
lady with interest as he made his bow, and
he thought how high-spirited, how high-

bred, and beautiful she looked, and what a

becoming representative of that great and
ancient family she was.

" It is a good many years since I saw
you. Miss Vernon, a long time in your life,

that is—not in mine. You were only so

high," he says, with the familiarity of an
old retainer, measuring a standard in the

air with his hand.

Ten minutes later they have broken up
and gone to their rooms, and Maud, in her

dressing-gown, with her long hair loose

over her shoulders, taps at her Cousin Max's
door, which is near her own.

" Who's there ?"

" Maud. May I come in ?"

" Come in, my dear child, to be sure."

Maximilla Medwyn is in her dressing-

gown and slippers, and smiles — rather

an odd figure, her dressing-gown being
" skimpy," as her maid tells her often, and
her head being bound up tightly in a long

flannel band.
" What is the matter now ?"

"Nothing. Only I could not rest till

I had seen you again. Mamma received

me to-day just as usual."
" She can't help it," replies Miss Med-

wyn. " My maid is gone to her bed

;

there's no one to hear us. She is the same
to every one ; it is her way ; she was al-

ways cold. I tried to know her long ago
—and I believe she liked me as well as she

liked any one else—but I never could know
her, young as she was. It is her nature,

and she can't change it now."
" I wish I could be cold and reasonable

like other people. I wish I could care no-

thing- about it, but—I'm such a fool."
" You make too much of it."

" I can't help it, and whenever I do
speak out, we quarrel. It is so miserable."

" You must treat difterent people differ-

ently, my dear, according to their natures.

I make it a point to meet her just as coolly

as she meets me," said Maximilla. " She
was always an oddity. Why, nothing
odder was ever heard of than her marriage
with your poor father. To me she always
seemed unfathomable. All I know about
her is, that she has the strongest will I

ever heard of, and that she looks, I think,

like a haughty lady superioress of a convent.

Very handsome, of course, we all see that

;

but with a countenance, it seems to me, in-

capable of sympathy, incapable of frank-

ness, and dominated by pride, and dead to

everything else."
" You are frank enough, at all events,"

says the young lady, a little dryly.
" Very frank always with you, Maud,"

replies the old cousin, seating herself on
the sofa at the foot of her bed.

" I see more good in her than that," per-

sists the girl.

" So do I ; but not in her face. She has

a great deal of good. She is generous ; she

is courageous ; she has many very fine

points. But she seems to me to hold every

one on earth at arm's length ; that's all I

say. As for me, I gave up the idea of ever

knowing her, twenty years ago. You must
take her for what she is, and be content

with so much love as she is capable of

giving. She may give more than she

shows, for anything we can tell, and I'm
sure she'll do her duty. She has always

been a pattern of all the virtues."
" Yes, conscience, a strong sense of duty,

every one says that. I'm quite serious. But
you said that she was odd. What was
there about her marriage with papa ?"

"Well, yes, that was extremely odd. I

never was so surprised in my life. Your
father had his baronetage, but that in your
family was less than nothing ; that title

had been twice offered within the last hun-

dred years to the Vernons of Roydon, and
twice refused. He was a handsome man,
and rather agreeable, and there ended his

attractions. He had not a guinea. He was
twenty years older than she. He liked

nothing that she liked. He was a captain

in the Guards, you know, and when he

was ruined, had retii'ed. He came down
here, and tried to make love to her, with-

out your grandfather's knowing anything

about it ; but she could not endure him,

and treated him with utter contempt, and
he grew to hate her. People thought, my
dear, that he did not want anything but

her money, and was fnrioiis at finding him-

self foiled. She certainly did hate him,

then. He was of the same family—

a

Vernon—her third cousin."

^
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" Was not grandmamina alive then ?"

" Yes, but in miserable liealtli—slowly

dying, in fact. They went away for a little

tour, somewhere—a fancy of the doctor's,

I believe ; when she returned, which was
in less than a year, your father came here,

uninvited and unwished for. I was here
at the time. Barbara seemed to hate him
more intensely than ever. She would not
even see him. She spoke of him to me,
when I asked her to come down and take
her place as usual, with a degree of de-

testation I could not understand."
" Yet he was very gentle, I have always

heard, and a great many people liked him,"
said Maud.

" I dare say. I only tell you what I

saw," says Maximilla. " I need not tell

you I did not want her to like him. I

thought his courtship, all things considered,

a most audacious thing ; and I could not
believe, after all that had passed, that he
had any serious idea of renewing it."

" It was certainly very unequal in all

things but 'birth," said Maud.
" Yes, you know, she might have mar-

ried any one, and he had no pretensions.
Your grandfather plainly did not like his

being here, though he did not choose to
turn him out. I don't think, indeed, he
saw what Amerald Vernon was aiming at

;

but I could not help fancying that, for some
reason, he was afraid of him. Your grand-
father was a most upright, honourable man.
If he had ever been a reckless young man,
or among objectionable companions, I could
have understood the possibility of his dread-
ing some awkward disclosure. But his

whole life had been transparent, and, in all

respects, honourable ; and this puzzled me,
for I could not account for his seeming
embarrassed and timid in his own house,
and so uneasy while Amerald Vernon con-
tinued there. I had given up asking your
mamma to appear as usual in her place
while he was there. One morning, how-
ever, she did come down, hating him just
as much as ever, but thinking, I fancied,

that it was making him too important,
keeping out of the Avay on his account. I

remember so well her standing for a few
minutes in the window, before breakfast,
and his joining her there, and talking to
her. They were both looking out, so I

could not see their faces. But the next thing
that happened was their taking a long walk,
up and down the terrace, together, after

luncheon ; afterthat, her demeanour changed
entirely ; he seemed to exercise an unac-
countable foscination over her; and one

morning, in the drawing-room, she told me,
as coldly as if it was a matter of going to
take a drive, that she had made up her
mind to marry Sir Amerald Vernon, I don't
think I was ever so astounded in all my
life. I remonstrated and represented all

I could, but it was in vain ; whatever his

fascination was, it had prevailed, and I

might as well have tried to lift the house
from its foundations by my eloquence. She
must have fallen in love with him. Her
father always made a pet of her ; too much,
indeed. She would, perhaps, under other
management, have learned to be less wilful

and less haughty. So, I suppose, he let her
do as she pleased. But the end of it was
that she did marry him ; and, I think, her
liking, if there was any, expired before two
months were over, for when I saw them
next, she seemed—begging your pardon,
my dear—to hate him as much as ever.

They did not quarrel ; I don't mean that.

She was too cold and dignified for any
such exhibitions. But I could not mistake
her. There was fixed dislike. And when,
two years later, he lost his life by the fall

of his horse, I don't think she cried a
single tear, and I never heard her speak of
him, except now and then, as coolly and
curtly as you might mention a not very
pleasant acquaintance who had gone to

Van Diemen's Land."
These recollections of Maximilla Med-

wyn's revived in Maud's mind a scene,

which often recurred of itself.

It was one of those short scenes, in the

remembrance of which fear and disgust are

mingled ; to disclosing which there grows
an invincible repugnance, and onv/hich the

mind silently dwells with a sense of odious

curiosity.

When she was a little thing, some five

or six years of age, she was fond of old

Margaret Creswell, who had been her
mother's nurse. She used to run to her
as a redfesser of grievances, and to pour
out her complaints and petitions at her
knees. But a time came when her pro-

tectress was to take her last leave of her
and of all things.

The old woman was dying, and found
dying a hard and tedious piece of work.
The child had not been in her room for

four months, and one day, in a state of

rebellion against some new rule of her

mamma's, she broke from the nursery, and
ran into old Margaret Creswell's room.

She was sitting up, in flannels, by the

fire. The room was darkened. A little

table, with her medicine bottles, her table-
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spoon, and glasses, was beside lier. With
Tier one idea the child trotted into the room,

prattled and sobbed through her story, and

ended by saying, "And that wouldn't be

done to me if papa was alive."

The figure in the flannels beckoned, and,

for the first time, a little awe stole over the

child ; she drew near, trying to see her

more distinctly in the obscurity. When
she did, it was not the face she knew.

There was no smile there. The face was
hollow and yellow, a clammy blackness was

about the lips, the eyes looked at her, large

and earnest ; the child came beside her, re-

turning her strange gaze in silence. She

was frightened that such a thing should be

Maggie Creswell.

The old woman placed her bony hand
on the child's ai-m, and clasped it feebly.

She spoke in a hard whisper, with a little

quick panting at every word.

"That's Anne Holt has been saying

that ; it's a shame to be putting things in

your head against your good mamma.
Well it is for you that you are under her,

and not under him ; no blacker villain ever

lived on earth than your papa. Keep that

to yourself; if you tell any one in the

nursery, I'll come to you after I'm dead,

and frighten you." She let go her arm,

and said, " Go now to your toys, and do as

mamma bids you, and be thankful."

Very much scared, and very quiet, the

child stole back to the nursery, and kept

the secret guarded by that menace.

That dark room; the old woman, stern

and changed ; the last words she was ever

to hear from her ; and the dreadful terms

of hatred applied to her fixther, which she

tried to put away as a blasphemy, returned

often, and drew her into conjecture.
" Was there any reason," she asked her

Cousin Max, after a little silence, " for

mamma's want of affection for poor papa ?"

" No particular reason—no good reason.

As a husband, I don't think there was any-

thing against him. He devoted himself

very much to his duties, and did his best

to become a popular and useful country

gentleman. I suppose she repented too

late, and had acted on an impulse, and was
disgusted to find, as many of us are, that

the past is irrevocable."

Old Miss Maximilla sighed. Perhaps
she had a retrospect to regret^ and Maud,
with the world before hei', looked for a mo-
ment on the carpet sadly.

" I don't know your mamma, my dear

;

she has been always a sealed book to me.
I don't think she ever wanted either sym-

pathy or advice. I don't think any one

ever knew her. J never could, and I have

long given up the riddle. But, dear me, it

is almost one o'clock. Run away, my dear,

and let your poor old cousin get to her bed.

I shan't go for a day or two, and we shall

have time enough ; I have fifty things to

talk to you about. Good-night." And so

they parted till next morning.

CHAPTER XIX. BREAKFAST.

At half-past nine in the morning, the

roar of the gong spreads shivering and

swelling through rooms and passages, up
staircases, great and small, through lobbies

and long galleries, calling all the inmates

of Roydon Hall to prayers.

In a long room which projects, at the end,

in a mass of stone-shafted window, they

assemble. A hundred years ago, and more,

the then Vernon of Roydon gave to this

great chamber, as nearly as he could, the

character of a chapel. The light streams in

through stained glass, brought from Ant-

werp tradition says, flaming from the base

up to the cornice with sacred story. The
oak carving of this sombre room is ad-

mired by critics, who say that the spoils of

some ancient church must have furnished

it. Mr. Coke, the elderly attorney, with

his head full of the strategy of the consult-

ing-room and the rhetoric of the courts, is

for a moment solemnised, as he enters and
looks round him. He then falls to ad-

miring, in detail, the stained glass. He
and Miss Max are the only guests at pre-

sent in the house. It is a very small party

confronting so imposing an array of ser-

vants. There is hardly another house in

England where so prodigious a household

assembles. Mr. Coke, whose business

brings him, about settlements and at other

legal crises, to many noble houses, is struck

by the unusual superfluity of servant-kind

here, and while Mr. Penrhyn, Lady Ver-

non's secretary, who ofiiciates, is reading a

chapter from the Old Testament, he tries

to count them, but his polling always breaks

down in the middle, at the back rows ; and

then comes the thought, "Here are just

one lady and her daughter, a girl, to be

attended to, and this enormous piece of

machinery is got up and maintained, for

that simple end;" and the words of " the

preacher " stand good to this hour : "When
goods increase, they are increased that eat

them : and what good is there to the

owners thereof, saving the beholding of

them with their eyes ?"

These morning prayers of Lady Vernon's
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are unusually long. There are the psalms
of the day, and the chapters, and, in fact, a
" service," which lasts about half an hour.

Mr. Penrhyn, who officiates, has had his

breakfast an hour ago, in his own little

office, and having talked and smirked a

little, remits himself, in a fuss, to his work.
The breakfast-room still bears the ancient

title of the "parlour," and is a spacious

and cheery apartment, hung with festive

tapestry, and opening into the dining-room.

Here the little party of four assembled.
" It is eleven years, Mr. Coke, I was

counting up last night, since I last saw
you ; and I believe you are one of tLe very
oldest friends I have," said Miss Max.
" Why don't you pay me a visit at Wy-
bourne, when your excursions carry you to

points so near as Hammerton and Hake's
Hall ? I heard of you there. I don't think

it was kind."
" It is all your fault," said Lady Yer-

non. " He went to Hake's Hall to arrange
settlements. Why don't you give him a
reason to visit you ?"

" Thank you very much. Lady Vernon,"
put in Mr. Coke, merrily.

" I think it is rather hard that an old

woman should be put into Coventry be-

cause she can't find any one to marry her,"

replied Miss Max.
"A lady who might Lave married any

one of a score of suitors, every one eligible,

has no case to make," Mr. Coke said.
" I think Cousin Max is right. I think

one's liberty is a great deal," remarked
Maud. " Doctor Malkin said last night
what I quite agree in, that it is better to

marry never, than once too often."
' He says that a woman who marries once

is a fool," said Maximilla Medwyn, " but a
woman who marries twice is a criminal."

" Is not that rather violent doctrine ?"

Mr. Coke inquired.
" I think lie only said, -who marries

within a short time after the death of her
husband," said Maud ;

" and you recollect

the curious stories he told us ? There was
a woman who would not allow him to bleed
her husband, whose life, he said, would
certainly have been saved by it, pretending
too great a tenderness for him to allow it,

and, in a few weeks after Lis death, she
maiTied a person who lived in the house

;

and there was another story of a woman
who married immediately after her hus-
band's death, without the slightest suspi-

cion, who, ten years later, was convicted
of having murdered him, by hammering a
nail into his head while he was asleep."

" But, seriously, I'm a mere slave, and
can never command an hour, except when
I get to the Continent, and letters can't

find me any longer. Doctor Malkin was
here last night ? I don't know the people

—which was he ?" said the attorney.
" He is a pale man, with a high nose,

and dishevelled black whiskers, and good
eyes," Miss Maud answered.

" My dear Maud, that doesn't describe

him," interposed Miss Max. " In the first

place he squints ; next, he is bald, and he has

a long upper-lip and a short chin, and an
odious smile, that I tliink is both conceited

and insincere, and you could fancy him
just the doctor, if he did not like you, to

bleed you to death, or poison you by mis-

take."
" My dear Maximilla, how can you ?"

said Lady Vernon, gravely, with a glow in

both cheeks that comes when she is either

angiy or otherwise agitated. " My cousin,

Mr. Coke, is not acquainted with Doctor
Malkin. She does not know him ; but I

do ; and I have the very highest opinion

of him. I have great confidence in his skill,

and still greater in his integrity. He is as

conscientious a person as I ever met in my
life. I know no one more entirely trust-

worthy than Doctor Malkin."

Lady Vernon spoke coldly after her wont,

but she was evidently in earnest.
" TLen his countenance does him great

wrong," answered Miss Max, cheerfully,

" that's all I say. It is quite true I don't,

know him, and I don't desire to know him."

And she sipped her tea.

" I assure you, Mr. Coke, I speak from

knowledge ; there is no one of wLosc good

sense and truth I have a higher opinion.

I wished you to understand that," said

Lady Vernon. " And I have an almost

equally high opinion of his skill. For the

last fifteen years he has been attending, in

every illness, in this house ; and he has been

so attentive and so successful, it would be

impossible not to have the highest opinion

of him as a physician."

Perhaps Mr. Coke thought it a little odd
that Lady Vernon should make such a

point of his believing this country doctor a

paragon ; and wondered why the pecuhar
flush by which she betrayed excitement

should glow in her cheeks, and make her

broad, cold eyes, fiery.

" Country doctors are often the ablest,"

he remarked, letting the subject drop

softly ;
" they get to know the idiosyn-

crasies of their small circle of patients so

thoroughly ; and their dispensaries and the

-^
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rustic population furnisli an immense field

of observation and experience. Does Lord
Yerney come to-day ?"

" Yes ; I'm sorry lie does, lie is such a

bore, poor man ; I should have preferred

his staying away," replied Lady Vernon,
with plaintive disgust. " Barroden comes,

and so does Mr. Hildering."
" And each, I think, brings his solicitor

with him?" asked Mr. Coke.
" I wi'ote to them to do so, and I sup-

pose they will," answered Lady Yernon.
" Only Sir Harry Strafford doesn't come."

" I don't think we are likely to hit upon
anything very new. I have gone over it

so often, and I don't think anything has
escaped us," ruminated Mr, Coke. " Is

there a solicitor to represent Miss Maud
Yernon ?"

" No, I did not think it necessary. Does
it strike you that this room is lighter than
it was when you were last here ?" inquired

Lady Yernon, a little irrelevantly. "I'll

show you how that happens."
And breakfast being by this time over,

she rose and walked to the great window
that looks towards the east. Mr. Coke, a
little thoughtful, followed her mechanically.

" Two great lime-trees stood just there,

where you see the grass a little yellow, and
they were so shaken by the storm last

year, that they were pronounced unsafe,

and had to come down ; they were beauti-

ful trees, but the room is a great deal
lighter."

" Yes," said Mr. Coke. " It is rather

comi:)licated, you see, and there might be a
conflict of interests, and as the meeting is

a little formal, it would have relieved me
of a responsibility, but I'll do my best."

" I don't see that any conflict can arise,

Mr. Coke," said Lady Yernon, coldly. " At
all events, if she wishes to ascertain her
rights and opportunities, or whatever they
are, separately, there is nothing to prevent
her. What we do to-day can't fetter her
in any way, and I thought you were quite
competent to protect us both. It would be
rather early to anticipate her litigating

with her mother. I should hope' there
won't be an opportunity,"
"No," acquiesced Mr. Coke; "I should

have preferred that arrangement ; but I'll

do my best. At what hour do you expect
the tnistees. Lady Yernon ?"

" They will all be here by three o'clock,

if they keep their appointments. I think
Mr. Hildering will come at one ; he said
so."

Mr. Coke was thoughtful; and when

Lady Yernon was gone, he looked over his

note-book for a time, and raising his eyes a

little after, he saw the slight figure of Miss
Maximilla Medwyn walking up and down
the long terrace before the house.

He went out and joined her.

STORIES OF THE ITALIAN
PEASANTRY.

Stories in prose and verse, which can be
sung or recited by the fireside, are great

favourites in Italy, especially among the

peasant classes, and in the families of poor

villagers and other tenants of the hills and
valleys. In this category must be included

shepherds and foresters, muleteers, char-

coal-burners, and fishers
;
perhaps smug-

glers and brigands. The fishermen of the

Northern Lakes are not sailors in the

strict sense of the word ; they are peasants,

just as soldiers and volunteers are lands-

men, whether they are employed to fight

on battle-fields or on board ship. These
(the lake peasantry) and the seafaring men
of the coast are the great patrons of the

"mercanti," or wandering pedlars, who
carry their stores of merchandise into fish-

ing villages and mountain districts, far

away from the track of civilisation. Men
of this sort supply the peasantry of Italy

with all they want in the shape of books—
that is, pamphlets-—together with ribbons,

lace, ear-rings, beads, rosaries, necklaces,

and other articles of use and luxury, from
a pair of slippers or a cravat, to a wedding-
ring or a pack of cards. These lusty fellows

sing at the fairs ; they are often able to

play the flute or the Spanish guitar, and
their stock of stories is generally very ex-

tensive ; albeit, now and then rather equi-

vocal. Their collections of printed books
generally consist of tracts, rudely stitched

together, and printed on bad paper, detail-

ing the Lives of the Saints, and the Adven-
tures of Kings and Queens, and heroes of

the olden time. These jDroductions are

duly authorised by the Church and pa-

tronised by the local priests, so that they

obtain a rapid sale, and are read and under-

stood in spite of the Latin (which no one

understands) with which they are inter-

larded. It is only recently that the pedlars

have taken to selling "profane" works
along with the religious ones ; for it is only

recently that the taxes have been taken off

literature, and the monopoly of education

taken out of the hands of the priests ; so that

joeasants may read what they like without

1P
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incurriBg tlie odium of theii' spiritual ad-

visers, or the vengeance of Mother Church.
It is chiefly on this account that the ped-
lars, as a class, are becoming less unique
than they Avere in the days of the grand
dukes and other petty rulers of Italy

—

their peddling tricks being more apparent
now-a-days in driving heavy bargains, than
in contributing to the enjoyment oftheir cus-

tomers on the village green. Nay, it is said

that they are becoming what is called " re-

spectable," and are giving up the "comic"
part of their business to clowns and buf-

foons. They sell more, and talk less, than
formerly, selling a song off hand instead

of singing it from house to house as of

yore ; and their great ambition is to become
proprietors of a booth, preparatory to set-

ting up a haberdasher's shop in some large

village or market-town.
The stories of the peasantry are for the

most part legendary, the names of their

authors and the dates of their composition
being, in many cases, unknown, even to

collectors of ballads. They are printed

and sewed together in a form somewhat
similar to that of the Priest's Calendar and
the Book of Mary, works which the pea-

santry, and other persons who profess to be
well-informed, look upon as parts of the
New Testament. They are sold at various

prices averaging from two soldi (a penny)
to a franc, and a franc and a half, the
dearest books being bound in fancy covers,

made of parchment, or coarse paper, and
ornamented with woodcuts of an ambiguous
character. Thus, a saint's portrait is often

to be found attached to a story of brigands,

and a standard-bearer, who appears to

belong to the Austrian army, figures as a

monk of the olden time, carrying the
sacred flag or emblem of his convent.

The most popular of the stories of the
peasantry is the novel or saga of the Reali

di Francia, a vrork which is intimately con-

nected with the Orlando Innamorato of

Boyardo, and the still more famous Orlando
Furioso of Ariosto, throwing much light on
early manners, and the practice of knight-

cn-antry. Its real title in English is the

Royalties of France, but it might with equal

propriety have been styled the Royalties of

Spain, or the Kings and Queens of Fairy-

land. There is nothing in this book which
might not have been written with equal

truth about the kings and queens of Eng-
land, or of any other part of Europe, and the

Italian writer, who appciirs to have flourished

at the end of the thirteenth or tlie beginning
of the fourteenth century, might have trans-

ferred the French scenes of his story from
France to Lombardy, and the Roman ones
from Italy to Languedoc, without much con-
fusion. All the names in the book are
Italian, with the exception of those of Con-
stantine, Charlemagne, and one or two
others, and the whole treatment of the story
is as unlike anything French or Provengal
as can Avell be conceived. It is, in fact, a
kind of epic in prose—an Italian Morte
d'Arthur, in which the heroes and heroines
of chivalry are brought together in a quaint,
but highly poetical manner, with plenty of
dash and fervour, but with little or no
adherence to truth. Fabulous times are
brought before the reader in a spirit of
truth, and facts are described and com-
mented upon in a spirit of fable. History
and geography are ignored ; battles are
fought ; kings are crowned ; wives are con-

quered at the sword's point. It is astonish-

ing how many events of a dramatic cha-
racter are compressed into one smallvolume.
The Royalties of France begins with an

account of the conversion of Constantine,
and the instalment of the first pope in the
Eternal City. The name of this prelate is

Sylvester, not Peter, which would seem to

clash with the generally-received account
of the first wearer of the papal crown. But
it is to be presumed that this book was
written at a time when people knew or

cared little about chronology, or the bona
fide annals of the Chui-ch, or it is possible

that the writer was a bit of a sceptic in

these matters, and thought that one name
was as good as another in cases where
botn were open to doubt. But it is very
certain that a pope bearing the name of

Sylvester is entered on the Roman calen-

dar as existing at the time of Constantine,

and that that pope or bishop of Rome,
whether his actual name Avas Sylvester or

not, was in some way connected with the

conversion of the Roman emperor. The
Sylvester of the calendar, dubbed a saint

by one of the media3val popes, was the

thirty-third on the list of sovereign pontiffs

(Peter the Apostle being counted as the

first), and reigned—if the annals be correct

—twenty-two years, namely from the year

314 to 33G ; at which time three Constan-

tines—Constantine the Great, Constantino

the Second, and Constantine the African

—

successively reigned over the Roman em-
pire. All the early popes, doAvn to the year

•52(3, Avere saints; Boniface the Second (the

fifty-fifth successor of St. Peter) being

the first uncanonised pope. Some of these

saints Avere godly men, avIio Avon their
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honours after death by a life of usefulness

and self-denial, but others were mere im-

postors, and some were mystical beings

who worked miracles out of the tomb. San
Sylvester, who figures in the Royalties of

France, was especially famous for his

miracle of the turnips. But the story must
speak for itself.

There lived in the neighbourhood of

Rome in the days of Constantine, a certain

pastor of the Church named Sylvester. He
had been persecuted for his religion, and
took refuge on a hill called Mount Sirach,

where there was a wood with a cavern in

it. But he was driven away from thence,

and fled to Aspromonte, accompanied by
two of his followers. He lived here for

several months in quiet and seclusion,

during which time Constantine, who had
been suffering from leprosy for twelve years,

fell dangerously ill, and exhausted all the

arts of his physicians. At last one of them,

who had no childi'en of his own, and was
looked upon as a kind of genius, prescribed

a bath of children's blood. Seven little

girls, three years of age, who were born on
the same day and at the same hour, were to

be bled to death on the morning of their

birthday in the emperor's palace. Their

clothes were to be burnt at a sacred fire,

and their bodies thrown into the Tiber, so

that nothing should remain of their identity

while the emperor was taking his bath.

But the mothers of the little babes, though
devoted to the emperor, and belonging for

the most part to the lower classes of society

(so that a bribe or blood-money might have
been deemed acceptable), objected to the

doctor's prescription, and began shrieking

and tearing their hair in the ante-chamber.

Hearing all this noise, the emperor came
out of his bath-room, and inquired the cause

of the disturbance.

"What!" he exclaimed, "are the mo-
thers sorry ? They are ungi'atefal wretches

!

Give them some more money and let them
be gone." And so saying he disappeared

into an inner room.
Soon afterwards a second disturbance was

heard, louder than the first, and a second
time the emperor came out of his bath-room.

" What is the matter now ?" exclaimed
Constantine, who though very ill (as lias

been stated) was able to walk about. " Are
these women not contented yet ? Do they

want more money ?"

" If it please your majesty," said one of

the servants, trembling in every limb,
" they won't take the money. They want
their children back !'*

" This is very extraordinary !" said Con-
stantine with a kind of start ;

" well, I sup-
pose I must yield to them, for I do not
like to make people uncomfortable. Take
the children away!" So the babes were
restored to their parents, and Constantine
went without his bath ; but not for long.

Strange stories were flying about concern-
ing the cures effected by another doctor,

greater than any that had yet appeared.
Sylvester, the persecuted Christian, had
been going about bathing people in what he
called a bath of righteousness, and sprink-
ling them with holy water ; and the fame of
these things, after being reported in vari-

ous parts of Christendom, reached the em-
peror's palace. Constantine sent for one of
his barons, called Lucius Alboyne, and bade
him ride to Aspromonte at the head of a
thousand knights, and bring the hermit to

Rome. The baron, setting out immediately,
arrived at his journey's end early on the
fourth day. When he and his troops ar-

rived at the foot of the hill, Sylvester was
at prayers, and thinking his time was come
(for he looked forward to a martyr's death),

he went out to meet Alboyne, who, leaving

his troops in the valley, advanced with one
attendant towards the sacred grove. He
immediately made himself known to Syl-

vester, telling him that Constantine had
sent for him.

Sylvester smiled. " I was prepared for

this," said he, " for I have seen angels in

my dreams, and I kno^v by this sign that

my time has come."
" I have a thousand of these angels down

yonder," said the sturdy Alboyne, with a
loud, mocking laugh. " They are waiting
for us with drawn swords. Hasten, I pray
you, for our Lord expects us."

" My Lord expects me, indeed," said the

hermit, piously ;
" but I am glad of this !"

He then asked Alboyne two favours ; first,

whether his followers, or fellow- Christians,

might be allowed to stay on the hill and
pi'actise their religion as heretofore, and,

secondly, whether he might be allowed to

say mass before he went away. Both these

favours were granted, and the two entering

the garden, the holy man took a few
turnip- seeds out of a sack, planted them
in the earth, and made the sign of the

cross above them with his right hand. He
then performed mass—greatly to the asto-

nishment of Alboyne, who had never seen

anything of the kind before—and, lo ! as

he spoke, the turnips rose out of the ground
and covered all the strips of earth over

which the cross had been signed ; so that
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the heathen Roman soldier saw and be-

lieved at once, and asked to be baptised.

When he had confessed his sins, and had
received absolution for the same, the two

set out together, and arrived in Rome on

the fourth day, accompanied by the thou-

sand knights. The travellers were at once

admitted to a private audience.
" I hear you are a great doctor," said

the emperor, very kindly, when he had dis-

missed Alboyne. " Where is this water
that you recommend? How much does

it cost? How many baths must I take a

day ?"

" The water that I recommend is the

Water of Eternal Life," said the hermit,

with a smile. " It costs nothing. One
bath, if taken in a spirit of truth, is suf-

ficient."

" But what is this water called ?" asked

the emperor, whose curiosity was now
fairly roused ;

" my doctors have never said

anything about it, I suppose it is some
new invention ?"

"It is older than the kingdoms of the

earth," said the saint, lifting his eyes to

heaven, " and it is called acqua santa, or

the water of baptism."
" But will it cure me of my illness?"

asked the emperor, still undecided.
" It will cure you and all mankind of all

your illnesses, and prepare you and all of

us for the life to come."
" Then give me some of this water in

the name of charity, for I like your face,

my father, and I am sure you are a good
man."
The emperor bowed his head, and Syl-

vester sprinkled him with holy water, so

that the sufierer was instantly cured of

his leprosy, and became a Christian and a

notable pillar of the Church, nay, its prin-

cipal supporter. In a few years the whole
of the Roman empire was converted to

Christianity, and Sylvester was made
bishop, and then pope of Rome.

Another very popular story in the Reali

di Francia is the story of Rizzio or Rizzieri,

the first of tlie Palladins, and Fegra-Al-
bana, daughter of the King of Tunis. It is

as pretty a piece of foolishness as one may
wish to read, and has served as a model
lor many stories of a similar kind in

France, Italy, and Spain, and also in Ger-
many and England, where stories of knight-

errantry wei^e at one time very popular.

Two versions of the story exist : one
short and sweet, like a nursery tale, or the
song the fishers sing in the Bay of Naples

;

the other long-winded, and spun out into a
kind of prose ballad, like the legends of the
saints, with fifty episodes or sequels, each
of which is, properly speaking, a separate
story, though the names of the heroes and
heroines are always the same. In the long
version Rizzio is taken prisoner when he
goes to Tunis, and is liberated by his jailer's

daughter on condition that he marries her,

which he is loth to do, as she has one eye
larger than the other. He then enters the
lists as the champion of Fegra-Albana, the
king's daughter, and conquers all his foes

;

but the evil-eyed lady appears when least

expected, and he is unable to obtain the
hand of the beautiful princess, but is

seized by treachery and shipped off to sea,

where, after many strange adventures, he
is sold to pirates. He escapes by an act of

prowess and skill, worthy of Sindbad the

Sailor and Monte Christo combined, and
fights his way back to Africa, across Tur-
key and the Holy Land, making his ap-

pearance once more at the court of the

King of Tunis, where, on being recognised

by the faithful page Arcail, he is led to his

mistress's bower, and there lodged and fed,

till he is able to take part in another

tournament. He gains a second victory,

but Fegra-Albana, thinking he is killed,

poisons herself, and the poor Palladin

takes ship for Sicily, with Arcail for his

man-at-arms, and gains more victories in

field and bower, winning the love ofanother

lady called Albana, but not Fegra, whom
he marries and makes his queen ; for he
becomes a king of men. We have chosen
the shorter and prettier of the two stories,

that which brings the adventures of Rizzio

and Albana to a happy climax, without
putting them to unnecessary torture. Some
authorities affirm that this is not the oldest

version ; but we have never felt particularly

angry with those writers who put Chevy
Chase and other ballads and stories of the

black-letter age of English poesy into a
modern garb, and we shall not grumble at

the present handiwork, or wish it older than

it is, whoever its writer may have been.

King Dannebrunne, sometimes called the

Sultan of Babylon, after fighting several

battles in Italy in unison with other kings

and prince-s of the border-lands of Africa

and Asia, pitched his tents before the city

of Rome and laid siege to it with an im-

mense army, but without success. During
the armistice which followed the first

attack, he sent messengers to diS'crent

parts of the world—to Spain, to Egypt,

to Arabia, to Persia, and to Turkey—an-

:X3.
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nouncing' that several kings and other

potentates had been killed in the various

engagements, and, among others, Prince

Arcaro, cousin of the King of Tunis. To
Tunis were sent three ambassadors to

report the prince's death, and to contract

for a fresh supply of men and money in

the event of war breaking out again. The
king promised assistance, and the queen
invited the ambassadors to her private

room to obtain a detailed account of the

battles, and to satisfy the curiosity of her

maids of honour, Avhich was at least as

great as her own. When everything of a

public nature had been described, the

queen, bursting into tears, asked who killed

Arcaro, saying she was sure he was some
miserable assassin.

" N'o assassin, your majesty," said the

principal ambassador, "but a brave young-

soldier, as beautiful as a girl, and with no
beard on his chin. His name is Rizzio, the

Palladin, and he is twenty years of age."

"So young, and yet so famous!" said

the queen. " But who is he ? I could

kill him with my own hand. I hate him,

for he slew Ai^caro."

One of the maids of honour blushed
deeply at these words, and yearned to hear
more about the bea,utiful knight. This was
Fegra-Albana, daughter of the queen, a girl

between fifteen and sixteen years of age,

who served at her mother's court. The
ambassador proceeded with his story.

" Rizzio met Arcaro in single combat.
Both were brave and true, and both were
strong ; but Rizzio was the stronger. He
clove the prince's helm at one blow, and
pierced him through the heart ; but he re-

fused the spoils of war, and left the corpse

of that brave man to be honoured by his

friends. Would to Heaven that this Rizzio

were a Saracen, for I have seen him in the

field, both before and after victory, and
never have I seen a man to be compared
with him !"

The queen frowned at these eulogies, but
dismissed the ambassadors without giving

vent to her displeasure, for she knew that

the laws of chivalry required that men
should speak well of their enemies. But
she determined to avenge the death of

Arcaro, and slew Rizzio many times in liei'

dreams that night. Not so Fegra-Albana,
whose youthful heart had become ena-

mou-red of this prodigy, and could not
sleep for thinking of him. Next morning
at an early hour she called her page Arcail,

a little man with rosy cheeks, a year older

than herself, and thus addressed him :

" Arcail, I have always loved you, and
been kind to you, so I am sure you will do
everything I wish. I want you to go to

Rome, where the armies of King Danne-
brunne are encamped, and find out Rizzio,

who will be easily discovered, for he is the

most beautiful man in that part of the

world, and give him this letter, which I have
written with my heart's blood, and tell

him, good Arcail, that where the letter is

blotted (and it is blotted in many j)laces),

tears of love and tenderness have fallen

from the eyes of a king's daughter. And
if you praise my eyes, it will be well, and
still better will it be if you tell the whole
truth, which is, that I am beautiful, though
not worthy to be his bride ; but of my love

you cannot speak too much, for it is as

deep as the sea, and reaches as far as Rome,
where my hero lives, to which city, if you
love me, Arcail, draw a passionate love-

chain and draw my lover here, that I may
be saved from early death."

The page swore to obey the lady's com-
mands, and knelt down while she adminis-

tered the oath, which was, that he would
never reveal what he had that day heard,

and that he would deliver the letter into

no hands but those of Rizzio. After he
had received money and passports from an
officer of the palace, Fegra-Albana made
him a present of a fine steed, and gave him
one still finer for Rizzio, together with a
shield and a garland of pearls, to be worn in

the tilts and tournaments before the court.

The page departed and took ship for Sicily,

where he arrived" in three weeks, after a

stormy passage, and thence crossed the

straits to the mainland, where he arrived

in safety with the two horses, the shield,

and the gai^land of pearls, reaching the

camp of King Dannebrunne at the time of

the full moon. Wlien he found Rizzio he

gave him the letter and the costly presents,

and asked for food and a night's lodging,

as he was tilled out after his long journey.

Rizzio read the letter by the light of the

moon, and was filled with wonder and
delight at its contents, and turning to

Arcail asked him, as he valued his own
soul, to tell him all he knew about the

Princess Albana : whether she was beau-

tiful, how old she was, what were the

principal characteristics of her beauty, and
other matters more interesting to lovers

than to quiet people like ourselves.
" There is only one sun in the sky," said

Arcail, " and only one Albana on the earth.

She is fairer than a flower and brighter

than a star; she is as sti-aight as a

^.
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palm-tree, and just tall enougli to reacli up

to yotir heart if you stand side by side

(as two sucli lovers ougtt), while she

makes a bower for herself with her golden

hair."

This reply satisfied Rizzio ; that is to say,

it made him very discontented, for he was
glad to hear how beautiful his mistress

was, but sorry that she lived so far away.

He dismissed the page, and went into a

lonely part of the camp, and read her letter

over again, and when he came to the words,
" I, Fegra-Albana, love my hero Rizzio.

I have never seen him, but I will be true

to him. I shall die if I see him not," he

resolved to go to her. He dressed himself

in his best armour, put on the shield and
the garland of pearls which the king's

daughter had sent to him, and bade Arcail

saddle his horse. The page, who had re-

freshed himself with a few hours' sleep

and a hearty supper, was glad to return to

Africa to his dear mistress ; so they set out

immediately. The good Arab steeds ran

fast, and the brave ship flew before the

wind, and landed them in safety on the

ooast of Tunis. In a few hours they were
at the king's palace, and in a few minutes
more they were in the boudoir of the

princess, who clapped her hands for joy

(for she was a girl still) when she saw her

lover. Then she remembered that she was
a king's daughter, and drew herself up to

her full height, and smiled upon the knight.

This last, v/ho had never seen anything so

beautiful in all his life, unless it were his

•own gracious self reflected on his shield

and in the brooks by the wayside, threw
himself at her feet, and kneeling on one
knee, exclaimed :

" 0, noble lady, deign to

speak to me, for I am stricken down and
-conquered by your beauty, which is more
potent than the swords of fifty enemies !"

The lady smiled again, and bade him rise,

and the two lovers, heedless of the presence

of the page, heedless of the lateness of the

hour, heedless of everything except their

own happiness, began questioning each

other about their foz'mer lives, and the end
of it all was that Fegra-Albana became the

affianced bride of Rizzio. In three days
they were married, unbeknown to any one
but the page and a Christian monk, who
converted Arcail and Fegra-Albana to the

true faith, and escaped with them to Italy,

where the page, who had been secretly in

love with the king's daughter, died of a

broken heart. The others lived for many a

year in peace and happiness, for Rizzio

gave up fighting, and became a troubadour

and the father of a large family of soldiers

and poets.

These are the stories which the Italian

peasant likes to read and listen to when
he has done his work on the long summer
evenings, or is leaning over the fire in

winter, smoking his pipe. Some of the

stories he loves to hear are stories of a later

time—tales of every-day life, in which the

miracles of the Madonna are the turning

point of the plot, as in the story of the

Gambler's Wife, whose soul was played

for in a game at cards ; or they are prose

versions of Orlando Furioso, Morgante
Maggiore, and other poems of chivalry

done up in a modern dress to suit the

tastes of villagers and lonely men lying

on the outskirts of civilisation ; men like

the charcoal-burners of the Appenines, who
live for nine months in the year without

seeing a village, or hearing a church-bell.

The peasant will tell you that these men
are nearly all singers and stoiy-tellers, and
right glad is he when the winter is coming
on (if he is a peasant of the right sort), to

meet and drink a bout of wine with one of

these demi- savages, certain beforehand that

the wine will bring into notice some strange

wild story of brigands and wolf-hunters.

Sometimes the stories of his predilection

are sung or chanted in a tremendous song

two thousand lines in length, with a break

in the middle of it for rest, or a glass of

wine, or even for a dance, when a village

feast or veglione is going on. At other

times—as in the example above quoted

—

they are told in prose, with ad libitum songs

to vary the monotony of the narrative : for

songs are to the ear what pictures are to the

eye, and stamp a subject on the memory
as only songs and pictures can do Avhen

they are properly executed. And in these

cases, especially in the south of Italy, where
men's hearts are warmer, or more easily

roused than in the northern provinces, one

sometimes sees a crowd of peasants Aveep-

iug hot tears about the wrongs of some
imaginary lady, or a rough fellow threaten-

ing to beat the story-teller if he does not

instantly let the hero out of prison ! Few
books afford more scope for this kind of

sympathy tLan the Reali di Francia, and
few books with which the present Avriter is

acquainted are better adapted for the work
they do : that of giving the peasants a taste

for poetry and tlie fine arts. The Reali di

Francia abounds in fit subjects for songs,

and contains many charming episodes of

love and war, stories of the Golden Age of

history, which would do credit to any

^r
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library, and would not look very mnch out

of place if tliey were bound up with a copy

of the Morte d'Ai'thur.

FEOit BOEDEAUX TO PARIS, 1871.

THE DOVE OF FIFTEEN THOUSAND MESSAGES.

[Paris, Jan. 11.—The pigeon -which arrived on Sun-

day brought in an immense mass of matter, which re-

quires answer, and it has taken nearly two days to

decipher all its messages. It brought in despatches

for the Government, which when printed filled three

or four columns of the newspapers ; and in addition it

has been the bearer of no less than fifteen thousand

messages for private individuals. Never has a pigeon

entered into a town bringing glad tidings to more
people than the one which arrived on Sunday. If Paris

needed to be comforted, in consequence of the psycho-

logical effects of the bombardment, the bird of good

omen brought news which would far more than compen-
sate for any depression produced by the Prussian shells.

—Daily News.
|

Laden with sorrow—laden with love,

Soar to thy home again, beautiful dove

!

Like rain to the desert thy tidings shall be,

Bird of good omen, our hope is in thee !

Up in the sunny air, up and away,
Swift as the dawn that announces the day.

And safe as the dawn from the shafts of the foe

That lurks in his murderous myriads below.

Tidings and messages float on thy wing;
Some of them glad as the blooms of the spring.

Some of them sad as the leaves when they fall,

But fresh from the hearts that have prompted them all.

From lover to lover, from husband to wife

;

Volumes, one-sentenced, of death or of life,

Or message of hope from brave mother to son,

To nerve his right arm for the fight to be won.

Soar with them, haste with them, beautiful bird.

Untiring, unerring, unseen, and unheard.

And stay not thy flight on the breeze or the blast,

Till Paris, the lovely, receives thee at last.

Oh ! proud will she be, the sad Queen of the World,
Oppressed, not uncrowned, with her banner unfurled,

To learn that her France in defiance and scorn.

Is armed to avenge every wrong she has borne.

Speed with thy tidings, beautiful dove !

Carry to Paris our hope and our love.

Our will to be free whatsoever betide.

Bird of good omen, may God be thy guide

!

IN THE FIELD WITH THE
PRUSSIANS.

A SOETIE FKOM METZ.

The 31stof August of the year 1870 was
a fine, warm day. In and around Metz
the sun shone brightly on hundreds of
thousands of soldiers who were busily em-
ployed, for one of the greatest of military

achievements was quickly and surely woi'k-

ing its way to fulfilment. The Prussians
and their allies were in crowds in all the
villages surrounding Metz, and their fore-

posts and outposts stretched as far as they
dared toward the awful forts.

It must not be supposed that the French
host was kept within the walls of the town
of Metz. The Germans had to keep a very

respectful distance. Any one who has a

good map of Metz will be able to trace the

following villages, beginning at the south

side of Metz by the Moselle bank, and
working round eastward : Ars-sur-Moselle,

Augny, Marly, Mercy le Haut, Ars Laque-

nery, Olgy, Nouilly, Vany, and Malroy.

These were the villages occupied by the

German troops. Nearer than this they

dared not come, and thus the French had
in some places a run of four or five miles

from their fortress. From the village of

Malroy, which lies north of Metz, and

which is situated on the Moselle, right

round the west side of Metz, there were no

villages in which the Germans could find

shelter consistent with their duty of keep-

ing the French from breaking out of the

city, so that something like one hundred

thousand men who had had to bivouac

under the open sky, during the time they

had been near Metz, would have to keep

that up till the place was either taken or re-

lieved. The prospect was not an enjoyable

one for the poor fellows, for stories were

abroad that Metz had provisions for six

months, and thus the campaign would last

fa.r into winter.

The position of Metz is not difficult to

understand. It lies at the foot of two
very high hills, which are surmounted by
the strong forts before mentioned, and are

dotted here and there by villages which,

lying under the protection of the fort guns,

were safe from German attack. The ap-

proaches to Metz on the other three sides

are through level ground, and consist of

long straight chaussees, with rows of trees

on either side. Now, as these roads were
sure to play an important feature in sorties,

the Germans had strongly barricaded them
with cut-down trees, which were placed

with the branches towards Metz and their

trunks towards the besiegers. On either

side of these barricades, as well as be-

liind them, the Prussians had tremendously

strong earthworks ; not mere hastily formed

rifle-pits, but strong, well-formed earth-

works, behind which hundreds ofmen might
find shelter, and leisurely fire when occasion

required.

The object in making these preparations

was twofold—one of course being that the

French, in making a sortie, must first con-

quer these obstacles before proceeding to

more desperate work ; the other, that in

order to gain time for massing troops, such

obstacles as cut-down trees, with their en-

tanglement of branches, take a long time

to get out of the way, particularly if they

^= :>p
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have to be cleared away during an inces-

sant shower of bullets, or perhaps of sheHs.

Besides these earthworks and cut-down
trees, every available house was turned into

a little fortress ; loopholed walls were
everywhere visible as one approached the

advanced Prussian posts.

For many days all the villagers in the

neighbourhood were collected and made to

work at rifle-pits, and in cutting down
their trees ; it was dreadful work for them,
and the Prussians had to apply the flats of

their swords pretty freely to make these

Frenchmen do such distasteful work. People
who are vanquished in war are not allowed
to have any feelings, or if they have any
they are not allowed to show them, so

that many a proud Frenchman was obliged

to pocket his rage and work for his enemies.

I was at a village near Metz on the day
in question ; some Prussian oSicers and I

had had a bathe in the blue Moselle, from
the boats of a pontoon bridge, in the very
early morning, and as the mists from the

plain rose and the sun came out, I set out
for a walk to a hill overlooking the valley

through which the river flowed. On reach-

ing the summit of the hill I looked down,
and to the right of where I vi^as standing was
one of the most lovely scenes I have ever

witnessed. The beautiful little river was
dancing on in the sunlight through green
meadows, dotted by clumps of beautiful

trees ; by one of its banks a herd of oxen
were lazily chewing the cud, while on the

other a large flock of sheep were quietly

grazing ; it was as perfect a picture as I

have ever seen. I scarcely altered my posi-

tion, and looked down on my left ; the con-

trast was perfectly appalling. Instead of

green meadows there was a marshy swamp,
without a tree to be seen ; on and around
this dreary waste, baggage waggons and
market-tenders' carts swarmed ; further on
I could see men engaged in buying dead
horses. The Moselle, muddied by the hoofs
of some trooper's horse, carried on its

bosom the carcass of a dead animal. From
a bend of the river, right across the muddy
plain, stretched a long mound, and behind
the mound was a correspondingly long
trench half filled with water, in which stood
a number of Prussians on watch. At the
next bend of the river another mound and
trench stretched across the plain, and the
intervening space between the two trenches
was green. Behind this mound one caught
sight of the red caps of the French, andevery
now and then the cruel, cold gleam of the
bright sword-bayonets. After looking; at this

wonderful contrast between peace and war
for some time, I came down from the hiU
into the village of Ars-sur-Moselle. In
this wretched little place, through which
thousands of Prussian soldiers streamed
every day to one or other of the banks of tlie

Moselle, I in vain looked for something to

eat. Soldiers filled every house and build-

ing from garret to cellar, and neither ap-

parently for love nor money was any food

to be obtained. I wandered some way out
of the village across the Moselle bridge, as

at that time I had no settled employment,
and was only waiting for what a sortie

might bring me in the way of work. I had
not gone very far when I came upon a

Prussian bivouac by the wayside. The
bivouac, as usual surrounded by a perfect

Slough of Despond, was built of boughs
;

two or three fires were burning brightly,

although it was mid-day, and some soldiers

were boiling some potatoes that the French
had sown, little expecting at the time they

did so that the Prussians would gather in

their crops. Two officers were sitting on
cliairs smoking cigars, with their feet

towards a fire ; one of these was a big,

burly, good-natured looking individual,

with a red face, the other was a spare,

puny, bumptious, little fellow, with a

turned-up nose, and two little tufts of red

hair on either side of his chin.

Now I was getting, or rather had got,

ravenously hungry, and I was determined,

come what might, to get something to eat.

So I went ujT to the two at the fire, and,

putting the tips of the fingers of my left

hand to my left temple, and bending my
body forwards with two little jerks, I said :

" Gentlemen, I have the honour ; my name
is ." Thereupon the big officer rose

from his seat, and went thi'ough the same
gesticulations as I had done, and pro-

nounced his name to be Von Kummerling
Schmetterbau. His companion also went
through the same contortions, and said his

name was Grummingfeld Kissinger. This

he croaked into my ear in such a deep

voice that it almost made me laugh ; it was
so unlike the little body from which it came.

After this formal greeting I asked if they

could direct me to the whereabouts of any
market-tender's cart, as I was nothing

more nor less than starving. The good-

natured looking man said they had not

seen their market-tender since that morn-

ing, but that he had got some bread and

sausage; if I would accept it, he would
think it a great honour. I said I thought

it a great kindness on his part, but that

-'^
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I could not think of taking it, knowing, as

I did, that ifc must sometimes be very diflB.-

cult for him to get a meal.
" We have our regular rations," he said

;

" so I must beg ofyou to take it. Who knows
but that in a few days, or even hours, you
may find me helpless and wounded on a

field of battle ; and if I refused to give you
a little assistance now, do you think I

could bear to accept your relief then ? All

those whom one can help in time of war
one ought to help, for God knows there

are enough sufferers abeady, without add-

ing to the number by individual deeds of

selfishness or cruelty."

I bowed my thanks and acquiescence of

what he had said, and I soon found that my
liunger disappeared before a huge hunch
of black bread and sausage. To wash
this rather indigestible food down. Von
Kummerling Schmetterbau produced some
rare good wine. "Requisition," thought
I, as I tasted it ; and I came to the con-

-clusion that campaigning was not half so

bad as people sometimes made out. After
I had finished my repast, I asked the big
burly lieutenant when he thought it likely

that Marshal Bazaine would make a sortie.

"That's an impossibility for me to say
correctly," was his answer; "but every
day that he delays it makes it harder
for him to break through, and easier for

us, when he is out, to drive him back
again."

" Do you think he has any means of

•communication with the outer world ?"

"Yes; I fancy he has," said Von
Schmetterbau. " They say there is a
subterranean telegraph between Metz and
Paris. Besides that, there is some private
signalling going on."

I begged he would explain how that was
possible.

" To give you an example of how it is

done, I will give you an account of what I

myself found going on," he said. "The
other night my regiment had outpost duty
on the other side of Ars. After seeing my
men were all on the alert, after one of my
rounds, I took a short stroll towards Ars.
1 had a cigar, and was enjoying it very
much, when, at a Avindow in the first house
of the village, I noticed a red Hght. At
first I took this to be a red flower painted
on a lamp-glass, and I did not at first take
much notice of it ; but it suddenly shifted
while I was looking on, and two red lights

appeared, these, in their turn, being super-
seded by a red and a green one. I threw
away my cigar, told a picket of men to
surround the house, and took two poor in-

nocent peasants prisoners. Of course they
had never done anything wrong in their

lives ; but, as they could give no satisfac-

tory reason for having dozens of lamp-
glasses of various hues, their innocent as-

surances did not prevent their being taken
to the nearest wood, and shot like dogs.

No doubt exists in my mind that these

worthies had for weeks been signalling to

Metz before they were found out, and these

kind of spies are the most dangerous sort

there are, and often cause the deaths of

thousands through such bare information

as can be given by these lamp-glasses."

"Holloa!" said the little lieutenant,

"there's a gun !"

We waited but a moment, and then we
could distinctly hear, thud-thud, thud-thud,

and then the sound of volley after volley,

following in such quick succession as to

remind me of the surging of the sea. The
lieutenants hastily rose ; Von Schmetter-

bau shook my hand, saying, " I may need
you sooner than I thought." I answered,
" I hope not," and in a few minutes the

bivouac fires were deserted, and the little

company had set out to join its regiment at

the appointed rallying post. It was cux'ious

to see the rueful faces of some of the

soldiers who had to turn the almost cooked
potatoes on to the earth, in order that their

cooking utensils should not be left behind.

The hot black little cans had all to be
strapped on to the top of their knapsacks,

just as if they had been bright and clean.

The alacrity was wonderful ; the Prussian
officers have no trouble in collecting their

men, as they seem instinctively to know ex-

actly what is required of them, and long be-

fore the alarming trumpet's blast, they roll

up their great-coats, and prepare themselves
for the signal, so that, when it does come,
the oflacers have only to say, " Shoulder
knapsacks and arms! Vorwiirts!" and
they fall into ranks as they proceed.

1 now looked about to find some means
of conveyance to take me to the battle-

field. I was not long in finding wdiat I

wanted, in the shape of a waggon with
surgical stores, which was coming from
Pange, and going near the battle-field. A
young German surgeon was sitting on some
mattresses, and he gladly gave me a seat

by his side.

" Whereabouts is the fighting?" said I,

producing a map I had with me.
" I don't exactly know," answered my

fellow-voyager ;
" but it's on this side the

Moselle. That Bazaine has broken out. 1

have orders to go to St. Barbe. If you
want to go under fire, you can get out any-
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where you like between here and there.

And if you walk towards Metz you will

soon get more than you want. I was in

the fight of the 14th of August, by Pange,"
continued he, "and I never wish to go
under fire again. I prayed more in five

minutes than I did all my life before."
" Is it so very terrific ?" I asked, in order

to hear what description he would give of it.

"Terrific!" he ejaculated; "I should

rather think it is. Listen to that."

We both held our breath, and in spite

of the grinding of the cart-wheels along

the road, and the clatter of the horses' hoofs,

Ave could distinctly hear something besides

the loud booming of the guns.
" That surging noise is the hiss of bul-

lets," said he; " and -when one is not really

in the action, but has only to take a passive

part in it, I can tell you it's enough to turn

one's hair white, that terrific hiss, let alone

what one sees from the effect of one burst-

ing shell. It's all very well for the com-

batants to rush into the fire ; they have
several feelings which sustain them ; esprit

de corps is perhaps the strongest. Then
they long for revenge, and are to a certain

extent blind to the noises and scenes around
them ; but the non-combatant, let him be

doctor or peasant, who is mixed up with

crashing battalions, will not forget his feel-

ings till the day of his death."

As the cart proceeded, the din of battle

became louder and louder. It was about

seven in the evening, and the first cannon
had been heard at four in the afternoon.

The battle raged more furiously than ever

;

there was a heavy cloud of smoke extend-

ing several thousand yards, which was per-

ceptibly increasing in size, and by it the

tide of battle seemed rolling against the

Prussians.
" Vany seems to be about the place

where the fighting is hottest," said my
companion. " If you'll take my advice,

you will not go that way. From what I

can see and hear, it strikes me Bazaine is

well out of Metz, and if so there will be

terrible work to-morrow again."
" Here come the ambulances," said our

driver.

We looked in the direction indicated, and
eight cumbersome waggons were seen com-
ing almost at right angles to us. I said

good-bye to the young surgeon, thanked
him for his company and help on the road

he had given me, and went up to the am-
bulance waggons. I touched my hat to the

head surgeon, told him who I was, and asked

to be pei-mitted to follow his ambulance.
" Certainly," was his answer. " Would

that there were hundreds more like you
coming, for there won't be much sleep for

us for the next three or four days. It

seems to be a heavy cannonade."
The ambulance waggons belonged to the

First Army Corps.

"What corps are engaged?" I asked a
Prussian surgeon, who was bestriding one
of the most miserable specimens of the
equine species that I have ever beheld.

" I can't say," replied the surgeon. " Of
course, our corps (the First) is there, and,

I think, the Seventh; but I don't know
what others."

The ambulances were now fast approach-
ing the confiicfc, and as we neared, columns
of ammunition waggons and regiments
pressing on to the fight were everywhere
visible.

" We must not go nearer than this," said

the head doctor. "Halt!" The waggons
di^ew up.

Night was now casting its sombre
shadows over the thick, sulphurous clouds.

I could distinctly see the streaks of fire

and hear the dull thud, thud, which rolled

along the leaden atmosphere unceasingly.

Just as the darkness closed in, the fires of

death ceased, and stillness reigned once
more, broken only by the sigh of pain, the

death rattle in some brave fellow's throat,

or the convulsive kick of some half-slaugh-

tered charger. Through the hours of this

short Slimmer night the dying had to com-
fort themselves, for such was the utter con-

fusion into which the Germans had been

thrown, that a Prussian colonel told me
no man knew where he stood, and that

Bazaine, with the whole of his forces, had
broken through. I was proceeding to see if

it were possible to get a little nearer, when
I was ai-rested by the gruff challenge of a

German sentry, " Wer da ?" I went up to

him, but before going many steps he bade

me lialt, and tell him who I was. I told

him. To my joy, I found it was one of the

soldiers from Von Kummerling Schmetter-

bau's bivouac ; he knew my voice. I asked

him where the lieutenants were.
" Finer ist schon Todt," he said.

" Which of them is dead?" I asked.
" Der Kleiner," was his answer.
" Poor little Kissinger," I thought ;

" this

afternoon full of conceit, and so soon to be

cut down." My short reverie was broken

by some one calling to the sentry to know
whether he was on the look-out.

" Ya, Herr Lieutenant," was his answer;
" I stand like a wall."

The Heutenant passed on, the rain began

to fall, and I felt wretchedlvr poU.
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" Did you see Lieutenant Kissinger

shot?" I asked.

"Yes, sir," answered tlie sentry. "I
am liis servant, and was sent back to help

him, but I found he was dead ; bullet

through forehead, sir ; no hope."
" Can I get to the wounded, to help

them ?" I asked.

"Well, sir," said the man, "orders are

to let no ambulance go on the battle-field,

and no one is to strike a light, not so much
as to light a pipe ; so you would not be

able to do much, sir. But, if you would
like to speak to Lieutenant Schmetterbau,

you will find him rolled up in his great-

coat asleep, behind a cut-down tree, to my
right."

I thanked the civil sentry, and made my
way to the tree indicated. I soon picked

out the huge form of the lieutenant, think-

ing, as I did so, that bullets choose strange

billets, and that it was wonderful that the

little lieutenant's forehead should have re-

ceived a bullet, while his ponderous com-
panion's broad chest had escaped. It was
marvellous how he slept, still within chasse-

pot range in all probability.
" Ah," he said, awaking " how have you

found me ?"

" By the sentry, against whom I hap-

pened to stumble," was my reply. " I want
to go and help the wounded," I said. " How
do you advise me to set about it ? Which
way are the French ?"

He raised his hand and waved it very
nearly in a circle round his head, and said :

" That way."
"How can you sleep?" I said. "We

must be in a frightfully perilous position."
" So we are," was his answer. " There

are eighty thousand French out, if I mis-

take not. Good-night, my dear comrade,"
he said. " I must get a little more sleep.

Nature refuses to be polite."

I left him for ever ; the next day he, too,

slept the sleep of death, and a little mound
bearing a wooden cross is all that marks
the last resting-jDlace of the good-natured
Prussian lieutenant.

WILL O' THE WISP AND HIS
RELATIONS.

People are not yet tired of asking for

the real meaning of Will o' the Wisp.
Time after time the question is raised

whether Will has a real existence, or is

only a phantom ; whether a natural phe-
nomenon, a creation of the fancy, or a relic

of superstition from dark ages. Will spells

his name in many ways : Will o' the Wisp,
Will a' Wisp, Will with a Wisp, Dank
Will; sometimes the sex is changed, and
we have Kitty with a Wisp ; sometimes it

becomes Jack, in the form of Jack o' Lan-
tern, Jack in the Lantern, Jack with the
Lantern, Hob o' Lantern, Hobby Lantern^
and even Peg a' Lantern ; then there is

Kit o' the Candlestick, and Gill or Gyl
Burnt Tail, and Fz-iar's Lantern. The
German IiTwisch appears to have the same
meaning ; but the Italian Luccida belongs
to the insect kind, in companionship with
the glowworm, the fire-fly, and the lantern-

fly. Will and Jack are brothers, perhaps
twins, perhaps one identity with many
names.

Concerning the luminous appearances
which have given rise to the popular
notion about Will o' the Wisp and Jack
o' Lantern, it may be well to present a
few descriptions by persons who have nar-
rated what they saw, or thought they saw,
but who rather sought for an explana-
tion than fashioned one for themselves. A
letter to Baxter, from a Mr. Davis, noticed

a nocturnal light, which was believed in by
the Welsh in those days, and was called

the Tan-we, or Tan-wed. It was described

as a light " appearing in the lower region

of the air, straight and long, not miich
unlike a glaive ; it shoots directly and level,

as who should say I'll hit, but far more
slowly than falling stars. It lighteneth all

the air and ground where it passeth, and
lasteth three or four miles or more, for

aught is known ; because no man seeth the

rising or beginning of it ; and when it falls

to the ground it sparkleth and lighteth all

about." This relates to a district where
the corpse-candle was very generally be-

lieved in, and is, indeed, still believed in to

a considerable extent. A short time before

death, a light was to be seen proceeding
from the house of a sick person, and pur-

suing its way towards the churchyard ; it

was supposed to presage death. Grose
gave very exact details, as if all the causes

and oft'ects had been ascertained with
scientific precision. " If a little candle is

seen, of a pale bluish colour, then follows

the corpse of some infant ; if a larger one,

then the corpse of some one come to age.

If thei'c be seen two, three, or more of dif-

ferent sizes, some big, some small, then
shall so many corpses pass together, and of

such ages or degrees. If two candles come
from difierent places, and be seen to meet,

the corpses will do the same ; and if any
of them be seen to turn aside, through some
b\-oath leading to the church, the follow-
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ing corpse will be forced to take exactly

the same way." Most of these so-called

corpse-candles appear in graveyards and
swamps, and are, in all probability, identical

with Will and Jack now to be more parti-

cularly noticed.

Several years ago a gentleman was tra-

velling in the south of Ireland one night,

when, being a few miles from Killarney,

he saw a light flickering about, vanishing
at intervals, and as often reappearing.

His car-driver and he stopped some time,

and observed it steadily. The light varied

from fifty to a hundred yards distance. The
airAvas very still, the time about nine o'clock

on a September evening. The peasantry
often saw the light in various pieces of

marshy ground.
A resident near Cambridge has described

a light which he saw in a fenny bog on the
Newmarket road, of which many varieties

had been seen by him in Norfolk and
Sufiblk. The appearance was always so

peculiar, and the movements so fantastic,

that it seemed to him strange for the
rustics to liken the light to a lantern.

The Grentleman's Magazine, about forty

years ago, said :
" In the parish of St.

Austell, in Cornwall, there is a singular
phenomenon. It is the appearance of light

near the turnpike-road at Hill Head, about
three quarters of a mile west of the town.
In the summer season it is rarely to be
seen ; but in the winter, particularly in

the months of November and December,
scarcely a dark night passes in which it is

not visible. It appears of a yellow hue,

and seems to resemble a small flame. It

is generally stationary ; and when it moves
it wanders but little from its primitive
spot, sometimes mounting upwards, and
then descending to the earth. As it has
frequented this spot from time immemo-
rial, it is now rendered so fixmiliar, that it

almost ceases to excite attention." What
the Cornish people thought about it we are
not told. Lights of the same kind have
been seen dancing over a moor near Tor-
rington, in Devonshire, and over undrained
land in North Lincolnshire.

A Warrington newspaper, not very long
ago, gave a circumstantial account of a
Will o' the Wisp, useful on account of its

clearness. On going into his garden about
ten o'clock on a February niglit, an inha-
bitant of a country district in Lanonsliirc
saw a light in a field, which floated down
the wind for about a hundred yards, and
then disappeared. He mounted on the
garden fence to have a better outlook,

and watched for a quarter of an hour.

During that time eleven distinct lights

rose in the same field, and floated down
the wind various distances, from forty to

a hundred and fifty yards, before disap-

pearing. They seemed to him to shine with

the brilliancy of the planet Jupiter ; but

this mode of comparison is of course not

very trustworthy. Besides these, there were
many smaller lights continually rising, and
floating ten or twenty yards before disap-

pearing. The field in which these appear-

ances were presented was a hollow one,

lying on the banks of a brook. Still more
detailed was an account of the Will o' the

Wisp, or, rather, a whole family of Wills,

given by Mr. Allies, in 1889. On the

30th of December, at Upton-on-Severn, he

was told that the weather was such as de-

noted a probable approach of these lights

;

there was a white frost in early morn,

then the sun rose behind a mantle of very

red and beautifully stratified clouds, and in

the evening rain fell heavily. On the fol-

lowing evening the phenomenon appeared
in some meadows near the high road.
" Sometimes it was only like a flash in the

pan on the ground ; at other times it rose

up several feet, then fell to the earth and
became extinguished; and many times it

proceeded horizontally for fifty or a hun-
dred yards with an undulating motion,

like the flight of the laughing woodpecker,
and about as rapid ; and once or twice it

proceeded with considerable rapidity in a

straight line upon or close to the ground.

The light of these ignes fatui was very
clear and strong, much bluer than that of

a candle, and very like that of an electric

spark. Three or four of them looked

lai'ger, and as bright as the star Sirius.

Of course they look dim when seen in

ground fogs, but there was not any fog on
the night in question; there was, however,
a muddy closeness in the atmosphere, and
at the same time a considerable breeze

from the south-west. Those lights which
shot horizontally invariably proceeded be-

fore the wind towards the north-east."

Two nights afterwards, Mr. Allies not only
|

witnessed a recurrence of the phenomenon,
but at about eight o'clock two very beau-

tiful lights rose together about fifty yards

apart ; one ascended several yards, and then

fell to the ground in the shape of an arch,

and vanished ; the other proceeded in a

horizontal direction for fifty yards, but

vanished before it could be approached

more closely.

A gentleman of Bath, about two years

ago, was riding over Mere Down after

dark on a December evening, when he
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suddenly saw five lights glimmer forth on
his horse's head. One was on each ear,

about the size of the flame of a small taper,

of a bluish colour; two of the others,

smaller in size, were on the right eyebrow,
and the remaining one on the left. They
glimmered something like glowAvorms, or as

if the parts had been rubbed with phospho-
rus. The night was dark, and a steady rain

was falling ; nevertheless, while the lights

lasted, which was during a quarter of an
hour's riding, the light given was sufficient

to render visible the buckles on the bridle.

The rider went on steadily, trying to make
out what the glimmering could mean,
when it disappeared as suddenly as it came.
The horse had been taken from the stable,

and had travelled no great distance. The
animal exhibited no symptoms of unusual
perspiration ; but the rider, remembering
that there had been thunder and lightning

in the afternoon, was disposed to think
that something in the atmosphere had pro-

duced the phenomenon.
Whether called Ignis Fatuus, Jack o'

Lantern, or Will o' the Wisp, there can
be no doubt that these nocturnal lights

are real phenomena, susceptible of a scien-

tific explanation, when all the facts are
collected and compared. Of course, illu-

sions, more or less ludicrous, are now and
then mixed up in the matter. On some
occasions, real lanterns of humble make
have been mistaken for these nocturnal
sprites under odd circumstances. About
twenty years ago, the household of a country
residence, within sight of a low swampy
tract of meadow, were startled one Sep-
tember evening, and the superstitious
among them frightened, by the appearance
of strange, waving, wandering lights, which
continued for several hours. The motion
of these lights was very eccentric, and
they traversed the district in every direc-

tion, up and down, backwards and for-

wards. All night this continued. As the
day approached, the Hghts vanished, leav-
ing the observers to account as well as
they could for the phenomena. At length
some of them, bolder than the rest, having
examined the ground by daylight, and
discovered neither sinking bog nor any
other pitfall that would be hazardous
after dark, resolved to ascertain the real
nature and origin of tlie lights. TJiey went
on the following night, noiselessly and
secretly, and followed up the dancing lights
till they came close to them. When, lo ! the
mysterious visitors proved to be lanterns
tied by collars to the necks of small well-
trained setters, in the service of poachers

who, with nets, were thus pursuing their

avocation—catching almost every head of

game on the estate.

The first modes of accounting for the
lights were naturally more or less tinged

with superstition. Being often near bogs
and quagmires, the lights acquired the

character of snares or decoys to lead tra-

vellers into danger. According to an old

provincial legend, St. Peter was once tra-

velling on horseback; his horse lost a shoe;

a smith named Will put on a new one : and
St. Peter was so pleased with the manner
in which the work was done, that he offered

to grant any favour the smith might ask.

Will, who was getting advanced in years,

begged that he might be made young
again. It was done, and he spent a very
rollicking and rakish Hfe. One result of
this was, that he became Will o' the Wisp,
going about the world to lure travellers to

their death. The Wisp is understood to

mean an ignited twist of straws, in many
a passage not quite so startling as this

about St. Peter. The name Ignis Fatuus,

or foolish fire, denotes a very similar idea,

that of a light wMch leads foolish people

astray. Gay says

How "Will o' Wisp misleads night-fearing clowns
P'er hills, and sinking bogs, and pathless downs.

There are still peasants in Norfolk who
call the Wills and the Jacks Lantern-men,
and who believe that if any one goes with a
real lighted lantern near them, the lantern-

men will become enraged, knock him down,
and break his lantern. There is also a
phrase in use among the same peasants, of
being " led-will'd," applied to any one who
has lost his way after dark, and cannot find a
gate or stile with which he is usually fa-

miliar enough ; the remedy has at any rate

the merit of simplicity—to turn the left

stocking wrong side out, and renew the
search.

In the seventeenth century, many writers

had got a clue to a scientific explanation

in a certain degree in conformity with the
notions then in vogue concerning essences,

vapours, spirits, and the like. Referring-

to lights visible in and near houses rather
than to those in open swamps and grave-
yards, a still earlier philosopher said :

" Such
fyres are scene in moyst kitchens, sinckes,

or guttours, and where the orfall of beastes

killed are thrown." He was on the right

track, if he had pursued the matter. In
the time of the Charleses, one writer de-

scribed the Will o' the Wisp, or Jack o*

Lantern, as " a certain viscous substance,

reflecting light in the dark, evaporated out
of a fat earth, and flying in the air. It
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commonly haunts clmrchyards and fens,

because it is begotten out of fatness ; it

flies about rivers, hedges, &c., because in

these places there is a certain flux of air."

Another put forth his scientific explanation

thus :
" It is caused by a great and well-

compacted exhalation, and being kindled,

it stands in the ayre, and by the man's
motion the ayre is moved, and the fire by
the ayre, and so goes before or follows a

man." Milton put a little science into his

lines, when he treated the Ignis Fatuus as

A wandering form,
Compact of unctuous vapours which the night
Coudenses, and the cold environs round,
Kindled through agitation to a flame.

In the time of George the Second, there

was a pamphlet published with the title

" Natural and Philosophical Conjectures on
the Ignis Fatuus, or Jack in the Lanthorn :

endeavouring to prove that the light so

called proceeds from some flying insect, and
not from a fixed vapour, as generally be-

lieved ; with a descriptive and curious

figure of the Indian lanthorn-fly, a noc-

turnal insect which carries a light in dark
nights, equal to that of our Will with a
Whisp." If this philosopher meant liis ob-

servations to apply beyond the phenomenon
of the glowworm, he was not so near the

truth as some of his predecessors.

It is by this time pretty well ascertained,

that most of these appearances, which con-

sist of a glow without a flame, are due to

phosphorescence. The strange substance

phosphorus exists in all animal organisms;

and when the organism is decomposed
after death, the phosphorus makes its pre-

sence visible in the way so familiar to

those who have ever seen stale fish in a

dark cupboard. But when the phosphorus
enters into new combination with hydrogen
and other gases, or when those gases form
inflammable mixtures without phosphorus,

spontaneous combustion is likely to arise,

and small flames to be produced. If decay-

ing animal substance yields more phos-

phorus than decaying vegetables, the latter

are a more abundant source of inflammable

gases ; and hence the fact that bogs,

marshes, morasses, swamps, moors, damp
meadows, ditch-sides, &c., are the places

in which the flickering nocturnal lights are

mostly to be seen produced by the combus-
tion of the gases liberated from half-decom-

posed roots, stems, branches, and leaves.

Particular states of the atmosphere hasten

decomposition, and the lights are more abun-
dant at such times. On the banks of the

Trent, where mysterious Will often played
his pranks some years ago, he has now

almost disappeared, owing to the conversion
of dank marshes into well-drained corn-

land. In the instance noticed in the War-
rington newspaper, it was remembered that

several cows had been buried on the spot

during the cattle plague of 1866 ; they had
died of disease, and an inference may fairly

he drawn that gases produced by putre-

faction were concerned in the production
of the flickering flames.

There is also another agency which has
to be noticed, electricity, a power that flies

about all terrestrial things in a way not
yet so well explained as chemical combus-
tion and ignition. Electricity does, un-
doubtedly, produce luminosity, more or
less vivid, and under varying conditions.

When we rub the furry coat of a cat

backwai'ds in the dark, a luminous efTect

is well knovm to be produced ; and similar

instances are numerous. There is a phe-
nomenon known as St. Helen's fire, gra-

dually corrupted into St. Holme's fire, and
St. Elmo's fire ; consisting of lights seen

on the tips of soldiers' lances, the top-

masts of ships, the spires of churches, and
other pointed objects. Whenever they
appear the air is in a peculiar electrical

condition ; and they are now reckoned
among electrical phenomena, depending
on the same jjrinciple as the light which
streams ofi" from points connected with an
electrical machine. Some of the Spanish
sailors call such a light a Cuerpo Santo,

or holy body : a name corrupted into Cor-

pusanse and even Complaisance. The lights

on the tips of horses' ears, noticed in a
former paragraph, are probably due to

some electrical condition of the horse at

the time, in a peculiar state of the air.

Many of the old writers puzzled themselves

greatly to find a rational cause for the

lights. One of them said :
" Experience

witnesseth that the fyre do cleave manye
times to the heads and eares of beastes and
shoulders of men rydinge and going on
foote. For the exhalations dispersed by
the ayre cleave to the eares of horses and
garments of men, which of the lightne^se

doe ascend, and by the hcate kindled. Also

this is often caused where men and other

beastes by a vehement and swift motion
wax very bote, that the sweate, fattie and
clammye, is sent forth, which kindling,

yeldeth this fyre." Another, speaking

rather of the appearances presented at sea,

reasoned thus :
" When clammy vapours,

arising from the salt water and ugly slime,

hover over the sea, they, by their motion in

the winds and hot blasts, are often fired

;

these impressions will oftentimes cleave to

=tP
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the masts and ropes of ships, by reason of

their clamminess and glutinous substance."

This singular theory is further developed,

to render it available for weather prophecy.

One of these nocturnal lights, he adds, por-

tends a coining storm, two a calm :
" They

denote that the exhalation is divided, which

is very thick ; and so the thick matter of the

tempest is dissolved and scattered abroad,

by the same cause that the flame is divided
;

therefore no violent storm can arise, but

rather a calm is promised." Another

writer brought in sulphur to his aid :

" When this meteor" (a light seen at a mast-

head, &c.) " is seen, it is an argument that

the tempest which it accompanied was
caused by a sulphureous spirit, rarefying

and violently moving the clouds. For the

cause of the fire is a sulphureous and bitu-

minous matter, driven downwards by the

impetuous motion of the air, and kindled

by much agitation." A singular muddle
of phrases and notions.

Thomson had the Will o' the Wisp in

his thoughts when he spoke of the benighted

traveller beset by an evil genius :

Struck from the root of slimy marshes, blue,

The wild-fire scatters round, or, gather'd, trails

A length of flame deceitful o'er the moss
;

Whither decoyed by the fantastic blaze,

'Now lost and now recover'd, he sinks abashed.

But he put a better interpretation upon
this other kind of light

:

Sent by the better Genius of the night,

Innoxious, gleaming on the horse's mane.

The phosphorescence of Hving insects, the

phosphorescence of decaying animal sub-

stance, the spontaneous combustion of

gases from decaying vegetable substance,

and electrical action, are all concerned with
Will and Jack and their family.

MISS POiXSONBY'S COMPANIOiX.
In Twelve CHArxERs.

CHAPTER XI. mercy's LAST TRIUMPH.

When Lilly awoke from her troubled

sleep, and a dream that seemed one en-

tanglement of hideous terrors, she started

up with a scream, for Mercy was standing

by the sofa, watching her. Mercy looked

very pale and serious, and was pretending
to Avipe away her tears with the corner of

her apron.
" Miss Dampier," she said, " I came to

wake you. I am afraid that missus is

worse. I can't get her to speak ; she seems
in a sort of torpor. Oh, Miss Dampier, I

think that I see the signs of death, just as

they came to poor Mrs. Baldock !"

Lilly leaped out of bed, and pulled back
the curtains ; it was a cold grey morning,
and Miss Ponsonby lay there apparently m
a death-sleep. Lilly listened ; the breath-
ing was scarcely audible. What had hap-
pened in the night seemed like a dreadful
dream now, as she lifted the thin white
hand that lay on the bed-clothes, and felt

the wrist for the scarcely perceptible pulse.
" You gave her the medicine I see, miss,"

said Mercy, gliding round to the side of
the bed where the table was, and seeing the
fatal bottle was gone.

"I watched her closely, Mercy," said
Lilly, not looking round, for fear of betray-
ing herself, " and I attended to everything.
Oh, I should never have forgiven myself if

I had not. Dear, dear aunt. Oh, how I

wish Mr. Tresham were here. We must
send for him at once. Send Susan, Mercy."

" Dear, dear missus, she will be taken,
I know she will," whined Mercy. "I heard
the death-watch three times last night, just
as I did the very night before Mrs. Bal-
dock went to heaven. You can't hear her
breathe now."
At that moment a sharp ring at the bell

startled them both. Lilly ran and looked out.
" It is Mr. Tresham," she cried. " Thank

God he has come, and we may still save
her. Run, Mercy, and ask him up at

once."

The next moment Tresham was in the

room, pressing Lilly by the hand. That
first glance he gave Lilly was full of love

and confidence.

"This is strange," said the doctor. "I
left her better yesterday, decidedly better,

pulse firmer, breathing stronger. She was
certainly agitated about the robbery, but
naturally, for the superintendent tells me
another ten-pound note has been stolen in

some mysterious way. Let me see. Draw
back the curtains, Mercy. I want to rouse
her, and see the expression of her eyes—it

is very strange, this alteration."

Mercy drew the curtain and pulled up
the Venetian blind. At the sound Miss Pon-
sonby moved, gToaned feebly, and muttered
one or two words in a drowsy voice. Tre-

sham sat on the side of the bed, felt her
pulse, trying in vain to rouse her, and lifted

both eyelids.

" She had the medicine at daybreak,
Lilly, and the medicine last night ?"

" Mercy gave her the medicine last

night," said Lilly; "since that I have at-

tended to her. Oh, Frank, save her, save
her

!"

Tresham looked very serious as he turned
to Mercy, wrote something on a card, and

^^
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said :
" You mtist go as fast as you can to

my surgery, and ask Lyddy for the two
bottles I have written for on this card."

Mercy did not seem to show so much
alacrity as she might have done.

" Oh, sir," she said, "I know the spirit

of my poor missus will depai't while I'm
away from her. Let Susan go. I would
not have dear missus die, and I not near
her. Oh dear, oh dear ! I shall soon follow

her, I know I shall."

" You must go yourself, and at once,"

said Tresham, sternly. "Her life may de-

pend upon it. Susan is only a child ; she

might make some mistake."

Spurred by this iujunction, Mercy, whim-
pering, took the card and left. The mo-
ment the door closed upon her, Tresham
flew to where Lilly knelt by the bedside.

"Lilly," he said, "some one has been
giving her laudanum. Who, who is it ?

There is something in youi* manner that

tells me something has happened. Is it that

wicked wretch?"
Then Lilly rose and told all the events

of the night—the softly-opened door, the

gliding figure, the change of the medicines

—she shuddered and nearly fainted as she

told it, and all the horrible moments of the

night passed again before her. Coupling the

fact, she knew not how, with the robbery,

the house seemed to her haunted by some
evil spirit that infected it with mystery,

terror, and crime.

"The bottle; give it me," said Frank.
" There has been some dreadful wickedness

working here."

Lilly drew the bottle from under her

pillow. Frank took it to the light, smelt

and tasted it.

" Good God !" he said; "as I suspected
;

chlorodyne ! The superintendent told me
that wretched woman, Mercy, had been
buying chlorodyne in the town, but I

laughed at his suspicions. If your aunt had
di'ank this, in her state of health, she would
now, most probably, be dead, and the guilt,

if it had been detected, would have rested

upon you. The woman must have given

her some also last night. Were you here

when she gave the draught ?"

" Yes. When you left, and I came up-

stairs, I found Mercy poui-iag something
from a bottle by the window ; she stopped

Avhen she saw me, and gave me the glass

to give aunt, going down-stairs immediately

for the kettle or something she pretended

to want."
" The wretch ! That was to make you

the person who gave it."

" When I o-ave the medicine into her

hand, aunt looked and said it Avas much
more than a dbse, so I poured back all but
a wineglassful."

" Lilly, then that saved her ; for the wo-
man had only put a little chlorodyne in it,

and you probably disturbed her as she was
mixing it. She had no doubt calculated
that, if found out, the suspicion would fall

on you, who had been so lately accused by
your aunt. The woman was no doubt
greedy for her legacy. Wretch !"

" Oh ! You have saved me, Frank ! You
have saved her !" said Lilly.

Frank pressed her in his arms and kissed
away her tears.

" Your aunt's life is still in danger, Lilly,"
he said. " The antidotes I shall use are
sufficient to restore her in a short time;
but I must watch her through the night,

as we do not know how the prostration
may tell on her in her enfeebled and sus-

ceptible state."

When Mercy returned with the required
medicines, Frank administered the anti-

dotes. As Tresham was about to take
leave of Lilly in the hall, he suddenly
stopped at the parlour door, and, to Mercy's
surprise, requested a few words w^ith her.

The three entered the room, and Tresham
closed the door.

" Mercy," he said, " do you know from
w"hat your mistress is now suffering?"

Mercy turned up her eyes and said,
" Mrs. Baldock's doctor called it a fit."

" Such fits," said Tresham, sternly, as
he produced the bottle of chlorodyne that
Lilly had given him, "are sometimes the
result of wrong medicines. Do you buy
much of this sort of medicine ? Is this a
favourite remedy of yours ?"

Mercy turned Hvid, but said sharply

:

" The medicine you sent missus has had,

and none else."

" Was this the bottle you filled last night

with what I sent ?"

" Miss Dampier's been telling lies of me,
I see," said Mercy, with a sudden desperate

outburst of spite. " She has been dream-
ing. I changed no medicine. She is more
likely to change missus's medicine than I

am." Mercy was determined to brazen it

out, and began to guess Avhat had happened.
" She's a pretty one to talk of me ; ask her

about herself Who stole the ten-pound
note ? Who was found with the letter in

her hand, and half the stolen note inside

it?"

Lilly burst into tears, and clung to

Frank's arm. Mercy continued :

" She to tell lies of me ! as if I'd put any-

thing in dear missus's medicine. Who is
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she to run me down ? Let me hear what
things she does say—all of it."

" You were seen last night coming into

the room and changing the medicine I left

for that which I have here. All this

violence is thrown away. I can send you
to prison any moment for attempting to

murder."
" Well, if I did come in" (all the var-

nish of sanctimoniousness was gone now),
" well, if I did come in, I was only seeing

if the medicine was poured out ready. I

am not answerable for your sending wrong
medicines. And you" (here she tui'ned

like a tigress on Lilly), " shall I tell of you
now, and let your sweetheart know who it

was let the young man in yesterday morn-
ing, before we were all up, and tell him
who was talking together several minutes
in whispers in the parlour ? Ask her. See,

she can't deny it."

Tresham looked at Lilly; she turned

from him and made no reply.
" Lilly, this is not so ? This cannot be

so. I would not beheve an angel that told

me that!"

But Lilly was still silent.

Then Mercy laughed bitterly, and Tre-

sham turned and said

:

" Once more, Lilly, I ask you if tliis is

true ?"

She made no reply. Frank turned from
her and said

:

" Lilly can you explain this, for it cuts

my heart in two ?"

She looked up with pure and radiant

eyes, and said, " Frank, yes I can ; but not

now. Do trust in me, Fi-ank. Will you ?

Do you?"
Frank was silent for a moment. Then he

kissed Lilly, and said firmly, in a clear

voice, " I DO !"

" Lovers and fools will believe anything,"
was Mercy's sneering comment on this

noble trustfulness. " Hope you mayn't re-

pent it. All I say is, curse her ! and let her
be cursed for telling hes to take away my
character. Am I to blame because a wrong
medicine's sent and missus has a fit ? Pretty
doings. Ugh !"

CHAPTEE XII. THE THIEF IS CAUGHT.

That night Frank Tresham had resolved

to closely watch his patient. At the turn
of the night if this death-like torpor did not
begin to yield to the remedies, the danger
was imminent indeed. He and Dandy were
the only living creatures awake in the old

house. Even the elms had rocked them-
selves to sleep after their late trouble, and
of the stolid bay-trees not a leaf stirred.

The door between the two rooms was open.
Frank sat by the pleasant fire in the parlour,

thinking of Lilly. A warm and cheery light

played upon the bureau, and Dandy, coiled

up on the hearth-rug, dreamt of his old
enemies, and occasionally moved uneasily,

with a faint cry, that indicated the pug-
nacious and aggressive character of his

dreams. The silence was so intense that
when a jet of gas burst out of a bitu-

minous lump of coal, like a fire fairy, and
blazed away with a noisy and brilliant

whiff of momentary flame, the efi'ect was
quite startling, and made the silence the
next moment seem all the deeper. A little

later, the sharp tapping of a rose-branch
at the window roused Frank, so that, with
his mind full of what had recently happened
in that house, he rose, drew aside the cui'-

tains, and looked out into the pitchy dark-
ness. Then, laughing to himself for indulg-

ing in such foolish imaginations, Tresham
resumed his seat in the low-backed Queen
Anne chair, that was Miss Ponsonby's
throne, and presently he went to see his

patient. He had carefully locked the other
door of the bedi^oom, yet he could not help
feehng a sort of half-expectation, half-dread,

that, as he turned the corner of the gi'eat

curtained wall of bed, he might come full

butt on that shrouded figure, wliich Lilly

had seen the night before bent on so mys-
terious and suspicious an errand. Yet this,

too, was foolish, he at once felt, as he turned
the corner, and shaded the night-light
which he carried, to look at his sleeping

patient, and to feel her pulse, wliich was
just a beat or two faster. Even then, as

the floor-planks creaked under his foot,

and seemed replied to by a faint jar of

the locked door that opened on the head
of the staii's, he could not help listening for

a moment to see if his quick sense could

catch even the faintest sound above or be-

low, that might indicate the approach or

retreat of that invisible thief, whose two
visits had brought such misery on that

house. But there came no sound but the

tick, tock, tick, tock of the old clock upon
the stairs.

Tresham went back and sat by the fire,

thinking of all that had happened since

that eventful evening* when he looked
through the parlour window and saw Lilly

sitting in the old high-backed chair, pen-

sively reading a letter by the fire-light.

Dear Lilly ! that picture was indelibly

printed on his memory. What letter was
that ? Who was it from ? 'No, he trod

down all base distrust—crushed it as he
would have crushed a snake. Next came
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the loss of the first ten pouuds— so he
reflected — stolen from the very room
where he was sitting—the room that only

Mercy, Lilly, and Susan had entered that

day. Then came the superintendent's

dark hints the night Gumboge got drunk
and tapped at the window ; but policemen
were always mysterious, whether they

knew anything or nothing. Mercy buying
the chlorodyne, too ; that was strange

;
yet

it did not seem to have anything to do with
the robbery. The loss of the second note

was even more remarkable, because it had
been taken in full daylight, when the door
between the rooms was open, when the

parlour door was locked, and when Miss
Ponsonby was actually awake in the nest
room. But had she been awake ? The
thief must be some one acquainted with
every movement in the house, and every
one's ways. The strange story, as Tresham
traced it, grew darker and darker from the

suspicions of the superintendent about
Lilly's letters to the mysterious person at

Gypsum, and Miss Ponsonby's finding the

half-note in Lilly's last letter. Then the in-

terview in the early morning before any one
was down. What could that mean ? Was
that man the thief, and had he obtained

some mysterious hold over Lilly ? No,
that was wild and impossible. Entangled
in these doubts and fears, like Victor
Hugo's hero in the poisonous feelers of the

sea-monster, Tresham still kept his faith firm

in Lilly, and saw her pale, beautiful face

gleaming calm and radiant above all this

dark nightmare struggle. Worn out by
watching—for he had been out all day—gra-

dually sleep fell upon the young doctor.

The book he had taken up to beguile the

time slipped from his hand upon the carpet,

rousing Dandy for just a moment, and a
loose bit of silver-paper, covering a steel

engraving in the first page, fell out as the

book dropped.

Dandy opened one sleepy eye as the

silver-paper swirled down by the leg of the

table, then rose, wound himself up still more
cosily, and slumbered.

The scenery of Tresham's dream was
Indian. He was searching for Lilly

through the ruined vaults and long stone

passages of some Hindoo temple, whose
priests had seized her for sacrifice. It was
a troubled, terrible dream. Some of the

passages through which he passed seemed
so low that he could hardly stand upright in

them, so narrow that he could hardly force

himself through, with the little earthen

lamp which he carried. In some of the pas-

sabres he could see snakes srlidc in(o (licir

holes as the light fell on them, and every-

where there was a ceaseless whirr, like the

sound of a factory, from the countless flesh-

coloured bats that clouded the air. In
some of the rooms the roofs had fallen in,

and he had to force and hew his way
through great thorny bushes, full of

threatening reptiles, and over masses of

shattered pillars and broken pediments

;

as he toiled over these obstacles, he sud-

denly, to his unspeakable agony, heard
Lilly screaming to him for help, as priests,

whom he could not see, dragged her to

their funeral pile; then came a clash of

gongs and beating drums, announcing the

coming sacrifice. Which way to go he
knew not ; the sound rose on all sides,

and her voice grew more and more distant.

He could hear some wild beast at that

moment stirring in the covert through
which he struggled. The thought of death

at that moment, when he needed angels'

wings and an angel's power to spring to

Lilly's help, awoke him with a pang of

agony.

In an instant he was wide awake ; a faint

rustling caught his ear ; he did not rise,

but looked round ; he could hardly believe

his senses ; it was an enormous rat, quietly

dragging towards the old bureau the piece

of silver-paper which had dropped from the

book that had fallen on the floor.

Moving with the utmost caution, not to

alarm the animal, Tresham put out his foot

and aroused Dandy, who instantly compre-
hending the situation, darted up wide awake,
and, with a screaming jelp, sprang on his

formidable antagonist, who at once dropped
the silver-paper, turned and joined battle

;

but before Tresham could spring to Dandy's
rescue. Dandy had been bitten off, and the

rat had darted towards the bureau, slipped

under it, and disappeared. In a moment
Tresham, exerting all his strength, dragged
back the ponderous bureau, calming Dandy,
who was furious at the sudden dis-

covery that the whole civilised world was
teeming with rats, and, with a candle,

examined the wainscoting with as much
eager curiosity as Dandy himself. Yes,

there at a corner of the dusty skirting-board

near the windoAV Avas an unmistakable rat-

hole. It Avas not diflficult, aided by the

poker, to wrench back a portion of this, and
trace the direction the hole took behind the

boarding. Forcing away a foot of this

somewhat roughly—for the importance of

the strange discovery seemed to warrant

the violence—Tresham, lying flat on the

floor, thi-ust in his hand and discoA'ercd a

rat's nest, in Avhicli li(> could feel some

.p
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fragments of gnawed wood. He then
Avrenched back more of the boarding, so

as to get his hand still deeper in the pas-

sage to a further hole, from whence with the

tongs he could draw out something soft,

that seemed the lining of the final apart-

ment of the rats, and, to his extreme de-

light, at last extracted a ten-pound note,

scratched into strips, and the bitten frag-

ments of another. Here, then, had been
the real thief ; here at last was the solution

of the mystery. There could be no further

doubt, Lilly's innocence was proved. Dandy,
racing about his master as he examined the

recovered notes, barked in insane triumph.

What happy yet what leaden-footed

hours those seemed till daybreak came !

Frank could look out and see in the grey
light the two spinster elms nodding kindly

good-morning to him, and the bay-trees

shaking as in sombre laughter at the

strange and happy conclusion of poor
Lilly's troubles. A little robin came to the

window where he stood, and, from a branch
of honeysuckle, sang a little hymn of re-

joicing as if at the happiness restored. Per-
haps it was Lilly's good angel in disguise,

Frank thought. Unable any longer to con-

tain the secret, he rang the bell furiously,

and then finding that means of communi-
cation not instantly successful, pulled at

the up-stairs bell. Presently Susan came,
frightened out of her wits, to announce that
Mercy could nowhere be found. It was
afterwards discovered that that worthy,
soon after the doors were shut for the night,

had tied up one or two things in a bundle,
and, taking off her shoes, had xinbolted a
back door, and fled into the night, whither,
no one in Crampton, not even Superinten-
dent Humphries, ever could discover.

Need we describe the joyful meeting of
Frank and Lilly, the recapitulation of the
strange event of that night, the wonder
and the delight, as they stood together at
Miss Ponsonby's bedside, and told that
amiable person all, to her infinite astonish-
ment ? She was still weak and ill, but the
deadly torpor was quite removed.
"And now, Frank, you are dying to

know, aren't you," said Lilly, when they
went back to tlie parlour and stood by the
window in the fresh sunlight, " who the
mysterious person of Gypsum was who
Mercy saw me talking to, and with whom I

corresponded ? Shall I tell you now ?"

" Not unless you like, Lilly dear," said

Frank. "You will tell me some day, I

know. No, I don't want to know. Some-
thing good and kind led you to keep the

secret from me, I am sure. I could not be

jealous, because I knew you had given me
your heart."

" I'm afraid I should have been jealous,"

said Lilly ;
" but no, I shouldn't, because

I love you entirely. That man was a half-

brother of mine, Frank, dear, who ran away
to Australia, and, as was supposed, died

there. A month ago, however, he wrote to

me for money, from Gypsum, where he was
earning what he could by riding steeple-

chases and betting. I was afraid to tell

aunt, because she would not have let me
write to him, or send him money, poor

fellow, which he was always asking for
;

and that is all the mystery."

One evening, two weeks after that strange

discovery. Miss Ponsonby, sitting at a work-

table by the old bureau (taking, in fact,

dummy at a snug game of whist), expressed

openly her decided satisfaction at, and ap-

proval of, Frank and Lilly's speedy union,

and more than hinted that all her property

would revert to the young doctor who had

saved her life, and the dear niece who had
tended her so lovingly.

Thanks to Tresham's care, Miss Pon-

sonby slowly recovered, and, six weeks
after the discovery of the unpunished thief,

Crampton bells broke into a clamour of re-

joicing to announce the marriage of a cer-

tain young doctor with Miss Ponsonby's

pretty companion. George, grimly smiling,

was present at the wedding, with the

young woman from Big Bookham on his

arm, and Lyddy herself flung an old shoe

with all her heart at her young master's

carriage as it left Miss Ponsonby's house for

the railway station, while little Lizzy and
Susan, radiant with delight at the whole

ceremonial, and with arms round each

other's waists, cried, as Lyddy afterward

colloquially expressed it, " like bitterns."
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THE ROSE AND THE KEY.

CHAPTER XX. LADY VERXON S EXCURSIONS.

Whex he overtook that cheerful sentry,

he said :
" Can you tell me where I should

be likely to find Miss Vernon ? I have a

word to say to her."
" Lady Vernon sent for her a few minutes

ago, but she said she would not keep her

long," said Miss Max ;
" I told her I should

walk up and down here till she came."

Mr. Coke walked beside her without

saying a word, till they had completed a

walk to the end, and back again.
" Lady Vernon is as handsome as ever,"

he remarked, on a sudden. " Since I last

saw her there is really no change that I

can see."

"But that is scarcely a year ago," an-

swered Miss Max.
" More than four," replied Mr. Coke,

smiling.

"You mean to say you have not seen

Barbara for four years !" exclaimed Miss

Max, stop2:)ing short and turning towards

him.
" I come whenever I'm sent for," said

Mr. Coke, with a laugh. " But though I

don't see her very often, I very often hear

from her, and very clear and clever letters

she writ-es upon business, I can tell you."
" But didn't you know she is in town for

some time, every year of her life ?"

" I had not an idea. We hear from her

generally about once a fortnight. But I

should very often have liked a few minutes'

talk Avith her. Those little points of viva

voce explanation are very useful in a long

correspondence. And so she is every year

at Grosvenor-squarc ?"

" I think you had better not say a word
about it to Lady Vernon," said Miss Max.

" Oh ! of course not. I leave that to her.

But I think it is a mistake, not giving us

half an hour when she comes." Thus Mr.
Coke, swinging his stick a little, and look-

ing over the top of the terrace balustrades,

across the court, and ponds, and peacocks,

and swans, and the close-shorn sward
stained with the solemn shadows of the

trees, down the perspective of foliage, to

the mighty piers and great carved urns of

the iron gates, and the gables and twisted

chimneys of the gate-house.
" Yes, that would be only natural, and

her not doing so puzzles me more an^
more," replied Maximilla Medwyn; "you
are snch an old friend, and know everything

about the affairs of this family so intimately,

that I'll tell you ; but you are not to let it

go further, for it is plain she does not want
it talked about ; and it is simply that which
makes me very curious."

" I've learned by this time to hold my
tongue and to keep secrets, and I ventui-e to

say, this is a very harmless one," laughed

Mr. Coke.
" Well, now, listen—what a time Maud

is ! Once a year—I think about July or

August—my handsome cousin. Lady Ver-

non, is taken with what my maid terms a

fit of the fidgets. She takes her maid, but

never Maud with her, mind—never. Maud
has never come out. I don't think she has

been six times in London in her life. That
is not right, you know ; but that is a diife-

rent matter. Lady Vernon and her maid go
up to Grosvenor-square, where the house is

all locked up and uncarpeted, all except a

room or two, and where there is no one to

receive them but an old housekeeper and a

housemaid. She tells old Mr. Foljambc, the

vicar, that it is to consult a London physician.

No great testimony, I tliink, to the surpass-

ing skill of Doctor Malkin. But, I fancy, ifc
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is not about any sncla thing she goes to

town, for her stay in Grosvenor-square

never outlasts a day or two. Her fidgets

continue. She leaves her maid there, and
goes alone, I believe, from one watering-

place to another."
" Without her maid, you say ?"

" Yes, without her maid."

"And how do they know she goes to

watering-places ?"

" They never know where she is going.

The only clue is, that now and then she

sends a note of directions to her maid, in

London, or to the house-steward, or the

housekeeper, down here ; and these indicate

her capi'icious and feverish changes of place,

which you'll allow contrast oddly with the

stillness and monotony of her life, when she

is at home. Then, after six weeks or so

spent in this mysterious way, she appears

again, suddenly, at her town house, tells her

maid that she is better, and so they return

here. It is very whimsical, isn't it ? Can
you understand it ?"

" Restlessness, and perhaps a longing for

a little holiday," he answered. " She has, I

may say, a very peculiar position in what
they call the religious world ; and the cor-

respondence she directs, and even conducts

with her own hand, is very large. Alto-

gether, I think, she makes her life too

laborious."
" Well, as you and she, and you and I,

are all old friends, I don't mind telling you
that I don't think that's it. I don't believe

a word of it. There is more in it than

that ; but what I can't divine ; and, indeed,

it does not trouble me much ; if Barbara
would only do what she ought about Maud,
I should be very well satisfied. But she

has never been presented, nor been to town
for a single season, and Lady Vernon has

never taken her out, and I don't think has

any idea of doing so. Of course, you'll

say that, with all her advantages, it can't

matter much. But there can be no advan-
tage in people's saying that she has lived

all her life like a recluse ; and I think there

is always a disadvantage in despising what
is usual. And really, Mr. Coke, as a con-

fidential friend, I think you might very well

say a word about it."

He smiled, and shook his head.
" All that sort of thing is quite out of

my line. But I think with you, it doesn't

much matter ; for she's the greatest heiress

in England ; and she is so beautiful, and

—

here's Miss Vernon ab last."

As Maud came down tlie steps she looked
to the ric'ht and left, and seeino,- Miss Max,

smiled and nodded, and quickened her ap-

proach.

Mr. Coke advanced a step or two to meet
her, with his business looks on.

" I have been wishing to say a word if

you will allow me. I think it would be
advisable that you should be represented at

the conference we are to hold to-day, to

prevent any course being determined on
that might embarrass your interests under
the will ; and if you authorise me to do so,

I will watch them for you this afternoon
;

and, in any case, I'll mention that a soli-

citor should be retained for you, as the in-

strument is unusually complicated, and you
wdll be of age in a very Httle time."

" I don't understand these things, Mr.
Coke, but whatever mamma and you think

right, I shall be very much obliged to you
to do. What a charming day it is ! I

hope you are not to be shut up all day.

When you were last here it was winter,

and you will hardly know the place now

;

you ought to see Rymmel's Hoe to-day, it

is looking quite beautiful," said Miss Maud
Vernon.

" I'm off, I'm afraid, to town this even-

ing," he answered; " a thousand thanks. I

must now go in and see Lady Vernon, if

she's at leisnre."

So with a smile that quickly disappeared,

he turned and walked up the steps.

CHAPTER XXI. THE CONFERENCE.

Of this muster of trustees, Miss Maud
Vernon gave this account in one of her

long letters to her friend. Miss Mary Mai-

nard.
" On Tuesday we had a little parliament

of trustees, opened with great solemnity by
mamma. She was aided by an attorney, a

Mr. Coke, who says that your humble ser-

vant ought also to have been furnished

with an adviser of the same profession.

Old Lord Verney came similarly attended ;

and Lord Barroden also brought his at-

torney ; Mr. Hildering, a great man in ' the

City,' I am told, dispensed with that assist-

ance, and, I suppose, relied on his native

roguery; Still there was an imposing

court of attorneys, sitting as assessors with

the more dignified members of the assembly.

Sir Harry Strafford, who is also a trustee

named in grandpapa's will, did not attend.

As all these were men of importance twenty

years ago, when they were named in his

will, you may suppose what a juvenile air

the assembly presented.
" Mamma did not choose that I should

attend, telling me that I should be sent for,
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if required ; and I had begun to hope that

my assistance had been unanimously dis-

pensed with, when a servant came to tell

me that mamma wished to see me in the

library. Thither I repaired, and found her

presiding at her cabinet.
" Lord Verney and Mr. Hildering were

a little red, and I fancy had been snubbing
one another, for Mr. Coke mentioned, after-

wards, that they are members of the same
boards in London, and fight like ' cat and
dog' whenever they meet. Mamma looked,

as usual, serene, and old Lord Barroden
was, I am sure, asleep, for he was the only

gentleman of the company who did not
rise to receive me. There were printed

copies of grandpapa's will, one of which
was given to me ; so I took a chaii* beside

mamma, and listened while they talked in

a language which I did not the least under-
stand, about what they called real and per-

sonal reversions, contingent remainders,

and vested remainders, and fees and tails,

and more unintelligible names and things

than I could remember or reckon up in an
hour.

" They all seemed to treat mamma with
great deference ; not complimentary, but
real ; and I remarked that they said very
little across the table to one another ; but
Avhenever they had anything to ask or to

say, they looked to her, and she seemed to

understand everything about it, better than
any one else in the room, and Mr. Coke told

me, afterwards, she is one of the best law-

yers he ever met, and he explained a great

deal that I did not then understand.
" The conference lasted nearly three

hours ! You can't imagine anything so

dull ; and I came away just as wise as I

went there, except, perhaps, that I had
learned a little patience.

" The Rose and the Key, which, as you
know, figure on our shield, were talked of

a good deal, and are mentioned very often

in the will, as indicating the families which
are named particularly. Old Lord Barro-

den woke up at this part of the conversa-

tion, and talked a great deal of heraldry,

%vhether good or bad I can't say; and
then, as they were still very garrulous upon
crests, supporters, shields, chevrons, and
all the rest, mamma led the way to the

state dining-room. I don't know why, we
never dine there now; I think it about
the prettiest room in the house—I don't

think you saw it, when you were with
us. It has great stone shields let into

the wall all round, and ours, over the

mantelpiece. They are all cai-ved in relief,

and painted and gilded, according to he-

raldry ; and you can't think how stately

and brilliant it looks. Old Mr. Puntles,

who is our antiquary in this part of tlie

world, says that it was an old English

custom, when a house was being built, for

the owner to place the arms of the principal

families in the county, thus, round the state

dining-room, by way of a compliment to

them, and now I saw what I never ob-

served before, that in every second one, or

oftener, our device, the Rose and the Key, is

quartered in the corner. The rose, red ; and
the key, gold; gules and or, they call them,

on a field azure : you see how learned I

have grown."
Then the writer ran away to subjects

more likely to amuse her and her friend.

Mr. Coke did not stay to dinner. He took

his leave nearly three hours before that

solemn meal. As he came down-stairs from

his room he encountered Miss Vernon, who
was going to dress.

" You are going to hear the bishop's

sermon, and see the statue unveiled?" he
inquired, stopping before her in the gallery.

" Yes, Miss Medwyn and I ; mamma has

a headache, and says she can't come," she

replied.
" I'm afraid our long consultation tired

her ; I'm sui'e it tired you, and I don't

think you can have understood half we
said. If you have five miuutes, I'll describe

to you now, just in outline, the leading-

provisions of your grandfather's will."

" I have more than five minutes, I'm

sui-e," she answered ; biit not so much in-

terested as Mr. Coke thought she might

have been.

Young ladies are so much in the habit

of being taken care of by others, that they

can without much magnanimity dispense

with the drudgeiy of taking care of them-

selves. They like whole bones as well as

we do, but the vicious habit of being taken

care of prevails, and what woman is quite

capable of taldng care of herself over a

crossing ?

" You must have for life, if you outlive

your mother. Lady Vernon, at least ten

thousand pounds a year, and you may have

ultimately one hundred and fifty thousand

pounds a year, in land, and a great deal of

money beside—I don't think there is any

lady of your age, in England, with such

magnificent prospects. If Lady Vernon
should marry, and have a son, the estates

will go to him charged with ten thousand

a year for you. If she should not marry,

then, on her death, they go to you. If
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you marry, then your mother's power over

the whole property will be very limited in-

deed. If neither you nor she should marry,

then on your death the estates will go to

pome one to be appointed among cei-tain

families wlio are connected -with yours, and
Avho have a right to quarter the family de-

vice of the Rose and the Key."
" I've heard that before. Mr. Tintern of

the Grange, near this, represents one of

those families, I've been told?"
" Yes, and in that event, you or Lady

Vernon, whichever survives, would have
the right to appoint."

" I'm afraid, Mr. Coke, I have not

mamma's talent for business. I should very

soon be lost in the labyrinth."
" But, so far, you do understand ?"

" Yes, I think I do."
" Well, there are also specific provisions

in the event of your marriage, Miss Vernon,
and pei'haps, until you are furnished with
a legal adviser, the best thing I can do for

you will be to send you as short and
simple an abstract of the will and its

codicils as I can make out. The plan of the

will is, to keep the estates together, and
to favour certain families, out of whom,
in the event of your both dying unmarried,
an heir is to be appointed. If your mother
marries, which I rather conjecture is by no
means unlikely

"

He looked very archly as he said this,

and some complication of feeling made the

young lady, though she smiled, turn pale.
" Do you really mean ?" began Miss

Maud.
" I only say conjecture, mind, but I am

generally a tolerably good conjm-or, and
we shall see. But, if Lady Vernon should
marry," he continued, "her power over the
esta<;^s is increased very considerably, but
your reversion—I mean, your right of suc-

cession—cannot be affected by any event but
the bhth of a son. The provisions respect-

ing the personal property—that is money,
jewels, pictures, everything but the estates

—are very stringent also, and follow very
nearly the dispositions respecting the real

estate. There is an unusual provision, also,

with respect to all savings and accumula-
tions, which may be made either by your
mother, Lady Vernon, or by you, and they
are to be carried to the account of the per-
sonal estate under the trusts ; and very
searching powers for the discovery of any
such are vested in the trustees, and they
are obliged from time to time to exercise
them : and any such sum or sums, no
matter how invested, are to be carried to

the credit of the trustees to the uses of the

will. So you see, it is a very potent in-

strument."
" I'm sure it is," said the young lady,

with a disappointing cheerfulness.
" Well, I'll do my best ; I'll send you an

abstract ; and, is that the church - bell I

hear?" he asked, glancing through the

open window.
" Yes, we hear it very distinctly," said

she.

" Oh, then yoii'll be going immediately."
And again he took his leave.

CHAPTER XXII. IN EOTDON CHURCH.

The bell from the church tower sounds
sweetly over town and field : and the sober-

minded folk, who people the quaint streets

of Roydon, answer that solemn invitation

veiy kindly.

In this evening sun, as the parishioners

troop slowly towards the church-gate, near
the village tree, sad Mrs. Foljambe, hard of

hearing, the gay Captain Bamme, and the

new curate, the Reverend Michael Doody,
accidentally encounter.

Mrs. Foljambe stops to receive their

greetings. The level sunbeam shows all

the tiny perplexity of wrinkles on her
narrow forehead with a clear illumination.

" I'm going to the church to witness the

ceremonial," shouts the captain, with his

best smile.

She turns with a little start.

" No wonder she's a bit hard of hearing,

captain, if that's the way ye've been talk-

ing at her this ten years," suggests Mr.
Doody, in a tone to her inaudible.

"We have been sending up some china
and cut-glass to the vestry-room, for the
bishop's toilet-table," says Mrs. Foljambe,
and her head droops, and her sad eyes

look dreamily on the road, as if she were
thinking of passing the rest of the evening
there.

" The bell has only ten minutes more to

ring, ma'am," says the curate, who is

growing uneasy.
" It is a nice evening," observes Mrs.

Foljambe, drearily.
" Quite so," says the captain, waving

his hand agreeably towards the firmament,
" Although we have sun, it's cool."

" Your son's at school ?" repeats good
Mrs. Foljambe, to let him know that she

had heard him distinctly.

"Oh, oh, oh, that's rich!" ejaculates

the curate, exploding.

The captain smiles, and darts a malig-

nant glance at the Reverend Michael

"^^
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Doocly, but does not choose to bawl a cor-

rection in the street.

So they resume their walk towards the

church. The sun is drawing towards the

horizon ; it is six o'clock. The tombstones

cast shadows eastward on the grass, and
the people, as they troop upward toward
the porch, throw their moving shadows
likewise along the green mantle of the

dead, and the grey churchyard wall catches

them perpendicularly, by the heads and
shoulders, and exhibits in that yellow light

the silhouettes of worthy townsmen and
their wives, and sharp outlines of hats and
bonnets, gliding onward, to the music of

the holy bell, to hear the good old bishop

preach.

The good bishop is robing in the vestry-

room. The vicar does the honours with
profound suavity, and the cui-ate assists

with a military sense of subordination and
immense gravity.

A note awaits the bishop, in charge of

the clerk, from Lady Yernon, pleading her
headache, and begging the good prelate to

come to Roydon Hall, and if his ari'ange-

ments about the Church Missions meeting
Avill not permit that, at least that on his

way back to the palace he will give her a
day or two, or as much longer a time as he
can. One of her grenadiers in blue and gold
and cockades waits at the vestry-door for

! an answer, looking superciliously over the

headstones. But the bishop cannot accept
these hospitable proffers.

In due time the statue is unveiled. In
white marble, the image of a slender man,
of some forty years or upward, with a noble
pensive face, and broad fine forehead, his

head a little inclined, stands forth, one hand
laid lightly on an open book, the other
raised, in pleading or in blessing. It is

what we don't often see, a graceful, strik-

ing, and pathetic monumental image.
Dead two-and-twenty years, there w^ere

many pi*esent who remembered that ener-

getic, charitable, and eloquent vicar well.

And all who knew him adjusted themselves
to listen, with earnest ears, to the words
which were to fall from the lips of the good
old prelate, who preached, after so long an
interval, as it were the faneral sermon of
his gifted friend.

The Yernon family have a grand, old-

fashioned, square pew in the aisle ; Maud
Yernon and Miss Max Medwyn sit there
now, and the bishop's chaplain has been,
by special invitation, elevated to its car-

peted floor, and sits on its crimson cushion,
and performs his religious exercises on a

level at least twelve inches higher than the
rest of the congregation in the aisle.

Under the angle of the organ-loft, at

each side, is a narrow entrance. And above
that, at the right, is a straight stone arch,

separating the loft from the side gallery,

and looking diagonally across the aisle.

Behind this, going back deep into the

shade, is a narrow seat, with a door opened
by a latch-key from the winding tower-
stairs. Here you may sit between stone

walls that are panelled with oak, hearing
and seeing, and yourself unobserved. In
old times, perhaps, it was the private ob-

servatory of some ecclesiastical dignitary

or visitor, who looked in when he pleased,

secretly, to see that mass was sung, and all

things done decently and in order.

To those who look up, the arch seems
empty, and nothing but darkness in the

cavity behind it. But a human being in

perturbation and bitterness of soul is there.

It is hard for her to follow the benedictions

of the psalm, to which the congregation

read the responses that echo through the

old church walls. In the corner of the

deep and dark cell she occupies, there

stands, as it were, an evil spirit, and there

ripples in and fills her ears, with ebb and
flow, the vengeful swell, but too familiar to

her soul, of another psalm—a psalm of

curses. Ever and anon, as if she would
shake something from her ears, she shakes
her head, saying

:

" Is he not dead and gone ? ' Yengeance
is mine, I will repay, saith the Lord.' Let
him alone. Don't think of him."
But the gall returns to her heart, and /

fire and worm are working there, and the

anathema goes on.

Why had she committed it, syllable by
syllable, vpith a malignant meaning, to

memory, and conned it over, with an evil

delight ?

Had she abused the word of God ; and
was the spirit she had evoked her master
now?
Though her lips were closed, she seemed

to herself to be always repeating, fiercely :

" Set thou a wicked man over him, and
let Satan stand at his right hand."
"When he shall be judged, let him be

condemned : and let his prayer become sin."
" Let the iniquity of his fathers be re-

membei'ed with the Lord ; and let not the

sin of 1 is mother be blotted out."
" Because he remembered not mercy, so

let it be far from him."
" As he loved cursing, so let it come unto

him."
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She raises her head suddenly.

"I'm nervous," she thinks, with her

hands clasped over her dark eyes. " God
have mercy on me, and let me hear !"

The voice of the good bishop, clear and
old, is heard uttering the brief prayer be-

fore his sermon.

She throws herself on her knees, listen-

ing with clasped hands, passionately. A
dull life rolls away, and warm and vivid

youth returns, and the fountain of her

tears is opened, and the stream of remem-
brance, sweet and bitter, rushes in. The
scene is unchanged, there is the same old

church, there are the rude, familiar oak
carvings, the self-same saints and martyrs
in the vivid windows. The same organ-

pipes breathe through the arches from time

to time the same tones to which, in summer
evenings just like this, long ago, she had
listened, when a loved hand pressed the

notes, and the melancholy sounds filled her

ears as they do now. Oh ! the pain, how
nearly insupportable, of scenes recalled too

vividly, wanting the love that has made
them dear to memory for ever.

Over the heads of the earnest and the

inattentive, of dull and worthy townsfolk
there assembled, the tremulous silvery

tones of the white-haired bishop reach the
solitary listener in this dark nook.

The old bishop tenderly enters on his

labour of love. He eloquently celebrates

his early friend. He tells them how gentle

that friend was, how learned, how noble an
enthusiast, modest and simple as a child,

yet a man of the finest genius. Many
of those who heard him now remembered
Mr. Howard in the prime of manhood.
Two-and-twenty years were numbered since

his beloved friend died. They, too, were
once young students together—it seemed
but yesterday ; and he, the survivor, was
now an old man, and ifthe companion whom
he had deplored, with foolish sorrow, were
now living, he would be but the shadow
of the man they remembered, with hair

bleached, and furrowed brows, and strength
changing fast to weakness. But time could
not have changed the fine affections and
noble nature that God had given him, and
would have only improved the graces that
grow with the life of the Spirit. Then
follow traits of the character he described,

and some passages, perhaps unconsciously
jiathetic, on the vanity of human sorrows,
and the transitoriness of all that is splen-

did and beautiful in mortal man.
The feeble voice of the bishop is heard

no more.

The organ peals, and voices skilled in

the mystery of that sublime music rise in

a funeral anthem: voices called together
from distant places, chant the sublime
texts.

Then in one long chord the voices faint

and die, like a choir of angels receding from
the earth. A silence follows, the organ
peals once more, and the people begin
slowly to disperse.

Old Mrs. Clink, who opens and locks

the pews, is waiting at the foot of the

tower-stairs to receive Lady Vernon, whose
brougham is to come to the church-door,

when the people are gone, and there will be
few to canvass the great lady's secret visit

to the church.

The funereal swell of the organ still rolls

and trembles along the roof, and fills the

building, now nearly empty. The sun has
just gone down ; some fading tints of rose

are still on the western sky. She ventures

now to the front of the arch, in the shadow
of which she has hitherto been hidden.

The early twilight, dimmed by the stained

windows, fills the church with a mislead-

ing and melancholy light ; white shafts of

marble rise faintly through the obscurity,

and she, from her lonely place, unseen, looks

down, crying silently as if her heart would
break.

POISONOUS FISHES.

Amongst the various dangers to which
the crews of exploring and surveying expe-

ditions are exposed, there are few against

which it is more difficult to guard than

against the risks to which sailors, who are

always morbidly desirous of a change of

diet, are exposed, from eating fishes whose
dietetic value is unknown. There is unfor-

tunately no external characteristic by which
an edible species can be distinguished from,

a poisonous one ; and the difficulty of the

subject is farther increased by the fact that

the same kind of fish often afibrds whole-

some food at one period of the year, while-

at another season it is in the highest degree

venomous.
The noxious properties of some fishes

are supposed to be dependent on the nature

of their food. Munier, in a letter to the

well-known naturalist, Sonnerat, -written

nearly a century ago, states that in Bour-

bon, and in Mauritius, none of the genus

Scarus, or parrot-fishes, which in those

islands are called by the popular names of

vieille, or old wife, perroquet, &c., are

^
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eaten between December and the begin-

ning of April, being regarded as unwhole-

some during that period, because they then

eat large quantities of coral-polyps. This

statement is in part confirmed by Commer-
son, who, regarding the cataubleue (Scarus

capitaneus), says that it gnaws the coral, and
is consequently looked upon as a suspicious

article of diet, both in the He-de-France

and in Bourbon. The natives of Bombay
are said to reject another species of Scarus

(S. harid) for the same reason. Other forms

of animal life, as the beautiful medusa or

jelly-fish, known as the stephanomia, and
the well-known Portuguese men-of-war,

or physalia, when eaten by fishes, seem
also to render the latter unfit for human
food, probably on account of their acrid

and irritating properties. Risso describes

a Mediterranean fish, called Courpata by the

Nice fishermen, which cannot safely be

eaten at the periods during which it feeds

on this medusa, and the sardine of the

Antilles (Harengula humoralis) is so poison-

ous, after feeding on the physalia, as to

occasion death in a few minutes. The
common herring is sometimes very unwhole-

some, although perhaps scarcely poisonous,

in consequence of its living on certain

minute worms, which are occasionally so

abundant in the North Sea as to give a red

tint to the water. Notwithstanding the

abominations greedily devoured by eels,

these fishes may generally be eaten with

impunity. There are, however, occasional

instances in which they prove deleterious,

and M. Virey, in describing a case in Avhich

a whole family were attacked with violent

pains and diarrhoea, a few hours after eat-

ing eels taken from a stagnant castle-ditch,

near Orleans, refers to several similar

accidents.

In many cases the poisonous properties

of fish may be due to the food of which
they partake, but this cannot be the sole

cause : for, while poisonous fishes are

found in localities in which polyps, &c., do

not abound, in certain islands surrounded

by these zoophytes the fishes are safely

edible. For the knowledge of a very im-

portant fact bearing on this subject we
are indebted to Mr. Caird, a gentleman of

high natural - history acquirements, long

resident in Trinidad. In a private com-
munication with which he has favoured

us, he tells us that the barracouta is, as a

general rule, eaten with perfect immunity
in Trinidad, while in the neighbouring

island of Grrenada, and in most of the

other parts of the West Indies, deatli, or

lingering sickness for many years, has
frequently occurred after eating this fish in

its fresh state. Mr. Caird agrees with
Dr. Hill of Jamaica (who has published
two essays, one on Poisonous Fishes, and
one on Fish Poisons, in the Proceedings of
the Scientific Association of Trinidad, for

1868), in the view that the barracouta is

fit for food in Trinidad, in consequence of
the absence of coral reefs in that island,

while for the opposite reason it is poison-

ous in Grenada and elsewhere in the West
Indies. Midway between Cuba, Hayti, and
Jamaica, lie extensive reefs and slioals of

the Formigas (or Ants' Nests). They are

several miles in extent, and are so shallow

that they can only be navigated by mode-
rate-sized vessels, in a smooth sea. They
closely resemble the fringing shore-reefs

that have been so often described
;

pre-

senting to the eye of the naturalist arboi'es-

cent corals and huge brain-stones, amongst
which are a profusion of sea-cucumbers,

star-fish, sea-urchins, and sponges. " The
Formigas constitute," says Dr. Hill, "a very
warren or vivarium of all kinds of fishes."

Those who have Avaded on these coral-reefs

are well aware of the pungent scent given

out by the poly|DS which build there, and
often experience their stinging influence

when they come in contact with the exposed
skin. It has been invariably found that

all the fishes taken on the Formigas, and
the barracoutas especially, are always poi-

sonous. "In this way," says Dr. Hill,

" we may account for the general belief

that the fishes are poisonous at one end of

St. Christopher's, while they are harmless

at the other."

In some countries it is a common habit

to poison the water of a river with a
stupefying drug, in order to catch the fish.

Independently of the wasteful character of

this procedure (for many more fish are de-

stroyed than can be used for food), it be-

comes a question of much importance, to

ascertain whether the poison may be trans-

mitted to man. The evidence on this point

is conflicting ; the result probably varying
according to the nature of the drug- em-
ployed. There is, however, no doubt that

fishes that have been thus taken become
dangerous, if not cooked and eaten at once.

As an example of the occasional innocuous-

ness of fishes thus captured, it may be

mentioned that in M. de Castelman's

"Voyage dans les parties centrales de

I'Amer. du Sud," it is recorded that "a
plentiful supply of fishes having been ob-

tained on the gi'cat lake near the llio
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SarayacTi in the missions of the Ucayale, by
means of the poison residing in the stems
of the Barbasco or Necklace-wood, these,

after rapidly -undergoing the destructive

influences of the plant, were eaten without
ill effect, and the natives even drank the

vraters of the lake with impunity."
The age and consequently the size of

the fish are supposed in some species to

influence their unwholesomeness, certain

kinds of fishes being regarded as edible

in their youth and poisonous in advanced
life. In Havannah there is a fish known
to naturalists as the Carana fallax (or the

bastard carangue), which is not allowed to

be exposed for sale if it weighs more than
a kilogram (which is equal to about two
pounds three ounces). In the Island of

Trinidad it is believed that the becuna*
(Sphyrasna becuna) may be eaten with
safety when small, but becomes poisonous
when it attains its full size ; and L)r. Court,

who practised medicine there for some time,

states that the same rule applies to all the

fishes said to be poisonous. The natives

of Hayti hold a similar opinion regarding
a species of Serranus, commonly called

the grande gueule, and known by English
sailors as the rock-fish. It may attain a
length of nearly a yard, but when it ap-

proximates to this size it often proves poi-

sonous.

The season of the year is supposed by
some writers to have an effect in rendermg
certain fishes dangerous as food. In the
Loyalty Islands, M. Jouan, the captain of

..a French frigate, has found that many
species are dangerous, and even deadly, at

some periods of the year, while at others

they may be eaten with impunity. It is

possible that " the season of the year" may
only be another expression for " the food

of fishes at certain times." In the Ajitilles

many fishes, including the little nigger
(Serranus nigriculus), are avoided during
certain months of the year. While the pro-

cess of spawning is going on it has been
observed that certain fishes (probably in-

cluding those just mentioned) become dan-
gerous articles of food, the eggs and milt

being especially virulent. The conger-eel,

common on our shores, is said to occasion
dysentery if it be eaten at this period. The

* Writers on the iclitliyology of the Carribean Sea
have made sad confusion "between the barracouda and
the becuna. Strictly speaking, the former is Sphyrajna
barracouda, and the latter Sphyrcena becuna. In
Trinidad the becuna, the smaller of the two species, is

almost always called a barracouta. The true fish of this

name reaches a length of from sis to nine feet, while
the becuna does not exceed three feet.

spawn of the barbel, and to a less degree
that of the pike and burbot, will occasion-
ally, if eaten, induce great irritation ; and
if it be necessary to eat these fishes during
the spawning period, the milt and roe
should be carefully removed.

In those countries in which poisonous
fishes abound, certain tests have long been
in general use with the view of deciding
whether any particular specimen may be
safely brought to table. M. Poey, who is the
author ofa magnificent work on the Natural
History of Cuba, states that "the means of
recognising bai-racouta that are in a con-
dition to produce mischief, is that the root

of their teeth will be found of a blackened
colour ; and that, wanting this mark, the
fish may be eaten without fear; or," he
adds, " if a silver spoon or coin, placed in

the vessel in which the cooking is going on,

is not blackened, the fish is equally safe."

Dr. Hill, to a certain degree, confirms
the eflBcacy of the tooth test. Seeing a
fine-looking barracouta (strictly speaking,

it is the becuna that both M. Poey and
Dr. Hill mean) nearly three feet long, and
apparently in fine condition, he examined
the teeth, and, finding them faintly purple
at the root, he remarked that the fine look of

the fish would doubtless lead to its sale, but
that injurious consequences would most pro-

bably result to those who partook of it.

His prediction proved correct ;
" and it

happened next morning that complaint
was common in Spanish Town, that many
had suffered the well-known sickness from
eating poisonous barracouta."

Similar tests are applied to the true or

great barracouta, which is sometimes named
Esox barracuda, on account of its likeness,

both in form and flavour, to the pike, and
is very often poisonous.

The becuna is clearly the fish to which
Dr. Badham, in his Prose Halieutics, refers

as the barracouda, and regarding which he
tells the following anecdote: "A friend

of our own, who lately nearly lost his

life at a marriage party with several other

guests, co-partakers of the fish, gave us
the particulars of their common seizure,

which occurred very shortly after the con-

clusion of the repast. After full vomiting
they all recovered under the administration

of enormous doses of laudanum. On men-
tioning this circumstance to a West Indian,

he informed us that the accident must have
proceeded from culpable negligence on the

part of the host, who, before introducing

such a fish to his guests, should, knowing
how dangerous it was, have first given the
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head to one of his negroes to dine upon,
which, having taken effect on him, wonld
have effectually prevented all that followed.

He added that this was the common way of

dealing with quaco and bavraconda in some
of the Leeward Islands." Dr. Hill, not-

withstanding his successful prediction re-

garding the large becuna with the purple
marks at the base of its teeth, observes

that as no test has been discovered by
which it may be decided whether any
kind of fish is poisonous or harmless, " the
only sure course to be pursued is that

of giving the offal of the suspicious fish

to some domestic animal, such as a duck,
not likely to reject it, and judging by what
ensues."

Dr. Guyon, formerly sanitary inspector

of troops at Martinique, refers the poisonous
properties of this and other suspected fishes

to an incipient decay in the flesh, not
amounting to actual putrefaction ; and M.
Dumex'il, who has written one of the most
elaborate essays on this subject, agrees with
him. They support their opinion by the
following facts

:

1

.

The mackerel taken at St. Helena is

poisonous if kept for a single night ; while
if prepared on the same day on which it is

caiight, it is perfectly fit for food.

2. The inhabitants of the Antilles assert

that the bonito should be dressed for the
table as soon as it is taken from the water

;

and several cases are on record illustrating

the danger of neglecting this precaution.

3. The Chinese will only eat the Tetro-
don ocellatus, one of their best fishes, as
soon as it is captured.

4. The instances of fish-poisoning occur
almost solely where the temperature is high,
and especially in the hottest period of the
year, when decomposition is most rapid.

The blackening of a piece of silver placed
in the vessel in which a poisonous fish is

cooked, supports this view ; the change of
colour being due to the hberation of sul-

phuretted hydrogen which accompanies
decay of tissue.

There seems no conclusive evidence to

prove that copper-bottomed ships, or metals
in any form, have any connexion with the
dangerous properties of fishes, although
molluscs (as oysters or mussels) may be-
come poisonous in this way. Nor does there
seem any better foundation for the belief

that any fishes derive their baleful pro-
perties from feeding on the fruits of the
manchineel, &c. Dr. Hill ha.s, however,
pointed out that fishes have sometimes
become unwholesome from beins: covered

over, in the baskets in which they are
carried, with the leaves of poisonous
shrubs.

Various writers on natural history have
given lists of such fishes as are known, or

suspected, to be poisonous. Leunis, in his

excellent Synopsis der Naturgeschichte des
Thierreichs, p. 352, states that about se-

venty species of fishes are known to have
occasioned severe illness and often death,

and gives a list of twenty-three species

which have a specially bad reputation. M.
Dumcril mentions' eighteen fishes that

are known to be poisonous, and observes
that " others might certainly be added ;"

while Dr. Hill enumerates thii'teen species,

occurring in the Carribean Sea alone, which
are either hurtful or dangerous. We shall

confine our remarks on this head to a few
of the most noxious species ; and shall

give precedence to the yellow-bill sprat

(Meletta thrissa) of the Antilles, which
invariably occasions prompt and certain

death, with frightful convulsions, in the

course of half an hour. Another species

of the same genus, common in New Cale-

donia and other islands of the Indian Ocean,
and often called a sardine, is almost equally

dangerous.

Several species of sea-porcupines (Tetro-

don) and of the allied genus Diodon, pos-

sess a very bad reputation. Thei'e is a
Spotted Tetrodon at the Cape of Good
Hope, which has been the cause of so many
deaths, that ships anchoring in the bay
are warned against it by the local autho-

rities. There is a Tetrodon in New Cale-

donia whose effects are so terrible, that a
fragment of the flesh weighing less than
eighty grains, occasioned the death of a
pig to which it was administered. Doctor
Badham tells us that there is a species in

the Nile (Tetrodon lineatus) which is held

by the Egyptians to be very poisonous, and
he mentions an alhed species, the furube
of Japan, which, although equally dan-
gerous (causingdeath within two hours), is

found to be too delicate to resist. An im-
perial decree expressly forbids the Japanese
soldiers to eat the furube, and enforces

this prohibition by making an express pro-

vision that no son may replace his father

who has been slain by eating this fish.

Notwithstanding this regulation, the furube
is in such great repute amongst epicures

that it sells at a higher price than any other

fish. According to Forster, this fish is

eaten by the Japanese when they wish to

commit a quiet act of suicide, without going
through the formalities of the " happy

z^
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dcspatcn." An allied fisli, of the genus

Diodon, common at Martinique, produces

death sometimes almost immediately, and
sometimes after two months' sufiering.

The Horned Trunk-fish (Ostraceon cor-

nutum) and the Old Wife (Balistesvetula),

common off Bourbon and Mauritius, are

probably to be placed next in order if

classified according to their poisonous pro-

perties; after which we must place the

becuna, the barracouta, the false carangue,

the cataubleue (a species of Scarus), found

in Mauritius, and the dog-toothed hog-fish

(Lachnolaimus caninus), common to the

Carribean Sea.

It is to one or more of the five last-

named fishes that the accident that befel

an American whaler in March, 1854, must
be attributed. The ship stopped at the

Island of Juan Fernandez, to take in

water, and some of the men began fishing,

and caught more than four hundred pounds
weight of fish, including carangues, capi-

taines, and old wives, which were cooked for

supper. In a few hours forty-two of the

fifty-sevea men Avho formed the ship's com-

pany were seized with dizziness, abdominal

pains, nausea, and repeated vomitings. Pro-

stration and coma then came on, and in

eleven hours from the beginning of the

seizure, thirty-four of the sailors were dead.

The remaining eight, after suffering ex-

tremely for from five to eight days, gra-

dually recovered. The fifteen who were
not put on the sick-list, did not altogether

escape the bad effects of the meal ; several

of them suffered from colic and dysentery

for two or three days.

A fish, known at St. Domingo as the

Tassard guarapucu (Cybium caballa), is

sometimes very poisonous. An English

physician. Dr. Ferguson, records a case in

which, at a dinner-party at the house of

the quarter-master-general, every one pre-

sent ate more or less of the fish, and all

Avere variously affected, according to the

quantity taken. The negro cook died, and
the lady of the house, who dined almost
exclusively off this dish, suffered severely

for sevei'al months.
We shall conclude this baleful bill of

fare with the anchovy of the Indian seas

(Engraulis boelama), wliich is intensely

poisonous, unless, in preparing it for the

table, the head and intestines are carefully

removed ; and with a marine perch (Arripis

georgianus) of Victoria and South Aus-
tralia. This fish, which is called by the
fishermen salmon, when old and of a uni-

form oHve tint, and salmon trout in its

younger spotless stage, deserves especial

notice, because, from its cheapness in the

]\Ielbourne and other markets, it is very
extensively used as food by the poorer
classes, while it has the reputation of fre-

quently causing, even when perfectly fresh,

the most violent symptoms of fish-poison-

ing, accompanied by great suffering, and
sometimes ending fatally. Its action, ac-

cording to Professor M'Coy, is so irregular

that the same fish may poison half a family

and leave the other half iTuaffected.

Several of the symptoms offish-poisoning

have been incidentally noticed in the preced-

ing* pages. Taking them collectively, they

supervene, with varying intensity, in the

following order. The patient complains of

dizziness, dimness of sight, giddiness, palpi-

tation of the heart, and a feeling of weight
and heat in the stomach and abdomen.
Obliged to assume the recumbent position,

he notices an itching of the skin ; the face,

and other parts, presenting red or white

blotches, surrounded by a crimson ring. In

the palms of the hands and soles of the feet

the itching amounts to aburnmg sensation,

and if these parts are immersed in water
there is a feeling of tingling, which is re-

garded as characteristic of the disease.

Pains in the limbs and at the joints are

also commonly present.

In cases likely to pi'ove fatal there are

intense abdominal pains, dysenteric symp-
toms, and often convulsions. When con-

valescence begins the scarf-skin peels off as

after scarlatina, and the hair, and some-

times even the nails, drop off. The effects

are often felt for years, and disappear only

by degrees, and after removal to a cold

climate.

As accidents of this nature may occur

when there is no doctor at hand, it may not

be out of place to add a word or two re-

garding treatment. We must, in the first

place, attempt to get rid of the poisonous

matter by clearing out the stomach with

an emetic of a scruple of sulphate of zinc,

or with a large teaspoonful of powdered
mustard in a tumbler of tepid water. Di-

luent drinks, such as barley-water, or toast-

and-water, should then be freely given,

after which, if the patient is not too pro-

strated, a dose of castor-oil will serve to

expel any noxious matter that may have

got beyond the reach of the emetic. The
poison having thus, as far as possible, been

evacuated, its effects must be combated

with stimulants, such as coffee, wine, and

grog. If the vomiting and intestinal i^ains

do not yield to this treatment, opium,

especially in the form of Dover's powder
in doses of five grains or more, three or

--^
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four times a day, is often of great service.*

This brings to a close all tliat we have
to tell regarding the essential subject of

the present article ; but while in the pre-

ceding cases man has been the primary-

aggressor, there are many instances in

which fishes, provided with, ofiensive, or it

may be only defensive, weapons, attack and
seriously injure fishermen and bathers.

f

Without noticing such fishes as the sharks,

&c., for which man may be regarded as a

normal article of diet, we may, in the first

instance, refer to the remarkable disco-

very, made a few years ago (1866) by Dr.

Giinther, of a fish, with a poison appara-

tus as complete in all its anatomical ar-

rangements as that possessed by the viper

or the rattlesnake. The fish in which
this organ exists is nearly a foot in length,

and is found in the Gulf of Panama ; and
not more than one or two specimens, pre-

served in spirits, have, in so far as we
know, been received in England. The poison

organ consists of an opercular, and of a

dorsal part. The operculum or gill- cover is

very narrow, and extremely mobile, and is

armed behind with a spine eight lines (two-

thirds of an inch) in length, and of the

same form as the venom-fang of the snake.

This spine has a longish slit at the outer

side of its extremity, which leads into a

canal that terminates in a sac of about
double the size of an oat-grain. Although
the specimen had been in spirits for more
than nine months, it contained a whitish

substance like thick cream, which, on the

slightest pressure, could be made to flow

freely from the opening at the end of the

spine. Nothing exactly like a poison-gland

coiild be found near the sac, but a minute
tube floated in it, which Dr. Giinther thinks

was connected with the mucous canals

which occur in this and many other fishes.

The dorsal part of the apparatus is com-
posed of two dorsal spines, each ten lines

in length, and having a separate sac, with

the same ai'rangements as in the opercular

spine. There are, thus, four poison spines,

each of which is connected with a sac com-
posed of fibrous walls, having a mucous
lining, and containing a secretion which,

from analogy, must be regarded as an ani-

mal poison.

• If Dover's powder, which contains one ^rain of
opium in ten, is not at hand, fifteen or twenty drops of

laudanum may be given in a little water, three or four

times a day. It must be distinctly understood that the
" five grains or more" in the text refer to Dover's
powder and not to opium itself.

f We have intentionally omitted all notice of electric

fishes, because they are fully considered in many
popular works.

There is no evidence of this fish ever
attacking man, and, as it lives on molluscs
and crustaceans, the weapon in this case is

probably only one of defence.

This anatomical investigation serves,

however, to explain the terrible effects of
the wounds inflicted by the dorsal spines of
the weever (Trachinus vipera), a fish, not
very uncommon on our own shores, and
other allied fishes found in tropical seas.

It had been generally believed, before the
publication of Dr. Giinther's paper, that

the severe and inflammatory efi'ects result-

ing from these wounds were due to the
jagged character of the lacerations that

were inflicted ; but now it is regarded as

at all events a probable, if not an esta-

blished fact, that the double-grooved spines

of these fishes are the channels by which
they inject an irritant poison. Dr Francis

Day, in his Fishes of Malabar, describes

several sting-rays, silm'oids, &c., which, by
their pectoral or caudal saw-like spines,

occasion fearful wounds, sometimes termi-

nating fatally with lock-jaw.

The Scorpion-fish. (Sacchobranchus sin-

gio) is perhaps the most terrible of these

fishes. A wound from its serrated pectoral

spine is so much dreaded by the fishermen,

that they would rather cut the meshes of

their nets and let all their spoUs be lost

than endeavour to take it out uninjured.

The dreaded spine is always broken ofi"

with a piece of stick, and hence perfect

specimens of the fish are rare. It is about

a foot and a half in length, and inhabits

various rivers in India and Cochin-China.

The Crocodile-fish (Platycei^halus insidi-

ator) is so feared for the wounds which it

inflicts with its spines, that it is always
knocked on the head when caught. This

fish, which is not more than eighteen inches

long, is common in the Indian seas. The
caudal spine of a large ray (Trigon uar-

nak) inhabiting the Indian seas, sometimes
inflicts terrific wounds. Dr. Francis Day
reports the case ofan old man in the Cochin-

China hospital who was suff'ering from
mortification of the arm from a wound in-

flicted by one of these fishes, which he was
endeavouring to drag out of the sea into

his boat. It twisted its tail round his arm,

and dragged its spine through the muscles

nearly down to the bone. Its caudal fin is

four times as long as its body, the serrated

spine being situated about the end of the

first eighth of the tail, which then tapers

ofi" to a very fine extremity.

These sting-rays are widely difi'used over

seas and rivers of the earth. Mr. Bates

(in liis Naturalist on the Amazons, second
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edition, p. 242) describes a species capable

of inflicting sucli severe wounds as to lame
vigorous men for many months ; and Don
Ramon Paez (in his Travels in South and
Central America, p. 62) speaks of the ray-

fish being much dreaded by the Indians

living on the banks of the Apure.
There are many comparatively small fish

which, in consequence of some modification

of the jaws or teeth, are very dangerous.

Spix describes a fish, not larger than a

human finger, which is very abundant at

Para, on the mouth of the Amazon, and is

in the habit of dining off any tender and
inviting parts that may bo exposed by
bathers. They hold on with such bull- dog-
like tenacity, that when plucked away from
their victims, they carry away a mouthful
of flesh with them. In consequence of

these little pests, the natives are obliged to

adopt a special bathing-dress. The Indian
name for the fish is Candiroii ; scientifically

it is known as Ceteopsis chandiru.

Many of the South American rivers con-

tain a fish called the Payara, shaped some-
what like a sabre, and equally dangerous.
Its lower jaw is furnished with a formid-
able pair of fangs, not unlike those of the

rattlesnake, with which it inflicts as smooth
a gash as if the cut were made by a razor.

In conclusion, let bathers in unexplored
South American rivers beware of the Caribe,

whose ravenous and bloodthirsty propen-
sities have caused it to be likened to the
cannibal tribe of Indians. Its sharp tri-

angular teeth are so strong that, according
to Don Ramon Paez, " neither copper,
steel, nor twine can withstand them." The
sight or possibly the smell of blood seems
especially to excite these fish, and it is ex-

tremely dangerous for man or beast to

enter the water with even a scratch upon
their bodies, and the inhabitants, who are
often compelled to cross streams infested

by these bloodthirsty little demons (which
are seldom larger than an average-sized
perch) entertain far more fear of them than
even of the crocodile.

GOOD-BYE.
Foe it is over, dear. Your careless touch
Can thrill or start no quiet pulse of mine

;

The voice whose magic wooed and won so much,
Unheeded may its tenderest spell combine.

The strange dark eyes their wonted glances steal.

But not to melt or fire me any more,
And coldly turnina^ from their mute appeal,

I answer that their pristine might is o'er.

A little sorry and a little vexed,
With just a touch of mirth, a touch of shame,

And at my old entrancement quite perplexed,
I think of how we played oui- idle game.

I, who to-night can neither laugh nor sigh,

Gave many an honest smile, an honest tear,

To our fair folly, born of vanity,
And dead of—well, we carve no tombstone, dear 1

I said, just now, a certain phrase you used.
Trying to wake again the old sweet thrill.

That in the pretty words so much abused,
We vowed nor time could change, nor tide could chill.

I said it, all alone, with lips that fain

Had trembled in the loving wont of old
;

I could not wake the perished spark again,

The fire is out—the very hearth is cold.

Come clasp my hand in frank free guise, my friend,

Let the dead past bury its foolish dead ;

Let the dark curtain fall, the pageant end,
And we pass on with calm untroubled tread.

Forgive, forget, each what the other wrought,
See that the path is smooth, the sky is clear,

And so with quiet unregretful thought,
On-n it is well, and all is over, dear

!

Y'et a strange bitterness is in the words,
A sullen sadness swells to eye and heart,

A moan swells sudden from the stricken chords,

Oh, the fair soulless dream is loth to part

!

I would not let a weary anger creep
Eound that sweet memory of our long ago,

Weak will 1 cold love ! that elasp'd, yet could not keep.
But there, it all is over, better so !

IN THE FIELD WITH THE
PRUSSIANS.

A day's routine in a field hospital.

Directly Marshal Bazaine had retired

once more on his stronghold, having killed

and wounded as many as he thought fit,

the ambulance waggons set out for the

battle-field to repair as much of the mis-

chief as was possible. The ambulance
waggons are clumsy-looking vehicles, drawn
by two horses. On each side of the driver

hangs a white flag bearing the cross of the

Geneva Convention. The waggons are of

two kinds, and are painted grey. They
also bear a goodly number of red crosses

on their tops and sides. One sort of

ambulance waggon is built on much the

same plan as a hearse, with a rounded
canvas roof; only that, instead of being
black, as I said before, their colour is grey.

The door of this hearse kind of waggon
opens behind on hinges, and discloses four

handles. These are the handles of two
stretchers, which are laid side by side.

Ventilation is provided by the canvas roof.

Underneath this waggon are padlocked
boxes containing the surgeon's instruments,

and various medical and surgical appli-

ances. The other waggons are externally

exactly like their fellows, but in reality they
are built on a different plan. They open
at the top in the same way as a baker's

cart might do, and when the top is raised

it has to be held open by an iron bar. The
uses of these carts, built on such very
different principles, are easily to be ex-
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plained. The hearse kind carries oif from
the field of battle only heavily wounded
men, and then only two at a time. The
baker's cart kind carries ofi" ten or twelve

slightly wounded men, who have to sit on
the bottom of the waggon ; and this is

found to be the right proportion, for where
you find two badly wounded men alive you
may expect to see about ten or twelve

slightly wounded.
On the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd of September,

the ambulance waggons of nearly the

whole Prussian army were busily at work,

and this sortie from Metz vied with the

battles of Beamont and Sedan in giving

work to the ambulance stafi*. I chose the

village of Avancey, near St. Barbe, as a

place where my services would, in all pro-

bability, be accepted.

Avancey, a little village about eight

miles to the north-east of Metz, is situated

at the foot of a steep hill, near whose sum-

rait lies St. Barbe, at that time the head-

quarters of General Manteufel, the com-
mander of the First Army Corps. Even
from St. Barbe, Avancey looked as pretty

a little village as one might wish to see. It

lay embosomed in trees and fields, which
formed a striking but charming contrast to

the white walls and red roofs of its humble
houses.

I entered Avancey at mid- day, the day
after the battle, and the sight that met my
view will not easily be eradicated from my
memory. More than five hundred wounded
men were to be found in this one village,

containing only twenty houses and a couple

of barns. There were about sixty French
peasants who had remained in the place,

and these had to be joacked together in

about four houses.

I never witnessed anything so barbarous

as the way these poor soldiers, many of

whom were at the point of death, had to

rough it. It was very wet and cold, yet

many of these unfortunate creatures were
without great-coats, food, or shelter for

several hours, and this, be it remembered,
after some of them had been lying for

thirty- six hours in the pouring rain. Men
were hopping about with broken thigh-

bones, or crouching on the ground, with

shot-wounds in the body, or with mutilated

heads and arms from ghastly shell-wounds.

All bore a half-torpid look, and everywhere
the loss of blood was shocking. It collected

in the puddles ; it ran down the gutters

;

all that one saw, touched, or smelt, was
blood. At first there were no means of

dressing the wounds, so the peasants had

to give up sheets and wearing apparel for

bandages. When sufficient accommodation
had been provided, the few men belonging

to the SanitJits Corps, who were appointed
to help at the village, began bringing the

wounded under shelter. Some whom they
went to assist they found past earthly aid,

already lying .stark and stiff on the wet
ground.
The proportion of surgeons for attendance

on the wounded in this Feld Lazareth be-

longing to the First Army Corps was in

one instance one surgeon to one hundred and
eighty wounded. The Germans get rid of

their slightly wounded with as much ex-

pedition as possible ; and when I ofiered

my services at Avancey to help the slightly

wounded, they were gladly accepted by the

head doctor. Dr. Pohl. After working in-

cessantly day and night for three days, we
had only about two hundred cases left, but
they were certainly as badly a mangled set

of men with breath remaining in their

bodies, as I saw during the whole war. The
head doctor had eternally to be writing re-

ports, goodness knows what of, or to whom
they were addressed. Besides this, he at-

tended to a few wounded officers, who were
lodged under the same roof with him, so

that the bulk of the wounded fell to the

share of three German surgeons and my-
self.

The houses which contained the wounded
were very small, and the rooms were crowded
to excess. Luckily no typhus or dysentery

broke out, though why we were particularly

favoured I knoAV not, for the sanitary ar-

rangements of the village were as bad as

they could possibly be. My German col-

leagues and I took up our abode in a two-

roomed hut, which had at least the advan-

tage of plenty of fresh air, as the number
of window-panes were sadly deficient. We
slept on straw sacks, and, like good Chris-

tians, gave our feather-beds to our badly

wounded patients. The men wounded
were for the most part of Polish extraction,

but the man to whom I gave my feather-

bed looked more like an Italian than a spe-

cimen of the Sclavonic race. I could not

ask him where he came from, or any un-

necessary question, as he was so terribly

wounded that it was as much as he could

do to breathe at all. When he got the

feather-bed, instead of the hard straw sack

on which he had been restlessly tossing, he
squeezed my hand, and his big black eyes

looked thanks. I took a most intense in-

terest in the poor fellow, and did all I

could to save his life ; but from the first I
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had but small hopes of his tiltimate re-

covery. He gradually sank and died. I

don't know his name, or place of birth, but
I shall never forget his face, and the ex-

pressive thanks conveyed in his last mo-
ments through ]iis soft, dark eyes.

The wounded had not only to combat
against the terrible prostration which fol-

lows from shock to the nervous system, but
had also to contend with a variety of dis-

agreeables, such as straw sacks without
proper mattresses ; and as these lay on the

hard boards, the torture endured by this

alone greatly retarded their recovery. Be-
sides this, the flies, which swarmed without

cessation day and night through the win-

dows, gave them no peace. Bach man
had a small branch to keep them off,

but it was a regular duel a la mort between
them and their myi'iads of buzzing enemies.

We used to go our rounds to visit the

wounded at six in the morning. The supply
of attendants was most miserable ; for forty

wounded I had but two, and as the wounded
were distributed in three houses containing

seven rooms, it may be imagined that

during twenty-four hours they did not get

too much attention. It took a very long

time to wash and dress these wounds, and
as some of the men were suffering from
upwards of six distinct wounds, it was no
slight physical as well as mental exertion

to attend to all these poor fellows in the

day.

At ten o'clock, having perhaps finished

halfmy work, I used to leave house number
two in order to join the German surgeons in

our little sanctum for breakfast. It could

not be said that we had provided ourselves

with many delicacies ; raw ham and black

bread were our invariable comestibles. Our
wine was good. It did not strictly belong
to us, being stolen, or, to use the German
word, "requirirt," and as the chateau, which
had been plundered as far as cellar contents

went, was some way off, and unpleasantly

near the French lines, it was rather an ad-

venture to get a cart-load of bottles from
it. At half-past ten we returned to our
wounded, and more washing and dressing

wounds went on. I used to get through
my first round, having attended to every-

thing myself, about one o'clock. Till

half-past two I used to amuse and employ
myself in a carpenter's shed, where I im-
provised some appliances for broken bones,

as we were totally without the simplest

contrivances. At half-past two the faculty

met again at a meal dignified by the name
of dinner. At this repast we generally

managed to get some potatoes, to eat with
the raw ham and black bread. We managed
to make ourselves very happy, notwith-
standing our dreadful surroundings, and
the little respite between our long hours of
work being well earned, w^as always much
enjoyed. Near the village were two or

three bivouacs, and of these a Uhlan bivouac
was my favourite. I formed the acquaint-

ance of the officers, who were as jolly a set

of fellows as I have ever met. I used to

go for a little ride with one of them, when
he could obtain leave, after my dinner.

We generally took the road towards Metz,
and visited one or other of the Prussian
outposts. We used to call it reconnoitring

;

it was rather hazardous, but very pleasant

work, and as it was the only out-door

exercise I got during the day, I did enjoy
it most thoroughly. On one ofmy afternoon

rides which I took alone, I came to a little

lonely cottage ; the day was hot and I got
off my horse's back to get a drink of water.

When I tapped at the door a very old

woman came and opened it. I asked for a
glass of water. She went to procure it me,
and while I was standing waiting, I was
startled by hearing a noise resembling the
lowing of a cow. I wondered that such a
quadruped had remained so near the lines of

the Philistines, and looked round the house
to see if I could obtain a sight of such a
rare animal. Nowhere was it to be seen. I

was curious, and looked into the kitchen
;

no cow there.

"Madame," I said, as the old dame
presented me with the glass of water,

' may I ask whether there is a cow about
the premises

!

" Ah ! monsieur," said the little woman,
trembling with apprehension, " don't take

it away, don't take it away !"

I said, " My dear madamc, I am an
Englishman

; you have nothing to fear

from me."
" Vous etes Anglais, monsieur ?"

" Oui, madame," was my answer."
The little old woman dragged me into

the kitchen, and opened a door leading

down into the cellar.

" Viola, monsieur," she said.

It was pitch dark, but I could hear an
animal chewing. How the old dame got the

animal down there, or on what she fed it,

I know not. When I was leaving she

implored me not to tell the Prussians

about the cow. I reassured her, and pro-

mised her the cow should not be taken
away from her. When I was about to

leave she nearly jumped into my arms for
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joy, so I hastily beat a retreat, and when
I had got a couple of hundred yards from
the house, I turned round and saw the old

lady, nearly frantic with joy, dancing a

kind of war-dance, and swinging her crutch

I'ound her head in. a most demonstrative

way.
On returning to Avancey, I though.t it

would be a very good plan to get this old

woman to supply the wounded with milk,

so I went to the head doctor, and informed
him of my discovery, asking him at the

same time to give me a paper to keep the

poor old lady's cow safe from Prussian re-

quisition, on the plea that its produce was
wanted for the wounded. It was instantly

given, and the next day the old woman
danced another war-dance over a real signed

order, with a big blue eagle seal, which, al-

thougli of course she could not read a word
of it, she knew was meant to save her cow.

Every day the milk was sent for, obtained,

and greatly appreciated by the wounded. At
four o'clock, I began going round to visit

the wounded a second time : one of the two
sick attendants used to dress the slight

wounds, while I looked after the severer

ones. In almost every afternoon round I

liad some fresh surgical appliance ready
(the fruit of my woi'kshop labours from one
till half-past two). Of course they were
very rough, but they answered infinitely

better than allowing a broken thigh-bone

to be put upon a square block of wood
covered by a pillow, which, was the usual

treatment such unfortunate cases received.

This round was usually ended about seven
o'clock in the evening, when we came from
our various "stations," as we called them,
and met at Abendessen, or supper. At this

meal, raw ham and black bread Avere again
the most conspicuous articles of consump-
tion ; but we usually obtained some plums
from a large garden, which, although it

was robbed by nearly every soldier who
went through the village—and as the whole
of the cavalry bivouacked in the neigh-

bourhood passed through, night and morn-
ing, to water their chargers, there were a
good many robbers—seemed almost inex-

haustible. Once, but only once, I procured
a dish of French beans. After the repast,

we generally compai^ed notes as to how
our several patients were getting on. On
the whole, taking the frightful wounds,
and in many cases the number of tliem,

into consideration, there were remarkably
lew deaths ; but some who did pass away,
died in the most awful agonies. I shall

not be likely to forget the first death that

occurred in one of nay houses ; it was a
lingering death of continued suffering, last-

ing four days, and the poor fellows lying

on their mattresses all round were nearly
frightened out of their wits by watching
the dying man's siTfierings. When the

body was taken out to be buried, I found
tears rolling down many of the men's
cheeks; the poor fellow had been the wit
of the regiment, and a great favourite. It

was very difiEicult to converse with some of

these men ; in fact, many of them could
only understand so much German as was
necessary to enable them to obey military

words of command when given. Most of

them were much more like Poles than Ger-
mans. Almost all the wounded belonged
to the German army. I think out of the

two hundred wounded there were but four

Frenchmen. The French had removed their

own wounded from the battle-field, taking
them back into Metz when they retired.

At nine o'clock we went our last rounds,

which took us till eleven at night. As most
of the wounded were in too much pain to

sleep, their skin had to be injected with
morphia, and it was necessary to repeat the

operation if the first injection did not take
eii'ect. These operations took some time,

but it was perfectly necessary, for the poor
fellows could get little or no attendance be-

tween twelve and six the next morning.
We then met again at the little house ; we
either talked over the war, and how and
when it would end, or sang Die Wacht
am Rhein, or some sucb. song ; and then
rolling ourselves in our rugs we slept on
our straw sacks, more soundly than many
a rich man on bis bed of down. So day
after day passed quickly along. Sometimes
some of the wounded, having got over
their wound-fevei', were taken by waggons
to the nearest railway station, which was
something like twenty miles off. One
day I remember the waggons were sent

to convey a number of men who had
jnet recovered from wound-fever ; they had
been ordered at a certain hour the day
before. The next day at seven a.m. the

carts appeared ; it so happened that tlie day
was as wet as it could possibly be ; the

rain was coming down in sheets. The
waggons drew up at the doors of the

various houses at which the wounded were
lodged, and at once into each cart a couple

of bundles of straw were pitched and
strewn over the bottom of the cart. Now
the wounded had to be newly dressed and
bandaged, and it was eight o'clock before

they were all ready. The rain, instead of
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abating, was coming down worse than ever,

and when the order to mount was given,

about forty badly wounded men, some with
bandaged heads and arms in shngs, hob-
bled to the carts. After mounting, in some
instances with great difficulty, and seating

themselves on the wet straw, each man was
given one blanket and two cigars. The
blankets were about the size of door-mats
when doubled in half; the cigars must have
got soaked in a couple of minutes when once
lit. However, there was nothing for it, the
train was to start at twelve, and the orders

were peremjDtory; so the wounded, some
of whom were in a most critical state, were
taken out of their warm beds and sent a
journey of over twenty miles in such weather
and in open carts, simply because some one
had been stupid enough to say that, wet or
fine, they must go. We all thought it sheer

murder, but such is the way in war time.

MARRIAGES OF ENGLISH
PRINCESSES.

It may be useful to disabuse the public

mind of the erroneous impression now pre-

valent, that English princesses have seldom
married commoners of their own country

;

few practices have been more common.
With the proof of this fact we have ventured
to interweave a few picturesque incidents

attending the ceremonials, chiefly those of
the earlier epochs, when life had more ro-

mance, and costume more colour and splen-

dour, than they now boast.

CfBcilia, the eldest daughter of William
the Conqueror, took the veil ; Adeliza, the
second, betrothed to Harold, died young;
Matilda, the third, after being betrothed to

Earl Edwin, entered a convent after her
lover's murder ; Constance, the fourth,

married Earl Alan, Duke of Bretagne,
and, like her sisters, died at an early age.

To Adela, the youngest, it was alone per-

mitted to marry and to live long and hap-
pily. This lady, who seems to have been
a poetess, and, indeed, altogether a strong-
minded woman, married Stephen, the son
of the Earl of Blois. The marriage Avas

twice celebrated, first at Breteuil, and then
at Chartres. Splendid entertainments and
universal joy attended the ceremony in both
places,

A higher fate was destined for Matilda,
the only daughter of Henry the First. She
had scarcely attained her seventh year,

when an embassy of wise and learned Ger-
man barons, sent by Henry, the Emperor

of Germany, arrived in England to demand
her in marriage. The king instantly levied

a tax of three shillings on every hide of

land in England, and the next year sent

the little lady over with ten thousand
marks of silver in her pocket for a dowry,
intrusting her to the care of Roger Fitz-

Richard, a trustworthy person, and a train

of gallant English knights. Her future

lord met her at Utrecht, and the follow-

ing Easter the betrothal took place. At
her coronation, at Mayence, the bride was
held in the arms of the Archbishop of

Treves, while the Archbishop of Cologne
placed over her baby brow the cumbrous
diadem. The young lady was then rele-

gated to school to learn German, and four

years afterwards the real marriage was
celebrated at Mayence. She grew up a

good and gentle woman ; but the Ger-
man husband proved grasping, stern, cruel,

morose, and passionate, and Matilda must
often have wished herself back in England.
She afterwards married the proud Geoffrey

of Anjou, with whom she quarrelled cease-

lessly. Her subsequent wars with her
rival, the ambitious Stephen, are too well

known to need recital here.

Matilda, Stephen's eldest daughter, died

young ; and Mary, his second, scandalised

the whole Catholic world by first becoming
Abbess of Rumsey and then marrying an
Earl of Flanders ; it must be admitted, how-
ever, much against her wish. Matilda (this

was a favourite English name in those days),

the eldest daughter of Henry the Second,

again honoured Germany by looking there

for a husband. Henry the Lion, the powerful
Duke of Saxony and Bavaria, sought her
hand. The bill for her trousseau still exists

in the Pipe Roll. She took with her twenty-
eight " pairs of chests," probably silver,

and seven scarlet saddles with gilded reins.

Her bridegroom met her at Minden, and
there the marriage took place. The nuptial

feasts at Brunswick, Henry's capital, lasted

several weeks. Eleanora, Matilda's next

sister, married Alphonso the Third, King
of Castile. At the betrothal, which took
place at Saragossa, Alphonso settled the

revenues of three towns on his bride for

her toilet expenses alone. The marriage
was celebrated at Burgos. Joanna, the
youngest daughter of Henry the Second,

married William, Prince of Sicily. The
marriage took place at Palermo, which city

the bride entered riding on a white palfrey.

Joanna, the eldest daughter of King John,

married Alexander of Scotland. After her
marriage at York, her English attendants
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were afraid at first to venture into Scot-
|

land, and her husband was so poor, that his

royal brother-in-law liad to pay his travel-

ling expenses to Tork. Alexander settled

upon his wife one thousand pounds a year,

and levied a tax of ten thousand pounds

scot to pay the marriage portions of his

two sisters, whom he at once married to

rich English nobles. Isabella, John's second

daughter, who married Frederick, Em-
peror of Germany, went over to Germany
with great store of plate and jewels, four-

teen dresses, twenty-four zones, a box of

chessmen, two beds, two blankets, and
eighteen towels. At hermarriage, at Worms,
four kings, eleven dukes, and thirty earls

and marquises, graced the nuptials. Elea-

nora, Isabella's sister, married the Earl of

Pembroke, almost the first precedent of the

union of a subject with an English princess.

Margaret, the eldest daughter of H enry the

Third, married a prince of Scotland. Ten
pieces of cloth-of-gold were given her for

dresses, robes of green were provided for her

waiting-women, and one of scarlet, trimmed
with miniver, was bestowed on her gover-

ness, Matilda de Cawthorpe. The marriage

took place at Tork, and the wedding feast

cost the Archbishop of York forty thousand
pounds of our money. The town of York
contributed five hundred deer and one

hundred wild boars ; and, for a parting

present, Henry gave his son-in-law one

hundred and nine pounds towards his tra-

velling expenses. Beatrice, another daugh-

ter of Henry the Third, married John of

Bretagne, and afterwards accompanied her

husband to the Crusades.

Eleanora, the eldest daughter of Edward
the First, after being betrothed to Alphonso
of Aragon, married Henry, Duke of Bar
(le Due). At her marriage the Duke of

Brabant, the victor in seven tournaments,

was killed in a joust. Joanna, the third

daughter of Edward the First, married

Gilbert de Clare, Earl of Gloucester. The
marriage was at Westminster, and she

afterwards went to reside in her husband's

romantic house at the village of Clerken-

well. Her fiither gave her, on this occasion,

one hundred silver dishes, sixty silver

spoons, six gold cups, twenty golden clasps,

and twenty zones of silk to give away
to whom she pleased. On becoming a

widow, this self-willed princess, to her

father's indignation, married a knight of

humble birth. This lady's sister, Marga-
ret, fourth daughter of Edward the First,

gave her hand to a Duke of Brabant. The
marriage took place at Westminster. Four

hundred and twenty - six minstrels were
present at the banquet, and among them
about three thousand pounds of our present

money was distributed. As for the illu-

minations at the palace, they were so tre-

mendous that the chronicler mentions that

four boys had been occupied for fourteen

days in collecting the necessary candles.

On the dress of the sister of the bride wei'e

sewn fifty-three dozen silver buttons.

But we must pass on now to the family

of Edward the Second. Isabella, the eldest

daughter, slighted by the Earl of Flanders,

who disliked a marriage forced upon him,
fell in love with Bernard d'Albret, a Gascon
nobleman. This match, however, was also

broken off, and eventually the fickle lady

married a French hostage, the young Lord
de Courcy, famed for his skill and grace in

all knightly and courtly accomplishments.

The princess was thirty-three, the husband
scarcely twenty-seven. The marriage took

place at Windsor, and King Edward dis-

bursed one hundred pounds among the

local minstrels on the occasion. The bride-

groom became Earl of Bedford, and during

the great war between France and Eng-
land, to avoid breaking faith with either

France or England, went to Italy to fight

for the pope against the Visconti.

The mai'riage of Blanche, the eldest

daughter of Henry the Fourth, with Louis

of Bavai'ia, was attended with great cere-

monials. It is particularly mentioned that

the Richard Whittington, who plays so im-

portant a part in London civic traditions,

supplied from his great warehouse cloths-

of-gold for the fair princess's outfit. The
marriage Avas celebrated at Cologne, and
soon after the young husband wrote from
Heidelberg to his father-in-law an enthusi--

astic letter extolling the beauty of his wife.

" When," says the royal writer, " that coun-

tenance, lovely beyond the daughters of

men, presented itself before me, then in-

deed my very heart exulted with joy, for

not merely is her form English, but it

shines with such angelic loveliness that all

the nobles of the people would worship it."

The angelic bride was only thirteen. The
next year Henry failed to pay the sixteen

thousand nobles, the second instalment of

Blanche's dower, and Duke Louis, hard

beset by the rebellious Bohemians, had to

dun his wife's father in pretty set terms.

The marriage of Margaret, eldest daugh-

ter of Henry the Seventh, with James of

Scotland, is picturesquely told by the chro-

niclers. James was so anxious to see his

future wife when she arrived at Dalkeith,
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that lie rode there under pretence of a hunt-

ing party, and called at the castle where
she was. At one of these visits he found

her and her ladies playing at cards ; then

he played to her on the lute and clavi-

chord, and one of her English lords-in-

waiting sang the king a ballad. The
marriage took place at Holyrood, and for

the occasion the rooms were strewn with

fresh grass. The bride wore a gown of

white damask, lined and bordered with
crimson velvet, her long fair hair floated

loosely over her shoulders, and at the altar

the king refused to kneel till Margaret had
first done so. A day or two after, Margaret
made a present to the heralds of her

wedding robe. Margaret was scarcely four-

teen years old ; her husband was more than

thirty.

Mary, Henry the Seventh's third daugh-
ter, after being wooed by the Prince of

Castile, was married from motives of mere
state policy to Louis the Twelfth. When the

Earl of Worcester went over to Paris to

arrange the marriage, he wrote to Wolsey
a letter describing how the French king
had shown him a chest containing fifty-six

pieces of rubies and diamonds, and another

goodly coffer full of collars, bracelets, and
beads. " All these are for my wife," Louis
said, " but she shall not have them all at

once, as I would have many kisses and
thanks for them." The marriage took
place at Abbeville, but was, shortly after-

wards, dissolved by the death of the bride-

groom, and the young widow soon married
the Duke of Suffolk, Francis the First en-

couraging the match. Letters still exist

showing the rage of Wolsey at this stolen

marriage, and, indeed, the death of Brandon
was at first contemplated by some of the

council. Mary's second marriage took

place in the little oratory chapel of the

Hotel de Clugny.
EHzabeth, the eldest daughter of James

the First, after being threatened with
French and Spanish husbands, married
Frederic, Prince Palatine, afterwards the

unfortunate King of Bohemia. At the

first interview the prince humbly kissed

the hem of the princess's gown, she grace-

fully curtsying lower than accustomed,
and " with her hand staying him from
that humblest reverence, gave him at his

rising a fair advantage (which he took) of

kissing her." He then Avhispered in her
ear a few words of lover's flattery. King
James, highly pleased with the young Ger-
man prince, took him aside into his bed-

room, and presented him Avith a ring-

valued at eighteen hundred pounds. During
this visit Prince Frederic resided at Essex
House in the Strand. The princess's apart-

ments at Whitehall had been remodelled
for this occasion, fresh carpets laid down,
and new tapestries of the History of Abel
hung up. The marriage took place in

the chapel of Whitehall. The isair had
previously, rather to the horror of the
proud German nobles, been three times
pubhcly asked in church. The bride

shone in a robe of Florence cloth of
silver, and her train was borne by sixteen

young ladies clad in white satin. The
ceremony over, a great golden bowl fuU of
wine passed round, and every one present

drank to the health of the newly married
pair. The palsgrave, on his return from
the chapel, was preceded by six German
trumpeters, who sounded on six silver

trumpets, all the court shouting, " God
give them joy, God give them joy !" The
banquet was followed by a masque. The
City of London, a day or two after, pre-

sented to the bride a splendid chain of
Oriental pearls, valued at two thousand
pounds, and an absurd report being spread

that a popish vessel full of pocket-pistols

had secretly arrived from Spain, a band of

zealous citizens, headed by a substantial

alderman, was added to the guard at the

palace. The writ to raise the money
requisite for this marriage produced only

twenty thousand five hundred pounds, it

not being stringently enforced, and left the

king a loser, for he had spent fifty-three

thousand two hundred and ninety-four

pounds in connexion with the marriage, ex-

clusive of the bride's portion of forty tho4i-

sand pounds. Lord Harrington, Eliza-

beth's guardian, lost three thousand five

hundred pounds by the match, and the
king, unable to repay him, granted him in

recompense a patent for the jDrivilege of
coining brass farthings. The court, in a
fit of economy, at last dismissed the house-

hold provided for Prince Frederic. One of

the prince's wedding presents to his wife

was a gilt coach from Paris.

Mary, the eldest daughter of Charles tlie

First, was married, when only a child of

ten, to the Prince of Orange, then only

fifteen. The prince came over with a fleet

commanded by the celebrated Van Tromp.
He was lodged in Arundel House, in the

Strand, and had a pi-ivate garden key to

Somerset House given him, so that he
might visit his little lady when he liked.

The prince was appointed ambassador to

the States of Holland to heighten his rank.

'%'
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and many grumblers complained of this

as a proof of the prince's nuworthiness
to mate with an English princess. The
dean of the Chapel Royal tanght the prince
all the proper responses, both in English
and French. The marriage took place in

Whitehall Chapel. The bridegroom was
attired in ti dress of rich crimson velvet,

with a Vandyke collar of deep point-lace.

The princess wore a robe of silver tissue,

and her hair was knotted up with silver

ribbons. Wren, Bishop of Ely, used no titles

in the service, but merely said, " This man
and this woman," and " I, William, take
thee, Mary," for so the king had directed.

After supper the little princess was placed
on a state bed of blue velvet, in the pre-
sence of the Dutch ambassadors and all the
ladies of the court, and the boy-prince of
Orange, in a robe of blue and green satin,

lay beside her for a few minutes. On leav-

ing. King Charles gave the prince a dia-

mond-hilted sword, while the little princess
took off a jewel and presented it to him, and
this love-token he fastened on his breast.

She also gave the ponderous Dutch am-
bassadors roses of silver ribbon, with which
they looped up their broad-brimmed hats.

In Charles the Second's scandalous court
it was always supposed that Mary event-
ually secretly married Harry Jermyn, but
there is no pi'oof that this is more than a
rumour.

Henrietta Anne, the fifth daughter of
Charles the First, married the Duke of
Orleans, a brother of Louis the Fourteenth.
Her first voyage to France was unfortu-
nate, for the vessel was all but lost, and the
princess, falling ill of a fever, had to return
to England till she recovered. The marriage
eventually took place in the English chapel
at the Palais Royal, and a petit souper after-

wards was all the rejoicing. This amiable
princess was generally supposed to have
been murdered by poison poured into a jug
of chicory-Avater. Pcpys, who always found
royal personages beautiful and wise, thought
the Princess Henrietta very pretty, but still,

he allows, below his expectation, not to

mention that her style of wearing her hair
frizzed up short to her ears was unbecom-
ing ; and, he adds, uxoriously, " My wife,

standing near her, with two or three black
patches on her, did seem to me much hand-
somer than she." That was as it should
be.

Li the marriages of subsequent prin-

cesses there is little to record. As manners
grew simpler, and di'css less gorgeous, the
entertainments that preceded and followed

such marriages became more and more
commonplace. The marriage of the Prin-
cess Charlotte with Prince Leopold per-

haps produced more enthusiasm than ever
hailed such an event in England, but the
details of the ceremony itself are unin-
teresting.

Our readers will, at least, see by the few
facts we have collected, trivial though they
may be, how very much more frequent the

marriages of princesses with mere subjects

have been than is generally supposed.

DEAR DAVIE.

I KNOW it is the fashion to call servants

selfish and mercenary, and to make out that

they have all the faults common to humanity
in excess of every one else ; but we had
an old servant whom I do not think any
one could have dishked ; at least I used
to think so, until we had bitter proof of

the contrary. He was the last of quite a
long race of retainers in om- family,

for the Mofiats had been servants at

the Hall for three generations ; and old

David, or " dear Davie," as we used to call

him, was as much a part of our family as

one of ourselves. He had come in when a

mere boy as a kind of general helper,

rising by the orthodox stages till lie had
grown to be head man of everything ; nomi-
nally butler, but in substance intendant^

maiti'e d'hotel, man-housekeepei\ " acting

lieutenant under a very easy-going cap-

tain," as poor papa used to say.

He was an old man now, past seventy;

and I dare say he did cling to his place and
privileges with perhaps at times uncom-
fortable tenacity. But who would have
had the heart to take them from him ? Our
father, a kind-hearted, good-natured man,
let him have his own way ; and what he
thought right to do, of course we thought it

right to imitate. He and Davie had been

boys together, or rather Davie had been a
young man when he was a boy, and had
taught him all that boys like to learn of

rural life and sports ; so that he always re-

membered this, and never quite got over

the feeling of Davie's superior age and
wisdom on certain points. My two brothers

also were very fond of him, so were we
girls, and he of us. And then he was the

best creature in the world.

Dear Davie ! I think I see him now,

with his tall, thin, square-cut figure just

beginning to be a little bowed at the

sliuuklcrs ; those flat ansfular shoulders

'^
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from whicli his clothes hung as if from two
pegs ; his fine white head, and mild blue

eyes, and that nice manner of his, which
was such a pleasant mixture of familiarity,

affection, and respect. All our troubles

were Davie's, as were all our pleasures.

When Norah married so well, Davie was
quite as miserable and proud and happy
as any of us ; and when Charlie went to

India, nine years ago, the dear old man cried

as openly as both Lucy and I did ; and he
was almost as glad as we ourselves when we
used to get his letters. Indeed, Charlie, th e

youngest of us all, had perhaps been his

favourite between the two brothers ; if he
could be said to have liked one best when
he loved both so well. And when that
terrible sorrow came upon us, and we lost

first papa and then Reginald, both in the
same year, I am sure Davie was like another
father to Lucy and me, he Avas so kind and
tender and faithful.

Since Charlie had been in India he had
married. Of coui'se we had not seen his

wife yet ; but now that our darling Regi-
nald had gone, our eldest, our pride and
stay, Charlie was the heir, and had to come
home with his wife and children—there
were two, both boys—to take possession of
the Hall. Tou must not think that Lucy
and I thought only of ourselves in all this

sorrow if I tell you that, beside being so
unutterably miserable, we were also uneasy
and uncomfortable. The family tradition

of us Lombes had always been one of close

union. We had been a notoriously united
set of people for generations

;
perhaps too

much so ; and there had never been a ques-
tion of right or sufferance to the old home
among the unmarried women. Papa's two
sisters had lived with us till they died ; and
here were Lucy and I, in the same condition
with respect to Charlie. But somehow we
doubted Kate, Charlie's wife ; and we had
an idea that she would not like the arrange-
ment so much as dear mamma had done. All
her letters to us had been strangely cold. I

cannot tell you how it was they struck us
so unfavourably, but they did; more I

hnagine by what they did not say than by
what they actually expressed. She never
signed herselfour sister; never called Charlie
anything but "my husband," or "your
brother;" always wrote of poor papa as
"Mr. Lombe;" of Regy as " Mr. Reginald,"
or "your elder brother;" and, after papa's
death, she called him " Mr. Lombe" in the
only letter she had written to us ; and
in fact the whole tone was stiff, reserved,

and unfriendly. However, she was now to

be mistress of the old house—dear, hand-

some, generous Reginald, ah ! what a loss

that was !—and Charlie and she were
coming over by the next mail.

As for Charlie, of course we had no
doubt of him. He was a Lombe, a true

Lombe ; but all the same his wife might
make it a little unpleasant for us if she

chose, especially as we had been, mistresses

of the place so long : at least Lucy had.

For even I was beyond thirty, and our

mother had died when Charlie was born,

so that for more than twenty years Lucy
had had the command, and we could

scarcely understand anything else. We
had lived, too, in the real old-fashioned

English way, seldom leaving home, and
taking a personal interest in all that went
on in the village and estate. So that we
had plenty of occupation, and a not very

narrow sphere of action and influence. But
Kate, Charlie's wife, was to be mistress

now. Lucy and I often wondered how we
should get on with her, and what she would
leave in our hands.

Ah ! can I ever forget that day ! Lucy
and I were sitting in the drawing-room
after dinner, very sad, very broken, specu-

lating on the time when we might expect

to see Charlie and his wife, and trying to

drown our vague fears of her in our joy at

having our brother with us again. We
made out that they would be at Marseilles

about now ; and that it would not be long,

say a week, before they would be at home.
While we were sitting there talking, we
saw a horseman come at full speed up the

avenue, a noisy ring tore at the hall-bell,

and soon after Davie came hurrying into

the room with a telegram. Telegrams were
not so common then as they are now, and
they had never been usual at the Hall,

where indeed they were specially dreaded.

Davie looked frightened, we girls both

trembled, and then Lucy opening the cover

read just these words from Kate: "Your
brother died at sea a fortnight ago. Pre-

pare for my arrival at the Hall in a few

Telegrams cannot be sympathetic, I

know, but this read to us so cruel, so heart-

less, and unfeeling ! It came so abruptly.

The news was so crushing, so awful. I can-

not express what it was to us. Charhe dead

!

the last of our house. Father and two
brothers all gone in less than a year. We
had scarcely recovered from the shock of

poor papa's death, when Reginald was
taken from us ; and now Charlie, the last

of the generation ; and poor Lucy and I

left alone. Alone, with a stranger to come
and take possession of the old house, and

^=
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to bring up in ways different from onrs tlie

future master of the Hall, the future re-

presentative of the Lombes. Cannot you
understand all the different waves of sorrow

til at overwhelmed us ? Grief at the loss of

our only brother, family pride, and old-

time conservatism, our utter loneliness, and
the vague antagonism existing between us

and Kate—all these smaller feelings helped

to swell the current ; though the fact that

CharHe was dead, and that we should never

see him again, was the most terrible sori^ow

of all.

Well, we did not go mad, nor break

down into illness ; we lived through the

next few days in a kind of crushed despair

;

feeling something, I fancy, as criminals

must feel before their trial, not knowing
what was to be our fate. And in a few
days Kate arrived. She sent no further

intimation. We did not know where to

write to her, and all we had to do was, as

she said, to prepare for her coming.

It was just a week after that dreadful

telegram, and it was early in the day, I re-

member the very hour—exactly twenty
minutes past one ; a fine, bright summer
day—when three hack flies drove through
the gates and up the avenue. They were
loaded with ti'unks and packages of all

kinds ; on the outside of the first was a

native servant in his Eastern dress, on the

last an English servant in livery ; but a

different livery from ours. The servants

fiocked into the hall, and we went to the

door to meet our sister. Naturally, at least

it seemed natural to us, dear Davie stood

out on the step with us. He was so like

one of our family, that neither Lucy nor I

thought for a moment whether it would
look odd or not to a stranger that he should

be standing on a level with ourselves, and
occasionally turning round to speak to us

with the affectionate familiarity of a poor

kind of uncle.

In the first fly was Kate alone. She
was very pretty, and her jaunty, fresh,

coquettish weeds set her off immensely.

I

She was a small, round kind of woman,
with large light eyes that looked as if there

had never been a tear in them—those dry,

glittering eyes, like polished stones or

metal, with narrow upper lids, and a trick

of staring steadily, as if nothing could

lower or abash them ; the mouth was thin

but prettily curved, and the nose was small

but prominent. It was a face that ended
in the tip of the nose—don't you know
what I mean ?—with the forehead and
chin sloping backwards ; but though it was
decidedly a pretty, it was not a pleasant

face. It was fair, and the colours were
pure and the outlines rounded, but it was
a face that had neither tenderness nor sym-
pathy in it ; it was as hard in its expression

as if cut out of wood.
She got out of the fly deliberately, and

shook hands with us in a quiet matter-of-

fact way, drawing back as Lucy bent to

kiss her : I took the hint, and did not

offer : and, looking at us full in our faces,

she said, in a slow, monotonous voice,

"You are Miss Lombe, I presume?" to

Lucy ; to me, " And you are Miss Mary ?"

She stared with cold surprise at Davie,

who had come forward in his kind old-

fashioned way, half offering his hand ; and
that was her sole acknowledgment of him

;

and then she turned roimd and spoke to

her servant sharply in Hindostanee, while

he stood bowing and salaaming in a way
that seemed quite shocking to Lucy and
me, accustomed to treat EngHsh servants

with respect, and to be treated by them
with independence.

In a few moments, however, the second

fly drove up, in which were a black nurse

and two children. The dear children

!

You can fancy how Lucy and I yearned

towards them ! Poor Charlie's boys ! and
the last of the Lombes ! The black man,

a little rudely I thought, thrust himself

before old Davie and opened the door of

the fly, and we ran up and held out our

arms to them ; but the younger began to

scream, and hid his face in the ayah's

neck, and the other made naughty faces,

and called out to us in Hindostanee to go
away, and that we were pigs, and ugly old

women. So we learnt afterwards. Kate
laughed, and said, " Cheep, cheep ;" the

ayah smiled and looked on helplessly ; and
—oh, dear ! it was a dreadful meeting

!

Kate so cold and indifferent, the strange

servants, the reluctant children, and poor

Charhe only so lately dead !

Lucy and I, with tears in our eyes, and
that dreadful spasm at our hearts, led the

way into the house, when Kate, stopping

in the hall, asked abruptly, looking at the

servants generally but not acknowledging

their curtsies, " Which of you Avomeu is

the cook ?" just as if she had been speak-

ing to people at an inn. Jane Clewer came
forward and curtsied. She had lived vrith

us fifteen years, and was a great favourite

with us all.

" Can you cook well ?" asked Kate.

Jane smiled nervously, coloured, and

curtsied again. " I believe I know any

business, ma'am," she answered.
" So you all say," said Kate, in such an
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odd bloodless kind of way ! "However, I

shall soon be able to jndge if you will suit

me or not. Prepare tiffin—luncheon, I

mean—at once if you please, and take care

the rice is properly boiled. Said will show
you how to boil it, as you will not know.
English servants never do."

Then she spoke to the servant in Hin-
dostanee, while poor Jane got scarlet and
looked at us, scarcely knowing whether to

blaze out on the spot, or take her humilia-

tion quietly. But I felt for the poor thing,

with all her English ways and prejudices,

having a black man—a heathen—set over
her in her own kitchen, to teach her such

an elementary thing as how to boil rice !

However, there was no help for it, so they
all filed out of the hall again, and Said,

salaaming, followed them ; while little Regy

,

the eldest boy, pulled the tail of our Per-
sian cat till she cried ; and the younger
one ran screaming after the peacock we had
just begun to tame, and frightened it away
over the lawn into the shrubbery.

" IS'ow you must show me the house,"

said Kate, turning to Lucy. " We shall

have time before tifiin is ready, and then I

shall know where I am, and what to ar-

range."

So we understood it all now. Of course
we expected her to be mistress ; but we
thought she would have allowed us to

resign our authority, instead of which she
took it out of our hands. Don't you know
the difference ? Well ! I need not go
into this. I give you just that little open-
ing sketch as an indication of all that

followed. Before Kate had been an hour
in the house she was fully installed ; and
had even asked for the keys, saying in her
quiet manner, "I must ask you to label

these for me. Miss Lombe, till I have learnt

which is which," and making Lucy and nae

feel only guests in our old home. She took
the head of the table, and asked Lucy " to

be kind enough to take the foot;" she as-

signed the children theii- places, and made
her two luen. Said and Ross, of more im-
portance than Davie, whom indeed she
ordered about and spoke to as he had
never been spoken to in his life. She said

very little to us, but talked to the little

boys and her Indian servants, always in

Hindostanee ; and altogether she made her-

self as utterly unpleasant as it was possible

for her to do. And yet we could say
nothing. You cannot very well complain
of people for that intangible kind of rude-
ness which only wounds you but does
not strike you openly.

We found out afterwards that she had

made up her mind to this course of action

from the first. She thought we might be
difficult to move by gentler means, that

we were old maids who had grown into

the soil as it were, so she determined on
uprooting us at once. According to her

view of things it was the most merciful

way. I do not mean to deny that we
should have liked a little fuss over our ab-

dication ; we should ; we should have liked

to give up our authority generously, with a
little scene, a little effusion ; we should
have liked the importance of teaching her
our ways, and of training her to follow in

the Lombe footsteps. That was very
natural, for we zvere old maids ; thin,

home staying, fixed in thought and habit

;

but we were not, I think, unjust or bad-
hearted, and we wished to do what was
right by CharHe's wife and children. Still

we were Lombes. The house had been
ours for all our lives, and the family tradi-

tions were strong, as I told you. Perhaps
it was all equally natural ; Kate's uncon-
ditional assumption of authority, without
any reference to us, and our desire to make
ourselves of just so much importance, by
giving up gracefully as of our own free-

will, what she took as her right.

Of course the servants were the chief

trouble. Kate did not get on with any of

ours, and Ross, her footman, was given
all the functions of the butler if Davie re-

tained the name. Lucy and I had an
utter horror of this man Ross. He was a
bold, showy, impudent fellow who treated

us all, even Lucy and me, in the most free-

and-easy manner possible, and with such
covert disrespect as if we knew nothing be-

yond crows' nests and buttermilk. Davie
frankly hated the man ; but Kate of course

upheld him, and between him and Said
our poor old friend's life was by no means
a pleasant one at this moment. Nothing
but his affection for us kept him to his

post ; but, as he used to say, his eyes filling

with tears, " I mistrust them, young ladies,

and I will not leave you, dear children, in

their power." Dear Davie! we were
always " young ladies" and " dear chil-

dren" to him. And indeed both Lucy and
I had a vague mistrust of the new men

;

but perhaps that was because we were
such thorough old maids, and so disin-

clined to anything new.
Kate had been at the Hall about a fort-

night, when all the servants were called

up one day, and, without any previous

warning, received notice to leave that day
month.

" I have no fault to find with you," slie
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said, in her quiet monotonous way ;
" and

you will all have excellent characters ; but
you have been too long in the place, you are

tdo familiar with your former mistresses,

and there is too much gossip and secret

caballing going on. As I dismiss you all,

I single out none, but I must be mistress

in my own house, and do what I like with-

out all the remarks that are made now.
So, for all owv sakes you must, every one
of you, find another situation."

You may imagine how this took us all

by surpi'ise. Some of the maids fell to

crying, Jane Clewer was one ; and Davie,

dear Davie ! I thought the old man would
have fainted. He staggered back as if he
had been struck, and I ran up to him and
put a chair for him.

" N"ot David, Kate," cried Lucy, and
put her hand on his shoulder ;

" Davie is

one of our own family, poor papa's friend,

and Charlie's. Davie must not go ; Charlie

would never have let him go."
" And old Moffat with the rest," said

Kate coldly. She never got excited.
"' He is past his work and very trouble-

some ; and I should think, with his long

service and absurdly extravagant wages,

he must have saved a foi^tune by now ; cev-

tainlj" quite enough to live on. Besides I

wisli a younger man at the head of the

establishment." She meant Ross.

"Then if Davie goes, Mary and I will

go too," said Lucy, excitedly.

Kate bowed. " That is quite for your-

selves to decide," she said. " If you choose

to stay here I will not turn you out ; if you
wish to go I will do nothing to keep you
against your will. You must act just as you
think best."

"We will leave," said Lucy again.
" Mary, don't you say so too ?"

" Leave, yes ! without a moment's hesi-

tation," I answered. " If we do not go of

our free-will we shall be forced to go before

long. This is meant for us."

"You are wrong there," said Kate, "I
would not have forced you. If you Hke to

leave because I Avish to change the ser-

vants " — she lifted her shoulders and
spread out her hands—" you are your own
mistresses," she added, with a smile full of

meaning. "But do you think it well to

discuss these delicate matters before the

domestics ?"

" They are our friends !" I cried warmly.
" The only friends we have in the house."

" I do not envy your choice," returned
Kate ; and, with a mocking bow, " I beg to

leave yoa to your select associates." And
she swept out of the room.

Of course all this was very dreadful.

That we should have to leave our dear old

home was bad enough ; but that we, the

Lombes, should have to confess to family

jars, to be the cause of public talk and
public scandal, was worse than all. But it

must be done. We knew that this dismissal

of our old servants, specially of Davie, the

change of living, the change of style al-

together, were so many blows aimed at us,

and for self-respect we felt that we must
withdraw from further suffering.

There was a small house about two miles

away, that we had always liked. It was just

on the borders of Calne Wood, in a lovely

situation, and the very thing for Lucy and
me. For we were not rich. Our portions

were small, in consideration of our being

at home ; but we were proud enough to

resolve that what we had should be suffi-

cient. We were to take Jane Clewer and
Davie with us. But the dear old man would
not hear of such a thing as "wages." He
said that Mrs. Charles was right there

;

he had saved enough to keep himself all

his life, and he would not take a penny
from us.

" I know what you have, young ladies,"

he said ;
" five hundred a year between

you ; and you'll find that a tight fit after

the Hall. Jane there can take her wages,

she is young yet (she was nearly fifty), and
must think of her old age ; and you'll have

to have a man for the garden, and the

boots and shoes, and all that, but I'll be
your man without wage, so no more need
be said about it."

Was not that being good ? 'No wonder
we called him dear Da\ie ! And really,

servant though he was, we felt no degrada-

tion in the arrangement. We would not

have taken a shilling from Kate ; but dear

Davie was our own, and she was a

stranger !

I cannot understand what I am going to

tell you now. How it all came about, what
it all meant, I do not know, and can only

conjecture ; but the story is a true one, if

confused and unintelligible.

It was the night before Lucy and I Avere

to leave the Hall. There had been a rather

warm dispute with Kate about some old

silver that had belonged to our mother,

and which Lucy and I thought wc ought

to have had; a silver tea-service, cande-

labra, side-dishes, &c. ; and as the Lombc
family silver was rich and abundant, this,

which was never used, and which we had
always looked on as belonging to us by
right, would not have been missed. But
Kate, in her character of trustee for hei
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cMldren, as slie used to say, would not
part with a single piece. Everything in

the Hall had devolved on them, she said,

with her immovable air ; and she had not
the power, if the inclination, to give ns
anything whatsoever. There had been
sharp words about this silver, and Davie
had upheld us, and Ross had heard the

dispute; and then Kate ordered that

special chest to be placed in her own
room, as if Ave were thieves !

In the middle of the night we were
all aroused by a hideous noise. Break-
ing up our sleep we could not tell what
it was ; but it was a dreadful mixture of

groans and screams coming from Kate's

room. Lucy and I, who slept in adjoining

rooms, threw on our dressing-gowns and
ran across the corridor to where Kate slept.

Many of the servants were up and clustered

on the landing ; the younger women shriek-

ing vaguely, and the ayah making a shrill

unearthly noise like nothing I had ever

heard before ; and with all this, groans and
half-stifled screams from Kate's room, and
the dogs barking furiously.

We rushed into the room; and I can
scarcely tell you what we saw. Every-
thing was in a dreadful state ; the silver,

about which there had been so much dis-

pute, was sti'ewed about the floor; there

had evidently been a tremendous struggle,

for chairs and tables were knocked down,
and the bed-cui^tains were torn ; on the

bed lay Kate, with a handkerchief round
her neck and mouth, nearly strangled ; on
the floor was Davie, pale and covered with
blood—he had been stabbed. But he was
not dead, only insensible, and dying. The
bedroom window Avas wide open, and Ross
was nowhere to be seen. All the other

servants were there ; our own, and Said,

and the ayah ; but the new man Avas not

to be found. Davie could tell us nothing,

neither what he was doing there in Kate's

room, nor what was the meaning of the

struggle, nor yet who had stabbed him.

Kate would not speak ; all she would say

was, " It was not Mofiat who came to rob
me."
But the next day, when the local inspec-

tor came to the house to inquire into

matters, and Avhen, immediately after him,

a detective arrived from London with a
warrant for the apprehension of John
Hard, alias Ross, for robbery and all sorts of

crimes, it seemed to make itself clear to

these men at all events. It was evidently

a robbery, they said, planned before his

flight. He had probably received a hint

that he had been tracked—and the servants

said they noticed how long he was talking

to a beggar woman in the garden, late in

the evening—and thought he " would make
a good thing of it, and bolt."

As for the old man—and here they
looked as if they could see further into dear
Davie's character than Ave could, who had
known him all oui' lives—if indeed he Avas

quite incapable of having a hand in the

robbery, he had probably heard something
Avliich had roused his suspicions, and had
gone to see what it meant.
To which Kate said, for her quite ear-

nestly, " I should think that must have been
the case. I do not for a moment believe

that Moffat had any hand in the intended
robbery."

" If you had said that lie had, Kate, you
would have deserved to have been strangled

outright, instead of being saved by him at

the sacrifice of his own life!" said I, burst-

ing into a passion of tears like nothing I

have ever known before or since.

From this time Kate entirely changed.
The dreadful scene she had gone through,
and the danger she had run, seemed to

have shaken her nerves so that she could

not steady herself. She was continually in

hysterics, and Avould not be left alone for

a moment. She clung to us as if we had
been her real sisters, and became as nice

and good as she had been unfriendly before.

But Ave had lost our Davie, our friend, our
protector, in her service ! We had bought
her at a heavy cost, dear Charlie's Avife

though she was. So the quarrel Avas made
up over our faithful servant's grave, and
we remained at the old Hall as the Lombes
should. And the boys are growing up
dear loves and great beauties, and do not

noAV call us pigs, or ugly old Avomen. Dear
Davie ! dear old man ! It was through
him, after all, that we got back our home.
Heaven rest his soul

!
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THE ROSE AND THE KEY.

CHAPTER XXIII. THE PAETT AT ROYDON HALL.

Coldly handsome, an hour later, looked

Lady Vernon, at the head of her table, with

old Lord Verney beside her. Lord Barroden
and her other guests, who had assisted at

the legal consultation, were also of the

party. The Dean of East Copely was there,

very natty in his silk stockings, and apron,

and buckles, and Sir Thomas Grummelston,
Lady Grummelston, and Miss Grummelston,
with several others who had attended the

unveiling of the statue and the bishop's

sermon.

Lady Vernon was never very gay ; but

she was this evening more than usually

conversable and animated.
" What an admirable sermon the bishop

gave us to-day," remarked the Dean of

East Copely. " He always preaches well, I

need not say ; but to-day there was so

much feeling ; it really was, even for him,

an unusually fine sermon. Didn't it so

strike you, Lord Verney ?"

" I have had," said Lord Verney, look-

ing across the table Avith his dull grey eyes

solemnly upon the dean, " the advantage,

'Mr. Dean, of listening to the bishop of your
diocese, in, as we say, another place. But
I had been applying my mind to-day, I may
say, to business a good deal, and although I

have, people say, rather a facility of getting

through business and things
"

Lord Verney's dull eyes at this moment
had wandered to the bald head, flushed

pink with champagne, of his attorney, Mr.
Larkin, who instantaneously closed his

eyes and shook his tall head with a mys-
terious smile, and miu-mured to the dean
at his side :

" I wish I had his lordship's faculty ; it

«^=

would be an easy thousand a year in my
pocket !" "Which graceful little aside

Lord Verney heard, and dropped his eye-

lids, raising his eyebrows with a slight

clearing of his voice, and turning his face

more directly towards the dean, suppressed

in his own countenance, with an unusual

pomp, a tendency to smile at the testimony

of the man of business.
" People will form opinions and things,

you know ; and I was a little tired about

it, and so I didn't mind, and I took a walk,

and other people, no doubt, heard the

bishop preach, and he seems to have gone

somewhere."
" I wanted him to take his dinner here,"

said Lady Vernon, interpreting Lord Ver-

ney's rather vague but probable conjecture,
" but he could not manage it."

" You were a little tired, also, I fear,

Lady Vernon," said Mr. Eoljambe. "A
great many people, as well as I, were dis-

appointed on missing Lady Vernon from
her place."

" I had intended going, but I did feel a

little tired; but I made an effort after-

wards, though very late, and I glided into

our little nook in the gallery without dis-

turbing any one, and I heard the sermon,

which I thought very good, and the anthem,

which was better than I expected. I like

our bishop so much ; he's not the least

a prig, he's not worldly, he is thoroughly

simple—simple as a child ; his simplicity

is king-like ; it is better, it is angelic. He
is unconsciously the most dignified man
one could imagine ; and so kind. I have

the greatest respect and afiection for

him."
" He was a good deal moved to-day,"

said Mr. Foljambe, leaning back a little

grandly. " It is charming, so much sensi-

bility; I saw him shed tears to-day while

l:?i
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he spoke of tlie early j-ears of Mr. Howard,
ray predecessor."

Mr. Foljambe blinked a little, as lie said

this, being always moved by the tears of

people of any considerable rank, hereditary

or otherwise.

Lord Yerney being- thus addressed by
the stately vicar, whom he assumed to be
a man of some mark, made answer a little

elaborately.
" Sensibility and all that, I think, very

well in its place ; but in public speaking

—

and I hope I have had some little expe-

rien(?e, I ought—sensibility, and that kind
of very creditable feeling, ought to be
managed ; there's a way of putting up the

pocket-handkercliief about it—all our best

speakers do it—to the face, because then, if

there are tears, and things, the faces they
make are so distressing, and, you see, by
means of that, it is always managed; I can
do it, you can do it, any one may do it, and
that is the way it is prevented."

"Very true," said Mr. Foljambe, thought-
fully nodding, as he helped himself to a
ncAv entree, a something aux trufies, which
piqued his curiosity ;

" one learns some-
thing every day one lives."

" You don't, of course, recollect Mr.
HoT\'ard very distinctly. Lady Yernon ?"

inquired the Dean of East Copely.
" Perfectly — I was twenty when he

died."
" A plain man, I should say, judging

from that statue ?" inferred the dean.
" He was not that—no—he had a very

agreeable countenance, and his features

were well-formed—his forehead particularly

fine," she replied.

" His opinions were, I've been told, very
unsettled indeed," said the dean.

" It did not appear from his preaching,
then. It was admired and approved, and
the then bishop was not a man to permit
any trifling with doctrine, any more than
the present," answered Lady Yernon. "Mr.
Howard was very much beloved, and a
most able teacher—his influence was ex-

traordinary in this parish—I am speaking,
of course, upon hearsay a good deal, for at

that time I did not attend as much as I

ought to such things, and my father was
still hving."

" Mr. Howard was, I believe, very highly
connected ?" said the dean.

" Quite so," answered Mr. Foljambe.
" In fact, as far back as we can go, there

was Chevenix, and then Craven, and
Yernon, one of this house ; and then Percy,

one of the old Percys, and Dormer, and

Stanley, and Bulkely, and Howard; and,

in fact, it is really quite cui'ious !—the

people here do seem always to have liked to

be taken care of by gentlemen," said !J.Ir.

Foljambe, grandly.
" I can't see that there is anything very

curious in that," said Lord Yerney. "I
can't concede that. One naturally asks

oneself the question, why should not a gen-

tleman be preferred ? And one answers,

he should be preferred, because he is na-

turally superior to persons who are inferior

to him ; and we know he has' certain prin-

ciples and things that all gentlemen have,

about it, and that, I conjecture, will

always account for gentlemen, and things,

being considered in that sort of light."

" I entirely concur," said Mr. Foljambe,

who always concurred with peers. " I

only meant that it is a little cui'ious that

the vicarage of Roydon should have been
always filled by a person of that stajnp."

" That is what I have been, I hope, en-

deavouring to say, or, rather, what I have
not said, because I have endeavoured to

say something different ; in fact, that it is

not curious. I'll take some sherry, about

it." The concluding remark was addressed

to the butler.

And so the conversation proceeded very

agreeably.

But—
Pleasui'es are like poppies spread,

You pluck the flower, its bloom is slied.

The most agreeable dinner - party, its

cutlets and conversation, its wit and its

chateau - yquem, are transitory, and the

hour inevitably arrives when people prefer

their night-caps and the extinguisher.

Lord Yerney has uttered his last wise

and lucid exposition for the evening, and
the stately vicar, who would not object

to a visit to Lord Yerney's hospitable

house at "Ware, has imbibed his latest

di'aughts from that fountain of illumination.

Lord Barroden has said his say to Lady
Yemon, and enlivened by a nap, has made
some agreeable sallies in conversation with

Lady Grummelston, and to that happy lady,

in the drawing-room, Mrs. Foljambe has

told her story about the two young women
in whom she took an interest, who left

Roydon and set up a confectioner's shop in

Coventry, and prospered.

The pleasures of that festive evening are

over ; and Miss Max and Miss Yernon are

having their little chat together, in their

dressing-gowns.

Miss Max has a little bit of fire in her

grate, for this is, thanks to our variable

^=
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climate, by no means like last niglit ; not

at all sultry, rather chilly, on the con-

trary.

" Well, we shall soon hear something,
I fancy, about mamma's annual trip to

town," says Maud, speaking from a very
loAv-cushioned chair, in a corner of which
she is nestled, with her feet on the fender.

The young lady's dressing-gown is of

rose-coloured cashmere, some of the quilted

silk lining of which, in her careless pose,

appears. She is extremely pretty, look-

ing up from her cushioned nook at the
old lady, who sits, in her odd flannel garb,

before the fire in a more formal arm-chair.
'• And why do you think so ? Have you

heard anything ?" asks the old lady.
' Only that Jones says that Latimer is

making the usual preparations," answers
Miss Maud.

"Latimer's her maid, I suppose ?"

"Yes."
" And why doesn't she ask Latimer di-

rectly ?" demanded Miss Max.
" Because Latimer would be afraid to

tell, and she would be afraid to ask. Mamma
finds out everything she chooses to find

out. You don't know mamma as well as I

do in this house. Whatever she chooses to

be secret is secret, and whatever she chooses
to know she does know ; and the servants
are awfully afraid of her. You might as

well ask that picture as Latimer ; and
Jones would not be such a fool as to ask
her, for she does not know the moment
mamma might say, ' Latimer, has any one
been asking you anything about my going
to London ?' and so sure as she did, Latimer
would tell her the truth, for there is no
fault she is so summary upon as a false-

hood ; and the servants think that she
somehow knows everything."

" Well, at all events, Jones thinks she is

going in a week ?" says Miss Max.
''Yes. Do you know what Mr. Coke

said to me to-day ?"

" No. What ?" says Miss Max, looking
drowsily into the fire.

" He said he thought, or had reason to

think, or something of that kind, that

mainraa is going to marry."
Miss Max turned, with a start, and

looked for a few silent moments at Maud.
'•Are you sure '?"

' Perfectly sure."
" Well, that is very odd. Do you know,

I've been thinking that, this long time. Did
he say why he thought so?"

'•No."
" Nor Avho the person is .-'"

" No ; nothing. He only said that, and
he looked very sly and mysterious."

"Mr. Coke is a very shrewd man. I

don't think ho had heard before of your
mamma's excursions, and when I told him
to-day I saw that his mind was working on
what I said, and I suspect he has connected
something he may have learned from a
difierent source with what I told him, and
has put the whole case together, and
formed his conclusions. I wonder you did
not make him tell you all he knew. I

wish he had said so much to me. I should
have made him say a great deal more, I

promise you."
" He talks to me as if I were a child, and

it came so much by surprise, and really I

don't think I cotild have asked him one
word about it ; I felt so insulted somehow,
and disgusted."

" Suppose she has fallen in love with
some one of whom, for some reason or other,

she is a little ashamed, and suppose there
is an engagement ? I don't understand it.

I have been suspecting something for some
time, and I did not like to say so, but you
see it has struck Mr. Coke the same way.
If it is that, there is a disparity of some
kind you may be sure."

"I dare say. I don't care," says the
young lady, who looks, nevertheless, as if

she did care very much. "I shall have as

much money as I want. Mr. Coke said I

should have ten thousand a year, and I

should go and live with you. You would
take me in. Here nothing on earth should
induce me to remain. People have told mo
she merely took a fancy to papa, soon
grew tired of him, and ended by disliking

him. But I shan't stay here to see his

place filled and his memory insulted, and
to be hectored and ordered about by some
low man."

" I shall be only too glad to have you at

any time as long as you will stay with me.
But don't be in too great a hurry. You
are assuming a great deal ; and even if she

does marry, it may turn out very difierently
;

and you know, my dear, widows will marry
without intending any particular affront to

the memory of their first husbands."
" It is not a pleasant home to me as it

is," says the young lady, glancing fiercely

along the hearth; "but if this takes place

I shan't stay here to see it ; that I am re-

solved on."

"In about a week she'll go, Jones
thinks ?" asks Miss Max. " I have grown
very curious. I should like to see what
sort of swain she has chosen. You never
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know what fancv Hea, svAnan may take,

may be a veiy tlur"rate man. I was

liPsibly be in tlie army
"^ '^alone iff

thinking he may
Mrs. Stonix swears

Cbathan^ last year.

awfully ifte. Good-night. We'll

our beds and dream it over."

she saw h^alone

Batf»it is growing-

get to

CHAPTER XXIV. A GENTLEMAX IX BLACK.

They had both risen preparatory to Miss
Maud's flitting and a parting kiss and good-

night, when Miss Max said, suddenly :

" And what about Mr. Marston ?"

" Well, what about him ?" answered Miss
Vernon, a little crossly, for she had not

recovered the conversation that had just

occurred.
" Nothing very particular—nothing at

all, in fact—only I had intended talking

about him fifty times to-day, and some-
tliing always prevented. He's coming* to

the ball at Wymering, isn't he ?"

" I don't know ; he said so. I don't

care," said the handsome girl, drowsily.

And she advanced her hand and her lips a

little, as if for her final salutation.

But Miss Max had not quite done.
" I like him so much. I think him so

clever, and so good-natured, and so nice.

I wish so much, Maud, that you and he
were married," said Miss Max, with auda-

cious directness.
" And I wish so much that you and he

were married," retorted Maud, looking

lazily at the flame of her bedroom candle,

which she held in her hand. " That would
be a more natui"al consequence, I think, of

your liking and admiring."
" Tou can't deny that he is wildly in love

with you," said !Miss Max.
" I can't deny that he was perhaps wildly

in love with a poor seamstress in a dark
sei'ge dress a few days ago, and may
possibly be in love with another to-day.

That is wildly in love, as you say. I don't

think there is anything very flattering in

being the object of that kind of folly."

" Well, he will be a good deal surprised,

I venture to say, when he comes in quest

of his seamstress to the Wymering cloak-

room," remarked Miss Max, with a pleasant

anticipation of the eclaircissement.
" That depends on two things : first, how

his seamstress meets him ; and, secondly,

vv'hether she meets him there at all. Good-
night. It is very late."

And with these words she kissed her
genial old friend, and was gone.

Miss Max looked after her, and shook
her head with a smile.

" There goes impracticability itself!" she

says, and throws up, -her hands and eyes"

with a shrug. " I pity that poor young
man ; Heaven only knows what's in store

for him. I shall engage in no more
vagaries at all events. What an old fool I

was to join in that madcap project of

rambling over the country and concealing

our names ! What Avill Mr. Marston think

of us ?"

When she laid her busy, rheumatic little

head, bound up in its queer night-cap, on
her pillow, it began at once to construct

all manner of situations and pictures.

Here was a romance in a delightful state of

confusion ! On this case her head may work
all night long, for a year, Avithout a chance
of exhausting its fertile problems ; for it

presents what the doctors call a complica-

tion. Barbara Vernon, with her whole
heart, hates the Warhamptons ; and the

Warhamptons, with all theirs, detest Bar-

bara Vernon. It is too long a story to tell

all the aggressions and reprisals which have
carried the feud to the internecine point.

' I must certainly tell Maud. I'll tell

her in the morning," thought Miss Max.
" It's only fair."

Perhaps this incorrigible old match-
maker fancied that it might not prejudice

Mr. Marston if Maud knew that her
mother had placed him under anathema.
By noon next day Lord Verney and Lord

Barroden, and their attorneys, had taken
flight, and Miss Maximilla Medwyn had
gone on to see friends at Naunton, with an
uncertain promise of returning in a day or

two to Roydon Hall.

There is no life in that grand house but
the phantom life on its pictured walls.

The hour is dull for Maud, who sits list-

lessly looking from one of the great draw-
ing-room windows. Lady Vernon, who
has seen, in succession, two deputations in

the library, returns, and in stately silence

sits down and resumes her exaruination of

a series of letters from the late Bishoj? of

Rotherham, and notes them for trans-

mission to Mr. Coke.

Maud changes her posture, and glances

at her mother. Why is there never any
love in the cold elegance of that face r*

Why can't she make vqy her mind and be
patient ? The throb of life will as soon

visit that marble statue of Joan of Arc, by
the door ; Psyche at the other side, in her

chill beauty, will as easily glow and soften

into flesh.

Miss Vernon leans on her hand, listless,

gloomy—in a degree indignant.
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The room is darkening. The darker the

better, she thinks. It is no metaphoric,

but a real darkness ; for clouds portending

thunder, or heavy rain or hail, have, on a

sudden, overcast the sky, and are grov»ring

thicker.

The light is dying out, the shadow
blackens on Lady Vernon's letters; she

raises her eyes. One can hardly sec to read.

Lady Vernon lays her letter on the table.

She can no longer see the features of the

Titian over the door, and the marble statues

at either side have faded into vague white
drifts. Some heavy, perpendicular drops

fall, plashing on the smooth flags outside

the window, and the melancholy rumble
of distant thunder booms, followed by a

momentarily aggravated down-pour, and a

sudden thickening of the darkness.

This was a rather sublime prelude to the

footman's voice, announcing :

"Mr. Dawe."
Maud glanced toward the door, which

was in obscurity, and then at Lady Vernon,
who, sitting full in the light of the window,
had turned, with a stare and a frown, as if

she had heard something incredible and un-

welcome, toward the person who was en-

tering.

By no means an heroic figure, nor worthy
of being heralded by thunder, has stepped

in somewhat slowly and stiffly, and halts

in the side-light of the window, relieved by
the dark background. It is a small man,
dark visaged, with a black wig, a grave,

dull, mahogany face, furrowed with lines of

reserve. Maud is certain that she never

saw that small, insignificant-looking man
before, who is staring with a very grave
but not unfriendly countenance at her

mother.

He is buttoned up in a black outside

coat, with a cape to it ; he holds a rather

low-crowned hat in his hand, and wears
those shining leather coverings for the legs,

which are buckled up to the knees. Get-

ting in and getting out of his posting car-

riage he has scrupulously avoided dust or

mud. His boots arc without a speck. His
queer hat is nattily brushed, and, in stable

phraseology, has not a hair turned. His
black coat is the finest possible, but it has

great pockets at either side, each of which
seems laden with papers, mufflers, and
other things, so that his hips seem to de-

scend gradually, and culminate near his

knees.

This man's bi'own face, smoothly shaved,

is furrowed and solemn enough for five-

and-sixty. In his dress and air there is

nothing of the

country gentleman
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queer enough, in the button"ed-tip and
black-wigged little man, to interest Maud's
curiosity.

He has not been ten seconds in the room,
and stands poised on his leather-cased legs,

looking gravely and quietly atLady Vernon,
and, like a ghost, says nothing till he is

spoken to. One can reckon the tick, tick,

tick of the Louis Quatorze clock on the
bracket by the chimney-piece.

Lady Vernon stood up with an effort,

still looking hard at him, and advancing a
step, she said :

" Mr. Dawe ? I'm so surprised. I could
scarcely believe my ears. It is such an
age since I have seen you here."

And she put out her hand hospitably, and
he took it in his brown old fingers, with
the stiffiiess of a mummy, and as he shook
it slightly, he said in his wooden tones,

quietly :

" Yes, it is sixteen years and eight
months. I was looking into my notes
yesterday—sixteen years on the eighteenth
of November last. You look well, Barbara.
Your looks are not much altered ; no

—

considering."
" It is very good of you to come to see

me
;
yoti mustn't stay away so long again,"

she replied in her silvery tones.

"This is your daughter?" he inter-

rupted with a little Avave of his dark, thin

hand towards the young lady.

"Yes, that is she. Maud, shake hands
with Mr. Dawe."

" Maud Guendoline she was baptised,"

he said, as he advanced two stiff" steps

toward her, with his small but prominent
brown eyes fixed upon her. She rose and
placed her pretty fingers on that hand of

box-wood, which closed on them.

CHAPTER XXV. THE COUNTY PAPER.

When he had inspected her features for

a time, he turned to her mother and spoke.

"Not like her father," he said, still hold-

ing her hand.
" Don't you think so?" answered Lady

Vernon, coldly. " I can sec a look—very

decidedly.
'

'

Maud was wondering all this time who
this Mr. Dawe could be, who seemed to

assert a sort of dry intimacy with Lady
Vernon and her family, very uuusual in the

girl's experience.
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" I tliu^ it is more tlian a look. I think

lier extremely like him," insisted Lady Ver-

non, resuming in the same cold tone, and
without' looking at Maud, as if she had that

resemblance by heart, and did not like it.

" She has some of the family beauty,

wherever she.gpt it," said Mr. Dawe, de-

liberately, in his hard quiet tones, and he

let go her hand and turned away his in-

flexible face and brown eyes, a good deal

to the young lady's relief.

Lady Vernon was still standing. She
did not usually receive such guests stand-

ing. There was a hectic red in each cheek,

also unusual, except when she was angry,

and she had not been angry.
" Her eyes resemble yours," said Mr.

Dawe.
" Oh, no. Perhaps, indeed, the colour ;

but mere colour is not a resemblance,"

answered Lady Vernon, with a cold little

laugh, that, in Maud's ear, rang with

cruelty and disdain. "No, Maud's good
looks are all her own. She doesn't, I

think, resemble me in any one particular

—not the least."

Maud was wounded. She felt that tears

were rising to her eyes. But her pride

suppressed them.
" H'm !" Mr. Dawe hummed with closed

lips.

" Of course, Mr. Dawe, you are come to

stay a little ? It is so long since you have
been here."

" I'm not so sure about staying. It is a

long time— sixteen years and upwards.
You have been well

;
you have been spared,

and your daughter, and I. We have all

reason to be grateful to the Almighty.

Time is so important, and eternity so long !"

" Very true," she said, with a deep sigh,

" and death so irremediable."

Mr. Dawe took his big silver snuff-box

from his coat-pocket, and tapped it. He
nodded, in acquiescence in the sentiment,

leaned a little forward, and took a large

p>inch, twiddliug his fingers afterwards, to

get rid of any snuff that might remain on
their tips. Perhaps the little superfluous

shower that fell to the carpet suggested

unconsciously his funeral commentary.
" H'm ! Dust to dust."

Whereupon he applied his Indian silk

handkerchief, not to his eyes, but lightly to

his iiose.

" By-and-bye, I shall have a word to say

to you," he said, with a solemn roll of his

brown eyes.

She looked hard at him, though with a

half flinching gaze, as if to read the charac-

ter of his news. ^!^.uj>' the solemn reserve
of his wooden facetfiever changed.

" We shall be quite to ourselves in the
library," she said.

" Then suppose we go there now."
"Very well; let us go," she said, aud

led the way.
At the door he made, with his stiff back-

bone, a little inclination to Miss Maud.
The door closes, and the young lady is

left to herself, with matter for speculation

to amuse her.

Quite alone in that vast and magnificent
room, she looks wearily round. The care

of Mr. Tarpey, on whom devolves the ar-

rangement of flowers and of newspapers,
has spread a table in a corner near the
window with these latter luxuries.

Maud looks out ; the rain is still tumbling
continuously, and plashing heavily, though
the sky looks lighter. She turns her eyes

on the newspapers, and goes over to the

table, and looks down upon them with list-

less eyes.

She carelessly plucks the county paper
from among its companions, and in that

garrulous and homely broad-sheet a para-

graph catches her suddenly earnest eye.

She reads it twice. The annual Wymering
ball is to come off three weeks earlier than
usual. She takes the paper to the window
and reads it again. There is no mistake
about it. " Three weeks earlier than the

accustomed day!" There is an unusual
colour in her cheeks, and a lustre in her
eyes. She fancies, as she muses, that she

hears a step in the passage, and she drops
the paper. She is afraid of Lady Ver-
non's all-seeing gaze, and the dreadful

question, " Have you seen anything un-
usual in the paper ? Allow me to look at

it." And she feels that her face would
proclaim, to all who cared to look, that the

Wymering ball was to take place three

weeks earlier than usual.

No one is coming, however. She hastens

to replace the paper on the table, and she

sits down, with a beautiful flush, deter-

mined to tliink.

She does not think very logically, or very

much in train, and the effort subsides in a
reverie.

Well, what is to be done now ? The
crisis has taken her by surprise; then

fancy leads her into the assembly-room at

Wymering. There are lights, and fiddles,

and—oh, such a strange meeting !

Cousin Max must be with her. With
that spirited veteran by her side she would
fear nothino-.

'%- ^
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Very glad she was ^hen one of Lady
Vernon's broughams drove up to the door

a few minutes later.

In that great house you cannot get as

quickly to the hall as, on occasions like

this, you may wish. But Maud overtakes

her at the foot of the stairs, as in her cloak

and bonnet Maximilla Medwyn. is about

to ascend to her own room.
" Mamma is in the library ; and- there

are three men, with ill-made clothes and
lank hair, a deputation, as usual, waiting

in the shield-room to talk to her about a

meeting-house at Heppsborough ; and two
clergymen are waiting in the blue drawing-

room, to see her afterwards about plate for

the church of Saint Hilary. So you and
I shall be very much to ourselves for a

time ; and do you know we have had a new
arrival—a guest. I dare say you know
him. Such an odd little figure, as solemn
as a conjurer. His name is Dawe."

" Dawe ? Why, for goodness sake, has

Richard Dawe appeared again?" exclaims

Miss Max, stopping on the stair, and lean-

ing with her back against the massive
banister in great surprise.

" His name is certainly Dawe, and I'll

tell you what he's like."

And forthwith Maud describes him.
" Oh ! there's no mistaking the picture,"

cries Miss Max ; and then she is taken with

a fit of laughing, very mysterious to Miss
Maud.

Recovering a little, she continues :

'• Mr. Dawe ? We were very good friends.

I like him—at least, all I could ever know
of him in twenty years. He keeps his

thoughts to himself a good deal. I don't

think any one else in the world had half his

influence with your poor grandpapa ; but,

certainly, I never expected to see him
here during Barbara's reign. My dear ! I

thought she hated him. He was the only

person who used to tell her, and in the

simplest language, what he thought of her.

Have they been fighting yet?"
" No, I think not—that is, they had not

time. I don't know I'm sure what may
be going on now."

" Where are they ?"

"In the library," says Maud.
" I think he is the only person on earth

she ever was the least afraid of. I wonder
what he can have to say or do here. He
has never been inside this door since—yes,

he did come once, for a day or two, a few
years after your poor papa's death, and that,

I think, was simply because he had some
direction of your grandfather's, about the

INSTITUTIONS,

Institutions, like ghosts and policemen,

are things more often talked about than

seen. What is an institution ? Where is

the learned Dryasdust who has catalogued,

ticketed, and classified what we choose to

designate by that familiar four-syllabled

word that runs so trippingly ofi^tho tongue?
Everyone can speak of an institution, but

it would be amusing to watch the struggles

of even a trained logician to define one.

How is he to bind Proteus with his clumsy
syllogisms ? The slippery creature eludes

his grasp, changing form, and shape, and
size, like the rival mamcians in the Eastern

Roydon vault, which he had promised to

see carried out; but, except then, he has
never once been here, till now, since your
poor grandpapa's death."

" How did he come to have such an in-
j

fluence here ?" asked Maud.
j

They had resumed their ascent, and were I

walking up the stairs, side by side.

" I believe he understands business very
well, and he is, I fancy, the best keeper of

a secret on earth. His influence with your
grandpapa increased immensely toward the

close of his life; and he knew he could

talk to him safely about that wonderful
will of his."

" I wonder he allowed him to make that

troublesome will," said Maud.
Miss Max laughed.
" I said the very same thing to him once,

and he answered that he could not dissuade

him, but that he had prevented a great deal.

So, here we are."

The latter exclamation accompanied her
entrance into her room.
Maud was more curious than ever.
" He's not the kind of person, then, who

would have come here, under all the cir-

cumstances, without good reason," she said,
j

" Not he. He has a reason—a strong

one, you may be very sure of that. It is
j

very odd. I can't imagine what it can
possibly be about. Well, leave him to me.
I think he's franker with me than with
any one else ; and I'll get it from him, one
way or other, before he goes. You'll see."

In this sanguine mood ]\Iiss Maximilla
Medwyn put ofi" her things, and prepared

very happily for luncheon.

Mr. Daw(i and Lady Vernon are, in the

mean time, holding a rather singular con-

ference.

^
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tale, utterly refusing to be caught and liand-

cuffed and exhibited to the public gaze.

What is an institution ? Harmodius J.P.

Pel], of Syracuse City, Pa., would tell us,

perhaps, that institutions meant whittling

and iced Avater, a brandy-smash at the bar,

and a trotting match in spidery vehicles on
Philadelphia Course. In Arkansas, the

most cherished institutions are playing-

cards and plug tobacco ; in Missouri, six-

shooters and bowie-knives. A mei'ry-go-

round, with smartly caparisoned hobby-
horses, spangles, flags, and a squeaking
trumpet to enliven the infant riders as they

spin round, is the nearest approach to an
institution that young—very young—Paris

knows. His elder brother believes— de-

spite of siege and fimine—in nothing so

firmly as in the glittering cafes and asphalte

trottoirs of the boulevards, and considers

that nothing short of a cataclysm could
prevent him from sipping his absinthe

among the little marble-topped tables of

the Muscadin Elysium. And if a travelling

Briton of average education were to be
peremptorily cross - examined as to the
nature of our English institutions, it is

doubtful if he would get far beyond the

well-known palladia of our liberties, and
whether trial by jury, the Derby Day, with
Habeas Corpus, and a volunteer review,

would not prove to be the handful of grain
extracted from an enormous amount of

chaff. It would be better, perhaps, at

once to give up the useless attempt at

exact definition. An archdeacon has been
gravely declared to be a person who exer-

cises archidiaconal functions. And on the
same principle we may safely describe an
institution as something which has been
instituted—never mind how.
The very word institution is of fire-new

modern coinage. Certainly, it was a phrase
unknown to the wisdom of our ancestors.

They fought for the Church. They rallied

round the Throne. They did battle for

iiagna Charta and the liberties of England.
But they never proclaimed themselves re-

solved to fight to the death for the sake of
an institution, as such. Even the country
squires who seventy years ago announced
their readiness to die pro aris et focis, for

the hares and foxes, as Sheridan wickedly
construed their Latinity, Avould have been
disgusted with so vague a name for things
which they held dear and sacred.

But the actual institution, if not the
name of it, is immemorial, and few tasks
could bo more difficult than to lay a finger

on the methods by which it arose. It

would often be found, no doubt, that the

growth of some custom or privilege that

has struck its roots so deeply into the earth

as almost to defy external violence, and
which overshadows a realm with its wide-

spreading branches, has begun very humbly,
and perhaps from an apparent accident.

An institution is often self-sown. And the

toughest and longest-lived of the species

are such as have had their origin in some
seeming blunder or trifling incident. Very
few have been successfully created by deli-

berate legislation, although the law-maker
has constantly stepped in to back by legal

sanctions the imperious decrees of habit

and opinion.

But if it be true that institutions seldom
spring into life, like Minerva, full-grown

and armed at all points, it must be owned
that nothing is easier than to scatter the

seeds of what may, if it fall on fertile

gi'ound, be prolific of much good or of

gigantic evil in the future. A bequest in

a rich man's will, a philosophical treatise,

a speech or a sermon, possibly a few burn-

ing lines in a poem, or a strong passage in

a novel, may produce consequences that

outlive the reputation of the author, the

preacher, or the testator. There are dead

men whose names would sound strangely to

us, and yet whose voices we hearken to at

fiftieth-hand, as it were, and whose uttered

thoughts help to shape and sway a world

that has forgotten them personally.

Sometimes the intentions of a founder are

so very different to the results that spring

from his acts, that his name comes down to

us as being associated with doctrines or

practices at which he would himself have

stood aghast. That of Loyola, for instance,

is in the popular imagination inextricably

mixed up with the doings and sayings, the

stern discipline, the artful casuistry, and
the ill report of the too famous Order
which he established. And yet, if history

holds up a true mirror, it gives us back
Loyola's image as that of a single-minded

enthusiast, a reformed rake, and a hot-

headed fanatic. If this poor Spanish

captain, as he limped from one Roman
shrine to another during the Easter ser-

mons, waving his tattered hat in applause

of the more vehement preachers, could but

have known how tremendous was the

agency he was about to evoke, it is likely

that he would have heard the tidings with

honest dismay. There was surely more
of the dove than of the serpent in the

man who is immortalised as the earliest

o-eneral of the Jesuits.
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Fairs, as they were and as thej are,

afford a familiar instance of the gradual

warping of an institution valuable in its

day. A fair at the present time means a

licensed assemblage of ruflfianry and rabble-

dom; means noise, drunkenness, robbery,

rioting, silly tumult, and gross vice, unre-

lieved by any of that harmless mirth and
genuine clownish curiosity, of which the old

poets and chroniclers were wont to tell.

These gatherings, sinking from bad to worse,

are every year growing beautifully less.

Ere long, doubtless, the last of them will

be improved off the face of the earth by
magisterial prohibition. There will be no
more gilt ginger-bread, no more dancing-

booths. The last penny whistle and the

last wooden back-scratcher will be sent

in company to the South Kensington
Museum, and the Patagonian giantess and
the Sicilian dwarf, the performing fish

and the fat girl, will pass into the limbo of

forgotten monstrosities. But before the

last of these assemblies shall come to an
end, lamented only by beersellers and pick-

pockets, it may be as well to compare its

present decadence with its bygone period

of glory and usefulness.

Fairs, indeed, were once very useful.

When roads were bad and unsafe, when
war was chronic and robbery perennial,

when the plague hung out its black banner
in most cities every score of years or so,

it was no light motive that could tempt a
trader to plod, with his strings of pack-
horses, along tracks that a few days of wet
weather would convert into quagmires.
There were bridgeless rivers to be forded

;

there were tolls to be paid, here to a robber
baron, there to my lord the abbot, and here
again to the jealous corporation of a town-
ship. There was risk of dangerous floods,

risk of pestilence, drought, and dearth,

risk from the broken soldiers and banditti,

whom every campaign left prowling like

Avolves about the country. To travel was
at once most costly, laborious, and full of
peril. A roving merchant had to feed a
whole caravan of men, horses, and mules.
And, even then, so slow a process was that
of journeying, that the Venetian or the
Flemish trafficker might set off towards a
distant market, and Avhcn he got to the

end of his weary route might find the city

in which he meant to trade beleaguered, or

the road blocked by hostile armies, and
would be thankful to escape, with much
loss to goods and gear. Fairs, however,
were in a manner sacred. Charters, and
patents, and the goodwill of all rulers, lay

|

and clerical, smoothed the road for those

who attended them, whether to buy or sell.

The very outlaw, beyond the State's pro-

tecting pale at other times, had his safe-

conduct at fair time, and could walk the

streets unharmed.
A fair of the old sort rose in the middle

ages to the dignity of a national benefit.

Then, and then only, sould the petty

dealers of the burghs, and the wealthier

merchants of the cities, replenish their

stores with foreign goods—the very words,

foreign and foreigner, by the way, being

derived from those occasions, when the
" forain " folk came witb their wares to the

foire or fair. Then, and only then, could

the rustics of Yorkshire, or Westphalia, or

Provence, see spread before their eyes the

glossy cloths of Flanders, the glistening

silks brought from the Levant in Genoese

galleys, furs of Muscovy, and spices from-

the far East, the dainty carpets of YpreSj

and the unrivalled mirrors of Venice.

Every large fair was incomparably more
interesting to our forefathers than a great

exhibition could possibly be to us. It was-

there that the cavalier bought his sword of

Toledo steel, his plumed hat, and scarlet

cloak of Spanish or of Lombard make.
There, too, the boor could cheapen his

Sheffield whittle or his Ghent wood-axe,

and there careful housewives laid in their

stock of napery and laces, and the wool and
flax that were to keep the spinning-wheel

busy through many a long winter's eve.

The damsel waited eagerly for the fiiir, not

only because gay ribbons, and kirtles, and
trinkets would glitter in fifty booths, but

because that was the annual opportunity of

learning the fashions of the new apparel

worn by grand ladies at the far-off royal

court. Even the sufferer from toothache,

or the invalid whom simples could not cure,

longed for the fair, when travelling dentists

and blood-letters, and grave doctors of

medicine in furred robes, would come to

minister in public to the ills that flesh is

heir to.

What a fair was, the great gatherings of

Nishni-Novgorod and Leipzig, and even the

South of France fair of Beaudecaire, though
shorn of their glories, and paling fost be-

fore the competition of shops, survive to

show us. There the crush, the clamour,

the excitement, recal the occasional out-

bursts of energy that broke the dull, slow-

thinking monotony of mediaeval existence.

Under their acres of canvas and wooden
booths are yet exchanged, wholesale and
retail, the shawls, and scarfs, and gold

a^.
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and silver filigrees of Tangiers and Te-

heran, of Bokhara and Bagdad, for the

cutlery of Sheffield, the fire-arms of Liege,

the sables of Russia, and the frippery

that Paris claims as essentially her own.

There the bearded trader of Kiew or Arch-
angel meets the turbaned merchant, whose
camels have made the long journey from
Khiva or from Kashgand. There the

Seville cigar-seller, in his silver-buttoned

jacket and striped Moorish mantle, sets up
his stall beside that at which a venerable

Turk offers the amber beads and mouth-
pieces, the embossed yataghans and gor-

geous slippers, of Stamboul or of Broussa.

An English commercial traveller, clean-

shaven, and pert as a London sparrow, is

selhng Birmingham penknives and Leeds
broadcloth in close proximity to a Polish

Jew, whose gabardine is deeply incrusted

with ancestral grease and dirt, and whose
wares are sheepskins and corn-brandy.

No doubt, at best, a fair, sanctioned by
the charters of kings, and encouraged by
the presence and the smiles of my lord the

count and my lady the countess, to say

nothing of the approval of bishop and
prior, mayor and aldermen, was not an
unmixed blessing to any town. Along
with commerce and the arts came ill ex-

amples and evil teachings. It was not

only the limner, ready to take children's

portraits, or to paint a fair altar-piece for

the village church ; it was not only the

mender of crockery, the leech, the smith,

the travelling tailor, and the barber-surgeon,

who flocked to the fair. With these came
the charlatan, the cutpurse, the gambler
with his loaded dice and marked cards, the

crop-eared passer-oflf of base coin, and the

scowling bully, with a shirt of mail beneath

his doublet. Along with the juggler, whose
simple feats in sword-swallowing and ball-

tossing made the villagers gape in rustic

wonder ; on the heels of the strolling

players, whose performance in a barn made
the link between the times of Thespis and
those of Shakespeare—-came much worse
speculators on the credulity and passions

of their audience. All the cunning and
fraud of middle-aged Christendom came to

a fair as to a spoil, and rely on it that it

went hard, sometimes, with a " young man
from the country," among the accomplished
practitioners, who had learned their wicked-
ness in London, and Milan, and rich Rome,
and brawling Paris. Presently the glaring

faults of these worn-out institutions came
to outweigh their merits, and so we gra-

dually get round to the time when fairs are

presented as nuisances at quarter sessions,

and are put down piecemeal as scandalous

anachronisms no longer to be tolerated.

A curious institution that starts into ex-

istence in countries inhabited by our own
Teutonic race, is that of volunteer courts

of justice. We Anglo-Saxons are— as, for

that matter, are also our cousins of Holland
and our High Dutch and Scandinavian

kinsmen—a law-fearing people. Only it

must be law that we fear. The downright
arbitrary ukase of a master, the writ " de

par le roi," before which France cowered,

never obtained in this our island, nor had
any emperor north of the Rhine the per-

sonal power which the Bourbon kings had
south of it. But a lawful authority has

always been obeyed among us, and when,
from any cause, lawful authority has been

asleep, an extra-legal deputy has commonly
started up to fill the vacant place. The
most notable instance of this is the Yehm-
gericht, which, for three centuries, exer-

cised unquestioned sway over West and
South Germany. The princes, lay and ec-

clesiastical, were too weak or too careless

to do justice, the feudal nobles were the

scourge of the country, the forests were
full of outlaws, the roads of thieves, and
the courts of justice were mere mockeries.

At this pinch there arose the free-judge,

from whose far-reaching arm there was no

escape ; a judge not to be bribed, not to be

intimidated, working in darkness, but deal-

ing out a rude, substantial, irresistible jus-

tice. There are few grander conceptions

than that of the dread which this viewless

tribunal, the sentences of which were car-

ried out as by mystic agency, inspired among
the wrong-doers of an age that set brute

force and military prowess on a pedestal

for worship, and in which equal rights were
scofied at by the strong.

The same spirit, that in the Germany of

the dark ages supplemented the inertness

of the law, has shown itself in the far west

of America. California and Colorado are

wild and bad enough, but they would have

been uninhabitable had it not been for the

pitiless justice of Lynch law. There, as on
the Rhine of old, triumphant violence pro-

duced a terrible reaction, and the blood-

stained ruffian, who had thought to make
his red right hand the only law, found

himselfsuddenly arraigned before the grim
bar of a regulator's court, with the inevit-

able halter already tightening round his

guilty neck. And though in England such

unhcensed verdicts have, since the death of

Piers Gaveston, been happily out of fashion,

^ '^
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still the accounts of the Porteous riots prove

that the harsh captain of the Edinburgh
town-guard was tried, condemned, and
hanged, by order of a self-constituted tri-

bunal, that would not spare, but that chose

to execute its sentence with a fearful de-

liberation utterly unlike the frenzied im-

pulse of a mere angry mob.
Can anything be prettier than a rosiere,

as she trips, crowned with white blossoms,

herself a human rosebud, along the flower-

strewn pathway that leads from the grey

old chui'ch to her cottage home ? Behind
her, two and two, walk her young com-
panions, all in pure white, and flinging from
their full baskets flowers to right and left,

as they go smiling onward. There are the

village elders, the silver-haired patriarchs,

the good old dames in lace coif and antique

ear-rings, beaming approval on the chosen

representative of the parochial youth and
innocence. There is Monsieur le Cure, in

shovel-hat and buckled shoes, the very type

of a rustic priest. There are the rural

authorities, a corpulent maire in an impos-

sible waistcoat and a brown wig, a good-

natured brigadier resplendent in his jack-

boots, his gendarme's belt burnished till it

glows yellow as a harvest moon, and the

captain of the Pompiers in his grotesque

helmet. The music plays—bassoon, ser-

IDent, cymbals, first and second fiddles, do
their melodious best. Boum ! bourn ! goes

the big drum, and the children cry huzza

!

Then there are sugar-plums and sour wine,

and dancing in the open air, while Church
and State combine to shed their benignant
approbation upon the festival of the happy
villagers.

Happiest of all is the rosiere, the crowned
Queen of the May, the Flora of the feast.

Besides her unsubstantial honours, she is

to receive a very substantial dowry of real

ringmg five-franc pieces, the genuine silver

five-franc pieces, heaviest and hardest of

cash, minted in the piping peace times of

King Louis Philippe, and of the value of

Avhich, in securing a suitable husband in

cautious France, not even rosieres are ig-

norant. She is a lucky girl, for this pub-
lic celebration is to her a perpetual certifi-

cate of good character. Through life she

will be well esteemed, as witness the mute
testimony of the old rosieres of bygone
years, buxom matrons now, who walk be-

hind her in the pageant, as so many old

moons might follow the triumphant march
of the young new moon of to-day. Is it

not a pretty sight, and did not some old

seigneur or lady do well in founding and

endowing such an institution for the re-

ward and settlement of the fairest and the
best?

Alas, what a falling ofi" there is ! The
rosiere of now-a-days may be, and very
likely is, in every respect equal to the
rosiere of one or two hundred years ago,

and the cure and the maire as excellent

and single-minded. But the spirit of the
show has fled, and the fault doubtless is

with the spectators. Those staring tourists,

with red Murrays in their hands, those
sneering dandies of the Paris boulevards,

those reporters for the penny newspapers,
are not the right kind of audience before

whose unsympathetic eyes rosieres should
parade. They believe in nothing, they jeer

at everything, they hustle, and crowd, and
titter, until they put the procession out of

countenance. The peasants themselves

grow almost ashamed of a ceremony which
is received as if it were a theatrical bur-

lesque, and in a few years, no doubt, even
at Nanterre itself, the dowry will be given
without the exhibition of the village maiden
—Hamlet will be performed without the

Prince of Denmark.
Does a potato deserve to be called an

institution ? Humble tuber as it is, it is

quite important enough to take such rank,

for it has done much to produce an eco-

nomical revolution in Europe. It has
helped to extirpate more than one hideous

disease, once common among the rye-eating

labourers, from the Wye to the Wolga.
A plot of potatoes furnishes the winter

provision on which the petty freeholder of

France or Belgium relies for the subsist-

ence of his family. To the Irish cottier

the lumper is almost as valuable as the

bread-fruit to the Polynesian. Yet when
Raleigh planted the first potatoes in his

garden at Youghal, he could not have
di-eamed how huge a dish he was filling for

the hungry mouths of millions, and as little

could he guess that the vegetable he had
brought from the Indies of the West would
be accused of fostering bai'barism and of

thwarting improvement.
Is Sir Walter's other transatlantic pre-

sent to us—tobacco—an institution ? Is

tea one ? The first can claim, like Ctesar,

to have come, seen, and conquered in all

the quarters of the modern globe. In
vain pope, patriarch, and sultan opposed
their spiritual censures to the resistless

progress of the pipe. In vain the Bi'itish

Solomon penned his Counterblast against

the baleful weed. Within a few years to-

bacco triumphed everywhere, and few ex-
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ctequers could now endure the depletion

that its disuse would cause. And Avhen

we think of the gigantic commerce, the

frequent wars, and the deeply ingrained

national habits that have risen, so to speak,

from the fragrant steam of the tea-pot, it

needs an effort of faith to realise that not

so very long ago the first tea brought

from Canton was a mere curiosity, apt to

be cooked as spinach by those who got the

gift of a packet, and that the China drink

was chiefly sipped in the shops of apothe-

caries. Tea and tobacco have, at any rate,

obtained so firm a foothold in the land, that

it would take a very amazing autocrat, in-

deed, to drive them out again.

]\Iore picturesque and more legitimate

are certain institutions that linger only in

a few obscure nooks and corners, shadows

of their former selves. The May-pole is laid

as low as the bitterest of its Pviritan foes

could have wished it, but some feeble efforts

at celebrating the floral games go on in

remote hamlets. Only in a very few i^laces

do the jDarish stocks still gape with their

wooden jaws for the imprisoned limbs of

topers. The parish bounds are beaten,

but not with the antique zest, and the doles

of bread-and-meat and i-aiment are cither

commuted into small silver, or else the dis-

tribution is huddled over, as much out of

sight as possible, and as if all parties con-

cerned wei-e thoroughly ashamed of such

an old-fashioned fuss about trifles.

But to make a fuss about trifles was the

especial characteristic of our ancestors.

Perhaps it would be more just to say that

there Avere no such things as trifles to them.

Exeter hanged Bardolph without inquiry as

to the value of the "pyx of little price."

The Recorder of London carted off scores

of wretches to Tyburn for such piiny thefts

as a court of petty sessions would now
hesitate to deal with. And, as with the

Draconic severity of our forefathers, so

with their bounty. Dame Dorothy went
to her rest the happier for believing that

every Michaelmas and Lady Day, for ever,

eight poor old women should, at the church
door, receive green gowns, black shoes,

and grey cloaks, with " viij pence in

money," and ale, meat, and loaves, and
should carry candles in procession through
the streets, and sing for the repose of their

benefactress. It would have shocked Dame
Dorothy could she have beheld, with the

eye of foreknowledge, the hole-and-corner

fashion in which all this green-gown and
meat-and-drink business is shuffled through

in our degenerate age. It would take many

times eightpence to bribe any eight elderly

females, " poor but honest," of our day to

march singing through the streets with
flickering candles in their old hands. After
all it is not the fault of an institution that

it wears out after many years. It has very
likely worked well in its time, and its

wisest course would be, in the fulness of

age, gracefully to step aside, and leave the

stage clear for more youthful and vigorous
competitors.

EVENING.
GoLD-TEiNGED are tlie banks of violet cloud,

The heavens' imperial purple : and the sun
Shows througli their gorgeous mazes, half-obscured,

Yet gathering grandeur from his hidden might,
As Beauty shines more powerful half-veiled,

Than when 'tis all revealed.

From yon white thorn
The blackcap runs the gamut of his song,

With rival nightingale, the blackbird pipes

From cheiTV bough, and, from the spruce, the tlunish

Joins the blithe evening choir. The apple-blooms
Are scattered roseate o'er the orchard lands

;

The white-robed pear, the sweet-breathed damascene,
Weighed down with blossomed fragrance, sprinkle snow
Upon the daisied grass. The buttercups
With golden buttons, gem the homestead mead,
And pale blue squills glint 'neath the tangled wealth
Of fern and bramble. Home the milkmaid trips,

Quick, with sweet-scented pail.

The twilight shades
Merge into mellow gloaming, and the sky
Its purple glories lost, to crimson turns,

And paling then to amber, sinks in night

!

PEACE.

There are things which everybody vaunts
in theory, but which few people succeed in

reducing to practice, and amongst those

acknowledged desirabilities I think we may
fairly reckon peace. Yet peace, in all its

forms and phases, is better known by name
than in reality. There are nations whose
annals record more years of war, of prepa-

rations for war, of recovery from tlie ex-

haustion or the disasters of war, than they

reckon years free from all thought of hos-

tilities ; there are families in which bicker-

ings, jealousies, and disputes, are incessant

and continual ; there are indi^dduals of so

sour a temper that when they have no one

else to quarrel with, they seem to take a

pleasure in doing their best to pick a

quarrel with themselves. It may even be

stated that, in this vale of tears, peace is

more widely known by its absence than its

presence. Not a few unhappy wretches

annually rush of their own accord to seek

in the grave the peace which they despair

to find elsewhere.

And yet what a beautiful thing is peace !

The very word is melodious. The Greek

-6^
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'EiprivT), Eireenee is euphony itself, and has
quite as good a right to be a favourite Chris-

tian name for women as Grace, Blanche,

Aurora, Dagmar, and others. The Latin

pax is short, sharp, and blunt ; but no one
cares how abruptly peace is made, even if

it turn out only a truce. The Romans,
untiring warriors at home, wished their

colonies to enjoy peace, at least in name.
The chief city of Estremadura, in Spain,

was called Pax Augusta, while Portugal
had Pax Julia, tlie Beja of the present

day. Ovid raises Pax to the dignity of a

goddess. Thei'e were coins that bore the

effigy of Pacifer Hercules, Hercules the

Peacemaker, and we have had only too

recent evidence of what a herculean task

peacemaking is. The French paix, though
directly descended from the Latin pax,

looks better on paper, and when pro-

nounced drops the harsh final consonant.

The German friede is a delightful dissyl-

lable. Eriedereich ought to signify rich in

peace, if anything. It has not been the

fault of a certain Frederick (Unser Fritz),

we are told, if he has not been so in deed
as well as in name. May he live to profit

by the saying, " Friede erniihrt, Unfriede

verzehrt," " Peace nourishes, discord devas-

tates."

In some languages, the word peace is

employed only in the singular number, and
has no plural, as if it might and should be

one and indivisible, never broken in two
nor rent asunder ; as if peace were intended

to be, like eternity, uninterrupted, without

break or flaw. In English we may speak

of treaties of peace, but can we say peaces

as the Romans wrote paces ? A treaty of

peace is named after the place where it is

made; thus we liave the Treaty of Amiens,
which we may also call the Peace ofAmiens.
"We have had the treaties of Munster, Avhich

pacified all Germany, and ofRyswick which,

in lGy7, restored peace to nearly the whole
of Europe, but we can hardly call them the

Peaces of Munster and of Ryswick.
Peace, as understood with reference to

public afl'airs, means the tranquillity en-

joyed by a community, either at home (as

in the absence of civil war and intestine

discord) or, in its foreign relations, by the

good understanding it maintains with neigh-

bouring countries. One would say that

peace at home and peace abroad was the

normal and healthy condition of every

people who value prosperity and pretend

to civilisation. Hobbes, however, hazards

the notion that war is the natural condition

of man, in which every man's hand is

against every other man ; which grates on
one's ear as if he had said that pain and
disease, not continued good health, were
the natural condition of the human body.
War is surely a malady of the body cor-

porate, a dislocation of the joints of society,

a fever fit attacking all the members who
join in it, a determination of blood, not to
the liead, but to the slaughter-house. War
is the fruit of human depravity, the out-

break of an unsound constitution, a con-
vulsive disorder of the body jDolitic. Wit-
ness its symptoms and their results. War
thins the population of a country, spreads
anarchy throughout its length and breadth,
makes license take the place of law, jeo-

pardises property, liberty, and life, ob-

structs all commerce, or brings it to a stand-

still, and leaves untilled the wretched fields

it has devastated. Will any man in his

senses, at the present time of day, talk of
glory as the upshot of such a combination
of miseries ? Perhaps. For, after all, we
may be told, " It was a glorious victory !"

Peace, like health, gives strength to

empires ; and empires may exist without
having- at their head a conquering hero
as their emperor. Peace is the natural

state of a nation which can isolate itself

from morbid influences, from the infection

of rabid oratory, and the feverish vanity
of augmented territory. Peace maintains
domestic order, gives law the strength
necessary for its proper working, fixvours

the increase of population, and encourages
trade. Peace makes life a blessing ; war
almost tempts us to regard it as a curse.

In spite of the proverbs which prove the
popular appreciation of peace—the end of

a feast is better than the beginning of a

fray ; the beginnings of strife are like the

letting in of waters—peace is a blessing

whose full value is not felt until it is lost.

Warlike nations show their sense of this by
the way in which they symbolise peace. The
Greeks figured Peace as a goddess, carrying

in her arms the infant Plutus, the god of

wealth. Peace thus holds the first begin-

nings of riches, which will increase if their

nurse is suff'ered to survive. Amongst the

Romans, we ordinarily find Peace repre-

sented with an olive-branch, sometimes with
wings (to denote how easy it is to make her

take her flight), holding a caduceus or wand,
with which she threatens a serpent (the

symbol of evil, mischief, and wickedness)
crawling at her feet. The cornucopia, or

horn of plenty, is often added as a fitting

attribute.

The caduceus is the symbol of the nies-
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senger Mercury, to mark the negotiations

which have brought about peace. The
olive-tree is the symbol of peace. Now
it is the permanence of peaceful growth
which is indispensable to the olive-tree,

to enable it to yield its annual produce.

It will not, like the vine or the peach-tree,

give its fruit after a few years' culture. It

is profitless in a country frequently devas-

tated by war. " Hesiod delivers," wrote

Sir Thomas Browne, " that none who
planted the olive gathered of the fruit

thereof." This corresponds to our " Plant

pears, plant for your heirs." Horticul-

tural skill, aided by quince stocks, has been

able to do more in hurrying pears than it

has in hastening the appearance of olives,

whose blossoms take a long, long time to

make up their mind to come into the

world. This absolute need to live in quiet

times, renders the olive-tree a specially apt

emblem of peace. Moreover, it was the

gift of Minerva, the goddess of wisdom,
implying that if fools are pugnacious and
rush into broils without knowing how
they are to get out of them, wise men
think twice before they venture to drag
the rope of defiance through a Donnybrook
fair.

One of the medals of Antonius Pius re-

presents Peace holding an olive-branch in

her right hand, and burning with her left

hand bucklers and cuirasses, which, conse-

quently, must have been made of wood, or

at least of leather. The idea, if not novel,

was at least ingenious ; as also was that on
the medals of Titus, which figure Peace
with an olive-branch in one hand, and with
the other leading a lamb and a wolf yoked
together.

Peace has a variety of meanings, all

oflFshoots from its one primary signification.

There is the king's peace, or the queen's

peace; namely, the state of public tran-

quillity which every good subject is bound
to maintain, and breaches of which are

punishable by justices of the peace, who
are empowered by the law to bind over
parties to keep the peace. In this minor
sense (though the fact is not of minor im-

portance, for blessed are the peacemakers,
of whatever kind) judicious and kindly

persons may succeed in making peace be-

tween litigious neighbours, quarrelsome
husbands and wives, or jealous brethren.

Pax, too, in Latin, as in English, means
" Peace, be still; hold your tongue;" as if

the tongue had really sometimes something
to do with stirring up strife.

The peace of God of the middle ages

was rather the truce of God, the trSve de
Dieu, peace being the cessation of hostili-

ties between belligerent nations, and a truce

or treve the temporary suspension of fight-

ing between individuals at feud with each
other. The peace or truce of God was a
lull of armed strife, from the Wednesday
evening of every week up to Monday
morning, enforced by ecclesiastics and the

princes of the Church in the times when
individuals had the right to kill the mur-
derer of a parent, or to take justice into

their own hands in any other case that

might turn u^^ in those days of unsettled

authority. According to ancient custom,
the hall of audience in which justice was
administered, was the house of peace.

Towns of peace were those in which persons

were not allowed to avenge themselves,

otherwise than by an appeal to justice, in

contradistinction to towns and provinces

where they had the right to settle their

diff"erences by private warfare.

The peace of God effected, in its day, an
enormous amount of good. In feudal times,

all Europe was studded with castles, whose
owners were constantly at war with one
another. The result would have been the

ruin of agriculture, the suppression of in-

dustry, and the destruction of the popula-

tion, if the clergy had not been able to

diminish the evil; to prevent it entirely

was out of their power. In 1034, a bishop,

whose name is not chronicled, announced
that he had miraculously received from
heaven the order to preach peace on earth.

The feudal lords were persuaded to meet
in council with the prelates, to lay down
rules for the peace of God. At first, it

was too opposed to the manners of the day
to have much efiect. Whether for self-

defence or the execution of vengeance,

private war was a wild kind of justice,

which could hardly be renounced, even
while its consequences were deplored. Ulti-

mately it was agreed that, to render due
honour to the Sabbath, no man should

attack his enemy on Sunday, no one should

attack in any way a clerk or a monk
travelling unarmed, or a man going to, or

returning from church, or accompanied by
women ; no one should attack a church or

the houses within thirty paces of it, under
pain of excommunication, to be converted
into anathema at the end of three months'
impenitence. In this way the peace of God
checked brutal passions to a certain extent,

by enforcing the laws of religion and hu-

manity. Little by little the treve de Dieu
was adopted in Prance and England, and
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was confirmed bj Pope Urban the Second,
at the Council of Clermont, 1095.
As to treaties of peace, history supplies

them by the bushelful. We may sweep
them up together in heaps, as we would
the leaves of the coming autumn. Treaties,

unfortunately, are radically deciduous, and
by no means evergreen in constitution. A
Light of Diplomacy once sang thus :

Come hither, come hither—by night and by day,
We hnger in treaties that never are done ;

Like the waves of the summer, as one dies away.
Another as short and as shallow comes on.

And the treaty that's o'er, in expiring, gives birth
To a new one, as false and as hollow in bliss

;

And oh ! if there be arrant humbug on earth,
It is this, it is this.

Sundry commentators on treaties of peace
have uttered wise saws which deserve some
attention at the present moment.
A point of the first importance is : if

public agreements or treaties of peace are
regarded by nations as utterly sacred and
inviolable, nothing can be more conducive
than such treaties to the repose and tran-

quillity of the human race. Princes and
nations having no common judge who is

competent to take cognisance of and pro-

nounce judgment respecting the justice of
a war, men could have no confidence in a
treaty of peace, if there existed fears of its

being broken under ordinary circumstances.
The expression " ordinary circumstances "

is used, because there are cases in which
the injustice of the conditions of a treaty
of peace are self-evident. When the unjust
conqueror abuses his victory to tlie point
of imposing on the vanquished harsh, cruel,

and absolutely insupportable conditions,

international law would refuse to sanction
such treaties, or to impose on the van-
quished the obligation of complying with
them.

Hear another bit of sage advice :
" It is

but too common that, in a treaty of peace,

those who have been victorious during the
war take all the advantage they can of
their successes, by making those who have
been beaten, and whom they know incapable
of keeping the field any longer, buy the
peace at a very dear rate ; as it was pro-

posed to make the French do it in the
treaty of Gertrudcmberg, which the late

King of France, Louis the Fourteenth,
would never submit to A prince
should never refuse to enter into a treaty,

on honourable and equitable terms, to put
an end to a destructive war ; since none is

sure that victory, which is as great a jilt

as fortune itself, shall always accompany
his arms ; and that favourable opportunity

once neglected, a turn may happen in the
affairs, which shall force him perhaps to

make a dishonourable peace."

When flatterers told Gustavus, after his

great successes, that he was an instrument
of Providence for the salvation of mankind,
a visible proof of the Almighty's goodness,
" Say rather of his anger," replied the con-

queror. " If the war I have waged is a

remedy, it is far more insupportable than
all the evils you have had to bear."

Moi'e instructive and convincing than
any argument or anecdote just now, is to

flit across the Channel and go and see what
war has done, and what peace would have
left undone.

m THE FIELD WITH THE
PRUSSIANS.

A MARCH TO THE FRONT WITH THE GRAND
DUKE OP Mecklenburg's corps.

Halt ! How gladly we obeyed that order !

It was four p.m., and the weather, which had
been as bad as it could be during the day,

at last seemed inclined to be more merciful.

The sun struggled hard to unveil himself

from his thick envelopment of clouds,

and, as the mud-splashed troopers in the

van drew up at the welcome order, one

could see a faint gleam from a few stray

sunbeams on their spiked helmets. The
place which the Grand Duke had chosen

as a resting-place for his corps of over

thirty thousand men w\as not a large town
with comfortable cafes and hotels, nor was
it a large village. As far as I could see, far

and near, there was not a single house.
" Surely we shall go on ?" I said to a

young dragoon officer.

" The word halt means stay here," was
the answer. " I, for one, don't wish to move
another step, neither do you, do you. Fox ?"

said he as he patted his beautiful steed.

" I say, young fellow," he continued, " you
had better bivouac with us ; we'll show you
how to make a bivouac comfortable."

"Very well," I said, "I shall be very

happy to learn." The bugle sounded, and
the men fell out of marching order, and got

into groups.

The road by which we had come was
flanked on one side by a vast plateau, with

a few copses here and there dotting its

surface ; on the other side of the chaussee

the ground sloped gently downwards for a

few yards, and then made a rapid descent

till it met a branch of the blue Moselle,

which danced over the boulders in the

--^
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rocky valley below. The beautiful chaussee,

which was lined by two rows of fine lime-

trees, Avas crowded by horses and baggage
waggons, although most of the men had
long since crossed on to the plateaii

;

gradually these were disposed of, however,

and tbe chaussee was perfectly clear. Men
now came with bill-hooks, and the most
beautiful trees, being chosen on account of

the thickness and number of their branches,

were felled. As each giant came down with

a crash, so many men would come and cut

the branches off' and bear them away to the

spot appointed for their company's bivouac.

It was a curious sight to see these trees fall-

ing over, two or three at a time, as far as the

eye could reach down the chaussee. No
more should they delight the Frenchman's
eyes, and give shade to tlie weary peasant

in the noonday heat. A few backs from a
German hatchet, and the work of years of

care expended on them was undone. It

was strange to see how the men built their

various habitations. Usually ten or a dozen
would club their supply of branches to-

gether to build what they called a palace.

When finished I can't say that these build-

ings bore much resemblance to palaces in

the usual acceptation of that word, but they

answered their purpose well enough. Some-
times, however, a man seemed to prefer

building a place of shelter for himself; this

I usually noticed was the case if a man
had a private supply of straw in one of

the carts. It might be a mere handful,

but it was such a precious article that its

fortunate possessor was deemed quite justi-

fied in keeping it all to himself. The officers

of the dragoon regiment with whom I

biv^ouacked made their servants prepare
their huts, under their supervision, and
they certainly did have a supply of straw,

which, though not very abundant, was
some sort of covering to the ground sod-

dened with rain.

The baggage waggon, a required cart, was
unloaded ; its contents consisted of a table,

and four or five chairs, also required, and
half a dozen cases of champagne, which I

don't think were paid for.

" Here's luxury—tables, chairs, cham-
pagne ! Why, the Parisians don't get
much more than this," said a dragoon
officer.

I took a hatchet, and set to work like a
backwoodsman. It was a busy scene ; the
men had all piled their arms almost within
reach of where each man was to sleep.

They were all piled in fours, with the
bayonets fixed, and on the top of the bayo-

nets the spiked helmets were placed. As
night approached, the bivouac fires illu-

mined the gloom, and faces gradually

gathered round them. The outposts, horse

and foot, wei'e all on the alert ; for although

Marshal Bazaine would have to pass Prince

Frederick Charles's forces before he could

pepper us with bis chassepots, should be
wish to make a sortie, the distance from
Metz was very inconsiderable. Beasts

which each regiment had been driving on
ahead of them were quickly slaughtered.

Oxen and sheep seemed to be slaughtered

indiscriminately, some of the soldiers get-

ting beef, some mutton.

More carts now appeared on the bustling

scene. What can they be, some drawn by
three, some by four horses, attached to the

carts by ropes ? On they come. What do

these wretched old tumble-down carts con-

tain ? Look at their drivers ; why one
would think the creatures were buffoons or

clowns. One is dressed in a German sol-

dier's uniform coat of Prussian blue, his

legs are enveloped in the red pantaloons of

some departed Frenchman, a lady's bonnet
covers his head. Are they French or are

they Prussians ? They halt near the dif-

ferent regiments, and their presence seems
instinctively to be felt, for soldiers, with-

out having apparently noticed their arrival,

make quickly toward them. The man in

clothes ofmany colours descends, and brings,

forth from his cart a cask and a stand for

it. This cask contains a fluid which both

Germans and English know by the name
of schnaps. The Mecklenburgers fill their

flasks with it, as they have been emptied
during the tiring march, and also buy
bread, and sausages, or cheese, from the

man in the cart, who goes by the name of
" the market-tender."

" Now, my friend," said Von Uslai\
" come, let us sit round our bivouac fire

and have a talk."

I willingly consented, as I was wet to the

skin.

In a few moments two more dragoons

joined us. The conversation was entirely

on the war, of course. We all had the

greatest respect for Marshal Bazaine's

powers, and none of us thought lightly of

what would be the consequence if that

savage old lion broke loose.

" I wonder how many men he has under
him ?" I said.

" About eighty or ninety thousand," was
the answer.

"He has the Guards' corps and three

other corps, I think," said a dragoon, light-

^
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ing bis fourth pipe. "Von Uslar,".con-
tinuGcl he, "have not yon got a pack of

cards ?"

" Yes," said Von Uslar ;
" here they are."

I We sat round a cask, and by hght of the

I

blazing bivouac fire we began a game of

whist, of which we had not finished the

first rubber, when heavy drops began to

fall

"Plolloa ! again a wet night," said Von
Ushar. " What a time we have had of it

!

Three weeks' bivouacking every night in

the rain. Some people say bivouacking is

fine ; let them come and try it. I, for one,

prefer the worst roof to the best bivouac.

It's no use going on, or these cards w^on't

last another game out ; as it is, it is diffi-

cult enough to tell one from another even
now."
We now crouched round the fire, which

hissed as the heavy drops came pattering
down.

"Here's a night!" exclaimed another'
dragoon. "What a strange fellow you are

to come this immense distance, to this

Avrctched place, for the sake of helping
wounded foreigners."

"Why," I answered, "I am amply re-

warded by the pleasure I feel in the excite-

ment of adventure, and in being of a little

use. And as for immense distances, why
a fellow does not think much of that when
he has been cruising about for three years
in the English navy from Labrador to the
West Indies."

" Potstausend," said the officer, "we
think ourselves great travellers in having
been to Bohemia in 1866 and in being here
now, do w^e not. Von Uslar ? And now
we meet an Englishman who, only half our
age, has been all over the world, and thinks
nothing of it. You are wonderful people,

you Englishmen ; it is a great advantage
you islanders have over us. Travelling im-
proves the mind more than tons of books

;

at least, so I think."
" Good-night," said Von Uslar. " Come

along, Enghshman ; there's a bit of wet
straw between us, and a few twigs over-
head, which let in every drop of rain."

I did up every button of my waterproof,
undid a rug, and laid myself down in the
first soldier's bivouac I had ever slept in.

The rain dripped on my fixce and pattered
on the rug and mackintosh ; but I was soon
asleep, in spite of the constant gruff " Wer
da" of the German sentries and the un-
comfortable surroundings.

Grey dawn found me sitting upright,
rubbing my eyes, and extracting my f^cet

and legs from a pool of water and mud
into which they had sunk during the night.

To say I felt cold would give you no ade-

quate idea of what I felt. I was too

numbed to be cold. I threw the wet rug
off me, took ofi" my mackintosh, and scam-
pered down the road. The day was fine,

and after half an hour's running and walk-
ing, I came back to get a tin panful of hot
cofi'ee, and to place my soaked boots over
the glowing embers of a bivouac fire.

" We start at six," said Von Uslar, " and
we go through Pont-a-lMousson. The Grand
Duke is going to review us there."

" I'll ride on," I said. " The road is

all open to Pont-a-Mousson, is it not ?"

" Right away to Toul," was the answer.
A couple of hours' hard riding brought

me to Pont-a-Mousson. I certainly was
not sorry to take ofi" my clothes, which were
still wet through, in a comfortable room
in the Hotel de France, and sitting before

a blazing fire, I made myself and them once
more dry and warm.

Pont-a-Mousson is a lovely little town
on both sides of the Moselle, with a ruined
castle crowning a hill overlooking the

usually peaceful valley. Alas ! all was
changed now ; the mined castle and the

green hill were certainly still there, but no
longer was the valley they overlooked

peaceful. The heavy lumbering waggons
of war rattled over the stony streets, and
the tramp of armed thousands mingled
with the loud, deep-toned voices of the

German soldi eiy.

In front of the Hotel de France at Pont-
a-Mousson there is a large square open space.

Exactly opposite the hotel is the town-
hall, out of the balcony of which was hung
the following German inscription: "Not
unto us, but unto God be the praise. Hail,

Wilhelm !" In this building the governor
of Pont-a-Mousson had taken up his

abode, and there were about two thousand
Prussian troops garrisoned here, besides

something like seven thousand wounded,
distributed amongst the various buildings,

so that the town was very full. I had just

begun lunch when I heard the sound of a
band approaching, and on going out I

found the vanguard of the Mecklenburgers
already in the market-place. It was past

noon, and the sun had come out, and was
shining brilliantly. Underneath the inscrip-

tion hanging out of the town-hall's balcony,

a group of handsomely attired officers on
horseback stood awaiting the ari-ival of the

army corps. Tlie Grand Duke's horse was
a little in advance of those belonging to the

^=
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officers of his staff. The UhlaBS came trot-

ting along ; as they got opposite their leader

they turned their eyes towards him. The
Grand Duke cried in a loud voice, " Gnten
Morgen." There was a shout in reply from
the Uhlans, and the splendid troop swept

by. A band next appeared, and the Grand
Duke motioned it to a spot exactly opposite

to where he stood. The heavy tramp, tramp
of the soldiers in a swinging step was now
heard, but not another sound; on they

came, with bayonets fixed, and their spiked

helmets dancing in the sunbeams. It was a

glorious sight.

There were no signs of weariness; the

men, who had now spent throe whole weeks
in the open air, and for that time had been
bivouacked in the pouring rain, showed no
signs of discontent or fatigue. Onwards,
press onwards ! seemed the talisman which
pervaded the whole force. The band
stopped playing ; the head of the leading-

column was now opposite the town-hall.
" Guten Morgen !" said the Grand Duke

again.

All answered the greeting ; from rank to

rank it swelled into an irresistible wave;
like a roar or thunder-clap it rolled along

the sky, caught up and re-echoed by regi-

ment after regiment through that mighty
host passing through the nan^ow streets.

The last sound of this burst of feeling-

had scarcely died away, when the band
struck up the tune, Was blasen die Trom-
petea.

The soldiers passed, walking over four

miles an hour. There was not a vestige of

mud on their uniforms. They looked as if

they had just been to Sunday parade in

Germany, all was so bright and clean
;
yet

they had been marching since six that

morning, with eighty pounds weight of

accoutrements and clothes.

The string of soldiers seemed ceaseless.

On, on, on, hour after hour. After ten

thousand men had passed, marching always
four, and, when there were officers, five

abreast, there was a clatter of hoofs, and a
battery of light field guns trotted through
the town, those springless carriages bump-
ing their burdens, which do so much in

war. The first thing a soldier asks when
his regiment is on the march is, " Where are

the guns ?" Woe betide the commander
who has to answer, " There are none !"

Again regiments of the line passed.

They were all alike. Each man bore a
joyous, defiant look ; each one seemed to

bear his heavy burden and long march
with the utmost nonchalance.

Following a couple of line regiments

came a company of engineers. These are

the hardest worked men in every army
corps, and their clothes already showed
hard wear; and this for the Mecklcn-

burgers was only the beginning of the cam-
paign. Following this body of veterans

came a pontoon train. It seemed strange to

see an army carrying boats about with

them; but bridge making is a very im-

portant branch of war making, as was
shown to great advantage near Paris,

when all the bridges were blown up.

Following the pontoon waggons (each of

which, like the guns, was dragged by three

pairs of horses), came more infantry, and
other batteries of field artillery. Each
regiment's band changed places with that

of the former one. At last the light blue

coats of the dragoons appeared, and their

mounted band, with no other instruments

than cornopeans, relieved the band of the

foregoing infantry regiment. They played

the German Fatherland. Von Uslar's

troop looked in apple-pie order, and the

Grand Duke called him to his side, and
complimented him on their appearance.

More artillery followed. The string seemed
endless. Hour after hour fled, and still

the living mass poured onward. A splendid

band now struck up Die Wacht am Rhein,

and the men, one and all, joined in. How
many times had that song been sung since

they had crossed and parted from that be-

loved stream ? It was sad to think that so

many of those manly fellows, now rolling out

the deep notes of the solemn music, would
never see the Rhine again. Each heart

seemed wrapped in the song, however,
which rose and sank, and rose again, while

the tramp, tramp of the measured tread

kept time. They had now been marching-

five hours consecutively through the town,

and had been eleven hours on the march^

yet the Grand Duke sat his horse, and still

regiment after regiment passed before him.

Six o'clock came and found the stream

still flowing on. A band of a new regi-

ment had jtist taken its place, and half the

soldiers belonging to the regiment had
passed, when there was a block. What
could this mean ? The first block for sk:

hours ! The Grand Duke was probably

getting hungry, for he was terribly enraged

at the stoppage. An aide-de-camp left his

side, with an imperious message in all pro-

bability, for he spurred his horse through
the gaping crowd of townspeople with the

most utter contempt for life and limb.

Many a man's muttered curse and many a
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woman's shriek of horror followed his
|

track to the front. Ten minutes passed,

but still the Mecklenburgers were at a dead

lock. In vain the Grand Duke ordered the

men to crowd forward ; in vain aide-de-

camp after aide-de-camp left his side. At
last the cause of the stoppage became
apparent. A wounded convoy of French
prisoners, some in carts, some on foot, got

as far as the market - place. What a

frightful contrast was there— the con-

querors and the vanquished ! There was
a perfect yell of horror from the French
crowd when they appeared, guarded by a

file of Bavarians on either side. The
Grand Duke ordered them to remain on

the market-place till his army corps had
passed, and rated the officer in charge

soundly for having stopped the progress of

thirty-five thousand men, with all their

artillery and baggage.

The splendid appearance of the German
troops showed the glorious side of war, but

one laad only to turn one's eyes to the crowd
gathered round the wounded sons of France,

to see the sad side. There they lay, with

bandaged heads and arms in slings, racked

by paiu and crushed by misfortune, and
had to watch the victorious march of theu'

enemies into their bleeding country. Wo-
men would look at the stern face and
manly figure of the Grand Duke reviewing

his passing host, and then sidle up to their

i own countrymen to give them a drink of

water, looking afraid of being caught at

such an act of humanity, or ashamed of

doing it ; while the French peasants, with

j
brows knit and teeth set, looked perfectly

demoniacal in their bitter hate.

At last the ambulance train appeared.

The waggons were eight in number. After

the surgeons came a few companies of the

line bringing up the rear. Thirty-five

thousand men had passed through Pont-a-

Mousson for the front. As the last files were

in the act of passing, the aide-de-camp, who
had been so careless in riding through the

crowd, reappeared, and was spurring to

the Grand Duke's side, when there was a

report from a rifle, and a bullet struck a

wall close by the aide-de-camp. He turned

very pale. The little white puflT floated

away over the house from whence it had
issued. There was a rush of the German
soldiers garrisoned in the town, who had
been looking on at the review, to catch the

would-be assassin, but he was nov/here to

be found.

The next day the distric' Avas fined two
thousand pounds for this single shot, which

had missed its object. Such was the iron

hand held by the victorious German army
over the people of Fi-ance.

MY NEW IDEA.
DEDICATED TO MM. LES CHEVALIERS

D'mDUSTRIE.

In Two Parts. Part I.

Placed—owing to a combination of cir-

cumstances to be hereafter described—in a

situation of great retirement, which aflbrds

me many most favourable opportunities for

study and reflection, I have determined to

employ such time as is at my disposal in

putting together a short account of a certaiu

curious episode in my life, a trutliful de-

scription of which cannot, I think, fail to

impress all who become acquainted with its

details with a considerable amount of re-

spect for an extraordinary display of in-

genuity, and at the same time of compas-

sion for an equally extraordinary exhibition

of ill luck.

I have been, all my life, an original thinker

—one of those men from among whom the

ranks of the great inventors, discoverers,

and originators are recruited. Indeed,

this peculiar bias of my mind began to show
itself at a veiy early age, so that I remem-
ber, Avhen a mere boy, engaging in a com-
petition, having for its object the inven-

tion of a new kind of omnibus which should

be entirely free from the defects wlrich be-

long to the existing vehicle. My design

had great merits, but it was not accepted.

There was some difficulty, as far as I re-

member, in connexion with the hind-wheels

and the door, involving the necessity of

sacrificing one or the other of those insti-

tutions, and as they were both looked upon
by the authorities as essentials to a pro-

perly organised omnibus, my scheme fell

through.

As I advanced in years, this tendency of

my intellectual faculties to expand in the

direction of inventiveness continued to

develop itself more and more. It prevented

me from settling down to any definite oc-

cupation. I always felt, indeed, very

strongly, that there was one particular pro-

fession, or calling, for which I was pre-

eminently fitted by nature—and from em-
barking in which I was only deterred by
the one obstacle of its non-existence as a

recognised business— I mean that of a

suggester, or general adviser, on the largest

scale. In this line I could always have

done, and could still do, a prodigious good

stroke of business. This was my niche.

.^
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If I could only have established myself in

this profession of general adviser, I feel

sure, as I look back, that incalculable ad-

vantage would have accrued to all sorts of

people. It is really astonishing how fit I

was for this post. I could have advised

mankind upon all sorts of subjects. I

should have been in a position to inform all

those who might have consulted me exactly

what course to pursue in every difficulty,

great or small, besides furnishing, without

hesitation, satisfactory solutions to all those

social problems by which society is so con-

tinually puzzled. This function, of which
I have spoken, having, however, owing to

the indifference of mankind to its own in-

terests, no existence, I set myself to con-

sider what line of life would suit me next

best to the oracular business, and soon

came to the conclusion that the next best

thing to being a General Ad\-iser would be

to become a General Inventor. And here

I may remai'k that I had no sooner set up
in this capacity than I became almost be-

wildered at the fecundity of my o-^vn in-

ventive faculties. My brain was actually

flooded with new and valuable ideas. To
begin with, I naturally returned to that

old notion of my boyhood of an improved
omnibus—an idea which, purged of the

faults which disfigured the original design,

developed itself rapidly into what did,

and does, appear to me to have been a

very great and remarkable invention. My
omnibus was to be called the dos-ii-dos,

or " seclusion" omnibus, the seats being
arranged back to back, and each provided
with a distinct roof and sides of its own,
presenting the appearance of one of those

porter's chairs which are still to be met
with in the halls of the British aristocracy.

Opposite to each scat was a little door, with
a step which, by a simple mechanical ar-

rangement, descended whenever the door
opened. The wheels were a difficulty for a
while, interfering ruinously with the open-

ing of these doors, but I conquered them
ultimately, placing them under the vehicle,

as in railway carriages, instead of outside

it. The " seclusion" omnibus was a great

idea, truly ; so was the " oval pill," which
— its bulk being so much in length and so

little in breadth—was certain to slip down
the throat almost without the consciousness
of the swallower ; so was my aerial machine,
held in air by a balloon, and worked by vast

paddles turned by the feet of the passengers
;

so vras my system of tattooing every human
being at birth with his or her name, render-

ing identification, under any circumstances

which could possibly occur, a thing of coi'-

tainty.

I soon found that to do anything with
these inventions of mine—and there were
many others besides, which I have not
mentioned—in my native town, was a

thing entirely out of the question. I had
very good connexions there, it is true, and
was, though I say it, thought a good deal

of. My inventions got to be much talked

about, and were pronounced by all the

authorities of the town to be highly in-

genious and deserving of general attention.

Still it was agreed on all hands that a pro-

vincial town, however important, was not
the proper sphere for the development of

my genius, and that London was the place

where my abilities would have the fullest

scope. As I was in nowise unwilling to con-

sent to this arrangement, the point was soon
settled, and to London I went, big with
schemes forattaining both fortune and fame.

I had excellent introductions. I have
already stated that I had good connexions

in my native town. I had always had a
faculty for making friends, being—again

though I say it, who shouldn't say it

—

an agreeable young fellow enough, with

sprightly manners and a good deal to say

for myself, so that I had made plenty of

friends in the neighbourhood in which I

resided, besides those inherited from my
parents, both of whom were now deceased.

All these worthy people were quite ready

to give me letters of introduction to their

connexions and friends in London, and I

arrived there Avith social prospects of the

best kind, and feeling very sanguine in-

deed as to my future.

The society into which I found myself

introduced was one, the principal members
of which belonged mainly to the commercial

class, the same kind of people as were the

friends who had furnished me with my
introductions, only richer and more distin-

guished. Of course I met with many
persons who were not engaged in mercan-

tile pursuits, sach as artists, literary men,
and others, but I knew them only as guests

encountered from time to time at the

houses of my commercial acquaintances,

and it was with these last only that I could

call myself really intimate. I must confess

that I found them, every one, perfectly

ready to help me with all my plans for

making a fortune. They put me in the

way of pushing my inventions, and though
no particular individual among them was
concerned either in the manufacture of

omnibuses, or in the pill trade, they had

^:
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business relations with all sorts of agents

and others who were able to get at those

who were so concerned, and to these per-

sons they committed me and my schemes,

comforting me with the assurance that I

was in the best hands possible.

Alas! these "best hands" were able to

afford me but little assistance. I dare say

they did what they could. They certainly

laid my statements and my designs before

what are called " practical men"—men en-

gaged in the different callings with which
my inventions were connected. These were
all against me. The practical carriage-

builder, to whom my omnibus design was
shown, objected to the number of doors

—

six on each side of the vehicle. He pro-

nounced that it would be necessary to have
at least two conductors, one on each side,

lest while the official in question was
taking a fare at one of the doors on the

"near" side (as the vulgar and suspicious

man expressed it), all the passengers on

the " off" side should let themselves out

and "bolt." Practical man, indeed ! Un-
practical idiot I call him. As if anything

could be easier than to fasten each pas-

senger in, and let him out on his ringing a

bell provided for the purpose. This very

wretched creature took it into his head,

besides, that my plan of placing the wheels

of my omnibus under the conveyance, in-

stead of outside it, would necessitate the

raising of the body of the vehicle to an in-

convenient height from the grotmd. Idiot

again ! As if that did not entirely depend
upon the size of the wheels !

It was so with all my inventions ; the

practical men invariably picked holes in

them. The practical chemist, for instance,

was of opinion that my oval pill would be

all very Avell if it could be guaranteed to

go down the thi'oat end foremost ; but sup-

pose it should find its way into the oeso-

phagus— absurd, pedantic expression !

—

crosswise, and stick there, " How then?"
My other inventions fared no better.

As to my idea of tattooing every newly-

born child with its name—this being the

business of no practical man in particular

—I submitted to the world in general by
means of a letter sent to one of the daily

papers. 13ut this scheme met with the

v.-orst fate of all, the mere proposal bring-

ing down upon me a mixed torrent of in-

dignation and ridicule which it was really

most difficult to bear. I was accused on

one side of ^vishing to reduce the whole
community to the level of convicts and
maleiactors, and on the other of treating

human beings as I would a flock of sheep,

or New Forest ponies. In a word, no one
would have anything to say to any one of

my proposals, and I was soon brought face

to face with the fact that, so far as the

prospect of making a fortune went, I was
no better off here in Loudon than I had
been in my native town.

Against all these failures, I had just this

as a set-off" that my social successes were
j)ositively enormous. i\Iy circle of friends

enlarged daily. Every time I dined out I

made a host of new acquaintances, who in

turn asked me constantly to their houses.

I was, as I have already stated, lively and
talkative, and I always observed that there

were seldom any of those awkward pauses,

which are so justly dreaded by the givers

of entertainments, when I made one of the

party. I think it was this power which I

possessed, of running on perpetually with

a glib flow of conversation, which got me
so many invitations. At all events, there

the invitations v^ere stuck in my chimney-

glass in a goodly array; invitations to

garden parties, to dinners, to conversa-

ziones, to balls. I never spent an evening-

alone by any chance.

Still, all this did not fill my pockets—on
the contrary, I think it had rather a ten-

dency to empty them. Live as carefully

as he may, there are some expenses which
a young man who goes much into society

is certain to have to encounter. He must
spend some money on dress, for instance.

Hats and gloves are very expensive, and
so, let me add, is clean linen. Then there

is locomotion. Society is always rushing

about, and rushing about costs money.

It is desirable, too, for those who—well,

who are not entirely secure about their

position, to keep well with people's ser-

vants, and that, again, is not to be done

without occasional disbursements. At all

events, I spent a good deal of money, and

as I received none at all, it may be con-

ceived that my financial state could hardly

be described as a satisfactory one, and that,

far from improving, it continued daily to

get worse and worse. Our troubles of a

pecuniary nature sometimes sharpen our

wits, and this truth was destined to be

illustrated in my case, in a remarkable

degree, as 1 shall proceed to prove.

The origin of many noble inventions is

lost in obscurity, and it is a Avell-known

fact that, in not a few cases, the authors of

all sorts of glorious creations of the ima-

gination have been unable to point to the

exact moment when a great idea has en-
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terecT their heads, or to say by what par-

ticular incident or occurrence in their lives

it was originally suggested. Just so is it

with me in relation to a very ingenious

—

not to say sublime—conception, which de-

veloped itself in my mind about this time.

My great idea—as I propose henceforth

to designate the ingenious and universally

misunderstood conception, the history of

whose development I am now writing—my
great idea seems, like many other great

ideas, to have grown and expanded gra-

dually from a very small beginning. I

was dining one day at the house of a

friend, when happening in the course of

conversation with my neighbour to raise

my arm, which had been resting carelessly

on the table, I observed that a silver spoon,

which was lying in company with some
forks by the side of my plate, had accident-

ally got inside the cuif of my coat, and
that when I lifted my arm the piece of

silver slipped up my sleeve and disappeared.

I shook it out upon the table, and, in my
sprightly manner, called the attention of

the fair creature who sat beside me to the

circumstance, pointing out to her how
easily any one so disposed might in this

way help himself to his friend's plate with-

out being observed by his neighbours.

It v.-as immediately after, and I suppose
in consequence of, this apparently most
trivial incident, that a thought, destined to

have much influence on my future, first

suggested itself to my mind. What a
wonderful career, as an abstracter of articles

not exactly belonging to him, a man might
have who started with a good reputation

and reputable connexions, and a large circle

of friends ! What endless opportunities of

possessing himself of other people's pro-

perty would come continually in his way,
and how long he might continue his course

of appropriating, so to speak, such property

to his own use without anybody suspecting

him ! When the objects which such an
one had st appropriated, came to be
missed, all sorts of people belonging to a
lower grade in society than that held by
the real " knight of industry," as our
neighbours excellently term such pickers

up of unconsidered trifles— all sorts of

servants, Avaiters, kitchen-helpers, and the

like, would be suspected, while the friend

of the family, the man whom everybody
knew about, who had been so well intro-

duced, and who moved in such good society,

would never, so much as by a thought, be
connected in anybody's mind with the dis-

appearance of the missing property.

I look upon the arising of this train of

reflections in my mind as the first hint of

the awakening of the great idea within

me. The faint streaks that suggested its

dawning were beginning to show them-
selves. It was some time before the idea

itself really peeped up above the horizon,

but that the way was prepared for it by
that dessert-spoon incident, is a fact which
cannot, I think, be doubted.

As to the course of proceeding imme-
diately suggested by that incident, I need
hardly say that I did not enter upon it,

although I was really exceedingly hard up.

The thought of it, however, stuck to me, and
sometimes when sitting at table I used to

find myself abstractedly scooping up a fork

or a spoon with my cuflT, and then letting

it out again, just to prove to myself, as it

were, how very easily it might be done if

one were so inclined. " With my acquaint-

ance and my good name," I sometimes
said to myself, " I might appropriate—un-

suspected—enough objects of value to keep
me quite comfortably." I did not, how-
ever, as I have said, act upon this crude

idea, but it stuck to me and prepared the

way for something on a much more splendid

scale which was to follow. That " some-

thing" was brought into existence in rather

a curious fashion. It was brought into

existence through the immediate agency of

a photograph book.

Socially speaking, a man may generally

be considered as being in a bad way when
he spends an evening, or indeed any portion

of an evening, in examining a collection of

photographic portraits. It is a proceeding

which indicates a certain amount of de-

sertion by his friends, or a dearth of con-

versational resources in the individual

himself. Still, there are moments when
we all come to it, and I came to it one

evening at the house of a rich City friend,

when my conversational powers had broken

down under an attack of low spirits, en-

gendered by an unseasonable and inoppor-

tune consideration of my afiau-s, into which

I had fallen after dinner. In this dis-

astrous frame of mind I loitered discon-

solate into the back drawing-room, and
seating myself by the side of the inevitable

round table, commenced a minute exami-

nation of the contents of a large square

photographic album, richly bound in

crimson morocco, with gilt clasps.

The book was full of portraits of City

men, business associates, and private friends

of the commercial magnate whose dinner I

had just been eating.
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There they were, and there were their

wives, and sometimes their sons and
daughters. I was in a morose, savage
temper that evening, and as I looked upon
the portraits of these worthy capitaHsts, I

could not heljD regarding them with some-
thing very nearly akin to hatred. " How
ugly they all are," I said to myself. " How
ugly, how vulgar, and how disgustingly

solvent." The memory of my own im-
poA'crished condition was still haunting me.
" Confound their smooth broadcloth and
their square - toed, well - blacked boots. I

hate them." I fell foul of their hand-
writings next ; the book belonged to the

young lady of the house, and she had got
the signatures of nearly all the originals of

those portraits written under each. "What
writing!" I went on still in the same
truculent mood. " ' Commercial hands '

cliiefly, thick down-strokes, thin lap-strokes

;

now and then an attempt at an autograph,
with just a sprawl and a splutter to make
' John Brown' look as unlike the real thing

as 2:»ossible." I paused, and went on turn-

ing over the leaves and thinking. "And
yet those signatures whicli I despise would
go for something in the City. I wish I

had one of eack of them at the foot of a

cheque for a thousand pounds. I wish

—

what—no—yes " I stopped abruptly,

a sort of hot shooting sensation seemed to

pass through my body; the portraits of

the capitalists began to revolve and swim
before my eyes, and I was hardly able to

support the Aveight of the book as it lay

open upon my knees. My great idea was
just beginning to suggest itself.

At this moment the young lady, the
daughter of the bouse, to whom the book
belonged, came up to the table, and, seat-

ing herself opposite me, began talking.

"I thouglit I saw you busy with my
album," she said. "What do you think of

the collection ?"

I was still entirely upset and confused
by the magnitude of the idea which had
just dawned upon me, but I managed to

stammer out that I regarded the collection

as one of very great interest.

" It is rendered additionally so," I added,
" by the autogi'aphs which are placed under
the portraits. May I ask how you managed
to get them?"

" Oh, quite easily. I got the photo-
graphs first and stuck them into the book,
and then, when any one of the originals

came to see us, I made him sit down and
write his name under his portrait."

" Oh—that—was—how it was—done

—

was it? How easily managed !" I added,
abstractedly.

" Yes ; and, by-the-bye, that reminds me
that I haven't got your signature yet. Your
portrait is in the book somewhere I know
—let me see—ah, here it is—but with no
autograph. So I'll get you to write me one
now. Here is a pen, and here is the ink

—

but," she continued, "you look quite be-
wildered, as if I had asked you to do some-
thing extraordinary."

" I was thinking of something," I said.

Then, rousing myself, I took the pen in
my hand and wi'ote my name in my best
style, and with none of those commercial
down-strokes which my soul abhorred, I
promise you.

That memorable evening was a turning-

point in my career. From that smallest

and most insignificant of incidents, the
taking up of a book of photographs by a
young man in a condition of listlessness

and despondency, great results in connexion
with the fate of the young man in question
were destined to be brought about.

I had for some time seen very plainly

that something must be done to retrieve

my fortunes. The only question was what
that " something" was to be—a question
whicli I was continually asking myself, and
to which I as continually received the same
answer. " Go," said Destiny, " with all

speed to America. There you will find

something like a fail' market for your
abilities. There a man of your active and
inventive turn of mind will be appreciated.

There the novelties with which your brain

teems will seethe and bubble to some pur-

pose. Your discoveries and inventions will

go at last for what they are worth. There
your ' oval pill' will be swallowed by all

sorts and conditions of men, and there you
will ride on, in your own ' seclusion' omni-
bus, to wealth and glory."

Now all this I did "most powerfully and
potently believe" to be true, feeling con-

vinced that if I could once get to that great

land of promise, the United States, all my
difficulties would be at an end, that there I

should at last be appreciated, that my in-

ventions, on much too novel and starthng a

scale to suit our insular prejudices, would
be adopted by an enterprising and unpre-

judiced race, and that in an incredibly short

space of time fame and fortune would in-

fallibly be mine. There Avas no doubt in

my mind at all as to what the result would
be, were I, and my schemes, once landed on
American ground. The only thing that

=1P
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troubled me at all in connexion with the

idea of the journey was the question whence
the capital was to come which Avould be

necessary to enable me to start.

Tliis was indeed a difficulty. As to my
relations, I had already drained them dry

as hay, in getting together the requisite

capital to make that debut in London
which had been attended with such happy
results socially, but which had led to so

very little when regarded from a business

point of view. From that quarter, then, I

had nothing to expect. Still less had I

any claim on my more recently made friends

in London. Besides, even if I had felt that

an application to any one of these was
likely to lead to anything, I don't think I

could have made it. I had really cut such
a good figure before them, that I shrank
from the notion of appearing now in the

light of a beggar soliciting assistance. The
idea was quite insupportable. Some other

must be hit upon.

It was just when my affairs had arrived

at this particular crisis, and Avheu I was
beginning to get thoroughly weary of as-

I suring myself that " something must be
done" every hour of the day, that my
destiny was influenced, as I have shown
above, by that very trifling incident of my
getting hold of a photograph book with the

names of those whose portraits it contained

written underneath them. This trifling

incident, as I have called it, suggested to

me a ready means of getting out of my
present difficulties.

As to the adoption of the expedient

which had thus suggested itself to nae, and
the particulars of which will be presently

1 detailed, I am willing to admit that there

was something to be said against it, at the

same time that there was much in its favour.

Persons of a narrow and carping character

would, doubtless, have objected that my
scheme was not compatible with a scru-

pulous regard for the highest principles of

what the world calls honour, and might
even have gone so far as to say that the
proceedings which I had in contemplation
were regarded, from a certain point of view,
almost dishonest. But I knew better.

It was thus that I reasoned with myself.
" For the furtherance of certain great

schemes infinitely beneficial to mankind if

once carried out, I require a rather large

Slim of money— say a thousand or two of

pounds, more or less. The acquiring of

such a sum is attended with many and
great difficulties. I cannot obtain it from
my relations, because they are already at

the end of their resources. I cannot earn

it by personal exertion, in consequence of

an extraordinary and, at the same time, a

very widely-spread want of appreciation of

my labour, and its results, on the part of

my fellow-creatures generally. With re-

gard to borrowing, again ; in order to

obtain a loan from a professional money-
lender, I must be prepared with security

which I have not got, while as to soliciting

it from a friend or friends, even if I knew
of any who would be willing to entertain

my proposal—which I don't think I do

—

I should still shrink from making it, being,

I am happy to say, blessed with a proud
stomach and an unconquerable aversion to

ask favours of any one. Under these cir-

cumstances, when a plan enters my mind
by which I may, so to speak, avail myself
of the resources of my acquaintances, with-

out offending against any of the laws of
delicacy and good taste, and giving them,
as it were, the opportunity of doing a good
action unknown to themselves, I put it to

anybody"—I did not, by-the-bye, put it to

anybody at the time, except myself—" I

put it to anybody, I say, whether, if I

failed to avail myself of such a chance, I

should not richly deserve to be regarded

as a blockhead of the densest calibre r"'

Such were my reflections. Let me admit
at once that they resulted in a determina-

tion on my part to run no risk of incurring

this charge of blockheadism. The Great
Idea which presented itself to my imagi-

nation when I sat in the back drawing-

room of my City friend examining his

daughter's photographic album was in no
wise thrown away or wasted. On the con-

trary, it was cordially received—though it

staggered me a little at first by reason of

its immensity—and at last freely acted upon.

What that Idea was, and in what way I

made the very most of it, may, perhaps, be

best explained by my recounting how I

acted under its influence from first to last.
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CUAPTER XXVI. COLLOQUY.

On reaching the library, Lady Vernon
touched the bell.

" Yon know this room very well, Mr.
Dawe ? You see no change here ?"

" This house has seen many generations,"

said he, looking up to the cornice and
round, " and will see out a good many gene-

rations more."
He steps backward two or three steps,

looks up at the Vandyck over the mantel-

piece, nods to that very old acquaintance,

and says " Yes."
Then he rolls his prominent eyes again

about the room, unusually shadowy on this

dark day, and spying a marble bust between
two windows, the little man walks solemnly
towards it.

" That is Mr. Howard, who was our vicar.

Ions: ago," says Lady Vernon.
The blue livery is standing, by this time,

at the opened door.
" Poor papa placed that bust there,"

she continues, " and it has remained ever

since."
" Indeed !" says Mr. Dawe, and peers at

it, nose to nose, for some seconds.
" They took casts from it," she continues,

"for the statue that the bishop v/ished to

place to his memory in the church."
" Here ?" says Mr. Dawe, turning his

profile, and rolling his brown eyes suddenly
on her.

" Yes, in the church of Roydon, of course,

where, as vicar, he preached for so long."
" I see." says Mr. Dawe.
" I shall be engaged for some time par-

ticularly on business," says Lady Vernon
to her footman, " and you are to admit no
one."

" Yes, my lady."

And the apparition of gold, azure, and
powder steps backward, the door closes,

and they are alone.

Lady Vernon is smiling, with bright

hectic patches in her cheeks. There is

something a little piteous and deprecatory

in her smile.
" We are quite alone now. Tell me

what it is," she says, in a voice that could

have been scarcely heard at the door.

Mr. Dawe turns on his heel, walks briskly

up, and seats himself near her. He takes

out his old silver box, with groups of Dutch
figures embossed on it, and takes a pinch

of snuff preparatory, with his solemn eyes

fixed on her.
" Is it anything—alarming—what is it

?"'

she almost gasps.
" There has been illness," he says, with

his unsearchable brown eyes still fixed on

her.
" Oh, my God ! Is he gone ?" she says,

turning as white as the marble Mr. Dawe
had just been looking at.

" Captain Vivian has been very ill, very

dangerously ill," says the imperturbable

little man in the black wig ;
" but he's out

of danger now, quite— that's all over."

There was a silence, and Lady Vernon
Avas trembling very much. She placed her

finger-tips hard agaivst her forehead, and
did not .speak for a few minutes.

Mr. Dawe looked at her with stoical

gravity, and taking his spectacles from a

very shabby case, put them on, and oc-

cupied himself with a pocket-book, and
seemed to be totting up some figures.

"You guessed, of course, that I must
have something to say on that subject ?"

he said, raising his eyes from the page.
" I thought it possible," she answered,

with an efiort.
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"• I could not in the drawiug-i'oom, you
know "

" No, of course," she said, hastily, and
the colour retunied with two hot flushes to

hfer cheeks.

There was in her bearing to this elderly

gentleman an odd embarrassment, some-
thing of pain and shame ; a wounded pride

struggling through it.

She rose, and they walked together to the

windoAT.
•' He has got his leave. His troop is

still at Chatham. The doctor says he must
gx> to some quiet country nook. He has
been thinking of Beaumaris," said the old

gentleman.
"Is he as beautiful as ever ?" she asked.

" Oh, why should I ask ? What does it

matter ? Is there any gift that God gives

his creatures that is not more or less a
curse?"

" You should not talk in that wild way,
Bai'bara. If people can't control their feel-

ings, they can, at least, control their words.
It is only an effort at first. It becomes a
matter of habit. You shan't talk so to

me."
She looked at him angrily for a moment

of silence.

" You treat me with a contempt, sir, that

you never could have felt if I had not
trusted you so madly," she cried, passion-

ately.

The tone, fierce and plaintive, was lost on
the phlegmatic old man in the black wig*.

He delivered a little lecture, with his thin

broAvn finger raised, and his exhortation

was dry, but stern.
" You have been rash and self-willed

;

you have been to blame. Your unjust im-

putation shan't prevent my saying that,

and whatever else truth requires. Your diffi-

culty is the creation of your own passions.

I don't say look your difiiculty in the face,

for it will look you in the face ; but take
the lesson it teaches, and learn self-com-

mand."
" Don't blame me for this. I met him

first in a railway carriage. Who can pre-

vent such accidental acquaintances ? He
was so attentive, and so agreeable, and so

gentleman-like. I had chosen to travel

alone, without even a maid. You'll say I

had no business doing so. I say, at my
years, there was nothing against it ; it was
more than four hours ; there were other

people in the carriage. I never meant to

seek him out afterwards ; it was the merest
accident my learning even his name. I had
not an idea that you knew him. When I

met him next, it was in town, at Lady
Stukely's. I recognised him instantly, but
he did not know me, for my veil had been
down all the time." This narrative Lady
Vefnon was pouring out with the rapid

volubility of excitement. " I was intTOduced
to him there. Perhaps I have been a tool

;

but there is no good, now, in telling me so.

I have seen him since, more than once, and
gone where I thought I was likely to see

him, and I succeeded. If I have been a
fool, G-od knows I suffer. My difficulty,

you call it ! My difficulty ! My agony is

the right word. To love as I love, without
being loved, without being loved ever so

little!"

"So much the better," said Mr. Dawe,
phlegmatically. "What are you driving

at ? You ought to consider consequences.

Don't you know the annoyance, and pos-

sibly litigation, to which your folly would
lead ? In a woman of your years, Barbara,

this sort of thing is inexcusable."
" Why did you come at all ? Why did

you come in so suddenly, and— before

people ? Would not a letter have an-

swered ? Hast thou found me, oh ! mine
enemy ?" she suddenly almost cried, and
clasped her fingers for a moment wildly

upon his arm.
" A letter ?" he repeated.
" Yes, a letter. You should think. It

would have been more merciful," she an-

swered, vehemently.
" Not when I had so many things to

talk to you about," he retorted, quietly.

" I would have met you anywhere. You
ought not to have come into the room so

suddenly," she persisted. " You alone know
my sad secret. You might have remem-
bered that people are sometimes startled.

You say I have no self-command. I think

I have immense self-command. I think I

am a stoic. I know how you tasked it,

too. I knew you had something important

to tell me, and that he was probably in-

volved."
" H'm ! Yes; I'm an old friend of yours,

and I wish you well. And I'm Captain

Vivian's friend, and was once his guai'dian,

and I wish him well. And this kind of

thing I don't approve of. And you'll get

yourself spoken about ;
you are talked of.

People saw you alone at Chatham last

year; and if they come to connect your

movements with his, think what it will

be."
" He's the only person on earth I love,

or ever shall love."
" Bai-bara, you forget your child, Maud

I
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Vernon," said the old man, \7ith hard em-
phasis.

" T don't forget her," she ansAvered,

fiercely.

The old man tm-ned away his head. There
was no change of countenance ; that, I be-

lieve, nev-er changed ; but the movement
indicated disgust.

" I say I love him, with all my love, with
all,'" she repeated.

" Be it so. Still, common prudence will

suggest your keeping that love locked up
in your own heart, a dead secret."

'• I am determined, somehow or other, to

meet him, and talk to him, and know him
well," she persisted; " and you shall assist

me."
" I'm wholly opposed to it."

" You'd not have me see him again ?"

"No."
" Why ? What are you ? Who are you ?

Have you human sympathy ? Good Hea-
vens ! Am I a free woman ?" she broke
out again, wildly.

" Certainly, quite free," said Mr. Dawe,
cutting her short with a little tap on his

snuff-box. " You can do it, Barbara, when
you please ; however, whenever, wherever
you like best ; only you have a right to my
judgment, and I'm quite against it."

" I know, Mr. Dawe, you are my fi'iend,"

she said, after a brief pause. " I know
how I can trust you. I am impetuous,
perhaps. I dare say you are right. You
certainly would speak wisely if your
counsels were addressed to come colder
and happier woman. Why is it that to be
cold, and selfish, and timid, is the only way
to be happy on earth ? If I am sanguine,
audacious, what you will, I can't help it.

You cannot understand me—God knows
all ; for me to live any longer as I am is

worse than death. I'll endure it no longer.
Oh ! if I could open my lips and tell him
all

!"

" There, that's it, you see ! You are
ready to die now to be on more intimate
terms with liim ; and if you were you would
be ready to die again, as you say, to open
yom' heart to him. Don't you see ? Don't
you perceive what it is tending to ? Are you
prepared for all that ? If not, why approach
it ? You would be in perpetual danger of
saying more than you think you should."

j\Ir. Dawe had probably not spoken quite
so long a sentence for more than a month.

" I may be a better listener, Mr. Dawe,
in a little time. Let us sit down. I want
to ask you about it. Tell me everything.
What was his illness ?"

" Fever."
" Fever ! and he was in groat danger.

Oh ! my darling, my darhng, for. how
long ?"

" For two days in great danger."
Her hands were clasped as she looked in

his face, and she went on.
" And there is no danger now ? It is

quite over ? '

'

" Quite," he repeated.

She looked up, her fingers raised a little,

and a long shuddering sigh, like a sob, re-

lieved her.
" I had the best advice—the two best

men I could get from London. He's all

right now ; he's fairly under weigh, and
nothing can go wrong ; with common pru-

dence, of course. I have the account

here." He held his pocket-book by the

corner, and shook it a little.

" He was near dying," she repeated.
" Why didn't you tell me ? I knew nothing
of his danger."

" The doctors did not tell me the extent

of it till it was over," he replied.
" Think what it would have been if he

had died ! I should have been in a mad-
house. I should have killed myself."

" Don't, don't, don't. Nonsense. Come,
you must not talk so. I admit it is a
painful situation ; but who has made it ?

You. Remember that, and control your

—

your vehemence."
" Has he been out ? Is he recovering

strength ?"

''Yes. He has been out, and he has
made way; but he is still an invalid."

" I want to know ; I must know. Is

there any danger still apprehended?"
" None ; I give you my word," said Mr.

Dawe, dryly.
" He is still very weak ?" she urged.
" Still weak, but gaining strength daily."
" How soon do the doctors think he will

be quite himself?"

"In five or six weeks."
" And his leave of absence, for how long

is that?"
" It has been extended ; about four weeks

still to run."
" I think I know everything now ?" she

said, slowly.

Mr. Dawe nodded acquiescence.
" He's not rich, Mr. Dawe ; and all this

must cost a good deal of money. It is only
through you I can be of any use."

" Yes ; I was his guardian, and am his

trastee. I had a regard for his father, and
his grandfather was essentially kind to me.
But I have learned to regret that I ever
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undertook to interest myself specially in

his affairs ; and yon, Barbara, are the cause

of that regret."

" Yon mustn't reproach, me; you know
what I am," she pleaded.

Mr. Dawe responded with his usual in-

articulate "H'm !" and an oracular nod.
" I can't help it ; I can't. "Why are you

so cruelly unreasonable ? Do you think I

can learn a new character, and unlearn the

nature that God gave me, in a moment ?"

" I say this. If you cultivate Captain

Vivian's acquaintance further, it is against

my opinion and protest. I don't expect

either to liave much weight. I think you
incoi'rigible."

Lady Vernon coloured, and her eyes

flashed. But she would not, and could

not, quarrel with Mr. Dawe.
" Surely you can't pretend there is any-

thing wrong in it?" she said, fiercely.

" I did not say there was. Extreme im-

prudence ; reckless impnidence."
" You always said evei'ything I did was

reckless and imprudent."
" Not everything. Some things ex-

tremely. And -what you propose, consider-

ing that you are no longer young, and
know what the world is, appears to me a
positively inexcusable folly."

" It is possible to prescribe limits and
impose conditions upon oneself," she said,

with an effort ;
" and if so, there need

be no rashness in the matter, not the

slightest."
" Possible ? "We know it's not possible

with some people."
" You always hated me, sir."

"Tut, tut!'"'

" You never liked me."
" Pooh, pooh!"
" You have always thought ill of me."
" I have always wished you well, Bar-

bara, and accident, I think, enabled me to

understand you better than others. You
have great faults, immense faults."

"All faults and no virtues, of course,"

slie said, with a bitter little laugh.
" You are capable of strong and endur-

ing attachments."
" Even that is something," she said, with

an agitated smile, and burst into tears.

" This is very painful, Barbara," said the

little man in the black wig, while a shadow
of positive displeasure darkened his fur-

rowed face. " I believe my first impres-
sion was right, and yours too. I begin to

think I bad no business coming- to Rov-
don.

Lady Vernon got up, and walked to-

ward the window, and then turned, and
walked to the further end of the room,

standing before a picture.

He could see that her handkerchief was
busy drying her eyes.

With a womanly weakness she walked
to the mirror close by, and looked into it,

and perhaps was satisfied that the traces

of this agitation were not very striking.

She returned to her place.
" I have been a fool. My saying so will

perliaps save you the trouble. I want to

put you in funds again."

""When you please," said the old man.
" Any time will answer. I have the figures

here." His pocket-book was still in his

hand. " But he has money enough of his

own. He must think me a fool, paying all

these expenses for him. And I think,

Barbara, your doing so is a mischievous in-

fatuation."
" And you would deny me this one plea-

sure !" she said.

"Enough, enough," he answers. "It

was not about that I came here ; that we
could have settled by a letter. But I

knew you would have fifty questions to

ask. He has made up his mind to try

change of air. I'm ignorant in such mat-

ters, and he has not made up his mind
where to go."

" I have quite made up my mind upon
that point," she answered.

" Well ; and where ?"

" Here," said Lady Vernon, once more in

her cold, quiet way. " I'll ask him here."
" H'm I" said Mr. Dawe.
"Here," she repeated, with her old calm

peremptoriness. " Here, at Roydon Hall.

I'll receive him here, and he can't be

quieter or better anywhere else, and you
shall come with him."

It was now Mr. Dawe's turn to get up,

which he did with a kind of jerk, and,

checking some impulse, walked slowly

round his chair, looking down on the

carpet, and with a pretty wide circuit he

came behind it, and resting his hands on

its high back, and leaning over, he said,

with a little pause, and a wag of his head

to each word

:

" Is there the least use in my arguing

the point ?"

"None."
"H'm!"
Mr. Dawe looked to the far corner of the

room, with eyes askance, ruminating, and
took a pinch of snuff, some of which shed

a brown snow upon the cut pattern of the

TJtrecht velvet on the back of the chair.
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" I can't say it is anything to me ; nothing.

I should be officious were I to say any more
to dissuade you from it. Only remember,

I have no share in the responsibility of this,

excuse me, most strange step. As I sup-

pose he will be brought here, one way or

other, in any case, I think I had better

come with him, and stay a day or two. It

will excite less observation, so
"

" Thank you so very much, Mr. Dawe,"
said Lady Vernon, extending her hand,

with an odd, eager gratitude in tone and
countenance. " That is like yourself."

Mr. Dawe's usual " H'm !" responded to

this little effusion, and with an ominous
countenance he took her proffered hand in

his dry grasp, and let it go almost in a

moment.
Looking down on the carpet, he walked

to the window, with his hands behind his

back, and as, with furrowed jaws and
pursed mouth, and a roll of his prominent
eyes, he stood close to the pane of glass,

down which the rain was no longer stream-

ing. Lady Vernon opened her desk, and
wrote a cheque for two hundred pounds,
and coming to his side, she said

:

" He does not suspect that he has a friend

concealed ?"

" Certainly not—certainly not," said Mr.
Dawe, sharply.

" Will you apply this forme, and we can
account another time ? And you think me
very ungrateful, Mr. Dawe, but indeed I

am not. I only wish an opportunity may
occur, if you could only point out some
way. But you are so rich, and so happy.
Well, some day, notwithstanding, I may be
able to show you how I thank you. Let
us return to the drawing-room."
As she passed the mirror, the lady sur-

veyed her face again, and was sati fled.

"Yes," said Mr. Dawe, recuning to the
matter of business, " I'll do that, and with

1) respect to coming here, I say no more.
Under protest, mind, I do it. Only let me
have a line to say when you can receive

us."

CHAPTER XXVII. THS NDN's WELL.

Madd was found by her elders, on their

return, nestled in a low chair, in one of
those lazy moods in which one not only
does nothing, but thinks of nothing.
They were talking as they entered, and

Maud turned her eyes merely in their di-

rection, being far enough away to feel her-

self very little observed.
" You will surely stay to-night, IMr.

Dawe ?" said Lady Vernon.

"No, certainly; thank you very much.
I have made up my mind," replied Mr.
Dawe, dryly.

Miss Maud was observing this little man
in the wig with increased interest. There
was in his manner, looks, and voice some-
tliing of the familiarity of an old friend,

she thought, without much of the liking.

Whatever the business which they dis-

cussed in the library, her mamma, she
thought, was perfectly unruffled ; but there

were traces of displeasure in the old gentle-

man's demeanour.
" I ought to have told you that my cousin,

Maximilla Medwyn, is staying here."
" She has returned, mamma ; she will be

down in a few minutes," said Maud.
" Oh ! and we shall certainly have her

here for some days. Will that tempt you
to stay ?"

" I like her well—very well, but I shall

be oflf notwithstanding," said the old gentle-

man, with a ri^id countenance.

The sound of the gong announced lun-

cheon.

"We are a very small party," she said,

smiling. " I'm glad you are here to lun-

cheon, at all events."
" I've had a biscuit and a glass of sherry,"
" But that is not luncheon, you know,"

said Lady Vernon.
Maud wondered moi^e and more why her

mamma should take such unusual pains to

conciliate this odd, grim old man. For her
part, she did not know what to make of

him. Ungainly, preposterous, obsolete as

he was, she could not assign him a place

outside the line that encircles gentlemen.
There was not a trace of vulgarity in the re-

served and saturnine inflexibility of his face.

There was something that commanded her

respect, in the obvious contrast it presented

to the vulgar simper and sycophancy of the

people who generally sought " audiences"

of her mother.
And Maud fancied when he looked at

her, that there was something of kindly

interest dimly visible through his dark and
solemn lineaments.

" Luncheon and dinner," he said, " are

with me incompatible ; and I prefer my
dinner. My train, I think, is due at six-

twenty P.M. I suppose your servant can
find a Brad.shaw, and I'll consult it while

you are at luncheon. Go, Barbara. Go,

pray
;
you make me uncomfortable."

The little old man sat himself down in

an arm-chair, took out his pocket-book,

and seemed to forget everything but the

figures over which he began to pore.

^
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Miss Max joined the ladies at lunclieon.
" Well, we shall find him in the drawing-

room," she said, reconciling herself to her
disappointment. " It is a long time since

I saw him. But I dare say he's not much
changed. Wigs wear wonderfully."

" So do ugly men," added Lady Vernon,
carelessly.

So luncheon proceeded. Ajid when it

was over, the three ladies came to the

drawing-room, and, looking round, dis-

covered that Mr. Dawe was gone.

A minute after, Maud saw him walking
under the trees of the avenue, with his

broad-leafed, low-crowned hat on, and a
slow, stiff tread, and his silk umbrella in

his hand doing the ofGce of a walking-stick.

It was pleasant sunshine now.
The blue sky was clear and brilliant, and

only a few white clouds near the hori-

zon accounted for the rain-drops that still

glittered on the blades of grass. Stepping
carefully in the centre of 'the path, little

Mr. Dawe, now and then shouldering his

umbi'ella, and turning and looking about
him, like a man reviving old recollections

and scanning alterations, disappeared slowly
from view, over the stile, leaving Miss
Maud very curious.

" I'll put on my things, and try to find

him," said Miss Max, in a fuss, and was
speedily seen emerging from the hall-door

in pursuit.

His walk being slow and meditative, his

active pursuer did succeed in overtaking
him. She knew very well that he was glad
to see her, though liis rigid features gave no
sign, and he shook hands very kindly.

When these greetings were over, he
answered her question by saying briefly

:

" No, I shan't dine. I'm off."

"Without bidding Barbara good-bye!"
exclaimed Miss Medwyn, drawing herself

up in amazement.
" I've left my farewell in the hall. The

footman will find it."

" A note, I suppose ?"

" H'm," acquiesced the little gentleman.
" My cai'riage will take me up in the
village ;" and he nodded gravely to the

distant tower of Roydon Church, which
happily did not return that salutation,

though he continued to stare solemnly at

it for some seconds, as if he thought it

might, and ended by a second slighter nod.
" That is not a pretty compliment to

me,'" she said. "I think you might have
stayed till to-morrow."

" H'm," he remarked, and silence fol-

lowed.

" AVell, I see you won't."
Another pause,and a more impatient

" H'm," and a quick shake of the head.
" So as that can't be," she resumed, " and

as all things are so uncertain in this life,

that we may possibly never meet again, I'll

walk a little way with you towards the

village."

Mr. Dawe uttered his usual note of

acquiescence.

"And now you must tell me," she said,

as they walked at a leisurely pace along the
path which winds gently among the old

timber, " what on earth brought you here ?

Has anything wonderful happened ; is any-
thing- wonderful going to happen ?"

" A word or two with Barbara," he said.
" You don't mean to tell me it is a

secret ?" said she.
" If it be, it is none of mine," he replied.
" Well but you can tell me generally,

what it is about," she insisted.

" H'm ! Ask Barbara," he answei'cd.
" You mean, it is a secret, and you won't

tell it ?" she said.

Mr. Dawe left this inference unanswered.
" You found Barbara very little altered ?"

said Miss Max.
" As self-willed and unwise as ever," he

replied.

" Ho ! Then she wants to do something-

foolish ?"

" She can do that when she pleases," he
remarked. " Do you know the Tinterns,

who live near?"
"Yes, pretty well," she answered, rather

curious to know why he should ask.
" What do you think of them ?"

" I rather dislike Mr. Tintern, I neither

like nor dislike his wife, and I like his

daughter very much indeed. His son I

don't know ; he is with his regiment in

India," she answered. "Why do you
ask ?"

"You are as inquisitive as ever, Maxi-
milla," he said.

" I've just satisfied your curiosity about
the Tinterns, and you can't complain fairly

of my question. I think your business

with Barbara had something to do with
them."

" You are sagacious," he observed; but
whether he spoke in good faith or in irony

his countenance helped her nothing to dis-

cover.
" Come, you must tell me. Are the

Tinterns involved in the foolish thing she

is going to do ?" the lady insisted.

" She is going to do a foolish thing, and
you, probably, will never know what makes

^
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it SO particularly foolish ; that is, unless

she carries out her folly to its climax."
" I may possibly guess more than you

suppose," Miss Medwyn said.

But this remark led to nothing.

"You don't know young Tintern, you
say, but you like his sister. Why?" asked
Mr. Dawe.

" I like her because she is really nice

—

one of the very nicest girls I ever knew."
" Ha ! Then, I hope she doesn't depend

altogether on her father, for they say he
has lost money?" said Mr. Dawe.

" She is not well provided for, although
her mother was an heiress, you know ; but
there is something trifling settled on her."

" Well for her she doesn't depend alto-

gether on Tintern. I'm told he is a dis-

tressed man, or likely soon to be so," he
said.

" But, to come back to Barbara," re-

sumed Masimilla :
" I think you ought to

exercise your influence to j^revent her from
taking any foolish step, particularly one
which may affect others."

"I have none."
" If you haven't, who has ?"

" No one ever had, for her good."
" For my part, I never knew what to

think of her," said Miss Medwyn.
"I did," said Mr. Dawe.
He stopped short, and looked straight at

her, being about her own height, which,
even for a woman, was nothing very re-

markable. His dark face looked darker,

and his prominent brown eyes were in-

flexibly fixed on her, as he spoke a rather
longer harangue than usual.

" She is a great dissembler," said Mr.
Dawe. " She is proud. She has the ap-

pearance of coldness, and she is secretly

passionate and violent. She is vindictive.

All that is concealed. She has a strong
will. People know that ; but it is not in-

flexibility founded on fixed data. It is

simply irresistible impulse. There is no-

thing fixed in her but a few likings and
hatreds. Principles in the high sense, that

is, involving the submission of a life to

maxims of duty, she has none; and she

thinks herself a paragon,"

Maximilla laughed, and they resumed
their walk, when Mr. Dawe had ended his

speech.
" That seems rather a severe delineation,

Mr. Dawe," said Maximilla Medwyn, with
another little laugh and a shrug.

" It is true. I would repeat it to her-

self, if it could do her any good."
They followed the path, Miss Medwyn

chatting, after her manner, gaily, until they
nearly reached the stile at the village rc»ad.

" So here we part, Mr. Dawe."
Mr. Dawe gave her one of his oracular

looks, and took her hand in his hard
fingers.

" And it is very ill-natured of yon not
telling me what I asked you," she called

after him.

Bestriding the stile, he looked back
with the same solemnity, raised his broad-
leafed hat, and disappeared on the other
side, and Maximilla could not help laugh-
ing a little at the awful gravity and silence

of the apparition which went down behind
the wall.

The day was now brilliant, and Miss
Medwyn was tempted to walk home by a
path still prettier, though a little cir-

cuitous.

It was a favourite walk of hers long* ago.

Perhaps it was the visit of Mr. Dawe, with
whom in old times she hid often walked
these out-of-the-way paths, that suggested
this little ramble.

The lofty trees close about the path that
she had now chosen, and gradually beset and
overhang it in the densest shadow. Walk-
ing in the open air, on a sunny day, yoti

could not fancy so deep a darkness any-
where. This is, of course, in the leafy-

days, when the tall elms, whose boughs
cross and mix above, are laden with their

thick dark foliage.

The darkness and silence of this narrow
path are here so curiously deep, that it is

worth going a mile or two out of one's way
to visit it ; and fancy will play a nervous
wayfarer as many tricks in this strange
solitude as in a lonely night walk.

At the side of this path, nearly in its

darkest part, is a well, under an arch. It

is more properly a spring, rising at this

point, and overflowing its stone basin, and
escapes, in a gush, through a gi'oovecut in

the flag that encloses it, in front. Two
iron cups, hanging by chains, invite the
passenger to drink of the icy water that

with ceaseless plash and gurgle descends
from the opening.

With a slow step on the light mossy turf

she draws near this remembered point of

interest. Her eyes have grown accustomed
to tlie clear shadow. Two steps lead down
to the level at which one can take the iron

cup, and drink from this pleasant well.

If outside all is shadowy, you may sup-

pose how obscure it is within this low arch.

As she looks, she sees something rise

within it. It is the figure of a man, v;ho

^ ^
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has just been stooping for a draught from
the spring. His back is turned toward
her.

We do not know how habitually we rely

upon the pi'otection of the upright among
our fellow-men, until accident isolates us,

and we confront a possible villain in a lonely

place. There was no reason to suspect this

man above other strangers. But a sense

of her helplessness frightened her.

She stepped back, as most old ladies,

with presence of mind, would have done
under the circumstances. And very still,

from her place of comparative concealment,
she sees this faint shadow emerge, in shade
less deep, and she discerns the long neck,

lank jaws, and white eyeball of Elihu
Lizard.

The lady pursed her mouth and frowned,
as she might at a paragraph in the news-
paper describing a horror ; and she drew a

little further back, and as much behind the

huge trunk of the tree at the edge of the

path as she could with the power of still

peeping at Mr. Lizard.

That lank wayfarer, in such a place,

having, we must suppose, a quieter con-

science than Miss Max, did not trouble

himself to grope and peep about for spies,

or other waylayers, among the trees, and
having wiped his mouth on his sleeve, he
sopped his lank face all over with his co-

loured handkerchief, which he rolled into

a ball, and pitched into his hat. Next he
replaced his hat on his head, and gave it

a little adjusting jerk.

Then Mr. Lizard threw his head back, so

as to look up to tlie groining of branches
above him. She could not tell exactly, so

dark it was, what expression his odious

countenance wore. Her active fancy saw
a frown one moment, a smile the next, and
then a grimace. Though these uncertain

distortions seemed to flicker over it, I dare
say his lean face was quiet enough then,

and having popped something, which I

.conjecture to have been a plug of tobacco,

into his mouth, he shouldered his stick

with a little preliminary flourish, and set

out again upon his march in the direction

from Avhence she had just come.
This apparition gave a new direction to

her thoughts. She waited quietly till she

could hear his steps no more. She won-
dered whether he had been up to the Hall

;

but she recollected that this particular path
crossed the park ; there was a right of way
by it, and therefore he need not have di-

verged to the house, nor have asked any
one's leave to cross the grounds by it.

There remained the question, why was
he here ? Were she and Maud never to get
rid of that odious attendant ? She quick-
ened her step homeward, and was glad
when she emerged into the open light.

OLD HOUSEHOLD ORNAMENTS.

A CHANCE visit to a cottage in some tole-

rably out-of-the-way country village will

have the effect of thrusting any elderly per-
son, blessed with a reasonably long memory,
far back into the days of his childhood. To
him the chimney-piece he beholds will be
a cemetery richly stocked with monuments
dedicated to a whole series of usages now
deceased. Let us pass in review the chim-
ney ornaments of the past, not leaving un-
noticed the decorations of the walls.

Among the oldest ornaments, or at least

among those which I observed in my
earliest years, were a pair of sci'iptural

groups, very rudely executed in wax, and
contained in oblong glass cases. They re-

presented the Nativity and the Crucifixion.

Of what original they were barbarous
copies I do not know, but I recollect that

in the group of the Nativity, the indispens-

able ox and ass stood by the manger.
These animals, it should be observed, were
not devised by the fancy ofpainters, but were
derived from legends largely circulated

among the people in the middle ages, and
were received in perfect faith. From a
similar source were obtained the traditional

complexions of the Three Kings or Wise
Men, which no artist ventures to alter, as

well as their names, Melchior, Caspar, and
Balthazar. These names are especially fa-

miliar in Cologne, where the skulls of the
three kings are exhibited in the cathedral,

and where the festival of the Epiphany is

celebrated with extraordinary solemnity, the

kings being the patron saints of the city.

Wax was an ingredient used frequently

in the manufacture of ornaments for the

interior of humble domiciles. A rough
imitation of a basket in clay, painted green,

and surmounted by waxen fruit, which it

was supposed to contain, was an article

frequently to be seen ; so, likewise, was a
wreath of artificial leaves, on the bottom of

which was perched a waxen canary-bird,

and which was suspended from the ceiling as

an attraction for flies. Rigid economy was
observed in the consumption of the wax

;

consequently, the hollow birds and fruits

were broken by the slightest touch, and
were rarely to be found in perfect condition
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after a few days' possession. Faint copies

of humanity, with pasteboard obeHsks as

stibstitutes for bodies, and waxen heads
that nodded, were among the less common
works of rude art, and 1 still remember an
itinerant dealer, whose whole stock-in-trade

consisted of waxen figures of seated chil-

dren, which, warmly clad in white wool,
presented a very cheerful and chubby ap-

pearance. The " young lambs to sell," the
trade in which was promoted by one of the
most popular London cries, and which con-

sisted of lumps of white wool, each placed
on four tin legs, Avere not ornaments, but
toys.

Save in houses furnished after an ex-

tremely old fashion, the scriptural groups
are scarcely to be seen at the present day.

Almost equally rare are the ornaments
made of black velvet, which were greatly

in vogue fifty years ago. These, unless my
memory deceives me, were exclusively con-
fined to representations of the dog and the

cat, the latter animal being the more
popular of the two. They were perfectly

flat, the velvet being glued to thick paste-

board, that it might be kept in an erect

position when placed on its wooden stand.

The eyes and a collar round or rather
across the neck were of gold paper, and the

lines of the body within the general outline

were marked by a sort of bronzing process,

whereby the dull monotony of the velvet

was agreeably relieved. In size the animals
varied considerably to suit the various tastes

of purchasers, and sometimes a domestic
interest was created by a small cat, placed

in the same stand witli a large one, and
supposed to be the kitten of the latter.

Though the figures were flat, a tendency to

that " realism," of which there has been
of late so much talk, was manifested by a
small solid basket suspended from the

mouth of the dog, the discrepancy of which
with the character of the work passed
wholly unnoticed. Indeed, a desire to

avoid flatness by other means than those

prescribed by the laws of perspective, was
very usual among the humbler artists of,

say, a century ago. I have seen the figure

of a fine lady, painted on paper and pasted

on a black ground, one arm, holding a

fan, being left at liberty. The arm was,

of course, as flat as the rest of the figure,

but the mere circumstance that it was in

a different position, gave an approach to

solidity, which, at any rate, was satisfac-

tory as far as it went. Those birds in

alto-relievo, which modern ingenuity has
clothed in real feathers, and which are often

exhibited by tradesmen in fancy articles,

had their precursors in certain baskets
filled with strawberries, which, worked in

wool, and raised to a similar elevation,

were once to be seen in picture-frames on
many an old-fashioned wall.

One of the oddest ornaments of the olden
time was a beef-bone, the round protube-
rance of which was dotted with eyes, nose,

and mouth, the rest of the bone being
painted black, so as to present the appear-
ance of a clergyman vehemently preaching,

with widely extended arms. These, I sus-

pect, had not been purchased, but were the
work of some amateur artist, the display of

whose talentwas confined to a limited sphere.

A choice collection of works of art, pro-

duced on a similar principle, is now to be
found in one of the London oyster-shops,

the claws of the lobster being judiciously

arranged so as to form an image of Punch,
whose nose, chin, hunch, and cap they
closely resemble.

The reel-in-a-bottle was an object which-

combined the ornament with the puzzle^

This consisted of a large phial, enclosing a
perpendicular piece of wood, to which other-

pieces of wood were attached in a horizontal

position, spreading out like the branches

of a tree to the interior surface of the phial.

That the reel or tree could not have been
passed, in its actual condition, through the

neck was obvious, and the question arose,

how it was ever enclosed at all. Some
suggested that the bottle was blown over

the reel ; but it is not impossible that the

trunk was first inserted, with pendent
branches, and that these were afterwards,

lifted into the horizontal by a dexterous-

operation. The dawning of a taste for

chemical science was marked by the me-
tallic tree, the root of which was attached

to the cork of a bottle, and which, sparkling

in its growth, grew downwards. Thepre-
l^aration fitted for this tree was sold by the
dealers in scientific nick-nacks, and I

am surprised that it has ever fallen into-

oblivion.

The imperisliable ornaments were those

manufactured from a material which we
will agree to call china, although very little

porcelain found its way into their composi-

tion, and they were certainly not derived

either from the Celestial Empire, from

Dresden, Hcvres, Chelsea, or, indeed, from

any establishment fertile in articles of

virtu. Probably there was not a specimen

of the kind, which delighted the fatliers

of some of us, of which a fao-simile could

not be easily purchased now. The elder
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as Ricliard the Third, Madame Ves-

tris as Don Giovanni, a queer-looking High-

Sander called Rob Roy, long existed, and

still exist, as samples of primitive plastic

art. But they were rivalled early in the

century hy painted plaster-of-paris, which

Vi^as largely consumed in the production of

divers figures representing Mr. Listen as

Paul Piy in various attitudes, and bearing

ample testimony to the wide popularity of

that great comedian. Quite of another

school were the plaster parrots, painted

bright green, which were large as life, and

only less outrageous than the imperfectly

painted plaster cats, likewise large as life,

which sometimes nodded their heads. These

are gone, never to return, but the china stags

and greyhounds are still abundant.

The parrot and the cat were regarded

with pronounced aversion by Mr. W. Hone,

who, in one of that useful series of works
wherewith, after quitting the field of poli-

tical satire, he copiously illustrated the

calendar, published woodcuts of the un-

couth animals, placing in juxtaposition to

these a copy of that studious little plaster

child, who was always writing in a book,

and had then lately appeared on the boards

of itinerant Italian boys. "Look on this

picture aiid on that," exclaimed Mr.

Hone, with honest exultation, as he saw
cheap figui-es in white or bronzed plaster

forcing the old coloured abominations into

the background. Truly, the days when
Italian boys most flourished seemed to

promise well for the diffusion of a taste for

sculpture among the masses. N^ot only the

conventional busts of Shakespeare and Mil-

ton, Scott and Byron, but tolerably correct

copies of some of the most renowned works
of antique art, the Apollo Belvidere, the

Venus de Medicis, &c., were to be broiight

at a price, the extreme lowness of which

was unknown to liberal purchasers ; for the

Italian boys made a point of asking for a

sum at least the double of that which they

were prepared to receive. The useful and
the ornamental were combined in a very

pretty little horse, which was commonly
used by druggists as a sign that they dealt

in. veterinary medicines.

It is often the fate of reformers, that

their own fall succeeds that of the abuses

which they have reformed. The Italian

boy with his board, his busts, his studious

child, his classical statuettes, has followed

the cat and the parrot, and his invitation,

" Buy image," has never been heard by
the young of the present generation. His

figures, which were hollow, had taken their

shape, I am informed, from the worn-out
moulds of the dealers in those solid casts

which, with the marks of the mould upon
them, are purchased by artists, and naturally

their consequent lack of sharp definition

failed to satisfy the connoisseur. On the

other hand, their appeal to the masses was
but faint. Of all arts, sculpture is the

least appreciated by the English multitude.

Classical statues correspond to no domestic

interest, and the scant attire of the Greek
gods provokes lamentations over their im-

propriety, rather than admiration of their

elegance, among all Britons who have not

received a special training. I am not sure

that the old, ugly poll-parrot, if revived,

would not now find purchasers ; that she

would find more patrons than Venus or

Apollo, I am convinced.

Derbyshire spar had its day, and watch-

stands, urns, and candlesticks made of that

native material, were long to be found on
the chimney-pieces of the comparatively

opulent; but, after all, the material, with

its dirty white hue and its streaks of dingy

pui^ple, was not in\'iting. Still more in-

sipid were the fancy boxes, adorned with

patterns formed by convolutions of elder-

pith, and worse still was the so-called

filigree-work, which once gave employ to

dainty fingers, and which consisted in form-

ing a sort of tesselated surface by the juxta-

position of small pieces of gilt-edged paper

rolled into minute cylinders. That these

varieties of ornament are supplanted by
those fanciful combinations of shells, which

are usually purchased at the seaside, is

matter for congratulation.

The princess, in the story of Aladdin,

who nearly wrecked the rapidly acquired

fortune of her husband, by requesting the

genie (we won't say Djinn) to hang up a

roc's egg from the ceiling of her palace, was,

we are taught to think, a thoughtless and

frivolous young person ; but a recollection

of the way in which the parlours of old

country inns were decorated induces me to

believe' that her case, far from bemg ex-

ceptional, indicated a taste which was by
no means peculiar to the East, but of which

manifestations were to be found in this

island. Decidedly there was a time when
an English inn-keeper did not think his

parlour properly furnished unless some-

thing egg-shaped or spherical hung from

the middle of the ceiling. This was fre-

quently the egg of an ostrich, which closely

corresponded to the article desired by
Aladdin's princess, the huge bird of the

desert being almost as mythical a creature

9y "W
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ill the eyes of our ancestors as the roc was
ill the eyes of an Oriental potentate. As
for the Chinese, I don't beheve they ever

heard of the roc at all, so distinct is the

mind of the Celestial Empire from that of

Western Asia. Aladdin's China was drawn
from an Arabian point of view, and was
doubtless as much like the supposed ori-

gmal as David Grarrick, in his black court-

dress and tartan scarf, was like the Thane
of Glamis.

Brighter, though considerably less curious

than the ostrich's egg, was the spherical

mirror, which was often used for a similar

purpose, and from its polished surface re-

flected miniature portraits of aU the guests

in the room. But by far the shabbiest of

these ornamental pendents was a hollow

sphere of transparent glass, in which were
gummed small flowers of chintz inserted

through an orifice at the top. This work
done, the ball was filled with white pow-
dered chalk, which served as a ground to

the tawdry relics of deceased bed-cur-

tains. Oddly enough, an art similar to

that which resulted in these coloured mon-
strosities, was brought into vogue within

the last few years, and threw into tem-

porary oblivion Berlin wool and crochet.

By gumming paper figures, sold in the

sheet, upon small glass vessels, sold plain,

young ladies essayed to produce imitations

of Etruscan pottery. The art had a fine

long name, which I forget, and which some
fair reader will be able to supply, but its

reign was of short duration. No doubt the

process was found to be niggling, sticky,

and generally disagreeable.

Those tall old-fashioned clocks, with their

heavy weights and pendulums in an oblong

case, have often awakened serious doubts

in my mind. In the kind to which I refer,

there is an apparatus for showing the shape

of the moon proper for every day of the

month. Over the dial of the clock is a blue

semicircular firmament, through which the

luminary, represented by a circular disc, is

expected to complete her journey, emerging
from behind one dark semicircle which is

to give her the crescent form, and descend-

ing behind another, the period of the full

being manifested when she stands at the

summit of the arc. In such dials the day
of the month is likewise shown by means
of a small orifice in the dial, through which
the proper figure is visible.

Now I have seen many of these clocks,

nay, one of them is in my possession ; but

never have I known the machinery which

shows the days of the month and the phases

of the moon to be in working condition. It

is always at a standstill, and I never met
a soul who knew how it was to be set

agoing, or where it could be wound up.

Assuredly some especial arrangement be-

yond the ordinary winding up of the clock,

which goes for eight days, is required,

otherwise we should find the 3rd of March
falling on the 31st of February, with

other incongruities of a like nature. The
more I look at my clock the more sceptical

I become, and my doubt settles down into

this question : Was there ever a time when
my clock actually showed the day of the

month and the moon, or were these achieve-

ments always referred to the past, each suc-

cessive owner, in his generation, pointing

to the motionless figures on the dial, as a
monument of the mechanical dexterity of

another epoch ? The clock is very good
when doing the work of a clock, but in

laying claim to these extraordinary gifts,

is it not a mendacious humbug ?

The hour-glass, frequently reduced to

the half-hour-glass, was an object usually

conspicuous on the cottage chimney-piece.

To children, the thin stream of red sand

passing from the upper to the under globe,

and the unstable hillocks which it formed

in the latter, were a source of pleasing

astonishment. Much do I question whether
this primitive measure of time was ever

used for the precise purpose for which we
consult our clocks and watches. We learn,

on good authority, that the puritanical

preachers of the seventeenth century were
accustomed, while they preached, to have an

hour-glass attached to the pulpit. The dura-

tion of the sermon could thus be at once as-

certained by the congregation, who, if their

instructor fell short of the hour, considered

him intolerably lazy, and if he exceeded

it, looked upon him as insuSerably tedious.

Here, the irreverence of the proceeding

being set aside, the hour-glass was in its

place. For measuring a given portion of

time, without reference to time preceding,

no instrument can bo more serviceably

employed than the figure of eight, so

familiar to our fathers. This, indeed, is

practically acknowledged by the invention

of that miniature portrait of the hour-

glass, which shows the exact time required

for the due boiling of an egg, and which is

now in common use. But fancy the hope-

lessness of trying to discover, by the aid of

an hour-glass alone, whether or not it was
three o'clock on a summer's afttrnoon.

Even suppose some friend, blessed with a

watch, called upon you at six in the morn-

--'^
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ing, and gave you a fixed point to start

from, the anxiety of the nine succeeding

liours must have been dreadful. What
•wistfiil glances vrould be cast every now and

then at that emblem of mortality, in fear

lest the proper moment for turning it up-

side down should pass by, and thus de-

molish the calculation. Long before the

right hour was completed the hour-glass

would be dashed against the wall through

the effect of mere desperation.

But, as I have said, I doubt whether the

houi'-glass was ever used as the chief means
for ascertaining the hour of the day. In

the times when "merry larks were plough-

men's clocks," and even now in primitive

districts, many signs serve to indicate the

progress and decline of sunlight. The
shepherds of Virgil measured the approach

of nightfall by the lengthening shadows of

the mountains, and thus the whole visible

surface of the earth became a sun-dial.

With observations of such phenomena the

inhabitants of large towns have little to do.

They know when it is light, and when it is

dark, and when it is dusky, and, for more
precise information, the watch or the clock

is at hand.

THE HARP UNSTRUNG.
Once to the touch of a gentle hand
I made sweet music in the land,

The tunes leaped out of my quivering strings

And the harmonies fanned them like angel wings,

Till they glowed and glittered like fire-flies bright

Sparkling with melody and light.

But the hand lies cold beneath the sod,

And the beautiful spirit dwells with God,
And my chords are broken and thrill no more
"With the music, the life and the love of yore

;

Silent unless when the winds go by,

And wake them to a sob, or sigh

!

HOW TO SEE D^DIA.

" My Boy in India" means something

vei'y different to what the words usually

imply. A gallant youth, full of dash and
pluck, glorying in his first uniform, longing

ardently for active service, and dehghted
with his comrades, his station, his duties,

and his sports ; a steady, plodding juuior

partner or confidential clerk, who writes

sanguinely of his prospects with the firm,

and who has even hinted at coming home to

choose him a wife ; the school prizeman of

his year, who went up gallantly to public

examination, and having won his post in

the civil service, is now on the high-road

to a coUectorship ; the young engineer, who
went out because of the many openings in

India; the delicately nurtured lad, whose

state of health gives you no little anxiety

now that the hot season is coming on—are

any of them the kind of life-portrait the

phrase suggests. But my Boy in India had
nothing in common with these. He was a

grizzled Mahomedan from Madras, with a

complexion which was nearly black, an ex-

cellent character, and some experience of

travelling. He was a Bombay Boy by
profession, and could wait at table as well

as play valet and general seiwant, a con-

junction of usefulness not always to be

fotmd, and which the Hindoo native is

prevented by caste from attempting. I

was averse to engaging my Boy. I could

not see the necessity for his services, and
I was strongly disposed to run counter to

the advice of friends, and proceed on my
journey up country without him. Why
should I require a valet in India any

more than in England ? I communed
mth myself. He would be in the way.

I could not provide him with suflB.cient

employment. He would bother me by
wanting to dress and undress me at morn-

ing and night, to brash my hair, to

fiddle-faddle about my room ; and he would

make a needless addition to my expenses.

I was wrong. A private servant is a ne-

cessity in India to the stranger travelling

there for the first time, and who is igno-

rant of the language, the customs, and the

people. The railways issue " servants'

tickets" to first-class passengers at a con-

siderable reduction on third-class fares

;

and the hotels do not charge for servants'

board, which rather staggering liberality

was explained when I found that my Boy al-

ways slept on the mat at my bedroom door,

and only eat what he bought for himself, and

cooked in the funny little metal vessel he

produced from the centre of his bundle of

clothes, like a brass kernel. In the item

of wages, my Boy was, save the mark

!

dear. He had travelled before ; he could

speak what he called English, and he could

understand my English fairly. He had

testimonials from distinguished Anglo

-

Indians in whose service he had been

;

and his honesty was also vouched for by
my Parsee landlord and good friend, Mr,

Paloujee, of the Adelphi (Byculla) Hotel.

In virtue of these gifts and qualifications,

my Boy asked twenty rupees (or two
pounds sterling) a month for salary and

board wages, a proposition I closed with at

once. It seemed wonderfully little, and

it was not until some time afterwards that

I learnt I was paying about double the

market rate ; and that less competent and

-e
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possibly less honest boys could be hired in

Bombay at from eight rupees (or sixteen

shillings) a month upwards. But " Sheyk
Rustum"—he pronounced it in one word,
" Seki'eestun"—and I, settling to my own
satisfaction that he had been nicknamed
" Sacristan" by some eccentric high church-

man, addressed him by that ecclesiastical

title throughout our intercourse. Sheyk
Rustum was an urbane treasure. His good
qualities developed themselves constantly,

and it is sufficient to say that he and I com-
menced our alliance within two hours of

my landing in India, and maintained it

throughout a rapid and comprehensive
tour.

Given an uncertain number of weeks
in India, and a keen desire to see as

much of her wonders as possible, how is a
stranger to make the best use of his time ?

This was the question Avhich absorbed me
during the last days of 1869, while the P.

and 0. steamer drew nearer and nearer to

Bombay. Calcutta and the Duke of Edin-
burgh ; the grand Durbar to be held by
Lord IMayo in his royal highness's honour;
the entertainment to be given on board
Her Majesty's ship Galatea ; the fancy dress

ball and festivities at Govei'nment House
;

the pageantry and Oriental splendour,

certain to follow upon the unexampled
assemblage of native princes and poten-

tates ; and the historical importance of the

visit to India of Queen Victoria's son

—

made it seem expedient, on the one hand,
to start for the capital direct. But Cal-

cutta was then a five days' journey from
Bombay, so that, as my engagements made
it necessary to leave for England from
the latter port, ten days would have to

be given up to mere travelling. The
line which now connects the Great Indian
Peninsula and East Indian Railways was
not completed until three months later,

when it was opened Avith great state by the
Viceroy and the Duke of Edinburgh ; and
between Nagpore and Jubbulpore, a dis-

tance of one hundred and sixty-four miles,

I should have to travel by dak. Now the
condition of my being in India was that

I should form part of the British Indian
TelegTaph Expedition from thence to Suez,

the date of the departure of which was
uncertain ; and if I went straight to

Calcutta it might, possibly, happen that

I should have to return to Bombay so

soon, as to preclude my visiting any
of the northern cities of India. If, how-
ever, I w^^nt up the countiy at once, I

could, by travelling hard, see its chief

places, and perhaps include Calcutta at the
end of my tour, so that it seemed as if I

had to choose between securing peeps at

Delhi, Agra, Cawnpore, Lucknow, Be-
nares, and other celebrated places, and
witnessing the gorgeous ceremonials at-

tending the Duke of Edinburgh's visit.

Both prospects were so tempting that it

was a relief, when we were met by the
postal-boat off Mazagon pier, Bombay, to

find the local newspapers full of accounts
of the Durbar which had been held by
Lord Mayo the day before. All hesitation

vanished now, for the remaining festivities

would be over before I could possibly

reach Calcutta, and I determined to leave

for Northern India at once.

There was on board the steamer a copy
of the Indian Traveller's Guide, a sort of
Bradshaw, which is published at the office

of the Bombay Gazette, and which I found
useful in many ways. Its pages were
mai'ked for me, and all that men could do
to make my trip easy and pleasurable was
cheerfully undertaken by my Anglo-Indian
friends. There was a certain novelty to

most of them in any one coming to India

for a few weeks only, and travelling over it

for pleasure, and the dearth of authentic

and comprehensive guides to the country
seemed, for the moment, to be compensated
for by the friendly offices it evoked. The
impossibility of procuring at Suez a copy
of Murray's Handbook to India had been a
great disappointment ; and it was, I think,

a still greater disappointment when I suc-

ceeded in purchasing that work at the gi'eat

bookseller's on the Esplanade of Bombay,
for I found its date to be 1859, and that it

contained no information respecting Bengal
or the North-West or Central Provinces.

Murray's Palestine had been so essential to

the enjoyment of our travels there, and was
so correct in every detail, that the limita-

tions of the Indian Handbook came upon
me as a misfortune. Its two volumes treat

only of the presidencies of Madras and
Bombay, and as I had no intention of visit-

ing the former, and proposed to leave the

latter as speedily as possible, it was useless

for the time. Above all, ten years had passed
since it was published, and more since much
of it w^as written ; and how far these

had made it obsolete may be gathered

from this passage in Sir Charles Dilke's

admirable book, Greater Britain :
" The

export of cotton from Iiidia rose from five

millions' worth in 1859 to thirty-eight mil-

lions' worth in 1864, and the total exports

of Bombay increased in the same proper-

:y,
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tion, while the population of the city rose

from four hundred thousand to one million.

We are accustomed to look at the East as

standing still," the same author adds per-

tinentlj, " but Chicago itself never took a

grander leap than did Bombay between
1860 and 1864. The rebellion in America
gave the impetus, but was not the sole

cause of this prosperity ; and the Indian
cotton trade, though checked by the peace,

is not destroyed. Cotton and jute are not
the only Indian raw produce, the exports of

which have increased suddenly of late. The
export of wool increased twenty-fold, of

tobacco threefold, of coifee sevenfold, in

the last six years ; and the export of Indian
tea increased in five years from nothing to

three or four hundred thousand pounds."
These figures are fair examples of the

deficiencies inseparable from a guide-book
which is ten or a dozen years old, when
the country with which it deals has been
marching onwards rapidly. My first rail-

way ride was to be five hundred and
nineteen miles inland to Nagpore, and
Murray informed me that but eighty-eight

and a half miles of the line were finished,

and the rest "under construction," while
my recent experience of the overland route
told me too surely that in particulars which
are all-important to the tourist, the same
authority had been put utterly in the wrong
by time. It gave elaborate descriptions

of thejourney across the Egyptian desert in

vans, the route of which could be "traced
by the skeletons of camels, thousands upon
thousands of which lie bleaching by the
wayside ;" of the " conveyance of travellers

to India from Alexandria to Suez, by way
of Cairo ;" of Egyptian hotels, " perma-
nently maintained for the sake of employ-
ment one day in seven;" and the land-

lords of which, "unless when the pas-
sengers are on the way, are wholly idle

;"

of " luggage being forwarded on camels;"
of " quitting Suez, where a long pull of
nearly two miles, through shallows and
intricate channels, takes the traveller to

the roadstead, where the steamer awaits his

reception;" of the "magnificent steamers
of the Oriental Navigation Company,"
which take all passengers as far as Aden,
when those for Calcutta remain on board,
while "Bombay passengers are conveyed
by the packets or war steamers of the In-
dian navy ;" all of which descriptions have
become as obsolete as stories of the risks

from highwaymen on the road from London
to York. Now-a-days, all the direct over-
land traveller sees of the desert is from the

windows of his railway carriage. He does

not go near Cairo, or obtain a glimpse of the

Pyramids, but proceeds from Alexandria
to the junction of Zag-a-Zoug, and from
thence to Suez. The hotels of Egypt drive

a busy trade the year round, for European
travellers and speculators are never wanting
in the land

;
your luggage is conveyed by

train from disembarkation to re-shipment
as prosaically as to Southampton

;
you step

from the new wharf at Suez to a steamer

moored along-side ; and there is neither an
Indian navy nor changing steamers at Aden
by the passengers for Bombay. These are

types of many other equally important
changes and modifications, and for my
tour in India it was clear that Murray
would be of little use. The really serious

part of the case was that I could meet with

no handbook giving the information I

sought. The courteous Mr. Thacker not

only had none such in stock, but when I

inquired as to the possibility of ordering

one from Calcutta by telegraph, to be de-

spatched to meet me up the country, I was
told that no work of the kind was pub-

lished, and that I must content myself

with Greater Britain (which was all I

could wish, as far as it went, but which
did not touch upon many of the places I

was bound for), and with the memoranda
suppUed to me by friends. This seemed
for the moment a really staggering rebufi".

Trustworthy information, based on recent

data or experience, appeared impossible

of attainment. None of the people to

whom I had introductions at Bombay had
ever been over the ground, and such infor-

mation as I had gathered as to routes and
facilities might have been all altered by
time. The antiquities and archaeological

treasures of Northern India ; the mosques,

the tombs, the palaces, the ghauts, the

buildings and sites rendered sacred in

English eyes by the heroism evoked by the

mutiny— how was I to avoid missing these

if I were unable to read up and instruct

myself before arriving at, and during my
sojourn in, each city ? It seemed certain

that I should overlook much of what I

ought to examine studiously, but there was
no help for it and no time to be lost, so I

set about my arrangements for starting

next day.

I subsequently spent some weeks at

Bombay ; but the sight of it as we steamed
into its magnificent harbour, and the hasty

impressions derived as I drove from pier to

hotel, from warehouse to shop, from rail-

way station to dak office, and from count-
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ing-house to bungalow, stand out quite as

vividlj as any of the social experiences I

enjoyed later. There was the view of land

in* the early morning, the hurrying on deck

for the first peep of India, and the stacking

by the bidwarks of the masses of huge

mail-bags, representing so much anxiety

and happiness, of sorrow and joy, for thou-

sands of the expatriated, and causing the

arrival of our steamer to be telegraphed to

the remotest parts of India. There was,

too, the indescribable stir and bustle which

precedes the breaking up and separation

of people among whom has sprung up the

odd intimacy begotten of life at sea ;
and

amid aU this organised confusion, one of

the grandest views in the world became

rapidly distinct. The enormous size of

Bombay, the houses and spires of which

stretch along the coast for miles ; the forest

of masts springing from a fleet composed

of ships of every nationality; the bright

colours and gay roofs of its mansions, re-

minding one of magnified toys ; the Eng-

lish church on Colaba Point, which might

have been first transplanted from a metro-

politan suburb, so completely do its spire and

nave remind one of home ; the fisherman's

stakes or posts sticking up out of the water,

and looking like a laundry drying-ground

out at sea ; the miles of palm-groves cover-

ing the mountains down to the water's edge,

and the line of massive hills in shadow which

back up the city, including the natural

formation which looks like a cathedral—all

strike a stranger. British supremacy is

brought home to you in a thousand forms,

and this the more strongly if you have

lingered in other Eastern countries on your

way out. The traveller who takes his pas-

sage direct from England to India, misses

the gratification which arises from finding

yourself no longer one of a minority.

Modern Egypt is a French colony. Shops,

pleasures, pursuits, civiHsation, vices, are all

French, and the Englishman finds himself

an alien, or at best a guest, who mingles

much in the Egypto-European society of

Alexandria or Cairo. Palestine, as a pro-

vince of Turkey, has all the sombre charac-

teristics of a Mahomedan-governed land;

and the Frank is there made to feel that

ho is held inferior to the governing race,

and that he must respect its prejudices and

obey its behests, if he wish to travel safely

and explore the country in peace.

India furnishes a great contrast to all

this, and such little things as the familiar

"F.P." for fire-plug let into the walls of

houses, the numbers on the hack- buggies

on the stands, the British uniforms, and the

royal arms on the native constables' staves,

all tell a story which you knew before, but
which recent experiences of Oriental coun-

tries make doubly impressive. Shall I ever

forget the sensation of hearing the chimes

from a church clock, during an interval

of wakefulness in my first night on shore ?

jSTo such sound had reached me for months.
The unearthly howls of the khavasse,

watchmen who make night hideous at Alex-

andria ; the barks and yelpings of the wild

dog - scavengers of Cairo ; the plaintive

muezzin from the minaret of the mosque of

Jerusalem ; the cry of the jackal and the

hooting of the owl when camping out in

the wilderness ; and latterly the ships' bells

ringing out the half-hours—such had been

the sounds greeting me whenever I lay

awake at night. But a regular church clock,

which struck the quarters, and had the

true English tones, made the thousands of

miles between me and those I loved dis-

appear. Though so much further advanced

into the East, you are continually re-

minded of home, and I was once advised

quite earnestly to " hold my own with the

natives, to stand no nonsense, and al-

ways to remember that my skin and lan-

guage marked me as one of the governing

class." This was said in all seriousness

by a well-wishing " gi'iff," or new arrival,

before I had been in India an hour, and my
preparations for a flight up country brought

vividly before me many other strong con-

trasts between it and the Oriental lands I

had just left.

SOME FAMOUS TREATIES.

When the Black Prince and his eight

thousand knights and archers, i;efused all

terms by an exulting army of fifty thousand

French, bore down from the vineyard hill

at Poitiers, on which they had been pent,

and beat the enemy to pieces, the result to

France was m.ore deplorable than even that

of Sedan. A truce of two years followed,

which was terminated by the peace of

Bretigny. France being peeled too bare

to any longer support an invading army,

the French consented at last to the cruel

conditions enforced by this treaty. It was

stipulated that King John (then a prisoner

in the palace of the Savoy in the Strand)

should pay throe million gold crowns for

his ransom. King Edward renounced for

ever his somewhat shaky claims to the

crown of France, and the provinces of

:p
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Normandy, Maine, Totiraine, and Anjou,

possessed by his ancestors, in exchange
for the provinces of Poictou, Guienne,

Saintonge, I'Agenois, Perigord, the Limou-
sin, Quercy, together with Calais, Guisnes,

IMontreuil, and the country of Ponthieu.

This spoil, forming nearly half of France,

was to be held by England in complete

sovereignty, without even homage to the

French king. The natural results followed

these ungenerous and extortionate claims.

"When King Edward grew old, and the

Black Prince returned from Paris, dis-

gusted with his faithless allies, loaded with

debt, and already ailing with the consump-
tion of which he eventually died, the French
at once overran our recent conquests, and
in a few years won back all but Bourdeaux,
Bayonne, and Calais. At the very time

that King John lay our prisoner at the

Savoy, we had also a King of Scotland

captive, whom Edward liberated on the

payment of one hundred thousand marks.

But, taking a stride of several cen-

turies, let us pass on to the peace of

Cambray. The jealous rivalry of Francis

the First and the Emperor Charles the Fifth

for the imperial crown, had finally led to

an alliance between England, Charles, and
the Pope, against Francis. The splendour

and flatteries of the Field of the Cloth-of-

Gold had been wasted on Wolsey, who
trusted to Charles to help him to the

triple crown. Milan was taken, Parma and
Placentia were conquered by Prosper
Colonna, and, of all Lombardy, Cremona
and a few forts were soon all that was left

to France. At Pavia, Fi'ancis lost every-

thing but honour. Rome was taken and
sacked by the imperialists. The French lost

another army in Italy and were smitten to

the ground ; but circumstances at that crisis

began then to favour them. Henry now in-

chned to the side of France, the Reforma-
tion convulsed Germany, the Turks overran
Hungary and threatened Vienna. Peace
was necessary for Charles, and his aunt
and the mother of Francis were allowed to

arrange terms. The peace of Cambray
followed, by which Francis agreed to pay
two millions of crowns as the ransom of

his two sons, to resign the sovereignty of

Flanders and Artois, and to forego all his

claims to Italy, on condition that Charles
ceased to demand the restitution of Bur-
gundy.
The great peace of Passau established

German Protestantism for the first time on
a firm basis. The princes of the Smalcaldic
Leagnie, dissatisfied with the one-sided

Council of Trent, and seeing the emperor
secretly taking arms, assembled (the year
Luther, their great apostle, died) seventy
thousand foot and fifteen hundred horse,

prepared to win by force the toleration they
could not otherwise obtain. By the aid of

Maurice of Saxony, the emperor one by
one broke the links of the league, but
Maurice, growing alarmed at the emperor's
ambition, soon proved a subtle and dan-
gerous enemy, and all but surprised the

emperor at Inspruck. The treaty of Passau
soon followed, admitting Protestants to a
share in all Catholic liberties.

In the early part of the reign of Edward
the Sixth, the Earl of Warwick concluded a
peace between France and Scotland. By
the previous treaty of Campe, in the reign

ot Henry the Eighth, it had been stipulated

that France owed England two million

crowns, ai'rears of former debts. But as this

sum did not amount to more than one-third

of what Henry had expended in war on
France, Boulogne was left in English hands
as a security for the debt. By Warwick's
treaty four hundred thousand crowns were
taken as an equivalent for this debt, and
Boulogne and its territory restored to

France.

The long wars between France and the

emperor terminated in the peace of Chateau
Cambresis, in 1559. Charles, attempting

to win back ]\Ietz, Toul, and Verdun, had
been signally repulsed from Metz by the

young Duke of Guise. The Duke of Savoy,

at the head of a Spanish army, invaded
France, but, delayed by Coligny's brave

defence of St. Quentin, outside which town
the French lost a battle, wasted his oppor-

tunity of marching on Paris. On the death

of his father, Philip determined on peace.

Protecting the rights of Elizabeth, our
English claims were first considered at

Cambresis. France, it was agreed, was to

hold Calais for eight years, and then to

surrender it to England. Savoy and Pied-

mont were to be restored to Emanuel
Phihbert, France was to evacuate all the

places which she held in Tuscany and
Sienna, and to surrender to Genoa all the

towns of Corsica. Finally, France was
allowed to retain Metz, Toul, and Verdun.
But the greatest of all these treaties was

the treaty of Westphalia, signed at Munster
in 1648. This treaty closed the Thirty

Years' War between Sweden and Geiinany,

in which Tilly and Gustavus Adolphus had
both perished, and by which half Europe
had been devastated. Mazarin had suc-

ceeded Richelieu, and yet this terrible strife
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had continued, drawing in, one after an-

other, almost every European power. The
last great exploits of this war had been the

famous victory at Rocroi, which Conde won
over the famous Spanish and Walloon

j

infantry, and the loss of half a French
army in Swabia. Turenne was mounting
for fresh victories. Torstenson, the Swede,

had just invaded Holstein to punish Den-
mark for her concealed hostility, when the

negotiations commenced.
By this famous treaty, France was to

hold Metz, Toul, Verdun, Brissac, and all

Upper and Lower Alsace. Sweden re-

ceived four millions of crowns, Bremen,
Verdun, Upper Pomerania, Stettin, the Isle

of Rugen, and the city of Wismar. The
Elector of Brandenburg, as recompense for

the loss of Upper Pomerania, was to re-

ceive the bishopric of Brandenburg, and
the bishoprics of Halberstadt, Minden, and
Camin. The Duke of Bavaria was to be

elector, with the Upper Palatinate, and
Charles Louis an eighth elector, with the

Lower Palatinate. The Swiss republic was
also declared a sovereign estate, exempt
from the jurisdiction of the empire.

The treaty of the Pyrenees terminated, in

1659, the long wars between France and
Spain. Under Mazarin's administration,

Turenne had forced the Spanish lines at

Arras; but Conde saved the shattered army.

Conde soon afterwards, at Valenciennes,

turned the tables on Turenne ; but that

great general was never greater than after

a defeat. Soon afterwards, Turenne de-

feated Conde, and took Dunkirk, which
Conde was endeavouring to relieve. The
peace which Mazarin concluded arranged

for the marriage of the young French king

and the Infanta of Spain. Louis agreed to

pardon Conde, Philip to forgive the Cata-

lonians who had rebelled, and finally Spain

renounced all pretensions to Alsace.

On the death of Philip the Second of

Spain, in 1665, Louis the Fourteenth in-

stantly set his foot on the treaty of the

Pyrenees, and claimed for his wife the

duchy of Brabant, till the death of a sickly

child should leave him free to seize also

the Spanish throne. Turenne and forty

thousand men swept into Flanders, and
took fortress after fortress. After Charlc-

roy, Tournay ; after Tournay, Courtray

;

after Courtray, Douary. Lille fell in nine

days. By the ti^eaty of Aix-la-Chapelle,

Louis retained all the towns he had con-

quered except those of Franche Comte.

England being won over to Louis by the

most disgraceful intrigues, the French in-

stantly invaded Holland. The Dutch, inun-
dating their country, and resolved rather to

emigrate in one vast fleet than yield to

France, were bravely led by the Prince of
Orange, who declared that he would die dis-

puting the last ditch. Then came Turenne's
cruelties in the Palatinate, and many brave
fights at sea between the Dutch, and the

French and English. The Prince of Orange,
constantly defeated, still made a head, till

France began to grow exhausted. The
English people were urging Charles to

join the Dutch, and stop the progress of

French ambition. The treaty of Nime-
guen secured to France not only Franche
Comte, but Cambray, St. Omer, Valen-
ciennes, Tournay, Cassel, Charlemont, &c.

The States were to have Maestricht again,

and Spain Oudenarde, Ghent, and Lim-
bourg. The emperor was to retain Philips-

burg, and to surrender Freyburg, and the

Elector of Brandenburg was to restore his

Pomeranian conquests to Sweden.
The next great settlement of European

quarrels was that famous patching up of

old wrangles at Ryswick. Catinot had
conquered Savoy, and the combined fleets

of Holland and EngLind had been defeated

off Beechy Head. The French had taken
Namur under the very eyes of William,

and had defeated the allies at Steinkirk and
Neerwinden. The great Smyrna fleet had
been attacked while under our convoy, and
twelve hundred thousand pounds' worth
ofproperty destroyed. The war ended, how-
ever, with William's taking Namur, a stroke

that partly recovered the glory that he had
lost in three pi-evious campaigns. By the

treaty Louis acknowledged William to be

the lawful sovereign of England, and re-

stored Charleroy, Mons, Courtray, and
Luxembourg, and several Catalonian cities

to Spain ; he gave up Freiburg, Brissac,

and Philipsburg to the emperor ; and the

duchies of Lorraine and Bar to their native

prince.

The subsequent tremendous victoiy over

the Turks at Zenta, by Prince Eugene, led

to the peace of Carlowitz, by which Austria

secured Hungary, Russia Azof, the Poles

Podolia, and the Venetians the Pelopon-

nesus, and several towns in Dalmatia.

Marlborough's great victories at Oude-
narde, Blenheim, and Malplaquet, ulti-

mately led to the great pacification at

Utrecht. By this ti-eaty, France surren-

dered her right to the Spanish succession

;

Savoy acquired Nice ; Prussia, acknow-

ledged as a kingdom, was to receive Spanish

Guelderland and Neufchatel in exchange for
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the principality of Orange and tlie lordship

of Chalon ; the Rhine was to be the boun-

dary of the Grerman empire ; Luxembourg,
Namur, and Charleroy were to be given the

States General as a barrier; and Lille,

Aire, Bethune, and St. Yenant were to be

restored to France ; while England was to

retain Nova Scotia, St. Christopher's, Hud-
son's Bay, Newfoundland, Minorca, and
Gribraltar ; and to her also was granted

the profitable assiento or contract for fur-

nishing the Spanish colonies in South
America with negroes for the term of thirty

years. The emperor, holding out against

these terms, had finally to sign the peace

of Rustadt, and obtained far less favour-

able conditions, and had to cede Landau
and other Rhenish fortresses to France.

Bavaria relinquished Sardinia to the em-
pei'or in return for the Upper Palatinate,

and France acknowledged the electoral

dignity of the Duke of Hanover.
The treaty of Breslau was that peace won

for Frederick the Great by the unexpected

victory at Czaslau. It secured for Prussia

the cession of Upper and Lower Silesia,

and the country of Glatz, and it withdrew
the Queen of Hungary from her alliance

with France.

Pitt's long war with France terminated

in 1763 by the treaty of Paris, that, much
as it was railed against by the Whigs,
gave us a vast increase of colonial territory.

France ceded to us Canada and a part of

Louisiana. Spain gave up Florida for the

Havannah and Minorca ; France yielded her

forts on the Senegal and the Island of

Granada, and gave up her claim to the

neutral islands of St. Vincent, Dominica,

and Tobago ; in return we surrendered to

France St. Lucia and Pondicherry.
The treaty of Campo Formio closed the

first series of campaigns carried on by
Napoleon against Austria. The French had
been victorious at Areola and Rivoli, and
Mantua, that powerful fortress, had sur-

rendered to their arms. Bonaparte had
invaded the Papal territories, undaunted
by the sanctity of the successor of St.

Peter, and had trodden Venice under foot.

At Leoben it was originally proiDosed that

Austria should have certain compensation

beyond the River Oglio for ceding to France

Flanders and all the countries on the left

side of the Rhine, including the strong city

of Mayence. The Venetian territories on

the mainland were also to be given to

Austria, who was to retain Mantua, while

to Venice was to be handed over the lega-

tions of Bologna, Ferrara, and Romagna.
Bat when the Venetians rose on the French,

and the massacre at Verona took place. Na-
poleon had no more mercy on Venice, and at

once divided her dominions between France
and Austria, France taking the Albanian
territories and some of the Ionian Islands,

and Austria swallowing Istria, Dalmatia,

and Venice herself. Napoleon also claimed

Mantua and the line of the Adige, and when
Cobenzel, the Austrian ambassador, hesi-

tated, he took from a bracket a china vase

of value, given Cobenzel by the Empress
Catherine, and dashed it on the hearth-

stone.
" The truce is then ended," he thundered.

" Before the end of autumn I will break

your empire into as many fragments as this

potslierd."

The Austrians gave way, and the treaty

of Campo Formio was signed the following

day.

The next war with Austria, closing with

the great blow at Marengo, and Moreau's

brilliant victory atHohenlinden, was patched

up at Luneville, in spite of the urgent en-

treaties of England to Austria to continue

the war—entreaties which were backed up
by a loan of two millions. By this treaty

Austria ceded Tuscany to a pi'ince of the

House of Parma, and the whole left bank
of the Rhine was ceded to the French Re-

public, the German princes who suffered, to

be repaid by mdemnities allotted them at

the expense of the Germanic body in

general.

Then came the Egyptian campaign, the

reduction of Malta by the English, and the

attack of the Danish fleet by Nelson, till

in 1802 the peace of Amiens gave peace

for a time to bleeding Europe. The nations

needed repose. England, moderate in her

demands of all her conquests, retained only

Ceylon and Trinidad. Portugal lost Oli-

venza and a part of Guiana; Corfu, and
six other islands, were constituted into a

republic, and Malta was to be restored to

the knights.

The treaty ofPresburgh was the sequence

to the overwhelming victory of Austerlitz.

The first preliminary was the payment of

one hundred millions of francs by Austria.

The Tyrol was ceded to Bavaria, and Venice

was annexed to the kingdom of Italy. By
this treaty Austria lost twenty thousand

square miles of territory, two millions and

a half of subjects, and a revenue reaching

two millions and a half of florins. Such
was the result of a six months' campaign,

and one great victory.

Every treaty of Napoleon's marked the

close of some series of ti'emendous victories.

That of Tilsit reconciled him to Russia.
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The terms weiglied heavy on Prussia.

From that down-crvished kingdom was
-wrested the portion of Poland acquired by
t!ic partition of 1772, and this portion was
to be called the Grand Dnchy of Nassau.

Russia acquired the province of Bialystock,

and Dantzic was made a free city.

By the peace signed at Schonbrun in 1809
Napoleon passed Austria under the same
harrow, which he had previously drawn
over Prussia. At one stroke of the pen
Austria surrendered forty-five thousand
square miles of territory, and a population

of between three and four millions. Napo-
leon was at first resolved to wrench from
the Austrian empire both Hungary and
Bohemia, but at the last moment he spared

her from actual dismemberment. Event-
ually Austria ceded Saltsburg and part of

the Upper Rhine to the Princes of the Con-
federation of the Rhine. To France she

surrendered Trieste, Carniola, Friuli, the

circle of Villach, and some parts of Croatia

and Dalmatia. To the King of Saxony
she sullenly yielded part of Bohemia,
Cracow, and the whole of Western Galicia,

while Russia took Eastern Galicia, with a
population of four hundred thousand souls.

Such are a few of the celebrated treaties

which have been knotted and woven by
astute diplomatists, but w'hich have always
yielded like cobwebs to the swords of con-

querors.

MY NEW IDEA.
dedicated to mm. les chevaliers

d'industeie.

In Two Parts. Part II.

Mt first proceeding in connexion with the

execution of my great idea was to go to a

certain great stationer's shop in Oxford-

street, where I purchased a handsome ph to-

graphic album, of a large size and a square

shape. I selected a volume—and here let

me solicit the special attention of all who
may peruse this statement—the cardboard

leaves of -which were rather thin, and which
had underneath each of the spaces designed

for the reception of the card portraits a

long, oimamentally shaped opening, through
-which it was intended that the photograph
should be pushed up into its place, but de-

signed by me to fulfil another jiurpose as

well.

My next act was to collect from my
friends as many of their portraits, in the

form of cartes do visitc, as I could possibly

get together. I had purposely given out

that it was my intention—as indeed it was
—to set off veiy shortly on a long journey.

My tour was to include America and the

colonies, and was to be undertaken with a

view of increasing the stock of information

with which it was my intention to set up
in business one day, as a politician. Before

starting on such an expedition it was na-

tural that I should wish to carry with me
some remembrances of the friends who had
shown me so much kindness in England,

and therefore it was that I made such a

point of making my collection of photo-

graphic portraits complete. There were
some of my City friends, who had attained,

by the magnitude of their financial opera-

tions, to the position of merchant princes,

whose likenesses I -was particularly anxious

to secure, as it would be natural that any
new acquaintances whom I might make in

the course of my travels would be interested

in seeing what such world-renowned capi-

talists were like.

When I am once embarked in an under-

taking, it is part of my nature to do what I

do thoroughly. I had set my mind, as I

have already said, on the consummating of

a great idea, and I determined to carry it

out on a great scale. I was about to part

from a set of friends and acquaintances who
had shown me great hospitality, and before

leaving England I was resolved "to make
some return for that hospitality. I deter-

mined that the form which my acknowledg-

ment should take was to be a handsome
breakfast, luncheon, collation, whatever

you like to call it, an elegant and, at the

same time, a substantial meal, with tea

and coffee at one end of the table, and

wine at the other, to which the guests

should be invited to sit down, at twelve

o'clock, on a certain day early in the month
of June. I had some difficulty in securing

the attendance of my City friends at the

early hour which 1 have mentioned, but I

did manage at last to make all those whose
presence I most wished for promise to par-

take of my dejeuner.

I flatter myself that it was decidedly a

brilliant thing, that breakfast party of

mine. Wo were extremely gay and talka-

tive. I had—knowing that my mind was
likely to be somewhat preoccupied— pre-

pared my conversation beforehand, and had

so many conversational crackers ready to

let ofi^, that I was able to throw a firework

or two, as occasion required, to any friend

who appeared in straits, and so to keep the

talk from flagging even for a moment. By
the time that the champagne had been

round twice, Ave had attained the fullest

measure of good-fellowship, and were all in

the highest good-humour with each other.

^
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It was at this moment that I rose from

my seat, and commenced an address to the

assembled company. I told them that I

was not going to make a speech, that sach

a proceeding was contrary alike to my
principles and my capacity. All I was
going to do was to express—very inade-

quately I feared—my profound sense of

the extraordinary kindness whicli I had
met with during my residence in London,
and the remembrance of which would ever

remain indelibly inscribed on the tablets,

&c. &c. I purposely leave out a great deal

of what I said, about this time, on such

subjects as friendship, hospitality, partings,

absence, "dragging at each remove a

lengthening chain," and the like, and
come to the concluding portion of my
address, which—developing as it does the

nature of that great idea of which I have
said so much—seems to me worthy to be

repeated word for word.
" I am about," I said, " to take leave of

you all certainly for a considerable time,

and ' it may be,' in the words of the song,

'for ever.' Before doing so, or perhaps I

should rather say in doing so, I have one
final and most urgent request to make, with
which I feel convinced beforehand that

you will all most readily comply. I have
here a volume"—and at this point I laid

my hand upon my album, wliich I had pre-

viously placed within reach—" I have here

a volume in which are inserted the portraits

of the greater number of my friends and
acquaintances, besides those whom the ties

of relationship have naturally endeared to

me. The portraits of all of you who are

here present to-day are, I need hardly say,

included in this collection, and it is in re-

ference to them that I have to make the

request of which I have just spoken. It is

my wish, in order to render the gratifica-

tion which I shall hereafter derive from their

contemplation complete, that—that
"

here my voice grew husky, and I was
obliged to moisten my lips with a little

water—" that, in short, you will each one
of you favour me by inscribing your names
(in full) under your portraits, in order that

I may not only see the outward present-

ment of each, but also somethiner which is,

as it were, an emanation of each indivi-

dual's own personality." I am not sure

that I quite knew what was intended to be
conveyed by these last few words, but I

was a little confused, I don't mind owning,
and my emotions (of various kinds) were
too much for me. There was a general
murmur of assent to my proposal which
much affected me, and it was in a broken

voice that I reque.sted one of the waiters

who was in attendance to bring forward
the inkstand, which, like the photographic

album, I had taken care to have handy.

We had a good deal of laughing and
joking on this signing business, which I

superintended individually in every case.

Such, superintendence was a most necessary

part of the proceeding, for, there being a

place specially marked and set aside to con-

tain each one's signature, it is of course

unnecessary to say that eveiybody wanted
to append his or her autograph anywhere
else, at any inconvenience. They made
"offers" at the space above the photo-

graph, and at the space below it, and even

wanted to screw their names into the

narrow strip of cardboard between the

bottom of the portrait and the little orna-

mented opening, a short distance beneath

which was specially intended to receive the

writing, the paper contained within its

limits being of the sort ordinarily used for

writing on, and very preferable for the pur-

pose to the cardboard, of which the rest of

each page was composed. It was quite a

troublesome task to keep the autographists

within their proper limits, but I was very

peremptory—though jocosely so, of course

—upon the subject. Indeed, I was a good
deal troubled altogether. One lady, pos-

sessed of a gushing nature, was going to

introduce the words " Tours sincerely" be-

fore her signature, and it was only by
urging the necessity of unifoiToity, that I

was able to arrest the establishment ofa pre-

cedent, which, if genei-ally followed, would
—as will appear hereafter—have been fatal

to my prospects. This was really an

anxious time for me in many ways. One
old gentleman asked me whether I would
have his business signature or his familiar

and friendly one, which was much abbre-

viated. It was a staggering question, but

I retained my presence of mind, and replied

that if it was only for my own gratification

of course I should prefer the latter, but that

I felt sure that those to whom I might show
the autograph in far-off countries, and who
would all know the renowned financialist

by name, would wish to see that name
signed as it ordinarily appeared in those

documents by which the commercial in-

terests of Europe, nay of the world itself,

were so materially and so continually

affected. I was in a cold perspiration while

I spoke, for any mistake here would cer-

tainly have considerably imperilled the

chance of my great idea.

Well it was, as I have said, an anxious

time for me, but it came to an end, and

^^
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in due time all the signatures whicli I

required were appended to the portraits to

which they were appropriate. When the

last was dried and blotted, I closed the

album and pressed it against my heart.
" You don't know," I said, looking round
upon my friends with an affectionate glance,
" you don't know what this book will be to

me." And indeed they did not.

As soon as the last of my guests was
gone—they left with many expressions of

goodwill almost immediately after the sign-

ing business was over—I seized the album
and rushed off with it to my bedroom,
locking the door of that apartment as soon

as I got inside. Pausing then for one in-

stant—but only for one, as I had much to

do, and little time to do it in—I got my
ideas together, and then seating myself at

my writing-table, with the photograph
book open before me, set myself to work to

complete the task which had been so aus-

piciously begun.
I have ah-eady remarked that in pur-

chasing my album I had selected one, the

cardboard leaves of which were rather

thinner than they generally are, and I have
also mentioned that underneath each of the

open spaces intended to contain the portraits

there was a long horizontal slit or aperture,

by means of which the photogi'aphs were
introduced into their places. I mast now
go a step farther, and state the fact that I

had with great care fastened each leaf to the

one next it, gluing the extreme edges only.

Before sticking the leaves together thus,

however, I had done something else which
must be mentioned in this place, and to

which especial attention is requested.

At all stationers' shops, in the metropo-
lis and elsewhere, there are sold, at the

rate of one penny each, certain long narrow
strips of paper, stamped with the govern-
ment stamp, and on which either a receipt

or a CHEQUE (!) may be written with equal

propriety. Of these I purchased a half-

dozen and placed them behind six of the

portraits contained in my album. Then I

glued, as I have said, the edges of the page
thus prepared to the edges of the page
next it, and this being done it will be under-
stood, if I have succeeded in making myself
intelligible, that a portion of every one of

these slips appeared through the aperture

whloh 1 have described as occupying a
horizontal position directly under each
photograph. I have now to add that the

portion of the slip of stamped paper thus
exposed was in every case the right-hand

lower corner, and I may also mention that

the six portraits to which they were ap-

pended were those of six of the wealthiest

of the guests who were to grace the festive

board on the occasion of my farewell

breakfast. As for the other portraits of

friends who were not capitalists, the paper
which appeared through the apertures

undemea,th their photographs was exactly

of the same make as that used for the

others, but it was not stamped. Why should

it be ?

Have I made myself understood, and is

some notion of the nature of my great idea

beginning to become apparent ? If so, it

will be almost unnecessary for me to state

that when with my penknife I carefully

separated the edges of the leaves which a

short time before I had as carefully fastened

together, I found my six slips of stamped
paper lying snugly before me, each with
the name of a great capitalist written by
that capitahst's own hand in the legitimate

spot for the signature of a cheque, low
down, and at the right-hand side.

What my sensations were as I contem-

plated those shps may be imagined by
those who, by some sudden turn of fortune's

wheel, have been in a moment raised from
poverty to affluence. There lay untold

wealth within my reach. Money, to almost

any extent, was represented by slips of

paper. Those names meant money—every

letter of them—it was enough to make
one's brain reel to think of it.

I had no time, however, to spend in such

weaknesses as brain-reeling. It was half-

past two, the banks would close at four,

and I had business ofimportance to transact

before that hour, having to leave for Liver-

pool (en route to the United States) by the

evening mail. So I sat down to my table,

with my slips of stamped paper before me,
and proceeded to convert them into cheques

on the bankers— I had of course taken care

to ascertain in each case who they were—of

the illustrious men whose names were in-

scribed on each.

And here let me pause for a moment to

make a small explanation which may per-

haps appear to be not uncalled for. It

is possible that some person or persons

in whose way this narrative may hereafter

come, may so far misunderstand this pro-

ceeding of mine as to accuse me of—I can

hardly bring myself to write the word—of

dishonesty. Let mc proceed at once to

clear myself from a charge so monstrous

and unfounded. The act in which I was
engaged when converting those slips of

paper into cheques on my friends' bankers,

was simply that of effecting a loan. I re-

garded each of these capitalists, of whom I

^
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was about to procure a temporary accom-

modatioB, in the light of one who was about

unconsciously, and, as it were, involuntarily,

to lend me a sum of money of which I for

the moment stood in need. But why not

—the reader will perhaps say—why not

have negotiated the loan in the usual way,

requesting the consent of the parties to the

transaction ? My answer is ready : because

I have, as I have before intimated, a proud
and independent nature, and an invincible

repugnance to asking favours. Besides, if

I had asked for a loan in the manner sug-

gested, it might have been refused, and
what an exceedingly awkward thing that

would have been !

Regarding this—this—transaction, then,

in the light of a loan, which I should one

of these days repay with interest, at the

rate of five per cent per annum, all on a

business-like footing, I determined to be

moderate. I calculated that a sum of two
thousand pounds would be enough to meet
all the expenses I should have to incur, and
leave me a handsome balance with which
to make a start in the New "World, and this

I intended to get together thus : Six friends

had accommodated me—so to speak—with

these bank cheques : one of them. Sir Percy
Jingle, was a man of quite enormous wealth;

the other five, though all very rich, were
not absolutely millionaires as was the case

with Sir P. J. I determined, then, to draw
on each of these gentlemen to an extent

proportionate to his means. Sir Percy
Jingle should accommodate me with a

thousand pounds, right off, and the other

five with a couple of hundred each, which
would exactly make up the sum which I

required. Having settled this question in

my own mind, I sat down quickly and
wrote off the six cheques in no time.

I was not long over my cheques, writing

them off glibly enough till I came to the

last, and then I confess I did hesitate for a

moment. It was the Jingle cheque for a

thousand pounds. The sum was so large.

Suppose there should be any hitch about
it ? Hitch, nonsense ! It was large to me,
no doubt, but not large to Jingle—not
large to Jingle's bankers. Did not I know
on what a scale things of this sort were
conducted among really rich men ? Had
not a clerk at Goldchild's told me the other

day of the Marquis of H. walking in there

quite quietly, presenting a cheque for forty

thousand pounds, and just tluuisting the

notes into his pocket and walking out
again as if nothing had happened ? I soon
silenced my doubts with reflections of this

sort, and getting out into the street, called

a hansom cab, and set off upon a round of

visits to the different banking establish-

ments on which my cheques were drawn.

Nothing could be pleasanter than such a

succession of calls. I came out of each of

those first five places of business exactly

two hundred pounds richer than I went in,

and when I emerged from the last of them
I had no less in all than a thousand pounds

buttoned up in my breast-pocket. I had
never had so large a sum in my possession

in my life, nor anything approaching it.

The notes made quite a fat handle, and I

could feel them pressing in a lump against

my heart. Somehow they did not seem to

soothe or tranquillise its action, though, but

quite the reverse.

My great coup, however, remained still

to be made. I had delayed the cashing of

my large cheque, as I had delayed the

writing of it, to the last. A curious sort

of hesitation had possessed me in connexion

with it all along, and it held me still. I

loitered on my way to the bank, whicli was
not a City house, but one of world-wide re-

nown at the West-end. I loitered, and
he.sitated, and, for a nJoment even, found

myself doubting whether, after all, I would
present the cheque at all. Suppose I

rested satisfied with what I had got ? It

was a large sum. It would set me going,

at any rate, and even keep me afloat for a

certain length of time.

Thus, for awhile, I hesitated, yielding in

a pusillanimous way to my fears and
scruples instead of fighting against them
with all my might, as I should have done.

In a word, I lost so much time in conse-

quence of my indecision, that before I got

to the establishment of Messrs. Bullion and
Co. the chimes of the neighbouring church

of St. Martin' s-in-the-Pields had struck

the hour of four, and when I reached the

doors they were closed.

I suppose there are other people besides

myself in the world who, after remaining

long undecided which of two courses it

would be best to choose, have felt, directly

one of those courses has become impossible

of adoption, that it was beyond all doubt

the right one, and that they would now
give anytliing to have still the power of

selecting it. As far as I am concerned, I

may safely say that this is invariably my
experience, and on this particular occasion

it was so in a special degree. Why had I

hesitated ? I asked myself. Had I taken

all these pains and run all this risk—for

there could be no doubt that there was risk,
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aud that in the eye of the law my idea of

negotiating an involnntavy loan would be

entirely misunderstood—had I done all this,

and was nothing to come of it, after all ?

"Was I actually going to throw away a

thousand pounds, when it was within my
grasp?

I continued to question nayself in this

indignant fashion till at last I worked my-
self up into such a rage at my own weak-
ness and folly, that 1 resolved, intolerable

as I knew the delay would be to me, to re-

main that night in London, in order that

I might cash my cheque the next day. I

should still be in time for the American
boat if I went down to Liverpool by one

of the morning trains.

It may easily be imagined what sort of

a time I had of it that evening, and during

the night which ensued. I did not like to

go back to my lodgings, having a general

sense upon me that it was desirable that I

should keep out of the way, and not be
found by any one who might want me.

Acting upon this principle, I went and
ordered a dinner (which I could not eat)

at an obscure chop - house in the City,

and then at a later hour hired a bed (in

which I could not sleep) at the New Hum-
mums.

That night seemed interminable, and so

did the morning which followed. I thought
nine o'clock would never come. It seemed
to me, at that moment, a ridiculously late

hour at which to begin business, though I

have no doubt that the subject strikes those

who take their seats at a desk at that hour
every morning in a different light.

Something of a relapse into the hesitating

condition which I had fallen into the day
before came upon me when the moment at

length arrived for making my great at-

tempt. This time, however, I did not yield

to it. I waited till I conceived that the

establishment might reasonably be sup-

posed to have got into working order, and
then, assuming as bold a front as I could

call up, I walked in. I thought, by-the-

bye, that the policeman who always stands

in the doorway at Bullion and Co.'s (ridi-

culous custom) regarded mc with attention

as I passed in.

I must confess that at this moment, as

I advanced towards the counter, I felt a

strange presentiment of evil ; my finger-tips

were cold, and my knees were sliaky, and
my voice, as in presenting the cheque I

uttered the words, " I'll take it in hundred-
pound notes," sounded to me like some-
body else's.

As I gave in my cheque I observed, or
thought I did, that the clerk to whom I

handed it exchanged a glance with another
who stood next him, and that he made a
gesture to a messenger, dressed in a sort of
livery, who was Avaiting near the door, and
who immediately went out. Then he bent
aci-oss the counter, and looking me very
steadily in the face, said, " This cheque is

for an unusually large sum
; perhaps you

will have the kindness to follow me into one
of the inner rooms ;" and he came out from
behind his desk, as he spoke, and led the

way towards a passage connecting the outer
with the inner offices. At this moment I

certainly had serious thoughts of bolting,

but I remembered the messenger and the

signal which had been given him, and also

that when I had last seen that functionary

he was hurrying along in the direction of

the doorway in which that ridiculous pohce-

man was standing, and through which 1

should have to pass if I attempted to make
my escape. There was nothing for it but
to follow my conductor.

Messrs. Bullion's cashier led the way
into a small room of unprepossessing ap-

pearance, containing a square table with an
inkstand upon it, two chairs, and a tall

desk standing in a corner. There was a
sheet almanack over the chimney-piece, and
the window was ornamented with iron bars.

The cashier closed the door as soon as we
had entered, and then turning upon me very
suddenly, said

:

" We have this morning received a com-
munication from Messrs. Ingot and Co."

—

alas ! it was there that my first cheque had
been cashed—" in reference to a cheque
which you presented there yesterday, and
in connexion with which there seems reason

to apprehend some kind of foul play. The
party in whose name the cheque was drawn
happened to call at the bank soon after it

had been cashed, wishing to examine the

state of his account, and he at once declared

that he knew nothing whatever of the

cheque, and that he had certainly not drawn
it, or indeed any other on the day on which
it was dated."

There was a low tap at the door at this

moment, to which my companion responded

with the words " All right ;" then seeing

me look round hastily, in the direction of

the door, he added, addressing me, " Any
attempt to escape will be perfectly useless

;

there is a p(-)liceman outside the door, and
another witliin call."

" Policeman," I echoed ; "escape! May
I ask what you mean, sir ?" I had recovered

|
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myself a little, and was determined not to

give in withont a struggle, at any rate.

" What I mean is simply this," was the

reply. "Messrs. Ingot have cashed a cheque,

of which the person by Avhom it purports

to be signed disclaims all knowledge ; and,

further, on sending round to certain other

houses of business, which they did at once,

they found that, in more than one instance,

similar payments had been made of cheques

drawn in your favour, and of which, on

inquiry, it was found that the respective

owners of the accounts on which they were

drawn knew nothing. Under these circum-

stances the only conclusion which could

possibly be arrived at was that the cheques

in question were forgeries."

"They are not forgeries," I answered,

indignantly. " Do you suppose that that

cheque in your hand is a forgery ? Look
at it—that is all—look at it."

The cashier glanced carelessly at the

document in his hand. " The signature

is very like that of Sir Percy Jingle, no
doubt," he said. "I am not here, how-
ever," he added, "to discuss the question

of its likeness or unlikeuess, but simply to

act upon my instructions." And with that

he Avent to the door of the room and called

in the pohceman who was waiting outside.

I am only saying what has often been

said before, when 1 state the fact that the

little room seemed at this juncture to turn

round with me. Things really did be-

come in some degree indistinct to me. I

found myself in certain places, and involved

in certain circumstances, without exactly

kno-wing how I got to be so placed, or

how I came to be so cii'cumstanced. I

found myself in a cab with a couple of

policemen opposite me, and I found myself

in a police-court with a great many people

staring at me—among them certain of my
guests of the day before—and then I found

myself in a vehicle which reminded me
painfully of my "seclusion" omnibus, only

it had a policeman for driver, and another

policeman for conductor, and then, at a

later period of the day, I found myself in

jail.

The rest of my story is soon told. My
case came on, in due time, for trial, and I

was indicted for forgery, and obtaining

money under false pretences. We had rare

fun while the first of these counts was

being disposed of My counsel was a

capital fellow, with whom under other

circumstances I had been well acquainted,

and he entered into the spu'it of the thing

thoroughly. I had, of course, made him
acquainted Avith the exact state of the case

in connexion with the manner in which
I had got the signatures, and he took

much pleasure in the mystified condition

of everybody connected with the prose-

cution as to how those signatures had
been obtained. He kept up the mystifica-

tion as long as he possibly could, tUl, find-

ing the case going against him, he at last

revealed the whole of my scheme, produc-

ing my photographic album in court, and
handing it to me as I stood in the dock, in

order that I might fit the cheques into the

places which they had originally occupied,

and otherwise illustrate the process by
which I had gained my object.

"Tou cannot call this man a forger,

gentlemen," he said, at the conclusion of

his address. "The learned judge himself

will tell you that you cannot. Whose name
has he forged ? Whose hand-writing has

he counterfeited ?"

There was immense mirth displayed in

the body of the court during this part of

my advocate's speech, and such a tendency

to applause manifested, that the judge had

to threaten to clear the court before it

could be suppressed.

I was acquitted, then, on this count, but

in connexion with the second charge of

obtaining money under false pretences I

was less fortunate. Under this head I was
found guilty, and sentenced to an amount
of penal servitude, which very speedily re-

pressed any mirthful tendencies which had

manifested themselves in my demeanour
during other parts of the trial.

I am hors de combat, then, for the pre-

sent, but I do not mean to remain so. On
the contrary, I intend to be out in the

world again in the course of a year or two,

and by that time perhaps I may find the

public ready to receive both the " oval pill"

and the " seclusion" omnibus in a libei-al

spirit.
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THE ROSE AND THE KEY.

ClLVrTEE XXVIII. INQUIRY.

TUENING into another walk, at her left,

she approached the house, and saw Mand
looking about her, as she stood in the midst
of the scarlet and blue verbenas in the
Dutch garden at the side of the Hall.

She signed to the old lady, smiling, as

she emerged.
" I have been looking all round for you,

and almost repenting I had not gone with
you. I really began to think he had run
away with you."

" Walked away, you mean ; he does
everything deliberately. He never ran in

his life," replies the old lady.

"Well—well—and " The young lady
stole a quick glance over her shoulder to be
sure they were not observed, and lowering
her voice very much as they got nearer, she
continued eagerly, " and tell me what he
said. Did he tell you anything ?"

" Well, he thinks he told me nothing,

and intended to tell me nothing, but he did
tell me a great deal," answered Miss Max,
smiling shrewdly, "and I don't know
whether you will be glad or sorry, but the
upshot is, putting everything together, I

am nearly certain that your mamma intends

marrying, and that he is strongly against
it."

" Really !" exclaimed Mand, stopping
short, for they were walking very slowly,

side by side.

" He did not say so in so many words,
mind, but I can't account for what he said

on any other supposition," said Miss Max.
" Has not she been very diplomatic ? I

don't know that any living creature but I

suspected what those mysterious excursions
could be about. You see Mr. Cokejumped

to the same conclusion when I told him the
facts. I can't understand that kind of
thing. What can be the pleasure of going
through life, without a human being to

whom you ever tell anything you either feel

or intend ? But she was always the same.

She never trusted any one, as long as I re-

member her."

Maud listened to all this very thought-
fully.

" Tell me, like a darling, what you collect

it from ; tell me everything he said," after

a considerable silence, Maud asked.

So Maximilla Medwyn repeated her con-

versation with Mr. Dawe with praiseworthy
minuteness.

" What do you think of it ?" she asked, in

conclusion.
" I think it looks extremely like what

you say," Maud replied, looking down
thoughtfully.

" And do you like it ?"

" I can't say I do. It is not a thing I

have much thought about—mamma's mar-
rying ; but if she wishes "

She stopped suddenly, and 'Maximilla

saw, to her surprise, that she was cry-

ing.

" Pooh, pooh ! my dear child, take care,"

said Miss Max. " Goodness knows who
may see you. I had not an idea you cared

so much. When I talked to you before

about it you didn't seem to mind."
" I don't know ; it didn't seem so likely

or so near," she said, making an effort, and
drying her eyes hastily. "And really I

don't know, as you say, whether I ought
to be glad or sorry."

"Well, for the present, we'll put that

particular inquiry aside, for I want to tell

you that horrid one-eyed man has pursued
us, and I saw him at the old well, in the

dark walk, just now. We must make out

«^
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wlietlier he was at the house. I dare say

Jones can find out all about him."

Full of this idea they returned together

to the liouse ; but no such person, so far as

they could make out, had been there.

Jones, again charged to inquire, failed to

discover anything.

"You see he has no business, or even

pretence of business, at the house," said

Miss Max. " I think he's watching you.

It can be for no good purpose ; and if I

were you, I should tell your mamma."
" Why mamma ? I mean, why should

I tell any one ?" She looked uncomfortably

at Miss Medwyn.
" I think your mamma ought to know it,

and I think it is better that people should

know that you observe it."

Their eyes met for a moment, and were

again averted.
" Yes, I think I will go to mamma, and

tell her," said the young lady. '" Shall I

find you here when I come back ?"

They were in the hall at the time.

" Yes, I'll wait here," she answered.

Lady Vernon was alone in the library.

Maud knocked at the door, and her mother's

voice told her to come in.

She did so, and found Lady Vemon
writing. She raised her eyes only for a

moment, and said, with a cold glance at

her daughter :

" Have you anything to- say, Maud ?"

" Only this. I Avished to tell you, mamma,
that a very ill-looking, elderly man, who
has been following my cousin Max and me
from, place to place, during the whole of

our little excursion, evidently tracking and

Avatching us, for what purpose we can't

guess, has turned up, to-day, in the grounds.

Maximilla saw him at the Nun's Well, in the

dark walk, to-day. He is blind of one eye,

and pretends to be travelling for a religious

society, and his name is Elihu Lizard."

She paiised.

Lady Vernon had resumed her writing,

and said, with her eyes on the line her pen
v/as tracing,

" Well ?"

'- 1 only wanted to ask, mamma, whether
you knew anything of any such person ?"

said Maud.
" A man blind of one eye, what was he

doing?" said Lady Vernon, dropping each

word slowly, as she continued her writing.
" Following us from jjlace to place, every-

where we went, and we really grew at

last quite frightened and miserable," said

the young lady.
" I think, Maud, you should endeavour

to be less governed by your imagination.

There is no one admitted to Roydon who
is not a proper person, and, in all re-

spects, of unexceptionable character. You
must know that," said Lady Vernon, look-

ing in her face with a cold stare, " and I

don't think, within the jjrecincts of Roy-
don, that you or Max have anything to

fear from the machinations of blind elderly

men, and I really have no time to discuss

such things just now." And Lady Vernon,
with imperious displeasure, turned and
wrote her letter diligently.

So Maud turned and left the stately

seclusion of that apartment, and returned

through the other rooms to the hall, where
she found Miss Max.

" I don't think she knows anything about
him," said Maud,

" If she does no£, that only makes it the

more unpleasant," answered the old lady.

And they went out again together for a
walk.

The interrogation of Lady Vernon had
not resulted, I think, in anything very satis-

factory. Maud, however, did not venture

to renew it ; and in their after rambles in

the grounds or the village of Roydon,
neither she nor Miss Max encountered any
more the ill-favoured apparition of Elihu

Lizard.

The monotonous life of Roydon went
drowsily on.

At the entreaty of Maud, Miss Medwyn
prolonged her stay, which she interrupted

only by a visit of a day or half a day, now
and then, to a neighbouring house ; and
so a week or more had flown, when an in-

cident occurred vv-hich, in the end, altered,

very seriously, the relation^ of many people

in and about Roydon Hall.

CHAPTER XXIX. CAPTAIN VIVIAN.

One evening, Maximilla Medwyn and
Maud returned from a drive, just in time to

dress for dinner. The sun was setting as

they descended from the open carriage and
mounted the steps.

Compared with the flaming sky and
ruddy sunlight outside, deep was the sha-

dow of the hall as they entered. But Miss

Max discerned in that shade the figui-e of

a little man standing in the background.

She stopped for a moment, exclaiming:
" Good gracious ! Is this you, Mr.

Dawe ?"

" How do you do. Miss Medwyn ?" re-

plied the small figure, advancing into the

reflected glow that entered through the

hall- door, and revealing the veritable black

^
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v/ig and maliogany face of tliat saturnine

humorist.

"I hope you are not going already?"
said she. " "We have not been out two
hours, have we, Maud?"
Thus brought into prominence, Maud

greeted the old gentleman, who then made
answer to Miss Medwyn.

'• I stay till to-morrow or next day."
" Well, that's an improvement on your

last visit, short as it is," she replied. " Do
you know, I had quite made up my mind
that we were never to meet in this world
again."

" So much for prescience. We are no
witches, Maximilla," observed the little

gentleman, dryly.

"Though we should not look the part
badly, you and I," she rejoined, with a
laugh; "one thing I do predict: you'U
meet Mr. Tintern at dinner to-day; you
were asking about him, you remember."

" H'm !" he responded, with a roll of his

eyes.

And with this brief greeting the ladies

went up to their rooms, and Mr. Dawe,
more slowly, followed to his.

When Miss Maud returned to the draw-
ing-room, Mr. Tintern, having been at the
Wymering Sessions to meet his brother
magistrates, • had not yet arrived. Lady
Vernon had not returned, but a stranger
was there.

There was no one in the room, except a
young man, rather tall and shght. He had
brown hair and slight moustache, and was, if

not actually handsome, certainly good-look-
ing, and nothing could be more quiet and
gentleman-like than his air and dress.

He had the pallor and general air of
languor of an invalid. He appeared about
thirty. He was leaning on the chimney-
piece, and, I think, was actually looking at

himself in the gi-eat miiTor over it, as Maud
came into the room.

It was a little awkward, perhaps, there
being no one to introduce him; but, not-

withstanding, in a little while they were
very cheerfully engaged in conversation,
though not exactly of importance or novelty
enough to very deeply interest my readers.

They had not been so employed very
long, when Lady Vernon appeared.

" Captain Vivian, I must introduce you
to my daughter."

Captain Vivian bowed.
" You have never been in this part of the

world before?" said Lady Vernon. "I
think you said so ?"

" No. Coventry, I think, is about the

nearest point of any interest I'm acquainted
with."

" There is a good deal worth scging near
us; but we can plan all that to-morrow.
I only hope our fine weather may con-

tinue," said Lady Vernon. " Oh, Mr.
Dawe ! you came in so quietly, I did not
see you. I dare say you knew your old

room again. You used to like it long ago,

so I have put you into it."

"Thanks. Yes—h'm!" said Mr. Dawe,
solemnly, with a mysterious ogle, as if it

was a good room to conjure in. "I re-

member it."

Captain Vivian was talking to Miss
Vernon.

" How pale he looks !" Lady Vernon al-

most whispered to Mr. Dawe, her eyes

covertly following the young man's move-
ments. " He is fatigued—he is doing too

much. Make him sit down."
Mr. Dawe nodded. He approached the

young man and said a few words to him.
" Thank you very much, Mr. Dawe ; but

I really am not the least fatigued. I have
not felt so strong I don't know when."
"Yes; but you are fatigued, and you

must sit down," said Mr. Dawe, raising

his brown hand and laying it on the young
man's shoulder with an imperious pres-

sure.

But before he had accomplished his pur-

pose, Mr. Tintern, who had arrived, claimed

his attention by playfully taking his disen-

gaged hand, and saying

:

"You won't look at me, l^fr. Dawe. You
are not going to cut your old friend, I

hope ?"

Mr. Dawe looked round. Tall Mr. Tin-

tern stood before him, with a sort of wintry

sunshine in his smile, which was not warm ;

his false teeth and light eyes were shining

coldly on him.

Since they last met, Mr. Tintern's hair

has grown almost white, but, as it was
always light, this does not alter the cha-

racter of his countenance, which, however,

has grown puffy and wrinkled, with an in-

finity of fine lines, which indicate nothing

bolder or higher, perhaps, than canning.

Mr. Tintern is one of those pleasant

fellows who is always glad to see every-

body, and whose hand is always open to

shake that of his neighbour ; who can smile

on people he does not like, as easily as he

laughs at jokes he does not understand.

For the rest, he parts witli his condolences

more easily than with his shillings, and
taking on himself the entire burden of

sympathy, he leaves to others the coarser
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enjoyment of relieving' sufFering by sacri-

fic3s of money or trouble.

"I neyer cut my friends," says Mr.
Dawe. " I don't think I have five in the

world. That is a luxury for people who
have money."

" You have some very good ones, out of

the five, in this part of the world, at all

events, and I only hope you remember
th.em as well as they remember you," re-

plies Mr. Tintern, with a playful effer-

vescence.

Mr. Dawe makes one of his stiff bows
;

but they shake hands, and Mr. Tintern
holds the hard brown fingers of his " friend"

longer in his puffy white hand than Mr.
Dawe seems to care for.

"Time flies, Mr. Dawe," says Mr. Tin-

tern, with a little plaintive smile and a shake
of the head.

"Yes, sir; and we alter very much,"
answers Mr. Dawe.

" Not all—not all," says Mr. Tintern,

who does not acquiesce in the approaches
of senility; " at least I can vouch for you."
And he lays his soft hand caressingly on

Mr. Dawe's arm.
" H'm !" says Mr. Dawe.
And the interval that follows hears from

him no return of the little flattery.

" We have been considering a good many
things to-day after our session

;
putting our

heads together. It will interest Lady
Vernon," says Mr. Tintern, cheerfully.
" By-the-bye, Lady Vernon, a question is

to be submitted to ycu for your decision,

and we so hope you will say 'Yes.' We
are thinking, if you approve, of moving for

a presentment next assizes, for a short road,

only three and a half miles, connecting the

two roads from the northern end of

Wymering, across by Linton Grrange, to

meet the Trafford road, about a quarter of

a mile at this side of Stanbridge. But it

is nearly all Roydon property, I need not
tell you, and of course all depends upon
you, and we were consulting as to how
best to submit it, so as to obtain your
sanction and assistance."

" I think something ought to be done,"
says Lady Vernon. " I said so before, and
T shall be veiy happy to talk with my
steward about it, and the surveyor can call

here ; but I'm not so sure that those are

the best points. I shall look at the map
to-morrow. I traced the line ; I'm nearly
certain I did what I thought best. You
shall hear from me in time for the assizes."

Miss Max had entered, and Mr. Dawe,
in his grim, ungainly way, presented Cap-

tain Vivian. You might see that the old

lady looked a little inquisitively at him, of

course very cautiously, and that something
was passing in her mind.

There was not much time, indeed, for

speculation, and hardly any for a little

talk with this young gentleman, for the

whole party in a few minutes went away
to the dining-room, where they were all

presently much more agreeably employed.
Nothing very worthy of record occurred

during dinner, nor after that meal, until the

gentlemen had followed the ladies to the

drawing-room, and then a little psychologi-

cal discussion arose over the tea-table.

" I have been reading a novel, Bar-
bara," said Miss Max, " and the heroine is

made to fall in love with the hero before

he has made a sign, and, for anything she

knows, he is quite indifferent. Now it

strikes me that I don't remember a case of

that kind, and I am collecting opinions.

Maud says it is impossible. Mr. Dawe, on
the contrary, thinks it quite on the cards.

Captain Vivian agrees with Maud that the

thing could not be, and now I want to

know what you and Mr. Tintern can add
for the enlightenment of an old maid in

her perplexity ?"

Now this question interrupted a dialogue

very earnest, and spoken very low, between
Lady Vernon and Mr. Tintern, who were
sitting quite far -enough apart from the

others to render their conversation in-

audible to the rest of the party. That
dialogue had been carried on thus

:

" You may suppose what it has been to

me," Lady Vernon said, "the suspense and
torture of mind, although, possibly, of

course, it may never be."

"You have my warmest and deepest

sympathy, Lady Vernon ; I need not tell

you," answered Mr. Tintern, closing- his

eyes, with a look of proper concern, and a
plaintive shake of his head, "and I feel

very much honoured, I assure you, by
your selecting me for this, I may say, very
deplorable confidence ; and I shall, I need
hardly add, consider it a very sacred trust.

But you have, of course, mentioned it to

other friends ?"

" Only to one, of whose good sense I

have a very high opinion indeed," said she.

"Mr. Dawe ?" suggested Mr. Tintern.
" Certainly not," said Lady Vernon,

with a quick glance towards that solemn
little figure. " He is about the last person

on earth I should speak to on the subject."
" Oh, I see," murmured Mr. Tintern,

deferentially, throwing at the same moment

^=
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a vast deal of caution into his countenance
;

"it is a kind of thing, of course, that re-

quires immense circumspection."
" Yes," replied the lady, " and I in-

tended " It was at this word that

Miss Max's inopportune inquiry broke in.

" I did not hear your question," says

Lady Vernon, a little bored by the interrup-

tion..

Miss Max repeated it.

" Well, Mr. Tintern, what do you say ?"

she asked.
'• Why, really," saidMr. Tintern, working

hard to get up a neat reply, and smiling

diligently, " where there is so much fiisci-

nation of mind or of beauty, or of both, as

we often see, in this part of the world, I

-can hardly fancy, eh ?—the lady's being

allowed time to be the first to fall in love

—

ha, ha, ha!—really—upon my honour— and
that's my answer."

And he looked as if he thought it was
not a bad one.

"And now, Barbara, what do you say ?"

persisted Miss Max.
" I ? I've no opinion upon it," said

Lady Vei'non, with a little laugh ; but a

close observer could have discovered anger

in her eye. " I will think it over, and,

in a day or two, I shall be able to aid you
with my valuable opinion."

And she turned again to Mr. Tintern,

who asked, glancing at Captain Vivian :

" Mr. Dawe, does he make any stay in

the country?"
" I don't know. I shall be very happy

to make him stay here as long as I can.

Captain Vivian, that young man, is his

friend, and, it seems, was his ward, and as

he could not letive him—he has been ill,

•and requires looking after— Mr. Dawe
asked me if he might bring him here, and
•so I make him welcome also."

" A very gentleman-like, nice young fel-

low he is," said Mr. Tintern.

And so that little talk ended.

Mr. Tintern went his way, and the little

party broke up, and the bedroom candles

glided along the gallerios, and the guests

had soon distributed themselves in their

quarters.

But that night an odd little incident did

occur.

Miss Max had, after her usual little talk

with Maud, bid her good-night, and her

busy .head was now laid on her pillow.

The glimmer of a night-light cheered her

solitude, and she had just addressed herself

seriously to sleep, when an unexpected

knock at her door announced a visitor.

She thought it was her maid, and said :

" Do come in, and take whatever you
want, and let me be quiet."

But it was not her maid, but Lady Ver-

non, who came in, with her candle in her

hand, and closed the door.
" Ho ! Barbara ? Well, what is it ?"

she said, wondering what she could want.

"Are you quite awake?" asked Lady
Vernon.

" Perfectly ; that is, I was going to settle

;

but it doesn't matter."

"Well, I shan't detain you long," said

Lady Vernon, placing the candle on the

table. " I could not sleep without asking

you what you meant, for I'm sure you had

a meaning, by asking me the question you
did to-night."

She spoke a little hurriedly, and her eyes

looked extremely angry, but her tones were

cold.
" The only question I asked was about

first love," began Miss Max.
"Yes; and I ask you what did you

mean, for you did mean something, by put-

ting so very odd a question to i.ie ?" she

replied.
" Mean ? What did I mean ?" said Miss

Max, sitting up straight in a moment, so

that her face was at least as well lighted

as ner visitor's. " I assure you I meant
nothing on earth, and I don't know wliat

you mean by putting such a question to

me."
The handsome eyes of Lady Vernon were

fixed on her doubtfully.
" You used to be frank, Maximilla.

Why do you hesitate to speak what is in

your mind ?" said Lady Vernon, sharply.

" Used to be—I'm always frank. As I

told you before, there was nothing in my
mind; but I think there's something in

yours."
" I only wanted to know if you intended

any insinuation, however ridiculous. I

fancied there was a significance in your

manner, and as I could not comprehend it,

I asked you to define, as one doesn't care

to have surmises affecting oneself afloat in

the mind of a friend, without at least learn-

ing what they are."
" I had no surmises of the kind ; but you

have certainly gone the very way to fill my
head with them. Wliat could you have

fancied I meant ?"

" Suppose I thought that you meant that

I had made overtures of marriage to my
husband before he had declared himself.

That would have been untrue and ofi'en-

--^
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" Sncli an idea never entered my head

—

'never could have—because I knew all about
it as well as you did. That's mere non-
sense, my dear child."

" Well, then, there's nothing else you
could mean, and so I'm glad I came. I

believe it is always best to be a little out-

spoken, at the risk of a few hot words, than
to keep anything in reserve among friends,

and you and I are very old friends, Max.
Good-night. I have not disturbed you
much ?"

And she kissed her.

"Not a bit, dear. Good-night, Barbara."
And Lady Vernon disappeared as swiftly

as she came, leaving a new problem, for

Maximilla's active mind to work on.

CHAPTER XXX. A VISIT,

In the morning Lady Vernon was moi-e

than usually afiectionate when she greeted
Miss Max.
When the little party met in the small

room that opens into the chapel, where, as

we know% Mr. Penrhyn, the secretary, offi-

ciated at morning prayers, Lady Vernon
actually drew her cousin Maximilla to her
and kissed her.

" Making reparation I suppose," thought
Maximilla. " But there was no occasion, I

was not the least hurt."

And by the suggestion involved in this

unusual demonstration, good Miss Max's
fancy was started on a wild tour of enter-

taining conjecture respecting her reserved
cousin Barbara, and the possible bearing
of that curious question upon the sensibi-

lities of the handsome woman of three-and-
forty, who had not yet contracted a single

wrinkle or grey hair ; and I am sorry to

say that the measured intonation of Mr.
Penrhyn, the secretary, as he duly read his

chapter from the First Book of Chronicles,

sounded in her ears faint and far away, as

the distant cawing of the rooks.

This morning service was now over, and
the little party gathered round the break-
fast-table.

Seen in daylight, Captain Vivian looked
ill and weak enough. He was not up to

the walking, riding, and rough oui^door
amusements of a country house. That
was plain. He must lounge in easy- chairs,
or lie his length on a sofa, and be content,
for the present, to i:\iverse the country
with his handsome bui haggard eyes only.

Those eyes are blue, liis hair light brown
and silken, his moustache soft and golden.
It is a Saxon face, and good-looking.

There is no dragoon ery or swaggering

about this guest ; he is simply a well-bred

gentlemen, and, in plain clothes, as com-
pletely divested of the conventional, sol-

dierly manner, as if he had never stood

before a drill-sergeant.

Whether it is a consequence of his ill-

ness, I can't say, but he looks a little sad.

in a house now and then so deserted

and always so quiet as Roydon, the sojourn

of a guest so unexceptionable, and also so

agreeable, would have been at any time
very welcome.
A little time ago, indeed, Maud might

have thought this interruption of their hum-
drum life pleasanter. She had a good
deal now to think of.

" What an inheritance of pictures you
have," said Captain Vivian. There is a
seat outside the window, and on this the

invalid vfas taking his ease, while Miss Max
and Maud Vernon, seated listlessly within,

talked with him through the open window.
" I think portraits are the most glorious

and interesting of all possessions ; I mean,
of course, family portraits."

" If one could only tell whose portraits

they are," said Maud, with a little laugh.

"I know about twenty, I think, and. Max,
you know nearly forty, don't you ? And I

don't know who knows the rest. There is

a list somewhere
;
grandpapa made it out,

I believe. But they are not all even in

that."
" I look round on them with a vague

awe." He said :
" Artists and sitters, so long

dead and gone ; I Avonder whether their

ghosts come back to look at their work
again, or to see what they once were like.

I envy you all those portraits. Aren't you
proud of them. Miss Vernon ?"

" I suppose I ought to be," replied Miss
Vernon. " I dare say I should be if they
were treated with a little more respect. But
when one meets one's ancestors peeping
from behind doors, shouldering one another
for want of room in galleries and in lobbies,

hid away in corners or with their backs to

the wall half-way up the staircase, they

lose something of, their dignity, and it be-

comes a little hard to be proud of them."
" Such long lines of ancestors running

so far back into perspective !" said the in-

valid, languidly. "Think of those who look

back without a single lamp to light the

past ! I knew a man who was well born,

his parents both unquestionably of good
family, first his mother, then his father

died, when he was but two years old,"

Captain Vivian continued, looking down,
as he talked, on the veinino' of the oak

^=
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seat, along which he was idly running his

pencil. "His fate was very odd. He
found himself with money bequeathed to

him by his father, and with a guardian

who had hardly known that father, but

who, I dare say half from charity, the

father being on his death-bed, undertook

the ofl&ce. Of course if my friend's father

had lived a little longer, the guardian

would have learnt from his own lips all

particulars respecting his chai'ge. But his

death came too swiftly. There Avas no mys-

tery intended, of course ; the money was
in foreign stocks, and was collected and
brought to England as the will directed,

and neither he nor his guardian know
as much as they would wish of the family

of either parent. So there he is, quite

isolated ; a good-natured fellow, I believe. It

gives him something to think about ; and
I assure you it is perfectly true. I was
thinking what that poor fellow would give

for such a flood of light upon his ancestry

as your portraits throw upon yours."
" Perhaps he has made it all out by this

time," suggested Miss Max.
"I don't think he has," said Captain

Vivian.
" And what is his name ?" inquired the

old lady.
" Well, I'm afraid I ought not to mention

his name," he said, looking up. "It does

not trouble him much now, I think, and
I dare say it has caused him more pain

than it is worth. Here comes a carriage,"

he said, raising his head. " Your avenue is

longer than it appears, it is so wide. What
magnificent trees !"

" Who are they, I wonder ; the bishop

or the dean ?" said curious Miss Max.
" It may be the Manwarings. We called

there a few days ago," said Maud.
" The liveries look like brown and gold,

as well as I can see," said Captain Vivian,

who had stood up and was looking dtown

the avenue.
" Oh, it is the Tintcrns, then," said

Maud.
" Chocolate and gold, yes," assented Miss

Max. "I hope so much that charming

creature. Miss Tintern, is in the carriage.

You'd be charmed with her, Captain

Vivian."
" I dare say I should. But I am an

awfully dull person at present, and I rather

shrink from being presented. Mr. Tintern,

from what I saw of him last night, appears

to be a good-natured, agreeable man ?"

This was thrown out ratlier in the tone

of an inquiry ; but Captain Vivian did not

wait for an answer; but, instead, slowly

moved towards the hall-door, and before

the Tinterns' carriage had reached the lov7

balustrade of those ponds on which the

swans and water-lilies float, he was in the

drawing-room.
' I'm ashamed to say, I'm a little bit

tired," said he to Miss Max ; and pale and
languid he did, indeed, look. " And I think

till this little visit is over I'll get into the

next room, and look over some of those

books of prints. You must not think me
very lazy ; but if you. knew what I was a

week ago, you'd think me a Hercules

now."
So, slowly. Captain Vivian withdrew to

the quieter di'awing-room beyond this room,

and sat him down before a book in the

window, and turned over the pages quietly.

In the mean time, agreeable Mr. Tintern

has arrived, and his e:itremely pretty

daughter has come with him.

She and Maud kiss, as young lady

friends will, with more or less sincerity,

after a long absence.

They make a very pretty contrast, the

blonde and the dark beauty. Miss Tintern

having golden hair and blue eyes, and
Maud Vernon large dark grey eyes and

brown hair.

So these young persons begin to talk

together, while Lady Vernon and Mr. Tin-

tern converse more gravely, a little way
off", on themes that interest them more than

flower-shows, fashions, and the coming ball

at Wymering. Good Miss Max, who, in

soite of her grave years, likes a little bit of

frivolity, joins the young people, and has

her laugh and gossip with them very cosily.

Having disposed of the Wymering ball,

and talked over the statue of Mr. Howai-d

in the church a little, and passed on to

some county marriages likely to be, and •

said a word or two on guipure work, and

the fashions. Miss Max said

:

" I did not see your flowers at the

G-range; I'm told they are perfectly lovely.

The shower came on, you know ; I was to

have seen them."
" Oh, yes, it was so unlucky," says Miss

Tintern. " Yes, I think they are very

good. Don't you, Maud ?"

" Yes, wonderful," answers Maud ;
" they

throw us, I know quite into shade."
" I think you are great florists in this

part of the world," says Miss Max. " I

thought I was very well myself; but I find

I'm a mere nobody among you. You have

got, of course, that new Dutch hyacinth.

It is so beautiful, and so immense—white.

"^ T
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I mean, and so waxen. What is its name,
Maud?"
Maud gave the name of this beautiful

monster.
" No ; I'm sure we haven't got it," an-

swers Ethel Tintern. "I should have liked

so to see it."

"We have one," says Maud, " the last,

I thint, still in its best looks ; they are very
late. I saw it in the next room ; come and
see."

In the histories of a thousand men, I

suppose it has not happened six times,

possibly in that of ten thousand, not half

so often, that a young man should be sur-

prised, in a deep sleep, over a book, by
two young ladies so beautiful, and in whose
eyes he wished, perhaps, to appear agree-

able.

When the young ladies had pushed open
the door, they stood for a moment beside it

talking, and then, coming in, Maud Vernon
pointed out the flower they had come to

examine.

And, as they looked, admired, and talked,

accidentally her eye lighted on the invalid,

as he sat in the window, one hand on his

book, his book slanting from his knee, and
he with closed eyes and head sunk on his

other hand, in a deep sleep. She exchanged
a glance with her companion, and a faint

smile and a nod.

The young ladies returned to the draw-
ing-room; and when they had left the
room a very few seconds, the slumbering
invalid, without disturbing his attitude,

looked after them curiously from the corner
of his now half-opened eye, and listened.

Then he turned his chair, so as better to

avert his face, and, without stirring, con-

tinued to listen.

But they did not return. And as Mr.
Tintern proposed lunching at Hartstonge
Hall, he and his pretty daughter very soon
took their leave, and Captain Vivian
watched them quietly from the window, as

they got into the open carriage and drove
away.

" What a nice girl Ethel Tintern is. I

like her so very much," said Miss Max.
"Yes," said Lady Vernon, "but I did

not think her looking well, did you ?"

"Very pretty, but perhaps a little pale,"

acquiesced Miss Max.
" Very pale, indeed," says Lady Vernon;

" when she was going I was quite struck
with it. Did you ever see her before, Mr.
Dawe ?"

"No," answered that gentleman promptly
from the recess of the window, where he

was reading a note in his often consulted
diary.

" I saw you look at her a good deal,
Mr. Dawe," said Maximilla, "and I know
you thought her very pretty."

" H'm !" said Mr. Dawe, oracularly.
" And I think she observed your admira-

tion, also, for I saw her eyes follow you
about the room whenever she fancied no
one was looking, and I think there is more
in it than you intend us to understand, and
that you are a very profound person."

" It is time I should be," said Mr. Dawe,
and the gong began to sound for luncheon
as he spoke.

THE CITY OF HONEST
IMPOSTURE.

Although the word " shoddy" has now
taken a recognised place in the English
language, and is received as applicable to,

and expressive of, anything which is falsely

pretentious, there are comparatively few
persons who understand what it means,
fewer still who know that shoddy is in itself

an honest article of trade, openly manufac-
tured, employing its hundreds of "hands,"
having its quoted price-list and its recog-

nised head-quarters. These head-quarters
are to be found at Batley—a town situate

between Leeds and Dewsbury, at a junc-
tion where the railway branches oiF to

Birstall. Having recently visited this

place, and gone over two of the largest

mills, we purpose, ti^-om the result of our
own observation, and by the aid of an ex-

cellent local history, published some years
since by Mr. Samuel Jubb, himself one of
the largest manufacturers, to give some
description of the shoddy trade.

The town of Batley is, like most other
manufacturing towns in the district, strag-

gling, bare, blank, uninviting. The few
shops are mean and poor, and the eye grows
weary of the interminable blank walls of

the factories, and the tall chimneys vomit-
ing forth the blackest of smoke, while the

ear is assailed by the never-ceasing clatter

of the steam-engines. Save at the times

when the " hands" are trooping to busi-

ness or to their homes, the streets are

almost deserted. There do not seem to be
many pi'ivate or public conveyances, and the

only vehicles in the roadway are the long-

waggons or trucks used for the conveyance
of goods to and from the railway. Yet
Batley claims to belong to antiquity, and
has documentary evidence of its parish
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churcli having been in existence for almost

eight hundred years. It was not, how-
ever, until the eighteenth century that it

attained even local renown, when it became
known as a place engaged in the woollen

manufacture, for which it was specially

suited, both from its position being cen-

trally situated in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the great markets cf Leeds,

Bradford, Huddersfield, Halifax, Wake-
field, &c., and from its possession of a vast

'

reservoir of water, which is necessary for

dyeing, scouring, and other purposes, and
which is obtainable by pumping from a

level some fifty feet below the surface. At
that time the principal employment of the

inhabitants of Batley consisted in scribbling

and carding wool by manual labour ; but
the name of the person who first produced
rag-wool or shoddy, now the staple of its

trade, and the date of its introduction, are

neither of them properly authenticated.

The first shoddy is, however, supposed to

have been produced, in the year 1813, by
Mr. Benjamin Law.
On our arrival at Batley, we learned

from the station-master the names and
addresses of two of the principal mill-

owners, and after we had satisfied these

gentlemen that we were not secret emis-

saries of trade rivals anxious to pry into

the mysteries of their manufacture, but
simply in search of reproducible informa-

tion, we were received with great courtesy,

and conducted through their respective

establishments. And the first piece of in-

formation afibrded us was that the outside

world is wrong in its general acceptation

of the word " shoddy," and of its entire

ignorance of the word "mungo." It may
be broadly stated that the preparation made
from rags is called shoddy, while that pulled

out of old cloth and woollen goods is called

mungo. Before the breaking out of the

recent war, the principal supply of rags

and pieces for the preparation of shoddy
and mungo came from Germany and Den-
mark, in which latter country manufac-
tories for the production of rag-wool have
existed for the last forty years. At one

time America was a great source of supply

to the Batley market; but a prohibitory

import tarift" has caused the demand almost

entirely to cease. Batley is now princi-

pally supplied with rags, &c., from the rag-

merchants in London and other large

English towns, who are themselves the

customers of the rag and bottle shops and
the marine stores, frequented by the poorest

of the population. Tiiere is also an im-

mense importation of Australian rags,
which are looked upon with great favoui',

and, by some, preferred to any other. The
principal rags sent down by the London
dealers are " mixed softs," stockings, white
flannels, carpets, and a large quantity of
army cuttings, namely, serge, flannel, cloth,

clippings of various colours, which being
new, sound, of good colour and quality,

are highly esteemed. From Scotland come
old stockings and old rags, from Germany
knitted stockings in grey and white, while
Austria, Italy, Turkey, and Russia swell
the large list. It is scarcely necessary to
remark that Ireland is a very rare and
small contributor, as her natives generally
keep their rags, and wear them at home.
Home and foreign rags all arriving in large

bundles, are easily distinguishable by those
accustomed to dealing with them from the
manner in which they are packed. The
prices of these rags vary greatly, ranging
from five shillings to one hundred and
eighty shillings per hundredweight.
The first process that the rags undergo

is that of classification and sorting. This
is a far more extensive process than would
at first be imagined, as they are classified

into a variety of colours and qualities, and
yield a great number of distinct sorts,

"mixed softs" being, it is said, assorted by
some dealers into upwards of twenty diffe-

rent kinds. This sorting, in the mill

which we first visited, was carried on in a

room nearly sixty yards long ; those en-

gaged in the process being principally girls

and boys. After sorting, the rags are

packed in sacks, which are suspended by
ropes to the rafters to the ceiling, while

their contents are compressed by the simple

process of the boys getting into the sacks

and treading the rags down with their feet.

The rags arc then taken direct to a ma-
chine, which in bygone days was known as

a " devil,"" but is now called a " swift," a

revolving cylinder containing from ten to

fourteen thousand teeth, according as it is-

coarse or fine, the coarser set swifts being

used for the manufacture of what are called
" soft" rags—stockings, flannels, cai'pets,

&c.—into shoddy; the finer set for tear-

ing cloth into mungo. These swifts,

wliich perform from six to seven hundred
revolutions per minute, are fed by boys,

whose business it is to heap with rags the

travelling web, which brings layer by Ia3'er

continually up to the teeth, by which they

are at once torn to pieces and ground up.

All this is speedily vomited forth in thick

fluffy flock, soft, textile, and free from
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knots. In the rooms in which these revolv-

ing cylinders are at work, the air is laden

with' light fibrous floating particles, which
would bring tears into Professor Tjndall's

eyes, and which no doubt tend to the pro-

pagation of asthma, which is to a certain

extent a common disease among the opera-

tives, who otherwise enjoy average health.

The refuse of these rags, after lying to rot, is

used for the purpose of manui'ing the hop-

producing districts in Kent and Surrey.

.Some of it is also re-manufactured into

coarser flock for the stuffing of mattresses,

couches, &c., while from another portion of

the refuse is obtained a chemical substance

called prussiate of potash, which has been
found to be a valuable agent for dyeing

purposes.

The flocks are then gathered together and
taken to the mixing house, where, after

having been sprinkled with oil, the long
fibre and the short fibre are mixed together

with a small quantity of wool, according to

the quality required. Here a large quan-
tity of shoddy, mixed with a small quantity

of wool, forms the stuflT which army con-

tractors sell as blankets for the soldiers, and
here we were shown a thin sleezy kind of

lightish brown stuff", which was under order

for exportation to the French and German
armies, the Batley manufacturers maintain-

ing a strict impartiality in the execution of

the orders given by the contending nations.

The oil used in this process is generally

olive, rape, and Price's patent.

The wool, as it may now be termed, is

next taken to the scribbling machine,
whence, passing through a series of rollers,

it issues in long thick bands, which are

then taken to the carding machine, then to

the spindles, in which what Ave originally

saw as shoi-t, thick, frizzy flock, is spun into

long strong yarn. The yarn is then woven
into cloth in power-looms, which are mostly
attended to by women.

The next process is called milling, or

pulling the goods, an important item in the
manufacture, and one for the success of
which much skill and care are requisite, its

object being to pull the cloth to the required
substance, and also to cleanse it. Under
this' process the cloth is damped, and
thumped with huge mallets, and is then
taken away to undergo what is known as

"raising," which is really the bringing
forth of the pile, and which is perfonned
either by machinery known as a raising

'•gig," or by hand.

Li the raising gig the natural production

known in the country as " teazles," which
look like overcrrown- acorns covered with

sharp, strong bristles, are largely used.

These teazles principally come from the
East Riding of Yorkshire and from France,
the band-raising being performed with
small instruments full of fine steel wire
teeth. The pile is raised sometimes on one,

sometimes on both sides of the cloth ; then
the goods are all taken to the dye-house,

where we saw them, some steeped in enor-

mous vats, some hanging on rollers, while
the liquor ran through them. After it has
been duly dried, the cloth goes through the

next and final process of finishing or dress-

ing ; its surface is clipped, and brushed,

and hot-pressed by machinery, after which
it is ready for the consumer.

It is not too much to say, that no cloth

is made without some infusion of shoddy
;

they will tell you at Batley it would not
" work" so well, look so well, or be so much
thought of. A great deal of the celebrated

West of England cloth is manufactured
within ten miles of Bradford, in Yorkshire

;

and an Ulster coat which we were wearing
at the time of our visit, and which we
fondly believed to be made of Irish frieze,

was inspected and handled by one of our
entertainers, who, with a grin, declared it

to contain a certain proportion of mungo.
Apropos of this word, Mr. Jubb gives us a
comic derivation. He declares that one of
the dealers of the newly discovered ma-
terial was endeavouring to push the sale of

a small quantity, when a doubt being ex-

pressed by the bystanders as to the likeli-

hood of his getting rid of it, the purchaser
shouted with emphasis, " It mun go, it

mun go," and these words are the origin

of the name which it has retained ever
since. From the same authority we learn

that mungo fluctuates in value more than
shoddy ; its present price being about four-

fold what it was at one period. In the early

days of its history the price of London
mungo ranged over nine or ten pounds per
ton, while about ten years ago, the time of

Mr. Jubb's writing, it was thirty-eight

pounds per ton ; the highest price it had
ever reached having been forty-three

pounds per ton. The first shoddy sales by
public auction commenced about twenty
years ago, and were then held at the Dews-
buiy and Batley railway station, but are

now conducted in auction-rooms at Dews-
bury. There are usually two sales a week,
and the quantity falling under the hammer
at each is, on an average, about forty thou-

sand pounds, varying in price from one
penny to two shillings and sixpence per
pound. The war has been of immense
service to the Batley manufaGtui'ers, and

'
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tliey used up all the stock they had on
hand, and have been even glad to take back
and re-work goods which they had pre-

viouvsly returned as condemned.
Wages are good throughout the district.

Women and boys engaged in sorting, pack-

ing, &c., get ten shillings a week, while in the

manufacturing departments the earnings

vary from one pound to forty-five shillings.

The hands are well spoken of by then- em-
ployers, and are said to be of the most part

thrifty, industrious, and intelligent. There
is a local newspaper, and a mechanics' in-

stitute. Concerts and entertainments are

neither rare nor ill-attended. The manual
adulteration in which they are consta,ntly

employed does not appear to have affected

their moral nature, and a life-long residence

in the city of honest imposture seems to

have had no ill effects on its inhabitants.

STREET SHOWS.

It was a characteristic trait in the nature

of Mr. Jonas Chuzzlewit, when he wished
to compliment the young lady he admired,

that he should have taken her to see shows,

like Westminster Abbey, St. Paul's, the

public galleries, and such kindred places

as the libcraUty of the nation had thrown
open to the pubKc free of all charge. I

think a man of genial disposition, but yet

of provident habits, might better this sug-

gestive example, and by exerting some
watchfulness and diligence, inexpensively

treat his sweetheart to something more
entertaining than the great monuments of

his country. In fact, by beating up and
down the public streets, watching his

opportunity, he might show her a whole
series of entertainments, almost theatrical

in character, and do the whole almost as

cheaply as Mr. Chuzzlewit did. Being a

dihgent patroller of the streets, and not con-

fining my partiality, after the Johnsonian
precedent, to Fleet-street—a bad theatrical

ground—I have come to the conclusion that

there are in the community a vast number
of such economical pleasure-seekers, well-

dressed and well-kept, who enjoy these open-

air exhibitions : but who, when the plate,

as at a charity sermon, comes round, skulk

away, or let it pass. The latter are far more
to be respected ; those, I mean, who give a

stui'dy or surly refusal, as if some principle

stood in the way ; but there is something
almost mean in those genteel publicans who
stand afar off, looking carelessly, making
believe to be waiting for a friend or a cab,

snatcl;ing a surreptitious joy, one eye on

the show, the other questing nervously

the showman's deputy and his plate or bag.

This latter officer, I note, seems to be trained

specially to entrap such skulkers, for he
has an art of coming suddenly round the

elbow, as if he had come up through a

trap ; and I note that the cheap spectators

are often so startled by the apparition, that

from shame and surprise mixed, the lowest

currency token is wrested from them.
I own to respecting the men who are

engaged in this profession. Your ordinary

performers have their own temple, sacred,

as it were—their minds are undisturbed

;

but these players of the pavement have
to look warily, as they play, to a hundred
other matters—to the police, the waggon,
the brougham, the thief, the mud; they have
to pitch their voices against the din and
roar of an open thoroughfare, and yet as a

general rule their performance is always

respectable. If there was anything like

a common interest among them, which
there is not—and there is no reason why in

this point they should differ from other re-

spectable professions—they might combine
and produce a grand monster entertain-

ment, which would be of a most piquant

and singular character. Supposing that

the present writer were commissioned to

go forth and make the necessary engage-

ments in a day's march, he thinks he could

muster all the shows of any mark or re-

spectability. He has a kindly interest in

them, and would know where to find them.

I think I would commence my monster

performance with those two gentlemen

clothed in very decent black, who wheel

about the spring hand-cart with the cage,

on which the furry and decorated white

cat sits comfortably, in spite of crossings

and rough macadamisation, and with the

air of luxury of a chancellor on his wool-

sack. I would know where to look for them
—say, at the corner of New Burlington-

street. Capital I should say was sunk in

the show, for the properties are very ele-

gant and almost costly. I own the canaries

excite pity, but they go through their task

with a seeming alacrity, which checks com-
passion. Decent black, putting his hand into

the cage, takes out one, slips a cap and
coat on him, fastening them by mysterious

wires, and sets him on the box of a little

carriage, daps another behind as footman,

slips the heads of two others into simple

wire halters, and away the equipage travels.

Sometimes the feathered steeds start with-

out their burden, and decent black gets

very angry. Then the little white mouse
is brought out, ascends a lofty flag- staff.

'-'^
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and descends more rapidly than lie as-

cended, and then is placed in the month of

my lord chancellor. I suspect the agony
of that moment—to both parties concerned

—is something exquisite. The terror of

the little creature is too painfully revealed,

though there is not much power of expres-

sion in a white mouse ; but the sort of rue-

ful grin on the chancellor, as he is forced

to self-denial of his inclinations, of the

summary "decree" which he is longing

to make, by foreclosure of his fine tusks,

but which he dare not, is really gro-

tesque. We breathe again as the victim

scampers away—but at the moment a gruff

voice says, " Now this won't do, you know,"
and the curtain has to come down abruptly.
" Force majeure," as the French say, is at

hand, stiff, Noah's-arkish. Decent black

packs up slowly, and we all disperse sadly.

Next I would look for two gentlemen in

fleshings, who have really a handsome chest

of awful knives, which can be swallowed or

thrown in the air half a dozen at a time,

with shining plates, glittering bottles, &c.,

all laid out in the middle of the road. It

seems like a small plate-chest. One is the

performer, a rather worn creature, the other

a very elderly clown, whose jests make one
feel sad, or somehow think of the grave,

during the rest of the day. He addresses

his friend as " Sir," and speaks of him with
an enormous reverence and respect. The
trials of these two would excite any one's

sympathy. They are very bold in their pro-

ceedings, and the daring character of their

tricks require a large area. Often, just as

everything is ready, the course cleared, the

performer girding himself with much os-

tentation of bracing up his muscles, a great

wain comes slowly across the scene of the

dazzling exploit, the driver aloft and con-

temptuous, his wheel barely grazing the

plate-chest. There is a suspense, and all is

clear again, when a whole train is seen

approaching— light market-cart, private

brougham, coal waggon, &c.— and the

drivers, not insensible to such joys, pur-
posely go as slow as they can. One singular

exhibition I witnessed here, which is worth
recording. The veteran clown announced
that his friend had communicated to him
that he would throw up a monster potato,
" the hoigth of that 'ere house," and allow

it to descend upon his skull, a feat to be per-

formed entirely in compliment to the high-

class character of the present audience.

"No, sir?" said the veteran clown, lost

in reverie and admiration. " This potato ?

On your head ? Why, sir, it would kill

any man !"

A grunt intimates that his friend is quite

serious.

The veteran clown looks sadly round.
" He ivill do it, then, gentlemen. Do you
mean, sir, that you will ?" and so on.

What followed was more worthy of ad-

miration than the feat itself. The veteran
clown, resigning himself to the stern pur-

pose of his devoted friend, then only
thought how to make it as easy as possible

to his feelings. Conscientiously he could

not allow the sacrifice until a united con-
tribution of at least a shilling fell into the
arena. This leather cooled pubhc ardour;

it seemed so vast a sum. The arts by which
it was raised would have helped him on in

the diplomatic profession. He entreated,

he spoke with scorn, he made as though
he would pack up his effects and go—this

when threepence had been subscribed. His
friend seemed to oppose him, as he would
be content to do it from his fine feelings

and wish to oblige us.

" No, sir, you shall not. T am ashamed
to have to ask such a thing—only seven-

pence more !"

This was a fiction, much more was re-

quired. Tinkle—chink—twopence more.

It only wanted threepence now. We had
waited so long, lost so much valuable

time—hang the fellow ! let us have done
—so here goes ! After all, to see such a

feat was worth a few halfpence. Tell

split an apple on his child's head, but this

patriot would split one on his own, and
without an arrow. When the sum was
made up, I blush to say, there were signs

of a want of faith in the veteran clown ;

he seemed to say that it was unreasonable to'

expect human life to be put in peril for that

ridiculous sum. A few pennies more, surely.

Loud and angry murmurs were heard, and
the denunciations of the crowd became so

hostile that he felt he could not push the

matter further ; so he gave way, and added
with a pleasant effrontery, as if he had
waived part of the bargain, " that he was
sure the gentlemen would make it up to

them after they had seen the feat." On
this the friend brought himself together

;

and after many flourishings, sent his

potato aloft to a vast height, then, fold-

ing his arms, pi-epared to receive it. Down
it came, and, with a most disagreeable

crunching sound, descended on his bare

forehead, where it was split into a dozen

fragments. It Avas really an unpleasant

exhibition, and makes us understand the

case of the negro recorded by Mr. Hing-
ston, who, for a small sum, would allow any
one to hit his head with a stout cudgel.

'W
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It would be easy to find, for our show,

our Italian friend with the highly- trained

monkey on the high little table, to whom
he tosses a gun, with which the creature

presents arms, and which, to his own mortal

terror, he fires off". A broom is presently

flung to this highly-educated animal, with

which he sweeps an imaginary crossing

with a frantic diligence highly amusing ;

so, too, with the violin which he fiddles on

vigorously, and the cymbals which he beats.

There is a monotony, however, in his mo-
tions, for the result would seem about the

same if he swept with his fiddle-bow, ^r

played with his broom. His master seems

a grim personage, and we may suspect the

private lessons to be of a very stern cha-

racter.

The odious, blackened Ethiopians, half-

tipsified, with their detestable music, whose
congenial haunt is at a tavern door, I would
not admit to our show on any terms.

Late disastrous events in France have

increased oar street attractions vastly, and
contributed some rather elaborate enter-

tainments to the thoroughfares. Only this

morning the rolling of a drum beaten vigor-

ously by a lady in our genteel thorough-

fare, has called every servant-maid to the

windows. The drum-beater's husband, or

guide and friend, has a large cart with a

train of rueful-looking goats, a greyhound,

and a poodle, all attached, while a huge
white step-ladder, a large globe, with other

apparatus, are significant of " highly-

trained performing" business. The French

proprietor makes stirring speeches over his

goats, clears a great space pompousl}^, as

if about to review an army, and sets his

animals to work. The goats look rueful

enough in their gaudy scarlet coats, and
stand on bottles with great reluctance,

whereas the greyhound, showing the

superior intelligence of his race, exhibits

alacrity. The most comic portion is the

grand final '" act," when the whole com-
pany ascend one side of the step - ladder

and descend the other in a procession of

the melancholy description, advancing with

a sort of agonised precaution, now halting,

now advancing, the proprietor stimulating

laggards with voice and whip, the grey-

hound evidently wishing to clamber over

the backs of his nervous friends, who stop

the v.-ay in front. This exhibition was
so attractive that a perfect amphitheatre

Avas gradually formed of carriages and

carts, while I am convinced that the re-

ceipts must have amounted to a very

handsome figure.

These suLTirestions are offered in a defe-

rential spirit, and I think some recognition

of this open-air branch of the profession

might be gracefully made by theatrical

managers.

REGRETS.
If we had but known, if we Lad but known,

Those summor days together,

That one would stand next year alone.

In the blazing .July weather !

Why, we trifled away the golden hours,

With gladness, and beauty, and calm,

Watchinfj the glorj- of blossoming flowers.

Breathing the warm air's balm
;

Seeing the children like sunbeams play,

In the glades of the long cool wood ;

Hearing the wild bird's carol gay,

And the song of the murmuring flood.

Rich gems to Time's pitiless river thrown.

If we had but known, if we had but known !

If we had but known, if we had but known,
Those winter nights together.

How one would sit by the hearth alone,

In the next December weather

;

Why. we sped those last hours, each for each,

With music, and games, and talk.

The careless, bright, delicious speech,

With no doubt or fear to baulk.

Touching on all things, gi-ave and gay,

With the freedom of two in one,

Yet leaving, as happy people may,
So much unsaid, undone.

Ah, priceless hours fur ever flown,

If we had but known, if we had but known !

If we had but known, if we had but known.
While yet we stood together.

How a thoughtless look, a slighting tone.

Would sting and jar for ever !

Cold lies the turf for the burning kiss,

The cross stands deaf to cries.

Dull, as the wall of silence is.

Are the grey unanswering skies !

We can never unsay a thing we said,

While the weary life drags past.

We never can stanch the wound that bled,

Where a chance stroke struck it last.

Oh, the patient love 'neath the heavy stone,

If we had but known, if we had but known !

If we had but known, if we had but known !

We had climbed the hill together

;

The path before us seemed all our own,

And the glorious autumn weather.

We had sown : the harvest was there to reap.

We had worked : lo ! the wages ready.

Who was to guess that the last long sleep

Was closing round one already.

With never a warning, sharp and strong,

Came the bitter wrench of doom,
And love, and sorrow, and yearning, long

May wail by the lonely tomb.

Oh, keenest of pangs mid the mourner's moan,
If we had but known, if we had but known !

THE DESCENT OF MAN.

There is one little word, of only two

syllables, the adverb "therefore," which

has exerted an enormous influence on the

human mind. By its aid, almost any crude

account can be cooked into plausibility;

things, perfectly iRcredible in themselves,

can be made pleasant to the sceptical

reader. It prepares the mind for, and
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softens, the most startling conclusions.

You have only t© cite undeniable facts,

determine the inference you would draw
from them, put " therefore" between the

two, and the thing is done. Tenterden

steeple was unhappily built, therefore we
ought not to be surprised at the existence

of the Goodwin Sands.

It has always struck the present writer

that the acceptability to be accorded to the

Darwinian doctrines entirely depends on

the value to be allowed to the Darwinian
"therefore"—and in no case more than in

the Descent of Man, and Selection in Re-
lation to Sex. Many men, many minds;

some men will be convinced by arguments
which other men hold to be insufficient.

There are reasonings which every body
admits at once to be conclusive, irresistible;

there are other reasonings which, though
they may set people thinking, and give rise

to grave doubts, fail to carry all before them
and to fill the hearer with complete con-

viction.

There are also ideas which, though felt

as a shock when first propounded, by fa-

miliarity become simply ludicrous, and may
even in the course of time be admitted
with a languid half-assent. But truth

ought not to be so indolently dallied with.

To know the truth, it is worth while to

summon our energies to ask, whether the

"therefore" proposed to us be really so

potent as its apostles maintain. In such
matters, each person must judge for him-
self; and he can often be led to make up
his mind by a simple statement, unsup-
ported by any argument whatever. Some
such statement shall be attempted here.

The object of Mr. Darwin's latest work
is to consider, firstly, whether man, like

every other species, is descended from some
pre-existing form ; secondly, the manner of

his development ; and thirdly, the value

of the differences between the so-called

races of men. The high antiquity of man
has recently been demonstrated by the

laboiirs of a host of eminent men, begin-

ning with M. Boucher de Perthes ;* and
this is the indispensable basis for under-
standing his origin. Professor Huxley,
in the opinion of most competent judges,

has conclusively shown that, in every single

visible character, man differs less from the

higher apes than those do from the lower
members of the same order of Primates.

The conclusion that man is the co-descend-

ant with other species of some ancient,

lower, and extinct form, is not in any

* See The Age of Stone, All the Yeae Eound,
First Series, vol. xx., p. 394,

degree new. Lamcerck long ago came to

this conclusion, which has lately been
maintained by several eminent naturalists

and philosophers. Dr. Barrago Francesco
published, in 1869, a work bearing in

Italian the title of " Man, made in the

image of God, was also made in the image
of the ape."

It is assumed that he who wishes to decide

whether man is the modified descendant of

some pre-existing form, would probably

first inquire whether man varies, however
slightly, in bodily structure and in mental
faculties ; and if so, whether the variations

are transmitted to his offspring, in accord-

ance with the laws which prevail with the

lower animals ? It might also naturally be
inquired whether man, like so many other

animals, has given rise to varieties and
sub-races, differing but slightly from each

other, or to races differing so much that

they must be classed as doubtful species ?

The inquirer would next come to the im-

portant point, whether mantends to increase

at so rapid a rate, as to lead to occasional

severe struggles for existence ; and con-

sequently to beneficial variations, whether
in body or mind, being preserved, and in-

jurious ones eliminated. Do the races or

species of men, whichever term may be

applied, encroach on and replace each other,

so that some finally become extinct ? But
those considerations, which must most of

them be answered in the afiirmative, are

set aside for a time, in order to show, first,

how far the bodily structure of man shows
traces, moi'e or less plain, of his descent

from some lower form.

It is notorious that man is constructed

on the same general type or model with

other mammals. All the bones in his

skeleton can be compared with correspond-

ing bones in a monkey, bat, or seal. So it

is with his muscles, nerves, blood-vessels,

and internal viscera. Man, moreover, is

liable to receive fiom the lower animals,

and- to communicate to them, certain

diseases, as hydrophobia, variola, and glan-

ders ; and this fact proves the close simi-

larity of their tissues and blood, both in

minute structm'e and composition, far more
plainly than does their comparison under

the best microscope, or by the aid of the

best chemical analysis. Monkeys are liable

to many "of the non-contagious diseases to

which we are subject—to catarrh, with its

usual symptoms, often degenerating into

consumption ; to apoplexy, inflammation of

the bowels, and cataract in the eye. Me-
dicines produce the same effect on them
as on us. Many kinds of monkeys have a
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strong taste far tea, coffee, and spirituous

liquors ; tliey will also smoke tobacco

with pleasure. Strong drink makes them
tipsj, with a next day's headache following

the excess. An American monkey, after

getting drunk on brandy, would never

touch it again, and thus was wiser than

many men.
Now what do these facts prove ? Our

" relationship" to them, as Mr. Darwin ex-

presses it, thereby implying our common
descent from some primeval monkey an-

cestor; or simply that brutes have limbs

and organs analogous to ours, and are made
of flesh and blood ? But it is not easy to

conceive how they should be otherwise

constituted, or of what else they should be

made, living as they do on the same earth

and in the same media as ourselves, and
sustaining their life by breathing, eating,

and di'inking. Mr. Darwin claims for brutes

a brotherhood with man, by the same plea

with which Shylock argues for the common
nature of Jews and Christians.

" Hath not a brute eyes ? Hath not a

brute hands (or theii' analogous substitutes),

organs, tiimensions, senses, affections, pas-

sions ? fed with the same food, hurt with

the same weapons, subject to the same dis-

eases ; healed by the same means, warmed
and cooled by the same winter and sum-
mer, as a Christian is ? If you prick us,

do we not .bleed ? If you tickle us, do we
not laugh (or something like it) ? If you
poison us, do we not die ? And if you
wrong us, shall we not revenge ?"

Animals, to complete the parallel, no-

toriously indulge in revenge ; the elephant

especially is knoAvn to do so. Many anec-

dotes, probably true, have been published

on the long- delayed and artful revenge of

various animals. The accurate Rengger
and Brehm state that the American and
African monkeys which they kept tame,

certainly revenged themselves.

The progress of our embryonic develop-

ment is adduced as evidence of the orgin of

man. The human embryo, at a very early

period, can hardly be distinguished from
that of other members of the vertebrate

kingdom. At a somewhat later period, when
•the extremities are developed, the feet of

lizards and mammals, the wings and feet of

birds, no less than the hands and feet of man,

aU arise from the same fundamental form.

It is quite in the later stages of development

that the young human being presents

marked diiferences from the young ape.

Without question, the early stages of the

development of man are identical with

those of the animals immediately below him

in the scale : without a doubt, in these

respects, man is far nearer to the apes than
the apes are to the dog. And now for the

grand inference. Every individual human
beijqg, before actual birth, passes through
forms analogous to those of the lower
animals ; therefore, the whole human race

has passed through those inferior forms,

until it finally became man. But is the

sequitur strictly logical ? Is it so inevitable

as to admit of no demur ?

Of the same value, but no more, are the

considerations derived from the presence

of nidimentary organs. Not one of the

higher animals can be named which does

not bear some part in a rudimentary condi-

tion ; and man forms no exception to the

rule. Rudimentary organs are either ab-

solutely useless, or they are of such slight

service to theii" present possessors, that it

is denied they could be developed under
the conditions which now exist. Rudi-

ments of various muscles have been ob-

served in many parts of the human body

;

and not a few muscles which are regu-

larly present in some of the lower ani-

mals, can occasionally be detected in man
in a greatly reduced condition. Every
one must have noticed the power which
many animals, especially horses, possess of

moving or twitching their skin. This is

effected by the panniculus carnosus. Rem-
nants of this muscle in an efficient state

are found in various parts of our own
bodies ; for instance, on the forehead, by
which the eyebrows are raised.

Some few persons have the power of

contractiKg the superficial muBcles on their

scalps ; and those muscles are in a variable

and partially rudimentaiy condition. M.
A. de Candolle knows a family, in which
one member, the present head of the family,

could, when a youth, pitch several heavy-

books from his head by the movement of

the scalp alone ; and he won wagers by
performing this feat. His father, uncle,

grandfather, and all his three cliildren,

possess the same power to the same unusual

degree. A distant cousin resides in another

part of France, and on being asked whether

he possessed the same faculty, immediately

exhibited his power. This case offers a

good illustration how persistently an ab-

solutely useless faculty may be trans-

mitted.

The muscles which serve to move the

external ear, which also belong to the

system of the panniculus, are in a rudimen-

tary condition in man ; they are also

variable in development, or at least in

function. Mr. Darwin has seen one man
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wlio could draw his ears forward, and
another who could draw them backward

;

one celebrated medical lecturer (was it not

Abernethy ?) used to amuse his pupils by
exhibiting to them the movements of his

ears. It is supposed to be probable that

most of us, by often touching our ears, and
thus directing our attention toward them,

could, by repeated trials, recover some
power of movement. But no man possesses

the least power of erecting his ears—the

one movement which might be of use to

him. The ears of the chimpanzee and
orang are curiously like those of man, and
the keepers in the Zoological Gardens
assert that those animals never move or

erect them. Why these animals, as well

as the progenitors of man, should have lost

the power of erecting their ears, we cannot

say. It may be that, owing to their arbo-

real habits and great strength, they were
but little exposed to danger, and so during

a lengthened period moved their ears but

little, and thus gradually lost the power of

moving them. This would be a parallel

case with that of those large and heavy
birds, which from inhabiting oceanic islands

have not been exposed to the attacks of

beasts of prey, and have consequently lost

the power of using their wings for flight.

Some monkeys, too, exhibit a peculiar struc-

ture— a vestige of formerly pointed ears

—

which occasionally reappears in man.
It appears as if the posterior molar or

wisdom-teeth were tending to become rudi-

mentary in the more civilised races of

men. These are rather smaller than the

other molars, as is likewise the case with

the con-esponding teeth in the chimpanzee
and orang ; and they have only two separate

fangs. They do not cut through the gums
till about the seventeenth year, and they

are much more liable to decay, and are

earlier lost, than the other teeth. In the

Melanian races, on the other hand, the

wisdom-teeth are usually furnislied with
three separate fangs, and are generally

sound. Professor Schaafi'hausen accounts
for this difference between the races by
" the posterior dental portion of the jaw
being always shortened" in those that are

civiHsed. This shortening Mr. Darwin
attributes to civilised men habitually feed-

ing on soft, cooked food, and thus using
their jaws less. It is becoming quite a
common practice in the United States to

remove some of the molar teeth of children

(English pai'ents often do the same with
their young folks' incisors) as the jaw does
nob grow lai'ge enough for the perfect

development of the normal number.

It is an interestitfg fact that ancient races

of men more frequently present structures

which resemble those of the lower animals,

than do the modern races. One chief

cause seems to be, that ancient races stand

somewhat nearer than modern races, in the

long line of descent to their remote animal-

like jjrogenitors.

In order to understand the existence of

rudimentary organs, we have only to

suppose that a former progenitor possessed

the parts in question in a perfect state, and
that, under changed habits of life, they
became greatly reduced, either from simple

disuse or through the natural selection of

those individuals which were least en-

cumbered with a superfluous part.

Thus we can understand how it ha.s come
to pass that man and all other vertebrate

animals have been constructed on the same
general model ; Avhy they pass through the

same early stages of development ; and why
they retain certain rudiments in common.
Consequently, we ought frankly to admit
their community of descent. It is only our

natural prejudice, and that ari-ogance

which made our forefathers decla.re that

they were descended from demi-gods,
which leads us to demur to this conclusion.

But the time, Mr. Darwin predicts, will

before long come, when it will be thought
wonderful that naturalists, who were well

acquainted with the comparative structure

and development of man and other mam-
mals, should have believed that each was
the work of a separate act of creation.

Mr. Darwin's Comparison of the Mental
Powers of Man and the Lower Animals, is

more amusing, but not a bit more conclu-

sive, to the present writer, in establishing the

development of man from some lower form.

It is full of matter to overflowing ; but a

good many weak arguments, put cumula-
tively together, do not make one strong

argument. Circumstantial evidence as to

facts and deeds may carry all before it by
its fulness. Circumstantial reasoning is little

worth ; to be convincing, it must be com-
plete. Logic admits of no half-measures

;

it either proves all, or nothing at all. Not
every reader of the Descent of Man will

admit that it has proved all it tries to

prove.

That comparison is made solely to show
that there is no fundamental difi'erence

between man and the higher mammals in

their mental faculties. The variability of

the faculties in the individuals of the same
species, is noted as an important point in

his favour. And indeed it is the unanimous
opinion of all who have long attended to

^r
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animals of many kinds, including birds,

that the individuals differ greatly in every

mental characteristic.

The lower animals, like man, manifestly

feel pleasure and pain, happiness and

I

misery. Happiness is never better exhi-

bited than by young animals, such as

puppies, kittens, and lambs, when playing

together, like our own children. Even
insects play together, as has been described

by P. Huber, who saw ants chasing and
pretending to bite each other, like so many
puppies.

It is a well-established fact that the lower
animals are excited by the same emotions
as ourselves. Terror acts in the same
manner on them as on us, causing the

muscles to tremble, the heart to palpitate,

and the hair to stand on end. Suspicion,

the offspring of fear, is eminently character-

istic of most wild animals. Courage and
timidity are extremely variable qualities

in the individuals of the same species, as

is plainly seen in dogs.

We see maternal aflFection exhibited in

the most trifling details ; thus Rengger
observed an American monkey carefully

driving away the flies which plagued her
infant ; and Duvancel saw a hylobates

washing the faces of her young ones in a
stream. So intense is the grief of female
monkeys for the loss of their young, that it

invariably caused the death of certain kinds
kept under confinement by Brehni in North
Africa. Orphan monkeys were always
adopted and carefully guarded by the other
monkeys, both male and female. One
female baboon had so capacious a heart,

that she not only adopted young monkeys
of other species, but stole young dogs and
cats, which she continually carried about.

An adopted kitten scratched this affec-

tionate baboon, who certainly had a sharp
intellect ; for she was much astonished at

being scratched, and immediately examined
the kitten's feet, and without more ado bit

off the claws. As Whewell has remarked,
" "Who that reads the touching instances of

maternal affection, related so often of the

women of all nations, and of the females of

all animals, cap doubt that the principle of

action is the same in the two cases ?"

Allowing that the principle of action is

the same, does it thence inevitably follow

that the ancestry is the same, in the two

Most of the more complex emotions are

common to the higher animals and our-

selves. Every one has seen how jealous a
dog is of his master's affection, if lavished

on any other creature ; the same fact is

observed with monkeys. This shows that

animals not only love, but have the desire

to be loved. Animals manifestly feel emula-

tion. They love approbation or praise;

and a dog carrying a basket for his master
exhibits in a high degree self-complacency

or pride. A great dog scorns the snarling

of a little dog, and this may be called

magnanimity. Several observers have
stated that monkeys certainly dislike being

laughed at ; and they sometimes invent

imaginary offences. In the Zoological

Gardens there was a baboon who always
got into a furious rage when his keeper
took out a letter or book and read it aloud

to him.

Hardly any faculty is more impoi-tant

for the intellectual progress of man than

the power of attention. Animals clearly

manifest this power, as when a cat watches
by a hole and prepares to spring on its

prey. "Wild animals sometimes become so

absorbed when thus engaged, that they may
be easily approached. Mr. Bartlett has
furnished a curious proof how variable this

faculty is in monkeys. A man who trains

monkeys to act, used to purchase common
kinds from the Zoological Society at the

price of five pounds for each ; but he
offered to give double the price, if he might
keep three or four of them for a few days,

in order to select from. "When asked how
he could possibly so soon learn whether a
particular monkey would turn out a good
actor, he answered that it all depended on
their power of attention. If when he was
talking and explaining anything to a mon-
key, its attention was easily distracted, as

by a fly on the wall or other trifling object,

the case was hopeless. If he tried by
punishment to make an inattentive monkey
act, it turned sulky. On the other hand,

a monkey which carefully attended to him
could always be trained.

It is almost superfluous to state that

animals have excellent memories for persons

and places. A baboon at the Cape of Good
Hope recognised Sir Andrew Smith with

joy after an absence of nine months. Even
ants, as P. Huber has clearly shown, recog-

nised their fellow-ants belonging to the

same community after a separation of four

months.
Imagination is one of the highest faculties

of man. By this faculty he unites, inde-

pendently of the will, former images and
ideas, and thus creates brilliant and novel

results. Dreaming gives us the best notion

of this power. As Jean Paul Richter says,
" The dream isan involuntary art of poetry."

As dogs, cats, horses and probably all the
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higher animals, even birds (some birds

sing in their sleep) have vivid dreams, (and

this is shown by their movements and
voice), we must admit that they possess

some power of imagination.

Reason, it will be admitted, stands at the

summit of the faculties of the human mind.

Few persons any longer dispute that ani-

mals possess some power of reasoning. It

is a significant fact that, the more the

habits of any particular animal are studied

by a naturalist, the more he attributes to

reason, and tlie less to unlearnt instincts.

Dr. Hayes in his work on the Open
Polar Sea, repeatedly remarks that his

dogs, instead of continuing to draw the

sledges in a compact body, diverged and
separated when they came to thin ice, so

that their weight might be more evenly

distributed. This was often the first

warning and notice which the travellers

received that the ice was becoming thin

and dangerous.

Mr. Colquhoun winged two wild-ducks,

which fell on the opposite side of the stream

;

his retriever tried to bring over both at once,

but could not succeed. She then, though
never before known to raffle a feather,

deliberately killed one, brought over the

other, and returned for the dead bird.

It has been often said that no animal

uses any tool ; but the chimpanzee in a state

of nature cracks a native fruit, somewhat
Hke a walnut, with a stone. Rengger easily

taught an American monkey thus to break
open hard palm-nuts, as well as boxes.

Another monkey was taught to open the

lid of a large box with a stick, and after-

wards it used the stick as a lever to move
heavy bodies. In the Zoological Gardens,

a monkey which had weak teeth, used to

break open nuts with a stone; and after

using the stone, hid it in the straw, and
would not let any other monkey touch it.

Here, then, we have the idea of property

;

but this idea is common to every dog with
a bone, and to most or all birds with their

nests.

The Duke of Argyll considers that the

fashioning of an implement for a special

purpose forms an immeasurable gulf be-

tween man and the brutes. But Sir J.

Lubbock suggests that when primeval
man first used flint-stones for any purpose,

he would have accidentally splintered them,

and would then have used the sharp frag-

ments. From this step, it would be a small

one to intentionally break the flints, and
not a very wide step to fashion them. In

breaking the flints, sparks would have

been emitted, and in gi'inding them, heat
would have been evolved : thus the t-yvo

usual methods of obtaining fire may have
originated. The anthromorphous or man-
shaped apes, build for themselves tem-
porary platforms on which to take rest and
sleep ; the orang is known to cover itself

at night with the leaves of the pandanus.
In these habits Mr. Darwin sees the first

steps toward some of the simpler arts

;

namely, rude architecture and dress, as tliey

arose amongst the early progenitors of

man.
Animals possess an approach to language.

A Paraguayan monkey, when excited, uttei'S

at least six distinct sounds, which excite

in other monkeys similar emotions. The
sense of beauty has been declared to be
peculiar to man. But the bower-birds, by'

tastefully ornamenting their playing pas-

sages with gaily coloured objects, as do
certain humming-birds their nests, give

evidence that they possess a sense of beauty.

Well and -good, granting all this, and more,

what is the inference ? Does similarity of

mind and aff'ections necessarily imply com-
munity of origin ? For that is the grand
question at issue. Granting that the dif-

ference in mind between man and the

higher animals, great as it is, is certainly

one of degree and not of kind, is it an in-

evitable consequence that the possessor of

the higher intellect, man, should be an im-

proved descendant of the possessor of the

lower intellect, a man-shaped ape ? Let
the inquirer carefully read the book—it is

not hard reading—which is the crowning
life-work of an amiable, honest, and most
painstaking savant. After reading it, let

him. ask himself, "Does this clever book
impress with the conviction that it gives

the true and veritable history of the Origin

and Descent of Man ?"

IN DANGER IN THE DESERT.

In the spring of 18— , I was intrusted by
government with some despatches of the

greatest importance, to be carried from

Damascus to the English political agent at

Bagdad. The journey from Syria to Chal-

dea was, I knew from experience, a perilous

one, whether performed on camel or horse,

and with whatever escort ; and, even if un-

interrupted, would take me six full days.

I was an old hand, and had not lived

for months among Arab tribes without

knowing that Russian spies, French agents,

and Turkish robbers (in v/hich compre-

^P
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hcnsive "word I include all Turkish officials

of whatever rank) would certainly brew me
some trouble by the way, if they caught

even the faintest inkling of the object of

my journey. So I prepared accordingly.

The more poor, wretched, and forlorn a

Desert traveller looks, the more likely he

is to reach the end of his journey in safety.

The Bedouin sees showy dresses, fine horses,

and well- filled purses, as far off as the vul-

ture can see a dead gazelle. Thoroughly
impressed with this fact, the day before my
departure I ferreted out the most dingy

rag-shop in the narrowest and dirtiest

street of the most filthy quarter of all

Damascus. Seated there, cross - legged,

beside the one-eyed, hunch-backed pro-

prietor, I wrangled with him for two good
hours over a ragged robe, patched with

as many colours as Benjamin's garment.

For this thing of shreds and patches I

paid the enormous sum of twenty piastres,

or about half a crown English, and took

care to get a formal receipt, flourished in

goodly Arabic, the blessing of the pilgrim

who kept the stall being thrown into the

bargain. In addition I bought an enormous
dirty red turban as big as a prize pumpkin,

beneath which my long black hair fell down
twelve inches long. I took care also to

provide myself secretly with two little Der-

ringer revolvers, and I further laid in two
pounds of fine snuff", several cases ofpowder,

some quinine, and a large bottle of castor-oil

for the use of some Arab workmen employed

in the town near Bagdad, to which I was
, ultimately destined. I next hired three
' strong camels, and two camel - drivers,

trusty Arabs, outlaws from some Desert

tribe. My last step was one that may
seem a singular one to my readers ; but it

was well intended, and it proved my salva-

tion. After dusk I went to a Turkish

officer whom I had known for years, and,

to his infinite astonishment, borrowed a

pail* of handcuffs. All these arrangements

completed, I presented myself before Her
Majesty's representative, and from him I

received every possible assistance in carry-

ing out the minor arrangements for my
dangerous undertaking.

At six A.M., while the city was still only

half awake, I, with my two camel-drivers,

started for the house of an English lady in

the suburbs, who had kindly undertaken to

store all my heavier luggage till I returned.

This extraordinary woman, the modern
Lady Hester Stanhope of Arabia, has been

man-ied no fewer than seven times. Her
first husband was a Avell-known Enghsh

nobleman ; the present is an Arab sheik,

the chief of a powerfal Bedouin tribe be-

tween Bagdad and Damascus. Shaking
hands with Lady , I remounted my
camel, and pushed on straight for Tadmor,
once Palmyra, the magnificent city of pa-

laces, but now a ruined heap of broken
pillars, the abode only of the jackal and the

snake. We had scarcely ridden a mile

through the palm-groves and corn-fields

before a clatter of quick hoofs made me
look round, and a sight fitted for a la,nd of

romance, mystery, and enchantment met
my eyes. The lady I had just left, es-

corted by a gentleman, who proved to be a

Knight of Malta, came galloping after me
to guard me half way to Tadmor. It was
one of the sudden, generous, and chivalrous

caprices of this strange pei'son, whose
heart misfortunes and faults had stiU left

v,-arm, kindly, and full of womanly tender-

ness. Hei' body-guard was as strange a one

as if she had been an enchantress of the

times of Al Raschid. It consisted of half

a dozen thorough-bred Bedouin colts of the

royal race ; they were without saddles or

bridles, and were playing and skimming
round her, like butterflies round a flower.

Beautiful creatures, light-footed as deer,

playful as monkeys, they chased each other

round their mistress, and the moment she

called them by name, stood stock-still in

a wondering but obedient circle, or came
thrusting their noses into her hand for the

customary cakes. To some of those pets

she had given Arab names, but others were
christened, playfully or sarcastically, after

English celebrities. Two of the finest of

her equine attendants were Palmerston and

Pitt, the most ill-tempered and kicking was
Ellenborough.

We arrived at night at a village, outside

which my servants pitched our tents, which

were easily built up with a sheet or two,

and a few palm-sticks ; and there, like

gipsies or Irishmen at a fair, we had our

meal and our coffee. Before long the beauty

of the lady's escort began to attract atten-

tion.

The village being on the outsldi-ts of the

Desert, the men were nearly all excellent

judges of horse-flesh, and they at once set

us down as horse-stealers, on our way to

sell our spoil to the Bedouins. In vain we
assured tiiem that the colts were not to be

sold. Still they kept asking the price of

this and that one, and patting and pinch-

ing them with a true horse-dealer's unction,

believing my strenuous denials to be nothing

but the coquetry generally practised by all

,^
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dealers on would-be purchasers. At last I

quieted my somewhat troublesome friends

by getting them in crowds round me, and
telling them the latest news from Europe,

and assuring them, to their infinite delight,

that the Turkish government would not

last long.

I need scarcely say that for the lamb
we eat, the dates we needed, the milk,

honey, and the corn for the camels and
horses, we paid as liberally and as scrupu-

lously as if we had been in Europe. This

seems a foolish fact to mention, but in that

Syrian village such a proceeding was by no
means a matter of course. So little, indeed,

a matter of course, that the whole village

was roused by the news of such justice and
generosity. A great surprise awaited us,

which impressed this astonishment suffi-

ciently upon us. After supper, in the cool

of the evening, I was sitting at my door,

when I heard in the distance drums and
dervish flutes approaching

;
presently, be-

hind a crowd of excited Arabs, waving
sticks and swords, came a litter borne by
six people, and on the litter, like a prisoner

on a stretcher, lay a very old white-bearded

man, the sheik of the village. He was four-

score and ten he told me, and he had never

before known any traveller who came there

to pay for anything he took. He had, there-

fore, ordered his servants to carry him be-

fore he died, to see the wonderfal man who
paid his way, so that he (the sheik) might
give him his blessing, and then return

home and depart in peace.

The old man spoke well and wisely. He
had reflected much, though all his life

confined to so narrow a sphere. He said

to me, with much pathos : "I have seen

nothing in this world but wickedness.

The Turks seize all we have in the name
of Allah and the sultan. I am very old,

fourscore and ten, nearly blind, and dying

fast, yet I would make them bring me
here to see the man who paid for what he

and his horses and camels wanted, for I

never saw a man before who really feared

Allah and showed justice to his fellow-

man." He was certain I could not be a

Turk, he knew I was not an Arab — of

what nation was I ?

I replied, smiling, that I found it diffi-

cult to tell him, for I was born in Ireland,

educated in Rome, and brought up in

England.
He replied, that England must be a

glorious country, where, though a woman
governed, every one could obtain justice.

"Here we," said he with a sigh, "poor

wi'etches, on the frontier of the Desert, in

a land of barbarism, although living be-

tween two of the most ancient cities of

the East, are slaves from our birth to our
grave. We are governed in the name of

the sultan, and we are robbed in his name.
The Turks reduce us to beggary and our

children to shame. There is no redress.

Old and respected as I am," added the

old sheik, "if I were to dare to petition

at Damascus or Bagdad against any acts

of injustice, in three days the village

would be razed to the. ground, and I

should, perhaps, be beaten to death, in

spite of all the men I could arm. Yes,"

said the old man, his eyes lighting up with
almost youthful fire, "it will be a happy
day for Syria when the Russian legions

cross the frontier, and summon us all to

rise, for the Turks are only fit to be

slaves, and the day of their fall must
come."

The next morning at daybreak I fired a

pistol as a signal for starting. Lady
was asleep, surrounded by her horses, her

tent-door guarded by the gallant Maltese

chevalier, who carried a drawn sword in his

hand. My first proceeding was to wash my
face with water in which a lemon had been
squeezed, the best of all precautions, next

to the dry Desert air, against ophthalmia.

After breakfast I supplied myself and my
two camel - drivers with sufficient bread,

water, grain, cheese, and dates for six days.

We were soon ready to leave the village for

all the dangers of the lonely, melancholy

waste, that has known no change since the

Creation. But already my enemies were
on my track. Two Turks, French and
Russian spies, accompanied by a renegade

Arab, had made their appearance in the

village, and changing their horses for

camels, pushed on for the Desert, to give

notice, as I afterwards found to my cost,

of my approach. I suspected them, but I

merely exchanged the ordinary Oriental

salutations as they passed and said nothing.

Ofi" they strode, and disappeared in the

burning sunshine.

At eight o'clock I parted from Lady
,

and proceeeded on my way, my faithful

compass my only guide. We soon left be-

hind us the village, our camels starting at

the rate of about three miles an hour, which
they quickened, as they acquired confidence

and a knowledge of tlie ground, to about

four miles an hour. At the third hour we
turned ofi^ the right track, about five miles

to the right, in order, if possible, to over-

take the spies, or at least to elude the

^--
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vigilance of others who might be behind
us. About five o'clock all habitations of

man, all green or golden patches of sesame;

millet, or oats began to disappear, and half

an hour before sundown we reached the

outskirts of the actual Desert, by no means
a mere plain of sand, but a grey ocean, with
moss and thorny shrubs that seemed to float

upon its sui'face.

That I may not appear to exaggerate in

the smallest degree the dangers into which
I really fell, I must here explain to my
readers that the trusty servants whom
Lady had recommended to me were
not outlaws in a bad sense. The Bedouins
expel men from their tribes for the viola-

tion of their most trifling laws. They
would expel an Arab, for instance, for

contracting himself to a daughter of the

tribe without her father's consent, or a

a youth who, discontented with a promised
dowry, contracted himself to another

maiden. His life being in danger for these

not very tremendous sins, a man so com-
promised generally takes refuge in flight.

It is this reason why there are so many
Arabs now living in stone houses on the

shores of the Persian Gulf, who have aban-

doned the customs of the race of Ishmael.

Of this class of more or less harmless

Bedouin outlaws, Damascus contains some
thousands. But the worst robbers and
murderers in the Desert are the outlaws of

the outlaws, rascals expelled from the

stationary Arabs, who then turn wild and
ride forth into the Desert to live by blood-

shed and murder. The real Bedouin, born
and bred in the Desert, is seldom cruel

except to the Turk, and then only in re-

taliation for old cruelties, or to satisfy old

grudges.

After pushing three miles in the straight

course to Tadmor, I turned about a mile

from my course and settled for the night,

making holes about three feet deep, accord-

ing to the Desert custom, for the fires, so that

our pursuers, if there were any, should not

see the flame by night. We set up our tents

with spears, as the night air in the Desert,

even in summer, is cold, especially when the

wind is blowing from the Persian Gulf.

The night dews also are very heavy. We
then "hobbled" our camels, took some
food, and went to sleep. After four hours'

rest we started again, and continued with-

out interruption till noon the next day

;

we then again alighted, prepared our

fires to enjoy our usual coffee, having first

fed our camels, and given them a bottle of

English beer each, from a small stock I had

brought with loae from Beyrout. After

two hours' rest we proceeded about three

miles, till we reached a broad tract of

damp sand, stretching for a space of about
twenty miles long and twenty broad.

Certain that I should find running water,

I got off" my camel and dug my spear down
a depth of about nine feet, but no water
would come, though the moisture clearly

enough proved that it was to be found at

no great distance.

At first, to my surprise I saw no animals
here, where I should have expected gazelles

to be numerous, but after a few minutes a
large hawk flashed between my camel and
that of one of my Ai-abs. At the same
moment I heard a hare screaming hke a
child. The female hawk was up in the

air, about fifty yards over head, watching
the prey, ready to swoop down if it cowered,

or to turn it back to its pm'suing mate.

The poor fi'ightened hare, seeing death
near, scuttled into a hole in the sand for

protection ; but, poor thing, she was out
of the frying-pan into the fire, for she

reappeared in a moment, and fell dead
close by me. She had been bitten by a
snake. In an instant I was off" my camel
digging up the hole with my spear, and
soon secured the snake in a bag, think-

ing it might be of some use to me hereafter.

I firmly believe my poor Arabs thought me
mad for troubling myself at all about either

hare or snake. Very soon after this things

began to look black, for we came on fresh

camel tracks, both in fi'ont of us and to

the right of us. The spies had been too

quick for me. The tracks were fresh, al-

though the wind was blowing, a sure proof

that they were not far before us, pro-

bably on their way to the wells at a Slebi

station, so I pushed on, as once at the wells,

no one dare molest us.

These Slebis are a mysterious people,

and no one has yet discovered from whom
they are descended. In fact, they are

neither Bedouins, Turks, nor Jews. There

are none of the lost tribes among them.

They are neither Mahomedans nor devil

worshippers, but worship the one God.

They neither rob nor plunder, but dwell in

stationary tents, possess vast flocks of

white and black sheep, and seldom fight,

except, occasionally, among themselves.

These good people are most hospitable, and

devote their lives to maintaining the wells

for the use of travellers. The only wants

of these simple-hearted people arc grass

and water. They have no chiefs. They
are the missionaries of the Desert, a brother-
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hood self-orgauised to i-elieve distressed

travellers, especially Europeans.

We spent the night with these worthy
people, whom even robbers will not naolest,

and after filling our bags with water and
grain for the camels, at three o'clock in the

morning we steered straight for Bagdad.
We rode on unmolested, and neither saw
nor heard anything of the spies or of our

pursuers. We were not, however, to escape,

and we had not gone far before we came
upon fresh tracks in the sand. Our enemies

were just ahead. Another moment, and
they would be upon us. There was great

need of caution. I at once ordered my men
to strike off a mile to the right. We then

halted, thi-ew down our camels, gagged them
with blankets, tied their legs, and raised

a circular heap of sand round them to

hide them from any watchful enemy. We
took some food, and gave our camels corn,

and a half ration of water: having slept

a couple of houi's, we now turned back to

the wells, where we had been the night

before, and from there steered straight for

Koubisseh, the frontier town.

We had not been half an hour on the

new road before we heard a savage cry,

more like the howl of a flock of pursuing
wolves than the shout of men, and horse-

men appeared bearing down on all sides of

us. It was the war-cry of Bedouin rob-

bers, w^ho had been hired to intercept us.

There were twelve of them, as savage and
diabohcal cut-throats as ever hemp was
grown for. My men seized their double-

barrel guns and were eager for resistance.

Three or four of the rascals shot, the rest

might fly, and besides, our first bullets ex-

pended, we had still our spears. But this

was not in the plan of my campaign. I was
on a mission, as I well knew, of peace, and
I was resolved not to shed blood except at

the last extremity. Now was the time for

the handcuffs. I had my strategy ready
to overcome the difiiculty. Quickly I told

my men to lock the handcuff's on me, and
represent to the robbers that I was a mad
soldier whom they were ordered to take

home to his friends at Bombay via Bagdad.
My men were faithful and prompt. They
did as I told them. In a moment the

thieves dashed up, brandishing their spears.

They instantly noticed me, naturally enough,
for I was dancing an insane hornpipe, and
asked eagerly why I was manacled. My
men said, " Don't be afraid, it is a mad-
man we are taking to Bassorah, and he
would kill himself if he was not in hand-
cuffs." They then gathered round me, as

if I were a new sort of animal, and asked me
if I spoke Arabic. My men, with pardon-
able mendacity, rephed they did not know,
on which I began jabbering nonsense in

Arabic, and begged the robbers, as good
fellows, to take my irons off and keep me
from those camel-drivers, who had deprived

me of liberty for no reason at all. The
robbers at once took me for a madman.
" Ragh el Allah !" (God's own holy man),
they call an insane person, and they fear

and reverence such unfortunate men as

specially inspired by Heaven, though not

always with intelligible prophecies. The
chief, a murderer from his boyhood I was
sure, called for the key of the handcufis.

"Quick!" he said; "you rascals take oft"

the irons from the Lord's own man." Then
tln:-eatening my men, who pretended to be
reluctant, the thieves all dismounted, and
sat down to examine my saddle-bags to see

what they could find there worth carrying

off. The robber sheik, a hideous rascal,

more like an ogre than a man, with a flat

nose, huge mouth, and staring, bloodshot

eyes, was the first to rummage. The first

thing he pulled out was a frieze coat of

mine. They had no tents, and it was often

"cold camping in the Desert. The sheik

at once fell in love with this old friend of

mine. He had no patience to study how
it should be worn, and at once drove his

legs through the sleeves, in which they

wedged fast. The tails he flung over his

shoulder with a puzzled look at his admiring
and envious followers. I could not help

roaring with laughter, his gestures of dis-

comfort were so irresistible. Knowing that

no one would touch the madman, I got be-

hind the entangled sheik, and pushed him
over ; then, with a yell, I ran at one or two
others, thin slight fellows, I could almost

have thrown over my head, and pushed
them down. The rest only laughed at my
gambols, and at the discomfiture of then*

angry comrades. The sjieik tried harder

than ever to adopt himself to his new cos-

tume, and floundered about like a man in

a sack race.

" What do you call this robe ?" he cried

out, angrily, to me. " I can't get my legs

in it or out of it. I never could ride about

the Desert here, Hadji, in this ; it is only

fit for a priest, and you see I can't walk in

it either. Here, Achmet, bring your knife

and cut me out."

Achmet, a great hairy giant of a Kurd,
produced a most bloodthu'sty huge knife,

ripped open the sleeves of my poor frieze

coat, and liberated the bewildered sheik.

^= --r
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"You don't mean to tell me," lie said,

" people in England ride about in sucli

things as that ?"

I assured him they did, and then rolled

on the ground, laughing at his mistake.

"What it is to be a fool!'' s;iid the

spearmen to each. other, pitying mc. " Thank
God we ai'e not the favoured of Heaven !

Allah be praised ! Let's see, sheik, what
else is in the bags."

I then implored them to give me the

handcuffs, for fear the men who were with
me should get hold of them again, and I

promised them my blessing, which was
worth tv\-o camels, adding, in Irish, just to

relieve my feelings, " Success to all honest

men, and the nearest gallows for all rogues."

When I had got hold of my handcuffs, and
had hidden them safely away, the thieves

made me sit down with them in a circle,

and explain to them the contents of my
own saddle-bags.

" Mille diaoul," thought I, " if you trust

to me, you shall learn all about them, bad
cess to ye."

The first thing they pulled out was mj
big bottle of castor-oil, which the sheik

held admiringly up till the fat liquid

gurgled inside.

"What's this, Hadji ?" he said, with eyes

gloating upon the oily liqueur.

I kept my face, and replied humbly,
" Beled Franghi" (white honey from
Europe).
The wretches' crael eyes glistened. Eveiy

lean brown hand was at once stretched to-

wards the transparent bottle. They held a
council as to which was to have the first

draught. By a sublime effort of self-denial,

the sheik at last divined that it was only
respectfal that I should begin. Yes, I

had the rascals now. I declined, saying I
had been drinking rather too much of it

lately, but I drew the cork for the chief,

and passed him the bottle. He was bent
on a good gulp, and his mouth opened in

anticipation like a young shark's. After a
deep draught, he passed the bottle on to

the one next him in the circle round the
fire. It was getting dark, and the thieves

were too eager for their turns to look at

their companions or to utter a word. There
was no i-emark till the last man had drained
the bottle ; then the sheik began to curse
and spit, and the others then spit and
cursed worse than ho did.

" Do you call that honey from Europe ?"

said One.
" It is not even sweet," said a second.
"It is accursed, most accursed," groaned

the deeply-compromised sheik. He would
not forget that honey for six months.

" What bees those must be !" moaned
Achmet ;

" if I had them I'd thrash them
to death. Come, let's try the other
things," and he began to experimentally
munch one of my candles, which he hardly
appreciated, though at first he shouted :

" By Allah, here is mutton fat
!"

But the others eat away "with more ap-

proval. Then the chief shouted for coffee,

and honoured my sanctity by giving me
the first basinful. They now prepared
for sleep, but my revenge was not yet

complete.

I had stiU something in store for them,
as they lay rolled up in front of the camels.

I remembered I had powder stowed away,
which the robbers had not yet found. I

went to my servants and told them to get

sticks, and run and beat the nearest bushes,

declaring they had seen a snake six feet

long. They at once raised a shout. The
robbers instantly leaped up and took their

spears to help in the search. I took ad-

vantage of the moment. I dug a hole

and buried under the sand six tins, with
several pounds of powder in each. In a
few minutes the men came back, declar-

ing they could not find the snake, and began
to relight their fire. They then laid them-
selves down in the Bedouin way in their

goat-skins, with their feet to the flame

and their faces to Mecca. I called my
servants away, and removing to a respect-

ful distance from the fire, watched patiently

for the effect of my small gunpowder plot.

My servants knew nothing of what I had
done. For twenty minutes the fire burned
cheerfully in the centre of the ring of

sleepers. Then came an explosion such as

the Bedouins had never before heard or

seen ; it came like a volcano and earthquake

combined, with a roar and rush of fire, a

storm of embers tearing up the sand for

six feet round where it burst, driving the

sleepers here and there, as if a shell had
broken to pieces in the midst. The robbers

flew in all directions shouting and scream-

ing, or falling on theii' faces before the sup-

posed fire from heaven, praying Allah to

avert the deserved punishment that had
fallen on their heads for plundering a poor

holy madman. I ran after them laughing,

asking what was the matter, as I had heard
nothing. "Not heard it!" said the men,
who were plastered all over with clay

;

" why there was a noise ten thousand times

louder tlian the loudest thunder, and the

flame sprang out at us like fiery snakes ten

'^
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feet long." They then knelt all round me,

struck their foreheads to the ground, and
prayed my forgiveness, promising in the

name of the Holy Prophet, never again to

molest God's most holy man. To end all

this I had to give the infernal rogues my
blessing a second time all round.

They now agreed to take me to the

nearest Slebi well on the road between
Medina and Bagdad. On our way we
crossed the bed of a brook. Now every

tribe in the Desert has its own cipher,

secret mark, or emblem, and its own flag.

Lagging behind at this point I got off

my camel. I wrote my name in full in

Arabic, with words indicating that I was
in the hands of robbers, and had gone on a

certain route. I had once lived among the

El Defir, a powerful tribe in this neigh-

bourhood, and I knew well that if any of

their horsemen or scouts passed that ford

within the twenty-four hours, they would
instantly set their spearmen on my track.

When my worthy captors arrived at the

Slebi station, they never said a word to those

good people about having robbed me. They
merely said that I was a poor forsaken
madman whom they had found wandering
in the Desert, and they suggested that any
food and protection afforded me would as

certainly bring a speedy blessing on the
heads of the hospitable Slebis as it had
done on their own. The Slebis, who show
toleration to all, and do not merely talk of
it, and who are Christians in actions, though
not in words, at once prepared a meal for

the ill-favoured rascals, whom they no doubt
more than half guessed to be lying robbers
and murderers. They made a huge bowl
of porridge for us, and I was placed at
the head of the circle on a bag of meal,
the seat of honour. The tent in which we
"were seated was one of a row of black
camel's-hair tents which opened one into the
other, and would hold at least two hun-
dred persons. Before our meal was half
over, a Slebi rushed into the tent scream-
ing :

" We are lost, the El Defir are coming
down on us like locusts. Their army is

close at hand; they are going to attack
us." It was my tribe : they had seen what
I had written. I looked at the robbers,
their gibbet faces were perfectly hvid.
They felt already the camel's-hair rope
pressing their weasands. The chief dropped
his spoon. Between Achmet's blubber lips

the porridge smoked unswallowed. Five

minutes after, nearly a thousand mounted
spearmen had surrounded om* tent, and
were calling out for the robbers, and
for Hadji el Hur, whom the thieves had
made prisoner. Another moment the black
curtain of the tent-door was lifted, and
the chieftainess strode in. It was the
daughter of the sheik, who, in the absence
of her father was governing the tribe,

and gloried in this opportunity of doing
me a service. I shall never forget the
bewilderment and horror painted on the
faces of the robbers as they stared from
her to me. I recovered my senses with
extraordinary rapidity.

" Behold !" she cried to the swarthy men
who surrounded her, " behold a member of

your own tribe. This is Hadji el Hur, who
is a prince of Europe"—prince, indeed !

—

" and Allah has sent me here to save him.
Hang those robbers at once. Bind them
hand and foot. We have long wanted these

men, for they are of the race of Satan."
The frightened wretches threw them-

selves grovelling down and kissed my feet.

" Save our lives, Hadji," they cried, "we
did you no harm."
"No," I said, "Leila, there shall be

no blood shed. I am here on a mission of

mercy and peace. Forgive these wretches.

Remember that your tribe also plunder
and prey. In future let these accursed
rogues be merciful to poor travellers, as I

have been to them. Perhaps before they

die they may repent of their misdeeds, and
show charity to those more miserable than
themselves. Take away their camels, get

them two asses to carry water, and let

them tramp over the Desert on foot till

they can find some refuge, and pray for

the day to come v^hen no Desert tribe shall

rob or hinder the inoffensive traveller."

OS:' on their somewhat hopeless pilgi'im-

age trudged the robbers, and in half an
hour my tribe hadpitched their tents. Lambs
were killed — w'e ate, sang, and danced,
" so, merrily, three days of Thalaba went
by." At the end of that holiday we mounted
our camels, the friendly tribe escorting me
two hundred miles towards Bagdad—which
city I eventually reached in perfect health

and safety.
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THE ROSE AND THE KEY.

CHAPTEK XXXI. A LETTER.

The invalid came slowly in now, and the

little party, roared for by the gong, as I

said, went away together to luncheon very

merrily.

When this sociable meal was ended,

Maxlmilla said to Maud, as they were

going through the door, side by side :

" Some letters have come here from the

Hermitage, and one among them that con-

cerns you. Come up to my room with me,

and we can read it."

" Who is it from?" asks Maud, with ex-

cusable impatience.
" You shall see when we get up- stairs

—

come."
" But what is it about ?"

"You."
And the agile old lady ran up the stairs

before her, laughing.
" Come in and shut the door," says Miss

Max, as Maud reached the threshold ;
" bolt

the door; it is no harm. Come here, to

this window, and nobody can hear."

She recollected the dressing-room door,

and turning the key in it, rejoined Maud,

whose curiosity was a good deal piqued by

these precautions.
" Well, who is it from ?" said Miss Max,

with a provoking smile, as she raised it by

the corner.
" If you don't tell me this moment, I'll

push you into your chair, and take it by

force."
" Well, what do you say to Mr. Marston ?

I don't know a more exemplary lover ; the

letter is from him. You shall hear,"

answered Miss Max, as she opened it, and

adjusted her glasses, smiling all the time

a little mysteriously.

Maud looked gi-ave, and a brilliant colnui

dyed her cheeks.

"Listen," said Maximilla, very un-

necessarily, and began.

" Dear Miss Medwyn,—You have been

so extremely kind to me that I venture

to write a very short note, Avhich I can no
j

longer forbear, although I scarcely know •

myself what it is going to be. Miss Maud
Guendoline, as I still call her, although

she told me that I still have to learn her sur-

name, imposed a command upon me, when
taking my leave on that happy and melan-

choly Sunday evening, which I can never

forget, a command which I need hardly

assure you I have implicitly obeyed. I am,

therefore, as entirely in the dark as ever

respecting all I most ardently long to hear.

Every day that passes makes me long more

intensely" for the hour when I may again see

that one human face which has enthralled

me, which alone of all others has ever

interested me "

" Mine, of course," suggested Miss Max,

raising her eyes for a moment. " Well

:

"—Has ever interested me. Are you

aware that the ball at Wymering is to

come off nearly a fortnight earlier this

year than usual? I have been so miser-

able lest the change of time should in any

way endanger the certainty of Miss Maud
Guendohne's attendance at it. Your nature

is so entirely kind, that I know you will

pardon my entreating you to write two or

three words, only to reassure me, and tell me

my misgivings are groundless. Till I shall
|,

have heard from you that your beautiful

friend is to be at Wymering on the evening

of the ball, I cannot know an hour's quiet."

" Poor thing ! I can't bear to keep him

in suspense another hour," said Miss Max.
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Maud said Botliing—neither " Yes" nor

"No," not even "Read on." Miss Max,
however, went on dihgently, thus :

" I am going, if yon allow me, to make a

confidence, and implore a great kindness.

If yoti think yon can do what I ask, and
will kindly undertake it, I cannot describe

to you how grateful I shall be. I am tor-

tured with the idea that your young friend

has undertaken too much. From some
things she said, I fear that her life is but a

dull and troubled one, beset with anxieties

and embittered by conditions, for which
she is utterly nnfitted. You are our friend

—hers and mine—and do, I implore, per-

mit me to place at your disposal what will

suffice to prevent this. You must not

think me very coarse. I am only veiy

miserable as often as I think of her troubles

and vexations, and entreat you to intervene

to prevent them, acting as if entirely from
yourself, and on no account for another. If

I were only assured that you would under-

take this, I could wait with a lighter heart

for the moment when I hope to meet her

again. You can understand what I suffer,

and how entu-ely I rely upon youx kind
secrecy, in the little commission I so

eai'nestly implore of you to undertake."

" And see how religiously I keep his

secret!" said Miss Max. "But, poor
fellow ! doesn't it do him honour ? He
tliinks, at this moment, that you are living

by the vrork of your fingers, and he not
only lays his title and his title-deeds, with
himself, at your feet, but he is miserable

till he rescues you from the vexations of

your supposed lot in life. I know very
well that you think him an arrant fool.

But I think him a hero—I know he's a

hero."
" Did I say I thought him a fool ?" said

Maud. " I don't know who is a fool and
who is a sage in this world ; and if he is

a fool, I dare say I'm a greater one. I

beheve, Max, we are wise and foolish where
we least suspect it. I think we are most
foolish when we act entirely from our
heads, and wisest when we act entirely from
our feelings, provided they are good. I

said so to Dr. Malkin, and he agreed ; but,

indeed, it is a dreadful life. I don't know
where there is happiness. I was thinking
if I were really the poor girl he believes

me, how wild with happiness all this would
probably have made me."

" It ought, as you are, to make you just

as happy," said Maximilla.
" It ought, perhaps, but it doesn't. If I

were that poor girl, gratitude and his I'ank

would make me like him."
" And you don't like him ?"

" No, I don't like him."
" Well. How inexpressibly pig-headed !

How ungrateful !" exclaimed Miss Max,
almost with a gasp. '- There is every-

thing ! Such kindness, and devotion, and
self-sacrifice. I never heard of such a
lover—and no possible objection !"

" I don't like him. I mean I don't love

him."
" And I suppose you won't go to the

ball?" said Miss Max, aghast.
" I will go to the ball."
" Do you know, Maud, I'm almost sorry

I ever saw that poor young man. I'm
sorry I ever beheld his face. One thing I

am certain of, we must not go on mystify-

ing him. I'll write to him instantly, and
tell him everything. I'll not let him sup-

pose I take a pleasure in fooling him ; I

like him too well for that. I don't think,

in this selfish world, I ever met any one
like him. I shall wash my hands of the
whole business ; and I'm very sorry I ever
took any part in practising this unlucky
trick upon him. I must seem so heart-

less !"

" If you write any such letter I'll not
go."

"Not go to the ball!" cried Maximilla.
" Well, certainly, that will seem good-
natured—that is the climax !"

" I say to the ball I'll not go if you
write him any such letter," said Maud.

" And you Avill go if I don't ?" persisted

good-natured Miss Max.
" Certainly," said Maud, decisively.
" I don't see why he should be mys-

tified," said Maximilla, after a considerable

pause.
" He shall be mystified as long as I like.

It is the only way by which we can ever

know anything of him. What could you
have known of him now, if it had not been
that he was all in the dark about i No:
you shall write to him to-day, if to-day it

must be, and tell him, in whatever way you
like to put it, that you can't think of ac-

cepting his offer of money, as I and my
mother have, one way or other, quite

enough."
And at this point these two wise ladies,

looking in one another's eyes, laughed a
little, and then very heartily, and Miss
Max said :

" It is a great shame. I don't

know how we can ever look him in the face

again when he discovers how we have been
deceiving him !"

^
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' You have mucli too mean an opinion of

your impudence, Max. At all events, if

we can't we can't, and so tlie acquaintance

ends."

'•Well? What more? What about

your going to the ball ?" says Masimilla.
'• Say that we shall certainly be there

—

you and I. You know you must stay for

it."
" I suppose I must."
" And, let me see, it will be on Thursday

week ?"

' Yes ; I'll tell him all that."

'•But wait a moment. I haven't done

yet. The ball begins at ten exactly. Yes,

ten, and you and I shall be in the gallery

at nine precisely."
" In the gallery !"

'"Yes, in the gallery," repeated Miss

Maud.
" Wliy, my dear Maud, no one sits in

the gallery but townspeople, and musicians'

wives and dressmakers. I don't know I'm

sure what on earth you can mean."
"You shall know, of course, everything

I mean."
" And, you know, I object to our having

any more of that masquerading—remember
that."

" Perfectly ; I'll do nothing but exactly

what you like. I promise to do nothing

unless you agree to it. You shall know
all my plans—isn't that fair ?"

" Yes ; but what are they ?"

' I have only a vague idea now ; but we
can talk them over when you have written

your letter; recollect, in little more than

half an hour the servant takes the letters to

the post. But write on your own paper

w4th the Hermitage at the top of the sheet,

and—yes—if you can be very quick, I'll

send the letter to the post-ofBce at Dalworth

;

it will be better than the Roydon post-

mark."
' Yes, Roydon might set him thinking,

if you don't want to tell him now."
" No, nothing, except wdiat I have said.

Til never see him more if you do—you
promise me that?"

" Certainly, you shall read the letter when
it is written."

" There now, you are a good girl. Max
;

I'll stay here for it ; and I'll get Lexton
to send a man riding to Dalworth."
"Now you mustn't talk, or make the

least noise," said Miss Max, as she opened
lier de.sk. " I must not make a mistake."

And soon the scraping of her indus-

trious pen was the only sound audible in

the room.

In the mean time, Maud took Mr.
Marston's letter to the window, and lean-

ing lightly with her shoulder to the angle

of the wall, she looked it over, and thought

what a gentleman-like hand it was, and
then she read and re-read it, and with a

pretty glow in her cheeks, and her large

eyes tired and saddened, she laid it on the

table beside Maximilla, just as that ro-

mantic accomplice, having written the

address on the envelope, turned round to

place it in her hand.
" No, there isn't time to read it. Shut it

up now, and let me have it. Lexton will

put a stamp on it."

And with these words Maud kissed her

with a fond little caress, and ran away
with the note in her hand.

CHAPTEE XXXII. DRIFTING.

And now people begin to observe and

whisper something strange. Now, in fact,

begins an amazing infatuation. It shows

itself in the cold, proud matron, Lady
Yernon, at first covertly, afterwards with

less disguise.

The young officer, Charles Vivian, is to

make a stay of some weeks.

For a day or two Lady Vernon appears

to take no particular interest in him. But
gradually by the third day of his sojourn

her manner, either disclosing a foregone

liking, or indicating the growth of a new
passion, changes.

It changes at first covertly ; afterwards

the signs that excite general comment show
themselves with less disguise.

As Miss Max remarks to Maud, with a

little pardonable exaggeration, " She can't

take her eyes off him, she can hear no one

else speak, while he is talking in the same

room to any one. She is quite rapt up in

him." As Miss Jones, Maud's maid, phrases

it in her confidential talk, she is " light on

him," meaning thereby, under the influence

of a craze.

People who come in upon her solitude in

her room, suddenly, say they find her agi-

tated, and often in floods of tears. All agree

that she has grown silent and absent, and

seems never happy now but when she is

near him.

It was one of those mysterious casc;s

which honest Jack Falstaff would have ac-

counted for by the hypothesis, "I'm be-

witched with the rogue's company. If the

rascal have not given me medicines to make
me love him, I'll be hanged ; it could not

be else; I have drunk medicines."

I suppose she guarded her language very
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carefully, and even her looks, in actual con-

versation with Captain Vivian, for that

which appeared plain enough to other

people seemed hidden from him. It was
discussed in the servants' hall and in the

housekeeper's room.
The unanimous opinion was that Captain

Vivian had only to speak and fhat the

new year would see him the chosen of the

handsome widow and lord of Roydon Hall.

People wondered, indeed, how lie could be

so stapid as not to see what was so plain

to every one else. But they could not

know how cautious Lady Vernon was in

her actual conversation with him, not, by
sign or word, to commit herself in the least

degree.

It was clear enough, however, to the

household of Roydon in what direction all

this was tending, and a general agitation

and uneasiness trembled through every

region and articulation of that huge and,

hitherto, comfortable body.

Such was the attitude of affairs when
Maud Vernon, with her cousin Maximilla,

drove over to the Grange to pay the Tin-

terns a visit.

Mr. Dawe had taken his departure after a

day or two with a promise, made upon con-

sideration, as one might conjecture, for un-

divulged reasons of his own, to return in

less than a week.
The prominent brown eyes and furrowed,

inflexible face removed, a sense of liberty

seemed to visit Captain Vivian suddenly.

His spirits improved, and he evidently

began to enjoy Maud Vernon's society

more happily. They took walks together

;

they talked over books; they compared
notes about places they had visited, and she

began to think that the intellectual re-

sources of Roydon were improved, since the

time when she used to insist that Dr.

Malkin alone redeemed that region of the

earth from Boeotian darkness.
" Take care, my dear, that our plaintive

invalid doesn't turn out instead a very
robust lover," said Miss Max, in one of her
nocturnal conferences with Maud. " There

will be a pretty comedy !"

" How can you like to make me uncom-
fortable ?" said Maud.

" Upon my word, if I don't, I think Bar-
bara will," replied Maximilla. " Don't you
see how she is devoted to him P"

" I can't understand her. Sometimes I

think she is, and sometimes I doubt it,"

said Miss Vernon.
" Well—yes. She is, perliaps, in a state

of vacillation—a state of struggle ; but she

thinks of nothing else, and, it seems to me,
can scarcely hear, or even see, any other

human being."
" You may be veiy sure I shan't allow

him to make love to me," said Maud, with
proper dignity.

" Unless you wish to come to pulling of

caps with your mamma, for the entertain-

ment of the rest of the world, you had
better not, I think," answered Miss Max,
with a laugh.

" But, I tell you, I should not permit it,

and he never has made the slightest attempt
to make love to me," repeated Maud, blush-

ing.
" Well, it is rather a good imitation.

But Barbara docs not seem to see it

—

I don't think, indeed, she has had an
opportunity—and if she's happy why should

I interfere ?" said Miss Max.
And so that little talk ended.

Coming out of church on Sunday, the

three ladies from Roydon and Captain

Vivian, who felt strong enough for one of

Mr. Foljambe's sermons, and sat in the

corner of the great Vernon pew, stood for a
|

moment on the step of the side porch, while

the carriage drove up to receive them. The
gi'enadier footmen in blue and gold opened
the door and let down the steps, and Lady
Vernon, folloAving Miss Max, stepped,

lightly as a girl, into her carriage. The
j

Tintems, Mr., Mrs., and Miss, at the same
moment emerged from the holy shadow
under the stained and grooved gothic arch

with a similar intent. Lady Vernon from
the carrriage bowed to them with her cold,

haughty smile, which Mr. Tintern answered

with his hat in his hand, high above his

head in the ceremonious old fashion, and
with a countenance beaming all over with

manly servility.

The chocolate and gold liveries, standing

at the flank, awaited the departure of the

blue and gold to do their devoir by the more
ponderous carriage of the humbler Grange
family.

While Mr. and Mrs. Tintern made their

smiling salutations, and answered the re-

mark which Maximilla Medwyn called out

to the efiect that it was a charming day,

Maud thought she remarked from pretty

Ethel Tintern a quick and odd glance at

Captain Vivian, who, not having been pre-

sented to the Tintern ladies, was industri-

ously digging a tiny stalk of groundsel

from a chink in the old worn step, at the

flank of which he stood.

It was very natural that the young lady

should steal that quick glance at the un-
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observant stranger. It was the undefinable

character of it that struck Maud.
There seemed neither curiositj nor re-

cognition. It was momentary— a dark

look, pained and shrunken. It was gone,

quite, in a moment, and Ethel, as Maud
with a hurried pressure of her hand was
about to take her place in the carriage, said

softly

:

" You must come to see me to-morrow or

next day. You owe us a visit, you know.
Do."

" I will, certainly," promised Maud,
smiling. And in a moment more she was
in her place, and, followed by Captain

Vivian, the door closed upon her ; and the

smiling faces and stately liveries whirled

away over the gritty gravel of the church-

yard road.
" This has been your first Sunday at

church since your illness. It was rather

longer than usual. Mr. Foljambe's ser-

mons don't often exceed twenty minutes.

I hope you are not doing too much ?"

This question of Lady Vernon's, and
Captain Vivian's polite disclaimer, were
the only contributions toward conversa-

tion which fell from the little paity as they
drove home.

" Mr. Mapleaon told me that mamma said

she would have the main street of the

village watered every Sunday, and she

hasn't given any order, I suppose, about
it. See what a state we are in ! Covered
with dust. I must ask Mr. Mapleson why,"
said Maud to Miss Max in the hall.

" Well, it is a bore," she answered ;
" we

can't sit down in these things. Come up.

I want to tell you I've just found a note on
the table. No, it's not from the person you
think. I see you're blushing."

" Now, don't be a goose," said Maud.
" Although it's not so bad a guess,

as you shall hear when you come to my
room. I told you, you remember, that my
gossiping maid said that Captain Vivian
sent two letters to the Grange ; Captain
Vivian's man told her, but she could

make out nothing more. She has not an
idea to whom they were written. He does

not know Miss Tintern nor Mrs. Tintern,

and I don't see what he could Avrite to old

Tintern about ; but the note I have got is

from such a charming creature, younger
than Barbara, and a widow—Lady Mar-
dykes. She is a sister of Mr. Marston's,

and she has, besides her place at Golden
Friars, such a pretty place, about five-and-

thirty or forty miles frora this, and she is

one of my very dearest friends. She asks

me to go and see her immediately, and I

must introduce you. You will be charmed
with her, and she, I know, with you."

" Is there any chance of Mr. Marston's
being there ? If there is, I certainly shan't

go," said Maud.
"None in the world. He is to be with

his father till Thursday, don't you recollect,

he tells us all about it in his letter, and on
Friday he will be at the ball at Wymering.
Suppose we go and see her to-morrow.
Do you know I have been suspecting a
little that Captain Vivian's letter was to

her. But she could not be such a fool as

to throw herself away upon him."
" Very well, then, let us take the car-

riage and go to the Grange to-morrow. So
that's agreed."

In pursuance of this plan they did

actually drive over to the Grange next day.

Artful Miss Max wa.s rather anxious to

induce Captain Vivian to accompany them.
It would have amused her active mind to

observe that gallant gentleman's proceed-

ings. But as if he suspected her design, he

very adroitly, but politely, evaded the sug-

gestion. So she and Maud went alone.

The Grange was a pretty house, a

little later than the Tudor style. Driving
up through the rather handsome grounds,

they had hardly got a peep at the comfort-

able steep-gabled house, when Maud ex-

claims :

"There is Ethel— who is that with
her ?"

"Dear me! That is Lady Mardykes,
I'm sure. I'm so glad to see her ! They are

looking at the flowers; suppose we get out."

So down they got, and the ladies before

the hall- door, among the flowers, looked up,

and came towards them with smiles.

CHAPTER XXXIII. A WAKNING.

A GREAT kissing ensued upon the grass,

and a shaking of hands, and Maud was in-

troduced to Lady Mardykes, whom she

liked instantaneously.

A face that must have been very pretty,

and was still interesting—gentle, gay, and
frank—was before her. But she was much
older than her brother : a daughter by an

earlier marriage.

This lady evidently took a fancy to

Maud, and when they had talked a little, and
began to grow to know one another better,

after a short conversation aside with Maxi-
milla, during which Maud saw that good-

natured old maid look once or twice at her.

Lady Mardykes, coming over to her, began
to talk to her again.

--^
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" I should have gone to Roydon to see

Lady Vernon," she said, " only that I had
doubts as to her liking it ; and perhaps it

is better to put it off to another time.

There have been so many unlucky vexations,

and I know she and papa don't visit, so you
will understand why I don't go to see you
at Roydon. But you must promise to come
to me for a few weeks to Carsbrook. I shan't

be going to Mardykes till next year, per-

haps ; I should rather have had you there.

All about Golden Friars is so very beauti-

ful. But I think you will say that Cars-

brook is a pretty place, and if I can persuade
Maximilla Medwyn to come to meet you,

I'm sure you will find it pleasant. I'll

consult with her as to how best to invite

you."

Maud was very well pleased with this

little plan ; and now old Mr. Tintern came
forth uj)on the grass, with his agreeable

greetings and chilly smiles, and Maximilla
and he began to talk, and their talk grew
gradually, it seemed, a little earnest. And
when the gong summoned them to lun-

cheon, he seemed still a little thoughtful
now and then during that repast.

They walked out again through the glass

door after luncheon, and Mr. Tintern, in the

same mood, accompanied them, and once
more fell into talk with Miss Max.

Ethel Tintern was now beside Maud, and
the two young ladies sat down upon a
rustic seat among the flowers.

" We are forlorn damsels here ; our
gentlemen have all gone off to -fish at Dal-
v.-orth. Papa wanted Lady Mardykes and
me to go in the carriage, and I am so glad
now we did not. We should have missed
you. Do you know I think we girls have
much more resource than men. They
won't entertain themselves as we do, and it

is so hard to amuse them. You have a
guest at present at Roydon ?"

" Yes, Captain Vivian."

"Yes; and Miss Medwyn thinks he is

a little taken with yovi ?"

" She divides him between me and Lady
Mardykes at presei.t, and when you are
acquainted, I dare t.:y she'll give you a
share."

Ethel laughed, and said suddenly :

" By-the-bye, I Vv-as so near forgetting
the pyracanth ! It is beginning to look
rather passe ; it is the very last, but she
can judge pretty well what it must be when
it is in its best looks."

So she got Miss Max to look at the
flower, which she held up for her inspection
in its glass, and there ensued an animated

bit of floral gossip, in which Mr. Tintern,

Avho was skilled in flowers, and had won a

few years since two or three prizes, one

especially, which made a great noise, for his

ranunculuses, took a leading part.

Then Mr. Tintern withdrew, and Miss
Max, Lady Mardykes, and Mrs. Tintern

talked together, and Ethel, alone once more
with Maud Vernon, said, as if the long-

parenthesis counted for nothing

:

"About that Captain Vivian—take my
advice, and don't allow him to pay you the

slightest attention."
" Really

"

"Yes," says Miss Tintern, who is cruelly

plucking a white rose, petal by petal,

asunder, and watching the process intently.

"Yes, but I assure you he hasn't," said

Maud.
" Miss Medwyn thinks differently," said

Miss Tintern, with gentle diligence con-

tinuing the process of discerption.
" I don't perceive it, if he does,"

answered Maud. " But why do you warn
me ?" and she smiled a little curiously as

she put her question.
" Because I know certain things about

him, and he is aware that I do, that ought
to prevent him. You mustn't repeat a

word I say, mind. Does he seem to wish

to avoid me?"
" Quite the contrary. He talks as if he

should like so much to make your ac-

quaintance."

"That I don't undei-stand," said Ethel,

plucking tliree or four leaves together from
her dishevelled rose.

" I understood him to wish that I should

take the first opportunity of introducing

him."
" I should not like that at all," said

Ethel, with a tone and look of marked
annoyance, her eyes still watching the

flower she was stripping leaf by leaf.

"Is it anything discreditable?" asked
Maud.

" No, not that, certainly not, but it might
easily loecome so. You see, I'm talking

riddles, but, indeed, I can't help it. I

can't say anything more at present than I

have told you, and so much I had a right

to say, and am very glad I have had an
opportunity, and for the present, as I said,

I can give you nothing but that, my earnest

piece of advice. And take care of your-

self, I counsel you, in this false, shabby,

wicked world."

With these words, Ethel Tintei'n got up,

and broke what remained of the rose be-

tween her fingers, and crumpled it up and
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threw it away. She saw Miss Max walk-

ing quickly toward them, with the air

of a chaperon in search of her charge, and
she guessed that the hour had come for

saying good-bye.
" My dear Maud, I had no idea how late

it was," said Maximilla, before she reached

them. " I'm so afraid we shall be late for

our appointment with your mamma. It is

twenty minutes past three now. Had not

we better go ?"

Maud was a little alarmed, for with her

to be late for an appointment with her

mother was a very serious matter indeed,

so she consulted her watch, which, for a

lady's timepiece, was a very fair one, being

seldom more than twenty minutes wrong,

either way, and finding there signs corro-

borative of Miss JSIax's calculations, " there

was parting in hot haste," and time for

little more than a hurried inquiry whether
Ethel was going to the Wymering ball.

" Yes, she thought so ; that is, if her papa
went ; her mamma was not well enough."

And so, kissing and good-byes, and a

very friendly reminder from Lady Mar-

dykes, who said she expected to be at home
at Carsbrook in ten days, and that Maud
would be sure to hear from her about

that time.

An d now they are whirling homeward,

at the brilliant pace of the high-bred

liorses of Roydon, and Maud says to her

companion :

" Ethel has just been warning me, for

reasons she won't tell, against permitting

Captain Vivian to pay me attentions. Not
a very likely thing, but I'm sure she

means it kindly, and she was really quite

earnest, but she charged me not to tell it

to mortal, so you must promise not to

mention it."

So you see how well the seci'et was
guarded.
"Upon my life, this Captain Vivian,

invalid though he be, is beginning to grow
into a very formidable sort of hero. Mr.

Tintern was talking about him, and I said,

just to try what he would say, that I

thought Barbara had taken rather a fancy

to him, and he took it up not at all jestingly,

but very seriously indeed, and he told me,

confidentially, that he had heard the same

thing from another quarter, and that he

believed it. So, my dear Maud, I rather

think," continued Miss Max, who saw as

far into millstones as most old ladies, "that

we may connect Miss Ethel's warning with

her father's cui-ious information. Don't

you see ?"

" Upon my word, the situation grows
tragical !" said Maud, with a laugh.

" It would be an unlucky business for

Mr. Tintern, of course, if Barbara took it

into her head to marry, because it might
extinguish any chance, and you may be
sure he thinks it a better one than it is, of
his succeeding to a share of the Vernon
property. Dear me, who are those ?"

The exclamation and question were sug-

gested by the emergence of Lady Vernon
and Captain Vivian from the church-door
of Roydon, which the carriage was now
almost passing.

" Rehearsing the ceremony, I suppose,"

laughed Miss !Max.

A footman was waiting outside, and the

sexton followed the lady and gentleman
out, and locked the old church-door.

Lady Vernon had been showing Captain
Vivian the monument which he had seen

but imperfectly the day before. Lady
Vernon saw them, and bowed and smiled

to Miss Max as they passed.
" I sometimes think Barbara is not look-

ing very well—pale and tired. I don't know
why she fags herself so miserably, I'm sure.

But if I told her so, I should only have my
head in my hand. There are some people,

my dear, who hate advice, and, on the

whole, do you know, I rather think they

are right."

They were driving up the avenue by
this time, and were soon in the court-yard.

HORSES AND HEDGES.

" One man may steal his neighbour's

horse, while another may not look over the

hedge." So the old proverb expresses that

strange pa^rtiality of society which allows

privileges to some, and forbids rights to

othei-s. No one knows how or why it is

that social justice holds her balance so un-

evenly, and that denial and allowance are

meted out with such startling want of uni-

formity. It seems as if the favouritism of

nature and the goodwill of fate have more
to do with the affairs of men than modern
philosophy allows; and that some human
souls come into the world labelled " with

care," and go through life in consequence

protected by all the unseen powers about

us, and evilly entreated by none. It

seems a little hard, though, on those who
have not come into life so labelled, when
they find themselves taken into custody,

sharp and sudden, for looking over the

hedge, when their neighbour there has
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stolen his neighbour's horse, and is riding

off in peace and perfect security. They
meant no harm when they looked over

the hedge
;

perhaps they might have
broken the Tenth Commandment and have
coveted, but that was the full extent to

which their predatory designs were carried
;

yet they are punished as severely as if they

had done the thing which it only seemed
possible they were thinking of doing, while

he who has consummated his offence goes

on liis way rewarded and rejoicing.

Do you kuow Loosefish ? Then you know
a man whose private life is one which, to

put it mildly, would scarcely bear publicity

and the light of day. I do not say tliat Loose-

fish is particularly respected ; that he would
be singled out as an arbiter of public morals,

an authority on the delicate chivalry of

finance, or that grave divines would con-

sult with him as to the deepest sense of an
obscure passage ; still less would a man, if

worldly wise to any appreciable extent, in-

trust him with negotiable securities or a

lump sum in cash uncounted. But he gets

on pretty well nevertheless ; and if not

singled out for peculiar public honour, yet

receives his full share of that floating con-

sideration which is general property ; and
society seems to have entered into a kind of

conspiracy to shut its eyes to his flagrant

misdeeds, and to keep a discreet silence on
his more highly coloured foibles. Loosefish

thus becomes an example—of a sorrow-

fully disastrous kind. If he could sail so

near to the wind as he did in those accept-

ances of his, and yet keep his craft mode-
rately trim, and bring her into port at last,

why may not others do the same ? So a silly

youth, here and there, thinks he will imitate

the great master, and fling to the winds all

very careful distinction between strict

honour and loose principle. But before he
has had time to more than make a show of

heaving his honesty overboard, the whole
ship's crew sailing with him is at his heels,

and no one louder than Loosefish himself

Reproached, reminded that he had done
this and that far worse than anything the

poor tyro in evil has attempted, Loose-

fish looks superb, and answers grandly,
" Granted, my dear boy ; but I was not

caught, and you were."

So it all resolves itself into this :
" I was

not caught, and you were." This is the

sum total of the difference between the

victorious Loosefish and the beaten imi-

tator; but the sum total tells us nothing
of the working, nothing of the how and
the why this difference is made ; how it

comes to pass that the one was not pursued
by the social police, who yet were cognisant
of his evil deeds, and why the other was
so unmercifully handled, for only the ap-

pearance of a minor misdemeanour. There
are men now serving out their time as
" Numbers," with cropped hair and in

felon's dress, who have not acted half so

dishonestly as Mr. So-and-So, who lives in

a fine house, has footmen and horses, and
gives dinners, to which the best in the

land come gladly when they are invited.

But Mr. So-and-So was labelled " with
care," and accordingly his friends and rela-

tions took care of him ; and the more they
suspected him the more they agreed to stick

close to him, so that the outside barbarians

could see nothing ; and the more interlaced

the barriers they formed about him the

greater the pressure put on each as to the

necessity of keeping it up. For, you see,

it became in a manner the interest of each
and all to uphold Mr. So-and-So to the last.

By their partisanship they had become, in

a certain sense, implicated ; and to have
proved their friend a rogue after all these

years would have been to have proved
themselves the same, or fools—the com-
plement of the first. But the poor for-

lorn wretch working now as a Number,
with his hair cropped, had no such phalanx
to defend him and throw dust in the eyes

of society and the police. Fate left him to

fight his own battle ; and Fortune, the dainty

jade, turned up her nose at him as not to her

taste ; wherefore, when he looked over the

hedge into the field whence Mr. So-and-So

had stolen that handsome horse of his, he

was collared, handcuffed, and arraigned,

and, finally, sent to pick oakum and work
the mill, as the best means the law could

devise for curing him of his dangerous pro-

pensities.

Mrs. Golightly moves in what is called

the best society. At her house assemble

wits, beauties, men of mark and women of

mind, the rich and the learned, the pure

and the thoughtful ; though perhaps fewest

of these last two. Tet, making all deduc-

tions needful, her society is good, and
even choice, and none but the " unco guid,"

more pharisaical than correct, are un-

willing to be on her visiting list. Mrs. Go-

lightly, nevertheless, has her little histories
;

and what they are would not edify the

world if told at full length. The world

knows some part of them, and guesses at

more ; but it takes no notice. The soul

which inhabits this special body has been

labelled " with care ;" consequently, Mrs.
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Golightly is of those who may steal the

horse in broad day, and not come to the

dock for their deeds. Society makes itself

blind in her favour, as in the case of

Loosefish ; and there is a tacit conspiracy
all round to wink and not to see. She
tries the faculty of winking pretty severely

;

there is no question about that; and the

tighter the world shuts up its eyes the

more glaring are the flags flaunted before

its lids, immunity having the ixniversal

tendency of emboldening sinners.

What crime had Mrs. Tripper committed
that an unkind fate should have thrown her
into Mrs. Golightly's way ? Little Mrs.
Tripper was a silly little woman if you will,

but hitherto she had been harmless. She had
done no good in life, but she had done no
harm ; and though she had frittered away
both time and powers, she had not put either

to evil uses. In an unlucky hour, silly Mrs.
Tripper made the acquaintance of favoured
Mrs. Golightly, and forthwith resolved on
imitation. She saw how her friend stole

horses in broad daylight, and with abso-

lute impunity ; so she resolved to try her
luck—at least, in looking over the hedge.

But the social police was down on her. In
the twinkling of an eye, in the space of a
minute, before she had done more than
merely look, she was taken into drawing-
room custody, and marched off to Coventry,
while Mrs. Golightly stabled her stolen

studs, and drove then openly in the park.

Was that justice, think you ? Poor silly

little Mrs. Tripper did not think so, when
she was marched off to Coventry, for only

the appearance of things—for only looking

over the hedge ; leaving her friend and
bad example safe in the very Mecca of con-

sideration, with a stable full of unrighteous

teams

!

Cases might be multiplied ad infinitum.

The Misses Flasher, who go about with
never a chaparon among them, and are

always to be seen escorted by the hand-
somest officers of the set, yet who are

asked cvery^vhere, and will probably

marry into the bosom of a dignitary's

family ; and the Misses Fastboy, who are all

but cut, because they drove over to the

picnic alone, having half a dozen young
Cambridge men in tow ; who can deny the

patent proof that the one set of young hoy-

dens has been sent into this life marked
" with care," while the other set has been
left t-o chance, which has made a bungle of

her business, and landed them into a hope-

less mess? The fact is, the world of human
history seems to be regulated by much the

ws as those which rule the world of

matter. Some characters are like egg-
shells, and will not bear a rude touch

;

others are skins of parchment, which it

would seem nothing can destroy ; some are

like garden flowers planted in favourable

spots, cared for and protected ; others like

wayside weeds, which the straying cattle

trample underfoot, and the first rough hand
that wills may pluck and cast into the dust

to perish. There is no such thing as im-
partiality in the judgments of men. The
rule holds good for success as well as for

immunity. You see some people do the most
daring things, and yet they succeed. They
paint the ugliest pictures, and they find

critics to praise them and capitalists to buy
;

they write the most stupid books, and tho

world takes them down at a sitting, and
wonders at their unfathomable learning

;

they set forth the wildest plays, and take the

town by storm. But let others, not born to

the possession of good fortune, attempt

only half their audacity, in the same line,

and they are forthwith made into mince-

meat, and served up as a sacrifice to the

infernal deities. No one need hope to

understand why. All that can be said is,

some men may steal a horse, but others

may not look over the hedge ; and some
souls are sent into this great packing-

house of life labelled " with care," and are

consequently tenderly treated and gingerly

handled; while others are just tumbled

about anyhow, and come to grief and de-

struction by the way.

AN UNEXPECTED EXPOSTU-
LATION.

It was late at night. The windows were

curtained and the doors were closed. The
shaded lamp cast a dim light about the

room, and a not unpleasant circular glare

upon my desk. I had been writing a good

deal, and now and then dozing a little. I

was gradually approaching that stage in

prolonged toil wdien inclination for rest is

apt to prevail over the attractions of effort.

I stayed my hand and put down my pen.

My eyes closed, and for a few minutes I

lost consciousness. I was disturbed by the

noise of some one coughing close by—

a

sharp, hacking cough. I looked up. A man
—an entire stranger to me—was occupy-

ing an easy-chair placed over against my
writing-table.

How he came there I don't know ; but

he was there. Not a ghost, of course. I
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have no faith in such things. They have
been time out of mind of great service to

story-tellers, but even for fictional purposes

I regard them now as rather exhausted and
exploded contrivances. They have been

brought on the scene too often ; they have
been decidedly overworked. Directly they

are introduced one sees thi'ough them now

;

and the fact that one can do so, no longer

occasions the awe, and chill, and thrill the

story-teller had calculated upon producmg.
I agree with the man of science, who main-

tained that ''ghosts proceed from the

stomach"—a derivation clearly destructive

of their claims to respect on the score of

their romantic character.

Not a ghost, then, but a man simply

—

and yet of appearance sufficiently curious

and exceptional, quite apart from the con-

sideration that his presence in my study

Avas most strange and unaccountable, to

arouse my attention in regard to him, and
to warrant my setting forth, as concisely

as I may, some description of his personal

peculiarities. For some minutes neither of

us spoke. Meanwhile, I felt myself at

liberty to study and scrutinise him very
particularly.

"What was most remarkable in his aspect

was his expression of utter lassitude and
exhaustion. His age could not readily be
determined. There was certainly nothing-

suggestive of the freshness of youth about
him ; nor. on the other hand, did he mani-
fest any marked symptoms of senility. His
infirm and efiete condition seemed less at-

tributable to lapse of time than to some
oppressive weight of care he had been com-
pelled to sustain, or to his experience of

some cruel measures of sufiering. He was
well dressed, but his clothes looked as

though they had been made for a man of

more substantial mould, and hung loosely

about him. It might be that he had lost

flesh and shrunk considerably since he had
first assumed them. His features had under-
gone apparently that sharpening process to

which prolonged ill-health subjects its vic-

tims. His nose, I noted, was peculiarly thin,

angular, and projecting. The skin was
drawn very tight across his bony and some-
what contracted forehead. From the wan-
ness of his cheeks his mouth looked unduly
large, and his teeth over jirominent. His
eyes were very lustreless, and had a ten-

dency to roll about waywardly, and his

hcaA'y lids, a dull pink in colour, seemed
with difficulty restrained from drooping
and closing. His hair was long, straggling,

dry, and dusty-lookiug. He had clearly

devoted little attention to its arrangement.

His whole appearance betokened deficiency

in vital and muscular power. Yet his pre-

sence was gentlemanly altogether, although

it conveyed a suspicion that physical de-

cline had possibly relaxed somewhat his

regard for social rules and usages. When
he spoke, his voice was weak and fiat

in tone, and produced with some exer-

tion. He accompanied his speech with a

nervous jerking of his limbs, a swaying of

his body, and a tossing of his head, that

were decidedly distressing to observe. lie

reminded me of that famous figure in the

fantoccini performance, which on a sudden
loosens itself, and falls in fragments about

the scene. Conditioned as he evidently

was, it seemed imprudent of Mm to venture

upon much abruptness of gesture, or pre-

cipitate change of pose. There was no

saying what might result from hasty action

of this kind on his part. His laugh struck

me as hollow, wild, and discordant in the

extreme. There are some laughs which
are very catching, so to speak, and on the

instant provoke mirth in the auditor, some-

times even to quite an extravagant extent

;

other laughs, from their strained and arti-

ficial quality—I have often heard such

upon the stage, when the actors are re-

quired to simulate a joy which seems hardly

justified by the Avords they have to utter,

or the situation in which they appear

—

are depressing almost to despair. When-
ever my visitor laughed, he produced echoes

within me of a strangely dismal and dis-

turbing kind.
" So, you're at it again," he said, half

interrogatively, and half by way of com-

ment.

I admitted that I had been pursuing my
ordinary vocation.

" I thought as much." And here he

laughed in a way that is always described

in novels as " bitterly," and I suppose can

only be so described. At the same time I

may say that I have never found the de-

scription quite adequate or satisfactory.

" Let me off easy this time," he con-

tinued, laughing distressingly.

"What is it you want ?" I asked. He
moved about uneasily in his chair.

"To be let alone," he said, presently.
" Drop me. Forget me. Ignore me."

" But who are you ?"

" You know. Gad, you ought to ! Why
cau't you let me alone ?"

" I really fail to understand," I observed.
" Yes, of course, that's part of the busi-

ness. I was quite prepared for that."

''^
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" I should be happy, if I could, to oblige

you iu any way."
' No doubt. But you won't. I've lived

long enough.— I've suffered enough— to

know that. Almost since books were
published

"

" Since the discovery of printing ?"

" No, not quite so long as that. I was
let off rather cheaply at first. I bad not

been found out. My existence, perhaps,

wasn't known then. But gradually they

dropped on to me ; and they've never

ceased dropping on to me since."
" Who d]"opped on you ?"

'' You, and the whole kit of you."
"Really "

"No—it isn't true, and you never heard
of such a thing, and you can't believe it,

and it's not your doing. I know all about
that. But tilings have come to a precious

pass at last."

"If you would kindly explain a little."

" I was gradually colla.red. They ap-

proached me at first in an insinuating, car-

nying sort of way. They were deferential

and considerate. Oh, so considerate." I

think he swore here, but I don't feel quite

sure. "I was 'dear,' and 'gentle,' and
' polite.' I don't mind owning I w-as con-

ciliated—flattered a bit. I stood still and
listened. Quickly they got the halter

round my neck, and I was in custody for

the rest of my days. And what I have
had to endure !"

"But Avho and what are you ?" I de-

manded anew, and this time rather peremp-
torily, for I own I felt annoyed at the man's
extraordinary demeanour.

" That's right, bully me. You're capable

of it. I was prepared for that. I'm ac-

customed to that."

I rose from my chair and confronted him.

"Sit down," he said. "I could see

quite enough of you before. I don't want
a scene with you. Heaven knows. I'll tell

you Avho I am, though you know very well

already, or ought to know. I'm the General
Reader. There ! You've heard that name
before ?"

I admitted that the term " General
Reader" was not unfamiliar to me.

''I should think not, indeed," he said,

with one of his most unpleasant laughs.
" Haven't I just cause of complaint ?"

I observed, not too confidently, that I

wasn't aware that he stifi"ered under any
particular gi'ievance.

" Haven't you been all at me, persecut-

ing and oppressing me this many a long

year r At first, I admit, I was let ofi" easy.

I said as much just now. Books weren't
for me then. They were too good for me,
or I wasn't good enough for them. It's

much the same thing, I take it. But I
was let off chiefly, I think, for a first-rate

reason : I didn't know how to read ! As
soon as I did, you all made a dead set

at me."
" Again, I ask, of whom are you speak-

ing?"
" Authors, writers, compilers, adapters,

copyists, essayists, historians, reviewers,
journalists, penmen, reporters, novelists,

dramatists." He paused for want of breath.

"There," he resumed shortly, "is that
list long enough for you ? '

'

" But what have these people
"

" You're one of them ! You know you
are," he cried.

I disregarded the interruption. " How
have they injured you ?"

" How haven't they ? Haven't they
piled volume after volume upon me, until

they've nearly flattened me out like an
ironed shirt ? Formerly they were content
to address themselves for the most part to

a class, a section of the community. Now
they're all on to me, twenty—twenty ?—

a

hundred at a time. You're a critic ?"

I owned that I had sometimes written

reviews. I left him, if he so chose, to dwell

upon any discrepancy he might discern be-

tween his question and my reply. But he
went on :

"And you've said of this book, 'Will

give pleasure to the General Reader;'of that,
' Not above the capacity of the General
Reader ;' and of the other, 'Well suited to

the requirements of the General Reader.'
"

I admitted that I had sometimes availed

myself of those and similar convenient

phrases.
" Just so," he cried, with a spasmodic

chuckle and a general twitching of his mem-
bers. " I knew it. I said it. All the rubbish

that's pubHshed is shot on to my head.

Books are even made rubbishy on purpose
now, with a view to pleasing me. Formerly,
when a man wrote something that was
especially deep, and sound, and valuable,

and, of course, heavy, he knew at once it

was no use bringing it to me—not a bit

—

that it was over my head, beyond my reach.

With that state of things he was content.

I need not say I was. But now he'll

sprinkle his dull pages with bad jokes,

chafi', flippancy, and vulgarity, and then you,

and such as you, will urge the General

Reader to buy it, and, what's worse, to read

it. Everything now is supposed to suit

=r
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the General Reader. His maw is big enougli

to sliove anything into. He has stomach

for every known subject. He has the di-

gestion of an ostrich. Now he's made to

swallow paving-stones, and now he's sur-

feited with whipped syllabnb. ' Seneca

cannot be too heavy, nor Plautus too light.'

That's a quotation, that is. Shakespeare,

you know. Bless you, other folks can

quote besides you." He surveyed me as

he said this with an air, I thought, of quite

superfluous significance.

" Twaddle, imbecility, tiresome lectures,

trite moralising, common - places, balder-

dash, jargon, tom-foolery, slipslop, palaver,

drivel ; that's the diet you've been recom-

mending me. Has it done me good ?

How do I look? Sick? 111?"

" Sick and ill," I said.

" Can you wonder ? How would you

have liked it yourself? After all, you

know I'm only human, a man and a brother

—that kind ofthing. Do I look dyspeptic ?"

" You do," I answered, frankly.
" Is it surprising ? Think what you and

such as you have made me undergo."
" But what would you have me do in

the future ?"

" Spare me. Have some mercy, some
little consideration. You've overdone it,

indeed, you have. The General Reader has

his limits. His back will only bear a cer-

tain burden, and I declare just now, if you
put another volume on it, though but a

thin duodecimo, it will give way as sure as

fate. Don't, then. He isn't learned, you
know. He doesn't set up for being of

much account ; but, as a rule, the General

Reader's willing, and can be fairly amused at

a cheap rate. But don't overload him, don't

over-drive him, and, above all, don't over-

cudgel him. If you do, he'll only drop,"

"I am willing," I said, " indeed, I am
most anxious to serve you, and please you,

if you'll only show me how."
'' It's very simple. When you're going

to write of this or that, that it's ' certain to

entertain the General Reader,' just think if

it really is so certain ; ask yourself whether
it entertained you, and then consider

whether, in truth, it will entertain him.

Think, also, how many other people may,
at the same moment, be writing and recom-

mending other things certain to entertain

tlie General Reader. And the same with

what's erudite, and valuable, a-nd interest-

ing. I've got to dread all those terms.

They make me shiver and turn goose-flesh

all over. Generally speaking, indeed, draw
it mild, or I won't answer for the conse-

quences. Spare the General Reader; he
hasn't deserved the treatment he has re-

ceived at the hands of you and all your lot.

Think of the life you've led me. Surely I

deserve a little consideration."

He paused, and for the moment I felt

myself unable to make him any reply. I

mused over what he had been saying. It did

occur to me that possibly there was some
I'eason in his complaint, and that of late

years there had been rather what he called
" a dead set" made at the General Reader.

" But you skip a good deal, I suppose ?"

I said, presently.
" Skip ? I should think I did. There

had been an end of me long ago if I hadn't

skipped. But even skipping's trying when
you have to do too much of it. I've skipped

sometimes until I'd hardly a breath left in

my body, or strength in my fingers to turn

a leaf. I owe much to skipping, I admit

;

but one can't be always skipping. I don't

think I need trouble you any more just

now," he added, after a minute's silence.

"You're very good," I said. "It is

late."

" Only bear me in mind, and urge upon
others to deal forbearingly with me in the

future. Please use all your influence to

achieve that result. Publish what I have
told you if you like."

" I)o you think it would entertain the

General Reader ?" I inquired.

He groaned. "You're hard upon me
still," he said. " Upon my word you are.

But—risk it. It may do some good. At
the worst, it will be but one more drop in

the cup. Yos, risk it."

I passed my hand across my tired eyes,

thinking how I could give literary shape

to hii? conversation. When I looked up he

had gone. He had not even said good-

night. His departure had been as noise-

less and mysterious as his entry.

However, I have followed his counsel.

T have risked it.

SQUIRE COE AND HIS DAUGHTERS.
[At a meeting of archaeologists at Bury St. Edmunds,

a paper was read on Squire Coe, of West Row, in the

county of Suffolk, who was in the habit, when he

wanted anew wig, of having his daughters' hair cut to

supply tho material.]

Flat is the shire of the southern folk,

And its streams are sluggish, very,

And they say you seldom hear a joke

In the town of Saint Edmonds Bury

;

But that's a story too absurd

To satisfy psychologists,

And I guess that numerous jokes were heard

In the days of archteologists :

TYhen light was thrown on topics dark
Beside the lazy river Larke.
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A golden shire of plenteous corn,

Which in August tide grows yellow,

And I'or jolly squires that wheat is shorn

Who love old ale and mellow.
But from ancient habits, well men know,

In these times we vastly vary :

And where's Squire Coe of fair West Row
In the days of William and Mary ;

The squire who with punch defied all care,

And who made a wig of his daughters' hair ?

Lo there they sit, those maidens three,

A sight for all beholders,

AVith viol or book upon shapely knee,

Long locks over fair white shoulders:

No trace of grief in their mien appears,

And they look demurely merry,

Though they wait, alas ! tor the fatal shears

Which will come with the barber from Bury.

No fairer Anglians e'er drew breath

Than Judith, Anne, Elizabeth.

Ah, what would say the Suffolk girl,

In these days of advanced ©pinion.

If asked to surrender one bright curl

That veils her voluminous chignon ?

What Suffolk squire, though never a hair

nis sterile scalp would harbour.

To shear his daughtei-s' tresses, dare

Send for the Bury barber ?

'Tis well SquLi'e Coe in the mould lies low,

Since this is a world he scarce would know.

PROTECTIVE RESEMBLANCES.

The conformity of tints which commonly
exists between animals and the medium by
which they are surrounded, has long been

noticed by writers on natural history, but,

until lately, has never been satisfactorily

explained. It was generally imputed to

the direct action of climate, soil, or food

;

but this explanation is contradicted by many
well-known facts. Wild rabbits, for ex-

ample, are of a greyish-brown coloxir, re-

sembling the fern and other vegetation

amongst which they live when not enjoy-

ing their underground protection ; but these

same rabbits, when domesticated, without

any change of climate or food, rapidly vai-y

into black or white races ; and similar

phenomena occur in pigeons, mice, &c.

Again, it is well known that the wings
of several insects (as the walking-stick in-

sect, the leaf insect, &c.) assume not only

the tint of the bark or leaf on which they

rest, but the exact rugosity of the former,

or the outline and veining of the latter;

and these similarities cannot be referred to

climate or to food, since in many cases the

insect does not feed on the substance which
it resembles, and the genus may have a

widely ext<3nded habitat. Two distinguished

travellers and naturalists, Mr. Bates and
Mr. Wallace (especially the latter), have

recently attempted to show, with consider-

able success, that these problems may be

solved by Darwin's Theory of Natural

Selection. In order to make the solution

of these questions intelligible to the general

reader, we must give a sketch of the lead-

ing jDhenomena that may be classed under
the head of useful or protective resem-

blances. Our facts on this subject have
been drawn mainly from Mr. Wallace's

essay. On Mimicry and other Protective Re-
semblances among Animals, originally pub-
lished in the Westminster Review for July,

1867, and reprinted in his Contributions to

the Theory of Natural Selection, 1870, but
in part also from Mr. Bates's Contributions

to the Insect Fauna of the Amazon, in the

Linnsean Transactions for 1862, and from
a paper by Mr. Andrew Murray, On the

Disguises of Nature, in the Edinburgh New
Philosophical Journal for January, 1860.

Nature provides for the concealment that

is useful to many animals, and essential to

some, by colouring them with such tints as

may best serve them to escape from their

enemies, or to entrap their prey. That
desert animals are almost always desert-

coloured is illustrated by the lion, which,

when crouched upon the sand or among
rocks and stones, must be almost invisible

;

by the camel, and by almost all species of

antelopes. The desert birds are still more
protected by the closer resemblance of their

tints to the ground on which they live.

The stonechats, the larks, the quails, the

goat- suckers, and the grouse, which abound
in the North African and Asiatic deserts,

are all tinted and mottled so as closely to

resemble the soil of the district they inhabit.

The Reverend Dr. Tristram, in describing

the ornithology of North Africa, observes,

that in the Sahara a modification of colour

which shall be assimilated to that of the

surrounding country is absolutely necessary

for the preservation of the animals of that

region ; and that, without exception, the

upper plumage of every bird, the fur of all

the smaller mammals, and the skin of every

snake and lizard, is of one uniform isabel-

line or sand colour.

Turning to the Arctic regions, we see

the white colour for a similar reason pre-

ponderating in the animal kingdom, as

affording the best concealment amidst snow-

fields and ice-hummocks. The polar bear

and the American polar hare, which never

voluntarily leave the regions of ice and
snow, arc permanently white, wliile the

Arctic fox, the Alpine hare, and the ermine,

bcc<3me white in the Avinter only, because

in the regions to Avhich thej migrate in the

summer that colour would be a source of

danger rather than a means of protection.

r^.
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Among Arctic birds, tlie snow-bixnting, the

jer-falcon, and tlie snowy owl, are doubtless

in a great measure protected by tlieir white
colour. Perhaps the best example of protec-

tive colouring in birds is aftbrded by the

ptarmigan, whose summer plumage exactly

harmonises with the lichen-coloured stones

among which it sits, while in winter, its

white plumage renders its detection on the

snow almost impossible. No sportsman
can have failed to notice how closely the

colour of the common hare, while resting

in its form, resembles that of its surround-
ings : and how that of the grouse and of

the partridge respectively resemble the

tints of the heather and stubble in which
they are sought after.

Nocturnal animals, as a rule, possess the

least conspicuous colours, and must be
quite invisible at times when white or

very black forms would be readily per-

ceived.

It is only in tropical forests, which never
lose their foliage, that parrots and other
birds of a green colour are to be found.

A tint that would be elsew^here singularly

conspicuous thus serves to conceal them
amongst the dense leaves.

We have hitherto noticed merely the
general conformity of colour between ani-

mals and their surroundings ; cases, how-
ever, not very unfrequently occur in which
there is a special adaptation. To this latter

category belong the beautiful markings of

the tiger, jaguar, and most other large cats.

The vertical stripes, which are so conspicu-
ous on the body of the tiger, closely as-

similate with the vertical stems of the
bamboo jungles in which that animal hides

himself, and thus actually assist in con-

cealing him from his victims. Excepting
the lion, tiger, and puma (which has an
ashy-brow^n uniform fur, nearly resem-
bling the bai'k of the branches to which
it is in the habit of closely adhering when
waiting for its prey to pass underneath),
all the other large cats have spotted skins,

which tend to blend them Avith the back-
ground of the thick foliage amongst which
they dwell. Amongst birds, we have nume-
rous cases of a similar nature. The Duke
of Argyll (in the Reign of Law, pp. 191,

192) points out that in the woodcock " one
very peculiar colour is iutroduced into the
plumage, which exactly corresponds with
a particular stage in the decay of fallen

leaves, namely, that in which the browns
and yellows of the autumn rot away into

the pale, ashy skeletons which lie in thou-
sands under every wood in winter." In

snipes, as the same writer observes, there
is a remarkable series of straw-coloured
feathers running along the back and
shoulders, which perfectly imitates the
general effect of the bleached vegetable
stalks, common on the ground which these
birds frequent.

Reptiles present us with many similar

illustrations of the same nature. The little

green tree-frogs (which may be seen in a
glass case in the Zoological Gardens), almost
all the tropical tree-snakes, and the iguanas
and other arboreal lizards, closely resemble
the foliage by which they are surrounded

;

and there is a North American frog that so
closely resembles, in tint, the lichen-covered
walls and rocks on which it is found, that
until it moves it is almost perfectly safe

from detection. The crocodile and alli-

gator, in floating passively down the muddy
streams, are so like the trunks of trees, that

the unwary animal drinking at the water's
edge only recognises the deception when it

is too late to avoid the danger.

Passing from Reptiles to Fishes, we may
note how complete is the resemblance be-

tween the sandy bottom of the sea and the
upper surface ofthe flounder or the skate. In
our own temperate seas the fishes, although
beautifully, are seldom gorgeously coloui'ed,

while the fishes swarming amongst the tro-

jsical coral reefs resemble in brilhancy of
colouring the magnificent polyps amidst
wdiich they swim. Mr. Wallace directs at-

tention to a very curious case of this kind of

adaptation as occurring in the Sea-horses
(Hippocampus) of Australia, " some of

which bear long foliaceous appendages re-

sembling seaweed, and are of a brilhant red
colour. They live among seaweed of the
same hue, so that w^hen at rest they must be
quite invisible." There are some slender
green Pipe-fish in the aquarium of the
Zoological Society, which, when they have
attached themselves by their prehensile tails

to some fixed object, float about, looking ex-

actly like certain well-known water plants.

The MoUusca do not furnish any striking

resemblances to particular objects, but if

we turn to the Annulata we find the hue of

the green, purple, and red seaweeds ex-

actly reproduced in the Nemertians and
other marine worms, while amongst the

Hydrozoa or Polyps some of the Actinise

aflbrd good examples of special protective

colouring. " I can hardly suggest," says

Mr. Andrew Murray, " a more perfect one
than the Actinia troglodytes in a sandy
pool, its tentacles being so exactly marbled
like a sandy bottom that the pool may be
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paved with them all expanded, and yet tlie

casual observer—ay, more, the attentive but

uninstructed eye—never see one !" Mr.
Brady (in Natvire, vol. ii.) relates that

wliile dredging in the Clyde he found nu-

merous small star-fishes (Ophicoma bellis)

which -vvere embedded in masses of Lami-
naria roots, and the deep purpled colour of

the two was so similar that, although he
held in his hand a root containing half a

dozen star-fishes, he could not detect a

single one until they revealed themselves

by their movements. It is in the sub-

kingdom Articulata and the class Insecta

that this principle is most fully and
singularly developed.

We shall limit the selection of our illus-

trations to the three great ordei^s of

Coleopteraor beetles, Orthoptera, including

soothsayers, walking-sticks, leaf insects,

locusts, &c., and Lepidoptera, which include

buttei'flies and moths. In the tropics there

are, says Mr. Wallace, thousands of species

of Coleoptera, which, during the day,

rest upon the bark of dead or Mien trees,

and which are delicately mottled with grey
and brown tints, blending so completely

with the usual colour of the bark that, at

two or three feet distant, they are quite

undistinguishable. Sometimes a species

frequents only a single kind of tree ; and
in such cases there is usually au identity of

colomnng between the insect and the bark.

Thus Mr. Bates found two species of long-

horned beetles (Onychocerus) limited iu

this way to special kinds of trees growing
on the banks of the Amazon, and so ex-

actly resembling the bark in colour and
rugosity, that until they moved they were
absolutely invisible ! Many species of

Cicindelidse, or tiger beetles, are similarly

protected by their special colourings.

Ciciudela campestris, the common tiger

beetle, lives on grassy banks, and is of a
beautiful deadened green colour, while C.

maritima, which is found only on sandy
sea-shoi'es, is of a pale bronze yellow,

almost identical in tint with the sand. In
the Malay Islands Mr. Wallace found a

very pale tiger beetle where the sand was
coralhne and nearly white : while wherever
it was volcanic and black, a daik species of

the same genus was sure to be found. " A
large brown species was found only on dead
leiives in forest paths, and one which was
never seen except on the wet mud of salt

marshes was of a glossy olive so exactly

the colour of the mud as only to be dis-

tinguished when the sua shone by its

shadow."

Mr. Bates found some beetles on the
Amazon, which, from their hemispherical
forms and pearly gold colour, resembled
glittering dew-drops upon the leaves, and
there are again the pill beetles (Byrrhus
pilula), and many weevils, that, on the ap-

proach of danger, fold up their antennae and
legs so as completely to conceal them,
counterfeit death, and take the form of a
pellet of earth or stone, or sometimes even
(as in Chlamydse) of a bit of silver or
copper ore, and roll oflP the leaf or other
base on which they were resting.

Turning to the Lepidoptera, we find that

the buttei'flies have all their bright colour-

ing on the upper surfaces of all four wings,
while the under surfaces are of a sombre,

obscure tint; and this arrangement is

obviously protective, because these insects

always rest with the wings raised so as to

conceal their dangerous beauty ; while the

moths, on the other hand, have their most
marked colouring on the hind wings only,

which, when they are at rest, are concealed

by the dull tints of the upper wings. The
most wonderful and undoubted case of pro-

tective resemblance in butterflies occurs in

certain allied species of the genus Kallima,

occurring on the Indian continent and the

Malay archipelago. As this remarkable
discovery was made by Mr. Wallace, we
shall give the history of these insects

nearly in his own words, although in an
abbreviated form.

These butterflies are of a large size, and
on their upper surface are adorned with a
broad band of rich orange on a deep bluish

ground. The under side is very variable

in colour, but is always of some shade of

ash, or brown, or ochre, resembling dead,

dry, or decayed leaves. Between the apex
of the upper wing on either side, which is

prolonged into an acute point, and the end
of the lower wing, which terminates in a

short narrow tail, there runs a dark curved
line, exactly representing the mid-rib of a

leaf, and from this radiate on cither side a

few oblique lines resembling the lateral

veins of a leaf. Not only have we here the

exact imitation of the venation of a leaf,

but we even find representations of leaves

in every stage of decay, variously blotched,

and mildewed, and pierced with holes, and,

in many cases, sprinkled with powdery
black dots arranged in patches and spots so

like some of the minute fungi that grow on
dead leaves, that it is impossible to avoid

thinking, at first sight, that the butterflies

tliemselves have been attacked by real

fano-i. As micjht have been assumed from

^=
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the analogy of many other cases, the habits

of these butterflies are such as still further

to aid their deceptive garb. Mr. Wallace,

who has captured many of them in Suma-
tra, describes them as frequenting dry

forests, and flying very swiftly. They were
never seen to settle on a flower or a green

leaf, but were often lost sight of in a mass
of dead leaves. On such occasions they

Avere generally searched for in vain, and
were not perceived till they suddenly darted

out from under the very eye of the observer,

and again vanished some twenty yards or

so further oh. On a very few occasions

the insect was detected in situ, and it was
then noticed how completely it assimilates

itself to the surrounding leaves. It sits on

a nearly upright twig, the wings fitting

closely back to back, and concealing the

head and antenna?, which are retracted.

The little tails, in which the hind wings
terminate, represent the stalk of the leaf,

which is kept in its place by the claws of

the middle pair of feet, which are slender

and inconspicuous. The irregular outline

of the wings gives exactly the perspective

effect of a shrivelled leaf. We have thus

size, colour, form, markings, and habits all

combining together to produce a disguise

which may be regarded as absolutely per-

fect.

Turning from tropical butterflies to

British moths, we may notice the striking

harmony that exists between the colours

of those that are on the wing in autumn
and winter, and the prevailing tints of

nature at these seasons. The Reverend J.

Greene has shown that out of fifty-two

species that fly in the autumn, when shades

of yellow and brown prevail, no less than

forty-two are of corresponding coloai's

;

while in the winter, when grey and silvery

tints predominate, the moths, for the most
part, are of corresponding hues. The well-

known lappet moth and buff"-tip moth, when
at rest, respectively resemble in shape and
colour a brown dry leaf, and the broken
end of a lichen-covered branch ; and the

caterpillars of the Lepidoptera are also

in many cases similarly protect-ed. It is

estimated that fully one-half of these cater-

pillars are green, and closely resemble the

hue of the leaf on which they feed, and, as

Mr. Andrew Murray has pointed out, when
only a part of the body is exposed to view,

the resemblance is often restricted to that

part, as in the case of the larva of our com-
monest tiger beetle, which lives in a hole,

from which its head and thorax alone

protrude ; these are of the same green

colour as the perfect insect, while the rest

of the body is of the ordinary whitish-

yellow grub tint. Other caterpillars are

like little brown, dead twigs, and, to com-
plete the deception, are embossed at inter-

vals with lumps resembling buds. The
same distinguished naturalist has also di-

rected attention to the close I'esemblance

of the ground colour of the larva of the

peacock moth with that of the young buds
of the heather on which it feeds, while the

pink spots with which it is decorated corre-

spond with the flowers and flower-buds.

It is, however, in the order Orthoptera

that we find the most remarkable examples

of special resemblance. "Many species of

the genus Mantis," says the Dukeof Argyll,
" are wdiolly modelled in the form of vege-

table growths. The legs are made to

imitate leaf-stalks, the body is elongated

and notched so as to simulate a twig;

the segment of the shoulders is spread out

and flattened in the likeness of a seed vessel,

and the large wings are exact imitations of

a full-blown leaf, with all its veins and
skeleton complete, and all its colour and
apparent texture." In this case the pur-

pose of the resemblance is more that of

capturing other insects, than of direct self-

preservation from insectivorous birds ; the

Mantis* being of a predacious nature, and
armed with the most terrible hidden wea-

pons. The insect sits apparently motion-

less on the leaf which it so closely re-

sembles ; but in reality it advances on its

victim wath a slow and insidious approach.

In that remarkable genus Phyllium (the

leaf insect, or the walking-leaf), not only

are " the wings perfect imitations of leaves

in every detail, but the thorax and legs are

flat, dilated, and leaf-like, so that when the

living insect is resting among the foliage

on which it feeds, the closest observation is

* From their habit of sitting with their forelegs held
up together as in an attitude of prayer, these insects

are held in reverence amongst the Hottentots, who
actually worship them and canonise as a special favourite

of Heaven any one on whom they happen io alight.

There is a monkish legend which tells us that St. Francis

Xavier seeing a Mantis moving along in its solemn and
devotional way, desired it to sing the praises of God

;

whereupon the insect carolled forth a fine canticle.

MoufFet informs us that, " so divine a creature is this

esteemed, that if a childe aske the way to such a place,

she will stretch out one of her feet and show him the

right way, and seldom or never misse." Eosel, a prac-

tical entomologist, takes a very different view of their

character. When several were confined together they
fought desperately, their mana?uvres very much re-

sembling those of hussars fighting with sabres, the

weapons being the forelegs. The females were gene-
rally victorious, and the battle usually terminated with

a cannibal repast.' The Chinese, aware of their pugna-
cious tendencies, keep them in little bamboo cages, and
match them against each other.

^=
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often unable to distinguish between the

animal and the vegetable." The genus
Phasraa (which includes the various species

of " walking-stick" insects) is extremely
imitative. Some species attain the length

of a foot and the thickness of a man's
finger, and in their colouring, form, rugo-

sity, and the arrangement of the more pi-o-

jecting organs, are absolutely identical in

appearance with the dead sticks which are

found in abundance in the forests which
these insects frequent. The Duke of Argyll
I'efers to a specimen in the British Museum,
in which the wings are covered with spots

which exactly imitate the appearance of a
larva-eaten leaf ; and Mr. Wallace obtained
one in Borneo which " was covered over
with foliaceous excrescences of a clear olive-

green colour, so as exactly to resemble a

stick grown over by a creeping moss."
We have adduced, in the preceding

pages, sufficient examples of the import-
ance of colouring, and, in' many cases, of

form, as a protection to animals of almost
every class. The protective agency varies,

as we have seen, in degree, from the mere
absence of conspicuous colour, as in Arctic

and tropical animals, to such perfect re-

semblances to inorganic or vegetable struc-

tures, as to give its possessor the power of

rendering itself invisible, as in the case of

the Mantis, Phyllium, and Phasma.
We have now to consider how these

wonderful resemblances have been accom-
plished, and here we prefer adopting the

views of Mr. Wallace to those of any of

the other naturalists who have taken part
in this discussion. The first point that

strikes us is the extreme rarity of white
colouring in the mammals and birds of the

temperate and tropical zones in a state of

nature. Except in the Arctic and Alpine
regions, where white is a protective colour,

there is not a white land bird or quadru-
ped in Europe

;
yet, as was mentioned in an

early part of this article, many animals and
birds (notably cats, rabbits, mice, fowls,

and pigeons) when domesticated, and there-

fore removed from " the struggle for ex-

istence," almost immediately give origin to

white varieties. In a state of nature white
varieties occasionally present themselves

;

white blackbirds, starlings, and crows, for

example, are not very rare, but their con-

spicuous colour soon renders them a prey
to other animal.s, and the variety is not

perpetuated. There is, indeed, no reason
for supposing that white offspring are not
as common in a state of nature as under
domestication ; but those whose colour is

the fittest for their position in life will

alone survive. On the other hand, if an
animal spreads from a temperate into an
Arctic district, the conditions are reversed,

and the white varieties will have the ad-

vantage, while their brown companions
will speedily succumb.

That slight amount of variation in every
species which, if we observe at all, we are

apt to regard as accidental and unworthy
of notice is (to use the words of Mr.
Wallace), " the foundation of all those

wonderful and harmonious resemblances
which play such an important part in the

economy of nature." Rapid multiplication,

incessant sliglit variation, continued for an
almost unlimited period of time, and " sur-

vival of the fittest," are the laws which
have produced all the cases of protective

!

resemblances that have been noticed in
j

these pages. '

PLOGARRIAN.
IN SEVEN CHAPTERS. CHAPTER I.

The little town of Audierne is situated

in the arrondissement of Quimper, which is

the westernmost portion of the department
of Finisterre, itself comprising the western
part of the ancient province of Brittany,

and, indeed, the land furthest west of all

the realm of France, as its name, Finis

terra), is intended to indicate. Beyond that

finis terrse, the great Atlantic rolls its waves
against the rock-bound coast in an un-

broken sweep.

Twenty years ago the town of Audierne
was set down in the gazetteers and returns

as possessing a population of one thousand

souls. But any one of these thousand
would have been much offended with any
stranger, who should have styled their

abode by any other appellation than that

of ville, and the maps duly bore out their

pretensions by the size of the letters used

to indicate its position. Now, indeed, the

number of its inhabitants has much in-

creased. The sardine fisheiy, and espe-

cially the business of curing that popular

fish, has assumed larger dimensions. A
number of new houses, built in new lines

of streets, cheap, mean, and ugly, have

added to the statistical importance of the

place, but have sadly impaired its old pic-

turesque appearance.

Whether called town or village, Audierne

was a vei-y pretty spot twenty years ago.

Nestling among thick trees by the side of

its little stream, and just at the point where

that stream swells to an estuary, which falls
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into the 171016 bay ofAndierne to the south-

wards, it unites in a special degree the

beauties of inland and of coast scenery. The
bay of Andierne is formed by a long, low-

lying tract of well-wooded coast, receding
in a perfect segment of a circle, between
two remarkable and celebrated headlands,

that of the Pointe du Raz to the north-

wards, and that of the Pointe de Penmarch
to the southwards. The remarkable nature
of these two headlands, stretching far out
into the Atlantic, like huge buttresses des-

tined to protect the land against the tre-

mendous battering of the Western Ocean,
is suf&cient to strike the most careless eye.

The coast rises in thena to a vast height,

and is composed of granite rocks of the
boldest and wildest character. The light-

house on the Pointe du Raz stands three

hundi-ed feet above the level of the sea, and
in heavy weather the waves break over it.

The celebrity of these two points is to be
found in all the long series of Breton story,

and song, and fable from the earliest days to

the present time. The Pointe du Raz is

the most western land of France, stretch-

ing much further in that direction into the
Atlantic than the southern horn of the
bay formed by the Pointe de Penmarch.
And hence the climate of Audierne and its

bay, protected from the north, is much
softer and milder than that of other dis-

tricts in its immediate neighbourhood.
At a httle distance from the to^wn of Au-

dierne to the south-east, so as to be situated

about a mile from the coast, on the gently
sloping curve of the bay, facing a little to

the west of south, stands the chateau of
Plogarrian.

There, in their old ancestral chateau,
dwelt, shortly after the beginning of this

century, two brothers named De Kergon-
nec—Eugene and Gregoire. In contradic-
tion to the more usual practice in French
families, the eldei', Eugene—the elder by
little more than a year—had at an early
age been sent away from home, while the
younger, Gregoire, had passed his life

almost entirely in Brittany, and mainly at

Plogarrian. This reversal of the ordinary
practice, however, had not been caused by
any intention on the part of their father to

depose his eldest son from his rights and
position of heirship to the family possessions
in favour of the younger, but by the dis-

similar tastes and dispositions of the two
boys. Eugene was frail and delicate of
constitution, town-like in his tastes, and
bookish in his habits. Gregoire, already at
fourteen a head taller than his elder brother,

was a young Hercules, utterly averse from
all studious pursuits, who passed the greater

portion of his life out of doors, in the forests,

or on the coasts of his native province, and
wished and cared for no other life. Both
the brothers, therefore, were equally de-

lighted when it was decided that Eugene
should go to Paris to reside in the family

of a physician, the brother-in-law of bis

father, where he could have the medical

superintendence which his constitution ren-

dered desirable, and could at the same time
profit by the educational facilities of the

capital, while Gregoire was to remain at

home, and live the life that he loved. What
was to be Gregoire's ultimate destination

and lot in life does not seem to have been

made the subject of much forethought.

The boys were about fourteen and fifteen

when this arrangement was made ; and
matters continued at Plogarrian much as

the arrangement left them for the next ten

years. Letters came from time to time

from Eugene, representing himself as im-

proving in health, contented with the life

he was leading, and prosecuting sundry

branches of study with success. An occa-

sional letter from the physician brother-in-

law confirmed these accounts.

At Plogarrian, the ten years appeared to

slip away without bringing with them many
eventful changes. One change, indeed, had
taken place within a year after Eugene's

departure for Paris—his mother, Madame
de Kergonnec, died. She had long been

an invalid, and had not seemed to count

for much in any way in the family. Never-

theless, as often may be observed in

similar cases, her removal did make a

difference, and left the way open, as one

may say, for a state of things in the old

chateau, which her continued life might
have prevented, or at least modified. A
certain disorder and looseness in the mode
of life at the chateau, to use no stronger

word, seemed gradually to be introduced
;

and these characteristics became more
marked as the old man sunk gradually into

imbecility, and Gregoire became a young
man. The elder De Kergonnec had for

several years, beginning probably from the

time when his wife's health no longer

enabled her to mix with the world, seen

but little society save two or three neigh-

bouring parish priests, the doctor, and the

mayor of Audierne. But gradually the

priests and the mayor left off frequenting

the chateau. The young man could not be

expected to live without society of any
kind ; and as the old man became more
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and more incapalsle of governing, and his

son became more and more master of him-
self and of the chatean, guests might
very frequently be found there, who would
have seemed of evil augury to any well-

wisher to the family. It was not that

the disordered life which has been spoken
of was of a kind that affected the De
Kergonnec finances. The old man was
still capable of keeping the same tight

hand over the purse-strings, that he had
ever been wont to hold. Nor was reckless

expenditure any characteristic of Gregoire

de Kergonnec. He was too genuine a

Breton for that ! The occasional suppers

and drinking bouts, which made merry
times for his acquaintances of the wood-
land and the seaboard, were not costly in

their nature.

The visits to the chateau of the neigh-

bouring* clergy and of the mayor of

Audierne had gradually ceased, as has

been said. But those of the doctor were
continued, partly, no doubt, becaiise the

failing health of old De Kergonnec re-

quired them, but partly, also, as is pro-

bable, because Monsieur Corseul himself

—that was the doctor's name—was not

altogether free from tastes that made the

life at the chateau not disagreeable to him.

JSTevertheless, there was reason for believing

—at least the Audierne gossips thought

so—that there was yet another motive
which induced Monsieur Corseul to seek

rather than to avoid the intimacy of young
De Kergonnec. Corseul was a widower,

I

with one very pretty portionless daughter.
' He was also a medical man, who had
known Eugene de Kergonnec from his

birth upwards
;
perhaps had known more

of his life at Paris than anybody else at

Plogarrian or at Audierne.

The gossips of Audierne, who were
always engaged in that favourite pastime

of "putting two and two together," as

they called it, did put these facts together,

and looked into each other's eyes with
significant smiles, and said, "Ahem!" as

they did so. There were some other facts,

too, to be added by the careful collectors of

such to the above list. Pretty Barbe Cor-

seul had never been seen at the chateau, it

is true. Under all the circumstances of

the life and family there in those days, she

could hardly have been so without loss of

credit. But Gregoire de Kergonnec was
very often to be seen at the door of the

doctor's modest home in Audierne. And
what was the attraction that drew him
there ? " Hein ?"

The gossips, it may be said at once, were
perfectly coiTect in the conclusions they
drew from the above premises. Monsieur
le Docteur Corseul had conceived the idea
that, perhaps, in any case, at all events in.

the case, which he considered more or less

likely, of Gregoire de Kergonnec inheriting

the family property, that young man would
be a very desirable match for his portion-
less daughter. The pretty Barbe was quite
as ready, as a well-regulated French girl

always is, to accede to her father's wishes
and schemes in the matter. And Gregoire de
Kergonnec, then about twenty-four years
old, had been thoroughly fascinated by the
smiles of by far the most lovely girl it had
ever been his fortune to see.

Matters stood thus at Plogarrian and at

Audierne, when, one fine morning, about
ten years after the departure of Eugene de
Kergoruiec for Paris, there came a letter

from him to his father, demanding in due
form the old man's consent to his eldest

son's marriage. The lady was stated to

be a French West Indian, possessed of con-

siderable property, as well as all sorts of
other attractions and excellences. An-
other letter came also from the brother-in-

law physician, fully confirming all that

Eugene had written, and expressing his

own complete approval of the match. Of
course there was no reason for refusing the

consent asked. It was very readily given,

and the long absent heir was urged to bring

his wife to the home of his fathers, before

it should be too late for liini to receive his

father's blessing.

Very shortly after the arrival of this

news, and the despatch of the answer to it,

beautiful Barbe Corseul was sent to pay a
long promised visit to an aunt at Brest ; and
the Audierne public began putting two and
two together harder than ever, and finding

very little difficulty in discovering what
sum resulted from the process. People

told each other that le pere Corseul was a

vieux malin, who, though he might bo
somewhat too devout a worshipper of la

dive bouteille, knew perfectly well what he
was about, and might bo quite safely trusted

to manage his own affairs.

Ncvci'thelcss, those who supposed, if any
such there were, that Corseul had defini-

tively abandoned all idea of seeiug his

pretty Barbe chatelaine of Plogarrian, did

wrong to the doctor's Breton pertinacity.

But it was necessary not to be too precipi-

tate. All was not over. But assuredly the

marriage of Eugene was a severe blow to

his hopes ; and, as it was likely enough

^= :^
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tliat Gregoire de Kergonnec might not take

exactly the same view of the matter as his

intended father-in-law, it was as well in the

meanwhile and for the present that Barbe
should be at a distance.

Very shortly, the marriage having been

celebrated in doe course at Paris, Eugene
de Kergonnec brought bis wife home, and
the first sight of the married couple raised

Corseul's hopes cent per cent. The young
iladauie de Kergonnec was very evidently

an even yet frailer plant than her husband
had been, and—to the shrewd and search-

ing eye of old Corseul—yet was. She was
very pretty

;
just one of those delicate and

fragile creatures, who look as if transplanta-

tion from their own native sunny land to

such a chmate as that of Paris, to say no-

thing of the ruder air of Brittany, must be
fatal to them. Then the change from all

the carefully devised luxury of Paris to such

a residence as the old chateau of Plogarrian,

was not calculated to act favourably on the

morale, any more than on the physique of

the delicate young wife. All this Corseul

carefully noticed, and pointed out to Gre-

goire de Kergonnec, while, at the same
time, gradually opening his mind to the

fact that, however great and desirable an
honour it would be for him to give his

daughter in marriage to a De Kergonnec of

Plogarrian, it was by no means the same
thing—indeed, could not in any way be
reconciled to his notions of his duty as a

fether—to give her to any De Kergonnec
who was not of Plogarrian.

Gregoire stormed, and was very violent,

for he was not a patient or gentle man
under any circumstances, or one at all ac-

customed to be baulked of that which he
desired ; and he had never desired any-
thing one-tenth part so eagerly as he de-

sired to have Barbe Corseul for his wife.

The doctor strove to quiet him by point-

ing out the many grounds for thinking that

it was probable enough that his wish might
yet be gratified. In truth, neither of the

young married couple looked at all as if they
were likely to stand very long in the way
of anybody, Eugene de Kergonnec might,
as Corseul observed, have seemed to im-

prove in health while he was a growing
lad. But all he could say was, that he did
not look as if he had two mouths' life in

him. While as for that poor scared-look-

ing pale slip of a creature, with about as

much backbone in her as a boiled aspa-

ragus !

Eugene, too, seemed struck and shocked
by the unfitness of the place to which he

had brought his wife, to be the home of so

delicately nurtured a creature. Partly, no
doubt, his recollections of the old place had
misled him. The home which had seemed
not only delightful, but grand and stately

to his boyish mind, and eyes which had
never seen any other part of earth's surface

than his native arrondissement, appeared
in a very difierent light to the young man,
a resident in Paris of ten years' standing.

Much of his disappointment was due to this

cause. But it was also true that the place

itself was changed for the worse. It could

not be said to be dilapidated ; but all the

air of well-ordered home comfort, which
had not been wanting in his mother's time,

was gone. The sordid mode of life, which
had of late years prevailed at Plogarrian,

seemed, by some of those magic influences,

which certainly do impart an expression,

and, as one may say, a physiognomy to the

homes of men, to have vulgarised and
changed the appearance of the place. What
had seemed venerable in its simplicity had
come to look mean and shabby. What had
appeared home-like, now seemed to be
slovenly and sordid.

The winds, too, surely were more bitter

than they used to be ten years ago, and the

fogs colder and more frequent ! No ! Plo-

gai-rian wotdd never do for Leontine, and
after a decently long visit to his father, he

would take her back again to Paris.

Corseul told him that it was an excep-

tional season ; that the cold and the fogs

were greater than usual. But he heard the

short cough that had interrupted Eugene
as he was speaking, and marked the shiver

that ran through him, as he drew his cloak

closer round his narrow shoulders, and felt

a considerable assurance that the old Breton
home would have a Breton mistress yet.

Eugene had fully made up his mind to

get back to Paris as soon as he could. But
his father had for some little time past

been declining very perceptibly. And when
the time came that he had fixed for his

departure from Plogarrian, hoping to get

away before the first storms of winter

should beat upon that bleak coast, the old

man was sinking so rapidly, that a regard

for common decency made it impossible for

his son to leave him till all should be over.

Old De Kergonnec lingered yet a week or

ten days, and then died. Of course it was
necessary to wait for the funeral. And
before that was over, Madame de Kergon-
nec was too unwell to be in a condition to

travel.

Corseul, however, was not upon this

"v'-
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occasion as mncli reassured as to the value
of his own hopes and his daughter's pro-

spects as when he had first scanned Madame
de Kergonnec with a professional eye. It

was, indeed, quite manifest that she was in

no condition to travel. But a very short

interview with his patient sufficed to con-

vince the doctor, that the cause of her
present illness was likely to place a far

more fatal obstacle between him and the
realisation of his plans and hopes, than
even her own life or that of her frail hus-
band.

The young wife was enceinte, and if the
child should be a boy—farewell to all hope
of seeing his Barbe mistress of Plogarrian.

Gregoire de Kergonnec was not a plea-

sant man to look upon when Corseul, after

having duly congratulated Eugene on the
coming event, communicated the news to

him. The black scowl that came like a
thunder-cloud over his brow, and the hard
set look of hatred and determination which
seemed to harden his jaw and lip into the

semblance of adamant, revealed the exist-

ence in his heart of a more dangerous class

of passions than the doctor had ever credited

him with.

Corseul's eye fell beneath the baleful ex-

pression of the young man's face ; and he
turned away to get himself out of the room
as quickly as he might. But Gregoire, rudely
taking the door from his hand, and violently

closing it, while, putting his back against

it, turned to face his companion, and said,

grinding the words with slow and concen-
trated vehemence between the closed teeth

of his powerful square jaw: "Mark this,

doctor ! I do not want to put an end to the
life of anybody, not even to such puny
good-for-nothing lives as those of Eugene
and his sick ghost of a wife—not for the

sake of house, or land, or money. But,
mark you, I mean to have Barbe Corseul
for my wife. If you did not mean me to

have her, you should not have led me to

hope it. Give her to me, and I shall be as

harmless a man as any in Finisterre. But
if you make my having her dependent on
the Hves of any of these people—look you
to it ! II y aura des malheurs !"

"Pooh, pooh!" said Corseul: "don't
talk in that manner. You don't mean it,

and I won't Usten to it. There, I must be
going."

" Will you give me Barbe for my wife,

whether or no ?" said Gregoire, glaring on
him.

" What, now—out of hand ! Certainly
nat. You know. Monsieur Gregoire, how

the matter stands. You know how anxious
I am for an alliance that would be so great

an honour to me—so desirable in every
way. But we must have a little patience.

Be reasonable. This child—bah ! The
child of such parents ! It may be a girl.

It may never be born alive at all," con-

tinued the doctor, advancing a step nearer

to Gregoire and dropping his voice. " Who
knows what may happen ?"

" Look here, doctor," returned Gregoire,

speaking in a low voice, and looking at

Corseul, " between the eyes," as the French
phrase is, "all these things are in your
hands. You take care that this matter

goes right, and all will be well. But if it

does not—look out for trouble
!"

Corseul understood right well what was
passing in the mind of the man, who stood

looking into his eyes with that baleful

glare streaming out of his own, and he
felt hot all over, and the blood rushed to

his florid face as he listened to him.
" Tenez, Monsieur Gregoire !" he replied,

looking back into the working face of the

other with as fixed a glance as his own, " do
not let us misunderstand one another. I

am no puritan. Que diable ! But, look

you, I do not meddle with matters that

—

that the assize courts meddle with—you
understand me ! And, then, you see, I am
medecin ; oh ! ma foi, medecin avant tout

!

If you wanted to propose to me a little

affair down on the coa^st there, even though
the lawyers might call it by ugly names

—

Je ne sais pas ! But in the sick-room I am
a doctor, and know nothing but that. Vous
comprenez, n'est ce pas ? But, what then,

mon ami ! As a doctor I tell you that there

is every chance that things may aiTange

themselves as you wish. Have patience,

and wait a little to see what will turn up."

"I will wait," said Gregoire, suddenly.
" I will wait ; but I will not be baulked.

Mark that. Very well. I will wait ; but I

won't wait here. I am off" for a day or two."

And with that he flung himself cut of the

room, leaving the doctor looking after him
with an uneas}' eye and a troubled mind.

It was nevertheless quite true that the

doctor had no intention of purchasing the

promotion of his daughter to be a lady of

Plogarrian at the price of a crime. He was
very far from a scrupulous man ; he was
not even scrupulous enough to be morally

much shocked at the thought which had
been in the mind of his proposed son-in-

law. But it was true that he would have

been more likely to consent to be guilty of

any crime than such a one as that which
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had been proposed to him ; true that, once

hy a patient's bedside, he was avant tout

medecin ; and that poor Madame de Ker-

gounec would be as safe in his hands, as lie

could make her.

And I fancy tliat such a phase of moral
feeling is not an uncommon one.

Gregoire de Kergonnec vanished from
Plogarrian, as he said he would; and it

afterwards appeared that he employed the

time of his absence in making an unavowed
visit to Brest. But it was not Made-
moiselle Barbe who was guilty of the in-

discretion of giving anybody information

on the subject.

CHAPTER ir.

The first of the consequences of Gregoire
de Kergonnec's sudden departure from the

chateau was, that he was not present at his

father's funeral, an omission of duty which
caused very considerable scandal in Au-
dierne. Nobody knew where to find him or

to look for him, when he ought to have
accompanied his father's remains to the

grave. But the world of Plogarrian and
Audierne \^•as not unprepared to expect any
such behaviour from Gregoire de Kergon-
nec. It was just what might be expected
from his habits and ways of life, people said.

And only a very few of bis special friends,

or of those good Christians whose charity

could think no ill, ventured hesitatingly to

suggest, that in all probability the young
man's grief made him incapable of de-

corously appearing in public. Naturally
it was not altogether the same tiling -ndth

Monsieur Eugene, who had been a stranger

to liis father and to his home for the last

ten years.

At all events MonsieurEugene did perform
his duty to society upon this occasion. And
the result of his doing so was that he caught
a bad cold and cough at the funeral ; broke
a blood-vessel in the course of the same
night, and was himself ready to take his

place in the churchyard beside his father

within twenty-four hours afterwards.

The terrible shock caused by this event
to the delicate frame of the poor young
Avife, thus left alone in that dreary old

chateau and wild country among strange
people, i-esultcd, as Corseul fully expected
that it would, in a premature confinement.
And though the doctor was as good as

his word in his attention to hei", the poor
young mother died in giving birth to a
seven months' cliild.

But the child was born alive !

And it was a bov I

On the evening of the day on which these

events happened, Gregoire de Kergonnec
returned from his solitary ramble, and
entering the chateau unannounced, was met
by the doctor in the parlour on the ground
floor, which had in those days become the

ordinary and sole living room of the house.
" Monsieur Gregoire ! Have you seen

nobody? Have you heard nothing ?" said

Corseul, with a feeling almost akin to fear, at

having to tell the violent man the tidings

he had to communicate.
" Seen—heard ! No, I have seen nobody.

Whom should I have seen ? What is there

to hear ? I forgot, when I went away, that

there would be the funeral of my father.

I had my mind full of other things. Well,

I could have done no good to anybody."
" No, no. I suppose not. Any way, you

may repair the omission now. There are

now two more funerals to be attended."
" Who ? What ? What do you mean ?

Why don't you speak out ?"

" Your brother broke a blood-vessel and
died at three o'clock this morning. His
widow was prematurely confined, and died

much about the same hour this afternoon. Is

that speaking out ?" said Corseul, doggedly.

Gregoire for an instant stood staring at

the doctor, absolutely dumb with astonish-

ment.
' What, both !" he said, after a minute's

silence, while he and Corseul stood looking

at each other ;
" both gone ! both cleared

out of the path, as though they had never
been born. . . . Corseul

"

A searching look of inquiiy, the purport

of which the doctor well understood, stood

in the place of any further words.
" I did my duty, as a medical man, to the

utmost of my power," said Corseul, steadily.

" Called to your brother in all haste when
he broke a blood-vessel, I passed the night

with him till he died. I was by the bed-

side of your sister-in-law from the time she

was taken ill till she died. I do not believe

that all the doctors in Paris could have
saved their lives."

" So ;" said Gregoire de Kergonnec, seat-

ing himself in a large arm-chair, which had
been his father's usual seat, and still look-

ing fixedly at the doctor, " So !" And then
he paused, and continued to look hard at

Corseul, who had taken his stand with his

back to the wood fire burning on the old-

fashioned hearth, and who spoke no word.
" Well !" continued Gregoire, after a mi-

nute or two. "Well! Have you nothing

more to say? Why the devil don't you
speak to me? Well?"

-'^
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" ]\Ionsieiir Gregoire, there is more to be

told," said Corseul, uneasily. " Two have
been removed— but one remains. Your
sister-in-law lias left a child—who lives !"

-A boy L'ied Grej startinsr to his

feet.

"It is a boy!" returned the doctor,

slowly nodding his head.

It would be to no good pui-pose to offend

the reader's ears by transcribing all the

torrent of blasphemy and imprecations

which Gregorie de Kergonnec hurled from
his lips at this announcement. The doctor's

ears were less susceptible ; and he would
have been content to let his hoped-for son-

in-law's passion rave itself out, and to hear
himself called again and again an imbecile,

w-ithout either sense or courage, till the

next morning", but that he seriously feared

that Gregoire in the excess of his passion

would perpetrate some act of violence,

which would ruin everything. He felt

convinced that if the new-born babe had
at that minute been within reach of his

hand, he would have dashed the frail life

out of it.

He therefore set himself to appease the

furious man's rage at his disappointment

by rei^resenting to him over and over again

the great improbability that the child could

live ; a seven-months' child ; born of such
a mother, imder such circumstances !

" Does the brat seem life-like ?" Gregoire

was after awhile sufficiently calm to ask.

'•Life-like! No! How should it? A
poor, undersized, puling little wretch ! Life-

like ! I should think not
!"

Gregoire sat himself down again in the

old ami- chair and remained silent, and ap-

parently buried in thought for awhile.

Then he said, suddenly lifting up his head,
" I will wait then still awhile !"

" To be sure ! to be sui'e ! don't be in

such a devil of a hurry !" said the doctor,

trying to force a smile. " Only have a
little patience, and all will come as we
would have it, you may be very sure."

So Gregoire waited.

Br.t poor Leontine's puling child did not

die. Day after day, week after week, month
after month, contrary to all expectation, it

lived on. And the doctor had more and
more difficulty in persuading Gregoire that

if he would only wait a little longer, all

would assuredly come right.

All this time Barbe had remained with
her aunt, to the increase of her lover's

ravage ill-humour and impatience.

But about ten months after the birth of

the lieu- to Plogarrian, Barbe was recalled by

her father. And very shortly after she came
home it was allowed to come to the ears of

Gregoire, that a very desirable marriage had
been proposed to her at Brest. A master
shipwright, the owner of a yard, had
placed himself and his fortune at her feet.

Of course he had been refused ! What did

Monsieur Gregoire take his daughter for !

But the shijiwright would not accept his

dismissal ; and would no doubt bother poor
Barbe again. Meantime, Avhat could be
done but wait yet a little longer

!

It certainly did not seem as if the recal

of Barbe by her father, and the communi-
cation of this story of the shipwright were
well calculated to induce Gregoire de Ker-
gonnec to submit quietly to the expectant

policy, which the doctor was continually

urging on him. Was it perhaps the fact

that the doctor began about that time to

lose faith in the policy of waiting ? Was
it the case that the young heir of Plogar-

rian was really getting stronger, and that

the chances of his removal by death began
to seem less in the medical eyes of the

doctor ; that he began to think that " wait-

ing" would never make Barbe Corseul

mistress of Plogarrian ; and that while he
still continued to urge Gregoire to " wait,"

he was not unwilling to let circumstances

urge him to adopt a more active course ?

There are men who have no objection to

profit by the crimes of others, though, even

apart from the fear of the law, they are not

prepared to dip their own hands in crime.

The records from which this narrative is

compiled do not in truth contain anything

which can strictly justify such an accusa-

tion against Corseul. But—when people

are anxious to keep a very violent man
quiet, they do not put before his eyes

exactly that which is most calculated to

stimulate him to active violence. Possibly

Dr. Corseul might have replied to any
such observations, that it was true that his

daughter had received the proposal in ques-

tion : and that he judged it far better that

Monsieur de Kergonnec should hear the fact

from himself than, as he assuredly would
otherwise do, from others. And all this

might be very true. Still it would seem
to have been hardly prudent to have selected

that moment for the return of Mademoiselle

Barbe to Audierne.

The result of her return home, or of this

story of her new suitor, or of the but too

evidently improving health of his infant

nephew, or of all these things together,

made itself visible within a few days after

Barbe's arrival in the shape of an announce-

-^
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ment by Monsienr Gregoire to the doctor,

that he was not satisfied with the care his

nephew was receiving from the nurse that

had been hired for that purpose in the

village ; that he had heard of a very re-

spectable, and in every way suitable woman
at Rennes, w^ho had lost a child of her own,

and who would be perfectly ready to take

charge of his nephew ; and that he intended

himself, so anxious was he on the subject,

to convey the child thither. The journey

was one of only a few hours ; and old

Jeanne, who had lived in the chateau pretty

well all her life, would go with him and
carry the child.

Corseul looked steadily into Monsieur
Gregoire's eyes, as the latter thus stated

his purpose to him, and said

:

" If you ask me my opinion as a medical

man, Monsieur Gregoire
"

"But I do not!" interrupted Gregoire,

peremptorily. " I do not want any opinion

from you at all upon the subject. I can

judge for myself in this matter."
" In that case, I express no opinion at

all, either to you or to any one else," re-

plied the doctor, speaking the last Avords

in a specially significative manner. " You
will do as you judge best. Monsieur Gre-

goire ; and I will not doubt that the child

will do very well."

The doctor was not quite as good as his

word. He did express an opinion to sundry
gossips of the place, to the efiect that he,

for his part, should have thought it better

to leave the child where it was doing well

;

and, indeed, had endeavoured to bring Mon-
sieur Gregoire to that way of thinking. But,

que voulez-vous ? Monsieur Gregoire was
so anxious— so afraid that the child should
not be reared ; as indeed he, the doctor,

had often warned him that, considering all

things, it could hardly be expected that

the poor little thing should live. But Mon-
sieur Gregoire would not give ear to any such
warnings. Likely enough he felt the truth

of them, though he would not admit it;

for no care was, in his eyes, good enough
for the child. In such sort did Dr. Corseul
expatiate on the step which Gregoire had
told him he was determined to take, when
speaking with the gossips of Audierne.
One morning Monsieur Gregoire and old

Jeanne started for Rennes, taking the ten
months' old baby with them. And on the
next day it was known to all Audierne that
they, Monsieur Gregoire and the old ser-

vant, had been very fortunate at Rennes
;

that they met the woman to whom the child

was to be intrusted almost immediately on
leaving their inn to go in search of her ; that

Monsieur Gregoire had, thereupon, said that

the best way would be that she— the new
nurse—should return with them to the inn,

and there receive the infant from the hands
of its temporary attendant ; that the woman
did so ; and that she seemed to be a very

respectable and motherly woman indeed.

What her name was it had never occurred

to old Jeanne to inquire.

Despite all this solicitude, however, it

seemed that the child did not thrive under
its new nurse of Rennes. Dr. Corseul re-

marked, that in truth the teething of the

infant would be the terrible time of trial.

And the result showed the extent of his

knowledge and experience. For in about

three months— during which Monsieur
Gregoire had " waited" with exemplary

patience, while nothing more had, during

that time, been heard from the shipwright

at Brest—news came to Plogarrian that the

child was dead.

Monsieur Gregoire showed the letter in

which the sad truth was told to his friend

the doctor.
" There can be no doubt about it, that

the child is dead?" said the doctor, utter-

ing this somewhat strange remark, in a

singularly significant tone, and with a yet

more strangely significant look at the young
man.

" There is no doubt ! I tell you that the

child is dead," said Monsieur Gregoire, re-

turning the look steadily, and, as a by-

stander might have said, if such there had
been—which there was not—almost threat-

eningly.

The doctor, if he had any doubts upon
the subject, might certainly have asked for

some documentary proof of the fact—some
certificate of burial, or such like. But he

did not do so.

He did, however, consent to the be-

trothal of his lovely daughter to Monsieur

de Kergonnec de Plogarrian, and in due

course the marriage was celebrated.

Perhaps the Brest shipwright broke his

heart on the occasion, for nothing more was
heard of him.
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THE ROSE AND THE KEY.

CHAPTER XXXIV. MR. TINTERN HAS SOMETHING

TO SAT.

Mr. Tintern arrived next day, and was
fortunate enough to find Lady Vernon
alone in the draw^ing-room.

He had some county business to tell her

of, and some gossip to report ; but there

was still something palpably on his mind
which he did not very well know how to

express.

He stood up, and she thought he was
going to take his leave ; it was time he

should ; but he went to the window
instead, and talked of the two gigantic

chestnut-trees that overshadow, the balus-

trade of the court, in a sentimental and
affectionate vein, as remembering them
from the earliest time he could remember
anything ; and he spoke of her father with

' great regard, affection, and veneration.

And then he spoke of the friendship that

had always existed between the Grange
and Roydon Hall, and then he mentioned

that most interesting family memorial, the
" shield-room," with the quarterings of the

Rose and the Key ; of his right to quarter

which, proving the early connexion of his

family with the Vernons, he was prouder

than of any other incident in their history.

And having ended all this, he seemed to

have still something more to say.

The lady's large grey eyes lighted on

him with a cold inquiry. She was grow-

ing impatient. If he had anything to say,

why did he not say it ? Her look discon-

certed him, and his light eyes went down
before her dark gaze, as with an effort he

said:
" I'm going to take my leave, Lady Ver-

non, and I don't know whether you will,

by-and-bye, be vexed with me for having

gone without mentioning a circumstance,

which, however, I believe to be of absolutely

no importance. But, you see, you have so

often told me that you like, on all occasions,

to be put in possession of facts, and that you

insist so much on candour and frankness

as the primary conditions of all friendship,

and you have honoured me, more than once,

with so large a measure of confidence, which

has extremely flattered me, that even at a

risk of appearing very impertinent, I had

almost made up my mind to tell you what
I -have ascertained to be a general—very

general—topic of—of interest among neigh-

bours and people down here ; but, on the

whole, I should rather not, unless, indeed,

you would command me, which I rather

hope you will not."
" I shan't command you, certainly. I

have no right even to press you ; but if it

concerns me, I should be very much obliged

if you would let me know what it is."

" I'm sure you will forgive me, but feel-

ing how much, in a matter of so much
more delicacy, you have already honoured

me with your confidence, I felt myself, you
will understand, in a little difficulty."

" You need have none, Mr. Tintern, in

speaking perfectly frankly to me. Pray

say what it is."

" As you say so, I shall, of course."

And then, with all the tact and delicacy,

and polite and obHque refinement, on which

he piqued himself, Mr. Tintern did at

length distinctly inform Lady Vernon that

it was said that she meant to honour Cap-

tain Vivian with her hand.
" If people had some useful occupation

of their own they would have less time to

spare in settling other people's affairs. I

shan't take the slightest notice of any such

rumours. They don't amount even to that.
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They are not rumours, but the mere specu-

lations of two or three idle brains. I am
forty-two"—she was really forty-three, but

ev^n for the force of her argument she

would not forego that little inaccuracy

—

"and I have not married since my hus-

fcaaid's death, twenty years ago nearly. It

is a Httle odd, that one can't have a guest

in one's house, without being made a topic

for the coarse gossip of low people. I only

wish I knew to whom I am obliged for

taking this very gross liberty with my
name. They should never enter the doors

of Roydon again."

Mr. Tintern was a little frightened at

the eifect of his own temerity, for he had
never seen Lady Yernon so angry before,

and a quarrel with her was the last thing

he would have provoked.
"I shall certainly contradict it," he

hastened to say. " I shall take every oc-

casion to do so."
"' You may, or you may not. I shan't

prevent you, and I shan't authoidse you.

I don't want it circulated or contradicted.

I am totally indifferent about it."

" Of course—entirely
;
you must be

—

entirely indifferent. But you understand,

although I didn't believe it, yet, as I was
supposed to be a not unlikely person to

hear anything so interesting, I thought
you might not choose, as my sitting by and
not being in a position to contradict it ap-

peared to some people very like counte-

nancing the—the gossip
"

" Pray understand me, Mr. Tintern. I

don't the least care whether it is counte-

nanced or contradicted. It does not inte-

rest me. I shan't, either directly or in-

directly, take the smallest notice of it. I

look on it simply as an impertinence."
" I hope. Lady Vernon, you don't sup-

pose for a moment that I viewed it other-

wise than as an impertinence. That was
my real diflBiculty, and I felt it so much
that I really doubted whether I should
mention it. But, on the other hand, I

think you will say that I should have been
wanting in loyalty to the house of Vernon,
if I had not given you the option of hearing,

or of not hearing, as you might determine."
"I think, Mr. Tintern, you did no more

than was friendly in the matter," said Lady
Vernon, extending her hand, "and I am
extremely obliged to you. As to the thing
itself, we shan't talk of it any more."
Lady Vernon took an unusually cordial

leave of that near neighbour and distant

kinsman, who departed in good spirits, and
well pleased with himself.

As he rode homeward, however, and
conned over the conversation, he began to

perceive with more distinctness that upon
the main question Lady Vernon had left

him quite as much in the dark as ever.
" But she could not express ail that con-

tempt and indignation if there was any-
thing in the report, and she certainly would
not have been so much obliged to me for

repeating it to her."

But this reasoning did not so entirely

reassure him as he fxucied it ought.

Six words would have denied it, and set

the matter at rest, and that short sentence

had not been spoken.

He began to grow very uncomfortable.

If he had known what was occurring at

that moment in the library at Roydon Hall,

it would not have allayed his uneasiness.

In that room there is a very pretty buhl
cabinet, with ormolu Cupids gambolling and
flitting over its rich cornice. You would
not suppose that this elegant shell con-

tained within it a grimy iron safe. But on
unlocking and throwing open the florid and
many-coloured doors, the homely front of

the black safe appears, proof against fire

and burglars.

Lady Vernon unlocks a small bronze

casket over the chimney-piece, and from it

takes the big many-warded key of the safe.

She applies it, and the doors swing open.

A treasury of parchment deeds discloses

itself. She knows exactly where to place

her hand on the one she wants. The
organ of neatness and order is strong

in her. She selects it from a sheaf of

exactly similar ones. No ancient deeds,

yellow and rusty with years. This is a

milk-white parchment. Its blue stamp
and sdver foil look quite pretty in the

corner. A short square deed, with scri-

venry that looks black and fresh as if the

ink were hardly dry upon it, and there are

blanks left for names and dates. It is a

deed as yet unexecuted. She takes it out,

and lays it with its face downward on her

desk, locks the safe and the cabinet, and
restores the key to its casket over the

mantelpiece.

The angry colour is still in Lady Ver-

non's cheeks as she slowly reads this deed,

filling in, with careful penmanship, all the

dates, and writing, in no less than four

blank places at full length, the words,
" Alexander Wyke Tintern, of the Grange,

in the county of , Esquire."

Was Lady Vernon rewarding friendly

ilr. Tintern, then and there, by a deed of

appointment—for these have been prepared,

^
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at her desire, bj Mr. Coke—securing his

succession, in certain contingencies, to a

share in a princely reversion ?

No. Alas ! for the aspii'ations of the

Grange, these little deeds, quite sufficient

and iiTevocable, are for the eternal cutting-

off of the condemned.
All being ready now, Lady Vernon

touches the bell, sends for her secretary,

and having doubled back the deed so that

the signing place only is disclosed, seals,

signs, and delivers it in presence of her
secretary, who little dreams that these few
magical symbols are taking off the head of

a neighbour, and laying his airy castle in

the dust.

And now he has duly " witnessed " it,

and Lady Vernon despatches it that even-
ing, registered, with a letter enjoining the

strictest secrecy, to Mr. Coke in London.
So good Mr. Tintern, if he knew but all,

need trouble himself no further whether
Lady Vernon or Maud marry, or pine and
die singly : for go where it may, not one
shilling of the great reversion can, by any
chance or change, ever become his.

CHAPTEE XXXV, CINDERELLA.

Captain Vivian was now very much
better ; he has lost the languor of an in-

valid, and is rapidly recovering the strength
and tints of health, and with them the air

and looks of youth return.

The uneasiness of Mr. Tintern grew
apace, for he heard authentic reports of the
long walks which the handsome young cap-

tain used daily to take about the romantic
grounds of Roydon with the beautiful lady
of that ancient manor.

" The idea," he said to Mrs. Tintern, "of
that old woman—she's forty-six, if she's an
hour—marrying that military adventurer,
not tive-and-twenty, by Jove ! Such in-

fatuation !"

Old Tintern saw the captain one day
fishing his trout-stream diligently, and
pretending not to know hira at that dis-

tance, he shouted, in aiTOgant tones, to the
keeper :

" Holloa ! I say, Drattles, go down
there, will you, quick, and see who the
devil that is fishing my brook !"

The gamekeeper touched his hat, and
ran down, and Mr. Tintern, from his

])oint of observation, strode at a more
h'isurely pace, in a converging line, towards
the offender.

He found Captain Vivian in parley with
the keeper.

"Oh, Captain Vivian !" he exclaimed very

naturally, " I had not an idea. I'm so

glad to see you able to take a rod in your
hand."

" Lady Vernon told me you were so

good "

" My dear sir, don't say a word. I

begged of Lady Vernon to send you here,

if you cared for trout fishing, and indeed all

Roydon guests are welcome. I hope you
have had some sport. You must come up
and take luncheon with us. I ought not,

indeed, to say I'm glad to see you so well,

for I am afi'aid it is a sign we are to lose you
very soon. You'll be joining your regiment,

I suppose. Those big-wigs are so churlish

about holidays. They forget they ever

were young fellows themselves. Do come
and Lave some luncheon."

This invitation, however. Captain Vivian
very politely declined.

" You are going to the ball to-night

—

Wymeriug—eh?" inquired Mr. Tintern.

"Yes, I intend going; and your party

are going, I suppose ?" said the young man.
" Oh, yes, we always show there ; and

Lady Vernon, is she going?" pursued Mr.
Tintern.

" No, Lady Vernon don't feel quite up to

it."

"Sending him," thoughtMr. Tintern, "to
put people off their guard. Perhaps she

doesn't wish them to criticise her looks

and demeanour in presence of the aspiring

captain."
" Dear me, I'm so sorry : she complains

sometimes of a headache," said Mr. Tin-

tern, affectionately. " By-the-bye, there's

about a mile of very good pike fishing at

the other side. The men are busy cleaning

the ponds just now ; but if you are here in

three weeks' time
"

" No, I'm afraid I shan't, thank you very

much."
" Well, we must make an effort, and say

a fortnight ; will that do ?"

" A thousand thanks, but I'm afraid I

have little more than a week."
" Oh ! nonsense. I won't believe it,"

exclaimed Mr. Tintern very cheerfully.
" I'm awfully sorry," said Captain

Vivian ;
" it is such a beautiful country,

and so charming in every way. I could

live here all my life with pleasure."

"I'm so glad to hear it has made so

agreeable an impression. We may look to

see you here again, I dare say, before

long."
" You are very kind. I don't know any-

thing yet with certainty about my move-
ments ; they depend upon so many things.

=^
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I've a note, by-the-bye, which I promised

to leave at the Grange."
" As you won't come to the hoiise, I'll

take charge of it," said Mr. Tintern. " I

see it is for my wife. I dare say about the

balL She's out ; she'll not be home for

some hours. I think I may venture to

open it." He did, and glanced through it.

" Oh, yes, pray tell Miss Vernon, my
wife will be only too delighted to meet her

and Miss Medwyn in the cloak-room. We
shall be there at exactly half-past ten. I

hope that will answer Miss Vernon. My
wife would write, but she has gone to Dal-

lerton ; but you will be so kind as to say

Miss Vernon may look on it as quite

settled."

So they parted very pleasantly ; for Mr.
Tintern, who was a shrewd man, had
heard two or three things that cheered his

heart in this little talk with Captain Vivian.

He felt, indeed, in better spirits about Roy-
don and the probable continuance of Lady
Vernon's widowhood than he had enjoyed

for nearly a fortnight.

He had had losses lately. It would be

too bad if everything were to go wrong.
If we could sum up the amount of the

sins and sorrows of the human race, purely

mental and unexpressed, for the most part,

that result from contingent remainders, de-

structible reversions, and possible godsends
and windfalls, the total would be possibly

rather shocking.

The little old-fashioned town of Wymer-
ing is in a wonderful fuss this night. It is

its great anniversary—its night of dissi-

pation and glory. It is not only for the

town a crisis and an event, but the country

all round, with Wymering for a centre,

feels the radiation and pulse of the excite-

ment. For ten miles round almost every

good county house sends in its cai-riage

and horses and liveries, and for fifteen

—

ay, even twenty miles round—roll in occa-

sional carriages with post-horses ; and traps

besides, of all sorts, come rattling into the

High-street with young fellows in hilarious

spirits, thinking of nothing but dances and
flirtation ; and sometimes of some one's

pretty face, without which the ball would
be dark, and the music lifeless.

The clock of the town-hall has struck

nine, and the Roydon carriage and liveries

stop at the door of the Old Hall Inn.

Miss Max and Miss Vernon get down, and
their two maids also.

Captain Vivian, with Captain Bamme,
who has begged a seat to Wymering, are

comiu"- on later.

The ladies have run up-stairs to their

rooms ; the maids and boxes follow.

Miss Max cowers over the little bit of

fire, that smoulders in the grate of the large

room. Miss Vernon is looking from the

window to the lights of the town-hall

over the way, and up and down the High-
street, in a glow of excitement, Avhich, to a

town young lady, after a season or two,

would have been incomprehensible and
amusing.

" Max, will you touch that bell ? We
must see Mr. Lomax."
The host of the Old Hall appears forth-

with, in answer to the summons of his

Roydon guests.
" Mr. Lomax," says Maud, as soon as

he appears at the stair head, "you must
give me an order for Miss Medwyn and
her maid to go to the gallery of the town-

hall. She wishes to see how the room
looks."

Mr. Lomax makes his bow, and in the

lobby writes the order, and gives it to

Miss Vernon's maid.

A few minutes later Jones was spread-

ing, with light and careful fingers upon
the wide coverlet of the bed, the dress

which had arrived only that morning from
London.

In very marked contrast with this, and
the splendours which Jones was preparing,

including the diamond stars which were to

flash from her dark brown hair, and were
now strewn on the dressing-table, was the

present costume of pretty Miss Vernon.

Before the glass she stood in the

identical dark serge dress and little black

hat, and the very boots and gloves, which
she wore at Cardyllion. The beautiful

face that looks out of the glass, smiled

darkly in hers.
" Come, dear Max, here is the order. It

is only a step across the street."

Jones and Maximilla's maid were fussing

over gloves and satin boots, and fifty things,

in the di-essing-room.
" Didn't you say a quarter past nine in

the gallery of the town-hall ?" said Maud,
looking still at her own pretty face in the

glass.

" Yes, dear, and mind, Maud, this is the

very last piece of masquerading I'll ever

be led into ; I don't care how you coax and
flatter me. What an old fool 1 have been !"

With this protest. Miss Max shook her

head with a smile, and lifting her hands

she said :

" With this act I take leave of my follies

for ever, remember. I really don't know

T
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how it is yon make sucb a fool of me,

whenever yon please ; I don't nnderstand

how it is yon have got such an nnacconnt-

able influence over me; I only know that

there doesn't exist a person on earth for

whom I would have perpetrated so many
absurdities, and told so many fibs, and I

say, once for all, that this is the very last

time I'll ever be a Jack-pudding for any
•one, while I live."

Miss Maud was before the cheval-glass,

80 Maximilla had to betake herself to a

mirror of more moderate dimensions, before

which she made a few slight adjustments

of her staid brown silk, and her bonnet,

and her velvet cloak, and then turning to

Maud, she exclaimed

:

" Oh, my dear, are you really coming
in that serge ? You are such a figure."

"Now come, you say this is to be the last

appearance of Cinderella in her work-a-day

•costume, and you must not interfere. Ton
shall change all with a touch of your wand
when the hour comes. But, in the mean
time, I'm to be as shabby and thread-

bare as I please. Come, it's ten minutes

past nine ; I should like to be in the gallery

before he comes. You told him not to be

there a moment before the hour ?"

"To be sure I did, poor fellow; and I

-don't know which, he or I, is the greater

fool.';

"With these words Maximilla Medwyn
led the way down the broad staircase, and
the two ladies, side by side, tripped swiftly

across the village street. Miss Max handed
Iier order from Mr. Lomax to the woman
who already kept guard at the door,

•through which they reached the flight of

narrow stairs which commuuica?ted with

the gallery.

They mounted quickly, and entered the

gallery. At the opposite end of this really

handsome room is a corresponding gal-

lery allotted to the musicians, half a dozen

of whom were already on the benches, in

high chat, pulling about their music, and
uncasing their instruments. A quart pot,

from the Old Hall, and a frothy tumbler,

stood in the ledge, showing that they were
already disposed to make merry. The gas

candelabra were but imperfectly lighted
;

v/orkmen were walking up and down the

long room, with light tread, in tenderness

to the waxed floor, completing arrange-

ments, while their employers bawled their

orders from one end of the room to the

other ; one steward was already present,

garrulous and fussy, whom Maud, with

some alarm, recognised as young Mr.

Hexton, of Hexton Hall. Devovitly she

hoped he might not take it into his head
to visit the galleries.

They were quite to themselves, she and
Maximilla, except for a little knot of Wy-
mering womankind, who were leaning over,

at the other end of the gallery, far too

much engrossed by their own conversation

to take any notice of them.

As the moment approached, the question,
" Will he come ? will he come?" was re-

peating itself strangely at Maud's heart.

The noise in the lower part of the building

had subsided, having moved away to the

refreshment and cloak-rooms, from which
its hum was but faintly heard, and the con-

fidential murmur of the party at the other

end of the gallery, who were discussing

dresses, which they have, no doubt, been

making for this great occasion, was rather

reassuring.
" I think I'm fast," said Miss Max, hold-

ing her watch to her ear. " I wish we had
not told him not to come before the time

;

we should have found him waiting."

At that moment the bells from the old

church steeple, scarcely a hundred yards

away, chimed the quarter, and, like a spirit

evoked by the summons, Mr. Marston

opened the door of the gallery and came in.

Smiling, to cover liis real agitation, he

came quickly to Miss Max, who rose with

a very kind alacrity to greet him.
" Was ever mortal more punctual ? It

is quite a vii'tue, now-a-days, being in time

to meet a friend," she said, approvingly, as

she gave him her hand.

"It is only too easy not to be late," he

said, extending his hand in turn to the

young lady in the dark serge, with glowing

eyes, and a smile. "The difiiculty is not

to be too soon."

He came next Miss Maud, and seating

himself beside her, took her hand again

very gently, and said, very low, looking in

her eyes, " It is so like a di-eam !"

A DESIRABLE TENANT.

A GENTEEL housc in a neighbourhood as

genteel, though not pretentious, furnished

in a style suited to a gentleman's family

—

that was the modest end of my ambition.

Every one said, " Nothing easier." I could

suit myself to a hair—to a T—to a nicety.

Go to Smallsheet and Adams, the most

civil, obliging people in the world. Go to

Philpot and Sneyd, " my own men, just

mention my name, and they'll do anything

--^
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for you." I knew pretty well the transla-

tion of this selfish "just mention my name,"
which often accompanies the apparently

disinterested recommendation of a trades-

man's merits. But, still, I tried all these

officials, beginning with Smallsheet and
Adams, passing on to Philpot and Sneyd,

and working steadily through Bolger and
Co., and all the rest of them.

Has it ever been remarked what a pe-

culiar decorum attends these officials ; how
beautifully clean and shining are their pro-

perties, furniture, &c. ; how almost elegant

their raiment, and cheerful their bearing ?

They are nearly always young men. They
receive us with a friendly alacrity. I sus-

pect they cultivate address and manner
more than any other profession. One was
quite " guardsmanlike" in his dress and
bearing, and welcomed his friends in a sort

of boudoir, after they had waited their turn.

He seemed a sort of Vathek, and would
propose dazzling properties, costly mes-
suages situated in Grosvenor-gardens, and
such places, though again and again re-

minded that the means of the desirable

tenant could not compass such residences.

In desperation he descended to a sort of

hovel near St. John's Wood, only thirty

pounds a year—might be made a nice thing

of, with a little outlay. He seemed to

know no medium between such extremes.

He was scented, had a dark eye and glossy

moustache, and an air as though he had
countesses for clients. His system, how-
ever, did not seem to succeed, for when the

desirable tenant came by in a month, the

elegant agent had closed his office.

The D. T. was next assured that all he
had to do was to put himself into the

hands of Blather, and the thing was
done. Was it possible that I (the D. T.)

had not done so already ? Blather was
like an eminent counsel in enormous prac-

tice. The countesses' carriages waited at

his door. As you stayed an hour or so in

the outer office, waiting your turn—" far

better," he said, " make an appointment"

—

you saw him come out and see to the door
gentlemen, whom he addressed as " My
lord!" From that luxurious apartment

—

the inner adytum or shrine—you heard his

voice in rounded periods, were occasionally

made aware of his political sentiments. You
caught the words, " Gladstone," "Mun-
della," "Forster's bill," "Whig dodge,"
and the like, which seemed to convey cither

that those eminent persons were seeking de-

sirable tenants, or had imported the tricks

of pohtical life into their dealings with him.

However, "when the desirable tenant's turn

came, he was undeceived on this point, the

conversation being really agreeable, and re-

ferring to all the promiscuous topics of the

day, to the marked exclusion of business. I

enjoyed the privilege of being favoured with

a private view of the autograph signatures,

monograms, coronets, &c., of various titled

persons of the realm, communications which
had arrived that morning. It is rarely that

one finds a gentleman of such fluent powers.

We ranged, as I have said, over innumera-

ble topics, carefully avoiding the degrading

subject for which I had come, and for which

Mr. Blather had his raison d'etre. The
only way in which the subject was at aU
suflfered to be introduced was subject to

the distinguished patrons before alluded

to, in whose movements in the house-taking

direction this gentleman seemed to have an

extraordinary interest. On this footing the

desirable tenant could not of course in-

trude his own vulgar concerns, and more
than satisfied with a vague declaration of

Mr. Blather's that he would keep the

matter before his mind, the D. T. departed.

Many curious studies of human cha-

racter might be made in this department

;

some of these agents were careless, some
cold, some warm, some eager. However,

all filled up numbers of elaborate docu-

ments, which had quite the air of cheques.

Well furnished with a whole sheaf of these

documents, the desirable tenant set out as

if into the bush country to seek houses.

Perhaps there is no task so dispiriting,

as this of house-hunting. In hunting for

other things there is a stimulating eager-

ness and excitement; but here there is

nothing but a sense of utter blankness and
hopelessness. Walking through the task is

bad enough ; but to proceed, attended by a

crowded family, in a vehicle, jogging

solemnly from street to street, according

to the "list," the inspecting deputation

mistaking sometimes, and always coming

out to the detachment left in the carriage

with faces on which is written plainly,

" Won't do : of course not"—is really a

useful discipHne for the soul. When the

desii-able tenant and party are in the hall,

crowding it while the order to view is taken

in by a maid, and whispers are heard from

within, a fresh and dismal blankness settles

on the heart. We know that the crafty old

schemers are hurriedly laying out details of

deception ; they have been taken by sur-

prise, and it is a little embarrassing. We
are harpies—the would-be tenants. As
the proprietress comes out, we exchange
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with her glances of distrust, and even of

defiance. We are taken np-stairs, and go

through the inspection sadly, and without

hope. Somehow it appears that we know,

that every house thus inspected will not do.

If it be specially inviting and attractive,

the furniture clean and bright, and we feel

our heart yearning to it, it is certain that

the rent demanded will make us stagger.

On the other hand, with a noisome cave

opening before us, dark cellars on the

drawing-room floor, gloomy casemates for

sleeping in, with curious dinnery vapoui's

pervading all the mansion, we are seduced

into hiring by some trifling rent. The
freebooters who are in charge of these dens

are, in themselves, alarming ; they have a

truculent manner, as who should sny that

the desirable tenant had committed himself

so fai% and, by giving so much trouble, was
half pledged, as it were, to the transaction.

I have no doubt tenements of this descrip-

tion are often thus let by intimidation.

Some of the scenes witnessed during this

investigation were dramatic in their way.

There was the eminently desirable invest-

ment near YVilton- crescent— everything

in the house-taking or house-letting di-

rection is " desirable"—which was " dirt

cheap" at one thousand pounds premium,

and one hundred and iifty pounds per

annum. The locality was ai"istocratic, and

letters could be directed " handsomely" to

" P. D. Tenant, Esq., So-and-So, Wilton-

crescent." Still, for such an outlay, there

was an ah' of " squeeze." The hall was
as a little tunnel. But, subject to these

narrow conditions, there was an elegant

air about the tenement, even in spite of

the staii', which was like a ladder leading

to a loft. A distinguished-looking menial,

powdered, led the way. He assumed

that the desirable tenant was a visitor,

at least he would not sec him in the other

light. He threv,' open the drawing-room

door, announced him by his name, and

threw the rest of the degrading ofiice on

those whom it most concerned. He
made some remark about " a pusson," and

retired. This was what I saw as I entered.

A richly dressed lady, good-looking, and

with two or three children about her, was

at the fire, busy, I think, with some depart-

ment of their toilet. A maid aide-de-camp

was in attendance. The room seemed hand-

some, with a great deal of velvet and gilt

" nobbing.
'

' I never shall forget the haughty

and angry stare she gave me.
" What do you want ?" she said. " What

is this ?"

The D. T. faltered out some gentle ex-

planation, at the same time tendering the

order which Mr. Blather, or some one else,

had drawn in his favour.
" Oh, this is Mr. Wilkinson's doings," the

haughty lady said, turning to her attendant,

her eyes flashing and her cheeks flushing.
" It is intolerable. The house, sir, is not

to be let. I shall not give my consent to it.

It's quite a mistake—I shall not stir out of

it."

Rather bewildered, the desirable tenant,

seeing himself quite undesirable, protested

he would not wish to be the cause of such

discordant views between the two persons

most concerned, and withdrew huri-iedly,

the lady rustling her stiff silk, fuming, and
darting fierce looks at an imaginary Mr,

Wilkinson. There was a whole story be-

hind that significant little episode.

Some of the most curious features in these

visits was the surprise, as the servant rashly

showed you into the midst of some highly

domestic scene ; an entire family at lunch,

for instance, a very fat leg of mutton steam-

ing on the board, black bottles, sentry-wise

scattered up and down the table. The resent-

ful looks at being thus surprised were inde-

scribable ; the family indignation, strange to

say, passing entirely over theu' own menial,

whose fault it was, and settling on the D. T.

I recal another awkward intrusion, where

a pale sickly lady was discovered, with a

bearded man on his knees before her, who
rose and asked angrily " What I wanted
there?" To enter into explanation that

"you came to see the house," appeared

too absurd—the best thing to do was to

withdraw abruptly. A good-natured but un-

tidy maid-of-all-work explained confiden-

tially " that it was Mr. and Mrs. Littlejohn,

who had at last come together, and iliss

Mew had put them in the front parlour for

the day." I felt that a mansion hallowed

by such a sacred reconciliation was not to

be lightly profaned, so I took my v/ay hur-

riedly from the place.

"What would you say," said an agent,

confidentially, " to a house in Grosvenor-

square, at one hundred and twenty pounds

a year and no premium?" I could only

reply that in such a case speech would be

silvern, but that securing it on the spot

would be golden. But was there no mis-

take ? An order to view was immediately

drawn, and I drove up to No. 00 A, a really

palatial building at the corner, with innu-

merable stories, portico, &c. Received with

some loftiness by two menials, I said it must

be a mistake, when one of them remembered
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that there was something of the kind float-

ing in the mind of the family. It was

down tlie street though, round the corner.

This dashed all my hopes, the truth being

that the tenement to be let was a sort of

annexe to the greater one. Still it looked de-

sirable and imposing in its way, and it was

legally No. 00 A ; letters could be addressed

there. But, on entering, the arrangement

seemed the oddest in the world. There

was no "back," and the whole establish-

ment was lit by what is called "borrowed"
light. Through the area rails there ap-

peared to be a noble kitchen, with a vast

i'ange, but this proved to belong to the

greater mansion, the kitchen proper being

a little cupboard, off another little cup-

board, known as the hall. Living in

Grosvenor- square, or rather having the

name of living there, seemed to be too

dearly purchased on such conditions.

My last adventure was in this wise.

With infinite perseverance, what suited in

all points seemed at last to have been

found— a real "beejew 'ouse," as one called

it, or " b'jew" according to another, cheap,

elegant, in the choice grounds of Mayfair.

There was a stable and public-house oppo-

site, but in Mayfair such things do not go
for much. It was just the thing. But as the

D. T., suspicious on all occasions, hurriedly

opened the door leading to the lower regions,

there issued from that darksome pit a gale

of so awful a character—one on which you
could have hung not only your hat but

your great- coat, filling hall, stairs, the

whole house—that the D. T. turned and
fled.

THE CHEESE.

Once upon a time there was a cheese

made in England, if not " larger than the

largest size," at least of vast ma.gnitude
;

it was a magnum. There is more than

mere size in such an achievement. A coat

for Daniel Lambert contained more cloth

and more stitches than one for General
Tom Thumb, but the same kind of skill

was required in both. Not so in re-

gard to cheese, a peculiarly capricious

article of manufacture. To this day it is

not clearly known, why tl:e cheese made in

Cheshire differs so much from that made in

other counties ; the Cheshire folks are glad

that it does so, because a good price is

thereby always obtainable ; but dairy-

farmers do not pgree in their explanation

of the causes. The milk, we are told, has

the curd separated from the whey by means
of rennet ; the curd is repeatedly broken and
strained ; the cheeses are much pressed,
and are placed in wooden boxes which have
numerous holes bored in them ; through
these holes sharp skewers are stuck into
the cheese in every direction, so as to drain
out every particle of whey. Unless the
whole cheese becomes a solid mass without
any admixture of whey, it will never earn
the name and fame of "prime Cheshire."
This is one reason why cheese -i of ex-

ceptionally large dimensions are so difficult

to make; the trouble of getting out the
whey is almost insurmountable, while its

presence is obnoxious. The dairy-maids
must be healthy and tidy as well as expert

;

for until all the modifications of milk into

cream, curd, and whey are completed, very
slight changes in the atmosphere and con-
dition of the dairy, may bring about impor-
tant and injurious results. It is known that
Cheshire dairy-maids are sought for in other
districts, in a belief that the excellence of (

the cheese depends much upon them. Fuller,

in his Worthies, adverts to this, at the
same time qualifying it with a proviso

:

" Cheshire doth afforde the best cheese for

quantitie and qualitie ; and yet the cows
are not, as in other shires, housed in the
winter. Some essaied in vaine to make the
like in other places, thoughe they fetched
their kine and dairie-maides : it seems they
shoulde have fetched their grounde too,

wherein is surelie some occult excellencie

in tlais kind, or else so goode cheese will

not be made." All good rich cheese con-

tains some cream ; insomuch that if the
whole of the cream be removed from the
milk before the making begins, a hard, dry,

whey cheese is the result. In Suffolk, for

example, where beautiful butter is made,
the dairy-farmers like to appropriate nearly
all their cream to this purpose : hence the

cheese of that county has become a stand-

ing joke for hardness, toughness, and poor
quality. We are told that Sufiblk cheese
will " turn the edge" of a hatchet or cleaver

;

and a man who had an extraordinary taste I

for eating stones, glass, and broken crockery
is said to have declared that the only time
he suffered indigestion was after he had
eaten a bit of Suffolk cheese. Even the
gentle Bloomfield made merry about the

skim-milk and its produce :

Its name derision and reproach pursue,

And strangers tell of " three times skimm'd sky hlue."

To cheese converted, what can be its boast ?

What, but the common virtues of a post

!

If drought o'ertake it faster than the knife,

Most fair it bids for stubborn length of life

;

sr,:
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And, like the oaken shelf whereon 'tis laid.

Mocks the weak efforts of the bending blade ;

Or in the hog-trough rests in perfect spite,

Too big to swallow, and too hard to bite.

Besides tlie Englisli giant, presently to

be noticed, there was a leviathan, a mighty-

one, made in America in the early part

of the present century. A most memo-
rable and national cheese. Its story has
been told by Elihu Burritt, with all the
enthusiasm naturally associated with pa-

triotic feeling; but the plain facts are

nearly as follows. There are several towns
named Cheshire in the United States,

two of which, in Massachusetts and Con-
necticut respectively, imitate the Cheshire
of the old country by making cheese. Quite
early in the century, there was a struggle

in the United States as to the form which
the government should permanently as-

sume, John Adams advocating one variety

of Federalism, Thomas Jefferson another.

John Leland, a Puritan elder of Cheshire
town, in Massachusetts, threw himself
heart and soul into the controversy ; in

sermons and speeches and conversations
he took Jefferson's side in the question,

and brought over the whole of the towns-
men to his way of thinking. When Jeffer-

son was elected to the presidency, Leland
proposed that they should celebrate the
event by making and presenting to him a
cheese such as the world never before saw.
He advised, that, on a certain day, all the
curd from one day's milk of all the cows in

Cheshire township should be brought, as a
patriotic contribution to the object in view.
The inhabitants entered joyously into the
scheme. All, men and women, boys and
girls, who had the ownership or keeping of
cows, brought their quota of milk or curd
to a particular spot. A large cider-press

had been thoroughly cleaned out, a new
false-bottom provided, and a monster hoop
laid down on it, corresponding in dimen-
sions with the thickness and diameter of
the intended cheese. When the accumu-
lated gifts of curd were thrown in, skilled

dairy-matrons mixed, flavoured, and tinted
it. Then came the pressing ; immense
work, seeing that so thick a cheese could
not possibly be of good quality throughout
unless the pressure on the curd were much
beyond the usual degree. Sturdy men,
with arms bare and muscles well braced,
turned the screw press until it would not
yield another fraction of an inch. Then, Le-
land standing in the centre, and the people
being grouped around him, all sang a hymn,
and dedicated the cheese to Thomas Jeffer-

son, thencw President of the Great Republic.

After a due period for settling and drying,

arrangements were made for carrying the
mighty cheese to Washington, the Federal
capital ; and as the distance was not less

than five hundred miles, the enterprise was
certainly a formidable one. The weight

—

some say fourteen hundred and fifty pounds,
some sixteen hundred pounds (twenty times
that of a full-sized EngHsh Chesliire cheese)

—could not safely be trusted upon wheels,
with such roads as America then possessed.
A snowy season was selected, a sledge was
provided, the cheese was launched, and
Master John Leland piloted it all the way
to Washington. He was three weeks on
the jotirney, and, wherever he rested at

night, received quite an ovation, for the
nature of his errand had become rumoured
about. Arrived at Washington, he went
to the White House, Avhere, on an ap-
pointed day, he was received by President
Jefferson and all the officials, with a goodly
number of ambassadors and other folks.

Leland presented the cheese to Jefierson in

the name of the whole of the inhabitants of
Cheshire ; every family and every cow had
contributed towards it. The president of

course said what was proper on so remark-
able an occasion. He caused a great wedge
to be cut from the cheese and conveyed
back to Cheshire, that the townsmen might
have the pleasure of tasting the result of
their labours ; while all the guests at the
White House, there and then, partook of

the gift. The interior of the cheese was
found of a beautiful colour, richly tinted

with anatto; it was a little variegated in

appearance, owing to so many dairies having
contributed the milk or curd, but the flavour

was pronounced to be the best ever tasted

at Washington.
And now for the English cheese, big in

its bigness, although its Transatlantic pre-

cursor was bigger. Moreover, the English
magnate had hiimiliating scenes to pass

through, enough to fret the curd of any
cheese. Those readers who have at hand
the whole series of the present periodical,

will find full details of the history of this

cheese in one of the early volumes ; * to

those who are not so provided, a brief

summary may be acceptable. Early in

the present Queen's reign, the farmers and
yeomani'y of West Pennard, near Glaston-

bury, resolved to present Her Majesty
with a cheese such as England had never
before seen. West Pennard is in or near
the famous Vale of Cheddar ; and the

* See All the Ykae Eound, First Series, vol. iii.,

p. 1<).
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Somerbetsliire cows could be relied upon for

supplying milk of proper quality. On a

given day the dairy-maids collected the

milk of seven hundred and thirty-seven

eows, ' one meal's milking," as it is called

in those parts, from each cow. All the

cows in the parish contributed, the aggre-

gate quantity being upwards of twenty
hogsheads. About fifty wives and daughters

of the dairy-farmers gladly took part in

the work. Everything had previously been

got ready—pails, tubs, vat, mould, press,

cloths, &c., at the house of one of the

farmers ; and, although not without many
difficulties, the cheese was made. Unlike
most other specimens of this art, it was
octagonal in shape ; the diameter was about
thirty-six inches, the circumference a little

more than nine feet, the depth twenty-two
inches, the weight eleven hundredweight.

Twenty hogsheads may seem an enormous
quantity to form this size and weight, but

we must remember that the hogsheads
represented the whole of the milk, whey
and all ; whereas the cheese was made of

curd and cream only. The interior of the

mahogany mould was so far cai'ved as to

give ornamental devices to the cheese. The
upper surface displayed the royal arms,

surrounded with a wreath of oak-leaves,

and graced with the rose, thistle, and
shamrock. The cheese, of course, required

a long time to solidify properly ; and during
a portion of this time it was exhibited to

strangers at a shilling a head. After many
months (though, as it appeared, not months
enough) the cheese was duly conveyed to

London by a deputation of four West Pen-
nard men. The Queen and Prince Albert
received them very graciously ; but as the

cheese was evidently too new to cut. Her
Majesty proposed that the villagers should
take it back again, and keep it till it

ripened, at which happy time she would
present a hundred guineas to the poor of
the parish. But jealousy sprang up at

West Pennard ; the farmers felt certain that

knighthood, or some other great honour,
would be conferred on those who finally

presented the cheese. The cheese Avas

actually besieged, and was defended with
an iron cage and strong window bars. The
belligerents on one side made a plaster cast

of the cheese, and sent it up to London for

exhibition ; the belligerents on the other
side obtained Her Majesty's permission to

exhibit the real cheese itself at the Egyptian
Hall ; and the Court of Chancery had to

settle the matter. The cheese was next
exhibited in various parts of Somerset, but

under such circumstances, that both the

cheese party, and the plaster-of-paris party,

lost a good deal of money by it. The Queen
never again saw the cheese. It passed from
one custodian to another ; and at length it

was cut, tasted, and found to be a very
poor affair, more fitted for pigs than for

royalty.

Let us flavour our big cheeses with a bit

of folk-lore. In the rural districts there

are many odd old customs and sayings re-

lating to ckeese, the real origin of which it

would be no easy matter to ferret out. In
regard to butter, the wise saws and sayings

are still more numerous, partly owing to

the fact, that the proper turning of milk
into butter is a still more delicate affair

than the proper coagulation of curd and
cream into cheese. If the cow is bewitched,

or the milkpail, or the churn, or the dairy-

maid, woe be to the butter ; and in the

days when witchcraft was more believed in

than it is at present, such dark doings at

the dairy were the burden of many a strange

story. Some curious examples were given

in a former sheet of this work,* tending to

show that the belief in witchcraft, even in

this nineteenth century, has not yet dis-

appeared, and that some of its strangest

freaks—or rather fi'eaks springing out of a
belief in it—have had relation to dairy

operations. Among old customs relating

to cheese, one must have originated from
some cause which it would now be im-

possible to trace. A cheese is made when
a new inhabitant of the village is expected

shortly to come into the world. The birth

being safely over, if the new comer be a

boy, the cheese is cut up and distributed

to all the males in the village ; if a girl,

to all the inhabitants of both sexes.

One of the most remarkable bits of folk-

lore, dependent partly on etymology for its

solution, has been rather fully discussed in

that excellent periodical, Notes and Queries.

It relates not to cheese per se, but to a street

saying, ft, bit of slang. The talker does

not talk about cheese itself, yet he brings

in the name of that comestible. A few
years ago, a correspondent of the periodical

above mentioned propounded a question as

to the origin of a saying which was not
much known in quiet households, but was
tolerably familiar in places where "men do
mostly congregate," especially young men.
The saying or phrase is, " That's the

cheese!" Some bright geniuses, anxious

to advance a stage beyond their fellows,

* See All The Yeae Round, New Series, vol. ii.,

p. 541.
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vary the form to, " That's the Cheshire
!"

or, "That's the Stilton!" but with the

caseous basis understood. Now it would
not be a very wild supposition that, on
some particular occasion, a cheese of ex-

ceptional goodness was made, and became
a sort of type, symbol, synonym, or repre-

sentative of excellence generally, in non-
cheesy as well as in cheesy matters. But
this would not do for those who love to

dip and dive into the origin of things ; the

word " cheese" was analysed in all sorts

of ways, and was made to bear relation to

things which no Cheshire farmer, no tidy

dairy-maid, no retailer of slang sayings, ever
for a moment dreamed of. The answers
obtained to the query are really worthy of

notice; for, whether they are right or

wrong, or half right and half wrong, or

wrong with a little bit of right interposed,

they mostly came from men of education
and knowledge of languages. One respon-

dent points to the fact that the word
"choice" was formerly written "chose"
and "chese." In the Vision of Piers Plow-
man, a satirical poem, •wi-itten by a secular

priest, named Robert Longlande, more than
five hundred years ago, occur the lines :

'Now thou migbt cliese

How thou covetist to cal me,
Now thou knowest al mi names !

And it is urged that "That's the chese,"
" That's the sort of thing I would choose,"
would have been considered by Robert
Longlande as very good Saxon English.

Another informant states that Ireland is

the birthplace of tlie phrase. There was
one David Rees, a comedian at Dublin, a
very smart fellow at bon-mot and repartee,

who, when playing in a piece called the
Evil Eye, used the words " That's the
cheese," which he repeated more than once.

The audience, struck with the oddity of the
phrase, relished it as the piece went on,

and it became quite in favour as a comical
bit of innocent slang—used when a person
wanted to impress on another that some-
thing important had been said or done in

reference to something in hand. Rees, at

a subsequent period, was asked how he
came to invent or devise the phrase. He
rephed that on one occasion a half-witted

boy ate a piece of soap, and then told his

grandmother what a nice piece of cheese

he had devoured. " It was soap !" said the

old lady. " Oh, no," replied he, " that's

the cheese !" A third correspondent also

names Ireland as the land of the inven-

tion, and only slightly changes the dramatis

personam and the circumstances. In the

north, of Ireland lived an old woman with
a grandson about eight years old, who
had a very undiscriminating appetite. The
grandmother one day purchased a piece of
yellow soap, and placed it on the window-
ledge. Some hours afterwards, when about
to commence washing, she said, " Paddy,
where's the soap ?" " What soap ?" asked
the boy. " Why, the soap that was in the
window." " Oh, granny," he replied,

"that was the cheese !" He had eaten it.

The story was made a standingjoke against

Paddy for years afterwards ; and it grew
into use, as applied to anything which
suited the taste of the person making use
of the expression. A fourth contributor to

the process of elucidation will not adopt
either England or Ireland as the birthplace

of the saying, but seeks for it in France.
" C'est la chose," " That's the thing,"

seems to him quite natural enough, as the

beginning ; not less so than "C'est I'eti-

quette" as the origin of " That's the

ticket."

But the Hindoo parentage of the phrase
is the most curioixs of all that have been
suggested—the one which has the greatest

number of defenders. A gentleman, lately

returned from India, starts the subject by
referring to a word pronounced " chiz,"

very commonly used in Bengalee, spoken
in Calcutta, in the sense of " thing." A
phrase, " That's the chiz," would be exactly

equivalent to " That's the thing," " That's

the thing for me." " It is easy to see how,
in its transit to this country by means of

the P. and 0. Company, ' chiz' became
'cheese;' and hence our slang phrase."

This statement has been confirmed by
others, except that some call " chiz" a
Hindoostanee, and others a Bengalee word

;

but this is merely a difi'erence of pro-

vincial dialect. Attention has been called

to a passage in Stray Leaves from the

Diary of an Indian Officer, in which he
says :

" Few who use the word ' cheez' are

aware of its exact meaning. It is simply

the Hindoostanee word for ' thing.' In my
young days we used to say that so-and-so

was 'just the thing,' whereas we now say
that it is 'just the cheez.' " One conjec-

ture is, that the gipsies, who seem to have
had some mysterious connexion with India

in past ages, have brought the word from
that remote country to England, and that

it forms part of their lingo ; while another

conjecture would rest satisfied with the

transplanting of the phrase, from the East

to the West, by Anglo-Indians and mili-

tary on their rctui^n home.

--^
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We ca-nnot pretend to decide, but this

Hindoo theory strikes us as being the best

of all. If it is the right one, so much the

more dignity to otir cheese.

CHASTENED.
My soul was stricken on a summer day
With sudden sickness in her bloom and pride,

And through the length of all that year she lay,

Feeble, sore-smitten, trusting to have died.

She rose not up to see the reapers pass,

To lay their sickles in the yellow wheat

;

Nor did she move when winter trod the grass

And flowers, to nothingness with icy feet.

But when the spring-time ruled the land again,

Mysterious yearnings in my spirit woke,

New energies endowed her heart and brain,

And she essayed to break her sorrow's yoke,

And said to it,
•' Thy rule is my disgrace,

I have been blind, now will I see thy face."

Then rose the grief that long had ruled my soul.

And these two struggled for the mastery
;

But God had made my spirit's vision whole.

While grief was veiled, and might not plainly see.

Then sprang my spirit conquering and free.

To draw the veil from ofl" the dreaded face,

And lo ! the face was marvellous to see.

Divine : an angel's; full of awful grace.
" God sent me," said the angel, " unto thee,

A chastening rod, for loving kindness sake.

And if thou choose to hold me, I will be

A staff for leaning when all others break."
'• I take thee," said my soul. " Of no true worth
Is life without thee. Walk with me henceforth."

jl SIEGES OF LONDON.

[' According to Fitzstephen, a chronicler

j

j

of the twelfth century (Henry the Second),
' London was then girt by a high and thick

wall, having seven double gates, and at in-

tervals, on the north side, many towers.

These seven gates were, it is conjectured,

Aldgate, Ludgate, Newgate, Aldersgate,

Cripplegate, Bishopsgate, and a postem
near the Tower. The southern walls and
towers were undermined by the river. In

1707, Dr. Woodward, a learned professor

of Gresham College, examined the founda-

tion of part of the old Roman wall, at the

Bishopsgate end of Camomile-street. It

was built of alternate layers of broad, flat

bricks and ragstone, nine feet thick. The
rampart had originally been twenty-seven
feet high. In Maitland's time (1753) there

were still traces of fifteen towers of the

old London wall. Woodward describes

one of these towers, twenty-six feet high,

nearly opposite Gravel-lane, Houndsditch.
It was still inhabited, but rent from the
top to the bottom. In a street called the

Vineyard, behind the Minories, there was
the basis of another, the top of Avhich had
fallen in in 1651. There was also a con-

siderable portion of the old Roman wall
visible on both sides of Moorc,ate; and

Mr. Craik, in Knight's London, says that

much of this remained till the pulling do\vn

of old Bethlehem in 1818. The line of cir-

cumvallation can still be traced here and
there. Postern-row, near the Tower, marks
the site of the old Postern Gate, which

Bishop Longchamp, in Richard the First's

reign, detached from part of the old wall,

and which fell in the reign of Henry the

Sixth.

In 1841, Mr. Craik describes seeing a bit

of the old wall between the north side of

George-street and Trinity-square. This

fragment was forty feet long and some
twenty-five feet high. There was another

bit at the back of a hemp warehouse near

the north-east angle of Trinity-square.

Another part of the old Roman founda-

tion was discovered behind the south-west

corner of America-square in extending the

Blackwall Railway. From there, says the

same antiquary, to Aldgate High-street, it

ran between Houndsditch and Duke-street,

Bevis Marks, and Camomile - street, to

Bishopsgate-street. By Wormwood-street
it passed to London-Wall by Sion College,

The old wall forms the southern boundary
of Cripplegate churchyard. It then turned

south at the back of Barber's Hall, across

Aldersgate, behind Bull aod Mouth-street.

It went behind Christ's Hospital, and
struck down upon Newgate-street, which it

crossed " a little to the east of its present

termination at the Old Bailey." Ludgate
stood immediately to the west of St.

Martin's Church. It then tm-ned west by
St. Martin's-court till it reached the bank
of the Fleet. Till 1276, the wall went
straight from Newgate to the river, but

part of it being pulled down to make room
for the new house of the Black Friars,

Edward the First ordered the City to build

a new wall, running further west, to take

in the whole precinct of the Black Friars^

The first Roman wall probably ended east

of vSt. Paul's, leaving that churchyard out-

side the City, as was the Roman custom.

In Alfred's reign the Norsemen occupied

London. After nine pitched battles in one

year, Alfred delivered Wessex for a time,

and the Danes retreated to London; and
in 861, Alfred, getting nearer and nearer to

the pirates, soon regained London, which,

says Mr. Freeman, " became henceforth one

of the firmest strongholds of English free-

dom, and one of the most efficient bulwarks
of the realm." In the reign of Ethelred,

Olaf, King of the Norwegians, and Sweyn,
King of the Danes, sailed up the Thames
with ninety-four ships, and besieged Lon-

^'-
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don. The chronicler says, "The mother of

God, of her mild-heartedness," saved Lon-
don that day from the fair-haired barba-

rians. They assailed the wall and the

Tower of Alfred, and tried to burn the

City, but were defeated with slaughter, and
the two kings dropped down the river sul-

lenly, not liking the reception we gave
them, then spread, burning and murdering
through Kent, and Essex, and Sussex, and
at Southampton were bought off for sixteen

thousand pounds. Soon after, the Danes,

under Thurkill, again threatened London,
but were repeatedly beaten oflT by the brave
citizens. The rough visitors, then in a

rage, crossed the Chiltern Hills, burnt Ox-
ford, and then plundered both sides of the

Thames.
In 994, Sweyn, another of these hungry

Norsemen, attacked London ; but this time
Thurkill defended the City for King Ethel-

red, and Sweyn, who afterwards conquered
nearly all England, was repulsed, losing

many of his men in the Thames. But
London's great siege was in May, 1016,

when Canute beleaguered it. Sailing up
from Greenwich, London Bridge stopped
his progress, upon which patient and crafty

Canute dug a deep canal to the south of

the river, and got rou.nd to the west of the

City. He then dug another canal round
that part of the City which was not washed
by the Thames, so that London was again

hemmed in on all sides. But Canute had
to r9,ise the siege to give battle to King
Edmund in Somersetshire. Finally, Ed-
mund defeated the Danes at Brentford, and
saved London. Three times Canvite and
the Danes unsuccessfully besieged the

brave City.

After that terrible battle on the hill at

Senlac, as Mr. Freeman persists in' calling

Hastings, William, insatiable for conquest,

after a month's rest near Canterbury,

marched on London. The great battle was
fought on October the 14th. On December
the 1st, William, then master of Dover,

Canterbury, and Winchester, set out along

the Old Kent- road, ravaging, burning,

slaughtering, and requisitioning as he went.

One chronicler says he occupied West-
minster, and planted his catapults ready for

the siege close to St. Peter's Minster. But
this was not so. He, however, sent before

his vanguard five hundred knights to re-

connoitre in Southwark. The citizens

sallied forth, and were beaten back within

their walls, and Southwark, the southern

suburb of England's capital, where Earl

Godwin had once dwelt, was ffiven to the

flames by the Normans. But William did

not yet venture on the City. He marched
through Surrey, Hampshire, and Berkshire,

and crossed to the left bank of the Thames
at Wallingford. He pushed on then to

Berkhempstead, in Hertfordshire, in order

to surround London with a black ring of

barrenness and desolation. At last London
yielded. Its defender, the wounded Staller

Esegar, the sheriff of the middle Saxons,

sent ambassadors to Berkhempstead to treat

with William, and to offer him the crown he
had, in fact, already won. The conqueror,

accepting the crown, sent soldiers before

him to commence that fortress, probably at

first of wood, which afterwards grew into

the Tower of London.
In the civil wars of Henry the Third's

time, London pronounced for Simon de

Montfort. In London he held that first par-

liament to Avhich the Commons were ad-

mitted, and which did so much to establish

a basis for future liberties. When the earl

fell at Evesham, with one hundred and
sixty of his knights, Fitz - Richard, the

mayor of London, at first threatened re-

sistance, but he surrendered before the

king's troops could formally besiege the

place.

In the reign of Edward the Second,

London had another narrow escape of a

siege. In 1326, when Queen Isabella

landed at Dover to free England from the

tyranny of the Spensers, the favourites of

the Aveak king, the Bishop of Exeter de-

manded the City keys of the lord mayor,

and would have held London for the king,

but the populace seized the keys, and run-

ning to Exeter House, tired the gates and
burnt all the plate, jewellery, and furniture.

The bishop, riding straight to the northern

door of St. Paul's to take sanctuary, they

beat him off his horse, dragged him to

Cheapside, and, lopping off his head, set

it on a pole. The corpse they threw,

without funeral service, into a hole in the

old churchyard of the Pied Friars.

Under the head of sieges, it is right to

include the coups de main by which Lon-

don has been at various times taken. The
first of these was Wat Tyler's. Massing
at ]\Iaidstone, and gathering still closer at

Blackheath, Wat Tyler and his wild rabble

poured down on London, which admitted

them with little resistance. Lawyers and
Flemings they slew everywhere, and the

more the citizens feasted the rough in-

truders, the more savage and bloodthirsty

they became. In Southwark they de-

molished the Marshalsea and King's Bench,
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and in Lambeth they sacked the archi-

episcopal palace. They destroyed Newgate,
fired the house of the Knights Hospitallers

at Clerkenwell, and that of St. John's at

Highbury, and, seizing the Tower, chased

away the queen-mother, and beheaded the

archbishop and several knights. At their

great bivouacs at Mile End and on Tower-
hill, Wat Tyler made all new-comers swear
that they would be true to King Richard
and the Commons, and keep John of Graunt

from the throne. The next day the mob
bore down on John's Palace in the Savoy,

and burnt and destroyed everything it con-

tained. They tore the silk and velvet into

strips, they crushed the jewels in mortars,

and beat up the gold and silver plate, and
threw it into the Thames. But Wat Tyler

allowed nothing to be stolen. One wretch,

seen to slip a silver cup into his doublet,

was tossed into the fire, and burnt to death.

In the cellars which fell in, thirty-two of

the rebels were buried alive. In the wildest

tempest of their rage, these ruffians rolled

some barrels, supposed to contain money,
into the flames. In a moment they exploded,

blew up the great hall, shook down many
neighbouring houses, killed many men, and
reduced the palace to ruins. Two days
after, Wat Tyler, advancing insolently to-

wards the king at an interview at Smith-
field, was struck down by Walworth, mayor
of London, and slain on the spot. The
rebels then dispersed across the IsHngton
fields, and the rebellion was at an end.

Jack Straw left a name at Hampstead.
Wat Tyler can never be forgotten, but
Hob Carter, Tom Miller, John Ball, and
the other obscui'e leaders of that great in-

surrection perished, history has not even
recorded where.

In Henry the Sixth's reign a Kentish
"rebel" named Jack Cade, headed one of

these sudden attacks on Loudon. As we
have, very lately, dwelt at length upon this

page of history*, it is not necessary to

repeat the chronicle here, and we may pass
on to the third dash at London, which
was that of Wyatt's, in the reign of Queen
Mary. Sir Thomas Wyatt, hot-headed
and turbu.lent, had planned an insur-

rection to prevent the marriage of the sa-

turnine queen with that gloomy Spaniard,
Phnip. Sir Peter Carew was to rouse
Devonshire, the Duke of Saffolk the mid-
land counties. But Carew rising before

the preconcerted time, was defeated, and
fled to France. The duke, on his way to

* See All ihk Yeae Bound, New Series, vol. iii.,

p. 181.

Warwick and Leicester, was pursued by
three hundred horse, taken, and brought
prisoner to London. But Wyatt at first

throve better. A captain named Brett,

and eight hundred Londoners, came over

to his head- quarters at Rochester, from
the troops led against him by the Duke of

Norfolk. Norfolk upon this retreated to

London. Wyatt, inarching into South-

wark, demanded of the queen that she

should surrender the Tower to him, should

deliver four of her counsellors, and, lastly,

that she should immediately marry an Eng-
lishman. But London Bridge was fortified

against the rash rebel, and he could not

force it. Upon this he marched to King-
ston, and crossing the Thames with four

thousand men, returned to London, which
he hoped would at once rise in his favour.

But the tide had turned, Piccadilly was
thronged with pikes, and bows, and mus-
kets. His men dwindled as he fought his

way from Westminster, and near Ludgate,

as he sat weary and dejected on a stone by
the gate, he was arrested by Sir Maui'ice

Berkely. Wyatt and seventy of his fol-

lowers suffered for their wild raid on Lon-

don, which endangered the life of the

Princess Elizabeth, and brought poor gentle

Lady Jane Grey to the scaffold.

In 1643, the parhament resolving to

fortify the City, the work was carried out

with great expedition. In those trouble-

some days London must have been always

swarming with soldiers, and we perpetually

find in the newspapers of those days such

entries as the following :
" His excellency

the general (Sir Thomas Fairfax) drew
this day, August 7th, 1647, most of his

forces into Hyde Park, and marched
through the City of London with all the

horse and foot and train of artillery, with

drums, trumpets, and colours flying. First,

part of the horse marched in, then his ex-

cellency with his Life Guards (Cornet Joyce

and some six or seven more bareheaded)

encompassing him, then the foot, led on by
Major- General Skippon. Presently after,

the train of artillery. Lieutenant-General

Cromwell brought up the rear of the foot,

and Quarterman marched after the horse."

A short time after Cornet Joyce had
seized King Charles at Holmby, the army
and parliament fell out so violently that

the dispute very nearly ended in a siege of

London. The army, gathering eighty

thousand men at Hounslow Heath, threat-

ened the City. Their advanced posts were
stationed about Brentford, Hounslow, and
Twickenham, but they did not stop the car-
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riage of provisions into London. In a lull

of the negotiations, Colonel Rainsborougli,

with a brigade of horse, foot, and cannon,

took Southwark, and the works and forts

securing the end of old London Bridge.

Rainsborough took the southern suburb
without any opposition, the soldiers frater-

nising with him, and shaking hands with

his men.
The parliament, prepared to oppose the

rebellious soldiers at the west side of

London, were thunderstruck to find what
they had confided in as the strongest gate

so easily taken. They then sent to propose

terms, asking for a guard of horse and foot,

and promising to open to the army all

forts and passages. Fairfax replied that

he would have all the western forts de-

livered to him immediately, those on
the south side being already in Rains-

borough's hands. The common council,

blue with fright, and sitting night and
day, instantly replied (with a due dread of

pike and gun) that they would humbly sub-

mit to his command, and that now, under
Almighty God, they did rely only upon
his excellency's " honourable word for their

protection and secui'ity." They then with-

drew their militia along the whole line, as

well as out of the forts, with all the cannon
and ordnance, over which the general

promptly put a guard. At Hyde Park
the mayor and aldermen met the general,

who received them sourly, and pushed back
into their hands a big gold cup which they

stammeringly presented on behalf of the

City. The next day the army of horse, foot,

and cannon marched through the City,

which, extremely touched at the sight, im-

mediately undertook to supply one hundred
thousand pounds for the payment of the

troops. Cromwell's men (for Cromwell was
really the head of the army) behaved well,

•doing no damage, and speaking " no disre-

spective word to any man," proving their

fine discipline, and the extraordinary temper
and sobriety of both officers and soldiers.

The army then marched overLondon Bridge
into Southwark to the quarters assigned

them, while some regiments were craftily

posted in Westminster, the Strand, and
Holborn, under pretence of being a guard
to the parliament, but really to get a

firm grip on the City. The general's head-

quarters were at Chelsea, the council of

offic rs and agitators sat at Fulham and
Chelsea, and the rest of the ai-my was
quartered between Hampton Court and
London.
The last attack that London had to ap-

prehend was in the reign of James the
Second. It was shortly after James had
fled, and the London mob had burnt the
Roman Catholic chapels. A ground swell
of terror spread through London. The
cavalry were drawn out, the train-bands

were under arms. The wretch Jefi"reys

had just been seized, disguised as a New-
castle sailor. Powis House, at the north-
west corner of Lincoln's-inn-fields, was
being threatened by the mob. Then arose
a wild rumour that Faversham's Irish

troops were marching from Hounslow on
London, to take the City and massacre the
Protestants. The City sprang to arms. At
one in the morning the drums of the militia

began to beat. Before two every window
was illuminated; the chief avenues were
barricaded. All travellers were stopped
and questioned. Interested persons had
spread these rumours of danger from the
disbanded Irish. The Irish Panic went
down as suddenly as it had arisen.

In the Commonwealth time, during one
of the panics at the approach of the

Royahsts from Oxford, Newcastle and his

white " Lambs," Rupert and his fiery

horse, the citizens set to work with all

their might piling up earth ramparts at

Hyde Park Cornei", in High Holborn, and,

if we remember rightly, in Gray's-inn-

road. Behind these, the train-bands and
the gallant young apprentices were to gain
courage, and discharge their muskets. Only
fancy now, barricades at Temple Bar or in

Pall Mall, and the windows of the club-

houses full of country gentlemen, armed
with chassepots, ready for a cut at the in-

vader. Yet, joking apart, there is no doubt
that our government has begun seriously

to think of the defence of London from
sudden forays of ambitious foreign powers.

Ten years ago some not over hasty com-
missioners on national defences issued a
report on this subject, in which they said :

" There can be no doubt that the main ob-

ject of an enemy invading the country

would be to push for the capital, in

the hope that if he succeeded in obtain-

ing a command of it, such a disaster

would result in our buying him ofi" upon
any terms he might think it expedient to

make."
We should then be reduced to the pitiful

and degraded condition of the later Saxons,

who were always buying off' those hungry
Danes, swarms of whom succeeded one
another with remorseless and relentless

rapidit_y. We should have all the poor na-

tions upon us one after another, and should
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become a mere bone for every dog to gnaw
at. We should be the mere money-bag in

which every thief Avould dip his hand. The
important point of central defence (the

cuirassing, as it were, the heart of England),

that the commissioners neglected, several

eminent men, whose forte was engineering,

took np and discussed in the public prints

with sagacityand candoiir. Foremost among
these writers were General Shaw Kennedy
and Sir Joshua Jebb. General Kennedy,
taking an imaginative and hopeful view of

our future army, proposed to belt London
with a girdle of small forts, each of them
about two hundred yards square. These
forts were to be raised at intervals of a

mile, upon a circle having a five-mile radius

round London. To garrison these forts he
required two hundred and sixty-five thou-

sand men, and for a movable auxiliary

force to pivot round upon them an addi-

tional force of two hundred and fifty thou-

sand. But where the half million of

warriors were to be obtained, without re-

sorting to Hindoo sepoys or New Zealand
chieftians, General Kennedy did not suflS-

ciently explain. Sir Joshua Jebb, in his

turn, threw a wider girdle round the de-

fenceless city, for he proposed to throw up
field-works on commons, in parks, or

streets, for a line of sixty miles, extending

along high grounds all the way from
Maidstone to Reading. Now, this was all

very well for the south and western suburbs,

but it left the north and east open to all

invaders. A clever writer in the Cornhill

Magazine suggested a still looser order of

defence, that is, the erection of redoubts on
all the chief eminences round London

:

Shooter's Hill, .Norwood, "Wimbledon, Har-
row, Mill-hill, and Enfield ; a range of

strongholds so scattered and far apart, in-

deed, that they hardly amount to any
defence at all, while a later writer, still

further widening the line of resistance,

proposes to include even Boxhill (twenty-

two miles from London) in the enceinte of

forts.

But of all the schemes projected, that of

Mr. Eddy seems to us the most calm and
feasible, and we propose, therefore, to con-

sider his suggestions at some length. That
gentleman, in a recent very business-like

pamphlet, commences by showing, without
any wish to create a panic among the timid

and rich, the facilities which steam has
given to ambitious and unscrupulous nations

who desire our destruction or our humilia-
tion.

The Defence Commissioners of 1860

avowed this alarming fact openly :
" Since

the application of steam to the propulsion

of vessels," said the report, "we can no
longer rely ujion being able to prevent the

landing of a hostile force in this country."

Our old bulwarks, the wooden walls of Old
England, can no longer rely on barring up
the Channel. If they were in the Downs
when the hostile fleet is at Yarmouth, what
use would they be ? Any foggy night a

fleet of steam ironclads might pour an army
on defenceless portions of the east coast,

and secure a position before London ever

heard of the danger.

The enceinte of the forts of Paris is about

forty miles. That proposed by Mr. Eddy
is sixty-nine, of which eleven are to be

formed by the river, forty-two by existing

railways, four and a half by railways already

projected, and eleven and a half by railways

woi^ld have to be made. The quantity of

earth to be removed to form a vast ditch

would be about one million cubic yards, or

one and a half million tons. This, it is com-
puted, would take twenty thousand navvies

five days only to dig out. This fosse would
be twenty-four feet wide and seven and a

half feet deep. The bank for the riflemen

would be nine feet high and ten feet wide.

The line of defence would begin at a stream

about half a mile beyond the Alexandra

Park, which it would follow to the low
grounds of the Lea near Tottenham ; then

by the low level Great Eastern lines it

would pass by the Barking or Dagenham
Creek to the river. A little beyond Erith,

marshes and low ground would bring it

to the Dartford loop line near Lewisham,
whence it would follow the East Croydon
to Croydon. There would be at this place

a ditch run for almost a mile through the

chalk. Crossing then the Epsom line, it

would run to Merton, thence follow the

high level South-Eastern to Kingston, and
there strike the river near the water works.

At Kew the line would follow up the North
and South-Western Junction and Midland,

and lastly, follow up a branch of the Brent

to Finchley.

These fifty-eight miles of ditch, Mr.
Eddy nicely calculates, would require one

hundred and sixty-two acres of land, which,

being chiefly London clay, and unfit for

building, would not cost more than one

hundred and sixty-two thousand pounds.

By this scheme the seven streams that

water the suburbs of London—that is, the

Brent, the Lea, the New River, the Cray,

the Ravensbourne, the Wandle, and the

Mole—streams springing chiefly from the

^^=
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chalk hills, and that have at all times of

the year a copious flow, are all pressed

into the service, and utilised for the de-

fence of London. The Kew Water Works
would serve to flood the ditch. The Colne

is useful on the west. On the north-east

side the line of the high-level sewer, from
its junction with the North Metropolitan
line at Old Ford to the rising ground on
Plaistow, forms a ready-made dam for flood-

ing the valley of the Lea. " This is so

level," says the author whose scheme we
here abridge, " that this dam, together with
another of above one mile in length along
the Walthamstow road, would, I believe,

form a lake all the way up to Waltham
Abbey, such as no troops could cross. It

would, however, require works near Plais-

tow and Tottenham to prevent the dams
from being cut." A railway parallel to the

"ditch, along which guns, mitrailleuses, and
men could be rapidly run from place to

place, is part of this design. Whei-e the

high-level lines cross roads, the arches

must be marked by high banks, which
would be provided with rails and turn-

tables to enable the guns to command the

road.

The recent siege of Paris has shown that

guns, rapidly moved from spot to spot

by a protected railway, form one of the

strongest possible lines of defence, because
the besieger never knows where to direct

his fire, but, whilst laying his guns at the

spot from whence he has been annoyed,
receives a shot in his flanks. Mr. Eddy
proves, from the sieges of Paris and Metz,
that lines of earthworks, even rapidly

thrown up and unsupported by forts, and
exposed to the fire of heavy guns, if held

by steady and resolute men, will keep out
even a superior force.

This circle of defence, ditch and railway,

would run round Woolwich (one of our
dangerous points in a bombardment), and
would embrace all London and its suburbs
with all the great railway junctions, and
the gas and water works. It Avould elbow
the enemy back to a safe distance from
the centre and most densely peopled part

of London ; London, singularly enough,
being hid by hills from every part of the

circle. The area of population has hardly

anywhere, except at Croydon or Kingston,
overflowed this line, which runs along a

low and unwholesome level of London clay

adapted for inundation.

This plan has certainly many advantages
over the ring of forts proposed by Major
Palliser and others. In the first place, it can

be rapidly completed ; secondly, it involves
little or no sacrifice of valuable property

;

thirdly, it is in accordance with the current
opinion in favour of a continuous line of
defence ; and, fourthly, it involves no in-

terference with existing roads and bridges,

which need only be cut on emergencies.
There is no winking at the fact, if Mr.

Eddy's figures are correct, that rich London
is in constant danger now from any greedy
enemy. The Russians have now nineteen
monitors, drawing only ten and a half feet

of water, while of our fifty-one ironclads,

thirty-seven, Mr. Eddy says, draw above
twenty-one feet. Now there is a large

extent of Essex shore where vessels of light

draught could land troops without moles-
tation from our bulkier and more cum-
brous ships, unsuited to defend our shallow
coasts.

A nation may be cautious and yet brave.

We must not rest in a fool's paradise of

self-complacent helplessness. Without any
wish for bloated armaments, and with the
most loyal tax-paying dread of fresh ex-

pense, let us calmly consider Mr. Eddy's
sensible and calm view of our present
position. Germany, bleeding from one
hundred thousand wounds, has no wish at

present for anything but peace. But the

time will come when the graves will grow
green, and the widows and orphans will

cease weeping, and the war fever may re-

vive. Half a milhon of men, who have
trodden down France and threatened Eng-
land, may pine for fresh conquests. It

may suddenly appear necessary for United
Germany to win colonies, and a foothold in

Central Asia, Persia, or India. It is a poor
statesman, indeed, who cannot find a griev-

ance. We shall grow impatient at the

scorn expressed or implied, and war may
be the result. The Germans, grown vete-

rans in six months of victory, despise our

loosely disciplined volunteers, and will long

to prove their superiority to a peaceful and
commercial country that rests upon its old

glory. They will fly straight at London,
the centre of our wealth. Our fleet may
no longer be able to barricade the Channel.

Steam has done much to level the inequali-

ties of nations. According to Mr. Eddy,
the Germans have now nine large ironclads,

nine wooden frigates, all drawing less than

seventeen feet of water, four corvettes, and
twenty-two gunboats. Germany is striving

hard to become a preponderating naval

power, and she is as well able to buy as

we are to build. The Russians, Prussia's

steadfast allies, have in the Baltic nineteen
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iron-clad monitors, each armed with two
powerful gnns; and we are still building

vessels, perhaps no more seaworthy than

the unfortunate Captain. The naval port

of Jahde is said to be already very com-
plete, and the contemplated ship canal

connecting Kiel in the Baltic with Tonning
in the German Ocean, will place the Rus-
sian and German fleets within twenty-eight

hours' steam of Yarmouth ; and Tonning
cannot be blockaded, as the fleet will have
two exits six hundred miles apart. For
transports the Gei-mans have their five

lines of American steamers, besides all

the English steam colliers and merchant
steamers they could seize on an emer-

gency in the Baltic and German ports. To
resist such a sudden dash, we have a de-

fenceless City, an unprotected arsenal, and
railways unprepared for the sudden con-

veyance to an assailed coast of any large

body of men.
" All railway managers," says Mr. Eddy,

" appear to be sworn to secrecy on this sub-

ject ; but it is believed that no single line

could take on an emergency ten thousand
men in the course of a day from London to

the east coast—to say nothing of horses

and artillery."

Our defencelessness is otir danger. There
is no use in blinking the fact. Russia has

the Crimea to avenge ; Prussia her past in-

feriority. Let us be wise in time. Absurd
as it may seem to throw up earthworks, to

resist invisible enemies, it is better done too

soon than too late. We have still our old

pluck, and our physical vigour still renders

the bayonet irresistible in our hands. Our
colliers and miners are still giants endowed
with the old Berseker strength. The sons

of Nelson's sailors will be as terrible behind

';j iron as behind wooden walls. Our gentry
I

) are born cavalry soldiers, and are as brave

as they are chivalrous. Our engineers

yield the palm to none. There may be

Moltkes even now latent at Sandhurst and
Woolwich, and Falkensteins at the Duke
of Cambridge's elbow. The race of Na-
piers and Lyndochs, of Havelocks, ay, and
of Wellingtons, is not yet extinct. We
need fear no one with our courage and our
wealth. Our fleets would soon be in every

sea before the third trumpet of war had
sounded. We must let no unworthy panic

betray the fears of our rich men who see

in war a suspension of business, and that

only. Defence, not defiance, is our motto.

It is too late for us to start in the trade of

conquerors ; but we must take care of our-

selves, and above all things we must guard
against the possibility of a successful dash

upon London, the consequences of which
would, assuredly, be unspeakably disas-

trous.

PLOGARRIAN.
IN SEVEN CHAPTERS. CHAPTER III.

About a twelvemonth subsequently to

the latest of the events related in the pre-

ceding chapter, the good ship La Belle

Louise, of Havre de Grace, regular trader

between that port and the coasts of the

Pacific, was returning from a prolonged,

but prosperous voyage. It was the third

voyage which Monsieur le Capitaine Morel
had evermade in that distinguished capacity.

And as the brave Norman, after a hfe spent

on salt water, had married a wife only on

returning from his first voyage as captain,

he may perhaps be excused if, on leaping

ashore on the quay at Havre from the

boat which had brought him from his

ship in the ofiing, his first thought was to

run for a hurried visit to No. 10, Rue de la

Cote, instead of, as in strict duty bound,

hastening at once to the ofiic3 of his owners.

The long honrs of many a dreary middle

watch, as La Belle Louise was ploughing

her way through the long rolling swell of

the Atlantic with a favouring breeze from
the west, had been rendered less tedious by
thonghts of Marie Morel, nee Givray, in

her snug neat little home at No. 10, Rue
de la Cote.

During his first voyage as captain, such

hours had been mainly cheered by some-

what less peaceful thinkings of the bright

dark eyes, fair clear cheeks, and trim

figure of Marie Givray. The second voyage
had been filled with thoughts quite as

closely circling round her, though more
tranquilly. But during all the hours of

this third voyage, which duty would spare

to such dalliance with home fancies, it

was not the Avife, though as dear as ever

—dearer, Captain Morel would have sworn
—who had the husband's thought all to

herself. For before her husband had
started on this third voyage, Marie had
presented him with a little daughter, the

very miniature of herself, as he declared.

It had been a hard task to tear himself

away from the mother and child, at the

call of duty, when the former had barely

recovered from her confinement. And
never had Morel jumped on shore at the

end of a voyage with so much of painful

anxiety as he now felt.

He had not made two steps on the quay,

however, before he was recognised by an

acquaintance.

^
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What Morel, mon vieux Is that you ?

The wife has been on the look out for you
but she hardly expected, you for a week or

so yet. You have made a fair wind of

every breeze."
" All well at home?" asked the sailor,

almost breathlessly.
" All well, my boy ! And Madame Morel

looking prettier than ever ! Make haste

up the hill."

"Mother and child all right?" asked
Morel again, observing with quick mis-

giving that the other had not mentioned
the latter object of his anxiety.

'• Mother and child ! I passed down the

Rue de la Cote yesterday, and saw 'em
both ! And as pretty a babe as one would
wish to look on. Allez, Monsieur Morel !

Mais .... qu'est ce que vous avez la,

mon vieux ! What is that little chap you
have in your hand there ? Hein ? Are you
going to take him home to Madame Morel,

eh ? One would say that it was permis-

sible to doubt of the welcome in store for

ce petit moutard la !"

The " petit moutard " thus alluded to

was a fine-looking child some two years

old, or a month or two more, whom Morel
was tenderly and carefully leading by the

hand ; certainly a strange enough present

for the young captain to be bringing home
to his wife from his long voyage.

" Pas de farces, ami Gigoux !" returned

the captain, half seriously, though with a
laugh in his eye. " Marie will have a very
cordial welcome for the little fellow, never
fear ; a child intrusted to my care ....
having a wife that can look after him, and
one of my own. But that concerns no-

body but me and Marie. Au revoir !"

" Come along, little man !" he continued,

speaking to the child, who clung with a
scared air to his hand ;

" I suppose I must
cany you up the hill. There, put youi* arm
round my neck, and sit fast. That's it

;

now we will be at home in the twinkling
of an eye ! Those may laugh that like at

the trouvaille Captain Morel is bringing
home to his wife ! I know my Marie better

than that."

And thus speaking and thinking, the

brave captain, relieved of his anxiety as to

the well-being of his dear ones, trudged on
vdth the child sitting upon his shoulder,

and in a very few minutes found himself at

the door of No. 10, Rue de la Cote.

The knock of the bright brass knocker
on the bright green door was almost in-

stantly answered by the appearance of a
still brighter female head in a spotless
" cauchoise" cap at a window of the second

floor; such appearance for an instant barely

sufficient to allow the captain, who had
taken the child from his shoulder, and was
now holding him by the hand, to catch a
glimpse of the cap and the head it sur-

mounted, and to hear the little shriek of

delight which accompanied the disappear-

ance of it again -vvithin the vdndow.
In the next instant Marie was at the

open door, breathless with pleasure, and
with the speed with which she had rushed
down the stairs ; a condition which was
not improved by the vigour of the embrace
in which her husband's arms encircled her.

" Oh, mon ami, how I have wearied for

this minute ! You are well, my cabbage !"

(Tliis the good Norman woman said, be-

cause she was very fond of her husband.)
" You are well ! I see it ! Ma foi ! You
look younger and better than you did when
you went away ! Absence agrees vsdth you,

mechant ! Come in ! Come and see our
little Marie ! She is lovely as an angel

!

and so grown ! It is a true wonder ! Come
in ! Are we to pass the rest of the day in

the street ? '

'

So saying, the young wife turned to-

wards the foot of the staircase, and her
husband followed her, shutting the door,

and leading the child, who had been ob-

serving the foregoing scene with grave and
wondering eyes, along the passage.

"Mais—what have we here then ?" said.

Marie, turning round at the foot of the

stairs, and taking heed of the " little

stranger" for the first time. " Qu'est que
c'est que cet enfant. Morel ? Qu'est ce que
9a veut dire, mon ami ?"

And there was a sort of little catch in

the speaker's breath, and a shade of mis-

giving in her manner as she asked these

questions, which did not escape her hus-

band's ear.

" Let us go up- stairs, ma bien aimee !

There is nothiag to conceal from you, and
nothing to vex you, my dearest wife. Tu
me connais n'est ce pas ? Allez done ! But
my heart is yearning to embrace our little

Marie. We will speak of this little one
afterwards."

And then the captain, treading very gin-

gerly, and thereby causing his boots to

make more noise by their creaking than

the most careless step would have made,

was led to the side of the cradle in which
the little Marie was reposing, with an air

of reverential mystery on the part of his

wife, which bespoke her consciousness of

the ineffable and unparalleled glory of the

sight that was about to burst upon her

husband's eyes.

-'^
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It is rarely that a father's raptures can

visibly attain the height demanded by a

mother's wondering adoration of her first

babe. But perhaps a seafaring life is good

in that respect. A captain of a ship don't

see babies every day, and sees his own after

perhaps a twelvemonth's absence from it,

and a twelvemonth's thinking of the absent

ones at home. The result in Captain Morel's

case was a frame of mind nearly adequate,

even in his wife's opinion, to the greatness

of the occasion. The bronzed and abun-

dantly bearded sailor stood by the cradle-

side, with shoulders raised and hands half

lifted, as if longing but not daring to take

the wonderful creature in his arms, while

his head bent down rested on his great

broad chest, and a smile of intense delight

slowly came over his face, as just one great

tear gathered in either eye.

The child opened wide its large deep blue

eyes as he stood thus, and staring up
steadily into the face above her, oh, wonder
of wonders ! said with unmistakable dis-

tinctness, " Dada !"

There was a theme for after-talk, and
ever newly springing wonder and delight

!

Captain Morel was never tired of discuss-

ing the portent with his wife ; but I do

not think that he spoke much of it to his

friends out of doors. But how often the

wondrous tale was repeated by Madame
Morel to every mother in the Rue de la

Cote, is a matter that passes the power of

any statistician to estimate.

"Take her up, Jean !" said Marie, nod-

ding gravely to her husband, as became the

seriousness of the occasion, but with a

suppressed chuckle of delight in her

voice. " You may take her in your arms

—

carefully, you know—carefully, mon ami ! '

'

she repeated, fluttering, with her own
hands ready to remedy on the instant any
awkwardness on the part of the sailor

father, as he availed himself, not without
some trepidation, of the privilege accorded
to him.

All this time the little stranger boy had
been standing with his little shoulder lean-

ing against the corner of a chair near the

door of the room, very gravely watching
all that had passed; but not approvingly,

as it seemed, for one little finger wa-s

squeezed into the corner of one eye, and
there was a little movement of the lips,

which seemed to indicate that a rising

roar of weeping was only suppressed by
the awe of the new circumstances and
strange surroundings.

At length, when all the varied and never-

before-equalled perfections of the little

Marie had been duly pointed out and de-

scanted on ; and when the captain had sat

down with his child in his arms in an ex-

cruciatingly constrained and unprecedented

attitude, intended to afibrd security against

the possibility of little Marie jumping, or

sliding, or rolling, or slipping, or oozing

out of his arms on to the floor, Madame
Morel allowed her attention to revert to

the little stranger. Marie by this time had,

by some female system of logic, reached the

conclusion that, however mysterious the

appearance of the strange child might be,

and however vividly her curiosity might be

excited by the mystery of it, there was no-

thing in the matter that could give any

umbrage to her feelings as a wife.

" Come hither, my little man," she said,

calling the child across the room to her,

and opening her arms, as she sat beside

her husband, to serve as a sort of haven
into which he might run with safety at the

conclusion of his voyage across the bricked

floor ;
" come hither and tell me thy name."

The child came across to her, not with a

run, as little Marie was wont to do, but

slowly, staidly, and gravely stumping in

careful fashion, and pausing once or twice

to redress his balance.
" Now tell me thy name, little slow and

sure !" she said, encircling him, not un-

tenderly, with her arms, as he arrived.

" Zean !" said the child, looking up into

her face with a melancholy gravity.
" Jean !" said Marie, turning to her hus-

band ;
" that is your name, mon ami !"

" Yes, I gave him mine, for want of a

better ; but whether he has ever been bap-

tised or no, and whether he may have any

other name, I can't say," said the captain.

" Mon Dieu ! And where .... Has
he any other name?" asked Marie, more
and more mystified.

" I have called him Jean Delaroche,

seeing that it was necessary to call him
something. But what his real name is, I

have no more notion than you have, wife.

Tenez ! the child was intrusted—yes ; in-

trusted to me," continued the captain, after

a pause, as if he had doubted for a mi-

nute of the propriety or exactitude of the

phrase, but had been satisfied that it was
correct, on consideration ;

" but let us wait

till we liave put the poor tired little fellow

to bed, and then I will tell you all about it,

and a queer story it is. I won't speak of

it before him ; for he is a cute little chap,

and understands more than you would
think for. And it is just as well not to

freshen up any remembrance he may have

on the subject, as you will see. The fact is.
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that I have no more idea than you have
who he is ; and be it as it may, he shall be
sent away out of the house in some way or

other, if you do not like to keep him here.

It is, as I said, a queer story enough ; but
you know, Marie, that when I tell you any-

thing, I don't tell you lies !"

Marie felt no doubt that the story her
husband promised her would be the perfect

truth; and she made up her mind to wait

as patiently as she could for the gratifica-

tion of her curiosity, till she and Jean
Morel should find themselves alone.

And it was very soon determined between
the captain and his wife that the little Jean
should remain with them. He was evidently

about the same age as their own child, and
would be, Marie said, an excellent play-

fellow for her ; much better than that she

should be alone in the house, or dependent
for playfellows on the children of the neigh-

bours, who might be anything, for what
they knew.

Perhaps the little Jean might be some-
what older than their Marie, he was so

grave and staid in his manner ; but that

might be due to the circumstances under
which he had passed the first months of

his life. He seemed a strong, healthy child,

dark in complexion, with regular and rather

delicately cut features, and very fine large

eyes.

So, when Captain Morel again went to

sea, Jean Delaroche Avas left with the good
and kind Marie. And there was a nine

days' wonder among the neighbours ; and
the young wife had to endure at first a few
malicious smiles, and nods, and knowing
winks, and assertions, that " Vraiment
Madame Morel etait d'une bonte envers
son mari ! mais d'une bonte par trop naive

!

c'etait inconcevable !

" on the part of her dear
friends and neighbours. But she had her
logic, and had drawn her conclusions, and
was not to be shaken in them. And when
the nine days were over little Jean Dela-

roche was accepted in the Rue de la Cote
as a fait accomph ; and the chattering

came to an end. And Madame Marie had
kept her husband's secret. The most as-

siduous of the chatterers, and the most
spiteftd of the dealers in winks and insinu-

ations, had alike failed to extract fi'om her
one iota of information on the subject.

And gradually, and more on the initia-

tive of little Marie than of little Jean, the
two children grew to be great and close

friends. And, of course, Jean began to

call Marie his little wife ; and Marie made
no objection whatever to being so called,

until Captain Morel had gone forth and

returned some ten times on as many voy-
ages to the far shores of the Pacific. Then
she began to say that it was nonsense
talking in that way, and thought that she
and Jean ought rather to consider them-
selves as brother and sister.

One day, on the captain's return after a
longer absence than usual— a voyage of
nearly fifteen months—on his asking Marie
—now grown to be a tall slip of a girl, not
nearly so pretty as she had been two years

before, and still less pretty than she woiild

be two years later—after her little husband
Jean, Marie tossed her head, and told him
she did not like such nonsense.

The captain and his good wife had a
longish talk that night, after the children

were gone to bed, and it turned mainly
upon the desirability of " doing some-
thing" with reference to young Delaroche.

It began to become manifest to the excel-

lent couple that the time would soon come
when it would not be desirable that he and
their daughter should continue to live on
the terms they had hitherto been on u.nder

the same small roof It was all very well

talking about sisters and brothers ; but
people don't become each other's sisters

and brothers by deciding to call themselves

so. On the other hand, it was very expe-

dient that some forethought should be

taken as to the future destination of the

poor foundling. It would, of course, be
necessary that he should do something for

his living.

The result of this conversation was, that

before the worthy couple laid their heads

on their pillows, it had been settled between
them that the captain should on the morrow
go to Rouen to pay a visit to his brother,

the Reverend Ignace j\forel, who was a

canon of the cathedral there, and very

comfortably off. If he could be induced to

take the lad, partly as a servant, partly as a

protege, such an arrangement would, doubt-

less, be the means of giving the boy some-

thing more of education than he was likely

to get in any other manner, and at the same
time would put him in the way of earning

his own livelihood.

The captain was not one of the men
who, when they have taken a resolution,

allow a habit of procrastinating to interfere

with it, on the pretence of further " think-

ing about it." On the morrow, as had been

settled between him and his wife, he started

for Rouen, and took Jean Delaroche with

him. The parting between Madame Morel

and Marie and the boy, who had so long

been as one of themselves, was not a dry-

eyed one. But boys must go forth into
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the world, and at the age of young Dela-

roche they are rarely disinclined to do so.

On the nest day the captain returned to

Havre alone. The notion had turned out

a most fortunate one. The reverend canon

was, as it happened, just then in want of

such a lad in his establishment. He had
been much pleased with Jean, and Made-
moiselle Vezin, the priest's old house-

keeper, took quite a fancy to him at first

sight.

" I am right glad that it has been all so

fortunately settled. Ignace will be good
to the boy, I know. He will do better for

him than we could have done. And it

would not have done for him to continue

much longer here," said the captain.
" 'No doubt of that, poor little fellow ! I

hope he will do well, for I have quite got

to love the child, and that is the truth."
" Yes, you women are for all the world

like the hens. Tou get to love anything
that you are set to brood over," said the

captain, laughing.
" Fi done, Jean Morel. Comme si

c'etoit
"

" Ta, ta, ta ! ne nous fachous pas. Est
ce que je ne connois pas le coeur de ma
bonne Marie. Come, let us be off to bed,"

said the captain.

And thus the destiny of Jean Delaroche
%\as settled.

CHAPTER IV.

In sending the boy Jean Delaroche to the

Reverend Ignace Morel at Rouen, the good
captain and his wife had done even better

for him than they had ventured to hope. The
httle fellow seemed admu-ably well fitted

to suit such a position as that which had
been made for him in the family of the

well-to-do canon of the Norman capital.

Gentle, docile, intelligent, and graver in his

disposition and mamier than seemed to be
proper to his years, he soon endeared him-
self both to the priest, who was a man
some fifteen years older than his brother,

the merchant-service captain, and—which
was perhaps still more important—to the
strictly firm and proper Mademoiselle
Yezin, the canon's gouvernante.

Before he had been a mouth in the
priest's service, the gouvernante, whose
claim to that title was based on the most
etymological accuracy, had declared that it

was truly a credit to the establishment to

have such a lad as a member of it. Made-
moiselle Vezin's mind had been sore vexed,
and her temper severely tried, by a long
series of undesirable predecessors to Jean
Delaroche, that it was a most welcome com-

fort to her to be waited on and obeyed by
so staid a lad as little Jean. He was be-

ginning to be very good-looking also, dark
of hair and eye, and olive pale of cheek,

which did not make the pleasant respect-

ableness of having such a lad any the less

acceptable in the gouvernante's eyes. As
for the priest himself, he was quite charmed
with the quick intelligence and aptitude

for study which the lad manifested.

Every morning from the time when the

canon returned from early morning mass
at the neighbouring grand old church, till

eleven o'clock, the hour of his reverence's

dejeuner, little Jean was closeted with his

master in the canon's study for the purpose

of receiving all the instruction which the

good priest was able to impart. Of course

this included, nay, mainly consisted of, in-

struction in the Latin language. The boy
could abeady read and -write, and was pro-

bably a better arithmetician than his master.

And what naturally could come next, if it

were not the rudiments of Latin ?

How the path in life of a serving-man

could be likely to be made more easy or

pleasant to him by a knowledge of Latin,

the good priest might have been puzzled

perhaps to say, and probably never asked
himself. But it was good to impart instruc-

tion, and surely, when one could already

read and write, the next thing meant by
education was Latin.

So little Jean went through the Latin

grammar ; and the canon began to be proud
of as well as pleased with his pupil. Others

of the cathedral clergy were invited to hear

how wonderfully the Reverend Chanoine
Morel's errand boy could conjugate amo,
amas, amavi in every mood and tense, and
even audio, audis, audivi, down to the

gerunds and supines. And then the am-
bitious canon ventured onwards to the

Colloquies of Erasmus. And then his still

increasing success began to suggest to him
the idea, that so gifted an intelligence,

joined to so excellent a disposition, ought
certainly to be secured to the service of the

Church.
It cannot be denied, I think, that the

Church of Rome has ever been more true

to herself and to her interest in such
matters than our o^vn. Certainly it would
have been a veiy strange and unusual thing

for an English rector to think of causing

his footboy to be brought up for the Church
because he happened to be a good and
brightly intelligent lad. And it is equally

certain that there was nothing very ex-

traordinary or unprecedented, among the

clergy of the Reverend Ignace Morel's

^.
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clinrch, in the idea whicli presented itself

to tlie canon.

The first step which he took towards the

realisation of it was to obtain for his pupil

a place as chorister in the cathedral church
to which he himself belonged, a matter

which, as Jean Delaroche among other

good gifts developed a good voice, was not

at all difficult. And this position, though
serving, as it were, to set the Church's
mark on him, was not incompatible with

his continuance, for the present, in his posi-

tion in the canon's household, and the pro-

secution of his education.

As time went on, the canon's notion ap-

proved itself more and more to his mind.
And before the boy was fifteen it had been
a settled thing that he was to be duly edu-

cated for the priesthood. Others of the

cathedral clergy had been led to take an
interest in him. And when he had reached

fifteen there was no difficulty in procuring

for him a "bourse" at the seminary attached

to the diocese.

Doubtless the young seminarist's career

was not accomphshed without some draw-
ing of the strings of the canon's well-re-

plenished purse. But such demands must
have been moderate. And for such a pur-

pose, no doubt, the audit for the supplies

was passed without much difficulty by that

severe auditor, Mademoiselle Vezin, the

canon's gouvernante.

It was about three years after Delaroche
had entered the seminary, that one morning
a letter was brought to the canon from
Havre, containing very sad tidings. Poor
Madame Morel, his sister-in-law, was dead.

Happily the good captain had been at home
at the time, and his Marie had breathed

her last in his arms. It was a consolation,

though a very bitter one, that it should

have been so. Poor Morel was heart-

broken as it was, but it would have been
worse for him to have returned from sea to

find his home desolate.

But it was necessary for liim to go to

sea again, and that shortly. Though the

captain had done well, he had not yet laid

up such store for his old age, and specially

for his little Marie, that he could affi^rd to

nurse his grief in idleness. Besides, he
had the good sense to know that, in every

way, work was best for him. To sea,

therefore, he would go, at the time fixed

for his saihng by his present engagement
with his owTiers—about three weeks from
the date of his wife's death.

And the most immediate care, therefore,

that pressed upon him was for the safe dis-

posal of his sole remaining treasure, his

little Marie—no longer such, indeed, on
anybody's lips but her father's, but a tall,

and singularly beautiful girl of eighteen.

Poor Morel had nobody to turn to in

this need save his brother. He had, indeed,

little doubt that his brother would gladly
take the charge of his niece, but he knew
that there was a superior power to be con-

sulted. The captain had no idea of impos-
ing a burden, in a pecuniary sense, on his

brother. He had no need to do so. He
was well able to provide for his child's ex-

penses. And he had a strong trust that
tliis view of the matter might render the
gouvernante not inexorable. In fact, in

the priest's little household, the rule that

where there is enough for one there is

enough for two was eminently applicable.

And, indeed, the addition of a boarder,

paying for her entertainment, in such a
family was equivalent to a decided saving
or increase of means. Captain Morel was
too much a Norman for these considerations

not to have presented themselves to him,
or for him not to be quite aware that they
would have their due weight with Made-
moiselle Vezin. Nevertheless, the fear of

having one who might become a rival too

near the throne would very possibly weigh
more with the gouvernante, who had ruled

sole and supreme for so many years. And
the brave captain was anxious and ill at

ease till he should get a reply to the letter

he had written to his brother.
" This is sad news, mademoiselle," said

the canon, looking up from his arm-chair
into the gouvernante's face, as she stood
behind him, looking over his shoulder as

he read the letter—not surreptitiously, for

it was quite a matter of course that she

should read his letters ;
" very sad news,

indeed. Poor Marie ! She has died very
young. Wliat a pretty creature she was."

" Beauty won't keep folks alive. Monsieur
le Chanoine. Au contraire," said Made-
moiselle Vezin, pushing a truism into a

falsehood in the energy of her conviction

on the subject.
" C'est bien vrai !—bien vrai !" said

the canon, abstractedly. " My brother

does not say whether poor Marie had all

her sacraments duly ; but doubtless she

had—doubtless. My brother is a good
man, and a pious. I will say twenty
masses for the repose of her soul myself.

Poor Marie ! Requiescat in pace."

"Mais, il mc semble, Monsieur le Cha-
noine, that it is not exactly that that Mon-
sieur le Capitaine asks of you, though,

doubtless, he is a very pious Christian."
" He would not have thought of it in the

j
j
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first violence of his grief, you know. But
he would wish it all the same. Poor
Marie !"

" No doubt, no doubt, Monsieur le Cha-

noine," returned the gouvernante, with a

little impatience, "but don't you see what
he does ask you?"-
"About little Marie, abrut the child ?

Of course she must come here, ma bonne
"^ezin. Jean cannot take her to sea with

him, don't you see, and she a child in arms
only the other day."

" That was a good many days ago, your

reverence. Marie Morel is just about the

same age as notre Jean. I remember that.

She must be seventeen, if she is a day."
" But even if she is, ma tres-chere, it

would hardly do for her father to take her

to sea with him. From all I have heard

I should not think a ship a good place for

a young person at that time of life—for

my niece, you know, Vezin."
" No, your re\ erence. I should think

not. But the question is, what is to be

done Avith the young lady ?"

" There is the room over the study,

which opens from your own chamber,

Vezin. Would not that be well adapted

for little Marie ?"

" Tour reverence has decided on having

her here then ? But I think it would be

well to remember that she is not ' little

Marie' any more, but a young person of

eighteen, which is quite another matter."

The canon perceived that he had made
a blunder, that he had been too precipitate,

and he hastened to repair the eiTor.

" As for having her here, poor child, the

lodging of her is, of course, the least part

of the matter. And it would be altogether

out of the question, if it were not for you,

ma bonne Vezin. What could I do with a

young person of eighteen ? The grand
question is, whether you could be per-

suaded to undertake the superintendence

and formation of her ? Had it not been

for the knowledge that you are so emi-

nently fitted for such a trust, my brother

would never have thought of sending the

poor girl to me. Of course it will be a great

burden on your shoulders, my poor friend.

But I think you will find the child docile

and obedient. She has been well brought
up. And perhaps— perhaps, ma chere

Vezin, you might find the house less dull

and dreary if you had such a companion."
" Oh ! pour 9a ! your reverence knows

that I want no companionship beyond such

as you are good enough to accord me. I

have never wanted any other these fourteen

years, and I am not likely to begin to wish
for it now. If the young person comes
here" (the canon knew at this point of the

conversation that the object was gained)
" if she is to come here, of course I shall

do my duty by her. That your reverence

knows."
" That I am quite sui-e of, ma chero

Vezin," put in the canon.
" But in order to do it eifectually, it will

be absolutely necessary that I should have
authority over the young lady, and that

such authority should be respected and up-

held."
" Authority ! Of course your authority

must be upheld and respected. Ma foi !

Without that we should all be in a bad
way."

" It is true, that in another point of view
the arrangement would not be a disad-

vantageous one," pursued the mollified

gouvernante. " The terms proposed by
Monsieur le Capitaine are not illiberal. It

cannot be denied that two in a family do
not cost the double of one. Certainly the

arrangement will be a profitable one, as,

indeed, it ought to be, for there will be

care and trouble enough."

And thus it was arranged that Marie

Morel was to be domiciled in her reverend

uncle's house.

Some eight years previously Jean De-
laroche had been sent to live under the

canon's roof, very mainly for the pui'pose

of separating him from the captain's

daughter, then a pretty child. Now cir-

cumstances, those all-powerful shapers of

human destinies, were sending Marie Morel,

a lovely girl of eighteen, after him. For
though it was true that his home was now
at the seminary, Delaroche was naturally

a frequent visitor at the house of his patron,

and would assuredly have abundant oppor-

tunities of seeing Marie, unless, indeed, he

were forbidden to come thither in order to

prevent such meetings.

But then Delaroche was now, not, it is

true a vowed, but a destined priest. And
of course that made all the difference.
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" What a beautiful clear evening it is,"

said Miss Max, doing her best to find a
topic. " The stars look almost as brilliant

as they do in a frost. Tou have come a long

V7ay, Mr. Marston, I dare say."
" Coming here, it seemed nothing," he

answered, with a look at the young lady.
" It was a very fine night, also, when

we took leave after our little tea-party at

Cardyllion, do you remember ?"

" I do remember," he said very gently.
" You'll turn up at the ball, of course ?"

answered Miss Max.
" That depends on who are going," he

answered. " Is there the least chance of

your being there ?"

" Who ? I ?" with a little laugh, said

Miss Maud, to whom, nearly in a whisper,

the question had been addressed.
" I think that was a cruel question," she

continued, " that is, if you remembered what
I said, when we last spoke about this ball."

" I remember every syllable you said,

not only about this ball," he answered,
" but about everything else we talked of.

I ought not to have asked, perhaps, but
changes, you know, are perpetually occur-

ring, and you, I think, forget how very
long it is since I last saw you."

" The interval has brought no change
for me—no good change, I mean," she

answered. " I shall be rather busy to-night,

and tired enough in the morning, I dare

say. My gay cousin, Maximilla, is going,

or coming, shall I say, as we are here, to

the ball with a young lady whose dress I

have seen." And here Miss Maud laughed
very merrily. " And I shall have, I think,

to help her maid to put it on her."

"Maud, will you be quiet?" said the old

lady, very much vexed. "I—I—well, it

very disagreeable."
" It vexes her my telling it ; but it is

quite true," whispered Maud. "I must
see that young lady's maid in ten minutes."

" Tou don't mean to say you are going
so soon ?" exclaimed Mr. Marston.

" I must leave this in about ten minutes,"
said Maud.

"Well, I believe you must," put in Miss
Max ;

" and so must I, for that matter.

And, Mr. Marston, your sister is to be at

the ball ; she is coming with the Tintems
;

of course you will look in ? And I really

want to introduce you to a very particular

friend, and you must look in ; if you don't,

I give you my word, I'll never answer a note

of yours again as long as I live."
" Under that threat I shaU certainly turn

up," he said.

He glanced at Maud, and thought she

looked a little sad.

" Where will you be when the ball com-
mences ?" he inquired, with a hope that he
might have divined the cause of those

looks. " Here ?"

" Certainly not. Oh, no !"

"And, surely— I have so much to say.

It is two months since I saw you, and you
can't think how I have longed for this httle

meeting, and lived, ever since, upon the

hope of it. You can't think of reducing
it, after all, to a few minutes !"

Miss Max understood, though she did

not hear the terms of it, this ardent murmur
close to Maud's pretty ear, and she said,

good-naturedly :

" I have not had time yet to read old

Heyrick's letter, and I really must finish

it, Mr. Marston. I know you'll excuse me
for a moment."
And this spacious document, which she

120
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luckily had abont lier, Miss Medwyn xiu-

folded, and proceeded to peruse, witli her

glasses to her eyes, greatly to the relief of

Mr. Marston.
" I have ever so much to say, and I've

been looking forward to this chance of tell-

ing you a great deal— everything; and

—

may I say it ? yes, I do say it—I thought

you did not seem so friendly as our old

acquaintance might have "svarranted. You
were cold and indifferent—I am sure it is

all right ; but, oh ! if you knew how it

pained me—as if you did not care ever so

little to see your old Cardyllion friend

again. And I, who have never thought of

any one but you all that time ! And—oh.

Heaven !—if you knew how it tortures me,
thinking of the cruel injustice of fortune

that condemns you to a life of so much
trouble and anxiety, and how I have longed

to tell you how I honour you, how, if I dare

speak it, I adore you ; how, every day, I

long to lay myself and all my hopes at

your feet. But you will never like me

;

you will never care for me. It never yet

was the "way to be loved to love too madly."
" What am I to say to all this ? Who

am I ? You may know something of Miss
Medwyn, my cousin Maximilla, but of me
you can know nothing. There are in-

equalities everywhere. I have often wished
that fortune had placed me exactly where
she is. But good people tell us that what-
ever is is best, and now you must promise
me this—you must, if our acquaintance is

to go on—that you will not talk to me so

wildly any more. Why can't we be very

good friends, and grow better acquainted,

and come, at last, to know one another ?

Why should you try to force me to say be-

gone, and to lose an acquaintance: I who
have so few ? I think that is utterly selfish."

Her cheeks were flushed with a beautiful

colour, and there was an angry fire in her

vexed eyes as she said this.

" I must go away in a few minutes, but
I shall be back again somewhere about this

room to-night, and you will have little diffi-

culty in finding me again to say good-bye.

As for me, I feel sad to-night, as if I were
parting with an old friend and a quiet life.

I am Iialf sorry I came here.

She pressed Miss Max's arm lightly as

she spoke, and that lady lowering her

letter, looked rather sharply round on her,

a little vexed.
" What is it, dear ? I wish you would

allow me to read my letter," said the old

lady.
" It is time to go. I must go, at least,"

said Maud.

"Well, go you shall," replied the old

lady, crumpling up her letter, and standing

erect, with lier head a little high. " There's

nothing to delay me a moment."
And relenting a little, she added :

" Mr. Marston, would you mind seeing

me across the street ? We are going to the

Old Hall Inn, exactly opposite."

You may suppose that Mr. Marston was
very much at her service.

" Shall I be sure to find you ?" he mur-
mured, very earnestly, to Maud, as they

turned to go.

"I think so," she said. "Now, you
must take care of my cousin."

The young lady went down, and crossed

the street at the other side of Miss Max,
and seeing her maid about to mount the

staircase of the inn, she joined her, passed

her by with a word, and ran up the stairs,

without once turning her pretty head to

look back on her friends in the hall.

Maximilla was vexed for her friend, Mr.
Marston.

" I did not say, in my answer, because it

embarrasses me, sometimes, trying to write

what I feel, how very nice I thought your
letter—how particularly nice !"

" Oh, Miss Medwyn, do you think she

will ever like me ?"

"I only know she ought, Mr. Marston;
but, as you see, she is an odd girl. One
thing I assure you, you have a very fast

friend in me, and, mind you don't fail me.
You must come to the ball, for I want to

introduce you to the only person living who,

I think, has an influence with her. I shall

expect you at about a quarter to eleven. I

shall be sure to be there about then, and
so shall my friend. Good-bye, till then."

And without giving him time to answer,

and with a very kind smile, she nodded,

ran up the broad stairs, and disappeared.

CHAPTER XXXVII. THE BALL.

When Mr. Marston returned to the hall,

he loitered a little in the cloak-room, he

rambled through the building into the re-

freshment and waiting-rooms, wdierever he

thought it possible the beautiful girl who
alone gave this trumpery scene its magical

interest, might be.

He was a little late, and also a little

dispirited. He began to fear that she might

not appear again that night.

What a bore it was, his having, in such a

mood, to look out Miss Max among the

chaperons, and to be introduced to some
insupportable person, girl or matron, he

forgot which

!

Here and there, as he made his way up

^
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tlie room, a friendly voice among the men
recognised him, and cried :

" I say ! Is that you, Marston ?" or,

"What brings you here, Marston, old

fellow?"

At length he caught a glimpse of Miss

Medwyn, in high chat with his sister ; then

she was hidden again, as he slowly moved
through the people ; the band was braying

and thundering now obstreperously from
the gallery, and the stewards were clearing

a space for the dancers.

And now, again, he saw Miss Medwyn,
much nearer, and she advanced a step or two
with her cheery smile to greet him. She
said something pleasant to him, smiling

and nodding toward his sister, who was
busy at that moment, talking to old Lord
Foudlebury. Mr. Marston did not hear

Miss Medwyn's remark, for his attention

was fixed by a figure standing near her,

the outhne of which bore a marked resem-
blance to the lady of whom he was think-

ing ; her face was turned away ; she was
speaking to a tall, rather handsome yoimg
man, with good blue eyes, and light golden
moustache.

Miss Medwyn tapped her gently, and the

lady turned.

She was dressed, I am enabled to tell you,
in "a pale blue tulle, with a very graceful

panier, the whole dress looped and studded
with pale maize roses." It was the work of

the great Madame Meyer. All these par-

ticulars were duly set forth in the county
paper.

She had diamond stars in her rich brown
hair, diamond ear-rings, and a diamond
necklace. These were remarkably large

diamonds, and the efiect of the whole cos-

tume was dazzling, rich, and elegant.

Old Mr. Tintern was a little pleasurably
flushed and excited in the consciousness of
having, in that room, such unparalleled
brilliants imder his wing.

She had turned about, at the touch of
Miss Max's hand, with a regal flash, and as

the old lady introduced Mr. Marston to

Miss Vernon, he grew pale, and hesitated :

" I am introducing only a name, you see.

You have known the lady some time,"
said Miss Max, smiling very cheerfully.

]\Iaud looked beautiful as a princess in a
fairy-tale ; but in all her splendour, more
good-natured, and somehow more simple,

than ever.

She was smiling gently, and put out her
hand a little, as it seemed, almost timidly.

He took it, and said something suitable,

I suppose. Perhaps it seemed a little cold

and constrained, contrasted, at least, with

his talk at other times—happier times
(were they ?)—when he suspected nothing
of her great name and fortunes.

Had he been trifled with ? Had he been
fooled ? How did these ladies regard him ?

These questions were quieted. Neither
was capable of enjoying his strange mor-
tification. Whatever had passed was in

good faith. But however good-natured the

masquerading, still the truth, now revealed,

broke up and dissipated, with an inde-

scribable shock, his more Quixotic, but in

many respects happier, estimate of their

I'elations.

What had become of his unavowed con-

fidence in his rank and reversions ? Here
was no longer the poor and beautiful idol

of a half-compassionating love.

Here was in fortune absolutely, and in

pure patrician blood nearly, the highest

lady in England. Despair was stealing-

over his sunny prospects. He began, in

an expressive phrase, to feel very small.

Being proud and sensitive, he was not only

a little stunned, but wounded.
Something, however, must be said and

proposed. It would not do to stand there

doing nothing.

Accordingly, Mr. Marston asked Miss
Vernon to dance. She had number one.

Had she kept it for him ? There was not

a moment to lose. It was a quadrille, as

is the inflexible practice at public balls.

They took their places in a set just form-

ing, with Lady Helen de Flambeaux and
Captain Vivian vis-a-vis. Mr. Marston re-

cognised the tall young man with azure

eyes and yellow moustache, to whom Miss
Vernon had been talking.

The music was roaring over their heads,

so that people could not in the least over-

hear their neighbours' talk.

" I have been very much surprised this

evening," he said.

"And shocked," she added.
" No, Miss Vei'non ; amazed a little

—

dazzled."
" It is so odd a sensation, being cere-

moniously introduced to an old friend,"

she remarked.
" It is, somehow, so like losing an old

friend and finding only an acquaintance in

exchange," he answered, " when first im-

pressions, very much cherished, are proved
to be illusions, and circumstances change
so entirely. Everytliing becomes uncertain,

and one grows melancholy—it is enough
to make one suspicious."

" That is very tragical," laughed the

young lady.
" Happy are those, say I, for whom life
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is a holiday, and the world a toy—I mean
the people who have a good deal of satire

and very little compassion, who are not

unkind, but very cold, who enjoy the

comedy of life, and can even smile at its

tragedy ; they can afford to laugh when
others suffer," said Mr. Marston. " It can

be of no consequence to you. Miss Vernon,
how the strange delusion I have—I don't

deny it—in a measure practised on myself,

affects me."
" Well, I hope it won't embitter you for

ever, Mr. Marston ; it is a comfort, at all

events, it has not made you give up
dancing."

At this interesting moment Mr. Marston
was obliged to advance and retreat, cross

over, and all the rest ; and when he had
set to his partner, and turned that splendid

lady about, it devolved on her to execute

the same manoeuvres with handsome Cap-
tain Vivian for vis-a-vis.

The nest subject was not so interesting.
" I don't think our Wymering friends

have done all they might for the floor,"

she remarked.

To which he made suitable answer, and
artfully endeavoured to lead back the con-

versation into more interesting channels.

But Miss Vernon held him fast during
the remainder of the quadrille to the deco-

rations, the music, the room, and the other

details, and he began to think it was all over
with him, and with his hopes, and that he
had had his last serious talk with Miss
Vernon.

" When this is over," he thought, "she
will ask me to take her back to the Tin-

terns, and leave her again with Miss Max,
and so she will take a friendly leave, and I

shall have a theme to think of for the rest

of my life."

But he was mistaken. Miss Vernon,
when the dance was over, said

:

" Would you mind, Mr. Marston, taking
me to the tea-room ? I have not had any
yet."

Very happy this little reprieve made
him.

How the light touch of her hand upon
his arm thrilled him as he led her in !

" What dances can you give me ? Surely
you can give nie one ?" he asked, implor-
ingly, as they went along.

"1 could give you a great many," said

the young lady, gently ;
" but I don't mean

to give you one more."
Mr. Marston stared.
" You must not think me very unkind.

I might have said I have not one to give

—

not one—earlier than number twelve, and

long before that we shall be on our way
home to Roydon. But I mean to be very
honest to-night ; and if we can find a quiet

place at the table in the tea-room, we can
talk a little there."

" I half dread that little talk. Miss Ver-
non. Some people have more power of

inflicting pain than they perhaps suspect.

I scarcely think that can be your case;

but—don't— I think I may ask that;

don't, I entreat, say anything that may
give me very great pain to-night. Give me
an opportunity of speaking first. I hope
that is not a very unreasonable petition."

He spoke very low and gently, but very
earnestly.

" What a crowd !" said Miss Vernon, as

if she had not heard a word.
As they slowly made their way, many an

admiring, and many an envious eye was
directed on that piincess, and many a
curious one upon the handsome young-

gentleman on whose arm her hand was
lightly placed. She continued: "This is

the best ball we have had at Wymering for

two years. It is my third. I begin to feel

very old."
" Eh ? Hollo ! Hi ! How d'ye do. Miss

Vernon?" bawled old Sir John Martingale,

of Whistlewhips, short and square, pulling

up and blocking half the passage, with his

wife on one arm and his elderly daughter,

Arabella, on the other, with both of whom
Miss Vernon had to exchange greetings.

"You're not turning your back on the

dancers so soon, eh ?"

His shrewd little grey eyes that lighted

up his mulberry-coloured features, were
scrutinising Mr. Marston with very little

disguise.

"Oh, tea is it ? And right good tea it

is, I can tell you. Old Mother Vaneil in

the High-street here, the confectioner, is

doing the refreshments this time. And I

have just been telling Lady Martingale, I

han't got so good a cup o' tea this twel'-

month."
" Don't mind him. Miss Vernon. We

treat him a great deal too well, and he's

always grumbling," interposed Lady Mar-
tingale, " half joke, and whole earnest," as

the good old phrase is.

Here Miss Martingale, who had been
secretly squeezing and plucking at his arm,

having secured, half an hour before, an
eligible old bachelor, Mr. Plimbey, of Cow-
slip Meads, for number two, prevailed, and
Sir John, with a jocular " I won't stand

no more of your rulabish for breakfast, mind
ye, my lady," and a wink at Miss Vernon,
in which Mr. Marston, though a stranger.
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was included, pnlled his women through, as

he jDhrases it, with a boisterous chuckle, in-

terrupted, alas ! soon by a fit of coughing.

By this time Mr. Marston had led Miss

Yernon to the long tea-table, that, like a

counter, traversed one end of the tea-room,

and at an unfrequented part of this they

took their stand, and he called for a cup of

tea for the young lady.

CHAPTER XXXVIII. A MAN WITH A SQUARE

BLACK BEARD.

There are few loiterers left in the room

;

the distant roar of the band accounts for

this desertion. The damsel who administers

tea to them is stricken ia years, thin, and
anxious with the cares of boiling kettles

behind the scenes, and many tea-pots, and
sponge and plum-cakes, and soup and ices,

in immediate perspective. She has not a

thought for other people's business, and
is the most convenient possible attendant

upon two people who have anything of the

slightest interest to say to one another.
" Yes, it is very nice tea," says the young

lady ;
" and, I forgot, I promised this dance

to Mr. Dacre. I suppose I'm in disgrace,

but I can't help it." She glances up at

the cornice, and thinks for a moment. " I

Avant you, Mr. Marston," she says, more
gravely, and her diamonds make a great

flash as she lowers her head, " to remember
this : that if we are to continue to be good
friends, you must never be offended at any-

thing I do, or ever ask the meaning of it."

Marston laughs. It is a pained laugh

she thinks.
" You can't suppose me so unreason-

able," he says. " I know, perfectly, I have
not the least right to ask a question, far

less to be offended. In fact, you can
hardly feel, more than I do, how very little

claim an acquaintance, founded in so much
ignorance and misapprehension, can give

me to more than, perhaps, a very slight

recognition."
" Well, I don't quite agree with you. Mr.

Marston ; I think, on the contrary, that I

know you a great deal better than I pos-

sibly could have knoAvn you under ordinary
circumstances in so short a time ; and I

think we ought to be better fi-iends—

I

think we are better friends—for that very
reason."

That was the sweetest music he ever
heard in his life, and he could not answer
immediately. It seemed to him, as she

spoke, that her colour was a little height-

ened, and, for a moment, a strange, soft

fire in her eyes. But was this real, or only
one of those illusions which, before the

gaze of devout enthusiasts, have, in a mo-
ment of ecstasy, lighted up sad portraits

with smiles, or crossed their beauty with a

shade of sorrow ?

The next moment she looked just as

usual.
" I saw my sister for a few minutes in

the cloak-room," he says, suddenly, " and
she told me that she had asked Miss Vernon
to her house in Warwickshire. It did not

interest me, for I little knew, then, who
Miss Vernon really was. Do you think

you will go to her ?"

" I hope I shall—that is, if I can, I cer-

tainly will. Miss Medwyn is going, I be-

lieve, and I could go with her ; but I doti't

know yet what mamma will say to it; -and

mamma is the only person living who can

prevent my doing exactly what I please."
" But Lady Vernon, I hope, won't dream

of preventing it ?" he says, very anxiously.
" Mamma decides for herself in all things,

and acts very strictly according to her ideas

of duty, and sometimes thinks things that

appear to me of no importance whatever,

very important indeed ; and you know that

there has been some—something very like

a quarrel—and Lord Warhampton doesn't

like her, and I'm afraid mamma doesn't

like him—and I really don't know whether

that might not make a difiiculty in her

allowing me to go to Lady Mardykes ; but

a few days will decide."
" Heaven grant it may be favourably,"

murmurs the young man, vehemently.

"And you have asked me to say nothing

to-night that could give you pain," says

the young lady, referx'ing to a speech that

she had not before noticed, " and I, in re-

turn, exact the same promise from you.

You must say nothing that may make us

part worse friends than we were when we
met."

" And I have so much to tell you, that

is, ever so much to say ; and, oh ! how I

hope you will not refuse my sister's invita-

tion."
" I like her so very much," says the

young lady. " And this dance will soon

be over. You must take me now to Miss

Medwyn—she is with the Tinterns—and
remember, I have a reason for evei-ything I

do, although you may not understand it.

You are not to speak to me again to-night,

when you have taken me back to the Tin-

terns."
" Then," says Mr. Marston, with a look

of sadness, almost reproach, " I am to take

my leave in something worse than uncer-

tainty ?"

" IJncertainty ?" with a half angry, half
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startled glance, the girl repeats, but in the

moment that follows the haughty fire of

her fine eyes is quenched, and she places

her fingers lightly on his arm, and says

:

" Shall we come now ? I'm afraid the

passage will soon be crowded. Let us

come before the dance is over."

As they pass together toward the great

room Avhere the dancers, gentle and simple,

townsfolk and rural, skilled and clumsy,

were all whisking and whirling their best, to

the inspiring thunder of the loand, she re-

peats :

" You understand ? You are not to

speak to me, or look at me, or come near

where I am again to-night—not in the

cloak-room, not anywhere—and you must
leave me the moment you place me beside

my cousin Maximilla. I should not like

you to think me capricious or silly," she

adds, a little sadly, he fancies. " So, as

a proof of your friendship, I ask you to

believe that I have good reasons for what
I ask. No, not this door ; let us come in

by the other. Good-night," she almost

whispers, as they reach Miss Medwyn's
side.

That lady was standing a little behind

Mr. Tintern and Lady Mardykes, and the

door by which they entered brought Miss

Vernon beside her cousin, without passing

before the other figures in this group.
" Good -night," she repeated, a little

hurriedly.
" God bless you," he said, very low,

holding in his the hand she had given him,

longer than he ever had held it before,

"and come what may I will see you very

soon again."
" Well, dear, you have been to the tea-

room ?" said Miss Max, greeting her

young cousin with a smile; "and where is

Mr. — wasn't it Mr. Marston who took

you ?"

" Yes; I think he's gone," said the young
lady.

Miss Max was looking round to find him,

but he had left by the door through which
they had just entered.

" He has vanished," she continued, " but
of course he'll turn up again."

" Who is that man with the black beard,

and large eyes, and solemn, pale face, who
is talking to Lady Mardykes ?" asked
Maud, after a silenco of a minute or

two.
" I don't know ; rather a remarkable face,

clever, I think," answered Miss Max ; "she
knows every one that is worth knowing.
Her house is quite delightful. Warbampton
having held office so often, and only await-

ing the next division, they say, to be in

again. She knows all the clever j^eople of

her party, in both Houses, and the foreign

ministers, and all the people distinguished

for talent. I do so hope Barbara will let

you go to her."

The grave man with the black beard

now made his bow and smile, and turned

away and disappeared in the crowd, and
before Maud had time to ask Lady Mar-

dykes who he w^as, Captain Vivian ap-

peared to claim number three, promised

to him.
Marston did not dance this, nor the next,

and he saw Miss Vernon give both dances

to the handsome young man with blue eyes

and golden moustache, whom he had seen

in conversation with her at the beginning

of the evening.
" Fine girl, Miss Vernon, Miss Vernon

of Roydon, you know ; that's she with the

diamonds, and devilish good diamonds

they are," said Marston's schoolfellow, Tom
Tewkesbury, who, after an absence of five

years was just what he always was, only

a little fonder of his bottle, " by Jove she

is
;
positively lovely, by Jove ! Don't you

think so ? I do. t wonder who that

fellow is she's dancing with—not a bad-

looking fellow. I say, Marston, I wonder
whether a fellow would have any chance

of getting a dance from her ? By Jove !

They are going it. Do you think it's a

case ? I've a great mind to go and try.

She's with the Tinterns. Shall I ? What
do you say ?"

" You had better be quick. She's not

likely to remain long standing," said

Marston, who was not sorry, in his present

mood, to lose his friend's agreeable con-

vei'sation.

Marston shifted his point of observation

to see more distinctly how Mr. Tewkesbury
fared.

That gentleman had made his way by
this time to Mr. Tintern.

"Here I am—come to ask a favour,"

he said, taking a button of Mr. Tintern's

coat, and looking persuasively in his il^co.

" I want Miss Vernon to give me a dance,

and you must introduce me. Do."

Tewkesbury has more than twelve thou-

sand a year, represents an old county

family, is a popular man, and not the kind

of fellow to excite a romance. He is just

the person whom Mr. Tintern would have

chosen to dance with the heiress of Roydon.

But he said, with a very amused chuckle :

" I'll introduce you with pleasure. Cer-

tainly, if you wish it ; but I've just done

the same thino: for Loi*d Hawkshawe, and
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she liad not a dance. I don't know. I'll

introduce you with pleasure."

Perhaps Tom Tewkesbury thought that

he could aSbrd in this game to give Lord
Hawkshawe, who was fifty, and had a
couple of thousand a year less than he,

some points, and was not very much
daunted by the report of the nobleman's
failure.

Did he succeed ? Alas ! no. She was
again carried off by the victorious Captain
Vivian ; and she and he beheld Mr. Mar-
ston, who had seen this early enough to

secure Miss Chevron, figuring in the next

set to theirs. There he was chasseeing,

for it was a quadrille, and setting to that

young lady, and turning her about, looking

the while black as thunder.

His eyes stole, in spite of his resolution,

now and then, in the direction of Miss
Vernon. Once he thought their eyes met

;

bat he could not be certain, for hers be-

trayed not the slightest sign of conscious-

ness, and no more shrank or turned aside

than the gleam of her brilliants.

And now, the dance ended. Miss Vernon
returned to the Tinterns, and said a word
to Miss Max, and Captain Vivian led her
away to the refreshment-room where people

were sipping soup or eating ices.

There they loiter. The next dance has
begun. She does not intend to dance it.

Slie has refused it to half a dozen distin-

guished competitors. Every one is inquir-

ing Avho that fellow with the yellow mous-
tache is, and no one seems to know exactly.

He is by no means popular among the as-

piring youth of Wymering.
The dance is nearly over by the time

they return to Miss Medwyn, and the sha-

dow of Mr. Tintern's protection.

The youth of the county, with here and
there a sprinkling of middle age, are dancing
number seven, and are pretty well on in it,

when Miss Vernon resolves to take wing,

and diuve home to Roydon under the care

of Maximilla Medwyn.
She has taken leave of the Tinterns and

Lady Mardykes. The devoted Captain
Vivian attends to put on her cloak and
sees her into her carriage, with a last word,

and a smile, and a good-night to Miss Max.
Miss Max yawns, and leans back. Miss

Vernon does not yawn, but she looks tired,

and leans back also, no longer smiling, list-

lessly in her corner.
" Home," says the young lady to the

footman at the window.
With the high-blooded trotters of Roy-

don, the carriage rolls swiftly through
the High-street, and in a few minutes more

is gliding through old hedge-rows in the
soft moonlight, among misty meadows and
silent farm-steads.

SUNDAY IN THE SEVEN DIALS.

The week-day aspect of the Seven Dials
must be tolerably familiar to all who have
ever had occasion to make a short cut

j

from Charing-cross to New Oxford-street.

In order to accomplish this, they are bound
to traverse the locality in question. Its

main characteristics may be summed up as

narrow streets, dingy houses, and dingier

inhabitants ; men whose sole occupation in

life appears to consist in loafing about,

pipe in mouth, slatternly women, and
squalid children. Eveiy object, both ani-

mate and inanimate, seems to have been
toned down by dirt to one common neutral

tint, and the very names on the street

corners are utterly illegible fi'om the smoke
and grime with which the houses are thickly

coated. There is an all-pervading air of

dowdiness ; a decidedly depressing atmo-
sphere, the effects of which are to be seen

in the slouching shuffle forming the habitual

gait of the natives, and a generally dead-

alive appearance, from which, however,

the place wakes up to some extent in the

evening.

But it is on Sunday morning, betwean
the hours of eleven and one, that the Dials

will best repay the trouble of a visit. Let
the intending visitor, however, bear in mind
that it is best at Rome to follow the ex-

ample of the Romans, and so avoid shock-

ing the susceptibilities of the Dialians by a

too recherche costume ; otherwise, he must
expect, if he loiters about the neighbour-

hood, to run a gauntlet of criticism upon
his personal appearance. For, as the male
joopulation have nothing to occupy their

time till the public-houses arc open, the

majority pass the morning in languidly ob-

serving all that goes on around them, and
in passing thereon remarks, more free than

flattering. The v/riter found a pilot-jacket,

a pair of horsy trousers, and a slouch cap,

serve his purpose of mixing unnoticed in

the crowd, admirably, and lie was only once

discussed seriously by a group of loungers,

who hesitated whether to set him down as

a Prussian or a pugilist.

Let us then suppose the intending visitor,

duly equipped, to have threaded St. Mar-
tin's-lane. Passing Aldridge's, he will find

himself at the bottom of Great St. Andrew-
street, which will take him direct to the

Dials. And here let me remark that I have
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written "In the Seven Dials" at the head

of this article, in deference to the common
rule of speaking, but had I been studyiug the

feelings of the inhabitants, I should have

slightly altered my title. For a denizen

of the locality, when asked to name his

place of residence, will invariably reply,

not that he lives "in," but "on," the Dials.

Seven Dials proper, though the name is

used to designate the whole surrounding

district, is an open space formed by the

junction of seven streets. To two of these

notice is directed. The one. Great St.

Andrew- street, is blocked up by a crowd
exclusively masculine ; the other. Earl-

street, is almost impassable, owing to a

predominance of the feminine element.

Place aux dames. Let us devote our at-

tention to Earl-street.

Here is an open-air market doing a

thriving trade, just as if acts of parliament

prohibitiug Sunday trading had never been
heard of. The staple commodity of this

market appears to be cabbages. Four-fifths

of the shops in the street are kept by
greengrocers, and their windowless fronts

are heaped up high with cabbages. Huge
baskets of the same useful vegetables are

ranged all along the curbstone, and a fly-

ing brigade of venders, whose stock-in-trade

consists of a couple of savoys or half a dozen

heads of broccoli, are darting about in all di-

rections, and pertinaciously thrusting their

wares into the faces of passers-by, accom-
panying this action by a most energetic ap-

peal to pru'chase. In the matter of noise the

stationary dealers are by no means behind

their perambulating compeers, and theu"

reiterated announcement that " Now is the

time, ladies," their continued vociferations

of " Here's yer fine cabbagees," and their

gratuitously volunteered information that

potatoes are selling at the rate of " four

puns for tuppence ha'penny," are absolutely

deafening. Besides the greengrocers, there

are bakers, with a gigantic seven displayed

in their windows to indicate the price of the

quartern loaf. There is not much doing in

the staff of life just now. Neither are the

numerous fish-shops, which exhibit piles

of dried haddocks and smoked mackerel,

bushels of shrimps, cockles, and pei'iwinkles,

and boxes of red-herrings ; nor the cheese-

mongers with their prime Wiltshire bacon,

displaying its alternate streaks of leather

andlard, their best Dorset butterat fourteen-

pence, andtheir eggs (warranted) at sixteen

a shilling ; nor the milk-shop, which is also

a pork butcher's, attracting much custom.

For Seven Dials bought its daily bread

when it purchased its ha'porth of milk, its

bloater, or its rasher for breakfast some
hours ago. Still the baker has the best of

reasons for keeping his shutters down this

morning, for is it not Sunday, and has not
the Sunday's dinner to be consigned to his

care and oven ? Solemnly, as though bear-

ing a sacrifice to the altar, a long file of

men, women, and children pass through his

portal laden with the repast in question.

A bit of meat perched upon an iron trivet

over a brown earthenware baking-dish, half

of which contains potatoes, and the other

half a batter-like compound, representing in

the lively fancy of the Dialians, Yorkshire
pudding, appears to be the staple dish,

though it is sometimes replaced or sup-

plemented by a pie.

But these are not the only shops ; there

are sweetstufi"-shops, and tolDacconists, and
crockery-shops with rows of blue dishes

and yellow jugs, and ironmongers, open
presumably in expectation of any one
having bought the materials for a more
sumptuous repast than usual, and finding

himself or herself without the necessary

utensils to cook it. Then there are sta-

tioners whose windows ofi'er especial at-

tractions, adorned as they are with the

last number of the latest sensational

publication, and grocers where you may
be supplied with " The People's Tea"
at two shillings, or superior souchong at

half a crown, to be sweetened with moist

sugar at threepence per pound, or varied

by coffee sold at the rate of two ounces for

three halfpence, the rest of the stock-in-

trade consisting seemingly of stick liquorice

and sweet biscuits. And there are butchers.

Not many of them, though, for the great

meat mart of the neighbourhood is just a

stone's throw off in Newport Market, and
there is a constant stream going and
coming from that direction. Still there

are one or two butchers here who cater

indifierently for the human and for the

canine and feline races, displaying upon the

same board the sheeps' heads, the tripe,

the dark-coloured lumps of liver, and the

pigs' feet intended for the former, and the

neatly skewered rolls of paunch and bits

of horseflesh destined for the two latter.

There are also pork butchers with their

legs and loins of huge coarse-rinded pigs'

meat, their black and pease-puddings, their

savoury fagots, small Germans, and long

strings of unsavoury abominations playfully

called sausages, into the composition of

which it is not for us, but rather for the

sanitary inspector, to pry closely. And
doing one of the best businesses in the

market, despite the coolness of an early

^=
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spring day, is a ginger-beer stop. The
Dialians are thirsty souls, and one o'clock,

that blissful hour Avhen a tyrannical legisla-

ture permits a man to refresh himself, is yet

far off. So, in the meanwliile, they gulp

down tumblers of foaming pop, and some-

times even venture as high as twopence in

the purchase of soda wiiter.

However, the shopkeepers are not alone

in the receipt of custom. Besides the

perambulating dealers in cabbages already

referred t'o, there are others upon the

ground. The police do not permit barrows

to be drawn up here on Sunday morning,

but they tolerate baskets ; and so baskets

of vegetables, of fish, and of crockery are

ranged along both sides of the roadway,

with the owners bawling encomiums of

their wares, whilst boys and girls with

pennyworths of onions, bunches of carrots,

handfals of greens, and cheap Sunday news-

papers, add their shiall trebles to the con-

cert. Numerous merchants of unconsidered

trifles, such as sweetmeats, cakes, ginger-

bread nuts, toys, combs, hair-nets, boot and
stay-laces, braces, tin-ware, gridirons, chick-

weed, groundsel, flowers, roots, &c., are

also strolling up and down, and adding to

the din. There are also flower-sellers, but

they receive but scant patronage. The
inhabitants of the Dials, and it is a bad
sign, do not appreciate bouquets, and I

fear the dandiest of them all would hardly

venture to sport a rosebud or a " bunch o'

vilets" in his button-hole.

The customers are all women and girls,

and the former are all equally dowdy and
frouzy. Whatever may have been the ori-

ginal colour of their garments, time, wear,

and dirt have toned them down to pretty

well the same dingy hue, and even the few
flxded flowers in their battered bonnets fail

to relieve the sombre monotony. There is

no particularising their attire, and their

faces, too, are equally pinched, haggard,
and careworn. They are keen and quiet

bargainers, and silently and carefully turn

over the piles of vegetables, or lift and
sniS" at the fish, quite indifferent to the

smart salesman who is rattling off his in-

vitations to purchase in their very ears.

Some, indeed, have come back to resume a
bargain all but concluded last night, in the

hopes of now obtaining the article over

which they chaffered a few halfpence

cheaper, but with the majority it is a
different story. They were unable to do
their Saturday's marketing, for " father"

did not come reeling home till the last

public-house Avas closed, and now, Avhilst

he is still lying in a drunken stupor upon

the bed at home, they have sallied forth

with whatever they found left in his

pockets, in search of a Sunday's dinner.

And when two of them who are acquaint-

ances meet, they generally come to a dead
stop in the midst of tlie crowd to indulge

in a quiet gossip, such as women delight

in, frequently having reference to the state

in which "he" came home last night. The
girls are a little smarter. Some of them
have washed their faces, presumably in

honour of the day, and, furthermore,

adorned themselves with strings of glass

beads and gilt ear - rings. They have
either run out to buy something forgotten

by " mother" last evening, or to indulge

on their own account in an illustrated

periodical of fiction, which they unfold

in the streets, and read as they wallc

along, often in pairs, with their arms
around each other. This style is exceed-

ingly popular amongst the poorer of them,

who habitually dispense with bonnets, be-

cause then one shawl can be made available

for two wearers.

The surrounding streets offer no slight

contrast. Here quiet prevails. Nine-

tenths of the shops in Dudley-street are

devoted to the sale and purchase of second-

hand garments. Like the poet's bedstead,

they contrive to pay a double debt, for

whilst the dealer in old clothes occupies the

shop itself, the cellar beneath it is tenanted

by a vender of old boots and shoes, whose
stock-in-trade, polished to a wonderful

degree of brightness, is ranged in shining

and symmetrical rows along the pavement.

Boots of all kinds, from the navvy's ankle-

jack to the child's shoe, from the mechanic's

blucher to the lady's balmoral, all equally

glittering, are to he had here. And not

without reason have they been so polished
;

for a lavish application of the blacking-

brush goes far to conceal all the cunning

devices of heelball and brown paper, which

have helped to restore them apparently to

their pristine solidity. Avoid them, for

they are Dead Sea fruit ; fair to look at,
|

but rotten at the core. Purchase a pair,

and you will behold them at the first

shower of rain collapse into a shapeless,

sodden mass. The old clothes are mostly

women's, and bear so close a resemblance

to those you see worn in the streets, that

you have no reason to wonder where they

come from. Very remarkable are the

general odd-and-cnd shops to be found in

these streets, in which you may purchase

almost every conceivable thing in a more or

less dilapidated and imperfect condition,

and which appear to be doing a very good

^iP
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business just now, though it certainly does

puzzle one to guess wliat a man can

possibly want with a concertina, minus all

its keys, half a dozen yards of tarnished

gilt cornice, three-fifths of a pair of scales,

an odd carriage lamp, or the upper half of

a bagatelle board, on a Sunday morning.

There are second - hand furniture - shops,

which run into the old iron trade, and also

branch out into tlie picture line. Pictures,

indeed, are plentiful about here, both sacred

and secular, including a number of saints

for the Irish, who, however, are far from
being so numerous in this neighbourhood
as of old, and a liberal sprinkling of royal

personages for the patriotic.

These quiet streets are favoured by the

juvenile denizens of the Dials, since here

they can indulge in their sports and pas-

times without fear of interruption. Some,
in clean pinafores, with their hair brushed
and faces shining from the recent applica-

tion of yellow soap, are sitting on the door-

steps, sucking sticky sweetstufF, or munch-
ing big lumps of bread-and-dripping, given

them to amuse them till the joint comes
home from the baker's, or are wandering
about, hand-in-hand, in family groups of four
or five. Others, and by far the majority, in

their natural unkempt state, are playing at

battledore and shuttlecock, a game fashion-

able in the Dials at this season of the year,

for amongst London children certain games
succeed each other in regular and mystic
relation, and hopscotch lias just gone out.

The only spectators are lounging bachelors,

who stand in the doorways, four or five

deep, in their shirt-sleeves, looking on.

The upper half of Great St. Andrew-
street is the Sunday morning lounge of the

natives of the Dials, and if there were
any rank and fashion to be found in the

neighbourhood, the visitor might expect
to find them here. The speciality of Great
St. Andrew- street, as any one who has
ever passed down it cannot fail to be
aware, is birds, and it is to look at, ex-

amine, admire, criticise, and even buy the

speciality in question, that this crowd is

congregated here. Every bird-shop has its

circle of spectators, devouring the contents
of the wind-w with their eyes. There is

only one exception, and that is the esta-

blishment on the east side of the street,

which on week days makes such a brilliant

exhibition of frogs, snakes, lizards, newts,
tortoises, gold-fish, and sticklebacks. Whe-
ther the proprietor is afraid that these

creatures are not sufficiently strong in

constitution to bear being stared at, or
whether he fears they are even too attrac-

tive, and might draw the entire crowd in

front of his window, and so block up the

street, I am unable to say, but it is certain

that on Sundays he withdraws the glass

cases containing his finny and scaly wares
into the darkest recesses of his shop, leav-

ing nothing in their place but a few weakly-

looking ferns, a stuffed bird or two, and
some bundles of porcupines' quills. But
there is no lack of attractions left, seeing

that, with the exception of a couple of

hatters, a herbalist, a sweetmeat-shop, and
a picture-frame maker, the street presents

on either side a long line of aviaries, the

windows of which are filled from top to

bottom with cages. Canaries form the

majority of the occupants of these minia-

ture prisons, but linnets and finches are to

be met with in considerable numbers, and
there are larks and starlings, blackbirds

and thrushes, love-birds, paraquets, and
even sparrows. Yes, not only the Java,

but the common sparrow is to be found here,

and the London Arab, as I observed, de-

votes twopence to his acquisition, but

whether to rear him, to eat him, or to

pelt him to death down "our court," I

cannot say. Nor are singing birds the

only creatures exposed for sale here. There
are paiTots and cockatoos, jays and mag-
pies, jackdaws and ravens, fowls of every

breed, pigeons, rabbits, and a perfect host

of such small deer as guinea-pigs, white

mice, dormice, hedgehogs, squii'rels, and
ferrets. The cages offer almost as much
variety as their tenants. There are long

low hutches, each containing a regiment of

the rank and file of canaries, marked for

sale at six shillings per cock, and two
per hen bird. There are smaller habita-

tions of brown wood and steel wii'e, set

apart for approved songsters of the same
tribe, and eligible family residences, with

inner chambers, and sliding partitions, and
little fluffy nests, for the accommodation of

such bii'ds as may be matrimonially dis-

posed. There are little green boxes, with

wooden bars, for the linnets and finches,

white wicker baskets for blackbirds, elegant

little domes of blue and silver, or green and
gold, for love-birds, and gorgeous pagoda-

like constructions, of bright steel or gilt

wire, for the parrots and cockatoos. Ar.d not

for birds alone are residences provided, for

there are tiny dog-kennels, and hutches,

and cages, for white mice and squirrels,

together with such miscellaneous odds and
ends as dog-collars, muzzles, bells, seed-

troughs, water-bottles, bird-baths, nests, &c.

And every time the sun peeps through the

clouds the burst of sunlight calls forth a
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correspondirig- burst of bird-soiig, whilst

flocks of circling pigeons, whirling up
amongst chimney-pots above, join in the

salute.

The Qjl|wcl is essentially a loafing one,

and the members of it present a strong

family resemblance to each other. There

are attempts at smartness in the matter of

dress on the part of individuals, but they

only serve to render the seediness of the

mass more apparent. For the people assem-

bled here between eleven o'clock and noon

are almost all inhabitants of the quarter.

Some have come out to purchase a turf, or

some bird-seed, or a handful of groundsel or

chickweed from the basket-bearing dealers,

for the bird at home ; and there are boys

with cages for sale, but the vast bulk have

not even such a reason as that for their pre-

sence here. They loaf about listlessly, for

their object is merely to kill time till the

public-houses open, and they find it hard

work to accomplish this feat. There was,

however, when I visited the Dials on Sun-

day, one old man who had an object. This

was a long-bearded individual in a snuff-

coloured great-coat, who was distributing

tracts. He was a brisk, cheerful old man,
for when a Frenchman, to whom he offered

one of his little books, politely declined it,

with the remark, in his native language,

that he did not understand English, the old

fellow observed to those around him, " Ah,

lion comprong, poor fellow; it ain't his

fault that he's a Frenchman ; the Lord '11

look after him just the same !"

The slightest incident attracts as many
spectators as a fight or an accident would
upon ordinary occasions, and is eagerly

welcomed as relieving the monotony. A
boy, for instance, after looking and hesi-

tating for a long time, at length makes up
his mind to purchase a bird. He plunges

into the shop, and is at once followed by

a dozen companions, all eager to tenr.er

their advice upon this important matter.

He comes out, grasping his acquisition as

tightly as if he expected it to fly away,

cage and all, and becomes at once a centre

of attraction. Grave men cluster around

him, ask how much he paid for his treasure,

a.ud solemnly counsel him as to the future

diet of liis purchase. Many of the men
themselves have dogs under tlieii' arms, and
fiiends assemble round them to discuss the

animuLs' points, bystanders quietly joining

in the conversation. I do not notice many
birds bought, and the depressing influence

of the Dials seems to overspread every-

thing, for there is au entire absence of chafi'

or hoise-play.

Towards noon costermongers' barrows
laden with nuts, oranges, cocoa-nuts, and
ginger-beer, began to make their appear-

ance, and were extensively patronised.

Periwinkles, too, found great favour in the

eyes of the multitude, for it takes some
time to get through half a pint of these

delicacies, and with that quantity in your
pocket, a good store of pins, and a comfort-

able post to lean against, you can while

away half an hour or so pleasantly and im-
perceptibly. A fondness for leaning against

posts is, by the way, one of the distinguish-

ing characteristics of the natives of this

district, and one which they appear to have
inherited from the Irish, who preceded
them in their occupancy. For amongst the

things not generally known may be classed

the fact that the Irish element, as I have
already hinted, has almost entirely disap-

peared from the region of the Dials, and I

have not heard the brogue once this morn-
ing, though I can remember when you
could not have passed down here on a Sun-
day morning, without noticing a dozen posts

supporting stalwart Hibernians in the full

national gala costume of steeple-crowned

hat, swallow-tail coat, knee-cords, and blue

stockings.

As one o'clock draws near the crowd in

Great St. Andrew-street begins to lose its

local character from the increasing stream
of traffic pouring through the street. The
constant passage of soldiers, clerks, shop-

girls, and holiday makers generally, soon
tones down the peculiar features of the

thoroughfare.

The aborigines now begin to concentrate

their forces upon the Dials themselves.

Two of the seven corners at this spot are

occupied by public-houses, and towards
the clock imbedded in the facade of one of

these establishments many anxious looks

are now cast. The market is by this time

over, and the loungers at the doorways have
burst from the grub into the butterfly

state, and sallied forth in all the glories of

slangy swelldom, their clothes cut accord-

ing to the inflexible mathematics of the

ready-made system. There are gorgeous
exceptions to the general mob, but there

is one fact in connexion with the entire

multitude which is rather remarkable.

However seedy and shabby a Dialian may
be in his attire, his boots, or what is left

of them, are invariably polished to perfec-

tion on a Sunday morning. One side of the

open space is occupied by a row of a dozen

shoeblacks, who indulge amongst themselves

in the playful badinage peculiar to their

tribe, whilst attendinfj to the wants of their

.^
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customers. These latter have by this time

pretty well exhausted the round of amuse-
ment afforded by the place. They have
been shaved, for the penny barber close

by has been hard at work, sci'aping away
the week's gTOwth of stubble, all the morn-
ing ; they have looked at all the birds,

they have drunk ginger-beer, and eaten

oranges and periwinkles, and now, as a

last resource, they are having theii' boots

cleaned. I verily believe that some of

them go away, rub off the polish, and then

corne back and have the operation repeated,

merely for the sake of killing time. Happy
are those who can read. For their de-

lectation comes a swarm of newsboys
bellowing at the top of their voices the

titles of the journals they have for dis-

posal and their contents. A few genuine
working men, mechanics in their white
slops, and navvies in moleskin and cordu-

roy, now make their appearance, for, to tell

the truth, the Dials is not a working-class

neighbourhood, and women and children

Avith jugs in their hands assemble on the

outskirts of the crowd, now every moment
growing denser and denser, and fall to

gossiping after the manner of their kind.

As to the men, they are getting too anxious
to talk, and puff their tobacco in silence,

whilst some of the lads vent their im-

patience in softly whistling breakdowns,
and keeping time to them in a shuffling

hop upon the pavement. The excitement
intensifies, and all eyes are rivetted upon
the dial-plate in front of the Crown, all

ears are straining to catch the notes of

One from the belfry of St. Giles's. Now,
ding-dong, ding-dong, ding-dong, ding-

dong, dong ! and as the last welcome sound
dies away, there is a creaking in front, a bolt

is heard to shoot, and then, like one mighty
wave, the crowd surges through the opened
door to break against the bar. In two
minutes they have vanished. That mass
of human beings has melted like snow
before the sun, and has been swallowed up
by the gaping jaws of the public-house.

NEWS TO TELL.
NEiGnsoUE, lend me your arm for I am not well,

This wound you see is scarcely a fortnight old.

All for a sorry message I had to tell,

I've travelled many a mile in wet and cold.

Yon is the old grey chateau above the trees,

He bade me seek it, my comrade brave and gay
;

Stately forest and river so brown and broad,
He showed me the scene as he a-dying lay.

I have been there, and, neighbour, I am not well

;

I bore his sword and some of his curling hair,

Knocked at the gate and said I had news to tell,

Entered a chamber and saw his mother there.

Tall and straight with the snows of age on her head,
Brave and stern as a soldier's mother might be,

Deep in her eyes a living look of the dead.
She grasped her staff and silently gazed at me.

I thought ['d better be dead than meet her eye ;

She guessed it all, I'd never a word to tell.

Taking the sword in her arms she heaved a sigh.

Clasping the curl in her hand she sobbed, and feU.

I raised her up, she sate in her stately chair.

Her face like death, but not a tear in her eye ;

We heard a step, and tender voice on the stair

Murmuring soft to an infant's cooing cry.

My lady she sate erect, and sterner grew,
dinger on mouth she motioned me not to stay ;

A girl came in, the wife of the dead I knew,
She held his babe, and, neighbour, I fled away

!

I tried to run, but I heard the widow's cry.

Neighbour, I have been hurt and I am not well

:

I pray to God that never until I die,

May I again have such sorry news to tell!

THE THREE-EYED MAN OF CYPRUS.

" It comes to the Forty Thieves, after

all," murmured Rupert, at the end of a
pause, during which he had been quietly

smoking an elaborately adorned meer-
schaum, and staring at the fire.

"A great many things come to thieves,

and thieves come for a great many things,"

observed Adolphus, " but what particular

booty falls to the lot of the renowned
Forty?"

" Perhaps you are not aware," said Ru-
pert, " that while modern philologists de-

vote their energies to the comparison of

various languages, and succeed in deriving

from a common stock many hitherto sup-

posed to have no connexion with each
other, a similar process is adopted in the
case of popular tales, and that it is ascer-

tained beyond the possibility of doubt, that

the same story, modified in its details, may
frequently be found in countries separated

by vast distances, between which no mutual
intercourse can be proved. The tale of
Cinderella, for instance, is to be found
almost everywhere. Do you understand?"

"Perfectly," replied Adolphus; "but I

fail to perceive that you have answered my
question about the Forty Thieves."

" To those I was coming," said Rupert.
" I have just been reading a popular tale of

Cyprus, one of a collection published about
two years ago in modern Greek, by M.
Athenasios Sakellarios. Now, in the

main, no two narratives can be more dis-

tinct than this tale and the familiar story

of Ali Baba, but in one particular incident

they meet, and, what is strange, this in-

cident cannot be classed among what may
be termed the commonplaces of fairy lore."

" Commonplaces of fairy lore ? I do not
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qiiite apprehend your meaning," remarked
Adolphus.

"I can easily make myself clear by
example," said Rnpei^t. "Among fairy

commonplaces I would class the frequent

use of the number three. In tale after

tale we find parents with three children, of

which the third, if they are boys, is more
clever, if they are girls, is more beautiful

than the other two."

"Oh, yes," rejoined Adolphus, "in the

good old days, when fairies were our god-

mothers, the third of three was the best as

a matter of course. But tell me about

this tale of Cyprus, which it seems is so

much like and so much unlike the story of

the Forty Thieves."
" Well," said Rupert, " it starts with a

violation of the very rule which we have
just laid down as general. A poor wood-
cutter had three daughters, and employed
three asses to take his wood to market.

His profits on a certain fine day being

somewhat above the average, he purchased

a kerchief of the kind that was used for

head- gear, whereat the girls were greatly

delighted, especially the eldest, who at once

tied it about her head, and took her seat at

the window, expecting to be admired by
the passers-by. Nor was she disappointed

;

for she attracted the attention of a country-

man, who was going along the street, and
so highly was he pleased by her personal

appearance, that he made inquiries among
the neighbours whether she was married
or single. The satisfactory result of his

investigations led to a proposal of marriage,

which was gladly accepted by the wood-
cutter, and the eldest daughter left her
father's house, with ahusbandmagnanimous
enough to take no account of her poverty."

" But the other sisters, more especially

the third " Adolphus began to inquire.

"Are never mentioned again in the

course of the story," said Rupert, finishing

the sentence. " There is the very solecism

to which I just now referred."
" You don't mean to say that, contrary

to all precedent, tliis eldest girl will remain
the principal female personage in the tale ?"

"Yes, I do."
" Then it is very clear that the people of

Cyprus never heard of Cinderella, however
widely that lady's fame may be spread in

other directions," remarked Adolphus.
" On the contrary," retorted Rupert,

"they have a Cinderella of their own, in

which the rule of three is rigidly observed,

and which, in its Avay, is as ghastly a tale

as any myth of Ancient Greece. An old

woman has three daughters, the youngest

ofwhom she loves far more than the others,

who are thereby so much exasperated that

they determine to put an end to their

mother's life. They therefore decoy her
into a spinning-match, the terms of which
are, that the spinner whose thread breaks
shall be devoured by the others. The poor
old lady loses, and implores for mercy,
which is granted ; but when her thread
breaks for the third time, further respite is

denied, and they prepare to kill her. She
contrives, however, to give a valuable hint

to her youngest daughter, who took no
part in the spinning-match. When she
has been eaten up by her wicked children,

Cinderella is to collect the bones, put them
into a vessel, and smoke them, without in-

termission, for forty days. The old lady is

duly boiled and eaten, Cinderella refusing

to share in the impious repast, and taking
care to obey her mother's mandate. She
lights a great fire, places over it the vessels

containing the bones, and for forty days
keeps her place on the hearth, not quitting

it for a moment. The sisters dress and go
out, asking her to accompany them ; but
she prefers to remain at home. When the

prescribed forty days have passed she opens
the vessel in the absence of her sisters, and,

lo ! the bones are transformed to diamonds
and gold. The rest of the story coincides

with the Cinderella of our childhood. The
two sisters go to a wedding-party, leaving

Cinderella at home ; but she presently

follows them, magnificently attired, and
attracts the notice of a prince, who is

among the guests. When she hurries

away she loses one of her slippers, which is

found by the prince, who, of course, marries

its owner. The nuptial ceremony being
concluded, she pays a visit to her sisters,

shows them the treasures in the vessels, ex-

plaining that these are their mother's trans-

muted bones, makes them a present of a
portion, and takes the rest home to her
royal husband's palace."

"Heyday!" exclaimed Adolphus; "so
these two abominable wretches, not only

kill and eat their mother, but are actually

rewarded for the hideous crime. The moral
of the story is atrocious."

" Your indignation is natural enough, if

you regard the personages in this wild tale

as mere ordinary mortals, occasionally sub-

jected to supernatural influences, as in the

common run ofpopular tales. The Cinderella

of our youth and her two sisters are per-

fectly human, the godmother, as a wonder-
working feiry, standing apart from all the

rest. On the other hand, note the circum-

stances of the strancre mother in the Cinde-
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rella of Cyprus. She is not waylaid, but

she voluntarily stakes her life on the result

of a contest of skill with her daughters,

who ai'e more lenient than is required by
the conditions of the game. Then, oddly

enough, though she is hated by the elder

daughters for the preference she shows to

the youngest, they display no ill-feehng to-

wards the latter. When they go out they

ask her to accompany them, and. her ad-

herence to the hearth arises, not from any
oppression on their part, but from her deter-

mination to ^^erform a pious duty. Nor does

the crime which they have committed in-

spire her with abhorrence. On the con-

trary, she presents them with a share of the

wealth which she has acquired through
their wickedness. The death of an old lady,

whose bones are slowly but spontaneously

converted into gold and precious stones, is,

in my opinion, not to be judged by ordinary

rules of right and wrong ; but the main
story is some sort of allegory, with which
the tale of Cinderella and her slipper has

been clumsily interwoven. Again, forty is

not a number of frequent occurrence in

fairy tales, and the fact that the days of

Cinderella's watching correspond to the

(Im-ation of Lent may be worth considera-

tion."
" Likely enough," said Adolphus ;

" but

we are forgetting the woodcutter's eldest

daughter."
" True," rejoined Rupert. " Well, we'll

return to her. The young lady was con-

ducted by her husband to a splendid house,

iiud presented with a key, which would
open the dooi'S of a hundred rooms. There
Avas another room, which he told her was
empty, and the door of which lie forbade

her to open. The key of this he retained."
" We are coming straight to Bluebeard,"

cried Adolphus, " and I suppose we are to

be favoured with a museum of slaughtered

wives."

"Nothing of the sort," said Rupert,
" the resemblance of the tale to that of Blue-

beard is very transient. There was actually

nothing whatever in the room but a large

coiFer. The only object that arrested the

young lady's gaze, when, in her husband's
absence, having ascertained where the key
was kept, she entered the forbidden pre-

cincts, was a window that looked upon the

street. At this she took her post, and re-

signed herself to the contemplation of a
dismal cemetery, to which a corpse was
carried without the usual accompaniment
of mourners. The sight suggested melan-
choly reflections. She felt that if she her-

self chanced to die, she would be in the

same miserable predicament as that ne-

glected body ; for her husband had ex-

pressly ordered that none of her family

should be allowed to visit her."
" Aha !" shouted Adolphus, with much

delight, " that's the reason why we hear
no more of the woodcutter's youngest
daughter. Possibly she figures in another
tale."

" Possibly," said Rupert, drjlj ;
" but if

there be such a tale, I have not read it.

Well, the corpse having been duly buried,

and the persons who carried it having re-

tired, w^ho should march up to the ceme-
tery but the lady's husband. No sooner
had he reached the grave than his head
swelled to an enormous size, the number of

his eyes increased from two to three, his

hands became wonderfully long, and were
decorated Avith nails of proportionate

dimensions. With these he dug up the

body, which he greedily devoured."
" There seems to be a great deal of

cannibalism in the Cyprian consciousness,"

gravely observed Adolphus. " Two young
women eat their mother, and a very ugly
gentleman feasts on a newly-buried corpse.

By the way, our three-eyed friend looks

very like the old Ghoul in the Arabian
Nights."

" Certainly he is a ghoul to all intei:its

and purposes," said Rupert. "His ap-

pearance and conduct had such an eftect

upon his wife that she became violently ill,

and took to her bed. Soon afterwards he
returned home, entered the empty room,
deposited the bones of the devoured body
in the coffer, and noticed certain footprints

which could not be his own. Shrewdly
surmising the cause of this phenomenon,
he went to his wife's bedside, and affection-

ately asked her what was the matter,

whereat she was so greatly horrified that

she plunged her head under the clothes,

and declared that she was going to die.

His ofi'ei', as kind as it was unexpected, to

fetch her mother, was readily accepted ; so

slipping out of the room, he reappeared in

the likeness of that excellent person."
" As the three-eyed ghoul seems able to

assume any shape at pleasure, I wonder
that he ever wears the hideous form at

all," observed Adolphus.
" Probably if we were able to obtain the

narrative in a more complete state," replied

Rupert, " we should find that the horrible

form with three eyes, and even the consump-
tion of human flesh, was imposed upon our
cannibal friend by a law of necessity, and
was not the result of a depraved inclina-

tion. Remember, that in the tale of Puss

'^-- --^
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in Boots, the ogre, who is able to assume
vaiious shapes, remains an ogre notwith-

standing. Well, the mother affectionately

asked the yonng wife whether she had been

maltreated by her husband. The invalid

answered in the negative, whereupon her

visitor suggested the propriety of sending

a, present home to her family. No, the

wife would not touch the husband's pro-

perty in his absence, but she promised to

speak to him on the delicate subject Avhen

he returned home. Nothing could be more
satisfactory than the result of the cross-

examination ; so when, after the retirement

of the supposed old lady, our cannibal re-

turned in his proper form "

"Which form was that?" asked Adol-

phus.
" Why, of course, the form in which he

married her," ansAvered Rupert, peevishly.
" You don't suppose he was such a fool as

to let the cat out of the bag, by reappear-

ing with his long nails and three eyes."
" I beg your pardon," said Adolphus,

meekly ;
" I did not know whether the law

of necessity to which you just now refei'red

might not have come unexpectedly into

operation. But go on."
" Well," proceeded Rupert, " Avhen he

reappeared he was apparently in a very
good humour, and willingly consented to

send a trifle to his wife's family. Indeed,

as the sum she required did not greatly

exceed twopence, he had the opportunity
of reading her a kindly lecture on her
scrupulous disposition, and of reminding
her that she was the mistress of his house.

All the wife's relations were now invited

one by one, with the sole exception of her
grandmother, and the forms of all were
successively assumed by the husband, with
a result as satisfactory as when he had put
on the semblance of tbe mother. But when
he made his appeai-ance in the likeness of

the grandmother, things took an unpleasant
turn, for his wife, inspired by a confidence

she had not before manifested, begged the

venerable dame to sit down, and proceeded
to describe in the fullest detail all the

horrors she had witnessed from the win-

dow in the empty room. A howl of rage
from her husband immediately followed

the end of her narrative, and casting

aside the semblance of the old lady, he
stood revealed in all the hideousness be-

longing to what you call his proper form.

His wife's inconsistency seemed to dis-

please him even more than her inordi-

nate curiosity. If she had been content to

watch the proceedings in the cemetery, and
had kept her knowledge to herself, he

might, he said, have been disposed to

leniency ; but why in the world, when she
had been so circumspect with all the rest

of her kith and kin, should she be so pro-

vokingly communicative to her grand-
mother, no doubt, a garrulous old lady,

more given to gossip than all the others

put together ? Such a combination of per-

verseness and absurdity demanded the
severest punishment. So the offended hus-
band kindled a huge fire, made a spit

red-hot, and told his wife she must prepare
to be roasted and eaten.

" The wife acknowledged the justice of

the sentence," pursued Rupert, " but asked
j

and obtained a respite of two hours for the

ostensible purpose of making her peace with
Heaven. No sooner was she out of her
husband's sight than she armed herself

with the key of the forbidden room, entered

it, and leaped from the window."
" With a hundr-ed and one rooms in his

house, how excessively stupid the cannibal

must have been that he could not find a

nook where to hide his key !" objected

Adolphus.
" Nay," replied Rupert, " there is an in-

stance of a law which more or less prevails

through the whole region of popular lore.

The battle is always that of the strong

against the weak, and the former, who is

certain to be conquered, is generally over-

weighted with a load of stupidity which
insures the victory of his antagonist. The
young wife, knowing that her husband
would be at any rate shrewd enough to

follow her, ran down the street with all her

might and main, till she came to a man
with a waggon, who, when he had heard
her case, said that he could not assist her,

inasmuch as her three-eyed persecutor

would not scruple to devour him and his

horse. He advised ber, therefore, to continue

her flight till she reached the driver of the

king's camels. This advice she took, and
when the camel-driver was informed how
matters stood, he took a bale of cotton from
the back of his animal, and within it con-

cealed the fugitive. In the meanwhile, the

cannibal having reheated his spit, called

for his wife at the expiration of the two
hours, and receiving no answer, proceeded

at once to the empty room, leaped out of

window, and scampered down the street

till he came up to the waggoner, wlio,

threatened with immediate consumption
unless he gave information respecting the

runaway, protested utter ignorance, and
referred him to the camel-driver. The
latter, however, when overtaken, was so

strong in his negatives that the three-eyed
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persecutor turned back, and searched his

house once raoi-e. The search proving

frviitless, he armed himself with his spit,

which he had again reheated, and once

more overtook the driver of camels, whom
he ordered to stop. The poor man,

frightened out of his wits, but less

frightened than the lady in the bale,

obeyed the command, whereupon the

monster thrust his spit into one bale after

another, but took his departure when he

saw that no result ensued. When he was
fairly out of the way the worthy camel-

driver naturally asked the lady if she had
not been hurt by the spit, and learned that

the point of the formidable weapon had
entered her foot, but that she had had the

presence of mind to wipe off the stains of

blood with cotton."
" A strong-minded woman !" cried Adol-

phus, with admiration. " This incident of

the bales of cotton and the spit is de-

cidedly sensational."

"The young lady," proceeded Rupert,
" was consoled by her protector's assurance

that she was certain to be kindly received

by the king, at whose palace they shortly

arrived. By piling the other bales of

cotton in the court-yard, and conveying

the one which contained the lady into his

own apartment, the driver caused the

servants to suspect that he was committing

a robbery, and he was accordingly brought
before the king. This explanation, which
was followed by the production of the

young lady, perfectly satisfied the benevo-

lent monarch, who having heard her story,

ordered his physician to bandage her

wounded foot. When she had recovered

she expressed a desire to make herself use-

ful, and having been provided with proper

materials, embroidered so magnificent a

portrait of the king seated on his throne,

with his crown on his head, that every one

was astounded. Nay, the king was of

opinion that so expert an embroiderer, al-

though not of royal descent, would make
an admirable daughter-in-law, and his

queen entirely agreed with him."
"Ah!" observed Adolphus, "whatever

might have been the faults of those kings

in fairy tales, they always encouraged
talent.

'

"With the proposal that she shotald

become the bride of the crown prince,"

continued Rupert, " shefelthighly honoxired,

but at the same time perceived a difiiculty."
" In the circumstance that she was al-

ready married ?" suggested Adolphus.
"No," replied Rnpert, "that was perfectly

known to everybody. She feared that her

first husband would no sooner hear of her

second marriage, than he would contrive to

eat her up, and her bridegroom into the

bargain. She, therefore, counselled the

king to have the nuptial ceremony per-

formed at night-time, as quietly as pos-

sible, and also to build an upper story to

the palace, that could only be approached

by seven steps. At the foot of the lowest

there was to be a large hole, concealed by a

mat, and all the steps were to be smeared
with tallow."

" The clown in a Christmas pantomime
is fiimiliar with the last stratagem," observed

Adolphus, "but he usually employs butter."
" The attempt to keep the wedding a

secret," proceeded Rupert, • " proved, of

course, a failure. The cannibal heard of

the approaching marriage of his fugitive

wife with the king's son, and immediately

collected a number of black men, whom he

hid in sacks, and with them proceeded to

the royal castle, in the guise of a merchant.

All the wedding-party had assembled at

the supper-table, and the bride, detecting

the unwelcome visitor, gave a liint to her

royal mother that she should cause the tra-

veller to be inquired as to the nature of his

wares. His answer was to the effect that

he had brought pistachio-nuts, dried apri-

cots, and chestnuts, all of the finest quality
;

whereupon the bride expressed a strong

desire to taste luxuries so delicious. He
begged to be excused till the following

morning ; but the king's jester, anxious to

oblige his young mistress, crept stealthily

up to one of the sacks, with the design

of pilfering a dainty, and was not a little

astonished when a gruff" voice inquired,
' Is it time, master ?' Trying all the sacks

in succession, the jester heard the same
inquiry repeated, and lost no time in re-

porting his discovery to the guests in the

banquet-hall. Perfectly understanding how
matters stood, the bride gave orders that

the merchant should be compelled to open
his sacks immediately, and his speedy

retreat at once ensued. The services of

tbe public executioner were now required,

and that useful functionary answering the

successive inquiries in the affirmative,

struck off each head as it was thrust from
the sack."

" I see," exclaimed Adolphus, " there is

the passage which connects your story with

that of the Forty Thieves. Here, of course,

we reach the conclusion, and have only

to believe that the bride and bridegroom
lived happy ever afterwards."

^^
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"Not quite so fast," replied Rupert.
" The cannibal returned in liis hideous

form, and ascended to the upper story, in

order to carry off the bride ; but the

j
spirited lady succeeded in tumbling him
down the slippery stairs, and he fell into

the hole, where he was immediately de-

voured by a couple of wild beasts. Now
you may indulge in your blissful belief if

you please. But of what are you think-

ing ?"

" I am thinking," said Adolplms, "about
our ancient friend Polyphemus, who had

one eye in the middle of his forehead, fed

upon human flesh, and made much use of

a roasting-spit. Now, it seems to me that

the monster of Cyprus is very like the

monster of Sicily, with one eye in his fore-

head, not in lieu of, but in addition to, the

ordinary two."

MY CENSUS PAPER.

I HAVE been at last recognised by the

State. Officially, I mean, for in the matter

of taxes, &c., any person, I believe, would
be recognised, who was content to discharge

its claims. But in the present case it will

admit no substitute ; it looks to me and
to me only. Sir, I am the " Head of the

Family !"'

I have the blue census document now open
before me, with its elaborate divisions and
subdivisions, "members of this family, of

visitors, and of all others who slept or abode
in this dwelling on the night of Sunday,
April the 2nd." I am proudly at the head
of them all.

I approach the first column, where I find

that nobody who was absent on the night
of Sunday, April the 2nd, is to be entered

in the column ; excepting those who were
travelling, or were out at work on that par-

ticular night. This seems to me rather

finessing ; no decent, well-ordered head of a
house would allow any of his people to be

out at work, or indeed any of his family

that he cared for, to be travelling in the

cold night air.

I had been away from home on business

of importance, but during the whole time
this great national enumeration was before

my eyes. Inquisitorial, some called it

;

yet how important it was that every fiict

and figure should be recorded for our
nation's good. I was eager to get back, and
almost the first words I uttered, as my eldest

girl ran to meet me, were, " Hos the enume-
rator been here ?" She did not know. In-

deed, I could see that my rather sudden
return had taken them by surprise. There
was a young fellow called Tithebarn, who
had been assiduously paying attentions to

my Patty, and whom, on account of his

irreverence as to all matters of business, I

had forbidden the house. I had not time

now to ask about him, for I saw the blue

form on my desk. I trembled as I thought
how close I had " run it." My wife treated

the matter with a carelessness that really

approached levity.

" Oh, there was no fear," she said. " I

was near filling it in yesterday. I hear

any sort of nonsense will do, provided you
give them figures."

" Any nonsense !" I said, appalled. " Do
you know what you are speaking of?"
"No!" she said, contemptuously, "nor

do they know themselves. Collecting all

the women's ages—how many nurses and
cooks there are in a street. Mrs. Widging-
ton's little girl, Polly, put them all down
cooks ; but they're too stupid to find it

out."

I was really shocked at this sort of pro-

fanity. " Do you know," said I, calmly,
" that if you had done what you said you
would do, you would have put your hand
to a falsehood, signing yourself ' head of

the house ?'
"

"Fiddle-de-dee !" was her answer. " Per-

haps it would not be a falsehood."

"Further," I went on, "listen to this:

any one not giving correct information is

liable to five pounds penalty, besides the

inconvenience and annoyance—these are

the very words of the form—of appearing

before two justices of the peace, and being

convicted of having made a wilful misstate-

ment of age, or of any of the particulars.

You see on what a precipice you stand."

"Nonsense," she said, laughing ; "jus-

tices, indeed ! Who has been filling your
head with this childish twaddle ? By the

way, dear, to-morrow night the girls asked
some friends here for a little quiet tea.

" Sunday night !" I said, horrified.

" Tea-parties on Sunday night ! oh, I can't

have it ! This is always the way when
I go away. Heaven knows what takes

place in my absence." I was really angry
at this unworthy advantage that had been
taken of my absence, when she inter-

rupted me, and with more sense than I

could have bcHeved lier capable of, said :

" You know they will count as visitors,

and keep up our respectability. The go-

vernment must take notice of it
!"

I could not help smiling at this idea.
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There was in truth something in it : and
when I was alone I betook myself to study-

ing the form carefully, and was aghast at

finding that after all this minuteness of

direction, there was a certain obscurity and
ambiguity. I have often found this the

case where you try to be specially simple,

and to adapt your ideas to the meanest
capacity. Thus it said that, " Persons
following more distinct occupations than
one, should insert them in the order of
their importance.'"

How was I to decide between conflicting

claims ? Here was I, holding an office of

trust in a City house, and at the same time
contributing largely to the literature of the

country, many of my little lucubrations

being complimented with a place in the

Little Pedlington Mercury, the Camden
Town Gazette, and other influential organs.

How was I to take on me the invidious

task of deciding between these occupa-

tions ? Here was a breakdown at the start.

But the most alarming embarrassment
came from column number three, which
described " condition," where "married" or

"unmarried," &c., was to be placed oppo-
site the names of all except " young chil-

dren." What was a "young child"? There
•was Polly, my second giH, thirteen years

old : was she a young child, or an old one ?

If the latter, was I to put " unmarried"
against her ? How many families were
there in the kingdom in which the same
doubt would arise, and the error be thus
multiplied ? What was I to do ? I had
to declare solemnly the truth of the matter,

under my hand.

Thus distracted, and seeing what enor-

mous diflficulties were before me in what
appeared a very simple matter, I looked
ruefully at the form, determining to ad-

journ it till the morning.
On the Sunday evening I found the little

party assembled. Patty ran to me. " My
own dearest duck of papa, you won't be
angry

; but you must ask Mr. Tithebarn to

stay the night. He could not help it ; he is

obliged, by the government, you know "

I was speechless with indignation, for

there before me was the free-and-easy
Tithebarn.

"Look here," he said, "sir. Just one
word, and you will forgive. I am forced
to be here' on account of the census."

" The census !" I repeated, " What do
you mean ?"

" I mean," he said, " by its stringent
rules you are bound, in conscience, to give
a true return. Am I not a visitor here ?"

"Ridiculous," I said; "this is mere
fooling. I forbade you to enter the house.

Besides," I said, "you don't understand
the meaning of the form. You don't know
what you are talking about."

" Then where is it ?" he said. " Let us

see it."

"I'll convince you in a second," I re-

plied. And I hurried him down to the

study. I showed him the column, and how
the visitorship applied only to such persons

as stopped the night. He owned his error,

I must say, modestly, and asked my pardon.

It was a misconstruction, he said. He
would leave at once. He knew that I felt

so anxious about the government getting a

true return.
" Well," I said, " you had better stay

for dinner, at all events."

I must say the dinner that followed was
very pleasant, every one was in such spirits

;

and I must also say that Mr. Tithebarn, of

whom I had known Httle before, rather re-

commended himself by his stories. But, for

all that, he would have to enter himself in

column number six merely as " com-
mercial clerk ;" he would not do as "oc-
cupier of a house" with my Patty. After

dinner there was tea. And then the party

broke up. I was still thinking of my oflicial

form. There was a vast deal of work be-

fore me, collecting the ages—the women
would be the difiiculty there—and the enu-

merator would come early in the morning.

I went down to my study to think it

over. Suddenly young Tithebarn came
down to me hurriedly. It was midnight.

"Not gone !" I said.

" My dear sir," he replied, " what are

we to do^—you must tell me. For you,

as ' head of the house,' will have to decide,

and it seems a serious responsibility."
" What do you mean P" I said, with some

nervousness.
" The simple point is, where are you to

enter me ?"

" I shall not enter you at all. You are

not," I said, reading from the form " either

head of the fixmily, wife, child, or other re-

lative, or visitor."

" Other relative," he said, with a sigh.

" Ah, if I could be entered under this !

But you are surely bound to set me down
as visitor ?"

" Not at all, my dear Tithebarn," I said,

getting interested. " You should sleep here

to night to be a visitor. That," said I, "is

about as probable as that the moon should

fall."

" Well, then," he replied, " see the re-

1^
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suit—I shall not be counted at all. I shall

have to travel all to-night, and shall not
get to London until to-morrow about mid-
day. What is the result, I am left out of

the census. And the fault will be yours,"

he added, reproachfully. " If every one be-

haved that way government might whistle

for its census."

It had not struck me in that view before.

He was right. The returns would be worth-
less if made up in that manner. I would
have to attach my name solemnly, to what
I knew was a nullity. Yet what was I to

do ? I could not enter him as a visitor,

and would not if I could. He saw my
hesitation, and went on.

" And you know there is the penalty, five

pounds fine for not giving ' correct informa-
tion ;' besides," he added, reading from the

i'orm "'the annoyance and inconvenience
of appearing before two justices of the

peace.'
"

" Yes, papa," said Patty, who had just

come in.

" But what is all this to me ?" I said.

"Even on the construction of this form,

you will not pass the night here, and there-

fore we have nothing to do with you.

Yes"—he looked nonplussed at this—"only
those," I continued, "be they visitors or

members of my own household, who sleep

in this house, are to be set down by me, as

occupier."

He had nothing to say. But Patty sud-

denly cried, " Abode, papa !"

"Yes," he said, " I can abide here, walk
about all night

"

I
" Or sit on a chair by the kitchen fire

;

that would amount to abiding," said Patty.

I could not but admire this ingenuity,

which was worthy of a special pleader's

office, though I tried to look angry. " He
shall not abide here," I said.

"Well, if he doesnot, papa," continued she,

still more eagerly, " one can be ' travelling

or working' all night long, and return here
to-morrow. You see it says so : 'no person
absent to be entered here, except those who
may be travelling, or out at work during
that night and who return home on Mon-
day.'

"

" That is clqar," said the young fellow
;

" so I .shall return to-morrow, after travel-

ling all night, and you Avill have incurred

the penalty of the law. I have given you
warning I shall return here to-morrow,
after working all night."

It was really a serious dilemma. I turned
it in every way. If I put him down as
" visitor," it would be an untruth, for he

would not have slept here the night before.

If I did not put him down I should be the
cause of a false return, thereby contributing
to imperil the success of the great measure,
or he might, as he had threatened to do,

secretly "abide" about the premises, and
showing himself next morning, establish a
valid claim to be counted a member of my
household. And once legally recognised in

such a way, with his name coming after

Patty's, I knew the coolness of the man to

be such, that he would never let the matter
rest, but would use it as a lever to prize

himself into my household. After a short
struggle I had to give way, as I felt the
State had a paramount claim, and within
a month, as I anticipated, he had entitled

himself to a place in the second column as

son-in-law.

PLOGARRIAN.
IN SEVEN CHAPTERS. CHAPTER V.

The young are passionate, but not per-

sistent mourners. It is the wise and bene-
ficent law of their nature that such should
be the case. And it is a very great mistake,

too often made, to imagine that a lad or lass

is heartless because the God-given elasticity

of their forward, and not backward look-

ing hearts successfully rebels against, and
throws off the weight of, a great sorrow.

Marie came to her uncle's house in

Rouen a heart-broken girl enough, fully

convinced that smiles and happiness were
over for her in this world. But in a very
few weeks her mind was opening itself to

all the new surroundings—the new sights,

the new faces, the new occupations of the

new world into which she had come. Poor
Captain Morel was still pacing his deck
during many a solitary hour in distant

seas, with his head sunk on his breast, busy
with memoiy only, when Marie was already

laughing her old blithe laugh as musically

and as merrily as ever, and was busying
herself with a hopeful outlook into the

future. It was quite right, quite wise,

quite natural that it should be so.

Mademoiselle Genevieve Vezin was en-

tirely of that opinion. She was not one of

those who approved of, or tolerated, what
she called "giving way." Nor would it

have seemed in any wise natural to her,

that a young person brought from a resi-

dence at Havre to live at Rouen, should

not have felt the change a consolation

under any circumstances. She was a Nor-
man to the backbone, and in her heart of

hearts considered the grand old Norman
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capital to be as much, superior to Paris, in

every respect save siise, as N"ormaiis were
to all other Frenchmen in every respect,

size included.

She was entirely pleased that Marie
should recover her good spirits, and for-

tunately saw other reasons for approving
of the new member of the little family.

She soon discovered both that Marie was
far better educated than she had antici-

pated, and that she was quite disposed to

consider herself as having everything yet

to learn, from the superior experience and
attainments of the gouvernante. So that

the relationship between them pi-omised to

be in every way agreeable. With her uncle,

the beautiful and modest Marie very na-

turally soon became a favourite.

It so happened that more than two
months elapsed after Marie's arrival in her
new home before she had any opportunity
of seeing her old friend and playfellow,

Jean Delaroche. There chanced to be some
special examinations, or academ.ical disci-

pline of some kind going on at the semi-

nary, which kept the students at home, and
prevented them from visiting their friends

in the city. And it thus came to pass that

Marie had made a new acquaintance, before

she had any opportunity of renewing her
former habits of intimacy with her old one.

The matter happened in this wise.

Mademoiselle Genevieve had a brother

living in Rouen, a wealthy grazier, who
had only for the last three or four years

established himself in the capital of his pro-

vince to enjoy the ease to which a long
life of successful industry had entitled him.
Monsieur Vezin was wont to see a good
deal of company at his hospitable house in

the Avenue des Marronniers. For himself,

the worthy grazier would have preferred

passing all his evenings, as he did most
of them, at the cafe. But there was a Ma-
dame Yezin, and there were marriageable
daughters, whose tastes and interests it was
right to take into account. And thus it

can^e to pass that on every Sunday even-

ing a select circle of, not perhaps quite

the best, but certainly the second best,

society in the Norman capital was to be
found assembled in the Avenue des Mar-
ronniers. The selection of the weekly
festival day for these gatherings was an
especially fortunate circumstance for Made-
moiselle Genevieve Vezin, the canon's

gouvernante, for it enabled her to profit by
these gaieties, pretty well the only chance
of outlook into the social world available

to her. Had they taken place on any

other day, this could hardly have been the
case. For it would not have been com-
patible with the duties of her position,

which the gouvernante prided herself on
never, on any account, neglecting, to leave

Monsieur le Chanoine to himself during
an entire evening. There was no know-
ing what he might not have done, what
troubles he might not have got into, what
deprivations he might have been exposed
to. He might have gone out into the
street Avithout his cloak, or his black
worsted comforter round his neck. He
might have set the house on fire. It was
a thing not to be thought of.

But on the Sunday it was Canon Morel's
habit to pass the evening with a brother
canon, much his senior, who was too old

and infirm to leave his own fireside of
an evening. The good canon, in talk-

ing to his faithful gouvernante, used to

speak of these weekly visits as an act of

Christian charity, no doubt in strict ac-

cordance with the truth. It may perhaps,
however, be suspected that he was less

accurate when he referred, as he would
sometimes casually do, to the edifying talk

supposed to take place between the two dig-

nitaries on the occasion of these meetings.
Had Asmodeus been playing his pranks in

Rouen, the two old gentlemen might pro-

bably have been found intent on the great

national game of dominoes.
It was on the eighth Saturday after

Marie's arrival at Rouen that the gouver-
nante proposed to her that she should ac-

company her to her brother's house. She
had with difiiculty persuaded herself to

wait so long before taking this step. But
Marie had naturally shrunk from this first

emerging from the quiet and shady retire-

ment of her uncle's home, in which the
daily life went on as regularly, as mono-
tonously, and almost with as little variety

of sound as the great clock that droned its

sleepy life away in the parlour. Indeed,

she still shrank from the ordeal. But
Mademoiselle Vezin would allow her no
longer I'espite. She had been looking for

ward with considerable pride and triumph
to the production of so striking an orna-

ment to her brother's salon as this newly-
found niece— the niece of Monsieur le

Chanoine, of course, but that came to quite

the same thing. She had boasted much at

her brother's of the beauty, modesty, amia-
bility, and charms of all sorts of her new
charge, and it irked her to be obliged,

Sunday after Sunday, to say that her
Phoenix was not yet presentable.
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It was impossible, as the good gouver-

nante urged, that aBything could become
Mai"ie better than her thin black barege

dress, settiug off, as it did, her tall .slender

figure, and the snow-white purity of her

delicate and lily-like complexion. Made-
moiselle Genevieve was quite right. She

knew perfectly well what she was talking

about. And so the black barege was put

on ; a simple black velvet band bound, and

in binding showed well the lovely tint of

her abundant blond hair; and Maxie

suffered herself to be taken to the house in

the Avenue des Marronniers, looking, had

she but guessed it, lovely enough to have

caused no little sensation in many a far

more brilliant assembly.

It was the first party at which Marie

had ever been present. And a girl's first

party is an epoch in her life. Little Marie

was terribly nervous, terribly alarmed.

Again and again she besought Made-
moiselle Yezin to remember that she had

never been introduced into society before

;

that she did not know what she ought to

do, and what to leave undone ; that she was
sure she should not be able to speak a word.

The gouvernante told her that it was very

easy and simple to do as the others did, and

that as for speaking, les petites demoiselles

were intended to be looked at, and not to

be heard.

So Marie, stilling with a strong effort the

beating of her heart as far as she could, and

with the whiteness of her cheek a little

tinged with a delicate blush, walked behind

Mademoiselle Genevieve into Monsieur

Vezin's little salon, brilliant with half a

dozen lamps, and found herself in the

presence of some half a score of stout, com-

fortable looking Norman bourgeois and
boui'geoises, together with as many more

less stout and less comfortable - looking

jeunes gens of the next succeeding genera-

tion, with just for all the world the same

feelings, which your grace may remember
to have been conscious of, when some five-

and-twenty years ago, you made your first

appearance at Almack's.

Of course she soon found that the ordeal

was not so dreadful as she had imagined.

The three Mademoiselles Vezin took posses-

sion of her, crowding around her in theu*

blue-ribboned white muslin robes, and en-

deavouring to the best of their power, and

with some measure of success, to make
curiosity assume the semblance of interest

and friendliness. Then she found herself

placed on a chair with her back against the

wall, between two fat old ladies, who after

a civil little speech apiece, conversed with
each other across her. And Marie congratu-

lated herself upon the safety of her position.

In a very few minutes, however, she

found that it by no means afforded the

security she had imagined. The master of

the house had not yet been presented to

her ; and he now marched up to her to

perform that ceremony for himself. He
was a great burly man, looking much more
like an Englishman than a native of any
other part of France could have done, with
a broad, red, good-natured face, kind, and
well-meaning, but with about as much
possibility of conceiving the idea of any
person being caused to suffer by having
their ntost sacred sorrows touched by a
rude hand, as one of his own oxen.

" Mademoiselle, charme d'avoir le plaisir.

So you are Marie Morel. My daughters

have only just told me you were here

—

excusez. Ma foi, mademoiselle, the captain

may be very proud of his daughter, per-

mettez que je vous le dise—mais en verite

et sans compliments. N'est ce pas qu'elle

est jolie comme la plus jolie de toutes les

anges, Ma-ame Bourdon ?" he added, turn-

ing to one of the stout dames by her side,

who having blouzy daughters of her own,
thought that le pere Vezin was quite

getting into his dotage.
" Et comme cette petite robe noire lui

va a ravir, n'est ce pas?" continued the

worthy grazier, littleheeding the heightened

colour and painful embarrassment of the

poor girl. "And that reminds me," he
went on, pitilessly, " they tell me you have
lost your mother. Pauvre petite. C'est

dommage. But we must all die you know

:

and it's no good ciying over what can't be
helped. How old was Madame Morel
when she died ?"

Poor little Marie was by this time biting

her quivering lip to restrain herself from
bursting into tears ; and, when she looked

up piteously into her tormentor's face at

his last point-blank question, she was
utterly unable to speak a word.

Just at that critical moment of her dis-

tress, a young man, who had lounged up
to the spot, where she was sitting and was
ostensibly employing himself in speaking

to Madame Bourbon, but whose very evi-

dent object was to ask the master of the

house for an introduction to Mademoiselle

Morel as soon as he could find an oppor-

tunity of doing so, said suddenly and
abruptly, " Monsieur Vezin, Madame Vezin

is calling you. She wishes, I think, the

piano to be moved."

1P
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Monsieur Vezin turned immediately to go

in quest of his wife ; and Marie, wIlo had

very plainly comprehended the ruse of her

deliverer and its intention, felt infinitely

grateful to him for it.

He was quite a young man, of dark com-

plexion, and very tolerably good-looking.

And his black gloves, and the crape upon
the hat Avhich he had in his hand, showed
that he, too, was in mourning. Having
thus succeeded in his object, as has been

said, he discreetly waited for awhile to

allow Marie time to recover herself, before

he asked one of the daughters of the house

to present him to her

:

" Mademoiselle Morel — Monsieur de

Kergonnec de Plogarrian," said the young
lady, not perhaps quite as graciously as

she might have done, and then turned on
her heel.

After a few words meaning nothing had
been spoken between them, Marie could

not refrain from saying to him :

"I saw veiy well just now that you per-

ceived how much Monsieur Vezin was dis-

tressing me, without meaning it the least in

the world, poor man. And 1 must tell you,

monsieur, how grateful I was to you for

your help."
" Eh ! mademoiselle, I was but too able

to understand all that you were suffering

—

all that must have been in your heart. It

needed no great penetration on my part."

he added, touching the crape on his hat
with his finger as he spoke. " It is easy to

sympathise with a sorrow which is the

counterpart of one's own. I, too, have re-

cently lost a mother."
Monsieur de Kergonnec—Alain de Ker-

gonnec he let her know his name was—then
went on to tell her that his father had had
dealings with Monsieur Vezin, having beer,

wont for many years to send up the lean

kine bred on the lands of Plogarrian to the

richer pastures of Normandy to be fattened,

as is the wont of Breton landowners ; and
that that was how he came to have the good
fortune of making her acquaintance. And
then they spoke each of their homes, so re-

cently bereaved, and of the blank they had
felt to be lefb in their lives.

And when they parted, Alain de Ker-
gonnec had won little Marie Morel's heart.

He had made her grateful to him. He had
spoken to her words of sympathy. He had
made her feel as if there were a tie of sym-
pathy between them, which was not shared

by any of those a.round them. And this

Avas all that was nectssary to enable the

young man to captivate the heart of the

young girl. Not that if it had so laappened

that Marie had never again seen or heard

of Monsieur de Kergonnec after parting

with him that night she would have been

heart-broken, or even very unhappy. But
the foundation was laid, and well laid.

She was sure to think of him in after hours

of solitude ; sure to feel that there was a

wide difierence between him and all the

other people she had seen ; sure to put him
on a pedestal in her heart.

And it did not so happen that she neither

saw nor heard any more of Monsieur de

Kergonnec after that, to her, eventful

evening. On the following Sunday she

went again to Monsieur Vezin's house, and
again met Alain de Kergonnec there. But
they had met before that. For he had
caused himself to be presented in due form

to Mademoiselle Vezin, who had made her-

self fully acquainted with his name and
parentage within the first five minutes after

she had seen him speaking to her charge,

and had obtained from the gouvernante

permission to pay his respects at the house

of the canon.

And then—after a few such visits, and

a few more evenings spent in the Avenue
des Marronniers, which social gatherings

Marie had come to consider as extremely

pleasant things, and to look forward to

as the most agreeable feature in her life

—

then it had come to that pass, that Mario

would have been broken-hearted had she

been told that she was never to see Alain

de Kergonnec any more.

And then also Mademoiselle Vezin began

to bethink herself that it would be well for

her to have a little serious talk with her

brother upon the subject of Monsieur de

Kergonnec. She went accordingly one

morning, whde Monsieur le Chanoine was
at the cathedi'al, to her brother's house for

this purpose, and was met by the informa-

tion, very readily given as soon as she

had mentioned the name of Monsieur de

Kergonnec, that the young man was en-

gaged to be married to one of the largest

heiresses in the Finisterre, being himself

an only son, and the heir to a very con-

siderable property. The marriage, M. Vezin

added, would liave taken place before now,

had it not been tliat the extreme youth of

the lady made it necessary to wait yet a

year or two.

Poor Mademoiselle Vezin was terribly

taken aback at this news, and could not

help feeling a certain degree of self-re-

proach. She was exceedingly glad, how-

ever, that her brother's readiness to teU
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what he knew had put her in possession of

the facts before she had uttered any word
that could in any way compromise Maiie

;

and she contented herself with hoping that

no serious mischief had been done, and that

little Marie would very soon forget that

she had ever seen Monsieur de Kergonnec.
But the poor gouvernante was shutting

the stable door after the steed had been
stolen, as completely as any one was ever

guilty of tliat piece of wisdom.
Some little time before this conversation

of Mademoiselle Vezin with her brother,

the period during which the seminarists

were detained within their walls had come
to an end, and Jean Delaroche had been
able to visit his friend and jiatron as usual.

And of course he and Marie met ; and of

course there were tears to be shed between
them, the drops of which mingled with
each other. And Jean Delaroche, as he
walked home alone and silently in the

evening to his seminary, began to think,

for the first time, that the high and noble
calling to which he, a poor foundling, had
had the signal good fortune to be invited,

carried with it some drawbacks of a very
terrible kind. For the first time it began
to seem doubtful to him whether he could
fitly, and with such goodwill and zeal as he
ought to feel, enter irrevocably the gates that

were so soon to be opened before him. For
the first time the vows that were to sepa-

rate him from the world in such sort as to

shut him out for ever from all thought of
woman's love, seemed horrible to him. And
as he sat in his little lonely cell, and lay

awake for hours afterward in his pallet, he
thought this renunciation would be impos-
sible to him, that even yet he had not so

put his hand to the plough but that he
might still without dishonour turn back.

But yet there was only one thing, for the

sake of which he would fain be loosed from
the bonds which were to bind him. If he
could have, if he might hope to be blessed

by Marie Morel's love, not all the Church
could offer him should tempt him to accept
her benefits accompanied by her chains.

On the first day on winch it was possible

to him to do so, he returned to the canon's

house, determined to ascertain whether any
hope of such a blessing might be his. The
common emotion which they had shared
together at their first meeting after so many
years of absence, and after the death of her

who had been scarcely more a mother to

one than to the other of them, was Avell

calculated to deceive him upon this point.

All thoucfht of love—of such love as Dela-

roche was dreaming of— had been far

enough from Marie's mind, occupied as it

was by another, while they had sat together

hand in hand, and mingling their tears.

But it is intelligible enough, and excus-

able enough, that the poor seminarist should

have dreamed a different dream.

The waking came very soon, however.
Poor Jean ! And it was a merciless waking,
too, as merciless as sudden and complete.

For Marie was harder than she might have
been to him. Who is to fathom all the in-

tricate recesses, jealously concealed as they

are from prying eyes, of the youthful female

heart ? Why was she, generally all gentle-

ness and loving sweetness, hard to the

poor fellow, her old close friend and play-

mate, whose only fault towards her was that

he loved her too truly and too well ? \Vhy ?

Perhaps from the very circumstance of their

old relationship. Perhaps the having so long

regarded Delaroche in a totally different

light, made it seem to her absurd to be asked

suddenly to change her feeling towards him
so entirely, and made him seem absurd and
oflTensive for asking it. Perhaps it was, be-

cause he forced on her heart the recogni-

tion of how impossible it was that she

should ever think of any man with thoughts

of love, save of him who had so lately made
himself master of her heart. Perhaps she

was angry with him for mistaking the

nature of the feeling she had so frankly

manifested at their last meeting.

At all events, it was not difficult to let

him know and understand that there was
no hope for him. Marie could not tell him
that she loved another, especially when
that other had never in formal terms asked

her for her love. And poor Delaroche had
too much modesty of feeling to make it

possible for him to ask her whether the

reas(m why he could not have that which
he coveted, was because it was already

given to another.

But none the less did the poor seminarist

perceive from the artless transparency of

Marie's words, and looks, and manner that

such must be the case. And was it a

matter of surprise that such a prize should

not have been reserved for him ; for him,

the poor nameless pensioner, first on her

father's and then on her uncle's bounty;

for him, too, who was—if not vowed—all

but vowed to the Church ? As he stole out

of the canon's house, and slunk home to

his seminary by back streets, feeling as if

he were afraid to be seen, he marvelled,

with genuine wonder, at the madness which
could have ni'sred him to nourish such a

^
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hope, and prefer such a suit ! Bitter

shame at his folly mingled Avith the bitter-

ness of his rejection and of hopeless love.

A sudden heat came over him, and he

hlusliod in the solitude of his cell, even as

he knelt to pray that he might be forgiven

for his backturning, and strengthened to

fight down this madness, when his imagina-

tion presented to him the picture of him-

self clad in his seminarist's semi-priestly

rvobe, offering love to that beautiful girl !

It did add to the incongruity that un-

gainly robe of serge, encasing his tall,

slight figure from the neck to the ankles !

And it might well have been, that part of

Maine's harshness in rejecting him, had
been due to this outward and visible sign

of the abyss, that should have been im-

passable between Delaroche and every

thought of human passion.

Poor Delaroche prayed, and fasted, and
did penance, and mortified the body, and
prayed again. We all have known what
it is to struggle in such a fight, whether
we call it a fight against our own passions,

or a fight with the foul fiend. One man
may best fight his fight by such means as

the seminarist's education had taught him
to use, and another may find other means
of warfare more adapted to him. But
Delaroche fought truly, and bravely, and
long. And he who does so will not fail to

win the victory.

Jean Delaroche did win the victory.

Not that he came out from the fight un-

scathed. He had received wounds which
it would take many a long year to heal

entirely. And grave and almost melan-

choly as had been the natural disposition

of his boyhood, he came out from the ordeal

he had passed a yet gi'aver man. Never-
theless, he no longer went forward on his

destined path with a half heart. He
knew that the only way of making his lot

in life endurable was, on the contrary, to

put all his heart into it; and when,
shortly after the time at which this, the

poor boy's first and last dream had been
dreamed, he received the first orders of

the Church, the diocese of Rouen did not
contain a man more zealously eager to

begin the warfare to which his life had
been consecrated, and to give himself and
all his best energies to the work.
The superiors of Rome's hierarchy gene-

rally know the men they have under them

well ; and it was not likely that such a

man as Delaroche should long wait for

employment. At the very earhest pos-

sible age he was sent to take charge of

the parish of Tregastel, on the northern

coast of the department of the Cotes du
Nord.
Nor did he see Marie Morel again before

departing to begin his new duties. It cost

him one more struggle—what was that in

addition to all the struggling past ?—to do

so ; but he knew that it was so best and
wisest.

Marie's other lover exercised no such
self-restraint. There was a last meeting
between her and Alain de Kergonnec, in

which all was avowed on both sides—one

of those meetings, that leave more terrible

and enduring scars on the heart, than the

parting they precede. Alain avowed his love

for her, and for her only, in all the world,

while confessing the impossibility of acting

in such a matter in opposition to the will

of his father. Could he only folloAV the

dictates of his own heart, not all the

dowers of all the heiresses in France
should weigh a featherweight in the scale.

He was not a man of the same calibre

as Jean Delaroche. But it was doubtless

true that he did love Marie, and would not
have renounced her love for any richer

marriage that could be offered to him, if he
had been free to act according to the

dictates of his own heart.

But it might be doubted whether there

were more of kindness than of cruelty in

telhng the girl from whom he was about to

part that there was yet to be a respite of

two years, and perhaps three, before the

marriage with Mademoiselle de Tressinien

could take place. That young lady was
not quite fifteen years old at that time

;

and though the betrothal was to take place

at once, the marriage was to be deferred

till the lady should be eighteen ; and who
knew what might take place in the in-

terval !

One word of palliation, feeble enough,
may be said for Alain de Kergonnec, Those
readers who have not forgotten the picture

that was presented to them of Gregoii'e de
Kergonnec in his youth, may conceive that

such a man in his middle age would be a
father whom it would not be easy for a
son, and especially a French son, to oppose
in the matter of his marriage.
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THE ROSE AND THE KEY.

CHAPTER XXXIX. THOUGH SOME PEOPLE GO

HOME, THE BALL GOES ON.

For a time neither lady seemed disposed

to talk.

Maud's ruminations were exciting and
unsatisfactory. She had acted a good deal

from impulse, and, as she now, perhaps,

secretly thought, neither very wisely nor

very kindly. She expected a lecture from
Maximilla. She would have preferred com-
bat to her own solitary self-upbraidings.

At all events, she quickly grew weary of

her reflections, and, turning her eyes to her

silent companion in the shadow of her own
corner, she said

:

" I quite forgot to ask Lady Mardykes
who her solemn friend, with the black

square beard, is. Did you ?"

" Yes—if you mean did I forget ; at

least, I don't think I had an opportunity.

But, to tell you the truth," here Miss Max
yawned, " I don't much care. He looks

like a foreigner."
" Yes. He has good eyes. There is some-

thing quiet and masterly in his air. I saw
him afterwards talking to Doctor Malkin."

" Yes, so did I. 1 can't endure that man,"
exclaimed Miss Max. "What on earth

brings him to a ball, of all places ?"

" I don't know, unless he hopes some of

the old squires may have an apoplexy at

supper," answered Maud Vernon.
" It might have been wiser if he had

stayed at home. I dare say Barbara would
have had him to tea if he had looked in,

and he would have had the advantage of a

tete-d-tete," said Maximilla.
" The advantage—what do you mean ?"

asked Maud.
" Why, Mr. Foljambe told us yester-

day — you must have beeri thinking of

something else—that yourmamma will have
in the course of the year, I think it was
four medical appointments, virtually in her

gift ; including the supply of medicines to

the county jail, which will be given to

whatever candidate she supports. And
they are altogether worth between eleven

and twelve hundred a year, I think he said,

and that's the reason why Doctor Malkin
is so frequent a visitor just now."

" I should be very glad," said Maud.
"I don't care twopence who gets them,"

said Maximilla, resignedly. " There is

some Doctor Murchison—I think that was
the name—y,^ho is a rather formidable

competitor."

"Did Ethel Tintern dance much to-

night ?" asked the young lady.
" Not a great deal. I don't think she

seemed to care for the ball."

Here came a silence. And after two or

three minutes Miss Max said suddenly

:

" It strikes me you have been sowing

the wind to-night, my dear."
" Sowing the wind ! How? What have

I done ?"

" Come, Maud, you know as well as I

what you have been doing. You have treated

Mr. Marston very ill ; and you have pre-

pared, you may be sure, an animated scene

at home. I can tell you, Barbara will be

extremely angry ; and not without very

good reason."
" You mean about Captain Vivian ?" said

Maud, a little sulkily.

" Of com-se I mean about Captain

Vivian," replied Miss Max.
" Well there's no good in talking about

it now. It's done, and I can't help it, and,

indeed, I could not have prevented it ; and
I don't want to talk about it," said Maud,
pettishly.
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" And what is Mr. Marstou to think ?"

"What he pleases," Maud answei-ed.
' You know what mamma thinks of the

!Marstons. I think my chance of going to

Lady Mardykes' would have been pretty

well ended if she heard that I gave Mr.

Marston a great many dances, and she will

know everything about this ball. It was
not my fault, Captain Vivian asking for

all those dances. I'm very glad he did. I

hope people remarked it. I hope mamma
^^•ill hear of it. If she does she will think

fit nothing else, I dare say."

The young lady laughed, and then she

sighed.
' Upon my word you are complicating

the situation very prettily," said Miss Max.
" I suppose I am doing everything that

is wrong and foolish
;
yet I believe it is

best as it is," said the young lady. " I did

not want to vex Mr. Marston; and if he

has any sense he'll understand perfectly that

I did not ; and what need I care whether
old Lord Hawkshawe, or Mr. Pindles, or

Mr. Wylder, or any of the people who in-

tended I should stay all night, dancing with

them in that hot room, are pleased or not ?
"

" Captain Vivian was determined cer-

tainly to make the most of his oppor-

tunity," observed Miss Max.
And again the conversation flagged, and

Miss Medwyn's active mind was employed
upon the problem, and busy in conjecturing

Captain Vivian's motive.
'• Either he wishes to pique Barbara," she

thought, " or he means to try his chances

of success, in good faith, with Maud. I can

quite understand that. But he is not the

kind of person Maud would ever like, and
I do think she likes Mr. Marston."

Then again she recalled Captain Vivian's

sayings and doings that night at Wymer-
ing, tf) try to discover new lights and
hidden meanings, to guide her to a right

readiug of that little episode.

While these two ladies are driving

along the moon-lit roads towards Roydon
Hall, the festivities of Wymering have lost

nothing of their energy.

1 shall ask you, therefore, to peep into

the ball-room for a few minutes more,

where you will find that Captain Vivian
has just begged of old Mr. Tintern to inti'O-

duce him to Miss Tintern. That young
lady says to Mr. Tintern, hastily

:

" Oh, don't, please !"

But her papa, not hearing, or, at least,

not heeding, does present Captain Vivian,

who carries off the young lady on his arm.
" If you don't mind, 1 should prefer not

dancing this time. It is so crowded," says

Miss Tintern.
" I'm so glad," says he. " There is a

quadrille after this. You must come where
we shall be quiet for two or three minutes."

In the recess outside the ball-room, on

the lobby at the head of the great staircase,

an old-fashioned sofa is placed.

Skirting the dancers, to this he led her.

When she had sat down,
"Ethel," he said, "you are very angry

—that is to say, very unjust. What have
I done ?"

"What have you done?" she repeats.

" You have placed me in the most miserable

situation. How am I to look Maud Vernon
in the face again ? What will papa think

of me ? Is not concealment enough ? Why
should you practise positive deception ? I

don't like it. I'm entirely against it. You
make me utterly miserable."

" Now, Ethel, don't be unreasonable.

You must not blame me, for that which
neither you nor I can prevent. When
the time comes I'll speak out frankly

enough. I could not help coming to Roy-

don. I could not refuse, without a risk

of vexing Mr. Dawe very much, and that,

for fifty reasons, would never do. I can't

tell you all I've suffered, being so near, and
unable to contrive a meeting, with scarcely

an opportunity even of writmg. Don't

suppose that the vexation has been all

yours ; I have been positively miserable,

and I knew very well all the ridiculous

things that were said ; and how they must
j

have pained you. A little patience, a little

time.
'

'

" I know all that very well, and I have

suffered from those strange rumours, and I

have suffered to-night. I feel so treacherous

and deceitful. I won't be made an accom-

plice in such things. I hate myself, for hesi-

tating to tell Maud how it really is."

" My dear Ethel, you must not be foolish.

Living down here so much in the country,

you make too much of trifles. What can

it signify my dancing a few dances, more
or less, with Miss Vernon ? Do you fancy

she cares about me, or that any one seri-

ously thinks there can be anything more
than that she likes my dancing, and that I

admire her diamonds ? Why, dancing two

or three dances at a ball means absolutely

nothing. Every one knows that. There

is nothing in it but this—that people won't

guess anything of the real state of things.

They won't see anything, for instance, in

our quiet little talk here."

Miss Buffius here passing by, with her

-^^
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hand on Captain Bamme's arm, stops, her

cheeks flushed and radiant with her tri-

umphs, and remarks what a jolly ball it

is, and how hot the room is, and how every-

one seems to be enjoying it so much, and
so she gabbles on. Captain Bamme, smihng,
with his mouth open, and his face hot and
shining, is not able to get in a word, face-

tious or complimentary, and Miss Buffins,

as she entertains Miss Tintern, is scanning
her dress, and estimating its value in detail,

while more slyly still, she inspects Captain
Vivian.

At length, the crowd setting in a stronger

current towards the supper-room, Captain
Bamme and his fair charge are hurz'ied

away, smiling, towards chickens, tongue,

lobster- salad, and those other comforts

which the gallant captain loves with a

secret, middle - aged affection that quite

supersedes the sentimental vanities of

earlier years. I think, with all his osten-

tatious gallantry, just then, the gay de-

ceiver, who is jostling among elbows and
shoulders, and bawling to waiters for cold
salmon or lobster for this lady with a
chivalric self-sacrifice, wishes her all the
time, if the truth were known, at the bot-

tom of the Red Sea. But he will retui'n,

after he has restored her to her mother, in

quiet moments, when people, who know
less of life, are busy dancing, and, ^^th a
shrewd gourmandise, will task the energies
of the waiters, and strip cliickens of their

liver-wings, crunch lobster-salad, plunge
into Strasbourg pates, drink champagne,
and, with shining forehead and reckless

enthusiasm, leave to-morrow's headache to

take care of itself.

CHAPTEl: XL. LADY VERNO.V GROWS ANXIOUS.

The morning after the ball Mr. Tintern
was prodigiously uncomfortable. He was
now, indeed, quite easy about Lady Vernon's
fancied matrimonial designs ; but relief at
one point is too often accompanied by an
acute pressure at another.

Captain Vivian had been audacious, nay,
ostentatious, in his devotion to Miss Vernon
at the Wymeriug ball. Whatever his

reason, he seemed to wish that jjeople

should remark his attentions, and the
young lady had certainly shown no un-
willingness to permit them.
Next morning, before twelve o'clock,

Mr. Tintern was at Roydon Hall, full of
the occurrences of the night before.

Mr. Tintern has observed, with satis-

faction, that for more than a year his rela-

tions with Lady Vernon have been growing

in confidence, and even intimacy. Call

when he mny. Lady Vernon is never de-

nied to him now.
" Her ladyship is in the library, sir."

"Oh!"
And Mr. Tintern follows the tall foot-

man through the silent, stately rooms, to

the door he knows so well.

He is announced, and very graciously

received.
" You have come to consult about your

projected road, I suppose ? And, oddly
enough, I had just been looking over the

map with Mr. Penrhyn."
" Well, thanks. Yes, any time, you

know, that suits you. Lady Vernon, would
do for that; but I happened to be pass-

ing this way, and I thought I might
as well look in and tell you one or two
things that struck me last night at the

ball. You'll not be surprised, perhaps,

but I was, a good deal : it is so unaccount-

able, except, indeed, on one supposition.

I know how you feel about it, but, certainly,

it does confirm my very high ideas. Lady
Vernon, of your penetration. Only think,

I'm going to tell you what I heard from
the man himself! Miss Vernon obtained

from old Lomax, the keeper of the Old Hall
Inn, you know, an order of admission to

the gallery of the town-hall for Miss Med-
wyn and her maid. And with this order

Miss Medwyn went ; and who do you think

with her ? Not her maid ; by no means

;

no. It was Miss Vernon, and dressed in

some old stuff—such a dress, I'm told, I

suppose a lady's-maid would not be seen in

it; and Miss Medwyn, I'm assured, tried

to dissuade her, and they had a little dis-

pute about it. But it would not do, and
so Miss Vernon of Roydon carried her

point, and presented herself as Miss Med-
wyn's servant

!"

" It is a continuation of the same vein

—

nothing new. It only shows how per-

sistent it is," says Lady Vernon, closing

her eyes with a little fi-own, and running
one finger tip meditatively to and fro over

her finely pencilled black eyebrow.
" Only think," repeats Mr. Tintern, with

a little shrug, lowering his voice eagerly,

and expanding his hands like a man making
a painful exposition, " without the slightest

temptation, nothing on earth to make it

intelligible."

" I am afraid, Mr. Tintern, it is not very

easy to account for all this ; upon any
pleasant theory I mean."

" I thought it my duty. Lady Vernon,

considering the terms of, I may say, confi-
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dence to which you have been so good as to

admit me, to mention this ; and, also, pei'-

haps another circumstance which excited,

I may say, very general observation last

night at the ball, and I fiincj you would

prefer my being quite straight and above

iDoard in giving you my opinion and the

result of my observation."
" Certainly, I shall thank you very

much," said the lady, raising her eyes

suddenly, and fixing- them upon him with

a i-utlier stern expectation.
" Well, I believe it is but right to tell

you that your guest, Captain Yivian, de-

voted himself in, I may say, an extraordi-

nary way to Miss Vernon, your daughter.

Now, I don't know what that young man's

position or expectations may be ; but it is

of course quite possible he may be in many
respects an ehgible parti for Miss Vernon.

But if he be, perhaps considering all you
have been so good as to tell me, don't you
think, a—eh ? he ought to be a— a

—

warned, don't you think ?"

" Captain Vivian," she answered, with

the fire that comes with excitement in

each cheek, "Mr. Dawe tells me, has

scarcely four hundred a year, and has no

chance of succeeding to anything, unless,

indeed, Mr. Dawe should leave him some-

thing, which, of course, may never happen.

I need not tell you that nothing could be

more amazing than any such pretensions.

Pray let me know why you suppose them
possible."

" The evidence," replied Mr. Tintern,
" was patent to every one at Wymering last

night. Nothing could be more marked, and
I am bound to say, speaking to you. Lady
Vernon, what I should hesitate to say to

any one else, I say he was received as

favourably as he could have hoped. Li

fact, if he were the greatest mufi" in Eng-
land, and he is far from being anything
of the kind, he could not have failed to

see it, and see it he did."

Lady Vernon was looking down upon
the table, following with her pencil's point

the lines of her monogram engraved upon
the gold plate on the side of her blotting-

book, and continuing to do so, Avith a very
black countenance, smiling sourly on the

interlacing initials, she said

:

" There has been a great deal of duplicity

then ; I fancied one evening I did see

something, but it seemed quite to have died

out by next day, and never was renewed
—great duplicity ; it is morbid, it is not an
amiable trait, not attractive, but, of course,

we must view it with charity."

" I hope I have done right in telling

you. Lady Vernon ?" said Mr. Tintern,

who was in no haste to see Miss Vernon
married, no more indeed than Lady Vernon
was.

" Of course, you know, we should all

be glad, the whole county I mean, to see

her suitably married," he continued, "and
suitably in her case would, of course, mean
splendidly ; and less than that would not, I

think, satisfy expectation. But a creature

—a—a whipper-snapper like that," he
said, with his head on one side, and his

hands expanded, and a little shrug in

plaintive expostulation, " an adventurer,

and I—really for the life of me, I can't see

anything to make up for it."

" People see with different eyes, Mr. Tin-

tern," she said, looking on the rings that

covered the fingers of her finely formed

hand ;
" and you saw this yourself?"

" I saw it, and you may trust my report.

I say there is—I don't say a romance

—

but a great deal more than a romance,

established in that quarter— and— you
know, it would amount to this, that the

young lady would be simply sacrificed !"

And Mr. Tintern threw back his arms
with his hands open, and a look of wild

stupefaction, which plainly conveyed the

despair in which such a catastrophe would
plunge this loyal county.

"But a ball is a kind of thing," said

Lady Vernon, meditatively, " at which un-

real flirtation is always carried on. You
may be looking at this in much too serious

a hght, Mr. Tintern."
" Oh, pardon me, Lady Vernon. I make

every allov/ance, but this was nothing of

the kind. It would be misleading you
most unjustifiably if I were to acquiesce in

any such supposition."
" Well, you know, it would be, as you

say, utterly untenable and monstrous,"

began Lady Vernon. " And, of course
"

" One moment," he interrupted, lifting

his finger suddenly, as something caught

his eye outside the window. " I beg par-

don a thousand times, but—but—yes

—

there they are !" exclaimed Mr. Tintern.

He had approached the window, and

was pointing, with his extended hand, to-

ward the terrace-walk before the house.
" There, there, there, you see ; it is, upon
my life ! Only look. You see, eh ?"

He stepped backward a pace or two, a

little into the shade.

Lady Vernon watched them darkly as

they passed, and what Lady Vernon saw
did not please her.

^
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The young lady yielded a flower she

had in her fingers to the young gentleman,

who placed it in his button-hole over his

heart, to which he pressed its stem with an

expressive glance at her.

Lady Vernon changed colour a little, and
looked down again on the table.

Quite unconscious of being observed at

that moment, the young people passed on.
" She has always been perverse and un-

governable, always," said Lady Vernon,

with cold bitterness ;
" and a want of self-

restraint induces the violent and hysterical

state in which she often is. I leave to other

persons the task of explaining her whims
and extravagances, her excursion to Car-

dyllion, and such eccentricities as that of

her visit to the gallery last night, dressed

as a lady's-maid."
" And a very humble sort of maid too,"

said Mr. Tintern. "And—what is one to

think ? I entirely agree with you. What
can one say?"
Lady Vernon's large dark eyes, hollow

and strangely tired now, were lowered to

the little cluster of seals upon the table,

with which the tip of her taper finger

played softly. There was the same brilliant

flush in each cheek, and an odd slight draw-
ing of her handsome lips—a look like that

of a person who witnesses a cruel but in-

evitable operation.

Lady Vernon is too proud to betray to

Mr. Tintern the least particle of what she

really sufi'ers by the smallest voluntary sign.

It is not the belief that forms the desire,

but the desire that shapes the beHef. Little

originates in the head. Nearly all has its

inception in the heart. The brain is its

slave, and does task-work. That which it

is your interest or your wish to believe, you
do believe. The thing you desire is the

thing you will think. Men not only speak,

but actually think well of those with whom
they have a community of interest and
profit, and evil of those who stand in their

way. Government, by party, proceeds

upon this ascertained law of humanity. As
a rule, the brain does not lead. It is the

instrument and tlie slave of the desire.

There is another occult force, a me-
chanical power, as it were, always formid-

ably at the service of the devil and the

soul. The inclined plane by which the

mind glides imperceptibly from perversion

into perjury.

I once heard an attorney of great ability

and experience remark :
" You may take

it a.s a rule that in every case, if your client

say.s an untruth in support of his own case.

when the time comes for filing his afl&davit

he will also swear it."

It is the desire that govei-ns the will,

and the will the intellect. Let every man
keep his heart, then, as he would his house,

and beware how he admits a villain to live

in it.

Mr. Tintern is a gentleman of sensitive

honour and unexceptionable morality. Forty

years ago, when duels were still fought, he

perforated the Honourable Whiffle N"ov.'-

gate's hat with a pistol-bullet, for daring

to call his veracity in question. And did he

not proceed criminally against the radical

county paper, simply to gain the opportu-

nity of tiling his affidavit, and afterwards of

undergoing examination and cross-examina-

tion in the witness-box, in vindication of his

probity ?

And does not Lady Vernon walk this

v.iorld a pattern and a reproach to sinners,

and a paragon among the godly ?

And, alas ! is not the heart of man de-

ceitful above all things, and desperately

wicked? Something we can do for our-

selves. Not a great deal, but still indispens-

able. As much as his friends could do for

Lazarus. " Take ye away the stone," and

when that is done, into the sepulchre enters

the miraculous influence—actual life and

light, and the voice of power, where before

was the silence of darkness.
" It is all very painful, Mr. Tintern,

miserably painful," she says faintly, still
j

looking down. And then with a sigh she

picks up the pretty little cluster of seals,

and drops them into their place in the desk,

and shuts it down and locks it.

CHAPTER XLI. LADY VERNON TAKES EVIDENCE.

When Mr. Tintern had taken his de-

parture, with the comfortable feeling that

he had done what was right, Lady Vernon
sighed deeply.

" Mr. Tintern," she thought, " lives in

castles of his own building. He is always

thinking of poor papa's will, and the re-

version of Roydon, and the money in the

funds. If he knew all he would be easy

enough respecting them. All the better

he doesn't. I can't spare him yet. He is

very sensitive about Maud's marrying.

He exaggerates, I dare say. I'll see Maxi-

milla ; she tells truth. Poor Mr. Tintern

can think of nothing but himself How
nervous he has made me ! What business

has Maud walking out alone with hirii ? I

think Maximilla might have prevented

that. A selfish world. No, no, no ! My
God ! it can't be. That would make me

^r
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mad—quite mad. If I could go back to

childhood and die
!"

She went to the window, but she did not

any longer see Maud and Captain Vivian.

Hei' clouded dark eyes swept so much of

the landscape as was visible from the win-

dow in which she stood, in vain.

She touched the bell, and her footman
appeared.

"Have you seen Miss Medwyn?"
" Miss Medwyn is in the first drawing-

room, my lady."

"Tell Miss Medwyn, please, that I'm
coming to her in a moment," said Lady
Vernon.

She got up and sighed heavily, with her

hand pressed to her heart.
" Barbara, Barbara, you must command

yourself. Say what they will, you can do
that."

She frowned and shook her head a little,

and so seemed to shake off the bewildered

look that had settled on her features ; and
she resumed her usual air and countenance,

except that she was very pale ; and she

walked serenely into the great drawing-

room.
" Well, Masimilla, I have just got rid of

my tiresome neighboar, Mr. Tintern, who
has been boring me about fifty things, and
I want you to tell me all about the ball last

night, and I was so afraid you might run
away before I had locked up my letters.

Miss Max lowered her little gold glasses

and the newspaper she had been reading,

and looked up from her chair near the

window into Lady Vernon's face.

" Well, my dear, it was, I should say

—

you know it is four years, or five, since I

was last at one of your Wymering balls
;

but I think it was a very good ball, and
seemed to go off very spiritedly. There
were the Wycombes, and the Heybrokes,
and the Forresters, and the Gystans ; and
Hawkshawe was there." And so she went on
with an enumeration interesting to county
people, but scarcely so much so to others

;

and then she went into the events, and the

soup, and the ices, and the flirtations, and
the gossip of the chaperons. Lady Vernon
,now and then reviving a recollection, or

opening a subject by a question.
" And how did Maud look ?" she asked

at last, carelessly.

" Perfectly lovely," answered Miss Max,
with decision.

"Did she dance?"
" Not a great deal."
" About how many dances do you sup-

pose?"

" I think she said, coming home, two
quadrilles and three round dances."

" That was very little."

" Oh, I need not tell you she could have

danced everything if she had liked," said

Miss Max, complacently.
" To whom did she give the fast dances ?"

asks Lady Vemon.
"To Captain Vivian."

"Well, but there were three."

"All to Captain Vivian."
" Really,? She must have been very rude,

then, to other people," said Lady Vernon.
" It can't have pleased them, I fancy.

Lord Heyduke, a very good-looking young
man, and clever they say, looked so angry.

I really thought he'd have been rude after-

wards to Captain Vivian and old Lord
Hawkshawe."

" That is so fooHsh of Maud," said Lady
Vernon. " She knows nothing, absolutely,

about Captain Vivian, except that he is

gentleman-like and good-looking. But I

happen to know that, over and above his

commission, he has not three hundred a

year in the world."
" But you know Maud, as well as I do,

and that consideration is not likely to wfeigh

with her for a moment," said Maximilla.
" She is so perverse," said Lady Ver-

non, darkening with great severity.

" Well, Barbara, it isn't all perversity.

That kind of impetuosity runs very much
in families, and you certainly did not marry
for money."
"That is a kind reminder," said Lady

Vernon, with a fierce smile. " I beg
pardon for interrupting you, but some of

my friends (you among them) know pretty

well that I have never ceased to repent

that one hasty step ; and if I was a fool,

as you remind me a little cruelly, I'd rather

she regarded me in that great mistake of

my life, not as an example, but as a warn-

ing ; and certainly neither you nor I, at our

years, should encourage her."
" She is the last person on earth to be

either encouraged or discouraged by our

opinions—mine, pei'haps, I should say,"

answered Miss Max. " But don't let us

quarrel about it, Barbara, for I rather

think that upon this point we are both very

nearly agreed."

Hereupon she very honestly related her

reasons for thinlring Captain Vivian very

much in love with Maud, and added her

opinion that, " unless she likes him, which
I don't believe, and has made up her mind
not to trifle ivith him, she ought not to

encourage him."

^^
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Lady Vernon looked out of the window,
and, still looking out, said carelessly :

" And you don't think there is anything
in it?"

" I did not say that. I don't think it

possible that a young man could be for so

long in the same house without being im-

jjressed by her ; she is so very beautiful.* I

should not be at all surprised if he were
very much in love with her ; and you know,
my dear Barbara, if he has any ambition,

and thinks himself an Adonis, what is

likely to follow ? As to Maud, my belief

is she is not in love with him. I don't

think she cares about him; but young
ladies are so mysterious, I can only speak
on conjecture, and she may—it is quite

possible—she may like him. I should be
sorry to take it on me to say positively she

does not."
" It has set people talking, at all events,"

said Lady Vernon, carelessly, " and nothing

could be more absiird. But, as you say,

there luay be nothing in it."

" I think, perhaps, it might not be amiss
to let her go about a little to friends'

houses, and make some visits, and she will

soon forget him, if she ever cared about
him. I should be delighted to have her,

but I have promised so soon to go to Lady
Mardykes', and I know she wishes ever so

much to have Maud. She saw her at the

Tinterns, and liked her so much, and I

said I would ask you, and I think she

could not visit at a better house. I'm to

be with her in a fortnight or less, and I

would meet her there. What do you say ?

Will you let her go ?"

" I don't see anything very particular

against it at present," said Lady Vernon,
thinking. " But you know I have not seen

her since her marriage, and all that fraud,

I may call it. and violence, on Warhamp-
ton's part, has occurred since. I certainly

should not have her here, nor any member
of that family. But Maud may choose her

friends for herself. I need not know them.

I have reasons for not caring to send or

take her to the Wycombes, or old Lady
Heyduke's, or the Frogworths, or the

Gystans, and a great many more I could

name. I should prefer Lady Mardykes,
and your being there at the same time

would make mo feci quite comfortable

about her. We can talk it over, you and
I, Max, by-and-bye."

And with a more cheerful countenance
she left the room.

Miss i\Iax had a little good-natured mis-

chief in her, and was, if the truth were

spoken, a little disappointed at the equani-
mity with which haughty, jealous Barbara
took the news, the irritating nature of
which she had been at no special pains to

mitigate.
" She may smile as she pleases," she

thought, looking after her as the door
closed, "but I am certain she is nettled. I

think she likes him, and I'm a little curious
to see what she will do."

THE THOUGHTS OF FISHES.

Birds and beasts think. Why shouldn't
fishes also think ?

When a knowing old pointer is sent
into the turnip-fields with a shocking bad
shot, he soon arrives at his own conclu-

sions. Regarding the sportsman with a
look of contempt, he sets him down as a
very poor stick on finding shot fired after

shot without bringing down a bird, and
thinks it is not worth taking the trouble

to point any longer for such a muff".

When Jenny Wren has half-finished a
nest, she looks at it critically, and thinks
to herself, " 'No, this won't do. The twigs
won't support it properly ; it will tumble
on one side." She begins another, and
when that is half done, she looks at it,

and after reflection says, " That won't do
either. The foundation is good, but tho
situation is much too exposed. Silly little

short-siglitod thing that I was, I did not
notice the footpath close at hand, on which
birds'- nesting schoolboys go to and fro."

So she begins a third, and finding it satis-

factory in every respect—support, situation,

shelter—she finishes it, and fills it with her
tiny brood.

In like manner, when you drag the lake

in your park, or the pond in your pasture,

for the purpose of tasting a dish of stewed
carp, you surround your "finny tribes"

with a circle of network, till escape from it

seems impossible. But look at that fine

fellow with his snout just out of the water,

smelling at the corks that float your nets.
" He thinks he has me," says Cyprinus to

himself, "and is settling in his mind with
what sauce he will eat me. I think he
hasn't me. I wish he may get me !" Then,
going back to make a better leap, he makes
a rush to the front, clears the net as cleanly

as the winning horse at a steeple - chase

clears the last hurdle, and, imitating human
diplomatists who wish to avoid putting in

their appearance, forthwith takes to his bed
in the mud.

--^
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The psychological faculties of fishes have

been underrated, because it has been sup-

posed that they do not sleep, and conse-

quently that if they never sleep they are

never very wide awake. True, fishes can-

not shut their eyes, but we have heard of

people sleeping with one eye open, who
were not the stupidest of their race. And
surely if any living creature is under the

necessity of taking rest in that uncomfort-

able way, it is a fish. Fishes are friendless

in the world ; every fish is every other

fish's enemy ; every fish's mouth is opened

against every other fish. How many fishes,

not per cent, but per million, die quietly in

their beds a natural death ? The number
must be infinitesimally small, if not an ab-

solute nullity.

The cause of this cruel fate is simple.

The sea contains little besides fishes to

eat, and, with little else to eat, fish must
eat fish. They wage an internecine war-

fare, more reasonable than the battles of

civilised belligerents. To kill men for the

sake of eating them, as the New Zea-

ianders and Sandwich Islanders have done

from time immemorial, is an exphcable,

logical, and accountable practice. Such
wars have a clear and assignable reason

why. But to kill men by hundreds of

thousands, only to bury them, or perhaps

to leave them to rot unburied, infecting the

survivors with pestilence, is absurdity,

folly, and wastefulness, peculiar to certain

terrestrial bipeds. In the sea nothing is

wasted, its inhabitants kill to eat ; they do

not kill for killing's sake. If a seal take a

bite out of one salmon for breakfast, an-

other bite out of another for dinner, and a

cut from the middle of a third for supper

;

if a shark does the same with dolphins and
bonitos, there is nothing lost to the general

commissariat of the ocean. The remnants
serve to feed less active and less powerful

members of the marine society ; they are

the crumbs that fall from the rich man's
table. Seals and sharks are fish-butchers

and sportsmen, who aid the feebler popu-
lation of the deep with a small supply.

True, there are seaweeds to serve as food,

but the number of purely herbivorous fishes

is small. Seaweeds supply fish-food in-

directly by sustaining shell- fish and the

like, which become the prey of full-grown

fish, and by harbouring animalcules which
supply welcome nutriment to the minor
fry. Every atom of organised matter in

the sea is utilised in one way or another.

A fish's existence ought to be one of in-

tense excitement, a life of ardent pursuit or

desperate flight. The needful intervals of
repose are perfectly possible. Even in

mountain streams, that leap from rock to

rock, there are deep calm pools in which,

if clear, you can see trout lying as still as

stones. As, in a gale of wind, there are

buildings, trees, and banks of earth, behind
which shelter can be found, so, in the

course of rushing rivers, there are bends
and eddies, blocks of stone, and beds of

water-weeds, where the wayworn fish, tired

with the gymnastic exercises by which he
earns his daily bread, may find a temporary
resting-place. It may sound pai'adoxical,

but in salt water, quiet is even more easily

found than in fresh. However the surface

may be lashed by tempests, to reach a calm,

the fish has only to descend, and by so

doing reaches another means of safety

—

darkness. It appears that at the bottom
of the great deep absolute stillness reigns.

Minute shells that sink from the top to the

bottom are found to be without the slightest

abrasion or injury, and quite unmixed with
sand or gravel. There is not current

enough in those depths to disturb a particle

of down if it could reach them. There is

a delicate white-fleshed fish, the ferrat,

peculiar to the Lake of Geneva and one

or two other Swiss waters, which can
only be caught when it comes to the sur-

face, at the season when it takes a fancy to

see the world. It passes the rest of the

year in strict retirement, at the bottom of

those indigo depths. Do we suppose that

it cannot sleep there quietly, a week at a

time if so disposed, slumbering, perhaps

even dreaming a little, undisturbed, except

when the great lake trout, the salmo-ferox,

now and then swoops down upon it, like

an eagle from the watery sky, and imme-
diately takes its upward flight with a

drowsy ferrat in its hooked under-jaw ?

Hunger, one of the prime motives of

action in the life of every animated crea-

ture, presses, we have seen, with peculiar

stress on fishes, and necessarily sharpens

their faculties. For most of them, there is

nothing to eat but fish ; they are ichthyo-

phagous, whether they will or no. They
have, at the same time, to catch, and to

avoid being caught. It has been said that,

in fishes, the brain is too small to allow

them a large share of intelligence. But
phrenology is scarcely applicable to this

division of the animal kingdom. The
structui'e of a fish's bi'ain is quite dif-

ferent in plan to that of a quadruped's ;

but who can say that it is not wisely

adapted to a fish's condition ? In mam-

^.
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malia and birds, the brain presents a ho-

mogeneous mass, circnmvolved and wound,
as it were, round itself, like a ball of

thread. The brains of fishes appear to be
unwound, and arc developed into a series

of lobes, like a double string of beads.

And then, their brains do not fill their

brain-boxes, as ours do. They float in the

midst of a sort of jelly. In consequence of

this they receive, without injury, a much
more violent blow than a bird or a quad-
ruped. The concussion is deadened before

it reaches the brain. One favourite way
of killing eels is to knock them, not on the

head, but on the tail, where, it appears,

part of their susceptibilities are centred.

Apropos to which, the tails of eels prove
that they are acquainted with at least one
of the mechanical powers. M. Le Paute,

the conservator of the Bois de Vincennes,
one day had the fancy to put a number of

tiny eels into an aquarium containing a
population of very small salmon. A short

time afterwards the eels were aU gone.

What had become ofthem ? Had the salmon
eaten them ? It was not unlikely.

To make sure, he put a certain number
of each in a bell-glass of water, which he
covered with a plate and then reversed, so

that the glass of water stood on the plate.

By this arrangement all escape seemed
prevented. Not so, however. After trying

in vain with their heads, the little eels in-

serted the tips of their tails into the narrow
chink between the glass and the plate, and
so squeezed themselves out backwards.
They knew the consequences of forcing in

the thin end of a wedge.
Nor are the senses of fishes blunt, as

some suppose. In many their olfactory

organs receive impressions by means of
four nostrils, instead of the two vouch-
safed to the rest of the world. Their eyes
are large in proportion to those of birds

and quadrupeds. In some the eye is enor-

mously developed, giving the fish a popular
name. In the streets of Havre the fish-

women cry, not "Dorades," but " Gros
yeux, gi'os yeux !" " Big eyes, big eyes !"

The globe-lens of American photographers
is copied from a fish's eye. The visual

angle of fishes is very great ; the eyeball is

gifted with such mobility that it can look
before or behind, upwards or downwards.
There are even fishes which can look two
ways at once. The hippocampus's eyes are

independent of each other ; one eye can ogle

a lady hippocampus gracefully sailing to the
right, while the other eye jealously surveys
the movements of a rival on the left.

A fish's ear is simpler than our own

;

but the worthies who undervalue it as less

perfect, forget the fact that fishes swim in

water. Sound travels in air at the rate of

about eleven hundred, and in fresh water

at the same temperature at nearly five

thousand feet per second; in sea-water still

more rapidly That is to say, a fish hears

a distant sound more than four times as

quickly as we humans do. The sense of taste

in fishes is supposed to be dull ; but there is

no apparent reason why it should be duller

than with birds. And yet birds discriminate.

The vulture prefers his carrion high, while

the eagle stipulates for fresh-slain meat

;

the hen will leave bread-crumbs for a nice

red worm, and the siskin may be taught

tricks by tempting it with hcmpseed.

Fishes may taste their food pleasantly, as

we sometimes do ours unpleasantly, for a

considerable time after they have swallowed

it. And if not gastronomers of the purest

water, fishes at least enjoy the blessings of

a good appetite and an easy digestion.

What a comfort to be able, like tlie cod,

to eat a hearty dinner of crabs, shells

and all !

As to feeling, people fancy fishes can't

feel, simply because they do not scream

when hurt. A cod takes his crimping
philosophically, and eels are so used to

being skinned alive that they rather hke
it. So say cooks and fishermen. If we
gagged our gan^oters while receiving their

due of cat-o'-niue-tails, their silence would
lead to a similar inference, namely, that

pain was not included in their list of sen-

sations.

That fishes are tameable is notorious,

from innumerable examples of carp and
gold-fish. The minnow may be easily

tamed, so as to come to the surface of the

water, and take a worm held between the

finger and thnmb. The tame codfish of Gal-

loway have often been quoted. In the fish-

ponds belonging to the establishment atCon-

carneau,the turbot supplied there with board

and lodging, until it is their turn to travel

to the Paris market, recognise their keeper's

footstep. At the whistle which announces
their dinner liour, they quit the bottom, in

which they lay hid with their eyes and
gills only uncovered by mud and sand, and
rise to the surface, where, with a rapid and
undulating movement, they seize and make
off with the portions of fisli doled out to

them. On the other hand, fishes are more
cunning and distrustful the more they are

angled for. Experience teaches them to be-

ware of the presence of biped enemies. The
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fact is certain, indisputable. Parisian anglers

are well aware, that the fishes in the Seine
and the Marne are much more difficult to

catch than those which live in out-of-the-

way streams in out-of-the-Avay departments.
Why ? Because they are angled for Sunday
and working-day, from morning till night,

and from night till morning.
Nevertheless, fishes have their weak-

nesses, as instanced, in the case of the roach,

by Monsieur H. De la Blanchere, the author
of an interesting little book* which has
served as the text of the present discourse.

Roach-fishing is a veritable trial, not of

strength, but of finesse, between the angler
and the angled. When the wind meddles
with the "business, it is often the angled
Avho gets the best of it, while the angler has
his trouble for his pains. It would be too

much to assert that the roach is a glutton
;

but it is only doing him justice to say that

he is an epicure. How were his favourite

dishes discovered ? How ? "We can only
suppose, by some lucky accident. It was
at Essones, near Paris, that our author by
chance found out a marvellous roachy pre-

paration. His preceptor was a boy belong-
ing to the factory.

One fine morning he had taken his

place at the foot of some old poplars, which
tbrm a tuft of verdure at one of the bends
of the little stream. A lad, in the traditional

schoolboy's blouse, with a wide-awake
countenance and hair dishevelled like a
uii.sty comet, came and sat himself down
without ceremony at a few paces' distance.

Forthwith, he threw into the water a primi-
tive line fastened to the end of a rod,

which might have been a French beanstick
snatched in haste from the paternal haricot

garden.

The amateur stared sullenly while the
young rogue was filling his bag with roach
after roach, and casting a knowing look
now and then at the elaborate baits and
diverse worms, unsuccessfully employed by
his fellow - fisherman. Every minute, a
roach swung in mid-air, and after describing
a graceful curve was dancing on the grass.

Every angler—eveiy man of common
human feeling— will guess that, from that
moment, our angler's most ardent Avish

was to know what potent bait the boy em-
ployed. After every catch, he took out of
his pocket a flat and thin piece of some white
substance, oif which he tore a little bit and
then returned the rest to its hiding-place.

* L'Esprit des Poissons, par H. De la Blanchere.
Paris, P. Brunei, editeur, 31, Eue Bonaparte. 187U.

Curiosity was stretched to the utmost

;

but dignity kept curiosity in check. For
no earthly consideration would the baffled

inquirer have asked his vanquisher for in-

formation, so vexed and humiliated was he
at finding a child checkmating him with so

little ceremony. Chance—the good genius
of fishermen—at last came to his assistance.

His young fi-iend caught sight of a passing
playmate, and shouted

:

' He' ! 'sidore ! He' ! Tell m'man to

make me a pancake. Mine is finished."

The secret was out. The instant that a
pancake was mentioned, the answer to the
enigma was given. Our fisherman slyly

stepped into a cottage hard by, and found
the good woman, busy preparing the roach's

pastry.
" By St. Peter—the patron of fishermen

—I have it
!

" the enlightened amateur ex-

claimed with dehght. " Nevertheless, I am
bound to consider whether I ought to di-

vulge the secret and rob myself of its sole

possession, for the benefit of the angling
fraternity. There is matter here for ample
reflection ; but generosity before egotism.
All men are brothers, and it is as well to be
influenced by that fact in a matter of such
vital importance. Here then is the receipt

!

Stir a little water into a large tablespoonful
of flour, add a pinch of salt

;
pour this

paste into a frying-pan slightly greased. Let
it fiy till it is set, white not brown. Turn
it, let the other side frj white. Serve hot,

and carry it oflT in your waistcoat-pocket."

With a pancake manufactured by the
mother, the angler returned and unblush-
iugly entered into competition with the
son. To what unscrupulous acts will not
human passion lead ! He goon showed the
poor lad that, thanks to the pancake, he
knew as much about roach-fishing as he
did—perhaps more. His conscience, how-
ever, was not quite easy, so he atoned for his

treachery by presenting the lad with some
Limerick hooks. Then, packing up his traps,

he strolled back to his lodging, and after

supping off" roach, slept the sleep of the just.

The roach practises a system of mutual
instruction. On the banks of the Loir

—

please not to confound le Loir with la Loii*e

—there stands an abbey. Opposite the
abbey, in the midst of the meadows, some
cold springs of purest water break out, and
uniting, hasten to join the Loir in a broad,

shallow, chilly stream which is known in

the neighbourhood as the Gue-Froid, the
Cold Ford, and is the resort of whole shoals

of magnificent roach. Now fish have their

perversities, as well as men; and not a
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single angler, for miles round about, could

ever get a fisli to take a hook in the Gu6-
Froid. One June morning, M. De la Blan-

chere resolved to try, employing a mode of

fishing unknown iu those parts, and con-

sequently unknown to the fish of the place.

Every kind of fishing was practised there

except fly-fishing, which determined him
to make the experiment, with a fine kitchen

blue-bottle stuck on the barb of his hook.

Scarcely had it touched the water before

one, two, three, ten, twenty, fifty roach,

passed, one after the other, into his basket,

rmtil it made his shoulders ache. He re-

turned as proud as—well, Lucifer. But
nobody would believe he had caught that

in the Gue-Froid.

The only way to convince the incredu-

lous, was to take them with him, one by
one, and by revealing the secret, enable

them to have the same success, which was
what he did.

The first time, he and his friend had a less

abundant catch than when he tried the

trick alone. Nevertheless, the sport was
not bad. They each of them took some
thirty roach. Everybody was now con-

vinced, as well they might be.

Next day, he returned to the Gue-Froid
with fourteen companions. He got six

roach ; nobody else got anything.

The day after, twenty anglers went to

work. Everybody's share was—exactly

nothing at all. The roach had completed
their education.

All fish, therefore, are not absolute fools.

But we should know much more about fish

than we do if every angler were a savant,

which would become oppressive to the

reading public, or if every savant were an
angler, which might be harder lines on
fishes than they really deserve.

AN EVENING AT MOPETOWN.

Theke is a class of persons who hve by
their wits, and whose condition seems, above
all others, deserving of pity. These are the

poor wanderers who entertain us, who spend

their lives posting wearily from country

town to coimtry town, dragging along the

few traps with which they set up their show.

Some are highly prosperous : have made
friends and connexions, and can always

confidently rely on plenty of patronage.

But tliere are other poor stragglers who
creep into Mopetown on their first \-isit;

who secure the " Rooms " at the Mechanics'

Institute with as fluttering a heart as

though they were throwing dice ; and who,
according to the rules of such places, are
obliged to deposit a sum for hire and gas,

before they can open the doors. "With
these it is often a perfect lottery : heads,
meaning a small fortune of two pounds ten

:

tails, beggary, and forfeiture of the meagre
properties and stock.

AVe have all of us, through various acci-

dents, been forced to stay at various Mope-
towns, up and down the kingdom—a place

of two or three straggling streets winding-

up a hill, to where the railway station is

planted. It is sometimes in the South,
sometimes in the North; but wherever it

lies, we are sure to see on the railway
arch, or the gloomy blue stone wall that

skirts the road, the "posters" of these

jocund " entertainers " whose whole life is

given up to coaxing a rough ?rhd churlish

public to be amused. No more dismal life

can be imagined than that of these un-

happy beings, whose very appearance is

utterly opposed to their professed calling,

and who ruefully bear about with them such
jovial miscellanies as the Wallet of Wit

—

Mirth and Momus—Two Hours of Shake-
spearian Vagaries, and the like. The more
florid and gorgeous the programmes that

greet us as we trundle into Mopetown, the

more desponding do they leave us ; though
in the flamboyant and exciting pictures

of flying horses, and noble gymnasts, who
seem like inferior mythological heroes (and
indeed we have seen frescoes of inferior

merit), there is, it is true, always something
dashing and noble.

Once being forced to remain a night at

Mopetown, I found on the table of the

Dolphin coffee-room a number of little pro-

gTammes, note-paper size, setting forth an
entertainment for that very night. I give

it " textually," as our distracted neighbours

across the Channel would say :

THE ROOMS, MOPETOWN.
Under distinguished patronage. For two nights only.

MES. MOUNTAIN,
Farmerly preceptress in the family of Sir Jame3
Saddleteek, Bart., whose youthful family she had
the honour of grounding in the refining branches of

education, will give

TWO READINGS,
The first from Shakespeare's Jlasterpiece,

KING JOHN

!

As read by her at Saddletree, during Christmas, 1817,

in presence of Sir James Saddletree, Bart., and family,

of the High Sheriff, and an dlite party of guests.

This noble play has been specially prepared— all inde-

licacies removed—while the characters of King John,

Constance, Falconbridgo, and Hubert, will be called

up before the spectator in a life-like manner by

MRS. MOUNTAIN.

^= '-¥
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Mrs. Mountain will take the opportunity of introdiicin;^

her davightcr,

MISS THEODOEA MOUNTAIN,
Who will recite the soul-stirriog

CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE!
With other pieces.

Places may be secured at the Rooms, where also may
be seen the testimonial referring to Mrs. Mountain's
connexion with Sir James Saddletree, Bart.

*.|,* Carriages to set down with the horses' heads towards

Pump-lane. And gentlemen are requested to give

their coachmen instructions accordingly.

Grotesque as was this bill of fare, and pro-

bable as it was that the performance would
correspond to this odd promise, I yet felt

a sort of uneasiness that it was too late to

secure a place, and that my money might
be refused at the doors. Hurriedly setting

out, I made my way to the " Rooms"—

a

new, staring, plastery, uncomfortable place,

too obviously, like sucb places all the king-

dom over, groaning under a load of debt,

and presenting a most unprosperous ap-

pearance. I entered up spacious steps, into

a white, illuminated roominess, which is

another cliaracteristic of such places. My
footsteps echoed, and the sense of desertion

v/as almost painful. The entertainment must
have begun. " 'No, I was quite in time," I

was assured by the person who took money.
It was the " smaller hall," with glaring

white walls, white gallery, deal smelling

floor, and a vast crowd—not of people,

alas ! but of pale, spindly cane-bottomed
chairs, clustered together helplessly, like

lean geese. On the front row—the " re-

served seats"—sat the clergyman and his

wife—the sole tenants of that sacred en-

closure. In the seats of the second dignity

were a severe-looking father and mother,

and a governess ; while in the " body of

the hall," as it was entitled, half a dozen
homely and honest-looking folk clung con-

vulsively to the barrier, which separated

tliem from the nobler portion of the area,

and seemed to be too scared by the hollow
sound of their own footsteps to move about.

There were three or four stray people

looking down from the gallery, as from a

deck. As I entered, every head was screwed
round to survey me. The rostrum or

platform was flanked by two new deal

doors, unpaintcd by reason of the exhausted
state of the funds of the concern, and a
.sort of sepulchral or sacrificial table, with
one candle, was set out in the centre. The
look of that gaunt and deserted platform

aft'ected me with the strangest mixture of

feelings : the meagrely ascetic air, the

general bareness, forcibly suggested the

block and scafibld—an impending surgical

operation—a severe pass examination. The
time for commencing was past by some
minutes, when there entered, with noisy
and decisive tread, a tall, oflScer-like

man, who looked round ruefully at the
prison-like desolation into which he had
entered. A soft whisper, which the vast
echoes of the room enlarged into loud

speech, was borne to us from behind, to the

effect that this was " Captain Spunner."
It was getting more and more desolating

;

we grew impatient, as did the sole stick

and umbrella present, which feebly pro-

tested. At last one ofthe deal doors opened.

A tall and rather pretty young girl led

in a severe-looking elderly lady, with a
front of grey curls fixed at each side of

her head, much as " winkers" are on a horse.

She carried her book in her hand, and sur-

veyed the audience with an air of disdainful

severity. The clergyman and his wife, who
had, by-the-bye, the air of "orders," ap-

plauded in a friendly but patronising way.
But she would not relax her severity. The
tall young girl, who was dressed in white,

with a broad blue ribbon ofthe Garter across

her, came forward to address us, in a quiet,

composed manner.
" My mamma wishes me to say," were

her v/ords, " that she is about to read the
tragedy of King John, exactly as she read
it at Saddletree, in the year 1847, before a
distinguished audience. My mamma also

wishes me to state that everything impro-
per or indelicate has been removed, and
that there will be nothing heard to-night

that could bring a blush into the cheek of

the youngest child present."

It was impossible to laugh, she said tliis

with such earnestness and sincerity, though
the ofiicer grinned, and stared through his

glass. Then the young lady sat down
in a chair at the side, while her mamma
deliberately wiped her tortoise-shell glasses,

and finding much difficulty in arranging

the light, at last placed the candle between
herself and the book, and, after a severe

look round, began her task.

Poor soul ! It was one low " mumble,"
very slow and deliberate, much as she

would have read out a domestic letter, and
was quite inaudible in the gallery. After

a quarter of an hour of this murmuriiig,

a blunt voice came from the gallery,

"Speak up, marm, please!" and filled us

all with consternation. It proceeded from

an honest-faced operative, leaning on his

elbows, and utterly indifterent to the con-

centi'ated gaze of the half-dozen faces in

the select rows now turned full on him.

^=
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The old lady stopped. Her daughter rose

and came forward.

"My mamma," she said, softly, "is suf-

fering from a cold to-night, and is forbidden
by the physicians to exert herself in the

level passages. As the occasions of the

tragedy require it, she will endeavour to do
justice to the grand scenes illustrated by
the genius of Mrs. Siddons and her brother

the late John Philip Kemble."
In homage to these illustrious names the

umbrella and stick involuntarily made noise

—also in indignant protest at the inter-

ruption. The operative was awe- stricken
;

though I fancy he must have referred the

allusion to the " level passages," to the ap-

proaches of the building. After this epi-

sode the old lady resumed her task, in

rather a lower voice than before.

It began to grow rather depressing.

Twenty minutes more went by ; the cler-

gyman fell asleep. Suddenly, with an
audible yawn of impatience, the officer

rose, and tramped steadily and leisurely

down the hall, tlirowing down f/;e umbrella,

which projected at an angle. But the

reproof he received was masterly. The
reader stopped deliberately, wiped her
glasses, and followed his retreating form
with her eyes all down the hall, until it

disappeared through the furthest doorway.
She then resumed. We dared not budge,

she had us so completely under her despo-

tism. But, by the time we reached the

conclusion of the first act, it was apparent
that things could not be protracted further,

and, after a little whispering, the young
lady came forward.

" My mamma bids me say that she is too

exhausted to repeat any more of Shake-
speare's tragedy of King John, or go be-

yond the level passages to-night. Her
physicians have warned her against work-
ing up the exciting scenes of this great

tragedy. With your permission we will

proceed to the second part of the perform-

ance."

At this news we all re-settled ourselves

in our places, making the attenuated legs of

the cane-bottomed chairs scream on the

new floor. The relief was something de-

licious : the clergyman woke up, and we
looked forward to something refreshing.

After arranging her blue ribbon, and re-

ceiving many directions from the elderly

lady, who was regarding us severely, with

her glasses ready for action, the young lady

came forward.
" My mamma," she said, "wishes me to

recite for you a poem which she composed

at Stalybridge. The merchants at Staly-

bridge, when my mamma was taken ill

there, were veiy kind to us ; and to put on
record her sense of their goodness, my
mamma wrote the following lines."

The severe old lady here pulled her
daughter to her, and whispered for a mi-
nute, nodding and frowning*.

" And my mamma wishes me to add,
that they were afterwards piiblished in the
Stalybridge Mercury, and much admired."
She then delivered eight or ten stanzas,

of which the following, or nearly the fol-

lowing, was a specimen

:

Merchants of Staljbridge I Stalybridge merchants !

Kindly and excellent men.
Hearts full of feeling, as full as your purses,

Lavish, again and again !

The world it is cold—as empty as cold,

Ungrateful and hollow to see.

Though ne'er we may meet, I shall never forget,

How kindly you've acted to me.
Merchants of Stalybridge !

Merchants of Stalybridge

!

Stalybridge merchants

!

At the third stanza, and when the bur-

den recurred, "Merchants of Stalybridge,

Stalybridge merchants !" a sort of hys-

terical merriment came on me, and I felt

that, if the burden came again—which it

must do—exposure of a disgraceful order

would take place. It did recur : and I dis-

graced myself. The tortoise-shell glasses

were instantly levelled—it seemed like an
order for the police to remove me—I gi'ew

red in the face, exploded once, and while the

young lady paused, rose abruptly and fled.

SEA SONG.
Call not the old life back, oh sea,

In the grave where it lies there let it be,

Wake not the pale ghost up for me ;

Call not the dead love back.

Bid not the tranquil pulses throng,

To tumult and passion, fret and wrong,
Hush the sad memories in thy song,

Call not the dead love back.

Was not its brief life full of pain.

Of weary waiting and struggle vain 'r

Bid it not waken to weep again,

Call not the dead love back.

Lurid and bright was its morning ray,

Fierce was the glare of its noontide sway,
Cold o'er its death closed the gloaming grey,

Call not the dead love back.

There let it lie in its fatal charm.
With its closen eye and its folded palm ;

'J here let it lie in its solemn calm.

Call not the dead love back.

Sing of the upwards glorious power.
Sing of the present's harvest hour,

Sing of the future's golden dower,
Call not the dead love back.

Sing on, sing on, in thy mighty chime,

Of the world to come and its joys sublime,

But, oh ! in the terrible name of Time,
Call not tho dead love back.

.^
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Sing of the work that is waiting still,

For the earnest hand and the steady will,

Of the great crusade against want and ill,

Oh sea, call nothing back.

MAY^DAY AMONG THE MULES.

It had been an old promise tliat I should,

before finally leaving the south of France,

spend a May-day at Olorou for the purpose

of seeing the great mule fair held there.

Accordingly, on the 30th of April, 1868, we
started from Pau, stopping to lunch at

Belair, so celebrated for its beautiful view

of the neighbouring mountains. While

waiting at the inn up drove a Pau acquaint-

ance in the person of the Marquis de Che-

rizet, out of whose pony-carriage was lifted

a square box, which proved to contain a

poor little bearhng of about a month old,

whose mother had been shot and itself cap-

tured, the day before, in the mountains near

Urdos : and very sulky and strange the poor

little orphan looked, as we peered at him
through the bars, which confined him to his

extemporised prison.

From Belair to Oloron the drive is very

beautiful, and it was enlivened by the freaks

and antics of the mules we passed, whose
owners were bringing them from all parts

for the sale of next day, for by far the

greater number of these animals seen in

Spain, and called Spanish, are in reality

reared on the French side of the Pyrenees.

At the old-fashioned inn we were wel-

comed by the five spinster sisters, joint

hostesses of the Hotel Soustalot, who have

not yet abandoned the gracious old custom

of attending in person, to welcome the

coming, and speed the parting guest. We
declined the rooms first offered to us, per-

ceiving that being over the portail which

formed an archway over the road, all

the mules and muleteers would have to

pass underneath, on their way from the

Basse to the Hauteville, where the fair

was to take place next day; and their in-

cessant tramping throughout the night

would be but a bad preparation for a hard

day's sight-seeing ; so we took up our

quarters in a queer little excrescence of a

room, built out from the house, so as to

have three windows and three aspects,

commanding respectively the river, the

ridge on which the oldest part of the town
is built, and a steep bank with an escarped

road thronged by a grotesque procession

of Spaniards in their strange costumes,

Bearnais peasants in their more sober

dresses, horses, mules, donkeys, pigs, and

sheep. I could watch this dissolving view

from the window through a light gi^een

screen, formed by a young plane-tree

which grew just before it. Oloron is quite

the town of plane-trees, which grow every-

where, forming most delectable shady

boulevards and allees, their curiously blis-

tered trunks giving a sickly yellow green

tint to the chequered sunlight. At this

time of the year they afibrd shelter to in-

numerable nightingales, who in this coun-

try sing as much by day as by night, and
keep up what our pretty little waitress

(who, I suppose, thought nothing could

be charming but herself) called a "vilain

tapage."

The table d'hote dinner followed, the

cuisine and service, though extremely

simple, being clean and quite sufficiently

good. The five sisters ofiiciate as waitresses,

an arrangement which must go far towards

rendering their hotel profitable. The re-

past was somewhat dull. A lady would ap-

pear to be an unusual apparition, and the

effect of my presence seemed to depress

the company, chiefly composed of commis-
voyageurs, to a point fully justifying Sir

Walter Scott's remark on the invariable

stupidity of their English brethren. Si-

lently the meal progressed ; the only talker

being, fortunately for me, my immediate

neighbour, whom I found an intelligent

and pleasant man, and who afterwards

procured us useful information as to an
expedition we were planning to make in

the Val d'Aspe.

The following morning we breakfasted

at eight o'clock on tea and trout, before

mounting the zigzag road, in company with

strings of mules and pigs, to the Haute-

ville. The day was roasting hot, but the

little plane-planted Place was a delightful

refuge from the rays of the sun. Thus
early there was no crowd within its pre-

cincts, and I could observe at leisure the

curious scene. Encircling the wall, and

crowding over it, were innumerable heads

of mules, donkeys, horses, and ponies, many
deep, forming a queer, fantastic kind of set-

ting to the green oval Place. There was
remarkably little struggling or movement.

Their places once taken, the patient beasts

stood gazing longingly with their soft brown

eyes into the cool shady plane grove, giving

but small sign of life, save by the switching

of their tails and the twitching of their long

ears. The owners hovered near, sat on the

wall, or bestrode the animals, but at this

stage there appeared to be but little busi-

ness doing. The fair lasts three days.
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Imagine what a reign of obstinacy, a three

days' mule and pig fair ! These last ap-

peared to give the most trouble, and their

grunting remonstrances against the coer-

cion they were subjected to, wei^e very ve-

hement in the neighbouring street.

The shouts of the public cheese-weigher,

however, took my attention from the doleful

complaints of the pigs, and I watched
with some interest the operation by which
each mountaineer ascertains, for the sum
of one sou, the precise weight of his store

of cheese. The contents of the cradle in

which the cheeses are carried, duly weighed
and ticketed, and the sou paid, a presiding

sergent de ville presents him with a corre-

sponding certificate ; and off he marches
to another quarter to dispose of his goods
as he best may.
A doleful whining bleat, close by, be-

trayed some unfortunate black and white
lambs lying in groups under the trees, ready
for sale. Each small beast formed a tiny

triangle, his luckless little legs being tied

together at an angle with his outstretched

head and tail ; each woolly coat was
marked by the owner in some fantastic

way or colour. I never saw so ghastly an
effect, as that produced by smearing with
blue the eyes of the black lambs.

A really very pretty little pony was
offered to me for sixty francs, which would
have been worth at least four times that

amount in England.
A good-natured limonadiere lent me a

chair, and while I was drinking some of

her lemonade, I was violently assaulted by
a small gipsy urchin to whom I had been
rash enough to give a handful of bon-bons
earlier in the day. He poked his bi-own
little fist into my "poca," and on its being
ejected, he proceeded to abuse and to cuff

me, with all his five-year- old strength.

That filthy, half-naked, unkept Bohemian
family formed a strong contrast to their

suiTOundings, and presented precisely the
foil wanted by an artist's eye to the well-

dressed, prosperous crowd. There was the
old hag of a grandmother, her wrinkles
black with dirt, grabbing with her long
homy fingers at her impish grandchildren,
as they darted mischievously in and out
among the bystanders, while the handsome
mother looked on with the expression of a
wild bea.st, half silly, half savage, unable
or unwilling to check her young barbarians
as they audaciously filched nuts and plums
from the stalls.

About twelve o'clock luncheon groups
began to form, and something hke society

to be enjoyed by the fair-goers. Here half

a dozen peasants discussed their business

and their cold omelette, seated in a row on
the wall, only interrupted by the necessity

of administering gentle raps on the smooth
moist nose of a pertinaciously hungry mule,

who totally disregarded such abusive re-

monstrances as "Enfant gate tais-toi."

Spaniards lounged on the sunny south

wall, or crowded the windows of surround-

ing cabarets, whence they had a good view
of their prospective purchases. Moun-
taineers wearing wide shady berets, look-

ing, in their huge peaked bernouses, and
with theii" long hair streaming over their

shoulders, like figures out of Stothard's

Canterbury Pilgrims, relieved guard, so as

to allow their bright-fichued womenkind to

rest and refresh themselves, after theirweary
watching of the mules. Tenderly and affec-

tionately many petted the beasts they hoped
so soon to lose.

Miniature carters and drovers, in and
below their teens, herded together in this

spare hour to narrate their adventures and
to compare their fairings. As one glanced

at their strongly marked features and
square-built little forms, be-bereted and
be-bloused precisely like their elders, as

they stood cracking their whips with mimic
force, one remarked how truly the Basque
and Bearnais child is father to the man.
Swarthy well-dressed girls flocked into

the Plane Place to see whether there was
any prospect of dancing. This, I was told

by my friend the lemonade vender, would
depend on whether " suffisamment de

jeunessse" assembled. I conclude this did

not prove the case, as there were no signs

of a ball when we left the Hauteville, at

twelve o'clock. We sauntered through the

crowded town before returning to the inn,

and greatly admired some of the mules and
horses, especially two young bays, which
would make beautiful ladies' horses a year

hence. The moment we were observed to

look at a horse, his owner or groom would
commonly produce a crumpled piece of

paper, which proved to be a certificate from
the Haras, telling his pedigree and age.

The Spanish costumes disappointed me
in number and brilliancy. One farmer,

indeed, I saw so well and cleanly dressed,

that I coveted his long mauve sash, so diffi-

cult to find in France, where the orthodox
colour for sashes is red or green. Touching
it with one hand, and holding my purse in

the other, I offered to buy it; but he marched
away, either offended or not understanding

my meaning.

=P
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"We came upon a fine old Norman clinrch

now nsed as a warehouse for lamb-skins.

This, however, is not the profanation it at

first sight appears. The altar above, in a

Roman Catholic country, constitutes the

consecrated part of a church, and this

being removable at pleasure, leaves the

church, so to speak, disconsecrated. The
hides of lambs are prepared and made into

gloves, which are here honestly sold as

gants d'Agneau, but which I recognised as

being the same sort of glove bought by
poor deluded folk at Pau and Bayonne, as

kid. Other articles of commerce here are

linen, crimson sashes, checked fichus, and
iron. A large number of young men and
women are employed at Oloron in wool-

stapling. The shops are unpretending but

good, and arranged with taste. The por-

celain tiles largely sold here form a very

pretty feature in the shop windows. A less

pleasing merchandise is wicker traps, much
resembling the bottoms of baskets, made
here for sale, as we were told, among Spa-

niards. We begged to know what could

be entrapped by such clumsy means, and
were assured that they were invaluable for

insertion in beds to secure immanity from
bugs ! The necessity for such contrivances

does not give a pleasant impression of our

Spanish neighbours. Having walked about

long enough, we returned to the inn to

luncb, and then drove to St. Christau de

Lurbe, a small watering-place lately brought
into notice by its new proprietor, the Comte
de Barrante. The five miles drive along a

natural terrace shaded by oak and beech is

lovely. From it we could see the first part

of the road to the Val d'Aspe, running
along an almost parallel crest. We over-

took numbers of peasants returning on
their donkeys to Lurbe and neighbouring
villages, with their purchases made at the

gi'ande foire ; including lambs, who would
certainly rejoice when they had attained

the end of their journey. Each miserable

little quadruped was squeezed down into

one end of the long sti'iped purse-like

market bag, used by the Bearnais peasant.

This was slung through the girths of the

donkey, and out of the slit mouths at each

end, the poor little beasts' heads protruded
and peered piteously, close to the dangling

and spurred heels of the riders. Th
modern St. Christau consists of a cluster

of houses and buildings connected with the

establishment, and has a very park-like

appearance. It is prettily laid out with
walks and avenues, and is for a small

watering-place one of the most attractive I

have seen in the Pyrenees. The only large

buildings are an hotel kept by a Spaniard,

and two bath houses. There are, besides

Comte de Barrante's own pretty chalet,

two smaller ones for letting.

The Commandery of the Knights Hos-

pitallers of St. Christau was situated in

ancient times between Lurbe and Eysus,

and was closely connected with the mo-
nastery of St. Christine, of which the ruins

may still be seen from Urdos.

This religious house was either founded

or re-established about the year 1126, by
Gaston the Fourth, Vicomte de Beam.
His father it was who rebuilt the town
and cathedral of Oloron, or, as it was an-

ciently called, Illui'ona, or Civitas Elloro-

neusium. A worthy son of this same Cen-

tulle the Fourth, Gaston's first thought on

returning from the Crusades was to toenefit

Beam by spending his newly-acquired

riches in founding and endowing various

religious establishments. Not only at

the siege of Jerusalem had Gaston distin-

guished himself, but he had proved himself

so valuable an ally to Alphonse le Bataillant,

King of Navarre and Arragon, in his con-

quest of Saragossa, that King Alphonse

conferred on him the title of " Segnor in

Saragoza." By this elevation Gaston also

acquired the title of first " Ricombre" of

Saragossa; a dignity which, it would ap-

pear, raised the possessor to a position little

short of equality with the king. The
children of the " Ricombres " bore the

name of " Infants," and the chevaliers in

their service of " Cavalieros de Honor;"
and the king in return for their services was
obliged to take counsel with the " Ri-

combres" in every important matter of

government. Gaston spent ten years in

his " Ricombrerie," at Saragossa, before

returning to his native Beam. To none

of his new foundations did he so especially

devote himself as to the monastery of St.

Christine, whose position on the summit of

the highest mountain, commanding the

entrance to the Port d'Aspe on the road to

Jaca and Saragossa, gave it great import-

ance. It aff'orded a blessed refuge to

pilgrims, merchants, and peasants, sur-

prised by winter storms in these dangerous

passes. The neighbouring commandery
had a monastery attached to it in connexion

with that of St. Christine, both of which

assumed the arms of the Knights of St.

Christau, viz., a white pigeon with a cross

in its beak. The following legend is told

as the origin of these armorial bearings.

The workmen who were employed to build

the monastery were bafiled in several at-

tempts to lay the foundations, owing to

^--
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the special diflGtculties presented by the

soil, and position of the site first chosen.

No better fortune attended the second and
third venture, and the builders were in

despair, when one morning they perceived

a white pigeon bearing a cross in its beak.

They pursued the bird, which perched on a

box-tree, but though it flew away on their

near approach, they found in the branches
the cross it had left. They took this as a

good omen, and proceeded successfully to

lay the foundations on the spot where the

tree had stood. On the altar was carved
the blessed sign . and its winged bearer,

which later became also the convent arms.
A somewhat similar story to that of

Prince Bladud's discovery of the virtues

of the Bath waters, is told of the St.

Christau springs. The discoverer is sup-

posed to have been a neatherd who lived

about the year a.d. 1300, and to have be-

longed to the despised race of Cagots, who,
whatever the origin of their much dis-

cussed name may have been, appear, at all

events, to have been descendants of those
who were suspected of being sufferers from
the introduction of leprosy into Beam, by
the crusaders on their return from the East.

The then governors of the country made
all possible efforts to isolate those afflicted,

or supposed to be afflicted, by this horrible

disease. Separate houses, and in the
churches separate doors and benitiers,

effected this object in life, while in death
they were condemned to lie in special

cemeteries. One law restricted their em-
ployment to out-of-door trades, such as

shepherding, thatching, and cutting wood.
It was one of these humble shepherds who,
dwelling in a cabin close to St. Christau,
used to water his animals at the neigh-
bouring source, and also take it for his own
use. He found his malady gradually dis-

appearing, which he attributed to the effects

of the sparkling fountain. This he made
known to his fellow-sufferers, and its fame
spread until Cagots flocked from all parts

to profit by it. The particular spring—for

there are five in all, frequented by these

poor creatui'es—still retains the name it

then acquired of "eau des ladi-es," or " des
dartres."

Owing to the miserable prejudices of the

Bearnais, they shunned the resort of the

Cagots to their own loss, and it was long
before the general public benefitted by these

waters, which are now used both for drink-

ing and bathing in cases not only of skin
disorders, but also of intermittent fever,

rheumatism, asthma, &c. &c.
It would be hard to say whether we

found the " grande foire," or the day after

the fiiir, which we spent in the Yal d'Aspe,

the more enjoyable. The early part of the

drive on leaving Oloron, was indeed scarcely

so picturesque as that of St. Christau,

but it perhaps enhanced the marvellously

beautiful scenery into which we emerged
on reaching Asaspe. There the Basque
country begins, and from tliis point the

views continue increasing, if possible, in

picturesqueness and beauty, till Urdos is

reached. The mountains, it is true, are

less bold and rugged than in other of the

Pyrenean gorges, but they are so distri-

buted and thrown about, as to present an
infinitely greater variety of tints, while they
charm by the very contrast they offer to the

better known excursions.

A gradual ascent along a capital road

follows the course of the Gave d' Oloron,

which is crossed at Escob, after passing

the rugged Pene or Bolt, near which a

Latin inscription, cut in the rock, com-
memorates the making of this road by the

Romans under Valerius. Passing through
Sarrance we still follow the line of the

Gave to Bedous. The colour of the water

is a pretty soft brown, like the ground of a

cameo, or the liquid shadow of Dante's

Lethe, " Bruna, bruna, sotto I'ombra per-

petua," quite diffei-ent from the beautiful

beryl tint of the other Gaves of the Pyre-

nees. While the horses were being changed
at Bedous, we breakfasted at the tidy little

inn, two Basque farmers making conversa-

tion for us the while. They told us of a

compatriot, an English clergyman of good
family, who has adopted this beautiful

country as his own, married a mountain
beauty, and, entirely giving up his pro-

fession and native land, settled in the half

Protestant village of Osse, near Bedous,

where he divides his time between cultivat-

ing a little " propriete," fishing, and paint-

ing the lovely scenery by which he is sur-

rounded. The singular isolated French

Protestant community of Osse consists of

about thirty families, who have preserved

their faith for ages in the midst of their

Roman Catholic neighbours. The two
churches are equally ancient, and there is

no rivalry nor enmity on the part of the

majority towards the small Protestant

minority ; on the contrary, intermarriages

are not uncommon nor objected to by the

priests, showing how curiously tradition

and habit will induce tolerance, as well as

the contrary. Some years ago we spent a

morning in tl>e village of Osse, lionised by
the pasteur, but as it lies somewhat off the

main road, and we were anxious to push on
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to Urdos, we were unable on this occasion

to visit it, or to see the very ancient and
curious Roman church at Accous, "Aspa
Luca." Here the Pyrenean Burns, Des-
pourrius, was born, and an obelisk is

erected to his memory.
Briskly our Bedous horses trotted up

the valley, obedient to the howls and
shrieks of the energetic " cocher," who
never for one minute subsided into silence.

Indifferent to his somewhat paralytic wliip,

the steeds were attentive to his voice,

which, when for a moment not required to

exhort them, went off into a wild kind of

chant, and again, without a moment's
pause, relapsed into yells of encourage-

ment.

As we left the Bassin de Bedous, we
passed from one magnificent defile to an-

other, and threaded the narrow streets of

Aigun and Etsaut—streets so narrow that

to pass another vehicle would have been
absolutely impossible. The story occurred

to our minds in which such a perplexing-

case is suggested to that most charming
of elderly heroines, the " my lady" of

Mrs. Gaskell, who, after much considera-

tion, thus solved the problem :
" The

youngest creation must back." For-
tunately, it was not necessary for us to re-

sort to this aristocratic but inconvenient
process, nothing of nobler creation than
mules appearing to impede our progress.

The roadside walls were hung with lamb-
skins in process of drying, ready for making

!
into gloves. We now approached the last

defile, leading to the foot of the fort of

Urdos, or Portalet, which commands and
bars the entrance to the valley, by the

magnificent road made by the great N"apo-

leon, to facilitate the conveyance of timber
for ship-building from the neighbouring
forests. The fort of Portalet, though in its

way unique, reminds one of Gibraltar and
Ehrenbreitstein. It is hewn in the natural

rock, within the shoulder of an almost per-

pendicular hill, the fagades only and the

domed roofs to the innumerable long pas-

sages being formed of masonry, which is

battlemented and flanked by bartezan tur-

rets. Loopholes and embrasures for cannon
are pierced in the face of the fortress. But
the exterior gives the spectator no idea of
the extent and number of the galleries,

stairs, and batteries excavated in its in-

terior. They remind one more of the in-

tricate construction of the architect bee, or

some such ingenious insect, than of any-
thing else. More than ten years were oc-

cupi-ed in forming this gigantic outpost of

France, which is capable of holding three

thousand men. A zigzag road conducts,

by a succession of stages, to the fort, which
is at a height of five hundred feet, over-

looking a precipice, which is connected, by
a drawbridge spanning the abyss, with
the rock on which the fort stands. The
destruction of this bridge would, of course,

be an easy matter to the garrison, should
it be wished to interrupt communication
between France and Spain. Only one
company of soldiers is stationed at Urdos,
and this is changed every six months.
Though the main part of the regiment

was quartered at Pau, remarkably little in-

tercourse appeared to be kept up with these

exiles in the solitary fort. The ofiicers, we
presume, receive newspapers and letters,

but the men were in utter ignorance of

recent news, not even having heard of the

late successes of the English army in

Abyssinia. They took a lively interest in

Pau news, especially in hearing what
music their band, of which they are justly

proud, had been playing lately. It has
been quite a pleasure to us since our trip

to Urdos to forward to these poor billiard-

less, paperless Frenchmen our local Pyre-

nean journal. That they appreciate such
resources is evident from the extensive use
made of a library provided for the garrison

by the kindness of the sous-prefet, and for

which the monthly subscription amounts
to one sou per member. A private soldier

who accompanied us in our inspection of

the fort was deep in Mrs. Gaskell's novel,

Nord et Sud. We were amused at meet-
ing our old friend in French disguise in

this out-of-the-way corner of the woi-ld.

The reader informed us he found it the more
interesting because of the recent agitation

in France on the subject of strikes.

This airy bracing place must be the

best possible change for the soldiers who
have suffered from the bad fever, which
has of late infested the unhealthy barracks
at Pau. It was touching to hear with
what gratitude and feeling the men spoke
of the devotion and death of a sister of

charity at Pau, who had especially taken
under her charge sick soldiers, from whom
she eventually caught her fatal illness.

Soeur Felicite was a lady by birth, but de-

voted herself and her fortune to the allevia-

tion of those who, like her own dearly loved

brother, were in the serviceof their country.
" She nursed me through the fever, and

saved my life," said one man to me ;
" and

ungrateful it seemed for me to be here,

breathing this fine air and to be growing

^
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stronger every day, while she was dying
of infection and bad air. I was not even
present at her funeral, the saint ! Ah !

but she understands all that now, without
doubt!"

Such talk whiled away the time as I sat

in the concierge's quarters, while the rest

of the party inspected the fort more fully

than I was able to do, not feeling inclined

to go down by subterranean passages to

the bed of the Gave, only to remount before

descending the zigzag road to meet our
carriage. I amused myself by watching
the chivalrous attentions paid by the
soldiers to the concierge's niece, the only

specimen of the fair sex inhabiting this

desolate stronghold. Much inclined, ap-

parently, to give herself airs, the Queen of

Urdos must infallibly be spoilt for any
other sphere in which her subjects may be
fewer, and their devotion more divided.

We reluctantly took leave of Urdos in

all its rugged beauty, and descended to the

road, where the carriage was awaiting its

on its return from the village of Urdos,
about a mile distant, where the horses, and
doubtless the melodious Jehu also, had
been refreshed.

The Marquis de Cherizet's bear cub was
caught on a mountain near Urdos. We
have heard lately that the poor little fellow

has been presented to the Jardin des

Plantes at Paris, having proved sulky and
intractable at Pau. In the month of June
we saw a magnificent bear-skin offered for

sale in one of the Pyrenean villages, which
turned out to be that of the father of this

cub, killed close to Urdos, as he, poor beast,

was prowling about, regardless of his own
safety, in search of his wounded wife with
her little one.

We returned at a great pace to Bedous,
where we again picked up our own horses.

We had, in the morning, overtaken Spa-
niards leading, driving, or riding home
their newly bought mules ; and we now
met strings of the handsome sleek skittish

brutes going to Spain with their bizarre and
dirty-looking owners. Pretty as the groups
were, the eye almost wearied of the endless

and confused procession of frisky beasts,

especially as they seriously retarded our re-

turn by their pranks and mcanderings ; ac-

quaintance with their new masters being so

recent as to make numbers of them, loose as

they were, more than half inclined to turn

round, and follow our carriage back to

Oloron. We retui'ned late to a solitary

dinner, and were glad to go to bed after

our. long day in the mountains.

Before leaving the following day, the
third of the fair and the principal day for

pleasure purposes, we took a stroll in the
Place of the Basse Ville, among the booths,
gambhng - tables, menageries, &c., which
were thronged by peasants and townsfolk.
I gambled at the china and glass rotatory
table, and won once out of three times, but
instead of gaining the imposing candlestick
which had been offered to bribe me, I was
put off with a lop-sided salt-cellar. This I

presented to a juvenile bystander, who
seemed quite overwhelmed with the magni-
tude of the gift.

We recognised some old Cauterets faces

in the crowd, among others that of a fur

dealer who for three weeks persisted in try-

ing to cheat us into buying black fox- skins

with artificial brushes. Here we were for-

tunate in finding and buying a fine speci-

men with a good brush, and its own

!

We bought two trifling photographs of

Oloron, but could get none of beautiful

Urdos, which would be so good a subject

for photography. That Oloron and Urdos,
which are within such easy reach of Pau,
should be but little known by our erratic

country people, is singular. That it is so,

is proved by the fact that at none of the
numerous photograph shops at Pau could

I get a single view, taken in or near the

Val d'Aspe, An Oloron tradesman, who
combines a little photographing with his

many other vocations, and who migrates in

the summer to Cauterets, promised to take
for me some views of the valley and fort.

For the nonce 1 was obliged to content my-
self with buying some trifling fairings as

souvenirs of a previous pleasant visit to

Oloron. Certainly, it was necessary to get

up a little romance to enhance the value of

these bagatelles, for the intrinsic worth of

the wicker fish (whose interior is intended,

I cannot say calculated, to contain knitting-

needles, to be inserted at the nostrils) and
of the grim specimen of jewellery I chose,

scarcely recommends them as the vrais

bijoux, the loquacious vender represented

them to be

!

PLOGARRIAN.
IX SEVEN CHAPTERS. CHAPTER VI.

With the exception, perhaps, of tl;e

coast of !Xorway, there is not so wild, so

dreary, so savage a seaboard in Europe as

that of the coast of Brittany. Generally

the ocean seems to put off some at least of

the terrors of its grandeur, its might, and
its loneliness when it comes to meet the

''^
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land. On the iron-bound shores of Finis-

terre and the Cotes du Nord it is not so.

There it seems, as if the ocean had im-

pressed all its character on the land, in-

stead of receiving any modification from it.

And the parish of Tregastel, to which
Delaroche had been sent, is situated on

the wildest part of this wild coast. The
population, among whom he was sum-

moned to labour, seemed to bear, in every

part of their character, the same impress as

that which marked the inanimate world

around them. They are a sombre people,

as the sky above them is sombre. They
are marked by that species of wild me-

lancholy, which seems to be the charac-

teristic of the lonely promontories and sea-

worn bays they inhabit. Though a moral

race, as regards many of the matters with

which the immorality of other peoples is

concerned, they are not, or were not, an

easy people for their spiritual pastors to

deal with. The nature of the coast is one

terribly fatal to ships, and the Bretons of

the coast are, or were, inveterate wreckers.

And the practice very naturally leads, as it

is easy to understand, to lawlessness of all

sorts, and often to crimes of the darkest

character. Then, again, strange as it may
seem to the reader of the present age in

England, at the date of the events here

narrated—in the early part of the present

century, that is to say—Christianity had

by no means altogether yet succeeded in

substituting itself for the old Druidical

paganism ! And this, also, it may readily

be believed, did not tend to facilitate the

task of a Christian priest.

Nevertheless, the Bretons are a very re-

ligious people. They are not like the in-

habitants of some more smiling lands, dis-

posed to live in, and for, the visible, to the

neglect of the invisible. The sombre and

severe scenery around them, which has

fashioned their characters in its own simili-

tude, has made it impossible that this

should .be the case. For the inhabitant of

the Breton coast there are voices in every

wailing wind that sweeps his rocky shore

;

there are the outlines of forms in the mists

that so frequently environ him; there are

tokens in the drifting clouds ; and warn-

ings of sinister import in the dull roar of

the waves, which are for ever scooping the

echoing caverns, or carving the rocks

into fantastic shapes and grim likenesses.

Whether Pagan or Christian, the mind of

the Breton is saturated with superstitions,

and they are all of a gloomy kind.

It so happened, as if to make the initia-

tion of the young cure into his new duties

on this wild coast, and amid these wild
people, yet more dreary and weird in all its

accompaniments than it might otherwise

have been, that he arrived in his parish in

the winter. He arrived in the winter, and
it is difficult to make a reader, who has
never visited that coast, realise the exceed-

ing desolation of the spot that was assigned

to him as a habitation, even in summer.
Far protruding into the sea stretches a

long, narrow promontory, which gives more
or less of shelter to a small, scattered village

of fishermen's huts, situated on the shore

at the promontory's base. But the land, as

is very frequently the case, rises rapidly

frcma this base, and rises even more and
more till the furthermost point of the pro-

montory is reached. The village is the vil-

lage of Tregastel; but the church, which
so poor a collection of dwellings could

hardly claim to have in its immediate
vicinity, rather than at any other spot in

the wide-spread parish, is built—in accord-

ance with the long, lingering feeling, which
once prompted men to worship on high
places—on the high ground at the end of

the promo7itory. And, as according to old,

and, probably, still orthodox ideas, the

priest's daily business lay more with the

church than v/ith the congregation, the

habitation provided for him stood away
from all the other dwellings of the little

village, by the side of the chui-ch.

It was a very humble little dwelling,

sturdily built and strong, however, with

very thick walls ; for stone, if nothing else,

is abundant in Tregastel. And it was roofed

with huge slabs of the same material, the ex-

treme massiveness of which had served to

save the labour of splitting them, and still

served to secure the little homestead from

being unroofed by the terrible blasts that

often sweep all that coast, and especially

the exposed headlands of it. Some little

shelter was obtained in one direction from
a huge, naked rock, wliich formed the cul-

minating point of the promontory, and lay

there, on the highest point of another naked
block of granite, which thrust out its bald

head above the thin soil. The shelter thus

obtained might have seemed to a man of

nervous tempei'ament less desirable than

unmitigated exposure to the wind. For
the huge mass, weighing many hundred
tons, Avas a rocking stone, of which there

are several among the colossal masses which

have been tossed in weird confusion upon
this coast, as if they were the monstrous

fragments of an anttdiluvian world; and
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in certain gales, when the hnrricane was
strong enough, and chanced to blow with
all its force exactly on the right spot, the
huge, dumb monster, with the weight of
ages on its head, might be seen to nod
visibly. But it had continued to nod for

more hundreds of years than man's records

could tell, and had never fallen yet ; so

that the little parsonage had every right

to consider the rocking stone among the

friendly forces of nature rather than among
those with which it and its inhabitants had
to contend.

And these were many in that wild winter
time. The parish was, though small in the

number of souls which made up its popu-
lation, yet large in its terHtorial extent.

And the summons that calls the priest to

the bedside of a perhaps dying parishioner

is one that brooks not either neglect or de-

lay. For may not the eternal weal or woe
of a human soul be hanging in the balance ?

To do them justice, very few soldiers of
Rome's black army are ever slack to obey
those calls to arms. And assuredly the

Reverend Jean Delaroche was not likely to

be one of these, let the call come when and
where it might.

It was about mid-winter, when he had
been in his cure only two or three months,
that a summons of this kind reached him
under circumstances that might have made
many a man not so alert to obey it as he
might otherwise have been.

The day had been rainy, but without
wind. But as the sun went down, a wind
began to blow from the north-west, which
soon sent the great billows tumbling in

upon the coast, in masses that broke upon
the distant rocks with a dull sound like

the report of cannon. It is the north-

west wind that blows, when Ocean is in

the mind to throw a prize or two upon the

coast for the benefit of his Breton children
;

and, doubtless, on many a headland there

were eyes looking out into the storm, that

night, to watch for any such blessing that

Heaven might please to send. Well, if

there were no contrivances in action ; such,

for example, as a cow, witli her head tied

down to her knee, and a lantern fixed to

her horn, so that, when she should be driven

along the shore, the movement of the light

might resemble that of a ship's lantern fixed

to a mast, and induce unliappy mariners

to imagine that a vessel was tliere safely

ploughing the waves, and that the deadly

shore must yet be far off, and so might
entice them to their destruction on tlic

rocky coast. Well, if no such aids to the

beneficent purposes of Heaven were re-

sorted to !

It was about an hour before midniglit,

that Delaroche was awakened by a knock-
ing against the window-pane of the room
in which he slept, and voices outside the
window.
On rising from his sleep, and going to

the window, he was accosted by a young
man, who asked if he were Monsieur le

Cure, "because," continued the voice, "if
so, your reverence must come, if you please,

to le Pere Morvenec, who is dying."
" Le Pere Morvenec ! Where does he

live ?" asked the cure, to whom the name
was unknown, and who had not yet been
long enough in his parish to have made
acquaintance with such of his more distant

parishioners as wei-e not church-goers.
" At Tresneven, on the other side of the

bay," replied the first speaker.
" At Tresneven !" exclaimed Delaroche

;

" why it is three hours' jourr.ey at the

least ! How am I to get there at this time
of night ? I will dress myself directly.

Come round to the door that I may let you
in out of the storm."

Hurrying to the door the cure admitted
two men, evidently fishermen—him who
had spoken, and an older man, apparently

under the authority of the younger.
" How am I to make such a journey as

that ?" said the cure, again shutting the

door, not without an effort of strength

against the driving wind and rain.

''We must cross the bay," said the

yoiTng fisherman. " Tresiieven is a good
three hours or more from here to go round
by land ; but we may cross the bay in half

an hour, if we have luck."
" Did you come that way ?"

" Yes ; our boat is under the lee of the

rock yonder beneath the moving stone."
" It is not a nice night for the job, is

it ?" said the cure, who was all the time

dressing himself as hastily as he could.
" No, your reverence ; it is not a pretty

night to cross to Tresneven in ; nor a
pretty night to die in. And Ic Pere
Morvenec won't last till morning."

" Now, I am ready !" said the cure,

finishing his toilet by throwing a large

black serge cloak around him ;
" I must

call my servant to shut the door behind us,

if she can manage to do it."

It took some minutes to wake the old

woman, who was the cure's sole domestic

and fellow-inhabitant of his lonely parson-

age, and make her understand the errand
on which he was bound.
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" Le Pere Morveuec !" grumbled the old

woman. " Oli, his time is come, is it ? So
that's what all the hubbub is about, then ?

It is a tough job your reverence will have
of it, I can tell ye."

Delaroche supposed that the "hubbub"
alluded to the waking up of himself and
his old servant; and that the "tough job"

was the crossing of the bay in the stormy
night. Had he been a resident of longer

standing on the Breton coast he might
have understood that the " hubbub" alluded

to was the storm, which the old Breton
woman imagined to be caused by the pass-

ing of a soul, which if all tales were true,

was called away to a specially heavy
reckoning ; and that the "tough job" was
the struggle that he (the cure) was to

engage in with the Evil One.
" Good-night, Mere Corveu," he said,

turning from the door, and crossing him-
self with a short muttered prayer as he

proceeded to follow his conductors to their

boat.

"Are you the son of Monsieur Mor-
venec?" he asked of the younger man,
who had hitherto been the sole speaker.

" No, your reverence. Le Pere Mor-
venec has no son, or I should not be here

to-night on such an errand as this. It is not

a pleasant one, ma foi. But it was a job
that a Christian man could not refuse."

" It is a nasty night to be out, certainly."
" Oh pour ca ! It isn't that I mind a

cupful of rain. I have crossed the bay in

worse weather than this. But I had
rather have one of your reverence's cloth

with me in the boat to-night, than any two
of the best seamen in Brest. Allez !"

" Yoix think that God's servant brings a

blessing with him, my friend?" said the

cure.

"No doubt, your reverence," returned

the young fisherman, reverently lifting his

broad-brimmed round-crowned hat, while

the wind blew across his face the long and
abundant hair that fell upon his shoulders—"no doubt, your reverence! But to-

night there are evil things about, that you
can better battle with than we poor lay-

men. I saw the Tregastel stone nod three

times to the menhir* on Arvan Head as I

* The tall, upright stones found in many parts of
Brittany are so called. They were objects of Druidical
worship ; and the superstitious reverence, still paid to

them by the people, is one of the still lingering remnants
of the old religion. The clergy m many cases, finding

it impossible to prevent the people from paying rever-

ence to these stones, have placed crosses on the top of
them, in order, as it were, to filch for the profit of a
more holy faith, the worship intended for a very diffe-

rent divinity.

came up from the boat. And the voices of
the spirits were calling, and shrieking, and
wailing, and laughing in the caves of
Guirec, as we passed Guirec rocks, enough
to make the sweat run off you, saving your
reverence's presence. They were calling

to the poor soul of old Pere Morvenec.
But, please God, your reverence will baulk
'em yet if we can get to him in time ; but
he won't last till morning, that's very sure !

I never heard the voices in Guirec caves
howling that way that it did not betoken
death near

!"

They were in the boat by this time, and
Delaroche inquired of his conductors if he
could be of any use in lending a hand.
The young man asked him if he could hold
hard the rope attached to the corner of the

sail, after it had been passed round a be-

laying-pin. It would add very much to

their safety, he said, if that could be so

held, ready to be let go at a word, in-

stead of being fastened to the side of the

boat.

And thus they went dashing on through
the black waves. Nothing but practised

skill and perfect knowledge of the locality,

joined to unhesitating intrepidity, could

have navigated the boat safely in such a

sea, and amid the rocks of such a coast.

From the bottom of the bay came out a
long point of dangerous low-lying rocks,

partially dividing the bay into two portions.

These were the dreaded Guirec rocks. And
there, as the boat passed them, not without
difficulty, the "voices" in the caveshollowed
out of them were heard rising above the

roar of the wind, and amid the ceaseless

exertion and activity required for the navi-

gation of the boat, both the fishermen con-

trived to kneel for a minute, while they

crossed themselves, and muttered a hasty

prayer.

The boat reached Tresneven in safety in

less than an hour after they had left Tre-

gastel Point, and the cure was conducted
forthwith to a house, which was evidently

by far the best in the place, and at once
taken by a middle-aged woman, whom the

young man addressed as Madame Morvenec,
and who asked the cure ifhe would refresh

himself with a mouthful of brandy before

going to his duty, to the bedside of his

dying parishioner.

Delaroche needed not the voices in the

caves of Guirec, nor the mystic nodding of

the Tregastel stone to its old neighbour the

menhir upon Arvan Head, to convince him
that the man before him was really dying.

He was verv much older than the wife with
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whom Delaroche had just spoken, and it

was plain that his hour had come. Very
plain, too, shortly it became that le Pere

Morvenec's soul was fully as ill at ease as his

body, and that his shrift would not be a

short or a light one.

Of what passed between the dying man
and his confessor nothing would of course

have ever been known, had it not been that

the first thing which the latter enjoined on
his penitent for his soul's weal, when he

had heard his confession, was that an open
avowal should be made to the same efi"ect,

made indeed to him the priest, but made not
" in confession." To recount the story, there-

fore, accurately, in the exact order in which
the facts became known to those who pre-

served the memory of them in the record

from which this narrative is takeu, it should

be said, that the confession was made ; and
that the priest then, not without consider-

able difficulty, induced his penitent—who,
despite the ominous voices did not die that

night, nor till late the following night—to

request him, the cur6, to put down in

writing the substance of what he had con-

fessed, as regarded one special transaction,

which written document he signed in the

presence of his wife, and of the young
man who had brought the priest across

the bay.

Having explained this, however, the sub-

stance of Pere Morvenec's confession may
be told, just as if it had been overheard by
the writer.

There was one matter only respecting

which the old man's conscience was troubled.

He admitted, in reply to the priest's ques-

tioning, that he had no doubt been guilty

of many a small matter, not quite accord-
ing to either law or gospel, in the course of

many and many a winter night's work on
the coast, when the wind was inshore and
the harvest of the coast was to be had for

the gathering. But the cure failed to

enable him to see or feel, that there was any
need of great repentance for doing in such
matters what everybody else did. Besides,

all such matters had been confessed as they
had occuiTed in regular course, and he had
never known a Breton priest who thought
much harm of them. But there was one
thing that did lie heavy on his heart, and
w]iich, till the present moment, he had never
confessed, though it had happened from
twenty to five-and-twenty years ago.

He had been tempted by a man, a gentle-

man, a seigneur, one whom he had known
very well, and in whose company he had
often been engaged in some of those not

exactly legal matters of which his reverence

seemed to make so much. He was a gentle-

man, though, for all that, and noble into the

bargain, and the possessor of a fine estate

—the possessor of a fine estate by means
of the assistance and the crime of him,

Daniel Morveuec !

This was what had happened, and what
he had done. The man who had tempted
him— the seigneur— had had an elder

brother, who had died, leaving one child, a
boy, who, of course, if he had lived, ought
to have inherited the estate. But Monsieur
Gregoire had come to liim, and had pro-

posed that the infant, a child between one

and two years of age, should be delivered

to him, and that he, Morvenec (and at this

point of his confession the old man wiped
the big drops of perspiration from his

brow), should take care that the boy was
never heard of more. " But I have no
blood— not that boy's blood— upon my
soul ! I am not his murderer ! though the

look of him has haunted me from that day
to this. Why does he come looking at me
out of the dark, on nights like this ? I did

not kill him. If he died, it was by God's
hand—by the waves of the sea ; and it is

God's hand that makes them swell and
flow—God's hand, your re\erence, is it

not ?"

" And your part in the deed ? What was
that ? What did you do with the child ?"

asked the priest.

" I received him from the hands of a

woman in a back street in Rennes, whither

I had gone for that purpose, and I brought
him hither, and I carried him down to

Guirec, and hid him in the caves till night-

fall ; and then I took him in a boat out to

the rock called the Chien, and I left him
there. I did not raise my hand against

him," whined the old man again, in depre-

cation of the horror which he thought that

his confession had caused in the priest, for

the latter had started from the chair, in

which he had been sitting by the bedside,

at the mention of the Chieu rock, and was
pacing up and down the little chamber
with disordered steps-

" I did not raise a finger against the

cliild. I did not hurt him, Monsieur le

Cure," whimpered the wretched old man
again.

" Daniel Morvenec !" said the priest,

solemnly mastering his agitation, and re-

turning to his scat by the .side of the bed—" Daniel Morvenec, is the Chien rock

covered at high water?"
" In rough weather and at high tides it

P
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is covered, Monsieur le Cure," said the

shivering sinner.
" And was it such weather, or such a

state of the tide, on the night when you
carried the child thither, and left him on

the rock ?" asked the priest again.
" The night was such another night as

this ! May God be merciful to my soul !"

groaned the dying man.
" The rock, then, would of a surety be

covered and swept by the waves ?" again

demanded the priest.

"Not for three hours after I left the

child there—not for three hours at least,"

urged the old man, eagerly. "You see.

Monsieur le Cure, it was not I who took

the life of the child ; it was the hand of

God!"
The priest heaved a deep sigh, and re-

mained silent a few minutes ; while the

dying man lay trembling all over, and his

teeth audibly striking each other, while the

roar of the wind, and the beating of the

sea on the rocks close at hand, made a

wailing and dismal music, which seemed to

the passing sinner like accusing voices from

oat of the long past, and to the priest like

dim, returning memories of a consciousness

long since overlaid by the events of later

years.
" Are you able to tell the year and the

day of the year on which you left the child

on the Chien rock?" the latter said at

length.
" The day is too well fixed in my heart

for me ever to forget it. Monsieur le Cure,"
the old man replied. " It was on the 9th

of September, now a day or two more than
twenty-three years and five months ago."
Again there was a pause of silence in the

chamber. The priest stepped across the

floor of the little room to a prie-dieu under-

neath a crucifix on the opposite wall, no
uncommon article of furniture in the bed-

room of a Breton peasant, and there, with
clasped hands and bowed head, he remained
in earnest prayer—or thanksgiving, per-

haps—for some minutes. He, too, had
that same date well fixed in his mind. For
good Captain Morel, before leaving him at

Rouen, had thought it right then to let him
know all that he, the captain, knew about
the manner in which he had fallen into his

hands. He gave him a carefully drawn
statement, which had been prepared at the

time, setting forth how, on the 9th of

September, in that same year to which
Morvenec referred, the Belle Louise, out-

ward bound, had been driven out of her

course ; and hovt'' his boat's crew, having

been sent on shore, on the coast of the

Cotes du Nord, for fresh vegetables, had,

in pulling off, by God's mercy seen a child

upon the rock of the Chien, where, in an

another hour the sea would be raging, and
had brought ofi" the child to his ship. At
length, rising from his knees, the priest

turned and stood at the foot of the sick

man's bed, and said slowly and with solemn

voice

:

" Daniel Morvenec, God has been very

merciful to you. It is vain to strive to

deceive your own heart, still worse, to seek

to deceive Him by the pretence that your

hand was not lifted against the child. In

thought and intention you were a mur-
derer !"

Morvenec groaned heavily, and visibly

trembled from head to foot as he lay in the

bed.

"But God, in His infinite mercy," con-

tinued the priest, " has saved you from the

consummation of the crime you purposed.

If you are truly repentant of the intention

to do that wicked deed, God grants that

you may die without the weight of murder
on your soul. For the child, whom yon
left to the mercy of the waves on the Chien

rock, still lives. He still lives to forgive

you in his own person for the deed, as fully

as I, if you truly repent and make such

restitution as is yet in your power, pro-

nounce to you the forgiveness of God."
It is needless to describe the difficulty

the cure had, in bringing the mind of the

dying man to comprehend and believe the

statement of the circumstances as they had
really occurred, and still more so to follow

the good priest through his efforts to make
liis penitent understand the meaning and
the spiritual value of restitution, and to

show him that the restitution which it was
still in his power to make, consisted of such

a full and duly attested confession (not

made under the seal of the sacrament of

the confessional) as would avail to cause

tardy right and justice to be done.

It is sufficient for the purpose of this

narrative to state that such a witnessed

confession was made and signed, and that

Daniel Morvenec died in the course of the

following night.
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THE ROSE AND THE KEY.

CHAPTER XLII. THE SKY CLEARINa.

Lady Vernon passed from the great

drawing-room, smiling ; but as she tra-

versed the two rooms that lie between it

and the hall, the light rapidly faded from
her features, and her face grew dark. Across
the hall she went, and entered first one lonely

room, then another, until she found herself,

at last, in the shield-room.

In deep abstraction, she walked slowly

about this room, gazing, one after the other,

at the armorial bearings, with their quar-

terings, "gules" and "or," of the Rose and
the Key. Looking on her face, you would
have thought that she was reading malig-

nant oracles on the wall. She did not see

these tilings. The eyes of her spirit were
opened, and she saw, in the abstraction of

horror, far beyond them, the pictures of a
tragedy.

Then she stood still at the window, look-

ing out upon a cloistered square, hedged
round with yew. Dark yew-trees, trimmed
into odd .shapes, stand in files along the

sward, and many arches are cut in the

quadrangle of yew hedge that forms tlie

inner and narrower square, and white

statues gleam faintly in the shadow.
Neither did she see this funereal cloister,

ri.sing as it recedes, and backed by the

solemn foliage of masses of Roydon timber.

She sighed heavily again and again at

long intervals. She was restless, and looked

round the room, and then left it, going

through a corridor, and passing up a nar-

rower staircase, to her own room.

It was her custom to read in her morning-

room every day, for only five minutes, oi-

fifteen, or S):;- times for nearly an hour,

between one aud two.

Latimer, her daj.'k, silent, active maid, by
no means young, was in attendance, as was
her wont, in the dressing-room, from which
opens Lady Vernon's smaller morning
room.

Into this the lady passed ; Latimer, stiff

and angular, followir^g her to the door,

with soft tread, and there awaiting orders.
" Are you quite well, please, my lady ?"

she asked, with the privilege of an old

servant, looking a little hard at her mis-

tress.

" Quite, thanks—that is, very well—yes,

I'm very well. I think, Latimer, I shan't [I

want you," she said, seating hei'self at the
f

table, and placing her hands on the large,

noted Bible that lies there, and sighing

again heavily.

She opened it, she turned over the leaves

slowly ; they lay open at the Gosp'.I of St.

John.

Latimer, with a tread soft as a cat's, •

withdrew.
f.

"Have I lost the power to collect ray
j

ideas ?" said Lady Vernon. " I'm excited, i

If my heart did not bear, quite so fast! <

Ah, yes, I know how that must end."

She got up and walked restlessly to the i

rows of prettily bound books, aud stood as
|

if reading their backs for a time, and passed .

on in abstraction. The first thing that :

recalled her was the sight of her face in ,

the porcelain-framed mirror.
j

" Yes, I do look a little ill," she said, as ,'

she saw the hectic fire in her cheeks. " My j

God ! that such a thing should have be-
J

fallen!" she almost cried suddenly, lifting
'

her hand to her temple. " I have lest him
—I have lost him— I have lost him ! What
has gone right with me? Oh, God! wh}'- I

am I pursued and tortured ?"
i.

She began to tremble like n- person '

T)icrccd with cold, and this trembling be- .j

128
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came moi^e violent. Ifc was a continiied

shudder. After a time it subsided. She

felt faint and ill. But her agitation had,

ia a measure, quieted.

She knelt, but she could not " lift up her

heart," or fix her mind.

She sat down again, and looked on the

open Bible. Her eje rested on the text

:

" Ye shall seek me, and .shall not find

me: and where I am, thither ye cannot

come.*'

It glared on her from the pnge, like the

sudden reality of her smouldering despair.

" Yes, God has hidden his face for ever

from me. I seek him, and cannot find him,

and where he is, thither I cannot come,"

she muttered, with clasped hands, and eyes

raised. She sat for a time silently in a dull

misery.

An idea had taken possession of her. It

did not make her love Maud better. It

was that she had heard, or guessed at, the

suspicions which were conveyed in the

rumour that officious Mr. Tintern had
mentioned— the rumour that she, Lady
Vernon, liked Captain Vivian—and this

demonstration of Maud's, she thought,

whether she cared or not about him, was
meant to take him away from her. She
would not yet be quite sure that Maud liked

him. She had watched that closely. What
insane malice that girl must have !

But a woman of her strong will, pride,

and ability, could not be very long inca-

pacitated, and in a little time she had re-

solved upon several things.

She shut the big Bible, that still lay open,

with an angry clap.

" I have asked for help, and it has been

denied me," she said, sourly and fiercely to

herself, with an odd mixture of faith and
profanation. " I shall sec what I can do

without it."

The first thing she resolved was to send

instantly for Mr. Dawe. Once she decided

upon a measure, she did not waste time

over its execution.

She glanced at her image in the glass.

She was looking a little more like herself.

She felt better. Her confidence was re-

turning.

Not a human being should trace in her

features, manner, conversation, the least

evidence of her suiforings and her resolu-

tion. She would meet them more easily

and cheerfully than ever.

She paused at the door, till she had de-

cided what would be the most rapid and
potent mode of invoking Mr. D.iwe. She

stood in deep thought lor a minute, with

stem lips and brows knit, and her dark
eves wandering—the image of a beautiful

Thracian witch.

This point at last determined, she opened
the door quickly, and Mr. Dawe himself

stood before her in the lobby. Mr. Dawe,
in his black-caped coat, shiny leather leg-

gings, and black wig, his low-crowned hat

in his left hand. His right arm was ex-

tended, for he was on the point of knocking,

if he had not been arrested by the unex-

pected opening of the door.

The figure stood with arm extended and
knuckle bent, and its dark furrowed fea-

tures lighted by the fixed eyeballs that

were staring at her.

Very unusually for him, he was first to

speak.
" Latimer said you were here. I was

going to knock. You are pretty well ?"

" Very well, thanks ; I'm so glad to sec

you. You remember this room ?"

He followed her in, and shut the door.
" Perfectly," he answered, rolling his

eyes round the room.
" Sit down. The gong will soon sound

for luncheon. Let us talk a little first, and
tell me—it seems an inhospitable way of

putting it, but it is so difficult to move you

in the direction of Roydon— what has

brought you here ? Nothing that is not

pleasant, I hope ?"

She looked in his face.
' Something— I am not at liberty to tell

what—that may affect Captain Vivian very

seriously."
" Nothing in his profession ?" said the

lady, in alarm.
" Nothing," says Mr. Dawe.
" Surely you can tell me what it is ?"

she VTrged.

" Certainly I cannot," he answered.
" Is it money?"
"I shall answer nothing at present.

You ask in vain."
" Surely you will say yes or no to that ?"

" To nothing. No. If that guess were

not right you would go on to another, and

so mj^ refusing at last to answer would
imply that you were right."

" Well, I shall learn by-and-bye whether

you won't yield a little."

" You shall," he answered.
" You mean you won't. Tell me, then,

generally, what you are going to do," said

the lady.
" To remain here two or three days with

Captain Vivian," he answered.

"No," she said. "You have come to

take him away."

^ =5=
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"H'm!" replied Mr. Dawe; and his

prominent eyes stared in her dark ones.

'"How soon ?*'

" This afternoon," she answered, deci-

sively.

" That's nntoward," ho said, lowering
his hand, and looking down.

" Why untoward ?" she persisted.
" I can't tell yon yet."

"It maybe; if it be I'm sorry; but it

is inevitable. He must go this afternoon."

As she thus spoke, the old gentleman's

eyes fixed on her with a look of inquiry,

and were then lowered again; and he
nodded once or twice slightly, as if affir-

matively to some thought of his own.
" He can return—he shall return," she

said, softly, laying her pretty hand on the

old man's arm.
" In the mean time, you begin to feel

that you were precipitate ?" he said, dryly.
" No," she answered, passionately. " He

shall return in a few days. I will lose my
life rather than lose hin^. I will write, and
he shall come again."

" How soon ?"

"Ten days— a fortnight pei'haps; per-

haps in a week. But at present he must
go."

" So be it," he said. "I wanted to tell

you that they have extended his leave four

weeks."
" I thank Heaven," she said, gently and

fervently. "I thought they would. I

thought I knew how to accomplish that."
" I came to your door here to tell you.

It is near your luncheon hour. Yes ; eight

minutes to two. Vivian will be at luncheon.
I don't lunch, but I don't mind going in.

I must not let him slip through my fingers."

"You're not offended with me?" she
pleaded.

" Who ? I ? I never was offended in

my life," said the dark little gentleman, in

perfect good faith.

" It seems so unaccountable and un-
kind," she continued; " but I can't help it,

<ind I can't explain yet, any more than you
can ; at least you won't ask me."

" No, certainly," he interposed.
" And you have been very kind in this

matter," she added.
" Respecting Captain Vivian ?"

" Yes, very kind," she repeated.

"No, Jiot kind—savage. But I have
done what, all things well considered, I

thought wisest. That is all," he said, and
took the pinch of snuff he held in his

fingers.

" Well, I am grateful. I thank you from

my heart, and I am going to beg another
favour," she went on. " You will not tell

him that it is I who wish him to leave

Roydon at present, but give him some
other reason."

" I'll give him no reason," said Mr.
Dawe.

" Will you take it on yourself?"
" Certainly."
" You have not seen him since you

came ?" she asked.

"No."
" So much the better ; and you must

come as well as he : you promise ?"

" Yes, I must come, and the sooner the
better, for him at least."

"You will find them now at luncheon.
I'll follow you when I have put up my
books."

She did not care to enter thu room at

the same moment with Mr. Dawe, or that

people should suppose that they had been
conferring.

CHAPTER XLin. ANTOMARCHI.

Doctor Malkin was the only guest pre-

sent, except Mr. Dawe, for, by this time,

we have come to regard Captain Vivian
almost as one of the family.

Maud, looking quite lovely, but profess-

ing to be very much fatigaed by her exer-

tions at the Wymering ball, was chatting

gaily with Miss Max and Captain Vivian as

Lady Vernon came in.

That handsome lady was the only one of

the party whom fatigue, to judge by her
looks, had touched. Quite at her ease she

seemed, and joined very gaily in the general

talk.

Doctor Malkin at first was too busy to

contribute much to the conversation, but
he soon became less absorbed.

" I saw you. Doctor Malkin, at the ball

last night," said Maud ;
" but I don't think

you danced ?"

"No, certainly," said Doctor Malkin.
" Well, I think you wei'e right," put in

Miss Max, who did not like him. " Would
not a dance of doctors be rather like a
dance of death ?"

" Awfully grisly," acquiesced the doctor,

with a laugh. " No, I don't go to frighten

the people ; I attend merely as a spectator,

to evidence my loyalty. You know, it is a
very loyal celebration ; and, besides, one
meets one's friends ; and then there is

supper ; and, after all, a nobody who doesn't

dance may slip away whenever he pleases,

and no one misses him."
" Yes, except his friends," said Miss

=^
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Yernon ;
" and I'm so glad you mentioued

them, beca-use I wanted so mucli to ask

you about one in particular, whose appear-

ance I thought very striking. You told me
you remarked him also, Captain Vi\nan ?"

" I know, yes ; the man with the dark

face, and very odd eyes, and black beard,

cut as square as a book," said the fair-

haired captain. " If he had not been so

very odd-looking, I should have thought

him almost handsome."
"I thought him quite handsome," said

Iilaud ; "he had such a strange, energetic,

commanding countenance. I felt that I

could not quite decide whether he looked

like a great man, or only a great charlatan,

but still there was something so striking

about him, and so interesting, that it was

hard to take one's eyes off him while he

w^as in sight."
" I Avas trying to remember, last night

after we came home," said Maximilla Med-
wyn, " where I had met him before, for I

know I did meet him somewhere, and now
I recollect perfectly, it was at Lady Mar-

dykes', whose house is, I think, one of the

most charming and wonderful places in the

world. She has every one that is worth

seeing or knowing, I do believe, in the

habitable world, and she is such good com-

pany herself, and so clever, and I have been

trying to remember his name."
" Would you remember it if you heard

it?" asked the doctor, who had once or

twice essayed to put in a word, with a

smile.

"I'm certain I should—I think I should,"

answered Miss Max.
'• Was it Antomarchi ?"

" The very thing, said Miss ^[ax, much
relieved. " The same name, I think, as

the physician's at St. Helena—Napoleon's,

I mean. Then he is the very person I

remember meeting at Lady Mardykes'.

What is he ?"

" A physician ; a very accomplished one,

"

said Doctor Malkin. " He has written some
of the ablest papers extant in our medical
journals."

" Is he any relation of Napoleon's physi-

cian?" asked Miss Vernon.
"Veiy distant, if any," answered the

doctor.
" Have not we talked enough about

doctors?" said Lady Vernon, a little im-
patiently.

" Only one word more," pleaded Miss
Max. " I do assure you, Barbara, if you
had seen him you would have been j ust as

curious as I."

" I don't know a great deal about him,"
said Doctor Malkin, suddenly cooling upon
the subject, in Avhich, up to then, he had
appeared very well up.

" Where does he practise ?" asked Miss
Max.

" He tried London, where his writings

had made him a reputation, but it did not

do," Doctor Malkin answered, smiling a

little uncomfortably, as if some awkward
recollections were disturbing him, and the

obliquity of his dark, close-set eyes looked,

as whenever he was put out, a little more
marked and sinister. " I can't say he

practises anywhere as a physician. He is

consulted, and he writes. The profession

have a very high opinion of him. I don't

know him, that is, I can't say I am more
than a—a—^just a tolerated acquaintance

and an admirer."
" Where does he live ?" asked Miss Max.
" Oh—a—it is very stupid, but I really

totally forget the name of the place," said

Doctor Malkin.

"How far away ?" persisted Miss Med-
wyn.
"How far away? I am the worst

guesser o/ a distance in the world," says

the doctor, looking up to the cornice, as if

in search of an iuspii'ation.

"You must let me ask a question, Mi-.x,

if you think for the present we have talked

enough about this Mr.—whatever his name
is. I want to trouble Doctor Malkin with

an inquiry," said Lady Vernon, who seemed

to grow more and more uncomfortable

under the inscrutable stare of eccentric

Mr. Dawe's prominent brown eyes from the

other side of the table. He seemed sud-

denly to become conscious that he had been

treating the handsome face of that great

lady a little too like a picture, and he rolled

his eyeballs in another direction. Lady
Vernon continued, "And how did you find

poor old Grimston to-day?"
" She's a shade better, but you know she

is a very old woman. I suppose she was
here sixty years ago ?"

" I dare say ; more, perhaps." said Lady
Vernon. "You know poor Rebecca Grim-
ston ?" she asked Maximilla, who ac-

knowledged the acquaintance. " Well, poor

thing, she had a fainting fit, about ten

o'clock to-day. She had one about three

months ago, and recovered so slowly that

this alarmed me a good deal."
" Dear me ! I had not an idea. I must

have seemed so unfeeling, delaying you so

long about Doctor Antomaiclii. But I am
so "-lad to hear she is better."

^'
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Lady Vernon had ever so many ques-

tions still to put to Doctor Malkin, and
the doctor seemed to take a very special

interest in old Mrs. Grimston's case, and
grew more and more animated and confi-

dential.

Miss Max was now talking to Mr. Dawe,
and now and then a little to Mand, and to

Captain Vivian.
" I saw an old flame of yours at the ball

last night," said Miss Max. " I'm sure you
know who I mean."

" I don't," said Mr. Dawe, conclusively.
" You have had so many, I dare say.

But this one you will remember when I

tell you. It was Diana Kowley."
"Diana Rowley," repeated Mr. Dawe.

" Is Miss Rowley still living?"
" What a gallant question ! Do you

know she made precisely the same in-

quiry, in the same tone of wonder, when I

mentioned you. Lovers dissemble their

feelings so."
" She must have been eight or nine-and-

twenty then."
" When ?" interposed Miss Mas.
" In the year 'thirty-four ; June. Let me

see, she must be sixty-three or sixty-four

now ; this is the twenty-eighth of August."
" She was slight, very good figure, and

fine eyes," said Miss Max.
"Yes, she was comely," assented Mr.

Dawe, reflectively.

"You used to say she was a little too

thin," said Miss Max, " but she has im-

proved. She is the fattest woman in the

cf>unty now."
" Really!" exclaimed Mr. Dawe.
" Yes, and she has given up the only

thing you used to complain of—she has
given up riding to the hounds."

" H'm !" said Mr. Dawe.
" Well ; then she is still approachable,"

continued Miss Max, cheerily. " She might
have been married, I'm told, twice ; but—

I

don't know who she has been waiting for."

" She must have known very well that

Richard Dawe was not a marrying man.
Tut, tut, Maximilla

;
you were always fond

of quizzing people," said the old bachfjlor.

" You'd have done very well to marry
her, though," said Maximilla.

" I don't see any good it would have
done me."
"An infinity. She'd have given you a good

shaking," said Maximilla, as they got up.

Miss Medwyn and Maud went together

into the drawing-room, and then out among
the flowers. Mr. Dawe signed to Captain
Vivian, as he was leavings the luncheon-

room to follow the ladies, and he turned.

Mr. Dawe led him to a window, where they
had a quiet and earnest talk.

As Maud and Maximilla stood among
the flowers, doubtful whether they would
take a walk into the woods, or visit the

conservatory first, Miss Max, who was
looking in that direction, said suddenly :

" Oh, look there ! Who can that be ?"

Maud looked round, and saw a hired
carriage, with luggage on the top, driving-

down the avenue.
" It can't be Mr. Dawe, for he told me,

when he arrived, that he intended staying

two or three days, and that Captain
Vivian's leave was extended."

The ladies stood side by side looking

after the carriage, until it was lost to sight.
" I should not be a bit surprised," said

Miss Max, " if Barbara had ordered Cap-
tain Vivian to make a march to head-

quarters. Come in, and let us find out

what it is."

There was no one in the hall as they

passed. But in the drawing-room they
found Lady Vernon.
"Who has gone away, Barbara?" in-

quired Miss Max.
Lady Vernon looked up, so as to see

Maud's face as well as Maximilla's.
" One of Mr. Dawe's imperious whims.

He has gone, and taken away Captain

Vivian with him."

Maud felt that Lady Vernon's all-seeing

eyes rested upon her for a moment as she

said this, and her colour changed.

Lady Vernon did not seem to observe

her embarrassment.
" Very sudden," said Max.
"And mysterious," added Lady Vernon.

" He came with the intention of remaining a

few days, but he had a long talk with Cap-
tain Vivian, and the end of it was a total

change of plans, and they came in here and
took leave. It was all so sudden. I dare

say Mr. Dawe will write to say something

more. In the mean time we must only

command our curiosity."

She laughed carelessly.

"But aren't they coming back?" asked

Miss Max.
" They have not obliged me with any in-

formation. I don't know, either, that I

could have them very soon, because I shall

be going for some weeks to town, and
j^Iaud, I suppose, will be going to Lady
Mardykes'. I don't think, Maximilla, you
care about drawings like these" (there wa.s

an open portfolio before her), " ecclesi-

astical architecture and decoration?"

--^
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" Ko, not the least," slie answered ;
" but

I suppose yon are busy just now."
" I'm obliged, to look at these to say

what I think of them, I should rather

have left it to the committee, but as I have
subscribed a good deal, they choose that I

should tell them what I think."
" Then we may as Avell take our little

walk to the woods, Maud."
And away they went.

But Miss Max, instead of going out,

stopped in the hall, and said, all radiant

with satisfaction, to Maud :

" Well, that is settled very quietly, and
I am glad of it. You are to go to Lady
Mardykes'. I was afraid to say a word,

Barbara is so odd and suspicious, some-
times, and if she saw how pleased I was,

it might have put it into her head to recal

her pei-mission. I'll write to Lady Mar-
dykes this moment to tell her she may
ask you, with every confidence that your
mamma will interpose no difBculties."

So instead of going to the woods. Miss
Max ran up to her dressing-room, and
wrote a note to that effect.

THE LAST TOWN BESIEGED IN
ENGLAND.

The last siege that ever took place in

England was that of Carlisle, by the

Duke of Cumberland, on the retreat of the

Pretender from Derby. It was a mere
matter of a few days. The duke secured
three hundred and ninety-six rebel pri-

soners on the capitulation of the town, and
among these was Colonel Townley, go-

vernor of the place, whose head soon after-

wards bleached on Temple Bar.

But it is an ea,rlier, longer, and more pic-

turesque siege of Carlisle that we would
make the subject of the present paper. In
May, 1644, after the overthrow at Marston
Moor, Montrose fled to Carlisle Castle, and
was there besieged by the Earl of Calendar,
who had pursued him out of Scotland.

After the taking of York, in July, 1645,
Sir Thomas Glenhani, commander-in-chief
for King Charles in the north, came, with
his forces, to Carlisle, expecting that Ge-
neral Leslie would lay siege to Carlisle

;

and, indeed, in the following October,
Leslie appeared before the town. The
next day, however, ho left Carlisle, and
marched on to besiege Newcastle.

This respite the Carlisle garrison spent
in fetching in corn from the neighbouring
fields, and in bringing meat, salt, coals, and

cows from Wigton. Provisions soon grew
so abundant and cheap that an ox could be
bought for eighteen pence. Sir Philip Mus-
grave, of Eden Hall, the king's lieutenant-

general of Cumberland, was governor of

Carlisle, and Sir Henry Stradling governor

of the garrison. With themwere Sir William

Dalston, Sir Henry Fletcher, and other

militia commanders, Philipson, a dashing

cavalry officer, with some of the Whitecoat
Regiment, and two hundred reformadoes, or

officers discharged from the army by Crom-
well's artful, self-denying ordinance. Sir

Thomas Glenham was commander-in-chief.

A month later, Leslie, having filled up
his regiments, returned and laid close siege

to Carlisle, erecting his batteries at New-
town (a mile west of the town), and at

Stanwick (on the north). Lord Kirkcud-

bright commanding at the latter place.

Betwixt them and the town ran the Calder

and the Eden, scarcely passable but by the

bridges. On the north-east stood Colonel

Lawson's guns, and at Hai'raby, near the

gallows. Colonel Cholmley had placed his

cannon. The Roundheads had four thou-

sand horse and foot. The garrison and
armed townsmen were about seven hundred.

Leslie's head-quarters were at Dalston Hall

(now a farm-house), four miles from the

town. A party of Cavalier horse tried to

surprise him on his arrival, but quaiTelling

about a leader and halting, the Cavaliers

were ridden down by Captain Forester, Cap-

tain Birbsck was killed, and the rest chased

for two miles. A few days after. Sir Thomas
Glenham sallied out with a strong party of

horse and a company of dragoons to attack

Cholmley's battery at Harraby ; but Cap-
tain Marshall and his dragoons, who had
vowed to give no quarter, were beaten out

after effecting an entry into the Avork. The
suburbs were at this time all fired and
pulled down, beginning with the houses and
barns at Calder Bridge.

Six weeks passed in inaction, except for

occasional skirmishes. The corn was taken

from the citizens and rationed out from the

magazine, and of the cattle the owners re-

ceived only the head, heart, and liver, in

addition to their fixed allowance. Every
one had to give up his plate to be coined into

money for the troops, and the citizens'

houses were searched, to stop any malinger-

ing. The cattle in the fields outside the

walls were duly guarded by a troop of

cavalry, Avho kept their horses saddled

and bridled, and theu" pistols in their

holsters, ready at any movement of the

enemy to mount, and charge. One day,

0^. ^
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tlie enemy bearing down, the Cavaliers

retreated till more troopers joined them
from the city, then leaving- the cattle by
the Eden, they charged the Roundheads
and drove them off, killing and wounding
several, and taking two prisoners. Another
day, some Cavaliers " vapouring " round
Harraby, were attacked by the enemy,
whom they chased to their batteries. Im-
mediately the Scotch horse and musketeers
began to swarm out of Newtown, but the

Cavaliers slashed so many, that the mus-
keteers ran behind Coldale Hall, and had
the Royalists had a dozen foot they could

have destroyed the enemy's batteries.

About this time Dr. Basire, Archdeacon
of Northumberland, in a sermon reproved
the garrison for excessive drinking, and
the governor then appointed certain traders

to supply each street with rations, although
before that (such were the hopes of speedy
relief) fifty bushels of malt had been used
every week. Fuel growing scarce, the

governor sent out all the horse and sixty

foot with carts to Caldcoats (half a mile

from the city), and within musket-shot of

the Scotch works at Newtown, to bring

away tlie timber of the houses in Leslie's

very teeth. Half a score of the horse took

four Scots and two cows, and being charged
by Captain Noble and some Scotch horse,

killed one of his men, unhorsed him,

and brought him away prisoner,* no Cava-
lier being hurt except one Simonds, who
received a little cut on the head.

On the 28th of January, there was a
pleasant rencontre that delighted the Cava-
liers. Lieutenant Frisle, one of Leslie's

officers lately arrived from France, and
some dragoons, going on the Sands to

catch a horse, marched over the Stone
Bridge within pistol-shot of the wall, to

carry off some linen that was drying there,

there being no Cavalier horsemen at hand.

The daring lieutenant blew a trumpet m
defiance of the musketeers, who fired at him
from the walls. John liinks (alias Red
Coat), a hot-blooded soldier, seeing this,

could not contain himself, and, having no
armour but his sword, ran out, and gave
him five cuts on the head. The Scots at

Stanwick seeing this, sent Lieutenant

Barkly and another horseman to assist

him ; but gallant Hinks so galled thorn

with stones, that Barkly, refusing quarter,

was eventually twice struck to the ground,

bruised, disarmed, and hauled by force into

the town. Macarty, a friend of Hinks's,

killed another trooper, and two other

troopers arriving from, the town, two more

Roundheads were killed, and one of Les-
lie's drngoons was brought in with no less

than seventeen wounds in his head ; never-
theless, the hardy rascal recovered within a
few months. Poor vaunting Lieutenant
Frisle was courteously used, and his wounds
being tended, he was released. As for the
stout-hearted Hinks, Sir Thomas Glenham
sent for him, and to reward the example
he had set the garrison, placed in his horny
palm a gold broad-piece.

On the 2nd of February, Philipson,

the most chivalrous and daring of all

the Cavalier captains, rode out with six-

teen horse to take the air near Botchei'by.

Joined by ten more Cavaliers, Philipson
charged fifty of the enemy's foot, and at

the first dasli of swords killed and took six,

and pursued the rest up to their works. The
Roundhead horse, eighty in number, were
gallantly kept at bay by a few Cavaliers.

One of them pursuing too close, was shot

in the brea.st, and died four days after.

The Puritan horse soon gathered two hun-
dred strong from Curamersdale, Blackball,

and Harraby, but only cut off one Cavalier

stroggler.

On the 15th of February, some Carlisle

gentlemen and gentlewomen, without arms,
rode a-hunting into Blackball Fields (two
miles south of Carlisle), and were pursued
by a Roundhead troop from Hariaby, but
escaped. The next day some Cavalier

horse beat up Cummersdale (a hamlet on
the Calder, opposite Blackball) . The Parlia-

ment horse drew out at the challenge, and
lined the hedges with foot, but the Cava-
liers scattered both. In this skirmish.

Captain Story, a Cavalier of Brough, was
wounded in the head. The Scots fired a
pistol at his back, and thought they had
killed him, but his arms were pistol-proof,

and he leaped a hedge, and escaped out of

their hands. On the 17th of February some
Cavaliers on the same road, straying behind
their troop, were set on by twenty horse.

Arnold, a trooper, was shot in the arm,

and the same bullet disabled the arm of

the gallant Hinks. A day later. Sir

Thomas Glenham, "admiring the sweet
temper of the enemy," "sailed" out with
all his horse, two hundred foot, scaling

ladders, and fire-balls. The Cavalier scouts

beat off' the Roundhead scouts, who, at last

seeing the Cavaliers within masket-shot of

Newtown works, gjillopcd back and gave

the alarm. The Roundhead musketeers in-

stantly flud, not awaiting the firing of even

one musket, and the Cavalier horse pur-

sued. In the mean time the Carlisle foot

-y
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destroyed the works, took the commander,
killed four men, capturing a great number
of cloaks and arms, and twenty-four of the

cowardly musketeers. The next morning
half a score of drunken Scotch troopers

dashed over Etterby Ford, and rode as far

as the bridge, when one of them being

shot in the breast, and another having his

horse killed under him, they retreated.

Captain Lainham, snatching a horse from
a boy, leaped on it and charged their leader.

Captain Patten, whom he wounded mor-
tally and brought in to die. The slain

horse being " a very stately beast and fat,"

was dragged into the town, and Sir

Thomas Glenham ate part of him at his

own table

It was about this time that a ghost story

(at least as well authenticated as most
stories of this kind) threw a blue light

upon the stern faces of the besiegers of

Carlisle. The ghost of Captain Forester, a

Roundhead officer, slain at the commence-
ment of the siege, was said to appear
nightly at the Botcherby battery, fiercely

demanding of his old comrades if they were
yet converted to the king, and when they

cried "No," he would shout to Captain

Philipson to fall upon them with horse and
foot. On one occasion the Roundheads
replied to this spirit's challenge by dis-

charge of cannon, which at once brought re-

inforcements from their v.'orks at Stanwick,
and two of their horsemen were drowned
in crossing the ford at Rickerby (one

mile and a half north-east of Carlisle).

Major Barnes afterwards assured Philipson

of the truth of this, and swore he could

bring five hundred soldiers as eye-witnesses

<;f the fact.

On the 1st of March, Corporal Wood and
Lieutenant Bratlet stole out of the city,

killed a Roundhead scout, whom they met
near Botcherby. and got safe to the prince's

army. That same day there was a parley

with the enemy, and the sack went merrily

round ; but there was no talk of surrender,

although only half a hoop of corn weekly
was now allowed to each person, for

there were two thousand one hundred
bushels safe in the magazine. The same
day intelligence coming that the prince had
rou.ted Fairfax, and killed two thousand
Roundheads, there was great rejoicing at

Carlisle, and the next day, as Leslie might
be slinking ofi', the indefatigable Philipson

I'ode to Newlathes and sent ten horse to

Cummersdale, where they broke a com-
pany of foot, and pistolled four or five

Scots with infinite satisfaction. On the

17th of March, Cornet Philipson (a brother
of the captain), returned from Pontefract,

where he had been to solicit aid from the

king. While returning he was taken at

Wetherby, and carried to Tork. Fairfax,

finding the king's letter on Philipson, sen-

tenced him to the rack the next day, but
that same night the brave and slippery

fellow leaped the walls and got away safe

to Carlisle with the king's gracious pro-

mise to relieve the town by the 9th day
of May. That night the Roundheads at

Stanwick, looking across the Eden, saw
the sky over Carlisle crimson with bon-
fires, and heard the roar of cannon that

proclaimed the city's joy and defiance.

Two days after this, Philipson, always full

of fight, rode out to Blackball with twelve

horse, and charged a troop of sixty Round-
heads. He was surrounded by two more
troops from Botcherby and Harraby, and
some of the troopers caught his bridle, and
ofiered him quarter. But scorning to

receive it from such crop-headed knaves,

he slashed his way out and made good his

retreat, having only one man wounded b}^

Major Cholmley, who, pursuing close, ran
him through the back. As they were
entering the port Sir Thomas Glenham
ordered them out again towards Newtown.
At Catcoats tliey charged five times their

number of Scots, pistol in hand, routed

them, and killed one of their commanders.
The Cavalici's suff'ered no hurt, but Philip-

son's horse was cut in the head. On the

22nd the enemy tried to entrap the Cavalier

horse by sending false intelligence that the

Westmoreland men had gathered at Penrith

for their relief; but "old birds wei'e not to

be caught with chaff','' says TuUie, the faith-

ful and sarcastic chronicler of the siege.

And nothing of importance occurred until

the 28th of March, when the pleasantness of

the day induced Sir Thomas Glenham, with

some gentlemen and gentlewomen, to go out

coursing near Botcherby. The Scots stood

and watched them take a hare under their

very noses, and at last made a feeble attack
;

but Captain Dixon running one of tliem

through up to the hilt, they retreated. That

same evening Quartermaster Wood and
three more rode towards Botcherby. Cap-

tain Rose and half a dozen more tried to cut

them off" at the end of a stony lane. Wood
and another turned on the enemy and drove

back the pursuers. Wood slashing at Rose
for eighty yards. If the other three

Cavaliers had come up they would have

been taken. Two days after this exploit.

Wood, with two troopers and two of Sir
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Thomas Glenliam's servants, rode without
orders towards Botcherby, and for mere
love of adventure charged through fifty

Scotch horse and routed them. Wood, in

liis retreat, was, however, shot in the groin

;

" he was hardly persuaded not to charge
them again, but of this wound he died within
a few days. The garrison lost in him a
man of unparalleled courage and judgment
iu arms

;
yet, they lost more men in such

ui]warrantable skirmishes without order
than in all commanded services in the

siege."

Fodder, except thatch from houses, was
all exhausted in the town by the ord of

April, and the horses had to be sent out

daily with a guard to graze. Sir Tliomas
Glenham, anxious to stir the country to

relieve the town, sent Sir Thomas Dacre
to Lanercost, to induce his tenants to fall on
the Scotch on the 6th of April, but the

lieart of the Gilsland men failed them. This
day all the cavalry were ordered out to sur-

prise some cattle at Scotby. There were
five parties sent, and in each of these about
thirty horse. Captain Dixon's thirty were
to ride straight to Scotby, and bring in as

many cattle as they could. Forty-two ro-

formadoes, commanded by Lieutenant-Co-
lonel Minns, were to stay at the water-side

and watch Harraby. Captain Philipson's

thirty were to face Botcherby. The fourth

party, sixteen horse, under Captain Scisson,

was to guard the Gallows Hill. Captain
Toppam, with twelve horse, was posted on
St. Nicholas Hill, while twenty dragoons
held the ford in case of a retreat. Dixon
drove home forty-two cows, Philipson check-

mating the enemy's horse ; Leslie sent a
company of musketeers to intercept Dixon
at Durran Hill (a mile and a half east of

Carlisle), but Dixon boldly drove his spoil

within twenty yards of them, and lost only

one horse and one cow. Horse and foot

were soon pouring out to rescue the cattle,

and Minns sent fourteen horse to harass the

reinforcements. The Roundheads, despis-

ing this small force, marched by them with-

out notice. Lainham, one of the fourteen,

instantly bravely charged on their flank,

routed the Scotch horse and foot, chased
them througli the town, slew five or six,

wounded more, shot a Lieutenant Anderson
in the thigh, and retreated with two pri-

soners, and only one man badly wounded.
It was about this period of the siege that

the governor, finding his designs often be-

trayed, discovered the traitor to be a man
named Head, who brought food into the

town. On being seized, a letter was found

on him. It was from Dick Lowry, a sol-

dier of the garrison, to his wife at Wigton,
desiring her to inform Major Barnes that the

town could not hold out more than three

weeks. Both Head and Lowry were put to

the rack, and confessed their treason. On
the 29th of April, Captain Toppam, having
to guard the cattle while grazing, and find-

ing Scotch musketeers holding some old

walls at Catcoats Bank, stormed the hill.

Upon this. Captain Noble, Lieutenant Fife,

and some other quondam pnsoners, held a
parley with Captain Philipson, who guarded
the hill, and brought up a store of sack, in

hopes to make the Cavalier officers drunk,
and so carry off the cattle. In the mean-
while. Noble stole out alone secretly for the

Scotch cavalry, who, about five in the
afternoon, drew out in five parties of fifty

1

men each. Philipson had at the time only
half a dozen horse ready, but his brother

the cornet quickly put in order those

grazing under the hill, keeping his ground
in a very hot skirmish ; eventually the

brave Philipsons routed the enemy, who
were brought off by some Scotch officers of

Leslie's own regiment. " The Cavaliers,"

says Tullie, " in this engagement, were
eighty horse, who performed as neat a
piece of service as was at any time during
the siege." Soon after this the Round-
heads again tried their old tricks, suborn-

ing country people in large companies to

rendezvous at Penrith, hoping that Sir

Thomas Glenham, urged by the Cumber-
land gentlemen in the garrison, would
send out all his horse to head them. But
Sir Thomas was Yorkshire too, and sent

three horsemen out to forage for news
at Brougham Castle. Finding they were
snapped up, he sent no more doves out of

the ark. The cattle being nearly all eaten,

the liorse was divided into four parties, and
sent over Etterby Ford to fetch cows from
Cargo (three miles from Carlisle). The
Cavalier commanders in this raid were
the two Philipsons, Musgrave, Scisson,

Toppam, and Minns. These last two cap-

tains, with forty-five foot, were to face the

Scots at Newtown, and keep them in.

The enemy made a show of coming to the

cows' resctie, but the redoubtable Minns
was in the way. The Cargo people ran

after the Cavaliers, beseeching tliem to

baste " the beggarly Scotch," who ijad

promised to protect both them and their

cattle. Moved by these appeals, the Phi-

lipsons sent ten troopers in with the

cattle, and joined Minns and Topprun
on Catcoats Hill. Toppam, who led th;^'
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forlorn hope against tho Scots, in a

gallant chai-ge, was shot in the stomach,

and soon after died. Captain Philipson,

soured at this, fell on the Scots, beat

them out of the town, and pursued them
on the moor. Another party, with Cornet

Philipson, charged with sixteen horse and
chased the Scots towards Newlathes, where
the reformadoes came up, and wounded and

took many of the fugitives. The victorious

foot stayed at Newtown, and stumbling

on a barrel of strong ale, gave over firing

at the enemy, and commenced drinking

hard with true Cavalier recklessness. This

encouraged the Scotch foot to renew firing.

They shot one Cavalit^r roysterer through

the nose, while the can was at his mouth.

They lamed a second, and killed a third.

The Carlisle soldiers were so drunk that

they forgot to bring away the wounded
man when they retreated \^^th sixteen

prisoners and horses, and stores of cloaks

and hats. To prevent such reverses in the

future the Scots raised a small work on

the top of Catcoats Bank, securing their

ground as far as Coldale Hall, and com-
manding a great part of Willow Holme,
near the junction of the Eden and Cal-

der. The garrison now began to graze

theii' cattle on the Swift, to the east of the

castle, and this set the Scots to work to plan

a grand foray. It was a day that Captain

Robert Philipson, who had the guard, was
grazing the cattle as far as Botcherby Mill.

Sir Thomas Glenham, seeing the barricade

at Stanwick taken away, suspected some
mischief, and ordered Philipson to come
nearer the town with the cows, and to be

very diligent and Avatchful. There was
need of care, for about noon some eight hun-

dred horse came powdering from Stanwick,

St. Nicholas, Botcherby, and Rickerby.

They instantly surrounded Philipson and
the cattle ; but he charging desperately

through the enemy, brought away all

the cattle but six cows and fifteen horses.

Philipson ran his sword up to the hilt

through a Scot named Kennedy. The
fellow, turning sharp round, wrested the

sword out of Fhilipson's hand, and set off

to his own quarters at Parke Broom
(three miles from Carlisle), with the sword
still in his body, boasting that he had
encountered and disarmed " little Phi-

lipson." A Scotch major was wounded,
and a lieutenant killed. The Cavaliers only

lost a trooper, and a poor old townsman
who was not a soldier. Several unarmed
servants were hurt. On May-day Tullie

makes a note in his amusing Diary,

which gives a very picturesque notion

of many similar episodes of the siege.

Robert Philipson, guarding the cattle on
Willow Holme, heard the great bell of

the city toll an alarm, and looking back
to the battlements, saw an ensign with

a flag", indicating the direction of some
musketeers, who, from behind a hedge,

were firing on the cattle. He at once

beat these sportsmen from their covert,

killing two and dispersing the rest. On
the 3rd the cattle were taken to graze

on Denton Holme, on the further bank of

the Calder. From thence the Cavaliers

foraged out to Newlathes, and killed a scout

;

and at Blackball Wood, finding a troop of

the enemy's horse grazing, tried to sweep
them off; but a Scotch squadron saved them,

and pursued the Cavaliers. Next day the

elder Philipson, commanding the cattle

guard, was menaced by three or four Scotch

horsemen, but they drew off towards noon,

one of them being mortally wounded by
a shot from a fowling-piece. The enemy
then lined a hedge with musketeers, whom
Philipson drove away, killing two, but under

a little hill was suddenly hotly charged by
Major Cholmley and his troop. Philipson

broke through them, unhorsing many, and,

before they could regain order, was at

them again, and so routed them that he

might have cut all ofi" if Lieutenant Ray, a

slow fellow, had hurried up the reserve

before he was overpressed.

A week after this exploit Philipson rode

out to guard the cattle at Denton Holme, and
being irritated by the enemy's foot firing

from Stanwick Bank, towards noon sent a

corporal with a party of twenty horse to ride

quickly over the bridge (near the present

bridge, which was erected in 1815). The
Scots fired upon the party from an outwork,

but seeing the Cavaliers come fiercely on,

left their guns, and ran into the village.

Philipson's men killed five, captured two,

wounded four or five, took eight or nine

horses, and brought them all away, losing

only one horse of their own. If they

had only had some foot the foragers could

have brought in the Scotch cannon. The
same afternoon the indefatigable Philipson

rode out with six men to Legget Plill,

at the east end of the Swift, near the con-

fluence of the Petteril with the Eden, and
carried off eleven of the enemy's horses

that were grazing. Towards evening Phi-

lipson met the Roundhead cavalry, and
with his musket shot Lieutenant Davison

in the thigh, killing his horse ; the rest

fled. On the 11th of May there was skir-
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mishing on the Willow Holme, a Scotch-

man shooting a Cavalier trooper as he
fought with a comrade. Captain Scisson,

who guarded the cattle, cut down two
Scots, who fell as if dead, but rose up,

"and with much ado recovered," which
TuUie seems to imply was unworthy of

even Roundheads. May 13th was a hot

day. About supper time the great alarm-
bell began to toll fast. The enemy's horse
were bearing down from all quarters to-

Avards the cattle on the Swift. Upon this,

daring little Philipson, snatching np a
sword, galloped to the Cavaliers, who
wei-e in disorder, rallied them quickly,

drove off the Roundheads, and galled them
as they retreated. Immediately Captain
Lainham, an undaunted Cornishman, with
Andrew King, and two or three more,
dashed over to the Scotch outworks at

Stanwick, and brought away three of the

enemy's horses. Unfortunately, young
Philipson, over-rash, staying behind, was
shot dangerously in the back by a boy. Our
old friend Hinks that night sallied out on
the Sands, and brought away some horses

Lainham had left behind. Nearly one
hundred bullets were fired at him from
the Stanwick battery. That same evening a
letter came to Sir Thomas Glenham from
Skipton. It was from the king, who was
at Chester, promising speedy relief if they
could only hold out a little longer. On
the 16th the Roundheads began a work
on Swift Hill to debar the garrison from
grazing on that side of the city. Philipson

then sent out one hundred foot and forty

horse to guard the cattle. The foot were
in a ditch below Philipson's tower ; the

troopers sat on their horses while they
grazed, being so near the enemy. The
Scots drew out some foot, but retreated

after losing one man. At nine o'clock Lord
Kirkcudbright came with three hundred
Scotch musketeers from Stanwick to break
through the musketeers in the ditch, but
they were so thrashed that they had to fall

back. Philipson and his few horse then
charged them, but they came on him as

fast as he retreated towards his musketeers,

upon which he charged again, and routed

them, killing Captain Rose and two more.

The Scotch carried away many led horses,

but boasted they had not lost the riders.

Pour of Phihpson's men were hurt, but none
slain. The Cavaliers on the walls, unable

to see for the clouds of dust, believed at

first that the Scotch had enclosed Philip-

son, and were carrying him off to Stanwick.
Imagine, therefore, their delight when

glints of steel shone through, and Philip-

son reappeared, chasing the Scotch home
with whistling sword and pistol flash.

On the 19th there was again some hot
fighting. Cholmley had raised a work near
the south port, which if allowed to remain
would have stopped all the grazing. About
ten o'clock, just as the work was well

finished. Captain Moore sallied out of the
English port with sixty foot, who marched
to the south-west of the work. Captain
Dixon, with sixty foot, advanced straight

to the fort, and sheltered his men in a
ditch very near. At the same time the

Cavalier horse drew out of the town in

five parties—one going towards the St.

Nicholas work to prevent the enemy retreat-

ing there, when driven out of the new
fort. Then Moore marched boldly on the

Scotch, and returned no answer to their

hot fire till he got within pistol-shot. A
lucky fire-ball, thrown by one of Dixon's

men, lighted on some loose powder in the

work, and blew up spades, mattocks, and
men. Upon that the Scotch leaped out of

the work, and Moore and his men leaped

in, killing Conyers, the commander, who
stoutly defended himself The Cavalier

horse, meeting the fugitives full butt, cut

them up cruelly, drove back one hundred
foot coming from the greater fort, and
then returned to the town with thirty-

nine prisoners, many of whom were dread-

fully scorched. They destroyed the battery,

and set the water which the enemy had
diverted from the mills in its right course.

They brought back six dead Scots and one
hundred muskets, and lost only one man,
who was shot through the heart. TulUe
closes the record of this most satisfactory

day by saying, " In the afternoon they

grazed their cattle where Troy once stood.

I mean that bloody work." On the 26th

there came a letter from Newark, to say

the king had got as far as Latham House,

in Lancashire, to their r(;lief, and on the

30th Captain Blenkinsop came in with news
that the king had entered Westmoreland,
and that Leslie was collecting country carts

for his baggage. The overjoyed garrison

celebrated the news by eating at one meal
three days' provisions, of which they soon

bitterly repented. More false news was
circulated on the 5th of June, when Major
Baxter brought in a lie that the king had
taken iManchester, and would be with them
presently. Men believe what they wish to

be true, and soldiers reduced to dogs, rats,

and henip-seod, were ready to believe any-

thing. "Now," says TuUie, half pathetically,
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" were gentlemen and others so shrunk,

tliat they could not choose but laugh, one

to another, to see their clothes hang as upon

men on gibbets, for one might have put his

.head and fist between the doublet and

shirt of many of them. The foot would

be now and then stealing away, but not a

man of the cavalry." On the 9th two men
came in with greater lies than ever, re-

porting the king to be in Yorkshire. Two
days after the receipt of this cheering, but

wholly illusory, information, six troopers

rode without order to Cummersdale Mill,

and brought home fourteen bushels of

corn, leaving the resei've cavalry watching

at Denton Holme ; while, on the second

trip. Lord Dalhousie's Scotch regiment at-

tacked the reserve, but were driven off.

Makarty and Philipson, always in the

thick of it, were left among the enemy,

but they helped each other, cut them-

selves free, and returned to their party

without hurt, except that Philipson was
bleeding from a slight gash in the face.

In the mean time, the troopers (fourteen

now) with the corn, seeing the danger,

threw away the grain and wheeled about

for the town. Falling among a com-

pany of foot that fired fiercely upon them,

the troopers resolved to break through

Dalhousie's horse. The Scotch, mistaking

these Cavaliers for their own party, asked

them which was the best way to charge

Philipson through the water. The prompt
men replied, " This !" and every man di-

recting his pistol at an enemy's face, charged

through the whole body back to Philipson,

yvho then charged also, and routed the

Scotch regiment, killing thirteen and
wounding many. In this action, a poor

fellow from Carlisle, Avearing a Scotch cap,

Avas shot by mistake by one of his own
side.

Hunger was so unbearable now, that re-

sistance was no longer possible, and Philip-

son was sent to York to decide with Fairfax

or Leslie as to whether he should surrender

to the EngHsh or Scotch. The next thing

Carlisle heard was great volleys of musketry
from the besiegers' works, announcing the

victory at Naseby. That afternoon, divers

officers and soldiers came to the public

bakehouses and took away by force all the

horseflesh preparing for the poor. " Now,"
says Tullie, " the besiegers, perceiving the

Cavaliers, who were scarce able to walk in

the streets, not to issue out as they were
wont, grew insolent, and vapoured amaine."

The garrison had had but half a pound of

liorsefleoh in four days. On the 20th of

June the townsmen humbly petitioned the
|

governor not to take away their horseflesh,

saying they were not able to endure the

famine any longer. Four days after, " a

few women of the scolds and scum of the

city" met at the Cross, raiHng at Sir Henry
Stradling. On his threatening to fire on

them, they replied they would take it as

a favour, and he left them with tears in his

eyes, saying he could not mend their

commons. " Dr. Burnell, the chancellor,"

says Tullie, " was the only man who had
any beer left, and he had a little barrel of

strong ale known only to the governor."

The first messenger sent by Leslie was
made so drunk with this that he could give

no rational account of what he had done.

Leslie then sent a graver person, who, being

assured of the surrender of the town, was
demurely leaving, when Sir Thomas slyly

kept him waiting at the Scotch port, and
decoyed him into the chancellor's quarters,

where he also was made drunk, and i-e-

turned in the same pickle as the former,

professing " that the garrison was every-

where full of strong drink." The next day,

the 25th of June, the articles were agreed

upon, and the city of Carlisle, "little in

circuit, but great and memorable for

loyalty," received a Scotch garrison. The
treaty prescribed that all the Carlisle

officers and soldiers should march out
" with their arms, flying colours, drums
beating, matches lighted at both ends,

bullets in their mouths, with all their bag

and baggage, and twelve charges of powder
apiece." All the conditions of this treaty

were faithfully kept by Leslie, except that

in violation of the third article, that " no

church be defaced," the Roundheads pulled

down part of the nave of the cathedral, to-

gether with the chapter-house, cloistei-s,

prebendal houses, and part of the deanery.

Sir Philip Musgrave was, after this, sen-

tenced to death by the Roundheads, but

escaped tlie night previous to the day ap-

pointed for his execution. He afterwards

raised one thousand foot for the king, and
defended the Isle of Man for the Countess

of Derby. After the Restoration he was
appointed governor of Carlisle. Sir Thomas
Glenham was afterwards governor of Ox-

ford for King Charles.

At the close of the war. Major Philipson

(who figures so conspicuously in this

narrative) was besieged for eight months in

his brother's house on the island in Win-
dermere. His brother, the colonel, at last

raised a party, and relieved him from

Colonel Briggs of Kendal, his persistent
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enemy. Soon after this, " Robin the Devil,"

as he was called by the Roundheads, rode,

armed to the teeth, into a church at Kendal
during service, intending to pistol Briggs.

Seeing his enemy was not there, the major
turned his horse and rode quietly out ; but
tlie Puritans rousing and gathering round,

cut the girths of his horse, and Philipson

fell. Instantly calling his men, the major
struck down the fellow who had seized him,

clapped the loose saddle on Ids horse,

vaulted on it, and dashed off towards Win-
dermere, through the streets of Kendal,
followed by all his troopers, who had been

Q-uardinsr the avenues of the church.

PASSING.
The sun-mott's glint across the eaves,

The light dust flickers on the leaves,

Calm is the sea, the heaven blue,

The roses blush the trellis through.

The barley-beards grow full and white.

Day lingers into hours of night.

The babbling brook is low and still,

And scarce can feed the toiling mill.

The summer glow is in the air,

The hay-fields yield an incense rare,

On the green earth, in sky above,

A halo gleams of life and love.

O happy days, O summer time,

O dreaming youth, in golden prime ;

All that is bright, and pure, and sweet,

Shines when ye twain together meet

!

'Tis so, and so 'twill ever be.

Youth plucks the blossom from the tree :

That which it sows, long years give root,

But only few may taste the fruit.

And wc who passed long since our prime.
And bear the wrinkled stamp of time.

Look on and smile, look on and sigh.

Lock in our breasts the reason whv.

COPHETUA THE SECOND.
IN TWO CHAPTERS. CHAPTER I.

" So—spliced at last, old fellow?" said

I, shaking hands heartily with my friend

Augustus Meadfoot, whom I met in Pall

Mall.

"I am 'spliced,' as you say," replied

Augustus, rather stiffly ;
" but Jack, dear

boy, I wish you would be a little choicer

in expression. Splicing—not to mention
that it conveys the idea of some species of

repair, of which, I do assure you, neither

my wife nor myself stand in the slightest

need—-is too familiar. Marriage, Milford,

independent of its exalted duties and soul-

stirring responsibilities, is a solemn—a ma-
jestic—thing."

" I believe you " I fear I was about
to add " my boy." Luckily, I didn't, but
added :

" My dear Meadfoot, call it as .ve

will, it is plain the process agrees \N'ith you.

You look radiant."

"My lustre is not fictitious," i^eplied Mr.
Meadfoot. " There is nothing, as you
kno\^% Jack, artificial about me. I am the

happiest man out. I will not say that my
Alice is, like her namesake, all my fancy
painted her, for fancy had nothing to do
with the matter. I always felt that the

mawkish booby, jilted by Miss Grey, was
served pei'fectly right, for falling in what
he called love with a girl he had never
seen. No, no. I came, I saw, and—ahem !

—was conquered," concluded Augustus,
with a candid smile.

"You told me of your purpose, but never
the young lady's name. Am I acquainted

with her family?"
" I—I am inclined to think not," replied

Augustus. " Do you know Spuddington-
le-Street?"

" The Lestreets of Ruthyn Castle ?"

" No, of North Lincolnshire. Spudding-
ton-le- Street is the nearest village to Spud-
dington-the-Less, which has only three

cottages and a beershop, and is as sweet

and primitive a little settlement as any of

which rural England can boast."
" There is a commendable absence of

brag, in the fact that it does not appear
even in Bradshaw."

" It does not. I discovered it in an
ancient road-book," said Mr. Meadfoot,
" which constituted the entire library of a

little inn at which I happened to be storm-

stayed. The directions for finding it were
sufficiently complicated and obscure to

awaken the highest interest. On the fol-

lowing morning, carrying with me three

days' provisions, I set foi'th and found it.

I was rewarded."
Augustus paused, as if lost in happy re-

collections. After a few moments, finding

he did not speak, I recommenced the con-

versation.
" You encountered Miss—Miss

"

" Shortcake, there," replied Meadfoot.
" I had taken a footpath through some
fields, principally attracted by the informa-

tion that there was not only ' no thorough-

fare,' but that spring-guns and man-ti^aps

were in profusion on the borders of a

neighbouring copse. Now, although not

wholly unacquainted with man-traps, I

knew nothing of the mechanism of a spring-

gun, and instinctively accepted the chal-

lenge. At the corner of the copse, I came
upon another obliging notification, 'Beware

the brindled cow.' No such animal was
at the moment in sight, but continuing to

r>^
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round the copse, 1 came suddenly upon a

scene wortlij of Watteau. A rnstic maiden,
seated on the three-legged stool of the

period, was engaged in milking a particu-

larly vicious and observant cow.
" Time Avas not allowed me to notice

more. The brindled brute pinned me with
its eyes, stood for a second as if petrified,

then, with a kick that sent the milk-pail

into the air in a cloud of white spray, and
a wild stoop and flourish of the head,

plunged furiously towards me. I saw the

rustic maiden throw up her bare white
arms, I heard a shriek, ' As you vally your
life !' and, without pausing to make the

calculation suggested, turned and leaped

the deepest ditch and the prickliest hedge
I ever met with in combination.

" But I was safe, for, scrambling up, I

saw that the absurd animal had danced
away to the other end of the meadow,
where, in company with two quiet friends,

and attended by an exceedingly small boy,

she was grazing composedly as if nothing
had happened.

" The demeanour of my maid-of-the-

milking-pail was less satisfactory. She
was standing, her hands pressed into

her pretty sides, literally convulsed with
laughter. ' I must stop this,' thought I,

and, with what ease and dignity I could

command, eflPected a sortie, and stood before

her. Jack," contiimed Mr. Meadfoot, em-
phatically, "on my honour, that girl's

beauty struck me like a sudden gush of

light. Her fresh, flower-like face, her
deep blue eyes, swimming with the tears of

mirth, her milk-white teeth, of which a
good many were visible, though the rather

wide mouth, to do it justice, could contract

itself at pleasure into the sweetest rosebud
you ever saw, her royal wealth of hair, about
nine-tenths of which had escaped from the
coarse kerchief supposed to bind it, then
her lithe and yet (as you turf fellows

phrase it) ' furnished' figure, these—ah,

well," concluded Augustus, " the wise-

acre that announced man-traps beside that
copse was not such a booby after all."

" Here we are, opposite my club. Come
in and taste our sherry," said I. "You
must finish the story of the disguised
princess before we part."

"The sequel is even of stronger interest,"

replied Mr. Meadfoot, " as the sultana re-

marked when not altogether certain that

she would be allowed to live to finish it.

Humph ! This sherry is sound. Her
health, bless her."

"Amen. Whose ?'»

*' Alice's. Patience ; I wish to omit no
particulars. I left my shepherdess speech-

less with laughter. My approac*h did not
check her merriment.

" ' Well, that were a queer start as ever
I see,' she gasped, wiping her beautiful

eyes with the corner of a very coarse apron.
' To see his boot heels a-poppin' through
the hedge. Oh my ! Oh my 1' (Another
peal of laughter.)

" ' My dear girl,' I remonstrated.
"

' I say, come, none o' that,' retorted

the maiden, growing* suddenly serious,

with even a slight frown appearing on
her smooth brow. 'Dear girl ain't my
name.'

" ' What is your name ?'

"'Hen or Hem, as the case may be.'

(A demure curtsy.)

"'May I, at least, be allowed to ask
where you live ?' I inquired, piqued, but
interested.

" ' Ho yes, sure,' replied my Perdita.
' I 'angs out, as Tom Turbary says, at

Uncle Grumball's, down yeer.' And she
pointed backwards with her thumb towards
a hovel in the distance.

" ' Your excellent uncle resides in that

—edifice ?' I exclaimed.
" ' No, he don't reside in the cow-h'us.

Farm's ahind the copse. But, deary me,
whatever shall we do about the milk ?'

(touching the prostrate pail with her bare
white foot. Though not small, it might
have served for a sculptor's model.) ' Oh,
sir, 'twas all along ofyou, coming so sudden
upon Damson, which never see a gent in

shiny boots afore.'

" ' Do all the pretty feet in this neigh-

bourhood go bare ?' I ventured to ask.
" ' There ain't none but mine,' she said,

simply, and pressing one of them down
into the spongy green surface of the

meadow, she brought it up white and pure
as the milk that had just been shed there.
' Well, I must walk my chalks, as Tom
Turbary says,' continuedmy sylvan goddess,

with a sigh.

" ' Who the d , I mean, who is this

Turbary, whose choice expressions you
seem to relish so highly ?'

"The damsel drew up her lithe form.
" ' Tom Turbary is him which keeps com-

pany with me—leastways, wants to' (biassed

qualification !)
' and wouldn't never see me

carrying all these things—pails, and stool,

an' all — without saying, " Let me help 'ee,"
'

remarked Perdita, with a quick side-glanco

of her blue eve.

" ' My darling child !—I—I beg pardon.*
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I was shocked at mj OAvn remissness. I

hastily added :
' In Mr. Turbary's, no

doabt, unavoidable absence, and in his lan-

guage, let VIC help 'ee.'

" ' That's you,' said Perdita, briskly.

" I hardly thought it ivas me as I trudged

along, carrying the pails, which the damsel

imperiously confided to me, instead of the

stool, which I should have preferred.
" ' Yon have many a pleasant walk with

Mr.—Turbary, I suppose—eh ?' I inquired.
" ' Hah ! A many. Specially nuttin'

time,' was the reply.
" ' And he is very agreeable ?'

" 'Talks o' turmots, and such like.'

" ' Clever, is he ?'

" ' Understands beastessos. Knows a

good cow when he sis her,' replied the

nymph, carelessly,

"The range of Mr. Turbary's abilities

was certainly not alarming. I fell into a

momentary reverie, from which I was
aroused by the clinking of one of my cans

against a gate-post.
" ' Woa ! Steady there !' said my lovely

guide, as if addressing a horse. ' We
can't aSbrd to lose any more milk to-day.

Farm's just round the next corner. Ha,
ha, ha ! If Tom could see me being helped

by a swell, as he calls it
!'

" ' Swell as I am, I can collapse at plea-

sure, as you have seen,' said I, quietly lift-

ing the wooden yoke from my shoulders,

and placing the half-filled cans in safety

on the gi'ound. ' And now, before we part,

won't you tell me your name ?'

" ' Alice Shortcake, sure.'

" ' Shake hands, Alice, dear Alice.'

" She put her hand frankly in mine. It

was singularly small and soft, and out of

• harmony, I felt, with the girl's condition in

" ' What makes your hand so white ?' I

asked, half angrily.
" She snatched it quickly back.
" ' I'm sure I don't know at all,' she said,

ruefully, rubbing it hard with the other.
' I s'pose it's the milk. But,' brightening

up, ' they're better in winter. I has chil-

blains awful.'
"

' Alice, dear, I am very much obliged

to Damson. She has given me a very happy
half-hour. I am sori-y it is over.'

" ' So am I,' said Perdita, very softly,

and without raising her eyes.
"

' Good-bye, dear.'

" * Good-bye.'
" ' But I must see your eyes.'

"'Well, there!'
" They flashed up bluely, and fell again.

not, however, before I had detected a
crystal drop on each lower lid, awaiting
orders. A sudden impulse seized me.

'"Alice, darling, do you love—that is,

intend to marry—this Tom Turbary ?'

" ' I hate 'm—in that way,' said the girl,

with almost savage earnestness, Avhich left

no doubt of her sincerity.
" ' And will you be his wife ?'

" ' Not if I knows it, as T—T—Tom '

" But, in speaking, she burst into a pas-

sion of tears.

" ' Now, Alice deal', one question more.
Shall I go on my way ?'

" No answer. Lids down, cheeks crim-
son, slight heave of the fair bosom.

" ' Do you wish me to stay ?'

" ' Can't say—but what—I doos,' was the

half-whispered reply.
" ' I almost wish you couldn't,' I thought.

But if the grammar was loose, the sense

was perfect. ' Alice, dear, do you know
what I am thinking of?'

"
' Damson,' coqu'ettishly.

" ' Do you know what I desire most in

the world ? To marry Alice Shortcake.'
"' Oh law!'
" ' Even so, my darling. Marriage law.

What say you ?'

"Alice looked up, with eyes laughing
through teai'S.

" ' To think that you should a been afeerd

o' Damson. (O, them boot-heels !) Why,
you're the boldest gentleman I ever did

heer t«ll on. You doesn't know me from
Haddam.'

" ' That we are both descended from that

stock is enough for me," I said. " Igno-

rance, Alice, is the misfortune I am seek-

ing to remedy. Help me. Do you like

me, Alice ?'

" ' Very much indeed,' said my candid

shepherdess.
" ' Is my being a gentl—that is, as Mr.

Turbary would call it, a swell, very much
against me?'

" ' Likes 'n, rather 'n not.'

" ' Then you will be my wife ?'

" ' No I woan't,' was the reply. ' Lcast-

way.s, not now.'

"'When, AHce?'
"

' Listen,' said the girl, raising her

blue eyes at last, and fixing them steadily

on mine. ' Don't ye come aneer me, nor

write to me, nor even think of me, if you
can help it, for three months. Then, if

you still remember Alice Shortcake, I won't

say but you'll find her where you seen her

first, in the meadow by the copse, a-milk-

ing Cowslip (which is quieter than Dam-

^=
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son), about sunset. Go now, sir, if you
please. That's your road, alongside the

hedge, past the pound where the donkey is

—and—(well—God bless 'ce, anyways)
here's mine:

"The white feet went twinkling down
the road. I was alone.

" Well, Jack, I have little more to add,

but that's significant. As luck would have
it, I found in tlie incumbent of the adjoin-

ing parish my old college friend, Hynd-
man. He introduced me to the curate

of Spuddington, who was well acquainted

with the respectable old Grumballs, and
knew the bright creature who had, from a

child, been the light of their house, as she

Avas now the aid and the solace of their de-

clining years. Alice had been sought in

marriage by every celibate clod within a

radius of ten miles ; nay, even the remote
market-town of Ditchingford had sent its

suitor. All in vain. ]\lr. Thomas Turbary's

chances had indeed been spoken of as fair,

but the opinion was found to originate

with himself, and to be devoid of any more
foundation, than that old Mr. Grumball
had, for some time, owed him (Mr. Tur-

barj) a ' little matter of money.'
" Jack, you know what I have always

said. Simplicity and truth for me. I am
wearied of the artificiality of what is ironi-

cally termed ' good society,' its polished

hypocrisies, its gilded meanness, its im-

measurable falsehood, its smiling hate.

What, if you sometimes lose in refinement ?

You are royally repaid in truth. Leave
your educated sv/eets, your delicate human
exotics, for tliose who prize such fribble.

The hardy, honest wayside flower for me.

"Sir, I returned to Spuddiugton-the-Less.

On that day three months, at set of sun,

my shiny boots reflected his parting glow
as they rounded the copse, and marclied,

without flinching, straight upon a group of

cows, patiently awaiting the attentions of

the whitest-fingered milkmaid that ever

jingled can.
" I forbear to describe the meeting.

Enough that, in three short weeks, which
seemed as many years, I married Alice

Shortcake, my friend Hyndman officiating,

and my ex-rival, Tom Turbary (resplendent

in a bottle-green coat) enacting the part of

best man.
" What happened to my darling during

those three months I cannot say. In grace

and propriety of manner she might have
lived in a circle of duchesses ! My only
terror is that she should become too re-

fined. Except in little faults of gi^ammar.

and occasional expressions of the Turbarian
school—whicli I correct jocosely—Alice is

perfect, sir—perfect. As I said before, I

am the happiest fellow extant. Come down
to our cot at Hammersmith and see. The
honeymoon is not over, but you are an old

friend. Thanks ; no more sherry. Hi
th hansom ! Hammersmith."

CHAPTER 11.

The next day but one, 1 visited the

married turtles. Meadfoot was alone, in

the front garden.
•' She has run in for a moment," he said,

" but will be down directly. A little ner-

vous, you see, at first, in society that

she . Do you know she asked me
twice at breakfast how she should behave

!

I was a little impatient the second time,

and answered :
' Exactly as is most natural

to you, Alice. I wish my friend to see and
know pi'ecisely whom I have married,

without artifice or affectation of any kind.'

Here she comes !"

Mrs. Meadfoot came tripping along the

path, holding out both her pretty hands.

She was in appearance all—and more than

all—her husband had depicted her. But
her first words startled me a little :

" Well, Jack, how's yourself?"

"My dear! my dear!" .said Augustus,

rather hastily, " Mr. Milford is only ' Jack'

to his male friends ! And, inasmuch as he
cannot be anybody but himself, a little less

stress, my darling, on tlie relative pro-

noun."
The pretty lips pouted for a momeiit,

then parted, a sunny smile revealing tlie

whitest teeth imaginable.

"How tired you must be!" Alice con-

tinued. '' Especially if you .stumped it all*

this way.
'

" Ahem !" said Meadfoot.
"My dearF" said Alice, opening her

innocent blue eyes.
" Nature, darling, made man a walking,

not a stumping, animal."
" Oh, I'm so sorry," said the beautiful

creature, coirecteU ; "I done as I was
bid."

" I trust, my love, that you will never
' dun' anybody. What you may do is

another grammatical question altogether,"

replied her husband.
Alice looked a little puzzled ; but a topic

being started on which she conversed with
perfect ease and propriety, botli recovered

their equanimity, and Meadfoot was evi-

dently delighted at the impression liis little

wife was making on me.

'^^
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" Well," he remarked, presently, " I

mtist leave you two together for a few
minutes, while I despatch my letters." And
with a glance at once tender and cau-

tionary, he v/eut into the house.

Mrs. Meadfoot continued the conversa-

tion, and, without the slightest effort or
display, positively astonished me with her
intelligence and mental culture. In a few
minutes we were summoned in to lunch,

and here again all went charmingly until

Alice, as if suddenly recollecting her duties

as hostess, asked me if I would not take
some more " swizzle ?"

"My love!" ejaculated Augustus, much
shocked. " ' Swizzle !' You seem to have
reserved some most extraordinary conver-
sational gems for my friend. Bitter beer,

if you please. Bit-ter beer."
" Oh, now, Augustus, dear, you told me,"

pleaded Alice's sweet full voice, her eyes
brimful of tears.

" Told you, dai-ling ? Told you to be
vulgar?"

" No, no, dear. Natural. ' Exactly as

was most natural,' you said. So I tried to

remember the words I used when I was
natural, and hadn't learned a bit. And,
oil ! I couldn't think of any more !" An-
othei- sob.

"Well, well, my love," said Meadfoot,
laughing heartily; " Milford, having now
learned your natural gifts, may prefer the
acquired. But, oh—yes. . . . Good Hea-
ven ! it is that woman !" he continued,
rising hastily, much disturbed, as a coro-

netted carriage, di'awn by magnificent bays,

drew up at the gate.

Alice, blushing like a veiy rose, seemed
to partake of her husband's annoyance, and,
either from a sign from him, or from an
impulse of her own, vanished from the
room.

" It is my aunt-godmother, the Dowager
Countess of Haughtington," Meadfoot ex-

plained ;
" the proudest woman on earth,

and the only visitor I dread. She heard of
my marriage, was furious, and now honours
us with this early visit, impatient to wound
my poor little rustic wife with her refined

.snrcasms, or crush her with her haughty
condescension. Excuse me. Jack, I shall

not be long. She shall have no lunch, if

she stops a fortnight," added Augustus,
spitefully, as he left the room.
The countess (he afterwards told me)

met him with the sweet, but rather dia-

bolical smile, well known to her enemies

—

and the.'^e were not a few—as meaning
mischief. She had, moreover, a cordial

manner of extending her arms, which
forcibly recalled that famous instrument of

execution, which—using the same gesture
—folded the criminal to a bosom richly set

with spikes five inches long.
" How shall I plead for pardon ?" de-

manded the kind lady, sweetly. " Dearest
Augustus ! My jealousy lest any one should
welcome my lovely niece before me, com-
pelled me to forestal permission. I am
positively wretched till I hold her in my
arms."

" Your misery, my dear aunt," said

Meadfoot, quietly, " shall last no longer
than your niece requires to take ofi" her
cooking-apron, smooth her hair, and prac-

tise the curtsy with which she, no doubt,

intends to meet your ladyship's condescen-
sion."

"You are jesting, I suppose," said Lady
Haughting*ton. " But, in any case, why
this preparation ? True elegance and re-

finement are independent of such aids."
" My wife was a dairy-maid and farm-

servant," said Augustus, slowly, looking

his aunt in the face. " And your ladyship
knows it."

The countess coloured slightly, and if,

as asserted, people do sometimes "look
daggers," the point of a very sharp one
glistened, for a second, in her eye. But
she sheathed it instantly. War was not
her game.

" My boy, I do know it," she replied, in

a tone of condolence that was not entirely

hypocritical. "Well, I will not say that I

rejoiced. The noblest blood of England
cannot see itself suddenly allied to the

poorest without repugnance. But there, it

is a fact accomplished. And now," she

added, with a bewitching frankness that

would have deceived any but the fore-

armed, " I have a petition. Will you grant
it?"

" I am too sensible of your fiiendship,

my dear aunt, to refuse anything you are

likely to ask," replied that humbug Au-
gustus.

" Accord me then the pleasant duty of

introducing this wild rose of yours into

those circles where her fresh uncultivated

loveliness, her natural grace and sweet

simplicity, will place her at once among the

most admired."
" In other words," said Meadfoot, calmly,

" take possession of my wife while yet un-

altered in her rustic thoughts and ways,

and, in revenge for the connexion I have

given you, make her, through her supposed

vulgarity, her ignorance, her awkward
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demeanour and dowdy attire, tlie langhinf^-

stock of every acquaintance of your lady-

ship—and I fear they are many—whose
selfish souls can batten on such food.

Calm yourself, if you please. Lady Haugh-
tington. I do but repeat your own in-

cautious words, reported to me by one on
whose word I can rely. Quickly as you
have found us, my dear aunt, your kindly

purpose has, you see, been beforehand with

you."

Lady Haughtington rose up, white with
rage.

" You are right, sir," she hissed through
her set teeth. " That was my purpose.

Do you imagine that anything less could

have induced me to cross that threshold ?

That anything but hate—unmitigated hate

and biting revenge— could have tempted
me to look upon the vacuous visage of

this dairy wench—this farm drudge— this

barefooted beggar-girl, whom you—King
Cophetua the Second—have plucked from
the ditch, to make your wife ? You mise-

rable fool, farewell ! I have done with you."
" Will you not see my Avife, Lady

Haughtington?" asked Meadfoot. "In
the society of which your ladyship is the
most distinguished ornament, courtesy, I

think, suggests
"

"I will not see her. My carriage, sir."

" But she is here," said her nephew,
as Alice, simply, but tastefully, dressed,

tripped into the room with the grace of a
princess. Augustus thought he had never
seen her look so fau\

The countess, watching at the window
for her carriage, did not deign to move.

Stepping forward, Meadfoot took his

wife's hand, and drew her towards the
window.

" My wife. Lady Haughtington, expects
your greeting."

The countess turned like a tigress brought
to bay. What passionate words the high-
bred lady would have permitted herself to

utter can only be surmised, for, as her
flashing eyes fell upon Alice, their fury
died away. Her whole aspect changed.
The flush of anger gave way to a deadly
pallor, and the whole stately figure quivered
for an instant, as if about to fall.

"Who— what— is this? Rosa!" she
gasped out, faintly. The lips remained
open, as if further uttterance failed.

" My name is Alice."
' Voice, too ; eyes, lips, hair ! Child,

your mother's name? Speak ! What was
she called?"

" I never knew her," said Alice ;
" but"

— taking a locket -miniatare frona her

bosom—" here is her likeness, and here, at

the back, two letters, R. V."
" Rosa Vavasour !" murmured the coun-

tess, with deep emotion. " It is the finger

of Heaven. I need not ask you how they

knew this to be your mother's face. Are
you not her living image ?"

" You knew her, aunt ?" asked Mead-
foot, eagerly.

" Knew her ! She was my sister. That
Aunt Rosa, whose name and memory have
been so banished from our tongues and
hearts, that it is little wonder you have
forgotten such a being ever had existence.

She was the very jewel of our hearts, but
she made a mean and secret marriage, and
we cast her off. They died in poverty, un-
noticed, unforg-iven, and their one child

—

we knew that one had been born to them

—

was adopted by some compassionate neigh-

bour, in the sequestered village in which
they had resided under a borrowed name.
We never sought the orphan, rejoicing, in

our pride, that she should be thus, as it

were, cut off from our line. But, Augustus,
Providence has rebuked and overruled our
selfish ends. You have been directed to

the orphan's home. You have married
your cousin. Forgive me, both of you,"
concluded the countess, shedding, for once
in a way, genuine tears, as she folded Alice

in her arms. " I lament my pride and
passion. Henceforth, my children, give me
what love you can, as I, in all sincerity,

offer you mine."
Among the presentations at a drawing-

room, that occurred shortly after the in-

terview above described, I noticed :
'' The

Hon. Mrs. Meadfoot, on her marriage, by
her aunt, the Countess of Haughtington."

AN OLD PROJECT AND A
NEW ONE.

A Penny well Bestowed. Such is the

title of a folio sheet of two pages, printed

and circulated in London in the year 1680,

a copy of which recently found its way
into the possession of a dealer in waste
paper, and from his possession passed into

ours for a consideration, more in accord-

ance Avith its interest and curiosity than

with its physical Aveight. The full title

runs, A Penny well BestoAvcd ; or, a Brief

Account of the New Design contrived for

the great Increase of Trade, and Ease of

CoiTespondence, to tlie Great Advantage of

ihe Inhabitants of all Sorts, by conveying
of Letters or Pacqacfcs under a Pound
Weight, to and from all parts within tho
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Cities of London and Westminster, and tlie

Out Parishes within the Weekly Bills of

Mortality, for One Penny. The coh)phon

bears the words, "London: printed for the

Undertakers by Thomas James, at the

Printing Press in Mincing-lane. April,

ICSO." It was said on high authority,

more than tv/o thousand years ago, that
" there was nothing new under the sun."

And we of the jDresent day, who owe so

deep a debt of gratitude to Sir Rowland
Hill for the boon of the penny post, may
admit without derogation from his merits,

or the wish to deprive him of any portion of

the credit fairly iDelonging to him, that the

germ of his great idea is to be found in an
anonymous publication thrown upon the

world nearly a hundred and t\venty years

before he was born. Possibly Sir liow-

land never heard of it, for we should re-

member, as Coleridge recommends ns in

all cases where plagiarism is charged and
cannot be proved, " that there are such

things as fountaids in the human mind,

and that every stream we see flowing does

not necessarily proceed from a perforation

made in some other man's tank." But
even if the great postal reformer of the

nineteenth century bon'owed his thought

from a predecessor in the seventeenth, none
the less are our thanks due to him for con-

verting into a living fact that which was
formerly an unproductive fancy, just as we
render homage to the practical genius of

James Watt for the improvement of the

steam-engine, which others had invented,

! but had not been able to turn to account.

The author of A Penny well Bestowed,

like other original thinkers, was in ad-

vance of his time. " There is nothing,"

he said, " that tends more to the increase

of trade and business than a speedy,

cheap, and safe way of intelligence, much
being obstructed and more retarded in all

places where that is wanting. For as

money, like the blood in natural bodies,

gives life to trade by its circulation, so

correspondence, like the vital spirits, gives

it sense and motion. And the moi-e that

these abound in any place the more doth

that place increase in riches, strength, and
vigour." This was said in 1G80. It was
said again, in other words, and with higher

authority, in 1838, when Sir Rowland Hill's

plan was before the House of Commons.
The first rcfoi-mer, however, knew his

public too well to imagine that his pro-

ject would meet with immediate or cordial

acceptance. " It is not," he wrote, " to be

expected in this age that any new design

can be contrived for the public good with-

out meeting many rash censures and im-
pediments from the foolish and malicious,

therefore 'twas not likely this should escape

the common fate
; yet we hope to all the

reasonable and candid, who are willing to

understand their own interest, that this

paper may be satisfactory." The design
was to provide means for the delivery of

letters and parcels throughout the me-
tropolis hourly every day, from six in the
morning until nine at night— fifteen de-

liveries in all—a frequency which the

modern Post Of&ce, with all the improve-
ments it has made during the last thirty-

three years, has not yet attained. What-
ever may have been the opinion of the

public on this scheme, the opinion of the

Post Office authorities was decidedly hos-

tile, not only to the carriage of parcels of

a pound in weight, but of letters at a
penny. The Post Office would not work
the scheme itself, nor allow any one else to

do so. Nevertheless, in 1683 a penny post

was established for London and the district

within the bills of mortality, but without

that frequency of delivery which, next to

the cheapness, was the life and soul of the

projected improvement. The Post Office

at that time was in its infancy. Its re-

venues were farmed out to a contractor,

who paid the government a round sum for

the monopoly of conveying letters, and he
levied such rates upon the public as

enabled him to make a profit by his bar-

gain—rates that were regulated upon a

scale of distances, and upon the actual

paucity, not upon the probable multiplicity

of correspondence. The penny post v/as

never extended to the provinces. Owing
to mismanagement, it soon ceased to be

remunerative in the metropolis, and was
replaced by a twopenny rate, which re-

mained in operation until Sir Rowland
Hill swept it away, within the memory of

living men who have not yet reached the

grand climacteric.

The wisdom of our ancestors is not

always to be sneered at, as this document
and its history show, and it strikes us that

the idea of conveying packages, a pound in

weight, to and from every part of the me-

tropolis, might be advantageously can-icd

into cfiuct in our time, with certain exten-

sions and limitations wliich we proceed to

explain. Mr. Lowe, our present Chancellor

of the Exchequer, granted a boon to news-

paper proprietors and to newspaper readers,

which latter class already includes a ma-

jority of the population, and will, it is likely,

under the (i()oration of the new Education

Act, include at no very remote time nearly

--^
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the v/hole community, by enacting tliat any
newspaper weighing six ounces and under,

miglit pass through the Post Office to the

remotest ends of the realm for the sum of

one halfpenny. This is nearly half-way

towards the concession which we propose

to ask, namely, that the Post Offi.ce should

convey any printed book, new or old, to

any part of the country at the uniform rate

of one penny per pound weight, and of

twopence for two pounds, and under. The
boon bestowed upon political and periodical

literature by the halfpenny rate is univer-

sally acknowledged ; and if we consider, as

has been said of old, that the chief glory of

any country is its literature, we think the

Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Post-

master-General would do well to devote

their attention to the reform we advocate

in tlie interest alike of authors, of pub-

lishers, of readers, and of the revenue. To
purchase a new book in London, the great

mart and emporium of literature, as of

everything else, is easy enough, but to

purchase a new book in a provincial town
or a village is a matter of time, difficulty,

and unnecessary expense. The retail book-
seller, if there be one in the place, which
is not often, especially in the villages, has

to write to the London or Edinburgh pub-
lisher for the volume which the purchaser
requires, and it is generally a month before

the order is completed. The . publisher

makes up his monthly, and sometimes
fortnightly, parcel, and the purchaser has
to await his convenience. By means of the

penny postage rate for a pound weight of

literature, the reader and the author, or

at all events the reader and the publisher,

would be brought into direct and imme-
diate communication, without the interven-

tion of the costly and dilatory middle-man,
to the very great advantage of the pro-

ducer and the consumer. The middle-man
is generally a miscellaneous dealer in sta-

tionery, nick-nacks, newspaj)ers, and perio-

dicals, as well as in books, and will not
always take the trouble to write a letter to

a publisher for a single volume, to oblige a
stranger or an infrequent customer. Poli-

tical literature, great though its claims may
be upon the favour of a liberal and pi^o-

gressive government, such as that of Great
Britain, is not the only branch of literature

which requires a freer dissemination than
existing agencies supply. It does not in-

clude the history, the divinity, the science,

the romance, and the poetry, which are the
glorious heritage of our people; and which,
quite as much as the cm-rent history and
opinion contained in the newspapers, de-

serve to be spread over the land by the
same convenient and well-regulated ma-
chinery that supplies us with our letters of
business or affection.

No doubt the project will not at first

recommend itself to the favour of the re-

tail dealers in books, any more than rail-

ways and steam-engines recommended
themselves to the owners of stage-coaches,

gas to the tallow chandlers, or the spinning-

jenny to the hand-loom weavei's. As our
old friend of 1680 says, in reference to the •

porters and other people who fancied they
might lose employment and bread by the
adoption of his larger project, " If it were
granted to be prejudicial to the porters

(which I do not allow), yet the lesser

ought to yield to the greater, and the pri-

vate to the public good, seeing that in all

well-regulated governments the public good
was never forced to stoop to private con-

veniency. For if so, printers and guns
must have been suppressed for copyists

and fletchers (bowmen), and public water-

works for the sake of tankard bearers."

The question is one solely for the decision

of the Government and the Post Office, and
we are glad to have the opportunity of

,

calling public attention to it in these

columns.

PLOGARRIAN.
IN SEVEN CHAPTERS. CHAPTER VII.

The storm had ceased, and it was fair

weather, when the curate, having remained
with his penitent to the last, was at liberty

to return to his home, carrying with him
the document mentioned at the close of the

last chapter. But he did not, smooth as

the sea now was, avail himself of the offer

of the young fisherman who had brought
bim to Tresneven to take him back across

the bay in liis boat, preferring to start on
foot for a three hours' walk by tlie coast.

He had much to think of ; many thoughts

were seething in his mind, on wliicK he had
had no time to dwell while the duty of

smoothing that old man's passing hour was
the foremost one to be attended to. But
he wished to think over the strange facts

with which he had so strangely been made
acquainted in all their various bearings and
aspects. And the solitary walk round the

coast of the bay would give him an excel-

lent opportunity for such self-communing.

So then he, Jean Delaroche—John of the

Rock, as good Captain Morel had, in grimly
literal accordance with the facts of the

case, named hini—he, the cm-e of Tregastel,

was a Do Kergonnec of Plogarrian, and^

=^^
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more than that, was the rightful heir to,

and owner of, the property. The Monsieur
Gregoire of the terrible history told by the
dying Morvenec was his uncle, the younger
brother of his father, to make way for

whose succession to the property he, John
of the Rock, had been left to perish by the

death from which he had been so wonder-
fully rescued. And more than this—and
the following train of thought was among
those which pressed into the foreground of

his mind—this same Gregoire de Ker-
gonuec was the father of the man who had
won the heart of Marie Morel.
The fact that such wooing had been fol-

lowed by such winning was but too well

knoAvn to him. Though he had abstained
in that bitter and cruel hour of his rejec-

tion from making any inquiry of Marie her-

.self, he had not been allowed to quit Rouen
in ignorance upon tiie subject. There are

always friends kind enough to carry tidings

such as those. And if gossip had not
meddled with Marie's secret, the young se-

minarist had been made the confidant of all

poor Mademoiselle Vezin's hopes, and fear.s,

and disappointments on the subject. Talk-
ing to Jean Delaroche she deemed to be
pretty much the same thing as talking to a
brother of Marie's. And when the young
priest left Rouen, he knew that he left the

heart which it had not been given him to

win, as desolate and as broken as his own.
And now what did he mean to do ?

What course was he to make up his mind
to take ? It was clear that he was true

hcu' to, and owner of, a considerable landed
property, and it admitted of very little

doubt that he might, by virtue of the evi-

dence contained iu Morvenec's dying testi-

mony, and of that which Morel could give,

readily compel the restitution of that which
was rightfully his. Ah, could this know-
ledge have come to him earlier, have come
t<o him in time ! Could it have been in his

possession on that terrible day when he
slunk back to his seminary, knowing that

there was to be no share in the happiness and
joy of the warm world outside its gates for

him. But no. He woald not wrong Marie
by such thoughts. He did not believe in

any such. It would not have availed him.

He knew that no such consideration could

or would have changed the fact that Marie
loved another msn, and did not love liim.

Aud now what would this property be

to him ? He might go and live where he
would—iu Rouen, in Paris, if he pleased

—

but always a lone man. He might go and
live a life of what is called ease, and eat

and drink his revenues—alone ! The cure

of Tregastel was not a man to whose ima-
gination any feature of such a life would
smile. Better, better a thousand times
labour on in the path into which the hand
of Providence had guided him—labour on
faithfully in that high vocation, one of the
most awful and most beneficent duties of
which he had even now been performing.
Once—once he had looked back from the
plough to which his hand had been set,

and that looking back had been the cause
to him of anguish unspeakable, of a pain
which had run, was running, and would
continue to run through the web of his life

like the one-coloured thread which indehbly
marks the rope of which it forms a part.

Never again would he be tempted to re-

peat the error. And if such was to be his

life, what to him was this estate that should
have been his ?

Nevertheless, it was not right that this

crime should be passed over as if it had
never been done. It was not right that that
guilty uncle of his should go to his grave,

thinking that the crime he had purposed
had been consummated in all its atrocity.

It was fitting that he too should have the

assurance, which had been so wonderfully
granted to his accomphce, that murder had
been done only in intention, and that his

soul should not be so weighed down by the

consciousness of a crime which no repent-

ance coiild repair, as to be by its despaii-

prevented from turning in penitence to

God. No. Gregoire de Kergonnec must
be made aware that the nephew lived whom
he had souglit to destroy.

And this cousin of his—this young man
for whose sake, or, at least, in whose inte-

rest this wickedness had been planned, this

cousin who loved Marie, and whom Marie
loved, loved with a hapless love that was
to make her heart as cold and desolate as

his own.
And then suddenly, suddenly as a light-

ning flash, when his mind had reached this

point in his meditations, there came an
idea into his mind, which less than "a

minute of concentrated thought turned
into a determination.

He had been walking very slowly along

the shore of the sea, as the meditations

which have been described were passing

through his mind. But the immediate
result of the determination which he had
taken was to quicken his steps. Not that

his arrival at the lone Tregastel parsonage

an hour sooner or an hour later could make
or mar aught in the execution of the reso-

lution he had formed. But it is natural to

a man who doubts to saunter, natural to
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the man whose doubts have found a solu-

tion to be turned therebj into a man of

action, and to adopt the gait and bearing

of one accordingly.

Tet all that he could do that night to-

wards the putting his resolve into effect,

Avhen he reached his home, M'as to ascer-

tain, what he was as yet wholly ignorant

of, the whereabouts of the home and the

property of his uncle. He knew that the

name of it was Plogarrian, having heard
that Alain de Kergonnec was of Plogarrian.

And, knowing this, he had no difficulty in

ascertaining that the place was in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of Audierne.
And on the following morning the cure

of Tregastel set out on a journey into the

neighbouring department.

There were no raihvays in those days,

and, measured by the means of locomotion

which then existed, thejourney undertaken
by the cure was a long one. On the first

day a cross-country conveyance, misnamed
a diligence, which resembled a colossal

covered gig, holding nine persons, and
drawn by one horse, with much ado, and
by dint of early departure and late arrival,

brought him to Carhaix, situated as near as

may be in the centre of the province of

Brittany. And on the following day a simi-

lar vehicle enabled him to reach Quimper.
Two-thirds of the next day were employed
in journeying thence due west to Audierne.

The poor cure's heart beat fast, and he
looked about him eagerly as he approached
the place of his birth. The country,

though so near to the terrible and famous
Pointe du Raz, was, in the immediate
neighbourhood of Audierne, of a more
smiling and less desolate character than
that part of the northern coast of the pro-

^^.nce in which his own present lot was
cast. There were green woods and fertile

fields around him, and a smiling sea gently

lapping the sands of a low reckless shore

before his eyes, as he reached the little

yiliage-town of Audierne, and had the

direction of Plogarrian pointed out to him.

On those fields and woodlands, then, his

eyes had first opened, and, if right were
done, they should belong to him.
He extricated himself as well as he could

from the huge vehicle Avhen it drew up at

the inn in the main street of Audierne, and,

looking around him as ho alighted on the

pavement, set himself tc consider the some-
what embarrassing point, how he should
begin to set about the object he had in view.

The first thing was to ascertain tlie exact

situation of Plogarrian, and tliat, at least,

was simple and easy.

There was an old gentleman—evidently

the individual most entitled to that ap-

pellation among the little knot of idlers

gathered to witness the arrival of the

diligence—standing with his hands behind
his back, enjoying the last rays of the winter
afternoon sun, and apparently having no-

thing in the world to do but to extract what
little mild amusement he could from ob-

serving the travellers as they descended from
the carriage. He might be a man of some
seventy-five or so, with a florid, red face,

the colour of which deepened in a somewhat
tell-tale manner as it approached the point

of the nose, and an abundance of perfectly

white hair.

It was clear that he had nothing better

to do than to answer any questions that

might be asked of him, and to him, there-

fore, the cure, accosting him with a cour-

teous bow, addressed himself:
" Could monsieur be so obliging as to

inform me, a perfect stranger to this part

of the country, in which direction Plogar-

rian lies ?"

" That can I, your reverence. Nobody
better. I can do better for you than that,

if you wish to go to Plogarrian. I can
show you the way, for, as it happens, I am
myself on the point of starting for a walk
thither," returned Monsieur le Docteur
Corseul, for he it was whom the cure had
addressed.

The offer was courteously accepted by
tiic priest, and the two men set off on their

short walk together.
" Is it indiscreet to ask," began Corscu.1,

as soon as they were clear of the town, "if

your revei'ence's visit to Plogarrian has re-

ference to the event which is to take place

next week ?"

" Not the least indiscreet, my dear sir,"

said the cure ;
" but the answer to the

question may be found in another, which
I hope you will not find indiscreet. What
is the event you allude to ? I was not

aware "

"Ah, then you are not, I presume, ac-

quainted with the family. The event is

nothing less than the marriage of Monsieur
Alain de Kergonnec with the heiress ofone

of the largest properties in this neighbour-

hood. It is to come off on Monday next."
" Indeed ! Monsieur Alain de Kergon-

nec is the only member of the family with

whom I have any acquaintance. I had the

pleasure of knowing him slightly a few
years since at Rouen. And 1 was aware
of the proposed marriage with the lady you
allude to— Mademoiselle de Tressiuien.

Bat I had imau-incd that it was to come oiT
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sooner than this ; in fact, that it had taken
place long ago."

" It was intended that it slionld have
done so. When Alain was at Ronen, we
hoped that the marriage would have taken
place as soon as ever the lady was of suffi-

cient age. It was necessary to wait a year or

two after the betrothal had been solemnised,

because Mademoiselle de Tressinien was
fifteen only at that time, and her family

M'ere unwilling that she should be married
so young. And then other causes of delay

arose," continued Corseul, with a heavy
sigh ;

" Alain's mother, Madame de Ker-
gonnec, died. She was my daughter. Mon-
sieur le Cure, and you conceive—Monsieur
de Kergonnec, indeed, would have pressed

on the marriage ; more quickly, to say
truth, than the general opinion in these

parts would have deemed becoming. But
AJain was a good son, who had loved his

mother well," continued the old man,
wiping a tear from his eye with his blue

checked cotton handkerchief as he spoke,

"and he resisted the being thus hurried.

And, you conceive, Monsieur le Cure, I

supported him in his wish for a little delay.

And then, when the time had come when
the mam-iage might have with propriety

been solemnised, Mademoiselle de Tressi-

nien fell ill. Ah, you know what is said of
the cup and the lip 1 So the upshot has
been that they are not married yet, but will

be, I hopa and trust, as fast as the church
can bind them, on Monday next."

The cure had remained perfectly silent

while his companion had been thus speak-

ing, and he continued .so when he ceased.

He was meditating deeply.
" Here we enter the Plogarrian pro-

perty," said Corseul, after walking awhile
in silence. " There you can see the shore
of the bcay, that is the bay of Audierne, curv-
ing away there to the south, with the woods
coming almost down to the shingles. All
those are the Plogarrian woods. And the

value of them is rising every day."
The cure paused a minute in his walk,

and gazed over the landscape in the direc-

tion pointed out to him by his companion.
But he resumed his walk again still with-

out speaking. He thought that he saw his

way to a determination which was very

pleasant and comforting to his heart. He
thought he saw his way ; but befoi'O he
could do so quite it was necessary that he
should learn one or two things.

It was necessary, in the first place, that

he should see and speak with Alain de

Kergonnec.
" I was far from thlnkinp: that T should

have to congratulate Monsieur Alain on
such an occasion," he said, at last, as soon
as his resolution was taken, " though I

would not pass so near his home without
renewing our former acquaintanceship."

" I am sure he will be glad to see any of

his old Rouen friends. I may tell him
that

"

"Delaroche—the Reverend Jean Dela-

roche. I had not taken orders when I had
the pleasure of knowing your grandson,
monsieur."

" Stay. That's he, I think, with his gun
over his shoulder, strolling along under the

hedge yonder. Alain !" he shouted, with

a force of lungs that many a Parisian young
man in the flower of his age could not have
rivalled, "Alain, mon garcon !"

The man he had pointed to looked round,

and then began to cross the field leisurely

towards them.
" Here's an old acquaintance of yours,

Alain, a ce qu'il parait, come to say ' bon
jour,' and wish you joy of your marriage

—

the Reverend Monsieur Delaroche. He
thought that he should find you a married
man of a year or more's standing !"

"Delaroche!" cried Alain; and the

blood rushed to his head and face as ho

spoke. For all he knew or had ever heard

of Delaroche had been in connexion with

Marie Morel, and as a friend of hers. Of
course the habit Delaroche wore, as well as

that which he had in those Rouen days

worn as a seminarist, put all thought of

jealousy out of Alain's head, and his sole

thought at the moment was that Delaroche

came charged with some message or some
word from Marie.

And it would have been difficult to say

whether the thought that the priest was
the bearer of perhaps some word—some
tidings at all events of Marie brought more
of pain or pleasure with it to Alain. He
had loved Marie Morel with a very genuine

love ; he loved her still, and had never

loved any other. To have been told that

the rich man'iage with Mademoiselle de

Tressinien had all been broken oil", and that

he was free to throw himself and the lands

of Plogarrian at the feet of Marie Morel,

would have transformed him from an un-

happy to a happy man. But he knew that

he had behaved badly to her, and that ho

was behaving badly to her now. He had
done so, and was doing so, because his

father was a man of iron will, and he was
weak ; because to fear the violence of his

father, to be led and guided, and to obey

implicitly, had been the habit of a lifetime,

and he had not the daring and the vigour
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to break it. And now what could it be
that this old friend of the Morel family was
come to say to hina on the eve of his mar-

riage ? For he did not imagine for an
instant that his grandfather's statement

to the effect that Delaroche knew nothing

of the postponement of the marriage was
correct.

Be it what it might that Delaroche had
to say to him, it was clear that it would be

well that it should be said to himself alone.

So asking his grandfather to be kind
enough to carry his gun for him to the

house, he put his arm through that of the

l^riest, and proposed to him a stroll down
to the coast before taking him to the house
to introduce him to his father.

The conversation that ensued between
them lasted the whole twilight hour of that

February day ; and it was dark night when
they returned, still talking, to the house.

"If, then," said the priest, as they

T'eached the door, " if I bring you your
father's full assent to your union with
Marie, together with his promise that he
will take upon himself the task of breaking
off the marriage with Mademoiselle de
Tressinien

"

" If—if you can do that, and if Marie
can forgive me, not an hour shall elapse

before I would hasten to throw myself at

her feet. But Monsieur le Cure, you do
not know my father. I have small hope that

any good wall come of your exhortations.

Should it be otherwise, I shall be a thankful
man indeed, both to God and to you."
The cure's interview with the father was

longer than that with the son had been;
longer and stormier and more painful. It

is needless to detain the reader with any
detailed account of the conversation, be-

cause he knows already what arms the

cure held in his hands, and what was the
nature of the arguments he could bring to

bear on Gregoire de Kergonnec.
The statement and proposition of the

priest may be summed up thus :

" I, Jean" (or Eugene, as it afterwards
turned out that he liad been baptised after

the name of his father)—" I, Eugene de
Kergonnec, am the lightful heir and owner
of this house and this estate. I hold the
means of compelling the restoration of it,

unavoidably at the same time making
public the means you, my uncle, took to

possess yom-self of my inheritance. Should
I do so, you know well what chance there

would be of any marriage between your
son, my cousin, and Mademoiselle de
Tressinien. Now, as the condition on
which I will consent to bury the past in

oblivion, to forego all claim to the lands or

house of Plogarrian, and to leave my
cousin in unmolested possession of the

same, I require that the proposed marriage

with Mademoiselle de Tressinien should be

broken off, leaving you to find whatever
pretext for such rupture may seem best to

you, and that you should give your full

consent to a marriage between your son

and Mademoiselle Marie Morel. And I

undertake to deliver up to you the paper

containing the confession of the man Mor-
venec on the day that such a marriage

shall be solemnised."

Gregoire de Kergonnec was a violent

man ; and had this proposal been made to

him by his nephew, while both of them
were standing alone on the rock above the

Pointe du Raz, the result would probably

have been a different one. But as it was
there was nothing for it but to yield. He
might, and he did, try storm and violence,

and the night was half worn through
before the victory was won. But the

priest was firm as the rocks at the Pointe

du Raz themselves ; and Gregoire de

Kergonnec had to accept his terms.

The result of his victory, the happiness

it insured to Marie— who looked upon
Alain's defection with the eyes of a French
girl who deems opposition on such a point

to the will of a father wholly impossible,

and not with those of an English girl—the

happiness of her lover, and the true delight

that, though it could not yet be all delight,

poured a balm into the cure's heart as he
listened to the outpouring of Marie's grati-

tude and the blessings of her father, might
all be related pleasantly enough. But it

is not necessary to speak of them ; cannot
every reader imagine them for himself ?

Eugene de Kergonnec returned alone,

when his cousin's marriage with Marie had
been celebrated, to his bleak and lonely

parsonage on the storm-beaten coast of the

Cotes du Nord, and sought, not eventually

without a satisfactory mea.surc of success,

tranquillity, and perhaps even as much of

happiness as is allotted to most of us, in

the faithful and zealous discharge of the

arduous and often trying duties which be-

longed to the station in life to which God
had called him.
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THE ROSE AND THE KEY.

CHAPTER XLIV. FACES SEEN BEFORE.

Lady Mardykes had left the Grange the

morning after the Wymering ball, but
Miss Medwyn's note followed her ; and a
few days more brought to Roydon three

envelopes, addressed, in her pretty hand,

one to each of the three ladies at present

at Roydon.
That to Lady Vernon was very polite,

though a little formal, and not very long,

asking leave for Maud. But that to Maud
herself was playful and animated, and ex-

tremely good - natured. She named an
early day for her visit, and she insisted

it should not be a flying one, as there

were a great number of people coming to

Carsbrook, who would interest and amuse
her.

To Maximilla she mentioned some of

these foreign ministers, authors, artists,

parliamentary celebrities. " I know she

would think it amusing, and you must not

let her disappoint me. You have never
failed me, so I put you down as certain.

Don't allow her to leave Carsbrook before

she is really tired of it. You know that

there are more bedrooms there than I can
ever find guests to occupy. Don't, there-

fore, let her fancy that I shall want her

room, and you and she will be glad, I thiuk,

to meet where you can do exactly as you
please, which, I conjecture, is scarcely the

case at Roydon."
" I think I shall be pretty sure to meet

a very particular friend of mine at Cars-

brook," said Miss Max, after a little

silence.

" Who is it?" inquired Maud, misled by
her grave simplicity.

"Charles Marsto:i, my dear," she said,

t^

lighting up with a smile. " Of course you
don't care, but I do."

" I don't think that very likely. I should

not wonder if I were never to see him
again," said the young lady.

"I should very much," laughed Miss
Max.

" I mean he was so vexed at that odious

Wymering ball."

" No wonder. But he has had time to

cool since then, in one sense only. He
will be there, as sure as I am here. You'll

see. Put on your things, and come out,

and we'll have a comfortable talk, quite to

ourselves."

So these two cronies went out together,

busy with the future, and already, in

imagination, at Cai'sbrook.
" It is a huge house," said Miss Max.

" One of those great black and white

houses, with really an infinitude of bed-

rooms. When I was there last, we mus-
tered sixty people every day to dinner—

a

noisier place, you see, than Roydon, and
yet, I assure you, there were whole gal-

leries perfectly deserted. She told me it

would be much more crowded this year. I

think, between ourselves, she takes a pride

in collecting celebrities. It is her vanily,

and certainly it is one of the very most
amusing houses I ever was in. Of course

one would grow tired of it after a time

;

at least, an old girl like me would. But
for a little time it is quite delightful. She
is very rich, you know."

" Indeed
!"

" I don't say rich compared with you
Roydon people, but she is what seems very

rich to me; that is, her joiuture is five

thousand a year, and she has more than

fifteen thousand a year that belonged to her

mother, the first Lady Warhampton ; so

she has more than twenty thousand a year."

12U
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"Well, tell me more about Carsbrook,"

said Maud.
" We used to pass our time so agreeably,

Tvhen we were not going out driving", or pic-

nicking, or sight-seeing. There is a great,

square flower-garden, with old-fashioned,

trim hedges all round, and such qnantities

of pretty flowers, in the old Dutch style.

As you look down on them from the ter-

race they seem like the pattern of a thick

piled carpet. This is like a border all

round, for the centre is kept in grass as

smooth as velvet. And there is a very old

mulberry-tree, with so many curious stories

about it, in the centre. And ever so many
parties used to play croquet or lawn bil-

liards. It was such fun. And there were
so many amusing affairs of the heart to

interest old people like me. Such a comedy
perpetually going on. You can't think

what a charming house it is to stay at."

" I'm very glad we are going," said

Maud.
" But you don't look very glad, my dear."
" Well, I suppose I am discontented a

little. I was just thinking what a pity it

is mamma keeps such a dull house here."
" So it is. I have often told her so," said

Miss Max. " She could do, you know,
whatever she liked. I don't think, indeed,

she could get together so many remarkable
people, but that kind of thing may be a

little overdone, and, certainly, once or

twice when I was there, there were some
very absurd people at Carsbrook; but,

tal:cn for all in all, it is one of the most
delightful houses in the world."

Full ofthese pleasant anticipations, which,

to a girl who had never seen a London
season, had something even exciting in

them, and in the certainty of a very eaily

meeting with Maximilla Medwyn, Maud
boro the hour of separation much more
cheerfully than she otherwise would.

That hour had now arrived, and Miss
Max, having bid Lady Vernon good-bye,

and taken many leaves of Maud, , drove

away at last, with maid and boxes, down
the old avenue of Roydou.

It was three o'clock when she set out,

having a ten miles' drive before reaching

the train she was to catch.

It was about six o'clock, when the train

in which she was now gliding toward her

destination, stopped at the Drongwell sta-

tion.

Hei'e some of her fellow-passengers got

out, and a gentleman with a small leather

bag, a slender silk umbrella, and a rug,

stepped nearly in, but arrested his foot at

the door, and would probably have receded
had it not been that he was followed a
little too closely by another person, who,
with a despatch-box in his hand, had scaled

the steps.

Miss Max saw his momentary hesitation,

and a little maliciously said :

"How d'ye do?" with a nod and smile

of recognition.

Doctor Malkin, for he it was, smiling

his best, and squinting viciously, with a
surprised and glad recognition, returned

her salutation, and took his place beside her.

His companion took his seat at the oppo-

site side, in the corner next the window,
placed his despatch-box on the seat beside

him, and unlocked it.

There was no mistaking the marble
features, strange eyes, and coal - black

square beard. The gentleman with the

despatch-box, who now leaned across, and
murmured low a word or two in Doctor
Malkin's ear, was that Antomarchi, whose
appearance had so strongly excited Miss
Maximilla Medwyn's curiosity at the Wy-
mering ball.

The clapping of the doors was over now,
the whistle skii-led its horrid blast, the

engine communicated its first jerk through
all the articulations of the snake-like train,

and the carriages were again gliding for-

ward.

Doctor Malldn for a few minutes was
busy stowing away his bag and umbrella,

and having rid his mind of these cares, he

smiled again, turning to Miss Max, and
observed on the beauty of the weather and
scenery.

" How soon we glide from summer into

autumn," he observed. " The change of

the leaf does not remind us so powerfully

of our approach to winter, as the percep-

tible shortening of the days."
" It is so long since I glided into autumn

myself, that these changes in nature don't

trouble me much," answered Miss Max,
gaily. " Certainly, the days are shorten-

ing, and so are mine, but that does not

vex me either. There are younger people

—for instance. Lady Yernon, I think her

looking by no means well. I can't define

what it is ; she looks hectic, and odd, as

if there were something decidedly wrong.

She told me one day, when I remarked
that she was not looking well, that she had
a little palpitation, and she seemed almost

vexed that she had mentioned it."

" Yes, there is a little ; the action of the

heart is a little eccentric," said Doctor
Malkin. " Of course we must not mention
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it
;
people are so stupid, it would be sure to

come back to her, and the fact of its being
talked of would only make her worse."

" You know I'm a homoeopathist, but
that's of no importance. What I want to

know is,, does slae suffer under any actual

disease of the heart ?"

" Why, as to the heart, it is very hard to

say," observed the doctor a little evasively

;

" because a man might pass the severest

examination of the ablest physicians in

England, and having been pronounced
perfectly sound, might drop down dead as

he quitted the room where the consulta-

tion was held. But there is no evidence
of organic complaint in Lady Vernon's
case, and I'll tell you frankly, if there were,

I should not admit it; I am a great stickler

for keeping faith with a patient. No one
likes their ailments or infirmities to be dis-

closed; but of course," he added, thinking
he had been a little brusque, "to so very
near a friend and relation as you. Miss
Medwyn, it would be difierent. The truth
is, however, just as I have told you."

Miss Mas sat quite far enough away to

mention Doctor Antomarchi, the noise of
the train allowed for, without danger of
his overhearing what she said.

" I was going to say, I think Doctor An-
tomarchi a rather interesting man, and I

should, I think, like to make his acquaint-
ance."

"Well, I don't know that you would
like him. He thinks of nothing but his

science, his art ; and to a listener not
eclairee, I fear it must be more dull than
entertaining."

" He seemed to have a great deal to say
for himself at Wymering, to Lady Mar-
dykes, the other evening," said Miss Max.

" I did not remark. But the truth is, I
have scarcely made his acquaintance my-
self," observed Doctor Malkin, smiling. " I
found him on the platform, and he followed
me in here."

" How far does ho go ?"

" I don't know. I've to get out at
Wakesworth."

" Wakesworth ? That is not a great
many miles away from Lady Mardykes'.
You know Carsbrook, of course ?" says
Miss ]Max. " It is such a broken, round-
about journey by rail, however. From
Roydon it is more comfortably reached by
the high road. What a huge old house it

is," she continued, breaking again into the
description of it she had given to Maud a
few days before ;

" black and white, you
know, and the great, old, square flower-

garden, with the clipped hedges round it,

and the croquet-ground in the centre, and
the old mulberry-tree."
As Miss Max concluded the description

she thought she saw a listening smile of

secret intelligence on the still face of An-
tomarchi, who was busy noting the papers
he took from his box, and did not raise his

eyes.

Her curiosity was piqued.

Did Doctor Malkin know more about this

Antomarchi than he pretended ? Were
their routes really as disconnected as the

Roydon doctor would have her believe ?

Had their journey anything to do with
Lady Mardykes and Carsbrook ?

These inquiries must rest unspoken for

the present. She leaned back, and was
silent for a time, with her eyes all but
closed.

"I'm sure it is a fine place," resumed
Doctor Malkin ;

" but I've never seen it,

and I don't know Lady Mardykes. I hear

she is perfectly charming."
" So she is, and extremely clever. Her

poor mother was ; and her father is. You
know Lord Warhampton ?"

" Yes, by fame, of course. Very able

man. I've had to come here all the way
about a patient," he added, as if to quiet

further conjectures.

The sun was at the edge of the horizon.

It would, after two or three golden glorious

minutes, be grey twilight.

Miss Max opened her eyes, and those of

Antomarchi met, or rather seemed to hold,

hers with a sensation the most unplea-

sant and overpowering she had ever ex-

perienced.

His eyes almost immediately looked, an-

other way, and were bent again upon his

papers.

Twilight came. He then locked up his

despatch-box, and looked out of the win-

dow.
" Is not your friend, Mr. Antomarchi,

sometliing of a mesmerist?" inquired Miss

Max.
" He is ; a very potent one ; at least, he

is so reputed. I have never seen him
exercise his faculty," answered Doctor
Malkin.

A few minutes more passed, and the

train, with a long whistle, came to a stand-

still at the platform of Wakesworth station.

Doctor Antomarchi stood up, with his

despatch-box in his hand, and signed to the

porter to open the door.

Miss Max was glad, somehow, that he

was gone, and took leave of Doctor Malkin,
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who was also going, without much reluc-

tance.

She v/atched their movements slyly

from the window, close to which she had
moved. But there was to-ing and fro-ing

on the platform, and the steam from the

engine had eddied in, and was confusing

objects, and it was already nearly dark.

She thought, however, that the two gentle-

men went up the steep road from the sta-

tion, side by side.

In another minute the train was moving
away, and she had left Wakesworth and
the two doctors far behind.

Those two doctors did walk up, side by
side, into the little town, and entered the

White Lion, and, while they were eating a
hasty cold dinner, horses were put to a
carriage, which stood ready at the door so

soon as the gentlemen emerged.
Some of the people who were at the door

looked darkly at Doctor Malkin, and whis-
pered to one another, as, aided by the lamp
0%'er the inn-door, and by the faint silvery

beams of the moon, which by this time was
showing her light, they saw him get in and
take his seat.

The doctors smiled amusedly on each
other as the carriage rolled away through
the quiet street of Wakesworth, and light-

ing their cigars, they smoked as they drove
up the narrow road, over the hedges of
which hung the dewy boughs and fruit of

orchards in the moonlight.

CHAPTER XLV. THE JOURNEY's END.

For nearly three miles they drove in

silence, each too comfortable to disturb the
serenity of his ruminations.

There is a soothing influence in the sub-

sidence of colour and the indistinctness

of outline that surround one in a drive

through a wooded country, when the thin

mists arise by moonlight ; and this seemed
to prevail with the spirit of each gentleman,
as he looked listlessly from his Avindow.

Doctor Malkin broke the silence first.

" What asses young fellows are !" he
declaimed. " I had an uncle the head of
a great legal firm, and two first cousins
solicitors, and they, one and all, wished me
to go to the bar. I might have been
making four thousand a year easily by this

time. I might have been on the high road
to the bench. Every one said I had a turn
for it. But, like a fool, I took a fancy to

be a doctor—and even so, I might have
stayed in London. If I had—it was on the
cards—I might have done some good. I

know , something about my business, I be-

lieve. And much good has it done me

!

What's the good ofa fellow's making a slave

of himself, if he doesn't put by something
worth while. Better to enjoy what he has.

'

'

" Regretting is the greatest waste of

time except wishing," said Antomarchi, in

his cold, resonant bass tones.
" I have not much, very little : but liberty

is something," said Doctor Malkin.
" Life withou.t progress is death," insisted

the same marble oracle, with something of

scorn ringing in his deep voice.
" Think what Paris is, or Vienna, and

think, then, of being stuck in such a cursed-

little hole as Roydon," said Doctor Malkin,
with disgust.

"Your liberty and your vices are not
resources enough for a life. A man of any
mind must have a game of some sort to

play at," observed Antomarchi.
"You may laugh. I don't say you are

not a man of merit ; I think you about the
ablest man I ever met," said the Roydon
doctor ;

" but you have found a short cut

to fortune."
" You must count on a good deal of

mud before you turn up a nugget," said

the man with the square beard, and
yawned. " I was on my way to London this

morning," Doctor Antomarchi suddenly
resumed ; "I am not the first man who has
so changed his purpose. A lady's billet

has brought me back. Try one of these."

And so saying, he tendered his cigars.
" Thanks. I tell you, at a single jump

you have reached a fortune," said Doctor
Malkin. " I wish I could woo the goddess
as successfully."

" Have you never tried the language of

the eyes ?" said Antomarchi.
" In ten years' time you'll be a baronet.

You know how to rule men, and before

fifteen more are passed you will have got a
peerage. Of course, I assume that your
energies will be directed to get it."

" And I will take for my crest, what
device ?" said Antomarchi. " Let me see.

Just that," he said, nodding his head
toward the resplendent moon. " A full

moon argent, on a field azure, and three

rasors proper."

They were now approaching a village,

with the tower of a country church shining

silver white among dark trees and glim-

mering roofs.

Antomarchi's resonant voice brought the

driver to a halt.

"We get out here," he ciied, sternly.

" Drive on to the gate-house, and give the

man these things, and he will pay you."

^= r^
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"All right, sir," replied the driver, and
the carriage rolled away toward the village.

They were now standing on the white

road, dappled by the intense shadow of a

motionless tree, nnder the brilliant moon.
Skirting the road at the left hand ran a

Jiigh park wall, here and there clustered

with ivy, and overtopped with high old

trees.

A narrow, arched door in this opened to

Antomarchi's latch-key, and he and his

companion entered, to tind themselves on a

narrow park road, from which, however,

their path in a very little way diverged.

The grounds were studded with clumps
•of fine timber. The two doctors walked
up a gentle, undulating slope, and when
this was surmounted, close before them, on

the low ground, stood a huge black and
white house, its white sho\ving, in the moon-
beams, in dazzling contrast with the oak-

beams that crossed it perpendicularly,

horizontally, diagonally. They stood just

overlooking a great, square, Dutch flower-

garden, which interposed between them
.and the house, surrounded by tall, trim

hedges, in the bygone Dutch taste. The
flowers made a wide border in fantastic

patterns all round, the centre was laid out

in grass, and in the middle of this wide,

.^een carpet stood a lonely old mulberry-
tree.

In a long line of windows on the second
•story a ruddy light glowed out hospitably,

as well as here and there from other win-

-dows above, and in the lower story.

They stopped for a minute without pre-

meditation. The scene was so pretty, the

•contrast between the lights in the house
and the cold, silver brightness of the moon-
beams so striking, and the character of the

whole so festive and hospitable, that each
silently enjoyed the picture.

"There is a ball to-night," said Anto-
marchi, " but we need not appear at it.

Come."
And he led the way toward the house.

They soon reached a path, and under the

wide shadow of tall trees, arrived at a door,

like that which tliey had already passed, in

the wall that begirt the garden.

The latch-key again opened this, and
they entered the silent alleys of lofty clipped

hedges, tall and straight as prison walls,

making a profound shadow. They passed
nnder the first arch of the many that pierced

these thick curtains of foliage, and so found
themselves, after passing the broad border
of flower-beds, upon the shorn grass, in

tlie broad light of the moon, among the

croquet hoops, that in this cloudless weather

make their bivouac all night on the ground
they have taken up by day.

It was, as I have said, a great black and
white house, and, as they approached, its

walls and windows seemed to expand, and
the whole building to grow almost gigantic.

The latch-key of the privileged Doctor
Antomarchi did here for Doctor Malkin
the oSice which the feather from the cock's

tail did for Micyllus, and all doors opened
before it.

Ascending two steps he opened a door in

the wall, and led the way into the house.

They were in a long, dimly-lighted pas-

sage, that seemed to go right through the

house, with doors on each side opening from
it. Up this Antomarchi walked quickly,

his hat still on, as confidently as ifhe Avere

master of all about him.

Another passage, longer still, crossed

this at right-angles, dimly lighted, like the

first. A footman in livery was walking

along it quickly. Antomarchi signed to

him, and he approached.

"Mr. Drummond in his room?" he

asked.
" Yes, sir."

" You won't mind coming a few steps

this way?" he said, taking Doctor Malkin's

acquiescence for granted.

He walked down the transverse passage

to the left, where, more than half-way on,

a folding screen blocked nearly half the

width of the corridor, pi^otccting a door at

the left from the draughts that sometimes

eddied up the passage. At this door Anto-

marchi knocked.

"Mr. Drummond?"
Mr. Drummond, a serious, quiet man,

with rosy cheeks, a little stout, and dressed

in black, who had just been reading his

paper and drinking his tea, appeared,

swallowing down a bit of bread-and-butter

which he was munching at the moment.
"Her ladyship arrived this morning?"

inquired Antomarchi.

"Yes, sir," said Drummond, waiting

just a second, to be certain that ho had
quite sAvallowed his bit of bread-and-butter.

" She's at the ball, of course ?"

"Yes, sir."

" She was satisfied with the preparations

in her rooms ?"

" Quite, sir; and she placed some papers

in my hands, by-thc-bye, sir, which she said

were the title-deeds of Mardykes Hall."
" Very good

;
place them under lock and

key in the long press, under the proper

letter. She mny call for them; and if so,

-'^
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let her have them immediately. She must
not be vexed. You understand ?"

" Yes, sir, perfectly."

Antomarchi nodded, and, turning on his

heel, led the way at a swift pace. They
passed a staircase, and then reached an-

other, the grand staircase, and a great

hall, in which were many footmen in livery,

and some female servants peeping in at an

open door, from which issued the sounds

of music and dancing, and lavighter and
talking.

" Peep in, if you like. They won't mind
you."

He did, and—
Wow ! Tarn saw an unco sight.

The Wymering ball was dulness itself

compared with this. There was such

variety of character in the guests, and in

their dancing. Some so stately, grave, and
ceremonious ; others so hilarious ; some
working with hearty, but rather grave,

goodwill; others wild with glee— all so

animated and amusing, that Doctor Malkin
could have kept his post at the door I

know not for how long.
" There is a tall, dark man, with long

hair, rather handsome ; he looks about

forty. He smiles haughtily round, and
stands with his arms folded—a remarkable-

looking fellow."
" Does he wear steel buckles in his

shoes ?" asked Antomarchi.
" Yes, by Jove ! and point-lace to his

white neck-tie."
" That is his excellency the Spanish

minister," continued Antomarchi.
"Oh !" said Doctor Malkin. "And there's

a fellow, almost a dwarf, with straw-coloured

hair, and a long, solemn face, with a sharp

chin. He is close to the door here, and he

has a set of ivory tablets in one hand and
a pencil in the other. He must be a queer

fellow."
" Queer fellow ! You may well say so.

He is the greatest mathematician, astro-

nomer, and mechanic on earth. He has

lately discovered, among other things, an
instrument by which you may see the re-

verse side of the moon, and, oh, look there
;

do you see that lady, in purple satin, sit-

ting on the sofa near the window ?" said

Antomarchi, peeping cautiously over Doctor
Malkin's shoulder. " I don't think you'll

recognise her, do you ?"

" No, I don't think I do. Ought I to

know who she is ?"

" I think so. That's Lady Mardykes.
But come, or they'll see me. I will con-

duct you to your room. Come," said An-

tomarchi.

They crossed the great hall, ascended a

broad oak staircase, and then marched half

the length of a long gallery. Their pro-

gress was arrested by a ponderous door,

which appeared to be sheathed with iron.

This opened, they passed in. It closed

with a spring lock.
" Here we are private. This is your

room; only two doors from mine." Anto-

marchi pointed with his open hand to-

Avards his own. He opened the door, and

led the way into a large and very comfort-

able room.
Doctor Malkin looked round on the cxir-

tained bed and windows, and the handsome
furniture, Avith a feeling of rather angry

envy.

"You are lucky," he said. "How Avell

housed you are."

"Patience, and shuffle the cards," the

other answered. " Lady Vernon, I'm told,

has some pretty things in her gift. You
will be rich yet, if you are not in too great

haste to marry."
" Would you mind considering this case

where we are, we are so quiet here ?" said

Doctor Malkin, again looking round.
" Here, there, where you please ; all one

to me, provided we are not interrupted,"

replied Antomarchi. " Will you have your

supper before or after ?"

"When we have done, please," he re-

plied. " I should like it here, if it doesn't

upset arrangements. A broiled bone and

a glass of sherry."

They entered on their business, and talked

for some time, Antomarchi being chiefly a

listener, but now and then putting a short,

sharp question, and keeping the more dis-

cursive man very rigidly to the point.

Under the control of such a conductor,

the discussion did not last very long.

And now it was over, and the point

settled, and both' gentlemen stood up, and

Doctor Malkin, while his ' broiled bones

were coming, looked round the room again.

Over the chimney hung a rather remark-

able portrait; it was that of a handsome,

but forbidding woman, in a nun's dress.

The face expressed resolution, contempt,

and cruelty, Avith a strange power ; but it

was death-like.

Under this picture hun^ a crooked Ma-
layan dagger.

"That kreese was my father's," said

Antomarchi. " He killed a renegade priest

Avith it in a I'ow in Egypt. So it has made
its mark."

T
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"Ha !" exclaimed Doctor Malkin, softly,

as, smiling with increased interest, he
handled its heft, and tried its point with

his fingertip. "Very sharp, too."
" It has some magical characters engraved

there," observed Antomarchi. "It is in

keeping with the portrait ; it looks as if it

had shpped out of that sinister virago's

pocket."

Doctor Malkin looked round, but there

was nothing else by way of decoration in

the room that interested him.

And now he had his supper, and Anto-
marchi, who wished to look in at the ball,

took his leave, and went to make a rapid

toilet.

His tray and sherry gone. Doctor Malkin
prepared for bed.

The moon was high, but as yet her beams
only entered the window obliquely. He
drew the cui'tains, freely to admit the air.

Partly in consequence of being in a strange

house, and partly from other causes, he felt

perhaps just a little nervous. He looked in

the two presses, and other possible hiding-

places in the room, to satisfy himself that

there was no kirking intruder there. Then
he secured his door, and, lastly, he made
his prayerless preparations for bed, extin-

guished his candle, and was soon comfort-

ably extended with his head on the pillow.

He thought of the ball he had stolen a

glimpse at to-night, and then of the Wymer-
ing ball, and the image of Lady Mardykes
talking with so much pain and earnestness

to Antomarchi, came before him. Lucky
rascal, Antomarchi ! And, finally, he was
ovea'come by drowsiness, and slept soundly.

There are abnormal states in which the

partners, the spirit and the animal, that

jointly constitute man, are oddly divorced.

The body will lie with eyes closed in deep

slumber. The spirit will sit up with its

interior vision and hearing opened, and see

and hear things of which, in other states,

it is not permitted a perception.

Here was Doctor Malkin, with his watch
under his pillow and his head upon it,

snoring, as was his wont, moderately but

regularly.

But the doctor had eaten supper, which
was not a habit of his, and seldom agreed

with him ; and the spirit, finding its tene-

ment hot and uncomfortable, I suppose,

slipped out of it, and sat up in the bed and
looked about it.

It saw the "still life" of the room accu-

rately. The bed-curtains drawn back to

the posts, the window-curtains to the frame

at either side. The moon by this time was

full in front of the broad window, and
shone with an intense lustre into the old-

fashioned room, right before the foot of the

bed.

Doctor Malkin supposed nothing but that

he was wide aw^ake. He was looking about
him, as I said, and, turning his eyes toward
the fireplace at his left, he wondered what
had become of the long Malayan knife with
its crooked blade, that had hung under the

portrait over the chimney-piece. He raised

his eyes to the repulsive monastic portrait

;

but he could not see it ! Had it melted into

shadow ?

The canvas seemed to present one sur-

face of black. Perhaps the moonlight

had dazzled his newly awakened eyes a

little. He shaded them with his hand, but

still the frame presented nothing but a

black canvas. All the odder his dulness

of vision seemed, that the dress of this

mother-abbess was in great measure white.

While he was looking, a voice at his right

whispered :
" Ha ! Tempter, my child !"

Looking round instantly, he saw stand-

ing close to the bedside the figure of the

portrait, but not the featm'es. The face

was that of Lady Vernon, white, gleaming,

and quivering with fary, and the knife was
in her hand. He sprang on the floor at

the other side of the bed, and the phantom
was gone. Over the chimney-piece the

kreese was glimmering undistui'bed, and
the lady abbess was scowling down from
her frame with a grim smile.

Doctor Malkin went to the window and
looked out. The flower-garden lay beneath.

He could see the arabesque pattern of

the beds, in which the flowers were now
closed and drooping. He could see in the

broad grass-plat in the midst, which looked

bright silver-grey all over, the faint lines

of the croquet hoops, and at the other side

the sharp black shadows of the tall, trim

hedge, and the bush-like mulberry-tree in

the centre, with its blotch of shadow on

the grass.

He had never had a fright of this kind

since his nursery years, and he was very

nervous.

The unaccustomed view failed to re-

assui-e him. He lighted his candles again,

and then one of his cigars, and smoked
diligently from the open window, thinking

of Lady Vernon, and assuring himself that

never was vision more preposterous. He
smoked on, looking out of the window,

doing his best to obliterate the uncom-
fortable impression of his visitation or his

nio-htmare. Bat he could not.

:^
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It answered uncomfortably to a latent

horror of his conscience, which yet he

boldly seized, examined, and pronounced

upon most satisfactorily whenever it tor-

mented him sufficiently. He did nothing he

was afraid of, he shrank from no scrutiny

;

not he.

At last he lay down again, with candles

burning still on his table, and, after a long

and uncomfortable waking interval, he fell

asleep, and the moment he awoke again in

the morning, his thoughts were once more
five-and-forty miles away at Roydon Hall.

He felt nervous and ill, and, despise it

as he misrht, his vision worried him.

A DAY AT BOMBAY.

The Byculla Club, Bombay, is a delight-

ful resting-place. A handsome mansion
standing in its own grounds, with bil-

liard-rooms, coffee-room, library, stuffed

lounging- chairs, sofas, hall-poi^ter, list of

members, files of English newspapers and
magazines, a bill of fare for the day's

dinner, and a copious and well-selected

wine-list ; a luncheon in a lofty morning
room, abutting on a trimly keptand spacious

garden, windows open to the ground, and
sparrows hopping in from the balcony, to

peck impudently at ray bread-and-cheese;

a table d'hote dinner at a round table, where
every man v/as English, and where the

courses were excellent after their kind

;

claret-cup, pale ale, and iced effervescent

drinks ; whist parties, smoking, and chit-

chat; barouches, cabriolets, and buggies

dropping, and calling for, members during

the evening, in a fashion wonderfully sug-

gestive of Pall Mall; a search through the

journals, and a rapid posting up of oneself

in the English news of the last few months
— such is one series of pictures arising

naturally out of my first day in Bombay.
At the club dinner, and before the cheese

is removed, one of my fellow-diners calls,

as I think, " Shallaballah ;" whereupon a

native attired in a different uniform to the

other attendants (of whom there seem to

be two to every person dining) replies

"Sahib!" reverentially, as if it were a

response in church, and brings forward

one of the stiff stage-banners of theatrical

processions, and fixes the bottom of the

flag-staff holding it into a wooden stand

like a practicable boot-jack. I am im-

mensely puzzled as to what he will do next.

There is a gravity, not to say solemnity,

about this native's handsome, swarthy, me-

lancholy face; his stiff red turban orna-

mented with gold, his black robes, and the

manifold layers of red cord round his

waist, give him such a sacerdotal look,

that I more than half expect to see an
interesting Hindoo religious ceremony per-

formed. Why not ? There would have
been nothing incongruous about it, com-
pared with many other things I had seen

during my travels. I had met an English-

man of good family who professed himself

a follower of Islam. I had been among
Mussulmans, shieks, and Arab chiefs, who
would not allow food, water, or even a whiff

of tobacco to pass their lips between sun-

rise and sun-down, because we were in the

holy season of Ramazan. I had been com-
pelled to doff my boots and trudge about

iu my stockings, or at best in slippers

borrowed from the Faithful, when within

the precincts of a mosque. I had been

warned gravely not to ride my donkey

as swiftly as usual through the crowded
bazaars of Cairo, because if the little animal

shouldered any of the Egyptian strollers,

they would assiiredly fall down and not be

able to rise again, so weakened were they

by their protracted fast. I had seen men en-

gaged in aiiimated conversation, transact-

ing business, driving bai'gains, and receiv-

ing orders, suddenly "flop" dovni, and
after touching the ground several times

with their foreheads, rise quite composedly

and resume their conversation as if it had
never been broken off. I had " assisted

"

at religious demonstrations, which included

riding over prostrate human bodies, piercing

naked people with swords and knives, eating

live serpents, and twirling round and round

on one foot like a self-acting teetotum,

until the operators staggered off giddy and
unwell. I had mixed with holy men whose
piety consisted in tossing their heads back-

wards and forwards, uttering at the same
time unearthly howls, and I had seen re-

ligious processions in which the cow's horn

furnished forth discordant melody, and in

which little children, gaudily dressed and

decorated, were escorted through the public

streets with every circumstance of pomp.

What more likely than that I was about

to acquire one novel experience the more,

and that the English diner who threw

himself back in his chair as if he were

going to be shaved, and the handsomely

dressed native who stood motionless at his

elbow, with one hand clasping the flag-

staff, and the other motionless at his side,

as if posed for his portrait as a standard-

bearer, were aboui to join in some Anglo-

^=
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Hindoo rite, wherein insular prejudice and
native sentiment should be both studied P

I had lost the faculty of astonishment long

ago, and as I was noAV in a new country,

with everything to learn, I waited with

eyes fixed on the curious pair as calmly as

if I knew to a nicety what was coming.

The suspense was soon over, and my
highly-wrought anticipations were a little

dashed, when all this elaborate prepara-

tion ended in the white gentleman being

fanned. He had called "Punkah wallah!"

just as you call "Waiter" at a London
club, and the vocation of the dignified

native in black and red, whom I had taken

for a priest or a chieftain, was to wave the

stiff banner to and fro in its socket so as to

produce an artificial current of air while

the replete diner nodded and slept. It was
a pretty and instructive sight, but though
I saw it repeated later, it never had quite

the thrilling effect of this first experience.

The uncontrollable exposition of sleep which
Bottom the Weaver felt come over him,

appears to be a weakness with some Anglo-
Indians, who are vivacity and cuteness

incarnate at other times than those devoted
to their " forty winks." Thus at club or

private dinner-party, in the midst of con-

versation, in the presence of ladies, and
when the hilarity and bustle of a banquet
are at their height, a pair of eyes may
be observed to close, a head to droop lan-

guidly forward, and a face to lose its ex-

pression as their owner sinks, with chin on
breast, into oblivion of all around. This

does not seem to be thought rude. The
weakness is recognised as part of the

sleeper, and no one thinks the worse of

him. It is the climate, or his liver, or his

hard mental work, or all three combined,
and " Mr. Suasive must have his nap after

dinner," is said as naturally of a guest or

host as if it were " he's been ordered horse

exercise." I had the pleasure of seeing

the same gentlemen asleep at table in public

and private more than once, and found
that the habit formed a kind of label to

recognise them by, and that when there

were two of the same name in the station,

the " Mr. Duplicate who goes to sleep,"

was always the most widely known.
This first meal in India impressed me,

also, with the flat contradiction it gave to

old-established theories, respecting the ap-

})carance and health of Anglo-Indian resi-

dents. I looked round the table at which
I sat, and from it to the other tables about
the club-room, and saw a succession of stal-

wart figures and ruddy faces which would

have done honour to a sanatorium. The
dried-up frames, the yellow skins, the shri-

velled looks, which fiction and the drama
have given to the Anglo-Indian, are as false

or as obsolete as the old-fashioned nabobs
" with bad livers and worse hearts," and as,

I fear, is the pleasant exercise of shaking
the pagoda-tree. With the exception of one
gentleman who wears a white linen loung-

ing jacket, everybody was dressed precisely

as they would be in a London club. The
cloth out of which the garments are manu-
factured may have been somewhat thinner

here than would be employed for suits to be

worn in England ; but there was nothing to

denote this to the observer, and in cut,

colour, and fashion the attire of the club-

loungers of London and Bombay is iden-

tical. As for a hookah after dinner, you
might as well have looked for a Suttee.

There was not even a run upon cheroots.

Meerschaum pipes, cigars, and cigarettes

were carried into the card and billiard-

rooms, and save for the general friendship

and cohesive intimacy which prevailed

among its members, the Byculla Club
might have been in Pall Mall instead of

Bombay.
Before turning in there to take up my

membership, and to pay the moderate sub-

scription, which was one of the most re-

munerative investments I made in India, I

had to make divers small purchases for my
travels, besides presenting u\y letters, and
arranging where and how I could be com-
municated with by telegraph. This gave me
glimpses of the representative Anglo-Indian

city, and crude, rough-and-ready impres-

sions of its inhabitants, which I shall never

forget. Progress and prosperity seemed
written in all directions. I saw, every-

where, new streets, places, squares, circles,

esplanades, market-houses, all possessing

the merits we are accustomed to look for in

great capitals. In magnificent edifices of

stone, six or seven stories high, I bought

cheroots and tooth-brushes, suits of flannel

for sleeping in at night, and some simple

medicines and cau- de-cologne, from shop-

men who would have done honour to Bond-
street. At Malabar Point, the handsome
villa-bungalows of the wealthy English mer-

chants, the well-cultivated gardens stocked

with tropical plants, the gorgeous hues of

the scarlet-leaved Cape-plant lighting up
houses and walls ; the Hindoo temples, and
the natives lying and sitting round the

foetid tanks ; the mansions and pleasure-

grounds of the wealthy Parsees ; and the

ghastly Tower of Silence, with the obscene
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vultures, perched, gorged, and torpid, on

its "walls—all told one how much there was
to learn. The villas and grounds of the

Parsees, bj-the-bye, as seen during this

bird's-eye view, reminded me of the gardens

ofNorth Woolwich or Cremorne. There is

the same profusion of gaudy decorations

as in those places of public entertainment

;

the same superabundance of lamps, the

same incongruity in the disposition of

statuary and pictures, the same odd mix-

ture of semi-theatrical scenery witli skilful

landscape gardening. The suburban villa

of a wealthy Parsee looks as if it were
waiting to be lit up at night ; and at wed-
dings, or other great evening festivals,

when its " thousands of additional lamps"
are called into play, and enormous assem-

blies are held, the public-garden simile has

still greater force. Verandahs glazed and
shut in, so as to malce their owners dwell

literally in glass houses, are common. The
oleaginous look of the Parsees we met,

seated in their carriages, gave an unpleasant

signhficance to the gorged vultures on the

walls of the Tower of Silence. The latter

is the Parsee receptacle for the dead, and
within it the bodies are exposed on iron

gratings, until picked clean by birds ofprey.

Hearing of this custom, and meeting obese

Parsees at every turn, it seemed as if they

were being fattened for eating, a horribly

grotesque idea, but one which would obtrude
itself whenever I saw a stout Parsee.

There was so much to see during my
first drive, that I found it hard to classify

and record, my impressions when I sat down
to my diary at night. Let me recal some
of the strange magic-lantern figures and
scenes of this odd experience.

Fierce-looking, armed Sikhs on horse-

back, in uniforms of red and black, and
belonging to a corps of irregular native

cavalry stationed here, are passed and
met. Sepoy policemen in coatees and
trousers of bright blue, trimmed with yel-

low braid, and with huge yellow turbans to

match, give a respectful salute to every
English passer-by. Hindoo lamplighters,

who perform their work as similar func-

tionaries do in London, are wending their

way homewards in parties of two or three,

looking in their white robes and oimson
head-dresses, as they carry off the long
poles of their extinguished torches, like na-
tive lancers on skirmishing duty ; Jack on
leave from some of the ships of war now
lying in the Imrbour, and making for the
Ratcliffe Highway of Bombay ; the English
gentleman taking his evening ride in

Rotten Row costume, including the con-
ventional " chimney-pot" for a head-dress

;

elegantly dressed, delicately nurtured in-

fants on ponies, led by one native man-
sei'vant while another walks at their side

—

all these were interesting types. One seemed
to read a melancholy story in the faces of

the pretty children. They were taken to

where the most healthy breezes could be
obtained, and the infants we saw, though
with complexions so exquisitely delicate as

to resemble fine porcelain, seemed hearty

and happy. But they were very young,
and one felt that their little lives would be
one continued fight against climate, aided

by the appliances wealth can procure, but
that, sooner or later, but inevitably, the

doctor would issue his fiat, and they would
be sent to distant England, never perhaps

to know tlicir parents again. This is, of

course, a gloomy view ; but the separation

of families is the real blight on Anglo-
Indian life, and is felt more acutely than
any other drawback pertaining to it.

When our carriage crosses the populous

thoroiaghfares of the native town, we see a
troubled stream of red and pure white,

from the turbans and robes of the dense

mobs moving there. The crowding is tre-

mendous, and every inch of pavement and
roadway seems covered. The various trades

are sorted together in separate streets of

bazaars, as at Cairo ; the copper-smiths and
metal-workers reminding one ofthe Arabian
Nights as well of as the Egyptian capital.

The merchants are squatting in the open
window recesses which foi'm their shops

;

and the elaborate carving of the porticoes

and pilasters of the gaudily painted native

residences; the innumerable hanging-lamps

seen through the lofty first-floor windows
;

the lighted shrines of the doll-gods, some
of which are bitterly humiliating in their

similitude to the tawdry effigies shown
at the Chapel of the Flagellation at

Jerusalem ; the ornate Hindoo temples of

a bright red, and as if modelled out of

sealing-wax ; the municipal carts with

staring white numbers on their backs, con-

veying the city's sewage beyond the city's

purlieus ; the yellow omnibuses like those

familiar to us in London, only with dark-

skinned conductors and drivers, arrayed

in scarlet robes and the inevitable turban,

all tell their own story. Pusliing through

the crowd, too, are postmen attired like

these last; nautch- girls bedizened with

tawdiy ornaments ; and Persian horse-

dealers in worked caps and embroidered

velvet pinafores and trousers, on their way
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to the great depository for Arab steeds.

Again, the street raonuments to departed

official and military worthies, the elaborate

memorial lamp at the cross-roads between

the Byculla Club and hotel, erected to

a benevolent Parsee, and inscribed with

the unexceptionable motto in English,
" Trust in God and be not daunted ;" the

multitude of handsome and substantial

stone buildings in course of progress ; the

small compact figures of the native women,
and the large metal rings through their

noses and round their ankles ; the smeared

faces of the more than half-nude brown
men, whose nakedness you scarcely notice,

and whose face-streak of white or red paint

bespeaks their caste—all speak of the pe-

culiar social anomalies of India. As you

ponder on these things you meet hideous

buffaloes, black and liairless, harnessed in

carts ; well-appointed equipages with aris-

tocratic English figures reclining in them
;

hack-buggies with large openings behind,

really for air, but looking as if they were

made to be jumped through by harlequin

at Christmas time ; clerks, warehousemen,

and merchants steadily pursuing their busi-

ness about the Fort, and you become gradu-

ally aware of combinations which differ

from anything to be met with elsewhere.

The Manchester cotton-trade and Macau-
lay's Essays on Warren Hastings and Lord
Clive ; the City of London and the faith of

Mahomet; Hyde Park in the season and
the fire-worshipper in Lalla Rookh; the

wharves of Liverpool with begums, rajahs,

and Brahmins for loungers ; Tattersall's

and sacred cows ; the Church of England
and " our heathen brother, " who seems to

have stepped bodily from the frontispiece of

a religious tract—are amalgamated in the

strangest way. A first day in India stands

out quite distinctly from the rest of the time

spent there, from the enormous variety of

new impressions it leaves ; ahd when, thirty

hours after I had landed, I started on my
tour over the country, it seemed as if

several years had elapsed since I saw Egypt
and Palestine, and as if Biitish domination

were the natural condition of Eastern lands.

A SONG FOR MUSIC.

THE OLD 8T0KT.

ilT love is like tlic damask rose

That blushes on her breast,

Her breath is like the wind that blows

Balm-laden from the Wfst.

Her smiles are like the sunlight shod
On wavflcts as thej roll,

And like the blue sky overhead
Her purity of soul.

Her gentle thoughts are like the rain

That falls on hi^h and low,

Iler kindly deeds like golden grain
When garners overflow;

Eut ah ! she shines so fair and far,

She thinks of me no more
Than midnight moon, or polar star

Of ripples on the shore.

Arouse mine heart, proclaim thy love !

And if thou canst not fly,

To her who shines so far above
In coldest upper sky,

She may, when all thy truth is known
As truth must ever bo,

Take pity from her starry throne
And come to earth—and thee.

RACKSTRAW'S CLIENT.
IN TWO CHAPTERS. CHAPTER I.

Upon one of the grimy, greasy door-posts

of a house in Yew Tree-court, Inner Temple,
the curious investigator might not long

since have discerned the inscription, " Mr.
James Rackstraw :" one among a long

array of names more or less known to

fame. Mounting the dark, creaking, dirty

staircase, the persistent adventurer might
further have found the same name, " Mr.
James Rackstraw," traced in whity-brown
letters upon a black ground, over a bruised

and blistered door, upon the topmost floor

of the house. And examination of the Law
List, supposing it to have been worth any-

one's while to study that directory in re-

lation to so small a matter, would have
shown in addition that Mr. James Rack-
straw had been called to the bar by the

Society of the Inner Temple a good many
years ago, that ho described himself as a
special pleader, that he went the Midland
Circuit, and attended the Coventry, Bir-

mingham, and Leicester Sessions.

I am so far entitled to draw attention

thus particularly to Mr. James Rackstraw,

in that I myself happen to be that pei'son.

It was my name that appeared on the door-

post, over the battered door, and in the

official register of legal functionaries. I in-

habited most dreary and squalid chambers

at the top of the house in Yew Tree-court

;

my windows looking chiefly on to a rough
sea of red-tiled roofs, which bore aloft vast

fleets of chimney-stacks. It was a depress-

ing prospect : sooty, smoky, foggy, detest-

able.

I was wretchedly pooi*. I had exhausted,

or almost exhausted, such small private

fortune—but fortune is too absurd a word
to employ under the circumstances—let

me ratlier say pittance, as I had ever pos-

sessed. I was in debt, and I was earning

nothing, literally nothing.

A large sum of money had been invested,

-'¥
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of course, in my education, and I was a

member of what is called a liberal profes-

sion, though I fail to see the justice of that

designation. It was decidedly an expen-

sive profession. I paid, at any rate I was
charged, an exorbitant rent for my miser-

able garrets in Yew Tree-court. I had to

appear di'essed as a gentleman, or as nearly

so as I could possibly contrive, to affect as

much as might be a professional aspect and
demeanour ; for I clung to my calling des-

perately. It seemed to me my only chance.

I was too old to begin the world anew, and
I had sacrificed and suffered so much for

the sake of my status as a barrister, that I

could not bear to think, I could not bring

myself to believe, that all had been, and
would prove to be, in vain. So, although
sometimes I found myself coveting the

ready money earned by a copying clerk, or

even the coppers received by a crossing-

sweeper, I still posed myself as a member
of the bar, and assumed an air of dignity

and respectability, curiously out of keeping
with the real grim truth of my situation.

I lived on, somehow. I persuaded myself
that the luck must eventually turn. My
difficulty was the finding money to carry on
the game with. I could not yet, even to

myself, acknowledge exhaustion of my re-

sources and complete failure of all my hopes.

So I still went on circuit ; although the ex-

pense of that proceeding, considered in re-

lation to the profit it produced, was abso-

lutely ruinous. But if I once omitted to

appear with my fellows on circuit, it seemed
to me that I should stand convicted abso-

lutely of bankruptcy and desertion of my
vocation. I was trying, in fact, how long

a man could anyhow manage to live, and to

look tolerably decent, upon an income of

nothing a year. The experiment was a
painful one. My credit, never very con-

siderable, was now diminishing fast. More-
over, I could not reasonably expect much
further assistance from such of my friends

—I had but few of any kind—as possessed

money.
The return of November had brought

Avith it Michaelmas Term and the recom-
mencement of the reign of law at West-
minster, after some months interregnum

;

the Long Vacation being one of those

precious possessions of the British Consti-

tution, which could not possibly be sun-

dered from it without grave peril ensuing
to all concerned. The usual train of judges,

wearing their state robes and wigs, having
breakfasted with the Lord Chancellor, in

conformity with duty and old custom,

passed along the Great Hall to their re-

spective courts. Ushers, associates, clerks,

and other officers, the supernumeraries at-

tached to Justice's renowned and powerful
dramatic troop, swelled the procession.

The wonted crowd was in attendance, with
its ordinary abundance of time and atten-

tion to spare for an exhibition at which the

inconvenient preliminary of payment at the

door was dispensed with. And the irre-

pressible pickpocket, dodging the watch-
fulness of the constable, was, after his

manner, very well represented in the as-

sembly, and pursued his trade with diligence

and adroitness.

As in duty bound, I was also at West-
minster, grudging much the cab-fare from
the Temple, for shillings had come to be of

serious consequence to me. By-and-bye I

thought, with a sigh, I should perforce sink

to counting my means in halfpence. I was
duly dressed for the part I seemed to be
always required to look, and never in trutli

to play. My stuff gown was shabby, and
faded to a rusty brown ; my bands were
soiled and jagged at the edges ; my wig
lacked powder, and was much crumpled
and dishevelled. I felt that my whole
aspect advertised but too plainly my for-

lornness and poverty. I carried the con-

ventional blue bag in my hand. It was
not quite empty. For appearance sake I

had thrust into it a law book or two and
an old brief I had once held. But the

cause it related to had never really come
into court, and the fee marked upon it had
never been paid. Be sure I had applied

for the amount ; but bankruptcy had over-

taken the attorneys who had affected to

require my services. I regarded the brief

as my own property, therefore, and em-
ployed it to swell out my blue bag. So I

loitered and wandered about in the dif-

ferent courts, hungry, envious, idle, hope-

less. Could I help being so ?

The judges and the leaders of the bar
looked well, I noted : benefited by rural

retirement and fresh air, nicely browned,
most of them, by exposure to autumn sun
and weather. Some had probably enjoyed

good sport over turnips or in the coverts,

by way of preparation for practice in the

new term's battue of plaintiffs and defend-

ants. And there had been vacation tours

and rambles in great abundance, no doubt.

I had been nowhere, of course, and for the

old reason : no money. It was holiday to me
all the year round, if absence of occupation

can make a holiday. Heaven knows, I would
have worked had the chance but offered.
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And I had hoped that something might
have come to me if only on account of the

absence of others. Some crumbs from the

master's table are popularly supposed to

fall to the share of tlie barrister who re-

mains in town during the vacation. But
no crumbs, of comfort or otherwise, had
fallen to me. So I was at the opening of

the Law Courts as poor and woebegone, as

when they closed. A tall, thin, limp, jaded

man, with a lined face and grizzled whis-

kers, prematurely old-looking, carrying my
bag, with its corpse of a brief shrouded in

it, from court to court, trying to make be-

lieve that I was prosperous and busy, or, at

any rate, that I was unprosperous and idle

because I chose to be so. There were others

about, comrades in misfortune, similarly cir-

cumstanced, I perceived, without, however,

deriving any consolation from the fact. I

had a fellow-feeling for them ; btit if one

must suffer, it is preferable, I think, to

suffer alone, individually, than mingled
with others, lost in a crowd of victims.

The briefless ! What an ignoble army of

martyrs they constitute ! How amply they

have furnished the jesters with food for

mirth ! What scant commiseration is ever

bestowed upon them ! From the popular

point of view, a lawyer in trouble no more
merits compassion than a rat in a trap. It

has pleased the world to give us, as a class,

a bad name, and some of us get hanged, or

incui' as bad a fate, in consequence. Others

secure county court judgeships, or vast

practice, and numberless briefs, and a few
the woolsack. My destiny, as I have set

forth, was to be one of the condemned, the

distressed, the miserable.

I had no business at Westminster. I

had held no briefs at the sessions or on
circuit. It mattered Uttle to me what the

judges and the bar were busy about. Still

I looked into one after another of the

Common Law Courts in which I was sup-

posed to practise. They were very crowded.

The tribunals are a kind of theatre, and
never lack their share of spectators. Na-
turally, perhaps, I could not find much
entertainment in the proceedings. I knew
too much about them. I had been behind

the scenes too often. I was as an actor

out of an engagement, doomed to see other

actors assume the characters he most as-

pired to. The judges were in high good-

humour, apparently. They came fresh to

their work, and had, I suppose, enjoyed

their breakfast with tlie Chancellor. They
seemed inclined at times to temper justice

with jocosity, and to make occasional sacri-

fice of their dignity to their sense of the
facetious. I thought their mood rather
unwoz-thy of them ; but I was prejudiced,

no doubt. They had won in the struggle

for success, and it is the privilege of
winners to laugh ; whereas I had lost

heavily. I was more inclined to cry.

I listened to various speeches made by
the more eminent leaders of the circuits :

applications for new trials, on the grounds
of excessive damages, misdirection of the
presiding judge, verdicts against the weight
of evidence, and so on. To me it was tire-

some, unprofitable work, jargon, palaver,,

rigmarole. When the courts rose, I hurried

back to Yew Tree-court, bearing, of course,

my imposture of a blue bag along with me.
I was thankful to quit Westminster, though
certainly the Temple had few attractions

for me. But there, at any rate, I was alone,

unobserved. I escaped men's eyes. My
misery was no longer public property.

Arrived in my chambers, I abruptly, and
perhaps with some loss of temper, emptied
the contents of my bag on to the floor of

my sitting-room. To my surprise, there

issued from it, in addition to the defunct

brief and the law books, which I knew too

well, a small crumpled bunch of paper, of

which I certainly knew nothing. I kicked

it with my boot. Was it a joke ? Had
any one thrust this strange-looking object

into my bag while my attention had been

otherwise attracted ? I took up and un-

folded the wrinkled ball, idly and carelessly

at first, then with more and more attention.

At last a gasp, almost a scream of amaze-

ment, broke from me.
It was composed of bank-notes ! Ten

five and ten ten-pound notes of the Bank
of England. Startled and bewildered, with

trembling fingers, I smoothed them out,

and counted them again and again. Yes.

Ten five and ten ten-pound notes.

Was it a joke ? I re-demanded. How
cruel, if it were so ! I pored over them one

after another. I held them up, each sepa-

rately, to the light. I scrutinised them in

every possible way. No. There was no

doubt about it. They were genuine. Their

validity could not be questioned or gain-

said. But how had they found their way
into my bag ?

I felt perplexed to giddiness. Where
had I been ? What had I been doing ?

Surely I had not robbed any one ? It had
not come to that. Not yet, at any rate. I

was not mad. I was not dreaming. I

tested my mental condition in various ways.

I was awake, conscious. All was real, and

--^
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true, and explicable about me otherwise.

How, tlien, to account for the presence of

the notes in my trembling hands ?

I retraced, mentally, my conduct during

the day. It was clear, absurdly clear, that

the notes were not in my possession when
I left the Temple in the morning. The
blue bag had never quitted my hand
throughout the day. Even w4iile in the

cab, driving to Westminster, I remembered
that I had held it tightly, for it occurred to

me that I had almost laughed at myself,

when I discovered how firmly I was keep-

ing hold of what was in truth so valueless.

I had stood for a few minutes in West-
minster Hall watching the procession of the

judges. I had hardly spoken to a soul. I

had wandered, as I have already stated,

from court to court. I was now somewhat
dizzy and confused, wearied, and wanting

food, but surely I was in my right senses

then. I could not possibly have yielded to

any insane impulse, and suddenly com-

mitted a theft. I dismissed the idea at

once. It was dreadful, and it was too im-

probable. I had heard and read of curious

instances of kleptomania, but I could in no
way connect these with my own case. I

had really been thrown into no situation in

which theft, voluntary or involuntary, con-

scious or unconscious, was conceivable. I

decided positively that, however the notes

had come into my possession, I had not

stolen them. From no action on my part

had they come to me. How ? Why ?

From whom ? It was a surpi-ising mystery.

I could arrive at no conclusion that was in

the least satisfactory.

I pondered and brooded over the thing

until I was nearly distracted. Then I

locked the money up in a secret drawer in

my desk, and rushed out. But a little

while ago solitude and seclusion had seemed
to me infinitely preferable to society, and
the chance of being observed. Now I was
anxious to join my fellows, to mingle with

the crowd in the streets. I felt that if left

long alone in my garret, with those bank-
notes before me, I should go mad.
What was I to do ? Advertise in the

newspapers that bank-notes of a stated

amount had on such a day, under peculiar

circumstances, come into my possession,

and offer, upon due particulars being fur-

nished and expenses defrayed, to restore

them to their rightful owner ? No doubt
that Avas the proper course to pursue. I

did not pursue it, however. It Avould have
been a matter of some difficulty for me to

have found the few shillings necessary to

pay for the insertion of the advertisement.

And a stronger motive deterred me from
such a course. To speak plainly, I coveted

the money. I longed to appropriate it. I

could not bear the thought of surrendering
it to another. However just his title to it,

it seemed to me I had a paramount claim

:

my poverty. I set my want above his

right. I determined to keep the money.
To be just to myself, however, I should

state that before coming to this conclusion,

although I did not advertise that I had
found the money, I carefully watched the

newspapers to see if the loser had adver-

tised his loss. But I could discover no
such notification ; otherwise I should have
taken pains to restore the missing money.
Of this I have no doubt. For to take the

lowest view of my situation and conduct

—

and certainly these were susceptible of the

most ignoble interpretation—there would
have been serious danger of exposure and
disgrace, in attempting to make available

notes that had been advertised as lost, and
payment of which might possibly have been
stopped at the Bank of England.

So for the present I resolved to do no-

thing but to wait, to watch the newspapers,
and to retain the money. The only ques-

tion was as to how long I should be able to

keep the amount intact ; for my necessities

were really of a most urgent character.

Again and again I found myself taking

out the notes from my desk, turning them
over, counting them, examining them anew,
and then replacing them. There was plea-

sure in listening to the crisp rustling sound
of the notes, as with a wet forefinger I

reckoned them, after the manner of a
banker's clerk, over and over. There was
comfort in the sense of the potentiality of

wealth afforded me by the spectacle of the

money. How soon dared I try and change
one of the notes ? That was the question

now constantly haunting me.
Lest I should be condemned too promptly

let me state here more particularly how
reduced was my condition—how pressing

were my necessities. However painful,

candour in this respect cannot now be
avoided. To supply myself with food from
day to day, I had been constrained to sell,

book by book, my small but select and, at

one time, really valuable library. I had
parted with much of the furniture of my
chambers. If unpretentious, this had been

once, at any rate, of a substantial and com-
fortable kind. I had sold the few articles

of plate I had brought with me from the

university, and such little articles of
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jewellery as, however unostentatious in

sucli matters, a gentleman is accnstomed
to wear. Of late I had dispensed with the

services of a laundress, jDavtly because I

could not afford to pay her small stipend,

partly because I could not bear that she

should know, and possibly report to others,

my fiillen state. I had sold the carpet and
rug from my sitting-room ; the sheets and
blankets from my bedstead. I was with-

out coals. I often walked about the streets

after dusk to save buying candles. How
long could I go on buying food ? How
soon should I die of destitution ? It seemed
to me only a question of time. Very soon
I should be compelled to give over going-

out of doors during the daytime—my ap-

peai'ance was growing too squalid. Gradu-
ally I "was.consuming everything that was
anyhow vendible, and therefore edible, in

my chambers. The poor store was rapidly

diminishing, and famine and I appeai'ed to

be distressingly near neighbours.

I say nothing of my debts. To a man
who lacks bread, payment of his creditors is

but a far-off, trifling matter. It is the ad
vantage of great and urgent troubles that

they absorb and devour petty difficulties.

Despair gave me strength to despise my
monetary embarrassments. Gi-adually near-

ing death from hunger, what did I care for

the worst that debt could do to me ?

And now this money had come ! Should
I give it up ? Should I not rather keep
it, spend it, and live by means of it ?

What was it but a real godsend to me ?

Or—and then my troubled mind turned to

memories ofold legends oftempted men, and
purchased souls, and corrupt pacts with the

Evil One. Was I bargaining away my sal-

vation ? Was this the consideration of the

sale ? Clearly, weakened by privation, un-
dermined by despair, my intellect was yield-

ing. I was already half crazy.

Sometimes I tried to think that some
benevolent stranger—I had no friend I

knew who could be credited with such
conduct—had observed my destitute state,

and chosen this eccentric method of re-

lieving it. But the notion was not tenable.

It was too romantic. Bank notes stuffed

into a barrister's bag from motives of

charity ! It was preposterous.

For a time I hoarded the money. I

dared not part with it ; I dared not spend
it. Then at last—really to buy food—

I

changed one of the notes. The agony I

suffered the while ! I was nearly fainting

when I forced myself to comply with a
very ordinary request—that I would write

my name on the back of the note. I did

so. I felt that the signature was hardly
recognisable as mine. But that was acci-

dent. At the time I could not possibly

have written more legibly, or in a less

tremulous and feeble hand.

After this incident I endured terrible

days of suspense. What would come of

it ? Would payment of the note be ques-

tioned anywhere ? Would the real owner
appear, confront, threaten, and punish me ?

All this seemed possible—likely even.

I remained in-doors waiting the result.

If I had done wrong, certainly I underwent
chastisement. I was reduced to a pitiable

condition of nervous debility and irritation.

A sudden single knock at my door set my
heart leaping and aching, to an extent that

is not to be expressed. At last, then, I

was to find inquiry, exposure, a constable !

My foreboding pictured an infinite pano-
rama of humiliation and anguish. I was
mistaken. My visitor knew nothing of

these things. He was simply an attorney's

clerk. He brought papers and a fee ! My
services were required, in no very intricate

or important degree, as a special pleader.

The luck had turned. Employment had
come to me. I was saved, while yet a
large balance of the money I had found in

my blue bag was untouched, ready for its

owner if he would but present himself.

Strange to say, after this time my pro-

spects and condition graduallybrightened. I

had work to do. Not to any wonderful

extent, but still sufficient to enable me to

live, and indeed more than this, to resume
some of the decencies—the necessaries of

existence others would call them—1 had
been forced to dispense with. I re-engaged

the services of my laundress. By degrees

I was able to take my clothes from the

pawnbroker's, and to re-purchase one or

two articles of fmmiture of which I stood

in urgent need. My garret begun to look

less wretched. My life seemed less gloomy

;

hope, or a ray of hope, once more illumined

it. The air about me was clearer. I could

breathe more freely.

In the spring I went on circuit ; I had no

great prospect of employment, but I was
enabled without much difficulty to find

means sufficient to defray all expenses.

These I may explain to the lay reader are

so ruled by the bar as not to press too

onerously upon its junior members. Counsel

on circuit are as a regiment on the march,

"messing" together, and the rates of pay-

ment for lodging, &c., in the various assize

towns, are tlie subject of strict regulation,
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SO that the rich advocate is not permitted

to distress or discountenance his poorer

brethren by any very lavish system of ex-

penditure.

At Warwick, I remember, I occupied
confined and quaintly furnished rooms over

a barber's shop.

A brief Avas delivered me the day after

my arrival in the town. It had reference

to a criminal charge, and the fee Avas of

small amount, the case being one of quite

an ordinary character. I was instructed

to defend a prisoner charged with robbery
from the person with violence. The man's
name was Michael Runt. No witnesses

were to be called for the defence. I was
provided with copies of the depositions

taken before the local magistrates on the

occasion of the prisoner being committed
for trial, and some few general instructions.

I was to dwell upon certain weak points in

the case for the prosecution, and to sub-

ject one or two of the witnesses to a rather

searching cross-examination.

I soon gathered that my task was not a
very hopeful one. Bat I was bent upon
doing the best I could with it; rather, I

may frankly admit, for my own sake than
the prisoner's. The chance of my dis-

tinguishing myself in the matter was small

enough, but still in my situation the
smallest chance was something to be prized.

The solicitor employing me was not a prac-

titioner of very nice repute, but undoubtedly
his business was ofan extensive and flourish-

ing kind. In such wise his good opinion

was worth winning. It might lead to my
further employment.
My misgivings about the case strength-

ened very much when I came to see the
prisoner. As he stood in the dock—allow-

ing for the fact that the dock is very try-

ing to appearance at all times, and that

placed there even innocent persons acquire
a cei'tain equivocal and suspicious aspect
—I decided at once that Michael Runt was
guilty ; more, that he was an old ofiender,

an established member of the criminal class.

He was undersized, with compressed, ir-

regular features, and a narrow slanting
forehead, over which he had smoothed his

dull, coarse, mouse - coloured hair. He
slouched a? he stepped into the dock,
and his small sharp eyes moved restlessly

about with a kind of animal cunning,
as he remarked his surroundings. He
bowed to the judge and jury, and his ge-

neral bearing was submissive even to ser-

vility. Yet something redeemed his appear-
ance from being absolutely repulsive. He

was refined, if I may say so, by an
air of sickliness. He had a consumptive
pallor of complexion, with a hectic spot

of colour, about the size of a crown-
piece, burning upon either cheek. His
breathing was short, and he coughed
painfully every now and then. That he
was in a precarious state of health could

not be questioned. And his hands it was
to be noted, as they rested before him on
the ledge of the dock, if not of very good
shape, were yet waxen of hue, even to trans-

parency, the fingers being very thin and
long. They were the hands of a thief, it

might be, certainly not the hands of a man
used to rough labour. So far the sight of

them would not assist his case with the

jury. Except in this way: he was charged
with robbery under circumstances of some
violence. It was fair to raise the question :

was he capable, judging from his appear-

ance, of physical exertion of any pro-

nounced kind ? A rapid glance at my
client decided me that his defence must
consist in some such argument. Mean-
time I had to listen to the opening speech

of the counsel for the Crown.
As I have said, the case presented no

exceptional features, and I need not detain

the reader with any detailed account of it.

The facts were strong against the prisoner.

A horse-fair had attracted a large assembly
in a neighbouring town. My client was
alleged to have come down from London
with many associates in evil pi-actices.

They had surrounded and hustled the

prosecutor, a burly tenant-farmer, who
had been selling certain cattle at the fair.

They had robbed him of his watch, and had
only just been hindered from relieving him
of his pocket-book. He had seized the

prisoner, held him tightly, and handed him
over to the constables. The watch, how-
ever, had not been found upon the prisoner.

It was alleged that he had certainly taken
it, but had succeeded in passing it on to

his accomplices. The farmer had deposed
to the identity of the prisoner, and to the

fact that he had been the first assailant

and had snatched and secured the watch.

Tlie prosecutor gave his evidence in a

sturdy, straightforward way enough. He
was a middle-aged man, of powerful frame,

with a flushed face that betokened rather

inabstinent habits, or a constitutionally

choleric disposition. His expression was
one of somewhat obtuse obstinacy. His
testimony, though no doubt in the main
truthful, involved some inconsistency. He
was anxious to have it understood that he

•^^
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was perfectly sober at the time of the rob-

bery ; nevertheless, he was reluctant to ad-

mit that his property had been wrested

from him without a struggle, in which a

sober man of his muscular proportions

could hardly have been worsted. He shrunk
' from conceding that the London thief had

got the better of him, except by superior

force. He had a countryman's pride, and
did not like the notion of his vigilance and
intelligence being discomfited by the cun-

ning and sleight-of-hand of a cockney
pickpocket. Yet the theory that he had
really been defeated in an encounter with
the puny creature in the dock seemed suffi-

ciently improbable.

A dirty scrap of paper was passed from
the prisoner to his attorney, and so on, to

me. On it was written in a wretched
scrawl :

" The bloke was werry drunk." I

pressed the witness on this point. Gra-
dually he admitted that the alleged rob-

bery took place after he had dined, very
copiously indeed, at the farmer's ordinary,

and that he had "refreshed" considerably

before starting from home for the fair, and
on his journey thither. A list he reluc-

tantly fuimished of his glasses of ale and
rummers of brandy-and-water was of sur-

prising length. The enumeration greatly

amused the court, and even set the prisoner

laughing. The witness lost his temper,
and incurred the rebuke of the judge. He
stuck persistently to the leading points of

his case, however. He swore distinctly

that he was quite sober ; that the prisoner

was the man who first assaulted him and
took his watch, whereupon he had seized

the thief and had held him until the arrival

of the constables.

For the prisoner I did what I could, as

it was clearly my duty to do, to present to

the jury as favourable a view as could pos-

sibly be taken of his case. I argued that

the charge a;^-ainst him was too fall of doubt
and improbability to justify his conviction.

I maintained, in the old established way,
that it was not for me to prove him innocent,

but for the Crown to prove him guilty, and
that the prosecution had completely failed

so to do. I dwelt upon the absolute insuf-

ficiency of the evidence. The prosecutor
was clearly intoxicated. Had there been
a robbery at all ? If so, where was the

stolen property ? We had only the word
of a drunken man to prove tliat he had
ever had a watch to lose. Could we on such
evidence convict the prisoner of stealing a
thing which had not been shown to exist

other than in the imagination of a drunken

man ? Drunkards were notoriously the
victims of delusions of all kinds. But I

forbore to press this argument too strenu-

ously. I saw that the jury believed in the

existence of the watch. So, granting that

the prosecutor had once possessed a watch,
had there not been abundant opportunities,

I asked, for his losing it throughout the
day long before his meeting the prisoner ?

He had been in and out of public-houses,

mingling for hours in the thick of the fair.

Suddenly ht . issed the property which he
had probably ijeen deprived of hours be-

fore. Thereupon, angry and unreasonable

from the fumes of the liquor he had con-

sumed so excessively, he had arrested the

nearest man to him, and charged him with
the theft. The idea of a conflict between
the two men I laughed to scoi'n. I bade
the jury compare the physical proportions

of the prosecutor and the prisoner. They
were a giant and a pigmy, I said, and the

suggestion that the pigmy had triumphed
in the encounter I characterised as mon-
strous. I dismissed the idea that the

prisoner had been assisted by others, but

on that head I thought it advisable to say

as little as possible. I paid a compliment
to the skill and sagacity of the police, and
urged that if there had been accomplices

most certainly they would have been ar-

rested long since, and made to stand beside

my unhappy client in the dock.

The prisoner during the progress of my
cross-examination and speech on his behalf

had much pestered me with his crumpled

notes. These contained nothing of real

importance. They were brief, but wretch-

edly written and spelt. " Go it, coun-

sellor," he wrote. "Hit him hard." This

referred to the prosecutor. " He was blind

drunk, and did not know nothing of what
happened." " He could not know for cer-

tain it was me as took his ticker." " Put
it as it was Flash Looney as did the trick.

It can't hurt him. He's got a twelve-

month's hard already." I quote from

memory, and have mended the spelling,

but the communications were much to the

above purport.

When I touched upon his ailing state,

however, contrasting it with the prose-

cutor's air of robust health, the prisoner

was quick to perceive that he could assist

my arguments by assuming a correspond-

ing demeanour. He left off writing notes.

He was shaken by severe fits of coughing.

He seemed nearly fainting from fatigue and

weakness. He gasped for breath. He could

with difficulty maintain an erect attitude.
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Certainly, he displayed very considerable

histrionic skill. He was really ill, but he
conti-ived cleverly enough to aggravate all

his symptoms of sickliness.

I need add little more about the trial.

The judge summed up much, as I thought,

to the disadvantage of the prisoner. The
jury, however, after a few minutes' delibera-

tion, returned a verdict of Not Guilty.

Michael Runt was a free man. He dis-

appeared from the dock very briskly in-

deed.

The prosecution confessed their disap-

pointment. The man was an old offender,

boasting many an alias. They were ready
to show that he was well known to the

police, and had been convicted on several

previous occasions. Had he been found
guilty, they were prepared to press for a
severe sentence.

1 have said that the trial was but of a
commonplace kind, and I attach little im-
portance to the exertions I had used on the
prisoner's behalf. Still, I was congratu-
lated on my success by many of my col-

leagues on circuit. I was told that 1 had
made a very good defence. The judge had
even gone out of his way in his summing-
up to comjaliment my advocacy. And I

derived from my eflforts decided advantages
in the Avay of further employment. Alto-

gether I profited very fairly that circuit.

There really seemed to be a chance that
within, let us say, ten years or so I should
be generally recognised as "a rising junior."
For at the bar juniors rarely rise until age
has somewhat bowed them. They don't
flower until late in the autumn of life, just
as the much-cherished chrysanthemums in

their own Temple Gardens flourish most in

November.

CANVAS UNDER CANVAS.

"Theee is nothing in the whole world,"
said an eminent painter once, when ex-
patiating on the delights of his gentle
craft, " which an artist so thoroughly en-
joys as painting his picture, except it is

selling it afterwards." So, also, thinks the
public, and although a little too prone to
suppose that the limner's profession is

exempt from the cares and anxieties inci-

dental to every other, and that its followers
generally lead an easy, idle, pipe-smoking
kind of existence, the conclusion is correct.
Nor is this wonderful, for is not the sight
of an artist at his easel always pleasant ?

Docs it not always conjure up ideas of
patient reverential admiration for every-

thing that is lovely ? What can be more
elevating and ennobling than the constant

contemplation and delineation of the beau-

tiful ? And if it be pleasant to watch hira

at work in his studio with its tasteful sur-

roundings, it becomes doubly so when, in a
ramble beneath a summer sky, across some
picturesque tract of country, we come
upon him unexpectedly, ensconced in a
quiet nook, sitting on his three-legged

stool under the shade of his tent or white
umbrella, labouring away at the glorious,

ever-changing phases of nature spread out
before him. Is it possible for any one,

having the slightest admiration for the

charms of mountain, wood, or waterfall, of

sky, sea, or lake, to conceive an occupation

so thoroughly engrossing or delightful,

especially when we remember that it is the

means by which the landscape painter

lives ? No wonder if the world is apt to

say, " his work is all play, his labour

is a labour of love," and that his life is, of
all others, the lightest and freest from
burden. Enjoyment, it would seem, could

no further go ! It signifies little under
what conditions we find him; he ever pre-

sents, when thus engaged in his pursuit, a
picture at once fascinating, suggestive, and
agreeable.

Peep at him, for instance, when, in the
sultry noontide heat, he sits, half hidden
in the tall fern of the deep umbrageous re-

cesses of a forest glade, with the ghostly

century- old sentinels of oak and beech
keeping watch around him, their grey
gnarled trunks flecked with specks of sun
and shadow from bright sky and fretwork
of leafy roof, and where the deer, un-
conscious of his presence, stray close to

him on the windward side until, aware of
his intrusion on their domain, they, with a.

sudden frightened start, burst madly down
a drive.

Again, see him on a breezy, open, heather-
clad moorland, depicting the fleeting gleams
ofsunshine and cloud-shadow, as they chase
each other across the purple level and over
the little knolls and breaks, and so up
the rolling mountain spurs, until upon the
rugged sides of the great hills themselves
they are lost in the mists which cap the
highest peaks. Or, when the tide is out,,

and the fishing craft are lying in their

furrows of beach sand, surrounded by all

the "picturesque lumber" of the shore,

watch him as he, with his canvas under
canvas, is making headway with his work
by the "sad sea waves." Surely an en-

viable being is he under any of these cir-

cumstances, and equally so do we esteem

rp'-
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liim if we catch sight of his tent, or white
umbrella, by the side of a bonlder-beclcled

torrent " fiir doAvn a valley lonely." And if

we find him ensconced among the reeds a<nd

willows of a broad flowing river's bank,
or amidst the nodding corn-sheaves, and
reapers at their work, in the water meadows,
where the cattle, strayed and scattered over
the mead, attract his pencil, does he not lend

additional interest to the scene ?

Once more, does not his gipsy-like en-

campment and its surroundings irresistibly

entice us towards him, if we discover them
nestling by some ancient castle-keep, or
old abbey ruin, and are we not tempted, as

before, to intrude upon his enjoyable

solitude, and to behave almost as badly in

our endeavours to get a glimpse of his

sketch, or picture, as do sometimes the
gaping yokels, urchins, and provincial

citizens, who sui^round him in a hustling
and jostling crowd, whenever they catch
sight of him in the suburbs or the streets

of some mediceval town, revelling in his

grateful task ? In a word, whensoever and
wheresoever he pitches his tent, at home or

abroad, your landscape painter—be he
sketcher in water-colour or oil, or high
finisher in both; spend he, as a squatter
with very portable traps, six hours, or, as

a settler with full camp equipage, six

months over one subject—has, in our eyes,

the very best of times of it ; and one might
almost admit that the pleasantness of his

pursuit is sufficient compensation, and that

to pay him handsomely for his work is

a piece of supererogation. The man who
has to go through essentially disagreeable,

unhealthy, irksome, but necessary duties,

is the man who should be highly paid, not
he whose daily occupation is one round of
successive delights. Yet the remuneration,
now-a-days, is certainly no less satisfiictory

tlian is the following of the art itself. Sir
Marler would twist you his moustache, and,
with a disdainful twirl of his maulstick,

inform you that your notions about the
pleasures of his life were somewhat ex-

aggerated. He would discourse you between
the puff's of his pipe of the thousand and one
discomforts, anxieties, and miseries which
his labours on his canvas under canvas
entails.

All the elements, he would tell you, that

conspu'C to make his life enjoyable, bring
with them each corresponding difficulties.

The wind, which sets the waves and sky
in motion, and helps to give the landscape
painter the beauties of light and shade, is at

times his bitterest enemy. It rattles and
flutters his canvas or paper at the most tick-

lish moments ; it whirls dust in his eyes,

and over his wet colours ; it insinuates itself

under his coat-tails, and flaps them on to

his delicately graduated tints, jiist as he
has washed or rubbed them in ; it eddies
round, and lunges at him in every diabo-

lical and impossible way, finally ^ling

under his tent or umbrella, and, despite all

pegs and cords, lifting it bodily high into

the air, like an impromptu misshapen cap-

tive balloon.

The sun, too, won't shine when he wants
to see the effect and. form of a particular

mass of light and dark, and bursts out un-
clouded when the whole feeling of his sub-

ject is essentially grey. After he hastrudged
some weary miles to a pet view, his para-

phernalia on his back, rain sets in imme-
diately he has settled to his easel, driving

him home after long struggling and perse-

vering against it, only to cease when he has
finally made up his mind to abandon work
for the day. Chill winds, scorching sun,

drenching rain, stinging midges, all sorts

of biting, tickling, crawling insects, gaping
chawbacons, insolent children, savage dogs,

enraged cattle, dreary lodgings in lonely

farms, or questionable quarters in roadside

stale-tobacco-smelling inns, tough mutton,
and sour beer—these, and many more such
troubles, will our landscape painter detail

to you and make moan about. He may
say nothing of unsuccessful work done,

miserable blots, futile attempts, wretched
renderings of splendid subjects, heart-burn-

ings and disappointments at imperfect imi-

tations of natm^al objects, which may drive

him to do violence upon his picture. But
such conditions arise. He may not be elo-

quent upon the follies and drivelling im-

becilities to which, by his failures, he is re-

duced ; nevertheless, evidence exists that

he can be brought to a very low condition

of mind indeed, for, reminded possibly by
early arithmetical difficulties, he has occa-

sionally broken out into puerile verse, and
has been known to carve upon a boulder-

stone, or upon the soft face of some sand-

stone rock, his lay ; the Lay of the Land-
scape Painter on the Sea-shore running
thus

:

Stratification is vexation,

Pebbles are as bad,

The rolling sea doth puzzle me,
And clouds they drive me mad.

Yet these are but temporary moods, and
soon pass, only to leave him more deter-

mined than ever to carry out his purpose,

and capture the coveted beauty before him

;

for this inextinguishable love for his art is

the mainspring which keeps him going, and
induces him, from the first, voluutai'iiy to
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encounter the difficulties of his profession.

AVere it not for this deep-seated love, the

inevitable failures to which he is constantly

subjected all through his life (for as his

powers increase so does his ambition, each

success only urging him forward to greater

efforts, your true artist never being really

satisfied, but always wanting to do better)

would ovei'whelm him, and painting would
become a task as ungrateful as any merely
mechanical process by which a man must
eaim his bread. So then, despite the little

grumblings of our friend, we return to our

first proposition, despite his assertion (a

perfectly true one, by the way) that

painting from nature as he does, going to

his work early in the morning, returning

from it late at night, like any labouring

man, is a very different thing to daintily

dallying for an hour or two with en-

ticing looking sketching materials, when
we find ourselves idle in the countiy, or

on our tours amongst peaks, passes, and
glaciers. Despite all this, we say, we shall

continue to believe that the landscape

painter's lines are cast in pleasant places.

The mere fact of having to spread his

canvas in the open air, at a season when
"all who are in populous cities pent" long

to escape to the sea, the fields, or woods,

and to have to busy himself only with ob-

jects which are a delight to eyes, ears, and
nose, is sufficient to make his occupation

pre-eminently attractive. And in his idle

moments, too—for, however engrossed he

may be by his art, he should not always be

before his easel — see what enjoyment is

within his reach. Who so happy as he,

with rod and line perhaps, whipping the

stream for spotted trout, and imperceptibly

drinking in all the elements of beauty

which surround him ? Compared with the

mere angler, is not his enjoyment double ?

Does he not get a thousand inspirations and
suggestions out of every bend of the tiny

stream or rushing river, as he gently plods

from pool to pool ? Now, with agile steps,

he crosses and recrosses the flowing water,

sometimes wading ankle-deep, at others

balancing himself upon the slippery step-

ping-stones, until, tired of the sport, he

stretches himself at full length upon a

pleasant shady bank, and smokes a pipe,

or makes a jotting of some pictui-esque

effect or form in his pocket sketch-book,

if the fish be shy, and his basket empty,
his time is by no means lost. He has seen,

perhaps, enough to allure him to the spot

again, when, with brushes and with palette,

he will capture something that shall be

more lasting in its beauty even than his

finny prey, for nowhere in such scenes as

the fisherman loves to frequent can the

artist's eye be idle.

Botanising, or geologising, too, if he
have tastes that way, must equally lead

him to haunts out of which some sugges-

tions may arise, some sort of capital be

made. Climbing for a choice specimen that

is beyond his reach, likely enough he puts

up (to use a sporting phrase) some subject

little dreamt of as he strolled along the

lane, or beneath the overhanging rocks.

If he be a cricketer, the " district eleven"

will be glad of his aid any evening on the

common, or the village- green, and the

steadiness of his hand will be none the less

next day from the exercise, if his genial

good-fellowship do not tempt him to " keep
it up" too late after supper.

On the sea-coast he should be no less

at home, and ready to take an oar or

haul on to a rope with the best of the

fishermen in the little harbour, combining
sport with study in almost every relation

of his rural life. A swimmer he is sure to

be, and either in the "fresh" or "salt,"

need never fail to get his morning dip with

unbroken regularity from early May till

late October. Learned he must inevitably

become in all that appertains to country

life, for is he not its high priest ? Are not

its materials in every detail his stock-in-

trade ; and must not every sight, and al-

most every sound, come under his keenest

observation, from roaring winds and rush-

ing waters to the hum of insects and
the song of birds ? Ay, even from the

gentle woodland warblers to the screeching

sea fowl ! In all the infinite variety of

their notes, he will somehow get to take an
interest, and to distinguish and identify the

language of his feathered neighbours as

readily as the voices of his friends, and now
and then it will serve his purpose to bring

one down with his gun, and stuff its skin,

and set it up in his studio at home as " a

property" of endless use to paint from.

Farm labour, likewise, cannot go unob-

served by him, and in localities where hide-

ous machinery has not banished the pic-

turesque plough or harrow-team, and such

handwork as may form a foreground inci-

dent, he will have occasion to study the

action, effect, and habits of all the rural

population. A simplicity of thought and

mode of life, especially healthful both to

mind and body, should be the characteristic

result of such a training—a result of no

mean worth in these days, when to seem

what one really is has become unfashion-

able. On every hand, then, from his hardest
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and most earnest hours of work, Avhen his

whole soul is given up to the perpetuation

of nature's choicest pictures, down to his

hours of merest idleness, when he lies

prone, pipe in mouth, on the verge of some
breezy cliff, or in the depths of a shady
copse, the conclusion is that the landscape

painter's life is without parallel for enjoy-

ment, when he sets up his studio in the

open air, and labours conscientiously upon
his "canvas under canvas."

VAMPYRES AND GHOULS.

These gentry are not yet quite dead. At
least the belief in them still lingers in some
country districts ; while in South-Eastern

Europe, and South-Western Asia, the cre-

dence prevails among whole tribes, and
even nations. There appears to be no

essential difference between the European
vampyre and the Asiatic ghoul—a sort of

demon, delighting to animate the bodies

of dead persons, and feed upon their blood.

It is believed that the superstition has

existed in the Levant since the time of the

ancient Greeks ; but among that artistic

people the vampyre was a lamia, a beautiful

woman, who allured youths to her, and then

fed upon their young flesh and blood. Be
that as it may, the Byzantine Christians,

after the time of Constantine, entertained

a belief that the bodies of those who died

excommunicated were kept by an emissary

of the Evil One, who endowed them with

a sort of life, sufficient to enable them to

go forth at night from their graves, and
feast on other men. The only way to get

rid of these passive agents of mischief was
to dig the bodies up from the graves, dis-

excommunicate them, and bury them.

William of Newbury, who lived in the

twelfth century, narrates that in Bucking-

hamshire a man appeared several times to

his wife after he had been buried. The
archdeacon and clergy, on being applied to,

thought it light to ask the advice of the

bishop of the diocese, as to the proper

course to be pursued. He advised that

the body should be burned—the only cure

for vampyres. On opening the grave, the

corpse was found to be in the same state as

when interred ; a property, wo are told,

generally possessed by vampyres.
The most detailed vampyre stories belong-

to the Danubian and Greek countries. Tour-

nefort describes a scene that came under

his personal notice in Greece. A peasant

ofMycone was murdered in the fields in the

year 1701. He had been a man of quarrel-

some, ill-natured disposition : just the sort

of man, according to the current belief of

the peasantry, to be haunted by vampyres
after death. Two days after his burial, it

was noised abroad tiiat he had been seen to

walk in the night with great haste, overturn-

ing people's goods, putting out their lights,

pinching them, and playing them strange

pranks. The i-umour was so often re-

peated, that at length the priests avowed
their belief in its truth. Masses were said

in the chapels, and ceremonies were per-

formed, having for their object to drive out

the vampyre that inhabited the dead man.
On the tenth day after the burial, a mass
was said, the body was disinterred, and
the heart taken out. Frankincense was
burned to ward off infection ; but the by-

standers insisted on the smoke of the

frankincense being a direct emanation from
the dead body—a sure sign, according to

popular belief, of vampyrism. They burned
the heart on the sea-shore, the conventional

way of getting rid of vampyres. Still this

did not settle the matter. Positive state-

ments went the round of the village that

the dead man was still up to all kinds of

mischief, beating people in the night, break-

ing down doors, unroofing houses, shaking

windows. The matter became serious.

Many of the inhabitants were so thoroughly

frightened and panic-stricken as to flee

;

while those who remained nearly lost all

self-control. They debated, they fasted,

they made processions through the village,

they sprinkled the doors of the houses with

holy water, they speculated as to whether

mass had been properly said, and the heart

properly burned. At length they resolved

to burn the body itself; they collected

plenty of wood, pitch, and tar, and carried

out their plan. Tournefort (who had found

it necessary to be cautious as to expressing

his incredulity), states that no more was
heard of the supposed vampyre.

In the year 1725, on the borders of

Hungary and Transylvania, avampyre story

arose, which was renewed afterwards in a

noteworthy way. A peasant of Madveiga,

named Arnold Paul, was crushed to death

by the fall of a waggon-load of hay. Thirty

days afterwards, four persons died, with all

the symptoms (according to popular belief)

of their blood having been sucked by vam-

jjyres. Some of the neighbours remem-
bered having heard Arnold say that he had

often been tormented by a vampyre ; and

they jumped to a conclusion that the pas-

sive vampyre had now become active. This

was in accordance with a kind of formula

or theorem on the subject : that a man

=^
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who, -when alive, has had his blood sucked

by a vampjre, will, after his death, deal

with other persons in like manner. The
neighbours exhumed Ai'nold Paul, drove a
stake through the heart, cut off the head,

and burned the body. The bodies of the

four persons who had recently died were
treated in a similar way, to make surety

doubly sure. Nevertheless, even this did

not suffice. In 1732, seven years after

these events, seventeen persons died in the

village near about one time. The memory
of the unlucky Arnold recurred to the vil-

lagers ; the vampyre theory was again ap-

pealed to ; he was believed to have dealt

with the seventeen as he had previously

dealt with the four ; and they were there-

fore disinterred, the heads cut off, the

hearts staked, the bodies buraed, and the

ashes dispersed. One supposition was that

Arnold had vampyrised some cattle, that

the seventeen villagers had eaten of the

beef, and had fallen victims in consequence.

This affair attracted much attention at the

time. Louis the Fifteenth directed his

ambassador at Vienna to make inquiines in

the matter. Many of the witnesses attested

on oath that the disinterred bodies were
fall of blood, and exhibited few of the usual

symptoms of death : indications which the

believers in vampyres stoutly maintained
to be always present in such cases. This
has induced many physicians to think that

real cases of catalepsy or trance were mixed
up with the popular belief, and were sup-

plemented by a large allowance of epidemic
fanaticism.

Li Epirus and Thessaly there is a belief

in living vampyres, men who leave their

shepherd dwellings by night, and roam
about, biting and tearing men and animals.

In Moldavia the traditional priccolitsch,

and in Wallachia the murony, must be
somewhat remarkable beings. They are real

living men, who become dogs at night, with
the backbone prolonged to form a sort of

tail ; they roam through the villages, de-

lighting to kill cattle. •

Calmet, in his curious work relating to

the marvels of the phantom world, quotes
a letter which was written in 1738, and
which added one to the long list of vam-
pyre stories belonging to the Danubian
provinces. " We have just had in this part
of Hungary a scene of vampyrism, duly
attested by two officials of the tribunal of

Belgrade, who went down to the places

specified ; and by an officer of the em-
peror's troops at Graditz, Avho v/as an
ocular witness of the proceedings. At the

beginning of September there died in the

village of Kisilony, three leagues from
Graditz, a man sixty-two years of age.

Three days after his burial he appeared in

the night to his son, and asked for some-
thing to eat. The son having given him
something, he ate and disappeared. The
next day the sou recounted to his neighbours

what had occurred. That night the father

did not appear ; but on the following night

he showed himself, and asked again for

food. They do not know whether the son

gave him any on that occasion or not ; but
on the following day the son was found
dead in his bed. On that same day five or

six persons in the village fell suddenly ill,

and died one after another in a few days."

The villagers resolved to open the grave of

the old man, and examine the body ; they

did so, and declared that the symptoms
presented were such as usually pertain to

vampyrism—eyes open, fresh coloui', &c.

The executioner drove a stake into the

heart, and reduced the body to ashes. All

the other persons recently dead were
similarly exhumed ; but as they did not

exhibit the suspicious symptoms, they were
quietly reinterred.

One theory in that part of Europe is, that

an illegitimate son of parents, both of

whom are illegitimate, is peculiarly likely

to become a vampyre. If a dead body is

supposed to be vampyrised it is taken up
;

should the usual symptoms of decay present

themselves, the case is supposed to be a

natural one, and the body is sprinkled

with holy water by the priest ; but should

the freshness above adverted to appear,

the ordeal of destruction is at once decided

on. In some parts of Wallachia, skilled

persons are called in to prevent a corpse

from becoming a vampyre, by vai'ious

charms, as well as by the rougher and
coarser plan of driving a nail through the

head. One charm is to rub the body in

various places with the lard of a pig killed

on St. Ignatius's Day; another is, to lay

by the side of the body a stick made of

the stem of a wild rose. Some of the

vampyrised persons are believed, when they

emerge from their graves at night, not to

go about in human form, but as dogs,

cats, frogs, toads, fleas, lice, bugs, spiders,

&c., sucking the blood of living persons by
biting them in the back or neck. This

belief forcibly suggests one remark : that

as the peasantry in those parts of Europe
are wofuUy deticient in cleanliness of per-

son, clothing, and bedding, nothing is

more likely than that they are bitten at
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night by some of the smaller creatures

above named, without the assistance of any
vampyre.

Mr. Pashley, in his Travels in Crete,

states that -vvhcn he was at the town of

Askylo, he asked about the vampyres or

katakhanadhes, as the Cretans called them
—of whose existence and doings he had
heard many recitals, stoutly corroborated

by the peasantry. Many of the stories con-

verged towards one central fact, which Mr.
Pashley believed had given origin to them
all. On one occasion a man of some note was
buried at St. George's Church at Kalikrati,

in the island of Crete. An arch or canopy
was built over his grave. But he soon
afterwards made his appearance as a vam-
pyre, haunting the village, and destroying-

men and children. A shepherd was one
day tending his sheep and goats near the

church, and on being caught in a shower,
went under the arch to seek shelter from
the rain. He determined to pass the night
there, laid aside his arms, and stretched

himself on a stone to sleep. In placing his

fire-arms down (gentle shepherds of pasto-

ral poems do not want fire-arms : but the

Cretans are not gentle shepherds), he
happened to cross them. Now this cross-

ing was always believed to have the effect

of preventing a vampyre from emerging
from the spot where the emblem was found.

Thereupon occurred a singular debate.

The vampyre rose in the night, and re-

quested the shepherd to remove the fire-

arms in order that he might pass, as he
had some important business to transact.

The shepherd, inferring from this request
that the corpse was the identical vampyre
which had been doing so much mischief,

at first refused his assent ; but on obtain-

ing from the vampyre a promise on oath
that he would not hurt him, the shepherd
moved the crossed arras. The vampyre,
thus enabled to rise, went to a distance of

about two miles, and killed two persons, a
man and a woman. On his return, the
shepherd saw some indication of what had
occurred, which caused the vampyre to

threaten him with a similar fate if he di-

vulged what he had seen. He courageously
told all, however. The priests and other
persons came to the spot next morning,
took up the corpse (wliicli in daytime was
as lifeless as any other) and burnt it.

While burning, a little spot of blood spurted
on the shepherd's foot, which instantly

withered away; but otherwise no evil re-

sulted, and the vampyre Avas elfectually

destroyed. This was certainly a very pecu-

liar vampyre story ; for the coolness with
which the corpse and the shepherd carried

on their conversation imder the arch was
unique enough. Nevertheless, the persons
who narrated the affair to Mr. Pashley
firmly believed in its truth, although slightly

differing in their versions of it.

Modern vampyres in Western Europe
seldom trouble society, so far as narratives

tell ; but across the Atlantic something of
the kind has occupied public attention

within the limits of the present generation.

In 1854, the Times gave an extract from an
American newspaper, the Norwich Courier,

concerning an event that had just occurred.

Horace Ray, of Griswold, died of consump-
tion in 1846 ; two of his children after-

wards died of the same complaint ; eight

years afterwards, in 1854, a third died.

The neighbours, evidently having the vam-
pyre theory in their thoughts, determined
to exhume the bodies of the first two chil-

dren, and burn them ; under the supposi-

tion that the dead had been feeding on tbe

living. If the dead body remained in a
fresh or semi-fresh state, all the vampyre
mischief would be produced. In what state

the bodies were really found we are not told
;

but they were disinterred and burned on the

8th of June in the above-named year.

This superstition appears to be closely

connected with that of the Were-wolf,
which sometimes presents very terrible

features. Medical men give the name of

lycanthropy to a kind of monomania which
lies at the bottom of all the were-wolf
stories. In popular interpretation, a were-

wolf is a man or woman who has been
changed into the form of a wolf, either to

gratify a taste for human flesh and blood,

or as a Divine punishment. The Reverend
Baring Gould narrates the history of Marshal
de Retz, a noble, brave, and wealthy man of

the time of Charles the Seventh in France.

He was sane and reasonable in all matters

save one ; but in that one he was a terrible

being. He delighted in putting young and
delicate children to death, and then destroy-

ing them, without (so far as appears) wish-

ing to put the flesh or the blood to his

lips. In the course of a lengthened trial

which brought his career to an end, the

truth came to light that he had destroyed

eight hundred children in seven years.

There was neither accusation nor confession

about a wolf liere; it was a man afllictcd

with a morbid propensity of a dreadful

kind. SomcAvhat difterent was the case of

Jean Grenier, in 1603. He was a herd-boy,

ajjed fourteen, who was brought before a
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tribunal at Bordeaux on a most extraordi-

nary charge. Several witnesses, chiefly

young girls, accused him of having attacked

them under the guise of a wolf. The charge

was strange, but the confession was still

stranger ; for the boy declared that he had
killed and eaten several children, and the

fathers of those children asserted the same
thing. Grenier was said to be half an
idiot ; if so, his idiocy on the one hand, and
the superstitious ignorance of the peasantry

on the other, may perchance supply a solu-

tion to the enigma. One of the most ex-

traordinary cases on record occurred in

France in 1849, the facts being brought to

light before a court-martial, presided over

by Colonel Manselon. Many of the ceme-
teries near Paris were found to have been
entered in the night, graves opened, coffins

disturbed, and dead bodies strewed around
the place in a torn and mangled condition.

This was so often repeated, and in so many
cemeteries, that great anguish and terror

were spread among the people. A strict

watch was kept. Some of the patrols or

police of the cemeteries thought they saw a
figure several times flitting about among
the graves, but could never quite satisfy

themselves on the matter. Surgeons were
examined, to ascertain whether it was the

work of the class of men who used in

England to be called resurrectionists, or

body-snatchers ; but they all declared that

the wild reckless mutilation was quite of

another character. Again was a strict

watch kept ; a kind of man-trap was con-

trived at a part of the wall of Pere la

Chaise cemetery, which appeared as if it

had been frequently scaled. A sort of

grenade connected with the man-trap was
heard to explode ; the watch fired their

guns; some one was seen to flee quickly ; and
then they found traces of blood, and a few
fragments of military clothing, at one par-

ticular spot. Next day, it became publicly

known that a non-commissioned officer of

the Seventy-fourth Regiment had returned
wounded to the barracks in the middle of

the night, and had been conveyed to a mili-

tary hospital. Further inquiry led to a
revelation of the fact that Sergeant Ber-
trand, of the regiment here named, was the
unhappy cause of all the turmoil. He was
in general demeanour kind and gentle,

frank and gay ; and nothing but a malady
of a special kind could have driven him to

the commission of such crimes as those
with which he was charged, and which his

own confession helped to confirm. He de-
scribed the impulse under which he acted
as being irresistible, altogether beyond his

own control ; it came upon him about once a
fortnight. He had a terrible consciousness
while under its influence, and yet he could
not resist. The minute details which he
gave to the tribunal of his mode of proceed-
ing at the cemeteries might suit those who
Uke to sup on horrors, but may be dispensed
with here. Suffice it to say that he aided
by his confession to corroborate the charge

;

that he was sentenced to twelve months'
imprisonment ; and that eminent physicians
of Paris endeavoured to restore the balance
of his mind during his quiet incarcera-

tion.

Fifty years ago, vampyre literature had
a temporary run of public favour. The
Vampyre, or the Bride of the Isles, a
drama, and The Vampyre, a melodrama in

two acts, were presented at the theatres

:

the hero being enacted by some performer
|

who had the art of making himself gaunt
and ghastly on occasions. There was also

a story under the same title, purporting to
be by the Right Honourable Lord Byron,
which attracted notice. The form of the
superstition chiefly prevalent in modern
Greece is that vampyres, notwithstand-
ing all the means used to destroy their

bodies, will resume their shape, and re-

commence their mischievous wanderings,
as soon as the rays of moonhght fall on
their graves. This serves as the founda-
tion of the tale in question. But Lord
Byron repudiated it. In a characteristic

letter to Galignani, he said : "If the
book is clever, it would be base to deprive
the real writer, whoever he may be, of his

honoui's ; if stupid, I desire the responsi-

bility of nobody's dulness but my own."
The authorship was afterwards claimed by
another writer, who stated that the idea of
the tale had been suggested to his mind by
something he had met with in Byron.

All the stories of vampyres, ghouls, and
were-wolves, we may safely assert, can find

their solution in a combination of three
causes— a sort of epidemic superstition

among ignorant persons ; some of the phe-
nomena of trance or epileptic sleep ; and
special monomaniac diseases which it is

the province of the physician to study.
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THE EOSE AND THE KEY.

CHAPTER XLVI. GEIEF.

At Roydon Hall, whither Doctor Mal-

kin's thoughts had led him this morning,

dulness reigned.

Maud Avas relieved of the embarrassment
of a tete-a-tete with her mother at break-

fast, bj Lady Yernon's remaining in her

room, in consequence of a cold.

She missed her cheery and energetic

cousin. How on earth could she dispose

of the day ? She could have a carriage, of

course, if she pleased, and drive where she

liked. Whom should she visit ?

About one o'clock her doubts on this

point were ended by the arrival of Miss

Tintern, who came to see her, having a

great deal to say, and looking unhappy.
She had come alone. Her father had ridden

over to the Wymering Sessions.

"Is Lady Vernon coming down?" she

asked immediately after their salutation.
" I can't say. But do you wish that we

should be to ourselves ?"

" Immensely. I have ever so much to

tell you."
The young lady was in great distress.

" I don't know, Maud, whether I ought
to tell you. It would, I fear, only embarrass
you ; but I have no one to speak to."

" "What would embarrass me ?"

" Keeping my secret, dear Maud."
"ISrever mind—not a bit. I'm not the

least afraid," said Miss Maud, eagerly; for

what young lady objects to hearing a secret?
" It is a secret I wou'.d not have told to

any living creature for the world."

"Of course; I quite understand that.

But I have no one to tell anything to, if I

wished it. Mamma "

" Oh, not that for the world !"

(^

" Not to mamma ? No, of course. But
why particularly must it be concealed from
her ?"

"Well, I'll exi^lain by-and-bye. Do you
think she will come here ? I should not

like to be surprised. Would you mind
walking out among the flowers ? We could

not be taken unawares there."
" I was thinking of that myself," said

Maud, and the two young ladies walked
into the garden.

As soon as they got to a quiet spot,

under the three acacia - trees, with the

scarlet and blue verbena in front. Miss
Tintern looked round softly, and being

assured that they were not observed, she

began to pour forth her sorrows.

She began by narrating how Mr. Plimby,

of Cowslip Meads, that detestable old bache-

lor, had wanted to dance very often with

her at the Wymering ball, and how, after

her papa had at last made her give him a

quadrille, he had hardly left her for ten

minutes all the rest of the evening.
" Oh, my dear Ethel, is he in love with

you ? Is he in love ? I know he is. Oh,
how delightful !" cried Maud, in an ecstasy

of laughter.
" There's nothing to laugh at," said

Ethel Tintern, a good deal hurt. "Don't
you see how vexed I am, Maud?"

" He is such a figure ! He is such a

wonderful creature !" and again she broke
into peals of laughter.

" Well, Maud, perhaps I had better come
another day."

" Oh, oh, oh !" almost sobbed Maud, re-

covering a little, with tears in her eyes.

"I'm so soiT-y I've interrupted you so shame-
fully. But he always struck me as so de-

lightfully ridiculous ; do tell me the rest."

" I suppose it is ridiculous, at least to

every one who does not suffer from it ; but
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for me it is tlie :greatest vexation. I wish
it v.-as no worse, but it is a great 'deal Tvorse

—vexation is no name for it."

*'Yoii ninst tell rae all about it," said

Maud. " You look eo tragical, Ethel.

Why, after all, it can't be so very awful.

I don't think Mr. Plimby will run away
with you against your will."

"Listen now, and judge ; but, oh, Maud,
remember what a confidence it is ! I am
going to tell you things, that but one other

person in the world knows anything of."

"I'll not tell, I assure you, mamma
never giving me an opportunity ; and,

Iiesides, she is the last person on eai'th I

should volunteer to tell anything to."
" No ; I was thinkiDg more of ]\Iiss

Medwyn."
"Max shan't hear one word about it;

no, upon my honour, not a living being
shall ever hear a word about it till you
give me leave."

And the young lady drew Miss TIntern

towards her and kissed her.
^'' I know you won't tell. Where did I

leave off? Oh yes, he has been, at one
time or another, every day since the ball,

to call at the Grange."
" And do you mean to tell me that all

tliis mischief has been done by one quad-
rille at the Wymering ball ?"

"^ No ; it seems he has been paying me
pretty little attentions, though I never per-

ceived it, for more than a year, and I

sappose he thinks he has made an im-

pression, and that the time has come for

being more exphcit. And he has actually

spoken to papa, who sent him to me."
''Well?"
^'I refused him, of course. You could

not suppose anything else."
*' Well, then, if you did, where's the dis-

tress ? I can't see what there is to trouble

you."
•'^ Well, listen. After I had refused him,

papa, who was waiting to see him before

lie went, persuaded him that it was all a
mistake, and that I did not know my own
!3iind. This occurred yesterday, and he
fixed to-morrow for his return to the
Grange, where he is to have another inter-

view with me. Only think !"

" Well, there's no great danger from
tliat, is there ?" said Maud.

" Wait till I've told you all. Papa re-

fcarned, having spoken to him, and sent for

jaie. He seemed very ill and pale, and I

soon perceived he was very much agitated.

I can never forget his face. And then he
told me, oh, Maud, J\Iaud ! Avhat I had not
a. susjjicion of. He has been making im-

mecnse speculations in mines, and they have
turned out badly, and he says he is ruined,

and Mr. Plimby is his principal creditor,

and that his being able still to live at the

Grange, depends altogether on my saying

'yes,' and marrying him."
" Oh, darling ! I'm so awfully sorry,"

said Maud, in consternation. " But it can't

possibly be. Oh no ! I believe every one

exaggerates when they lose. You'll tind it

is nothing so bad as he thinks."

But Maud's consolation failed to comfort

Miss Tintei'n—failed even to reassure her-

self.

" Well, Ethel, if things do go wrong,
remember I shall be my own mistress very
soon. I intend to go to my cousin Maxi-
milla, and live with her, and you shall come
— I'm quite serious—and live with us. We
shall be the three happiest old maids in

England. But, after all, Mr. Plimby,

they say, is very rich, and no one, that I

know of, ever said anything against him.

I don't recommend him particularly, but
he might be a better husband than a great

many men who are thought very eligible

indeed."

"No, no, no, Maud, dear. I know it is

kindly said, but all that tortures me—it

is totally impossible—and oh, Maud, dar-

ling, I am in such misery ! Oh, Maud,
you will think me so odious, and yet I

could not help it. It was not my secret

;

but I have been concealing something ever

so long, and I know you'll hate me."
" Hate you ! Nonsense ; what is it ?"

And upon this in^vitation, with an effort.

Miss Tintern told the story of her engage-

ment to Captain Vi^vdan.

" It was when I was at the Carisbrokes',

last summer ; and it has been ever since

;

and he has insisted on its being a secret

;

and I'm ashamed to look you in the face,

Maud. And oh, what am I to do ?"

And she threw her arms round Maud's
neck and cried.

Maud, if the truth must be told, was a
little affronted. The idea of ha-vdng been

duped and made use of by Captain Vivian

to conceal his real attachment to another

young lady, stung her pride.

" What am I to do, what am I to do ?"

sobbed poor Ethel's voice.
'' What are you to do ? By all means

marry him, if you hke him well enough.

But I don't thuik he is the least worthy of

you, I don't know a great deal of him.

Very little, considering that he was so long

here. He dances very nicely, that I do
know, for I danced two or three dances

with him at the ball. It may be that I
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don't knoAV him as well as other people, but
he seems nothing like good enough for

you."
Miss Tintern met this with a protest,

and a torrent of the sort of eulogy with
which the enamoured astonish those who
still enjoy their senses, and then she con-

tinued :

" Oh, Maud, it is such a lesson to me. I

ought never to have consented to this miser-

able concealment, and the idea of giving up
Evelyn is simply despair—I should die."

" Well, don't give him up."
" I could not if I wished."
" Some way or other it will all come

right, you'll find. How is Mr. Tintern

;

not ill, I hope?"
" He seems absent and anxious, but he

bears up wonderfully ; and he goes to ses-

sions, and everything else, just as usual.

I never was so astonished as when I learned

the awful news from him."
" I don't think it is quite so bad as he

would have you believe ; that is, I'm sui'e

he is making the worst of it."

" Well, darling Maud, I feel better since

I told you. I think I should have gone
mad if I had not some one like you just

now to talk to ; and remember, Maud, not
a word to Miss Medwyn."

" ^NTot one word, I promise, to a living

creature."
" I'll not ask to see Lady Vernon. You

can tell her I came in, but she was not
down. I'll get into the carriage, now.
Good-bye." And so she departed, and
Maud returned to the house, wondering.

CHAPTEU XLVII. ROTDON PARK.

In the evening of that very lonely day
Maud took a ramble in the park of Roydon.

There is nothing very bold or striking in

the park, but it is prettily varied, with
many rising undulations and rocky, fern-

clad knolls, and many winding hollows.

Here the yellow gorse perfumes the air,

and brambles straggle over the rocks ; the
hawthorn and birch-trees stretch from their

clefts, and pretty wild flowers show their

many hues in sheltered nooks, while, all

around, in groups or singly, stand the

nobler forest trees, casting their mighty
shadows along the uneven sward.

Maud was passing through a gentle

hollow, almo.st a little glen, when she heard
the tramp of running feet near her. A little

boy was scampering along the summit of
the narrow hollow at the other side.

She called to him, and he halted. She
observed that the boy had a note in his hand,
and beckoned him to ap})roacli. After a

moment's hesitation, he descended the bank
at his leisure, and stood before her.

"What ai'e you doing here, my little

man?" she asked. "Aren't you afraid

that the keepers will find you?"
" I was taking a message up to the Hall

yonder, but the lady's not there. Happen
you'll be her?"

" What is her name ?"

" Miss Mack—Mack-something— Med-
wyn !"

" Oh ! Miss Maximilla Medwyn ?"

" Ay, that will be it," replied the boy.
" No, she's not there now. Miss Medwyn

left the Hall yesterday," said the young
lady, looking with an unconscious scrutiny

at the note he held clutched in his dirty

httle fist.

" Ay," said the boy.
" And you can tell whoever wishes to

send the letter, that any one by asking at

the house can learn where Miss Medwyn is

at present."
" Ay, sure," said the boy again, and

started once more to find his employer. '

Very curious was Maud; but she did

not continue her walk in its former direc-

tion. She turned about, and at the same
quiet pace began to saunter towards home.

She had not reached the end of this

shallow glen when she was again overtaken,

and this time it was Charles Marston who
was beside her.

" I hope you are not vexed. I am sure

you won't be when you hear."

Maud was more startled than she would
have cared to betray, and there followed a

very short silence. She had set down Captain

Vivian as Maximilla's corresiDondent, and
had never suspected such a move on Mr.
Marston's part. It was unlike him. It

was hardly consistent with his promise to

her. Yet she was glad.
" I'm not vexed, I assure you," she said,

smiling a little, and blushing very much,
as she gave him her hand. " A httle boy
overtook me just now, when I was going
in the opposite direction, and told me he
had been looking for Miss Medwyn at the

house, to give her a note. I dai'e say he

was your messenger?"
" He was. I had sent to find her, that

I might ask her fifty things, and, above all,

whether she thought she could persuade

you to see me for a very few minutes."
" Well, it has come about, you see, by

accident."

"And that is better, and—don't, I en-

treat, walk so fast—you won't refuse me a

few minutes ?" She did walk slower.
" Our walk must not bo very far," she
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said. " Why have you come here ? You
ougM to consider me. It was unkind of

you to come here, knowing all that Miss
Medwyn told you."

" I'm not to blame for this chance meet-

ing ; but- a letter would not have done,

indeed it would not ; no, nothing but a

few—ever so few—spoken words. And if

I had failed to see you, I think I should
have despaired."

" I hate the word despair
;
you must not

talk tragedy. Would you mind picking

up my locket ? It is there, at that tuft of

dark grass."

"What a very pretty locket !" said he,

presenting it to its owner. " And that

little bit of work, the rose in rubies, and
the key in yellow topaz, that is the device

of a branch of the Vernons."
"Yes," said Maud ;

" a very dear friend

gave it to me."
"I was in hopes you wore it as your

own," he said ;
" it would have given me a

right to claim a cousinship."
" But have you really a right to bear the

Rose and the Key ?" asked Maud.
" It is quite true," he answered, smiling.

" One of our family, a lady naiued Rhoda
Marston, married a Vernon five hundred
years ago ; at least the College of Heralds,

while there was such a thing, used to tell

the story ; and we intermarried after, and
that gave us a right to quarter the Rose
and the Key. In our old shield it is often

quartered. I think it such a pretty device.

I wonder why our people gave it up."
" I'm a very bad herald ; I did not

know there had ever been such a cousin-

ship," said Miss Maud.
" Oh, yes, I recollect hearing the paper

read when I was a boy. It is more than a

hundred years old, and it said that our
name was originally Vernon, but that we
took the name of Marston from the place

granted to our ancestor by the Conqueror.

And that a Marston, Sir Guy Mai'ston, it

said, I think, was in love with a lady called

the Lady Rhoda Vernon."
" Oh ! Really ?" said Maud.
"A long time ago, of course. The lady

from her name, was called the Rose, the

Rose of Wyke it is in the legend. In one
of their raids the lady was carried off by
the lances of the Earl of Northumberland,
and imprisoned, and held to ransom, in one
of his many castles ; but in which. Sir

Guy could not learn. But the lady con-

trived from her place of captivity to send
him, by a sure messenger, a rose, which
he took as the emblem of his Rose ; and
learning from what castle it was sent, he

raised his hand to the wall, and taking
down his battle-axe, he said, ' Behold the

key of Percy's keep,' and so the story says

he undertook the adventure, and rescued

the lady, and hence came the device of the

Rose and the Key."
" Then there were Vernons on both sides,

and you are a Vernon," said the young lady.

" My ancestors have borne the name of
Marston for five hundred years, but our

real name is Vernon." With a saddened
change of voice and look, he said: "I
can't understand you, Maud ; I think you
might be more frank with me. I think,

knowing the torture of my suspense, you
might tell me how you wished me to

understand all that passed at the Wymering
ball. Tell me frankly, and I shall trouble

you no more ; do you wish all over between
us, or will you give me a chance ?"

" What do you speak of as having oc-

curred at the Wymering ball?" asked the

young lady, evasively.
" Oh, you must know," replied Charles

Marston, his jealousy overcoming all other

considerations. " I mean your having given

so many dances to Captain Vivian, when
you refused me more than one ; and you
had thrown over other men for him."

" Suppose I tell you that I have a perfect

right to do as I please, that I say that I

\\i\\ neither be questioned nor lectured by
any one, there would be an end of all this."

" Certainly, Miss Vernon; and you make
me feel that I have, for a moment, forgotten

myself"
" But I won't say any such thing. I

tell you, frankly, that I don't care if 1

never see Captain Vivian again. I had
reasons of my own for all I did ; I told

you so beforehand ; and it seems a little

strange that you should assume that there

can be none but unkind ones."

The reply that had opened with so much
fire and spirit, grew gentle, reproachful

almost, as it ended.

They had come now, from walking very

slowly, quite to a standstill under a haw-
thorn-tree, that stretched a friendly shelter

from the steep bank.
" Heaven bless you for that reproof, be-

cause there is hope in it. Oh ! how I wish,

Miss Vernon, you were what you seemed to

me at first, poor and almost friendlass. I

think my devotion might have moved you,

and the proudest hope I cherished was
that some day you would permit me to lift

you from your troubles. But now I feel it

is all changed. When I saw who you were

my heart sank. I saw my presumption, and

that I ought to renounce my folly, but I

=r
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could not ; and now what dare I ask ?

—

only, perhaps, that you will allow me still

to bo your friend." He took her hand.
" No, Maud, that could not be. I could

not live and be no more to you than
friend." He spoke in great agitation, and
kissed the hand he had taken. " Oh, don't

withdraw it. Listen for one moment, in

mercy. I am going to say what is quite

desperate. You will tell me now, Maud,
can you ever like me ?"

" We have been on strange terms for a
long time—I hardly understand them my-
self. We may meet again, and we may never
see one another more in this uncertain world.

If I were to answer you now, as you ask me,
I should speak as recklessly as you say you
have spoken. But I won't answer. I don't

know you well enough to give you a pro-

mise, and I like you too well to take leave

of you for ever. I like no one else. Perhaps
I never shall

;
perhaps I shall never like

any one. Let all remain as it has been a

little longer. And now I have said every-

thing, and I am very glad I met you. Will
you agree to what I have said ? Are you
content?"

"I do agree ; I am content," he answered.
A mountain of doubt and fear was lifted

from his heart in the assurance, " I like no
one else." And the words, "I like you
too well to take leave of you for ever,"

had made him tumultuously proud and
happy.

" And now we must say good-bye. If you
want to hear of me, write to Miss Medwyn,
Taut not to me, and you must not come
here again. I don't act from caprice. I

have good reasons for all I ask. Now I

must go home ; and you must not follow

me one step more. Good-bye."
He held her hand for a moment, and

said, " Good-bye, darling, but only for a
little time. Good-bye."
And he kissed it passionately.

She turned and left him hurriedly, and
with hasty steps walked homeward.

CHAPTER XLVIir. A SURPRISE.

So Maud had all but confessed her love.

Eilled with a strange and delightful agita-

tion, she followed the path towards the
Hall.

Crossing the stile she stopped for a minute
and looked back. How infinitely fonder
that vague love had grown ! In that one
hour her character was saddened and
softened for ever. For the first time, ou
leaving him, she felt a great loneliness.

She almost repented that she had not
ended all doubt and hesitation in the

matter. But there was an alarm when she

thought of. Lady Vernon. She did not

know what powers she might have under
that terrible will, in the shadow of which
she had, for the last few Aveeks, begun to

feel herself dismayed.
In the sweet reverie in which already

the melancholy of a care quite new to her
was mingling, how incredibly short the
walk home proved !

She lifted up her eyes before the door, and
saw the flight of white steps, and the noble

doorway with its massive florid carving,

finendly too, as all things seen unchanged
since childhood are. Sad a little now, for

the first time, it looks to her, with an
altered face, in the slanting evening beams,
and a smile of reproach seems to light it

mournfully. She will take her flight, as

others have done, from the old homo, gene-

ration after generation, for two hundred
and fifty years. It does not look like home,
quite, any longer.

Great heiress as she was, if all went
right, she knew generally that her position

might be immensely modified by certain

possible events. She knew that under
certain circumstances her mother had what
amounted very nearly to a veto on her

marriage, and that she hated the Marstons.

Was she likely to sacrifice her feud to

please a daughter, of whom she scarcely

concealed her disdain ?

Who quite understood that complicated

and teazing will of her grandfather's ? He
had spent half his life pulling it to pieces

and putting it together again. It was
his hobby. Wherever he went, or whatever
he seemed to be doing, his mind was
always working upon it. He left it, he
confided, a few days before his death, to

his attorney, in a very unfinished state.

He left behind him, nevertheless, such a

tesselatiou of puzzles, so many provisoes, ex-

ceptions, conditions, as no layman could

disentangle ; and his chief earthly regret,

on his death-bed, was that he had not been
spared some six years longei^, to elaborate

this masterpiece.

There was uncertainty enough in her
actual position to make the future anxious.

On the shield over the hall-door stands

forth the sculptm'cd Rose and Key, sharply

defined in the oblique sunlight. The in-

terest of those symbols of heraldry, after a

moment's contemplation, made her think

of the " shield-room," as the peculiar

chamber I have already described was
called, and to it she turned her steps.

She passed through the smooth-floored,

silent hall, and along a corridor, and opened

--^
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the door of the shield-room. It is so spa-

cious a room that she did not hear a sharp

voice speaking at the further end, with
great animation, until she had entered it.

Her eyes, on entering the room, were
dazzled by the western sky glaring through
the three great windows, and for a moment
or two all the rest looked but shadow. But
she soon saw better, and the picture, touched
with light, came out of the darkness.

It was Mr. Tintern's voice that was
exerting itself with so much spirit. He
was leaning back, in an easy posture, with
his leg crossed, his arm resting on the

table, and his hat and walking-cane in his

other hand, reposing on his knee.

Round the corner of the table, which
was not a very large one, and fronting the

door, sat Lady Yernon, with a pretty little

pocket-book in her hand, in which she

seemed to have been making notes with a
pencil ; near her sat Doctor Malkin. The
angle of the room, which formed a back-

ground for him, was a good deal in shadow,
but a sunbeam glanced on his bald head,

which shone in that light as red as blood.

There was one figure standing, and that

completed a rather odd party of four. It

was the slim figure of a long-necked,

lantern-jawed man, with long hands, folded

one over the other, a saintly smile, a head
a little plaintively inclined to one side, and
something indefinably villanous in his one
eye. He seemed to be undergoing an ex-

amination, and Mr. Tintern rose suddenly,

gazing upon Maud, and suspended his ques-

tion as she advanced.
The same light that flamed on Doctor

Malkin's burnished head, also showed this

lank, roguish face very distinctly, and Miss
Maud instantaneously recognised Elihu
Lizard.

Nearly all the party seemed put out by
the interruption. Mr. Lizard made a soft

step or two backwards, receding into

shadow. Doctor Malkin stood up, staring

at her, as if not quite sure whether he saw
Miss Maud or a spectral illusion. Mr.
Tintern, who, as I said, had started up,

advanced, after a moment's hesitation,

jauntily, with his hand extended gallantly.

But the young lady had 'stopped short,

looking very much confounded.
Lady Vernon was the only one of the

party who did not appear much discon-

certed.
" Come in, dear, come in," she said, em-

ploying the very unusual term "dear."
" There is nothing to prevent you, that is,

if you have anything to say."

"Nothing, thanks; no, mamma. I had

not an idea you were busy—how do you
do, Mr. Tintern and Doctor Malkin ?" she

said, but without delaying her retreat be-

yond the brief space it took to utter these

hasty salutations, and gave them each a

little bow.
What could they be about ? This vague

wonder and misgiving filled her as she ran

up- stairs.

Mr. Tintern she knew to be a magistrate.

That odious Elihu Lizard, the sight of whom
chilled her, was plainly under the ordeal of

examination, when she had surprised them
all together.

Why had Doctor Malkin looked at her,

with an expression she had never seen be-

fore, as if she were something horrible ?

What was the meaning of Mr. Tintern's

cringing smile, and deprecatory, almost

agitated, air ?

Maximilla Medwyn had always told her

that Mr. Tintern had an interest under

that will which was adverse to hers. She
would spend that night over the printed

copy of the will, which Mr. Coke had given

her, and would try to understand it.

Her mother ! Tes, she appeared just as

usual, and not at all disconcerted. But she

never was the least put out by anything.

Never. Her mother ! What was she think-

ing of ? No, if thei'C was anything under

discussion which could injure her, her mo-
ther was surely unconscious of it.

She was in her own room, alone, standing

at the window with her hands folded toge-

ther, thinking, or rather, thunderstruck.

Except her mother's, which was always

negative, and therefore inflexible and in-

scrutable, every countenance she had seen,

even the features of Elihu Lizard, wore a

new and ominous expression which dis-

mayed her.
" I wish I had my cousin Max to talk

to," she thought, "or any living creature

to consult. How lonely I have always

been ! Is there any creature in the house

who, under a risk of mamma's displea-

sure, would tell me the plain truth ?"

So, wishing in vain, she at last rang

for her maid. It was time to dress for

dinner.
" Jones, do you know why mamma saw

Doctor INIalkin and Mr. Tintern in the

shield-room to-day ? She does not usually

sit there ?"

No, Jones did not know.
" Did you see that ill-looking man, blind

of one eye, who was also in the room ?"

" No, miss, not I."

"Well, Jones, I'm very curious, and you
must try to make out all about it, mind,

^
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and tell me to-niglit when I come up to bed.

Don't forget."

So Jones promised, and did her best

;

but nothing was to be learned, except that
the blind man in question had had refresh-

ments in the housekeeper's room, and that

the housekeeper was of opinion that he was
one of those missionary folk, whom Lady
Yernon was pleased to encourage.

There are some pictures which, we
scarcely know why, seize the imagination,
and retain their hold on the retina; and
ever and anon, during a troubled night,

the obscure background of that spacious
room, and the figures touched by the hori-

zontal glare of sunset, were before Maud.
Miss Vernon was one of those people who

rely very much upon instincts and in-

tuitions : felt uneasily that the spectacle of
that strange quartette conveyed to her a
warning ; and that all that was needed was
the faculty of reading it aright.

ANOTHER EVENING AT MOPE-
TOWN.

In due course of time I found myself
again at Mopetown. When I say that no
one else got out or got in at the station, and
that I was taken away in a sort of ricketty

one-horse omnibus, up a slushy hill, into

the town, and that I was received with as
much respect at the Dolphin as if I came
to lie in state there, it may be conceived
that the fortunes of the place were not
improving. I had to stay over the next
day ; certain duties of inspection, which it

is not necessary to dwell on, forcing me
to resort to the place. It was a stream-
ing, splashing night, and I repaired to

the coffee-room, where a monk might
have made a retreat without any one to

interfere with him.

I was reading the Mopetown Argus in a
disconsolate fashion, having written some
letters—and it seems to me that a letter

written by coffee - room gas - light has a
specially dismal flavour of its own—when
a tall, large-whiskered gentleman looked
in, then looked out, and presently came
back with the landlord. Though his busi-

ness seemed confidential, he talked in a
loud, semi-theatrical manner.

" You see, the thing should be pushed.
You should force the people in. We gave
just such another thing before I left

Quavcrton, for poor Romano's widow. The
best people came in. I got the thing done
—I worked it. Even the Little Sappho
put her teeiny shoulder to the wheel."

I noticed that as this gentleman dwelt
on adjectives of the affections, his voice fell

into a tenderly plaintive key, and his montb
collapsed with a mournful smile. The land-
lord, no doubt thinking of his tap, had no
views at all upon the subject, and got
away as soon as he could. The loud gentle-
man walked about impatiently, pulled at.

his whiskers, then said, with much der-

ference, to me

:

" Sad case this, sir. We are all putting-
our shoulders to the wheel."

I said first, "Indeed !" expressive of in-

terest, then added that " I had not heard,""
in reference to the case.

" Bless me ! Why it's in the Argns-
Poor Smallpage, the curate, left a widow
and five children, and without a halfpenny.
The people of this place want to do some-
thing for the poor creatures, and I have
been putting them in the way of doing it^

But they understand nothing here^ sir.

This place is an utter impostui^e from be-
ginning to end. I was trepanned here, sir,>

I and my family, under false pretences-

They're barbarians. No taste, no culture^

no civilisation, no trade, no healthy wish
for the refining influences of music. Mrs..

Jackson, my wife, a masterly performer on
the instrument, a pupil of De Bagge's

—

my two daughters, who studied under Pra-
nello—the Little Sappho, whom Ringsend,,,

the member for Quaverton, said could teach
Grisi and ]\Iario and the whole kit—all

thrown away here ; a case of pearls before
swine."

" A case of pearls," I repeated, smiling-^
" But as to Mr. Smallpage's family, I pre-

sume this is some sort of a concert
"

"Precisely, sir. I have set the thing-

going. I have organised the entertainment,

I and my family. It is for the drones-

here to do their part. You will be here, of
course ?"

I begun to answer with hesitation. Bat-
he interrupted me with gravity, " Oh, but
you should stay. You reaUy should. In
such a cause as this one does not stand on
ceremony, and I push a ticket wherevei'-

I can. Oh, you should sujiport a thing of

this sort, you know ; chee-arity," and again
Mr. Jackson's voice assumed the plaintive

tone, " before all. Stalls halfa crown each,,

family ticket to admit four, seven and
six. I think, myself, under the circum-
stances, the man of humane feelings would,

indulge himself in a family ticket. What
do you say ? I have a number about me.'''

I was induced to take a family ticket, and
the charitable vendor, I remarked, went
away much elated, and passed straight into

-=^-
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the bar—no doubt to have the pleasure of

drinking my health.

How the next day passed in Mope-
town I will not detail. It is enough to say

that it rained the whole time, and that

open air work on such a day, and in Mope-
town, is not exhilarating. When I returned

in the evening it was nearly time to go to

the concert. I found a bill on the table,

which I read eagerly, wishing to see what
I was to have in return for my family

ticket, in addition, of course, to the luxury of

one's feelings in doing a Avork of charity.

The Rooms were tolerably fall ; that is,

there were some seventy or eighty persons

present. I seated myself in my stalls, which
I observed enjoyed a solitary distinction in

being labelled with white cards, mai'ked

with " reserved" in a female hand—I say I

seated myself in my four chartered places,

occupying one with my hat, another with
my great-coat, the third with my umbrella,

and the fourth with my own person. Then
I read my bill leisurely. It ran thus :

GREAT ATTRACTION!
TKE MENDELSSOHN JACKSON FAMILY

FOE ONE NIGHT ONLY.
In aid of the fund for the support of the widow and
orphan children of the late Eeverend Hercules
Smallpagb, B.A., left completely destitute.

The quality of mercy is not strained

;

It droppeth like the gentle dew from heaven.
Shakespeare.

MR. MENDELSSOHN JACKSON
(Late Professor ofMusic at Qtiaverton, and Joint
Director with Signor de Bagge, of the Melodia

Society in that city)

Eegi to announce to the inhabitants of Mopetown, that

he will give a

GBAND CONCERT
IN AID OF THE ABOVE MERITORIOUS CHARIxy.

ME. MENDELSSOHN JACESON
"Will he assisted by the Members of Ms Family.

MRS. MENDELSSOHN JACKSON
(Late Soprano Assoluta at Owlet Chapel and the

Melodia Concerts),

MISS PERDITA JACKSON
(Of the Melodia Concerts),

MISS JUANITA JACKSON,
ME. HANDEL JACKSON

(Late Organist at Owlet Chapel),

AND

THE LITTLE SAPPHO!
Who will, on this occasion only, sing some of the choice
lyrics which have won her reputation in the western

district as the English Musical Prodigy

!

While I was perusing this document,
Mr. Mendelssohn Jackson, who had come
on the platform once or twice in a restless

way, suddenly attracted public attention

by hurriedly advancing towards me, re-

moving the occupant of the nearest chair,

which was my hat, and commencing in a
hurried fashion behind his hand :

" This is a very painful thing. Most awk-
ward for me. Would you mind stepping
into the artist's room a moment?"

" What do you want ?" I asked. " You
can say it here."

" Well, I would prefer not. It's as to

the deposit. Scandalous !"

"A deposit?" I said.

" Yes. Deposit for the Rooms, you know.
It seems it's a rule of the Rooms not to

allow the thing to begin unless two pounds
is put in their hand, or they take at the

door."

"They? Who?" I said, much be-

wildered.
" The Rooms, of course. You see, though

the tickets have been taken, all the money
has been promised, and will be sent in later."

" All the money ?" I said.

" Oh, the preliminary expenses. The
posters alone have swallowed up more than
that. Now if you would "

" Oh, I fear I can do nothing," I said. " I

have taken a family ticket—three more
places than I want. You must really excuse

me."
The next moment Mr. Jackson had seized

on the landlord of the Dolphin, and in a
few moments it was evident that an arrange-

ment had been effected. Then Mr. Jack-

son bustled "behind," and the concert

began.

After a moment's pause the new and un-

painted deal door at the side opened, was
shut again Avith hesitation, quivered on
its hinges, was closed abruptly, as if a
discussion were going on, and was then
finally opened. A little procession emerged.
Mr. Mendelssohn Jackson, with Mrs. M.
Jackson on his arm, Mr. Handel Jackson,

between Miss Perdita and Miss Juanita

Jackson. Mr. Jackson pere plunged straight

at the piano, while his family deployed into

line with almost military precision. Mrs.

Jackson was a portly matron, and, with
her daughters, was anxious about the ar-

rangement of the folds of her dress.

Blow Gentle Gales, the late Sir Henry
Bishop's work, was the first piece, and
Mr. Jackson, pounding the chords vigor-

ously, and growling a rasping bass, en-

couraged the " blowing " with good eSect.

The well-known cannon-shot, introducing

the "look, look again !" made us all start.

There was much swelling, rising, and
falling, and the working of the Jackson
mouths was in itself a delightful study

;

for at the placidly piano parts they all as-

sumed a sweet and kindly look, as if
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enjoying ecstatic bliss in company ; but
on the invitation of tbe paternal rumble,

they changed at once into a haughty
and determined ferocity of purpose. The
final chord, which was somewhere down
at the Jackson waists, was a prolonged and
scornful growl. Mr. Jackson leaped from
his piano, led away his family in the same
order, and the new deal door closed on
them. Again it opened, closed, hesitated,

and out came Mr. Jackson, leading his

spouse, with ceremonious politeness, to the

front. All was lost, I mean that All is

Lost, the well-known vocal gymnastic feat

for which Mrs. M. Jackson had, years ago,

been famous, was the next performance.

She attacked it with extraordinary vivacity

and courage, putting her poor broken-down
voice at all the jumps and intricate " ha-

ha's" with something like desperation. I

cannot say she got over them, but she cer-

tainly got through them, splashing, plung-

ing, and kicking, breaking down the fences,

and smashing the bars. All this time her

husband working at his leaps, and I must
own very diligently supplying, with sudden
crashes and " rumbles" in the bass, the de-

ficiencies of his decaying spouse; now
throwing his whiskered head back, now
bending it down as if he wished to kiss his

own hand. But the way the lady shook
her head, leaned to this side and that, as if

leaning over a balcony, and the awful con-

tortion of visage with which the last

"high" scream was got out—like a back
tooth—was amazing. Mrs. Jackson's "high
A" in old days was a favourite theme with
her husband. When we had applauded,

and the lady had made three profound
reverences, as though bouquets had been
showered on her, Mr. Jackson took her
hand, and smiling graciously, led her slowly

off.

Again the deal door opened, and Mr.
Handel Jackson emerged briskly to play
what I found was set down in the bill as :

-n„.,„ Tn-„„,„„„ (") The Eipple. } HandelDeux Morccaux.
J^J Reaper's Dance, j Jackson.

These were little things of his own.
Handel Jackson, I could see, was partial

to little things of his own ; and I have no
doubt at Owlet Chapel always played those

Avorks, preferring them to the hackneyed
and rococo effects of the old masters.

Then we had another concerted piece

;

after that a solo from Miss Perdita Jack-

son—Cherry Ripe—which was really fairly

well sung, and gave satisfaction ; but I

could see she was looked on rather con-

temptuously by her own family. Then
came the real feature of the evening, " by

special desire," we were informed, though
I doubt if the musical intelligence of the
place was sufiiciently advanced to " desire

specially" any such article. This was a
duet from the Elisir d'Amore, rendered
by Mr. and Mrs. Jackson in a dramatic
manner, without accompaniment. The
coquetting, tossings of head, closing of

eyes, and shyly significant confidences to

the audience on Mrs. Jackson's part,

seemed to convey that there was a vast

deal of secret and mysterious business

going on which she was engaged in circum-
venting ; while Mr. Jackson nodded and
winked (in Italian), and repeated a great
many words very fast, made as though he
was going to cry, laughed loudly, and had
sly jokes all to himself. All this never in-

terfered with the profound gravity of the

audience, which, strange to say, deepened
as the humour of the performance was
supposed to increase—a result, by-the-bye,

which I have not unfrequently observed

even in the case of real, genuine. Opera
House Italian buffos. When it was done,

Mrs. M. Jackson was led across, seemed
again to acknowledge a shower of imagi-

nary bouquets, and retired smiling, led out

by her partner.

At the beginning of the second part,

Mr. Jackson came forward, and said he
threw himself on our indulgence ; he hoped
we would overlook what was only the re-

sult of an unhappy fatality. Miss Juanita

Jackson was labouring under a cold, and
could not sing the song down for her in

the programme. If we would allow him
" to depart from the arrangement set down
for us in the printed bills" he would sub-

stitute Mrs. Mendelssohn, who had con-

sented, under the circumstances, to give

the rendering of Bid me Discourse, as

sung by her at the Melodia. " I may be

pardoned for adding," said Mr. Jackson,
" that the occasion was a most interesting

one ; for among the audience was General

Stubbs, whose daughter was later placed

under my own personal tuition ; and the

general," said Mr. Jackson, looking at his

programme in a hesitating way, as if over-

come with modesty, remarked, " that he

heard it sung once before in the same style,

and that was by the lamented Malibrawn
deBeriot!" Here we applauded heartily.

The song having been somehow got

through, Ave had Mr. Jackson himself in a

solo, for which, before sitting down, he

pulled the piano round at an angle, so that a

side-view of him could be obtained by the

audience, lifted the top, let down the music-

stand with a clatter, tried the pedals, and

--^
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rubbed his hands in a ruminative manner.

Then assuming quite a nautical air, he

dashed into the Bay of Biscay. Mr. Jack-

son's voice was quite gone, but that was no

matter, for he spoke, or rather declaimed,

the various descriptive passages of the lyric

with great slowness of articulation and
pantomimic effect. Thus, when sunny
weather was overhead, he wore a smile on
his beaming face, which was always turned

to us, though his person was sideways, as

mentioned. He seemed to convey a com-
placent pride and benignity in his sea-faring

life, his good ship, &c., and when he reached
the well-known burden, he broke into a

brisk canter, as it were

:

A-a-s we lay,

A-a-all th' day,

I-i-n the Be-HA-liay-o'-ho-Biskeyo

!

But when the sky became overcast, and
the terrible storm came on, his face justly

reflected the warring of the elements, his

hands worked as if belaying ropes, or at

the wheel. When young Mr. Jackson,

behind the deal door, conveyed an imita-

tion of the distant gun with, I think, two
books struck together, the mariner half

rose from his seat, and shading his eyes
'-vith his hand, looked out over the top of

the piano, through the blinding mist. "A
seeail ! a seeail !" we heard him cry. Then
taken on board, he sang jocundly and
i-apidly,

The-lien we sail

Wi-hitli a ge-ail,

Fro-liom the Bee-ay-hay-haw-hof-Bisteyo

!

This deserved applause, and got it.

Finally came the gem of the evening,
reserved for the last, the Little Sappho.
Her father was charming in his tender-

ness and paternal care. He came out and
stood looking in at the open deal door, in-

viting out, and smiling and nodding to the
audience. Then he shook his head lightly,

as who should say, " Too shy and tender
;

be indulgent," tripped away, and returned
.slowly, leading the Sappho. She was only
«ix years, at most, judging from her di'ess,

-ivhich belonged to the nursery, little blue
socks, little frock, &c. But the face, as

happens not unfrequently with your infant

X^heuomenon, betrayed a greater age. She
made a little nursery curtsy. Her father

placed a chair, lifted her up on it tenderly,

all the time smiling and nodding at the
^audience, then drew the piano nearer, and
%vith the upper part of his body stretched
over, struck the chords in a quiet, en-

•couraging way, as if fearful that a breath
might put her out. She sang My Pretty
Jaae in an appropriate infantine fashion.

and all the while Mr. Jackson smiled at us
and at her, encouraging, deprecating. She
got through very respectably, and we
encored her.

Such was the concert of the Mendelssohn
Jackson family. It might be considered

successful in itself, though not for the end
for which it was constituted. So, at least,

I gathered from the organiser, who strode in

gloomily to the Dolphin the next morning.
" Expenses, sir, awful ! All swallowed up.

Always the way of the world. Yet, here

I have given the professional services of

my family gratuitously— yes, absolutely

gratuitously, sir. Not a halfpenny for my-
self. I wouldn't touch it, you know, sir,

in the cause of charity."

A STATE OF SIEGE IN CUBA.

" We are in a state of siege !" says my
friend Don Javier, editor of a Cuban pe-

riodical called El Sufragio Universal.
" Y bien, amigo mio ; how docs the situ-

ation affect you ?"

" Malisisimamente !" returns Don Javier,

offering me a seat at his editorial table.

"The maldito censor," he whispers, "has
suppressed four columns of to-day's paper,

and there remains little in the way of in-

formation besides the feuilleton and some
of the advertisements."

The weather is sultry and ojspressive.

The huge doors and windows of El Sufragio

Universal office are thrown wide open.

Everybody is dressed in a coat of white
drill, a pair of white trousers, is without

waistcoat, cravat, or shirt-collar, wears a
broad-brimmed Panama, and smokes a long

damp cigar.

The sub-editor, a lean, coffee-coloured per-

son, with inky sleeves, is seated at a sepa-

rate table making up columns for to-mor-

row's "tirada," or impression. Before him is

a pile of important news from Puerto Rico
and San Domingo, besides a voluminous
budget from that indefatigable correspon-

dent, Mr. Archibald Cannie, of Jamaica.

More than half of this interesting news has
been already marked out by the censor's

red pencil, and the bewildered sub looks

high and low for material wherewith to re-

plenish the censorial gaps. Small, half-

naked negroes, begrimed with ink—veri-

table printer's devils—appear and crave

for copy, but in vain.
" Give out the foreign blocks," says the

editor, in the tone of a commander.
The foreign blocks are stereotyped co-

lumns supplied by American quacks and

W
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j

other advertisers to every newspaper pro-

;

prietor throughout the West Indies. On
\

account of their extreme length and pic-

turesque embelHshments, these advertise-

I

ments are used only in cases of emergency.
While the foreign blocks arc being dis-

j

pensed, the localista, or general reporter,

enters in breathless haste. He has brought

j

several fragments of local information.

Four runaway negroes have been captured

;
by the police. Two English sailors have
died of yellow fever in the Casa de Salud.

I

A coolie has stabbed another coolie at the

copper mines, and has escaped justice by
I leaping into an adjacent pit. A gigantic

I

cayman, or shark, has been caught in the
' harbour. The localista has also some items

I

of news about the insurrection. The rebels

;

have increased in numbers. They have

I

occupied all the districts which surround
' our town, destroyed the aqueduct, cut the

telegraph wire, and intercepted the land

: mails to Havannah. There is now no com-
munication with the capital save by sea.

' Troops have again been despatched to the
' interior, but their efforts have proved in-

1 effectual. Upon their appearance, tlie rebels

I

vanish into the woods and thickets, and

i

there exhaust the patience and the energies

of the military.

;
The sub-editor notes everythiug down,

taking care to eschew that which is likely

I
to prove offensive to the sensitive ears of the

' authorities. The material is then given

I

out for printing pm-poses ; for his worship
I the censor will read nothing until it has

been previously set iip in type. As many
;

hours will elapse before the proof sheets

;

are returned with censorial corrections, Don
Javier proposes a saunter through the

town.
The usual military precautions against

assault on an unfortified place have been
taken. The entrances to the streets have
been barricaded with huge hogsheads con-

taining sand and stones ; small cannon
stand in the plaza and principal thorough-
fares. At every corner that we turn, we
are accosted by a sentry, who challenges us

three times over: "Who goes there?"
*' Spain." " What kind of people ?" " In-

offensive." And so forth. The theatre,

the bull-ring, the promenade, are all clcsed

for the season. The masquerading and
carnival amusements are at an end. Pay-

ments have been suspended, and provi-

sions have become scarce and dear. The
people whom we meet have gi'own low-

spirited, and the sunny streets look gloomy
and deserted. We glance in at the ware-

houses and manufactories, and find every-

body within attired in military costume

;

for many of the inhabitants have enrolled

themselves as volunteers for the pleasure

of wearing a uniform at their own expense,

and of sporting a rifle provided by the

government. The names of those who
object to play at soldiers have been noted
down and their proceedings are narrowly
watched.

A couple of Spanish frigates lie at

anchor in the harbour; for our feeble-

minded governor threatens to bombard the
town if the rebels should effect an entrance
and stir up the inhabitants, their country-
men, to revolt. The garrison has been con-

siderably aug-mented by the arrival of fresh

troops from Puerto Rico and Spain, who
are quartered indiscriminately in the jail,

the hospitals, and churches, to expire there

by the score of yellow fever, vomito negro,

and dysentery. Meanwhile the besiegers

make no attempt at assault, but occasion-

ally challenge the troops to sally from their

stronghold by firing their sporting rifles

within earshot of the town.

One day a great panic is raised, with
cries of " Los insurrectos ! Los insur-

rectos !" followed by a charge of mounted
military through the streets. It is reported

that the insurgents are coming ; so every-

body hastens home, and much slamming of

doors and barring of windows is heard.

But the alarm proves a false one; and,

with the exception of a few arrests made by
the police, just to keep up appearances, no
further damage results.

To reassure the terror-stricken inhabi-

tants, and to prove to them the gallantry

of the Spanish army, our governor deter-

mines on making another sally with the

troops.

Curious to learn how warfare is carried

on in the wilds of a West India country, I

enrol myself in a company of volunteers

who have obtained permission to follow in

the rear of the sallying expedition. My
uniform consists of a blue-striped blouse,

white drill trousers, and a broad-brimmed
Panama, to the band of which is affixed a
vermilion cockade embellished with silver

lace. The Spanish troops muster some
five hundred strong. Their hand weapons
are of the old-fashioned calibre, and they

carry small field g-uns on the backs of

mules. Every man is smoking cither a

cigarette or a cigar, as he tramps along.

His uniform is of dark blue cotton, or other

light material suitable to the tropical heat.

He carries little else besides his gun, his to-

bacco, and a tin-pot for making coffee ; for

the country through which he is passing

'^= T
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abounds natui^ally in nearly every kind of

provender.

The besiegers bave altogether disappeared

from the neighbouring country, and for the

lirst few miles our march is easy and unin-

terrupted. But soon the passes grow
narrower, until our progress is effected in

single file. Occasionally we halt to refresh

ourselves, for the weather is intensely hot,

and the sun blazes upon our backs. To insure

ourselves against brain fever, we gather a

few cool plantain leaves and place them in

layers in the crowns of our Panamas. Our
way is incessantly intercepted by fallen

trees and brushwood; but we can see

nothing of the enemy, and hear little be-

sides the singing of birds and the ripple of

hidden water. Many of our party would
gladly abandon the quest after human game,

and make use of their weapons in a hunt

after wild pig or small deer, which animals

abound in that part of the country.

Alto ! We have waded at last through

the intricate forest, and halt in an open

plain. It is evening, and as we are weary
with our wanderings, Ave encamp here all

night. A moon is shining bright enough
for us to read the smallest print ; but we
are disinclined to be studious, and smoke
our cigarettes and sip our hot coffee. Men
are despatched to a neighbouring planta-

tion in quest of bananas, pumpkins, Indian

corn, sugar-cane, pine-apples, pomegranates,

cocoa-nuts, and mangoes, and Avith this

princely fare we take our suppers. Then
sleep overtakes us.

Early next morning we are called to arms
by the sound of firing, Avhich seems to reach

us from a hill in the distance. The noise

is as if a thousand sportsmen Avere out for

a battue. Our commander assures us that

the enemy is near at hand, and soon croAvds

of mounted men appear on the hill before

us. With the aid of our field-glasses Ave

watch their movements, and can distinguish

their dresses of white canvas, their sporting

rifles, and primitive spears. A body of

them surrounds a thatched hut, over the

roof of Avhich droops a Avhite banner Avith

a strange device, consisting of a silver star

on a square of republican red. The enemy
appears to be very numerous, and as he

marches along the ridge of the hill, his line

seems interminable. All our opponents are

mounted on horses or mules Avith strange

saddles and equipments.

Adelante ! We advance to meet the foe.

Some hours elapse before we can reach the

thatched hut, as our course is exceedingly

circuitous. We find the hut occupied by a

decrepit, half-naked negro, but our birds

have flown. The negro, who tells us he is

a hermit, and that his name is San Benito,

can give us no information as to the where-

abouts of the enemy, so we make him a

prisoner of Avar, The opposing forces have

left nothing but their patriotic banner be-

hind them. This trophy our commander
possesses himself of, andbearsoff in triumph.

Then we scour the country in companies of

fifty ; but Ave meet with nothing more for-

midable than a barricade of felled trees

and piled stones. Once we capture a strange

weapon, made out of the trunk of a very

hard tree, scooped and trimmed into the

form of a cannon, and bound with strong

iron hoops. Upon another occasion Ave

discharge our rifles into a thicket whence
sounds of firing proceed, and we make two
more prisoners of war in the shape of a

couple of runaway negroes. At length,

exhausted by our brilliant campaign, and
with more than tAVO-thirds of our army
afflicted with fever, we retreat in good
order, and return to town. Before we
enter, the governor, accompanied by a staff

of ofiicers and a band of music, comes out to

meet us. A cart, driven by oxen, is pro-

cured, and upon it are placed the captured

cannon and rebel banner, the former of

Avhich is as much as possible concealed by
Spanish flags and flowers. A procession is

then formed, and in this way we pass

through the streets, folloAved by the military

band, A\'hich plays a hymn of victory in

commemoration of our triumphant retui'u.

The houses become suddenly decorated

with banners, blankets, and pieces of drug-

get suspended from the windows, and the

inhabitants Avelcome us with loud cheers

and vivas.

Immediately upon quitting the ranks I

repair to the office of El Sufragio Uni-

versal, for the purpose of reporting to Don
Javier the result of our expedition. Strange

to relate, that gentleman has already perused

a gloAving account of our glorious campaign
in El Redactor, the government organ in

Cuba. The editor hands me a copy of that

periodical, and there, sure enough, is a

thrilling description of what Ave might
have achieved if Ave had had the good for-

tune to encounter the enemy in the open

field

!

But the editor has some strange news
for my private ear. He tells me that a

filibustering expedition from the United
States has landed Avith arms, ammunition,

and a thousand American filibusters, in the

Bay of Nipe, not many leagues from our

toAvn. With this reinforcement it is confi-

dently expected that the rebels will make

^
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an attempt to attack the Spanish troops in

their stronghold. Don Javier, who is a

Cuban to the bone, is sanguine of his

countrymen's success. With a few more
such expeditions, he is sure that the colony

will soon be rid of its Spanish rulers.

Then the editor gives me some extra-

ordinary information about myself. It ap-

pears that during my absence. El Redactor
has made the wonderful discovery that I

am one of the agents of an American
newspaper, has referred in its leading-

articles to the " scandalous and untruth-

ful repoi'ts" published by its American
contemporary, and has insinuated that

henceforth the climate of Cuba will be
found by many degrees too warm for me.
Don Javier is of opinion that my residence

in the island will be no longer safe, and
he recommends immediate flight. From
similar sources I gather certain facts which
leave no doubt that I am the object of as-

sassination. I consult my consul upon the

subject, and he too advises me to absent my-
self, at least until affairs are more settled.

I adopt his counsel, and embark in the first

mail steamer which leaves our port. A
host of my Cuban acquaintances accom-
pany me to the vessel. Foremost is my
friend the editor of El Sufragio Universal,

who, after wishing me a prosperous voyage
and a hearty " vaya usted con Dios,"

secretly hands me a bundle of papers, con-

taining, among other matter, the " leav-

ings" of the censor for the past fortnight,

for the edification of my friends in New
York. So I leave Cuba in a state of siege

;

in which condition, it may be added, it

differs but slightly from Cuba in any other

state.

RACKSTRAWS CLIENT.
IN TWO CHAPTERS. CHAPTER 11.

I WAS again in London, in my chambers,

and at work, real work. I was no longer

making believe to toil in the way of noting

cases I should never have to cite, or laying

up stores of legal loi-e to rot and waste

from disuse and lack of ventilation, nor
wasting time in poring over a twice-read

newspaper, or in gaping at my own wan
reflection in a dasty looking-glass, or in

staring vacantly out of window at the

smoke, the tiles, the chimney-stacks, the

sparrows, and the cats. I had real briefs

now ; not in excess, but still to a sufficient

extent, and, what was more important, I

was earning real fees !

There came a knock at the door. I

found, standing on the landing without, a

strange, shabby-looking man, wearing a
long drab over-coat, with flapped pockets
at the hips, a rusty hat, much too large for

him, and pressed down nearly over his

eyes, and a soiled woollen comforter twisted
twice or thrice roimd his neck. He nodded
and grinned. I recognised him. It was
Michael Runt.
"You want m.e ?"

" Only two words, counseller." He
entered as he spoke, gliding past me before
I had time to stop him, and entered my
sitting-room.

"Now what is it?" I asked, sharply.

For, quite apart from the consideration that
he was interrupting my labours, I greatly

objected to the man's presence. It was
true enough that he had been my client,

but it was equally unquestionable that he
was a very consummate scoundrel. I had,

as I thought, done with him, and wanted
to set eyes on him no more.
He sank into a chair, and waved his

hand towards me, as though asking me to

be patient with him. He was very short

of breath, gasping and panting, open-
mouthed.

" Your staircase tries a cove," he said

presently, speaking with difficulty, in husky,
wheezing tones. " The mill is a fool to it

;

especially to one as is touched in the wind,

as I is—I don't mind owning to it. It's

allays bellers-to-mend with me now."
He jerked out his sentences with a

curious spasmodic action of his whole
body. He had removed his hat, and was
wiping his wet forehead with his trans-

parent, claw - like hand, smoothing and
plastering his hair, as though trying to

bring it down over his eyes. He looked

very villanous and wretchedly ill, worse,

in evci'y respect, than he had looked even

in the dock at the assizes.

" You did the trick handsome, coun-

seller, at that trial. I will say that. The
nobbiest counseller as ever I had ; and I've

tried a few. I called to say 'thank you,'

counseller."
" There was no occasion to do anything

of the kind," I said.

" Oh, but there was, counseller. If it

hadn't been for you the other counscller'd

been one too many for me. And that

there judge, ho came down heavy on me,

he just did. But the persecutor, he was a
soft-head, uncommon."

"Well," I said, "you had a narrow
escape. I hope it will prove a warning to

you not to get into trouble again."

"I'm fly to that gammon," he observed,

with an odious wink. " That's what they
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allays says when they can't conwict. I

am in trouble again, for the matter of that.

I don't know as I've ever bin onto' trouble.

I'm a magsman ; that's my hue. Tliiev-

ing's meat and drink to me, thieving is.

I took the persecutor's watch. In course

I did. You know that well enough. But,
bless you, it was out of my hands in a

minute. They wasn't likely to find it on
me, not likely. But you're fly to all that

!"

" The case is done with, and I wish to

hear nothing more about it. I'm busy,

and I beg that you will go."
" Busy ? Well, you haven't always been

busy, have you now, counseller?"
" I insist upon your going."
" You Avasn't so very busy down at

Westminster a little while back, when all

those coves was capering about in big wigs.

Good as a pantermine I call it. Never saw
such a kit of beaks together all at once."

" You saw me there P"

"I just did. Hanging about you was.
Regularly up a tree you looked. I saw
you. Bless you, I tried your pockets.

There was nothing in them—only keys.

And keys, one can get keys anywheres."
"What were you doing there ?"

I began, in spite of myself, to feel an
interest in the man's conversation.

"The old fakement, and"— hei-e he
lowered his voice to the hoarsest of

whispers, and came so near to me that I

felt his noisome breath strike hot upon my
cheek—" you didn't find nothing in your
bag when you got home, perhaps ?"

" What !" I cried, starting up. " It was
you then "

" Hush ! In course. I shoved the flim-

sies in. I made a post-office of you. Cos
why ? I saw the stop (detective) had his

eye on me. I know I was wanted. I

allays am. But I wasn't going to let 'em
find anything on me. I never does."

" You were arrested, then ?

"Wrong, counseller; not that time I

wasn't snalfled. It looked like it. But
the stop was after another party. Billy-

go-fast, I think it were. Bat there was
a many at work that morning. So I

vamosed."
" You—what?"
" Sloped. Got clear away. But I kept

an cjc on you. I wanted to get the
flimsies back, while you were star-gazing
and fly-catching about the courts. But
biowed if you wasn't too quick for me.
You was oft' sharp, as though you knowed
what 3^ou'd got in your bag. Perhaps you
did. Most likely. Counsellers is pretty
fly, generally speaking."

" And you think "

" To get the flimsies back ? No ; come,

counseller, I ain't so jolly werdant as that

comes to. Get a pat of butter out of a
dog's throat ! A flimsy back from a coun-

sellor ! Not that. You've parted with 'em
long ago. Trust you for not keeping 'em
long.''

This was not quite true. Still it was
sufficiently so. Certain of the notes—by
far the greater number of them—yet re-

mained in my desk. But, as I have already

stated, a portion of the money, stolen

money, as it now too plainly was proved to

be, I had certainly under very pressing cir-

cumstances converted to my own use.

"But how did you. come by those notes ?"

I demanded.
" Come, I like that, counseller," he an-

swered, laughing, and disclosing a hideous,

irregular array of yellow teeth. " AxLug
me to criminate myself! You ought to

know better than that, you know. But
there's no harm in trying it on, and, after

all, I don't know as there'd be so much
harm in my telling you; for you're my
counseller, you know, out and out, ain't

you, now ? My attorney-gineral—that's

how they call 'em, ain't it ?" He laughed
horribly as he said this. " So I'll tell yer
—only it's dry talking—and I'm that short

of wind I'm like a bust balloon. Ain't

you got a drain of summut anywheres
about the place ? It's wonderful how I

feel to want filling out."

He was clearly very much exhausted,

and I strongly wished to hear his story
;

so I gave him a tumbler of brandy-and-
water, feeling deep 'shame, I admit, at the

thought of entertaining the creature as a
guest, and countenancing his longer stay

in ray room.
" You'll drink too. That's right. Here's

success to trade—youi^s and mine ; they
ain't so very difi'erent when all's considered.

Success to trade, and no flies ! Uncommon
good tipple—warms one all through—only,

that's the worst of it, it starts my cough
off fresh."

He was seized with a most painful and
violent fit of coughing, and for some
minutes he was quite incapable of speech.

Hateful as the man's presence was to me,
I could not but feel sincere pity for his

wi'etched state. It was ploin to me that

he was mortally stricken.
" Churchyard work, my cough, ain't

it ?" he said, as though he had read my
thoughts. "I've got my sentence. No
doubt about it. And I don't suppose there's

no tickets-of-leave where I'm going to.

^
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Still, I never was one to caterwaul. 'Game
to the last,' that's my motter. And now
about these flimsies ? It's soon told. They
was got on the cross, I needn't say. I

shouldn't have had 'em else. Still, it was
a bit of chance work. I was down at the

races, Newmarket, October Meeting. There
was a lot of us out, but not doing, much.
But there was a row of a sudden. There
often is rows, you know, at races. A
welcher was in trouble; hustled, mauled,

shoved, bonneted—you know how odd
times a welcher gets served out—they was
all at him at once. You couldn't see a

feature or a scrap of him, not a hair of his

head, for the hands that was on him, tear-

ing him to ribbons. Well, the flimsies was
my share. Most was on to liis leather bag.

But I'd watched him before. I see him
stow the flimsies inside his shirt. I knew
there wasn't much in the bag. I was horrid

frightened at first ; I thought I'd only got

his dickey. It was quite a mercy ; but I

foimd I was to-rights with the flimsies."
" What became of the man ?"

"Why, counseller, you don't suppose I

stopped to ask ?" He looked at me with
an air of mingled pity and wonder. " Who
cares what comes of a welcher ? I expect

he deserved all he got. It wasn't no busi-

ness of mine if he didn't. I ain't pertickler,

but sport's sport, and bar welching. He
had hardly a rag on last time I see him.

It's much if he got away aUve and in his

skin. If he did, that wasn't perfect, I'll go
bail. I did'nt stop to look on. The slops

(police) was fly to me. I was druv about

here, and there, and everyAvhere. They'd
hardly give me a chance. Never had such

a job as I had with, them flimsies. I'd them
about me for days ; couldn't get rid of 'em
nohow. Walked up to town. Still the slops

had their eyes open. Then I was at West-
minster, as I told you—you know the rest.

It was light come and light go. The luck

was with you. Good health, counseller.

You see I did you a good tm-u, and you did

me one. I expect the flimsies about set

you up
;
you looked precious down in the

mouth when I first clapped eyes on you."

I was struck, perhaps more than I need

have been, by the curious way in which
he abandoned all claim to the notes, made
sure that I had already disposed of them,

and regarded all chances of regaining them
for himself as something quite out of the

question. After all, they had never been

really his property. However I might
deal with them, there certainly was no

sort of reason why I should restore them
to him.

"It was a rare look-out, you see," he
resumed. " The rags " (h.e called the notes

indifferently rags and flimsies) " were as

good as gold. The welcher didn't know
the numbers—was sure not to. He'd taken

them in the way of liis trade. Catch a

welcher coming forward to identify flimsies !

Whyhedursn't. Only if the slops had lagged

me, they'd have nabbed them sure enough
;

leastways, I should never kave seen them
again. So you got 'em. I ain't sorry. It was
flimsies well laid out. A retaining fee, don't

you call it ? Not but what I spotted you. I

traced you here. I'd have had 'em back if

I only could. Then I was took for that

ticker business. ' That's the man to defend

me,' I says, meaning you, counseller. 'Luck

will come of it,' I says. And luck did come.

You pattered splendiferously at them 'sizes.

I made sure of a long term of penal, with

that beak so heavy agin me and all ; but

you got me off, and you'll do the trick

again, now won't you, counseller ? You're

my counseller now, as I said afore. Why
you might be counseller and attorney-

gineral to the whole swarm of us. Here's

wisliing " He drank more brandy;

more coughing followed.
" You're snug up here, and quiet—un-

common," he began again presently. I was
veiy anxious for him to go ; but he seemed

more and more disinclined to move. He had

drawn a second chair towards bim, and was

resting his legs upon it. Now he lighted a

pipe and surrounded himself with clouds of

very strong-smelling tobacco. He went on

drinking, smoking, and coughing. There

seemed no chance of his speedy departure.

"And it's respectable, too, in its way.

And you're respectable, too—that is, fairish

in your way, you know, counseller. You
might do a tidy stroke as a fence up here."

"As a what?"
"A fence. Come, you know what that

is—a receiver. You're that already, you

know, counseller, along of them flimsies.

Disposing of stolen property : that's what

the slops call it. It's a great thing for a

fence to look respectable. You know,

counseller, wc might Avork it together

prime. It would be long before they'd

dream of looking here for a fence. Rags,

tickers, plate, sparks (jewels), would be all

one to you. Now here's a trifle " He
produced from his pocket a morocco leather

case—evidently a jeweller's—and was pro-

ceeding to propose that I should, as a fence,

buy the contents of him.

This was too much. What more he said

I hardly know. I insisted upon his leaving

me forthwith. It was with great difficulty
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I could induce him to move. I dared say-

nothing of the police, or the " slops" as he
preferred to term them. I feared that if

I called in a constable some dreadful dis-

closure about the stolen notes might ensue.

I might be entangled in a criminal charge.

The thought was horrible. At last it oc-

curred to me to threaten that if he did not

depart at once, I would never again, under
any circumstances, undertake his defence.

I need hardly state that I had already quite

decided to have no further dealings with so

dreadful a client, upon any pretence what-

ever. This argument availed. With much
reluctance, and pausing first to empty his

tumbler, he withdrew. How thankful I

was to close the door behind him, to hear

him slowly and rather unsteadily descend
the stairs, coughing violently as he went.

I flung the glass out of which he had been
drinking into the grate. I opened the win-

dow to let out the tobacco smoke, and, as

it seemed to me, a certain pungent odour of

felony with which the air of tlie room was
tainted.

Suddenly I heard a noise in the court

below, angry voices and something of a

struggle. I looked out. My client ^vas in

the hands of the pohce. He was, to use

his own words, "lagged" again. And this

time there seemed little question that

stolen property, the jeweller's case and its

contents, would be found upon his person,

and that altogether the probability of his

being convicted of felony was very strong.

From my window I could hear the click of

handcuffs, and I could see the wretched
man led away in custody.

A day or two later I read in the news-
paper a report of the examination of Michael
Runt, before a police magistrate, on a
charge of robbery from the window of a

West-end jeweller. The prisoner was de-

scribed as a notorious oflTender, well-known
to the police, a professional thief, adorned
by his criminal friends with the nicknames
of " Slippery Mike," the " Roarer," the

"Coughing Stag," &c. The theft had been
accomplished by the process known in

thieves' language as "starring the glaze ;"

that is to say, a pane in the jeweller's win-
dow had been cut with a diamond, and
articles of value extracted while the shop-
man's attention had been occupied by some
idle questions asked by an accomplice of

the depredator, affecting to be a customer.
The operation was said to have been per-

formed with singular skill. I pictured to

myself the lean hand and long fingers of

my client at work through the aperture he
had made, deftly and noiselessly securing

the jewellery he had designed to appro-

priate. He was a detestable person ; but

I have not a doubt, I had reason to know,
that he was a highly adroit malefactor.

Owing to some accidental cause the evi-

dence adduced before the magistrate was
incomplete, and the accused was remanded
for further examination. I rather think

the police applied for delay in the committal

of the prisoner, alleging that there were
many other charges of a similar kind to be

brought against him.

I was in great dread lest I should be once

more applied to to defend my client. The
thought of again holding a brief for him
was intolerable to me. What might he not

do ? What might he not say ? He would
probably address me from the dock fami-

liarly as " counseller," or his " attorney-

gineral." He might openly allude to the

fact that he had lodged stolen goods with
me, or describe me as a " fence," and refer

to his smoking and drinking with my con-

sent in my chambers ! The result would
be simply ruinous to me. I should be pub-

licly proclaimed the accomplice of a noto-

rious felon.

So, very ill at ease, I waited to see what
would happen. I carefully watched the

newspapers for a report of the re-examina-

tion of the accused. But I could find no
fui'ther mention of the case. It seemed
somehow to have dropped out of notice.

At last I ventured to make inquiry on
the subject at the police court. I was not,

I own, without a certain fear that I should

be unfavourably regarded by the authoi'ities,

possibly arrested as one in league with the

prisoner. The police receive in so myste-

rious a way such peculiar and extensive in-

formation that it was quite conceivable they

were already acquainted with the remark-
able transactions that had taken place be-

tween Mr. Runt an.d myself. To my great

relief, however, I found myself viewed as

yet another of the large number of sufferers,

who had come forward upon the prisoner's

arrest to urge charges against him.

I then learnt that the man was dead.
" Yes, he's out of our reach now," said

the police sergeant, rather grimly. He
died in the House of Detention just after

the first remand. It was siidden at last,

but he'd long been ailing, and was as weak
as a rat when he was first brought here.

I thought him shamming, for he was always
an uncommon artful customer. But it was
a true bill. He'd cough enough to shake
a man to bits. The doctor said it was a
wonder he'd held together so long. It

was a pity, too, for we'd as nice a case

^'-
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against him as you could Avisli. We
could have convicted him ten times over.

However, it's no use talking about it.

He's saved lis some trouble, perhaps, and
got ofi" without punishment at last— if

he has got off. It's not a thing one can be
quite clear about. He Avas an out-and-out
bad one, though not without a good point
or two. However, it ain't worth w^hile our
reckoning him up now. He's safe not to

touch the police any more, nor they him."
It was weak ofme, perhaps, but I own to

feehng saddened at the sergeant's news.
After all, the poor dead felon had been my
client. He had been a very hopeless crea-

ture. Had he lived, his reform was just

possible : not more than that. But he had
died as he had lived, the man I have de-

scribed. He was more deserving of pity in

death than in life.

And the bank-notes ? They were never
claimed. I kept them carefully a long
time. Then I added to them other notes,

equal in amount to those I had appro-
priated. Finally I packed them in an enve-
lope, and addressed them to the secretary

of a hospital devoted to the cure of the
consumptive. At any rate, the stolen

money wrought certain good at last.

THIRTY DAYS AT THE DIAMOND
FIELDS

I WILL not weary my readers by any
description of the long, tedious, thirsty,

and burniiig pilgrimage of our little cara-

van of diamond hunters from Port Natal
to the banks of the Yaal. It is my object
to tell, as briefly and plainly as may be,

what I saw and experienced in the dia-

mond fields themselves.

Early in the morning of the 2nd of Decem-
ber we finished our weary journey, and out-

spanned (encamped) on the banks of the
yellow Vaal. The river is a fine, rapid
stream, but ownng to the recent rains,

was swollen, turbid, and thi-eatening. "We
could not get the waggons over anyhow,
and it seemed very uncertain when we
should do so. We might have to try the
diggings on the side where we were first.

Before breakfast I reconnoitred the ground,
and collected what information I could.

At noon I walked up to Robinson's Drift,

crossed in a boat, landed at the upper
diggings, and walked from one end to the
other. I met several Natal people I knew,
and went over several thriving stores.

They were well supplied, and prices were
reasonable. Meat was plentiful ; beef and

mutton fourpence per pound. There was no
regular post from Penel, but every Satur-

day a car ran between Hebron and Penel.

Passengers, seven shillings and sixpence
each ; letters, sixpence. At the lower dig-

gings, two miles further on, found .

He had been there five weeks, and not
found a single diamond, though every one
round him had been more or less success-
ful. His party was on the move. I went
prowling all over the diggings, and re-

turned tired and hungry. More furious,

heavy rain, thunder, and lightning.—De-
cember 3rd. Went all over the diggings
on the Natal side, and the diggers showed
me one or two diamonds said to have been
found there. One advantage of our en-

campment was the good feed for cattle.

On the other side cattle had to be driven
five or six miles, morning and evening, to

graze. While we were at a digger's house
a terrific storm came on, and detained us
several hours. No one seemed to mind it,

for these wild storms are of daily occur-

rence.—Sunday the 4th, we spent quietly,

taking a stroll up the river-bank.—Decem-
ber 5th. I went over Robinson's ground

;

I talked to the diggers, but could get no
authentic information as to the findings.

Robinson was very sharp, and wanted to

get people to try his land. He told me his

terms.

Ifwe could not get across I felt we must
try Robinson's Drift. In the mean time
I sent Ash across the river to take

two claims, which he did, just in the very
middle of where people have found dia-

monds. We got the waggon unloaded, and
set a man to work making cradles. We also

shifted all the meal and flour into fresh

sacks. The black ox died, but I trusted

the rest would do, though the grass was
execrably bad. In the evening I was told

that a Dutchman had come and driven all

our cattle into his ki'aal. We instantly

set off to rescue them. The KafFres all

promised to stand by me. When we came
to the kraal I ordered my Kafii-es to

drive the cattle out, and they went in to do
so. Some Dutchmen instantly ran out of

the house. One of them, mad with rage,

was calling for his gun. In the mean
time another Dutchman jumped into the

kraal, screaming and shouting, and away
scuttled my KafTrcs, like so many sheep.

There was nothing for it, therefore, but to

come to terms, and after a long palaver

peace was proclaimed. I was to pay ten

shillings for the damage my erring cattle

had done, and to get ofi" the land. I told

the Dutchmen to come to the waggon and

--^
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fimsh the business, and started back to camp,

only wishinj^ I had had one Englishman

Avith me.—December 6th. The Dutchmen
nrrived, and I treated the matter in the

tent diplomatically. I inquired what they

wanted. I asked where my cattle were

to go. The river was up, the oxen could

not get across. I told them I was in-

quiring for grass on the adjoining farm.

Then I produced some rum, acknowledg-

ing their sovereign right to their own
land. I did not wish to trespass, but

what was I to do r There was a large

island in the river; what could they let me
that for by the month. The head Dutch-
man said a sovereign, and that would give

me the sole right of grazing. So we
struck hands on the bargain. He then ob-

sei'ved my biscuits, and wanted some for

a child. I gave him a pound. One of his

friends then asked if I had paid the ten

shillings. He said no, but for a few bis-

cuits he would say no more about it. Of
course I agi'eed to this, and my would-be
murderer of a few hours before parted from
me the best of friends. We put the cattle

on the island, and found there was capital

feeding. My man, Colenbrander, retui-ned

with news that grazing was one shilling

and sixpence per head per month, so my
diplomacy with my choleric Dutch friend

Avas not unsuccessful.

December 7th. We were busy all day un-
loading the carts and allotting the stores, for

I had determined to divide our party, and
send some of them across the river with
the cart, to begin at once working the new
claims. Some diggers came, and wanted
to get leave from the Dutchman to work
on a spot which I thought promising.

He refused them, so I resolved to try

him on my own account, as some of us
were bound to remain on the ISTatal side

with the waggon.—December 8th. After
an early breakfast I got four of my oxen
from the island, and took the cart and
packed part of our goods in it. The oxen
swam after the boat. We very nearly lost

one, but he finally landed safe and sound.
I sent the things over with four Kaflfres,

in two boat-loads. They then got two large
barrels, and fastened one before and one
behind underneath the cart, and towed it

after the boat. Directly it got into deep
water, but fortunately near the bank, it did
exactly what I had expected, it slowly and
majestically toppled over and sunk on its

side. The excitement was intense. The
men lost tlieir heads, and were hopeless, but
I set to work. I told them to tow the cart

round, hooked on a chain, sent all the

blacks into the water, and by dint of yells

and threats, made them combine to right

the cart and pull it on shore. I fastened

the casks to the sides of the wheels, which

I fixed with a chain, then pushed the

cart into the water boldly, and away it

went grandly ever so far down the river,

but still safely, to the other side. I then

crossed, faint with hunger and parched with

thirst, for it was dangerous to drink the

yellow mud of the Yaal. When I got to

the camp, I rushed to a store, and don't

think I ever enjoyed anything so much in

my life as the three tumblers of claret and
filtered water I drank. We then pitched

our tent, and shortly after turned in.

Through what an uproar we tried to sleep !

Guns firing, music playing, men singing or

quarrelling, carts busy in the moonlight,

taking earth down to the cradles, dogs

barking, diggers shouting; but I was so

tired that even this conglomeration of dis-

cordant sounds could not keep me long

awake.—December 9th . We took off the top

of the cart, and settled the ground round

our tent. I walked along the banks of the

muddy yellow river, to secure a place

for our cradle. We commenced digging

that afternoon, and were to wash on the

morrow. We heard that an eight carat

diamond was picked up to-day on Robin-

son's Drift. I saw a man who had seen it.

Having no great faith in Robinson, I think,

though picked up there, it may not have

grown there, as the man who picked it up
is a Penel digger, who has lots of diamonds
with him. A twenty-two carat diamond
was yesterday found on Lower Hebron.

This day there was an amusing scene in

the camp. Three young fellows, success-

ful diggers, mounted on mules, which were
harnessed to a light cart, and galloped like

madmen up and down the street, waving
flags and shouting. Diggers were coming
fast to Hebron, and waggons daily arriving.

I caught six fish for my dinner, and pickled

some of them. I am already a grand hand
at making bread, and am fast becoming less

civihsed and helpless. It was the first

very hot night, no breeze, and the mosqui-

toes tormenting.—December 10th. Carted

down several loads of gi\avel, and com-
menced to wash.— Sunday 11th. Rested, and
took a long, quick walk up the river-side.

—

December 12th. Unloaded the waggon, and
got out planks to make more cradles. After

breakfast stowed all away again before

moving nearer our claim. Erasmus, for a

consideration, drew our waggons, as 1 did

not want to remove the cattle from the

island. Had only time to pitch the tent be-
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fore dark.—December loth. We settled

the ground, made another cradle, then took

the KafFres, and went to the claim, cleared

off the big stones, and dug' enough gravel

for washing. Crossed the river in the

afternoon, to see how they were getting on

there.—December 14th. Up at four carting

down stuff to the river, and sorting till

seven. What a day's work ! After breakfast,

sorted till one. After dinner, sorting again

from three till five. At five we went to the

claim to pick enough stuff to wash and sort

next day. This lasted till seven, which did

not leave much time for anything else.

This diary gives a good notion of a

digger's daily routine. If English, con-

victs had to keep such bours, from five

A.M. till seven p.m., what a groan would
run through philanthropic England ! Of
one thing I am certain, that sorting pebbles

is harder work than picking oakum.
Let me describe the diamond fields in

detail. The land I am now looking at on
the other side of the Vaal is a long, low
hill, sloping gradually down to the water,

and covered with low, prickly shrubs. The
spot is by no means beautiful or inviting to

cattle or man. It is neither picturesque

nor promising, yet it contains the very

essence of wealth, the choicest treasures of

royalty, power, and beauty. There, since the

beginning of the world, trodden under foot

by savages and wild beasts, unheeded,

while Europe has suffered its storms and
convulsions, these diamonds have slumbered.
The upper part of the sloping hill is com-
posed of orange-coloured gravel, with here

and there boulder stones, detritus of old

water-courses, cropping out. This gravel is

very attractive to the eye, and consists, for

the most part, of agates, cornelians, clear

yellow stones, and bits of jasper. Eor the

first day or two you feel inclined to make
a collection of the best of these ; but this

avarice wears off when you begin to find

the good and sound stones are few and far

between, and are nearly as scarce as the

diamonds, which, like all good things, are

shyest of all. Whenever a spot of this

gravel is selected, either by new comers, or

from a diamond having been found, the

people make a rush, and the whole of the

ground is at once divided into lots twenty-

one feet square. The new and hopeful

hands begin at once to pick and loose up
the virgin ground, and after throwing by
the big stones, they sift the smaller gravel

through a large screen, and get x-id of all

pebbles bigger than a pigeon's egg. Of
course, the man lucky enough to find a

diamond bigger than this, is sure to see it

in the sieve. All that goes through the

sieve is the small gravel or wash stufi'.

This residuum is carted down to the river

early in the morning, and washed in a cradle,

which consists of a couple of sieves, the

upper one coarse in the mesh, the lower
one fine. These sieves are placed on a
frame set on rockers. The gravel is placed
in the upper sieve, and one man rocks the
cradle, while his companion pours water on
all the gravel and tine dust which has
washed through the two sieves. The
upper sieve is looked over, and the con-

tents thrown aside, while the gravel from
the under one, containing pebbles from the

size of a hazel-nut to that of a big pin's

head, is reviewed on the table, at which
we will suppose I and my comrade Ash
are sitting. We are in a bower made of

branches and an old sail. We each grasp
a flat piece of zinc, and commence by
drawing a small portion of the gravel to-

wards us like children playing with shells.

With one motion of the hand we spread

out our store carefully on the table, and
with another, like disappointed gamblers
that we are, we sweep it contemptuously
off; so the diggers here go on, hour after

hour, day after day, month after month,
and perhaps never, after all, see the wel-

come gleam of the long-sought diamond.
The manual labour is not so great, but, oh !

the monotony and weary watching of the

stones. It is dreadfully tiring ; one's back
aches, all one's limbs feel benumbed, and
the shoulder-blades have soon theu' own
special grievances.

On Christmas Day, a terrible event

happened; my poor Dutch carpenter, Co-
lenbrander, was drownied in the Yaal.

Poor young fellow ! He, I, two Dutch-
men, and two of our Kaflfres, had gone to

the island to look after the cattle. Colen-

brauder and I went across in a punt, the

others waded across. After we had looked

at the oxen, and had had a good rest under
the trees, we proposed to return. One of

the Dutchmen had gone, the other said he
would swim across ; Colenbrander said he

would also, and asked me to carry his

clothes over in the punt. I made no ob-

jection to his going, as the river was not

very broad by the island, and there was no
dangerous current. The Dutchman and
Colenbrander went in, and I followed in

the punt. About halfway across I saw
Colenbrander, as I thought, dip his head

under to wet it ; he then swam on a few

strokes and did it again, making no noise

beyond the puffing noise usually made by
swimmers. In a second or two he went
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down again. Beginning to be alarmed, I

pulled the punt up, not at all sure that he

was in need of it. He came up for a mo-

ment, then sank for ever. I was horror-

struck. I could not realise it. Not a cry,

not a gesture, to lead mc to imagine that he

had been in danger, or was even frightened.

The Dutchman, who was swimming only

ten yards off, had not the faintest idea of the

poor fellow's danger. I cannot describe

my stunned, paralysed feelin*-; of horror,

wonder, and regret as I stood on the oppo-

site bank and looked at the muddy waters

which hid the poor fellow from us. We
had no means at hand to recover the body.

I ran back to my tent, changed my clothes,

and went across to break the sad news to

Ash. I then ran to Alexander, and he,

with generous alacrity, mustered ten or

twelve Natal men, and went at once to the

spot in a boat; we tried, till sun-down, to

recover the body, but all in vain. Next
morning the Natal men again mustered
willingly, but were still unsuccessful. I

spent that night and the next in Alex-

ander's tent miserable enough. Just after

tea on the Monday night, as I, Alexander,

and Ash were sitting together, I suddenly

saw something near a box glitter. I said,

"There's a snake in the tent."

Ash replied, " What nonsense."

I persisted. " I am sure there is," I

said, " for I caught its eye, and when I

moved it drew back."

Ash was so positive I was mistaken
that he would move the box, and prove I

Avas in the wrong. He suddenly jumped
back, crying, " There is, indeed, a snake,

and a big one too." He and I had both
sticks, and hit at it, but we could not get a
fair blow at its head, which it kept shielded

behind the box. Presently it brought its

head round and hissed, and we all bolted,

thinking it was coming after us. Out went
the candle in the confusion of our frightened

rush, and we could not venture back against

our stealthy and deadly enemy in the dark.

We at last got lights, and returned to the

tent. I ventured in first with a lantern,

expecting to find the evil one exorcised by
the alarm. All at once I looked down, and
seeing him Avithin six inches of me, leaped
back, thankful for my narrow escape. We
then fell on him with our sticks, and finally

despatched him. He was quite five feet

long.

I had just set to work, three days after

this, when a Dutchman from down the
river came to tell me that poor Colen-
brander's body was lying on the bank three
miles down. I at once sent a message to
Ash to get a coffin made, and borrowing a
small waggon, proceeded to fetch the body.
The Dutchmen in the neighbourhood lent

their aid, and wrapping the body in blan-

kets, we laid it in the waggon till the grave
was ready. At four o'clock. Ash, Alex-

ander, and Ryan came over; I read the

funeral service, and we lowered our com-
rade into the grave. I thought as I read
the verse, " We brought nothing into this

world, and it is certain that we can carry

nothing out," how we were all toiling for

riches that by the grave's side seemed so

worthless. No tidings of the lost oxen
from Borkoff. The letters to Durban from
here take nineteen days, but heavy rains

often swell the rivers, make the roads

almost impassable for the oxen, and delay

the mails.

January 1st. Hurrah ! At last, after

washing and washing, and scraping and
scraping over some tons of gravel and
pebbles, we have found—not a Koh-i-noor,

oh, dear no !—quite the reverse, only a small

diamond about as big as a mustard-seed.

Still it is a diamond, and it is a good omen.
There are more where that came from.

Hurrah ! we shall rock the cradle now
with renewed hope. We may make our

foi^tunes yet. I am afraid we have got the

gambling spirit of the true digger upon us

now. The fever has seized us at last, and
the chill and ague of the first reaction of

disappointment has gone for ever. Another

month Ave may be laughing and dancing

with hats full of diamonds, or be driving

back our oxen to Natal in rueful rags,

footsore and half-starved. Never mind,

my boys, rock away. We don't care now,

even if there is a rock ahead. Heaven
helps those who help themselves.
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